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I. The Temperature of Sublimation. By J. Jouy, PRS.* 

N the Philosophical Magazine for June 1913 I gave an 
account of experiments on the temperatures at which 

various sublimates are evolved from mineral substances. The 
sublimate was obtained by heating the powdered mineral on 
a platinum ribbon enclosed between watch-glasses, the ap- 
proximate temperature of sublimation being ascertained in 
terms of the current heating the ribbon. The apparatus, 
which I have called the Apophorometer, is described in the 
Phil, Mag. for Feb. 1913. 

Subsequently to the publication of my experiments on the 
temperature of sublimation, I received samples of several rare 
minerals through the kindness of the Trustees of the British 
Museum, of the Custodians of the Museum of Geology, 
Jermyn Street, and of the Oxford Museum. I have 
specially to thank, in connexion with these valuable con- 
mibutions, Mr. G. Prior, Dr. H. H. Teall, and Professor 
Sollas. A few additional specimens were purchased. The 
object of this paper is to give an account of the results 
obtained on these specimens, in continuation of the results 
already published. 

ANTIMONY. 
In my former paper a table of results on antimony-bearing 

substances appears. It contains 20 experiments on sub- 
stances containing the molecule Sb.8; and 5 on substances 
containing the antimony differently combined. Considering 
the former class of compounds first, the conclusion arrived 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. B 
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at was that a compound of antimony of the form 7 RS, 
mSb,S; becomes unstable in presence of oxygen at a 
temperature which is unaffected by the nature of R or by 
the value of n or m. In fact all these bodies give off their 
antimony at a temperature varying not very widely around 
480° C. Judging from the five observations on other com- 
pounds of antimony, these bodies also break up near this 
temperature, whether sulphur is present or not. 

The new results are as follows :— 

TaBLe I. 
nRS, mSb,S,. 

PACE 
1. Andorite. Ag,S, 2 PbS, 3 Sb,S8.. OURO). occu econ eee 510 

2. Kermesite. Sb,O,, Sb,S,. WSOC 2 cc en a eee 430 

3. Polybasite. 9 Ag,S, Sb,S,. Woe:? Waser teers 430 
4, Livingstonite. HgS, 2 Sb,S.. Tasco. ...0 icone eee 430 

5. Nagyagite. Au,Pb,,Sb,Te7S,.. Nagyat oo.o.5-co eee 485 
6, Kilbrickenite. 6 PbS, Sb,S,. Kalbricken) =-3-e 43 

7. Tetrahedrite. 4Cu,S, Sb,S,. Botess..0.5: soem 460 

8. rs i, Westerwald ............ 550 

9. ‘ - Kapnik? “... eee 530 

10. . i Pribram eee 590 

As stated in the first paper, antimony may sublime as the 
tetroxide Sb,O, or as antimonious oxide Sb,O,. The former 
sublimate is insoluble in cold HCl, the latter is instantly 
soluble. The earlier experiments seemed to show that the 
sublimate Sb,O, appeared at a lower temperature than Sb,O, 
and, hence, was that which generally marked the beginning 
and lowest temperature of decomposition. Repeated and 
eareful observations have, however, failed to substantiate 
this point. Comparison of very many results showed that 
in successive experiments on the same powder small traces 
of either oxide might first appear or both appear together. 

A mixture of galena and bismuth ground together in the 
agate mortar and in the proportions required to represent 
the composition of zinkenite (PbS, Sb.83), behaved in all 
respects identical with the mineral zinkenite. Similarly 
argentite and stibnite mixed to represent the composition of 
miargyrite (Ag.S, Sb.83) showed no difference in behaviour 
from the latter mineral. 

It will be seen that the results of Table I. agree with those 
already published. 

ARSENIC. 
The subdivision of the arsenic-bearing minerals into three 

groups according to the temperature at which the arsenic is 
yielded, as suggested in the first paper, is supported by the 
more recent experiments. 
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As nothing has been said in the first paper as to the 
characters and recognition of the sublimate of As,03, a word 
on the subject may be useful here. The sublimate is always 
very nebulous and diffusive in character ; never pure white, 
but greyish ; or even brownish if the oxidation is imperfect. 
It begins as a mere dulling of the glass. Seen under 
the microscope it may show perfect, colourless octahedra, 
especially on the lower glass, if slowly formed ; or it may 
appear as a formless dust. From the latter, crystals may be 
obtained by reheating the sublimate between the glasses. 
The smell of garlic is rarely obtained under the conditions. 
When tested for odour there is a faint earthy smell. It is 
less easily volatilized off the glass than sulphur. It is im- 
per fectly : soluble in cold HCl; more readily soluble in warm 
HCl, and easily soluble in hot water. The solution in hot 
water may be tested readily by any of the usual chemical tests. 

The following results are additional to those already 
published :— 

TABLE II. 

Iii. RAs; RAsS; R.As,; R,As,; RAs.. 2 8, 

1. Glaucodote. (CoFe)AssS. Mumahengy sesso. oversee 480 
2. “ <s HOC ae Ak nee ee ae 480 

3. Gersdorfite. (NiCoFe),(As8),. WinaISeM tere ae teeters 450 

4. » 5p OCH es: Mewes strcleisos 480 
oe breithauptite, —NiSbjwith) tr: of As,’- Locs?) 2...2..ece.. 3: 520 

6. Tennantite. 1] CuS, FeS, 5CuAsS. Cornwall ........... ... 500 

7. Ullmannite. NiS,, Ni(SbAs), [?.No Lobenstein ............ 530 
Sb detected]. 

8. Alloeclasite. | Co(AsBi)S. DONA Rape ane Barons sock 480 

9. Domykite. Cu,As. altel Calta Stes eee eee 370 

10. < & NGOC. Prt nee ah eee eee 365 

11. Algodonite. Cu,As. Mohawk Mine......... 300 

12. Whitneyite. CugAs. Houghton Cor )32925. 395 

lee RS, JANES) 5 As, 5, 5 RAs, 5 RAs,S.. 

15. Enargite. 3 Cu,S, As,S,. Red Mt., Colorado... 290 

14, Be 4 TO GN eect Cet eas 290 

15. Allemontite. SbAs,. AMIIGIINGSIIN Ehcaaakesk eck 250 

16. 35 . Se pains 1 ome 200 

17 & i. Ulmannite. Considerable subl. of AsO, at .................. 285 

I. As; AsS; loosely attached As. 

ley Geoermites “Salaytry of Als Os ab icc... ncccsteeveee ess 150 

19,17 & 7. Ullmannite. ns * SNE A SOR OPAL SSR aes Sen ate Ra 185 

20 & 2. Glaucodite, % “ MIRE MRE Net cis wiad cis ick Gee GLO 
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In my former paper I remarked with reference to group ITI. 
of the Table that, owing to the results then obtained being 
mainly confined to iron, nickel, and cobalt compounds, we 
were not in a position to examine into the possible influence 
of the atomic weight of the stable element present, and I drew 
attention tothe rather anomalous indication of domykite. In 
the present list it will be seen that two other copper arsenides. 
support the position of domykite. It is to be remarked that 
the somewhat higher decomposition point of whitneyite is 
probably in part due to the coarser grain of the powder used ; 
the ductile nature of this substance rendering pulverization 
impossible. It can only be powdered by abrasion. From 
these results it would appear as if the stable element present 
was not without some effect on the temperature of sublimation. 

Some analyses carried out on the apophorometer, bearing 
upon the formule to be ascribed to some of the minerals. 
examined, may now be given. 

Primarily there is the question, which I raised in my 
former paper, as to where arsenides of the composition RAss 
should be placed in the Table. A smaltite of Schneeberg was 
carefully examined :— 

Analysis 1. Smaltite; Schneeberg, Saxony. Weight 
taken 13°6 mgrms. Total As,O3; up to white heat 
13°0=9°8 merms. As. Residue 4°5 mgrms. 

The Schneeberg mineral, according to Hintze, is mainly a 
nickel chloanthite with As=77 ; Co=3 ; Ni=12; S=1 or 
less. The residue in the present experiment gave a vivid 
blue bead with borax, but it does not much matter for the 
purpose of the experiment whether we calculate it as NiO, 
Co;0,, or Fe,O3. Tke first gives 3°6 Ni; the second 3-4 Cae 
the third 3°7 Fe. I take 3°6 (Ni, Co, Fe). This makes the 
added weights 13:4. The deficit is about 1°5 per cent. and 
is probably S. 

Hence, As=72°0; (Ni, Co, He)=—26°5 5 S=io aad 
the relative number of atoms—As 96; (Ni, Co, Fe) 45. 
(about)—leaves little doubt that the formula is essentially 
(Ni, Co, Fe) Assy. 
Now in the experiment the As,O; was evolved as. 

follows :— 
0°5 merms. at 230- 320. Group ITI. 

OA eee 5 420— 540. See tl, 

ACO iy oe 5 660— 760. 

O2 90 fs », 920-1450 (?) 

Reda ., full white heat. 
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The decomposition is, it will be seen, for the most part 
effected within the temperature range of group IIf. It is 
probable that the liberation of As below this is referable to 
the presence of the molecule As.S; in subordinate amount, 
accounting for the S present and the sight excess of As. 
The composition is, however, essentially that of a diarsenide, 
and the break up of this molecule must be referred to the 
temperature range of group ITI. 

The position in the seale of temperature of the intervals of 
stability and instability appear to be only roughly definable 
even on successive experiments on the same pow dered material. 
The temperature at which an interval of decomposition or 
instability comes to an end depends to some extent, ap- 
parently, on the duration of heating at the lower temper ‘a- 
tures embraced by the interval. Thus the temperature 320° 
which marks the conclusion of an interval of instability, as 
recorded above, on another experiment was found to be some 
30 degrees lower; the heating at the lower part of the 
interval having been much more prolonged. The tempera- 
ture of commencing instability, 230°, was, however, the same 
in each experiment. Similarly the second interval of insta- 
bility began at temperatures which were found to be fairly 
concordant. The upper successive nodes and internodes 
seemed less weil defined, but their position on the scale of 
temperature cannot be investigated without special pre- 
cautions to secure uniform increase of temperature and 
continuous observation of sublimation. 

With regard to the cause of these successive intervals of 
stability and instability, it seems probable that the interval 
230°-320°, which covers that of group II., indicates the 
presence af the As.S; molecule, the existence of which is, 
also, to be inferred from the analysis. Over the next 
interval the diarsenide molecule breaks up. From its rela- 
tively large amount it is not probable that this constituent is 
in any way generated by rearrangements attending the evo- 
lution of arsenic at the lower temper ature. It is, ~howev er, 
quite possible that rearrangements attending the break up of 
the diarsenide molecule are responsible for the cessation 
of instability, the succeeding interval of stability, and for 
the decomposition which follows this interval. The firm 
retention of a considerable part of the volatile element till 
a very high temperature is attained, strongly suggests the 
formation of a compound or alloy of the residual arsenic 
with the stable element ; this compound possessing a very 
high degree of stability. 
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Analysis 2. Chloanthite (cited as smaltite and numbered 19 
in Table II. of paper in Phil. Mag. p. 861, June 1913). 

An analysis on the apophorometer gave the following 
results :-— 

Wt. taken 10°9 mgrms. This yielded 0°55 merm. arsenic 
in group II., heating tor 60 minutes at 255° ; and 6°51 mgrms. 
arsenic over the cen 400° to white heat. The residue 
showed but little cobalt and weighed 4:3 mgrms. If its 
composition be assumed to be NiO, the deficit on the added 
weighings is 0°39 mgrm., which is accounted for by the 
observed evolution of : a little sulphur. The percentages are 
As 64:2; Ni 31°7. The observations show that the more 
stable molecule vielded 5S'4merms. As. Assigning the whole 
of the Ni to it we get as its composition } NizAs,, very nearly. 
The molecule breaking up in group IT. is pr obably AsS3, and 
the complete formula. approximates to As.S3, 5 (N izAs,). 

Analysis 3. A partial re-analysis of the rsammelsbergte, 
appearing in Table IT. of the former paper as No. 15, 
was made. 

Wt. taken 10°6 mgrms. No sublimate was obtainabie till 
over 500° C. Between 500° and 700°, 7°6 mgrms. of As,O3 
were taken off. Ata white heat a Ente: 0-7 / mgrm. was 
evolved. These sublimates contain 6°2 mgrms. As. The 
residue seemed to be mainly NiO and weighed 5-3 mgrms., 
containing 4°25 mgrms. Ni. Total weight accounted for 
10°44 ; deficit 0°16. From the result As 59°6 per cent. ; 
Ni 41°3 per cent., the atomic ratios are As 79, Ni 69. If 
(as is probable) Ni is a little over-estimated and we take the 
ratio as 80:60 the formula Ni;As, is derived. The result 
formerly arrived at and given loc. cit. p. 864, was As 58 per 
cent., Ni 38 per cent., giving Niz;As,as above. The analyses, 
therefore, agree. 

In the former paper RAs; was placed provisionally in 
group Il. There was then no direct experimental evidence 
in support of this assumption. Recent observations on two 
allemontites (SbAs3) from Allemont showed that the evolu- 
tion of As,O, began at 200° closely in both cases. This is 
evidence in ee our of the position as ssigned to the tri-arsenide 
molecule. 

SULPHUR. 

Ata low temperature sulphur yields a sublimate of the 
element which under the microscope is found to consist of 
highly refracting globules. At higher temperatures it is 
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oxidized and passes off as a gas. It may at these tempe- 
ratures unite with the water present between the glasses and 
condense on the latter as a very acid liquid. The presence 
of sulphur is often revealed by faint whirling clouds, taking 
various spiral forms of much regularity, and doubtless com- 
posed of particles of condensed vapour. These whirling 
clouds are almost characteristic of this element. The earliest 
appearance of sulphur being a mere dulling of the glass may 
easily be mistaken for arsenic unless tests be applied as 
described in the former paper (loc. cit. p- 866). 

The following Table contains a revision of the earlier data 
and additional results :— 

TasueE ITI. 
ae 

1. Molybdenite. MoS. IBC: |b hetacopneeparee 450 
re, « LEN PERSIE a SSSR OG A) Yt 450 

3. Marcasite. ,, Tatoee (CLO eave stan 440 

4, Hauerite. Mns. VACUO Sateen sere asiesiotsist 450 

SeScaMMie wi CULO, heSn SMS a Ole OMeS) ar .cecces se. 460 

GmChaleopynite: i CusS, Fess.) Mock? pene. ease aes cs: 470 

7. Chalcosite. Cu,8. Cormwallyey were. ns 490 

8. Linnzite. CoS, Co,8,. IWUNEISE Th sonapcosaddoooooe 480 

9. Sphalerite (5). ZnS. WENeIOW GT acoagohe 500-510 

10. Pentlandite. 2 FeS, NiS. Lillehammer............ 480 

11. Covellite. CuS. ID UIG bee renee Joc cerca: 400 

12. Galenite. PbS. WO GHEE E. May. tks asnsaten 470 

15. Bornite. Cu,S, CuS, FeS. Audley Mine, Cork... 450 
iy kalbrickenites -G:EDS) Sb...) Killbricken--u.4s-a--e083- 440 

15. Argentite. Ag.S. Joachimsthal ......... 460 

16. Zinkenite. PbS, Sb,S,. Wrolisbengcsprsess.-- 400 

ieee Na cya obese ATINS Dal Dy lens ra Nel five ieee nese ansecan 420 

18. Galenobismutite. PbS, Bi,S3. Nordmarken............ 470 

19. Alloclasite. Co(AsBi)S. TOCA arasadacicud santas 440 

20. Aikinite. 3(PbCu,)S, Bi,S; AME eucencceced Nate bea 420 

vail i “a Beresowsk, Ural ...... 440 

22. Emplectite. Cu,S, Bi,S3. Schneeberg ............ 400 

AB). ce i Schwarzenberg......... 470 

24. Bismuthenite. Bi,S;. Schneeberg ............ 400 

25. Stibnite. Sb,S;. IBOS Ie yORN AP eeseancsee 380 

SAD oe, (C9 ZATUOUEES TTL ea Per ote ge ee 130 

PIMOCMIC GN PLCIK ENTE i eaves cts vistecaeSdonsieliwe MG sjc/esm ma sleescenietie se’ 185 

28. Sternbergite. Ag.S, Fe,S,. Konigsberg ......-... 170 

PAS) (ei Gon * LEU PLUS TIG Ge den raat CO EEN EL SR cgcer GOMER eR ECB Ree Er ee Cece renee 70 

SUM Hel, SNKGTS ANS RETR n cdeac liner bop an NeenURr eae Ce IeeeRee ae ene reer 70 

EMO CLS Ol SUL INU as fa denics nas sce cacaecatac ca seinne cnve ae 69-70 
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The Table shows that sulphur is generally liberated from 
the metallic sulphides between 440° and 480°. Certain of the 
minerals examined, 2. e. hauerite, kilbrickenite, and zinkenite, 
liberated a part of their sulphur at a lower temperature. 
Generally, this sulphur was little more than a trace. In the 
case of the kilbrickenite, however, the low-temperature sub- 
limate of sulphur amounted to 5 per cent. by weight of the 
mineral after prolonged heating at 185°. This is nearly one- 
third of the sulphur present. 

TELILURIUM. 

Only 7 tellurides had been examined at the time of writing 
the first paper. Those few results appeared to indicate that 
the tellurides were divisible into groups according as the 
molecule is of the structure RTe or RTe,. This view is 
sustained by the additional observations now available. 

I may recall that the presence of tellurium may be indi- 
eated by a black sublimate, TeO, which is peculiar to 
tellurides breaking up at a relatively low temperature (about 
500°) or by a white sublimate which is only formed at a 
higher but rather variable temperature :--600° to 900°. The 
white sublimate has the composition TeO,. Tellurides which 
first break up at the higher temperature only show the white 
sublimate. Those which become unstable at the lower 
temperature give the black sublimate, and if the tempe- 
rature be then raised, the white sublimate also. The more 
stable tellurides possess the structure RTe; the less stable 
the structure RTe,, or RTe;. Hence these two classes may be 
at once identified by the colour of the sublimate first given 
off on gradually heating them on the apophorometer. 

TABLE IV. 

Hee? 
Aer 

1, Altaite. PbTe. Las \Crueasts.)) es eee TeO, 850 

pak Uh My 3} sik JIA RE ge 5 820 

Dy tsb i Woy SPAN a Mpa eine ic ee ae a 710 

4. Hessite. Ag,'Te. Alain \\vapeelsacemeer ieee Rae Bs 900 

ay i, Be PARAM Brsers tt) SU me 5 820 

6, i an Sardinsky Mine, Altai...... oa 930 

emeezites CAWA er! (ee) Cartas lie am ie cme anentaea\ tn sats HA 750 
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hes Re, ; Te. /0. 

8. Calaverite. (AuAg)Te.. Kalgoorlie)... .0-.: TeO 450; TeO, 675 

se is Ms Cripple Creek ... ;, 520; % higher 

10. s» POURRA TEBE iN feces 9 ROE wpa Uy 
Il. ‘‘Petzite”(?). PbTeo. Red Cloud Mine. ,, 460; ., 900 

12. Tetradymite. Bi,Tes. EM eagy eaeseenne 6 (HOUR Voge OEY 
13. 5 ts Schonbkaw, pede Vigne eeu 

Schemnitz. 

14 Nagyagite. Au,Pb,,Sb,Te-S,7. Nagyag ..........-- Wea =) G10 
15. - % i ANA Se rat OZOH 538 (OL 
Howsmivanite:  AwAr Tex) 00) Ub Ui uae SOO, ait 

17. ‘ x Loerie eet De ASO A (SO 
18. 7 ¥ Kalgoorlie ......... O20 laa OO 

19. Coloradoite. HgTe. oP AUR ROD Steed Ea D2O et lies 7 83a 

20. Native Tellurium. Facebay, Tran- ,, 525; ,, 800 

sylvania. 

eebeliarium) prepared, 176 i 4 + sbeeldeidaes P25 eine OOO 

22) + STATUUEN A RAMS PVN OF ve A AOC Aa Ady cant: cll PO reas. a OO 

Two substances in this Table require special notice. 
No. 10 was obtained by purchase and reached me labelled 
“ Petzite.” On obtaining the result recorded in the table, 
it was concluded that the identification must be in error. 
Petzite is a monotelluride of gold and silver. As such it 
should first yield the white sublimate of TeO,. A rough 
quantitative analysis on the apophorometer was made. A very 
high percentage of tellurium was arrived at—nearly 80 per 
cent, Some oxide of lead was, however, included, an ex- 
cessive temperature having been employed. Mr. J. R. 
Cotter was so good as to make for me a quantitive analysis 
in the ordinary way. The result was :— 

iPelieni may ee 57°D4 

rear Gene cas os MY ay GU) 

iron ve ea atta Wee ho2 

Imsol am criNOn ao ai 

The insoluble part was found to contain an amount of 
gold equal to 0°47 per cent. of the mineral. The balance 
was insoluble in aqua regia, and was determined as mainly 
silica: evidently an impurity. Silica is visibly associated 
with the mineral. 

An earlier analysis gave Mr. Cotter a slightly larger 

percentage of tellurium. 
The density taken on a clean homogeneous fragment was 

found to be 6°55. 
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The mineral is certainly not petzite. The latter body has 
the composition AuTe, 3AeTe, and a density of 8 7-9-0. 
The analysis suggests PbTe,: as being approximately the com- 
position of the telluride. It may be a new ‘species. 

The second telluride calling tor notice is No. 18. This 
substance, on its chemical composition, should not give the 
low- -temperature sublimate. That it does so may, perhaps, 
be ascribed to the large amount of the very volatile lone 
combined with the Pole 

BISMUTH. 

Four oxides are observed. (1) The bismuthous oxide, the 
most stable oxide, is plentifully obtained as a sublimate at 
high temperatures. Ifa little of it is scraped from the glass 
and heated on the hob, it will be found to fuse at about ‘900° 
and volatilize at about 1010°. As evolved from the element 
or from compounds, a higher temperature is generally 
required in order to obtain the sublimate: from 1200° to 
1300°. It is gradually formed on the hob as the substance 
decomposes or “oxidizes. Thus, if pure elemental bismuth is 
treated, the metal undergoes colour changes from yellow to 
orange, red, ash-red, to purple. At a little over 900° there 
is fusion of the oxide, and at a temperature rather over 
1200° the sublimate is obtained. 

The sublimate is canary- -yellow to pale whitish-yellow or 
nearly white in colour. It is nebulous and hazy in form; 
never definite and streaky when formed as described. Under 
the microscope it is granular. Itis non-volatile and is soluble 
in HCl, but not soluble in strong solution of KHO. 

This oxide may appear in small traces at a lower hob- 
temperature if there is deflagration or sudden decomposition 
of the mineral. It then takes a well-defined form, repre- 
ducing the chance pattern of the deposit on the hob. The 
sudden high temperature developed on deflagration may be 
respensible for its sudden and limited development. It is 
whitish in colour and shows the same physical and chemical 
properties described above. It has been obtained from 
colloidal bismuth at 640°; from emplectite at 600°: from 
cosalite and tetradymite at about 700°; from aikinite at from 
510° to 690°. Heating may, in many cases, be so carefully 
regulated that deflagration i is avoided, and in these cases the 
bismuthous oxide is only obtained at the usual high tempe- 
rature. In quantitative work the low-temperature evolution 
of the oxide is so limited in amount as to render it 
unimportant. 
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(2) With native bismuth and some samples of chemically 
prepared bismuth as well as with some mineral compounds 
of bismuth, there appears a whitish-buff or yellowish-bufft 
sublimate, very nebulous and diffusive, at temperatures 
which seem variable but are always lower than that of the 
formation of the normal sublimate of Bi,O3. It may be 
evolved at the moment of sudden decomposition when the 
internal temperature of the particles is unknown. 

This body seems to be undoubtedly an oxide of bismuth ; 
the test with SnCl, in every case giving the characteristic 
blaekish-brown precipitate. A borax bead fed with the 
seraped-up sublimate is yellow hot and colourless cold in the 
oxidizing flame. 

The distinctive feature of this oxide is its volatility. It is 
readily volatile off the glasses. Heated between them it 
forms smoky clouds which may condense to minute colour- 
less and transparent regular octahedra. In general the 
sublimate is merely gr anular, as seen under the microscope. 
It is heavy and often falls into the lower glass. 

It is instantly soluble in dilute HCI, in aqua regia, and in 
solution of KHO. It is slowly or ‘doubtfully soluble in 
HNO;. Withelemental bismuth it has been obtained at 245° 
to 345° : soon ceasing to come off. With native bismuth it 
was obtained from 470° to 630°; more generally near the 
latter temperature. By raising the temperature very 
gradually it was found—at least in the case of elemental 
bismuth—that the formation of this oxide was preventable ; 
the stable bismuthous oxide being formed on the hob and 
ultimately sublimed. From aikinite this volatile oxide was 
got at 600° and 820°. From bismuthenite it was obtained 
at 510°-600°. 

The observations do not indicate that any importance 
attaches to this oxide in quantitative work, as, relatively to 
the stable, high-temperature oxide, it is small in amount. 
In many cases it does not appear to be formed. I have 
not identified it with any recorded oxide of bismuth of which 
J am aware. 

(3) The bismuthine oxide; Bi,O0;(?). Along with the high- 
temperature sublimate of Bi,Os, reddish and pink streaks 
are sometimes observed. ‘This is a non-volatile sublimate ; 
insoluble in HCl, so that it remains after the accompanying 
Bi,Os3 is dissolved. It may be the oxide Bi,O;. It is said to 
pass ‘to Bi,O3 if heated in air at 305°. This has not been 
observed in the present case. It is not important in analysis, 
being very small in amount. 

(4) Hypobismuthous oxide, Bi,O,. The black oxide is 
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obtainable from colloidal bismuth, attending deflagration. 
It is not volatilized off the glasses and is insoluble in HCl or 
in solution of KHO. It whitens slowly when heated on 
the glass. 

The test by chloride of tin is the best for bismuth under 
the conditions obtaining in these experiments. Put a drop 
or two of solution of SnCl, on the sublimate, followed by a 
couple of drops of dilute HCI, and work round with a stirring- 
rod till all is dissolved. Add now a little NH,HO solution, 
or KHO solution, till the first formed white precipitate is 
dissolved. The ppt. of Bi,O, then slowly collects. 
If the sublimate is soluble in KHO sol., it is even more 

effective to add a little of this and then drop in a few crystals 
ot SnCl, ; these only partially dissolve and rapidly blacken, 
bringing down the black oxide. This black precipitate 
will be found to whiten ina few hours if left exposed to 
the air. 

PAR i Ve 

~1. Native Bismuth. Volatile, buff-yellow subl. at 470°: subl. of Bi,O, at 

white heat. 

to . Bismuthenite. Bi,S,. Schneeberg. Volatile subl. at 5C0°-600° with 
deflagration ; subl. of Bi,O3 at white heat. 

3. Galenobismutite. PbS, Bi,8,. Nordmarken. Tr. of Bi,O, with defla- 
gration at 560°; and at high temperature. 

4. Cosalite var. Bjelkite. 2PbS, Bi,S,. Bielke Mine. Tr. of Bi,O; with 
deflagration at 720°; and at white heat. 

9. Lillianite. 3 PbS, Bi,S;. Lillian Mine, Leadville. The high temp. subl. 
of Bi,O; only observed. 

6. Aikinite. 3(Pb.Cu,)S, Bi,8;. Loc.?. Tr. of Bi,O, with deflag. at 
510°; Tr. of vol. white subl. at 600°; Bi,O; at 
high temperature. 

7. o Beresoff, Siberia. Tr. of Bi,O; at 620° with deflag. and at 
high temperature. 

8. te Loc.? Tr. of Bi,O3 with deflag. at 670°; Tr. of vol. white 
sub]. at 820°. Bi,O; at high temp. 

§. Emplectite. Cu,S, Bi,S3. Schwarzenberg. ‘Tr. of Bi,O3 at 600° with 
deflag. ; and at 1200°. 

10. Tetradymite. Bi,Tes. Schemnitz. Bi,OQ3 at white heat. 

11. Alloclasite. Co(As, Bi)S. Loec.? Bi,O3 at 1850° with red streaks. 

In the case of the sulphobismuthites the high temperature 
at which the sublimate of the oxide appears in bulk does not 
define the decomposition point of the mineral, but only that 
at which the oxide itself becomes volatile. The oxide is, in 
fact, formed at some lower temperature, collecting upon the 
hob while other volatile constituents pass off, and remaining 
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there unless the temperature is finally raised to about 1200° 
or even higher. The actual decomposition of the mineral 
is often defined by the appearance of deflagration at 
some lower hob-temperature, varying from about 600° 
to 700°. 

All the substances 2 to 9 contain the molecule Bi,S,. 
These appear to break up at temperatures varying around 
600°; lillianite alone of these bodies showing no low tempe- 
rature sublimate. 

SELENIUM. 

Only one oxide, SeQ, is recorded. It forms a diffusive, 
white, sublimate possessing a nore or less acicular structure 
as seen under the microscope. It is very volatile, clearing 
rapidly off the upper glass just over the heated platinum : ; 
and leaving selenium penintl it if any of the element has been 
volatilized without oxidation. The sublimate of the oxide 
is very hygroscopic, the crystals melting when breathed upon 
and being replaced by wet patches. 

Compounds in which selenium is loosely attached give 
much red sublimate of selenium at low temperatur es. With 
native selenium it 1s difficult to get the oxide in any quantity. 
The red sublimate begins at Atyonk 300° and the white at about 
440°. Presence of oxygen favours the formation of the red 
sublimate, although this does not appear to contain any 
appreciable quantity of oxygen. In an atmosphere of oxygen 
selenium may be sublimed entirely in the form of the ed 
sublimate without any gain in weight being detectable. 
Thus 14°5 mgrms. of selenium salh sinned at 460° in oxygen 
showed not live smallest increase in weight. In coailea oas 
selenium sublimes as a rich black eablinrata. ‘ 

The first appearance of a sublimate from a selenium com- 
pound is often that of a pale reddish film, best seen by 

placing the glass on white paper. The film is dichroic, 
passessing a fine green sheen, like certain aniline dyes. To 
the touch this Ellin feels sticky : gentle rubbing appears to 
intensify the sheen. 

In quantitative work careful regulation of the temperature 
will enable nearly all the selena to be got off as the oxide. 
Thus clausthalite yields at 340° a eae trace of red sub- 
limate, but if raised to 600° the white sublimate begins to 
oe and between 700° and 850° all selenium is got. off as 
SeO., massicot only being left, which does not sublime till 
about 100 degrees higher. 
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The following selenium compounds have been examined:— 

TABLE VI. 

Berzelianite, Cu,Se. Strikerum Mine, Smaland. 
White sublimate at +40°, 

Eucairite, Cu,S, Ag,Se. Loc. as above. 

Tr. of red subl. at 380°. 

White subl. at 410°. 

Clausthalite, PbSe. Tilkerode; Harz. 

Tr. of red subl. at 340°. 

White subl. at 600°. 

LEAD. 

The sublimate formed in air is PbO. It formsa yellowish 
sublimate which shows bluish-white where it thins out on 
the margins. The yellow colour intensifies upon heating. 
Owing to its high specific gravity much of it falls into the 
lower glass. Under the microscope it is finely granular. 
It is soluble in solution of KHO and in HCl. 

The formation of this sublimate is at a higher temperature 
than that at which the mineral breaks up. Massicot, as an 
olive-yellow slag, first forms gradually on the hob as the 
mineral decomposes. This melts at about 930°, sublimation 
beginning at a temperature approximating to 1000°, when it 
progresses steadily. The sublimate is, therefore, obtained 
below the temperature of volatilization of Bi,O; and above 
that of TeO., but unless the temperature be carefully attended 
to there is risk of lead oxide volatilizing along with the 
latter sublimate. 

Tyeagh Geological Laboratory. 

Il. On the Interaction between Radiation and Free Electrons. 

By J. H. Jeans, M.A., F_RLS.* 

I ITERE is now very general agreement that for a 
system of matter and zether to give Planck’s formula 

for the radiation in its final steady state, the motion of the 
system must be in some way different from that predicted 
by the classical laws of dynamics as summarized in the 
principle of Least Action. 

The problem of finding a new system of laws which shall 
lead to Planck’s formula is as yet ‘unsolved. In our present 
state of knowledge the problem is largely one of guessing, 
and the lucky guess has not yet been made. On the other 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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hand, a pr oblem which admits of scientific and ordered 
treatment is the following: to examine at what exact point 
or points it is necessary ‘to break with the old dynamies in 
order to obtain Planck’s formula for the final partition of 
radiant energy. 

To begin with, there is nothing incompatible with Planck’s 
formula in the classical laws of propagation of light in free 
ether. It is well known that the partition of energy is not 
changed by propagation in free sether—any law of partition 
persists indefinitely so long as no interaction between ether 
and matter occurs, Stated analytically, the argument runs 
as follows :—If F(A, T)dA is an initial partition of energy, 
then the final law is EO. T)dX also, and since this is general 
enough to include Planck’s oe no break need be made with 
the old dynamics as regards propagation in free ether. 

Next, there is nothing incompatible with Planck’s for- 
mula in the classical laws of thermodynamics as applied to 
radiant energy. or according to these laws, if FA, T)da 
is the initial partition of energy, the final law, after an in- 
finite number of thermodynamical processes, can be shown 
to be of the form $(AT)A~?° dar (Wien’s law), in which ¢ is a 
function which cannot be determined by purely thermo- 
dynamical reasoning. Since this final law is general enough 
to cover Planck’s law, we may conclude that there is nothing 
in the thermodynamical theory of radiation which is incom- 
patible with Planck’s law. Thus Planck’s law in no way 
compels us to abandon the classical laws of either propagation 
or of reflexion, compression, &e. of radiation, so long as 
these latter processes are effected by ideal walls such as are 
imagined in thermodynamics. The classical laws may stand 
for free ether and for ideal matter: it is when we come to 
real matter that the break with the classical laws must be 
made if we are to arrive at Planck’s formula. 

In the present paper an attempt is made to carry the 
investigation further along these lines. The simplest system 

oO 

of real matter which can be imagined is a single electron. 
oO 

I have tried to examine whether there is anything i incon- 
sistent with Planck’s law in the classical laws of interaction 
between radiant energy and a single free electron. To 
answer this, it is necessary to investigate what would be the 
final law of partition of radiant energy in a system in which 
the radiant energy started from any initial law of partition, 
and had this law modified by encounters with a single free 
electron, the laws of interaction being assumed to be the 
Aiacaieal laws. The question is: Will the final law be 
general enough to include Planck’s law ? 
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2. A single ray of light propagated parallel to the axis of 
« may be taken to be given by 

A=(0, Y=Acose(a+Vi), Z=0, 

a=a()  G=(0). y=—A cos «(w+ V2). 

The equations of an electron moving freely in this field 
according to the classical laws, will be 

Wp es y Qc wl» Te BC in | ne eA COs K(v+ Vt) + cE yet | 

my =eA cos k(w+ Vt) + eA {cos «(a+ Vt) + E way alg | 

UREA Cale 
the =| 5 aa a es el es a 

in which the terms in square brackets represent the retard- 
ing force on the electron produced by its own emission of 
radiation. If the frequency of the light is p, so that p=«V, 
the ratio of these terms to those on the left-hand sides of the 

aL x Zhe? sete 
equations is of the order of magnitude 3 yal: Giving to 

3m S 2 

m its electromagnetic value Le this ratio is equal to Se: 
palV or 27a/n. 

We are searching for the point of departure between the 
true laws and the classical Jaws, and this departure is known, 
from observation, to be most pronounced at low tempera- 
tures, at which all the radiation is of great wave-length, and 
the motion of free electrons is very slow. We may ac- 
cordingly limit ourselves to the consideration of the problem 
for low temperatures, in the certainty that if a break with 
the classical laws is necessary, this special problem will 
disclose it. This limitation makes it legitimate to neglect 
a/x, and therefore to omit all the terms in square brackets 
in the above equations. Further, it permits us to disregard 
variation of mass with velocity, and so to treat m as 
constant. 

The equations simplified in this way become 

ma =—eA = cos K(v + Vt) 

muy =eA cos (a + Vt) + AY cos x(a+ Vt 

mz =0. 
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Put w+ Vt=&, so that £=2 + V, €=%, and the equations 
become 

mé=—eA 008 Ke, 

my = ms = & cos K€, 

of which obvious first integrals are 

2 +P=v 

F PI oe 
= sin KE+tv 

J AmV ‘ 

where wu, v are new constant velocities. Hliminating 7, we 
obtain as the equation for &, 

£2 — 2 u+ nee: AU Ss] £) 
e ( KmV ie ; 

or putting G=tam = Be 

B= (08) (1-40) — 2% 0140) + So 

From this the value of 0 may be written down as an 
elliptic function of the time, but the solution is of greater 
complexity than is either convenient or necessary for our 
purpose. 

The same reason which enabled us to limit ourselves to 
low temperatures also permits us to consider only the case 
in which the light is of feeble intensity—we may neglect 
squares of A. ‘The equation now becomes identical with 

2eAv6 ; 
(w—v? )KmV 

4 op bs Hel 5 
— 6? = (uw? — v”) eee — 
K 

or, if w¥—v*=w?, so that w is another constant velocity, 

Qe 9) ) \ 

=§=w(1- 6 +62) 
K w’kKmV ye 

leading to the integral 

eAv 
tan $«§= tan Sewt + —— 

wamvV’ 

in which we avoid adding a constant of integration if we 

Pilal. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jen. 1914. C 
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suppose the origin from which ¢ is measured to remain 
indefinite. We readily obtain 

phir eAv ee 
= wt + ———_ cos xwt, 

w?K?m Vo ‘ 
and hence 

eA 
xL=(w—V)t+ ———. cos ewt 

( ) wKn?mV 

(3) 
y= = 

5 

| 
a 

vt — —— cos kut ! 
we mV | 

By = Wot 

in which, strictly speaking, constants of integration must be 
added to w, y, z, and t. 

It now appears that the motion of the electron may be 
regarded as compounded of 

(i.) a uniform velocity of translation, a, v9, wo : 
(ii.) oscillations parallel to the axes of xv and y, each of 

a purely harmonic nature, and of frequency kw. 

Since w=uy+ V, the result is such as might have been anti- 
cipated from the Doppler theory. but it is not easy to give a 
rigorous proof without a detailed examination of the equations 
of motion. 

3. The electron will, according to the classical dynamics, 
absorb light of frequency «V; it will emit light whose 
frequency will vary according to the direction of emission, 
the frequency in any direction being obtained by modifying 
the frequency of oscillation «w in accordance with Doppler’s 
principle. 

Let polar coordinates 7, 0, x be taken, the axis of « being 
taken for @=0, and the plane of wy for ~=0. The velocity 
of the electron has a component in the direction 0, wy equal 
to 

Up COS O + Up sin 8 cos + w, sin 6 sin yf, 

so that the frequency, say g, of the radiation emitted in this 
direction will be given by 

q= = (V —u, cos =v sin 8 cos Y—wy sin O sin W). (4) 

Let us assume the distribution in different directions of 
the radiation emitted by the electron to be 

I(@, wr) sin 6 dé dw. 
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Let c,”? stand for wo?+v9?+ wo”, and let the mean-square 
velocity of the electron, averaged over a great length of 
time, be c?. Let the proportion of the whole time during 
which the velocity components lie within a small range 
dupdetydwy, be 

A p(s mi a misled -) dg dup dwy. 

Then the total radiant energy emitted by the electron per 
unit time will, on the average, be 

wwe DONO Webley aes 
\\ \ ( } Af( 2, ve) I (0, 4) sin 6 dO dip duiy dry dwo, (5) 

the integration being over all values of 0, yr, uo, vo, and wo, 
and the frequency of any element of the light being given 
by equation (4). 

To analyse this radiation according to frequency, we may 
change the variables from 19, vp, wo, 8, and wW to ut, Wo, 9, 
av, and q. Writing q for «V, the frequency of the incident 
light, we have 

= : -2 V—u, cos 0—wy, sind sin ue Ne } 
soos FL Hien 2 any cain 

2 iy aan VW? 

0g. Jo (V+) sin 8 cos p’ 

whence integral (5) may be written in the form 

A aa (rt 5 (Ug? + Wo") + 1 cosee? O sec? 

Ve 
x (Vu cos 6 — wy sin @ sin yw— aa ) } 

0 Up 

a Nes 
x 1(0, yr) Fa Cane Asecw dO diy duydw, . (6) 

of which the form after integration is 
eli g i 

— flaGae 
4. Suppose the electron is in a region of space in which 

the law of partition of radiant energy is $(q)) dq, the energy 
being distributed at random as regards direction. Suppose 
that unit ener gy of frequency q is, as the result of interaction 
with the electron, after unit time replaced by energy 0(q) 
of the original frequency Joo and a spectrum jE( Jo; i dq of 

oy 
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scattered energy. By the result of § 3, F(q, g) must be of 
the form 

1 Pr of ‘ FQ; 9) = alee ¢ ). meee 

and so, by the conservation of energy, 

1—A(q)= ( P(g, Qdq= | (2,2). 
J0 0 Yo Jo 

On integration this last is a function of @ only, so that 
8(qo) does not depend on go, and may be replaced by @. 

The law of partition of the whole energy after unit time is 

femepcas + Jaa)” s@0F Ge aa 

or arranged according to frequency 4, 

{a | esta) +} P(90) #05 1) qo - + @) 
U0 

If the radiation in the space is to be in temperature equi- 
librium with the electron, the partition of energy must be 
unaltered by the interaction between the electron and the 
radiation. The final partition of energy (9) must accord- 
ingly be identical with the initial partition of energy \dqo(q)- 
Thus we must have 

O6(9) + if (qo) F(Go, F d=(Q); 

a 

or by equation (8) 

6) [1-9]=| so(L,e)“, . . (20) 
qo 7 Yo 

and the partition of energy required, 4(q), is the solution of 
this integral equation. 

The equation may be written 

[SrDels-eb)ar-e x 

a 0 

Ort G5 — 0% 
Uu=ea 

\ *@ ais °) o
Y 21-6 

Uu 

2 

so that the ratio of ¢(uy) to @(¢g) must be independent of g. 
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The solution is easily found to be 

DE Co Ben ae ela Cll) 
in which C and n are constants. : 

5. lt is at once obvious that this form cannot include 
Planck’s formula. Thus we have seen that there is nothing 
(so far as the evidence of the radiation formula goes) which 
is untrue in the ordinarily assumed laws for free ether, or 
in the ordinarily assumed thermodynamical laws, but it now 
appears that there must be something untrue in the equations 
which have been used as the basis of the analysis of §§ 2, 3. 
It is somewhere in these equations that the break between 
the classical dynamics and the true dynamics must occur. 

6. Any attempt to localize still more definitely the exact 
point of failure of the classical equations must of necessity 
involve a detailed discussion of the equations of which we 
have made use. 

In equations (1) it may first be noticed that the terms in 
square brackets, representing emission, have not been used 
at all—equations (1) were immediately replaced by equa- 
tions (2) because it was found that the terms in equation (1) 
in square brackets were negligible for the particular crucial 
problem we were testing. Nothing, then, is to be gained by 
discussing whether the terms in square brackets are accurate 
or inaccurate. But two assumptions have been made about 
the emission—first that the emission terms in equation (1) 
may be neglected for the special problem under considera- 
tion, and, second, (in § 3), that a simple-harmonic motion of 
Mfrecrclcviron results in’ an emission “of light of the same 
frequency. Both these assumptions must of course be 
regarded as being under suspicion. 

For the rest, we have assumed the truth of equations (2), 
which are simply the equations of action of electric and 
magnetic forces on an electron as a whole. Experiments on 
electrons moving in electric and magnetic fields (¢. g. deter- 
minations of e/m) seem to indicate that these equations are 
at least true for steady fields, and, so long as we assume that 
the action on an electron at any instant depends solely on 
the field at that instant, it is hard to see how the equations 
can fail to be true for varying fields also. 

_ One other assumption has been implied: namely, that a 
single free electron in a field of radiant energy is a possible 
dynamical system. It may be that the simplest system 
which can be considered is not a single free electron but a 
tube of force with an electron at one end and a positive 
charge at the other. 
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7. Apart from these speculations, the definite result seems 
to emerge, that the departure from the classical mechanics 
is to be looked for in the fundamental equations of ether and 
electricity. Nothing so complicated as the structure of 
matter appears to be involved. It is not a question of 
modifying our ideas (in so far as we have ideas) on the 
build of atoms or molecules: we are called on to revolu- 
tionize views which have long been regarded as well- 
established on the nature or meaning of electricity, eether ,or 
radiation. 

Ill. On Canonical Relations in General Dynamics. 
By Professor A. Gray, /.R.S.* 

1 i is a paper on General Dynamics (Proc. R. 8S. E., 
Feb. 19, 1912) I have derived Hamilton’s principal 

function S, and the parallel function 8’ [§ 5, (1) below], 
with the corresponding partial differential equations, by a 
direct process not involving the calculus of variations. 
Hamilton’s Principle and the Principle of Least Action may, 
as exemplified below, be deduced from the functions 8, 8’, 
and it will be seen that the use of the two functions faci- 
litates the proof and discussion of various other theorems. 

It may be recalled that the canonical equations of a 
system, unacted on by friction, and defined by & coordinates, 
Jip J25 ++++5 Qt, that is the 2k equations of the type 

dpe OH veqonn (1) 
dé NBG? ade pene Be te 

can, as Jacobi proved, be replaced by finite equations, if the 
complete integral of the Hamiltonian differential equation 

fol) OS os os ) : 2 sb El 2]. SS]... = Gi, Gos ene 0 ere Te (5. 092 3 O9K 71 q » Ik ( ) 

can be found. 
Here 

B= 2(paq)=TtVe i, Ce 

and p(=oT/og) is derived from T, the kinetic energy ex- 
pressed as a function of the q’s, q’s, and, it may be, of ¢. 
Since the solution of a dynamical problem consists in the 
expression of the values of the coordinates, the velocities 
(the g’s) [or the momenta (the p’s)] in terms of ¢ and initial 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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values a1, a, ...., Gi, 6;, bo, ...., 63, say, of the g’s and p’s, 
H can be expressed for time ¢ in terms of the a’s, the 0’s, 
t and 7, or, if we please, in terms of the p’s, the q’s, and ¢. 
It is desirable for clearness to state explicitly in all dyna- 
mical relations which are obtained what are the variables in 
terms of which the different quantities are supposed to be 
expressed. 

2. It is not unusual to assume tacitly that the reciprocal 
relations discussed in §§ 6....11 below, when established, en 
form, as consequences of the faci that two successive partial 
differentiations of a certain function of the initial and final 
coordinates (or momenta) are commutative, hold also when 
the quantities of which derivatives are taken are quite 
differently expressed. For example from the relation 

eat TE ocala intimin) 

where 8 is a function of the q’s and the a’s, and therefore 
so also is );, we get, since 0S/dg = /, 

CE eels | olds eich (Cou ielingo) 

Now the dynamical relation which is of real practical 
importance is one of exactly the same form, which holds 
when p is expressed as a function of the initial coordinates 
and momenta and ¢, while }; is expressed as a function of 
the jinal coordinates and momenta andt. Itis one of the 
objects of the present paper to supply the necessary proof of 
the permanence of form here exemplified by a particular 
case of a very general property of canonical relations. 

3. The determination of the complete integral of (2) $1, 
consists in finding § as a function of 4, qo, -++-5 Gi t, and 
k coordinates o, a, ...., #; (which may be the & initial co- 
ordinates, or any & independent functions of these) and 7, 
the initial value of the time, which, if it is convenient to do 
so, may be taken as zero. The finite equations are then 

aS _ O81 Se titecns Sr = By ot anoeres MD 

Tf ay, dy, ....5 @, the initial coordinates are used, the finite 
equations become, as is well known, and will be shown in 
what follows, 

—= —/h os = —/ (2) Oa; 1> ee eeg Dak ke 
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It is in general to be understood that the coordinates, the 
gs, at time ¢, are independent functions of the initial co- 
ordinates and momenta. That i is, varying these coordinates, 
subject, say, to the condition that only the 0’s are changed, 
we get k equations of the form 

Od: 5 
s,= 3 SF ob... . » 0) a 

The condition for the independence of 641, dqo, ...., 69, 18 
the non-evanescence of the determinant 

Sk On O% OG 

SOU Ol. idly 

Since 91, Ja, ---+» G, are independent the speeds 4, go, .--, 9; 

are also independent; so also are the momenta for time f¢, 
namely, 

_ol ai : 
1 = 00 3.0.005) Px. = Od, > . . = 3 (4) 

as can easily be proved. Now by the canonical equations 

: oH aes oH + al a 
Visa Op’ q2 Ope S85) i Ope 2) (0) 

we have k equations of the form 

qa 0-H 

Og Op) BLO | a 
pie fz =1 OpjOpi Pi (6) 

and the determinant 

" 3H o°H oH 

 Opi0p: OpP2Op2 Op; OP, 
does not vanish. 

It is to be understood in what follows, except where the 
contrary is specified, that these conditions of independence 
are fulfilled. 

A, Reserving then aj, dg, ...., a, to denote the initial co- 
ordinates, we shall denote the constants in 8 by 4, a, ...., Oks 
and prove that the substitution of any other set of con- 
stants ¢, Cy, ....5 Cz, Say, connected with the a’s_ by & inde- 
pendent equations of the form 

a= (G5 Castine. Vheo C19 «+089 Cr)» 

to = ho (E, 19 seceeg Yry Cy -- +00) Cr) etc. . (1) 
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does not cause any change in the values of the p’s (initial 
and final) provided the value of the integral 

Bet 3 

8. =| {> (pg) —H} dé, . Ne SN Fi Ae Yes 
eT 

is taken as the complete value of the principal function. 
[Of course it will be understood that the substitution of 
the values of q1, qo, -:.-) Gj) in terms of ¢ and the 24 constants, 

the a’s and the b’s, leads to equations of the form 

a1 =X, (a; Opa Di ain. Op). ay =X. (15 Ran sD hy Oia lk Or Wars oc) 

The use of this form of the principal function amounts to 

the introduction of an additive constant as in the equation 

SSG G19 +2099 Vhs 41a «+009 a7.) — So, 6 : . (3) 

where So is what S becomes when 7 is substituted for ¢, and 
the initial coordinates, the a’s, for the q’s. Now since 08/02 
does not change with ¢, (3) gives the relations 

aS-S)_» 38-8) _ 
O41 02 

Let the «’s in 8, be replaced by their values as given by 
(1), thus introducing the «’s. Denoting the value of 08,/d0¢ 
taken after this substitution by (A8,/0q), we obtain 

=) OS , 081041 , 0510% O81 O42 — OD. /- et OP CA ORT Oa nil py Okn O88 2 OF. 
= Og 1 04109. 02,09 a ; OZMOGin Og" () 

since by (4) 

CO — 0s) O27 — ene 08,/d0e, = 0. 

Thus the values of the p’s are not altered by the change to 
new constants. 

The coordinate g appears explicitly only in 8, and the 
corresponding initial coordinate a only inS. As 

08,/0a1 — OS;/0e5 == cee = 0, 

the appearance of the a’s in the e’s may be neglected ; and 
so we have 

AG at ages or Deed uti ets Utara CO) 

for the corresponding momenta at times ¢ and T. 
If we suppose the time to flow back from ¢ to t and the 

momenta to be reversed for every value of ¢ without change 
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in amount, the initial and final configurations become inter- 
changed, and the sequence of configurations is the former 
sequence taken in the reverse order. The momentum cor- 
responding to the coordinate a is then 0S/da; and so in 
the forward motion we have 

Os 
wae a 

If the constants are the initial coordinates (or as we shall 
see the initial momenta) Sp may be dispensed with. But 
then the values of 9S/da obtained by putting t=7, and 
(G15. Jay «---) = (G1, Ga, ..--) do mot fix the values) of fhewies 
on the contrary the values of the 6’s, otherwise assigned, 
fix the values of the derivatives. The values of the «’s, or c’s, 
must be so chosen as to make the derivatives, OS)/da, have 
the proper assigned values. 

Considerations similar to these apply to the function S’ 
and the constants used in its expression. 

It is important to notice that by what precedes the / con- 
stants used may be the initial momenta. S is then expressed 
as a function of the initial momenta and the final coordinates. 
But 8’ [§ 5, (1)] may be expressed in terms of the p’s and the 
mutual coordinates, that is of the initial coordinates and the 
final momenta. Thus ina reversed motion when the time 
flows back from ¢ to t the function 8 for the forward motion 
becomes the function S’ for the backward motion, and the 
reciprocal nature of the functions is further emphasized. 
Now in the forward motion 0S'/Op=g. Hence in the 

backward motion we have 08’//0b;= —a;; or by the remark 
just made 

oe od a 

when § is expressed in terms of the q’s and the 6's. 
5. The functions defined by the equations 

ve £ 
S=| {3(pq) —H}h dt, s'={ {S(pq)+H}dt . 

when § is determined as a function of the q’s and & con- 
stants, and S’ as a function of the p’s and & constants, with 

os olay =—y aN Og = Ps op = Ys = = > : ° (2) 

obviously satisfy the partial differential equations 
Q x/ 
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These lead at once to the equations 

OTK AOE NBAOG | oy) axe, 
which are the same in form as the canonical equations, 
except that on the left the differentiation with respect to 
tis partial instead of total. In the first p is OS/dgq, and 
is therefore a function of ¢, the g’s, and k constants, and so 
also is H; in the second g is 08'/Op, and is, with H, a 
function of t, the p's, and & constants. There are of course & 
pairs of these equations. 

If in (4) the q’s and the p’s are replaced by their values 
in terms of the 2k constants and t, the equations hold without 
alteration of form, for then they are precisely the canonical 
equations, since partial differentiation of g and p with respect 
to ¢ then means the same thing as totai differentiation. In 
other words, the canonical eyuations assert that partial 
differentiation of p (or of qg), with respect to t, when the 
quantity differentiated is expressed in terms of ¢ and the 
initial coordinates and momenta, is the same thing as partial 
differentiation with respect to g of OS/dé (or with respect 
to pof 98'/dt) when the subject of differentiation is expressed 
in terms of ¢ and the jinal coordinates and momenta. 

6. This remarkable connexion between the initial and the 
final coordinates and momenta holds for differentiation with 
respect to other variables than ¢, e.g. we can choose any of 
the a’s or the b’s. There are in fact a set of canonical 
equations for every variable we thus select. 

For exainple, if we differentiate with respect to g the 
equation | (7), § 4, above] 

a So Me SUES Maca Meta Fling ln) 

where both sides are regarded as functions of the q’s, the a’s, 
and t, we get 

OP een | A) Ob: (iy) 
0a dOgda; GU he lar o Yi 

an equation which is comparable with 

Op ___ oH (3) 

and which retains its form when we express p as a function 
of the initial coordinates and momenta and ¢, while 0, is 

expressed as a function of the final coordinates and momenta 
and ¢. Thus, denoting differentiation, carried out on these 
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suppositions as to the mode in which p and /, are expressed, 
by enclosing the derivatives in brackets, we get 

Es]. a 
Similarly from (8), § 4, we get the relation 

Ops a>) OG: z 
a0. ales 3g” (5) 

(where 8 is supposed to be expressed in terms of the q’s, the 
’s, and t, and p and a; are expressed in like manner) w hich 

retains its form when p is expressed in terms of the initial 
coordinates and momenta and ¢, and a; is expressed in terms 
of the jinal coordinates and momenta and ¢, so that 

(ey=(e2)-- ) 

Two other reciprocal relations are derived in the same 
way from the function 8’ and also retain their form when a 
similar change of expression is effected for the quantities 
differentiated. These are 

B=-E) B)-@) Ol) Op) «0a Op) +e 

7. The parallelism of these equations with the canonical 
equations is made clearer if we replace ¢ by a symbol wu 
which we regard as a coordinate in the generalised sense, 
and associate witha momentum. Then if we put H'=H+vz, 
and write the additicnal canonical equations, 

= i Onis 1) dv ma OH! 

Ov 7) Nee Ou ” 

we obtain, fe ct aiais ot Ae (by the canonical 
equations), 

(1) 

H+2sconst. Yn, 4 See 

Thus the partial differential equation becomes. since q : 
OS/du=r, 

OF + H=const. ae 

which takes its place with ethers, such as 

ols) 
AE ae ll. 

as the foundation of the various canonical relations. 
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The device of regarding the time as a coordinate is useful 
in many respects as we shall see later. It has been employed 
by Poincaré, Minkowski, and others in various applications. 

8. The relations (4), (6), (7) of § 6 appear to have been 
first published by Donkin (Phil. Trans. 1855), but they are 
contained in one of five undated papers by Jacobi (Nach- 
gelassene Abhandlungen) appended by Clebsch to his edition 
of the Vorlesungen tber Dynamik, published at Berlin in 
1866. Jacobi died in 1851. All possible relations of this 
Kind, including the usual canonical equations, are involved 
in an extended form of a variational theorem due to Lagrange, 
which is most easily and directly established by means of 
the function 8, and _ constitutes a fundamental relation 
between initial and final coordinates. As stated in the 
former paper, equations (4), (6) and (7) of §6 were, in 
part at least, rediscovered and interpreted by v. Helmholtz 

_(Crelle, 1866), and illustrations were given by Lamb (Proc. 
Lond. Math. Soc. 1866), who also derived v. Helmholtz’s 
results from Lagrange’s theorem. 

9. Assuming the canonical equations we can now derive 
two theorems by means of which (4), (6) and (7) of § 5 can 
be interred. The proof by inference (the idea of which 
becomes clearer when ¢ is regarded as a coordinate) may be 
justified in various ways, e.g. by a process due to Jacobi 
(Nachg. Abhandl., Vorlesungen, p. 395). In the canonical 
equations H, as has been stated, is a function of (¢, q, p) *, 
and the constants do not appear. The transformation of H 
from the form in which it is used in (4) of § 4 is by substi- 
tution from the equations 

a.=o(q, 89 Upp Plo ees Pro t), sHige Keun te (1) 

or from 

DO (Gis, Te Picea Re 6), 1) 1 a | (2) 

[uccording as the variables transformed are (t, g, a) or 
(¢, 7, 5)], which give the initial coordinates and momenta in 
terms of the final values of these quantities and the time. 
Now from the equations 

io esl Cpa fo) 
ae 0g” Cre oa : d . ° (3) 

where of course H is supposed expressed in the two different 

* Here, and in what follows, (¢, 9, ») signifies the variables ¢, q,, 
oy + + Ue Pry Poy +++ Pye Similar abbreviations are used in other cases. 
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ways specified above, we obtain 

a in+ SE int Go+ oe 

OH om , 0H da, OH 0a, 
lexan | oR 3) i 

which may be written in the form 

Oeisis Ow OS 0% O'S Oaz 

041 OF jE ait Sguienee ~ 9a, of op ta 9a, 08 Ot Og” ( 

Similarly from the equations 

dq_dH d9_dH is 
des Op’ Ot. ~ Op. 77h) 

we obtain 

Oe i! ie CuSee Os’ Oh ‘ai _ OS! Oby 

Opopet. OP, Opet 0b, ot Op "' “Ob, 08 Op 

Instead of differentiating with respect to ¢ as in (3) we 
may do so with respect to any of the constants. In the 
canonical equations H is —QS/dt in one case and 0S /ot in 
the other, and is expressed in each case as a function of 
(t, p, g). Now consider in the same way ~—95S/0da,, or 
OS7/06,, as a function of (tf, p, g). The former is b,, the 
latter is —a, This suggests putting in (3) above 6, fon H, 
and taking 1, G2,..+, g, on the left as standing for DeiBen 

na 

0q/d4,,----, O9;/O04,. so that we obtain instead of (4) 

OP On (one % __ (05: Oa), 0b, Om, 
i oe oe * 99, 0a, \da oq a Oa, a (8) 

Adding to this the equation (2) § 5, namely, 

OP patacgAn 00; 
Sa Oe ak (3) 

we obtain 

($2) =- ($2). A ae 

Similarly by means of the second function S8’ we deduce 
the relation 

($2 call a . mec 

and the remaining two relations stated in § 6 above can be 
found in like manner. 
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10. The passage from 09/d¢t=0H/op, amon 
(with p=08/0dq) where H is a function of the q’s, ¢, and 
k constants, to dg/dt=0H/dp, dp/dt= —QH/dq, where H is 
a function of (p, q,¢), and the establishment of the four 
relations given above, were effected by Jacobi ( Vorlesungen, 
p. 395) by a direct process which seems to have escaped the 
notice of most of those who have written on the canonical 
equations. With some modifications it is shortly as follows. 
The substitution of the values of the a’s in QS/dq in terms 
of (p, g, t) must lead to the identity p=p. Hence differen- 
tiating on the supposition that this substitution has been 
effected, we get 

OP; Op; 0a, Op; OG ee Eg 5 UL Oy 1 da; og +t Ban 8g oe 
There are & such equations. Multiplying them in order 

by 09q;/0a,, 09g./da,,...., and adding, we get 

O71 091 , OP2 O92 OP, O% Pe else aL Qo iena(2 Qq Oa; 7 8g Ou * By dai? ) 
where R is the sum of all the terms except those which are 
the first terms on the left of the equations. 

But we have also 

a, — io bi, ° ° ° ° ° ° (3) 

and it is clear that if we substitute in 0S/0dqa; the values of 
the coordinates in terms of the 2k constants and ¢, this 
equation will reduce to the identity b,=0; We have 
therefore £ equations of the form 

-(§2)- o> Hi oS On is 0’S 0% _¢, 
0a,/ 04,04, 09104,04,  — Og, 04; 04; 

Multiplying these in order by 0a/09q, Oa2/d9,...-, (where 
the a’s are regarded as functions of the variables (p, g, 6). 
and adding the set of equations together, we obtain 

ea. aeSiiaes 38 8a, ; 
Bu Osos Oe i ealoa Om re ee 
where R has the same value as in (2). 

Writing now Op/d0q1, Op/d9,..., instead of dp,/dq, 
eka =o im (2). addine: on: the left of that equation 
0p/04,; and on the left of (5) fie equal quantity 0°S/dg 0a,, 
we get 

se) = (52). Renee Ok 

(4) 
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[The other relations (6) and (7) of §6 may be proved in 
the same manner. | 

11. Starting from the relations 

Open mony Tog Olt 
Op women e) or ope (1) 

which follow at once from 

ols 
seas 2 OF Oia ey 

and using the variable ¢ instead of a, in equations cerre- 

sponding to (2), (4), (5) of § 10, we pass to the canonical 
equations 

dp __. ou dq_ oH 3) 
dt OY dy hee a op « f. esi ge 

in which the meanings of OH/dg, 0H/dp have been changed, 
as exvlained above. 

12. In the light of the Hamiltonian function S we now 
consider the variation of the trajectory of a holonomous 
system. Since, § 4, 8;(=S—8)) involves only the initial 
and final coordinates, with t and 7, it bas the same value for 
any passage of the system from a given initial to a given 
final configuration without variation of the time of starting 
or the time of arrival. J£ we consider a possible succession 
of configurations we can derive another succession from it 
by the process of variation ; but, as is now well understood, 
the derived succession may or may not, according to the 
condition imposed on the system, be itself a possible one. 

Let the configuration at time ¢ be defined by the co- 
ordinates 9, ga, ----, g, Then it is possible to assign 

another set of coordinates, g,+6q, q2+6y2, --+ + 9,+6%, 
for the same instant ¢, and if the system be holonomous, that 
Is 1£ gy, Go, »- + +> J, be the coordinates left independent after 
satisfaction of the (finite) kinematical relations, oq, 505; 9. 
dg, are any perfectly arbitrary small changes in the co- 
ordinates. In this case the succession of “Contours 
given by the different values of ¢ will be a possible one for 
the system, if 6q,, dq, ...., Og, are continuous functions 

of t, such that at every point of the locus of the sequence of 
positions (taken by the representative point P whose position 
in k-dimensional space is defined by 1, gz, ...., g,) there is 

a definite derivative. 
The system is still hclonomous if the kinematical con- 

ditions involve ¢ explicitly, provided these conditions are 
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expressed by finite equations. If the g’s be connected by 
non-integrable differential relations the system is not holo- 
nomous, and a sequence of configurations given by varied 
coordinates is not in general a succession that can be taken 
by the system. We shall call a holonomous system quasi- 
conservative if the generalised forces are the partial deriva- 
tives -AV/Oq1,--- >, —OV/dq, of a function V of the q’s 

and ¢. If ¢ does not appear in V, or in the kinematical 
conditions the system is truly conservative. 

13. We now consider the principle of Hamilton and the 
analogous principle of Least Action for both quasi-conser- 
vative and truly conservative systems. The representative 
point P moves from P,) at time 7 to P at time ¢ along a path 
in the k-dimensional space—along a trajectory in that space. 
if A, be a locus of possible positions of Py at time 7 a 
corresponding locus A will exist for each value of ¢t. The 
corresponding loci will be of the same kind, for example 
both curves or both surfaces. 

Now let the trajectory be varied from that joining two 
corresponding points Co, C to a neighbouring trajectory 
joining two corresponding points Do, D. If q, q, ...., 4, 
be coordinates at time ¢ and q,+691, go2+8qz, ..-., 9,+6%, 

be coordinates of the corresponding point in the varied 
motion at the same instant, then since both paths of the 
representative point are possible, and the times of starting 
and arrival are the same for both, we have 

68, => ee 37) +> ‘co a) 

(OG SOOM a varieties a ee te GL) 

If Do coincide with Cy and D with C the value of 68 for 
the interval ¢—7 is zero. This is Hamilton’s principle. 
Obviously it expresses the fact that 

5 “Lar=o erty Len ea irs hh Ree eC (2) 
va 

for by definition 
at Ui 

i= ( Lat= icy GEE G sue VEN (3) 

Thus §, is stationary in value with respect to neighbouring 
paths of the representative point between the same terminal 
positions. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. D 
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14. It may be noticed here that (1), $13, gives at once 
Lagrange’s variational equation referred to above. For 
let 6, 5’ denote independent variations. We have 

6.0 9=0 409; 5.0:5,=6°508),, ) a eee 
and obtain 

6.68, = (8/pdq—0'bda 4 po'.d9 —b6'. 8a) V 

6.5'S,;= 2 (6pd'q—6b6'a + pd.6'¢—L8.8'a) y) 

which give by subtraction Lagrange’s equation 

= (d'pdq—ops'q) = &(S'bda—sbs/a). . . (3) 

Thus the quantity on the left is independent of the time ¢. 
This equation leads at once to the reciprocal relations 

discussed above in §§6... 11. For instance, let all the 
variations 6’ of the initial coordinates and momenta be zero 
except 6/a,, and all the variations 6 of the final coordinates 
and momenta be zero except 69;: we obtain 

¥p8a=—sJa, 0...) ie 
or 

é'p, 6b, ~ 
Oia, ie : . . = R 3 (5) 

15. If in 8, we vary ¢ and 7 to t+dt and 7+67 we get, 
by the defining equation for 8, (2) § 4, 

AS, = Lét—L, dt + 3 (pdq)—=(bda), . . (A) 

where A denotes the variation from the value of S, for the 
times of starting and arrival], ¢ and 7, to that for the times 
¢+ét and r+ 67, and 6g, da are variations effected without 
change of ¢ or 7. The insertion of the values of L and Ly 
gives this the form 

AS, = — Hét+ Hodt +3 (pAg)—2(bAa), . . (2) 

where Ag=6q+q4et, Aa=6a+adt. 

Taking successive variations A, A’ and again A’, A, and 
subtracting we get an extension of Lagrange’s theorem in 
the forms 

6’ Lét— 6L6'¢+ & (6'pdqg—6pd'q) 

= 6/1 dr — 81) 6'7 + 3(6'b6a—6h6'a), . . (3) 
and 

>(A'pAg —ApA’q) + A'Hét —AH6't 
=>(A'bAa— AbA'a) + A’'H,67—AH,6'r. (4) 
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This form of the theorem is given by Routh (Adv. Rigid 
Dynamics, § 479) but is obtained by a different process. 
The mode of derivation of the theorem (in the ordinary and 
in the extended form) from the Hamiltonian function seems 
to be the simplest possible. 

16. If besides forces due to a function V which depends 
on the coordinates q, ...., g, of the system considered, there 
are forces, Q, independent of these coordinates (it may be 
which are functions of the unknown configurational co- 
ordinates of another system) but involve, perhaps, the time, 
the typical Lagrangian equation for such a case is 

OM Ol ON a a Sg Te i MCD) 

where T is a function of ¢, the g’s, and the q’s. If, as in 
what goes before, H denote X(py) —T + V, and be expressed 
in terms of ¢, the g’s, and the p’s, it corresponds to the two 
equations 

dq _ oH ae ieee ) i = —_— oo Q, dt — Op 5 ° s ° (2) 

or if H’=H—>(Qg) 

dp = — dy —_— c DB. t — Og” de. — Op e ° ° ° (3) F 

The part H’—H is of course here supposed left in the form 
—2(Qq). The Hamiltonian differential equation for this 
case is 

or + W=0, UE ce lk ex Mae she 

where H’ is expressed in terms of 9, qo, .--+ g,, ¢ and 

constants. As before the values of the p’s are given by 
equations of the type 

ols) : 
SEE reer ee erie? Be ())) Deo 09 

It is interesting to notice that Hamilton’s principle and 
Lagrange’s variational equation and therefore also the 
reciprocal theorems given above, remain unaffected by the 
change in 8. We take 8, as given by the equation 

1=("(2@)-H+ZQ”)}at NES 
‘ D2 
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Since S is a function of the q’s, the as, and t, we have 
when ¢ and t are unvaried, 

8=3(S 5, +3(S! ba) =S(p8)-E(08a), (7) 

which is again (1) of §13. It foliows that S, is here also 
stationary with respect to paths which nearly coincide with 
the actual trajectory and lie between the same terminal 
points. 

The analysis for this more general case is thus in all 
respects the same as before, provided we use H’=H—2(Qgq 
instead of H, and, if required, L’=L+2(Qg) instead of L 
(see § 13) as the value of the so-called kinetic potential. 

17. So far no use has been made in these variations of the 
second Hamiltonian function §';, defined by the equation 

t 

9,= | °13(p7) + Hat. . Sa 
eT 

This gives for a varied trajectory 

CO 

when 8; is expressed in terms of the p’s and the 0s. 
18. Let now A be defined by the equation 

$8, (<9) +3 (2515p) =3(q8p)-3(@80), @) 

A=S.+ | "Hur > a 

then we have 
t 2 A=(‘X(pidt=2(Jpdg). ©... @) 

A is what is usually called the actzon for the motion from 
the epoch 7 to the epoch ¢t. It may be described either as 
the time integral of &(pg) [ which, when T is a homogeneous 
quadratic function of the q’s, is 2T] or as the sum of the 
displacement integrals of the p’s. 

Integrating in (1) by parts we get 

CHE LN. 
a+{ i, dt=8, + Ht—Hyr, . ) ee 

where on the right H refers to the epoch ¢. From this we 
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obtain by variation, and substitution for 68, from (7), § 16, 

3(A+ { 1 OT dt) =t8H — 13H, + S(pAq)—S(bAa), (4) 

where as before 

Ag=6q + 96t, Aa=6a+aét. 

If at time ¢, and at time 7, ths configuration of the system 
be the same for both paths, we have 

t 

3(A+ (edt) =0dH 75H; YG) 

and if, further, the terminal values of H be the same for 
both paths, we obtain 

a(ae eG de) =o rhs Cenc) 

The quantity 

is thus stationary in value for different paths of transition 
adjacent to the actual path taken under the forces derived 
from L. If H is constant during the transition, that is if 
there is conservation of energy, the conclusion is that A is 
stationary in value for different paths of transition adjacent 
to the actual path. This is the principle of least action. 

It is to be observed that it is not assumed that the time of 
passage is unvaried when adjacent paths are referred to in 
the statement of the principle: the condition imposed is the 
constancy of H. The value of A is then connected with 
the Hamiltonian function 8, by the equation 

AS Spi ae ke  C!) 

18. With regard to systems which are not holonomous, 
the use of the Hamiltonian function 8 shows that Hamilton’s 
principle holds without alteration of form for such systems. 
Here the q’s are connected by non-integrable differential 
relations of the form 

01,091 + 22, dqot....+apd9,+a;dt=0, ieuy SEE) 

of which there is a smaller number than sf. Tf the 
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coordinates were independent we should have equations of 
the type 

os os 
———es anf ——_—- J L ° e . e . y O07 ee 7 

But now we have at time ¢ equations of the type 

S 

male at Aya a Ag&ia Sip eis vote Ankims 2 : (3) 

3s 
Oa; == — 0; Pi atiats foro + +» «1 naar 

where yj, Ao, .- +, M1y Ho,+---, ave undetermined multipliers. 
Thus fora variation from the actual to an adjacent succession 
of positions without change of t or t, we obtain 

e Rol» » - as—3 (5 By) +3 ($2 8c) =S(pdy)—¥ (08a), . (9) 

as in the case of a holonomous system. ‘The only difference 
is that in this case, while the variations from the actual path 
are all possible, the succession of positions given by these 
variations is not in general a possible path. 

For the more general variation, as in § 15 above, the 
result is also the same as that for a holonomous system, with 
the difference just stated. 

19. The question of permanence of canonical form, for 
changes of the (p, q) variables, has been discussed by various 
writers, from the point of view of the theory of contact 
transformations originated and worked out by Lie*. The 
use of Hamilton’s function adds clearness to this mode of 
considering the subject. 

Jf the variables of the type p, g be changed to others of 
the type p’, g’ which are functions of p, g but not of t, and 
the condition 

Lp'dg =P pdd—adWw. s.r 

that dW be an exact differential when expressed in terms of 
the p’s and the g’s, be fulfilled, the change is called a contact 
transformation. We suppose for the present that there are 
2k independent equations connecting the variables p’, g' with 
the variables p, y, and that W has by means of these been 

* See an excellent account by Lovett in the ‘ Quarterly Journal of 
Mathematics, of Lie’s remarkable dynamical paper in the Archiv for 
Mathematik og Naturvidenskab, vol. 11., Christiania, Jan. 1877. 
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converted into a function of the g’’s and the q’s. Equation 
{1) then gives 

LOY! ON, 
p= ig! F Q= <F ‘ (2) 

and there are 2k such equations. 
But by the Hamiltonian differential equation 

Sgt — AS reais ver (3) 

where dS is a complete differential of a function of the q’s, 
t, and & constants (the a’s say), we have 

p=, H=— 2 SOBRE CB) 

Hence, if we add (1) and (3) together we obtain 

Spdg' — tdi —=d GW Fos May i90)2) (5) 

Since —p+08/0q, thatis 0(W+8)/d09, =0, W+S does not 
contain g, and is now an exact differential of the variables 
(q', €), so that 

MONS) ee = OO OCW-RS) ; 
Me ean pa 

We infer that if H be expressed as a function of the 
variables (p’, 9’, t), we shall have the equations of motion in 
the canonical form 

ap Mo Ol dg oul 
me Nika hoe (7) 

The permanence of the canonical form of the equations of 
motion in any contact transformation of variables, and the 
identity of the function H for both sets of variables are 
thus established. The Hamiltonian principal function 
S/(q', v, t) [not to be confounded with the second Hamil- 
tonian function referred to several times above] is given by 
the equation 

Si ya) = W (9/79) +8, 4,4). - . . (8) 

The & constants a’ may be regarded as corresponding to the 
a’s as the g’’s correspond to the g’s. The partial differential 
equation is 

as’ 
AY, + H(q', a’, )=0. sigh Aang od i!) 
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As an example we take the simple case of v’=q, q'=—p- 
We obtain 

Sp'dq' —pdq=—>(qdp+pdq} +d=(pq), . (10) 

and therefore S=S—X(pq) is the new principal function. 
This it will be seen is the second Hamiltonian function for 
the variables p, g, with its sign changed. 

20. The 2: relations referred to above enable the 2% quan- 
tities ( p’, g’) to be found in terms of the 2/ quantities (p, q), 
or the 24 momenta (p’, p) in terms of the 2k coordinates 
(q', q). This presupposes that there is no functional relation 
connecting the 2k quantities (g', 7). Now a relation or 
relations of this kind may exist, that is, it may be possible to 
eliminate the p'’s and the p’s, from the 2/ equations which 
define the p’’s and the g'’s in terms of the p’s and q’s, so as 
to give equations of the form 

b(n’; qo! Oe ) Ge Pir Y29 «+49 Qn) = 0: ue z (1) 

If there are f such relations, then along with 
e 

Lp’ dq! —Xpdq=dWw =< da’ +g" 

where W is a function of the variables (q', ¢) we have 

dq, see 

3 oF dg +3 oh dq= cen 
q | 

si 5 PIR POON. 1 1 cae Ny Se 
| 

ESF dy +35 So dy =0 0 | 
Hence if Ay, Ag, ..., Ax be undetermined multipliers we have: 

De = em nes ag RS ee, +0, 0% | 

nite (lie ae (4) 
ow 36 Obs: Wine Sj ee Es ee) Vee aes "Og, "Oa; J 

There are 2k equations of this form for (p’, p) and the 
h relations ¢,=0, ...., 6,=0,so that the 2k+h quantities, 
that is the momenta and the A multipliers, can be deter- 
mined. 

By the values of p;, p; we have of course simply 

Lpidg—2pdg=dW. . . . = ae 
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If, however, the relations involve ¢, that is are of the 

een OG: 9a fe ees o> = > 9» t)}=0, we have 

tole Od: ep eo} 
BAG | dq’ +25 are ny, fa) | 

I ym se 
cor Oeioe” Fo) 

For p,', p; we get again equations (4), that 1s 

oW tole BS ONY, 0d | 
/= —pj=— t+ itrn=_, 7 Pies 09; ao, / Iu 09; 04, ( ) 

but instead of (5) 

Yp'dq'—=Xpdq=dW — (S +32 Sf) at, dt, rani (Oy) 

oa W is now an exact differential of the variables. 

fa 9, ¢): 
This equation may be written, since 

Spdg—H dt=ds, 

in the form 

Sp'dq'— (H-S, oy — Zr of i @NVECEIS enh. (9) 

From this it follows that, if we write 

lsle—aal ey; A= rr ee ak (10) 

the equations of motion in terms of the new coordinates are 
of the form 

Oia y vollaly dg eo tll’ 
he Ah A a AnSE. URI ee 

On account of the ¢-relations the partial differential 
equation (9) has not the exact Hamiltonian form, which, 
however, can be supplied by a substitution. Remembering 
that each d is zero we he if we write U= W + Ad, 

ect 5, obs Dc aA 
as Og) i SP Gian og Aganwe 

AU awe (soe . Spa tea. 18) 
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Hence (9) becomes 

Syldq — (H- SY )ar=a(8+0). _ (> ag 

But, since : 

p= 5, = 55° .. . ae 

we have i 

ae a 

that is S+ U is a function of (9’, f). Equation (14) is thus 
of the Hamiltonian form. 

Writing as before 

oU y 
H'’=H — dt? . : . : . (17) 

we may infer that the equations of motion for the trans- 

formed system are of the form given in (11). S+U is the 
principal function. 

21. Let there be no g-relations, but let the equations 
connecting (p’, g') with (p, g) involve the time ¢ explicitly. 
Then Sp'dq'—Zpdg may be an exact differential of a function 
of the variables (p, g) only, when ¢ is not varied. Hence 
when ¢ is kept constant 

Spldq! = S pdy ea 
Ot 

where dW is an exact differential of a function of the 
variables (p,g,t). When t is allowed to vary this equation 
becomes 

di, . 

Lp'dd —2pdq=dW + Udi, - .. ee 

where U is also a function of ()/, gq, ¢). 
Let now, by expression of the p’s in terms of (q’, g, ¢), 

W and U be transformed to functions of (q',9,t). It is 
manifest that —U then becomes the partial differential 
coefficient with respect to ¢ of the transformed W, that is we 
have now 

=p dq’ —Xpdqt+ or =a, 
d Ive (3) 

with 

PAC BOUNY, OW . OW 

Ba?) Pree = ae 
: 04’ d / Og , ot ( ) 
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But also 

“pdq—Hdt=ds, Seve tac be alr isa (@®) 

where 8 is the principal function [S(q, ¢, a)] for the original 
variables. Adding (3) and (5) we get 

Sp dg sie Udb=——d (W “2S pint han (0) 

But since —Q W/dg= 08/09, we have 0(W +-8)/dqg=0, that 
is g does not appear in the function W+5, and so we get 
the canonical equations 

dp’ oct U) dq’ a (olla UD) 4 
These ae / (7) dt Og dt Op 

The eepal function is now W+S. 

iV. The Equations of iBibedirody nad for eine Ponderable 
Media and the Principle of Relativity. By H. R. Hasss, 
M.A., M.Sc., Fellow of St. John’s Opies Cambridge ; 
Fielden Lecturer in Mathematics, Manchester University *. 

i 

FPNAE Theory of Relativity, as applied to Maxwell’s equa- 
tions of the ether, rests on the work of Larmor and 

Lorentz, who independently proved that the equations were 
invariant under a certain space-time transformation. The 
first attempt to extend this result to the case of ponderable 
media was made by Lorentz +, who in 1904 applied the 
same transformation to the case of a non-magnetizable 
dielectric in an investigation as to the possibility of there 
being a positive result for the Michelson-Morley experiment 
in the case of propagation through a dielectric. 

The discovery of a complete scheme of electrodynamical 
equations which shall satisfy the Principle of Relativity for 
the case of uniform translation is due to Minkowski t, who 
obtained a scheme of equations of the electromagnetic field 
which differed from that given by Larmor and Lorentz. 
These latter equations were, however, soon aiterwards shown 
to be also consistent with the demands of this principle. 

In this part of the paper we shall examine the way in 
which Minkowski obtained his scheme of equations, in order 
to find a satisfactory method of making use of the principle 
of relativity. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Acad. of Sciences of Amsterdam, 1904, p. 809. 
it Gottinger Nachrichten, 1908, reprinted in Math. Ann. vol. Ixili. 

(1910). References will be made to the reprint. 
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The conclusion arrived at is that itis not possible to deduce 
a unigue system of electrodynamical * equations for matter 
in motion by means of the principle of relativity, the corre- 
sponding equations for matter at rest being assumed to be 
known. In other words, the knowledge of the electrodyna- 
mical equations for matter at rest, which we may deduce 
from experimental evidence and not necessarily from any 
theory of the constitution of matter, together with the 
principle of relativity is not sufficient for the deduction of 
the equations of electrodynamics for matter in motion. 
We can, however, make use of the principle of relativity 

in the following form. Having found from certain physical 
conceptions f the equations of the electromagnetic field for 
matter 7 motion, we may apply the transformations of the 
principle of relativity to deduce the constitutive relations 
which complete the scheme of electrodynamical equations. 
Such a deduction is applicable only to such cases of motion 
as are given by the particular transformation used, always 
transforming from matter in motion to matter at rest. In 
the form in which this principle would now be used, it might. 
perhaps be better expressed as the hypothesis of the null 
influence of the Earth’s motion on optical and electrical phe- 
nomena, in which form it is based directly on experimental 
evidence. For the equations of the electromagnetic field given 
by Larmor and Lorentz the pee aoa as above stated was solved 
independently by the author{ for the case of uniform trans- 
lation, the constitutive relations necessary to complete the 
scheme of equations being derived by means of the above 
hypothesis. 

In the general case of a variable velocity we should start 
from the equations of the field for matter in motion, referred 
to space-time coordinates a, y, z,t, and apply to them the 
necessary transformation to bring a particular point to rest 
referred to a system of coor dinates 15 Ya» 2 bh. The known 
constitutive relations for matter at rest in this space would 
then transform back into the required constitutive relations. 

* The term “electrodynamical equations” is to be understood to. 
include two groups, viz. ‘ the equations of the electromagnetic field ” 
and the “constitutive relations.” 

+ E. g., the equations of Larmor and Lorentz, based on the conception 
of matter made up of discrete electrons; or Walker's equations based on 
the conception of polarizations. 

{¢ Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. ser. 2, vol. viii. (1910). Deduced also from 
Minkowski’s work by Mirimanoff, Annalen der Physik, vol. xxviii. (1909). 
p. 192. 
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in the x,y, z,¢ space. The method of course depends on a 
knowledge of the transformation *. 
A different method has been used by Cunningham +. He 

obtains the constitutive relations for matter in motion 
with a uniform velocity by an averaging process, using 
the Larmor-Lorentz transformation when dealing with the 
electrons themselves. There is no essential difference in 
the two methods as they both depend on a knowledge of the 
transformation required to reduce a particular point in motion 
to a point at rest. 

The particular point which is to be emphasized is that the 
principle of relativity can in no way supersede any theory 
of the constitution of matter. The well-known transformation 
of Larmor and Lorentz is, as Minkowski remarked, essentially 
a mathematical deduction from the differential equation 

1324 
2 OP 

for the propagation of waves with the velocity of light, and 
quite independent of any theory of the propagation. 

On the other hand, the principle of relativity can be used in 
order to obtain the constitutive relations necessary to com- 
plete the scheme of electrodynamical equations, the equations 
of the electromagnetic field for matter in motion having been 
previously deduced from some theory of the constitution of 
matter {, such constitutive relations being limited in their 
application by the transformation used. 

girly 
Minkowski’s method depends on the following three 

axioms 9. 
1. Ifa single point of the matter is momentarily at rest, 

so that the vector w for that point is null—the surrounding 

V2b= 

* The general form of the transformation for the simplest case of 
accelerated motion so far investigated is given in a recent paper by the 
author, “ The Equations of the Theor y of Electrons transformed relative 
to a system in accelerated motion,’ Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. ser. 2, vol. xii. 
(1913). 
+ E. Cunningham, “The Application of the Mathematical Theory of 

Relativity to the Electron Theory of Matter,” Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. 
ser. 2, vol. x. (1911). 

ij It i is much more difficult to obtain the constitutive relations for 
matter in motion than to obtain the equations of the electromagnetic 
field. Cf. Larmor, ‘Hither and Matter,’ p. 1183, where the constitutive 
relations given are stated only to be correct to the first order of the 
ratio of the velocity of the matter to nae of light. 

§ Loc. crt. § 8, p. 489. 
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medium moving in any manner whatever,—then for that 
particular point at the particular instant the relations between 
the various vectors are given by Maxwells electrodynamical 
equations for matter at rest. 

2. The velocity of matter is always less than that of 
light. 

3. The general equations of the electromagnetic field are 
of such a nature that, for any “ Lorentz-Transformation ” of 
the space and time coordinates, the resulting equations 
contain the transformed vectors in the same manner as the 
original equations contain the original vectors, the different 
sets of vectors being related to each other in a certain definite 
manner *. 

This last axiom is called the principle of relativity. 
Since Minkowski only apples his axioms to the case of 

media in uniform motion, the first axiom can be replaced 
by the following :—For nein at weet the equations of the 
electromagnetic field are the ordinary Maxwellian differential 
equations, ‘and further, the equations connecting the different 
vectors are the constitutive relations of the ordinary type. 
In this form the axiom needs no comment, nor does the 
second axiom. As to the third axiom, we must notice (1) 
that the ‘* Lorentz-Transformation ” only applies to the case 
of uniform motion in a straight line so that Minkowski’s 
resulting equations only hold for this case +, and (2) that 
the definite manner in which the different sets of vectors are 
related depends on the above transformation; and therefore 
the connexion between them is only defined for the case of a 
constant velocity when the transformation is linear f. 

We shall follow Minkowski’s method of deriving his 
equations, and to this end we consider a space @, y, 2 in 
which matter is in motion at time ¢ with a constant velocity 
w parallel to the axis of «. We may then apply the trans- 
formation 

Ze (21+ Wi), J=In ce be a we, 

where ¢?=(1—w”’)71, the velocity of light being unity, to 
obtain a point @1y Ys 2 at rest in the second space corre- 
sponding to the moving point «, y, = in the first space. 

Since the matter is at rest in the a, y, 2, t space the 
electrodynamical equations are, according to the first axiom, 

* Loc. cit. §5, p. 483, Definition of ‘f Raum-Zeit-Vektor I. und II. 
JETAG 

+ This obvious limitation does not seem to be sufficiently recognized, 
since Minkowski’s equations have been freely applied in the case of a 
variable velocity. See note at the end of the paper. 

t Loe. ett. p. 484. 
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given by the Maxwellian equations of the field 

curl, i= oe +Jy, div ID, =p: | 2 

SP eaie. (2)) 

curl, E;=— ae div B,=0 ) 

together with the constitutive relations in the form 

D,=KoK,, By=poHi, Ji=hE,, . . (3) 

where the symbols have their usual meanings, J, being the 
true electric current and equal to the conduction current C, 
for matter at rest, and 4) the conductivity of the medium. 

Now transform back again to the original «, y, z, t space. 
by the transformation 

aj=e(v—wt), 1=¥, A=2, =e (t—wa), 

obtained by solving equations (1), and by the third axiom 
we shall obtain the electrodynamical equations for matter in 
motion with a constant velocity w in the form 

curl Q= oe Se edi iy — | 

aG Ps (4) 
curl F=— ve div G0 

where the vectors F, G, Q, R, K are connected with 
F,, D,, lal Bie Jy by the relations 

F={1, ¢, e} {H,—|w, B,]}) 

G=({l,¢,e} {B,+[w, E,]} 

Petbe a net lie! 
Q=i1, ¢, e} {H, + [w, D,]} 

K={e, 1,1! {J,;+wp,} 

einenene weld BCD) 

—$—$<$<$<$<_—__+ 
and 

T=€{p,+(w, J,)}. J 

Further, the constitutive relations (3) in the 2, y%, 21, ¢; 
space transform into 

R+ [w, Q|=Kof{F+[w,G]} > 
| 

G—[w, F]=po {Q—[w, R]} ia ae.) 
| 

K—wr=hy{e "7, e,e}4F+[w, G]t J 

which give the constitutive relations in the «, y, z, ¢ space in 
which the matter is in motion with a constant velocity w*. 

* Cf. Einstein and Laub, Annalen der Physik, vol. xxyi. (1908), where 
a derivation of Minkowski’s equations is given. 
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§ 2 
We have now to decide what physical interpretation is to 

be attached to the symbols occurring in the equations of the 
electromagnetic field (4) and in the constitutive relations (6), 
for the final form of the electrodynamical equations for 
moving ponderable media depends entirely on the meanings 
given to the various quantities. The equations (4) have to 
satisfy two conditions, (a) for w=0 they must reduce to the 
Maxwellian equations for matter at rest in which the physical 
interpretation of the symbols involved is definitely known, 
-and (6) they must for the free ether reduce to the known 
equations for electromagnetic disturbance in that medium. 
The constitutive relations (6) must also be consistent for the 
-ease of the free ether, where Kp =y.=1, and kyp=0. 

These conditions are all satisfied if we put 

F=H+7,(wv, D-H, B—H, J—pw) | 

G=B+ jA(w, D—E, B—H, J —pw) 

Q=H-+ 7,(w, D—E, B—H, J —pw) | 
R=D+ f,(w, D—H, B—H, J —pw) 

ks + f5(w, D—H, B-H, J — pw) | 

iP + fe(w, D—E, B—H, J —pw) } 

where EH, H denote the electric and magnetic forces, B, D ° . : . 4 s om 2 ? 

the magnetic induction and electric displacement respectively, 
p the true electric density, and J the true electric current. 
This latter is equal to the sum of the conduction current (i 
and the convection current Pw, so that 

J=C+ pw. 

The vector functions f;, fo,... are to be so chosen that 
they vanish when w=0, and also when 

D-—E=B—H=J—pw=0, 

i. é. vanish for media at rest and for the free ther, but are otherwise arbitrary. If the resulting electrodvnamical 
equations are to be linear in the electric vectors involved 

‘ ~ ‘ha 

, “ 

‘ 

the functions f,, f,,.... must further be limited so 
-as to be linear functions of their nine electromagnetic 
variables. 

d 7 ; 
1 The final equations of the electromagnetic field for media 
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moving with a constant velocity are therefore 
5 

curl H+ p= 97+ 9 as | 
cul {E+ /,f=— ve — Bela (O) 

div {D+fit=etf, div {B+/.}=0. 3 

The corresponding constitutive relations are obtained by 
substituting in equations (6) the expressions for F, G, Q, R, 
K, and 7 given in equations (7). It is clear that we have 
satisfied all the conditions given in Minkowski’s three 
axioms, and that equations (8) are true in the two limiting 
cases of media at rest and free ether, regard being had 
to the conditions limiting the form of the functions 

ib foy «> /6- 

§3. 
We have now to show that by suitable choice of these 

functions the equations of the electromagnetic field (8) can 
be made to agree with those given by various physicists. 

(A) Minkowski obtains his equations by interpreting 
I, R, Q, G, K, and 7 as electric force, electric displacement, 
magnetic force, magnetic induction, true electric current, 
and density of true electricity respectively. This is equi- 
valent to assuming that all the functions /f,, fo,..../¢ are 
zero, and the equations of the field are then 

oor a eee ny div B=0 
. pel DUAR OEE TC) He EON) 

eurl H= pe aliny Dao 

The corresponding constitutive relations obtained from 
2 lod (6) and (7) are 

D+ [w, H]=K,{H+[w, B]}, 

B—[w, HE] =m{H—[w, D}}, Sparkes har tortae CLO.) 

J—wp=hk{e 4, ee} {H+ lw, BI}. 

(B) If we make 

f= —( D-H, w] 

and all the other functions zero, we obtain the equations of 

Pile Mage sou Vola 2t. Noy Lows, Jans 1914. E 
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the field in the form given by Larmor and Lorentz, viz., 

curl els as +J+curl[P,w|, div B=0, 

7 e s G@be: 

B ; 
= 3 aching aD "a. | 

where we define a new vector P=D—H, and call it electric 
polarization. 

The corresponding constitutive relations deduced from (6) 
and (7) are given by 

D+ [w, H]+[w, [w, D—E]]=Ko{E + [w, B] is | 

B—[w, EJ =o{H—[w, B]}, c 

J—wp=hyfem’, e, e} {E+ [w, B]}. J 

If we write out these equations in full, remembering that 
they are only true for a vector whose components are 
w, 0,0, we should obtain them in the form given by the 
author *. 

(C) If we make 
A= —|{D—H, wl], 

pe a ole. wi, 

and the other functions zero, we obtain the equations of the 
electromagnetic field in the form given by Walker +, which 
correspond to his hypothesis of “ continuous polarization ”” 
in the eether and ‘ molecular polarization” in the material 
medium. The corresponding constitutive relations differ 
from those used by Walker by terms of the second order 
in w, so that his system does not completely satisfy the 
principle of relativity. 

curl K= — 

(12) 

* Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. ser. 2, vol. viii. (1910) p. 190. Equations (10). 
and (11). 

+ G. T. Walker, ‘ Aberration and the Electromagnetic Field,” § 14. 
Walker refers his equations to axes moving with the matter, and intro- 
duces new vectors E’=E+[w, H], H’=H—[w, E}; he also assumes 
symmetry as regards all electric and magnetic quantities. A system of 
electrodynamical equations of this type has been given by J. Ishiwara, 
“Bericht uber die Relativitatstheorie,”’ p. 621, Jahrbuch der Radioak- 
tivitit, vol. ix. 1912, in which the general question of the equations of 
electrodynamics for ponderable media is discussed. It is clear, however, 
that a great number of systems of equations could be obtained and that 
no one system is, from the standpoint of the principle of relativity, 
better than any other; it is only when we take account of some theory 
of the constitution of matter that we can attempt to decide between the 
various systems of equations. 
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It is of interest to note in passing that Minkowski’s 
equations of the electromagnetic field are identical with 
those obtained by Walker from the hypothesis of ‘“ con- 
tinuous polarization ” both in the ether and in the material 
medium. 
We have thus shown that Minkowski’s method of applying 

the principle of relativity cannot lead to a unique system of 
electrodynamical equations for matter in motion, for we 
have no means of determining from the three axioms alone 
the functions f,, fo, . - . - f¢- 

§ 4. 
If we remove the second restriction (6) on the functions 

Tv fo, -- +f in (7), we can include in (8) the equations of 
the electromagnetic field for moving media as given by 
Hertz. These are, in our notation, 

eur Ee — a +J+ curl [D, w], 

eurl KE= — e — curl [ B, w], 

div Dp, div B=—O: 

On comparison with equations (8), these make f,=/,=0, 

i= — 1D, wi,  fs= |B, wi, 

so that the corresponding constitutive relations from (6) and 
(7) should be 

D+[w, H]+ [w, [w, D}]|=K, EH, 

B—|w, E] +[w, [w, B] |= H, 

J—pw=hky{e", €, e} EK. 

These are of course different from the constitutive re- 
lations given by Hertz, but it is clear from the way in 
which they have been obtained that they satisfy the principle 
of relativity, and from this point of view complete a scheme 
of electrodynamical equations by adding on to Hertz’s 
equations of the field the correct constitutive relations. 

The above equations differ from those in § 3 (A) (B) (C) 
in that in Hertz’s equations the free ether is not defined by 

D—E=B—H=J—pw=0, 
and consequently not by 

Ko=po=1, ky=0, 

the ether in his theory being always in motion with the 
moving medium. 

EK 2 
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Nevertheless it is possible to construct as above the con- 
stitutive relations necessary to complete the scheme of 
electrodynamical equations, thus showing again that there 
is practically no limit to the numbers of schemes of electro- 
dynamical equations which can be deduced by means of 
the principle of relativity alone, and that it is only by 
means of some theory of the ether and of the consti- 
tution of matter that we can decide between the various 
schemes. 

JO 

The experimental evidence which has led to the formu- 
lation of the hypothesis that optical and electrical phenomena 
are independent of the direction of the motion of the earth 
through the ether, contains a special group of experiments 
which have dealt with the changes to be expected when 
light or electricity passes through a moving medium. There 
are three outstanding examples of this group, viz., the 
rotation of the plane of polarization by an active medium, 
the double refraction due to the motion of the medium 7, and 
the electrical resistance of a moving medium f. 

The theory of the last two experiments does not present 
any mathematical difficulties and the experimental results 
lead to the constitutive relations given above §. On the 
other hand, in the case of the rotation of the plane of 
polarization we have to deal with a more complicated con- 
stitutive relation, and since this case serves as a good 
illustration of the first part of this paper, we shall deal 
with it in detail. 

For the purpose of finding the absolute value of the 
rotation of the plane of polarization, it is perhaps easier to 
work with the equations (11) referred to axes moving with 
the matter, so that putting 

n= esswls) of yh wets. ee ta dae ee 

the circuital relations take the form 

* Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. 1902, p. 215. 
+ Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Maz. 1902, p. 678; D. B. Brace, Phil. Mag. 

vil. 1904, p. 317. 
t Trouton and Rankine, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxx. 1907-08, 

p. £20. ; 
§ Equations (12), when B=H, since the medium is non-magnetic, 

and p=0. 
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foul) as eory? Ly es curl! H!= 5 = 557 + 5,7(D ), | 

; oH 
curl’ K’/= — Ot! ) J 

where 

H’=H—[w, H], HW=H+[w,E],. . . - - (14) 

and we have put J=0, B=H, since we are dealing only 
with a crystalline medium. 

Further, we can from equations (14) above replace 
E and H by their values in terms of HE’ and H’, viz., 

H=e{H'+[w, E’]—w(w, H’)} 
and 

H=e{H'—[w, H" —w(w, B’)}. 

If we now Raia a plane wave of light travelling in the 
direction of motion of the medium, 2. e. along the axis of wv’, 
and assume 

H=E, eis Via!) H’=H, pis(Vil—x ” 

so that V is the velocity of the wave relative to the medium, 

the circuital relations above ci ‘ 

H,,= VE, +ewV H,, a 2, — Hy) 

—H,, =eVE,,—ewVH,, += A le Bia) 
is Ot 

=) envi — ew K,, 

kK, = evi, Te wv i, 

while 
: oe = H,, = 0. 

If we ae H.,, Ho, we have 

(l—e’wV)? 2 1 
au i a eV Tt a 2 Dy By) | 

Cl} te oso r ( 
CoB, =eVE,.+ 7 > (DB. | 

eV Oz Oz Ot! rs, J 

In order to proceed further, we must investigate the 
relation connecting D—E with HE! for the ease of Aonter in 
motion, and this is to be done by transforming the corre- 
sponding relation for matter at rest. 
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In order to include in the constitutive relations for matter 
at rest the phenomena of structural rotation and rotation 
due to an external magnetic field, the first equation in (3) 
must be modified by the addition of terms containing 
differential coefficients of the first order of the electric 
force H,. Let us consider the case of a crystalline medium, 
and let the axes of coordinates coincide with what would be 
the axes of optical symmetry of the crystal if it were not 
optically active, then we bave for matter at rest * 

EK 
DS a | La, | oe [JiVi; Hi, |. e . ° (16) 

where K,, J;, and L, are vector constants, the latter being 
proportional to the external magnetic field, while J, is the 
coefficient of structural rotation. K, is not necessarily 
the specific inductive capacity, as this may be altered when 
the external magnetic field is put on, though only to the 
second order t. is the vector operator 

Ozy Oy 027 

so that the last term in the above expression is a vector 
whose components are 

fo fo 
Toe Lore eS Jaz 021 

We must first of all express the quantities D, and H, in 
terms of D, E,and H by means of the equations (5), which 
for case (B) above may be written in the form 

H={1, ¢, e}{E,—[w, By] }, 4 
B=H={1, e, e} {B,+[7, H,]}, | 

D={1, ¢ e} {D,—[w, H,]}, 

H—[D—E, w]={1, e, e}{H,+ [w, D,]}. 

Solving for E, and D, we find 

| H,=(1, ¢, e}{E—[w, H]}={]1, «, e} HB’, 

D,={1, e, e}{ D—Ejw, H] +|w, iD—H, w] |t 

= 41, ¢, e}{D—E—|w, [w, D—E]]+E‘}. 

(17) 

* Larmor, ‘Ether and Matter, Section iv. Chap. xii. 
+ Larmor, ‘ther and Matter,’ p. 197. 
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Further, we must transform from differential coefficients 
with respect to iy Yay “1, t;, to those with respect to the 
moving axes w’, 7',2', t’ by combining equations (1) and ee 
so that 

LF SO, 0 SCH eee Me ec annie 
whence 

MDa a! SNe 3 ih sprain els 
02 Ow Oe? Bel ot 

After some algebraic work, equation (16) transforms into 

Pe OK! —1) Ei +e[ 1 aE wy, pj+e[J 1, | . (18) 

where 

MPH, 2.2)(K.—b; De, 1 ily, Say 
The second and third equations in the above vector 

equation give 

OB. 0Be 51,00 
Dy —Ey= (K,’— 1) Ey'’— 2 Ly — Si a an eae 

» ikeeut ! 2 Ol,’ ,OL,’ 2 ol D,— H,=(K,-1)E,'+eL, a +d, Sal Jw: es 

Therefore finally, on substituting in (15) for D,—EH, and 
D.—E,, we have 

l—ewV)? <3 — a (@+K,—1) |B, =i8,,[J/e( —w'wV) -LieV] 

(1—e*wV)? 

If we take the case of a uniaxial crystal and let its axis of 
rotation coincide with the axis of 2’, 7. e. with the direction 
of motion of the medium, K,’=K,'’=K, and the equation to 
determine V becomes 

[eGo ae —(?+K— 1) |= + s[ J2/e(l—w?—wV) —&L,'V ] . (19) 

—(é =F ee —1) |B,.= —isk,,[Jc'e&(1
—w?—wV)—LeV] 

V? 

We aote in passing thatif J,’=L,’=0, V is determined 
from the quadratic 

(KR) V2 (WV we)? *, 

giving Fresnel’s coetticient as the term of the first order 

* Putting V=U—w, this gives (K—1)(U—w)?+U°=1, agreeing 
with Larmor, ‘ A‘ther and Matter,’ p. 59, U being the absolute velocity of 
wave, and V its velocity relative to the medium, which is moving with 
a velocity w. 
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in w, and it is interesting to note that it is the specific 
inductive capacity perpendicular to the direction of motion 
of the medium which enters into the equation. 

To find an expression for the angle of rotation from (19), 
we have Ler 

aN” 

where 7 is the period of vibration, and is the same for both 
rays, whence we can easily show that the angle of rotation 
per unit length of the medium is 

Bay =) 
a (—¥) 

V, and V, being the velocities ¥ the two waves”. 

— 

Substituting for s its sine 2 and writing J for Ve 
, then the equation (19) becomes a quadratic 

273, 
a 

L for - 

in WW VIZ 

1 Zu — J 
aye7 Vv —{K +ewJ + le?} =0, 

so that 
2 a 

ey =8(2w—I) + {e(Qw—-I P+ A(K + Frod + Le’) }5 
the two different wave-velocities being obtained by giving 
positive and negative values to J and L. 

Taking the case of a structural rotation alone L=0, and 
we have 

2 2 
ev, =e(2w—J) + {4we? + 4K +372}, 

1 
2 3 tet 

EN: =e(2w+J)+ {4w?e2 +4K + J2e2 he, 
2 

BZ i 1 al (pe 
€ (vy, v) 

and the rotation @ is 

wrf(1 if T Qa? 
|| ae ——dJ —— > 
2(y. =) Bh an Ge 

there being no need to consider the constant J,/:as small. 

* Lorentz, Proc. Roy. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam, 1901-02. 

‘therefore 
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In the case of a magnetic rotation alone J=O, but the 
expression for the angle of rotation cannot be put so simply. 
We have 

ad a aa i L 

- (wv, 77) ={4ute 44K 4 4be}!— he? fe coud 11e} 

NE 
ae 

so that up to the first power in L, the rotation @ is 

Tv elk Dik elie 

T(wet4K)i 7 (4K + we?) 
These expressions for the rotation are thus independent 

of the sign of w,i.e., are the same whether the medium 
moves in the same direction as the w ave of light, or in the 
opposite direction. For a direction of the wave of light 
oblique to that of the motion of the earth, these same 
expressions for the rotation should be obtained in accordance 
with the hypothesis by means of which the constitutive 
relation (18) was obtained, though the analysis in any 
particular case would be rather heavy. 

Manchester University, 
August 1915. 

Note added December 1913. 

I find that there is some difference of opinion as to what 
is the correct interpretation of Minkowski’s own work in § 8 
of his paper. It seems clear that he himself regarded his 
system of equations as true for any variable velocity. 
According to the interpretation given in § 1 above, 
Minkowski’s equations are to be considered as proved only 
for a uniform velocity. 

The matter may, however, be considered in the following 
way. The theory of relativity restricts the relations between 
the various vectors to be such as are invariant in regard to 
the particular transformations of the theory, and Minkowski’s 
work thus suggests constitutive relations which are true for 
any variable motion. These, combined withthe equations of 
the field obtained from some theory of the constitution 
of matter, would then form a scheme of electrodynamical 
equations ‘which are universally valid. 

Inthis case equations (9), (10) of § 3 would be universally 
true and would correspond to a theory of the constitution of 
matter as is developed in Minkowski’s (posthumous) paper, 
with the particular definition of magnetization involved in 
that theory. 
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In the same way equations (11) and (12) would be uni- 
versally true and would correspond to the theory of the 
constitution of matter given by Larmor and Lorentz. 

The difference between the various schemes (A), (B), (C) 
is really only one of the definition of the vectors, and no 
experiment can, since all are consistent with the theory of 
relativity, decide what definition is to be considered correct. 

V. Onthe Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Granite 
and Basalt at High Temperatures. By Horace H. Poors, 
WM 2As, SCF 

| Fa a previous paper (Phil. Mag. July 1912) a description 
was given of some experiments on the thermal con- 

ductivities of limestone and granite at high temperatures. 
The method adopted consisted in generating heat electrically 
along the axis of a cylinder of rock which is enclosed ina 
tube electric furnace maintained at a constant temperature, 
and measuring the difference of temperature between thermo- 
junctions cemented in grooves cut at two distances from the 
axis. The results indicated a considerable fall of conductivity 
with rise of temperature in both cases. This fall was partly 
of a permanent nature due probably to a development of 
porosity in the limestone owing to escape of carbon dioxide, 
and to minute cracks in the granite. Both rocks showed signs 
of alteration, the granite being lighter in colour and much 
softer after heating. In addition to the permanent fall of 
conductivity there was a temporary fall at high temperatures, 
the conductivity rising again when the temperature was 
reduced. ‘The determinations were carried up to 366° C. in 
the case of the limestone and 537°C. in the case of the 
granite. 

In continuing the work it seemed to be desirable to make 
determinations on rock cylinders of greater ratio of length 
to diameter with a view to reducing possible end errors, 
accordingly the dimensions of the apparatus were modified. 
A new tube-furnace was constructed similar to the one 
previously described, except that the copper tube is longer 
and narrower—47 em. long by 3°8 cm. in diameter. The 
furnace was laid horizontally. The heating element is com- 
posed of nichrome ribbon put on in two equal circuits, which 
can be joined either in series or parallel to facilitate the 
control of the temperature. This arrangement was, how- 
ever, rendered unnecessary by the use of two transformers, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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one of which was capable of yielding several ratios of trans- 
formation; and in the majority of cases the two circuits were 
connected in series, the pressures employed ranging from 
about 10 to about 40 volts. As before, the actual regulation 
is effected by means of a choking coil, a is rendered auto- 
matic by the arrangement Soma in fio. iL. 

A is a small metal arm about 1°8 em. long, rigidly 

attached to the movable current coil of a ee naben of the 

Siemens Dynamometer type, which measures the energy 
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supplied to the furnace; © is one of the mercury cups 
leading the current in and out; the wires D are connected 
to direct current 50 volt mains, and the contacts shown on 
either side of A with two small electromagrets whose arma- 
tures are, as shown, attached to Morse telegraph keys. 
These magnets con tain a great number of turns of fine wire, 
so that they are energised by a very small current. The 
Morse keys are held in the position shown by light adjust- 
able springs not shown in the diagram. I is a 16 C.P. 
200-volt carbon lamp used as a high resistance. M isa 
permanent magnet motor, which is connected to a small 
windlass made out of an old clock from which is suspended 
the oundle of iron wires forming the core of the choking coli 
controlling the main alternating current. 

The operation is as follows :—-When the power is exactly 
equal to that for which the torsion head of the instrument is 
set, A is, as shown, midway between the platinum contact- 
pieces on either side; but if the power increases or decreases, 
A makes contact with one or other, thus energising the 
corresponding relay magnet and depressing the handle end 
of its Morse key, so that the local battery drives M one way 
or the other, thus raising or lowering the core of the choking 
coil until the power returns to the right value, when the key 
is released, thus short-circuiting the motor which stops very 
quickly. ‘The use of a large voltage and very little current 
across the contacts at A makes the apparatus much more 
reliable, as contact is made more certainly and there is less 
sticking. [or the most sensitive control the platinum wires 
constituting the contacts should be sharply pointed at the 
ends. This makes the contacts more reliable, but tends to 
cause sticking and consequent hunting ; this was completely 
cured by suspending the buzzer B (an electric bell with the 
gong removed) from a small wooden arm attached to the 
wattmeter. When either key is depressed B commences to 
work, and the very slight vibration set up prevents any 
sticking of the platinum points. B was only added towards 
the end of the work, but is a distinct improvement. As 
the cup C forms part of both the direct and alternating 
circuits, it was found desirable to earth it at E through 
a fuse. 

This apparatus worked most satisfactorily. The torsion 
head was set to the required reading and the apparatus left 
to adjust the power. The control could be made very close, 
as the gaps between A and the platinum contacts could be 
reduced to a small fraction of a millimetre. 

As before, the energy developed in the central wire was 
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estimated by measuring the current and the potential differ- 
ence between two points at a measured distance apart on it. 
As the distance between these points was considerably 
reduced and the diameter of tie platinum wire was increased 
from 0°3 to 0-4 mm., the P.D.s to be measured never 
exceeded 1°8 volt, and thus could be directly read on a 
Tinsley potentiometer. This instrument was used for all 
the measurements, the “‘ potential” terminals being directly 
connected to the thermo-couple key, before described, and 
never disturbed, and the ‘‘ standard cell’? terminals to a 
specially made switch such that connexion could be made 
either to the standard cell, or to the points on the central 
wire whose P.D. was required, or to the ends of a small 
standard resistance carrying the heating current, thus 
enabling the latter to be accurately measured. This switch 
could be turned so as to disconnect the “standard cell ”’ 
terminals of the potentiometer from all conductors when the 
H.M.F.s of the couples were being measured. In this way 
the use of the potentiometer for measuring the energy 
supplied to the central wire in no way influenced the 
accuracy of its measurement of the small H.M.F.s of the 
couples. The original galvanometer was replaced by another 
giving a deflexion of about 0°5 scale-division per microvolt. 
This was amply sensitive and much more convenient to work 
with. For use in measuring the large P.D.s it could be 
shunted by means of a suitable switch. 

The thermo-couples were, as before, made of platinum 
and platinum-iridium wires 0:1 mm. in diameter, the junctions 
being fused. Many of the junctions were formed by lightly 
twisting the ends together and then passing sparks from a 
coil to the tips. The wires were then untwisted, and a very 
small junction was the result. This is a very convenient 
method of electric welding small junctions, as the heat is 
developed exactly where it is required. The thermo-electrie 
constants of the wire were obtained from the National 
Physical Laboratory, but as a larger number of points was 
found to be required for the accurate plotting of thermo- 
electric power against temperature, a couple made of the 
wires was placed in the furnace along with a platinum 
thermometer and accurately standardized. The figures so 
obtained agreed perfectly with those furnished by the N.P.L. 

Two patent china cements named ‘“ Potmend”’ and 
“Ceementium”’ were used in putting the rock cylinders 
together. The former, which can be made very thick, was 
found very convenient for filling the grooves, as it was not 
so hard as ‘ Ceementium’? and so enabled the wires to be 
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removed if breakages occurred. The latter cement was found 
best for cementing the rocks together. Both cements stood 
the high temperature well. As it seemed possible that the 
cements might attack the wires at high temperatures and alter 
their thermo-electric properties, one couple was tested after 
removal from the rock and found to be absolutely unchanged. 

First Basalt Huperiment. 
It seemed to be desirable to measure the P.D. between two 

points on the central wire actually inside the rock cylinder, 
so as to eliminate errors due to want of uniformity of 
temperature and hence of resistance of the wire near the 
ends. Accordingly the cylinder was made in four pieces 
cemented together end to end. The length of each end piece 
was 8°9 cm. and of each centre piece 5:1 cm., so that the 
total length was 28:0 cm. As the diameter was only 
3°67 cm., so that the cylinder fitted loosely inside the 
copper tube of the furnace, it would seem as if end effects 
must be negligible. The thermo-junctions measuring the 
mean temperature and the temperature gradient were sunk 
in grooves cut in the faces between the two central cylinders, 
which were ground to fit accurately together and joined by the 
thinnest possible layer of cement. The wires for measuring 
the potential gradient in the central wire were led in through 

Fig. 2. 

grooves cut in the inner faces of the end cylinders, and were 
fused to the central wire, these Junctions being just at the 
ends of the central cylinders. 

The arrangement of the couple for measuring the tem- 
perature gradient was very similar to that previously 
described and is shown in fig. 2, which is approximately to 
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scale. The circular grooves in which the junctions were 
situated, as shown, were about 2°5 mm. deep, the radial 
grooves being only about 0°5 mm., so that the disturbance 
of the heat-flow due to the latter was as small as possible. 
Unfortunately, the deep circular grooves could not be kept 
less than about 1°5 mm. wide at the top. As, however, the 
grooves were V-shaped and the junctions, which were kept 
as small as possible, were situated at the bottom of the V 
which was filled with cement, the groove ought not to 
introduce any large error. 

The circular grooves were cut with carborundum powder 
by means of copper tubes of suitable diameter mounted on a 
drilling machine. ‘The straight grooves were cut with a 
dentist’s carborundum wheel. 
The single junction for measuring the mean temperature was, 

as before, sunk in a straight groove cut in the opposite face. 
Very great difficuity was experienced in boring small 

straight holes in the basalt, as the drill was inclined to bend 
and so increase the size of the hole as well as rendering it 
slightly crooked. The drilling was done by means of a soft- 
nosed twist drill, run the opposite way to the twist, and 
carborundum powder. ‘The process was exceedingly slow, 
and the resulting hole was about 4 mm. in diameter and not 
as straight as it ought to have been. It was accordingly filled 
with cement which was allowed to set and then a hole 
1-5 mm. in diameter drilled centrally through the com- 
paratively soft cement. 

An investigation on the error due to an unsymmetrical 
distribution of the cement round the central wire, or to 
eccentricity of the latter in the neighbourhood of the couples, 
indicated that this was very small owing to the use of four 
equally-spaced junctions. 

more dangerous source of error is possible want of 
uniformity of the cement layer at different points along the 
axis. This would cause variations in the temperature, and 
hence in the resistance per em. of the central wire. ‘There 
is in fact a sort of inherent instability, as, if the thermal 
insulation of the wire is greater at one point, there will be 
more heat generated there owing to the positive resistance 
temperature coefficient of platinum. This source of error 
would cause an apparent variation of conductivity with 
central current. A small variation of this kind was actually 
noticed, but was apparently due to potentiometer errors as 
will be explained later. For this reason, the same reliance 
cannot be placed on these results as on those of later determi- 
nations in which the chance of this error was greatly reduced. 
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The interior of the tube-furnace beyond the ends of the 
eylinder was filled with asbestos millboard soaked and made 
into a pulp with water, and the ends of the furnace were 
covered with a layer about 5 cm. thick of the same material. 
When this pulp dries it sets nearly as firm as the original 
millboard ; unfortunately it contracts considerably in doing 
so, and was very liable to break the couple wires. 

It was shown in a previous paper that 

K= 5 [ a an 

very approximately, where 

K=Thermal conductivity. 
A= Mean temperature difference indicated by the couple. 
Q= Heat flux in calories per second per cm. of the axis. 

r== Radius of the circle containing the inner junctions. 
j= By He outer 

3J= Thermal capacity per c.c. of the rock. 
6= Average temperature of the rock. 

99 

The last term is only a small correction for any slight 
variations of temperature. The diameters of the grooves 
were 0°736 cm. and 2°60 cm. respectively. The distance 
of the single junction groove from the centre was 0°79 cm. 
This is so near the geometric mean of +, and ry that the 
temperature indicated by a couple in this groove may be 
taken as the mean temperature without appreciable error. 
For basalt C=0°64 about. The distance between the voltage 

leads on the central wire being 10°14 em., 

ees Ny) 
~ 1014x4718 

where W is the product Currentx P.D. Putting in these 
figures we find 

! 

K=4-73% 10-3x Me 

where W'=W —0°875z¢, 

« being the rate of riseof temperature in degrees per minute. 
It will be noticed that the correction for variation of tem- 
perature is very small, « generally being of the order of 
0°01 C. per minute ; in fact, in the majority of cases it was 
negheible. : 

In arranging the rock cylinder in the furnace the single 
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couple was unfortunately broken, so that in the first set of 
determinations the average temperature was obtained from 
the reading of a couple placed in the narrow space between 
the cylinder and the inside of the copper tube, a suitable 
correction being added for the radial temperature gradient. 
In this and the later experiments tests were always inade for 
leakage from the central wire to the couples. This was 
always inappreciable except at temperatures about 600° C. 
Tests were also made with the furnace at a steady high 
temperature and no central current, when A was found to 
be zero as it should be. One, or occasionally two determi- 
nations were made per day. As the actual readings con- 
stituting a day’s work were very similar to those obtained in 
the case of the granite determination, a sample of which is 
given later, there is no need to insert them here. 

The daily mean results are shown in ‘lable I. in chrono- 
logical order, the symbols having the same meaning as 
before. 

TaBuE I. (Basalt.) 

0. KK: We 0. K. WE eines Oe K. W. 
HPHIC 5:22 2°45 682 C2 oO) F586) Ne s0l1Cs 4°82) 15-38 
40 DOO. 2:32) 41; 68 Zia 300) | 295 4-60 5:27 
99 5:03 = -2°34 69 4:88 2°85 | 265 4°30 6:92, 
52 508 83:45 70 S01) A oben AG COMO 

155 Hot S435 GO Silda Seale dlss 4:99 860 
180 S17. 2:83 153 519 542 | 104 907 86898 
319 4:93 2°52 131 Ole 2:85) ye. 222 AO eho 
233 520°. 2:56 | 1438 4°88 9°55 309 460 7:46 
Peers, 4:14 | | 378 453 7-27 
Gon 98. 420) | | ASL Ses rion) 

298° 495 «4-01 500 432-679 
| | 91 8487 «7-73 

| | 199 470 7:38 
| | 200) 470) 9 7-8 
ee : | 

— — _ } 

The values of K must be multiplied by 107°. 

The results in the first three columns are the first ones 
obtained ; this set was brought to a conclusion by the 
breakage of one of the wires of the multiple couple. These 
results, which are not very consistent, are in marked con- 
trast to those previously obtained for granite, as they show 
an apparent rise of conductivity with temperature up to 
about 200° C , above which a fall is shown. 

The cylinders were taken to pieces and the couples remade, 
the sin-le couple being placed in its proper groove, and the 
cylinders cemented togetlier again and replaced in the furnace. 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Voli 27. Nowls7. Jan. 1914. iy 
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The distance between the P.D. leads on the central wire 
being only 10°00 cm., a suitable modification was made in 
the formula for K. The end spaces were on this and all sub- 
sequent occasions filled with quartz sand, and the ends as 
before covered with pulped asbestos. The next results 
obtained are shown in the next three columns. The first 
five results at approximately the same temperature show an 
apparent variation of K with W:; the next three were so 
inconsistent that it was evident that there must be some 
source of error. This was traced to the potentiometer. In 
this instrument the Thomson- Varley shunt is employed, and 
if the double contacts forming the ends of the shunt become 
at all foul, a small error in the reading is introduced. It 
appeared that this error, which was measured by cutting out 
the couple at the mercury key, might amount to about 15 or 
20 microvolts. In all the previous basalt determinations W 
and hence A were small, so that this source of error was 
important. ‘The error, if it occurred at all, would have been 
far smaller in the determinations described in the previous 
paper, as in them the values of A were much larger. In 
all subsequent work particular attention was paid to the 
double contacts, which were periodically cleaned with paraffin 
oil. This had the effect of reducing the error to about 1 
or 2 microvolts, the residue probably being due to thermal 
effects at the terminals. After every reading of the E.M.F.s 
of the couples this small error was measured and corrected 
for. The effect of any remaining uncertainty was reduced 
by using larger values of W. 

The subsequent results, shown in the last three columns of 
the table, quite contrary to the previous ones, show a steady 
fall of conductivity with rise of temperature. As this fall 
was expected, it was concluded at the time that the previous 
results were unreliable owing to the error just mentioned. 
However, another explanation of the discrepancy is possible 
and will be mentioned later. The determinations were 
brought to a conclusion by the breakage of the multiple 
couple. 

Second Granite Haperiment. 

In constructing new granite cylinders, of medium-grained 
Newry granite, the cylinders were first roughly turned and 
then the central hole, 4°3 mm. in diameter, bored. The 
cylinders were then mounted on an axle through this hole 
and turned down to the required size, so that the hole was 
accurately centred when finished. Only two cylinders were 
employed as in the original determinations, their lengths | 
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being 7°5 cm. and diameters 3°6 cm., so that the complete 
cylinder was 15:0 cm. x 3°6 cm., which was considered a 
sufficient ratio of length to diameter. The arrangement of 
the couples was identical with that used for the basalt. 
The arrangement of the P.D. leads connected to the central 
wire is shown in fig. 3, which shows a section of the rock- 
eylinder and furnace-tube. A is the platinum wire, B an 
asbestos lagging which fills the hole and keeps the wire 

2 DG PELEL LID DEA LTE AED ME hi kha EE 

approximately central in it, and insulates A from the leads 
‘C everywhere, except at the junctions. This lagging was 
removed from an asbestos insulated heating wire and threaded 
‘onto the platinum wire. A more convenient method adopted 
when the cylinder was being put together a second time was 
that of unlaying a thr ee-strand asbestos cord and relaying it 
carefully round the wire. The lagging was made as uniform 
as possible to prevent errors due to inequality of temperature 
of the central wire. The insulation was tested by passing a 
very small measured current through the central wire and 
measuring the P.D. between the leads C, hence the resistance 
of the part of the central wire between the leads was found ; 
and as the current was too small to cause appreciable heating, 
this ought to agree with the known resistance of that length 
of wire at room temperature. Thisit was found to do almost 
exactly. Any fault in the insulation would thus have been 
detected. By this arrangement the P.D. junctions were 
inside the cylinder as required, while the extra end cylinders 
were dispensed with. 

D and E are asbestos cords cemented to the cylinder as 
shown. ‘The fine couple leads were twisted round these, and 
where they passed through -the asbestos ends of the furnace 
another asbestos cord was wound round them. This arrange- 
ment entirely prevented breakage in the furnace ends and 
enabled the latter to be opened when necessary without 
breaking the wires. The difficulty of doing this previously to 
the adoption of this. plan had greatly hindered the location of 
breakages in the couples. The couple grooves are also shown 
in section in the figure. 

K 2 
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The distance between the P.D. junctions on the central 
wire was 10:0 cm.; the diameter of the outer groove was 
2°61 cm. and that of the inner 0°725 em.; so, taking C for 
granite as 0°53, we find that with the same notation as 
before, | 

T!/ 

Ki 4S else x a where W'= W —0°712 «. 

A specimen day’s observations are shown in Table II. 

TasBLeE II. (Granite). 

| 

1, Tip V. A. We i iE Q. Hie. 9. 4P. a. 

| 95 a.m.| 400 |(turne |d on) 

30) Le a Wy a5 2 ON Da a a Lroseece 3120:5| 15:6 |33801 | 240 

1°4 p.m.|....../ 1°38692) 5°834| 7-982 | 3064:5) 16°7 | 3259 | 237-5 6152) 4.0052 

2-0 ,, | 800 | 1:3686} 5:836 | 7:981|3051 | 17:3 | 3254-5) 237 | 61:50) 

Weide. | QOL! | ae sacecelltuos eee ee eeeee 5612 18:5 | 5822 | 400 

- 4:30 ai elas 1-43821| 5:414) 7:755 | 5548 19:4 |5779°5) 398 63°57 

its am ee Gee 1:4809) 5418) 7°752 | 5491 20°1 | 5728 -| 395 63 58) Laalideo 

6°40 ,, |...... siiiaata 5°416| 7°748 | 5492°5| 20:2 | 5731 | 395 63°58 | 
| 

Here :— 

T = Time at which reading of E, was made. 
R= Setting of regulating wattmeter in arbitrary units made after 

the corresponding readings had been taken. No entry is 
made when R was not changed. 

V = P.D. between the leads in volts measured on the potentio- 
| meter. 
A = Central current in amperes measured on the potentiometer. 
W = VA=Power developed in the central wire between P.D.. 

leads. 
E, = E.M.F. of the single couple in microvolts. 
6, = Temperature of the mercury key forming the cold junction 

of this couple. e 
jee , = Calculated K.M.F. of this couple with its cold junction at 

. 0°C., correction having been made for e. 
6, = Temperature corresponding to E read from a curve. As the 

distance of the single junction from the centre was about 

0-88 cm. which was greater than V r,7,, a small correction 
depending on A was added in reading off 6 so as to obtain. 
the true mean temperature. 
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4P = Four times the thermo-electric power corresponding to 4 
read from another curve. 

a = Rate of rise of temperature in degrees per minute. 
W’' = Mean W—0°712 a. 

= E.M.F. of the multiple couple in microvoits. 
= Open circuit reading of the galvanometer. 
= Reading of the galvanometer with the couple cut out and 

potentiometer set to 10 microvolts. 
Y = Reading of the galvanometer with the couple cut out and 

potentiometer set to 110 microvolts. 

HS 

TaBLeE II. (Granite). 
{ } | | a, a 

Ce Z| Xe Yeh By | A. Kee aK’ 

} | | 

x B77 | 278:5) 287°3| 3648] —15 | 5785| 940 4-14 
Tosa) | See wan: i ee ats 

5TL | 26 276°3| 3871°5| —2°5 | 576°5| 9°37 | 4:15 

629 | 223-8| 236-7) 331-0) —35 | 6325] 9:95 | 
621 | 224-8| 236:8| 329:8| —3 | 624 | 9:ex| 3:85 

| 7746 More | 1 3ig45) 
| 621°5| 2243) 237-0) 3310, —35 | 625 | 9835 3°84 | 

Mean Results for the day:—K=4:15 x10—3 at 237° C. 

K=3'845 x 10-3 at 895° C. 

: , AZ sa 
é = Potentiometer error=10—100 x Yoox’ This could not be 

Sad 

obtained directly as the potentiometer could not be set to 
less than about 5 microvolts. 

K, = E,—e. 
i 

= pane A = TP° 

K = Conductivity calculated from a single set of readings 
neglecting a. 

K’ = Conductivity caleulated from W’ and mean value of A for 
two consecutive sets of readings. 

It will be noticed that on this day on which two deter- 
minations were made, the correction for a was quite negli- 
gible and that for e was smaller than other probable errors. 

In attempting to obtain a determination at about 550°C 
the single couple broke. This must have been caused by 
thermal expansion of the rock as the couple joined again at 
temperatures below 400°C, ©The determinations were 
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accordingly continued, but that temperature could not be 
exceeded. The results are shown in Table III. in the first 
three columns. | 

TasuE III. (Granite). 

eee | Rie ei 1) 
Cea K. en a K. We ao | 

105°C | 568x10-3 | 7-657 || 115°C | 470x10-3 | 84105 
87 5655 5905 || 387 3:995 7708 | 

154 5°50 12:10 || 235 4-315 7-980 
98 5:20 7265 || 154 | 4-475 8-099 | 

346 | 4965 Foes ll da 4°535 S:O7e 
BIG Hiese2 7212 || 364 | 4:05 8-086 
105 | 4-40 7330 | 893 3-99 7740 
413 | 3:86 | 7-284 || | 
B54 gals Oils | 7-022 | | | 
99 | 4:37 | 7-097 | | 
OS aay 1 7-984 || | 
395 3-845 7746 |i | | 
165 | 4-28 | 7987 |I 
Fai a babe iiy | 4607 || 

199 | 4225 | 8382 || | | 
318 | 3-975 8-206 || | 
390 | 3:85 | 8015 | | 

The first four results are very high and decrease con- 
secutively irrespective of the temperature. Heating to 
346° C and then to 516°C caused a large drop. The re-- 
mainder of the results are plotted in fig. 4 (small circles), 

Fig. 4. 
aaa = ) : 

r | | | 4-5 a il 
ae QA SG es | 

© @O 

| 
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and lie very fairly along the line shown which represents 
K= (4°60—0:00192 8) x 10-*. The values obtained at 
516° C. and at 413° C. lieas shown somewhat above this line: 
the latter determination was not a very satisfactory one as 
in it a was 0°:216C. per minute. There is no evidence of 
any apparent change of K with W; in fact the close agree- 
ment of the results at 99° C. and 79° C., in which the values 
of W were quite different, is quite satisfactory. 
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These values agree fairly well with the previous deter- 
minations on another granite cylinder, the chief point of 
difference being the straightness of the K:@ line. ‘The 
initial high results are aoa anne higher than any previously 
obtained, but this is easily explained, as in the former work 
the Pes were initially heated to a fairly high and unknown 
temperature to bake the cement then used, so that even the 
first determination represented rock whose ‘conductivity had 
already been permanently lowered by heat. In the present 
instance the cement used set without heat. 

Determination of Specific Heat. 

The equation 

K =< solos ek Cr? | 

‘ Le Pee; Wey ) r 4 at 

Beer, UA on te) 
which is true so long as vas small compared with Te has 

¢ a 

been used above, an approximate value of U being employed 
in the small correction for any slow temperature variation. 
If, however, we make Q=0, 7. e. turn off the central current 

dé. 
and arrange that —- is large, the equation becomes 

dt 

C( ; = = a = 

This equation, however, neglects the effect of the central 
hole. When this is taken into account the equation 
becomes 

where R is the radius of the hole and H is the thermal 
capacity per cm. of the lagging and central wire. In the 
small correction for H we can substitute an approximate 
value of C without serious error. Substituting for R its 
value 2°15 mm. and making an estimation for ist (which is 
ot very small importance) we find that 

Ly dG ede LS USO RONEN ate 

or 

ER he has 
Kec ia (0+: x dé 

dl 

the minus sign occurring since A is always negative, 7. e. the 
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interior of the rock is colder when the temperature is rising 
and vice versa. The correction for the central hole amounts 
to about 6 per cent. 

From this equation, knowing K, we can find C and hence 
obtain the specific heat. Both rising and falling temper- 
atures were employed, the observations with the latter being 
obtained at the conclusion of a determination of K by 
turning oft the central and furnace currents and observing 
8 and A as the rock cooled. For observations with rising 
temperatures the furnace regulator was, at first, set to a 
definite value and observations taken as the temperature 
rose: as, however, the rate of rise becomes slower and 
slower as the temperature rises, it was found better to 
arrange a clock which slowly turned the torsion head of the 
regulator so as to increase the power; by this means the 
rate of rise was kept fairly uniform. 

The method adopted in measuring e and A was as 

follows :—At a given instant the E.M.F. of the single couple 
measuring 0 was read, then almost immediately afterwards 
the thermometer giving the temperature of the mercury key 
which forms the cold junction; the connexions of this key 
were then changed, the multiple couple being connected to 
the potentiometer and read exactly two minutes after the 
single couple, which was then read again at the end of another 
two minutes and so on. Thus readings of the single couple 
were obtained at exact intervals of four minutes with 
readings of the multiple couple at the middle of each 
interval. 

Let dE, be the difference between successive readings of 
the single couple corrected for the temperature of the key 
and potentiometer errors, and HE, be the reading of the 
multiple couple also corrected for potentiometer errors, then 
if P be the thermo-electric power corresponding to the mean 
temperature (which approximately corresponds with the 
temperature at which EH, was observed) the average value 

of © throughout the interval 

__ 68, 
nm 2A0P 

hence we find that 

and A= "p> since there are four junctions ; 

— =—1b62°2x - L By 
K SE,’ 
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The potentiometer was set at the commencement of a set of 
observations and the accuracy of the setting checked at the 
end. The variation was always negligible. The small 
potentiometer error before mentioned was measured before 
and after each series (there being no time to do so between 
the readings) and corrected for, any small variation in it 
being distributed according to the time. This correction 
was generally quite unimportant. 

It will be noticed that each value of C is obtained from 
the difference between a pair of successive values of Hp, so 
that any error in taking a reading of H, at, the right instant 
will affect two successive values of C with errors of opposite 
sign. Theoretically it might be preferable to plot Ey against 
time and smooth out any irregularities in doing so, but in 
practice the above method was found more convenient. The 
irregularities occurring in individual values of C can be 
removed by taking means as there are a very large number 
of results available. 

TaBie LV. (Granite). 

| | | | ‘ | | 
| Bie 4 TERRA sea ee i on | ca ar fa 

4611 | 189 | —2°5 i OO oa) oo Ct 

4358 | 19-0 | 4581°5, | 
|240°5 |236 | 288-5 | 151-4 1314 | 4:00| -230 

'4117°5} 19-0 | 4341 | 
— 2-0 | (233° (919 1221 11449 2998 | 403) -222 

3884 | 19-1 4108 | 
| 214 |'201 |203 | 1449 2845! 4-05 | -223 

3669 | 19:2 3294 | 
| | 198 (186 |188 |1449 1971 | 4-08 | -225 
3469 | 19:3 3696 | | 

| 187 170°5|172:5 | 141-0 }258'5 4-10 | -220 
3282 | 19:3 (3509 | | | | 

| 1170 | 159:51161-5 | 145°1.1247 | 4:13.| -226 
3111 | 19-4 3339 | | | 

| 173. 1147 1149 ‘1181-6 12936 | 4-15°| -208 
2988 | 19:4 3166 | | | 

—15 | 1160 .}188 |139-5 | 133:2 |225 | 4-171 -219 
2778'5| 19:4 3006. | | | 

| 1150 128 =| 1295 | 132-0 [2155 | 419 | -211 
2627°5| 19°5 9856 | | | | 
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The results obtained from five series of observations are 

plotted in fig. 5. Each curve represents one series of obser- 
vations. The individual values are not plotted as there were 

100 200 300 400c 0 

so many of them that they would render the figure confused. 
The full line curves represent determinations on falling 
temperatures and the dotted curves those on rising tempe- 
ratures: the shorter of the two latter represents a determin- 
ation with a constant supply of energy to the furnace, the 
longer one in which the energy was “slowly versa by 
the clock as before explained. From these curves means 
were taken, account being taken of the fact that at low 
temperatures the cooling determinations were less reliable 
owing to the slow rate of cooling and small temperature 
differences involved. These averages lie on the curve 

S = 0-161 + 0-405 x 10-28— 0-45 x 10-56? 

which represents the mean results of these experiments 
between the temperatures 40° C. and 380° C. 

Further Experiments on the Granite Cylinder. 

The cylinder was taken to pieces and ths single couple 
renewed. An attempt was made to prevent the wires from 
breaking at high temperatures by coating them with rubber 
solution before. cementing them into therock. It was hoped 
that when the rubber burnt away it would leave a minute 
air space, thus allowing the wire a certain amount of freedom. 
The single couple and the leads of the multiple couple were 
treated in this way. Jhe multiple couple itself was not 
removed from the groove system in the rock face. Seven 
results were obtained which were very concordant with the 
exception of the first, which was slightly too high. These 
results are given in ne last three columns of Table III. and 
are plotted in fig. 4 (larger circles). They lie very clesely 
along the line K=(4 77—0-00198 a) x 10- > and are thus 
nearly A per cent. higher than the previous ones. 
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Another set of determinations of the specific heat was also 
made, the procedure being the same as before. In working 
these out K was taken as (4°77—0°00198 8) x 107%. Even 
so the mean value obtained | 

S=0°154+0°335 x 107? @—0°25 x 10-° @ 

is somewhat lower than the previous one. This difference: 
was chiefly due to low values obtained with heating experi- 
ments which on this occasion gave lower results than the 

=) e 

cooling experiments. The latter gave values only slightly 
below the previous cooling determinations. 
We may take as the mean of the determinations on the 

conductivity of this sample of granite 

K = (4°68 —0:00195 O10 52: 

This refers to granite that has been heated to 500° C. 
As regards specific heat, the mean of the two formule 

already given is 

S=0:158--0°37 <x 10-2 6— 0°35 « 10? @?. 

This gives a value 0°178 at 56°C. The mean of the specific 
heats of three granites obtained by Dr. Joly with the steam 
calorimeter between 12° C. and 100° C. is 0°192, so that the 
above figures are probably about 8 per cent. too low; the 
method is probably more suitable for finding the variation of 
the specific heat with temperature than its absolute value. 
The rise of the specific heat of granite with rise of tempe- 
rature accords well with the known rise for quartz and 
felspar. 

Second Basalt Experiment. 

The arrangement of the rock cylinder adopted in making 
another set of determinations on basalt was somewhat 
different. The cylinder, 18°2 cm. long by 3°6 cm. diameter, 
was divided longitudinally instead of transversely. Grooves 
were cut along the axis of each half cylinder as shown in 

Fie. 6. 

ch i 

fio. 6, thus forming a fine ae centered hole when the 
two were cemented together, through which the central wire. 
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passed. The P.D. wires lead in through grooves as shown 
at Aand B. The multiple couple was sunk in a series of 
straight grooves as shown in the figure, in which halt of the 
couple is seen, the other eight junctions being cemented into 
the opposite face. The grooves in the two faces were 
arranged so that the inner junctions on one face were 
opposite to the outer junctions on the other face and 
vice versa. 

The transverse grooves in the two faces did not register 
with each other but were about 2 mm. apart, thus decreasing 
the chance of short circuit between different parts of the 
couple. All these grooves were considerably finer than 
shown in the figure, “being about 0°6 mm. wide at the top. 
The longitudinal couple g erooves were about 1:2 min. deep, 
being V-shaped as before. ‘The transverse and axial grooves 

were about 0°3 mm. deep. The couple passed under the 
central wire in one place as shown: here the transverse 
groove was made deeper and the couple insulated from the 
central wire by means of cement. ‘The single couple is 
shown at ©. The couple leads along the outside of the 
cylinders were only laid in their grooves, no cement being 
used, They were insulated from the copper furnace tube by 
thin mica sheet which was cemented over the whole cylinder. 
By this means all danger of these parts of the couples 
breaking was obviated, and for the first time no trouble of 
this kind occurred. The rest of the arrangements remained 
as before. 

_ There are several advantages in dividing the rock longi- 
tudinally, chief of which is the smallness and accurate 
centering of the central aperture ; all danger of want of 
uniformity of temperature of the central wire is eliminated 
and the mean heat flux from a length of about 6 cm. of it 
is taken. Another advantage is that the distance from the 
Junctions to the radial grooves is about 7°5 mm. instead of 
1-4 mm., as was the case for the inner junctions in the 
previous experiments. The use of eight pairs of junctions 
doubles the E.M.F. to be measured for a given value of A, 
which is also an advantage. 

The distances of the bottoms of the inner and outer 
grooves from the centre being 0°493 cm. and 1:464 em. 
respectively and _ the distance between the P.D. wires 
10°5 em., we find that with the same notation as before 

Tl V 
K=4-007 x 10x 

where 
W'=W—1°286 a, 
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As the actual observations and method of computation closely 
resembled the previous ones, there is no need to give another 
example. The only vari iation consisted in the insertion of a 
reversing key in the central circuit. This was needed to 
obtain a ‘satisfactory determination at 690° C., as about that. 
temperature leakage through the red-hot tock begins to 
eause trouble. Reversing the central wire current caused an 
immediate change of about 20 microvolts in the apparent 
E.M.F.s of the couples, so that readings were taken with the 
central current flowing both ways, and the means used. 
This was quite unnecessary at lower temperatures, as then 
the insulation was quite satisfactory. 

The results are shown in Table V. and plotted in fig. 7 

TaBLe V. (Basalt). 

l 

ae K, ee K. PTW 2! 
ame | Sarapl aes eee Fl Eo Ge ee { fai 

| 47°C.| 3:935x10-8 | 2:95 || 318°C.| 894x10-3 | 7-47 | 
| 84 - | 3-955 I 612") 115395 3-955 | 7-90 | 
Pate | 4015 793 || 460 | 393 | ea | 
| 200 | 4-10 SHO || le 3°795 | 8:00 | 
247 4.095 806 | 547 | 3-935 | 8:20 

| 835 4-01 797 || 129 3°76 8-29 
| 390 | 3-96 Tul «422 3925 ul | 
Elis | -3'805 752 | 600 3-945 790 | 
203 °°) 3°91 7-60 405 3:9 7-80 
| | | 

100 200 300 400 500 

It will be noticed that the first seven results show a slight 
rise of conductivity up to about 200° C. followed by a Fall 
as the temperature was further raised to 390°C. This fall 
was evidently of a permanent nature as shown by the re- 
maining results. These lie on a lower curve which becomes 
a straight line above 270° C. From that temperature up to 
600° C KK is independent of 6. The last low temperature 
determination lies somewhat below the curve, indicating 
further permanent lowering of K. 

These results resemble the first results obtained with the 
previous basalt cylinder in showing a slight initial rise of 
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-conductivity with temperature, but differ from them by 
about 20 per cent. in value. They differ entirely from the 
later results of the first experiment on basalt which showed a 
fall of conductivity with rise of temperature, and also from 

all the granite results. Accordingly another method was 
mude use of to directly compare the conductivies of granite 

-and basalt, and ascertain whether there is any large variation 
in their ratio with rise of temperature. These experiments, 
which will be deseribed later, fully confirmed the results just 

_given. 

Specific Fleat of Basalt. 

The method employed was the same as before. As the 
-central aperture was only slightly larger than the wire, no 
correction for it was necessary. The results of one rising 
and three falling temperature determinations are plotted in 
fig. 8. The mean result for the specific heat is 

se 8 ota eR 2 

Fig. 8. 

300 400 50d 

This gives a value 0°202 at 55°C. Dr. Joly’s value for 
basalt between 10° and 100° is 0°19961, so that the agree- 
ment here is quite satisfactory. 

Heperiments on the Relative Conductivities of Granite 
and Basalt. 

The arrangement shown in fig. 9 was employed to com- 
pare the conductivities of the two rocks. A is a disk-shaped 
. electric heater designed to generate heat uniformly over its 
surface. B and Care disks of granite, D and EK disks of 
basalt. The diameter of these disks was 6°5 cm., their 
mean thickness, which was carefully measured, varied from 

-0°651 cm. to 0°715 cm., the granite disks being slightly 
thicker than the basalt ones. EF and G are stout copper 
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disks separated from the rock disks by thin sheets of asbestos, 
cemented to the copper as shown. The whole was placed in 
the centre of a round metal vessel, 40 cm. in diameter by 

Fig. 9. 
F 
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12 cm. deep, filled with quartz sand. In these circum- 
stances the flow of heat through the rocks would be almost 
uniform and perpendicular to the plane faces of the disks 
especially in the central parts, so the conductivities could be 
found if the temperatures of the rock-faces were known and 
the heat flux per square centimetre. 

The temperatures were measured by means of thermo- 
couples composed of the same wires as before used. One 
couple measured the sum of the two temperature differences 
across the two granite disks and another the sum for the two 
basalt disks, so that even if the heat flux upward were not 
quite equal to the flux downward, the conductivities could be 
found since the sum of the two fluxes was known. As the 
couple wires were only 0-1 mm. in diameter and the junctions 
were flattened to the same thickness, the couples were placed 
between the rock-faces, which were ground plane, without any 
grooves, and all the disks and the heater cemented together, 
the junctions being thus kept tight against their faces. It 
was hoped that in this way the well-known difficulty of 
ascertaining the temperature of a face across which heat is 
flowing would be overcome, and that the error caused by the 
layer of cement in which the couples were situated would be 
negligible, as this layer was only about 0-1 mm. thick. 

The heating element was made of nichrome ribbon, 
3:2 mm. wide by 0°55 mm. thick, wound zigzag as shown in 
the lower part of the figure. ‘The successive parallel strips 
of the heater were separated by asbestos card, about 1 mm. 
thick, the whole being cemented together with caementium. 
Sheets of asbestos millboard 1:5 mm. thick were cemented 
over the two faces of the disk; the surfaces were thinly 
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coated with cement and ground plane. As the total width 
of one strip and insulation was 1°57 mm., the 1esistance per 
metre of the ribbon was 0°6493 ohm, and the total resistance 
of the heater at the same temperature was 3°68 ohms., we 
readily find that the energy developed per square centimetre 
was 1°122 per cent. of the total energy. As the temperature 
coefficient of nichrome is very small, errors due to the small 
inequalities of temperature of the ribbon towards the edges 
of the disk would be unimportant. 

In order to avoid trouble with leakage into the couples 
alternating current was used. The energy was measured on 
a wattmeter of the Siemens dynamometer type, which as 
before controlled the relay for maintaining a constant energy 
supply. This instrument was carefully standardized on con- 
tinuous current before use. 

The initial determination at about 124° C. gave 4:67 x 107? 
and 3:°54xX1072 as the conductivities of granite and basalt 
respectively. These results are some 12 to 15 per cent. lower 
than the corresponding results by the other method, but very 
approximately in the same ratio. There can be little doubt 
that the low values are due to the films of cement across 
which the heat-flow takes place. Inthe previous method the 
flow was parallel to the cement film in all cases. 

Later results at higher temperatures apparently indicated 
a fall of conductivity of both rocks, that for the granite being 
much the larger. The results were rather inconsistent and 
the last results at 115° C. were actually much lower than 
those at 460° C. which immediately preceded them. This 
was almost certainly due to the failure of the cement, as on 
examination it was found to have given way between the 
rock disks. This failure must have been caused by differential 
expansion, as in other parts the cement was apparently 
unaffected by the heat. As cracking had probably started 
in the cement some time before the final rupture, the results 
are of little value, but indicate as far as they go that the 
conduetivity of granite is about 35 per cent. higher than 
that of basalt at 124° U. before heating to higher tempera- 

tures, and falls much more rapidly as the temperature is 

raised. 
As there seemed to be little chance of finding any cement 

which would withstand the stresses set up by differential 
expansion, the rock disks were ground together with carbo- 
rundum powder until they fitted extremely closely and very 

fine grooves were cut in the outer faces of the inner rock 

disks to accommodate the couples measuring the temperatures 
of the faces between the rock disks, so that the rocks could 
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be fitted accurately together without any cement. These 
grooves were only just large enough to take the wires, 
small enlargements being made in the centre in which 
the junctions just fitted. As one groove was cut ina basalt 
disk and the other in a granite one and their depth was 
only about 0:1 mm., no allowance was made for them. No 
cement was used in putting the whole together, the asbestos 
on the heater and on the copper disks being wetted, and all 
the disks being pressed into close contact with each other by 
means of a 5 kilogram weight. The lower copper disk was 
supported inside the sand vessel by a glass ink-jar and a 
similar one inverted over the upper copper disk carried the 
weight, which thus was not in close thermal contact with 
the disks. 

The results are shown in Table VI. in which K, and K, 
are the conductivities of granite and basalt respectively. 

TABLE VI. 

| K 
Q. Kote | i, Ip te 

aes ———<——j| —___ eee | = ed 

| 47°C. | 264x10-3 | 207x107? = 1-075 
meplos. |, 267 Piieeels | 1-255 

163 | 2°63 |ebine 2Plly oy eat 
ets) | 276 | 288 ae ite. Ai 
| 355 2°68 | 2:52 ) oe OG 4 
i alr, Wh 2280 2°75 | 1-02 
| 

Tt is evident that these values are much too low. This 
is almost certainly due to the thermal resistance of the 
various minute air-films which must occur in spite of the 
attempts to reduce them. These minute crevices exist not 
only between the rock disks but also between the inner and 
outer junctions and the faces whose temperatures they are 
supposed to measure. ‘heir effect will probably vary with 
the temperature and, as it is quite probable that radiation plays 
an important part in the transference of heat across them, 
their thermal resistance probably decreases as the tempera- 
ture is raised. Hence the method is not suited for measuring 
either the absolute value of the conductivity of a rock or its 
variation with temperature, but there seems to be no reason 
to doubt its evidence that basalt is a considerably worse 
conductor than granite at low temperatures, and that the 
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conductivities become nearly equal at about 500° C. This 

agrees well with the results obtained in the second basalt 

determination of the cylinder method. 

Conclusion. 

There seems to be little doubt that the conductivity of 
granite falls from nearly 6 x10~* to under 4 x 10~° as the 
temperature is raised to 500° C., the conductivity rising 
again to about 4°7 x 107° on cooling. 

As regards basalt, the second series of determinations was. 
so much more satisfactory than the first, with regard to both 
the conditions of the experiment and the consistency of the 
results, that there seems to be little reason to question it, 
especially as the value obtained in it for the specific heat 
agrees so well with the known value at low temperatures. 
Further evidence of the different effect of rise of tempera- 
ture on the two rocks is given by the disk experiment, which 
supports the later results. According to these the con- 
ductivity of basalt rises slightly with the temperature up to. 
about 270° ©., above which it is constant and nearly equal to: 
4 x 10-3 up to 600° C. There is also, however, a small initial 
permanent lowering of conductivity caused by heating the 
rock. 

This difference in the behaviour of the two rocks may 
possibly be explained as follows :—The lowering of the con- 
ductivity of granite is*chiefly, or perhaps entirely, due to the 
formation of very minute cracks caused by the unequal 
expansion of the different mineral constituents. These. 
cracks, which are formed as the rock is being heated, will 
naturally tend to close up again as the rock cools, thus. 
causing a partial recovery of conductivity. Basalt, on the 
other hand, being. much finer grained does not show this 
effect to nearly the same extent, though the small permanent. 
fall of conductivity noticed is probably due to the same 
cause. The small rise of conductivity caused by heating 
basalt to about 250° C. may be due to another much coarser 
system of cracks, which were actually visible as very fine 
lines on the surfaces of all the specimens of basalt used. 
These cracks were almost certainly formed during the 
original cooling and contraction of the rock, and hence. 
would partially close when the rock was expanded by heat, 
thus raising the conductivity. These coarser cracks were 
not noticed in the granite specimens, probably owing to 
the different mode of formation of that rock. Their absence 
probably explains why the low temperature conductivity of 
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eranite is so much greater than that of basalt. Itis just 
possible that fr equent heating and cooling of some specimens 
of basalt might cause the dev elopment of the more minute 
system of cracks to such an extent as to cause a considerable 
permanent lowering of the conductivity accompanied by a 
change in the effect produced by heating, so that the con- 
ductivity would fall like that of granite. This is just what 
was noticed in the first basalt determinations. but these, as 
has been shown, were not of a sufficiently reliable nature for 
much stress to be laid on their results. 

Tt would seem as a result of all the determinations that 
for temperatures up to 500° or 600° C. the conductivity of 
the earth’s crust may be tukeu as about 4x 1073 without risk 
of serious error, unless the conductivity is sensibly atfected 
by the large pressures involved. 

In conclusion I wish to express my sincere gratitude to 
Dr. Joly for his kind interest and many valuable suggestions 
during the progress of the work. 

Physical Laboratory, 
Trinity Colless, Dublin, 

October 6th, 1913. 

VI. Delta Rays from Gases. 
By NoRMAN CAMPBELL, Sc.).* 

1, fT is generally believed that when the molecules of a 
gas are ionized the electrons are expelled from them 

with velocities similar to those of the 6 rays from metals ; 
the belief is based upon the exact parallelism of the ionizin g 
powers of rays and their power of exciting 6 rays from 
metals. There appears to be no direct experimental support 
for the belief, no observations on the ionization of gases 
which make it necessary to believe that the electrons ejected 
in ionization have an average initial velocity of several volts f. 
The absence of such observations appears to be due to the 
fact that measurements of the ionization of gases have been 
made at too great pressures or in too great electric fields. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Kleeman (Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxxiil. p. 195 (1910)) produced evidence 

that the electrons liberated in ionization possess a finite average 
momentum in the direction of that of the ionizing rays; but, since it 
appears that the d rays from metals do not possess such a momentum, 
his experiments, whatever their interpretation, do nut support the belief 
mentioned. 

G 2 
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If the pressure is too great the electrons ejected in ionization 
lose their initial velocities by collision with the molecules 
before they can make their presence felt at the electrodes ; 
if the electric field is too great their initial velocities are 
inappreciable compared with those that they acquire in: 
moving under the field. Evidence for the existence of 6 rays 
in gases would be best obtained by studying the ionization 
of a gas at a very low pressure in a field such that the 
greatest difference of potential is not great compared with 
that of the initial velocity of the 6 rays. 

Let us consider what should be the relation between 2, 
nh current through a gas contained in a parallel plate con- 
denser, and Vo, the potential difference between the plates, 
when the pressure of the gas is so low that collisions between 
the electrons liberated and the molecules of the gas are 
negligibly rare. The current will consist of three parts. 
(1) There will be the current carried by the 6 rays from the 
electrodes. If the same number, N, of 6 rays are liberated 
from each electrode, and if f (V) is the fraction of these rays 
emitted in such a direction and with such a velocity that 
they cannot reach the opposite electrode against an opposing 
potential V, then this part of the current is Ne.f (Vo). N 
and # (Vo) can be determined by measurements when the 
pressure of the gas is zero*. (2) There will be the current 
carried by the positive ions which are left when the molecules 
are ejected. The ‘initial velocity ” of these positive ions, 
due to the reaction from the electrons ejected, will, if the 
eel of those electrons is nearly the same as that of the 
6 rays from metals, be less than 0:001 volt and small com- 
pared to their velocity of thermal agitation at room tempera- 
tures (0°033 volt). Since in the circumstances considered 
recombination will not occur, the number of these ions 
arriving at the oppositely charged electrode will be determined 
by their diffusion ; this part of the current will be similar to 
that studied in a recent paper tf. If » is the number of such 
ions formed per second this part of the current will be 

ne(1—2u/Vo), 

where pw is about 0°025 volt at room temperatures. (3) There 
will be the current conveyed by the 6 rays from the gas. 

* Some of the 6 rays arriving at the electrodes are reflected there (ef. 
Phil, Mag. Aug. 1911, p. 276 and Jan. 1912, p. 46), but, if we may assume 
that reflexion affects the d rays from gases in the same way as those 
from metals, the following consider ations are independent of the effects 
of reflexion. 
+ Phil. Mag. Nov. 1913, p. 912. 
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The total number of such rays produced is, of course, again n. 
If 7’ (V) is the fraction of these rays so emitted from the 
molecules that they cannot reach the negative electrode when 
the difference of potential between that electrode and the 
place where they are produced is V, then it is easy to show 
that this part of the current is 

. 
EN PEN ANTES AN \ f'(Vo)aV. 

Hence we shall have 

Vy 

v/e=Nf(V_) +n(1—2p/Vo) ty§ Fav. Aye aches cL) 
0 

3. Now let us consider how this equation will be modified 
when the pressure of the gas is not so low that the effects of 
collisions between electrons and moleculesare wholly negligible. 
Valuable information as to the results of such collisions 1s pro- 
vided by the recent work of Franck and Hertz *. They show 
that, when the gas is hydrogen or helium, the number of colli- 
sions made by an electron in travelling through the gas can be 
determined from the mean free path of an electron calculated 
from the data of the dynamical theory of gases ; and also 
that, as a result of the collision, the electron is usually 
reflected with a very small loss of energy. Their experi- 
ments have not yet been extended to gases, such as oxygen, 
which possess a marked “affinity for electrons,’ but they 
think it probable that the number of collisions in this case is 
again calculable from the gas theory free path, while the 
electron is not reflected but adheres to the molecule with 
which it collides. 
When an electron adheres to a molecule it becomes an ion 

very similar to the positive ions which carry the part of the 
current (2). In all the cases which we shall consider this 
part of the current is very nearly saturated, and hence we 
may suppose that every electron which adheres to a molecule 
arrives ultimately at the oppositely charged electrode, whether 
it would or would not have done so if the collision had not 
occurred. Assuming that the proportion of electrons which 
ean travel a distance 2 without collision is e 7, where 2 is 
the free path of an electron and is taken to be independent of 
its velocity within the limits considered, we find in place of (1) 

i 

iJe=N[1—e “$1—f(V_)} ]4n(1 —2u/V,) 
ewe IV . 

+=) [l—e-avf{1—7'(V)}]dV . . @) 
eC) 

* J. Franck & G. Hertz, Deutsch. Phys. Ges. xv. 9, p. 373 (1918). 
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It is to be observed that the effect of the collisions with the 
molecules of the gas is to increase both the first and the third 
terms on the right hand of the equation. 

When the gas is one which has no affinity for electrons 
and reflects rather than absorbs them, the effect of collisions 
is somewhat different. It is now possible that a 6 ray 
starting from one electrode may he reflected back to that 
electrode ; the number of such 6 rays crossing the condenser 
is diminished. Further, since there is little ‘loss. of energy 
at reflexion, and since the reflecting power of the molecules 
does not change rapidly with the speed of the electrons, the 
proportion of the electrons starting from one electrode which 
are deflected back to it will be nearly the same whether they 
are emitted with or against the field, so long as the potential 
difference between the electrodes is small compared with the 
velocity of emission. The collisions with the molecules will 
diminish the part of the current due to the 6 rays from the 
electrodes for such small potentials, while in the case of 
unelastic collision they increased it. On the other hand 
collisions, even if perfectly reflecting, will not diminish the 
current carried by the 6 rays from the gas, for these electrons 
must arrive ultimately at one of the two electrodes and 
cannot cease to act as carriers by being reflected to the place 
where they were generated. The current carried by these 
6 rays depends on the ratio of those which arrive ultimately 
at the oppositely charged electrode to those which arrive at 
the similarly charged electrode ; reflexion cannot decrease 
this ratio ; it will increase it if there is any loss of energy at 
reflexion. Accordingly the third part of the current will be 
increased whether the collisions are elastic or unelastic, but 
to a greater extent in the second case. 

The second part of the current is independent of the number 
of collisions, and in any case it isalways very nearly saturated. 

4. Let us now examine the experimental facts in the 
light of the foregoing discussion. Some apparently strange 
results of measurements of the current through ionized air 
and iene ge at low pressure were described in a former 
paper *; they are now set out rather more fully in Tables I. 
and II. The distance between the electrodes as well as the 
pressure of the gas was varied : both quantities are expressed 
by the ratio l/X, where lis the distance between the electrodes 
and X the calculated free path of an electron in the gas ; 
this ratio is given in the top row. The second row gives the 
value of n/N. Ne is the saturation current at zero pressure; 
n cannot be found by direct measurements of the saturation 

* Phil. Mae. Oct Ties p27: 
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current at the lew pressure, for at these pressures the current 
is never saturated ; ionization by collision occurs before 
saturation. But if it be assumed that n is proportional to 
the pressure, its value for low pressures can be determined 
from observations at high pressures, when saturation is 
attainable. For the purposes of the tables n is calculated by 
means of this assumption. The remaining figures in the 

Tasie [.—Hydrogen. 

eer at aN | 
Yr......, O || 0-68 | 1-24] 1-98] 3:35) 632) 7-28)100 [11-7 /17-4 [263 || Cale.| 

nN. | ee 018] 028) 048 091/099 1:36) 168) 250, 3:59 

V,=1..., 0-465 |(—0-07)| 0-28/ 0°37 | 0-50) 0-65 | 0-64 0-74) 0-79 0:83) 0°93 , O59 
2..., 0°51 ||(—0-17)| 0-09} 0-28] 0-42) 0-62) 0-60, O71 076 0:82) 0-93, 0-69. 
8...) 0768 ||(—0-13)| 016 | 0-25 | 0-36 059) 0-58 069) O74) O81 O91) 074 
5..,| O'887|/ 0-03 || 021] 029/ 0-42, 0-59) 058) O68 O74) 0°80 | O91) OSL 

10...| 0980 || 0-51 | 0°55) 0-61 | 0-57) O67) 0-65] 0-74| 0°78) 0°83 0°93 | 0°89. 
20..., 0997 || 1:08 | 1:26] 1-10) 0:95 | 0:87| 0:83} 0-95, 087 | 0°89, 1-01 || 0-94. 
30.../ 1:000/| 1-74 | 1-77| 1:63) 134) 1-08} 1-04) 0:99} 0:96 0:93| 1:07 |) 0-95 | 
50...| — || 286 | 253) 2-41/ 214| 1-68| 1:61] 1-38] 1-24) 1-07] 1:24/) 097 

Tapie [I.—Air. 

id ......| 0 || 085) 0-76! 1-43] 2-34/ 2-76 | 3-63] 4-60] 7°75) 10°0|| Cale. 

mM... 0 || 0-10] 6-24} 0-42] 0:71] 0:82) 1:16] 1:39) 2-48} 3-00 

V,=1... 0:465 |] 0-40| 0:60} 0-62) 0-57| 0°60/ 0°56 0:58] 0°61 0:66 |] 0:59, 
2... 0651 || 053 | 063 | 0-68} 0-65} 067 | 0°65 0:67) 0:68, 0-70 |] 0°69 
3... 0-768 |] 0:56 | 0-64) 0°68] 0-70] (67 0°69| 0-70) 072 0-71 || O74. 
5... 0-887 || 0-66 | 0-66| 0-70) 0:76) 0°70 | 0-75 | 0-76! 0-78 0-74|] 0°81 

10... 0-980] 0:83] 0°75} 0°78} 0°82} 0°78 | 0-84 0°84| 0:86, 0:81 || 0°89 | 
20... 0-997 |] 0-96 | 0-98] 0:97] 0:97] 0-94! 0-95 0-97) 0:93 0-87 || 0-94 
30... 1-000] 1:04) 119) 1-16) 1-18} 115| 112 1-14) 1-01 0-84] 0-95 
50...) — || 1:33] 155) 152] 1-62/ 159/ 1:55, 157/ 1:33/ 1-19] 0-97 

| | 
} | | ! 1 

first column give the fraction of the total current * at zero 
pressure carried by the 6 rays from the electrodes which is 
obtained with the potential difference in the corresponding 
row of the first column ; they also give the values of 7(V) 

* The 0-ray cwrent is taken to be saturated at 30 volts. It has been 
noted by several observers that at higher voltages the current decreases, 
and this decrease has been explained by Bumstead as due to the emission 
of 6 rays with much higher speeds which cause the emission of the low 
speed d rays. The high speed 6 rays are here left out of account, for 
though probably much of the ionization is really due to them, they are 
so few in number and have speeds so high compared to the potentials 
applied that they do not carry any appreciable portion of the current. 
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for those potentials. The other columns give the values of 
in— 

ne 

current through the condenser at the pressure concerned, i 
that with the same potential at zero pressure. If (1) were 
applicable they would thus represent the part of the current 
due to the gas and would be equal to 

for the various potentials, where 7, is the measured 

Vo 
1~2p/Vo+ <= a f'(V)dV. 

The last column (marked calc.) gives the values of this 
expression on the assumption that the 6 rays from a layer of 
gas are emitted with the same speeds as those from the 
surface of a metal, so that 7/(V)=/(V). The integral is 
calculated by quadrature from the numbers in the first celumn. 
The probable error of the numbers in all the columns but 
the first is about 0°03. It is so large, firstly because the 
currents to be measured are small and the numbers recorded 
are only differences between measured currents ; secondly, 
because the value of N is somewhat uncertain. As several 
observers have found, N depends in some measure on the gas 
film on the surface of the electrodes and may alter when the 
pressure is changed. 

5. Let us first consider the results for hydrogen. 
The measurements when Vo is 20 volts or more are clearly 

affected by ionization by collision and hence have no bearing 
on the present discussion. Tor the rest attention is directed 
to the following features : first, the numbers increase regu- 
larly with //A; second, the numbers in each column do not 
increase regularly with V, but have a minimum at about 
3 volts ; third, the numbers for small values of //A and V, 
are very much less than those calculated from (1); they are 
often less than those corresponding to the second term in 
that equation which represents the current carried by the 
positive ions only ; fourth, in the first columns there are 
negative numbers, that is to say, the presence of a little gas 
in the condenser actually diminishes the current flowing 
through it with small voltages *. 

It is clear that none of these features can be explained on 
the basis of (1); but they may be explained, at any rate 
partially, on the basis of the discussion of the effect of a 
small amount of hydrogen. We saw that the main effect of 

* The decrease is very small and on the margin of experimental 
error, but the experiment was repeated several times and always gave a 
decrease. 
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a little hydrogen was likely to be a decrease in the current 
earried by the 6 rays from the electrodes. The numbers 
given in the Table are obtained by subtracting from the 
aeeeeared current that carried by those rays in a vacuum ; 
if the rays carry less current ‘when gas is present, the 
numbers in the Table will all be smaller than than they 
would be if (1) were applicable. If, owing to the presence 
of gas, the current due to the 6 rays from the electrodes is 
decreased by more than the extra current due to the ion- 
ization of the gas, the negative figures in the first column 
would be explained. The minimum in any column at about 
3 volts could be explained if the effect of the field in counter- 
acting the effects of reflexion do not begin to be appreciable 
until AG is greater than 3. Again, of course, on this view 
the observed numbers will all be less than those calculated, 
until the current carried by the 6 rays from the electrodes 
becomes inappreciable compared with that due to the gas. 
But when this stage is reached the effect of collisions ‘in 
increasing the current due to the & rays from the gas is 
important, so that we immediately pass to the stage where 
the observed numbers are greater than the calculated. The 
data concerning the reflexion of the electrons by collision are 
not so definite that any attempt can be made to explain the 
results quantitatively ; and certainly it seems impossible to 
deduce from these results any conclusion coneerning the 
initial velocity of the 6 rays from the gas. 

6. Now let us turn to the results for air. Here again, 
the measurements when V, is 30 volts or more are affected 
by ionization by collision, Again, also, there is a general 
increase in the numbers in each row with i/A, but the in- 
crease is not nearly so marked as before ; the numbers are 
approximately constant between //A=1 and l/N=4, and in 
this range they show some approximation to those calculated 
from (1). The numbers in each column increase regularly 
with Vy, but the rate of increase is small in the region w Bene 
in the previous case there was a minimum. 

In interpreting these results we must remember that, of 
the two gases in air, nitrogen has no affinity for electrons * 
and pr obably acts like hydrogen, while oxygen has a strong 
affinity. Accordingly the nitrogen will tend to decrease the 
current carried by the 6 rays ‘from the electrodes, and so 
make the numbers smaller than those predicted by (1), while 
the oxygen tends to increase both this current and that due 
to the 6 ravs from the gas, and so make the numbers too 

* See the measurements on the velocities of the ions by Franck, 
Deutsch. Phys. Gesell, xii. p. 618 (1910). 
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large. It is possible, accordingly, that the smallness of the 
numbers for [/N=0°35 is due to the preponderant action of 
the nitrogen, while the constancy of the numbers for some- 
what ereater v values of //X is due to the compensating action 
of the two gases. At any rate, the difference between the 
results for hydrogen and air, the fact that the numbers sane 
almost uniformly greater in the case of air for the same 
value of Vo and //A, is exactly what would be expected to be 
the result of the presence of a strongly electronegative gas. 

But the main interest of the experiments lies in the 
question whether they can give any information as to the 
initial velocity of the 6 rays from gases. It appears necessary 
to suppose that these 6 rays have a finite initial velocity, and 
that it is of the same order of magnitude as that of the 
6 rays from metals. No other explanation ean, I think, be 
given of the fact that in no case is the current through the 
gas saturated when V)>=20, even though the currents due 
to the 6 rays from the electrodes and that due to the positive 
ions is saturated with that potential. If the constancy of 
the numbers in the Table over a certain range of //A means 
that within this range (1) is applicable, we should have to 
conclude that the 6 rays from the gas are, on the average, 
a little faster than those from the electrodes, since the num- 
bers in the Table are a little smaller than those calculated 
on the assumption that /(V)=/"(V). 

However, it does not appear ‘that this method is capable of 
giving any very precise indications concerning the properties 
of these rays. They do appear to show that ‘it is necessary 
to suppose that the rays have a finite initial velocity, and so 
provide evidence for an important proposition which was 
universally accepted but had never been directly proved. 
But this discussion has been published mainly because a 
brief account of the measurements had been given without 
any attempt at an explanation of them. It seems that they 
are generally in accordance with the recent addition to 
our knowledge of the interaction between electrons and 
molecules. 

SUMMARY. 

The theory is considered of the conduction through an 
ionized gas when the pressure of the gas is so low that the 
free path of an electron is not small compared with the 
distance between the electrodes, and the number of ions 
made in the gas is not large compared with the number of 
6 rays made at the electrodes. The discussion is based 
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mainly on the recent work of Franck and Hertz on the 
collisions between electrons and atoms. 

The results of some measurements published previously 
are considered in the light. of the theory. They seem in 
general accordance tui that work. They cannot be ex- 
plained quantitatively at present, but it appears that they 
make it necessary to believe that 6 rays are emitted from 
ionized molecules of gases with velocities of the same order 
of magnitude as those from metals. 

Leeds University, 
August 1915. 

VIL. An Experiment on Rotatory Polarization in Liquids. 
By Ki. Tausor Parts and ALFRED W. Porrsr, /’.2.S.* 

a experiment recorded here was carried out in order 
to see if any evidence could be obtained of a directive 

action on the molecules of an optically active substance in 
solution by light passing through the solution. If such a 
directive action existed (the light tending to orientate the 
molecules in a certain direction relative te its direction of 
propagation), it would be expected that when light first 
passes into the liquid a small interval of time would be 
required for the full rotatory power to be developed. In 
this case, if an intermittent source of light were used, giving 
flashes se sufficiently short duration, aie rotation oe he 
plane of polarization would be less han that for a steady 
source. In the experiment described below the rotation 
produced 1 ina long tube of cane-sugar solution was measured, 
first using a steady source of light (a mercury lamp), and 
afterwards an intermittent one in the form of a platinum- 
mercury spark. 

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1. 
Light from the source 8 (the mercury are or spark as the 

case may be) passes through the collimating lens L, and the 
polarizing nico] N). Sensitiveness is obtained by means of 
a half-wave plate of athena M, placed across the middle of 
the field so as to give a “three-field” arrangement. The 
sensitiveness can be altered by rotating N,;. The sugar 
solution was contained in a long iron tube AB, fitted w rith 
plate-glass ends. To prevent the solution becoming con- 
taminated with the iren, this tube was galvanized; the 
inside was painted with photographie ‘black to avoid 
reflexions. The length of the solution in the tube was 
about 165 em., and ie rotation for the green mercury line 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
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(YX 5461) was 534°3 degrees. To obtain a sufficiently clear 
solution it was necessary to mix some freshly precipitated 
and washed aluminium hydroxide with it and filter the liquid 
warm. ‘This removes practically all suspended matter. 

The lens L, forms a reduced image of the half-wave plate, 
M, onthe slit s;. The remainder of the apparatus, comprising 
ihe analysing nicol N,, the constant-deviation prism P, and 
the telescope T, was adapted from a spectrophotometer. The 
graduated ole attached to N, was fitted with a vernier 
attachment reading to minutes. Light of the required 
wave-length is sorted out by rotating the prism P and 
adjusting the slit s.. The telescope is focussed on the slit s; 
so that a sharp image of the half-wave plate is seen. 

All measurements were made with the green mercury ae 
(\5461). Further purification of the li oht after its passage 
through P was found necessary, and so the direct-vision 
spectroscope D was inserted between the eyepiece HE and 
the rest of the telescope. With the light from the are there 
was some diffuse light from the yellow mercury lines present, 
and with the spark, in addition to the diffuse yellow light, 
some green light on each side of the mercury line, but less 
intense. This green light was not diffuse but formed a 
definite image of the half-wave plate. 

The spark was produced by the discharge of a large leyden- 
jar connected with an induction-coil, and passed between a 
platinum wire and a layer of mercury at the bottom of 
a glass vessel, contact with the mercury being made with 
a piece of iron wire soldered on to the end of the lead from 
the leyden-jar. Considerable inconvenience in taking the 
readings was caused by the irregular movements of the 
spark, a small change in its position causing the image 
formed by the lens L, to move off the shts,. To keep the 
spark as much as possible in one position the platinum wire 
was placed between two pieces of plate-glass standing about 
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2 mm. apart in the mercury (see fig. 2). The spark gap 
was about 1 cm. 

: _ LATE CLASS 
/ 

/ 

Zo LEYDENJAR 

To determine approximately the duration of the spark, 
photographs were taken of tinned iron wires threaded 
radially near the rim of a rotating wooden disk, the disk 
itself being painted black. ‘The disk was driven by a small 
motor to which was attached a revolution-counter. The 
following times were observed during which the disk made 
500 revolutions :—15°0, 15:4, 14°8, 15°4, and 14°8 secs., 
giving a mean of 15°1 secs., or 2000 revns. per minute very 
nearly. The middle points of the wires, each about a 
centimetre long, were 19 cm. from the centre of the disk. 
A camera was tocussed on the wires so as to give a magni- 
fication of 2, and the disk having been set rotating, 
photographs were taken by the light from the spark. The 
velocity of the wires being 3980 centimetres per second, 
a blur of width v cm. on the photograph will be produced 
by a spark of duration ¢ secs. where 

p=2 < BS0e 

If the duration of the spark were 3x 10~° sec. the blur in 
the photographs would be*24 mm. A number of photo- 
graphs were taken of the moving wires and compared with 
photographs taken under similar conditions but with the 
wires at rest. No blur, however, could be detected ; there- 
fore the duration of the spark probably does not exceed 
3 millionths of a second. 

Owing to the intermittent nature of the lght from the 
spark, it was not possible to use the most sensitive arrange- 
ment of the apparatus. <A half-shade angle of about 12° to 
20° was necessary. The reading for the are was first taken 
and then the spark substituted for the are and a fresh 
observation made. The temperature of the solution was 
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indicated by two thermometers passing through side-tubes— 
one at each end of the tube containing the solution. The 
temperature of the solution in all the experiments was about 
18°C. It must be pointed out that large readings mean 
small rotation. The position of the polarizer is different for 
each set of readings, so that there is no relation between the 
numbers in different sets. This of course does not interfere 
with a comparison of the are and spark readings. 

| Cirele-reading | Circle-reading | Circle-reading | Circle-reading 
Set. for arc- for spark- | Set. for are- for spark- 

light. light. ! light. | light. 

T. | 96° 597 96° 56° || IL | 97° 33) || agen 
D4 | DO | | 2 | 15 
DO - ae) ah 0 | 25 23 
al de | | 30 32 
Oi 2m 33 36 

OG aie nl| 29 
97 il 23 
96a | 

Boul 

iss 100% 325 MLO SOA yi: hte cel OF es uool 
| 30 42 || 25 9 

34 PA yh 25 32 
33 23 | 27 26 

35 34 || | Li 23 
30 21 | 25 20 
34 42 || 27 58 
350i Aig bel 260i 15 
Sie 46 | 25) a 30 

330 Aes) 25 | 295% | 
| 27 36 
| 38 

| 

\ 

Tf all the observations are included in the estimate of the 
means, the values are as follows :— 

ATG Spark. 

Deb ipl eee Om moon 96> pales 

TBS eee eee OT deze aD Dds on, Os 

ET Te cine HOOT a2 so OO om 

dBA Pisenen ae? ie dS oT 259 

Grand means ... 98 36°05 G84 SORES 

The total rotation is about 500°; hence the grand means 

differ by less than 1 minute in 500°, or less than 1 part in 
30,000. It is noteworthy, however, that in three out of the 

four sets the rotation is less for the spark than for the are. 

In the exceptional set (IJ, spark) cccurs one very low 

reading—too low to be due to ordinary experimental errors. 
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If this reading were excluded there is a difference in the 
grand means of about one part in 13,000—the rotation in 
the case of the spark being the less. Since this is within 
the possible error of the experiment, the final result may be 
stated by saying that so far as these experiments go there is 
no certain indication of a directive action of light upon the 
molecules of the sugar in solution. 

University College, 
London. 

VIII. On the ee of Caleium oan te By 
FREDERICK Simeon, B.Sc., Physics Research Scholar, Uni- 
versity of London, University College ™. 

HILE the present work was in progress, an account 
\ of work on the same subject was read before the 

Physical Society of London by Mr. Tucker tf. However, so 
much of the present work had been done, and the apparatus 

in use differed in so many respects Frou that used by 

Mr. Tucker, that it seemed well to proceed until a com- 
parison of neearihis could be made. 

The apparatus employed was identical in principle with 

that used by Thorpe and Rodger f. It consisted of a hori- 
zontal capillary tube, about 30 cm. long and 0-4 mm. in diam., 
connected to two vertical tubes about 18 cm. long and 1 sq. em. 
cross-section. A fixed quantity of the liquid whose viscosity 
was to be determined was forced through the capillary tube 
under constant pressure from one upright tube to the other, 
and the time of passage carefully observed. The apparatus 
was immersed in a large bath of water at constant temperature 
until the lines on the upright tubes which determined the 
volume of liquid transmitted were just visible above the edge 
of the bath. 

At least six, and usually eight to twelve readings of the 
time of passage, which did not vary by more neha about 
0-2 per cent., were made for each solution. 

The Pe bicnt of viscosity is calenlated from the ratio of 
this time tothe corresponding time for pure water, assuming 
the values for water found by Thorpe and Rodger. The 
times of passage in opposite directions differ by a very ea 
amount due to slight asymmetry in the apparatus ; but. 
practice, the times in opposite directions were kept separate, 
and thus two values for the ratio of viscosities were found 
which agreed very closely. 

* Communicated by Prof. A. W. Porter, F.R.S, 
Ty ROGmMeEmy er SOC VOl. sxy.p. udu, 
t Phil} Trans. 1894, A. p. 1. 
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Theory.—F or the flow of liquid through a horizontal tube 
we have Poiseuille’s equation 

where 7=coefficient of viscosity of liquid, 
Pi—p2= driving pressure, 

()= quantity transmitted in time f¢, 
-=radius of tube, 

and / =length of tube. 
In the experimental arrangement there is a constant 

driving pressure II, and a variable pressure due to the 
difference in level of the liquid in the vertical tubes. The 
resultant pressure varies from (II + pgh) to (I1—pgh) during 
a reading, where p=density of liquid, and h=change of 
level in either tube. The average pressure is IJ, but there 
is a small influence of the variation of pressure which can be 
calculated. 

On integration, the expression for 7 becomes 

L/h 
: low I+ pgh 

-Il—pgh 
4 gTr ) 

where k= T Ay = oonst. for the particular apparatus, A being 

the area of cross-section of each vertical tube. 
gh 

There is another constant of the apparatus, viz. a =a (say), 
and so 

mt paleg teh AND Ge BY 

log 
Ley 

If the suffixes s and w denote values for solution and water 
respectively, we have 

mM: _t, ps log(1+ap,,)—log (1—ap,,) 

Nw he by Pw log (1+ 2p,)—log (2p) 

As a test of the accuracy of the method, the average times 
of passage of distilled water at 15° C. and at 20° C. were 
found. Assuming Thorpe and Rodger’s value at 15° C., the 
value at 20° C. was calculated from the ratio of these times, 
and it was found to differ from their value at 20° C. by not 
more than ,'5 per cent. 
A series of measurements of the viscosities of calecium- 

chloride solutions of varying concentrations up to saturation 
was made at 15° C. The following results were obtained. 
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The curve connecting concentration and viscosity was 
found to be not parallel to the corresponding curve of 
Tucker’s values at 16°77 C., as had been expected, and so 
another series of measurements was made at 20° C. in order 

- VALUES AT 16°77C. 
} xxx Z7UCKERS VALUES AT 16°77 

| Goo ~=Aresent AurHors VALUES. 

VISCOSITY /N CG. UNITS. 

CONCENTRATION IN oe PER LITRE OF SOLUTION. * 

to determine the temperature coefficient for a small range, 
viz. 5° C. The curve drawn from the last set of numbers is 
parallel to that for 15° C, and cuts the curve of Tucker’s 
values at a high concentration. A few determinations made 
at 16°77 C., however, seem to indicate that with the apparatus 
used another parallel curve would be obtained at that 
temperature. 

An important difference between the two forms of appa- 
ratus is the length of the capillary tube. The formula 
employed to calculate the viscosity in either case takes no 
account of the end effect, but applies rigorously only in the 
case where the stream-lines are parallel to the walls of the 
tube. Jor a long tube, therefore, the ratio of the amount of 
viscous work done at the ends of the tube where the stream- 
lines are not parallel to that done in passing along the tube 
will be much less than is the case for a short tube, and 
the unknown error arising from this will be more nearly 
negligible. It will be noticed that the tube used in these 
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determinations was 15 times as long as that used by 
Mr. Tucker. 

Most of the determinations were made with solutions 
made up from “ pure fused ” calcium chloride, but determi- 
nations made with solutions made up from “ pure erystals ”’ 
gave identical results. The densities recorded in Table II. 
were made from the latter solutions. In the same table are 
recorded the values of the densities obtained by previous 
observers. 

In conclusion, I should like to express my obligation to 
Prof. Porter for his kindness in guiding and encouraging 
me throughout this work. 

IX. Further Applications of Bessel’s Functions of high order 
to the Whispering Gallery and allied Problems, By 
Lord Rayueien, O.M., FRS.* 

|e the problem of the Whispering Gallery fT waves in two 
dimensions, of length small in comparison with the 

circumference, were shown to run round the concave side 
of a wall with but little tendency to spread themselves in- 
wards. The wall was supposed to be perfectly reflecting for 
all kinds of waves. But the question presents itself whether 
the sensibly perfect reflexion postulated may not he attained 
on the principle of so-called ‘total reflexion,’ the wall 
being merely the transition between two uniform media of 
which the outer is the less refracting. It is not to be 
expected that absolutely no energy should penetrate and 
ultimately escape to an infinite distance. The analogy is 
rather with the problem treated by Stokest of the commu- 
nication of vibrations from a vibrating solid, such as a bell 
or wire, to a surrounding gas, when the wave-length in the 
gas is somewhat large compared with the dimensions of the 
vibrating segments. The energy radiated to a distance 
may then be extremely small, though not mathematically 
evanescent. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
ft Phil. Mae. vol. xx. p. 1001 (1910); Scientific Papers, v.-p. 619. 

But the numbers there given require some correction owing to a slip in 
Nicholson’s paper from which they were derived, as was first pointed 
out to me by Prof. Macdonald. Nicholsun’s table should be interpreted 
as relating to the values, not of 2:1123 (z—z)/z*, but of 1:3447 (m —2)/z3, 
see Nicholson, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 200 (1918). Accordingly, in my 

equation (5) 1:1814m3 should read 1-8558n3, and in equation (8) 
51842 n+ should read ‘8065 x°. 
¢ Phil. Trans. 1868. See ‘ Theory of Sound,’ § 324. 
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A comparison with the simple case where the surface of 
the vibrating body is plune (w=0) is interesting, especially 
as showing how the partial escape of energy is connected 
with the curvature of the surface. If V be the velocity of 
propagation, and 27/k the wave-length of plane waves of the 
given period, the time-factor is gikVe, and the equation for 
the velocity-potential in two dimensions is 

a? it ee RE Te Oule ich wvatvaucC 

If @ be also proportional to cos my, (1) reduces to 

ee Pi (kam) O20, ee a OO) 
dx? 

of which the solution changes its form when m_ passes 
through the value £. For our purpose m is to be supposed 
greater than /, viz. the wave-length of plane waves is to be 
oreater than the linear period along y. That solution of (1) 
on the positive side which does not become infinite with w 
is proportional to e~?¥@"—-™), so that we may take 

G—/CoskVt scosmy sen VA. icky): (3) 

However the vibration may be generated at w=0, provided 
only that the linear period along y be that assigned, it is 
limited to relatively small values of # and, since no energy 
can escape, ho work is done on the whole at v=0. And 
this is true by however little m may exceed k. 

The reason of the difference which ensues when the 
vibrating surface is curved is now easily seen. Suppose, 
for example, that in two dimensions @ is proportional to 
cosn@, where @ is a vectorial angle. Near the surface of a 
cylindrical vibrator the conditions may be such that (8) is 
approximately applicable, and @ rapidly diminishes as we go 
outwards. But when we reach a radius vector 7 which is 
sensibly different from the initial one, the conditions may 
change. In effect the linear dimension of the vibrating 
compartment increases proportionally to 7, and ultimately 
the equation (2) changes its form and 4 oscillates, instead 
of continuing an exponential decrease. Some energy always 
escapes, but the amount must be very small if there is a 
sufficient mar gin to begin with between m and &. 

It may be well before proceeding further to follow a little 
more closely what happens when there is a transition at a 
plane surface «= 0 from a more to a less refractive medium. 
The problem is that of total reflexion when the incidence is 
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grazing, in which case the usual formule * become nugatory. 
It will be convenient to fix ideas upon the case of sonorous 
waves, but the results are of wider application. The general 
differential equation is of the form 

£6 _yo (Co, do | 
dt? aie (72 v a (4) 

which we will suppose to be adapted to the region where « 
is negative. On the right (w positive) V is to be replaced 
by Vi, where V,>V> and @ by @;. In optical notation 
V,/V =p, where uw (greater than unity) is the refractive index. 
We suppose ¢ and ¢, to be proportional to ¢/+, b and ¢ 
being the same in both media. Further, on the left we 
suppose ) and ¢ to be related as they would be for simple 
plane waves propagated parallel to y. Thus (4) becomes, 
with omission of e@y+), 

dl? dl? 2/,.2 ) ~ fe ge —Pe—in, 
of which the solutions are 

@=A+ Ba, | Oe PM 

A, B, C denoting constants so far arbitrary. The boundary 
conditions require that when «=0, dd/dx=dd,/dxe and 
that pb=pidi, p, pi being the densities. Hence discarding 
the imaginary part, and taking A=1, we get finally 

o= {1g =) | cos (by-+ ct), eae 
Pale 

b= |. e7 Mere Cosi(by-- ct). . . (ame 
a 

It appears that while nothing can escape on the positive 
side, the amplitude on the negative side increases rapidly as 
we pass away from the surface of transition. 

If w#<1,a wave of the ordinary kind is propagated into 
the second medium, and energy is conveyed away. 

In proceeding to consider the effect of curvature it will 
be convenient to begin with Stokes’s problem, taking advan- 
tage ot formule relating to Bessel’s and allied functions of 
high order developed by Lorenz, Nicholson, and Mac- 
donaldy. The motion is supposed to take place in two 
dimensions, and ideas may be fixed upon the case of aerial 

* See for example ‘ Theory of Sound,’ vol. i. § 270. 
+ Compare also Debye, Math. Ann. vol. Ixvii. (1909). 
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vibrations. The velocity-potential ¢ is expressed by means 
of polar coordinates 7, 0, and will be assumed to be propor- 
tional to cos nO, attention being concentrated upon the case 
where n is a large integer. The problem is to determine the 
motion at a distance due to the normal vibration of a cylin- 
drical surface at r=a, and it turns upon the character of the 
function of + which represents a disturbance propagated 
outwards. If Dx(kr) denote this function, we have 

a= CONG Cosme ID Wea see SD) 

and D, (z) satisfies Bessel’s equation _ 

Dee TD ot (1-5) D.=0. eo) 

lt may be expressed in the form 

ye ee Na 
SIN 27 

which, however, requires a special evaluation when 7 is 
an integer. Using Schlifii’s formula 

a2) = =| “cos (< sin 0@— 78) dé 

T 

ro) 
Me sin a | e-ve—zsnh@ JO | ¢@ 2) ; 

n being positive or negative, and z positive, we find 

1 a —zsin en —zsin Dic) = | Pe deanar as ae Cate ie 
0 

a Lin (z sin @—n0)dd— E\" cos (¢sin@—né)d@, (18) 

the imaginary part being —J (2) simply. This holds good 

for any integral value ofx. The present problem requires the 
examination of the form assumed by D,, when n is very great 
and the ratio z/n decidedly greater, or decidedly less, than 
unity. 

In the former case we set »=2sin e, and the important 
part of D, arises from the two integrals last written. It 
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appears * that 
2 2 

D= —__) =] oe eee 
f @ aoc). ie fe 

where p=in+z{cosa—(47—) sina}, . . (15) 

or when z is extremely large («=0) 

2\3 . 
D(2)= ie) eit) as 

Te 

At a great distance the value of ¢ in (9) thus reduces to 

o= (=) cos no. fRvia ay oe * 

from which finally the imaginary part may be omitted. 
When on the other hand z/n is decidedly less than unity, 

the most important part of (13) arises from the first and 
last integrals. We set n=zcosh B, and then, n being very 
great, 

coth 82 
D(z) =( oP) {2e7 ie}, oo) aaa (18) 

where =n ((aah6—p). -.. . 7 a 

Also, the most important part of the real and imaginary 
terms being retained, 

D(a=- (Gms ah ays De? 4 ith. . 2g 
Qn 

The application is now simple. From (9) with introduc- 
,1on of an arbitrary coefficient 

ad 
a =kA e#*™* cosnf.Di'(hr). -.. 2 21) 

If we suppose that the normal velocity of the vibrating 
cylindrical surface (r=a) is represented by e*Y¢ cos n0, we 
have 

FAD Gaal, 1. . 2. Sage 
and thus at distance r 

D (hr) 
== RikeVie i tN ) o=e"* cos nO ED, (kay’ (23) 

or when 7 is very great 

2 ei {k(Vt—r)—37} ik 2 
i) = COS nO (<2) kD_'(ka) 2 . . (24) 

* Nicholson, B. A. Report Dublin, 1908, p. 595; Phil. Mag. vol. xix. 
p. 240 (1910) ; Macdonald, Phil. Trans. vol. ccx. p. 135 (1909). 
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We may now, following Stokes, compare the actual motion 
at a distance with that which would ensue were lateral 
motion prevented, as by the insertion of a large number of 
thin plane walls radiating outwards along the lines. @= 
constant, the normal velocity at r=a being ‘the same in both 
cases. In the altered problem we have merely in (23) to 
replace D,, D,’ by D,, D,'.. When z is great enough, D,(z) 
has the value given in (16), idependenily of the particular 
value of n. ae the ratio of velocity-potentials at 
a distance in the two cases is represented by the symbolic 
fraction 

Hoo) Uae e.) 
D, (kay 

in which 
N 

J (ea)= i (7 RC. cn Ge 
a) =) ee) 

We have now to introduce the value of D,/(ka). When n is 
very great, and ka/n decidedly less than unity, ¢ is negative 
in (20), and e* is negligible in comparison with e-*. The 

modulus of (25) is therefore 
( n/a he ea Usb— tanh p) (27) 

B, in sinh @ cosh / sinh 78 

For example, if n=2ka, so that the linear period along the 
circumference of the vibrating eylinder (27ra/n) is half the 
wave-length, 

emo — 2 Gol, sink S—=—ieiazl. stank 6 — S660) 

and the numerical vaiue of (27) is 

Cm oN (aloe). 

When x is great, the vibration at a distance is extraordinarily 
small in comparison with what it would have been were 
lateral motion prevented. As another example, letm=1-1 ka. 
Then (27) =e—'?”=,/(:4587). Here n would need to be 
about 17 times larger for the same sort of effect. 

The extension of Stckes’ analysis to large values of n 
only emphasizes his conclusion as to the insignificance of the 
effect propagated to a distance when the vibrating segments 
are decidedly smaller than the wave-length. 

We now proceed to the case of the whispering gallery 

supposed to act by “total reflexion.” From the results 
already given, we may infer that when the refractive index 
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is moderate, the escape of energy must be very small, and 
accordingly that the vibrations inside have long persistence. 
There is, however, something to be said upon the other side. 
On account of the concentration near the reflecting wall, the 
store of energy to be drawn upon is diminished. At all 
events the problem is worthy of a more detailed examination. 

Outside the surface of transition (r=«) we have the same 
expression (9) as before for the velocity-potential, k and V 
having values proper to the outer medium. Inside & and V 
are different, but the product £V is the same. We will 
denote the altered £ by h. In accordance with our suppo- 
sitions h>k, and h/& represents the refractive index (mw) of 
the inside medium relatively to that outside. On account of 
the damping k and h are complex, though their ratio is real ; 
but the imaginary part is relatively small. Thus, omitting 
the factors e*Y* cos nO, we have (7> <a) 

o=— AD (kr), ..... > 2) eon 
and inside (7r<a) 

o—Be (he).\....\.' 2 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied when r=a are 
easily expressed. The equality of normal motions requires 
that 

kAD,'(ka)=hBJ,'(ha):. . . . (30) 

and the equality of pressures requires that 

cAD (ka)=pBd (ha), » - Stes 

o, p being the densities of the outer and inner media respec- 
tively. The equation for determining the values of ha, ka 
(in addition to h/k=wp) is accordingly 

kD,’ (ka) h J (ha) 

oD, (ka) ~ pJ,(ha) 
Equation (32) cannot be satisfied exactly by real values of 

hand k; for, although J,'/J, is then real, Db, / Ds includes 
an imaginary part. But since the imaginary part 1s rela- 
tively small, we may conclude that approaimately h and k 
are real, and the first step is to determine these real values. 

Since ka is supposed to be decidedly less than 7, D,, and. 
D,' are given by (18), (20) ; and, if we neglect the imaginary 
part, 

(32) 

- = sinlvP.. ¢. .°.\ oo ee 
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Thus (32) becomes 
Jn (ha os Be 
or —= SIMny Ghia ae (O45) 

the right-hand member being real and negative. Of this a 
solution can always be found in which ha = n very nearly. 
For * J,(z) increases with z from zero until ¢ = n+°8065n:, 
when J,'(z) = 0, and then decreases until it vanishes when 
2 = n+ 1°8558n:. Between these limits for ¢, Jn'/J, assumes: 
all possible negative values. Substituting » for ha on the 
right in (34), we get | 

pka . t p 1 — SF, sinh, or — c tanh B, . Scio iat GOO) 

while cosh 8 = p. The approximate real value of ha is thus 
n simply, while that of ka is n/p. 

These results, though stated for aerial vibrations, have as 
in all such (two- -dimensional) cases a wider application, for 
example to electrical vibrations, whether the electric force 
be in or perpendicular to the plane of r, @. For ordinary 
gases, of which the compressibility is the same, 

plo = he/k? =p. 
<a ae we have neglected the small*imaginary part of 
D,’/Dn. By (18), (20), when z is real, 

cae =— sinh@ ee = —sinh@.(1 +ie*) (36) 

approximately, with cosh 8 = n/z. We have now to determine 
what small imaginary additions must be made to ha, ka in 
order to satisty the complete equation. 

Let us assume ha = «+ iy, where w and y are real, and 
is small. Then approximately 

Jp (ae) Jn (a) +iydn' (x) 

In(atiy) JInl(v)tiydn (x) ’ 
and 

! i \ n 
Mex (x) —— pp a) (x) oa (1 = ol Jn( a) ° 

Since the approximate value of w is n, J,’ is small compared 
with Jz or J,’, and we a take 

J,’ Jn (ery) Jn Jn (x) wan 27 

DREN) date). { 1-195 _ ae 
* See paper quoted on p. 100 and correction. 
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Similarly, if we write ka = «' +iy', where a' = a/p, y' = y|p, 

Dyl(a! iy!) _ Dy! (a") +iy' Dy!"(a") 
D,(2' + ry’ ) ak D,(2’) + iy De (ae) A 

and in virtue of (10) 

Die eae eee D,'(2') + sinh? D,(2’), 

where cosh 8 = n/a’. Thus 

D,'(a2' +iy') D,/(«’) re iss iC oe 

Du(2! + iy’) ae) (a iyi 
D D,' 

+ sinh?8 5 = e, yt ; 

te with use of (36) 

De +iy') 

ee 2D by > ae) 

Equation (32) asserts the equality of the expressions on the 
two sides of (38) with 

ho Sala) [4 Sula) fd i TG) 1- iv Fay .  . co 

It we neglect the imaginary terms in (38), (37), we fall back 
on (34). The imaginary terms themselves give a second 
equation. In forming this we notice that the terms in y/ 
vanish in comparison with that in y. For in the coefficient 
of y' the first part, viz. —n71cosh, vanishes when n is 
made infinite, while the second and third parts compensate 
one another in virtue of (33). Accordingly (32) gives with 
regard to (34) 

és —2n(B—tanhp) Gils. (ee = e 

oe pk sinh 8B smh) | 2 bi 

in which cosh iva =e... ee 

In (39) iy is the imaginary increment of ha, of which 
the principal real part is x. In the time factor e“V*, the 
exponent 

ae 
/ i ey 
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In one complete period 7, nVt/ua undergoes the increment 
27. The exponential factor giving the decrement in one 
period is thus 

Fen Te AMP RS ULC 
or with regard to the smallness of (39) 

Qa po e7 22(8—tanh £) 

: np  sinh® 

This is the factor by which the amplitude is reduced after 
each complete period. 

In the case of ordinary gases p/o = w”. As an example, 
take w = cosh 8 = 1:3; then (42) gives 

{=2 Silo Newest bodies tial (43) 
When » rises beyond 10, the damping according to (43) 
becomes small; and when 7 is at all large, the vibrations 
have very great persistence. 

In the derivation of (42) we have spoken of stationary 
vibrations. But the damping is, of course, the same for 
vibrations which progress round the circumference, since 
these may be regarded as compounded of two sets of 
stationary vibrations which differ in phase by 90°. 

Calculation thus confirms the expectation that the whis- 
pering gallery effect does not require a perfectly reflecting 
wall, but that the main features are reproduced in trans- 
parent media, provided that the velocity of waves is 
moderately larger outside than inside tie surface of transition. 
And further, the less the curvature of this surface, the 
smaller is the refractive index (greater than unity) which 
suffices. 

— 

X. Note on the Hall Effect in Liquid and Solid Mercury. 
By W. N. FENNINGER *. 

ae Bagard f and others have announced that 
they observed a Hall effect in certain liquid electro- 

lytes, negative results obtained by other experimenters have 
been strongly supported by the theoretical work of Donnan ft, 
which appears to show conclusively that the effect must be 
far too small to be detected by such apparatus as these 
experimenters used. As to liquid metals, Amerio§$ has 

* Communicated by Prof. 8. J. Barnett. 
+ C. R. cxxii. p. 77 (1896) ; J. de Phys. (8) v. p. 499 (1896). 
{ Phil. Mag. xlvi. p. 465 (1898). 
§ N. Cimento (5) i. p. 842 (1901). 

(42) 
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proved that the Hall coefficient in pure mercury and in 
bismuth amalgams is not greater than 0:00004 c.c.s. electro- 
magnetic unit, the smallest value which he could detect. An 
experimental difficulty in the case of liquids, and the chief 
difficulty if the liquid is metallic, arises from the Lippman 
effect—the deformation of the liquid film produced by the 
electromagnetic forces unless the containing vessel is entirely 
filled. Amerio succeeded in overcoming this difficulty by 
giving a suitable shape to the containing vessel in one set of 
experiments, and by combining the observations made in his 
other experiments in a certain manner to be described 
below. 

The importance of the subject in the theory of metallic 
conduction has made it seem advisable to attack the problem 
of the Hall effect in liquid mercury anew with apparatus 
permitting of greater precision than that attained by previous 
experimenters, and to investigate as well the Hall effect in 
solid mercury, on which no observations appear to have been 
published. 

The general experimental arrangement was that ordinarily 
used in studying the Hall effect in metals by the method of 
direct deflexions. Several ways of holding the mercury 
were tried. In the final work it was confined between two 
thin glass plates which were separated by strips of ebonite, 
and cemented together, mercury tight, by water-glass. The 
‘dimensions of the last sheet of mercury upon which work 
was done in the liquid condition was 5x2 x0:090 em. The 
-eavity could be exhausted, or pressure applied, by means of 
glass tubes connecting with the cavity. Platinum wires 
were used for both primary and Hall electrodes. The latter 
were connected directly to a Broca galvanometer, which 
with its leads had a resistance of about 3°2 ohms. Hxtra- 
meous electromotive forces were compensated by a potentio- 
meter arrangement. The magnetic field was found to be 
uniform within about 1 per cent. over the region containing 
the mercury sheet. In the experiments on solid mercury 
freezing was effected by solid carbon dioxide and ether. 

As is usual, readings were taken in sets of four, as 
follows :— 

1. Field direct, primary current direct: call the deflexion A. 
B. 2. Wy) 39 39 99 reversed , yy) 2” ‘ 

3. oy) reversed by) 29 yy) bb) ” 29 C. 

A, >) 99 ’) 3) direct oy) 9 op) D. 

Now, as Amerio states, at least three effects, superposed 
upon one another, can give rise to the deflexions: viz., one 
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(a) which changes sign with the intensity of the magnetic 
field ; a second (8) which changes sign with the primary 
current; and a third (y) which reverses with both the field 
intensity and the current. y has the characteristics of the 
Hall effect. If these are the only effects present 

AB Ee. a0, (oe ape CL) 

If only 2 and £ exist, that is, if the Hall effect is zero, 

REN Gee oe) 
MS 

Liquid Mercury.—Three different cavities for holding the 
mercury were used; several sets of readings were taken 
with each. The strength of the magnetic field ranged from 
about 10,000 gausses to 22,400 gausses ; the primary current 
from 0°14 ampere to 3°07 amperes. Although the work on 
the first two cavities indicated the absence of the Hall effect, 
the unsteadiness of the galvanometer was such that one 
could not say with certainty that the observations indicated 
a coefficient smaller than 0°00010 electromagnetic unit. 
With the third cavity, however, the steadiness and the 
sensitiveness were improved. <A pressure of about three 
hundred grams per sq. cm. was applied to the mercury in 
the cavity. (Greater pressure produced no improvement.) 
Readings were taken with this cavity which satisfied exactly 
equations (1) and (2). Due allowance being made for un- 
steadiness, which prevented readings being taken to less than 
i mm., we find that this experiment indicates the absence 
ef a Hall effect in liquid mercury with a coefficient larger 
than 0°00002 electromagnetic unit, one-half the smallest 
value Amerio could observe. 

Solid Mercury.—lIn this part of the work the galvanometer 
was much more nearly steady than before. The thermal 
electromotive force in the circuit was large, but was very 
nearly constant. No vibration of the image could be 
detected, but in some cases there was a slight drift which 
was easily compensated. By taking these precautions 
readings were easily taken to one-fifth mm. 

Two different strengths of field, 12,100 and 10,000 gausses 
respectively, and two different strengths of primary current, 
2°00 and 3°93 amperes respectively, were used. In each case 
a0 1) —() showing that a—6—y— 0; 

The thickness of the sheet of mercury was 0:080 em. 
The electromotive force which would produce one mm. 
deflexion on the galvanometer scale was 3:23x107° volt. 
The Hall coefficient R which, if present, would produce 

Sr rr i i ee 

- 
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one mm. deflexion is 

a (ae x 0-080 
— (12,100 x 0-393 

Hence this experiment indicates that in solid mereury there 
is no Hall coefficient larger than 0000011 electromagnetic 
unit, which is about one-fourth that of tin. 

After this investigation was begun, Alterthum * published 
some theoretical work indicating the absence of a Hall 
effect in liquids; but the experiments described here show 
that the observations which have been made on liquid mercury 
cannot be adduced to support that theory. 

=0-000054 ) electromagnetic unit. 

I am indebted to Professor Barnett for proposing this 
investigation and for many valuable suggestions. For similar 
suggestions [ am also indebted to Professor A. W. Smith. 

The Physical Laboratory, 
Ohio State University, 

June i, 1918. 

——s 

XI. They Rays of Polonium, Radium, and Radioactinium. 
By A. 8S. Russewy, IA., D.Sc., Carnegie Research Fellow 
of the University of Glasgow, and J. Cuapwick, M.Sc., 
Beyer Fellow of the University of Manchester ft. 

NHE work, an account of which is given in this paper, is 
a continuation of that already described in two previous 

communicationst. In the first of these it was shown that 
when the a-rays of radium C impinge upon plates of dif- 
ferent materials, a small but definite amount of y-radiation is 
produced. The amount of this radiation was, however, too 
small to permit of analysis. Later we showed that strong 
preparations of ionium and of radiothorium, when freed from 
all bodies emitting @- and y-rays, emitted a small quantity 
of y-radiation. For various reasons the radiation emitted by 
radiothorium was not analysed. Analysis of the radiation 
of ionium, however, showed that it consisted of three types 
of rays varying widely in penetrating power and in intensity. 
A small quantity of @-radiation, too large to be ascribed to 
thorium products, but too small to be analysed, was found 
also to accompany the y-radiation from ionium. 

* Ann. der Phys. no. 15, 1912, p. 988. 
+ Communicated by Prof. EK. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
$ J. Chadwick, Phil. Mag. vol. xxv. p. 193 (1918); J. Chadwick & 

A.S. Russell, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxvil. p. 489. 
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The results obtained with ionium raised the question 
whether this y-radiation is emitted by the disintegrating 
atoms themselves, 7. e. by the ionium, or by the thorium with 
which it was mixed and from which it could not be separated. 
Had the separation of thorium from ionium been possible, 
this question would not have been a difficult one to answer, 
but, as is well known, this cannot be done. To attack this 
problem therefore, and to extend our knowledge of the 
nature of the y-rays excited by the a-rays, we have continued 
our work by investigating the y-rays emitted by polonium, 
by the element radium itself, and by radioactinium. 

The five bodies we have investigated, viz. ionium, radio- 
thorium, polonium, radium, and Sadhioneeiniona, expel, in 
addition to their a-rays, a small quantity of y-radiation. It 
seems probable therefore that all a-ray bodies, when com- 
pletely freed from all products and impurities emitting 
B- and y- rays, emit a measurable quantity of y-radiation, 
provided the quantity of material under investigation is 
sufficiently great. In the y-ray electroscope used by us 
which is a large one of the ordinary type with a very thin 
window through which the rays pass, a quantity of about 
1 milligramme of radium, or a quantity of another body, 
expelling per second the same number of a@-particles, is 
necessary to obtain measurable effects. 
We found that the B-radiation from ionium under our 

experimental conditions was only about 10 per cent. in 
intensity of the y-radiation, and a result of a similar nature 
has been found with polonium. These a-ray bodies emit, 
therefore, 2 very small amount of @-radiation. ‘here are 
other a-r ‘ay bodies, however, such as radium, thorium X, 
and radioactinium, which emit considerable quantities of 
B-radiation. An investigation of the y-rays of one of these, 
for instance radium, is therefore likely to show that it emits 
y-rays corresponding to its 8-rays, as well as y-rays produced 
by the a-rays. 

The great difficulty in this research has been to obtain a 
sufficiently large quantity of polonium. By the kindness of 
Professor Rutherford the strongest source of polonium 
available in the laboratory was obtained, but the intensity 
of the y-rays was disappointingly small. lor this reason 
we were unable to obtain, either in accuracy or in detail, the 
results we hoped for when the work was commenced, and 
for which the methods described in this paper were worked 
out. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. 1 
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Preparation of pure Polonium and of Radium D and E. 

The method of separation of polonium which we employed 
consisted of a combination of ordinary chemical methods, 
electrolysis, and volatilization. As it was possible by these 
methods to prepare at the same time radium D and radium H 
in the pure state, and as it was necessary to do this for 
another research, a detailed account will now be given of 
the separation of all of these bodies, though there is nothing 
essentially new either in principle or in details in the methods 
employed. 

Preliminary experiments were carried out on an old pre- 
paration of radium (D+H+F) containing, as impurity, 
lead sulphide. The object of these experiments was to 
obtain each of these substances in the form of a thin film on 
a imetal as nearly as possible in quantitative amount, and 
free from active and inactive impurities. When these ex- 
periments were completed operations were carried out on 
larger quantities. 

The largest source of polonium in the laboratory was the 
accumulation of radium (D+EH+F) in a preparation of 
31 milligrammes of radium bromide which had been sealed up 
and untouched for six or seven years. This material was 
dissolved in hot water containing just enough HCl to effect 
solution. ‘To this was added a solution containing 1 milli- 
gramme lead chloride and the whole evaporated to about 
10¢e.cm. A plate of copper well polished on both sides 
was rotated in this solution for about two hours. Prelimi- 
nary experiments had shown that under these circumstances 
about 95 per cent. of the polonium is deposited on the 
copper. A fair proportion of radium E is also deposited 
with it, but no radium D if lead be present. The copper 
plate was then removed, carefully washed, and set aside. 

The radium solution was diluted, and heated, and a solu- 
tion of H,S added to it in excess. ‘This precipitated as 
sulphides all the copper which had been previously dissolved 
off the electrode and also the lead which had been previously 
added. The precipitate contained the whole of the radium D, 
and allthe radium E and polonium not deposited on the copper. 
It was dissolved in HNOs, the solution evaporated to dry- 
ness, and the material redissolved in hot water containing a 
little HCl. To obtain the radium D from this solution it 
was treatedas follows. Three milligrammes of aluminium in 
the form of chloride were added to the solution, and then 
ammonia in excess. This precipitates everything except the 
copper. It is necessary to remove the copper at this stage 
since the subsequent operation of separating radium D from 
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radium E by depositing the latter on a plate of nickel does 
not lead to satisfactory results when copper is present. The 
aluminium is added to act as a nucleus for the small quantity 
of lead hydroxide precipitated by the ammonia. The pre- 
cipitate of lead and aluminium was then dissolved in the 
minimum quantity of HCl and evaporated to a volume of a 
few cubic centimetres. A plate of polished nickel was 
rotated in this solution for half an hour and then removed. 
This removes from the radium D practically all the radium 
E and polonium. 

A small quantity of nickel goes into solution. The solu- 
tion is then treated with excess of ammonia. The nickel in 
the solution is not precipitated by the ammonia, but the lead 
and the aluminium containing the radium D are precipitated 
quantitatively. This precipitate was then filtered off and used 
as source on the filter-paper. It is not advisable, nor is it 
for any purpose necessary, to separate the lead and the 
radium D from the aluminium. Two preparations of radium 
D prepared in this way from two different quantities of old 
radium were used by Rutherford and Richardson in their 
work on the y-rays of this substance * 

The radium E grown from these 1 -adium D preparations 1s 
separated as follows. The preparation is dissolved in the 
minimum quantity of HCl, evaporated till the solution con- 
tains a few c.cm. only, and a clean nickel plate varnished 
on one side is rotated in it for half an hour. This removes 
nearly all the radium E but no radium D whatever. The 
radium E deposited on nickel acts as a convenient source 
of that body. If it is necessary to have it deposited en 
another metal, it is first deposited on nickel and then trans- 
ferred to the quer metal by volatilization. The details of 
this operation are given below. To the solution from which 
the radium EK has been removed ammonia in excess is added. 
The precipitated lead and aluminium containing the radium 
D are filtered off from the nickel and used as a source on 
the filter-paper. 

The large quantity of polonium on the copper plate was 
freed from the radium E deposited with it by volatilization 
in air. Preliminary experiments on the volatilization of 
these bodies showed that in air at a temperature oF 900° GC: 
polonium is completely volatilized in a short time, while at 
this temperature little or no radium 4H is volatilized. This 
fact was made use of in separating the polonium from the 
radium EK. To volatilize radium HE in air it was found 

* E, Rutherford & H. Richardson, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 324 (1918). 
12 
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necessary to employ a temperature greater than 1100°, but 
in hydrogen it can be volatilized in a short time at 900°. 

The second of these facts was used in transferring radium 

from metal to metal in connexion with the work of Rutherford 
and Richardson. 

The apparatus used in volatilizing these substances is 
shown in the figure. 

—H 

= OMIN 

ABC is a thick porcelain tube, 25 cm. in length and 
2'4 cm. inside diameter, closed at one end B. The other 
end is closed by an ebonite cork D through which a brass. 
cylinder passes centrally. The diameter of this cylinder is. 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 324 (1918). 
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11 mm., and its end EF is about 3 to 4 cm. from the end of 
the porcelain tube. This inner cylinder can be kept cool, 
when the outer is heated, by circulating cold water through 
it, the water running in at G and out at Pi), hulk long tube “of 
quartz J passes thr ough D and reaches almost to the bottom 
of the porcelain tube. This enables the apparatus to be 
filled with hydrogen if required. The hydrogen passes out 
of the tube through K. The active material deposited on a 
metal was placed at B. The metal on to which it was to be 
volatilized was wrapped round the cooled tube as high as 
E'E". A cap of the same material covered the end of the 
tube HF. 

The tube ABC was placed in a furnace so that the tempe- 
rature of three or four centimetres of it at the end B was 
about 900°, the tube being water-cooled. The active plate 
containing the polonium and the radium E was placed at B. 
Aluminium was wrapped round the cooled tube. After two 
hours the volatilization was stopped. It was then found 
that the copper plate, now covered with a thin film of oxide, 
was quite free from polonium and contained radium E only. 
The aluminium, on the other hand, contained no radium h, 
for it emitted very little B-radiation and this did not decay 
with time. The greater part of the polonium was deposited 
on the cap which had been wrapped round EF. Some was 
deposited on the portion E’EFE"’ in the vicinity of the end 
of the tube. 

Many transference experiments were carried out in this 
way with polonium. When small quantities were dealt with, 
if the experiment were carefully carried out, there was 
usually not much loss of material in volatilizing from one 
metal to another, about 95 per cent. of material being ob- 
tained on the second metal. It was more difficult to say 
what proportion was obtained when large quantities were 
used. 

In transferring radium E from one metal to another the 
experiment was carried out similarly. Radium H was placed 
at B, the same temperature was employed, but the volatili- 
gation was conducted in a gentle stream of hydrogen gas. 
The transference was never quantitative, but the loss of 
material was rarely more than 10 per cent. of the whole. 

The y-radiation of Polonium. 

The preparation of polonium deposited on aluminium foil 
was mounted on a cardboard frame and suspended between 
the pole-pieces of a powerful electromagnet. The faces of 
the pole-pieces were 10 em. X 16°5 em. and were 7 em. apart, 
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They were covered with thick cardboard to minimise diffuse 
reflexion of B- and y-rays from them. The electroscope was 
of the ordinary type, 15 em.x10 cm.x10 cm., and was 
placed at the end of the pole-pieces. In the side against the 
pole-pieces was cut an opening 8 cm. by 8 cm., which was 
covered with aluminium foil -0013 cm. thick. The distance 
of the polonium preparation from this side of the electro- 
scope was ) cm. ‘The strength of the magnetic field usually 
employed to deviate the -rays completely was about 1500 
gauss. Under these conditions the polonium preparation 
av e a leak of 6 scale-divisions per minute when the magnetic 
field was applied. As no a-rays could possibly enter the 
electroscope, and as the preparation was free from other 
products, this leak must be due to the y-rays of polonium 
itself. The absorption of the radiation by thin sheets of 
aluminium was determined, and the curve obtained showed 
the Tee of one type of radiation only. The mean value 

of © (cm. )~1—the absorption coefficient divided by the density 
D 

—obtained from several determinations was 230. This value 
corrected for obliquity of the beam becomes 215. Although 
the polonium was deposited on several different metals, this 
type of radiation was always obtained. It cannot, therefore, 
be due to the impact of the a-particles against the aluminium, 
and must be due to the polonium atoms ‘themselves 

If a harder type of radiation is emitted by the polonium, 
one would expect it to be of about the same penetrating 
power as the soft y-rays of radium D. In order that this 
point might be more thoroughly investigated, Professor 
Rutherford kindly allowed us to use the clectroscope filled 
with methyl] iodide described by Rutherford and Richardson * 
Some slight evidence of the existence of a harder type was 
obtained, but its intensity was only about 2 per cent. of the 
natural leak. This evidence cannot, therefore, be regarded 
as definite, and if a harder type does exist it ‘must be very 
small in intensity compared with the type described above, 
and would require powerful preparations to permit of its 
analysis. 
When the magnetic field was not applied the leak in the 

electroscope was increased about 1 division a minute. This 
difference is due to @-rays emitted probably by polonium, 
for different preparations of polonium gave a #-radiation 
proportional in amount to the y-radiation. It is possible, 
but unlikely, that the same proportion of radium D and EB 
would be present in preparations of polonium which had been 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 324 (1913). 
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subjected to different processes of purification. This (- 
radiation was soft, but its amount was too small to be inves- 
tigated further. It was, however, much more penetrating 
than the @-rays described by Bumstead and McGougan”, 
which were shown to be completely absorbed by 
0-64 x 1074 em. aluminium. 

Quantitative determination of the Intensities of 
strong sources of Polonium. 

The polonium was next transferred from aluminium to 
different metals to see whether or not the a-rays of polonium 
set up y-radiation in these metals. It was necessary, there- 

fore, to have a means of measuring accurately by a-rays the 
strength of the sources employed. The quantities of polonium 
to be measured varied widely in intensity, from about that 
in equilibrium with °01 mg. radium to that in equilibrium 
with 2 mg. The usual methods of measuring bodies which 
expel e-rays, e. g. the scintillation method of counting par- 
ticles, are much too sensitive for quantities of this magnitude. 
The ionization current produced by such large amounts is, 
however, sufficiently great to be measured by a galvanometer, 
and this was the method employed. To enable quantities of 
widely different magnitudes to be measured without change 
in the apparatus, a balance method was used which consisted 
simply in sending a current through a galvanometer in the 
opposite direction to the ionization current. The current 
was provided by a storage-cell and could be varied by means 
of a resistance-box. We found in this way that the actual 
amount of polonium separated by us from 18 mgrms. of 
radium metal after six years’ growth was that in equilibrium 
with 1°3 megrms. of radium. The theoretical amount, pro- 
vided the polonium had been separated quantitatively, is 
3°6 mgrms., taking the period of radium D as 16°5 years. 
There is a serious discrepancy between these numbers. We 
found a discrepancy of a similar order between the theore- 
tical and experimental amounts of polonium separated from 
®) mgrms. of old radium which had been left untouched for 
seven years. We cannot offer any adequate explanation of 
these results. It is most unlikely that we obtained a third 
only of the total quantity of polonium, since the separations 
were repeated without obtaining a further quantity of 
polonium. On the other hand, Antonoff’s method of deter- 
mining the period of radium D was equivalent to the above, 
and his value used in our caleulation is very similar to that 
obtained previously by Meyer and von Schweidler. 

* Bumstead & MeGougan, Phil. Mag. vol. xxiv. p. 462. 
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Eveitation of y-rays by the a-rays in Copper and 
in other metals. 

The main quantity of polonium was transferred from 
aluminium to copper by dissolving the aluminium in HCl, 
evaporating the solution to dryness, dissolving the aluminium 
chloride in water, and rotating a clean copper plate varnished 
on one side in the solution for an hour. The y-radiation 
from this plate was then analysed in the usual way. 

Both in penetrating power and in intensity, the radiation 
from polonium on copper was different from what it had 
been when the polonium was deposited on aluminium. The 
intensity measured under the same experimental conditions 
was, for equal quantities of polonium, about three times 
greater on copper than on aluminium. This amount varied, 
however, according as the copper oxide and chloride on the 
surface of the copper was quite dry or not. Two types of 
radiation were found to be present. One was the same in 
intensity and penetrating power as that emitted from 

aluminium, with a value of sd =215, the other giving a 
D 

value ~& =1300 about. This new radiation must be due to 
D 

excitation in the copper by the a-Tays. It is possibly the 

characteristic radiation of copper in series L. 
The active material was next transferred back to aluminium 

by volatilization, and the intensity measured again. No 

other radiation except that having a value of  =215 could 
D 

be detected, and the copper was inactive. Part of the main 
quantity of polonium was then deposited on platinum foil 
and the radiation investigated. No evidence of an excited 
radiation was obtained. ‘The rest of the polonium was vola- 
tilized on to lead foil. The amount and absorbability of the 
radiation in this case were approximately the same as when 
the polonium was deposited on aluminium, except that the 
absorption produced by the first thickness of aluminium was 
rather greater than before. The difference, however, was 
0:2 div. per minute only, and therefore too small to be 
regarded as definite. 

It is thus seen that when polonium is deposited on metals 
of high atomic weight like platinum and lead, the excited 
radiation, if produced at all,is small compared with that 
excited in an element of low atomic weight similar to 
copper. 
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Experiments with other metals were not carried out owing 
to the difficulty of measuring the small effects to be obtained 
with the quantity of polonium at our disposal. Such ex- 
periments can be most conveniently carried out with an 
s-ray body which can be obtained in considerable quantity, 
such as radium ©. The experiments with polonium show 
that an excited radiation can be produced by a-rays in at 
least one metal, a phenomenon that has already been found 
with radium C. In this connexion it may be mentioned 
that recently Rutherford and Richardson*, using a source 
of radium C on a nickel plate, found that the a-t ‘ays produced 
in nickel a soft y-radiation probably belonging to series K. 

The y-rays of Radium. 

Hahn and Meitner+ found that radium, completely freed 
from all its short- and long-lived products, emitted a radia- 
tion of a very soft type having a coefficient of absorption u 
in aluminium of about 312 (em.)~'. This result was con- 
firmed by Kolowratt, who found a value of « of 200 (cm.)7?. 
This radiation is a @- and not a y-radiation, for it is capable 
of being deflected by a magnetic field, and has been shown 
to consist of two groups of homogeneous rays expelled with 
velocities (52 and 0°65 of the velocity of light. The amount 
of this radiation measured in the ordinary way was about 
2 per cent. of the total @-radiation of radium in equilibrium 
with its products. So far, however, no one has carried out 
an investigation to determine if a y-radiation accompanies 
this B-radiation. 

Several investigators, however, have pointed out that if a 
radium solution, from which the radium D, E, and F have 
been removed, be evaporated slowly to dryness in such a way 
that all the emanation is expelled and all the short-lived 
products have time to decay, the intensity of the y-radiation 
is about 2 per cent. of the initial activity, if the rays are 
measured through a sufficient thickness of material to absorb 
the 6-rays completely. It was natural in the early experi- 
ments to attribute this radiation to the presence of some 
radium © which had not been removed by the methods em- 
ployed. In the light of subsequent wor k, it 1s possible that 
this radiation, or at least a part of it, is emitted by the 
radium atoms ‘themselves, : and is not to be ascribed to radium 
B and C. 

* Rutherford & Richardson, Phil. Mag. voi. xxv. p. 722. 
+ Hahn & Meitner, Phys. Zeit. vol. x. p. 741 (1909). 
t Kolowrat, Ze Radium, vol. vii. p. 269 (1910). 

a 
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An investigation of the y-radiation of a quantity of radium 
at its minimum a@-ray activity has therefore been carried 
out by us. 

A radium solution, from which the radium D, E, and F 
had been completely removed some days previously, con- 
taining about five milligrammes of radium bromide, was 
heated on a water-bath for six hours, the amount of solution 
being kept constant by adding water. We experienced some 
difficulty in keeping the radium in solution, and had to add 
some HCl to prevent the radium from being precipitated. 
Every twenty minutes a little air was bubbled through the 
solution to remove any emanation not otherwise expelled. 
After about six hours’ boiling the solution was evaporated to 
dryness as rapidly as possible, first on a water-bath and later 
at a temperature of about 200°. The evaporating dish con- 

o 

taining the radium was then placed at a distance of 10 em. 
2 

from the side of the electroscope between the pole-pieces of 
the magnet. Measurements of the 8- and the y-ray activity 
were made through various thicknesses of aluminium until 
the growth of radium B and C interfered with the measure- 
ments. Several successful experiments were made, and it 
was found that the activity of the radium was reduced to 
about the same amount each time. The §-ray activity of 
the radium immediately after evaporation was nearly 250 div. 
per min., and the y-ray activity 4 div. per min. Although 
measurements of the rise of the activity of the preparation 
showed that little or no radium B or radium C was present 
initially, yet absorption measurements of the -radiation 
indicated the presence of a hard radiation in addition to 
the soft. The amount of this hard radiation was about 
10 div. per min., and it had an absorption coefficient of about 
20 (em.)~1 in aluminium. We had hoped that absorption 
measurements of the @-radiation would afford a test of the 
purity of the radium, but the presence of these penetrating 
8-rays prevented this. 

Some results will now be given which show that the 
y-radiation measured by us was due to radium, and not to 
its products. In one experiment the B-rays through a thick- 
ness of 0°057 cm. aluminium varied from 9:4 to 21°5 during 
the course of an experiment, the y-rays in the same time and 
through the same thickness varied only from 2°8 to 3°d. In 
another experiment the @-rays increased from 10 to 17 
through the same thickness of aluminium as above, while 
the y-rays increased only from 3°4 to 3°6. Even if the hard 
B-rays had been due to radium C the y-rays could not be 
due to it, and had radium C been present there would have 
been an initial decay. 
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The absorption of the y-radiation of radium at the time of 
its minimum activity was compared with that of radium in 
equilibrium with its products, radium A, B, and ©. In the 
first column of Table I. below is given the thickness of 
aluminium, in the second are the intensities of the radiation 
from radium in equilibrium with radium A, B, and ©, through 
these thicknesses, where the initial intensity has been put at 
100, in the third the relative intensities of the y-radiation 
from radium at its minimum activity. The table shows that 
the y-rays of radium itself are much less penetrating than 
those of its products radium‘ B and C. 

Aeauaph a ie 

Hager ro Intensity of | Thickness of Aluminium y-rays from | y-rays from 
(cm.). Ra- ‘+ Ra(A+B+C) | radium itself. 

| in equilibrium. 

‘008 100 100 

O57 97°6 87 
133 94-5 78 

| 266 = a2 
| "323 | Sire = 
| 1-0 81°6 | 62 
| 1:3 sate | 56 

| 2-0 73-9 | 45 
| 2:3 ma | 33 
| 

The intensity of the y-radiation of radium was about 1 to 
14 per cent. of “that of radium and its products in equilibrium 
measured through 0:1 cm. of aluminium. This percentage 
would be less if the measurements were conducted through 
a greater thickness of aluminium or of lead. 
“Abs sorption measurements of the radium y-rays by small 

thicknesses of aluminium showed the presence of a very soft 

type of radiation which had a value of F between 100 and 
D 

150. The amount of this type varied between 1:5 and 
2-5 div. per min. according to the distribution of the active 
material. Owing to the growth of emanation and of radium 
B and ©, the y-ray activity began to rise steadily after an 
hour. Hmanation also diffused into the electroscope and 
increased the natural leak. Consequently it was difficult to 
make accurate measurements, and though it ean be said 
definitely that radium emits three types of y-radiation, the 
absorption coefficients given are only approximate. The 
softest type gave about 2 div. per min., and had a value of 
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7 between 100 and 150. The amount of the intermediate 

type was about 1 diy. per min. and - about 6. The hardest 

type gave about 3 div. per min, and gave 5 about °09 
or “10. 

By comparison with the radiations from other bodies, and 
from the proportion of the different types, it would appear 
that the two harder types are connected with the B-radiation 
while the softest type is due to «rays. It is of course 
possible that the intermediate type is also due to a-rays. 

Radioactinium. 

An examination has also been made of the radiations of 
radioactinium. Hahn and Meitner* showed that, besides 
a-rays, the body emitted soft @-rays, and a radiation which 
was either a hard §-radiation or a soft y-radiation. An 
actinium preparation was taken and its y-radiation was found 
to be about 23 div. per min. The radioactinium was separated 
from this by chemical operations and its radiations examined. 
We found that besides the soft @-rays described by Hahn 
and Meitner, there was a y-radiation of about 5°5 div. per min. 
This y-radiation was found to consist of two types, the 
absorption coefficients of which were only approximately 
determined. The measurements showed that these types 
were very slightly harder than the two hard types emitted 

by ionium, the values of (en being about 8 and 0-1. 

During this investigation we thought we had succeeded 
in showing that radioactinium is complex, and in a letter to 
‘Nature’ of 26th December, 1912, we stated that radio- 
actinium consists of two products, the second of which has 
a half value period of about 12 hours. Subsequent work 
showed that the actinium preparation we had been using 
contained a small amount of either mesothorium or radio- 
thorium. This fact, and also the nature of the chemical 
properties, suggested that the new product was really thorium 
B, altheugh the tests for thorium emanation indicated that 
the amount of the contamination with thorium products was 
not sufficient to vitiate the results. However, as both of us 
are leaving Manchester, and as neither of us will have an 
opportunity of continuing the work for some time, we think 

co) 

it is better te withdraw our statement of the complex nature 
of radioactinium. 

* Hahn & Meitner, Phys. Zect. vol. ix. p. 697 (1908). 
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Summary. 

(1) Methods of separating radium D, radium EH, and 
polonium in the pure state in a form suitable for physical 
work are described in detail. 

(2) The y-radiations from polonium, from radium, and 
from radioactinium have been investigated. Polonium emits 

y-radiation of one type only,having a value of f= 215 (Grams) Pee. 
D 

This radiation is due to the polonium itself, and is not due to 
impact of the a-rays of polonium against the metal on which 
it is deposited. 

The @-rays of polonium are able to excite a soft y-radiation 
in copper, though not to an appreciable extent in platinum 
or in lead. This excited radiation in copper is possibly the 
characteristic radiation of copper in Series L. 
A very small quantity of S-radiation is also emitted by 

polonium. 
(3) Radium itself freed from its products has been found 

to emit y-rays. This y-radiation appears to consist of three 
types, one of which is much softer than the other two. The 

softest type has a value of 7 (em.)~1 in aluminium of about 

130, and the other two types of 6 and O-l. The intensity of 
the y-radiation from radium itself is about 1 to 13 per cent.. 
of that of radium in equilibrium with its short-lived products. 

(4) The quantity of polonium separated from two different 
quantities of old radium of known age was about two to three 
times smaller than is to be expected if the separation were 
approximately quantitative and the period of radium D were. 
16°5 years. 

(5) Radioactinium emits two types of y-rays, the value of 

= (cm.) ~! in aluminium of one being about 8, and that of the. 

other about 0-1. The results given in a previous preliminary 
communication regarding the existence of a new product in 

the actinium series are withdrawn. 

We have to express our warmest thanks to Professor 
Rutherford for placing at our disposal the apparatus and 
valuable radioactive material necessary for the carrying out 
of the work, and for his stimulating interest and advice at 
all times. 
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XIL. Crossed Spectra obtained by Combinations of Different 
Interjerometers, and their Applications to the Measurement 
of Difference in Wave-lengths. By H. Nagaoka, Pr ‘ofessor 
of Physics, and T. TAKAMINE, Graduate in Physics, Imperial 
University, Tokyo™. 

[Plate I.] 

HE method of crossed spectra introduced by Kundt was 
utilized by Gelrcke and v. Baeyer f for discriminating 

the ghosts by means of interference points produced by 
Lummer-Gehrcke plates placed at right angles to each other. 
This effective method can be applied to combinations of 
different intereferometers, and the crossed spectra thus 
obtained may sometimes be utilized for the purpose of 
accurately determining the difference in wave-lengths. We 
have studied some of these combinations in experiments 
relating to the structure of mercury lines and their Zeeman 
effect, and we believe that crossed spectra will be of some 
interest to those engaged with spectroscopic work. 

The spectra produced by the combination of Lummer- 
Gehrcke plates were treated by Gehrcke, v. Baeyer, and 
Janicki f, so that it will be unnecessary to discuss them here. 
We tried crossing a plane grating with an echelon, an 
echelon with another echelon, an echelon with a Lummer- 
Gehrcke plate, a Lummer-Gehrcke plate with a Fabry-Perot 
-air-plate, and a Fabry-Perot air-plate with an echelon. The 
first way of crossing was not effective on account of low 
resolving power of the grating, the second, though somewhat 
‘better, was not at all comparable with the advantages that 
-ean be gained by the last three methods of combination ; on 
this account we limit our discussion to these three kinds of 
crossed spectra. 

Echelon Grating and Lummer-Gehrcke Plate combined.— 
‘The echelon grating and the plane-parallel plate used in the 
present experiment were made by Hilger, and had the 
following dimensions and constants :— 

Echelon: number of plates 35, thickness of plate 9°350 
ammn., step 1 mm., length 32°73 em., 

Sx max. =580°5 m.A.U. for 5790 

== iol) 5, ONDO: 

— 0 a0) a i; O@ome 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
t Gehreke and y. Baeyer, Ann. der Phys. xx. p. 269 (1906). 
it Janicki, Ann. der Phys. Xxxxix, p. 439 (1912). 
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Plate : length 20 cm., breadth 3°5 em., thickness 1:0912 cm. 

Sy max. =120°9 m.A.U. for 5790 

—120°0 fe 5 OO) 

= 1066 z aM IL: 

We have published in another place* our results con- 
cerning the structure of mercury lines obtained by crossing 
the echelon-grating spectrum with that given by the plate, so 
that it will be unnecessary to reproduce them here. When 
only one instrument is used, there is much difficulty in 
interpreting the results owing to overlapping of several 
orders of spectra, and to the appearance of ghosts. These 
two points are the chief objections raised by Wood f against 
the use of echelon or plate, but the difficulties can be over- 
come by simply crossing the instruments. 

As regards the elimination of ghosts, the discussion given 
by Gehreke and v. Baeyer for a combination of plates 
applies equally to that of echelon and plate. The ambiguity 
as to the orders of spectra is easy to settle, as the interference 
points belonging to the same ‘order of spectrum lie on a 
parabola, whose position and dimension are easily determined. 
The simple process of arranging the points on a_ section 
paper is sufficient to decide this puzzling question, which can 
hardly be answered when an interferometer is used singly. 

it will not be out of place to compare Wood’s measure- 
ments of the satellites of mercury lines observed with a 
concave grating with our results made on crossed spectra. 

Wood. Nagaoka and Takamine. 
(+ 222 m.A.U. +224 

+ 164 + 164 
| + 131 + 130 

e1 ie) — 124 —]19 
— 191 —191 

| — 944 —938 
| — 1007 —999 

(+ ae + 44 
et i) = J 
1a — 00 
=, —121 

* Nagaoka and Takamine, Proc. Phys. Soc. xxv. p. 1 (1912). 
+ Wood, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 448 (1918). 
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(Centre displaced +14). 

(+212 + 226* a 
+168 +182 +182 
+130 = 144% ae 

+ 91 +105 +105 
+ 29 + 43 + 43 
| = = + 26** 

op || ao Pag, +. ie 

Ss 0) () (0) 
= | — 34 — 20 — 23 

; ~1l1 = 97 — 97 
ae —110 —110 
— 174 = 160 —163 

| —219 — 205* a 
(262 — 268* — 

Wood’s values agree tolerably well with ours for satellites 
of two lines 5790 and 5769 ; the presence of the lines —938 
and —999 in the former hea g been confirmed in our case by 
arranging the interference points on parabolas before 
mentioned ; further, the existence of the second satellite on 
the negative side of the latter can hardly be deubted. As 
to the satellites of the violet line 4359, we have to remark 
that the position of the principal line is rather doubtful. 
There is a satellite very close to the principal and another 
not far from it on the positive side. In order to bring 
Wood’s measurement in harmony with ours, it is necessary 
to displace the centre towards the negative side by about 
14 m.A.U.; by so doing the numbers in the second column 
were obtained, agreeing quite well with ours. We missed 
the lines marked with an asterisk, and Wood those with double 
asterisks. This must be ascribed to the high resolving 
power of echelon and plate, while the new line found by 
Wood must be attributed to the large range covered by the 
concave grating. It is, however, questionable how ghosts 
and false lines in the spectra formed by a concave grating 
can be discriminated from true lines without some means of 
crossing them. We have no doubt that there is a group of 
satellites near the principal line as shown in PI. I. fig. 1, 
in which the principal line appears on both sides, and the 
branches of the parabola on which the interference points lie 
run oblique to the echelon spectra, which are vertical. The 
arrangement of the satellites is shown in the diagram 
(fig. 1). 

We believe that by crossing the concave-grating spectrum 
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with that given by the Lummer-Gehrcke plate, the confusion 
as to orders of spectra and the uncertainty as to the presence 
of ghosts can be easily avoided. Hxperiments in this 
direction are now in preparation. Crossed spectra obtained 
by the combination of a concave grating with a Fabry- 
Perot interferometer were utilized by Eversheim™*™ for the 

Fig. 1 

= =F 
—— ——! 
= 0 
= 2 @-23> aA 
@r es @e7 

@ +26 = 
— 2 Bry; aA 

— \ = 
———3 \ Led 

——! Bi \ 
——\ \ ‘ 

= : Gp— 163 = 
e SS ap \ ————\ 

25 +105 \ x eS 

= CF SGsHOn TOT 

— ‘ *- 97, 
©. = . \ = 

aad eo. & 
——s +182 ‘ 
— @-25 

= =23 
Pp 

Echelon and Lummer-Gelreke Plate. 

determination of wave-lengths, and by Wood f for the study 
of the band spectrum. 

Plane-parallel Plate and Air-Plate combined.—The Fabry- 
Perot interferometer used in the present experiment was 
made by Hilger, and was of the sliding type ; the air-plate 
had the range of 12 cm., one of the plates being movable by 
a screw, which was provided with a side micrometer for 
slow motion. The guide for displacing a half-silvered glass 
plate was nearly perfect, which is an essential quality for 
the work now under discussion. 

Light from a monochromator passed through the air-plate 
and fell on a prism attached at one end of the plate for 
direct vision. By turning the plate so that the light fell at 
proper incidence, the interference points could be made to 

* Eversheim, Ann. der Phys. xxx. p. 815 (1909). 
+ Wood, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 176 (1918). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. K 
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lie in horizontal rows and vertical columns. This is the 
most convenient position for observation. By adjusting 
the thickness of the air-plate, we can bring the interference 
points due to a special line, which we wish to study, in 
different positions with respect to the line of reference. 
This combination is sometimes convenient for determining 
a small difference in wave-lengths, for example, the relative 
position of satellites. The crossed spectra of the green line 
of mercury are shown in Pl. I. fig. 2. The fine structure of 
the line is apparent at a glance, and what is more inter- 
esting is the vagueness of the principal line, suggesting that 
there is a structure in it, as remarked by Janicki*. The 
accompanying diagram shows the position of the satellites 
(fig. 2). 

Rice? 

g-2” 
> aS > ca Ss S 
—y . ‘S a = Sy 

— a — Se = 
aS ee aa 

a = 
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¥ +125 

aa i Vay 
zen = = a = 
—— —) a S : —s = S ef 

= = = = 
+210 

Lummer-Gehreke Plate and Fabry-Perot Plate. 

The different distributions of interference points by 
varying the thickness of air-plate present most interesting 
features ; when the visual observation is possible, we can 
judge from the relative displacement of interference points 
the difference in wave-lengths, even if several orders of 
spectra are overlapped. The method of coincidence can 
be applied with more accuracy in the combination here 
described than with the Fabry-Perot interferometer only. 
From this practical point of view, the sliding interferometer 

* Janicki, loc. cit. 
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has an advantage over that with a fixed etalon. The order 
of accuracy with which we can find a small difference in 
wave-leneths is such that it is sometimes necessary to bring 
in the correction to the usual formula of reduction for the 
difference in the order of spectrum from that at grazing 
exit, although the observation is made very near it. 

There is, however, one doubtful point which requires 
special mention. For observing the interference points 
distinctly, the objective of the telescope or photographic 
camera should not be focussed to infinity. This problem 
has been discussed by Kolaéék *, with results which make 
the application of the usual formula of reduction somewhat 
doubtful. 

Air-plate and Echelon Grating combined.—The crossed 
spectra formed by this combination present special interest on 
account of the ease with which two spectrum lines can be 
brought into coincidence. ‘The photograph of the green 
line with some of its satellites is shown in Pl. I. fig. 3 ; 
the principal line appears on both sides with nearly equal 
intensity. The arrangement of interference points is not so 
simple as with the combination before mentioned, but it has 
the advantage of facilitating the measurement of the dif- 
ference in wave-lengths, so that it cannot be overlooked in 
spectrometry. 

Denoting the distance between the plates in the interfero- 
meter by e, the order of interference for light of wave- 
length X by P, which is an integer, generally very large, 
and calling the angle subtended “by ‘the ring 20, which is 
generally small, we have the relation 

2e =P 
ee ee —iy 

Counting the rings from the centre, we have for the Ath ring 

Dy) 

fi = cos 6,==P—A+1. 

If we determine the diameters of m different rings, we have 

we m(m— 1) em 
= P,=mP— oe 5 Ecos On. 

Neglecting @*, and putting 
ne 

res 
326, aaa 

1 

* Kolacék, Ann. der Phys. xxxix. p. 1431 (1912). 
K 2 
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which is known by observation, 

If we make observations on lines of wave-lengths 2X’, X’,.. , 
we shall have similarly 

(p-y (pie is yn" 

2e= 4 Be ae 

Thus the difference between wave-lengths » and 1 is 

‘pips ae p m—l 

2 Ge? / 
OX=A/—A= = = ee MRE tosis! ex = 

€’ € é 

Uae ee ee 
/ Mader €,Wpte ue 

The expression simplifies for ml when this condition 

is satisfied for m=m’, the rings due to > and X’ must 
coincide. 

; / sed € € 
The most favourable case is evidently P_ =F ie but we 

cannot always make the optical thickness of the air-plate 
fulfil this condition, so that there is usually a small residual. 

/ 

Putting = = - =, and remembering that P’—P is usually 

small compared with P or P’, 

Saag €\ a pig LAX SS {@ Pio +P et a 

When 6d is approximately known, we may arrive at a 
more exact value by using crossed spectra; in which the 
above formula for 6A is practically utilized. For this pur- 
pose, it is in the first place necessary to have a line of 
standard wave-length, and to determine the zero-correction 
of the micrometer attached to the interferometer. As the ~ 
screw is not generally free from periodic errors, the scale 
cannot be always relied upon, and one must have some 
means of checking the readings. ‘This is easily done by 
using two neighbouring lines of mercury 5790 and 5769. 
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The difference in wave-lengths amounts to 21:0609 A.U. 
according to Fabry and Perot, and also by our measurements 
with crossed spectra, at 15° and 760 inm. era The 

coincidence takes place at intervals of 0°079317 (2 — x) mm., 

and as it can be accurately observed, there is no difficulty in 
measuring the thickness of an air- ‘plate to within a few 
microns. When the Fabry-Perot interferometer is used 
singly, the accuracy in deciding the exact coincidence of the 
two systems of rings is rather limited, even if these lines are 
sharp and pure. In case of mercury lines, the immersion of 
satellites on one side of the principal line causes an apparent 
shift of the principal to that side and causes illusion. Butitf 
we place another interference: apparatus such as a Lummer- 
Gehreke plate or an echelon grating, and open the slit widely 
so that the interference points, instead of being dots, are 
small portions of circular arcs, the coincidences are easier to 
observe, and we are free from the error caused by satellites. 
Knowing e, we can calculate P and P!, which are whole 
numbers. It must not, however, be forgotten that the 
optical thickness varies with wave-length, so that we cannot 
use the value of e found by the yellow lines for red or violet 
lines. According to Fabry and Perot, the difference in e 
amounts to a few millimicrons within the visible spectrum, 
so that by making the air-plate sufficiently thick, we can 
neglect this small difference in e. 

Thus far the discussion does not differ much from the 
method introduced by Fabry and Perot, or that modified 
by Lord Rayleigh* and others, The advantage of crossed 
spectra consists in the accuracy with which we can measure 
the position of interference points; consequently, the distance 
between the plates e and the values of ¢ and é’ are exactly 
Known. This is due to the separate appearance of inter- 
ference points for different lines, even in the position of 
coincidence in the rings, when observed with interfer ometer 
only. When the centre of the ring is known, the coordinates 
of the interference points will determine at once the values 
of eand «’. The coincidence of the rings observed with the 
interferometer only may be perfect, but on interposing the 
echelon, and measuring the numerous points, we generally 
find a slight deviation, which we can detect from the dif- 
ference in the values of cand’. So far as our experience 
goes, the position of the centre of the system of rings is more 
difficult to measure than the coordinates of interference 

* Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. xi. p. 685 (1906). 
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points. The accompanying figure gives the sketch of how 
the rings and the lines are superposed on coincidence. The 
Beer digaie: may be utilized for de- F; 

ig. 3. 
ducing the position of the centre 

by the geometrical pro perty of 

circle. A more practical way of 
finding it is to photograph a small j 

por ea of the system of rings after N NGa. 
removing the echelon; this can be “A 7 
done in the arrangement of the i; ea 
apparatus constructed by Hilger. EB “v 

The method of procedure is as oN 
follows :—The apparatus is en- NS ~ ; 
closed in a wooden box lined with a . a 
thick cork plates, to avoid changes a a 

of temperature. The photographs A RON: 
of crossed spectra for the reference N.. es 
line and for the line in question N ae 

are taken, the temperature and Ne. Ae : 

pressure of the air in the box being N Ms aia 

noted. Sometimes it will be neces- SVs N 
oy i & 

4 i 

sary to note the hygrometric state 
also. Then x- and 7- -coordinates, of 
interference points, are measured t . ’ . ©, , & oe LULLED TEED. aire i 

Ke Synth 0 ! 

$986¢94 @ 

1 

4 
He Yael 

tat 7a) 

aN = Nee 

by a delicate micrometer on the Ne of 
photographs. The position of the a Lig 
centre of the rings is determined 5 She) 
from these values; thus @’s are = = 
easily calculated, and consequently os os 
€ A ef 0 | Echelon and Fabry-Perot Plate. 
~~ an — are KNOWN. WoO trlal Coincidence of the Satellites m 

: : 123 and —242) 
experiments are sufficient to make 

lf € 
ditfer by less than one per cent. from —,. As the tem- 

m m 
perature is generally changing slowly, it is necessary to 
measure e before and after the experiment. 
We give an example of our determination of 6’ made on 

the yellow lines of mercury and another on two satellites of the 
green line. Asa reference line, we assumed the wave-length 
of the yellow line 5790-6593 according to Fabry and Perot, 
and that of the neighbouring line to be about 5769:698. 
These lines were photographed i in crossed spectra of echelon 
and plate as in PI. I. fig. 4. The temperature of the air 
was determined by means of Assmann’s aspiration thermo- 
meter, which is indispensable for accurate works with air- 
plate, as a thermometer simply hung in the neighbourhood 
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of the interferometer does not indicate the true temperature 
of the air. The coordinates of interference points were 
read by means of a micrometer microscope detached from a 
geodetic comparator, one division of the drum being equi- 
valent to lu, which reduced to angular measure in the 
focal plane of the photographic objective was equivalent to 
0''-4623. 

The following measurements were made for the difference 
in wave-lengths between the satellites —242 and +123 of 
the green line, the appearance of the nearly coincident points 
being given in PI. I. fig. 3. 

| 
é. P’—P. (=P) P’é. On. 

| 

Pl. No. 7...49:081 mm. 12 | (T)+0:00029] +0-01468 |365-°0 m.A.U. 
| | (N)+0-00029] +0:01851 [365-1 __,, 
| Pl. No. 10.../49085 mm. 12 _‘| (‘T)+.0-00039] +0:01320 |3649 __,, 

| 

| 
| (N)-+0-00039| +0:01581 |3650 _,, 
| Pl. No. 21....57180 mm. 14 | (‘T)+0-00012] —0-00121 [365-0 _,, 

| | (N)+0-00012] +0:00267 |365:1 _,, 
Pl. No. 43...57161 mm. 14 | (‘T)+.0-00034) —0-00320 [3651 _,, 

| | (N) +0-00034] —0-00255 |365:1 __,, 

These measurements show that the first decimal place of 
m.A.U. is generally reliable. By crossing the Lummer- 
Gehrcke plate with the Fabry-Perot interferometer, we found 
OXN=364'4 m.A.U. for these two lines. The discrepancy 
between the two will have close connexion with the discussion 
raised by Kolaéék already mentioned. 
When P/—P is large more exact values can be obtained. 

The following example gives the difference in wave-lengths 
between the yellow lines of mercury :— 

e. P'—P. 5 (A.U.). 

PN 72) wn 168194 mm. | 212 | (T) 21-0610 

BeNoe 2.) ea eiG'7364-mm. a1 | (2) 21-0610 
| | (N) 21-0605 

HL, Wo HR 489802 mm. | 618 | (L) 21-0610 
| | (N) 21-0607 | 

RBI No hat, 489894 mm. | 618 | (T) 21-0607 | 
| (N) 21-0611 | 
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The mean of these measurements is equal to 21:0699, 
exactly agreeing with the value found by Fabry and Perot. 

It is to be remarked that we have here used only for 
convenience sake one of the yellow lines of mercury as a 
reference line; evidently the difference in wave-lengths can 
be easily referred to standard lines of cadmium. We believe 
that the present method can be applied to various other 
purposes of accurate spectroscopic work. 

August 7, 1913. 

XIII. The Classification of Electromagnetic Fields. By 
H. Bateman, J.A., Ph.D., Johnston Research Scholar, 
Johns Hopkins University *. 

§ 1. FFNHE field of the two vectors HE, H will be called 
electromaguetic when Maxwell’s equations 

OH, oH, _ ob. ol ot, on, 
oy elite cennnn Covad Dios 2 VOR? 

| 

OH, | oF, , oF, _ 9 oz a ony | lel = 0, | 
02 OY tok Ox Oy 02 4 

are satisfied for some real domain of the variables w, y, 2, t. 
In general these equations cannot be regarded as holding 
for all real values of w, y, 2, ¢, and the exceptional space-time 

' points or domains of such points are to be regarded as the 
singularities of the electromagnetic field fT. 

The simplest type of point singularity is one which moves 
with a velocity less than unity, along an arbitrary curve. 
If we solve equations (1) in the usual way with the aid of 
four potentials A,, A,, A,, ® satisfying the wave-equation 

BO 3 9'2__—Brn | 
Pe ie Oy” ale 82 ~ Oe? 2) > cas Ee (2) 

and the relations 

DA OAy OA, BO _ 
Ow == Oy at 0: + Ot =) : ° : (3) 

OA, OAy _ Ou Cee : bc: Maisto: ee 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Tt We shall suppose that Ez, Hz, &c., are one-valued functions of 

x,y, 2,t for the whole of the real domain of these variables, the point 
singularities being excluded. 
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an electromagnetic field with this simple type of singularity 
is obtained by putting 

E( ‘(r 1 ae ey A) ps (5) 

where 7, M are defined by the equations 

eee) ne) se Sz) = (b— 2) "3 bt, (6) 
Se Demis ta CO) 

eee el iy 7 ee 7) l2— 6] —C—7)." *(8) 
If all these conditions are satisfied, there is only one 

value of 7 for each point (a, y, 2, t), and M only vanishes 
when all the terms in (6) are zero, 2. e. when w, y, 2, ¢ 
coincides with the moving-point (&, 7, &) *. This clectro- 
magnetic field, which was discovered by Liénard, is rightly 
regarded as being of fundamental importance in the electron 
theory of matter, and electromagnetic fields which can be 
obtained by superposing a number of fields of this simple 
type are studied almost exclusively. 

For the sake of thoroughness, however, it is desirable that 
all types of electromagnetic fields should be studied, the aim 
being, if possible, to discover a number of fanndlamenrtel types 
from which all real electromagnetic fields can be derived by 
superposition ft. 

§ 2. Solutions analogous to Liénard’s may be obtained by 
discarding the inequality (7), or by considering complex 
functions —, m, € and a complex variable 7, or, finally, by 
putting 

Be E'(w) i n'(w) ve 6’ (w) i 
Ar=S4*y7 > A= Set ML goo wo? Ea ©) 

where the summation extends over values of « for which f 

fe €(n) P+ Ly — mw) P+ Le Se) P=, . (10) 
and M=é' (u)[w—El]4+y'(u)[y—n] + E(u) [2e-E]. AL) 

In the first case the singularity (&, 7, 7) travels with a 

* For further details, see Schott’s ‘ Klectromagnetic Radiation.’ 
+ Differentiations with regard to the variables x ,¥, %, = are supposed 

to be included, as well as integrations with regard to variable para- 
meters. 

{ Any finite number of roots may be chosen and the signs in ()) 
distributed arbitrarily and Maxwell’s equations will be satisfied. In 
making a choice of the roots and signs we must endeavour to make the 
components of EK and H sinele-v alued functions of 2, y, &, t. 
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velocity greater than or equal to that of light. This case 
has been discussed at some length by Sommerfeld and 
Schott (d.c.). In the case of the electromagnetic field 
defined by the potentials (9) there are primary singularities 
distributed along the curve #=&(w), y=n(u), z=C(u) at 
time t=0, and these give rise to secondary singularities 
which at time ¢ lie on a tubular surface having the given 
curve as axis. If we write wz—a, y—b, z—e, t—7 in place 
of wv, y, z, t, and integrate over a suitable domain of the 
variables a, b, ¢, T, we may get rid of the awkward infinities . 
of the electric and magnetic vectors, but the derivatives of 
these vectors will not all be continuous over the regions 
occupied by these infinities. The chief peculiarity of an 
electromagnetic field of this kind is that a portion of matter 
sends out radiations for a finite interval of time, and the 
radiations, which seem to be partly of a material nature, travel 
outwards with the velocity of hght. The radiated matter, 
however, seems generally to fill the spaces between a number 
of pairs of moving surfaces, and so the present type of 
electromagnetic field is essentially different from any of the 
fields which have so far been observed in nature. 
An electromagnetic field of a more promising nature is 

obtained by writing 

W 

where the summation extends over some of the values of x 

for which equation (10) is satisfied and 

Pan? a =)... ee 

lel+-my'+n6=0, 2 .. . - Gee 

w=l(v—&)+m(y—n)+n(e—f)—t. . . (15) 

If 1, m, n are real, the quantity w vanishes only when 

BoE Ue We ee ! 
ein Mie We NES) ok 0 

The singularities of the electromagnetic field may be 
described by saying that there are guns distributed along 
the curve 

B= EU), Y= NL),  s== Cw) se 

Each gun points in a direction at right angles to the 
curve, and fires out a singularity or bullet at time t=0. The 
bullets all move in straight lines with the velocity of light. 
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This type of electromagnetic field may be generalized by 
integration just like the previous one. In the resulting 
electromagnetic field material particles are fired out from a 
material wire for a certain -interval of time, and these 
particles move along straight lines with the velocity of light. 
The way in which the shape and size of such a particle varies 
during its motion has not yet been ascertained. 

§ 3. We shall now discuss another class of electromagnetic 
fields in which the radiated energy is concentrated round 
certain moving points which travel with the speed of light, 
but in this case the difficulty with regard to the roots of (10) 
is absent. 

Defining 7 as before by means of equations (6) and (7), 
we choose 16 functions of 7 which satisfy the equations 

Pine +n? =p", Ly? ++ Mo"? + No” = pos NM - wty= ao’, ; 18) 

Ao + fy +My =o» 

A+ nptrv=po, [r+ mop+ nv=pow, Apt mot nry=paq t 19) 

[po + Mofo + NV = PB 3 j 

and write 

w = Me—£)-+ mly—n) + n(e—8) —p(t—7), 
Wo = (y((w—&)+ Mo(Y—7)+ Ng (e— S) —po(t— i) : 

Uae) Eat) a2 1G cal 

Ty= Now —E) + pol(y—n) + o(E—£) — wot —7). / 

| 

| 
a 

If M is defined by equation (8), it is easy to prove that 
when / and F are arbitrary functions the expressions 

Lhe: IL o 
=— a7 — i as 2 

a M/ @ r), at M Ne 7) GD 

satisfy the wave-equation (2), and that the potentials 

Gey lon On ON ONG: MAG GF WL Qub 

Me Ma mM? 2 Mat Mi ML? | 
r (22) 

My Gp nnn ias Mya EMDR Gg AS) 2 rer 

ole ity) Wet Mins Me | 

A 

which consequently satisfy (2), are connected by the re- 
Jatien (3). 

The electromagnetic field specified by these potentials has 
singularities at space-time points for which a is zero. To 
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see this we remark that there is a relation of the form 

Go,=0ww, « ».s = ee 

where @ is some function of t. The existence of a relation 
of this type is easily realized by considering the particular — 
case when py=p, ®=@, and 

po? or PONE ee, | 
A =+— ==(); y=—A/—p; Teale aioe | 

mee ae eG) RN 
Ag= y > Mo=Y, Vo Mi /q Pres ' (24) 

=o, m= /p—_, =r | 

KOR Ry =a SE No=0: y 

The relation (23) is then verified at once by using (6). 
Since the general values of 2d, uw, v, &c., may be derived 

from these particular ones by a suitable orthogonal sub- 
stitution, it is easy to see that a relation of type (23) holds 
universally. 
We shall now assume that A, p, v, 7, ro, Mo, Yo, Bo are all 

real, then it is easily seen that o 9 is zero when 

Hence the electromagnetic field has a singularity which 
starts from the point (&, 7, & 7) and moves with the speed of 
light along a straight line whose direction cosines are pro- 
portional to (Ao, fy; %)- Taking each point (&, 7, ¢ 7) in 
turn, we obtain all the singularities of the field in this way. 
The moving point (&, 7, € 7) may be described as a gun 
which moves about in an arbitrary prescribed manner and 
fires out ‘‘ bullets” which travel with the speed of light. 
The direction in which the gun points at any instant can be 
chosen arbitrarily provided the differential coefficients of the 
functions dA, w, v... are continuous. 

After a long calculation we find that the component of 
the electric force along the radius from (&, 7, ¢ 7) to the 
point (wv, y, 2, ¢) at which the force is required is 

9) 

ye OF +H +o —a) aE ips so JY 
Men. Mw, 

where 
p =1E' +m’ +nf' —p, 

Po [oe == mon’ + nol! —Po- 
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We shall assume that p and pp vanish so that our expression 
may be finite for o,=0. 

Integrating over the surface of a sphere for which t—r 
is constant, we find that the total charge associated with the 
singularity (&, 7, ¢, 7) is 

/ eae ciee)- 6) 

87 is ee os ae 
Toe 

In general the charge varies with 7: to make it constant 
we must introduce a restriction such as 

AE +n! tv —eRE2+q24b2—1, 2. (25) 
If, in particular, we take «=1, this condition implies that 

the angle between the direction of the gun and the direction 
of the gun’s motion has a cosine equal to v, where v is the 
velocity of the gun. We may get rid of the charge at 
the singularity (&, , ¢ 7) by adding suitable multiples of 
Liénard’s potentials (5). To simplify our expressions, we 
shall add to (19) the additional equations 

s=m=p=p=1, le'+my! tnti=1, le’ myn! trol =1, 
Sie C20)) 

which, together with (19), lead to (25). The electro- 
magnetic field specified by the potentials 

SG; (nae) 
A520 wot 2M wo aL | 
Oe iy p—7 

By 2M wt 2M (iy 
Rae Ge ec OD 

2a Oe VE AIM ote IES? | 

ft Oo Oo | 

oe 2M C jy “), J 

then has no charge associated with the singularity (€, », £ 7). 
and both the electric and magnetic forces at (2, y, 2, t) are 
perpendicular to the radius from (&, 7, ¢, 7). 

If we add to (27) the tield specified by the potentials 

lL a [oo Noma E) 

moi eee IN | 
' 

el m Go MM Go fo—7 
U wOM we 2M wa. MM 

AY! 

47] OM ECA POMS i eae 

ib ofa o EN ace 0 =o 

Dies 2M (<: a a) y, 
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and make use of the relations 

A+AQ=2E, w+ po=2Q7', vty=20, o+o=2M,. (29) 

we obtain the field specified by the potentials 

Lil. Cena em 
Ue oa Ee Oya Wy’ | 

ara (0)) 
Alen 2 0 Neh! Gin 
eae Wo’ US, Hy a) 

The properties of this type of electromagnetic field have 
been discussed in a previous paper *. 
When w, wy, ¢, o are defined by equations (19) the 

electromagnetic field specified by the potentials 

Sa RRL Eae CORR ORM ny BCE se uae ree 200 tos aa 

ECM ol mae | 
r+ (31) 

cee Gs Mone Pe Gs. + oO; 

Wag WL ay? ma w M wo” | 

has singularities at points for which oy is zero and the 
electric charge associated with the point (&, 7, €, 7) is zero. 
If in addition equations (26) are satisfied and we add to the 
potentials (31), the corresponding ones in which o is replaced 
by o 9, we obtain the potentials 

m ” 
je, eS jap Se ye 

Ww Wo WwW Wo w W | : . 

ee ( (32) 
Tie wae J 

These specify an electromagnetic field in which both the 
electric and magnetic forces at (a, y, 2, t) are perpendicular 
to the radius from &, 7, 6,7. The field has singularities at 
points where w and wo, and consequently o or oy, are zero. 
The moving point &, 7, €,7 may be described as a gun which 
fires out magnetic doublets in directions for which o and oy 
vanish respectively. If we write 

Waele zi ye 25 

(a a ear 

_and treat «, 8, y as constants, the components of the electric 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1913. 
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and magnetic vectors may be expressed in the forms 

6 alee eee iL es = clement | 

er oa [ eve By ioe VB — Mo | | 
~~ Mdrlraet+pBtrvy—1L Aye tm P+uy—1]’ | 

oe ie (33) 
ee fF Bn—-ym i Bro— yo | 

a MM drllatmBtny—-1 lye rnB+noy—1J’ | 

tes a a F AX—a Ay—a i 

el Teles pe +vy—l oo) copareeg 

With the aid of these expressions we can show that the 
lines of electric and magnetic force on a sphere whose 
centre is at (&, 7, ¢,7) are such that when the sphere is 
inverted into a plane the electric lines of force are repre- 
sented by the equipotential lines due to two doublets, and 
the magnetic lines of force by the corresponding stream 
lines, the flow being in two dimensions. The bullets are 
thus magnetic doublets. 

§4. A very general type of electromagnetic field in which 
the electric and magnetic forces at 2, y, z,¢ are perpendicular 
to the radius from &, 7, 6, 7 may be obtained as follows :— 

Let w, wo, o be defined by equations (20) and write 

sails )4H(E9) 
Dio (Ca) Oa Oo.) 

TO ay ee Se ie OGr2) he = OC): | 
a (ay, 

E, = 0(@ st) E, ee 09, T) BR — 09, a) | 

O(4, t)’ i OY, t)’ ; ot, t)” J 

4 H 

Then:if 

we have also 

rat MO, T) ape O(Y, T) u OV, tay al) 

Pe CSO Mina OC) (2 Ole, ty | 
Oe Oe) eet) | GOs WE OCP Ve odKe aA: Oe y).\) 

and it is evident from these two sets of relations that 
Maxwell’s equations (1) are satisfied. 
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To verify these identitics we have to show that if 

e ? (oy 

sO 4+iv= 27 (2, r), 
= NU, en 

lSy a) oC @) a(s, 7) _ .0(s, 7) 
2 

= 0. 

0,2) oat)’ OG,#) Ody, t)’ 
Now we find at once that 

Os \c Oe ) hOSie aSne 
oe +(5) oe tle 

Qs Or _ Bs Or , B88 _Bsdr 
Ox ax ' Oy OY 0202 Ot dt’ 

Om \: Oe 9 / Oa? OT\2 

co zs G) e ) = er 

OS Ow) yOSs OG). Oo Olt) _ 

Oe CGE) Cu Ge) FOZ Oe i) 

OT a(s. T) OT ACs, T) OT 0(s, T) = 

Ox (4, t) OY OY, t) 02 0G, é) 

O(s, T) ae 10S; T) 

O(@,y) ot, t) 

Hence it will be sufficient to verify the first of the 
equations (36). 

OD. Ome Om 
(HS -5, 7 OF 

— oy 

To do this we must show that 

fe) OT T 

Vy) = 

wv: Oe” ~OY 
iM = === Sai re 

If now we use the values (24) this relation is easily seer 
to be satisfied in virtue of (6). 
satisfied in the general case. 

In the electromagnetic field (34) the electric and magnetic 
forces at (a, y, 2, t) are at right angles to the radius from 
(E, n, €, 7); they are also at right angles to one another and 

The moving point (&, 7, €, 7) again 
has the character of a gun which fires out bullets which 
move with the speed of light and are singularities of the 

equal in magnitude. 

electromagnetic field. 

We may infer, then, that it is 

The lines of electric and magnetic force on a sphere whose 
It follows 

at once from (34) and (35) that the magnetic lines of force 
are given by @=constant and the electric lines of force by 

centre is the point (&, 7, ¢, 7) are easily drawn. 

yv=constant. By choosing the function le r) ina suitable 

way we can make the distribution of the lines of force satisfy 
certain prescribed conditions. 
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§5. The electromagnetic fields of sections 3 and 4 may 
evidently be generalized by writing w+a, y+b, z+c¢, t+e 
in place of w, y, c,¢ and integrating over some domain of 
the point (a, b,c, «). It should be possible in this way to 
get rid of the point singularities and replace them by 
material particles throughout which the electric and mag- 
netic forces are finite, but do not necessarily satisfy Maxwell’s 
equations. 

The electromagnetic fields of sections 3 and 4 may also be 
generalized by adopting the method of section 2, but the 
analysis is not of sufficient interest to be given in detail. 

The discussion of the singularities which has been given 
here is not exhaustive, for we have omitted the case of 
moving singularities at infinity; the fields which are ob- 
tained in this way, however, may be regarded as limiting 
cases of those which have alr eady been discussed. The case 
of a primary singularity which moves with a velocity greater 
than that of hght has been mentioned only very briefly. 
The investigation given in Schott’s ‘ Electromagnetic Radia- 
tion’ will give an idea of what is to be expected in this case. 

Summing up the results of our investigations we are able 
to enumerate four distinct types of elementary electro- 
magnetic fields. 

In a field of the first type there is one point singularity 
which moves with a velocity less than that of light, and a 
constant electric charge is associated with the singularity. 
An electromagnetic field which can be obtained by super- 
posing elementary fields of the first type will be said to 
belong to class A. We shall include under class A’ fields 
which can be obtained by superposing the fields due to 
Hertzian oscillators in motion, an elementary field of this 
type being represented by the potentials * 

ov 

ola 

where the vectors I, © and the scalar V are functions of the 

ae Cul por + yrad WV, =  P=divO— . (37) 

type “=.-, t and M having the same meaning as in §1. 

It is probable that all fields of class A’ can be regarded as 
belonging to class A. 

In a field of the second type there is a point singularity 
(the gun) which moves with a velocity less than that of light, 
and point singularities are fired out from the gun with 

* These are immediate generalizations of the potentials used by 
Prof. E. T. Whittaker, Proc. London Math. Soe. ser. 2, vol. 1. (1908). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. L 
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velocities equal to that of light, an electromagnetic field 
which is built up from elementary fields of this type will be 
said to belong to class B. 

In a field of the third type the primary singularities lie 
along a curve at some instant 7, at any subsequent time 
there are singularities distributed all over a tubular surface 
having the curve as axis. An electromagnetic field which is 
built up from elementary fields of this type will be said to 
belong to class C. 

Ina field of the fourth type the primary singularity moves 
with a velocity which is sometimes (or always) greater than 
that of light, and secondary singularities are fired out in 
various directions with the velocity of light. An electro- 
magnetic field which is built up from elementary fields of 
this type will be said to belong to class D. 

It is possible that all these different types of electro- 
magnetic fields can be obtained from a single fundamental 
type by superposition. The fundamental solution of the 
equation of wave-motion which seems to be the most suitable 
for such a purpose is of the form 

1 

~ @—a)'+ y—5) + =e — Ce 
A(«—a) + pl(y—b) +v(e—c) — a(t ~e) 

‘i eminence cares ri 

D 

(38) 
where a, b,c, ¢, 1,m,n, p, X, #,¥, @ are constants satisfying 
equations (18) and (19). To obtain from this a solution of 
the form (21) we must either regard a,b,c as functions of 
the complex variable e and integrate round a closed contour 
in the complex plane ™*, or else regard a, b, ¢ as functions of 
the real variable e and take the principal value of an integral. 
The difficulties of the analysis are, however, so great that it 
seems better to retain the four different classes of fields 
with the understanding that it may be necessary to supple- 
ment them. 
When the list is complete any real field which can be 

derived by superposition from potentials of type (38) and 
which is such that the electric and magnetic forces never 
become infinite (although they may not satisfy Maxwell’s 
equations over the whole domain of the real variables 
2, y,2,t), ought to be obtainable by superposition from 
fields belonging to the different classes. A question which 

* This method has been used by Prof. A. W. Conway to obtain 
Liénard’s potentials. Proc. London Math. Soc. ser. 2, vol. i. 
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will then have to be settled is that of the uniqueness of the 
representation. It seems likely that there is only one set 
of elementary fields which, when added together, will be 
equivalent to a given electromagnetic field for the whole 
domain of the real variables 2, y, z, ¢, but this proposition 
evidently requires proof. 
A further difficulty arises from the fact that we can find 

wave-functions which are homogeneous functions of degree 1 
in w—a, y—b, <—c, t—e, where n is not an integer. There 

: 1 
are also many valued wave-functions such as tan-12. 

XV 

Electromagnetic fields in which the components of H and H 
are represented by wave-functions of this type are, however, 
excluded by the condition, stated at the outset, that the 
components of EH and H must be one-valued functions of 
x, y, 2, t tor the whole real domain of these variables. 

XIV. On the Action of a disturbing Force in the restricted 
Problem of Three Bodies. By R. J. Pocock, B.A., 
B.Sc., Queen’s College, Oxford*. 

if the restricted problem of three bodies, let H, J re- 
present the two larger bodies, P the particle. Let J 

be of mass unity, H of mass v, and take HJ as unit distance. 
Let n be the mean angular velocity of J; 7, p the bipolar 
co-ordinates of P referred to H and J. Then with reference 
to HJ and a perpendicular thereto through the C.G. of H & 
J as moving axes rotating with angular velocity n, we have 
the equations 

on 
t—2.0. Y= = 

oe L vV=v+l, 

Y 
yt2 n= 0 

roy J 

2 2 
20 =r» -+ =) p72 + ae r=e+y?; p?=(#—1)*+7’. 

These equations admit of Jacobi’s integral, viz. : 

2= + P=20—C, 

where V denotes the velocity of P and C is a constant. 
2. Let us now suppose that an additional body S of mass yu 

is introduced into the system. It is assumed that 8 is small 

* Communicated by the Author. 
L 2 
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enough or distant enough for us to be able to neglect its 
differential effect on H and J. Let SP=c. 

Jacobi’s integral will, in general, no longer exist ; though 
the equations will be of the same form provided we intro- 

duce into the function © an additional term es where a, 
however, is an explicit function of the time ¢. 

a Confining ourselves as usual to two dimensional 
motion, two cases may arise in which the integral will still 
exist. 

(1.) There may be a number of disturbing bodies so related 
that the time disappears from the function (, e. g., the bodies 
might be distributed in a circular belt with centre at the 
origin such that the density at any point was independent of 
the vectorial angle (though it might be a function of the 
radius vector). The minor planets and Saturn’s rings might 
be very approximately represented by such a distribution. 

(ar. ) The disturbing body, or bodies, might be at rest 
relative to the rotating axes. Such will be the case when 
bodies are placed at the points of zero force, and will hold 
approximately of bodies oscillating near these points. We 
have examples of such in the J upiter groups, Hector, 
Patroclus, &c. 

In either of these cases the curves of zero velocity will be 
given by the equation 2Q0=C where C is an absolute 
constant, and 

EN HON ide Liven) 9 
20=(24 =) yaa la 
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4, In the more general case, however, this integral will 
not exist. Assuming, however, hat the disturbing force is 
not considerable, we may assume the integral V?=20—C 
where C is no longer constant, but a Ginesion of the 
time ¢. 

At any given time ¢ the instantaneous curves of zero 
velocity soll se given by 20=C. 

5. In the restricted ‘problem of three bodies there exist 
certain forms of stable motion, such for instance as that in 
which P, if once an inferior planet, must always remain so. 
In such a case the curves of zero velocity consist in two 
closed ovals surrounding H and J. When a small dis- 
turbing force acts aes ovals will swell and shrink 
periodically. Suppose for example that the disturbing force 
is due to the attraction of a planet 8 superior to J. We are 
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not concerned with the actual path of S provided its 
perihelion distance is greater than unity, and its differ- 
ential effect on Hand J is small. It may happen that the 
two oval curves never quite coalesce during the period of the 
disturbing force. In this case, although there is no fixed 
eurve of zero velocity, the particle once started as an 
inferior planet must always remain so. The limits of the 
initial values of C will not be the same as in the case when 
Sis non-existent. In order to find these values we must 
suppose that when 8 is at perihelion P is at the critical point 
between H and J; this is the most favourable case for 
disturbing the stability of the motion. If C, denotes the 
eritical value of © for undisturbed motion and SP=c, we 

have as the criterion for stability C)><C— a, 

9) 

er PC SoC) Se alt 
Oo 

We may at once extend the theorem to any number of 
disturbing planets and we have 

eee eet aay Se 
om op 

6. If the disturbing body is inferior to J we have only to 
treat Jas the disturbing body and H and § as the two 
principal bodies. Similarly we may deal with cases in 
which P moves as a J satellite or as a planet superior to J 
or in which interchange between two forms is possible. 
We may introduce as many disturbing bodies as we please ; 
it is only necessary to know in each case either the peri- 
helion or the aphelion distance, and there is no diffi- 
culty in determining numerical limits for the initial value 
On: 

7. In the restricted problem of three bodies there exist 
certain points at which P can remain in relative equilibrium, 
three on the line HJ, and two at the apices of the equilateral 
triangles described on HJ. Let L denote one of these 
points. In the case of disturbed motion the actual critical 
point L’ will lie near L, and will not be fixed. or example, 
if the disturbing force is due to a single superior planet 8, 
L’ will describe a small closed periodic. curve round L. 

8. In the case of three bodies it is known that the motion 
near such a point L on the line HJ is given by the 
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equations * 

&=h.coshat+k.sinh zt+ H.cos St+ K.sin Bt, 

ante FaRaye n= peas (h.sinh at +k. cosh at) EH, sin Bt—K . cos Be), 2nm 

where a, 8, y are numerical constants, h, 4, H, K, depend 
on the initial conditions, and L is the origin of co-ordinates. 

9. In the case of disturbed motion we may assume these 
same equations where h, k, H, K vary as well as the origin 
L’. The motion will therefore be represented by a variable 
elliptic superposed on a variable hyperbolic motion. If the 
former predominates the particle may remain near L for 
some considerable time ; if the latter, it will rapidly depart 
from L. Moreover, it may happen that the disturbing force 
is such that h?—k? passes through the value zero and changes 
sion. The orbit will then cross the asymptote and a particle 
whick was approaching L’ will begin to recede from it along 
the other branch of the hyperbola. 

Tf therefore the initial value of h’~Z? is small, a small 
disturbing force may be sufficient to completely change the 
form of the orbit, even to transforming a direct into a 
retrograde orbit through the limiting cusped form which 
separates the direct from the retrograde members of a 
family. 

XV. On the Physical Interpretation of the Michelson-Morley 
Experiment. By J. Rose-Innes, M.A., B.Sce.T 

a theoretical aspects of Michelson and Morley’s well- 
known experiment have given rise to considerable 

discussion. The explanation put forward by FitzGerald 
was eagerly acclaimed and is stili widely accepted in 
substance : viz., that an elongation of the apparatus across 
the line of motion occurred, together with a contraction 
along the line of motion, of just sufficient magnitude to 
neutralize the difference in the times of passage of a light- 
wave due to a drift of the apparatus with respect to the 
zether. (See Lodge’s Presidential Address to the British 
Association, 1913.) There is, however, no independent 
experimental evidence for this change of dimensions, Lord 
Rayleigh’s attempt to detect it by means of a possible 

* “On certain discontinuities connected with Periodic Orbits,” 
8.8. Hough. Acta Mathematica, vol. xxiv. 1901, pp. 257 to 288. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
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double-refraction effect, as well as Trouton & Rankine’s 
attempt by means of a change in electrical resistance, 
having both failed. (See Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. 6th 
series, vol. iv. 1902; Rankine, Science Progress, July 
1908.) 
We may add to the failure of these tests the difficulty of 

believing that all solid substances, whatever their elasticity, 
should experience the same contraction when travelling with 
the same velocity. 

The failure to confirm the FitzGerald contraction has led 
to the propounding of the theory of Relativity, in which, 
with a good deal of metaphysical subtlety, all our notions of 
time and space are revised. It seems to have been over- 
looked that a third solution is possible, viz., that, even 
though there be no dragging effect, such as Lodge searched 
for, a change 1 in the conan ot the eether may perhaps take 
place, owing to the motion of a large mass in the neigh- 
bourhood. Thus at the surface of the earth, the ether may 
be supposed to alter slightly in its properties, owing to the 
orbital motion. We may imagine that the ‘velocity of an 
ethereal disturbance parallel to the motion of the earth 
is unaltered, but that at right angles to the orbital motion 
the velocity of a disturbance is 

! u 
eto 

where V is the velocity of light in free awther, and w is the 
velocity of the earth in its orbit. Any other simple function 
of V and wu agreeing with the above as far as squares of small 
quantities would, of course, answer the purpose equally well 
in the present state of our experimental knowledge. 

The correction-term suggested above is applicable to 
measurements at the surface of the earth; at considerable 
distances from the earth the effect of its motion ought clearly 
to be taken as smaller. Thus it is absurd to suppose that our 
optical determinations are sensibly affected by the orbital 
motion of Jupiter or Saturn. We may make allowance for 
the falling-off in the effect by supposing that the correction- 
ee is more nearly represented by an expression of the 
orm 

Q 

yy a-e"), 
where G is a function of the mass and the distance, akin to 
gravitation, in so far as it is large in the neighbourhood of 
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massive bodies and grows small as the masses grow smaller 
or the distances increase. 

There is at present no method by which we can test the 
accuracy of the above formula. The Michelson and Morley 
experiment will naturally not serve as a test, since the 
correction-term has been actually chosen so as to cope with 
their results. The delicacy of our optical instruments in 
other experiments is insufficient to detect a term such as has 
been suggested above. Thus, theoretically, there will be an 
alteration in the accepted law of aberration for different 
directions, and there will also be a slight deviation from 
Snell’s law of sines. But the former of these changes will 
involve less than one-millionth of a second of are in our 
telescopic observations ; while the latter would amount to 
less than one-thousandth of a second of are in our measure- 
ments on the spectroscope. Both these quantities are at 
present utterly beyond our powers of observation. 

The above formula is not opposed to the axiom of 
Relativity that the velocity of light in free ether is a 
constant. For we must mean by “free ether ” any portion 
of ether freed from the influence of ordinary matter. Now 
by the above formula, when the moving matter has been 
taken to a sufficient distance so that its influence may be 
disregarded, the velocity of light becomes equal to a 
constant V. And all theories of light are bound to take 
note of the Tizeau effect, where it is definitely proved by 
experiment that the motion of matter may influence the 
velocity of light. A distinction is sometimes made between 
the case of a ray passing through moving matter, and one 
passing near moving matter. The distinction, however, if 
pressed too rigorously, would appear to disregard the prin- 
ciple of Huyghens and the atomic structure of matter. 
When a ray of light passes from the atom A to the atom B 
we are not concerned in Physical Optics, merely with what 
happens in the cylinder through A and B; strictly speaking 
the whole of the zther must be taken into account, though, 
of course, the predominant part in the propagation of the ray 
is taken by the ether within the cylinder. The flowing 
water in the Fizeau experiment consists of separate moving 
molecules, each of which may have its effect, and com- 
paratively few of which lie directly between A and B. 

The really important distinction between the influence of 
motion in the two cases is that in the Fizeau experiment 
we can give, owing to the work of Lorentz, a reasonable 
description of the machinery whereby the influence is 
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exerted, whereas in employing the above formula we have 
up to the present only suggested an empirical correction to 
accepted equations. 

There is an imaginary experiment worth noting which 
would give different results according as we adopted the 
present theory or the theory of Relativity, and which might 
therefore serve as an experimentum crucis, could the experi- 
mental difficulties be removed. Jf we were to detach 
Michelson and Morley, together with their apparatus, from 
the earth and send them travelling along at the rate 
of 19 miles a second in the free ather, the absence of the 
earth would make no difference according to the theory 
of Relativity, but would cause a displacement of the fringes 
according to the present theory (provided that the mass “of 
the experimenters and apparatus is not by itself sufficiently 
great to introduce a considerable effect of the kind here 
suggested). There are, however, very grave difficulties to the 
actual carrying out of this experiment, and it will certainly 
be some time before they are successfully overcome. 

XVI. The Hintereis Glacier. By R. M. Dentey, 
WeorsteC bie EG So. and ie) ROP ARR *. 

ee a previous communication to this Journal + we have 
shown that the ellipse is a very unsuitable form of curve 

to use for the purpose of studying the flow of such a glacier 
as the Hintereis, for it makes the edges of the ice-stream 
eertical instead “al inclined. Some sections of glaciated 
valleys were plotted, and it was tound that they approximate 
more closely to parabolas than to ellipses. The conditions of 
flow down parabolic channels have, however, not yet been 
ascertained. An attempt was, consequently, made to dis- 
cover a form of channel which, while approximating to a 
typically glaciated valley, at the same time was one which 
could be used for ascertaining the conditions of flow in the 
Hintereis Glacier. 
We have already discussed the eurve which was found to 

be suitable and called it Parr’s curve for convenience. 
Since writing our paper on “The Viscosity of Glacier Ice,’ 

we have still further considered the question, especially as 
regards the cause of glacier slip and its probable amount ; 
the conditions of shear stress and temperature within the 
glacier ; crevassing and viscosity. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Phil. Mag. July 1918, p. 8. 
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olacier is due to the force of It is clear that the slip of a @ 
the downward component of gravity of the ice, acting all over 
the glacier-bed, and it is important to ascertain how this force 
is distributed across the section. The rate of shear in close 
proximity to the glacier-bed is proportional to this force. 

Fig. 1 shows: an ellipse with the surface-velocity curve 
above, and also the lines of equal velocity within the ice. 
Fig. 2 is the same ellipse with the lines of equal shear force. 

Fig. 3 showsa form of Parr’s curve, similar to the Hintereis 
Glacier profile at Section V., with the surface-velocity curves 
and the lines of equal velocity within the ice. Fig. 4 shows 
the lines of equal shear force within the glacier, across the 
glacier bed and upper surface, all expressed in kg. per em.’ 
(See Appendix.) 

In these diagrams the viscous substance is regarded as 
adhering to the walls of the channel. 

These curves show how very greatly the conditions of 
stress and rate of shear differ in a channel of the form of 
Parr’s curve as compared with those in an elliptical channel. 

Slip of Glacier Ice-—In our paper previously communi- 
cated to this Journal we write: “ Very little is known con- 
cerning the coefficient of friction of glaciers upon their beds. 
Indeed, it is not clear why a glacier slips at all upon its bed 
when we consider how slight the slope generally is.” Under 
the pressure to which the bottom ice is subjected it must 
penetrate into every crevice and irregularity of the rock below, 
and the interlocking of ice and rock might be considered as 
tending to prevent any slip at all. 

The surface motion of glaciers has been found to be the 
sum of two movements, one a bodily slip of the whole mass 
of ice on its bed, and the other a result of the differential 
motion of the ice of the glacier. The differential motion 
which results in shear without fracture, and gives to a glacier 
its peculiar structure, has been the subject of much discussion 
and investigation. With regard to the nature of the slip little 
is known. The grooving, scratching, and polishing eftected 
by glaciers might, at first sight, be regarded as due to a form 
of slip similar to that which occurs between a surface of lead 
into which emery has been pressed and the hard surface which 
it grinds. A closer examination of the phenomena shows that 
this resemblance is only partially true, for the cutting material 
is not held firmly in the ice, as is the case with emery and 
lead, and the ice, unlike the lead, penetrates into all the small 
irregularities of the rock surface upon which it rests. 

In the case of a glacier the rate of shear at the slip surface 
between the rock and ice is generally slow and steady, and 
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the velocity would appear, as we hope to show, to be approxi- 
mately proportional to the downward force of gravity ; but in 
the case of a grinding tool, such as that of the lead-emery 
surface, when slip occurs the motion is rapid and the coefficient 
of friction is regarded as being due to the interlocking of the 
asperities of the two surfaces, and the movement results in 
abrasion. Also, in the case of polishing or grinding, unless 
the stress be very considerable, the polishing medium does 
not slip at all. 
We shall give grounds for holding that the motion or slip 

of clean ice upon a hard, but slightly rough surface, may take 
place without abrasion of either the rock or ice. According 
to this theory what is known as slip differs in the case of a 
glacier from our conception of the ordinary meaning of the 
word. 

It is well known that the freezing-point of ice varies with 
the pressure. An old experiment which has lately been 
repeated by Tarr and Rich™* illustrates this property of ice. 
A Joaded wire rests upon a block of ice. Owing to the 
pressure exerted upon the ice immediately below the wire, the 
ice is there melted, the water moves up the sides of the wire, 
and the pressure being relieved, freezes again above. There 
is thus set up a continuous flow of water from the underside 
of the wire to the upper side, and the wire cuts its way 
through the ice without destroying the continuity of the 
mass. In one of Tarr and Rich’s experiments a block of ice 
2°57 cm. thick was cut through in four minutes, the load 
being 70°32 kg. per em.”, and the temperature —0°:055 C. 
When metallic wire is used the heat is rapidly conducted 

from the upper to the lower surface of the wire, and the 
sinking of the wire through the ice is rapid. We shall show, 
however, that when a slowly conducting material, such as 
glass, is used the action takes place much more slowly. 
A smooth rock surface upon which a glacier rests may be 

regarded as being covered by numerous small projections 
which rise into the ice above. Against the up-stream sides 
of these projections the pressure of the ice is greatest, whilst 
on the down-stream sides it is least. On the up-stream sides 
melting, therefore, takes place, the water produced passing 
round the projections and freezing again on their lower sides. 
In this way the mass of ice is allowed to move slowly forwards 
over the somewhat rough surface. 

If we consider the projections on the glacier bed to be 
pyramidal, with base angle 0, then the area of the base is 
(2s), the area of the vertical cross-section through the apex 

* Zeit. fir Gletscherkunde, Band vi. Heft 4, p. 229. 
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will be s?tan 6, and the ratio of the former to the latter 
is 4: tan @, depending upon the angle @ only; so that 
the total resisting area is independent of the size of the 
projections. 

According to this hypothesis the resistance of a rock 
surface to the slip of a mass of ice resting upon it will be 
proportional to the sum of the cross-sections of the projections 
on the surface, provided that the pressure holding the surfaces 
together is sufficiently g great to prevent the ice from rising 
bodily up their inclined ‘surfaces. 

If we regard the rate of slip as proportional to the force 
parallel to the surface, and as being independent of the size 
of the projections, it is possible to calculate the angle of the 
sides of the conical protuberances which would allow a 
glacier to slip at known speeds. 

Tarr and Rich found that the velocity with which the wire 
eut through the ice was 0°0107 cm. per sec. under a load of 
10°32 ko. per em.”. These experiments were made with 
metallic wires. Experiments have, therefore, been made 
with glass, which has a coefficient of conduction somewhat 
similar to rock. 

Fig. 5 shows the apparatus employed for the experiments. 
a is a bar of wood extending from side to side of a well 
insulated box. Below this bar, and resting upon laths, was 
placed a slab of ice about 1:5 in. thick. Upon the bar a was 
placed the piece of ice } to be experimented upon, and across 
it was fixed the glass rod which had a diam. of 0°7 cm. 
From the glass rod hung a sling of stout wire coated with 
sealing-wax, the wires passing through holes melted in the 
ice and then through the bottom of the insulated box. 
Covering the bar / was a hollow cover of ice, enclosing 
the ice bar 6 and the wooden supporting bar a, and resting 
upon the ice slab below. ‘The box was fastened to a wall at 
a convenient height, a large piece of ice placed on the top, 
and the whole covered with flannel. To the sling carrying 
the weight was secured a lever multiplying 8°3 times. “The 
readings of this lever registered the result of the melting of 
the lower side of the ice bar as well as the fall of the olass 
rod, but the error introduced by melting in contact with the 
wood could not have amounted to more than a very small 
percentage of the total. 

After being fixed the apparatus was allowed to stand for 
about three hours with the load on the glass, after which 
readings were taken. When, after the experiments, the box 
was opened only a very small amount of melting was found 
to have taken place in the ice cavity surrounding the ice bar 
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6, and the glass rod was found to have embedded itself in the 
ice ; most of the water produced by the pressure beneath the 
glass had found its way to the upper side and the pressure 
being relieved it had frozen there. Before putting the glass 
bar in position a groove was melted along the top of the ice 
bar and in this groove the glass bar was placed. 

Fig. 5. 

Tarr and Rich found that when the temperature was a few 
degrees below the freezing-point the rate of cutting was very 
slow, and when the pressure was also small the rate of cutting 
became almost unmeasurable. It is, therefore, very important 
that the experiments should be made at or very slightly above 
the melting-point. In the experiments, the results of which 
we give, the atmospheric temperature was about 15° C. and 
no freezing mixture was used. 

Taking the case of the Hintereis Glacier we have, at 
Bliimcke and Hess’s section V., estimated the slip to be 
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21:5 metres per annum, or 0°000068 cm. per sec., and ,the 
slope to be 9 in 100, which corresponds to an average 
shear force across the central two-thirds of the glacier bed 
of 0°84 kg. per cm.?.. Our experiments with the glass 
bar give a cutting velocity of 3:0 mm. in 24 hours, or 
0-00000347 cm. per sec. under a pressure of 2°06 kg. 
per cm.?; so that, if the resisting area of the asperities 
on the glacier bed amounted to 1 em. per 1 cm.” of bed, 
the slip would be, using these figures as a basis, 

0-84 x 0:00000347 
== (00000141 em. sec. 206 

The actual rate of movement being 0°000068 cm. per 

sec., the asperities must, on this basis, amount to = = 

0:0207 cm.? per cm.? of bed, and their angle must be 

fame OO 200 — tame 082.8) 42 AA 

Small asperities having angles of 4° 44’ would produce 
an average roughness which cannot be considered as much 
rougher than a glacier-bed. With the temperature at the 
freezing-point the angle would be somewhat less. The 
theory, therefore, gives results which are of the proper 
order of magnitude. 

The very small irregularities of the glacier-bed are not, 
of course, the only hindrances to motion. The glacier has 
to change its form to accommodate itself to the bends and 
larger irregularities of its channel. Here the resistance 
to flow is a purely viscous one. Boulders, grit, and fine 
immaterial are embedded in the lower surface of the ice. 
and this material is not held firmly in the glacier surface. 
The viscous yield of the ice, as well as the thawing and 
freezing due to varying pressure, allows the boulders Ce. 
to move in the ice surface as they score the rock below. 
When the ice enters crevices and hollows it must: be actually 
sheared. 

We have called attention to the fact that the glacier 
is held down by its weight, and the asperities are compelled 
to cut their way through the ice surface. Now if the 
angles of the asperities were all 4° 44’, and the slope of 
the glacier were much greater than this angle, there would 
be a tendency for the glacier to slip forward, especially if the 
surfaces of the asperities were smooth. In the case of the 
Hintereis Glacier the slope at section V. is 5° 9’, or a little 
steeper than the figure obtained for the asperities. 
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If the theory propounded be sound, then the slip is 
proportional to the shear stress on the glacier-bed. 

The theory also makes the velocity of the slip proportional 
to the thickness of the glacier, whereas the surface speed, 
due to the differential movement of the ice resulting from its 
viscosity, is proportional to the square of the thickness of 
the glacier, and the slip and viscous fow are about equal 
when the shear stress on the glacier bottom is about | ke. 
per cm.?. 

Measurement of slip.—After making the experiments on 
the downward movement, under load, of a glass bar into ice, 
the apparatus was altered so as to enable the slip of a piece 
of ice on a stone surface to be measured. 

Fig. 6. 

Ice 
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The stone was brought to a smooth level surface by 
grinding. It was then scratched diagonally with the edge 
of a second-cut file. The stone upon which the ice rested 
was fixed in the wooden bar a (fig. 6). Three V-shaped 
grooves were cut with a file Jongitudinally on the stone, to 
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prevent the ice from sliding sideways before it had become 
embedded in the stone, and upon the ice rested a piece of 
wood upon which a weight of 11:3 kg. was slung. To 
prevent this piece of wood from sliding on the ice, a glass 
rod was halt embedded in the wood and half in the ice. 
From this piece of wood ran a rod connecting it with the 
recording lever. Anoiher sling, secured to a piece of wood, 
served to carry a load whereby pressure was brought to 
bear upon the ice sample for the purpose of causing it 
to “slip” over the stone below in a direction parallel with 
the grooves in the stone. 

The whole was surrounded with blocks of ice as before, 
and a thermometer-bulb lay in the ice-cavity containing 
the ice sample to be tested. 

To get the temperature below the freezing-point, a dish of 
ice and salt was place! upon the ice surrounding the bar, and 
two other small cans with salt and ice were placed at the sides. 

In about four hours’ time the temperature had fallen 
to —0°3 ©. In another hour and twenty minutes the 
temperature was —0°8 C. The load used to cause the ice 
to slide on the rock was in position, but no movement took 
place at these temperatures and the ice was .rmly frozen to 
the rock. During the next three hours the ice did not 
move, and the temperature slowly fell to 0°0 C. 

The insulation of the box was then improved by covering 
it up with flannel, the load tending to cause the ice to slip 
removed, and the whole allowed to rest for nine hours. 
At the end of this interval the temperature was still 0°:0 C., 
and the recording finger showed that no appreciable slip had 
occurred. 

The load to produce slip was then put on, and the readings 
shown on diagram fig. 7 obtained. It will be noticed that 
some time after each slight rise of temperature the velocity 
of slip very slightly increased, and that when the temperature 
fell the velocity of slip decreased. 
Data :— 
Hours in a year = 8760. 
Mean slip during seven hours = 0-017 em. per hour. 
Shear force during test = 0°907 ke. 
Area of ice sample = 13°4 em.?. 
Shear force at centre of glacier = 0°822 kg. per cm.’. 

This is the mean over about three-fourths of the central 
portion of the glacier. 

SIip — 8/60 x 0°017 x 13° x 822 
lp Ta COne 

0907 
= 18°08 metres per annum. 

Hzhil. Mag. S. 6 Volu2iaeNo: 157. Jane 1914. M 
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In our previous paper we took the slip of the Hintereis 
Glacier to be 21:46 metres per annum. That the two 
figures should be so nearly alike is due to the accident 
of the roughness of the slab. 
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The experimental results tend to show that the theoretical 
movement, or slip, is of the right order of magnitude, and 
that, therefore, the slip of a glacier is due very probably to 
the melting and refreezing which takes place where each 
little irregularity of the glacier-bed projects into the ice. 

The Conditions of Flow of the Hintereis Glacier.—In our 
previous communication we assumed that the rate of slip 
was proportional to the load on the glacier as well as the 
downward force of gravity, and also that the channel] was an 
ellipse. A consideration of the conditions of shear stress in 
a glacier moving down a channel of the form of Parr’s curve, 
and with a velocity proportional to the shear force on the 
bed, leads to some results which agree well with the actual 
surface-velocity of the Hintereis Glacier, and tend to support 
the theory of slip we have described. 

We will in the first instance assume that the actual 
surface-velocities of the glacier are the sum of the slip and 
viscous velocities, and that the rate of slip at various points 
is not modified by the high viscosity of the ice tending to 
make the slip more regular across the section. 
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In our previous paper™ we adopted the statement of 
Finsterwalder that that led us to regard the summer velocity 
as 15 per cent. in excess of the winter velocity. This seemed 
likely to be correct, in view of the measurements of Forbes 
and Tyndall. Bliimcke and Finsterwalder t, however, have 
since given the results of a large number of measurements 
made at many points along the tongue of the Hintereis 
Glacier. The results of these measurements constrain them 
to say that some outstanding irregularities and exceptions in 
the tables urged them at the commencement, and in the 
progress of the investigations to adopt views which they have 
retracted in favour of others more recently brought forward, 
and which rest on a consideration of the whole of the 
measurements. 

Their full results clearly show that it is only along the 
end third of the glacier tongue that the summer velocity is 
greater than the winter velocity. In the upper two-thirds 
of the glacier tongue the winter velocity is the greater. 
The authors say :—‘‘ The reason for this surprising phe- 
nomena we find in the following considerations. The 
driving force of glacier movement is manifestly gravity, 
and the pressure of the névé layers produced through it. 
One resistance to glacier movement proceeds from the 
interior friction of the ice-mass and from friction on the 
ylacier-bed. The velocity-condition of the glacier originates 
from the cooperation of driving force and resistance; the 
winter acceleration of movement in the upper parts is in 
the first place attributable to the increased névé pressure 
in the winter; while the summer acceleration of move- 
ment in the lower parts must be traced to lessened friction- 
resistance, in consequence of penetration of the ice and 
giacier-bed by melting water.” 

Bliimeke and Finsterwalder found approximately that the 
summer speed was greater than the mean velocity in the lower 
parts of the glacier by about the following percentages :-— 
At 350 metres from the end, 27°8 per cent. ; at 600 metres, 
15-0 per cent.; and at 774 metres, 10°3 per cent. On the 
contrary, at 1750 metres the mean velocity was 11:2 per 

cent. and at 2700 metres 18°3 per cent. greater than the 
summer velocity, and continued to be greater well into the 
névé region. At section V., therefore, instead of the winter 
velocity being less than the summer velocity, it is greater. 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. pp. 85-111 (1918). 
+ Sitzungsberichte der math.-phys. Klasse der K.D,. Akadenue der 

Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, Band xxxy. (1905), Munchen, 1906. 
Pp. 109-181. 

M 2 
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Owing to these considerations it would appear that at 
section V. the interior ice of the Hintereis Glacier is not 
affected appreciably by the summer heat, even near the 
surface, and that we must regard the ice at section V. 
as being about equally “dry” throughout. However, it 
may be that there is more interstitial water in the ice near 
the bottom than at the surface, owing to the greater shear 
that takes place there. On the other hand, the temperature 
of the snow which forms the glacier ice may be so low that 
the interior ice of the glacier is never raised to the melting- 
point by the internal friction. 

Bliimcke and Finsterwalder measured the variations of 
velocity on the glacier tongue during a period of several 
years. Their results,as exhibited by their observations made 
at points some distance from the glacier sides, have been 
plotted, and the diagram (fig. 8) constructed to show the 

Fig. 8. 
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changes of velocity that occurred in the glacier tongue. At 
a distance of 2775 metres from the end of the glacier the 
velocity reached a minimum early in 1901. This minimum 
shows itself at a point 396 metres from the end of the glacier 
early in 1903. The dotted line shows, approximately, the 
rate of retreat of the glacier snout, a decreasing velocity of 
the ice being accompanied by an increased rate of retreat, 
and vice versa. 

It is now recognized that variations of the velocity of a 
glacier tongue are generally due to a general lowering of 
the snow-line and not to increased precipitation. Of course, 
increased general precipitation would lower the snow-line, 
but glacier advances are not generally due to this cause. In 
some cases where the precipitation had been temporarily 
greater than usual, tt would appear that the damp winds 
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which occasioned it were warmer and the snow-line was 
raised, the one effect neutralizing the other. When, how- 
ever, the snow-line is lowered, the névé or alimentation area 
is increased and the tongue area or main ablation area is 
decreased—at the snow-line these two areas overlap. But as 
the total snow-fall in the alimentation area must be melted 
in the ablation area, the glacier tongue ultimately advances 
if the lowering of the snow-line persists for any length of 
time. In other words, although the precipitation has not 
increased, the area over which snow falls rather than rain 
has increased, and the glacier tongue advances until the 
ablation area is large enough to get rid of the increased 
quantity of snow flowing down from the névé. However, 
the effect of the greater quantity of snow falling on the 
increased névé area does not at once affect the glacier snout. 
In fig. 8, at a distance of 2775 metres from the end of the 
glacier, from 1901 forwards, the velocity of the ice was in- 
creasing, but during the same time, the velocity on the point 
of the ice, 396 metres from the end, was decreasing, and con- 
tinued to do so until the commencement of 1903. <A period 
of cold during which the snow-line is lowered does not on 
this account affect the ends of all glaciers at the same time. 
The advance or decreased rate of retreat is more delayed the 
longer the glacier is. Indeed, in the case of a long glacier 
it may altogether exhaust itself before reaching the end. 

The sensitiveness of the ice movement to changes of 
thickness and changes of slope render it probable that no 
great error is generally likely to be introduced into calcu- 
lations of viscosity by taking the conditions of slope, &c., 
at any particular moment. We shall, therefore, consider 
that the mean annual velocity we have used, instead of being 
decreased by 10°2 per cent. to get the winter velocity, should 
be decreased by 11:2 per cent. so as to get the summer 
velocity to compare with the summer slope measurements. 
We did not previously recognize that the accumulated winter 
snow made such a difference in the winter velocity of the 
glacier tongue. It will be seen that the alterations in the 
figures thus introduced are too small to render any correction 
of the figure for viscosity necessary, since the actual summer 
velocity is nearly equal to our theoretical winter velocity, 
and the ice is probably dry and little affected by heat, even 
in the summer. 

In some cases where the thickness of the ice has rapidly 
increased in the lower portions of the névé, the ice comes 
down the glacier in distinct waves or Schwellungswellen, 
which travel three or four times as fast as the iceand become 
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more and more pronounced as they advance. A thickening 

of the upper portion also gives rise to an increased velocity 

by thrust, and such pulses are known as Druckwellen, which 

travel down the glacier from 20 to 150 times as fast as the 

ice itself. Bliimcke and Finsterwalder, in the case of the 

velocity curves of the Hintereis Glacier, shown in fig. 8, 

state that they did not notice waves which could be regarded 

as Schwellungswellen, phenomena which might render any 

measurements of velocity and slope near them somewhat 

misleading if used for the calculation of viscosity. 

In fig. 9, a is the mean annual velocity curve across the 

Fig. 9. 

glacier, b the summer velocity, and ¢ the calculated velocity 
curve on the assumption that the central surface-velocity 
due to differential flow is 21 metres per annum and the slip 
21 metres per annum. ‘The curve c was obtained by com-. 
bining the curves 6 (fig. 3) and d (fig. 4). It is interesting 
to note that both the theoretical and the actual curves show 
a smaller velocity over the deep side of the glacier than they 
do over the shallow side. The curved (fig. 9) is Parr’s curve 
and e the actual section of the Hintereis Glacier. In our 
former paper the velocity curve was plotted in accordance 
with the equal velocity curves drawn by Bliimcke and Hess. : 
In fig. 9 the small circles represent the actual velocities 
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found at numerous points on the surface at section V. It 
will be seen that not only is there a lower mean velocity on 
the deepest side, but that near the centre there is a distinct 
lowering of the actual velocity curve between the deepest 
portion of the glacier and its centre. That this is not an 

o 

accidental local feature is shown by fig. 10, which shows a 

Fie. 10. 

Lines of equal velocity on the Hintereis Glacier. 
Velocities in metres per annum. 

line of low velocity near the centre extending throughout 
the glacier tongue. In drawing their equal velocity curves, 
Bliimcke and Hess did not give any weight to certain appa- 
rently irregular velocity determinations near the middle. 
In figs. 9 and 10 we have drawn the equal velocity curves as 
strictly as possible in accordance with the velocities observed 
by Bliimcke and Hess. 

The reason why the summer velocity curve } (fig. 9) does 
not agree more nearly with the theoretical curve c, is no 
doubt due to the fact that the ice at the shallow sides is 
dragged along by the rapidly moving central portion, and 
also because the depth of the ice at the shallow side is greater 
than in the case of Parr’s curve. The great viscosity of the 
ice has also resulted in the velocities being more even over 
the central portion of the glacier. We have previously 
suggested that the reason why the greatest velocity 1s over 
the shallow side is probably partly due to the curve of the 

valley. It now seems that it is mainly due to the varying 
amount of slip across the elacier-bed. 
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The fair agreement in all essential particulars between 
the actual and theoretical curves strongly supports the theory 
that “ slip ” is proportional to the shear force on the bottom 
and is independent of the load. It also favours the inference 
that slip is responsible for a large proportion of the total 
surface-velocity. 

Many other glaciers give a different form of surface- 
velocity curve from that of the Hintereis. This no doubt 
results from different forms of the valley cross-sections. 

Temperature of Ice.—Glacier ice, resulting as it does from 
the consolidation of snow in the névé regions, may, for 
several seasons, contain interstitial water. The presence of 
such water would have a considerable effect upon the fluidity 
of the mass. The question is one, therefore, of considerable 
interest from the point of view of the theory of glacier 
motion. 

During the greater part of the day in summer in the 
region of the névé, in the case of glaciers in low latitudes, 
the heat of the sun melts and softens the snow very con- 
siderably. It is to this moistened snow-surface that the 
brilliant reflexion is due which adds so considerably to the 
beauty of a snow scene in high alpine regions. The water 
thus produced sinks into the snow, and, except in high 
latitudes and at great altitudes, it may not all be frozen 
again by the cold of night. On this account glacier ice may 
contain water-cavities. It does not follow that such water 
would exist in a capillary condition. Rather should we 
expect to find it as globular masses in otherwise solid ice. 

During the winter the temperature of the névé regions is 
much below the freezing-point, and the snow which falis 
is at a very low temperature. Although snow is a bad con- 
ductor—and on this account it has been argued by Hess that 
the snow-covering would prevent the cold of winter from 
penetrating the ice—it might also be argued, as Hess did 
ata later date, that as the snow falls at a low temperature, 
heat could not penetrate it, and it would remain cold. 
Unfortunately we know very little concerning the tempe- 
rature of the ice in the névé regions. A tunnel driven 
into the ice-cap on Mont Blane showed that the temperature 
at a depth of 13 metres was —16°°5 C. Indeed, a good 
deal of the ice coming down from the higher regions must 
be considerably below the freezing-point, and tend to prevent 
the accumulation of water in the ice due to the heat of the 
summer. 

Another cause which tends to produce water in glacier ice 
is the pressure resulting from the accumulation of snow. 
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Every part of a glacier was once at the surface in the névé 
regions. As layer upon layer of snow collects, the weight of 
the snow above results in the lowering of the freezing-point, 
and, if the temperature of the ice be at the freezing-point, 
results in the formation of some interstitial water. When 
the region of ablation is reached, the thickness of the glacier 
diminishes, and some of the water again returns to ice. 

The variations of temperature with depth have been deter- 
mined in some parts of the tongue of the Hintereis Glacier 
with considerable accuracy by Bltimcke and Hess. They 
used thermometers which showed temperature variations 
amounting to thousandths of a degree centigrade. The ther- 
mometers were immersed in holes bored into the glacier. 
Their bulbs were embedded in paraffin and did not undergo 
any change of temperature whilst being drawn up from the 
positions in which they had been allowed to rest for a long 
time. 

The following table gives the results obtained :— 
Metres depth. Temp. C. Temp. fall per kg. 

30 —0:0215 — 0°000234 
40 — 0-0400 —0:600326 
42 — 0:0380 —0°000295 
o+ —0:046 —0:000278 
66 — 0-055 —-0:000272 
78 — (0-062 —0Q-000259 
82 — 0:062 —0:000247 

148 —0:137 — 0:000302 

~ 8|-002213 
000276 Average. 

As the boreholes in which the temperatures were taken by 
Bliimeke and Hess were full of water, the temperatures 
found should be those due to the pressure of the head of water, 
and if the temperature of the glacier were that due to the 
pressure of the column of ice “above, then in the borehole 
some melting would take place and the temperature would 
fall to that required by the column of water. On the other 
hand, if the temperature of the glacier were below the 
temperature due to the head of water in the borehole, then 
the water in the borehole would slowly freeze. Bliimcke and 
Hess state that no such freezing was noticed. But the temper- 
atures obtained show a gradient per kg. of eer Dare 
even larger than the theoretical, as will be seen below : 

Hxperimentaliby Kelvin). . |. ). . 0? Dees C.per ke. 
Theoretical by James Thomson . . 0°:000231C. _,, 
Experimental borehole by PROS op 000276 C. 

and Hess . ae 
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Blimcke and Hess are of opinion that their results are 
extremely accurate, and that the low temperatures they 
found cannot be ascribed to experimental errors. Itis clear, 
therefore, that either the theoretical and experimental results 
of Thomson and Kelvin are too small, or that the tempera- 
ture of the glacier is slightly below the freezing-point to a 
depth of at least 148 metres. 

This could only come about by the temperature of the 
snow falling on the névé being much below the freezing- 
point; so much below the freezing-point that the heat 
liberated by friction has not been able to melt any of it 
down to a depth of 148 metres. 

Internal Heat of friction —There is also a further reason. 
to suppose that water may be formed in the interior of 
glaciers. During the descent of the ice from higher to 
lower regions viscous shear takes place and the internal 
friction generates heat. If this heat could not escape, some 
of the ice would thaw. 

The heat liberated by friction in the ice is greatest near 
the bottom, where the rate of shear is greatest, and decreases 
rapidly towards the surface. 

The heat liberated in a column of ice 1 metre square and 
200 metres high (which is about the thickness of the 
Hintereis Glacier) i in one year=weight x fall > mechanical 
equivalent of heat. 

The weight of 1 m.? of ice 200 metres high 

= (100)? x 20000 cm.* x -9 x 981, 

=1-765 x 10" dynes. 

The average velocity of the ice for a surface speed of 
21 metres per annum is 14 metres per annum. With a9 per 
cent. grade this gives a vertical fall of 126 cm. per annum. 

Work, therefore, 

10% er gs, 

TGS x SEO" sx t2Ge 
DAD x 
934,900 gram ‘calories. 

Flow of Heat in Glaciers—The only means by which 
water in a glacier can be frozen, other than by a low 

external temperature, is vy the presence of a temperature 
gradient in the ice. Such a gradient would exist in a wet 
glacier, and it remains to be seen if this gradient is sufficient 
Ao get rid of the water produced by friction. 

Tt was shown by J. Thomson from theoretical considera- 
tions that the freezing-point should be lowered 0°:000231 GC. 
per kg. of pressure, and Kelvin obtained experimentally a 
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reduction in the freezing-point of 0°:000249 C. per kg. 
Taking the theoretical figure we should have in a glacier 
a gradient of about 0°1C. per 14,800 em. Using a coefficient 
of conduction for ice of 0°0057 the flow of heat per annum 
per sq. metre 

_ 9:0057 x 10000 x 31536000 x 0-1 

Edens, AgNO UL 

=12,000 gram calories. 

This is only about one forty-fifth part of the heat produced 
by friction, so it would seem that unless the ice coming from 
the higher slopes is much below the freezing-point, glacier 
ice, especially near the bottom, must contain some water. 

Crevasses.—In addition to being a substance possessing a 
very high viscosity, ice is also brittle and elastic. The 
brittleness of ice is well shown by the numerous crevasses 
which score glacier surfaces. 

The most simple form of crevasse is that which occurs at 
an ice fall ; the crevasses then run across the glacier. But ~ 
there are crevasses which run roughly at angles of 45° or 60° 
with the sides, and extend from the edge in an upward direc- 
tion, while others run longitudinally or nearly so. The 
explanation generally adopted for the inclined crevasses is 
that put forward by Hopkins. 

Hopkins pointed out that as a glacier moves more slowly 
near the sides than it does in the middle, surface distortion 
takes place as a result of shear, and that in such a case 
compression and tensile strains are set up which reach a 
maximum at 45° with the side. These tensile strains were 
assumed by him to be sufficiently great to cause rupture. 
Hitherto our knowledge of the distribution of the crevasses 
caused by glacier flow has not been sufficiently detailed to 
allow of a thorough examination of the sufficiency of this 
theory to explain the facts. 

Bliimcke and Hess, however, have supplied the details 
necessary for such an examination in the case of the Hintereis 
Glacier. Fig. 11 is a map of the glacier tongue showing the 
crevasses and the contour-lines. Owing to the surface shear 
being partly the result of slip, the actual velocity curve 
across the glacier is as shown by curve a, fig. 9. Here the 
maximum rate of shear is near the side, and the shear force 
Sy as 
is 9. 

‘00001236 — 195% 10% 
ae ETO =0°94 ke. per em.’ 
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If it were not that the effects of slip assist viscous flow to 
produce surface stresses, there would be less strain near the 

Crevasses and Contour-lines on the Hintereis Glacier. 
Heights in metres. 

sides to produce crevasses than is actually the case. How- 
ever, by taking the actual velocity curve 5, fig. 3, as we 
have done in the above calculations, the locus of the actual 
greatest shear force is dealt with. 

The calculation shows that although a strain is set up in 
the ice by shear, the tensile stressat an angle of 45°, which is 
equal to the shear stress, it is not sufficiently great to produce 
crevassing ; for ice will not rupture under a load of less than 
28°5 kos. per cm.’, or about thirty times as much as the 
shear stress gives rise to. 

The considerations which led Hopkins to promulgate his 
theory are as follows :— 

Unit area of surface in moving down the glacier under- 
goes compression in one direction and tensile stress in 
another. lf the longitudinal and the corresponding trans- 
verse shears be 7 per unit area, then the stresses on any 
section inclined upwards at an angle 8 with the side of the 
glacier evidently consist of 

(a) a tension p= 27 cos @ sin 0 

== Su Ae). 

(b) a shear g =/f(cos? 6 — sin? 6) 

=) O08 20h 

Crevasses may be considered to be produced by tension, 
so we have to consider the variation of tensile stress with 
angle. 
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Since the tensile stress p=/sin 20, it-is a maximum when 
ie — org =o. 

It will be noticed that owing to the nature of the shear 
movement of the giacier the inward end of the crevasse 
moves more rapidly than the outward end, and so the 
crevasse, after forming, rotates away from the bank ; 
therefore such crevasses, except at the moment of formation 
and before opening, onl be inclined to the bank at a 
greater angle than 45°. But although these peculiarities 
follow from the theory, there is the fatal objection that the 
actual stresses produced by viscous flow are not nearly 
sufficient to rupture the ice ; indeed the conditions of stress 
in a viscous substance flowing down a channel of uniform 
section and slope are opposed to the formation of crevasses. 

That very many crevasses are the result of strains set up 
in the ice bys-irregularities of the glacier-bed has been very 
generally accepted, and it is very probable that all crevasses. 
are due to this cause. 

For the explanation of crevassing we must, therefore, look 
to irregularities in the glacier-bed, and if it can be shown 
that crevasses would be formed by changes of slope, whose 
direction would be up the glacier and whose angle would be 
about 45°, such an explanation would be more satisfactory. 

Referring to the map of the Hintereis Glacier, fig. 11 
it will be seen that on the northerly side there are three 
groups of crevasses separated by clear spaces. The small 
croup on the 2750 contour-line occurs where there is a 
change of slope. Between the 2750 contour and the 2710 
the slope becomes less steep and there are no crevasses. 
From the 2710 to the 2650 contour the slope again steepens, 
the contours being crowded together, and the ice is much 
broken. These crevasses extend to the middle of the glacier, 
and their angle with the sides becomes less and less as the 
centre of the glacier is approached. We have seen that in 
the middle of the glacier there is very little shear and tensile 
stress, the speed curve being very flat, and yet there are 
crevasses. Here there is a marked increase in the slope of 
the middle of the glacier from the 2750 contour to the 2690. 
Fig. 12 shows a section along the line a, 6, fig. 11. The 
vertical lines show the positions of the crevasses and their 
length, not their depth. From the 2650 to the 2590 contour 
there is a decreasing gradient and there are no crevasses 
At the 2590 contour the slope again becomes steeper, nd 
crevasses are numerous down to the 2550 contour. 

On the southern side of the glacier the same features, but 
in a less marked form, are ev ident. 
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Between the 2610 and the 2520 contours, near the middle 
of the glacier, are some crevasses which are nearly parallel 
with the centre line of the glacier. Here, again, they are in 
positions where the ice shear is small and quite unable to 
produce appreciable viscous-flow stresses. 

Fig. 12. 

| I 2700 Heelers. 

2600 «+ | 
i 

(6) 1 Krv. 

In all cases where the ice slope is becoming steeper 
crevasses are formed, but where the slope is becoming less 
steep they do not appear. However. the crevasses do not 
run straight across the glacier, but point upwards. There 
must, therefore, be some other stress set up when a change 
of slope takes place, which gives the upward direction to the 
crevasses. 

One of the principal causes of the changes of slope which 
a glacier undergoes at the sides is due to the presence of 
shoulders of rock, separated by bays, which run down the 
mountain sides. Where the glacier is mounting such a 
shoulder it is also getting uarrower, and two compression 
stresses are produced at about right angles to each other. 
When the glacier has mounted the shoulder, the increasing 
angle of slope brings into play a tensile stress tending to 
produce fractures normal with the valley sides. At the 
same time the sides of the glacier sink into the bay sue- 
ceeding the shoulder, and a tensile stress is set up whose 
direction tends to produce longitudinal fractures. The 
actual crevasses are along the resultant line of maximum stress 
produced by these two forces. Although the differential 
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flow-stresses are small, they assist to produce crevasses 
running up the glacier and having the same angle of slope 
with the sides of the glacier as those produced by the 
shoulders and bays of the valley sides. 

The tendency to produce longitudinal crevasses will be 
constant where the glacier is flowing down a valley the 
sides of which are getting less steep ; for the sides will be 
sinking and cross tensile stresses will be set up. The central 
nearly longitudinal crevasses of the Hintereis Glacier appear 
to be due to this cause. 
We thus appear to have stresses set up in a glacier 

flowing down valleys whose sides have been cut into by 
stream erosion, which will give rise to crevasses inclined 
upwards from the sides. Also, where a valley is gettiag 
wider and the sides less steep, longitudinal crevasses will be 
produced near the middle of the glacier. The strains pro- 
duced by differential flow, called attention to by Hopkins, 
are much too small, of themselves, to produce crevasses, 
although they may assist the other forces to give the 
crevasses the upward trend. 

Viscosity of Glacier Ice.-—Our previously given equations, 
(21), (22), and (23), would: have been better written as 
follows :— 

2})2 2 2 2 2 

n= =( as ) should be n= 9,( 2 Ve 
9y\ a? +b? 2v \ a? +6? 

2, 2 

for b belongs to the factor for infinite width and (2 a roy 

is the factor F, for Parr’s section, the factor F, for the 

elliptic section being ae: : 

Equation (22) becomes 

and (23) becomes 
Rea or 3002 
7 2x0-0000654 ~ 
= 125x 10” poises. 

The alteration, it will be seen, does not alter the value 
obtained for the viscosity of glacier ice. 

In equation (11) : should be ‘: 
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APPENDIX. 

The distribution of shear force in a viscous fluid flowing 
along Parr’s channel. 

As explained in our previous paper~, the equation te 
Parr’s curves is 

0 = C—an*— 87? + ye + 0( 2? —3xy") 

+ e(vt§— 6277? +: *) + Ox? — 102*7? + 5xy4), 

where ELS w being the velocity parallel to the axis 

of z, K the central surface velocity, the channel being 
given w=0, or C=1. Also, for a channel approximating 
fo a natural valley, the equation must be of the form 

(vx+a’)(#—a)? (x+c) when y=0. 

The shear force at any point is equal to w oY where p is 

the coefficient of viscosity, and On is an element of the 
normai to the curve w=const. passing through the point. 
Also 

il 

ge /(BL) + (B/) 
where f represents Parr’s function as above. 

Differentiating, 

of = = 5£r' + dex? —3(L0E/?—8)a® 
—2(bey? +a)e+ (56y*— 367? +y) ; 

g/ = y{ — 2062? — 12ex? + (2067? — 66)& 

+ (4ey?—28)} 
oe ees 
ow K 

These values do not lend themselves to an easy direct 
determination of the curves of equal shear force, but the 
values of the shear force along radia] lines y=pz are easily 
found, and the curves being plotted, the anal shear curves 
may then be drawn easily. The result for the section 
approximating to the valley of the Hintereis Glacier is 
given in the preceding paper, fig. 4; the curve d is the shear 
on the bed, and the curve eis the transverse surface shear. 

* Phil. Mag. July 1913, p. 109. 
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XVII. On the Jonizaiion in various Compounds of Carbon, 
Hydrogen, and Oxygen by homogeneous X-radiation. By 
H. Moors, B.Sc., A.R.CS., Assistant Lecturer in Physics 
at King’s College, London *. 

N ANY investigations have been carried out by different 
con) 

observers, with a view to discovering the action of 
ro) 

X-rays on compounds consisting of a small number of ele- 
ments combined together in different ways. The results 
obtained have not in all cases been easy to understand, and 
the deductions made therefrom have been, in consequence, 
somewhat inconclusive. Where this has not been the case, 
certain conclusions may have been indicated, but the experi- 
mental results have not been sufficiently accurate to afford 
them very satisfactory support, or else the number of com- 
pounds used (consisting of the same two or three elements 
only) has not been sufficiently large to test these conclusions 
at all widely. 

In most of these investigations the results have been com- 
plicated by the fact that a heterogeneous beam of primary 
X-rays has been used, the composition of which was probably 
different at different periods during the experiments; also 
an appreciable amount of the ionization produced has been 
due to secondary radiations from the sides of the ionizing 
ehamber. 

Some suggestion of an ‘‘ additive” law is indicated by 
many of the results obtained, z.e. that the ionization is a 
property of the atom ; while, however, this law seems to be 
approximately obeyed in many cases, there are, in others, 
deviations from it which are not to be explained by experi- 
mental errors, and it appears that the ionization also depends 
somewhat on the state of combination (Crowther, Proc. Roy. 
Docw yolk) bexxi AY p, 127). 

The case of certain compounds of sulphur forms a notable 
exception to this atomic law, and the experiments of Barkla 
and Simons t show conclusively that the ionization is not 
purely atomic, but may be largely affected by the compound 
used, though the deviation is not large except in a few 
CASES. 

With a view to obtaining a large number of observations 
on different combinations of one small group of elements, 
the present experiments were confined entirely to compounds 
of oxygen, carbon, and lydrogen. In this way values for 

* Communicated by Prof. C. G. Barkla, F.R.S. 
~ Phil. Mag. Feb. 1912, p. 23. 

Phil, Mag. S. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. N 
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“atomic” ionization or other “‘atomic’’ property Gf such 
there be) can be determined from observations on two of: 
the compounds (the effect of hydrogen being inappreciable) 
and these values tested by substitution in the other com- 
pounds. These calculated results can then be compared 
with the experimental observations, agreement or disagree- 
ment (within experimental error) indicating the existence of 
the law, or not. 

To still further simpiify matters, secondary homogeneous 
beams of X-radiation of definite hardness were used, the 
type of radiation used throughout the ionization experiments 
being the secondary radiation from copper. 

A long cylindrical chamber was used, lined with aluminium 
and with aluminium ends. but it was found aiter a number 
of preliminary experiments, that the ionization due to radia- 
tion from the sides and ends (chiefly corpuscular) formed an 

appreciable proportion of the total ionization produced. This 
could have been allowed for with sufficient accuracy as it 
proved later, but the correction would have been unduly 
large in one or two cases. For this reason the preliminary 
results were discarded, and for the final experiments a lining 
of pure filter-paper was used inside the aluminium lining 
already referred to, the correction being thereby reduced to: 
less than one-third of its previous value. 

The observations given below were obtained with this 
paper-lined chamber ; they differ in each case by an almost 
constant quantity from the preliminary results obtained, 
which shows that the correction, even without the paper 
lining, could have been made with reasonable accuracy, and 
also indicates the accuracy with which the various observa- 
tions could be made. 

After each experiment, the paper lining was renewed, as 
there was some difficulty in completely removing the last 
traces of the organic vapours used. On account of this diffi- 
culty, the observations on hydrogen were always carried out 
immediately after re-lining the chamber, the experiments on 
the vapour-mixture being carried out subsequently. 

An electroscope attached to an axial electrode inside the 
chamber served to detect and measure the leak produced by 
ionization inside the chamber. 

The method of experiment was to pass a mixture of 
hydrogen and the vapour employed into the chamber, the 
pressure of the vapour being its saturation pressure at 0°C., 
while the total pressure was atmospheric. ‘This mixture was 
then exposed to the homogeneous secondary radiation from 
copper, and the leak from the electroscope corresponding to 
the ionization produced was compared with that in a standard 
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electroscope exposed to the same radiator. By replacing the 
mixture with air, the ionization produced in air at 76°0 cm. 
by the same beam of rays could be measured immediately 
after the experiment w ith the mixture, the leak with air 
being compared with the same standard clectrose ope as before. 

From these observations the ratio of the ionization in the 
mixture to the ionization produced by the same beam in air 
was calculated for each mixture used, these ratios being 
given in column II. Table I. 

To determine what part of the ionization was due to the 
hydrogen in the mixture, separate experiments were per- 
formed as indicated above, using hy drogen alone at atmo- 
spheric pressure. The ionization in the hydrogen alone 
includes the effect of the corpuscular radiation from the ends 
of the chamber, and, deducting this from the total ionization 
produced in the mixture, the remainder gives the lonization 
due to the vapour alone at its saturation-pressure for 0° C_— 
at any rate as a first approximation. This method of calcu- 
lation also eliminates any other constant error, such as 
insulation leak, Xe. 

The values for the relative ionizations in the hydrogen are 
given in column III. Table I., column LV. giving lie | joniza- 
tion due to the vapour alone at its saturation-pressure at 
0° C. in terms of the ionization produced by the same beam 
in air at atmospheric pressure. Hrom the values tabulated 
in column IV. the ionizations which would be produced in 
the vapours alone at 76:0 cm. were calculated, assuming the 
ionizations to be proportional to the pressures: these are the 
numbers given in column V. of the same Table. 

It was found impossible to obtain any ‘‘atomic” ionization 
values which would satisfy these observations at all accurately. 
Values for the ionizations due to an atom of carbon and to 
an atom of oxygen were obtained which would satisfy any 
two of the substances used, but when these values were 
substituted for in the molecular composition of any of the 
other vapours, the values obtained differed by as much as 
25 per cent. from the observed values. 

That the absorption and ionization produced in the same 
vapour at different pressures is proportional to the pressure 
—provided the variation in the secondary radiation escaping 
is negligible amply shown by Crowther *, Owen +, 
and others and therefore this method of calculation would 
have demonstrated the existence of ‘‘ atomic” ionization if 
ionization had been truly atomic. The amount of secondary 

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc., Feb. 1909. 
+ Roy. Soc. Proc., May 1912. 
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X-radiation from the ends and sides must have been very 
small, producing a correspondingly minute ionization, while, 
being very soft, it would be completely absorbed even in the 
case of hydrogen alone. Its effect was thus entirely elimi- 
nated in the process of calculation, or at any rate, any error 
due to it was reduced to something far below the errors of 
experiment. 

Corpuscular radiation from the ends of the chamber was 
small in amount, and was liberated in all the experiments in 
equal amounts. The only error it could introduce would be 
negligibly small in most cases, depending on whether equal 
numbers of corpuscles produced equal ionizations in every case. 

The corpuscular radiation from the gases and vapours in 
the ionizing-chainber was absorbed difterently in the various 
experiments, however. In the mixtures containing the sub- 
stances of higher vapour-pressure, it would be mainly absorbed 
by the vapour, but when compounds of low vapour-pressure 
were used, the corpuscles would be chiefly absorbed by the 
hydrogen. The ionizaticn produced in a vapour is not neces- 
sarily the same as that produced in hydrogen, when equal 
numbers of corpuscles are absorbed in each—-the ionization 
being usually larger in the vapour than in the hydrogen * 
The effect of this is that, in the mixtures containing a larger 
proportion of vapour, the ionization due to the corpuscular 
radiation from the mixture is greater than that which would 
be produced by the liberation (and subsequent absorption) of 
an equal number of corpuscles in the mixtures containing 
the low pressure vapours. The observed ionizations deviated 
from an ‘‘ atomic” law in this kind of way, being relatively 
much higher in the higher pressure vapours than in the low 
pressure vapours, and accordingly it was in this direction 
that a further investigation was made. 

The paper by Kleeman, to which reference has already 
been made, gave the ratio of the ionization produced in 
certain vapours alone, to that produced in air by the total 
absorption of equal quantities of corpuscular radiation. 
From these ratios it is possible to calculate the corre- 
sponding ratio for a mivture of gases or vapours, provided 
the relative amounts of corpuscular radiation absorbed by 
each of the constituents are known. The relative amounts 
absorbed by the vapour and by the hydrogen in the various 
mixtures were calculated assuming the absorptions to be 
proportional to the densities of the gases actually present 
(except for hydrogen which behaves anomalously). In this 
way calculations were made to determine how much corpus- 
cular radiation must have been liberated in the various 

* Kleeman, Roy. Soc. Proc., March 1910. 
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mixtures in order to produce the observed ionizations, it 
being assumed for this purpose that the ionization dud to 
X-rays is produced by the ejected corpuscles. The results 
obtained suggested that the true ‘atomic’? phenomenon 
might be the amount of corpuscular radiation liberated, the 
arell ionizations depending on the number of ions produced 

in the various vapours by the ejected corpuscles. 
It was impossible to obtain data for all the vapours 

used, and therefore a fresh series of experiments had to be 
undertaken to obtain the required factors. These experi- 
ments were carried out on the mixtures themselves, the 
object being to find what ratio exists between the ionization 
produced in air to that produced in each mixture when equal 
quantities of corpuscular radiation are absorbed in each. By 
this means the amount of liberated corpuscular radiation 
corresponding to any observed ionization can be determined 
for each mixture. The direct determination of this factor 
for each mixture obviates any errors which might creep into 
its calculation (from Kleeman’s numbers) based on a density 
absorption law, a law which is possibly not univ ersally 
obeyed—hydrogen being a noteworthy exception. 

In this second type of e3 <periment, a short wide chamber 
was used, through which the homogeneous X-radiation from 
tin was passed. A reversible lining allowed two kinds of 
experiments to be made, one w ithout, the other with corpus- 
cular radiation. The lining consisted of thin card coated 
with gold-leaf on one side only. It was used with the gold 
siti ds at first, when the amount of corpuscular radianiee 
entering the hataber would be small; then, during the 

second kind of experiment it was rever sed so that the gold 
was turned inwards, thus introducing a large number of t cor- 
puscles into the mixture. The X-1 -adiation, having to pass 
through the same sheets of material in boa cases, sod be 
of ane. same intensity in the gaseous mixture, and ies loniza- 
tion due to the X- rays Mieonbed by the mixiine would be 
identical in the two experiments. By deducting the ioniza- 
tion with the gold outwards from that with the gold inwards, 
the ionization produced in the mixture by the corpuscular 
radiation from the goldis given. A similar pair of experi- 
ments carried out w ith air instead of the mixture gives the 

lonization produced in air by the liberation of an equal 
amount of corpuscular radiation. By this method the 
required factors were obtained, experiments being also 
made with hydrogen alone to determine the factur for 
hydrogen: the factors obtained are given in column II. 
Table II. 
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It is possible now, on the assumption already referred to, 
to calculate from the ionizations observed the total cor- 
pascular radiation liberated in each mixture by the X-ray 
beam used, this ionization being produced by the re-ab- 
sorption of these ejected corpuscles. Thus if the ionization 
produced in a certain mixture (column II. Table I.) is 
divided by the factor corresponding to that mixture as given 
in column II. Table IJ., the result obtained is a measure of 
the total corpuscular radiation liberated in the mixture by 
the passage of the beam of X-rays; these results are given 
in column II]. Table II]. The corpuscular radiation from 
the sides of the chamber and from the hydrogen is ob- 
tainable from the corresponding observations on hydrogen 
alone, hence by deducting for each mixture the corpuscular 
radiation due to the hydrogen and from the sides, the 
corpuscular radiation liberated from the vapour present is 
obtained. The numbers in column IY. Table II. give the 
amount to be deducted in each case, being calculated on 
the assumption that this additional corpuscular radiation is 
entirely due to the hydrogen, none coming from the ends ; 
this is, of course, untrue, but the error due to this is no 
larger than if it were assumed to be all from the ends, and 
in either case is beyond the limits of experimental accuracy. 
The corpuscular radiation liberated from the vapour alone 
at its saturation pressure for 0° C. is given for each vapour 
in column V. Table II. 

Insulation and other constant leaks are not corrected for 
by this method with absolute accuracy as the “factors” are 
not exactly equal; as, however, these steady leaks were 
very small, and the “factors” are not very different from 
unity, these leaks are still corrected for to well below the 
limits of experimental accuracy, an important advantage of 
this method when the total ionization leaks in some cases 
are so very small. 

Having obtained the values for the corpuscular radiation 
liberated from each vapour at a known pressure, the cor- 
puscular radiation from each corresponding to a pressure of 
76 cm. was calculated (column VI. Table II.). 

Equations were then formed, giving the numbers of atoms 
of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen in each compound, and 
equating their sum to the corpuscular radiation calculated 
as above for that compound. 

Thus, if O represents the corpuscular radiation from an 
atom of oxygen, C that from an atom of carbon, and H that 
from an atom of hydrogen, we obtain the equations :— 
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Methyl Formate......... 2C+ 4H+20=1°64 

Ethyl Oxide (Ether)... 4C +10H + O=1°42 

Hthyl Formate ...... Peon yO 2 O— 184 (1-84) 

Methyl Acetate ......... thy Old 2,0) = A179) (1:84) 

remPAeNG).. s22. i Bh os es OC Sey oval == PIL) (Clea) 

Miithvl Acetate. 1.2.22... 40+ 8H + 20 = 2:03 (2:04) 

fishy Alcohol . ....2...: CeO Eh eee (10°33) (1-00) 

In each ease the effect of hydrogen can be neglected, and 
two equations suffice to obtain values of O and C, the 
“atomic” corpuscular radiations. 

The equations chosen are those for ether and methyl 
formate on account of the much greater experimental 
accuracy obtainable in these cases, due to the larger pres- 
sures used, and consequent larger ionizations obtained. 

These equations give values: O=0°62, C=0°20. 
On substituting these values in the other equations, the 

values given in brackets are obtained, the agreement being 
remarkably close in some cases, and well within the 
limits of accuracy expected in all cases except that of 
alcohol. 

The discrepancies in the cases of benzene and alcohol were 
expected to be much greater than in any others, as the total 
pe ction obtained were extremely small, being less than 

9 that of air. Of this, about 50 per emt was due to 
cor corpuscular radiation from the sides and from the hydrogen, 
so that the corrections amounted to half the total ionization 
observed. 

In order to obtain accurate results, the mean of ten 
observations was taken in each case, but even with this 
precaution, an error of 5 per cent. of the whole ionization 
was reckoned possible, which is equivalent to a 10 per cent. 
error on the result. 

The smallness of the ionizations in these two cases is 
partly due to the low molecular weight of these compounds 
(and to the absence of oxygen from the benzene molecule), 
but is chiefly due to the low pressures used. In the case of 
ethyl acetate, the low vapour-pressure at 0° C. is made up 
for toa oreat extent by the high molecular weight and the 
large proportion of oxygen in the molecules, hence the 
observations on ethyl acetate were much more accurate than 
those on benzene and alcohol. 

The agreement obtained between the two values for 
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benzene, the one calculated from observations, the other 
on the assumption that the emission of corpuscles is an 
‘“‘atomic’’ phenomenon, is thus well within the limit of 
experimental error considered possible, but the difference 
between the values for aleohol requires some further ex- 
planation. 
In all the other cases, the purest chemicals supplied by 
Kahlbaum were used, but pure alcohol could not be obtained 
on account of Hxcise regulations; the aleohol used was 
ordinary “‘absolute” alcohol, and probably contained 1-2 
per cent. of water. ‘The presence of a very small quantity 
of water would reduce the saturation vapour-pressure to 
below that of pure alcohol, and at 0° C., a difference of 
1 mm. in the pressure would cause an error approaching 
10 per cent. This, together with the error rendered possible 
by the very small donation waltce alles ady discussed, would 
probably account for the large discrepancy between the two 
alcohol values. | 

The values for the corpuscular radiation from an atom of 
oxygen and an atom of carbon, obtained from these equations, 
may be substituted in the molecular formula for other gases 
and vapours not experimented with in the present series of 
observations. The numbers thus obtained, when multiplied 
by the ‘“‘corpuscular factor” for the gas or vapour used, 
should give the ionizations produced in these gases or 
vapours ‘at 76:0 cm. by a stream of homogeneous (copper) 
X-radiations in terms of that produced by thee same beam of 
radiation through an equal length of air at 76°0 em. 

Thus, in the case of oxygen, the amount of corpuscular 
Tagen liberated would be 1°24 times that liberated in air, 
taking the *‘atomic”’? value =0°62 as obtained from these 
equations. The “ corpuscular factor ” for oxygen being 1-10 
(Barkla & Philpot, Phil. Mag., June 1913), the ionization 
in oxygen as compared with that in an equal length of air 
should be 1°36 for copper X-radiation. The value actually 
obtained by these observers is 1°38. 

In carbon di-oxide the corpuscular radiation would be 
0-2 + 124 = 1:44. The corpuscular factor obtained by 
Kleeman is 1°08, giving an ionization of 1:56 compared with 
air, the experimental values of Crowther & Owen being 
157 (Crowther, Cambridge Phil. Soc., Feb. 1909; Owen, 
‘Roy. Soc. Proc., May 1912). 
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Conclusions. 

Tt has been shown (Barkla & Simons, Phil. Mag. Feb. 
1912) that the relative ionizations produced by ec qual ab- 
sorptions of Réntgen rays in various gases are the same 
(within limits of experimental error) as those i ‘oduced by 
total absorption of corpuscular radiation excited by A-rays. 
This important result indicated the possibility of ionization 
by X-rays being due entirely to the resulting corpuscular 
radiation—a conclusion which was indeed stated more de- 
finitely by Bragg. Subsequent work has supported this 
indication, and the (con eneation experiments of C. T. R. 
Wilson (Roy. Soc. Proe., June 1912) seem to have put the 
matter beyond doubt. TE this is the case, and it is now 
supported by ionization experiments, it would appear from 
the present experiments that the real atomic effect is the 
liberation of corpuscles from the atoms, accompanied, of 
course, by an aay n of the X-ray, beam, which would 
also be “atomic,” i. e., it would appear that the number of 
corpuscles gherated from an atom by a beam of X-rays is 
the same whether the atom is in combination or not, the 
ionization produced being a secondary effect, the result of 
the absorption of this liberated corpuscular radiation by 
the gas. 

This conclusion is in agreement with the conclusions 
arrived at as a result of previous work on this subject, viz., 
“Tonization by Rontgen radiation is approximately atomic, 
but depends somewhat on the chemical combination of the 
elements.” 

Apparently the corpuscular radiation obeys an “atomic” 
law, and the ionization 18 approximately “atomic”? because 
the ‘‘ corpuscular factor ” is rarely very different from unity. 
Of course, the present experiments have been limited to 
elements of low atomic we eight, which according to estab- 
lished Jaws give off only a very an secondary Pharactoristic 
X-radiation when exposed to X-1 rays of ordinary penetrating 
power. ‘There is, however, no apparent reason for doubting 
their complete generality. 

IT should like to express my ¢ oreat indebtedness to Professor 

Barkla whose suggestions ite advice have been invaluable 

throughout the w vols of these experiments. 
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XVIII. Note on the Heat of Formation of Hydrogen from 
Hydrogen Atoms. By Irvine Lanemutr, Ph.D., General 
Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.* 

R. N. BOHR, in his recent valuable and wonderfully 
suggestive paper on the Constitution of Atoms and 

Molecules (Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 863, 1913), calculates the 
heat of formation of hy drogen molecules from the atomelne 
be 60,000 calories per gram-molecule. He points out that 
this value is “ considerably less than the value of 130,000 
found by Langmuir (Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc. xxxiv. p. 860, 
1912) by measuring the heat-conduction through the gas 
from an incandescent wire in hydrogen.’ 

In order that the results obtained by me may not bear 
false evidence against the beautiful theory derived by 
Dr. Bohr, I take this opportunity of giving a preliminary 
account of some more recent measurements carried out by 
Mr. G. M. J. Mackay and myself, on the dissociation of 
hydrogen. 

The method adopted was similar to that previously used, 
namely, to determine the heat-loss from electrically hee 
tungsten wires in hydrogen. In these experiments, how- 
ever, very much greater care was used in determining the 
temperatures of the wires and in obtaining extremely pure 
hydrogen. Pressures of hydrogen ranging from 1 mm. up 
to 7601 mm. of mercury were used. Still further experiments 
which, however, have not yet been completed, were made at 
pressures from 0°01 mm. up to 20 mm. pressure. 

The measurements at low pressures gave very interesting 
results, namely, that at about one-tenth of an atmosphere 
pressure of hy drogen, the total heat-loss from filaments heated 
to very high temperatures (3000° K.) is several times as great 
as in hydrogen at atmospheric pressure. 

By subtracting the heat-loss due to normal heat-conduction 
from the total observed heat-loss, the heat carried by diffusion 
of hydrogen atoms is obtained. By plotting the logarithm 
of this quantity against the reciprocal of the absolute tempe- 
rature, straight lines are obtained in each experiment. The 
slopes ‘of all these lines are practically equal, no matter what 
pressure of the hydrogen was used (above 10 mm.). 

On the assumption that the diffusion coefficient varies with 
the 3/2 power of the temperature, this leads to the result that 
the heat of formation of hydrogen is about 76,000 calories 
per gram-molecule, as against 130,000 prev iously found. The 
reason for the high value of the latter ficure is, that it was 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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based on a calculation of the actual value of the diffusion 
coefficient of hydrogen atoms through ordinary hydrogen. 
The present results show that the actual degree of dissocia- 
tion is much smaller than that previously found, and that 
even at 3500° K. hydrogen is probaoly not dissociated to a 
very great extent. It is hoped that the experiments at very 
low pressures will make possible a quantitative estimation of 
the degree of dissociation. 

In conclusion, the writer wishes to point out that the value 
of 130,000 calories referred to by Bohr is undoubtedly too 
high, and that the experimental evidence now indicates a 
value of about 75,000 to 80,000 calories. That the correct 
value, however, is as low as the 60,000 calculated by Bohr 
seems very improbable. 

XIX. Heating Effects at the Anode in Vacuum-Tubes. By 

B. Hopeson, WSc., Ph.D., Assistant Lecturer in Physics, 
The Unwersity, Bristol *. 

S12 la a previous communication ¢ the author showed 
that the energy communicated to the anode during 

discharge in air was approximately proportional to the 
current through the tube. The experiments were made with 
gas-pressures 2°7, 1°05, and 0°63 mm. ‘The experiments to 
be described have been carried out over a large range of 
currents and pressures in oxygen. The apparatus used was 
that described in earlier paperst. The method of experi- 
menting was slightly altered. Instead of allowing the anode 
to rise to that temperature at which the loss of energy by 
radiation was equal to the gain from the bombardment of 
negative carriers, the rise in temperature in a definite 
interval of time was measured and a correction for loss by 
radiation applied. This method was found to yield results 
much more quickly with only a small loss in accuracy. The 
anode used was of lead, and had a heat capacity of 2°2 gm. 
calories. 

§ 2. Huperimental Results. 

The results in Table I. show the heat ener gy received 

by the anode in one second for currents varying from 

0-001 amp. to 0°007 amp. and pressures between 3°8 mm. and 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Hodgson, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 458 (1913). 
{ Hodeson, Phil? Mag. xxy. p. 493 (1913): Hodgson & Mainstone, 

Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 411 (1913). 
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0-18 mm. of mereury. The quantities given yield ergs if 

multiplied by 10*. 

TABLE I. 

|damps. | 001 002 -003 004 | 005 | -006 |. 007 
| | | | 

| ‘ Mf | 

| Press ure | 
| nam. | | | 

38 75 99 | 124°). 146 || 197 S222 
3°08 ego 11009) WSs2 7 st63 
2°25 Bo ad 1% LO2;\\ iol 72 zit 
15 a 158 | 194 |) 258 | 3125) 362m Ae 

— — i=) oP) Sy) ee — Wl — Or fo LON — -~T iw) 
q 
bo (Su) iS) ma co op) i= 

1:00 | 63 | 110 | 166 | 200 | 266 | 311 | 356 
O81 | 56 |°102 | 152 | 199 | 249 | 289 | 348 
0:60 | 49 | 96 | 135 | 190 | 220 | 260 | 281 
@501.48 |) 90 | 119'| 150 ||) 145.) tomy eg 
O49) 38 | 69") 69 | 150) | (44 DON aiae 

Ore lot 17 |) 28) | 48 eae) cei mere 
Mes 12 Ol | él | 196 | 576 

O23 (27.4) 218 | | | 
LOS Pea | 

The corresponding values of the potential (V) between 
the electrodes of the vacuum-tube are given in volts in 
Table LI. 

TABLE I]. 

| | | | 
i as | 001 | 002 | 003 | -004 | 005 | 006 | 007 

Pressure 
min. | | 

3°8 ... | 565 | 515 | 502 | 490 | 490 | 510 
308 | 63 52M | 505 |) 490° | 4874) so a ee 
OO 560) |, S380) 520) || 580) | 527 a) 542 a 
15 660 | 655 | 660 | 650 | 650 652 | 640 
1:33 | 647 | 632 | 652 | 647 | 635 | 640 | 642 
OI |) 1620) | 627 | (632) 647) 650 1647, 17650 
110 | 617 | 627 | 635 | 647 | 650 | 655 | 657 
1:00 | 612 | 625 | 642 | 643 | 632 | 637 | 640 
O81 | 597 | 635 | 655 | 675 | 680 | 680 | 680 
0-60 | 663 | 660 | 702 | 740 | 777 | 807 | 830 
0:50 | 627 | 720 | 787 | 848 | 872*| 950*| 980* 
0-41 | 672 | 777 | 855*| 940* | 1075+ 1230t | 15008 
0:35 050) Soe | L000t, | 121071 1300t | = = 
0:28 | 940+ | 1260t | 15608 rel 
0:23 | 1700§ | 31008 | | | 
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These potential differences were measured by means of a 
Braun electrometer. The asterisks and other signs following 
some of these quantities denote the type of discharge occur- 
ring in the tube. With high pressur Re there cle on the 

-anode, the anode glow which is succeeded by a dark space 
and the faintly luminots positive column. In this case no 
distinguishing sign follows the values of V. Then as either 
the current increases or the pressure decreases, the positive 
column contracts towards the anode till only the surface of 
the anode is illuminated. This condition is denoted by the 
asterisk *. Then as the pressure decreases further, the 
anode glow disappears, and except for the negative glow, no 
luminosity appears in the tube. This condition occurred 
only once ith a current of 0-002 amp., and a pressure of 
0°35 mm. As the vacuum becomes more perfect, there 
appears a hazy luminosity throughout the tube, without any 
glow on the anode. ‘This condition is denoted by the sign f. 
Finally, the luminosity in the tube increases in brightness, 
and there is cast behind the anode a shadow, which becomes 
more definite as the pressure is reduced. The sign § marks 
this stage. 

Tables III. and IV. give other results for the energy 
(M@) given to the anode per second for constant current 
0-003 amp. at various pressures. 

TA ies Uh: Tasue IV. 

Pressure | M@ | Pressure Me 

(mm. Hg). (i077 erg). || (um. Hg). (On erg). 

175) 175 4°80 130 | 
1-75 186 3°36 106 | 
1:48 183 2 85 110 
1:25 175 2-52 10m 
1:00 167 2:19 113 | 

0:94 159 1:80 129 | 
0:94. 157 1:62 134 | 

0:73 146 1:40 ay 
0°62 129 ET / 159 
0:41 86 1:15 174 | 
0:26 26 1:03 163 | 
0-16 202 0:92 167 | 

0-85 GOD | 
(a MMi ae Cl! \Oy, 143 | 

0:46 85 | 
0-32 25 | 
0 24 34 | 
0 20 57 | 
O15 197 
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Fig. 1 shows four results taken from Table I. Three of 
the curves are moved bodily upwards for the sake of clear- 
ness. Hnergy supplied to the anode per second is plotted 

LOO 

oO 

“00/002 +003 00% 305 +005 -007 amps 

against current for constant pressure. A linear relation 
exists at the pressures used. For lower pressures the curves 
are of a different type, and fig. 2 gives some of these, which 
all possess the same general shape. For small currents 
proportionality exists between current and energy, and then 
as the current increases the energy communicated to the 
anode actually decreases and falls to a minimum value, after 
which a quick rise is obtained. Tor currents smaller than 
0-001 amp. no values were obtained, but the probable 
eourses for the 0°28 mm. and the 0°33 mm. curves are 
shown by the dotted parts. The curves in fig. 1 would 
probably show the same form could currents large enough be 
obtained. 

If certain assumptions be made, the average energy per 
ion can be obtained. If n negative carriers with only one 
charge strike the anode per second and do not ionize there, 
then ne=1, where 7 is the current and e the charge per ion. 
Then the energy given to the anode per second is neV’ where 
V' is the mean potential through which the ion falls, and 

neV'=iV’, 
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Fig, 2. 

OO} -002 "003 -00u% +065 -00L 007 amp. 

If, then, the results in Table I. are divided by the current 

the average voltage fall per ion is obtained. This is given in 
volts in the following table :— 

TABLE V. 

iamps. | *001 | ‘002 | 003 | -004 | 005 | -006 | :007 

Pressure. 
; (mm.). 
| 380 59 37 33 ol 29) So — 

3:08 | 595 3 a |) oe 33 os — 
2°25 39) 36 34 39 34. | 30, > — 
1:50 70 69 65 65 63 | 60 ign 

1:33 69 64 62 62 YS) 58 oT 
120 66 60 61 59 58 58 60 
110 | 638 58 ay | 54 55 54 52 
1:00 63 5d 56 50 53 o2 ol 
0:81. 56 ol 51 50 50 48 50 
0:60 49 48 45 45 44 43 40 | 

{ 

0:50 48 45 40 38 PAS) EA 18 
0-41 38 3D 23 12 8 10 14 
0°35 34 8 9 ll 15 20 AT 
0°28 12 10 20 = eS) 
0:23 20 109 
O18 | 83 | | | 

| | | 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. O 
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If now V’ is plotted against pressure with constant current 
the curves shown in fig. 3 are obtained. They show also the 

Fig. 3. 

relation between pressure and energy received per second, 
the scale being in this case different for each curve. Five 
additional curves, ‘similar in shape, can be got from Tables 
IlI., IV., and V. ‘They all show a pressure range from 2 to 
4.mm. in which the energy given to the anode is approxi- 
mately constant. As the pressure is reduced the energy per 
ion increases to a maximum at about 1:5 mm. pressure. It 
then falls to a minimum whose position and value vary with 
the current, and after this minimum a rapid rise is obtained 
for lower pressures. 

§3. Theoretical Conclustons.—I. The Large 
Fleating Effect. 

From Table I. it will be seen that the energy com- 
municated to the anode per second for a current of 0:003 
amp. was practically constant and equal to 100x10* ergs 
for pressures between 2 and 4mm. This is equivalent to an 
average ionic energy of 35 volts (Table V.), assuming that 
the ions do not ionize at the anode surface. It is easy to 
show that this energy cannot be acquired by the ion in its 
mean free path. The anode fall is about 20 volts, and this. 
fall occurs quite close to the anode, so close that a sound 
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cannot be got near enough to the anode to measure the 
distance in which this voltage drop occurs. Now the mean 
free path of an electron in oxygen at 3 mm. pressure is 
about 1:4 10-2 cem., and as the potential gradient in the 
positive column is small, the maximum energy that an 
electron can acquire in moving up to the anode from a point 
distant 1-4x10-? cm. is the energy of the anode fall at 
most, 7.e. a 20-volt energy. As the measured energy is 
39 volts,a 15-volt energy must be accounted for in some 
other way. ; 

Now a rough value of the potential gradient in the 
positive column can be got from a knowledge of the cathode 
fall, the anode fall, the potential across the tube, and the 
distance between the electrodes. In the case considered, the 
mean gradient in the positive column 

515—370 volt 

10° cm. 

volt 
eit, === ellie) 

If, then, we assume that all the energy acquired by the 
negative carriers in moving up to the anode from a distance 
of 1 cm. is given up as heat, all the 35-volt energy is 
accounted for. | 

Now in 1 cm. at this pressure, a corpuscle makes about 
50 collisions and an ion of molecular size about 200, so that 
in spite of a great number of collisions energy is “ accumu- 
lated’ by the negative carriers in some way and transferred 
to the anode. It is not suggested that all the energy 
acquired by the carriers within 1 em. of the anode is trans- 
ferred to the anode, and none from the positive column 
beyond this distance. Probably the whole column of gas 
up to the negative glow contributes to the 15-volt energy 
not accounted for by the anode fall. 

IL. Possibility of an “Accumulation” of Energy. 

The following considerations show the possibility of an 
“accumulation” of energy by an ion in spite of frequent 
collisions. 

One possibility—that ionization occurs on collision—may 
be regarded as very improbable, because the gradient in 
the positive column is small, 

A further possibility is that an aggregate ion or cluster is 
formed on collision. There is abundant evidence to show 

O 2 
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that clusters and multiple-charged atoms both exist. H. A. 
Wilson found that the mobility of ions in flames changed 
suddenly at a certain temperature, suggesting a change in 
the clustering of the ions. Todd * has proved, from measure- 
ments of the mobility of the positive ion at fairly low 
pressures, the existence of clusters up to cluster 6 in 
Kleeman’s notationt, and also{ that the negative ion 
consists of a cluster which becomes less complex at lower 
pressures. 

Lattey and Tizard §$ have obtained evidence of the exist- 
ence of a cluster of 25 molecules round a positive charge. 

Kleeman || has shown from theoretical considerations that 
there probably exists in ionized gases a continual forming 
and breaking up of clusters of different orders so that a state 
of equilibrium is finally reached, in which the number of 
clusters of different orders depends on the electric field and 
the gas pressure. | 

Now it can be shown that the formation of clusters 
permits the “accumulation” of energy. Consider a cluster 
n, i.e. n molecules aggregated round one charge, colliding 
with another molecule and forming a cluster n+1, the 
collision being direct. Let the mass, energy of motion, and 
velocity of cluster n just before collision be respectively 

mm, H, and vy 

and let these quantities for cluster n+1 immediately after 
collision be n+1m, H,,, and v,,. 
Then ealesd 

mmev=zn+im v, 

or n 
Un oan pee (OF . u n+ if nv 

Hence 
oe rey) he 

En =in+tlm ie 1) Or 

Now 
2 = 3 mt. 0; 

therefore 
n 

Ky Ss aD En. 
n+1 

That is the energy of motion of the cluster just after 

* Todd, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 165 (1913). Ky 
+ Kleeman, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xvi. p. 285 (1912). 
t Todd, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xvi. p. 21 (1912). 
§ Lattey & Tizard, Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixxxvi. A. p. 356 (1912). 

| Kleeman, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xvi. p. 285 (1912). 
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collision is aaa, of its energy immediately before, and the e 

larger the colliding cluster the smaller the fraction of energy 
not appearing as energy of motion. The latter fraction, 

1 
n+1 

In some such way as above indicated, the energy is absorbed 
by the cluster till such amount is accumulated as to render it 
unstable. Now if it be assumed that the energy acquired per 
mean free path is the same for all clusters, an approximate 
value of the energy of cluster n after the nth collision can be 

eee ——— #}, where E, is the 

energy gained per mean free path. Now in the case con- 
sidered above, a 15-volt energy has to be “accumulated,” 
that is, all the energy available in a path 1 em. long. As 
this would involve at least 100 collisions, and imply the 
formation of a cluster 100, it is improbable that the ex- 
planation of the phenomena is as simple as above described. 
It is clear that, in addition to collisions between clusters and 
molecules, there will be collisions among the clusters them- 
selves. Once a cluster is formed, its acceleration in the electric 
field is less than that of the simple i ion. So that it is possible 
for an ion or small cluster to overtake a larger one. In this 
case combination may take place resulting in a heavier 
cluster with increased energy, or two clusters if the resulting 
combination happened to be unstable. The accumulation of 
energy by the clusters will then reach some limit whicn 
depends on the number of complex ions of different orders 
in equilibrium under the conditions of the experiment. In 
addition to the energy of motion, some fraction of the ener gy 
absorbed by the clusters will also be given up to the electrode 
as heat. 

Another explanation of the “accumulation” of energy 
suggests itself. The charged ion moving towards the 

H,, probably appears as internal energy of the cluster. 

shown by induction to be E, = 

anode gains energy in its mean free path, so that after 
collision with a neutral molecule, the latter rebounds with a 
greater momentum than it Foul possess 1f no current were 
flowing. This would be repeated after the ion had moved 
again in the electric field, so that there would be a trans- 
amemes of momentum along the tube towards the anode. 
This would mean that both a pressure and temperature 
gradient would exist in the positive column, and on this ex- 
planation the excess energy given to the anode would be 
accounted for by a transference of energy to the anode from 
a hotter gas surrounding ne 
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§ 4. Discussion of fig. 3 Curves. 

These curves can be analysed into five distinct parts as 
shown in the diagram below. 

The energy given up to the anode is constant for pressures 
above 2mm.as shown in part 1 of fig. 4. At 2 mm. the 
energy begins to increase and reaches a maximum at a 
pressure of 15 mm. for all curves. The potential gradient 

Fig. 4, 

—F> ADIMVINGA 

== PRESSURE = 

in the tube has also risen. In both parts 1 and 2 of fig. 4 
the factor determining the energy appears to be the mean 
gradient in the tube, for in part 1 both gradient and energy 
are constant and a fixed ratio appears to hold between 
gradient and energy for points on parts 1 and 2. This is 
shown in Table V1. from results collected from Tables I. 
and II. 

TABLE VI. 

z. | pr. | Energy. | Gradient. | Gradient/Energy. 

eae uica ciuthinen Le 
Rosales 0 eclebale | 2 ie 
chal eae eee hide a 
wos [fae] ea | omy 
007 ie He | 140 0°63 | 

270 0-67 f 
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This implies that the ionization processes are constant over 
parts 1 and 2, the change in energy being due to changes in 
mobility of the ions and perhaps in the clustering. __ 

By referring to Table II. it is seen that the voltage across 
the tube was always about 660 volts at 1°5 mm. pressure 
when the curve changes abruptly. The voltages actually 
registered were 660, 650, 660, 650, 652, and 640 volts. The 
sharp change in the curve is probably occasioned by the 
€ommencement of ionization in the positive column. The 
constant voltage across the tube at this point also suggests 
that the gradient has become large enough to effect ioniza- 
tion by collision. This ionization reduces the anode energy 
in two ways. In the first place ions are now travelling in 
both directions, and collisions can reduce considerably the 
energy of those moving towards the anode, and in the second 
place the bombarding negative ions may combine with the 
free positive ions and cease to have any acceleration in the 
electric field. Additional evidence of ionization is shown by 
the decrease in “resistance” of the tube. The potential 
across the tube is slightly below that in the initial part of 
section 3 (fig. 4). (For actual values of the potential across 
the tube see Table IT.) 

Part 4 (fig. 4) commences at a pressure of 0°5 mm. At 
this point the energy diminishes rapidly, probably owing to 
ionization at the anode surface. Here the current is no 
longer represented by = me 

but by 1= net nye, 

where n, is the number of positive carriers produced per 
second at the anode ; so that the number of bombarding ions 
is reduced from 

nor © to — —n', 
aie 

which number reaches a minimum when n=n, 2. e. when 
each negative ion sets free a positive ion on striking the 
anode. It is, then, possible for the lessening number of 
bombarding ions, aided by the motion of positive ions in the 
opposite direction, to give up less energy to the anode in 
spite of the increased gradient. When the minimum number 
of negative ions is obtained, further reduction in pressure 
produces an increase in the gradient in the tube, and hence 
an increase in the energy given up. This partis represented 
by the sharply rising part 5 (fig. 4). 

These hypotheses lead to a fuller explanation of the dis- 
charge in vacuum-tubes. Suppose the gas pressure is large, 
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say 3-4 mm. in oxygen, and the current small enough to 
give a normal cathode fall. Although ionization is necessary 
at the cathode surface to make the current continuous *, the 
author t has shown that only a small fraction of the 
bombarding ions produce fresh ions at the cathode surface. 
The relatively few corpuscles produced soon acquire energy 
in the cathode dark space sufficient to ionize many times. 
This energy is expended in the process of ionization in the 
cathode dark space and the negative glow. The corpuscles 
produced in the dark space soon produce fresh ions there, 
and so a progressive ionization occurs as the negative glow 
is approached. The increase in the number of ions per em. 
reduces the gradient, and in the negative glow the “ resist- 
ance”’ of the gas there is so small, that the gradient is 
negligible compared with that in the dark space ; and when 
the electrons or negative ions have expended the energy 
acquired in the cathode dark space, no further ionization 
occurs. The formation of clusters begins, and these negative 
carriers drift in the electric field towards the anode. The 
hazy glow at the anode may be the result of ionization, but 
this must be due to only a small fraction of the bombarding 
ions. Otherwise the shape of the curve in fig. 4 is difficult 
to account for. As the pressure is reduced the phenomena 
occur as already described. 

The curves in fig. 2 are explained in a similar way to 
those in fig. 3,as they represent the facts of Tables I. and II. 
is a different form, namely, with constant pressure instead of 
constant current. 

§5. Lifect of Distance between the Llectrodes on the Energy 
given to the Anode and Cathode. 

A tube was arranged so that one electrode was movable. 
The distance between the electrodes could be varied between 
0 and 30 cm., and this process could be performed by using 
a winding arrangement without impairing the vacuum. 

Though it was not possible to decide the relative values of 
the two suggestions in $3, the results are not in discord with 
either view. During the experiment the current and gas 
pressure were kept constant, and the distance between the 
electrodes and the energy given up to cathode or anode were 
measured. In the case of the cathode, the energy given up 
was independent of the length of the positive column except 

* J. J. Thomson, ‘ Conduction through Gases,’ ii. ed. p. 585. 
+ Hodgson, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 460 (1913). 
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when the distance between the electrodes was so small that 
the nearness of the cool anode kept the cathode temperature 
low. With the anode the energy given up increased con- 
tinuously with the length of the positive column. 

The results are shown in the following Table :— 

TasLE VII. 

Lead Cathode in Oxygen. 

i=-0030 amp. 
pr=2'3 mm. Hg. 
L=distance between electredes (cm.). 
@=rise in temperature per minute (0° C.). 

L. 0. L. | 0. | 

03 G15 a) | 715 
03 6-20 LO: Feosringi 7-00 
0-65 6°50 13:8 7-10 

fe 065 6-85 172 6-90 
rls 0°70 6-80 ies | 7-05 
Lt) s.0-70 6-50 ey | 7-10 
ean B57 6-90 Oem O2 

1:80 7-05 | 

TasLeE VIII. 

Lead Anode in Oxygen. 

7= 0050 amp. 

| L. 7] 

24-1 14-2 
2071 1471 
16:5 14:0 
59 12°6 
4:0 11:8 
2°5 10°8 
13 118 

| 

6 here represents the equilibrium temperature of the anode 
under the above conditions, 7. e. the temperature the anode 
rises to after a long interval of time. This method is more 
sensitive, for the rise in temperature per minute is only 
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small. The results of Tables VII. and VIII. are shown 

graphically in fig. 5. Fig. 5. 
lo 20 om 3o 

x PTS le ee ae See 
x 

CATHODE x 

ANoDE 

i 

5 JO om. IS 20 

In both curves with short distances, a disturbance is intro- 
duced due to the nearness of the electrodes. Neglecting 
these distortions, it is clear that the energy given up to the 
cathode is independent of the length of the distance between 
the electrodes. This agrees with the assumption made before 
that the buik of the positive ions originate in the negative 
glow. Were any produced in the space nearer the anode, 
the energy given up would increase with the distance between 
the electrodes. 

In the case of the anode an increase in the distance between 
the electrodes is accompanied by an increase in energy. 

2 Y ‘S) 

Though the curves obtained showed a tendency to reach a 
maximum, none was reached even with a length of discharge 
of 24cm. This seems to indicate that the transference of 
momentum by collision plays a large part in the “‘ accumula- 
tion ” of energy, for one would expect an equilibrium stage 
in clustering to be reached long before all the collisions in a 
20 em. path have occurred. 

Summary. 

1. Results showing the relation between current, gas 
pressure, and energy, given to the anode in oxygen have 
been obtained. 

2. The relation between the energy communicated to 
either electrode and their distance has been investigated. 

3. The mechanism of discharge has been discussed in the 
light of these results. | 

Physics Department, 
The University, Bristol. 



XX. On the Application of Graphical Methods to the Solution 
of Problems on Struts and Tre-Rods with Lateral and Non- 
Azial Loads. By Crow H. Lanver, M.Sc., A.M Inst.€.E., 
Lecturer in Civil Engineering in the University of 
Manchester *. 

‘TAXCEPT in the most simple cases considerable difficulties 
present themselves in the determination of stresses in 

struts and tie-rods which are subjected either to non-axial or 
to lateral systems of loading. If the bending moment at 
the point and the direct thrust in the column are known, the 
intensity of stress at any point can be calculated from 
the expression 

where M=Bending moment at section considered ; 

T=Moment of inertia at that section ; 

y= Distance of the point from the neutral axis ; 

i Direct tarust > 

A= Area of section. 

The direct thrust is always known, and the stress due to 
this can therefore be obtained with no further difficulty. 
With regard to the bending moment, however, matters are 
complicated by the fact that owing to the deflexion caused 
by the lateral loading, the moment will be increased in 
amount by the presence of the end load which in its turn 
again increases the deflexion, and so on until a balance is 
obtained. 

For simple cases | expressions can be obtained which will 
give the actual bending moment at any point in the beam. 
A useful approximate method, suggested by Professor 
Morley {, consists in first calculating the central deflexion 
due to the lateral load alone, and then increasing the moment 
by an amount equal to the product of the end load and this 
deflexion. The reader is referred to Professor Morley’s 
paper in which he shows that the error involved in most 
practical cases is negligible. 

When, however, the lateral loading is complicated by the 
existence of several concentrated loads, due to the end load 
being non-axial or to a distributed lateral load of non- 

’ * Communicated by Prof. J. E. Petavel, F.R.S. 
+ Perry, J., “Struts with Lateral Loads,” Phil. Mag. March 1892. 
. 1 Morley, A., “ Laterally Loaded Struts and Ties,’ Phil. Mag. June 

1908. 
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uniform intensity such as that caused by the inertia of an 
engine connecting-rod, the following graphical methods 
present many advantages over analytical determinations. 
They are simple in application and, moreover, the error 
caused by any approximations can be readily estimated. In 
cases where beams are continuous over several supports, and 
have endlong loads applied, as for example the spars of 
aeroplanes, analytical expressions although obtainable are 
very difficult in application. 

Let A, B, C (fig. 1 a) represent the centre line of a 
strut which is subjected simultaneously to an end load and 
to any system of lateral loading. Let the curve ADEFCA 
(fig. 1b) be the bending moment diagram for the lateral 

Fig. 1a. 

Fig. 1. 

loads acting 
the load Pis given by the shape of the distorted column, 
that is by the curve ABCA. The total bending moment on 
each section is then given by the sum of the ordinates, that is 
ytt+Yp, yo being taken to the proper scale. y 1s already 
known, and it remains therefore to determine yp the deflexion 
of the column at any point due to both loadings acting 
together. 

The deflexion curve of a beam can be drawn if the bending 
moment diagram is known since the deflexion curve is the 
funicular polygon of the bending moment curve. Taking a 
beam under any loading, the method consists in first drawing 
the bending moment diagram for the lateral system acting 
alone. Now treat this diagram as if it were a curve showing 
load intensity at any point of the beam, and draw the 
bending moment diagram for this load intensity curve. We 
shall now have obtained a figure which will be such that its 
ordinates when divided by ExI will give the deflexions due 

oe alone. The bending moment diagram due to 
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to the lateral system acting alone. For the present purpose 
let us call this the primary deflexion diagram. If we now 
multiply the ordinates of this primary deflexion diagram by 
the end load P, we shall obtain a curve which will give the 
bending moment that would be produced if the ultimate 
eurve of the strut under both lateral and end systems 
corresponded exactly to the shape of the primary deflexion 
diagram. A second approximation to the correct curve may 
be obtained by treating this additional or secondary bending 
moment curve in exactly the same manner as we previously 
treated the bending moment curve due to the lateral system 
acting alone. The secondary deflexion so obtained is usually 
unimportant but produces bending moments of small amount 
which may be added to those already found. By continuing 
the process we should finally arrive at a curve which would 
represent, within the limit of accuracy possible in graphical 
work, the exact shape of the bended strut. As the end-long 
load increases in magnitude and approaches the value given 
by Euler’s formula for the crippling of a strut having no 
laterai loading, the effects of the secondary and higher 
deflexion curves become of great importance. For practical 
purposes of design, however, it will usually be found 
sufficiently accurate to take the total bending moment as 
being that due to the lateral loads plus that moment 
caused by the end loads acting through distances cor- 
responding to the ordinates of the primary deflexion 
diagram. The degrees of accuracy may be judged 
by comparing the maximum ordinate of the lateral load 
bending moment diagram with that due to the primary 
deflexion diagram. It will usually be found that the latter 
is not more than one tenth the former, from which it is 
justifiable to assume that the maximum ordinate of the 
bending moment diagram due to the secondarv deflexion 
curve would again be less than one tenth that of the primary 
deflexion diagram bending moment curve. The error 
involved by neglecting secondary deflexion curves would 
therefore be less than one per cent. 

If the end load acts non-axially then the initial bending 
moment curve will be increased by an amount equal to the 
product of the end load and the initial eccentricity, and it 
will be necessary therefore to add a constant ordinate equal 
to this to the bending moment curve for the lateral system 
before drawing the primary deflexion curve. After this the 
work may be proceeded with exactly as before. 

In the case of tie-rods under lateral loadings the bending 
moment diagrams obtained from the primary, etc. deflexion 
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diagrams should be subtracted from the lateral load bending 
moment diagram, but otherwise the process remains exactly 
as before. 

Encastre and Continuous Beams.—The method may be 
applied to the solution of encastre and continuous beams. 
The curve, however, into which the beam bends under both 
lateral and endlong loads does not, as in the case of free- 
ended or discontinuous beams, accurately represent the 
shape of the bending moment diagram for the end load. 
The fixing moments at the supports alter the base-line from 
which moments must be measured, and in general result in 
diminishing the moments due to the primary deflexion 
diagram. It is therefore even less necessary to consider the 
secondary deflexion effects than was the case with the free- 
ended beam. 

Consider the case of the encastre beam under a regular 
system of loads and with an endlong load P applied along 
the neutral axis. Since the tangents at the extremities of 
such a beam are horizontal and therefore parallel to one 
another, the total area of the bending moment diagram 
between these two points must be zero, and this condition 
must apply to all bending moment diagrams drawn, 

Fig, 2, 
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whether due to the lateral system only or to the diagrams 
obtained from the primary or secondary deflexion curves. 
Starting therefore from a bending moment diagram, fig. 2, 
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for the lateral loads only, it is necessary to draw the primary 
deflexion diagram pQr. A base-line st is then taken such 
that the area intercepted by the deflexion curve of the beam 
which lies above the base-line is equal to the area of that 
lying below the base-line. This diagram will then represent 
to scale the bending moments induced in the beam by the 
endlong load, supposing the beam to bend exactly to this 
shape. Should further accuracy be desired the secondary 
deflexion diagram may now be drawn and treated in a 
similar manner, that is, a base-line selected which shall make 
its total area equal to zero. 

When a beam is under an irregular lateral load and is at 
the same time built in horizontally at the ends, an additional 
condition must be fulfilled by all the bending moment 
diagrams involved, whether due to the lateral system only 
or to the endlong loadings. This condition, which arises 

Fig. 3. 
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from the fact that each support lies upon the tangent to the 
beam at the other abutment, states that the moment of the 
bending moment diagram about either end must be equal to 
zero. If abc, fig. 3, represents the curve of bending moments 
due to the lateral load acting upon the beam as a free-ended 
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girder, and if M, and M, represent the fixing moments at 
each end of the encastre beam, then 

= plied 

A Bye Me ok ae 
where 

c=the semi-span ; 

z=distance of centre of gravity of free-ended 

bending moment diagram from centre of 

beam ; 

A=area of free-ended bending moment diagram ; 

and the true bending moment diagram is obtained by setting 
up a base-line which is at a distance M, above the base-line 
for the free-ended bending moment diagram at one end, and 
a distance M, above at the other. If A, be now taken as the 
area of the deflexion curve and z, to be the distance of 
the centre of gravity of the primary deflexion curve from 
the centre of the span, the true base-line from which the 
moments exerted by the endlong load should be measured is 
obtained by setting up ordinates at each end of the span 
equal to M,’ and M,' where M,' and M,! are obtained trom 
the above formula. 

Beam with Lateral Loading and End Load continuous over 
several suwpports—An important case of continuous beams 
with end loadings occurs in the case of aeroplane spars, 
particularly of the monoplane class where a light wood or 
metal spar is attached at one extremity to the fuselage of 
the machine and braced at intervals along its length by 
wires attached to the chassis. 

Before the application of the method to beams of this 
type can be properly considered, it is necessary to consider 
shortly the means by which the bending moment diagram of 
continuous beams for lateral loads only may be drawn. The 
most convenient of the several methods of effecting the same 
purpose is that due to Claxton Fidler *, who makes use of 
what he has called the “ characteristic points” of the bending 
moment diagram. 

# For a full account of this method so far as it affects the solution of 
beams continuous over several supports and loaded in any manner but 
without end loading, the reader is referred to ‘Bridge Construction,’ 
by Claxton Fidler, chapter ix. 
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het ko, fig. 4, represent any one span of a continuous 
beam loaded in any manner, and &fo be the bending moment 
diagram for the span taken as if it were discontinuous. Find 

the area and position of the centre of gravity of kfo, Let 
the former be represented by A and the distance of the 
latter from the right-hand support be taken as «. Then 
we shall have 

00|—¢l; 

where @ is the angle of slope of the beam at the left-hand 
support and OO, is the distance by which the right 
hand support lies beneath the tangent to the left-hand 
support. 

Now (OO,)EI=Moment of area of bending moment 
diagram about o. } 

21? 2 
(OO,)EI = Az (ak) “2 — (co) 

== oJUNE 

This can be written 

” 0 Aw (ak) (co) 
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Now at a point P one third of the span from /, erect a 
6 DA» 

perpendicular PR and make PR equal in length to ao 

We have then " 

" 2(ak)  2(co) 
EIx yee —t hes . - are hu 

L PR 3 zs 6 } ; 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 157. Jan. 1914. P 
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But if R, be the point where PR cuts the base-line ac 
we have :— 

2 1 
Pin — 3 (ak) + 5 (co) 

26 : 

or ee 

In other words, the length RR, when multiplied by the 
span of the beam is proportional to the slope of the beam at 
the support *. The same reasoning may be applied to the 
span lying to the left of &, and we shall get another point 
which is such that the distance by which the base-line passes 
over or under it, when multiplied by L is proportional to 
the slope of the beam over the support. Since if the slope 
cf the beam is positive when proceeding from left to right 
it will be negative when proceeding from right to left, it 
follows that if the spans be equal the base-line must pass 
over the characteristic point cn one side of the support and 
under the characteristic point on the other side of the 
support by equal distances. If the spans be unequal these 
distances will be inversely as the two spans. In order then 
to draw the complete bending moment diagram for a con- 
tinuous beam, it is necessary firstly to draw the diagram for 
each span as though it were discontinuous. Secondly to 
find the position of each pair of characteristic. points for 
each support and then complete the figure by drawing a 
broken line such that it passes over and under the charac- 
teristic points at each side of each support by equal distance 
or by distances inversely proportional to the spans. For 
uniform loads the method is very simple in application since 
the heights of the characteristic points above the free-ended 
base-line are equal to two-thirds the maximum height of the 
parabolic bending moment diagram for the span to which 
they belong. 

Consider now the same beam having a load equal to P 
applied axially at each end. The bending moment diagram 
for the beam under the lateral load only may be drawn, and 
hence the curve of the bended beam under this loading only 
be obtained. This curve will not, as in the case of a dis- 
continuous beam, exactly represent the bending moments 
due to the end load even supposing the beam to bend exactly 
to this shape. In order to obtain a diagram of bending 
moment due to the end loading it will be necessary to take 
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into account the moments at the supports which are caused 

by the bending of the beams. These moments are analogous 
to those obtained in the ordinary bending moment diagram 
for continuous beams, and will depend upon the shape of 
curve between the supports, e. g., let AmnopgD, fig. 5, 

Fig. 5. 

Liagron of Berding hionents 
caused by pur tiHary Ber leclions 

represent the deflexion curve for the beam continuous over 
two supports and carrying loads of equal intensity over the 
two left-hand spans, and another uniform load of a different 
intensity over the right-hand span. Referring to the left- 
hand span, AmB would be the bending moment diagram for 
a beam of shape AmB under an end Joad if the beam were 
discontinuous over the support B. Since this is not the case 
and since a moment exists over the support B, the base-line 
for the curve of bending moments will be Ar. Similarly 7s 
and sD will represent the bases for the centre and right- 
hand spans respectively. The arguments used in the proof 
of Claxton Fidler’s method of drawing the ordinary bending 
moment diagrams for continuous beams apply equally w ell 
to this case, and it follows that if characteristic points 
GHIJ be dence for the intermediate supports, the base-line 
must pass over and under the points on either side by equal 
amounts if the spans are equal, or by amounts inversely 
proportional to the two spans on each side of the support if 
the spans be unequal. This base-line being drawn we now 
know the bending moments induced in the beam by its being 
under end-long loading and being bent to the curve given 
by the primary deflexion diagram. Should further accuracy 
be desirable the secondary deflexion diagram may be drawn 

P 2 
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from this, and its base-line when considered as a bending 
moment diagram obtained exactly as before. 

Lifect of Non-Alignment of Supports—It is a well known 
fact that in a continuous beam with lateral loads only a 
small amount of settlement or movement in any support may 
make a considerable modification in the magnitudes of the 
bending moments existing in the girder. t does not always 
follow that a movement in any one support will have large 
effects, but it is necessary to investigate the matter closely. 
The importance of this cannot well be oversinkeniaee 
designing continuous beams with end loads, since if the 
moments caused by the deflexion of the beam are sufficiently 
great to be taken into account, it is extremely likely that 
a comparatively slight movement in any support will be 
commensurate with the natural deflexion of the beam, and 
hence its effect in altering the moments due to the end load 
is considerable. 

Referring again to a continuous beam with lateral loading 
only and assuming that a certain pier is out of line by an 
amount 6, it is necessary first to find the characteristic points 
on the supposition that the piers are in alignment. 

Set off to the scale of moments, distances equal to 2EI —, 
L? 8 ae soe 

and 2E1>—; above or below the original characteristic points ee 

according as the moment over the support is increased or 
decreased by the non-alignment of the pier. The points thus 
determined are the new characteristic points for the pier e. 
Since if any one support has settled by an amount 6, it 
follows that in the case of a bridge of equal spans the 
supports to the right and lett of the sunken pier will be left 

6 : : 
with a superelevation of > above the chord line, so that it 

a 

is necessary in addition to alter the characteristic points for 

Fig. 6. 

these piers by an amount proportional to zs after which the 

base-line may be drawn exactly as before. 
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This method again may be applied to the beam with end 
loading, thus améne (fig. 6) is the primary deflexion diagram 
for a beam of two spans under a uniform load, in which the 
centre span has sunk by an amount 6. Find the charac- 
teristic points S., T,, at each side of the support 6, carefully 
bearing in mind that area akbm is the one to be used in the 
expression for the distance of the characteristic point from the 
base-line ac. Next modify these characteristic points in 
accordance with the formulze already considered in reference 
to continuous beams under lateral loading only. 

Conclusion.—It will be seen that the method of successive 
graphical approximation is applicable to beams under end- 
long and lateral loading either continuous or discontinuous. 
The end load may or may not pass through the centrode of 
the beam section. For large columns under practical 
conditions it is usually unnecessary to take into account. the 
moments due to lateral deflexion, but under special circum- 
stances of slender columns these moments may become of 
importance. For a simple system of loading on a beam 
of one span only the analytical method of solution presents 
many advantages, but if the lateral loading is complicated 
by the presence of unsymmetrical concentrated loads or by 
distributed loads of varying intensity, the graphical method 
is shorter and easily applied. For an analysis of a beam or 
tie continuous over several supports and subjected to end- 
long loadings it is, although long and complicated, the only 
method available. 

X XI. The Effect of Ionization of Air on Electrical Oscillations, 
and its bearing on Long-Distance Wireless Telegraphy *- 
By Prof. G. W. O. Hows, Imperial College, South 
Kensington F. | 

HILE it is true that Dr. Eceles’ theory of the 
refraction of electromagnetic waves in the upper 

atmosphere is based on the assumption that ionization makes 
the atmosphere conducting, it must not be overlooked that 
this conductivity must, as Dr. Eccles has shown, be of a 
different type tothat of ordinary materials, if it is to account 
for the observed phenomena. When a charged ion of 
molecular mass is situated in an alternating electric field 

* See Paper with this title by Prof. Barton and Mr, Kilby, Phil. Mae. 
Oct. 1918, p. 567. 

+ Communicated by the Author, 
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it is subjected to an alternating force, which causes it to 
oscillate about a mean position. “Ie it is entirely free from 
frictional restraint, the acceleration in any direction will be 
a maximum hee the force and therefore the field is a 
maximum in that direction. The molecule must have its 
maximum displacement in the opposite direction at this 
moment, and the electric current due to its motion will 
therefore lag 90° behind the electric field. This current 
is therefore in exact opposition to the pure displacement 
current, and has the etftect of reducing the apparent di- 
electric constant of the medium. The velocity of propagation 
of electromagnetic waves should therefore be increased. 

If the molecular motion is not free from frictional restraint, 
the current will not be in exact quadrature but will have a 
power-component, the relative magnitudes of the two com- 
ponents being dependent, among other things, on the 
freedom of molecular motion, that is, on the vacuum. 

This phenomenon must fo be bontneud with the com- 
paratively well-known peculiarities of leaky condensers, 
Tle re condensers shunted with a non-inductive resistance. 
Here the leakage current is in phase with the electric 
force, and therefore in quadrature with the displacement 

1 
curremawekiowk, T,) GC. and S represent the resistance, 

inductance, capacity, and shunt resistance of an oscillatory 
circuit, we have 

eee foot a 
ONY Ti NOL OO e 

As the leakance S is increased from zero it counteracts 

the effect of Rin decreasing the natural frequency, until, 
\ 

when 8S aan the frequency reaches a maximum. Poe 

increase in 8 causes the frequency to decrease. This has no 
connexion, however, with the type of conductivity con- 
sidered above. 

Ordinary leakage cannot increase the velocity of propagation 
of electromagnetic waves 

This is readily seen from the formula for the velocity of 
propagation along a telephone line, which is 

@ yp, 
q 

where) (a= 2777 

and = 29? = /(R?+°L?)(S?+7C?)—RS +02CL, 
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where the symbols refer to the values for unit length of the 
line. If R=0, this reduces to 

eae S? 
= = nG(4/ 1+ +1), 

from which it is seen that any increase in the Jeakage S 
causes a decrease in the velocity. 
Now the results published by Prof. Barton and Mr. Kilby 

show agreement with the ordinary theory of the leaky 
condenser, and therefore indicate that the condenser with a 
dielectric of ionized air at atmospheric pressure had that 
type of conductivity or leakage which cannot cause an 
increase in the velocity of propagation, but can only cause 
a decrease of velocity and a certain amount of dissipative 
absorption. 

The statement that “ the work yields some experimental 
support to the theory of Dr, Eccles” appears therefore to be 
unjustified. 

It would appear necessary to repeat the experiments with 
various vacua in the vessel containing the air condenser 
before the results could have any bearing on the theory put 
forward by Dr. Eccles. 

XXII. The Eaistence of Uranium Y. 
By Freperick Soppy, W.A., #.R.S.* 

| Plate IT. ] 

(¢ N. ANTONOFF (Phil. Mag. 1913 [6] xxvi. p. 1058) 
® states that he has been able to repeat his experiments, 

which led him two years ago to conclude that a new product, 
uranium Y, of half-period 1°5 days, existed in the uranium 
series, with some purified uranyl nitrate obtained from me, 
and with which A. Fleck in this laboratory (Phil. Mag. 1913 
[6] xxv. p. 710) was unable to obtain the same etfects. I 
have pleasure in being able to confirm Antonoff’s main 
result of an abnormal decay of the soft 6-rays of uranium X, 
also with some of the same material. 1 approached the 
subject from a point ot view which it seemed might account 
for the discrepancy between the two experimenters. It 
appeared possible that Antonoft’s uranium Y might be 
isotopic f with uranium X, and that any chemical operation 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ The terms “ zsotopie elements” or “ tsotopes ” are convenient to indi- 

cate elements occupying the same place in the periodic table and there- 
fore chemically indistinguishable and non-separable. See ‘ Nature,’ 
December 4th, 1913, p. 400. 
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separating uranium X would separate uranium Y to the 
same extent. On this view, the obtaining of the effects 
would not depend on the use of any special chemical method, 
as Antonoff supposed, nor upon the use of a large quantity 
of uranium to give sufficient of the new product, supposed to 
be present in very small quantity, to be detected, but simply 
on the time of accumulation of the products since their 
previous complete separation. The proportion between 
uranium Y and uranium X would be a function only of this 
time of accumulation and would be the greater the shorter 
this time was made. ‘This view is entirely at variance with 
what one would conelude from a perusal of Antonoff’s 
original paper. Antonoff very kindly sent me privately 
further details of his chemical methods of separation, which 
confirmed my impression that it might be the time of accu- 
mulation rather than the method of separation which was of 
importance. My own experiments, so far as they go, have 
borne this out. I have not tried his particular micas but 
have got his result always when the time of accumulation of 
the uranium X was short, even when the uranium X was 
separated by barium sulphate, which he states gives uranium 
X free from uranium Y. It is therefore not altogether 
surprising that Fleck, who was unaware of the one condition 
necessary to obtain the effect in question, was not successful 
in repeating the work. 

The main interest of Antonoff’s discovery, as he himself 
points out, is that uranium Y might be the first member of 
the actinium branch series. Hahn and Meitner have 
suggested recently (Physikal. Zeitsch. 1918, xiv. p. 752) that 
uranium Xj may disintegrate dually, in ‘both cases with 
expulsion of 8-rays, producing therefore two isotopic “ eka- 
tantalums” in group VA, one the short-lived uranium X, of 
Fajans and Gobring, and the other a still unknown long- 
lived parent of actinium in an a-ray change. as I had 
suggested before uranium X, was discovered. But if this 
possibility of a dual disintegration, the same kind of ray 
being expelled in both branches sas admitted, many alterna- 
tives can be framed. Thus, if either uranium I. or II. dis- 
integrated dually in two a-ray changes, the three products, 
uranium X,, ionium, and the new binachi product would Ge 
isotopic. The third product might be Antonoff’s uranium 
Y, which then would be chemically non-separable from 
uranium Ay. 

On such a view, since the period of uranium X, is some 
twenty-four times that of uranium Y,and 8 per cent. of 
uranium atoms are supposed to follow the branch series, the 
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initial slope of the soft @-ray recovery curve of purified 
uranium should be considerably greater than that calculated 
for uranium X, for initially some two uranium Y atoms will 
be disintegrating for one of uranium X. Unfortunately the 
a-rays of uranium are not much inferior in penetrating 
power to the soft @-radiation. Under conditions such that 
the «-radiation of uranium is completely absorbed, the un- 
absorbed soft §-radiation produces only some 10 per cent. of 
the ionization produced by the hard @-rays. This makes 
the point very difficult to establish. 

The apparatus used in the present work was designed 
from the value of the absorption coefficient in aluminium, 
300 (cm.)~?, given by Antonoff for the B-rays of uranium Y. 
After the experiments had been carried out a discrepancy 
was discovered, for from the curve given (Phil. Mag. 1911 
[6] xxu. p. 427) this radiation is shown to be completely 
absorbed in aluminium equivalent to 4 em. of air, and the 
absorption coefticient calculated from the curve is about 
three times greater than 300 (em.)7~*. In my apparatus a 
total air equivalent of 4°7 em. at 15° intervened between the 
preparations and the electroscope, but in spite of this dis- 
crepancy Antonofi’s decay curves were clearly reproduced 
with the apparatus. 

The preparations to be measured were spread uniformly on 
to the surface of circular ground-glass plates 17°7 cm. 
diameter, 246 cm.” area, by moistening them with water and 
working them over the surface with a second very small 
ground-glass plate. The films were dried in the oven and 
the weight of material on them found by difference. The 
filins of uranium oxide weighed usually 1:5 to 2 grams, or 
from 6 to 8 mg. per cm.*, except in one case where only 
0-3 g. was used. A specially wide and shailow electroscope, 
19 cm. X 10 cm., was provided with a base of “ grease-proof” 
paper covered with aluminium leaf, weighing 5°27 mg. per 
em.”, and equivalent in stopping power to 4°3 cm. of air at 
15°. he surface of the preparations was placed 4 mm. 
below the paper base. The paper base and air-layer between 
the preparations and the electroscope were thus equivalent to 
4-7 cm. of air, and would reduce the intensity of a radiation, 
for | aybich) yo (Alp) ==)300.(em.)>! to: .0:525, and. for which 
(Al) = 500 (em.)-! to 0°34 of the initial value. As screen, 
a sheet of celluloid weighing 20°85 mg. per em.? was used. 
This cuts down the hard 8-rays of uranium X to 0°87, the 
soft B-rays with w( Al) =300 (em.)~! to 0°10, and those with 
p( Al) =500 (cm.)~! to 0°02. Sometimes a thicker screen of 
aluminium, weighing 73-mg. per cm.? was employed, instead 
of the celluloid. 
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Two series of experiments were performed, the first with 
100 grams of the thorium-contaminated uranyl nitrate and 
the second with 50 g. of the purest uranyl nitrate, both as 
used by Fleck. Only the latter series need be considered in 
detail here. The method was to dissolve the crystals in 
ether in a tap-funnel, separating the aqueous layer, and 
washing a few times, each time with a few drops of water. 
The first aqueous extract containing the uranium X was 
rejected. The uranium was left to itself for periods varying 
from 20 hours to 4 days and the washing with a few drops 
of water then repeated, the uranium X being separated, from 
the aqueous layer of uranium solution obtained, by addition 
of a trace of ferric chloride, pouring into warm N/2 
ammonium carbonate in the usual way, digesting a few 
minutes on the water bath and filtering through an ashless 
filter, which was ignited and spread over the ground-glass 
plate as described. From the ethereal solution, atter settling, 
a few c.c. were siphoned off from the top into a platinum 
crucible, and ignited at once to oxide, U30g, and spread over 
another plate. In all, the decay curves of five uranium X 
preparations and the recovery curves of five uranium oxide 
preparations were measured. The last uranium X prepara- 
tion from the purest uranium was prepared by the barium 
sulphate instead of by the ferric method. The whole ethereal 
solution of uranium, after complete removal of uranium X, 
was ignited to uranium oxide. This weighed 15°25 grams 
and was dissolved in dilute nitric acid, the solution, almost 
neutralised with ammonia, being left to reaccumulate 
uranium X for 23 hours. Excess of sulphurie acid and 
a dilute barium nitrate solution was then added and the 
precipitated barium sulphate, weighing 89 milligrams, was 
got on to a glass plate in the usual way, as a film weighing 
about 0°35 mg. perem.? All of the five uranium X prepara- 
tions showed decay curves similar to those described by 
Antonoft, so that probably the reason why Antonoff did not 
observe the initial decay for uranium X separated by barium 
sulphate, is to be ascribed to some secondary cause, such as 
absorption in the material itself. For the barium sulphate 
and ferric oxide films, in which about one day had elapsed 
from the previous separation, the curves showed that about 
30 per cent. of the total initial radiation was due to soft 
§-rays of the rapidly decaying radiation (fig. 1, Pl. II.). In 
those for which the time of accumulation was four days the 
proportion was about 16 per cent. The decay of the hard 
8-radiation was normal (Curves AII., ATIJ., BII.). The 
decay of the total radiation was abnormal (Curves A I., B I.), 
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The difference curves (AIV., BIV.), obtained by extra- 
polating the observed curve for the total radiation, after the 
decay had become normal, back to the origin and subtracting 
this extrapolated curve, were roughly exponential. The half- 
value periods for different curves and tor different parts of 
the same curve varied somewhat widely, between 20 and 
33 hours, but was, as a mean, nearer 24 hours than 36 hours. 
Naturally, since one is dealing with only a 16 to 30 per cent. 
difference between an exponential and extrapolated curve, a 
considerable variation may be made in the individual values 
of the half-period, according to the way the points are chosen. 
Curves A IV. and BIV. were obtained from actual large 
seale pencilled curves and not from the necessarily rougher 
ink diagrams used for fig. 1. The results were corrected in 
terms of the hard @-rays of a standard preparation of uranium 
oxide, but it is clear that barometric and temperature changes 
must exert a considerable effect on the soft -radiation 
which it is not easy to correct for. This probably accounts 
for the difficulty of getting the curves for the uncovered 
preparation as regular as those for the covered. Fig. 1 
shows the decay curves for two preparations of uranium X 
separated from the purest uranyl nitrate, after a time of re- 
accumulation (A) of 19 hours by the ferric method, (B) of 
23 hours by the barium sulphate method. The ordinates 
for the latter preparation have been doubled. 

With regard to the recovery curves, there was some slight 
evidence of an initial slope greater than the theoretical. 
The smoothest and most regular curves, obtained from the 
purest uranium preparations, are shown in fig. 2 A. Curves 
A I.and A II. represent the curves for this preparation, bare 
and covered with the celluloid screen respectively. Curve 
A III. was obtained by subtracting from A I.a curve derived 
trom A II. by increasing the ordinates by the factor 1°15 to 
allow for the absorption of the hard @-rays in the celluloid. 
This factor was determined experimentally, and the result 
agreed with that calculated from the absorption coefficient. 
It will be seen that A III. shows a distinct though small 
increase of slope over the first 100 hours during which 
uranium Y, if it exists as a separate product isotopic with 
uranium X, would be attaining the equilibrium value. This 
increase of slope, though hardly beyond the region of ex- 
perimental error, is of the right order to be expected from 
the curves fig. 1. 

Taking the A curves of fig. 1, the time of accumulation 
was 19 hours. If the period of uranium Y is 1°5 d: ays, 
0-41 of the equilibrium amount would be present and the 
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equilibrium value of the “ extra ” radiation due to uranium Y 
(Curve A IV.) would be about 14 d.p.m. The radiation due 
to 19 hours accumulation of uranium X is 22 d.p.m., so that 
in equilibrium this radiation will be about 1000 d.p.m. The 
ratio is 1:4 per cent. From Curve A III. (fig. 2) it follows 
that the equilibrium ‘ extra” radiation due to the uranium Y 
is 1-6 d.p.m., whereas that due to the uranium X would be 
about 100 d.p.m., in substantial agreement with the former 
result. 

The soft @-radiation of the uranium X in the A curves 
(fig. 1) is about 3 d.p.m.. corresponding with 136 d.p.m. in 
equilibrium. The ratio of this to the 14 d.p.m. contributed 
by the uranium Y is again of the order to be expected if the 
latter is the parent of actinium in a branch claiming 8 per 
cent. of the total atoms disintegrating, and if each atom of 
uranium X and uranium Y gives, on disintegration, a similar 
amount of ionization. The same result can also be deduced 
from the recovery curves. The equilibrium soft §-radiation 
of a film of uranium oxide such as was employed in the 
A curves, fig. 2, is about 12 d.p.m. 

The uranium oxide in this experiment (fig. 2, curves A) 
weighed 1:96 g. or 8mg. per em.? In the hope of obtaining 
clearer evidence of the increased initial slope of the recovery 
curve, the curves were taken for another uranium oxide 
preparation weighing only 0°3 g. or 1:2 mg. per em.”. It is 
shown in fig. 2, curves BI.and II. The hard @-radiation is 
thus reduced 6 or 7 times. The total radiation, however, 
was so exceedingly small that though the curves were taken 
with the utmost care, several hours being spent on each set 
of measurements, the variations of the individual points from 
the smoothed curve are too great to allow of the difference 
curve being drawn with any certainty. But here also it can 
be shown that a much more marked difference of slope than 
that of AIIL., fig. 2,is not to be expected. For even in the 
thicker film, weighing 8 mg. per cm.?, more than 50 per cent. 
of a radiation, for which ~(Al)=300 (em.)~1, would escape 
absorption, so that for an infinitely thin film the relative 
initial increase of slope could not be so great as twice that 
shown in AIII. (fig. 1). On the whole I am inclined to 
believe that the recovery curves do show a real but very 
small effect due to uranium Y, which is not much beyond 
the possible error of measurement. Clearly it will be very 
difficult to get more conclusive evidence on this point. 

Finally, a search was made for «-radiation by the method 
formerly used (Phil. Mag. 1909 [6] xviii. p. 859), the 
preparation being mounted on a rectangular slip of metal 
placed between the poles of a powerful electromagnet in an 
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electroscope filled with hydrogen, measurements being taken 
in the magnetic field with the preparation alternately bare 
and enrenil with a mica strip. In the former work, with 
large quantities of uranium, a quickly decaying «-radiation 
would not have been detected. In the present experiments, 
only 200 grams of the purest uranyl nitrate were employ red, 
and the uranium X was separated trom it, as described, with 
as little loss of time as possible. In one experiment only 
30 minutes elapsed between the end of the separation and 
the first measurement. Measurements were continued for 
several davs, but no evidence of a rapidly decaying «-radia- 
tion was observed. ‘The actual a-ray leak amounted to less 
than a division a minute and remained sensibly constant. It 
may well have been due to a trace of uranium. 

If uranium Y is the parent of actinium it is to be expected, 
since it appears to be isotopic with uranium X4, that one a- 
and one §-particle must be expelled from it before actinium 
is produced. So far, there is no evidence of the a-ray 
change. 

Summary. 

(1) Antonoff’s main result regarding the abnormal decay 
of the soft B-rays of uranium X has been confirmed, but the 
abnormal decay was obtained for all uranium X prepara- 
tions, however separated, for which the time of reaccumula- 
tion was short. 

(2) If uranium Y has a separate existence it appears to be 
isotopie with uranium X,. This makes it unusually difficult 
to obtain further evidence as to whether it has a separate 
existence. 

(3) The recovery curves of the @-rays of uranium after 
separation of uranium X reveal some slignt evidence of the 
existence of uranium Y, which though scarcely beyond the 
limit of possible error is shown to be of the right order to be 
expected. 

4) The ionization contributed by uranium Y is about of 
the order to be expected if it is the parent of actinium in a 
branch claiming 8 per cent. of the atoms, and if the atoms of 
uranium X, and Y produce equal ionizations on disintegration. 

(5) No evidence was obtained of an a-radiation from 
uranium X + Y separated as rapidly as possible from uranium. 

I desire to acknowledge the assistance rendered by Mrs. 
Soddy, who carried out most of the large number of 
measurements involved in the work. 

Physical Chemistry Laboratory, 
Glasgow University, 

Dee. 10, 1913. 
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XXIII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Researches of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. Land 
Maynetic Observations 1905-1910. By L. A. Bauer, Director 
of the Department. (Quarto; pp. 185.) Washington, 1912. 

(THE Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie 
Institution of Washington came into existence in April 1904, 

and has for one of its principal objects the acquisition of the data 
necessary fora general magnetic survey of the Harth. ‘This volume 
deals with all the land observations made by the Department up 
to the end of 1910. It gives a general account with illustrations 
of the types of instruments used, describes the methods of taking 
and reducing observations, and enumerates in tabular form the 
values obtained for the magnetic elements at 1298 stations scat- 
tered over the globe. The continents chiefly represented are 
Africa with 386 stations, North America with 328, and Asia with 
308. The observers—including some foreigners employed on 
special expeditions—numbered #5. Descriptions are given in- 
tended to fix the exact site of each station, and a number of 
interesting photographs collected in plates show representative 
sites in different parts of the world. 

Practical Measurements in Radio-activity. By W. Maxownr, M.A., 
B.Se.,and H. Griemr, Ph.D. Pp. ix+151. Longmans, Green 
Oe WO gl 2.) Wericeros: met, 

THe well-known researches of both the authors of this book are 
sufficient to inspire confidence in the reader even before he reads 
the book itself, and the confidence is not misplaced. he authors 
have a first-hand acquaintance with the subject and, besides this, 
one of them at least has a large experience as a teacher. The 
result is a book which is a complete compendium of the science 
of radioactivity from the point of view of practical measurements, 
with enough of the theory thrown in to make the volume self- 
contained. On the physical side perhaps the most important 
chapter is that on standard measurements, while the final chapter 
deals with the various methods, both chemical and other, of 
separating radioactive substances. Three appendices contain 
tables of radioactive constants, tables of decay of radioactive 
substances, and notes on radioactive materials and measuring 
instruments. 
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XXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from vol. xxvi. p. 548. ] 

November 5th, 1913.—Dr. Aubrey Strahan, F.R.S., President ; 
in the Chair. 

ae following communication was read :—— 

‘ Geological Sections through the Andes of Peru and Bolivia.’ 

By James Archibald Douglas, M. eo: Sc. HGS 
This paper deals with the geological oe of the South 

American Andes, as illustrated by a horizontal section drawn from 
the port of Arica in the extreme north of Chile (formerly Peruvian 
territory ) across the mountain-ranges or ‘Cordilleras’ to the forested 
region of the Amazon slopes, in the district known as the Bolivian 
‘Yungas,’ following the route of the new Arica-La Paz railway, 
which was under course of construction at the time of the author’s 
visit. 

It is the partial result of two years’ geological exploration in 
Peru, undertaken on behalf of Mr. W. E. Balston, F.G.S., for the 
Oxford University Museum. After a description of the general 
physiography of the Peruvian Andes, the topographical features of 
the country traversed by the railway are discussed in some detail. 

Its geological structure is then described under three headings :— 

(1) The Mesozoic sediments of the coastal region with their contempo- 
raneous igneous rocks, the intruded core of granodiorite, and the 
overlying recent volcanic rocks of the Western Cordillera. 

(2) The voleanic rocks of the Mauri River, the Mesozoic and Paleozoic 
sediments of the ‘ Altaplanicie’ and the Titicaca district; the line of 
dioritic intrusions, and the Pleistocene gravels of the Desaguadero 
River. 

(3) The Paleozoic rocks and granitic core of the Eastern Cordillera and 
the Amazon slopes. 

(1) The Mesozoic stratified rocks are well exposed in the ‘ Morro 
de Arica,’ where fossils occur which indicate an Upper Jurassic 
(Callovian) age. They are interbedded with thick sheets of basic 
enstatite-andesite, showing well marked ‘pillow’-structure; this 
rock is remarkably fresh, and free from albitization. 

Similar stratified rocks are traced up the Llutah and Palea river- 
valleys. In the former they are penetrated by a thick intrusion of 
quartz-hypersthene-norite, which, it is suggested, is the plutonic 
equivalent of the pillow-lava of the coast. 

The erosion of the river-valleys that has brought to light the 
Jurassic sediments has also laid bare the underlying plutonic mass 
of granodiorite, which may be regarded as the deep-seated core 
of the Western ‘Cordillera.’ This plutonic mass appears to have 
been intruded in the form of a batholite in post-Cretaceous times. 

The Western Cordillera is essentially a voleanic range, formed 
of numerous more or less isolated, snow-capped, dormant and 
extinct voleanoes, attaining heights of 19,000 to 20,000 feet. The 
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enormous amount of voleanic material emitted from these cones 
has almost ¢ompletely concealed the underlying rocks. 

The lavas can be resolved into three main groups, characterized 
by their dominant ferromagnesian mineral, succeeding one another 
in age according to a law of increasing basicity :— 

(i) Acid rhyolites and tuffs with biotite. 
(ii) Trachytes and trachy-andesites with hornblende, typically developed 

in the district of Mount Taapaca. 
, (ii) Andesites and basalts with pyroxenes, forming the cones of Mounts 

Tacora and Chupiquina. 

(2) The western part of the high-level Bolivian plateau, or 
‘Altaplanicie,’ is almost entirely covered by vast horizontal sheets 
of voleanie ash, tuff, and pumiceous lava, described as the Mauri 
Volcanic Series. These rocks have often the appearance of ‘ trass,’ 
and it is suggested that they have been formed in large part as 
subaqueous deposits. The occurrence in an interbedded. layer of 
eravel, of a fragment of a jaw of ‘ Nesodon,’ almost identical in 
appearance with specimens from the Miocene beds of Santa Cruz, 
affords the only clue for an estimation of their age. They are 
overlain on the east by gravel-deposits of the Desaguadero 
River, the highest terrace of which was found to contain remains of 
Mastodon, Megatherium, Scelidotherium, and other Pleistocene 
vertebrates. 

From beneath these superficial deposits crops out a series of un- 
fossiliferous red and chocolate-coloured sandstones and conglome- 
rates. After comparison with other districts on the north, these 
are divided into two groups—a younger gypsiferous sandstone and 
marl series of Cretaceous age, broken through by a line of dioritic 
intrusions and resting with pseudoconformity on an older Permo- 
Carboniferous group. The latter ends abruptly along a fault-line 
against vertical shales and quartzites, containing a few characteristic 
ewer Devonian fossils. "These Devonian ‘badly, though much con- 
cealed by alluvial plains, form the basement ‘of the eastern part. of 
the ‘ Altaplanicie.’ 

The Carboniferous formation is nowhere exposed along the dine 
of section ; but an account is given of its development in the region 
of Lake Titicaca, where the limestones contain an Upper Carbo- 
niferous or Permo-Carboniferous marine fauna. 
A short discussion is entered into on the theory of the Bit 

elevation of the Andes and the origin of Lake Titicaca. 
(3) The Eastern Cordillera rises to heights of over 22,000 feet, 

being composed chiefly of steeply-dipping Devonian slates and. 
quartzites, though many of the unfossiliferous black slates. and 
ereywackés of the eastern slopes most probably may be referred to 
the Silurian, or even to an older formation. Outcrops of granite are 
of rare occurrence along the line of section, although there is reason 
to.suppose that this rock forms the core of most of the high peaks.. 
As marine Lower Carboniferous and Upper. Devonian rocks are 
absent from this district, it 1s suggested that the granitic core was: 
intruded during a period of land-elevation at this time. 
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DEcAay CURVES OF URANIUM X. 

A. Uranium X separated by ferric method after 19 hours accumulation. 

B. Uranium X separated by barium sulphate after 23 hours accumulation. 

Al., BI., preparation bare. 

ATIl., BII., preparation covered with celluloid screen. 

ATII., preparation covered with aluminium screen. 

AIV., BIV. Difference curves by subtracting the extrapolated curve from AJ. and BI. 

isc. pe pees c= — 
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RECOVERY CURVES OF URANIUM OXIDE. 

A. Weight of film 1°96 grams or 8 mg. per cm.? 

| B. Weight: of film 0°3 gram or 12 mg. per em.? 

AI., BI., preparation bare. 

ATIl., BII., preparation covered with celluloid screen. 

ATII. Difference curve by subtracting from AI. the curve ATI. with the ordinates increased 
by the factor 1°15. 
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XXV. Secondary y Radiation. By D. C. H. Froraxcr;-~ 
M.A., M.Se., Assistant Lecturer and Demonstrator, Uni- 
versity of Manchester *. 

TYX\HERE has been considerabie discussion during the past 
few years regarding the homogeneity of the y rays 

emitted by radium CG. Asa result of an investigation by 
Mr. and Mrs. Soddy and Mr. Russell + it was concluded that 
the y rays of radium were initially homogeneous, and that 
the absorption of the y rays was strictly exponential up to a 
thickness of 22 cm. of lead. It was not known till after 
their experiments that radium B emitted some y rays whose 
penetrating power is considerably less than those emitted by 
radium C. It is clear, therefore, that the y rays emitted by 
radium were initially complex. 

Rutherford and Richardson { have shown that the y rays 
of radium B consist of three types which are exponentially 
absorbed in aluminium with absorption coefficients 230 
em.~/ and 40 cm.7! and 0°51 cm.7! respectively, while 
the y rays from radium C consist essentially of one type 
which are also exponentially absorbed in aluminium with 
an absorption coefficient 0°115 em.~!. RutherfordS has, 
moreover, put forward the view that the y rays of radium C 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S 
i Mr. & Mrs. Soddy and Mr. Russell, Phil. Mag, May 1910. 
i Rutherford & Richardson, Phil. Mag. May 1915. 
§ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. October 1912. 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. Q 
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are characteristic of that element and correspond to the 
‘characteristic radiation” of the K series established by 
Barkla. These characteristic radiations are absorbed ac- 
cording te an exponential law and have generally been 
considered to be homogeneous. Recent experiments * on the 
reflexion of X rays from the surface of crystals have made 
it clear that these characteristic radiations may consist of 
several types of radiation of definite wave-lengths and with 
definite absorption coefficients in aluminium. For the 
present we may assume that the y rays emitted from radium 
C are initially homogeneous ; but the experiments described 
in this paper sbow conclusively that y rays cease to be 
strictly homogeneous after passing through matter. In faet 
there is a continuous transformation taking place throughout 
the whole range of absorbing sereens. 

In the following experiments a tube filled with radium 
emanation served as a source of y rays. The tube was first 
surrounded with jead 0-084 em. thick, so that the two soft 
types of y rays from radium B were completely absorbed, 
and the emergent y rays were due chiefly to the y rays of 
radium C and to a certain extent to the y rays of radium B, 
whose absorption coefficient in aluminium was 0°51 cm.7}. 
Then a screen of lead 1:14 cm. thick was added, which is 
sufficient to absorb almost completely ithe y rays from 
radium B, The penetrating radiation which emerges con- 
sists of unchanged y rays from radium C, together with a 
radiation that has been in some manner transformed in 
passing through the absorbing screen. However much 
additional material the rays pass through there is always 
present with the primary radiation a transformed radiation 
mdicating that there is a continuous change in type of the 
primary beam in each successive absorbing screen. The 

emergent radiation is always complex ; but since the loss of 
energy in any layer is always proportional to the energy 

entering that layer, the y rays of radium C have been 
described as being “homogeneous.” But it must be under- 
stood that the term ‘‘ homogeneous” in this case has a 
different meaning trom that applied to the y radiation from 
radium © which has not passed through absorbing sereens. 
lt is probable in the latter case that the radiation initially 
does not contain that distribution of sotter types of radiation 
which are always present after the y rays have passed 
through matter. It was shown by Soddy (loc. cit.) that the 
y rays of radium were exponentially absorbed by lead, 

* W. H. & W. L. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. July i913. Moseley & 
Darwin, Phil. Mag. July 1913. : 
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whether the whole beam was used as in the case of the 
hemispherical absorbers, or whether part of the beam was 
used as in the ordinary absorption experiments. Hence 
since this transformed radiation is always present, it is 
evident that an exponential law of absorption cannot be 
regarded as a definite proof that the emergent radiation is 
homogeneous, 7. ¢., unchanged in type in passing through 
matter. At the same time the exponential law of absorption 
for the y rays of radium C indicates that part of the y 
radiation persists unchanged in type after passing through 
great thicknesses of matter. Some of the radiation is always 
being transformed into softer types of radiation in passing 
through matter ; but equilibrium is soon set up between the 
primary and the transformed radiation, so that the combined 
primary and secondary radiations are absorbed according to 
an exponential law. 

The following experiments were carried out to see if any 
evidence could be adduced to explain how a primary radiation 
Jike the y radiation from radium C, consisting essentially of 
one type, gives rise to a very complex secondary radiation. 
In the case of X rays we know that characteristic radiations 
are produced under suitable conditions, and that scattering 
of the primary rays also takes place. Gray * showed that 
the y rays of radium H produced in certain elements radiations 
characteristic of them. The writer f, in his earlier experi- 
ments, was unable to detect any characteristic radiation 
excited by y rays of radium C, and concluded that all the 
materials examined simply scattered the primary y rays. 
But in those experiments the side of the electroscope was 
3mm. of lead, so that any absorbable type of radiation would 
not have been detected in the electroscope. 

In re-investigating this question it was necessary to bear 
in mind that since the y rays of radium C are characteristic 
of that element, it might be anticipated from the analogy of 
X rays that these y rays should excite characteristic radiation 
in elements of high atomic weight and should be scattered 
by elements of low atomic weight. 

For the sake of convenience the secondary radiation is 
divided into two parts, the ‘“‘emergent,” 7. e., the radiation 
emitted from the radiator in the direction of the primary 
radiation, and the “returned,” 7. e¢., the radiation emitted 
from the incident surface of the radiator. There is no 
essential difference in these two radiations, except that the 
returned radiation is less penetrating than the emergent. 

* Gray, Proc. Roy. Soc. September 1912, 
+ Florance, Phil. Mag. December 1910, 

Q 2 
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In the paper an investigation has been made on the 

following questions :— 

1. The quality of the secondary radiation or its variation 
in penetrating power with 

(a) position of electroscope; 
(b) position of radiator; 
(c) material of radiator; 
(d) screening of emanation. 

2. The absorption of the primary beam and its consequent 
effect on the secondary radiation. 

3. The distribution of secondary radiation depending on 

(a) thickness of radiator; 
(>) material of radiator; 
(c) equal masses of different radiators ; 
(d) material of tie side of the electroscope; 
(e) screening of the emanation; 
(f) use of air or methyl iodide in the electroscope. 

4, The energy of the scattered radiation. 

5. Evidence of a characteristic radiation and reason for 

assuming that the secondary y radiation is a modifica- 
tion of the primary radiation. 

Kaperimental Arrangement, 

A diagrammatic sketch of the electroscope and experi- 
mental arrangement is given in fig. ] and fig. 2. The direct 
ionization effect could be reduced to any extent by a suitable 
adjustment of lead screens and bya balance method. As far 
as possible screens were chiefly employed, since with a large 
direct effect combined with a very active source on the 
balance-chamber, the results were uncertain and it appeared 
that under these conditions the sulphur insulation became 
conducting. The secondary radiation was examined in four 
positions of the electroscope which are denoted by the symbols 
H,, E., H;, E,. The electroscope was 12 cm. cube externally 
and the sides were of lead 1 em. thick, except the front face 
which was either of aluminium ‘202 em. thick or of lead 
-084 cm. thick. The radiators were all 11 cm. square. The 
distance between the centre of rotation and the front face of 
the electroscope was approximately 25 cm. | 

The emanation could be screened by lead of any definite 
thickness. The secondary radiation could he absorbed 
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directly by placing the absorber against the electroscope or 
indirectly by placing the absorber in front of the emanation. 

Fig. 1. 

BALANCE CHAMBER 

ods} 70 BAR reas ose 

GUARD fING 

Lilt Th+ ve caer, 

EY 

RADIATOR 

Experimental arrangement for the examination of the 
rh secondary y radiation. | 
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1. The Quality of the Secondary Radiation, 

The radiator was so placed that its centre approximately 

coincided with the centre of rotation of the electroscope. 

The side of the electroscope through which the rays entered 
was an aluminium plate *202 cm. thick. The quality or 
penetrating power of the secondary radiation was measured 

by placing a lead screen ‘084 cm. against the aluminium side 

of the electroscope and also by adding a second lead plate 

-303 cm. thick. In Table I. are given these absorption 

coefficients in lead for the four positions of the electroscope. 

The emanation was screened with lead ‘084 cm. thick, so 

that the primary rays consisted of a mixture of y rays trom 

radium B and from radium C. 

LABEREede 

Absorption coefficients in lead. 

Radiator. ¥,. E,. K,.- | K,. 
Angle 48°. || Angle 70°. |) Angle 103°. || Angle 127°. 

| 

084 | 303 || ‘084 | -303 | 084 | 303 || ‘084 | -303 

| 

| 
| 

: 

em. |/@m: || cm: |) em: em. | cm. cin || weme | 

| 
} 

1-06 em, zine | 2-70 | 1:75 | 420 | 26 | 65 | +8 | 106 | 52 

WGsem lead | .2< Mosed (oe i tes 0-9 8:08 | erase 

The emanation was then screened with lead 1 cm. thick so 
that the y rays from radium B were no longer present. The 
absorption coefficients are measured in ‘084 cm. of lead and 
the results are tabulated in Table II. 

TABLE IT. 

Absorption coefficients measured in ‘084 cm. lead. 

Radiator. i 

E,. E,. | Be | iD 

‘LOR eaeieae 15 3-4 ne 7-5 | 
| | | 

063 em. lead ...... ‘96 2-2 | 5d es) | 

These values confirm and extend the results already 
obtained by the writer, that the penetrating power of the 
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secondary radiation depends on the direction in which the 
radiation emerges from the radiator, on screening the emana- 
tion, and to a certain extent on the material of the radiator ; 
and that the secondary radiation for any definite direction is 
not homogeneous. Recent experiments with zine as the 
radiator placed at different angles, show that the absorbability 
of the secondary radiation depends largely on the direction 
in which it is issuing and not altogether on the fact of its 
being ‘‘emergent ” or ‘ returned.” 

Examining the absorption coefficients included in the 
tables, it is seen that the emergent secondary radiation from 
lead is more penetrating than from zinc, but the ‘‘ returned ” 
radiation from lead is less penetrating at least for the first 
screen. It appears then that from lead there arises a type of 
radiation less penetrating than that from zine and probably 
characteristic of lead. 

This point had previously been investigated with radiators 
of lead, mercury, and platinum. The experimental arrange- 
ment is shown in fig. 3 

Big.) 3. 
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MM is a large electromagnet giving a field streneth about 
1400 gauss when the pole-pieces are 9 cm. apart. The side 

of the electroscope consists of mica equivalent to about 6 em. 
of air. The absorbing screens are placed at AA and the 
radiators in the positions KR, Ry and RR. The clectroscepe 
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was airtight, so that methyl iodide could be introduced when 
necessary. 

_ The general conclusions drawn from a large number of 
experiments are these: When elements such as aluminium, 

carbon, and iron are used as radiators, there is no evidence 
of the presence of a very easily absorbed radiation. The 
“returned” radiation has an absorption coefficient of 20 cm.~? 
to :30 em.~? in aluminium compared with °115 for the direct 
radiation. Aluminium is not so effective in absorbing the 
secondary radiation as lead, and in consequence is not so 
suitable tor measuring the quality of the radiation. 

On the other hand, in the case of the elements lead, 
platinum, and mercury, there is always an indication of the 
presence of a soft type ‘of radiation, especially noticeable in 
the “returned” radiation. This appeared most marked in 
the case of platinum, but it was difficult to prove conclusively 
since nothing better than a platinum dish was available for a 
radiator. The absorption coefficients of the returned radia- 
tion in aluminium varied between °30 cm.~! and °80 cm.7} 
for the first 3 or 4 mm. of absorbing material. 

Additional experiments have been made using a thin sheet 
of lead about 0:01 em. thick and 15 cm. square as a radiator. 
The returned radiation could be detected with certainty 
through lead 0-084 cm. thick. With an absorbing screen of 
lead 0: Ql cm. thick the absorption coefficient was found to be 
about 40 cm.71. Accurate readings were impossible on 
account of the smallness of the radiation observed. The 
absorption coefficient in 0:202 cm. of aluminium was found 
to be about 1°5 cm.~!. In these experiments a mixture of 
hydrogen and methyl iodide had been introduced into the 
electroscope. The absorption coefticients in successive thick- 
nesses of lead absorbing-screens are included in the following 
table :— 

Absorbing-screens 
Ollead MeN CAN s 0-01 cm. 0°02 em. | 0:03 em.) 0:04 em.| 0°088 em. 

Pas ey AQ). 12/489 24 20 13 

While there is undoubtedly a v ery soft radiation present in 
the y rays returned from lead, it is difficult to be certain 
whether this is to be ascribed ip the excitation of one of the 
characteristic types of radiation from lead. At the same 
time there is no evidence to contradict such an assumption. 
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Absorption of the Primary Radiation. 

In these experiments four radiators were employed con- 
sisting of carbon, aluminium, zinc, lead, each of weight about 
470 grs. The ionization currents were measured in the 
electroscope when the radium emanation was screened with 
lead -084 em. thick and when it was screened with lead 
(08£+4+ 1:14 em.) thick. Allowing of course for the effect 
without the radiator in pesition, the absorption coefficient of 
the direct radiation was thus indirectly determined. 

Table III. contains the results for the four positions (fig. 2) 
when the side of the electroscope was *202 cm. aluminium. 

(esgeseia JOC 

Absorption coefficients measured in 1°14 em. lead. 

| Radiator. 
| | Done | Diy. E3. K,. 

| 2°26 cm. carbon | "88 “90 “90 88 

‘13em.aluniniun, 84 0 we ese 88 

| Op EM, ZINC). 5.62425. | "85 "85 "85 “88 

| 0-526 cm. lead ...... | “70 | 67 87 88 

From Table III. it is seen that when carbon, aluminium, 
and zine are used as radiators, the distribution of the secon- 
dary radiation is independent of the ‘“thardness” of the 
primary y rays ; but this is not the case with lead as radiator, 
for now the lead absorbs the softer y rays from radium B, 
which in the case of the other radiators would probably 
have appeared on the emergent side. Hxperimenters have 
generally found with X rays that the scattered rays are of 
the same penetrating power as the primary rays, so that a 
screen placed in the primary beam will absorb these rays in 
the same proportion as it would absorb the scattered radiation 
when placed in front of the electroscope. This is by no 
means true with the y rays and the secondary y rays. It 
would therefore appear that the secondary y rays must be 
the outcome of a transformation in the primary beam. This 
question will be discussed later in the paper. 

In Table IV. are given the corresponding results when the 
side of the electroscope was ‘084 cm. lead. 
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Absorption coefficients measured in 1:14 em, lead. 

| Radiators. aria 7 a 

K,. | BS: 1p E,. 
| | | 

2:26 em. carbon ...| ih OAT oA ‘74 

1:3 em. aluminium .! 77 ail St ‘79 

2 | he . | | 
OPS Chilly ALG ie aynaees | ie | ‘13 ‘70 | ak 

| | | | | 

O-326vem. lead: 22... "66 | ‘61 | "63 | ‘64 

The lead side of the electroscope has now cut off a con- 
siderable portion of the secondary radiation due to the y rays 
of radium B, and in consequence the absorption of the 
primary beam has apparently been decreased. The lead 
screen reduces the emergent and the returned radiation in 
the same proportion for the lead radiator. 

The Distribution of Secondary Padiation 
round the Radiator. 

Some experiments were made to examine the distribution 
of secondary radiation under varying conditions. 

The emanation was screened with lead 1 em. thick and the 
side of the electroscope was an aluminium plate -202 em. 

In figs. 4, 5,6, 7 are shown the relations between the 

secondary ee latinn and thickness of radiator for the four 
standard positions E,, H., H3, Ey respectively of the electro- 
scope. In the same figures the relations between the secon- 
dary radiations for equal weights of carbon, aluminium, zine, 
and lead and their atomic weights are also given. None of 
these readings have been corrected for the absorption of the 
secondary radiation in the material of the radiator or for the 
absorption in the side of the electroscope. 

These corrections are uncertain and, moreover, considering 
the difficulty of always reproducing exactly the same con- 
ditions, it has been useless for the present to aim at anything 
but general conclusions. 

At first sight it would appear that substances of low atomic 
welght produce more secondary radiation than substances of 
high atomic weight. It is to be noticed from the figures 
that only with a thickness of lead less than 0:05 cm. is the 
secondary radiation as great as from the corresponding mass 
of zinc. Yet if a suitable correction be made for the absorp- 
tion of the secondary radiation, it seems that lead produces 
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more secondary radiation than doesa similar mass of zinc ; 

and this is in accordance with the results obtained for 

X rays. 
Fig. 4. 

The zinc radiators were increased in thickness from 0°5 cm. to 25 cm., 

and the lead radiators from 0:085 to 1°6 cm. 

JONIZATION CURRENT. 

JONIZATION CURRENT. 

C Al Zit Pr MASS PER UNIT AREA 
Flectroscope in position F,,. 
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IONIZATION CURRENT 

MASS PER UNIT AREA. 

Electroscope in position E,. 

JONIZATION CURRENT. 

GIvAe in Fb MASS FER UNIT AREA. 

Klectroscope in position E,. 

When equal weights (470 grs.) of the four radiators are 

used, carbon does not always produce more secondary radia- 

tion than aluminium. This had been observed in the earlier 
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experiments of the writer when the side of the electroscope 
was three millimetres of lead. When very penetrating 
X rays are allowed to impinge on carbon, Pealing* has 
shown that carbon acts in an anomalous manner. 

Similar curves were obtained when the emanation was 
surrounded by a screen of lead 084 cm. thick. 

In figure 8 are given the ionization currents when the 
lead radiator was increased in thickness from 0°01 cm. to 
about 0°38 em., and when the aluminium radiator was in- 
creased from 0161 cm. to 0°96 em. The experimental arrange- 
ment was similar to that shown in fig. 3. It is clearly seen 
that lead produces more “ returned ” radiation than does an 
equal mass of aluminium. 

VONIZATION CURRENT. 

MASS PER UNIT AREA 

The returned radiation when the lead radiators are increased in thickness 
from 0:01 cm. to 0°38 cm., and the aluminium radiators are increased 
from 0:161 em. to 0°96 em. 

Varying the side of the Electroscope. 

In the above experiments the side of the electroscope was 
always aluminium. It was thought that the side of the 
electroscope through which the rays enter might exercise a 
definite influence over the apparent distribution of the 
secondary radiation. It is well known that the relative 
amountof @ rays produced in different materials is dependent 

* Pealing, Phil. Mag. Noy. 1912. 
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on the character of the y radiation. A few experiments 
were therefore performed under the following conditions :— 

A. The side of the electroscope was lead -084 cm. thick. 
B. The side of the electroscope was aluminium *202 em. 

thick. 
C. A combination of these two plates with lead inside. 
D. A combination of these two plates with aluminium 

inside. 

In Table V. the values, in arbitrary units, of the ionization 
currents are given for equal weights of the four standard 
radiators when the radium was screened with -084 cm. of 
lead, and the conditions were those of A and B. 

TABLE We 

Radiators. [== : | =| 

1-3. em. aluminium ...|170/156/) 80 66 | 63 | 38 | 80 | 37. 

1159|150|| 64 | 59 || 44 | 32 || 75 | 36 (URS Gin, ZAIN) sacs deoeesee 

These numbers are only approximate but they illustrate 
the general distribution in these four positions of the 
electroscope. 

The effect of the lead screen becomes more marked in the 
returned part of the secondary radiation. Although this 
was to be expected on account of the greater absorption of 
returned radiation, it was at the same time thought there 
should have been a corresponding increase in the production 
of emergent § rays from the lead, For instance, in case C, 
when there was a combination of the two plates and the lead 
was innermost, the distribution of secondary radiation was 
similar to that obtained when lead alone was used and 
allowance made for the absorption of the radiation in the 
aluminium plate. On the other hand, when aluminium was 
innermost, tiie distribution was again relatively similar 10 
that obtained with lead alone, but with the values of the 
ionization currents about 20 per cent. less. It is therefore 
clear that more @ rays are set free in the lead than in 

if H | \| | 

0°326 cm. lead ......... | 83} 82]) 25 | 24) 19 | 11 |) 35 | 16 | 
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aluminium, but sufficient experiments have not been made to 
show how far the quantity of @ rays set free depends on the 
quality of the secondary radiation. This does not appear to 
be sufficiently marked to make it an effective method for 
distinguishing radiations. According to Bragg’s results *, 
tin and carbon would be the best materials to use for 
contrasting this production of Brays. A combination of two 
plates of tin and carbon has recently been tried. The 
ionization current is always slightly greater when tin is the 
inside plate. The contrast is not as marked as when a com- 
pound plate of aluminium and lead is used. 

The emanation was then screened with another piece of 
lead 1:14 em., and the distribution examined with aluminium 
and then lead as the side of the electroscope. The absorption 
coefficients in this lead screen have already been included in 
Tables III. and IV., and they illustrate the corresponding 
alteration in distribution. 

Whatever radiator has been so far employed and whether 
the emanation was screened with lead ‘084 em. thick or with 
lead (-084+1:14 em. thick) there has always been a pre- 
ponderance of the emergent over the returned radiation. 
This increases the nearer the electroscope is brought to the 
direct primary beam on the emergent side of the radiator. 

First of all let us examine the returned radiation when 
the side of the electroscope consists of aluminium. The 
results obtained with a side of lead need not be considered, 
as a large correction is required for the absorption of the 
radiation in the plate. ‘The distribution of the returned 
radiation from aluminium, zine, and lead apparently corre- 
sponds to the distribution anticipated from the ordinary theory 
of scattering. There is always a greater proportion returned 
normally to the plate than at right angles to the primary 
beam. 

On the other hand, carbon appears to be an exception. 
There is evidence of a greater scattering of the radiation at 
right angles to the primary beam when the proper corrections 
are made for absorption. 

In the case of the emergent radiation the same pecu- 
ities are observed as with X rays. There is a marked 
dissymetry in the returned and the emergent radiation and 
the quantity emerging in any given direction is dependent 
on the material of the radiators. 

It is important in these experiments to know to what 
extent the ionization current depends on the penetrating 
power of the radiation examined. It would appear that the 

* Bragg and Madsen, Phil. Mag. December 1908, 
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energy given up by the secondary y radiation is not strictly 
comparable with the energy given up by the primary ¥ rays. 
If this is the case then the distribution observed by means of 
an electroscope filled with air would not be a measure of the 
real distribution of the energy of the primary and secondary 
radiations. An experiment was carried out to determine the 
distribution of the secondary radiation when the electroscope 
contained a mixture of hydrogen and methyl iodide. The 
radiators used were °326 cm. lend ered "> cm. zine, and the 
results are compared in Table VI. with those obtained when 
air was the gas in the electroscope. 

1h | Be | seem) Bee 

Radiators. i Cana ae | | ; | ; 

| ,:. |Methyl/! ,.. (Methyl! ,.. |Methy) Methyl 
Mr. “iodide “1 iodide) “' Jiodide, “" iodide. 

0°326 em. ie 100 '200 |) 80° | 32.1) 23° | 920) |) aoe ies 

| | 
\ | 

O-5em. zinc...) 192 | 190 77) | 78) | 53 |..57 || sore 

The ionization current when the electroscope was in 
osition EH, and the radiator was lead, has been taken equal 

to 100. The side of the electroscope was 202 em. aluminium. 
It is at once seen that the observed distribution depends 
largely on the gas within the electroscope. This is especially 
noticeable when lead is the radiator. This result supports 
the view that a softer radiation is produced in the lead, and 
this is most marked on the incident side of the plate. ‘The 
values obtained for the absorption coefficients of the secondary 
radiation will also to a certain extent be dependent on the 
fact that the softer radiation gives up a greater proportion 
of its energy. 

The Energy of the Secondary Radiation. 

The range of distribution examined was of necessity limited, 
and therefore, to determine the total secondary radiation, 
a comparison was made with earlier experiments, and 
approximate values have been assigned in the unexplored 
parts of the field. The energy of the primary radiation 
falling on an aluminium radiator 1:3 em. thick was caleu- 
lated. Then an approximate estimation was made of the 
total secondary radiation by graphically integrating over 
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the whole sphere a small portion of which had been explored 
with the electroscope. It was thus found that 13 per cent. 
of the total energy of the primary beam falling on this 
radiator appeared as secondary radiation. A correction of 
course is necessary for the absorption of the secondary 
radiation in the material of the radiator. This correction 
factor would be of the order 1°5, so that the total secondary 
radiation would probably be not more than 20 per cent. of 
the primary beam. 

Let us for the present assume this value, so that the total 
energy of the secondary radiation is 0°20 of the energy of 
the primary beam. Consequently, for a radiator of unit 
mass per square centimetre we have 

Energy in secondary radiation 
Hnergy in primary radiation 

Comparing this with the value 0°20 found by Barkla* it 
appears that aluminium scatters the y rays to a much less 
extent than the X rays 

If this aluminium radiation had been used simpiy as an 
absorbing screen for y rays from radium C, then not more 
than 20 per cent. of the rays would have disappeared from 
the primary beam. But it has been shown that this 20 per 
cent. absorption can be approximately accounted for by the 
production of secondary y radiation. We have still to account 
for the energy of the @ rays emitted during the passage of 
y rays through matter. If, as is generally supposed, the @ 
rays receive their energy from the y rays, then in the above 
calculation we have overestimated the energy contained in 
the secondary y radiation. From the results of experiments 
carried out with methyl iodide it is clear that these ionization 
experiments do not express accurately the intensity of the 
radiation in different directions ; and before the distribution 
of the energy can be definitely determined it will be necessary 
to know what correction must be made for this greater 
liberation of energy the less penetrating the radiation 
becomes. 

In all investigations on the secondary y radiation it has 
been definitely shown that it is less penetrating than the 
primary radiation. The writer has shown that there is no 
sudden change in character from the primary to the secondary 
y radiation. Consider first of all the case when aiuminium 
or zinc is used as a radiator and the emanation tube is 
surrounded with lead 1 em. thick. The penetrating power 

* Barkla, Phil. Mag. May 1904 & May 1911. 
Phil. Maq. Ss. 6. Vol. Dik No. LOS, Feb. 19 Lie R 

=()°05 approx. 
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of the secondary radiation from the zinc measured in a 
screen of lead 0°084 cm. thick is given in Table IJ. It is 
seen that the secondary y radiation is gradually changing in 
type and that the radiation becomes less penetrating the 
more its path is removed from the original direction of the 
primary beam. ‘This secondary y radiation is not only 
completely heterogeneous taken as a whole, but it is also 
heterogeneous when a limited region is examined. ‘This 
heterogeneity is most marked when lead is used as the 
absorbing screen. For radiators such as aluminium and 
zine characteristic radiations were not expected; and in 
these experiments there was no indication of such 
radiation. 

The general view at the present time regarding the 
scattered X rays is that they are of the same penetrating 
power as the primary X rays. Webster * has put forward 
an explanation for the distribution of scattered X rays, and 
he points out that a diminution in the penetrating power of 
the radiation is to be expected, If the secondary y radiation 
we have been examining is a result of scattering, then the 
scattering of y rays must involve some modification in the 
primary y rays. The early view that scattering consisted in 
the sifting out of the various components of the original 
primary beam is no longer tenable. This is obvious from 
the fact that after the primary beam has passed through 
1 cm. of lead and then through a lead radiator 1 em. thick, 
there is stili present a soft secondary radiation which must 
have been completely absorbed had it been an untransformed 
constituent of the primary beam. In other words, the y rays 
emerging from any thickness of material appear to possess 
the same power of producing secondary rays. A similar 
conclusion has been arrived at by Gray f. 

We seem, therefore, to be reduced to two conclusions, that 
either these secondary y rays are the primary rays scattered 
and in the course of scattering the rays have lost energy and 
have become altered in type, or a complete transformation 
has taken place and these radiations are true secondary 
radiations. This latter hypothesis is not supported by 
experimental evidence. ‘The secondary radiation is not in 
any way characteristic of the material from which it emerges. 
The secondary y rays do not appear thereforg to be intimately 
connected with the atoms of the radiator apart from the fact 
that the atoms act as scattering centres. Moreover, although 

a 

* Webster, Phil. Mag. February 1913. 
+ Gray, Phil. Mae. October 1913. 
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we know that y rays in passing through matter give rise to 
8 rays and that B rays excite y rays, the amount of the 
transformed y radiation is far greater than could be explained 
on this point of view. 

It is necessary to adopt the first view, that the primary 
y rays during the process of scattering lose energy and are 
in consequence modified in type. With a lead radiator, 
after the secondary y radiation has passed through 0°084 cm. 
of lead, the radiation appears to be similar to that produced 
from an aluminium or zine radiator. 

In the case of radiators such as platinum, mercury, and 
lead, there is besides the ordinary type of secondary vy radia- 
tion an “extra radiation” of a more absorbable type. The 
amount of this radiation is small, but its effect can be con- 
siderably increased when methy] iodide.is used in the electro- 
scope. This radiation is mainly detectable as a returned 
radiation from the incident surface of the radiator. Although 
a large number of experiments have been made it is impossible 
at present to say with certainty that this extra-radiation is a 
characteristic radiation of the radiator concerned. When 
platinum was used as a radiator this extra-radiation was 
more marked, and it appeared to be softer than that from 
mercury or lead. Another probable explanation is that the 
extra-radiation is due to 8 rays excited in the material of 
the plate ; since the @ rays rapidly lose energy in passing 
through matter, this might explain the presence of the small 
percentage of soft y rays. 

Summa ry. 

1. An investigation has been made on the emergent 
and returned secondary y radiations, using radium 
emanation as a source of primary y rays. The 
experiments confirm the author’s earlier results that 
the secondary y radiation becomes gradually less 
penetrating the greater the angle it makes with the 
original direction of the primary beam. The pene- 
trating power depends to a certain extent on the 
thickness of the radiator and on the screening of the 
emanation. ‘he secondary y radiation is completely 
heterogeneous. ' 

2. The secondary vy radiation for all radiators is different 
in type from the primary radiation, and it appears 
that in the process of scattering some modification 
has taken place. 

R 2 
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3. In the case of elements such as platinum, mercury, and 
lead there is a small amount of an “ extra-radiation ” 
with an absorption coefficient of about 40 cm.7} in 
lead. This “ extra-radiation”? may be characteristic 
of the radiator. 

4. The production of secondary y rays plays an important 
part in the absorption of the primary y¥ rays. 

5. Lead produces more secondary y rays than does an 
equal mass of aluminium, zine, or tin. 

6. The distribution of the secondary radiation has been 
examined under various conditions. 

I wish to express my best thanks to Prof. Rutherford for 

the supply of large quantities of emanation and for his advice 

during the course cf these experiments. 

XXVI. Some Hlectromagnetic Iifects related to the Hall 
Hifect. By E. P. Apams, Professor of Physics, Princeton 
University *. 

A NUMBER of interesting electromagnetic effects 
were described by Professor Corbino two years ago 

(Physikalische Zeitschrift, xii. pp. 561, 842, 1911), which 
have animportant bearing on the electron theory of metallic 
conduction. The theory of the experiments given by him 
does not lead directly to results which admit of numerical 
calculation. He introduces both positive and negative carriers 
of electricity, and his results involve the mobility of these 
two kinds of ions. It is the purpose of this paper to develop 
the theory of these effects in terms of the electrons and their 
characteristics. While it is certain that the simple electron 
theory of metallic conduction, involving collisions with the 
atoms like those between hard elastic spheres, is very im- 
perfect, it seems worth while to examine its consequences in 
these cases. The results obtained are very simple and furnish 
an excellent opportunity of testing the hypotheses involved. 

The three electromagnetic effects predicted and discovered 
by Professor Corbino are the following :— 

(1) A metallic circular disk in which a uniform radial 
electric current flows is placed in a magnetic field at right 
angles to its plane. There results a circular current in the 
plane of the disk such that the current density is inversely 
proportional to the radius. ( 

(2) The disk with the radial current flowing in it is 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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suspended in a magnetic field so that its normal is inclined 
to the lines of force. A torque is produced tending to turn 
the disk. 

(3) A radial current is induced in the disk on exciting a 
magnetic field at right angles to its plane. An equal and 
opposite radial current is induced when the field is des- 
troyed. 

It is necessary to consider the motion of electrons ina 
circular disk when a radial current flows. Let C be the 
whole radial current, t the specific resistance of the metal, d 
the thickness of the dise, 7; and 7, its internal and external 
radii. The current must be thought of as entering the disk 
through a wire of radius 7; at its centre, and as leaving 
uniformly from all points of its periphery of radius 79. 

The radial force acting on an electron of charge e is 

Oey @ Cr 
Ditd ee Oa 

and there is no tangential force. The equations of motion 
of an electron are: 

dr dG \Z Tae 

ae (=) a o 
Lay ode 

r dt (° dt )= De ts 

m is the mass of the electron. (2) gives 

ry e e 
= 
bo SY 

and this with (1) gives 

Integrating : 
2 9 

(ZY a +=“logr. Sere mes 4) 

The electrons are assumed to move equally in all directions 
with velocity v between collisions when there is no electric 
field. The effect of the electric field is to give them a drift 
in its direction. After a collision the electron begins to 
move with velocity v in a wholly random direction. During 
its free path, until its next collision, it is acted upon by the 
electric force; we must now find the aver ‘awe velocity it 
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acquires in this direction. Consider an electron which moves 
away from a collision at the point » '@',in a direction making 
an angle a with the radius. At the ‘beginning of its fe 
path 2s radial and tangential velocities are : 

dr 
== S22) COS 2 

dt 

d@ ; 
T =U SIN A, 
dt 

From (38) the constant k is determined : 

k=r' vsina, 

and using this in (4) the constant A is determined : 

BS ee aie 
A=v _ ray log IP 

Therefore the radial velocity of the electron during its free 
path is given by 

dr Bee 2ae | ? 
i —-1Cosaa 1 10° 
dt m 5 yl 

At the end of its free path the value of r will be ap- 
proximately 

7’ +X Cos @, 

where 2X is the length of the free path of the electron. So 
its radial velocity at the end of its tree path is given by: 

dr 
a) = * costa + ~ “log g(1+ 

A GOS 
a is very small compared with unity. This may then 

3 

nee"): 

be replaced by : 

2 aer cos «a 
=v’ cos? at = Cae 

4 Mr 

The average radial velocity acquired under the influence 
of the electric force is one-half the difference of its radial 
velocities at the end and beginning of its free path. This 
gives for the radial velocity during the free path : 

el Ziaer,. Nae) 
TTC cosa4(14 mo: —_ Bas 
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As the second term in the parentheses is very small 
compared with unity, this reduces to 

dr aer i 
= ¢ Winer e e e ° ° e e e 2) 

dt 2movr' ( ) 

Let there be N free electrons in unit volume of the metal. 

Then the radial current in the disk is 

ardae? NN 

mov 
C— 

Substituting the value of a, we get 

2mv 
Tt = soars 

ern 

Let T be the free time of an electron so that X-==vT. The 
specific resistance of the metal is then given by 

2m 
an PN 5 ° ° e e ° e (6) 

This is the same expression for the specific resistance 
which is obtained by considering the flow of electrons along 
a straight bar. 
Now suppose that the disk, carrying the radial current C, 

is placed in a uniform magnetic field of intensity H, at right 
angles to the plane of the disk. Let the directions of 7, @, 
H torm a right-handed system. 

The equations of motion of an electron are: 

Dh 
me i — (ryt = os + He fe 

He TE day ; 

RS d ("= Hey, 

r dt dt dt 

where, of course, e must be taken as negative for the 
ly 

electrons. In the second of these equations for = we may 
(G 

put the average velocity acquired by the electron under the 
electric force alone, since the effect of the magnetic field 
is small. This average radial velocity is given by (5). 
We thus find : 

» dO 1 He? Tad 
ry — = ——_—_,—_ + B. 
: at Dee nod i 

At the beginning of a free path, when t=0,r iy = eon 
= i ; ( 
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the average since the electromagnetic force has not had 
time to act on the electron. So B=0. At the end of a free 
pabt— it Thus, the average tangential velocity acquired 
by an electron during its free path is 

dee. He?T?a 

Wee ee 

The whole circular flowing is: 

ee An? - Arm °7r, 

17, HNe®T2ad dr abate Ts ee a, K fee log 
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This current changes in sign with the radial current C. 
Since ¢ is negative, the current I is positive if C is directed 
outwards from the centre and negative if directed inwards. 
In the former case the circular current in the disk has the 
saine direction as the magnetizing current, and in the latter 
case it has the opposite sign. 

This circular current was measured by Professor Corbino 
in a bismuth disk by determining the current induced ina 
concentric coil of wire outside the disk when the radial 
current was made or broken. The direction of the current 
was found to agree with that given by this view of the effect. 
In order to obtain a uniform radial current a copper wire 
which passed through a hole in one pole-piece of the electro- 
magnet was fastened to the centre of the disk. A copper 
ring was joined to the periphery of the disk and to this ring 
a circular copper plate was joined parallel to the disk. A 
copper tube enclosing and insulated from the central wire 
was joined to the centre of the copper plate. This method 
made it certain that the current introduced into the disk 
was wholly radial. Nothing is said in tis paper of making 
a radial slit in the circular copper plate. Unless this were 
done, the effect of the circular current in the bismuth plate 
would be partly balanced by the effect of the opposite 
current in the copper plate. He states that when the 
bismuth plate was replaced by a copper plate no effect was 
observed. This is just the result to be expected if no radial 
slit to prevent a circular current were made. 

If we assume, however, that the whole ettect obtained was 
the result of the circular current in the bismuth plate, this 
experiment gives a simple method of calculating the free 
time of an electron in bismuth. For a radial current (=15 
amperes In a magnetic field of 3700, the circular current I 
was found to be 0°26 ampere. The radius 7. of the disk 
was 3°25 cm. The radius 7; of the copper wire is not given, 
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but it is reasonable to suppose that it was such that = =15. 
Ly a : en the 

Using these values in eq. (7) with — =10’ we find 
nL 

Se hOr, 

The specific resistance of bismuth is 

Tes LO*, 

= 10 MOT, 

Hq. (6) thus gives for the number of free electrons in unit 
volume of bismuth ; 

Nea orate, 

lt was found that the circular current was not propor- 
tional to the magnetic field, but increased less rapidly than 
the magnetic force. But there are reasons (Phys. Review, 
xxiv. p. 428, 1907) for believing that the free time of an 
electron is dependent upon the magnetic force, and this may 
account for the differences observed between theory and 
experiment. 

Professor Corbino regards this effect of the magnetic field 
upon the current in the disk as something distinct from the 
Hall effect. It is certainly true that if the Hall effect is 
defined as a bending of the equipotential lines by the mag- 
netic field, then this effect is different. For in this case the 
equipotential lines are concentric circles both in and out of 
the magnetic field. It seems to me, however, that the effect 
described by Professor Corbino is, essentially, the Hall effect, 
but measured in a different way from that usually employed. 
In fact, his method seems to be the ideally simplest way to 
measure the Hall effect. In the ordinary method, where a 
uniform current is sent through a rectangular plate, and the 
transverse current is led out at two points, complications in 
the current distribution in the plate are introduced which 
make it difficult to apply the electron theory of metallic 
conduction. Experiments are now in progress here to 
measure the effect in a number of metals in addition to 
bismuth. 

The view that Professor Corbino’s effect is really the Hall 
effect receives support when we examine the inverse case. 
Suppose a circular current flows tbhroagh a disk in a mag- 
netic field. A radial current should result. im order to 
introduce a circular current into the disk the arrangement 
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shown in the accompanying figure might be adopted. A 

sector of small angle is cut out of the disk and two wires of 

Tete Ve 

very low resistance soldered to the edges. If the current is 
introduced through these wires, then, if their resistance can 
be neglected, it may be shown that the circular current 
density in the disk is inversely proportional to the radius ; 
there is no radial current. The equipotential lines are the 
radi. Now applya magnetic field perpendicular to the disk. 
Obviously it is impossible to lead out the radial current so as 
to make this experiment the exact inverse of the former one. 
The best that can be done is to connect the extremities, say 
A, B, of a radius to a galvanometer which will show that 
these points are no longer at the same potential. But this 
effect is certainly the Hall effect. The rectangular plate 
ordinarily employed has only to be thought of as bent and 
stretched into the form shown. 

For the theory of the two other electromagnetic effects, 
we shall follow Professor Corbino’s argument, but expressed 
in terms of the characteristics of the electrons. Suppose 
the disk carrying the radial current C is suspended in a 
uniform magnetic field so that its normal makes an angle 
with the lines of force. The energy of the disk in the 
magnetic field is given by 

il if ™ HN Tad 

2 Am?r 
(a Ae one 2 W=- ar dr H cos? d, 

Ig 

assuming the magnetic permeability to be unity. 
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Hence 

Ww alae CMS ee $ 
= — ——— cos" 

lomn 2 

where 8 is the effective area of the disk. 

Thus the torque on the disk is 

oW eH? CTS . 
SS ee oy 
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The existence of this torque was shown, but not measured, 
by Corbino in the case of bismuth. Its measurement: would 

furnish another means of calculating the free time of an 

electron. 

The third effect, the induction of a radial current in the 
disk on exciting a normal magnetic field, is also easily 
explained. At any instant during the rise of the magnetic 
field let E be the radial electromotive force and ¢ the radial 
current, Then 

dW eS d 
ee SS GS 
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We assume that T is a function of the magnetic force. 
Therefore : 

en Se et. loam dt 

The resistance of the disk is 

p= 

T , 
R= —= Wom=s 

2ad SH, 

Hence the whole quantity of electricity that flows radially 
during the setting up of the magnetic field is : 

es s 

Q=— TeamRo 
On comparison with the theory of these effects given by 
Professor Corbino, we see that his “ differential moment of 
the ions,” KE’, is to be replaced by 

cet 

2m- 

For the field strength 3700, Professor Corbino determined 
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this by experiment from the third effect to be 154 107°*. 
Hence 

= soll as 

which is in yvood agreement with the value T=2.107-” 

found trom the first effect. 

XXVIL. Analysis of the y Rays from the Uranium Products. 
By H. Ricuarpson, M.Se., Beyer Feilow, University of 
Manchester fF. 

| previous paperst it has been shown that the y rays 
emitted by the radium, thorium, and actinium products 

can be analysed into groups of different penetrating powers. 
All the radioactive substances which emit 8 rays have been 
examined except the uranium products, viz. uranium X, and 
uranium X,. In order to complete the series the analysis 
of the y rays from these substances has been undertaken, 
and confirmatory evidence concerning the atomic weight of 
actinium has been obtained. 

The uranium X used in the experiments was separated 
from 3 kilograms of pure uranium nitrate. The method of 
separation employed was that used by Soddy and Russell § 
in their early investigations on the penetrating power of the 
y rays from uranium X. It consists in the fractional 
crystallization of the uranium nitrate from a solution of 
density 2°06. Under these conditions, the uranium nitrate 
which crystallizes out only. carries with it about one-seventh of 
the total amount of uranium X present, and the remaining 
six-sevenths may be poured off with the mother liquor. By 
repeating this process about three-quarters of the uranium 
X can be obtained in a solution which contains only a few 
grams of uranium nitrate. The uranium X was finally 
separated by precipitation with ammonia and ammonium 
carbonate in the presence of ferric chloride. By this means 
the uranium X was obtained together with a small amount 
of ferric hydroxide, and the whole source thus consisted of 

* The value given by Professor Corbino for E is 7°7.10-*. This is to 
be multiplied by 2 on account of an error corrected in the second of his 
papers referred to; and it should be divided by 10 since in another place 
he has used the ampere as the unit of current instead of the absolute unit. 

+ Communicated by Prof. K. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
Pe Rutherford and Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 722 (1913), xxvi. 

324 (1918). 
Pie Soddy and Russell, Phil. Mag. xviii. p. 620 (1909). 
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a very thin layer of material. The purity of the uranium X 
used was tested by measuring its rate of decay. 

As the apparatus and method used in the experiments 
were the same as those previously employed*, it is not 
necessary to give details. It may be pointed out, however, 
that, as the amount of uranium X in equilibrium with one 
kilogram of uranium nitrate corresponds in y ray activity 
to only about ‘01 mgrm. of radium, the activities obtained 
were very small and consequently the absorption coefficients 
could not be measured with great accuracy. 

The absorption curves, using aluminium as the absorbing 
substance, were obtained and analysed in the usual manner. 

JONIZATION /. 

A "irs Eo mea Lomm TT anon, aie oe 
THICKNESS OF ALUMINIUM /N MMS. 

Fig. 1 shows the initial portion of the curve. It will be 
seen from the figure that about 40 per cent. of the total 
radiation is absorbed by 2 mm. of aluminium. The absorp- 
tion, as shown by the logarithm curve, is exponential, the 
absorption coefficient ~ in aluminium being 24 (cem.) 7". 

The determination of the absorption curve for greater 
thicknesses of aluminium was a matter of some difficulty 
owing to the very small activity (0°3 div. min. initially) at 
my disposal. It was for this reason impossible to obtain the 

* Rutherford and Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 824 (1913). 
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curve for thicknesses of aluminium greater than 5em. The 
numbers obtained over this range clearly indicated, however, 
that this more penetrating radiation is complex, consisting 
of two types. This view is supported by the work of Soddy 
and Russell*, who have previously examined in detail the 
absorption of ‘the penetrating y rays from uranium X, using 
large thicknesses of aluminium. They separated the uranium 
X from 50 kilograms of uranium nitrate, and with this 
amount of active material they were able to follow the 
absorption through 12 cm. of aluminium. Their work was 
specially directed 10 determine the absorption coefficient of 
the residual radiation after passing through 2 ecm. of 
aluminium. They were able to show that after a thickness 
of 5 cm. the absorption curve was quite exponential. The 
exact value of the absorption coefficient which they obtained 
varied slightly according to the particular experimental 
disposition which they employed. The extreme values of the 
absorption coefficients in aluminium which they obtained 
were w ='130 and » =:148. From an inspection of the 
curves given by Sak ay Russell it is at once seen that a 
sott type of radiation was also present which was practically 
absorbed by a thickness of 5 em. of aluminium. The 
absorption curve I obtained between 4 mm. and 5 em. 
appeared to be in good agreement with the results given by 
the above curves. I have therefore based the analysis of 
the absorption curve, shown in fig, 2, on the assump- 
tion that the most penetrating type of radiation is that 
observed by Seddy and Russell. Assuming, with sufficient 
accuracy, a mean value of the absorption coefficient 
w= 0°140, the analysis of the absorption curve between 
4 mm. and 5 cm. shows that the other type of radiation 
has an absorption coefficient w~ = 0°70 and that itis expo- 
nentially absorbed. As the examination of the absorption 
of the penetrating y rays from uranium X had been made 
with great care by Soddy and Russell, it did not seem 
necessary in these experiments. to repeat any of their work. 

It has been shown that uranium X emits y rays consisting 
of three types which have absorptien coefficients ft Iie = 24, 
pw = 0°70, and w =0°140 in aluminium of density 2°72. 

The mecert work ae Fajans and Géhring +, Hahn and 
Meitner ft, and Fleck § has shown conclusively that uranium 

* Soddy and Russell, Phil. Mag. xviii. p. 620 (1909). 
+ Fajans and Géhring, Die Nuturwissenschaften, Heft xiv. p. fee 

(1918). 
{ Hahn and Meitner, Phys. Zect. xvi. p. 758 (1913). 
§ Fleck, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 528 (1915). 
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X is not a simple product but that it consists of two bodies, 
viz. uranium X, and uranium X;. Uranium X, has a period of 
24-6 days and emits soft @ rays, and uranium X, has a period 
of 1:1 mins. and emits hard 8 rays. It is quite impossible 

JONIZATION /. 
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without using a very large amount of material to settle 
definitely to which of the various products the various types 
of y rays belong. Evidence on this point may be obtained, 
however, by a consideration of the penetrating power of the 
y rays emitted by radinm B, radium C, thorium B, thorium 
D, actinium B, and actinium D. Previous work has shown 
that each of the B products emits three types of  sott 
y rays, whilst radium C, thorium D, and actinium D each 
emit only one single penetrating type. It has also been 
pointed out that those bodies which emit soft y rays also in 
general emit a soft @ radiation. 

It would appear therefore reasonable to suppose that 
uranium X, emits those rays for which w = 24 and uw = 0°70, 
since these groups correspond to two of the groups emitted 
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by radium B, thorium B, and actinium B. The single pene- 
trating type of radiation for which » = 0140 would then be 
due to uranium X,. Under these conditions the y rays 
emitted by uranium X, and uranium X, would appear to 
be quite analogous to those emitted by the other members of 
the radioactive series. 

Attention has already been drawn to the fact * that those 
radiations which correspond to the ‘‘l” series of Barkla 
seem to persist throughout the whole series of radioactive 
substances, with the exception of the D products. The 
ratiation for which »4 = 24 and which appears to be emitted 
by uranium X, evidently belongs to the “LL” series. This 
result gives additional evidence that the atomic weight of 
actinium is about 230 and that actinium is probably a branch 
product of the uranium series. Fleck f has already pointed 
out that the branch cannot come from uranium X,. Now 
previous work has shown that in the case of radium C and 
thorium B, branch products occur either immediately before 
or after the emission of a single penetrating type of ¥ 
radiation. If we assume that the actinium branch comes 
from uranium X,, then the analogy with the other radio- 
active bodies would be complete. 

Summary. 

It has been shown that uranium X, by which are denoted 
the products uranium X, and uranium X, in equilibrium, 
emits three types of y rays having absorption coetticients in 
aluminium p= 24, 2 = 070, and «2 = 0 140(eomies 
Evidence has been given that the first two types are 
probably emitted by uranium X, whilst the third penetrating 
type is due to uranium Xg. 

The results obtained support also the view that the atomic 
weight of actinium is about 230 and that actinium is pro- 
bably a branch product from uranium X. 

My best thanks are due to Professor Rutherford for his 
kind interest and constant help throughout the course of 
these experiments. 

University of Manchester, 
December, 1913. 

* Rutherford and Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p, 987 (1913). 
+ Fleck, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 528 (1918), 
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XXVIII. On the Structure of the Atom. 
By Professor W. PEDDIE*. 

§1. The present Aspect of the Problem. 

‘| ea strongly marked violation of the doctrine of equi- 

partition of energy which is made evident in the 
phenomena of radiation, together with the violation of the 
Newtonian dynamics whieh it seems at first sight to imply, 
has given rise to the idea of discontinuity of jennie tener 
of energy; and a highly approximate empirical represen- 
tation of the distribution of energy in the spectrum has led 
to the postulate of a unit of energy as an actual physical 
entity. But the fact that this unit is a variable, dependent 
on the frequency, naturally raises doubts as to the physical 
reality of units separately or superposably located in ether. 
Though the existence of energy, in association with particular 
phenomena, in definite multiples of definite units, is an 
experimental fact, an obviously alternative supposition to 
the above one is that any emission or absorption of energy 
in multiples of definite quantities which actually occurs is 
due to structural peculiarities of the emitting or absorbing 
mechanism. This is a point which must not be overlooked 
in spite of the great success as a working hypothesis, in 
other departments of physics besides that of radiation, of the 
idea of unitary transmission of energy. The most recent 
success in the department of radiation has been made by 
Dr. Bohr (Phil. Mag. 1913, July, Sept., Nov.) in the appli- 
cation of the hy postulate to the deduction of the formule 
for line spectra, 

In the course of the discussion on spectra at the 191¥ 
meeting of the British Association, I stated that the origin 
of spectrum series could be found rather in a complicated 
structure of the atom itself, than in complexity of structure 
of configurations of electrons circulating in or round a com- 
paratively simple atomic structure. It is well known that 
great difficulties beset the deduction of the laws of series on 
the latter basis. I pointed out that, on the former basis, 
such difficulties do not exist; that any spectrum can be 
accounted for ; that, with rotating spherical distributions of 
electricity, variations of spectra | under different physical 
conditions can be accounted for; and that there are snthicient 
disposable quantities to provide for observance of the laws 
regulating emission of electrons under the action of Réntgen 
rays or ultra-violet light. The full discussion is given here. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. S 
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In Dr. Bohr’s investigation the characteristic formulz 
for series are deduced in a beautifully direct manner, on the 
ostulate of the existence of energy quanta, and in connexion 

with Rutherford’s modification of the type of atom in which 
electrons are supposed to circulate in rings around a central 
nucleus. ‘This leads to the usual impossibility of reconciling 
certain actions with the laws of ordinary dynamics and 
electrodynamics. In such cases, without specification of 
the details of a suitable new dynamics, merely on the ground 
of transference of energy in quanta, very simple explana- 
tions of tundamental phenomena in modern physics are 
obtained. The value of the new ideas as a working hypo- 
thesis cannot be denied. But behind all this procedure 
there lies the root question whether or not the peculiarities, 
so readily explained on the new ideas, cannot be explained 
in terms of the ideas of the older physics as consequences of 
structural conditions. For example, structural conditions 
can account for the non-entrance, at ordinary temperatures, 
of more than five of the freedoms of a molecule of a diatomic 
gas in interchanges of energy amongst the molecules ; and 
thus a violation ‘of the doctrine of equipartition of energy 
amongst the freedoms can take place without violation of 
the laws of ordinary dynamics. Similarly, it may be that 
structural conditions compel, in certain cases, the emission 
or absorption of energy in quanta without the existence of 
definite indivisible units of energy, and that they also intro- 
duce a limitation on the effective phases or complexions 
whose full presence is essential to the deduction of the law 
of equipartition from the doctrine of chance in combination 
with the Newtonian laws of motion. 

Sir J. J. Thomson has recently (Phil. Mag. Oct. 1913) de- 
scribed an atomic mechanism which would account for many 
of the peculiarities under discussion. Along with a radial 
action, uniform in all directions round the atom, he postulates 
another radial action confined to definite tubes. The ex- 
pulsion of an electron is effected by the absorption of radiant 
energy under the condition of resonance. The difficulty, 
whatever it be, of explaining the necessary magnitude of the 
absorption wah resonance seems to exist, in 7 ale case, as 
strongly as in others to which objection hee been raised on 
that ground. The primary purpose in introducing this ty 
of atom was to obtain a ready explanation of the amalicee! 
of the amount of ionization produced, per unit volume of a 
gas, by means of Rontgen rays. The type described below 
possesses this property and ‘yet enables us to retain the 
notion of a continuous wave-front. In the former, the 
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electrons do not revolve around a nucleus; in the latter, 
as in Dr. Bohr’s scheme, they may so revolve. In the latter, 
bright line emission may arise from the revolution of electrons 
in the steady state ; in Dr. Bohr’s scheme there is no emis- 
sion, or practically none, in steady states, bright lines being 
due to vibrations induced—in a manner not specified because 
it is not within the scope of ordinary dvnamics—by the 
passage of the system from one steady state to another. 

Though all such possibilities ought to be considered, for 
they are directly suggested by actual phenomena, it does 
not seem to me that we are yet under compulsion ta forsake 
the laws of ordinary dynamics in connexion with atomic 
properties, or the doctrine of a continuous wave-front in 
sether, or even, apart from magnetic action, the notion of 
central symmetry in atomie action. 

§ 2. A centrally symmetrical Atom. 

To meet the condition of stable circulation of electrons we 
must have regions of attractive force, To meet the conditions 
of expulsion of electrons, without necessary absorption of 
much radiational energy, we must have regions of repulsive 
force alternating with the former ; and he total work done 
by the forces of repulsion on an ejected electron must 
exceed that done on it by the attractive forces by the amount 
necessary in order to account for the speed of ejection. The 
law of radial variation of force must be such as to account 
for any observed spectrum series, 

Subject to these conditions many different structural 
arrangements may be postulated. We are not necessarily 
bound down to the law of repulsion according to the inverse 
cube of the distance, or to constancy of angular momentum 
of the electrons. On other bases, different interpretations of 
the dynamical significance of Planck’s constant h from that 
given by Nicholson would befurnished. But it is of interest 
to discuss the spherical counterpart of the tubular atom of 
Sir J. J. Thomson (Phil, Mag. Oct. 1913), 

Let there be relatively broad regions in which the law of 
radial acceleration 1s 

mr = — 
ae 

eand m being the charge and mass of an electron, The 
volume density of a Hieebukion of electricity giving rise to 
ois is, vei = + 3A/4arrt outside an interior radius # which 
includes within it an amount of negative electricity equi al to 
Ala, lf now, over the spherical “surface of radius 72! > a, 

S 2 
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there is uniformly distributel a charge A/r, of positive 
electricity, while an equal negative charge is distributed 
over the shell of radius 7,/’, where 7,/<7,<7n'’, there will be 
no resultant force at r,; and, in the region between 7,’ and 
rn, the force will be towards r,. The frequency of radial 
vibration of an electron at 7, 1s vz where 

Ae 1 
27 Vn => e ae e 

is | TP 

Outside 7,’ the field is A/r? as before ; and the process of 
construction may be repeated for a whole series of values of 
n corresponding to any given spectrum series. 

To obtain, for example, Balmer’s hydrogen series we must 
determine the 7’s by the condition | 

— — =I C SG 
2 # 7) y) 9 
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where C=3:29(10)”, pi=2; Po=n which is any integer 
from 3 onwards. 

In the region between r, and 7,’’ an electron can circulate 
with a frequency 1, given by 

ep thn! ee ae a E , 
m Tr Tr 

where & lies between 0 and r,'’—7,. If v, represents a 
frequency in the visible spectrum, v»’ must correspond to a 
frequency far outside the visible spectrum at the red end if 
7, —?7| 1s very small in comparison with 7,, and extending 
to infinity as the energy of revolution is radiated away. If, 
further, 7,'’—7n' is very small in comparison with 7,4;—7, 
or 7,—7n-1, 2 Very small proportion of the electrons which 
are projected into the atom from the outside can be 
retained. The great majority are scattered, some at low, 
some at high, angles. Only those which strike the atom 
almost centrally can be retained, and of them, indeed, only a 
small proportion. 

Because of the smallness of 7,''—7r;’, the energy of an 
electron approaching the atom radially must be practically 
equal to 7 V Aem.yv, if it is to reach the region r,. Identi- 
fying this with hv,, as Sir J. J. Thomson does (loc. cit.), we 
get A=10°-™. Thus the quantum hy, of energy disappears, 
taking the form of potential energy, before the radiation of 
frequency v, can be excited. 
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On the other hand, the absorption of a very small amount, 
1 Ae 
ad ; (7,'’—r,)?, of energy in the form of radiation of 

Pie 

frequency v,, will liberate the electron, and cause the re- 
conversion of its potential energy into the kinetic energy 
with which it escapes from the atom. Thus we obtain a 
complete explanation of the readiness with which weak ultra- 
violet light or Rénigen radiation can liberate electrons posses- 
sing the quantum of energy. The quantum is not absorbed 
from the radiation, it is absorbed trom the energy of the 
electron when it amieres the atom and is stored tor future 
use. 

Using Whiddington’s result that the kinetic energy of a 
cathode particle, exciting the hardest Rontgen radiation in 
an atom of atomic weight @, cannot be less than $10!°a?m, 
we get 

J10'%a?m hv. 

Hence v ¢ 6°77(10)", the actual value being 8:2 (10)". 
In the case of a helium atom we find v € 1°08 ( (1028, 

As in Professor Thomson’s investigation, the energy of 
the pulse radiation is proportional to the square of the 
frequency in consequence of repulsion effectively inversely 
proportional to the cube of the distance, which is in ac- 
cordance with observation. That law of repulsion also leads 
to a formula for the distribution of energy in the spectrum, 
which has been shown to possess some correspondence with 
fact (Sir J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. July 1910). 
A similar construction can be imagined with any desired 

law of repulsion. Jn particular the law of repulsion “requisite 
in order to give Planck’s law for pulse radiation may readily 
be expressed by an infinite series. If F(7) be the law of 
repulsion, while F,(r) is the law of attraction which is 
superposed upon it in the thin shells of thickness 7''—1,’, 
we have 

1 (Gs) e= F,! (Ge) e+ 47°C? a a =) ? JB ae 

where p; and p, are the constants of, say, the lines in Balmer’s 
series, ( being an absolute aouletemns, 

§ 3. An Atom characterized by axial Rotation. 

In the preceding case, when the collisions are seldom, the 
spectrum is practically a line or band spectrum. The con- 
tinuous radiation in the region of very great wave-length 
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will be feeble in comparison with that associated with the 
lines. But it is possible to have an atomic structure in 
which the line emission is produced by the revolution of the 
electrons in the interior of the atom, and not by their linear 
vibrations about fixed positions. In the preceding case the 
trouble is that, as radiation proceeds, the kinetic energy of 
the electron diminishes, and the electron gradually sinks in, 
with exhaustion of potential energy, to the region of in- 
finitely slow revolution. In so far as this action is concerned, 
the spectrum of a glowing gas would be continuous. The 
trouble was avoided by banishment of the continuous part 
to a non-experimental range. Hl is only one way of 
practically avoiding it (see, however, § 5). 

The energy of the radiation must be drawn from an internal 
store in the atom, the magnitude of which is very large in 
comparison with the circulatory energy of the electron itself. 
The positive electricity in the shell within which the electron 
circulates stably must itself be in rotation, and, if necessary, 
drag the electron with it. Thus the period of the circular 
vibration acquired is to some extent independent of the 
tangential component of the speed of an electron entering 
the atom from without. If y, is the period asscciated with 
one of the shells, the condition for steady revolution of the 
electron is. 

Ds Fy (tm) ~F, (in) , mesy Oy (ik eh ‘ 
An? Mn pr Oa i 

Hence the attraction within the shell is Peg goretne. to the 
distance from the centre. At the surface r=7,!, a uniform 
surface distribution of positive electricity must be located, 
its amount being that requisite to raise the total charge 
within to the value 

where 4 2M cy Layali 
a Pn a e 

e Pr Pre 

At the surface r=r,/’, a uniform negative distribution 
must be placed, its amount being that required to make the 
force become a repulsion F, (77' ", and So on. The shell of 
positive electricity within the range 7,''—r,' rotates round 
a central axis with an cular velocity 

1 il 
o,=2rUC|—, — =) 

Pe ie: 

in which the surface distributions may share. 
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If now we write 

5 Tht, —= QD,» 
ad 

where # is Planck’s constant and g is a numerical multiplier, 
we find ‘ 

ON Oval 1 ) 
Pye can gh jon a Dae ° 

In Balmer’s series p;=2 and the least value of p, is 3. 
Thus the minimum value of r from which bright line 
radiation arises is 

iL a Qqh 
T mC’ 

and the maximum value is 3/4/5 times larger. With 
the data h=6°5(10)~?’, m=8'8 (10)-*, C=3:3 10)", we 
get as the minimum and maximum value respectively, on 
the assumption g=1, the numbers: 2°13 (10)~® cm. and 
2°86(10)~* cm., which are quite in accordance with estimates 
of molecular magnitudes. The maximum is only twice as 
great as the value deduced for hydrogen from the observed 
an in the liquid state. Agreement would result if 
g=1/4. 

It is of interest to consider conditions under which the 
value g=1/2 would hold. If we write 

MO? Pn= hy My € 

4 Mon 12 = 2? MV? Tn’ = ghins 
we find 

gene 
k Tre ee \ Ga 0 

4 Tm 7° 

Thus the attraction within each region n, of small breadth 
?,'—?P,’, is the attraction due to the law of the inverse cube 
of the distance from the centre of the atom. If this law is 
identical with the law of repulsion in the other regions we 
get 

in gl? 

mT”me 
If now we also have 

Ona Oe 

2, ¢. if angular momentum is conserved in the regions n, we 
get 

a =2mghva ri? = 
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Consequently, when an electron enters the atom from 
without with speed V,and attains radial rest in the region n, 
its energy is equally divided into potential energy and energy 
of circulatory motion, the magnitude of each being qhv. 
But the total. energy is hy, Therefore g=1/2, and the in- 
dependently found condition g=1/4 might result from closer 
approach of centres, during collision or under attraction in 
the liquid state, than to one full diameter. The same final 
result is attainable, however, if the intrinsic strength of the 
repulsion is three times greater than that of the attraction. 

Irom the expression 

ik el il ] 

P,? gh pr mee Vee 

together with the estimated value, 3°7(10)~ em., of the 
diameter of an electron, we can calculate the maximum 
allowable value of p, in Balmer’s series on the assumption 
that 7-1—7, 1s not less than that diameter. If pra=27 
r, would be about 2.107% em.; if p,=40, 72 would be about 
8.10~°cm., by the limitations 7,_;—72=3°7 10)" and q=1. 
In accordance with the preceding estimate of the minimum 
and maximum radii, the value of p,» must lie within these 
extremes. The greatest observed value is 35. ‘The same values 
follow if g=1/2 and 7,_;—1rx equal to ,/2 times the diameter 
of an electron. 

But we must make 7,_1;—7n a considerable multiple of the 
diameter of an electron. It is really r,''—r,' which must 
not be less than that diameter. If we make the multiple 
100, ¢ must be made equal to 10~* to give the same value 
of Pas With 35 as the maximum value of n, we now find 
3g = 2°62(10)-* em.; and the first line (n= 2) in the series 
originates at 73=3°5 (10)-!° em. 

§4. The Magnetic Field and the Magneton. 

In the preceding discussion no account has been taken of 
the magnetic field due to the rotation of the electritication. 
The tangential component of the field due to the distribution 

p (§ 2) is 

‘H,= 7 sin a P1017) (2) dr, — = 7 sin af" p1@\r" dr; 

where @ is the external radius, if we regard the negative 
core as having no rotation. ‘The condition of equilibrium of 
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a revolving electron is 

Ae 
H,ewr=— +mo’r, 

r 

with the limitation @=q/2. This determines w as a function 

of » The previous condition v :: 1/7? could be satisfied if 

Ae 5 
H,= Ba, a = (Be—m)o%, 

but, to attain this, other terms must be added to H, say 
terms due to surface distributions of electricity. We shall 
presume these to be so arranged as to give shells of small 
thickness within which stable circulation of an electron is 
possible. In all other regions the resultant force upon an 
electron is outwards. The resultant electric force acting 
upon it may always be outwards, the electrodynamic force 
alone being inwards. 

An electron entering the atom with a moment of momen- 
tum opposed to that of the shells determining the field is 
then necessarily ejected. Ejection is then also the fate of 
any electron whose path is inclined at more than a very 
small angle to the equatorial plane of the atom. Hven when 
this condition is satisfied, the angular momentum of the 
electron must not deviate much from that appropriate to 
one of the shells within which equilibrium is possible. 

Let us presume, for the sake of simplicity, that the regions 
in which the electricity constituting the atom is in rotation 
round a common axis are very thin shells. Regarding one 
of these, of radius 7,, as being effectively a surface dis- 
tribution of density o,, the radial component of the magnetic 
force on the shell of radius 7, is 

we § n—l , 3 m 

lps gi cos 8 > OT pl (. ) te Oy; oo 44 | 
n n+l 

where m is the total number of shells. he sign of the 
quantity in brackets determines the stability of the shel! if 

it be free to alter the direction of its axis. 
The magnetic moment of a shell is 8a?rwo. Ifthisbe an 

absolute constant, or a small integral multiple of an absolute 
constant, we have therein a physical basis for the magneton. 
Aud if different stable arrangements with direct or reverse 
alignment of the shells be possible, we have a condition 
under which fundamental changes in spectra may take place. 
If the internal field be sufficiently powerful, and it must in 
general be so regarded since the most powerful external 
helds at our disposal are ettects of the same action 
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greatly diminished by distance, these changes will not readily 
occur, will occur only under special circumstances, and the 
effect of an external field on the emission of radiation will 
be slight. The axes ef rotation of the shells will always, 
apart from slight vibrations due to disturbances caused by 
electrons or other atoms, be co-linear. The trouble arising 
from want of parallelism of the elementary magnets, which 
appeared for example in Ritz’s model, does not arise in this 
system, which thus gives a ready explanation of that con- 
stancy of the magneton to which Weiss’s work has given a 
fairly broad basis of experimental support. 

No more than one stable condition is possible unless the 
number of shells exceeds three. In the case of four, if we 
write 7,°/r,°==2,A,, @vO.yu=tn, and a, for 3/87 cos 0 times 
the equatorial field acting on the pth shell, we have 

0.4%, +2, + £3 +a@, —a,=0, 

gAy.4,+0.@ 423, +2, —a,=0, 

gAy.@y +3Aq.to +0. xs, +x, —=2,=0, 

gAy.@,+4Aq.@ot4Age%3, +0.4%,—-—a4=0. © 

If we reverse w, we must reverse a,. Hence no case with 
ohe w reverse and the others direct is possible. 
Now consider the moments of all the shells to be equal 

and write #,=pa,, t3=qa), ,=r«,. The conditions are 

O+p +9q +r —a,'=0, 

pi +0 +9 +r —a,’=0, 

g+(2) sa +r —a;' =0, 

Ne: Lr 
v2+(— -) +0 =—a,'=0 

CS) 2G), re 
and I>p>q>". 

With the second and third terms, and therefore a,’ and «,’, 
negative, the first equation cannot be satisfied; with the 
second and fourth terms, and therefore a,’ and a,', negative, 
the second equation cannot be satisfied. Similarly, if the 
third and fourth terms are negative, the third equation 
cannot be satisfied; and the first condition prevents the 
second, third, and fourth terms from being negative simul- 
taneously. So only one stable arrangement (all terms in- 
volving p, g, 7 positive) is possible with four, as with three, 
shells provided that the magnetic moments of the four are 
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equal. But a second stable arrangement can be fotind if 
the moments are not all equal. Let the ratios of the moments 
Rew: bk 2k. ipa, GF, be the radi of tlre: -shells, 
the conditions are 

1 a\ / tie LY SUBIR eng Aa 

f +i(*) +#(%) ms () a ce: 

3 4 ANE Gs «aly eee UP Ys " 

NCO / 3 a\4 

“) 4+ (2) + 0 +2"(@) ~a,'=0, 
Ps 3 PF 4 

Niassa 02.) _ | ee ae Aa 0 
Taking the third and fourth terms as negative, and there- 

fore a@;' and «,' negative, we have, for example, with 
a —0 08. r/7,—0°9, 7/74 = 049, k=l kk =, a stable 
urrangement which is non-magnetic. 
We have thus a model of an atom which may be 

either magnetic or non-magnetic. Although it may be the 
case that most examples of the non-magnetic condition of 
substances which can exhibit magnetic quality may arise 
from counteraction of the effects of individually magnetic 
atoms, the possibility of counteraction of the effects within 
the atom itself must be considered. 

In the preceding discussion the magnetic action of the 
electrification within the thin shells has not been entered 
upon. ‘The distribution of electrification within them may 
be such as to give rise to satellite lines and the observed 
peculiarities of the Zeeman effect. 

Radioactivity may be caused by slowing down of the 
angular velocities of the shells producing re-arrangement of 
the alignment of axes. Under sufficient shock it might be 
conceivably possible for ejection of a series of shells to take 
place—an « particle or heliim atom, for example, being 
driven out. 

One different type of radiation might arise from vibrations 
of the axes of the individual shells, another from displacement 
of their centres. 

The proof of tne statements made on p. 265 regarding 
equilibrium and ejection of atoms is as follows. The ex- 
pression for the radial and tangential components of the 
magnetic field being respectively written as Ncos@ and 
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M sin @, radial equilibrium ensues if 

Ae et: Sues 
—, — Meor sin? 6+ mw’r sin? @=0, 
Y fe 

and tangential equilibrium ensues if 

Ne=mo, 

or if O=0 or O=7/2. If at 02=7/2 there is equilibrium, the 
former condition becomes 

é : 
— +mo?r= Mewr= Hear, 
dP 

as already found, and the radial force is one of repulsion at 
any other value of @ with the same vr. Whenever @ slows 
down sufficiently by radiation, expulsion follows. It is quite 
possible to arrange equilibrium at a value of @ otber than 
7/2, but continuous decrease of w» would then oceur with 
continuous increase of @. 

§ 5. Addendum. 

In order to account specially for the laws observed to 
regulate the expulsion of electrons by photoelectric action or 
by Rontgen rays, the requisite law of electrostatic repulsion 
has been adopted, and no special case of electric attraction 
has been considered in conjunction with the electromagnetic 
action. A paper by Professor Conway has appeared in a 
recent issue (Dec.) of the Philosophical Magazine, in which 
results of electrostatic attraction have been considered, and 
a very remarkable mode of preserving constancy of period 
has resuited, while emission of radiation may proceed by 
quanta. Such emission does not occur in the cases considered 
above, but there is no experimental basis necessitating pro- 
vision for this condition in bright line emission. If such a 
basis arose electrostatic attraction might have to be postulated 
in the regions of stable revolution of electrons. 

The fundamental difference between Professor Conway’s 
scheme and the above one lies in the origin of stable regions. 
He seeks it in nodal oscillations of the atom, that is in the 
qualities which determine atomic vibrations. In the above 
treatment, it is sought for in the qualities of electricity or 
ether which determine, it may be, loci of permanent strain, 
or, in any case, features of permanent atomic structure. 
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XXIX. Energy required to Ionze a Molecule by Collision. 
By J.8. Townsenn, Wykeham Professor of Physics, Oxford”. 

[* the theory of ionization of gases by collision, it has been 
shown that the quantity «, representing the number of 

molecules ionized by one electron in moving through a 
centimetre of the gas at a pressure of one millimetre, is given 

NE 
by an equation of the form 2=Ne ~* for the larger values 
of the furee X. The agreement between the formula and the 
experimental results was much closer than might have been 
expected, considering the assumptions which were made in 
finding the formula. Thus, for example, at the lower values 
of X, it has been found that the velocity of agitation of the 
electrons exceeds the velocity acquired under the force. 

If the quantity « represents the number of collisions with 
molecules in which the velocity of the ion exceeds a certain 
value V’, the velocity V’ must be obtained on a different 
principle from that previously adopted, when the force X 
is snmiallf. This may be illustrated by taking the values of 
a recently obtained by Wheatley { for air corresponding to 
small values of the ratio X/p. The velocity of agitation uw, 
and the velocity in the direction of the electric force W, for 
these values of X/p, have also been determined§. 

For air at 1 millimetre pressure the values of a, uw, W, and 
k are given in the following table, & being the factor by 
which the kinetic energy of the electrons exceeds that of the 
surrounding molecules. 

| hs | 
x o uXx10~'. | WicllOimce | I, 

= — | — —- Bi —- — 

40 / 019 | 9-{ 15:0 SI 

50 055 10-1 Beenie 100 

70 ee eS 22-0) 125 

90 | OO m2 a ez A ee a0 
\ | { 

The velocity of agitation of the molecules may be neglected 
in comparison with that of the electrons, and the mean free 
path / of an electron moving in air at 1 millimetre pressure 
may be taken as *032 centimetre. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
T See ‘ Theory of Ionization of Gases by Collision,’ p. 28. 
t F. W. Wheatley, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1913. 

Ags) S. Townsend & H. T. Tizard, Proe. Roy. Soc. lxxxyiii. p. 336 
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When an electron travels a distance of 1 centimetre in the 
direction of the electric force, the total length of its trajectory 
is u[W approximately (since u is large compared with W), 
and the total number of collisions that it makes with mole- 
ecules is wu/W/. The number that are ionized is a, so that 
aWi/u is the ratio of the number of collisions in which the 
velocity of the electron exceeds V’, to the total number of 
collisions. 

Let ¢(V)dV be the number of electrons moving with a 
velocity intermediate between V and V+dV._ ‘the total 
length of the paths they traverse per second is 6(V)VdV, 
and the number of collisions in which the velocity of the 
electron is between V and V+dV is [6(V)VdV]/1. 

The number of collisions N’ in which the velocity of the 
electron exceeds V’ is 

al $(V)VaV. We 
If the velocities are distributed aecording to Maxwell’s 

law 
v2 

d(V)aVe °, 

and N’ is proportional to 
lo 8) As v2 

Vv’ 

The ratio N'/N, where N is the total number of collisions per 
second, is 

N’ ieee 19 
=e (14 # ). 
N 

: Bs 
The quantity 0) is “3 where. ¢ is the mean velocity of 

agitation. In the case of electrons moving in an electrie 
field the kinetic energy of agitation exceeds that of the 

Dhp 2 
surrounding molecules by the factor k s0 that b= fe 

2 
where — is the kinetic energy of agitation of a molecule 

of the gas. Hence equating aWl/u to N'/N, the value of 
V?/co” is given by the tollowing equation :— 

Moe 

aW| | ae 
== ¢€ J 

u Mavens 
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The values of eWi/u for the different values of X are 
given in the following table, also the corresponding values of 
IY? ef? So 

aWi vr Pp 
XG iy Cy?” in volts. 

40 104% 640 23-7 

50 8100 705 26 
70 13x 107° 750 98 
90 3:3x107° 790 29 

If V' be the velocity acquired by an electron in travelling 
freely between two points differing in potential by P volts, 

/2 
it is easy to show that ne = 21. 

0 

The values of P thus obtained are given in the last column 
of the above table, the determination corresponding to the 
lowest value of X being the most reliable. 

It thus appears that the energy required to produce 
ionization by collision in air is about 23e/300, e being the 
charge on the ion. This estimate of the energy is in agree- 
ment with that previously obtained by considering the larger 
values of a. 

Tt is remarkable that large alterations in the numbers 
given in the second column have very little effect on the 
values of P. It is only necessary, therefore, to know the 
values of a, 1, W, and wu approximately, but the valne of & 
must be known accurately, as an error in & would produce a 
proportional error in P. 

——— 

XXX. Arr-Pressures used in Playing Reed Instruments. 
By Cuartton W. H. Foorp, Mem. Royal Soc. of Arts* . 

(Plate III. ] 

N Dr. W. H. Stone’s work ‘Elementary Lessons on 
Sound’ (Maemillan 1891) a table is given showing the 

maximum and minimum wind-pressures used in playing 
various wind instruments. The investigation of these 
pressures has been carried further by Dr. E. H. Barton and 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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Mr. 8. C. Laws, in connexion with brass instruments with 
cup-shaped mouthpieces, viz.: the trumpet, cornet, and 
trombone ; a full description of their most interesting ex- 
periments being reproduced in the ‘ Proceedings of the 
Physical Society of London,’ vol. xvili., and also in the 
Philosophical Magazine for Apr il 1902. 

The experiments made by Dr. Barton and Mr. Laws upon 
the three instruments just referred to, showed that the 
tendency was for the wind-pressures to rise with a rise in 
pitch of the netes played. In Dr. Stone’s table a similar 
rise of pressure with rise of pitch is indicated for every 
instrument which he mentions, except the clarinet, the other 
instruments being the oboe, bassoon, horn, cornet, trumpet, 
euphonium, and bombardon. The pressures, according to 
Dr. Stone, from the lowest notes to the highest notes on the 
clarinet varied from 15 inches of water to 8 inches, the 
clarinet thus displaying a remarkable pecuharity. 

Dr. Stone’s table of wind-pressures has been reproduced 
in several works by other writers, and some of these have 
assumed that the figures given by Dr. Stone for the clarinet 
were incorrect, two. writers to the present author’s knowledge 
having aitered the figure 8 to 18 without making any 
comment, on the assumption, I suppose, that the figure 8 was 
a misprint. This curious disagreement between “the wind- 
pressures for the clarinet as given by different writers, 
caused me to make a series of experiments with a view to 
verifying Dr. Stone’s figures. These experiments were also 
extended to the saxophone, which is a brass instrument 
employing a mouthpiece and single reed similar to those 
employed on a clarinet, but having a conical bore and 
hence a scale corresponding with that of the oboe. That is 
to say, it “overblows” to the octaves cf the fundamental 
tones, whereas the clarinet, which has a cylindrical bore, 
“overblows” to the twelfths. The word ‘“overblows” is a 
convenient one in this connexion, but it will be seen from 
the following experiments that it is not literally correct 
when used in connexion with the single-reeded clarinet and 
saxophone. 

The method followed in carrying out the experiments 
corresponds with that adopted by Dr. Stone and also by 
Dr. Barton and Mr. Laws. The pressures were taken by a 
water-manometer, similar to that used by organ-builders ; 

connected to the caren when playing by means of an inden 
rubber tube held in the corner of the mouth. 
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Results of Experiments on the Clarinet. 

The instrument used for this purpose was a Bb Boehm 
system Clarinet tuned to the Low Pitch, and made by 
Hawkes & Son of London. A soft reed was used. 

The results of scales extending through rather more than 
three octaves are given in Table I., and these results are 
graphically represented in Pl. III. headed “ Clarinet.” 
It will be seen that two sets of figures are given and two 
curves, one when playing as loudly as was consistent with 
a proper tone and the other when playing very softly. 

TaBxe I. 

Pressures for Scales on Bh Clarinet. 

Inches of Water. 

Notes. 

Forte. Piano. 

li eae anaes Pah 6:5 
Ben Caen vane 15 6:25 
Cirtavien bein 2.1 14:5 6:25 
y NE OFOIN R Tt ie A 14°5 6 
BAR ee Aaa TOE Pw 14 6 
(Ont area aes 14 6 
(GIS) eis ec 
DR asc aa ae 14 6 | 
i ere eae ea cae Be) 6 
MEV ok hace cate Weaiecre 13 6 
(Chat ds arcana aes 13 D715 
DEPRES NER eee 13 5D 
Be Bi Rais a 14 Gi 
OT icy sted a7 19) 1 
1D sor ene niees eave 13 a 
SDAP aia let tala 12°75 6:5 
Re eetada at ek 12°25 6:5 
Ca aaa 12°5 6:5 
ENA, So a 12 6 

1B St NN Wile 75) 5:75 
Cnt ek a 115 5739 
100 osc R manne 10:5 6 
LOG a eee 10°5 5:5 
Hv ce Ls 10°5 5 
Gael Bere: 95 4:25 

Mezzo-forte playing was also tried, but the results were 
found to be more uneven owing to the difficulty of main- 
taining the same degree of moderate intensity throughout 
a particular experiment. The figures given were con- 
sidered the most representative after a number of experi- 
ments. In the graphical representation of the results the 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 158, Feb. 1914. 4k 
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ordinates of the curves are the manometer pressures in 
inches of water, this being the usual mode of measuring 
wind-pressures for organ-pipes ; while the abscissee represent 
the musical intervals according to equal temperament. The 
D in brackets is middle C on the piano, the notes being as 
written for the instrument, and hence being a tone lower 
than the actual sounds produced, owing to the instrument 
being in Bp. 

It will be seen, from an examination of the figures in the 
above table and the corresponding curves, that the general 
tendency is for the pressures to fall as the pitch rises. This 
result is the reverse of that recorded by Dr. Barton and 
Mr. Laws for the trumpet, cornet, and trombone, but agrees 
substantially with the figures for the clarinet given in 
Dr. Stone’s original table. It will be noticed, however, that 
a temporary rise of pressure occurs at the second Bd; this 
note being the first note obtained after opening the twelfth 
or harmonic key and forming the first note of the so-called 
clarion register. 

Resuits of Experiments on the Saxophone. 

The instrument used for these experiments was an Ep 
alto Saxophone tuned to the high concert or military band 
pitch, and made by Hawkes & Son, London. The experi- 
ments to be described were made with the single reed proper 
to the instrument, and also with a bassoon reed which has 
double blades. The latter reed was adapted to the instru- 
ment by removing the mouthpiece and substituting a piece 
of cork hollowed out to carry the reed and fit the end of the 
instrument. The mode of tabulating and plotting the results 
is the same as that adopted for the clarinet. The A in 
brackets corresponds to middle C on the piano. 

The results obtained with the saxophone are interesting, 
as they indicate that it is the form of reed which is the 
important element as regards the pressures employed in 
playing. It might be thought, from the figures in Dr. Stone’s 
tuble (which does not include the saxophone), that as the 
only instrument there mentioned in which the pressures do 
not increase with rise of pitch is the clarinet, this peculiarity 
is confined to the clarinet and is perhaps due to its cylin- 
drical bore. It will be seen, however, from an examination 
of the tables and curves for the saxophone when using the 
proper single reed, that the pressures at the beginning and 
end of the scales are practically equal, the maximum 
pressure, at any rate when playing loudly, being at the note 
D about half-way through the scale. It is at this note that 
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the new register begins, the octave key or keys being 
opened for all succeeding notes. It will be noted that this 
temporary rise of pressure at the commencement of the 
harmonic notes is also to be found on the curves for the 
clarinet. 

TABLE II. 

Pressures for Scales on Ep Alto Saxophone. 

Inches of Water. 
| 

Notes. | | 
| Single Reed. Double Reed. 

| Forte. Piano. | Forte. 

ae tS eo 7 10 6 14 
OC € 52 ee aa 10 5:5 Was 
1D) > (ai ke ea ae 10 58 13°5 

Et pete ane eee me PTD BP7 
) dB See a | H dD 135 
| (Gro mcysi4 el ie Samad | iLL 6 1B3°7/ 
(AO Gea ee 11:5 6 14 

ad. PUR eee ae Teles) 6 ease 7 
OE eee | 2 5d 14 
1D) vas Aaa reat | 147 6°5 15 
1D eee clans 14:5 6°25 15 
Me tae dehy ge 14 6 15°5 
Cae eid Mees, | 13:5 6:5 Wey 
NYE Said dele eles ane | lt 6°6 19 
1 Bigs a a Ae gg 08 12°25 6 23 at least 
(Oe ae eee ae 1 6 
HDi ess es KO) 515 
ee eee eee eae jut Ba) 
Ried i we ea A iit 5d 

i 

The results obtained when playing very softly on the 
saxophone shows that there is very little change of pressure 
required right through the entire compass of the instrument. 

The third column of figures in Table II. and the upper- 
most curve on the saxophone chart (PI. III.) show some results 
obtained by using a bassoon reed on the saxophone. Here 
we have a very different set of figures and form of curve, 
the pressures required for the higher notes being greatly in 
excess of those required for the lower notes, thus agreeing 
with the results shown in Dr. Stone’s tables for the oboe and 
bassoon, and in addition all the other instruments in his 
table. The figures and curve indicate that but little modi- 
fication of pressure is required for the fundamental notes, 
but after passing the middle D the pressures rapidly increase. 

T2 
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It may be remarked that when using the bassoon reed the 
lower notes were fairly readily produced and were of fairly 
good quality, very similar in fact to those obtained with the 
proper single reed and mouthpiece. The quality of the 
upper notes became bad however, and I was unable to obtain 
notes of proper intonation after the last Bf. The figure 23, 
indicating the pressure for this note, must also be taken as 
only approximately correct since the note was very unsteady. 
It is quite conceivable that a bassoon player who would be 
better used to the control of a double reed could have 
obtained one or two higher notes. 

Conclusions. 

The results of the above experiments are I think suff- 
ciently consistent to support the figures for the clarinet in 
Dr. Stone’s table, and to show that with a single reed or 
clarinet type of mouthpiece it is not necessary to increase 
the wind-pressure for the high notes of the instrument. I 
put forward the following suggestions in explanation of this 
seemingly curious result. 

There are two important factors governing the pitch of a 
note produced by the aid of a reed upon a wind instrument, 
viz. :—Alteration of the vibrating length and alteration of 
the air-pressure. The first of these methods is most readily 
done by the performer’s lips in the case of the single reed on 
a mouthpiece of the clarinet type, since the upper end of the 
reed, which rests on the lower lip when playing, is very 
delicate and vibrates to and from the bevelled face of the 
rigid mouthpiece. The bevelling is such that a wedge- 
shaped opening is provided between the thin portion of the 
reed and the face of the mouthpiece, and hence the slightest 
alteration in the position of the reed on the lip, and in the 
pressure exerted on the reed, will result in an alteration in 
the length of the portion of the reed which is free to vibrate. 
As the player ascends to the higher notes he must increase 
the lip pressure. 

It may also be remarked that the production of the higher 
notes is aided by the player imagining that he is singing a 
high note, from which fact it must be assumed that the form 
of the cavity of the mouth and throat exert an influence on 
the production of the desired notes. ; 

In the case of the double reed the lip pressure is also 
increased for the higher notes, but the change in lip pressure 
cannot, I submit, have such a marked effect upon the 
vibrating length of the reed as it had in the case of the 
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single reed. The double reed, as used on the oboe and 
bassoon, consists of two blades which are hollowed out so 
that when the blades are secured together there is an elliptical 
space between the blades. Now, in order definitely to alter 
the length of blade which is Gee to vibrate, the lips would 
have to squeeze the reed so hard that the Vledes would be 
pressed together. Such an action is of course impossible, 
since the passage of air through the. reed would be stopped. 
The vibrating length, therefore, can be damped more or less 
where the lips are pressed on abe reed but cannot be defi- 
nitely altered. Hence it is, I think, that mere alteration of 
lip pressure is insufficient to produce the higher notes on 
wind instruments employing double reeds. In the case of 
single reeds, however, the lower end of the free portion of 
the reed adjacent the lower end of the bevel or “lay,” as it is 
called, of the mouthpiece, may be pressed firmly against the 
mouthpiece so as definitely to shorten the vibrating length 
of the reed, and yet an air-passage will still be left between 
the reed and mouthpiece. 

XXXII. Jonization in the Unstriated Discharge and in 

ae waliras. esi Oe 1D). (Ovenmunny 

O far as the writer of this article is aware, no satisfactory 
explanation has been given for the relation existing 

between the current in the unstriated discharge and the rate 
at which the ions recombine, nor for the relation between 
the electric force and the pressure of the gas. The following 
explanation 15 therefore suggested. This discussion applies 
also to those forms of the are which have the same cross- 
section at all parts, as does the mercury arc. 

Recombination of the Positive and Negative Ions. 

A discussion of this topic was given by H. A. Wilson] a 
few years ago, but his fundamental equations lead to con- 
clusions which appear at the present time to be incorrect, as 
is shown by the following. These equations are the ones 
commonly used in cases where a current is carried by ions 
formed in a gas, namely, 

t=en(u+v) and N=an’, 

where 7 is the current per unit cross-section, ¢ is the charge 
carried by each ion, n the number of positive and also of 

* Communicated by the Author, 
; Phil. Mag, [6] vi. p. 180 (1908). 
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negative ions per unit volume, uw and v the velocities of the 
positive and negative ions resrectively, N the number of 
recombinations of ions per sec. per unit volume, and @ some 
constant depending on the kind, pressure, and temperature 
of the gas. 

In both the unstriated discharge and in thearc the electric 
force is approximately independent of the current, and 
therefore uw and v may also be considered as independent 
of the current, and e is a constant under ali conditions. 
Therefore n is proportional toz. But N, the rate at which 
ions recombine, varies as the square of n, and therefore as 
the square of the current. The following considerations 
show that this is highly improbable. 

The work which has been done in recent years on the 
light produced by electrical discharge indicates that part of 
the light, if not all, is produced by the recombination of the 
positive and negative ions. ['rom this we should expect the 
intensity of at least part of the light to be proportional to 
the number of ions recombining, and if we accept the state- 
ment that the rate of recombination of the ions varies as the 
square of the current, we should conclude that the amount of 
light should vary as the square of the current. In reality 
the light varies approximately as the first power of the 
current and not as the square *. 

A consideration of the energy used to produce the ions 
leads us to the same result. Since the field is uniform for 
some distance in this form of discharge, as many ions are 
brought into a given region by the field as are drawn out, 
and hence with a constant current the number of ions formed 
per sec. in each c.c. must equal the number recombining. 
‘Therefore, this number must also be proportional to the 
square of the current, if the preceding equations are correct. 
It requires a certain amount of energy to produce an ion, 
and therefore the energy required to produce the total 
number of ions formed each second must also be proportional 
to the square of the current. However, since the electric 
force is constant, the total energy given to the discharge 

co) 

varies as the first power of the current. This brings us to 
the improbable conclusion that the part of the current used 
to ionize increases as the square of the current, while the 
total energy increases as the first power of this quantity. 

These difficulties may be explained if we remember that 
there are in reality two kinds of negative ions. There are 
negative ions called electrons which are but small parts of 
molecules, having but small masses and moving with high 

* Nutting, ‘Bulletin of Bureau of Standards,’ iv. p. 517 (1907). 
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velocities, and there are negative ions formed by the union 
of electr ome with molecules which are of molecular size and 
move with small velocities. The two kinds of ions have the 
same charges, and are equivalent to each other as far as 
neutralizing the electrostatic effect of the positive ions is 
concerned, but are very different in their velocities and 
consequently in their power to carry current. 

As a result of this the two kinds of negative ions must be 
considered separately when an equation is formed for the 
current. This can be done by writing the equation as 
follows: 

PEMA Oya 25U5),)5 few jen =) C1) 

where mis the number of the positive ions per c.c., n, the 
number of negative ions of electronic size and ng the number 
of negative ions of molecular size; w is the average velocity 
of the positive ions, v; the average velocity of the electrons, 
and v, that of moldculak negative. ions, 

But v, is very much greater than wu or v,. With discharge 
in hydrogen the mass of a molecule is 1700 times that of an 
electron, and v, is correspondingly greater than wu or 1. 
With discharge in mercury the mass of the molecule is 
170,000 times greater than that of the electron. Conse- 
quently it would be a close approximation to write the 
equation as follows : 

TENN ie ET se tes ned) 

providing that n, is not excessively small when compared 
with m or ng, and it will be shown shor tly that such an 
assumption leads to an entirely satisfactory explanation of 
the observed phenomena. 

That n, is not appreciably smaller than m or Ng is shown 
by the high average velocity of the negative ions in the 
mercury arc. Stark, Retschinsky, and Schaposnikoff * found 
that the average velocity of the negative ions was much 
greater than that of the positive. Schenkel +, from a study 
of the Hall effect in the mercury are, concluded that the 
velocity of negative ions was 1° 42x 107 cm. per sec. per 
volt more than that of the positive ions when the pressure of 
the gas was 1 mm. 

These measurements give the average velocity of the 
negative ions, and if this is greater than the velocity of the 
positive ions, it must be that the av erage mass of the negative 
ions 1s much smaller than that of the positive ions. The 
miass of the positive ions is that of molecules, and hence the 

* Ann. d. Phys. xviii. p. 230 (1905). 
‘ Mit. d. Phys. Ges. Liirich, p. 13 (1906). 
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average mass of the negative ions is much less than that of 
molecules. That is, a large part of the negative ions mast 
be electrons, and therefore n is not excessively small when 
compared with mz or m, and equation (2) is approximately 
correct. 

But the principal reason for assuming that this equation 
is correct is that such an assumption enables us to explain 
the difficulties which are otherwise met, for this equation 
leads to the conclusion that the rate at which ions recombine 
does not vary as the square of the current, but approximately 
as the first power of the current. In order to show this, one 
must remember that there is not only the recombination of 
positive and negative ions to form uncharged molecules, but 
that there is also the change of the negative ions from 
electronic to molecular size. 

There are, in fact, three kinds of recombinations. First, 
the electrons may combine directly with positive ions and 
form uncharged molecules; secondly, the electrons may 

o 

unite with uncharged Scales and omen negative ions of 

molecular size eich we shall eall molecular nee 10NS ; 
and thirdly, these molecular negative ions may unite with 
positive ions, forming uncharged molecules. The rate of the 
first of these recombinations is proportional to the number 
of electrons times the number of positive ions, and may be 
expressed by an;m. The second rate of recombination is 
proportional to the number of electrons times the number of 
molecules, and since the number of molecules is proportional 
to the density of the gas, this may be expressed by Bnd, 
where & is the density of the gas. The third rate is pro- 
portional to the number of molecular negative ions times the 
number of positive ions, aud may be expressed by agngm. 
In these expressions , %, and 6 are constants depending 
on the nature of the gas. “Molecules are formed from the 
ions by the been beaeon of electrons with positive ions, 
and by the recombination of molecular negative ions wat 
positive ions. Hence for the total rate at which ions re- 
combine we may write 

N=aenmtarm; 2 =e 

but the rate at which the molecuiar negative lons recombine 

must equal the rate at which they are formed. Therefore, 

aonym= no and N=anymn+Pn,6. 

The chance of an electron combining with a positive ion 

is under all conditions much less than had of its combining 

with an uncharged molecule, because of the far oreater 

pumber of the molecules * Therefore, we need considee 

* Thomson's ‘ Conduction of Mlectricity through Gases, 2nd ed. p. 26. 
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only the second term in the above equation, and since 8 and 
6 are independent of the current and 7 is approximately 
proportional to it, this term is also approximately proportional 
to the current, und as an approximate equation we may write 

ING SiC ce te Veen enw!) (A) 

This conclusion that the rate of recombination is pro- 
portional to the first power of the current is quite in 
harmony with the facts to which attention bas been called. 

The explanation may then be summarized as follows. On 
account of the great velocity of the electrons appr oximately 
all of the current is carried by them. The great majority 
of recombinations are those of positive ions with molecular 
negative ions, and the rate of such recombinations varies as 
the number of electrons present, and consequently as the first 
power of the current. 

Heplanation of the Relation between Electric Force, 
Density of the Gas, and Amount of Current. 

We may now go a step further and consider the relation 
between the electric force in the discharge and the density 
of the gas. It has been found that the electric force is 
a linear | function of the density, increasing as the density 
increases, but that it does not approach zero when the density 
approaches zero, ‘To account for this the following may be 
suggested. If we assume that the ionization is caused by 
impact, the relation between these quantities must be one 

Fig. 1. 

DENSITY. 

similar to that shown in fig. 1. Possibly one should add 
that we are also assuming that the discharge is carried by 
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ions, and that the positive avd negative ions are continuall 
recombining, but these statements are so universally accepted 
that it is hardly necessary to consider them as assumptions. 

To show that some curve similar to that in the figure must 
hold good, let us first consider the condition when the 
density is large. In this case the chief obstacle to the 
passage of the current is the gas itself. The molecules of 
the gas stop the movement of the ions, so that their average 
velocity is small. The electrons quickly combine with 
molecules, since there are many molecules present ; and it 
is difficult to produce new ions, since the mean free path of 
the electrons is so small that the electric force must be very 
large in order to give the electrons sufficient velocity to 
produce new ions by their impact. Clearly the electric 
force must increase as the denrity increases. 

On the other hand, when the density of the gas is very 
small, the gas does not obstruct the movement of the ions to 
any appreciable extent, but there is still recombination 
between the negative and positive ions, and there is now 
great difficulty in producing new ions, due to the fact that 
there are few molecules to be hit by the electrons. When 
the number of recombinations becomes comparable with the 
number of collisions betveen moleculesand electrons, a large 
proportion of such collisions must result in making new ions, 
and to cause this to occur the electric force must be large. 
If, for example, the number of combinations were equa! to 
the total number of collisions between electrons and mole- 
cules, it would be necessary for each collision to result in 
ionization. Bat some of the paths of the electrons will be 
very short, and to meet the needs of snch electrons the 
electric force must be very large, as shown at the left of the 
curve. In the limiting case it would be necessary for the 
electric force to be infinite. 

To arrive at some idea of how the electric force varies 
between these two cases, we must consider the requirements 
necessary to maintain a current. The essential requirement 
is that the electric force be sufficiently large, so that new 
ions are produced by the impact of the electrons on the 
molecules as fast as they recombine. An electric force must 
be present also in order to move the ions after being formed, 
but this requirement appears to be met whenever the first 
one is met. If it were not, we should find that any increase 
in the current would require a corresponding increase in the 
electric force, and the force would be directly proportional 
to the current, as itis in metallic conduction. In reality the 
electric force decreases slightly whenever the current becomes 
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larger. In metallic conduction the number of electrons 
appears to be constant, and the current is determined by the 
electric force. In the unstriated discharge the electric force 
remains approximately constant, and the current is determined 
by the number of electrons sent into the gas from the cathode. 

The number of new ions formed will depend on the 
number of electrons hitting the molecules, on the number of 
molecules to be hit, and on the velocity of the electrons. 
The velocity will depend on the distance through which the 
electron has moved since the preceding collision and on 
the electric force accelerating it. Only those electrons 
which move through comparatively large distances will be 
able to lonize. 

Let us denote by V, the potential difference through 
which an electron must pass in order to have sufficient 
velocity to ionize. Let x, be the distance corresponding to 

—, where X is the 
xX 

electric force. According to the kinetic theory of gases * 
the number of electrons passing through a distance as great 
or greater than 2, before impact will have to the wiole 

such a potential difference. Then a= 

Ly 

number of impacts the ratio expressed by e 4, where XQ is 
the mean free path of the electrons. Since the number of 
molecules is proportional to the density of the gas, we may 
indicate the total number of collisions per c.c. per sec. by 
énjo, where 6 is the density of the gas and b is a constant. 

mca : 
The number producing ionization will then be bnjoe a, which 

v1 
may also be written bnjde AX. Since XQ is inversely propor- 

5 
tional to the density, this may be written bnjoe X, where c 

is a constant of such value that c6= — x" 

Some of the electrons which do not have sufficient velocity 
to ionize the molecules which they hit, will combine with 
them. It has, however, been shown by the work of 
Townsend f on the diffusion of ions that combinations do 
not always occur with such collisions. In many eases the 
electrons collide with molecules and again separate without 
any permanent effect on either the molecules or the electrons. 
In case of collisions between electrons and molecules there 
are three possible results. The electrons may ionize the 

* Meyer's ‘Kinetic Theory of Gases,’ p. 408; Townsend, Phil. Mag. 
(onepeelOn Leo): 
+ Phil. Mag. [6] xxi. p. 807 (1919). 
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molecules by their impact; the two may combine, forming 
molecular negative ions; or the two may separate without 
any permanent effect upon either. 

The second of these effects would not change the total 
number of ions, but it would change the number of electrons, 
and the electrons are the principal carriers of the current. 
We may find an expression for the number of electrons 
which combine with molecules, as follows. The total number 
of collisions between electrons and molecules is bn,6. The 

cé 

number resulting in ionization is bnde X. Hence, the 
: cé 

number which do not ionize is bné(1—e-x). If we use 
k to express the ratio between the number combining and 

the total number of collisions which do not pe oduce ionization, 

we number which combine is kbn,6(1—é 75h This is the 
ame quantity as that indicated by @n,6 in a preceding 
par agraph. 

It would be reasonable to assume that & is a function of 
the electric force, but it will be shown in a following 
paragraph that The data on the unstriated discharge agree 
better with the assumption that k is a constant. Therefore, 
for the present we shall make such an assumption. 

With a steady condition of the current and a constant 
electric force along the length of the discharge, the number 
of electrons formed per second must equal ‘the number 
combining with the positive electrons plus those combining 
with the molecules, or 

= 66 

bn 6e z =anym-+kbn 6(1—e X). 

This can best be tested by expressing X in terms of 8 
and m. 0 is the density and m, the number of positive ions, 
increases as the current increases. By the following trans- 
formations it is possible to express X in this ae 

a1 

OS 

Hors (2+) = (148, - ae 

| 
| 

5 k as = = log Leea(tt va) | 

a) hey; Ca 
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When X and 6 are taken as the variables, this becomes 
the equation of a discontinuous curve, one part of which is 
similar in shape to that shown in fig. 1. This may be shown 

as follows. When the density is large a approaches zero 

and = approaches c+ log uns 5 appro: C= og( I 

this quantitv is a constant and the curve approaches an 
asymptote through the origin, which is indicated by the 
dotted line. 

Again, when the number of combinations with positive 
ions equals the total number of collisions between electrons 
and molecules 07,6 = a,nym or bd6=a,m and 

). Since & is a constant, 

A170 : sO Re log {oali+iey lool) and Xv= 0 infinity, 

since 6 is not zero for this value. 
This corresponds to the conclusions already reached, 

namely, that when the density is large, the electric force 
increases as the density increases, and that when the number 
of combinations of electrons and positive ions equals the 
number of collisions between the electrons and molecules, 
the electric force must be infinite. 

Comparison of the Theory with the Data on Unstriated 
Discharge. 

Since c is equal to a constant times Vj, the value of the 
electric force as given in equaticn (6) is proportional to 
the potential through which an electron must go in order 
to ionize. It is, however, not possible to test the formula 
by this means ; first, because we have little data about the 
value of V, in different gases ; and secondly, because it is 
not possible to change V, without changing some of the 
other quantities in this formula. 
When the relation between the electric force and the 

density of the gas is considered, we are better able to test 
the results of the preceding explanation. 

The observations which have been made on the unstriated 
discharge have been made with small currents and with 
pressures of several millimetres. Lower pressures than 
these cannot in general be used without having the discharge 
change to the striated form. As a result, the only part ‘of 
the curve shown in fig. 1 which applies to the measurements 
made on this form of dischar ge is the part at the right where 
6 is large. In such cases the number of molecules is many 
times greater than that of the positive ions, and the number 
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of collisions between electrons and molecules is much o greater 

than that between electrons and positive ions. Asa 1 result 
370 ° : : 

+= will be sufficiently small, so that the higher powers of 
kbé 
this fraction may be neglected. When this is true, 

log (145 + iby} ite approximately equal to I , and equation (6) 

may be written 

ee ne [ite am Y 

ee (ae = fs 

k is also very small as will be shown below, so that 
1-+ky. ee GSMO d 

a 27 a x © vf Sa is log( i ) is large compared with Ths”? and we may write 

this equation as igi 

aym = 

— e . se e . ( 

K=0d(- OPP Ch 

where /=log (- + ty 
k 

If £ is a constant, this is a linear equation between X and 
6, and also between X and p, where p is the pressure, if the 
temperature is constant, since the pressure is then propor- 
tional to the density. This is of the form X=Ap+B. On 
the other hand, if & is not a constant, this is not the equation 
of a straight line. Measurements have been made of X and 
p by Herz”, Graham}, Wiedemann and Schmidtf{, Heuse §, 
H. A. Wilson ||, and Matthies, and the data in each case 
when plotted give a curve of the form X=Ap+B. We 
are therefore justified in assuming that & is a constant. 

When we consider the relation between the electric force 
and the current, we find that the data do not agree with the 
equation, if we consider V, to bea constant. In the equation, 
X increases when m increases, and m increases when the 
current increases. The increase to be expected is indeed 
small, but in reality there is a slight decrease when the 
current increases. There is but little doubt that this lack 
of agreement is due to the fact that V, is not constant, but 
decreases slightly as the current increases. Since ¢ varies as 
V,, the expression for X decreases when V, decreases. 

* Wied. Ann. liv. p. 263 (1895). 
* Wied. Ann. Ixiv. p. 58 (1898). 
t Wied. Anz. Ixvi. p. 320 (1898). 
§ Ann. d. Phys. v. p. 681 (1901). 
|| Phil. Mag. [5] xlix. p. 505 (1900). 
€ Ann. d. Phys. xviii. p. 473 (1905). 
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We have further evidence that V, decreases with in- 
creasing current in the striated discharge. Thus Wehner * 
found that the potential difference between consecutive 
striations becomes less as the current becomes greater. 
Again, the electric force in the are where the current 1s 
large is very much less than it is in the unstriated discharge. 
Thus we may conclude that the formula agrees quite as well 
with the observations as is to be expected. 

Equation (7) will also give some idea of the order of 
magnitude of £, and will confirm Townsend’s statement that 
the collisions between electrons and molecules do not always 
result in combination of the two. Assuming this equation 

to be correct, we have 

e e e V 

Since p=c’d where c’ is a constant, this equals —4_ 

We have some knowledge of all the quantities on the right- 
hand side of the last equation, but unfortunately it is not an 
accurate knowledge, and a slight change in any of these will 
produce a very large change in k. We can, however, get 
some idea of the value of these quantities. If we take 
13°25 volts per cm. per mm. of pressure for dX/dp, which 
is found from the data of Herz on the discharge in hydrogen, 
10°55 volts for Vj, and ‘0839 em. for X when p is 1 mm., as 
given by Davis +, the value of 1/k is 13,230. That is, only 
one collision in 13,230 results in combination of an electron 
witha molecule. It is possible that this number is too large, 
but it does not appear altogether unreasonable, since 
Townsend t concludes from measurements on the diffusion 
of ions, that after 8000 collisions a large majority of the 
negative ions are still in the electronic state. 

It would seem as if the combination of electrons and 
molecules might be entirely neglected, since they occur so 
seldom, but if this were done equation (2) would reduce 

r 2 a7 . 6 
to X=cd + logs, in which X becomes zero when & 

becomes zero. This is contrary to the measurements which 

have been made on the unstriated discharge. 

* Ann. d. Phys. xxxii. p. 76 (1910). 
+ Phys. Rev. xxiv. p. 101 (1907). 
{ Phil. Mag, [6] xxii. p. 857 (1912). 
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Summary. 

The amount of light given by the unstriated discharge 
and by the are indices that the rate at which ions re- 
combine in these forms of discharge varies as the first power 
of the current, while the equations usually assumed for 
discharge through gases would lead us to expect that this 
rate varies as the square of the current. This is explained 
by assuming that approximately all of the current is carried 
by electrons and not by ions of molecular size, and that the 
great majority of the electrons combine first sath molecules 
a afterwards with positive ions. 

The fact that the electric force in this form of discharge is 
a linear function of the pressure of the gas is explained by 
assuming that the ionization is caused by the impact of the 
more rapidly moving electrons on the molecules, and that 
but few of the collisions between electrons and molecules 
result either in ionization or in recombination, the greater 
number re esulting 1 In no permanent change I 1n eines electrons . 

or molecules. 
The fact that the electric force decreases slightly when the 

eurrent is increased, is explained by the added assumption 
that the potential difference through which an electron must 

o in order to ionize is smaller with larger currents than 
with small ones. 

Colgate University, 
October, 1913. 

XXXII. On the Relationship between the Viscosity, Density, 
and Temperature of Salt Solutions. By W. J. WALKER, 
B.Sc, Carnegie Research Scholar, University College, 
Dundee*. 3 

[Plate IV.] 

NHE following notes are derived from the results of 
experiments carried out at the suggestion of Professor 

A. H. Gibson in connexion with tests on the resistance to 
flow of brine solutions through pipes of different diameters. 
The solutions were of sodium chloride and calcium chloride. 
The primary object of the experiments was the de'ermination 
of “the kinematic coefficient of viscosity,” or the ratio 
viscosity/density. Absolute values of the viscosity were 
obtained by means of the apparatus shown in fig. 1. 

Reservoir A was used to maintain a constant head of about 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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18 cm. in vessel B. Discharge from the latter vessel took 
place through a glass tube C Ga emullbore andl ai seen! in 
length. After the completion of the experiments, the 
diameter af the tube was ascertained by breaking 1t up into 

Pi o, Ll ot 

pieces varying from 2 cm. to 3 cm.in length and measuring 
the diameters by means of a microscope furnished with 
micrometer eyepieces. The mean ot these results gave 
-2590 cm. as the tube diameter, In ealculating the vis- 

9 a“ 

cosities the value aie was subtracted from the measured 
head, “J 

The relationship between the percentage of salt in the 
solution and its density was measured by means of a Mohr 
specific gravity balance, with the following results in the 
ease of sadium chloride :— 

Temperature=60° EF. 

Percentage Solution. Specific Grayity. | 

Q 1-000 | 

6 1:042 

12 1:088 

18 1-134 

on 1-165 

28 1198 

Nore. uuniiees reckoned as parts of salt in 100 parts of solution. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6, Vol, 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. U 
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From these figures it appears that the specific gravity 
increases unifor mly with the percentage of salt in the solution 
until this attains a value of about 20 per cent. After this 
point the rate of increase in specific gravity. diminishes. This 
is probably due to the fact in the stronger brines, solution 
was not complete but that some of the material was held 
in suspension. 

As a check on the accuracy of the viscosity apparatus, this 
was used to determine the viscosity of water at 62°3 °F. 
The mean value obtained was ‘00002265 in F.P.S. units as 
against Poiseuille’s value of 0000227. This result gives an 
assurance that experiments have been carried out with a fair 
degree of accuracy. ‘The results of one series of experiments 
on each solution are given below, the sodium chloride series 
being carried out ida temperature of 62°5 F. and the 
calcium chloride series at a temperature of 63° F. An 
empirical formula was deduced for the sodium chloride 
series before the calcium chloride series was carried out and 
is given here: 

w= "00002265 + -0000428 (p —1) + -000228(p—1)2. 
This gives in F.P.S. units results practically identical with 
experimental values. 

Sodium Chloride 62°°5 F. || Calcium Chloride 63° F, 

p- pt Bano Wipe He =. 
e p 

1000 | -00002265 1-000 1-000 00002248 993 
1-008 | -00002300 1009 | 1-0188 00002358 1-922 
1-015 | -00U0023835 1016 1-054 "00002586 1-083 
1025 | -00002580 1025 || 1-063 °00002660 1/106 
1-037 | ‘UO002445 LOS as0S4 00002855 1-163 
1-058 | ‘00CG02548 1063 || 1:°1029 ‘00003020 1-210 
1065 | ‘00002580 SOU in vislalieg ‘00003170 1:256 
1-078 | -G0002685 1100 ||. 1130 00003318 1-295 
1-095 | -00002790 1126 || 1:149 00003555 1365 
1115 | -00003035 1-165 | 1165 00003800 1-425 
1:142 | -00003250 1255 1184 00004180 1-525 
1170 | :00003655 1378 | 1:2078 "00005060 1:850 

Nore.—" is here taken relative to water at 62°°5 F. 
AS) 

The curves for these solutions showing the relation between 

viscosity and density are given in fig. 2 (le Vee 
Tt was intended at fest to Bedncee an empirical formula for 
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the calcium chloride series, but on plotting the curves as 
shown, their appearance suggested an inquiry which led to 
the following interesting discovery of a relation between 
viscosity and density which does not appear hitherto to have 
been noticed. 

In the Phil. Mag.* Ramsay and Young published a law 
connecting temperatures at which different saturated vapours 
have the same vapour pressure. Porter, in the same 

: en ea ok 
magazine +, showed that if qe be plotted against T where T 

0 
and Ty) are temperatures of two liquids having the same 
vapour pressure or the same viscosity at these temperatures, 
then a straight line will be obtained. From this he deduced 
that Ramsay and Young’s law is accurately true if 

5 B 
Ip) =A 7 

or F (uw) =a Le 

Porter showed the latter law to hold for two such dis- 

similar substances as mercury and water. Now in the cases 
viven of sodium and calcium chloride it was found that if 

F be plotted against w~ where w and po are viscosities at 
Fo 

similiar densities, an approximate straight line was obtained, 
indicating the relationship 

B 
F = A = ° ° 8 ry 9 9 ° if (p) % (1) 

In order to eliminate one of these constants this was thrown 
into the form 

B 
Pe-l)=A- . ec needs Oa) 

When pl we get B == pA, 

where yp’ is the viscosity of water at temperature considered, 
(2) then becomes 

nee A(1 ~H), 
be 

* Jan, 1886. + June 1907 and June 1912. 

U2 
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Tentatively, it was found that I’(e—1) was of the form 
(oe —1)” where “nn” lay between 1 and 2 for both solutions. 

On plotting log(p—1) against log (1 -*) practically 

straight lines are obtained in each case, as shown in fig. 3. 
The values for ‘‘n”’ for these two lines as drawn are 1:038 

and 1:055 for sodium and calcium chloride respectively. 
In the Smithsonian Tables (1908) figures are given showing 

the relation between viscosity and density at temperatures 
10°, 30°, and 50° C. for sodium and calcium chloride solutions. 
It was thought desirable to find how ‘‘n” and “ A” varied 
with temperature, so experiments were carried out at tem- 
peratures ranging from 0° to 100° C. on the sodium chloride 
solutions. The intermediate figures agreed well with the 
Smithsonian figures, except that at 30° C. the Smithsonian 
figures were slightly higher. In the case of the calcium 
solutions the experiments were only carried out at the lowest 
temperature. The apparatus was the same as used by 
Reynolds * in his viscosity experiments and is shown in 
fig. 4. Its reliability was proved by the good results it gave 

for water. The low temperatures in the experiments were 
obtained by means of a freezing-mixture of ice and sodium 
chloride. At the same time figures were obtained to show 
the variation of density with temperature of several solutions 
of different strengths. These figures are not given, but they 
were used to obtain for sodium chloride the curves shown in 

* Scientific Papers, vol. 1. p. 239. 
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fiexs.5 & 6 (PL IV.), giving the relation between viscosity 
and temperature, and viscosity and density. The three upper 
curves in fig. 5 were for solutions of densities 1°188, 1°146, 
and 1°101 at a temperature of 18° C. The lowest curve is for 
water. In fig. 6 the curves shown are for temperatures Or, 
O02. 30°. 50°, and 100°C. Figs. 7 and 8 give the salts 
curves for calcium chloride. Str aight lines were obtained 
for the logarithmic values plotted as in fig. 3 for each of the 
above temperatures. The values of ‘“‘n” for sodium chloride 
were found to be, when 

Re OSG p= NAS: 

Sis OF Me DO. 

r= oe m= Volo: 

= 50%; == OY, 

T= OO, R= IOTo: 

Irom these figures it appears that “nn” decreases pro- 
portionally to temperature from 0° to 30° ©, but from 
there the relative diminution becomes much less up to 100° C, 
Values of w were calculated from these values of n and were 
found to agree exceedingly well with the experimental values. 
It was desirable, however, to have a formula which would 
involve the three quantities w, p, and T. The above values 
of “n” do not provide this, but it was found that, on 
assuming “nn” to vary regularly in values from 1:4 to 1:0 
between the limits 0° and 100° C., a quite accurate formula 
was obtained in the form 

(ee ratte A(1— = fe 

The same procedure was gone eee with the calcium 
chloride results. The values of “2” here varied regularly 
from *95 to °85 as the onan he from 0° to 50° C. 
This gives as the best formula between these limits 

1) 95—"002 T r= A(I-# (p= E ). 

To obtain the value of A it is best to use the point at which 
the solution has its highest density. Otherwise, if A be 
obtained from a low density point the liability to error in 
calculating the viscosities at higher densities is appreciable. 

The amon of A with T was next noticed. ‘The figures 
below give the actual values in each case for log. A. 
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Sodium Chloride. 

Actual values. 

Ae (ak OR Rsteee oe ers —'6795 
OSS itemise oe —°6455 
Da Matteo icc —°9670 
OMT... <che — 4924 
OOF Gan eee — 3016 

Calcium Chloride. 

Actual values. 

EA ORR Ge a. Ae —°3983 
Ole. tesa — "3511 
DOs Sede tea tia — 3449 
US tare aati ce —°3333 

By readjusting these values so that log A may be regarded 
as a linear function of T, formulee were obtained for each of 
the solutions which gave a fairly accurate relation between 
p, #,and T. The readjusted values are :— 

Sodium Chloride. 

Readjusted values. 

Eb UE OS (CMa —-6790 
HOS Uigteaerione — +6416 | 
Om ee —-5716 + log A = —'6790 
Bee eee § — +4920 | +:00374 T. 
OO? ja, aes —-3050 ) 

Calcium Chloride.’ 

Readjusted values. 

ie 02K 1s ae eam — +3580 
ae 13530 | eee 
Hoy ee eg Pek = oe 
Suc See — +3330 +0005 T. 

The tables below give a comparison between the experi- 
mental aud calculated values of «, according to the given 
formule 

Leta (p= ye ee te Dee A(1 - ) for sodium chloride. 

1 Re Ky (Cae A(1- :) for caleium chloride. 
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I. Sodium Chloride. 

i (eo g =1°4, Oe c77 le ME = BUS Ne 

p- [be How p. es Es p- Me Pe 

1:19 187:0 187°0 1:18 128°5 127°6 1eyliy2 WA 73°8 

USD 150°0 150°5 IPS) 111-0 HO: TPIS) 68:0 Gvell 

LO 122.0 ae 1:10 91-5 91°3 1:10 57:0 56:2 

1:05 107:0 1076 1:05 79-1 79°2 1:05 50:0 48:9 

nl ce FS ae a OOe n= 1:0; 

p. Me je p. (0 He. 

1:16 47°83 47°5 1:15 21-5 DMS) 

1:15 45:0 45:0 1:10 18-7 18°75 

1:10 379 384 1:05 16°6 16°65 

IOS 54:0 34:0 

IT. Caleium Chloride. 

{t= (Of m = 99 i NOLS in Oo. 

0. ie Lee 0. Me Mer 

eat 310°0 308°0 1°30 273°0 adh 7 

1:200 200-0 198:0 1:20 145'5 148:0 

1:10 136°0 134:5 1:10 99:0 99°8 

1:05 116-0 115°5 1:05 84:0 85:2 

(io OMe oO) i) Ose 

S 1:293 177°0 172°5 1:30 137:0 137°0 

1:20 96°4 94°8 1:20 69:0 68:7 

1:10 63:0 62°8 veal) 45:0 44:7 

1:05 53:0 ber 1:05 SWISS) ol 

Here p,.= experimental value of p. Me= calculated value of p. 
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From these tables it appears that the greatest difference 

between experimental and calculated values ocevrs at about 

30° C., but the differences (a little over 2 per cent. being the 

greatest) are not great when one considers the experimental 

difficulties involved in the measurement of viscosity. 

Several other figures for different salts were taken from 

the Smithsonian Tables and the log. graphs plotted, and in 

no case was there any great deviation from the straiyht line. 

Unfortunately, however, in the majority of cases only three 

points are obtainable from the given figures, so that the 

comparison with these other solutions is not so rigid as 1s 

desirable. Again, some of the solutions actually diminish in 

viscosity as salt is added until a certain minimum viscosity 

is attained, after which the viscosity increases regularly with 

an increase of density as in the majority of solutions, One 

of the most noteworthy examples of this behaviour is found 

in ammonium nitrate, the density-viscosity curve of which 
is shown in fig. 9 (PL IV.). It might be thought that such 
a case would form a departure from the above law. It is 
found, however, that on giving the formula the form 

! sosy=a(i-2) be 

where «' is the minimum viscosity, and where the negative 
sign is used when « is greater than p, w being the density at 
the minimum viscosity point, then the law does hold very 
approximately. Five points are given in the case of 
ammonium nitrate, and on plotting the log. graph for these, 
they were found to lie very sensibly on a straight line as 
shown in fig. 10. The same thing is shown in fig. 10 for 
manganese chloride for which four points are given in the 
tables, the log. graph of these also being practically a straight 
line. Manganese chloride, however, does not have a minimum 
viscosity point but behaves like ihe majority of salts. 

The reason for the difference in the value of “nn” for 
sodium chloride as found in the two experiments ™* lies, of 
course, in the different conditions under which these were 
carried out, the solutions in the first set of experiments being 
unfiltered. 

If this law holds generally for all salt solutions, as seems 
probable, the best method of obtaining the formula for each 
salt would be to make three accurate determinations (at the 
same temperature) of the viscosity and density at points as 
far apart as possible and deduce the value of “log A” and 

* Pp, 292 & 298, 
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“nm therefrom. This may be repeated for say another two 
temperatures, and thus the variation of “log A’ and “n” 
with temperature can be ascertained. The formula may then 
be completed. 

One reason for the diminution of “n” with temperature 
may be stated as follows. At the higher temperatures the 
fluidity of the solvent is increased. Now the behaviour of 
the solute is found to be in many ways analogous to that of a 
gas. Thisanalogy would apparently become more pronounced 
the higher the temperature, 7. e. the greater the finidity of 
the solvent, for then the particles of solute could move about 
with greater freedom. The viscosity of a gas is known to be 
independent of density, and on glancing at figs. 6 and 8 we 
see that the higher the temperature the less pronounced 
becomes the increase of viscosity due to the increas: of 
density. This is specially evident in the case of sodium 
chloride at 100° C. 

It may be of interest to note here that the same method 
of plotting was used to determine if E(u) in the formula 

b 
E(u) = a— -z (u) =a— 

was of the form (w)” in the cases of water and mercury. It 
was found not to be so, so that some other form must be 
ascribed to this function in the case of these two substances 
at least. 

Tn conclusion, I desire to express my thanks to Professor 
Gibson for the encouragement he gave me during the course 
of the work. 

XXXII. The Electrification at Liqud-Gas Surfaces. By 
H. A. M°Tacaart, M.A. Toronto; Research Student of 

— Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge *. 

\ ‘ J] HEN a liguid in the form of drops falls through a gas 
and splashes against an obstacle it is found to be 

electrified. At the same time the gas acquires a charge of 
the opposite sign. This charge found on the liquid varies 
with the liquid, the gas through which it falls, the nature of 
the obstacle on which it strikes, and the force of the impact. 
To account for this electrification it is usually supposed that 
at the surface of separation between the liquid and the gas, 
a double layer is formed, the two surfaces of which are 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., PRS. 
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oppositely charged, and that the shock mechanically pulls 
these charges apart. This separation of electrifications is 
found to be produced by almost any kind of mechanical 
disturbance acting at the surface if the forces in the dis- 
turbance act quickly enough (Becker, Jahrb. d. Rad. ix. 
p- 52, 1912). The breaking away of a drop of water from 
a dripping tap, the bubbling of a gas through the surface of 
water, or the blowing of water into spray, are accompanied 
by disturbances of this kind. Even the sudden separation 
of two wetted towels which have been pressed together, will 
charge the towels with oue sign and the air with the opposite 
sign. 
“The changes that can be produced in the electrification 

by mechanical means are modified by the nature of the gas 
in contact with the liquid and by dissolved salts or other 
impurities which it may contain. In experiments by 
Professor J. J. Thomson (Phil. Mag. xxxvi. p. 341, 1894) 
the action of the gas upon the electrification produced was 
shown to be considerable. For example, distilled water 
falling through air acquired a positive charge. When it fell 
through hydrogen it became negatively charged, while, if 
allowed to fall through its own vapour, it acquired no 
charge. Small quantities of salts dissolved in the water 
produced very remarkable effects on the electrification. The 
most active in this respect were some of the organic salts 
which are known to be readily adsorbed into the surface 
(Freundlich, Kapillarch. p. 248). This fact has suggested 
that the electrical double layer may be a result of adsorption. 

It might be expected that the nature of this double layer, 
if it actually exists, would be influenced not only by the 
liquid and the salts dissolved in it, but to some extent also 
by the gas. At liquid-solid surfaces the electrification is not 
determined by the solution alone. The solid plays an im- 
portant part—as experiments in cataphoresis and electric 
endosmose clearly show—but the way in which the solid (or 
gas) affects the charge in the double layer is not apparent. 
Nor is it clear how the ions of the dissolved salts, or those of 
the liquid itself, enter into the formation of the layer. To 
add to the information on these points is the object of this 
paper, which describes some experiments on liquid-gas 
surfaces. 

In 1861 Quincke observed (Pogg. Ann. exiii. p. 513, 1861) 
that in water through which an electric current was passing, 
small bubbles of air moved toward the anode, while in 
turpentine they moved toward the cathode. This motion 
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must be due to the presence of an electric charge upon the 
surface of the bubble, and its velocity will then be a measure 
of the charge. An examination of these velocities will thus 
provide some further data regarding the electrification at 
liquid-gas surfaces. In his experiments Quincke used glass 
tubes of small bore (0°4 to 2 mm. diam.) in which to observe 
the motion of the bubbles. One disadvantage in such small 
tubes is the disturbing effect of the endosmose currents, 
besides which there is the difficulty of keeping the bubble from 
sticking to the wall. Instead of this it is possible to use a 
olass tube rotating about its axis as shown in hg. 1. 

The ends are closed by metal electrodes which are counter- 
sunk to receive the pivot points upon which the tube rotates. 
When the tube is in motion the current is led in through the 
liquid by means of the pivot supports. A bubble of gas in 
the rotating liquid takes up a position on the axis if the 
bubble is fairly small and if the speed of rotation is high 
enough. The motion of the sphere of gas along the axis 
due to an applied electric field may then be examined. This 
is the method employed in this paper. 

To reproduce the effects observed by Quinckea preliminary 
trial was made with a rotating cell of the form shown in 
fio. 2 

Tey, 

' 
! 
| 

ON all 
' ; 
| 7, Ta 
| 

l 

! 

| 

It consists of a piece of capillary tubing near the ends of 
which two bulbs are blown. The inner surface from the 
ends up to the dotted lines was silvered in order to provide 
electrodes as large as possible. A small hole was left in one 
of the bulbs through which a bubble of gas could be intro- 
duced. This could be done very easily w hen the tube was at 
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rest by using a fine tube fitted with a screw as shown in 
iOoey ay 

co) 

Fig. 3. 
fo) 

It is made by drawing down an ordinary piece of glazs oO 

tubing to a fine capillary and fastening a plate with a screw 
through its centre to the large end. When this apparatus 
is filled with water, if the screw be turned back the water 
retreats along the capillary followed by air, any quantity of 
which may then be expelled into the cell by turning the 
screw forward again. ‘The cell was set in motion by a small 
electric motor connected to it by a belt of fine thread 
running over pulleys. This apparatus gave, even when set 
up in a more or less careless way, a very interesting exhibi- 
tion of the bubble moving along the axis, now fast, now slow, 
as the potential between the ends was altered. 

The velocity of a bubble of gas in such a cell is not, how- 
ever, its real velocity through the liquid. In tubes of such 
small bore the endosmose sets up a current along the wall 
which returns along the axis, increasing or diminishing the 
true velocity according to circumstances. Another error, 
due to currents in the liquid, is introduced if the speed of 
rotation is not uniform, an error which it is almost impossible 
to avoid with an ordinary type of motor. In making actual 
measurements a cell of the form shown in fig. 4 was used. 

The glass stoppers AA with platinum electrodes on their 
ends ce are ground into the tube B and furnished with metal 
bearings torun on the pivot points. A wire running through 
the stoppers connects the electrodes with the bearings. 
Bubbles of gas are introduced through a small hole at E. 
To ensure uniform rotation a Rayleigh motor (Scientific 
Papers, Lord Rayleigh, vol. ii. art. 56, p. 355) was used 
which drove a beltiof thread over the pulley D. This worked 
fairly well if the thread was kept moistened with oil to 
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prevent it slipping. The drifting of the bubble due to 
gravity was controlled by levelling-screws in the base of the 
apparatus. Jt was found that when all adjustments were 
made, the bubble, observed through a low-power microscope, 
would remvin on the hair-line for some time. 

With this cell an examination was made of (1) the effect 
of the size of the bubble on its velocity, (2) the relation 
between the velocity and the potential gradient, (3) the value 
of the velocity in distilled water of conductivity about yalOmes 
The velocity was measured by noting the time—with a stop- 
watch—taken by the bubble to move over a fixed number of 
seale-divisions in the microscope. By a simple device the 
watch was started (or stopped) and the electrie field applied 

‘(or removed) simultaneously. ‘To eliminate a possible error 
due to the tube not being exactly level, the bubble was made 
to move a definite distance in one direction and to retrace it 
in the opposite direction. The diameter of the bubble was 
measured on the microscope-seale as the tube was rotating. a ‘ ! 
The following readings on bubbles of air of various sizes 
show the accuracy obtained. In the first column is the 
diameter in mm. ; in the second, five successive readings of 
the time required to move over 20 scale-divisions (45 divi- 
sions=1mm.). Since the field between the electrodes was 
not uniform, the readings were taken ata fixed distance from 
one electrode, 

Diam. Time in secs. Average, | 

06 ou ious 10-1 
08 10m, LOL 10S emtoe amos 10-2 
10 10 102) 102, osen ae 10-3 
12 10S TOL, TOR, Oe, 10°5 
14 On MO oO, 10, 10 10-0 
"16 LOD PO) Oe lO 10:0 
16 HOE 1s Tle ee ta 1 10:0 

If the difficulty of maintaining a uniform speed of rotation 
were fully overcome, the average time for bubbles of different 
sizes would probably be the same. Bubbles larger than 
-2 mm. gave inconsistent results, due apparently to eddy 
currents set up by their failure to remain exactly on the axis. 
Very small bubbles, formed sometimes by the gradual absorp- 
tion of the gas by the water, were observed to leave the axis 
in an irregular way as if their buoyaney were no longer 
sufficient to keep them on the axis. It may be concluded 
then, that, within the limits given in the table above, the 
velocity is independent of the size. 
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The velocity is proportional to the potential gradient, at 
least for differences of potential that are not very small. 
Measurements of velocities in fields of less than 6 volts per 

cin. were not made. The following table gives the time 

taken by a bubble in moving 40 divisions under a field of 

16 volts and of 8 volts. Readings were taken at six points 
equally spaced between the electrodes to observe at the same 
time the variation in the field. Near the electrodes the 
times are shortest, 2. e. the velocity is greatest. 

Le Di Malt ciel ae at 

RGomaliey ee 2BN, 2: 82 | 102° | 1205| did) | 1Osmese 
Si) | 10 113) 12) 105) ee 

Average ........- | 83 (10-31) 11S) a7 | 10-30 ees 

eeltials A ie Ces is | 21 95 |26 | 24 | 20 
16 |:290. |, 88 | 83 120877 ata 

AGETAT CN Base. r 4 [he 205 |) 24° |) 245) |) 22:3) ea 

When the voltage is doubled the time is halved, 2, e. the 
velocity is doubled. 

To get an estimate of the actual velocity per unit fall of 
potential, it is necessary to know the average value of the 
velocity. This may be got by plotting a curve with the 

distances of a point on the axis from the electrode as 
abscissee, and as ordinates the velocities or times to move 
over a given distance about the point, and finding the average 
ordinate for the curve. The value obtained for one set of 
readings was 9°4 sec. which was the average time taken to 
move 20 divisions of the scale each way or 40 in all. The 
fall of potential was 22°8 volts per em. This givesa velocity 
in cm./sec./volt/em. of 

Aieiaiesel ie 
0) Ok 00S we 

An average of four sets of readings at another time gave 
3°9.107*. It may be concluded then that the velocity of 
small spheres of air in water of this purity is about 4.107 
em./sec./volt/em. 

No effort was made to prepare water of extreme purity, 
but rather to obtain by a fixed method of distillation water 
of fairly constant quality. It invariably contained air and 
earbon dioxide, to some extent. Under these conditions 
spheres of hydrogen, oxygen, and illuminating gas all had 
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practically the same velocity as air. For hydrogen an 
average of three sets of readings gave 4°2.107*; of three 
others 4°1.10-4, From Professor Thomson’s experiments 
on the electrification of drops one might expect to find 
difference in the velocity of hydrogen and oxygen. In his 
experiments the water was carefully freed from dissolved 
gases and a perfectly fresh surface was exposed with each 
drop, conditions difficult to obtain in a rotating cell. 
However, water thoroughly boiled was tried but no change 
of sign oceurred with hydrogen as compared with oxygen, 
ee as far as could be obser ved, there was no difference in 
velocity. No actual measurements were made on account of 
the rapidity with which the bubble was absorbed by the 
water. 

Experiments were then made to study the influence of 
small amounts of dissolved electrolytes upon the surface 
electrification. For this purpose a slightly different form of 
cell was used, designed to allow the use of larger currents 
than were possible in the last cell. A straight piece of 
glass tubing 2°3 cm. in diameter and about 7 cm. long was 
fitted with brass stoppers covered on one face with platinum 
to act as electrodes (fig. 5). 

Two thin disks of giass mounted just in front of the 
electrodes prevented small bubbles of gas which might form 
on these from drifting out into the liquid and disturbing the 
bubble under phceaetion: For the very dilute solutions 
that were used this cell was found to be fairly suitable. It 
was filled and emptied through a small hole in the end. 
Mathematically (Lamb, Brit. Assoc. Report, 1887, p. 495), in 
such a closed cylinder the endosmose along the seals would 
set up a return current along the axis. Ta a tube of this 
size, however, it would be negligible, giving an error of the 
same order as that present in U-tube methods of determining 
the velocities of colloidal suspensions. 

A considerable amount of work has been done on liquid- 
solid surfaces and on the effects of dissolved aera tes on 
the surface electrification. Hardy (Journ. Phys. Chem. iv. 
p- 235, 1900) gives as a general rule that, in the case of 
colloids s, the coagulative power of a salt is determined by the 
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valency of one of its ions. That ion which is of the opposite 
electrical sign to the colloidal particle is the one which 
causes the coagulation, 7. e. it is the ion which annuls the 
charge on the colloid. In endosmose experiments with 
porous diaphragms, Perrin (Journ. de Chim. & Phys, 11. 1904, 
ii. 1905) finds a similar rule to hold regarding the activity 
of an ion in discharging the solid-liquid surface. <A trivalent 
ion is much more active in this respect than a monovalent 
lon. A positive ion reduces the charge on a negatively 
charged surface and conversely. In general, at a liquid-solid 
surface, the solid is charged negatively in a basic solution, 
and positively i in an acid solution. It will be seen that these 
rules apply, in a general way, to liquid-gas surfaces as well. 

The two acids HCl and HNOs, having the monovalent 
positively charged hydrogen ion, were tried in very dilute 
solutions. With increasing concentration the negative 
charge on a bubble of air was reduced until it was practically 
neutralized. Very strong solutions could not be used 
because of the disturbing “effect of gases given off at the 
electrodes. In the highest concentration that was used, 
however, no reversal of the sign was found. HCl was used 
in concentrations from 1077 equivalents per c.c, to 107° 
equivalents per c.c. as estimated against standard baryta- 
water. HNO; over a similar range of concentrations gave 
practically the same results as HCl. 

To obtain, if possible, some examples of a reversal of the 
sion of the charge, a number of trivalent positive ions were 
chosen. Readings for three nitrates are given in the tables 
below. In the first column are the concentrations in equi- 
valents per ¢.c., in the second the time taken by a bubble of 
air in moving over a fixed distance, and in the third the sign 
of its charge. When the velocities are too slow to be timed 
conveniently the words “slow,” “faster,” are used to give a 
general idea of the motion. 

La(NO,), 6 H,O. Time. Charge. 

Seconds. 

1080253 40 if 

107°. 75 64 = 

100.37 240 aS 

107°. 7:5 ze 0 
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Al(NQ,); 16 H,O. aime: Charge. 

Seconds. 

Ip 4 40 ws 

10m 48 67 a 

10°°.2:4 slow = 
LOT oe: i fs 

10m (24 faster eu 

rome 02 Q i 

Cr (NO,). 1s EH, O; Time. Charge. 

Seconds. 

| IG 4 20 28 

10 2 han Bae a 
Ome | 34 es 

10s be 50 ie 

Lomas 80 bs 

10m 088 slow a 

The first two salts reverse the sign of the charge ona 
water-air surface, and it seems likely that the chromium salt 
would have done the same if the concentration could have 
been made a little greater. 

The following tetravalent nitrates were then tried :— 

Th (NO;), 12 H,O. Time. Charge. 

Seconds. 

HO az 26 a 

VOmmesey a =f: 

LOMA 57 =f 

On. ee 48 nm 

107° .2:8 40 ue 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. xX 
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Zr (NO,),. 

— S TH 

Om 

10m 5 

Time. 

Seconds. 
23 

99 

35 

30 

Charge. 

ashe eee 

The positive ions Th and Zr not only neutralize the 
| negative charge but they give the surface a large positive 
1 charge. The thorium salt is the most remarkably active in 
| this respect of all the salts used. 
| ‘Two tetravalent chlorides were tried but they showed very 

slight effects :— 

i PtOL, 5 HO. Time. Chane. 
i! | ee ed 5. MA pe ale 

I Seconds. 
i 10%: 16 _ 

Oe 17 as 

109° 26 ue 

10m ¥2 40 ws 

| | SnCl, 8 H,0. Time. Charge. 

|| Seconds. 

| LOMO AT 19 sy 

Ome Ss 28 mL 

| LOM 7 32 fh 
i Ome eal 25 ue 

Tn these cases it is likely that the metal forms part of a 
complex ion, and is therefore not free to exhibit the full 
effect of its valency (Whetham, ‘Theory of Solutions,’ 
roe LENG). 

Hexavalent chromium in CrO,; gave results of a similar 
kind :— 
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- CrO,. Time. Charge. 

Seconds. 

1G 20 ie 
107! 25 a 

Oe 30 Me 

107° 50 = 

10072 ? aa 

The effect of negative ions on positively charged bubbles 
was then examined. For this purpose the trivalent and 
tetravalent ion (FeCy,) in potassium ferri- and ferrocyanide 
were used. ‘To obtain a positively charged bubble to begin 
with, a solution containing 107° equivs./cc. of thorium nitrate 
was made. In this a bubble of air has a small positive 
charge. The following tab'es show the effect on this positive 
charge of the negative ions in different concentrations. 

K, FeOy,. Time. Charge, 

Seconds. 

0 slow + 

10m, + 

10m .5 iy almost zero, 

Oma — 0 

10°‘ .2 slow a 

1074.3 40 = 

K,FeOy, 3H,O. Time. Charge. 

Seconds. 

0 slaw + 

Ome i Ei 

10m 4 43 _ 

10" 30 30 = 
100) 20 ~ 
Oy Me 28 = 
10K 37 2 

MA bo 
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The tetravalent salt neutralizes the positive charge at a 
much smaller concentration than the trivalent. 

The monovalent positive ion H, and negative ion OH in 
HCl and KOH respectively were tried in water made electri- 
cally neutral by adding a very small quantity of Al(NOs)s. 
When HCl was added to this solution the bubble became 
positively charged. When KOH was added it gave the 
bubbie a negative charge. 

In ordinary distilled water bubbles of hydrogen and 
oxygen have practically the same velocity. There is probably 
a difference which, however, cannot be detected with certainty 
under the conditions of the experiment. This difference 
might show itself more definitely in a solution almost electri- 
cally neutral. The following readings with air, hydrogen, 
and oxygen were taken to see if a difference could be 
observed :— 

Al,(SO,),. Air. | O. Hi. 

100 a2 e = = 

105.83 0 = a 

107° .5 + — + 

10m At 0 ae 

1-4 ae oa a 

It appears that the hydrogen changes sign at a smaller 
concentration than the oxygen, so that in this case, at least, 
the surface electrification is not independent of the gas. 

The following unexpected effect was observed when water 
was used which had been boiled to free it from air. The 
water was made almost but not quite electrically neutral by 
adding Th(NQO3)4, and a bubble, placed in this solution, was 
observed under the microscope. In this partially air-free 
solution, the bubble was gradually absorbed by the liquid 
and finally disappeared, but its electric charge during this 
process did not remain the same. At first it was negatively 
charged. As it diminished in size the negative charge 
gradually disappeared until the bubble was neutral. As it 
continued to diminish in size it began to acquire a positive 
charge whica slowly increased till the bubble became too 
small to examine. This effect will be referred to again. 
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Discussion. 
Small spheres of gas electrically charged in water move in 

an electric tield with a velocity of the same order as the 
velocity of colloidal particles. The motion of these particles 
is regarded as due to a continuous relative displacement in 
opposite directions of the two faces of a double layer, one of 
which is fixed to the solid particle. The velocity of such a 
particle is given by Lamb’s formula (B. A. Report, p. 495, 
1887) ‘ 

Hp 
A) 

where u = vel. of particle, p = surf. density of charge, 
El pot. orad:, 6 = thickness of layer, 

= viscosity of liquid. 

This equation will apply to the motion of spheres of gas 
in a liquid if a double layer exists at the iiquid-gas interface. 
That surface of the double layer which touches the gas would 
not be attached to a solid surface as in the case of a colloidal 
particle, but it might be regarded as forming a sort of 
flexible shell filled with the gas. 

There is no doubt that a film of some rigidity is formed 
about the gas, which acts toward the contiguous liquid lke 
a solid surface so far as endosmose effects are concerned. 
Hardy (Proc. Roy. Soc. B. Ixxxiv. 1911) has examined with 
some care the case of a plane air-water surface. An electric 
current was observed to drive small particles of graphite 
immersed just under the film past the surface with the same 
velocity as particles near the solid walls of the containing 
vessel. Small particles resting upon the film did not move 
appreciably. A sphere of gas in liquid is enclosed in a film 
of this sort which forms one surface of the double layer and 
preserves its identity, more or less, as it moves through the 
liauid. We may, then, with some reason assume Lamb’s 
formula to be applicable and employ it to find the charge on 
a bubole of air in water. | 
We have in E.s. units :— 

U 

Bi O Oiler 4s MOS" 

putting the viscosity at 0°01 and the thickness at 10-8 em., 

or a) CONOR iar 
case ne Coulombs 355 10-8.3. 109 : 

== 4 Oia nearly, 
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The charge on a sphere of any size may be found by 
multiplying this density by the surfacearea. The following 
table compares with this the amount of electrification set 
free (1) by a drop in a waterfall experiment, (2) by a drop 
broken up in a current of air (Simpson, Phil. Trans. A. 209. 
p- 879, 1909), and (3) by the breaking off of a drop from a 
source (see Becker, loc. cit.). 

Experiment. Diam. of Charge cale. 
sphere. in coulombs. 

Cataphonesis (of... 6.40 -e 8 7°8 mm. 1702 me 
Ady, 24.107 

Wratertallvexp. 2.4. 250: This), 2G 
44, 0°39 10m 

Drops broken up by a 

cuntent Of alr, (.c.5.5... TAG 1-7 .10-2 

Breaking off ofa drop... 4:4 ,, 5-28.10- 

Tf the estimates made in these various cases are not too 
wide of the mark, it is evident that only a very small fraction 
of the charge is set free by such mechanical disturbances as 
those mentioned. 

The difference of potential (V) between the surfaces of the 
double layer may be calculated from 

TE ee Ky f _ Apu 

Hsin? ae esa 
if the thickness of the layer be small in comparison with the 
radius of the sphere. 

In E.S. units 

ot coe 
% 300 +81 

or in volts 
2A SAA O01 A Mg ss U0 

* Si 300 ¢ 
== UMD. 

In a consideration of the electrical effects observed at 
liquid-gas surfaces, differences must be noted between the 
conditions of experiments like waterfall experiments, bubbling 
of gas through water, or spraying experiments and cata- 
phoresis experiments like those described in this paper. 
The surface-density of electrification need not be the same in 
the two cases. In solutions the concentration of the salt in the 
surface does not reach an equilibrium value the moment the 
surface is formed. For this reason, the electric density will 
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have 2 value in a freshly formed surface different from its 
value in an older surface. One may refer to the two types 
of experiment as the dynamical and statical, in the same 
way that one refers to corresponding methods ‘of measuring 
surface-tensions of solutions. Not only is there a oradual 
adsorption of salt into the surface on the liquid side, but there 
may be an adsorption of gas on the opposite side, In a 
dynamical experiment the surface will not be in that equi- 
librium state which exists in a statical one. 

Again, it is possible that the gas does not play the same 
part in producing the BC Hestion in the two cases. Tor 
example, it is not improbable that a sphere of water-vapour 
in water would be found to be charged in the statical experi- 
ment, while a drop of water falling through its own vapour 
is known to give no electrical effect. In the static case H 
and O show very slight differences in charge, but in dynamie 
experiments they give rise to charges of opposite sign. The 
fact that so many substances in contact with water are 
negatively charged indicates that water by itself produces 
an electrification upon which is superposed an electrification 
due to the substance in contact with it. It is probable that 
in the static experiment the hydrogen and oxygen exert a 
very small influence on the charge observed, but in dynamic 
experiments they play an important part. When these 
gases are torn away from the water by the mechanical 
forces, the violence of the separation may give rise to an 
electrification which is not apparent in the statical observa- 
tions and which depends as to its sign and amount upon the 
nature of the gas. 

The changes in the electrification produced by dissolved 
salts are nct easy to explain, the difficulty being increased 
by a lack of knowledge of the nature of the ions formed and 
the amount of hydrolysis which occurs. Where there is 
complete dissociation—as in the dilute solutions here used— 
the ions formed would tend to charge the surface with their 
own sign. ‘This tendency, however, is stronger in some ions 
than in others, and the same ion does not exhibit the same 
power to charge different surfaces. The H-ion, for example, 
shows quite different powers of precipitation toward colloidal 
A283, gold-sol, mastic and egg-white (Mines, Koll.-Chem. 
Beth. iii. p. 193, 1911-12). In the case of liquid-gas 
surfaces the H-ion does not seem to show a very strong 
charging power, as indicated by the acids HCl and HNO). 
Of the three trivalent nitrates of Lia, Al, Cr, the tirst shows 

scarcely any hydrolysis (Perrin, lows. eis. Ne and one might 
expect the effects observed to be due to the simple ions ‘La 

—— 
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and NO;. In the other two cases hydrolysis produce a 
supply of H-ions, to which the higher activity of the Al-salt 
may be ascribed. One would expect the Cr-salt for the same 
reason to be more active than La, but its effect is even less. 
Similar discrepancies occur in the stability of these metals in 
colloidal form (Biltz, Berl. Ber. xxxv. p. 4434), and no 
satisfactory explanation seems possible at present. 

Of the two tetravalent nitrates Th and Zr the first is 
unusually active, the merest trace of the salt being sufficient 
to reverse the charge. Both salts hydrolyse and their 
colloidal hydroxides are prepared by dialysis. Thorium is 
remarkable also for its stability asa colloid, being much more 
stable in the presence of added electrolytes than Zr (Biltz, 
loc. cit.) In endosmose experiments using water against 
glass and quartz, Elissafoff (Zert. Phys. Chem. Ixxix. p. 385, 
1912) finds that Th( NOs), has the same high charging power. 
This activity cannot be due to the presence of H-icns resulting 
trom hydrolysis altogether, because the conductivity of the 
solution is relatively small. It has a large atomic weight, a 
fact worth noting in connexion with similar observations on 
the activity of heavy metals in endosmose experiments. 

The chlorides of platinum and tin and the oxide of chromium 
evidently produce ions whose charges are small. Simple 
ions are not formed in these cases—a necessary condition 
apparently for the production of the greatest effect on the 
surface electrification. 

The two negative ions, FeCy,** and FeCy,'***, follow the 
valency rule that the ion with a larger charge is more active 
than one withasmaller charge. Similar results for positively 
charged copper in colloidal solution have been obtained by 
Burton (Phil. Mag. vol. xvii. no. 100, April 1909) who found 
the charge to be reversed by K;PO, and K;(FeCy,). 

In a general way the valency determines the charging 
power of an ion, but it is not the only factor apparently 
which has an influence. The greater activity of the ions of 
the heavy metals has been mentioned. The complexity of 
the ion also is associated with peculiarities in its activity. 
Mines (/oc. cit.) has examined the action on colloidal substances 
of the complex trivalent ion [Co(NH3),] in Luteo-cobalt 
chloride and of simple trivalent ions. Some colloids are 
sensitive to both complex and simple ions, and some only to 
simple ones. An emulsion of olive-oil in water differentiates 
between the two, the simple ion being 170 times more 
powerful in precipitating the oil. 

From these experiments with a rotating cell, it would seem 
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that in the static type of experiment the charge at a water- 
gas surface is very slightly affected by the nature of the gas. 
Let us suppose for simplicity that the gas has no effect and 
that—following Prof. J. J. Thomson’s view—the liquid in 
the surface layer is chemically unsaturated. The adsorbed 
gas, oxygen or hydrogen for example, would become attached 
to water molecules, but in such a way as not to affect the 
value of the charge in the electrical double layer, which 
would have the same sign and value as if the gas were 
absent. When, as in a waterfall experiment, a separation of 
the gas and water molecules occurs, the electrons are shared 
between them in a ditterent way. Oxygen, having an 
affinity for negative electrons, will carry away an excess of 
them, giving the gas a negative charge. Hydrogen will 
leave an electron behind in the water and go off positively 
charged. In other words, the dynamical experiment brings 
out the difference in the chemical, z.e. the electrical, nature 
of the gas. 

This simple view may be slightly modified in an actual 
case. Oxygen might attract negative ions into the surface 
and give it a larger negative charge than hydrogen would, as is 
shown, for example, in the comparison readings for these two 
gases in Al,(SO,)3. In the static experiments the ions in the 
liquid will determine the surface charge, and since in water 
a surlace is always negative, one may suppose the existence 

of a selective adsorption of OH ions. In support of this is 

the fact that the surface is electrically neutral when H ions 
are In excess, as in acid solutions (leaving polyvalent ions 
out of consideration). When dissolved salts are present, 
their adsorption modifies the charge again, but the gas in 
contact still shows scarcely any effect. This neutrality was 
observed by Metcalf (Zeit. Phys. Chem. lii. p. 1, 1905) on the 
formation of films or crusts upon water by methyl violet, 
peptone, &. He could detect no difference in the films 
when oxygen or hydrogen was in contact with them. A 
similar behaviour is observed in the change of sign which 
occurs when a bubble of hydrogen or oxygen is slowly 
absorbed into a solution of thorium nitrate as described above. 
When first introduced into the liquid the bubble is negatively 
charged. As it diminishes in size it gradually becomes 
neutral and then slowly takes on a positive charge. The 
effects are exactly those that would be produced if the con- 
centration of the salt were slowly increased, as shown in the 
table above for thorium nitrate. It is natural to conclude 
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that a progressive change in the concentration at the surface 
takes place as the bubble gets smaller. The surface layer 
first formed adsorbs a certain amount of salt which it 
apparently retains as it gets smaller, thus increasing the 
concentration. As in Metcalf’s experiments no difference 
could be observed between the action of hydrogen and 
oxygen in this case, 

This view of the action of the gas in these experiments is 
merely an hypothesis, and the work is being continued with 
the object of finding out more accurately the part played by 
the gas and by the salts dissolved in the quid. 

Summary. 

A rotating cell method of examining the electric charge on 
small spheres of gas in a liquid has been worked out. 

Quincke’s observations on the mevement to the positive 
pole of small spheres of air, oxygen, and hydrogen in distilled 
water were repeated, using the rotating cell. 

The velocity of small spheres of gas in water was found to 
be proportional to the potential gradient and independent of 
their size (within limits). 

The velocity of spheres of air, oxygen, and hydrogen in 
water was found to be about 4. 10~* em./sec,/volt/em. 

_ Dissolved salts affect the charge at a gas-liquid surface, 
the activity of the salt depending on the charge carried by 
its ions in solution. 

An air-water surface—in the absence of polyvalent ions— 
is electrically neutral in a slightly acid solution. 

A sphere of gas in a solution can change the sign of its 
charge as it diminishes in size, by being absorbed into the 
solution. 

Under the conditions of these experiments the electric 
charge at a liquid-gas surface appears to be almost inde- 
pendent of the nature of the gas. 

My best thanks are due to Professor Sir J. J. Thomson for 
suggesting this research and for his kind advice during the 
progress of the work. 



XXXIV. The Theory of X-Ray Reflexion. By (©. G. 
Darwin, IA., Lecturer in Mathematical Physics in the 
University of Manchester *. 

VE HE formule developed by Prof. Laue f in connexion 
with the interference of X rays in crystals are 

competent to show the positions in which the interference 
maxima occur, but do not give the intensities at the maxima. 
For it is readily calculated that it is impossible experi- 
mentally to get a crystal so small that the spherical waves 
coming from a source at any manageable distance can be 
regarded as plane. If, following Bragg ft, we regard the 
phenomenon as due to reflexion in a set of parallel planes of 
atoms, the extreme shortness of the waves makes the Fresnel 
zones in these planes very small (in Friedrich and Knipping’s$§ 
experiments they would be about 2x 107! sq. cm.), and this 
vitiates the application of Laue’s formula for the intensity. 
In a later paper Laue || has made use of the Fresnel diffrac- 
tion principles to account for the shapes of the spots on the 
interference photographs, but a complete theory must regard 
the whole problem as one of spherical waves. 

In working out such a theory there is great advantage in 
taking as model that experimental arrangement which has 
in fact proved most fruitful, reflexion from the planes 
parallel to an external face of a crystal. This gets rid, both 
for theory and experiment, of a great deal of rather com- 
plicated geometry, which is useful in investigating the 
structure of crystals, but has nothing to do with the nature 
of the reflexion. 

2. Assumptions. 

We shall assume simply that X-ray phenomena are a 
branch of optics. The optical theories of diffraction, and 
also of dispersion, etc., work out correctly on principles 
depending on a simple vibration theory, although some of 
the phenomena of light can only be reconciled with this 
theory with difficulty. Thus the photoelectric effeet depends 
on Planckian considerations which seem contradictory to the 
wave theory. In the same way we shall suppose that X rays 
obey the ordinary laws of the electromagnetic theory, in 

* Communicated bv Sir Ernest Rutherford, F'.R.S. 
t M. Laue, Aon. Bay, Ak. 1912, p. 308. 
t W.L. Bragey, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. xvii. i. p. 43. 
§ W. Iriedrich & P. Knipping, Kon. Bay. Ak. 1912, p. 3h. 
| M. Laue, Annad. d. Phys. Ba. xli. p. 1008 (1913). 
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spite of the well-known fact that their absorption occurs by 
means of the emission of high-speed electrons. But a some- 
what less satisfactory assumption must also be made. The 
observed exponential absorption of homogeneous rays is 
probably a statistical effect, but it is here assumed that the 
amplitude of a wave passing through matter diminishes 
exponentially with an absorption coefficient half that ob- 
served for the intensity. ‘This assumption brings out the 
correct form for the absorption, and is to a certain extent 
justified by one of the experiments of Mr. Moseley with the 
present writer*. It was found that the intensity of reflexion 
from a crystal was cut down by exactly the same amount by 
a given piece of aluminium, whether it was placed so as to 
intercept the whole radiation before reflexion, or the selected 
radiation after reflexion. ‘This experiment proves that the 
absorption of a heterogeneous beam can be calculated by 
Fourier analysis. 

It should be said at once that part of the quantitative 
discussion in the present paper is inadequate and can only 
be regarded as a first approximation, but several points of 
interest have emerged. It is hoped to treat of a more 
complete theory in a future paper. 

3. The Structure of a Reflected Line. 

The first point we shail consider is employed in Moseley’s fT 
method for discovering the characteristic X-ray spectra of 
the elements. A crystal reflects waves of given length 
only at the angles given by the equation nA = 2a sin 6, where 
nis an integer, a the distance between successive planes in 
which the atoms of the crystal are arranged, and @ is the 
“ olancing’’ angle between the incident beam and the 
crystal face. If homogeneous radiation coming from a fine 
source falls on a crystal it is only reflected in the neigh- 
bourhood of a certain line on the crystal, this line being such 
that the incident beam there makes the proper angle with 
the crystal face. The reflected beam falls on a photographic 
plate and produces a fine line on it. Our present object is 
to discuss the structure of this line, which is of course not 
infinitely narrow. This can be done without calculation. 
First consider the effect of the outermost plane of the 
crystal on radiation coming from a point source. Each atom 
scatters a certain amount of radiation into a small spherical 
wave. These scattered wavelets reconstruct themselves into 

* Moseley & Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 210 (1913). 
t Moseley, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 1024 (1918). 
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a single wave coming as though from I, the image of the 
source O in the plane (see fig.). The second plane similarly 
gives a wave coming from J, the image of O in the second 
plane. This wave is a little weaker than the first, because 
the radiation is absorbed in passing twice through the first 
plane. The same argument applies to all the lower planes. 
Thus the effect at any point P is simply that of a set of 
spherical waves starting in phase together from I,],.... 
But this is the same as the effect when a plane wave falls 
perpendicularly on a plate in which small holes are made at 
LI,, ete. The intensity at any point P is simply the in- 
tensity of the lateral spectra of the point grating. Observe 

that the glancing angle is now the angle measured in the 
usual way from the normal. Let us now suppose the radia- 
tion to be monochromatic, and find the diffraction pattern in 
the neighbourhood of the nth lateral spectrum. The simplest 
way of seeing its nature is as follows. The waves from 
I,J,... will produce the same effect if, instead of starting in 
phase together, each starts at phase 2n7 behind the last. Thus 
the incident wave on the left of I,I, may be imagined to be 
turned round through an angle 6 where nX= 2a sin 6 (2a is 
the distance between adjacent holes). The phase difference 
between the waves going trom two neighbouring holes in 
any direction near P is now small, so that the holes may be 
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replaced by the line joining them, Thus the pattern at P is 
simply the diffraction pattern from a fine line one end of 
which I, is sharp, while the effect on the other side falls off 
exponentially. In conformity with our assumption the 
amplitude of the wave coming from a depth z below I, is to 
be taken as e—#°8e¢® of that coming from I, (w is the 
absorption coefficient for intensity). The structure that will 
be observed is thus a band, on one side of which is the 
diffraction pattern of a straight edge, while in the other 
direction the intensity falls off exponentially. In any 
manageable experiment the scale of the diffraction pattern 
would be only a few seconds, and weuld be entirely masked 
by the finite size of the source. For very hard rays the 
exponential diminution in intensity should be observed. It 
may easily be seen that at a distance sin @cos 6/u from the 
sharp edge, the intensity has fallen to 1/e, Thus, for work 
with hard rays it would be essential to use a very dense 
crystal, or else to curtail the grating by using a thin one. 
The line on the photographic plate is, strictly speaking, a 
conic section and not a straivht line, 

It is convenient here to anticipate a future result (§ 6). 
We shall see that the X rays must be held to have a refrac- 
tive index which differs from unity by about a millionth. 

On account of the refraction the position of the line 
on the photograph is slightly shifted. Let A, @ be the 
external wave-length and glancing angle, 2’, 0’ the internal. 
Let 1+p be the refractive index. Then X=(1+p)A’ and 
cos @ = (1+>p) cos @ or 6—06'=—pcot 6. The observed 
position of the line corresponds to ndA’= 2a sin 6’, while that 
which would be expected is given by nA=2asin &, So 
(1+ p) sin 6’=sin @, and so @—@'=ptand, Thus the shift 
is 

O—6)= —pcosec 6 sec 0, 

This result will be proved later ab initzo. 

4, Quantitative Method. 

We next consider the case where the reflexion is measured 
electrically. For this, the information required is quantita= 
tive. We shall first find the total energy reflected into the 
electroscope when monochromatic radiation falls on a crystal 
without any slits. As would be the case in most experiments, 
we shall suppose the electroscope to be so wide that all the 
reflected radiation is included; it is then unnecessary to 
allow for the fact that the distance of the electroscope is 

‘ 
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finite, and complicated operations with Fresnel integrals are 
avoided. 

It is not necessary to carry through all the details strictly 
according to the electromagnetic theory. These can be 
introduced later. Let us suppose that when a wave of 
length 27/k falls on an atom, the amplitude of the scattered 
radiation at unit distance bears to that of the incident a 
ratio fr, k), where wis the angle between the direction of 
observation and the incident beam. is of the dimensions of 
a length. In accordance with §§ 11-13 it will be taken to be 
real, involving no change of phase. In addition to w& and k 
it will depend on the direction of polarization of the incident 
beam. We shall suppose 7 so small that the wave scattered 
by one atom does not influence the amplitude of vibration 
of the radiating system in any other. As we shill see, there 
is an effect on the phase which ean still be included. It will 
appear that there is definite experimental evidence that the 
scattering of one stern nee niapaTon ethers, because we 
shall find reason to believe that over a narrow range of 
angles of incidence the reflexion is nearly perfect; so we 
can only regard the present process as a first approximation. 
For simplicity we shall take a erystal composed of atoms of 
a single element, arranged in a single lattice, but this lattice 
may be cubic or parallelopipedal. We also neglect the 
temperature vibrations of the atoms. These omissions are 
very easily set right later. 

5, Reflexion from a Single Plane. 

We first find the reflexion from one plane of atoms. Let 
the incident beam be e(©’—B)/R, where R is the distance 
from O (see fig. p. 317). Taking C as origin, O is the point 
(0, 0, h). To find the reflexion at angle @ we take as 
point of observation pcos @, 0, psin@—h, so that p is the 
distance from J,. Then the point of geometrical reflexion A 
is (Ros 6, 0, 0) where h=Rsin @. Let there be an atom at 
Reos 0+, 7,0. This atom will contribute a component 

(28, k nge an exp k(Ci— Rz,, — Tz), 

where the quantities that do not vary rapidly have been 
replaced by their values at A, and Rz,, rz, are the distances 

of &,m from O and P respectively. By expansion we find 
that 

Rips - Rye sin’ @ +”), 
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so that the whole effect is 

UNE) eC p) Reo BS et (E? sin? @+7’). 
rk p 

p (p—R) 2 R(p—R) 

Let M be the number of atoms per unit area. Then the 
number in an area d&dn is Md&dy, Since the phase 
variation between neighbouring atoms is small we can 
replace the sum by an integral, and get as the reflected 
wave 

T(28, b) inct—p) p Bes LYE 5 
pRB) °? 2RGok) 

_ fC9,®) anciapyM.20e 2 
p k sin 0 

If N be the number of atoms per unit volume and a the 
distance between successive planes of the crystal, M=Na, 
and we haye as reflexion coefficient, 

_in 
SNa2amen 2 516) Naw mei eeu 

(28, k) hain Ont (1) 

This expression is not perfectly general since g might he 
made greater than unity by increasing N. This would 
violate the conservation of energy. In actual matter this 
would be prevented, because the vibration of each atom 
would diminish those of its neighbours, so that we should 
have to regard fas dependent on N. Numerical calculation 
shows that g is of the order 10~‘, so that the simple form 

er 

probably stands. The factor e~ ? is the converse of the 
quarter waye which has to be introduced into diffraction 
problems. 

6. The Refractive Index. . 

If the factor /(20,k) is replaced by f(0,k) the same 
radiation, represented by igo, 1s scattered on the other 
side of the plane, so that the wave there is of the form 

_ 9 th(Ct—R) p ik(Ot--R)—igg 
(1 —2qQ0) R oF TS : 

since gy is small. This neglects the absorption in the plane 
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which cuts down the amplitude by a real factor 6, so that 
the transmitted wave is 

4 OXP tk( Ct —R) —2qG0 
R : 

The effect in the second plane is due to the incident wave 
and to the wavelets scattered by the atoms of the first. 
We have above seen that these reconstruct themselves and 
produce a component in the primary wave. This recon- 
struction will not really be very perfect until four or five 
layers have been passed, but no great error is introduced by 
supposing that it happens at once. Taking into account the 
effect of the first plane on the emerging wave, we find that 
the second plane gives a reflexion 

exp tk( Ct — ps) — 21g 

P2 
—ig bh 

where p, is the distance from I,. Proceeding in this way, 
we find that the sth plane gives an emerging wave 

exp 2k(Ct—p,) — 2igos 

Ps 

and that beyond it the transmitted beam is 

—1g bs 

ys SP 2k (Ct — R)—igqgs 
D) R ° 

2s 
The intensity corresponding to this is = But the rays 

have traversed a thickness sa cosec 0, so we take 

b? = e— #4 cosec 9 

The presence of the term igys implies a refractive index. 

Mor 5= q? °° that the wave is propagated in a new direction 

with a velocity different from that of light. The refractive 
‘index is 

2 L 
(eee Tee I+ AEN IO h) 4 

ka ke? (2) 

It should be observed that in the forward direction ihe 
wavelets scattered by the atoms are in phase together, 
whether the latter are arranged regularly or not. So this 
refractive index applies equally well to amorphous sub- 
stances. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. ¥ 
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7. Reflexion of Monochromatic Radiation. 

Returning to the reflexion we get as the whole reflected 
amplitude 

4 pik(Ct — p,) 

; : —1g Rian 1+ exp { —pacosec 6+72k(p1—ps)—2igo} 
rs : * e 1 + exp { —2uacosec 6 +7k(p;—p3) —42qo} +...... ) 

| where the slowly varying quantities have been replaced by 
their values for the first plane. As has been indicated, the 
whole radiation at a finite distance is the same as at an 
infinite, so that we may take the p’s as large as we please. 
Thus ps=pi+ 2as sin @ and the whole expression is 

__ fk(Ct—p) 
—i 
ip 
pik(Ct—p) ; 

= —ig —— | {1— exp — (wa cosec 6 + 7ka2 sin 6+ zis) \ - 

(1 + ss exp —s.pacosec @—sika2 sin @—s2iqo) 
1 

If kasin@ is near n7 this has a strong maximum. Let 
kasind=nr. Then kasind=nr+kacoso(@—¢) and the 
amplitude is 

oik( Ct —p) 
= ee [4 wa cosec 6+2| 2ka cos f(9—d) + 2q | i : 

Corresponding to this we have an intensity | 

i] L | { (ua eosee $)? + [2ha cos $(0—) + 20]? b. es J 
This has its maximum at kacos¢(@—G)+q=0. If q@ is 
replaced by its value in terms of the refractive index, jthe 
expression at the end of § 3 can be recovered. 5 maJead | 

. Suppose now that we measure the ionization in an electro- 
| scope of length / and sufficient breadth to include the whole 

| beam. The effect then is 

ee @ dO | 
I et So eee 

where [ is the intensity of the incident beam 

we g? eee ae S 5 
p* pacosecd. 2kacos 

r which reduces to 

pe fe, 4) IN? : 2A? coseci2ds "eae 8 2 d (4) 
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8. Hiect of a Slit. 

This expression, like that for reflexion from one plane, is 
not general because N may be so large that the reflexion 
would be greater than the incident beam and the energy 
would not be conserved. In reality, this would be avoided 
by the atoms influencing one another’s scattering. The 
-comparison with experiment ($14) shows that this is in fact 
the case, and we must see how. We have so far worked 
with an unlimited primary beam. Obviously the same 
result holds if a slit is introduced so broad that it does not 
cut out any of the radiation near the reflexion angle. The 
question arises, how narrow may this slit be before the 
reflexion suffers? This question may be answered by 
reference to the figure (p. 317). In front of each of the 
apertures [,, I,...... in the direction of P, supposed at 
infinite distance, must be introduced a slit. Hach slit only 
has reference to its own aperture and is opaque to the waves 
from the others. In a direction near P the intensity will be 
given by the intensity in (3) multiplied by the intensity in 
this direction corresponding to a single slit. Suppose that 
the slit is placed symmetrically with regard to the spectral 
line. For any reasonable values the breadth of the dif- 
fraction pattern is much greater than that of the maximum 
in (3). Thus the condition to be satisfied is that the slit is 
to be of such a width that the intensity has its full value in 
the central line. Taking reughly the first maximum in a 

: k . ; 
Cornu spiral we find s?. at 6, where s is the slit’s breadth 

and » its distance from the source. We can now deduce 
an upper limit to the reflexion. Taking +=30 cm. and 
k=10° for medium X rays, we find that all the reflexion 
occurs within an angular breadth of about 5”. If the 
observed reflexion is more than the whole amount included 
within 5”, it is a sign that the simple theory will not hold, 
and that in an improved theory which takes account of the 
influence between atoms, the reflexion must be spread out in 
a broader pattern than indicated above. 

9, Heterogeneous Radiation. 

The transition from monochromatic radiation to the 
general “white” radiation is simple. Let the amplitude 
be represented by 

Yo . gik(Ct—R) 
| | #( k)+ ip(t) | ears 
0 

~ ee — es 
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The intensity corresponding to this will be Pope to 

es) (¢?+?)dk or al eS ee 
./0 

The reflected amplitude is 

I [ i) (k ek(Ct— p) dk 

oh eg | Urea p 1—exp— (ua cosec +7. 2ka sin 6 + 22q0)’ 

corresponding to which there is an intensity 

| dk 
+ ued. | 1— exp — (wa cosec +2. 2ka sin 0 + 2igg) P 

We suppose that uw; only varies slowly. As & varies the 
integrand has strong maxima when ka sin 0+g,=nm. Denote 
this Tale of k by Kin and near k, put k=k, (14+ 2). 

Then the expression is a 

ken AX 
= Un (q° ); i Ga cosec 0)? + (2n77)?’ 

~ where sp n subscript Tene that the quantity has reference 
to kn. Performing the integration and putting in the value 
of g, we have 

ly 7 (20: oe, 
—N 7S Ung 

p Min 

or in terms of the more usual E, where E, dAX=uz dk, 

1 1 Ky, News =1@p8e ( A ),- | Lie Nats [f° 26, ka) (2™) (5) 
By virtue of the assumption that wu, only changes slowly, 

the correction depending on the refractive index has been 
neglected. The expression would require a little modifica- 
tion for approximately monochromatic radiation. 

It was by the above processes that the result quoted on 
pp- 230-231 of Moseley and Darwin was reached. Unfor- 
tunately there was made in that paper an assumption which 
cannot be maintained, viz. that the scattering and absorption 
are proportional. It would seem better to suppose them 
independent. The abbreviated proof there attempted cannot 
be maintained. In the first place, the area assigned for a 
Fresnel zone is incorrect and also the argument should be 
carried out with amplitude and not with energy. Amended 
in this way it gives the right result. 
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10. Temperature Effect and Compound Crystal. 

We will next introduce an effect so far disregarded, the 
temperature correction. This, due to the fact that the atoms 
are at no time all in their planes, affects the reflexion from a 
single plane, but makes no further change. Of the displace- 
ments of the atoms, those in the plane produce no change of 
phase, and we only have to consider displacements out of the 
plane. The treatment here is rather different in detail from 
that of Debye*. Let us suppose that the potential energy for 
a displacement € is $0¢. By the principle of equipartition 
out of the M atoms per sq. cm. a number 

o aGae 

wy/ kh ox? — 9 gr UST 
are displaced a distance between € and €+d¢. These atoms 

are wrong in phase to an extent expressed by e—#26sim 9, 
There are a great many atoms in any region over which the 
phases of the undisturbed atoms are sensibly constant. The 
temperature effect can be thus expressed as a factor in the 
value of 9, and this factor is. 

Caan AGG oUt et 
J snl eXP— 5 ar 1k2€ sin 0 df 

1 /eAk : A Lk 
or EXD 5 Cisint?): sor areal wee (2Qn7r). 

This is for the amplitude, and so for the intensity the tem- 
perature vibrations introduce a factor 

kT 5 
exp— — 9 (2x7). Si aire ed a ih (09) 

It is the same for a given order of reflexion, but diminishes 

rapidly with the higher orders. 
We next deduce the reflexion for a crystal composed of 

several similar interpenetrating Jattices. Let N, be the 

number of atoms per c.c. of the rth lattice, /, their scattering 

effect, and let the planes of this lattice be at distance «,a 

from those of the first, let o, give the restraining force on 
the atoms. Then the expression 

kT 2 
— — (2a)? 

wpe 
* Debye, Ber. d. Deut. Phys. Ges. 1918, p. 671. 
+ kis used in two different senses, but the ditlerence will be clear. 
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must be replaced by 
ss oA (Qu)? Q - 

—lZNTL, —5__3 oa ZT . . : 
e -0r ( ) = N, jf, e 

This applies to both monochromatic and white radiation. 

ll. The Scattering of a Single Atom. 

We must now discuss the form of the function /7. 
When a light-wave in which the electric vector is along w 
falls on a system capable of vibration, a wave is scattered 
which is greatest in amplitude in the yz plane, vanishes in 
the line of w, and in any intermediate direction is propor- 
tional to the cosine of the angle between that direction and 
the yz plane. In this way we find that in (20, k) there 

1+ cos? 20 
2 a” 

will be a factor due to the two polarized com- 

ponents of the incident beam. This gets rid of the polariza- 
tion, and we need only consider the form of 7 in a plane 
perpendicular to the electric vector. 

The atom consists of a positive charge and of electrons, 
but the former is much too heavy to scatter radiation and 
may be neglected. Though there can be little doubt that it 
does not represent the reality of the case, we shall proceed 
according to the ordinary electromagnetic theory, as applied 
to dispersion. In optics this gives satisfactory results, and 
it should do so here as well. Let e, m be charge and mass 
of an electron, and let the forces which hold it in equilibrium 
have a “ stiffness’ mk,’C?, so that the emission wave-length 
is 2a/ky. Under the action of an electric force X the electron 
moves according to the equation 

i os i 
mé+ mke?C E—3aq@é =k 

Then if X=c"'- we have 

ee eX 
(ky? — k?) C2 +. 267h't* 

At a great distance r in the plane of yz this gives a wave of 
amplitude 

e27X e tk je? P 

TE ENE ay 7 ee eee 
Tf we take this expression and add together the terms for 

each electron in the atom, and substitute in (2) for the 
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refractive index, we get the Selmeyer dispersion formula. 
Since it is quite possible that & should be greater than hp for 
all the electrons, the refractive index may quite well be less 
than unity. i 

12. Mutual Action of the Electrons in an Atom. 

For the electrons which contribute the light spectrum ho 
is very much smaller than & and may be neglected. Sir 
J. J. Thomson* assumes this for all the electrons. The 
imaginary term is very much smaller than the real, so he 

=: for each electron, and uses this expression to 

estimate the number of electrons in the atom, from the known 
scattering of an amorphous substance. 

But without further discussion this is not legitimate, even 
assuming that all the ky’s are negligible. For some of the 
electrons are crowded very close together, probably within a 
distance of about 5x107!em.t, which is fairly small com- 
pared with the wave-length of the radiation. Now it is well 
known that a small body scatters light of short wave-length 
‘much more completely than long. We must make certain 
‘that this will not be the case here. Suppose we have v elec- 
trons crowded together at points 2, y, % &c., the scale of 
their distances being measured by a length p. Let the 
external radiation be X=e*C?, This sets all the electrons 
in vibration, and the motion of each influences the others. 
Let &, be the displacement of the first electron. Then &, is 

of the form — exp7kCt. At a near point this electron 

puts f= — 

exerts a force 

3u0—a~—7 
Yi 

Similarly for the others. The whole electric force on the 
first electron then is 

‘ g 2 te ILNY 
Y9 (ls — 2)? — 145 : m mk?C* . 

(1+ pSpen Gaer 20 cient As) ey $1 =— —— A, el, 
2 lis é e~ 

We are neglecting the restraining forces on the electrons, 

* J.J. Thomson, ‘ Conduction of Electricity in Gases,’ p. 326. 
+ Calculated on Bohr’s theory for a ring of 4 electrons in a sodium 

atom. 
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and also the reaction of their radiation on their motion. 

We thus get a set of equations 

a : BisAs 

aS mk?C? (1+ = p ) 

where @;; is a quantity depending on the arrangement and 
is of the order of unity. The whole amplitude of the radia- 
tion scattered to a distant point in the yz plane is 

fete ~ gik(Ct—r) > A. 
4p 

The character of the solution of the simultaneous equations 
i 

pr heats 
so that the scattered radiation is proportional 

2 

depends on the magnitude of =e If it is small we get 
P 

9 mk?C?’ 
e e 

= T if —— = is) large mweseaa to v On the other hand, if mE? pF is larg 

neglect the terms on the left, and we have a set of equations 

of the form 1+ 5 a =(). Whatever the solution may. 
2 

be, it will give A, independent of & and proportional to p*, 

so that the scattered radiation will be proportional to kp’. 

This is exactly the result found by Lord Rayleigh* in his 

theory of the light of the sky. oy e 
Thus the question turns on the value of mE2C? pe 

light of wave-length 5x10°-° cm. and p=10~° em., we 
represent the effect of a molecule of the atmosphere. This 

Taking 

2 

gives nee ale which is probably large enough. For 

our inner ring of electrons we take p=5x10-! and for 
2 

Soft 2Xrays 2m/k— 1059 i hen ae a =6 x 1032 
mk?C? p3 

is small enough, so that we may assume that an atom scatters 
long waves to the same extent as short. | 

13. The “Excess”? Scattering. 

The waves scattered by the electrons in an atom combine 
_ to a certain extent so as to give a scattered radiation greater 
in intensity than is simply proportional to their number. 
For example, the electrons at distances 5 x 10-!° cm. apart 
would exert an effect almost proportional to the square of 

* Cf. Rayleigh, ‘Sound,’ vol. ii. p. 149. 
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their number. Consider the effect of an atom in a direction 
inclined to the incident beam at angle 20. Of the v electrons, 
all in any plane at angle @ give waves in phase together. 
Let p; be the distance of an electron from some plane drawn 
in this direction. The whole resultant amplitude is then pro- 
portional to Yexp—ik .2pssin @. To find the corresponding 
intensity we multiply by the conjugate imaginary and get 

v+2>5 cos 2ksin 0 (ps—p:) - 5 aa Aero) ) 

This expression accounts for the phenomenon of the ‘‘ excess 
radiation ”’ which is observed in the scattering at small angles 
by an amorphous substanee*. For & is of the order 10° for 
medium rays and ps—p; is at most 1078, so if @ is less than 
5° every single electron in the atom contributes to the excess. 
At broader angles a few of the outermost electrons fail to— 
help, but there will be still a number of contributors. Finally, 

when i. only those contribute which are less than a 

quarter wave apart. Moreover, the same excess will be 
exhibited at a broader angle for the softer raysT. 
When we come to consider the reflexion of a crystal we 

get the formula 

v+2>3 cos" (p,—pi). 

We may probably assume that the interiors of the atoms are 
oriented in all directions, since any forces which were strong 
enough to turn them into one direction, would probably 
show some optical effect, and this would mean that a cubic 
crystal should show double refraction. So we may suppose 
that the average of »,—p;1s independent of @. Then the 
excess radiation contributes a constant factor to the reflexion 
in each order, but that factor is greater for the lower than 
for the higher orders. 

Using the value of f as above, we arrive at the following 
formula for the reflexion of white radiation from a crystal 
composed of one lattice. 

* Barkla, Phil. Mag. vol. xxi. p. 270 (1911); Crowther, Proc. Roy. 
Soc. A. vol. Ixxxv. p. 29 (1911). ; 
+ Various hypotheses have been put forward to account for the excess 

radiation, by J. A. Crowther (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. xvi. p, 534, 1913) 
and by D. L. Webster (Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 234, 1918). The last assumes 
it due to the cooperation between electrons. He does not distinguish 
between electrons in the same and in different atoms. Except in the 
region of the diffraction pattern of the primary beam, the latter are as 
likely to contribute a negative as a positive term to (9). 
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i kT 142 
ny “oye 21 2 2 = (2avar )2 HA? | Na 1+ COs sigh al (v+2 sy cos 2 (r.—po)e cae nT) (~ fi +) ° 

iif p 2 n 2 \mC a fe Jn 

i | (10) 
i 14. Comparison with Experiment. 

We will now compare this result with experiment, and 
if shall find that our formula gives more reflexion than is 
iQ possible. The comparison is with the experiments on rocksalt 
If in Moseley and Darwin*. The Braggs’ work Tf has shown 
I that Na and Cl both contribute to the reflexion, and for a 
bi rough comparison it will be good enough to take them as 
' identical and deduce the average character of the two. 
" They are then arranged on a simple cubic lattice. Using 
1 Millikan’st most recent values, we find that the side of the 
4 lattice a is 2°81 x 10-8 cm. and N is 4°50x 10”. The work 
| of Moseley§, combined with that of Barkla||, shows that 
" over a considerable range of the softer rays m is exactly 
| proportional to *”. For very much harder rays this 1s 
| | confirmed by a single experiment in Moseley and Darwin 4. 

| We shall assume this relation to hold. Of the other quan- 
Hit tities in (10) o can be found from the infra-red absorption 

| band of rocksalt. If M be the average mass of an atom — 
M¢+cf=0 expresses the vibration of an atom. The wave- 
length of the absorption band is 54 4**. From this o can be 
found. The temperature factor is found to be 0°96 for the 
first order, 0°86 for the second. For the sixth it is 0°27. 

! The smallness of the effect accounts for its not having been 
| hitherto observed. The excess radiation factor is much in 
i, doubt until the structure of the atom is better known. The 
i} simplest process is to take the ratio of first to second order 
| from the heights of the “peaks” in Bragg’s experiments. 
1 Using this, it is a simple matter to disentangle the separate 
| orders, and the work shows that a considerable error in esti- 
it mating the strength of the second order will not change the 
| result very much. No allowance can be made for the pola- 

JH rization of the rays coming from the tube, as it is not known — 
| which are the components polarized. Taking as standard 

| wave-length A», that reflected in rocksalt (1, 0, 0) plane 
\ 
i Bac. cit. p. 219) “ies 

i 1 W. 1. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. lxxxix. p. 248 (1913). 
ii ft R. Millikan, Phys. Rev. vol. ii. p. 109 (1918). : 
}) § H. G. J. Moseley, Joc. ect. : 
\ | | C. G. Barkla, Phil. Mag. vol. xxii. p. 396 (1911). 
HY {] Loe. cit. p. 220. 
At ** Rubens and vy. Baeyer, Berl. Ber. 1918, p. 802. 
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at 4°, we have Ap>=a'92x 107° cm. We then get a curve of 
intensity given in the following table :— 

5 EON aM ai 90), 1: Pau a Sie Q 9 
bole 

|b 
Helos 

ee lel 

a oh LO. S20 O85 MOOV AOL: | 99) 79, y48 922.0) dul: 

By a rough quadrature it appears that about 7 per cent. of 
the radiation is contributed by the characteristic platinum 
radiations; and it happens that \ Ed is very nearly equal to 
Hod, where Ey refers to the value at No- In deducing this 
result it is assumed that the ionization is proportional to the 
energy. This assumption is rather doubtful, as we should 
expect that the secondary electrons from the softer rays would 
be so appreciably absorbed by the gas that they produce less 
than their due share of ionization. 

Using this quadrature and the experimental value 0°0035 
for the ia, of reflexion at 4°, we can estimate the value 

of yt 2 >> pene 

reason to ee that the efficiency was overestimated. 
We have seen that, assuming the independence of scattering 
from separate atoms, the w ‘hole reflexion really only takes 
place within a breadth of about 5’. If we assume that the 
radiation in this breadth is completely reflected, we arrive at 

Hy 80 
an efficiency ane where 6@ is 5". Using the quadra- 

(G 

ture, this is cot 060 or 0:0004. It is possible that when the 
reflexion becomes strong it is spread over a broader angle, so 
that we cannot conclude that the overestimate of efficiency 
is as great as suggested by this figure. It may be observed 
that the disagreement cannot be due to the less ionization 
by the softer rays, since the efficiency is measured by com- 
parison with the conization of the whole beam. It seems 
possible that in comparing two effects one of which is 300 
times the other, there should be incomplete saturation in the 
larger. 

Unfortunately the fact that the reflexion must be regarded 
as nearly perfect vitiates the formule for reflexion. It does 
not even appear why the second order should be so much 
weaker than the first. It is hoped to discuss this aspect of 
the matter in a future paper. 

Se It is 26. But there is strong 
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15. The Absence of Resonance. 

A very interesting question arises with regard to the 
natural periods of the electrons. If there are such periods 
in the X-ray region it should be possible to observe a 
marked change in the refractive index in their neigh- 
bourhood. It should also be found that a substance scatters 
a particular wave-length much more efficiently than any other. 
The early work on refraction was all with heterogeneous 
rays and so cannot be taken as evidence, and no one has 
worked at the scattering of characteristic radiation. In 
Moseley’s experiments the reflexion of the iron rays by 
potassium ferrocyanide was nut specially strong, but we 
know it in all cases to be nearly as good as it can be. But 
in spite of the absence of direct evidence, it seems almost 
incredible that an increase of about a million times (which 
is what would be expected from (8)) should not affect the 
apparent absorption. Barkla found no special absorption 
by a substance of its own radiation, but that it needed for 
example| rays as hard as those from nickel, to be strongly 
absorbed in iron. Superficially this bears some resemblance 
to a resonance effect. Indeed, before anything was known 
about the wave character of the characteristic rays, it might 
be thought of as an example of the fact that a strongly 
damped vibration responds best to a different frequency from 
that of emission. Kven without further information this 
explanation would hardly work, for whatever the damping 
it will be found that the response is always nearly as good 
to the emission frequency as to the optimum. But Moseley’s 
work has shown that the characteristic rays are extremely 
homogeneous, so that this view becomes quite untenable. 
On the whole it is simplest to suppose that Barkla’s results 
depend in some way on an intermediate secondary electron. 
With regard to there being some real resonance effect, we 
can only hold that it seems rather improbable that it exists. 
If it does not, we must conclude that a substance radiating 
its characteristic X-ray spectrum is in some abnormal state. 
It would be exactly analogous to the fact that the hydrogen 
lines from a spectrum-tube are not absorbed in hydrogen. 

Summ ary. 

Gi.) The structure is discussed of the lines photographed by 
Moseley in his method of finding the X-ray spectra of 
the elements. 

i.) Proceeding on a theory exactly analogous to that of 
light, the intensity of reflexion is found both for 
monochromatic and for heterogeneous radiation. 
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Gi.) The existence of a refractive index for both crystalline 
and amorphous substances is indicated by the theory. 

(iv.) The correction for the temperature vibrations is cal- 
culated. 

(v.) The effect of the several electrons in an atom is calcu- 
lated, and is seen to account for the phenomenon of 
‘excess radiation”? observed in the scattering of 
X rays by amorphous substances. 

(vi.) The results are compared with the experimental results 
of Moseley and Darwin on rocksalt, and it appears 
that the reflexion is so good that the formule on 
which (ii.) is based must be inadequate in some parti- 
culars. The wave scattered by one atom disturbs the 
vibrations of the others. 

My thanks are due to Prof. Rutherford for his kind 
interest in this research. Also to Mr. H. G. J. Moseley; 
several of the questions here considered arose from discus- 
sions with him. 

XXXV. Anomalous Zeeman Effect in Satellites of Mercury 
Lines. By H. Nacaoxa, Professor of Physies, and 
T. Takamine, Postgraduate in Physics, Imperial Uni- 
versity, Tokyo *. 

[Plate V.]} 

i the present stage of our knowledge of the Zeeman effect, 
investigations as regards the separation of satellites of 

spectrum lines in a magnetic field are very scanty. Gehrcke 
and v. Baeyer + first measured the effect on the satellite of 
the green line of mercury in weak magnetic fields ; similar 
measurements were made by Lunelund?f on several satellites 
of mercury lines, but as the strength of the field was limited 
to a few thousand gauss, the separation was generally pro- 
portional to the fields. Gmelin § was the first to notice an 
anomalous effect in the satellite +224 of the yellow line 
5790, in which the separation was proportional to the square 
of the field ; the observation was afterwards confirmed by 
Lunelund. This singular case was of special interest, as 
the principal line to which the said satellite belongs is, 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Gehrche and v. Baeyer, Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges. viii. p. 399 

(1906). 
t Lunelund, Ann. d. Phys. xxxiv. p. 505 (1911). 
§ Gmelin, Diss. Tribingen, p. 41 (1909). 
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according to Zeeman and Gmelin, divided into a triplet 
showing remarkable dissymmetry. McLennan™ made a 
special study of the Zeeman effect of the green lines of 
mercury, and found that they were mostly divided into 
quartets in weak fields. Wendt+t tried the effect of strong 
fields, and found that in place of the satellites there appear 
four new lines, which are nearly at a constant distance 
from the principal line. A complete study, following the 
course of satellites in a continuous manner from weak to 
strong fields, is still wanting; so that we are still in the 
dark as to the manner in which the satellites are gradually 
lost to view and the new lines make their appearance. 
Most of the experiments hitherto undertaken are confined 
to the separation of the principal lines ; as to the behaviour 
of the satellites, it is briefly stated that they are so com- 
plicated in magnetic fields that the discrimination of the 
numerous lines as to their origin is extremely difficult. 
Tedious as it may at first appear, it would not be impossible 
to trace the course taken by the lines, if the separation 
in magnetic fields be simply proportional to the strength 
of the field, as in most of the spectrum lines hitherto 
investigated, however complicated the manner of separation 
may be. Our object in the present investigation is to 
follow the whole course of the change in the lines from 
weak to strong fields, and to show that the separation of 
the lines is not generally subject to the law of linear 
proportionality to magnetic force, including the singular 
case in which the change of wave-length is proportional 
to the square of the magnetic field, as one type of separation. 
We shall further show how the satellites gradually tend to 
osculate to the branches of the principal line, when the field 
is sufficiently increased. 

The position of the satellites relative to the principal line 
was examined mostly by means of an echelon spectroscope 
constructed by Hilger, and described in our paper on crossed 
spectra. The spectrum produced by the echelon grating was 
not free from ghosts, so that it was sometimes necessary to 
obtain crossed spectra by means of another interferometer, 
when the existence of the line was doubtful. We tried the 
combination of echelon with a Lummer-Gehrcke plate, or 
with a sliding Fabry-Perot interferometer. Both apparatus 
can be used for the discrimination of false lines ; but the 
air-plate was especially advantageous, as the thickness can 
be varied, and by this means doubtful lines more closely 

* McLennan, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxvii. p. 269 (1912). 
+ Wendt, Ann. d. Phys. xxxvii. p. 535 (1912). 
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examined by adjusting the positions of interference points 
with respect to the principal line. Moreover, it was easy to 
detect overlapped lines, which with a single apparatus would 
have been impossible. On this account, the Fabry-Perot 
interferometer was preferable to the Lummer-Gehreke plate 
in the present experiment. The method was, however, inap- 
plicable to weak lines, owing to loss of light in silver films, 
so that some may be missing in the crossed spectra. 

The mercury lamp consisted of a vacuum capillary tube, 
whose ends were connected with wide tubes partly filled 
with mereury. The electrodes were sealed in them and 
came in contact with mercury. The tube was placed ver- 
tically between the poles of an electromagnet, and wa 
excited by means of an _ induction-coil, whose ante 
was run by a single-phase current of 60 cycles per second, 
the mean strength varying from 3 to 6 amperes. In order 
to obtain a good i image of the satellites, it was necessary to 
place in parallel a small air-condenser, which was connected 
with a coil of adjustable self-inductance. The electromagnet 
was specially designed to suit the purpose of investigating 
the Zeeman offect, having soft iron cores of 12 cm. diam. 
and coils of 3200 turns. For examining the transverse effect 
in uniform field up to 22 kilogauss, conical pole-pieces having 
vertical angle of about 80° were used, the air-gap being 
6 mm. and the diameter of the end faces 20 mm. Special 
arrangement was provided for preventing the air-gap 
becoming wedge-shaped in strong fields, as is often observed 
in some electromagnets. For fields higher than 22 kilo- 
gauss, pole-pieces having vertical angle of 112° and end- 
faces of 4 mm. diam. were used, with air-gap of 4 mm. 

The light from the mercury lamp in the air-gap was 
concentrated by two lenses on the slit of a collimator, 
and after prismatic resolution was projected on a slit 
placed in the focus of another collimator. It then traversed 
the echelon, and after passing through another lens was 
made parallel by a Zeiss microplanar of 5 cm. focal length, 
and then photographed by an anastigmatic objective by 
Goerz. A Wollaston prism was interposed between the 
microplanar and the photographic objective, so that the 
components parallel and perpendicular to the field could be 
photographed side by side, or one above the other, by 
proper adjustment. Following German authors, we shall 
hereafter denote these components by the letters p and s. 

For photographing the green line, we used Agfa chromo- 
isolar plates and spectrum-panchromatic plates of Wratten 
and Wainwright ; and for the violet line, process-plates. 
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The appearance of satellites was feebler in low than in 
high fields, so that the time of exposure varied with the 
streneth of the field and the intensity of lines. 

To clear up some doubts as regards the existence as well 
asthe order of spectrum of lines, we interposed the Iuammer- 
Gehrcke plate or the Fabry-Perot air-plate before the photo- 
graphic objective, and obtained crossed spectra, which in 
nearly all cases decided the question, provided the lines 
were sufficiently strong. The interference points for the 
ereen line obtained by crossing the echelon with the Lummer- 
Gehreke plate are shown in PI. V. fig. 1, and those by com- 
bining the echelon with the Fabry-Perot plate in Pl. V. 
On 2s 
in examining the Zeeman effect of the satellites, a series 

of photographs in successive stages of magnetic fields were 
taken with the echelon grating, in which the principal line 
appeared either in two consecutive orders of spectra or as a 
single line. One® of us has already discussed the separation 
of the green line into a nonet, and its relation with the 
strength of the field, and found that the change in wave- 
length is proportional to it in all the different branches. By 

applying Runge’s rule, the value of < is 1°780 x. 10" Hau, 

which differs from that found by Cotton and Weiss for the 
same quantity (=1°771 x 10") only by 0°5 per cent. Instead 
of measuring the field separately, it was deduced indirectly 
from the amount of separation of the principal lines. 

The numerous photographs of the lines were examined 
micrometrically, and the position of the satellites in different 
fields plotted on a section paper, and the successive points 
joined by continuous lines. The process, though somewhat 
tedious, gave a rough delineation of the courses taken by dif- 
ferent satellites, but it was not entirely free from ambiguity as 
to which branch of the separated satellite the points belong to, 
especially when different types of separation appeared, as in 
the satellites of the green line of mercury. 

In addition to the photographs taken in uniform fields, it 
was thought desirable to have them also in heterogeneous 
fields, so that we can easily follow the course of the curve 
taken by lines of satellites in a continuous manner, the field 
strength being measured by the amount of separation in 
corresponding places, as already described. Evidently the 
points found from photographs in different uniform fields 
must agree with the course indicated by the photographs in 
heterogeneous fields; by following these two processes of 

* Nagaoka, Phys. Zeit. xi. p. 789 (1910). 
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finding the position by the one and the course by the other, 
we were finally led to the solution of the proposed problem. 

The results are by no means ‘so simple as in the Zeeman 
effect of most principal lines, in which they are divided 
into branches at regular intervals, however numerous their 
number may be. The anomalies in the Zeeman effect of 
satellites mainly consist in the complexity of the separated 

intervals, so that there is scarcely any simple proportionality 
with the field strength. | ; 

The reader will probably not be satisfied unless we give a 
complete set of phatographs which were taken into account ; 
but as a large number of plates will be necessary for this 
purpose, only some of the typical ones are given, for 
uniform as well as for heterogeneous fields; the latter 
will serve as a guide for judging the course taken by the 
different camponents. Sometimes there appeared faint 
traces of s-components in photographs of p-components, 
owing to imperfect polarization, and wce versa; but by 
taking proper precautions, these could be easily detected. 
Generally the definition of s-components was inferior to 
that of p-components, so that the complex separation of 
the satellites was difficult to decipher, and conclusiye results 
for s-components must be reseryed for further investigation. 

The present experiment is limited to the violet line 4047 
and the green-line 461. The photographs in different 
fields are given in PI. V. figs. 3-11, in which both p- and 
s-components are given. For mere qualitative inspection 

as to the course taken by the lines, the photographs in 
heterogeneous helds give a good illustration of the anomalies 
in the separation. 

Arranging the phategraphs of the type given in these 
figures in proper order, we can graphically represent the 
change in the position of the satellites relative to the 
principal line by means of figs. 1 & 2, in which the abscissge 
oiye the distances from the principal line, and the ordinates 
the strength of the field in kilogauss. The initial position 
of the satellites in H=0O is taken from our measurements 
made on crossed spectra, obtained by means of the echelon 

grating and Lummer-Gehrcke plate. The length of the 
line drawn underneath is proportional to the intensity, The 
shaded portion shows the actual breadth of the line. 

Referring to the p-components of 4047, we notice the 
dissymmetry in the intensity of the different branches. The 
satellites +59 and +117 are divided linearly proportional 
to the field so long as it is weak, but the + branch (2. e,, 
that in the direction of increasing wave-length) gradually 

Phil, Mag. S, 6. Vol. 27. No, 158. £eb. 1914. Z 
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becomes weak as the field is increased, and can no more be 
observed above 4 kilogauss. The — branch, on the other 
hand, increases in intensity, especially for +117. The 
change in wave-length bears a linear relation to the field up 
to about 6 kilogauss for +59 and to 10 kilogauss for +117. 

a 
2p) 
3 
3 
= 
a 
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< 

The change then becomes very slow, and the satellites 
approach the principal line asymptotically. The rapid 
decrease in the rate of change seems to be caused by the 
approach of the satellites to the principal line, and this seems 
to be the characteristic feature observed in this class of 
spectrum lines. On the side towards the smaller wave- 
length the change is even more marked than on the 
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other side. The linearity of the change in wave-length 
and the field is not obeyed in weak fields, so that the 
course taken by the branches of satellites is curved from 
the outset ; in our experiments the lowest field was about 
1500 gauss, where the separation is nearly normal; in 
strong fields they approach the principal line asymptotically. 

a in hilogauss. 

= 6 a frilogauss. —_—— > 

We were not able to discriminate all the lines separately, 
so that doubtful curves are traced in dots. From the 
appearance of these curves, we can consider the branches 
of —46, —60, and —114 approximately as parabolas having 
vertical axis, and the — branch of — 60 as a parabola 
having horizontal axis. Thus for the + branch of the 

ZL 2 
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satellite, é\ varies nearly as “H, while for the —branch 
ov varies as H?, The last branch is easily recognizable in 
PI. V. fig. 4, taken in heterogeneous fields. The line becomes 
gradually faint in high fields, and vanishes just like the tail 
of a comet. Gmelin’s observation in a satellite of the 
yellow line 5790 is therefore not at all singular; we shall 

- perhaps meet with the same instance in different satellites. 
The ultimate position of the satellites in field of 30 kilogauss 
is as follows :— 

—braneh of -+- 117 : +47 Tate 

a 39 2 == 59 : + 40 (?) 3” 

(—  2OuG) ie) eee 
=F 34 3° | zie 60 \: 40 3) 

a= jy aa :— 57 “ 

The s-components cannot be distinctly photographed, so | 
that the + and — branches of satellites thus far investigated 
are not markedly different as in the p-components. With 
A047, the rate of separation becomes almost the same as that 
of the principal line from field of a few thousand gauss. We 
were not able to identify any except a single branch of —60 
from the beginning, and it is difficult to say to which satel- 
lite the different branches given in the figure belong, on 
account of the intricate mixture of lines in weak fields. 
Judging from the asymptotic course given in fig. 1, it 
seems that 

+ branch of + 59 lies + 68 from P14, 
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In addition to these, there are the lines 
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The existence of some of these lines is described by 
Wendt™ ; the mean position of neighbouring lines observed 
by us coincides fairly well with his observation. 

The numerous satellites of the green line of mercury are 
also characterized by the anomalous separation, but in high 
fields the tendency is the same as for the violet line. Some 
of the faint lines were difficult to observe, and the mode of 
separation must be postponed for future discussion. 

* Wendt, loc. c#t. 
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The principal line is divided into a nonet, of which three 
belong to the p-components, and the remaining six to the 
s-components. The separation takes place regularly at 
equal intervals, and the lines are strong and broad, so that 
the branches of different satellites which cross each other 
are obscured in weak fields. Fig. 2 shows the separation 
for p- and s-components, the shaded portion representing 
the actual breadth of lines. 

The satellite — 242 lying farthest from the prineipal line 
changes in a singular manner. it was already noticed by 
Lunelund that in fields of a few thousand gauss, the in- 
tensity of the + and — branches becomes equal, that of 
the former far exceeding that of the latter. In fact, the 
— branch becomes so faint that it is difficult to observe it 
beyond 10 kilogauss ; the curve then begins to move in the 
opposite direction. This, however, goes on quite slowly, so 
that it is only in field of 24 kilogauss that the line returns 
to its initial position in zero field. The decrease in wave- 
length goes on steadily increasing at a constant rate, and 
with gradual increase in intensity. The type of separation 
in both branches is nearly parabolic, and resembles — 60 in 
4047 ; the only difference being that the + branch, instead 
of osculating to the principal line, approaches the — branch 
of the satellite — 74, which runs parallel to — component 
P_, of the principal. The s-component of — 242 is a 
doublet of nearly equal intensity in weak fields, so that 
it is divided into a quartet as found by different inves- 
tigators. 

The linear relation between 6A and H is satisfied in the 
different branches of the satellite —74, which is apparently 
divided into a nonet. The separate lines all run parallel to 
the branches of the principal line, but are of unequal in- 
tensity. The one parallel to P_,; is very weak, and the 
+branch which runs parallel to P,, is not very strong, and 
a portion, which probably passes through the principal lines, 
cannot be followed continuously on account of obliteration 
by the diffuse boundary of the principal line. The 
—p branch is strong in weak fields, but gradually 
diminishes in intensity, and ultimately hecomes very faint 
as it approaches the + branch of —242, which on the con- 
trary becomes very intense. It is questionable whether this 
branch of —74 ceases to exist at this stage, or takes the 
same course as —242 after merging into it. The increase 
in intensity can evidently be attributed to the resonance 
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between the branches of —74 and —242, so that the energy 
imparted to different branches of —242 is finally concen- 
trated in the single branch. ‘This point seems to have some 
signification in “solving the problem of atomic structure. 
Quite close to the princi cipal line lies a strong satellite in the 
position of —26. ‘This satellite seems to be split into two 
branches, of which the negative branch rises almost in 
contact arith the principal P,, and after bending takes a 
course parallel to P_,. On reaching this stage, the line 
becomes very intense, and in high fields it forms a com- 
panion with intensified —242 on the negative side of the 
P_, branch. This is a characteristic feature of the action - 
of strong magnetic force on the green line. The other 
branch of —26 seems to run almost parallel to P,,, but is 
faint and difficult to observe. 

The +branch of +78 runs parallel to P,,; and becomes 
eradually strong, that it stands almost symmetrical with 
949 about fie ‘principal line Py. The —branch of +78 
resembles the satellites of 4047. It crosses P_; and gradu- 
ally approaches Po, in which it is ultimately merged. The 
position of this line was at first difficult to decipher, but we 
noticed a slight dissymmetry in the separation of PoP, and 
Pike the latter being somewhat greater. This was after- 
wards found to be due to the presence of the —branch 
of +78, by which the centre of the line was slightly dis- 
placed towards the positive side, giving rise to an apparent 
dissymmetry about Po. 

Of the two s-branches of +78, one is difficult to trace, 
while another branch is somew henorered. Ir high fields, the 
+branches are parallel to P,, and P,4, the —branches to 
P_, and P_3;; thus the separation is probably of the 
deformed sextet-type, of which the line 4359 of mercury is 
an example of regular type. Thus the effect of high field 
on the satellites of the green line is exactly similar in 
character with that of the violet line; the different 
branches of the satellites becoming ultimately parallel to 
those of the principal, the tendency to parallelism coming 
in the earlier stage for s-components than for the p- 
components. 

The position of the branches parallel to those of the 
principal in p- and s-components is as follows :— 
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Preliminary examination of the strong satellites of the 
violet line 4359, which is a sextet, shows that the types of 
separation are not much different from those already found 
for the violet and the green line, and we hope to give a more 
exact description in the next communication. 

The interesting experiments by Paschen and Back * have 
an important bearing on the present investigation, but 
it is questionable if the theories proposed by Sommerfeld 
and by Voigt can be extended to the anomalous effect in the 
satellites of mercury lines. We have no doubt that the 
observed effects will be of some help in elucidating the 
nature of the satellites. 

Sununary. 

1. The separation of the satellites of the mercury lines 
4047 and 5461 in magnetic fields is generally anomalous, 
and the change in wave-length is not linearly proportional 
to the strength of the field. 

2. In high fields some branches of the satellites vanish, 
and the rate of change of wave-length with corresponding 
increase of the field becomes equal to that for the branches 
of the principal line. 

3. The intensity of different branches of satellites is 
generally unequal. 

4. For s-components, the state given in (2) is reached in 
fields weaker than for p-components. 

August 7, 1913, 

* Paschen and Back, Ann. d. Phys. xxxix. p. 897 (1912). 
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XXXVI. The Theory of Molecular Volumes. 
By Gervaise Lx Bas, B.Se.* 

Parr I. 

THe EXISTENCE OF ADDITIVE RELATIONS IN 

MoLECGULAR VOLUMES. 

N UCH of the recent work in Physical Chemistry is 
i connected with the correlation of the physical 
properties of matter and the chemical constitution of the 
molecules. The result is to show that the latter is reflected 
in the physical properties in a remarkable way, just as we 
may suppose that the nature of these is largely determined 
by the nature and build of the chemical molecules. It is 
usual to suppose that the physical properties of matter, 
chemically considered, are subject to at least three distinet 
influences :-— 

(a) An additive relation which is due to the subdivision of 
the molecules into discrete portions called atoms. 

(6) A number of constitutive influences which are dependent 
upon the mode of arrangement of these atoms, and 
the particular distribution and force of residual 
chemical aftinity. 

(c) Certain effects dependent upon the play of interatomic 
forces, or on the forces originating from the atomic 
or electronic units. 

In molecular volumes we need concern ourselves only with 
the first two. 

There has been a disposition during the last few years to 
regard with suspicion any attempt to correlate the molecular 
volumes of compounds and their chemical properties accord- 
ing to the method just outlined, owing to certain conceptions 
regarding the intimate seman of liquid having become 
current.) Lhis 1s certainly unnecessary, for if, is now 

generally admitted that the co-volume, if it exist, is under 
conditions of vapour pressure, low as compared with the 
critical vapour pressure, proportional to the real molecular 
volumes. It follows that the molecular volumes of com- 
pounds at, say, the normal boiling-point, are also proportional 
to the see) molecular volumes. The method of discussing 
these molecular volumes as originated by Kopp, and which 
is followed in the present paper, is thus quite justified. 

* Communicated by Prof. W. J. Pope, F.R.S. 
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We divide the influences operating on molecular volumes 
into :— 

(a) Additive, 
(6) Constitutive. 

The first, as already stated, is an independent proof of the 
atomic division of matter. The latter is an important factor 
about which very little is known. An attempt is here made 
to elucidate some of these constitutive influences. We 
suppose that the acting forces are the repellent heat forces, 
following possibly sonie simple law. In the opposite direction 
are the conservative forces of chemical affinity. There will 
always bea balance between thetwo. Constitutive influences 
have the effect of modifying the latter according to the 
structural and other features of the molecules. The result 
is that a new equilibrium is obtained, and the molecular 
volume is correspondingly modified. 

A Periodic Relation between the Atomic Volumes. 

Kopp thought that the atomic volumes of the members 
of each family of elements have probably identical values 
Gam Ch. Pharm, xcvi. p. 319): 

This is not so, Thorpe has shown (Trans. Chem. Soc. 
1880, xxxvii. p. 141, ibid. p. 327, and Kopp Memorial 
Lecture) that the volume of an element is a function of its 
atomic mass. 

The necessity for changing many of the values has brought 
out this fact more clearly, that a periodic relation seems to 
exist between the atomic volumes according to the position 
of the corresponding element in the series. There are, 
however, remarkable divergences from the characters re- 
vealed by the well-known Lothar Meyer Table for Solids. 

It will be seen that atomic volume variations occur at 
the boiling-point which are dependent on general character- 
istics of the molecules, but as a rule these do not influence 
the relations between their volumes. ‘There are other cases 
where the atomic volume of an element undergoes a radical 
change according toits particular function. Thus hydroxylic 
oxygen has a volume 2H(7:4) which is the same as the ester 
oxygen —OR, and the phenolic oxygen. LHthereal oxygen 
has a volume 3H(11:0) and also car boxy lic oxygen. W hen 
O is attached not to carbon but to 8, P, or N, its volume 
changes to 8:3. 

These facts lead us to suspect that the volume of an 
element may vary within certain limits, according not only 
to its position, but to its chemical function and relation to its 
surroundings. 
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This tendency to vary has been found chiefly among the 
O, N, 8S, and P atoms. Monovalent atoms do not apparently 
vary in this way. 

The Volumes of the Atoms in Compounds 
at the B.P. 

H 3-70 
©1438’ Nila Oc 74(0}))\, 0 ees 

he 11:00 
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Si 32-0 P 27-28) § 22-1 Cl 22-1 

ale Oh 25°6 

Zn 20-0 iy S51 Weoley Cr 274 

Ge 35-8 As 281 Se 280 Br 27-28 

= Sn 423 Sb304 Te I 37-0 

Hg 18°9 — 

If we arrange the volume of the atoms as shown in the 
combined state at the boiling-point on a diagram, we obtain 
the following remarkable series of curves. 

THE ATOMIC WEIGHTS 

OF THE ELE|MENTS 

IT | Mongvalent 

| Divalent 

10 30 50 70 30 110 130 
Atomic WeiGuTs 

Aromic Votumes 

If we examine the curves, we find that—starting from the 
members of the First Period, the numbers relating to the 
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atoms in each group arrange themselves according to their 
fundamental valencies, or increase continuously to “the first 
group. 

The monovalent atoms like F, Cl, Br arrange ienmeelaee 
on the lowest curve. 

The divalent atoms like O, 8, Cr arrange themselves on 
the next higher. 

The trivalent atoms like N, P, V on the third ; and the 
tetravalent atoms like C, Si, Miron the fourth. 

Moreover, the curves are similar. 
This shows that the volume is a function of the atomic 

weight on the one hand and the fundamental valency on the 
other, or at least increase continuously in each period. 

The points to notice are the increase with atomic weight 
in the different groups, and the decrease with the atomic 
weights in the different periods. 

Moreover, the volume is largely independent of the manner 
of linking and of changes of valency (vide prox.). 

The regularity is best shown in the atoms of the short 
periods and the even series of the long periods. 

The Odd series of the long periods show some irregularity, 
although not of opposition to the above principle. Some 
allowance must be made for differences in environment. 
Jf we could obtain the volumes of a number of simple com- 
pounds of the elements like the chlorides, we might geta 
better idea of how the atomic volumes vary in this region. 

Consider the elements in the Odd series of the second long 
period. 

A more extended examination of the Halogen compounds 
than Thorpe has made and a systematic study of the organo- 
metallic derivatives would certainly lead to results of the 
highest interest. 

The Additive Factor in Molecular Volumes. 

That an additive factor in molecular volumes exists is 
undoubted, although an uncompromising Additive Theory 
such as was at first advocated by Kopp is untenable. The 
so-called constants which have from time to time been 
obtained can only be regarded as average numbers. They 
nevertheless possess a certain validity provided that we are 
careful to choose compounds within certain limits of com- 
plexity which are structurally similar. 

The following simple substances (p. 348) illustrate the 
additive pr inciple. 

The same numbers are found to apply to organic and 
Inorganic compounds indiscriminately, 

| 
| 
| 

| 
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Molecular Volumes of Simple Substances. 

Compound. M.Y. ZA.V. Remarks. 

IN SOR ING Girth coc Satteenese secs 39°1 39°5 O 8&3 
INOS INO NE Pie cesses seeks wade 64°0 64:4 
ORIN Oleic cit dade ceases 46°0 46-0 
INET ise Soto scarce sbessacni se aver a 26°9 26°7 
IN, OU Mie ae Nese tecnica oa sean eases 80°0 819 
NCO IN) 2 ae Rihieae eee 60°8 60°8 
OO ee ecenea ans iat 23°4 24-0 
StU ON ees esta eisciaiee Saino o6 22°2 23°L 
ORO Oe inst ares css eas ees 330 32-4 
OS Oy ee mtees. Seslncaseceece 43-9 42-2 
CO Cie Senta ABSC EOE Ree ROE ee ETE a 103-7 103-2 
COCEVO—= CCl.) iessunseeee ot aOgl 70:0 Ou At 
ROHS —C 1 C)5) Mire. cee serene 81-7 81:1 
LF Ce Tak AROS EO ONS CONEY EACH SAAS 93°4 933 
E OCOD HCl) atcccecossee: 101°37 101-7 
SCI (Ge PRC! .) 7 oho dacc lee oe 1161 1535 
TOMB Cleric wtintocsbcees Stak tremens 107°38 107-1 Br 27:9 
CCIBBR etacgancntsekdaas oeeeeees 108-4 108°6 ca 
1S (oC) ae ee Ae ra eM aloe oe 63°3 63:1 
ENG Bs Aen al. cuee seaceennstenece cts 759 75°9 
UGA Hace Be ateey stones nae emenn 925 92°9 
OME CI Fhe Scachis sucbbes tenance 91°7 O77 
OMAP 2a te oon nav sek sme ten ene 98°3 97°5 
OR tera setan sen aeey sas names 106 9 107:0 
OLE [OU reste mehr REN 20 84:5 848 
CIM Leah. Saito cubis aceite yacaees 103-5 104-0 
OTE SL arr ce iol sionarsecieeae settee 776 773 S=256 
(ORES een comes. cwecan tonne nceeee sees 121-6 121-6 

* Note.—Evidence has since been adduced that both N,O and N,O, are Ring 
compounds (see Journ. Chem. Soc.). 

The following compounds which have been investigated 
by Thorpe deserve special treatment, because according to 
the o!d numbers they are possessed of constitutions quite 
out of harmony with chemical evidence generally and their 
genetic relations :— 

Thionyl Chloride. Carbonyl Chloride. 

Cl Cl 

| | 
S=O0 co 

| | 
Cl C] 

SD 2a (Cres 
Oi tones Od) 
2 Cl 44:2 Cl, 44:2 

Cale. 78:1 Cale. 70:0 
SS Obse (Ow 
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: O associated with carbon possesses the volume 11; in 
association with 8, N, and P its volume is only 8:3. 
hws VieN OO, 2x Lo:b ee esd —62°4. - Obs, 64: 

Sulphuryl Chloride. Chloresulphonie Acid. 

O O 
| | 

Cl—S—Cl Cl—S—OH 
| 

O 

S 25-6 SB 956 
20" 166 a ey Ce 
2C] 44:2 200) GCG 

—— Cl 22. 
Cale. 86-4 — 
Obs. 86°3 Calon io:3 

Obs. 75:05 

The transformation of the latter into disulphuryl chloride 
by the condensation of two molecules is a simple process: 

O O an@) On 

| pee ee 
Cl-— S —OlH OS 5—Cl = cl—S-—oO-S-—-Cl 

US cd sehen ca all | | 
Oo O O O 

This leads us to conclude that disuiphuryl chloride contains 
two residues from chlorosulphonic acid or sulphuryl chloride 
Jomed on by an hydroxyl oxygen. 

Allowing 5 units for hydroxyl oxygen : 

2V SO,.Cl 128-4 
—O— 5:0 Compare the volume of 

CH,.CO—O—CO.CHs; 
(SO,Cl,0 133-4 (vide prow.). 

OSG hho Lae) 

These conclusions are opposed to those obtained by Thorpe 
on the basis of Kopp’s numbers, but are more in harmony 
with chemical evidence (see Thorpe, Proc. Roy. Soe. elx. 
1875, and Trans. Chem. Soe. 1880). 
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The following transformations are also interesting :— 

Acetic Acid. Hthyl Acetate. 

Olas, COMMS ORse CH, ..CO” JO7@oiie 
W Olek, 25ro) V CH, 25°9 

COW25:9 CO, 33:0 
©) Tel dh) C,H; 48-0 

Cale. 62°8 | Cale. 106°9 
Obs. 63°8 | Obs. 1LO6-L 

Acetic Anhydride. | | Acetyl Chloride. 

GEE CoO" 
>. CHA00M Gl 

Cr = = Col 

2 vols. CH,.CO OH 125°6 V CHE 259 
less V H,+V O’ 14:8 COM 2as 

Cle 22m 
Cale. 110°8 ——- 
Obs. 110-0 Cales 73r9 

Obs. 74°05 

Kithyl Acetoacetate. 

Cleats s COS Glaly a(CiO)s OColale, 

WeetwliGroup ... V CHa CO" Cl veel 
= 74°0—22°1=51°9. 

V Ethyl Acetate... CH;.CO.OC.H; less V A 
= 106°1—3°7=102°4., 

Weatce Group... “Ore aC Ore leg, 
WoGroupe.. CH, COL OC a 02 Zt 

Caleulated vol. of Acetoacetic Ester...... 154°3 
Observed meee 153°7 (sea 

Ber. X1x. ps D008) 

It is thus concluded that Acetoacetic ester contains the 
acetyl group (CH; . CO" —), and its constitution is 

CEG. ps Gaye «(clap aro 
~ 
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If the compound possessed the “ enolic ” structure 

O 
A i 

CH, - C= CH: CS (Co HO" ©.) 
| ©. 0, A; 

OH. 
it would show a similar volume to that of Ethyl Butyrate, 

oO 
Ory, OH 40H, :. C7 

OTE 
since O'=2H and the double bond has no effect on the 
volume (vide prow.). 

The volume of the latter is 150°5, which is different from 
the observed value by 153°7—150°5=3°2. Since acetyl 
(carboxylic oxygen) =3H, the difference between O” (11:0) 
and O’ (7:4) =3:6,a result which accounts for the difference 
in volume between Acetoacetic Hster and Ethyl Butyrate. 

No one would be inclined to doubt the existence of an 
additive factor in molecular volumes from the evidence 
adduced. This has previously been recognized, but the 
agreement between calculation and experiment is closer than 
on the basis of the old numbers. Since Ring compounds, 
like the Aromatic, frequently possess side chains which are 
of similar constitution to those of Paraffin derivatives, it will 
be useful to give a few examples showing how such com- 
pounds are dealt with. 

The old numbers C=11:0, H=5°5 were obtained by a 
comparison of Paraffin derivatives and Aromatic eempounds, 
and thus are inaccurate. It will be found that the change 
in constitution marked by the arrangement of the 6 carbon 
atoms in a ring results ina very considerable compression of 
the molecule, without however affecting the relative volumes 
of C and H, which is a general principle. 

In Paraffin derivatives at the B.P. 

Vee lela LSOGe A (Orla ie oer 139°93 
WAC cal viau ence 154°8 Carlet 1a. 240 

Aetors Cray, lesa AG COne Ele ree: ica 

Thus ©= 4. 

or lal, = V C,Hy,—6 CHy— 139°90 —132°6= eS 

and since Clea Ie C= 14's, 

which are similar numbers. 

The relation C=4 H is thus a fact. 
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Aromatic Compounds at the Critical Point, 

JW EA Os] a Ree 256°3 ~+30=8°54 
CeHis api ches Pach 306°7 BAD SSOR Oe 

Shei. | Oe 

r—$40. (Paraitimvhieoco7-) 

Cg=VC,H,— V 3H,=256°3 — 50: 205°9 ve 

Thus, C=34:3=4> S072 s(earacim (© 733-om) 

The formation of the ring has the effect of compressing the 
atoms while preserving their characteristic relative volumes. 

The volume of benzene ©,H, should thus differ from that 
of dipropargyl, CgH., an open chain compound, by a large 
amount, since the constitutions of 

CH 
LN 

CIEL CH | 

| | and CH = C-CH,-CH.-C = CH 

CIEL CH. 

NZ 
CH 

differ censiderably, 

Volume of Hexane, CH, . CH, .CH,.CH,.CH,. CH... 139-93 
793 

x: Hexylene, CH,: CH .CH,. CH, CH, . CH,.... 1324 
2X 697 

+ Diallyl, (Obey (CH Cio, Chey Co iCio 12a 
. 6x74 

») Dipropargyl, CHC. Cio 7 Cho 7 @ Ve CHE villi 

Volume of Benzene, C,H, .....-.:- - 7) 960 

Contraetion......... 143 

There is a very considerable contraction of —14°3 at the 
normal B.P. for Ring structure in the Benzene nucleus. 
This is not due to ahaa ation but to a very considerable 
compression of the atoms, due no doubt to mutual attractions 
ef the carbens. 
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The Additive Rule in Aromatic Compounds. 

Compound. | MeV.) SAL, 

| 
| | 

Be immamenes Collis, Cb ACH |. un chess esses sb secs bo obcb eu plot) i pt32-0 
iheny Acetylene, Ce bls. C2 Oo wie ein a cece snes sac cs'e — 126°2 124°9 
Beem Crete OO Lay vaca, ccceata aca ad ace hgeuancebacelety 6 125°5 125°6 
pe Cxesyl Me OxideVC-Ha(CHs)OCH 28 2.0... sles dile. — 148:0 1480 
(Dimethyl Resorcin, CgH.(OCH3)2.  .s22--ssceessesdsbes.s cc eee 1 ayiere 155°4 
pienzaldehyde Cglis/CH Oy ci. Siietecetcee ska .essededee acest | 118-4 118°7 
Ethyl benzoate, Cols .€O). OC gH ey rose cecctess-.0.-+cseccecees | 174-4 173°8 

| Phenyl Methyl Propionate, C,H;.CHz.CH2.CO:.Me .... 1957 196-1 
Cinnamic Methyl Ester, CsH;.CH:CH.CO.CH3 .......... 188°6 188°7 
enemy ly Chloride, CoH5@l 22. tet.7- ser adeccnoseo=- ne ecca-h = eee 1146 114:9 
meenzylidene: Chloride, Cos. CH Cleo... i ii deccke cece evn — 1547 155°2 

The above numbers are in fairly good agreement. Many 
other cases occur, but since they are the subjects of con- 
stitutive effects they are left til] later. 

The effect of Change of Valency and manner of Linking 
on Volume. 

A careful examination of the evidence will show that 
molecular volume is little, if at all, affected by the particular 
manner in which the linkages are distributed, or by changes 
in valency. 

Carbon C. 
Hitherto, carbon in combination has been thought to be 

exclusively quadrivalent. It is now known to be sometimes 
exceptionally divalent. 

Thus in Carbon Monoaide it is Divalent, for 

<©:0O forms Che : O, 
Cl“ 

Also we may compare :— 

C Quadrivalent. C Divalent. 

Ethyl Cyanide, C:H,;-C=N. _ Ethyl Isocyanide, C,H;—N=C. 

B.P. 97, d,0801, dg p "70098, V78'35 B.P. 82, d,0-801, V 775 

Ethyl Thiocyanate, C,H;—S—C=N. Ethyl Thiocarbamide, C2.N;s—N=S=C, 

B.P. 146, Y. 100-1 B.P. 183, V 993 

There is certainly a small diminution in volume in the 
compounds belonging to the second column, and also a 
depression in the B.P. This corresponds with a displacement 
of N as well as a different function of C from that in the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No, 158. Feb. 1914. 2A 

( 
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first pair. This is also the case in the second pair, but sulphur 
also changes—in the opposite direction. The evidence is 
not conclusive. In any case the difference is small. 

Closely associated with this subject is the question of 
Unsaturation. 

The double bond (=) and triple bond (=) so-called, have 
very little effect on volume at the B.P., as is shown by the 
similar values obtained for C and H by a comparison of the 
Paraffins with the Olefins and Acetylenes and the values 
derived from a consideration of the n Paraffins alone. Thus 
the groups : : 

#CH,—CH,—, .—CH=CH ) =c=—= 
possess volumes in accordance with their composition. 

It follows that the volumes of 

| 
— Cc—, C=, — C = are the same viz.: 14.8. 

| | 
C has never any other value. 

Nitrogen N. Free value 15°8,. 

Trivalent nitrogen possesses the volume 15°6 as is shown 

by the compounds 

/Ol 

N 20! Bo New Neseh) ON Cee ee 
Bc 

1V—CN is 30°4. Since C is 14°8, =N is 15-6. 

Pentavalent N has still the same value. 

Sa. a2 
» N—N V ». 63.95 (64 approx.) 

O =8°3, and N is thus (64:°0—33'2) x $=15-4. 

_ . The group NO, is also found in 

C,H: > NO,, aE SIU=ai 005 

and its volumes in these compounds differ little from its. 
volume in the free state. 

In the Amines (Primary):—N’'” 8. 
5 (Secondary & Tertiary) :—N'’ 10—11°5. 
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Phosphorus P. 
Trivalent P is certainly found in 

POC, PBrs, : C,H;—PCl,, 

and its volume therein is 27:1. 

V PCI, 93°34, P=93°34—3 x 22°1= 27-04. 

Pentavalent P oceurs in 

O=P=C1,, S=P=Cl,, O=P=Cl,Br. 
Cl ss 
| Cae 3-0) 

C,H;—P=O PO(27148°3) 35:4 
| Di@liey ravn) AAG? 

Cl 

Seve ladon Obs. li2 8:6: 

P has the same value as pentavalent P. 
The two extra valencies appear to have a different value in 

PCl;, V 128°9 (Prideaux). 

Helos 4 (lhorpe), ) 2 C1 44:20 SAUV N36 

Observed 1289 —°% 
So also in PBr;, V 157°3 (Prideaux). 

EEr 08:3 (Uhorpe)s 2 Br 57-0; SA.V. 16573 

Observed 157-3 —° 

A 

The difference is nearly the same in the two cases, and 
might be explained by assuming the possession of ring 
structure :— 

Cl Gi aes Br Br 
NS 
as : Ci: or Br — Fe 

CH a Cu Br Br 

This would also explain the instability of these compounds 
or liability to dissociation. 

PCl,=PCl,+ Cl, 
tor the double bond is essentially weak. 

Again, in molecules P,O, P,Q, ring structure is present, 
2A 2 
a 
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Sulphur 8. 
Divalent sulphur may have the volumes 22°] and 25:6. 

S=PCl, 116-11, PCl, 93-4, S$” 227. 

CH;—S—C=N 782, CH;—C=N 57:3 21:9 for 8”, 

CsH;-S—C=N 143°4, C,H; —C=N 121°6 21:8 for 8". 

On the other hand 

CHe—S—H... V 77:6, V CH, 51:7 25:9 tors 

So also we obtain the value S=25°6 for S'” and S“1. 

ik Cl. OH O O 
| | 
S=0,0=S=0;0=S58=0 Cl—s —O0-—-S§-—-Cl 

| | | 
Cl Cl Cl O O 

Thiocarbonyl Sulphuryl Chlorosulphonic Disulphuryl Chloride. 
Chloride. Chloride. Acid. 

Thus Tetravalent and Hexavalent Sulphur are both 25-6. 

In Carbon Disulphide, S=C=S, it seems to have the two 
values 

V 62:11, C+8/+8"=14'8 + 22:14 25°6=62°5. 

As an alternative to this supposition, which was Kopp’s, 
it is possible that if S, bas V 47:7, S has V 23:8; so that the 
two 8 atoms are equal. 

On the other hand, the volumes of the atoms change for 
other reasons than those mentioned, reasons which are con- 
nected with constitution, considered in a wider sense than 
manner of Atomic linking. 

Thus O may have the values 7, 11:0, and 8°3. 

S may have the volumes 22°1 and 25:6. 

N may have the volumes 8°6 and 11:0 (in amines) and also 
15°6 in other compounds. 
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XXXVITI. The Anhysteretic Magnetic Properties of Iron and 
Nickel. Parti. Vhe Relation of Magnetic Intensity to Field 
Strength and Temperature. By J. RucGinaLpD ASHWORTH, 
DP See 

Index to Paragraphs. 

(1) Introduction and meaning of anhysteresis. 
(2) Methods of suppressing hysteresis. 
(3) Experimental considerations. 
(4) Choice of suitable alternating current. 
(5) Law of inverse relationship between strength of alternating 

current and intensity of magnetization. 
(6) Construction of anhysteretic isothermals for iron and nickel. 
(7) Construction of anhysteretic isodynamics for iron and nickel. 
(8) Suppression of the critical temperature in nickel. 
(9) Application of Frélich’s equation to anhysteretic isothermals and 

the proportionality of his constant to the absolute temperature. 
(10) Discussion of the equation and the relationship of Curie’s Constant 

to the ferro-magnetic Constant. 
(11) Analogy to van der Waal’s equation to the fluid state. 

iS) . 

(12) Comparison of the effects of alternating Currents and Temperature 
as evidence for a kinetic theory of magnetism. 

Gy | es phenomenon of hysteresis so greatly obscures the 
magnetic properties of a ferro-magnetic substance 

that it would appear desirable to eliminate it, or at least 
reduce it to a negligible quantity in making a study of these 
properties. In this paper IL have confined myself to an 
investigation of the relation of magnetic intensity (1) to 
field (H.) and temperature (T) when hysteresis is suppressed. 
This state has been called by M. Charles Maurain ‘“ anhys- 
teretic,” and I have adopted this term for the condition in 
which hysteresis is under restraint without implying that it 
is altogether absent. 

(2) For the purpose of reducing hysteresis several 
methods may be employed : the material may be subjected to 
vibrations and in the case of very soft iron this is effective : 
or alternating, or interrupted, currents may be used, the 
current being made either to traverse the substance under 
test, or to circulate round it, by running it through a 
solenoid ; or again the temperature may be raised and lowered. 
In what follows, an alternating current was always employed 
for the suppression of hysteresis, its advantage being that it 
can be applied in a definite quantitative manner, and it does 
not affect the physical structure of the material. 

The current, which was kept in action for the whole course 
of an experiment, was made to traverse the length of the 

* Communicated by the Author. 

| 
| 
| 
, 
‘ 

} | 
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substance, thus setting up alternating circular fields in the 
metal, except in one group of experiments in which it was 
led into the surrounding solenoid, the alternating field thus 
acting to and fro in the direction of the magnetizing field. 

(3) All the experiments have been carried out by the 
magnetometric method. It has the advantage over the 
ballistic method that it allows the observer to watch any 
change of magnetization continuously instead of inter- 
mittently. The magnetometer was an astatic one with a 
pair of vertical needles 0°7 centimetre apart and 13 centi- 
metres in length suspended bya long silk fibre within a 
stout copper tube. ‘The deflexions of the astatic pair were 
read by the usual arrangement of a reflected beam of light, 
the scale being about 1°7 metres from the mirror. 

In the experiments on iron the solenoid was placed 
horizontally east and west and in such a position that its 
axis was on a level with the upper pair of poles of the 
needles, but in the experiments on nickel the vertical position 
was chosen in order to obtain a suitably large detlexion, and 
to minimise disturbances in the compensation due to certain 
thermal effects. In this position the vertical component of 
the Harth’s force had to be balanced or allowed for. The 
solenoid itself was about 30 centimetres long, wound with a 
single layer of stout copper wire covered with asbestos, and 
was enclosed in a tubular sheath of copper, the whole being 
supported on two brass uprights. 

When the apparatus had to be heated a row of broad flat 
Bunsen flames was applied underneath, theiron or nickel wire 
being suitably supported in the solenoid ; on the other hand, 
when the wire had to be kept cold during the passage of a 
strong alternating current it was placed in the solenoid inside a 
glass tube through which a stream of cold water was allowed 
to flow. Hach wire was 20 centimetres in length and was 
attached at one end to a stout piece of brass wire insulated 
with an asbestos sleeve ; this brass wire served the double 
purpose of supporting the iron or nickel wire and of affording 
a return path for the alternating current. The iron wire 
was 0'057 centimetre in diameter and the nickel wire 0°050 
centimetre, so that the dimension ratio was not less than 
350. 

When everything was in adjustment a continuous current 
was supplied to the solenoid the strength of which could be 
varied by means of a potentiometer, and the alternating 
current employed to annul hysteresis was derived from a 
generator having a frequency of 33 alternations per second. 
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The temperature was determined by a thermo-junction of 
platinum and platinum-iridium, one millimetre on the 
galvanometer scale corresponding to about 2° centigrade of 
temperature. 

(4) The first step in the experimental work was the choice 
of a suitable strength of alternating current. Curves of I 
and H were constructed for alternating currents of gradually 
increasing strength and one virtual ampere was found to be 
sufficient to reduce the hysteresis, in iron, to a negligible 
quantity without appreciably lowering the intensity of 
magnetization at ordinary temperatures. This strength of 
current gave a maximum alternating field at the circum- 
ference of the iron wire of about 9 c.G.s. units, the field, of 
course, becoming less towards the centre. The effect of 
variation of fr equency was tried and was found to be so small 
for an increase or decrease of 50 per cent. that any small 
change in the speed of the alternator was quite unimportant. 
Throughout the experiments a frequency of 33 alternations 
per second was maintained nearly constantly. 

The suppression of hysteresisis more difficult in nickel than 
in iron, and a current of 2 virtual amperes only partially 
brought the magnetism to the anhysteretic state, and even 
currents twice as strong as this did not suppress ‘hysteresis 
altogether. 

(5) In connexion with this part of the investigation a 
series of experiments was made to trace the effect of in- 
crease in the strength of the alternating current on the 
intensity of magnetization of iron. The results are exhibited 
in the first diagram, I being plotted vertically against the 
strength of the alternating ‘current i, which was carried as 
far as 10 virtual amperes. Under the action of strong 
currents the wire had to be vigorously cooled with a curr ent 
of cold water in the way referred to above. Constant fields 
of 0°55 to 16°6 C.G.s. units were applied in steps, while the 
alternating current was varied in strength at each step. The 
curves are of the hyperbolic type, and apparently an infinite 
current would be required to reduce the magnetic intensity to 
zero. At the beginning when no alternating current is running 
hysteresis is in unimpaired action and the intensity is low for 
a given very small force, but as the alternating current grows 
the freedom conferred upon the molecular magnets allows 
them to obey the applied field, and the intensity increases and 
reaches a maximum when % isabout 0°5 ampere; for greater 
values of 7, the magnetic intensity smoothly ee at a 
diminishing rate. if the alternating current is now s steadily 

i ge hea me 
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diminished the magnetic intensity retraces its path up to 
tg=0°5, but for lower values of 7, 1t continues to increase, and. 
does not come back to the original low value. This is 
specially observable for low field strengths. There is, there- 
fore, a critical strength of alternating current. , 

i ) 
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That the smooth parts of these curves are very nearly 
rectangular hyperbolas is shown from the fact that the 
reciprocals of I when plotted against 7, fall very nearly on 
straight lines, the only serious irregularity being for the 
eurve of H=0°55, in which the observations would be 
affected by a larger error than for higher fields. These 
straight lines when prolonged backwards all meet approxi- 
mately at a common point which is situated about 0:00085 

on the scale of 2 and at nearly —1‘1 on the scale of 

2a. It is possible to express these curves above the critical 
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current by an equation which for the larger values of H 
would have the form 

je a He bs +) Gas). 

where I,=1177, Ce hasta mean? value, oi es x 10s?) vand 
Otte Tis the limiting intensity of magnetization for 
this sample of iron in the field employed. 

Similar curves have been constructed for nickel, and 
the inverse relationship of I to i is again clearly in 
evidence, but the critical value of i is higher than for 
iron. 

(6) Experiments were now instituted to trace the influence 
of variation of temperature on curves of Land H. The iron 
wire having been fixed in the solenoid a hysteretic curve was 
traced at the temperature of 16° centigrade, and immediately 
a curve of I and H was traced for the anhysteretic state. 
Pairs of such curves were successively traced for tempera- 
mmesmor lor C., 645° C., 721°C. and (162-C:; at higher 
temperatures the intensity became very low, and the readings 
were not trustworthy. The numerical results are given in 
Table I 

The anhysteretic curves which are drawn in Diagram IT., 
when compared with the hysteretic curves in Diagram IIL., 
show that the overlapping of the latter no longer exists. It 
is an effect of hysteresis. The anhysteretic curves, on the 
other hand, run independently of one another, the intensity 
of magnetization always becoming less for increasing 
temperatures. 

When hysteresis is in action the magnetic intensity does 
not return to its old values on reducing the magnetizing 
force, but in the anhysteretic condition I is very nearly a 
single-valued function of H. Thus the complexities of the 
hysteretic isothermals disappear in the anhysteretic isother- 
mals, and the latter are capable of being expressed by a 
simple formula which will be discussed at the end of the 
paper. 

The same remarks apply equally to the isothermals of 
nickel. The numerical results are given in Table II. The 
anhysteretic isothermals alone are given in Diagram V., 
and for all of them the strength of the alternating current 
was 2°3 amperes. 
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TABLE I, 

Hysteretic and Anhysteretic Intensity and Field at different 
Temperatures in Iron (C.G.8. units). 

SMS OF ek me Be 

FR PD > rea F 

Hysteretic. Anhysteretic. 

| 

Temp. H Tee! 3) se malo: fT Je I (eale.). 

fh 0 40 0 60 
i, | 0-9 213 0-9 442 397 

tly, | 2:9 652 2-9 628 656 
ul 9:3 845 93 809 824 
iq | 16°0. | 132 879 || 16°C, | 13-2 852 853 
i | 16-4 890 | 16-4 873 868 

1H 17°5 904 18:3 879 874 
i | 0 680 | 0 Ble 

i | 0 17 0 11 
I | 0-9 261 0-7 179 143 
it | 2:0 446 18 S02 049 iste 
1 | 2-9 532 27 380 393 
i] | 4-0 605 3:8 457 476 
i | 645°C. | 58 667 || 645°O.| 4:7 502 525 
iH | 77 711 54 540 556 

| | 95 735 6-2 569 584 
Hl 11-0 764 11-0 700.| 703 
I) 14:5 788 14°5 746 737 

16:8 791 18:3 770 768 
i) 0 336 0 12 
q| ———— | OO EO SO | Oo SO 

ly Og ee 0 12 
| 0-9 367 0-9 170 163 
| 2-0 481 1-8 264 263 

29 533 2:9 336 345 
| 40 564 40 401 400 
| | 5:1 591 5 437 44] 

PAO CG ERS 606 || 721°C.| 58 465 461 
| 6-5 616 65 487 479 
| Trem enl o Bar 77 504 503 

| 113 645 | 11-0 553 550 
Hi) 14:5 662 171 599 595 

| 0 280 0 10 

| 0 0 0 19 
| 0-9 320 0-9 129 117 

18 399 1:8 191 189 
i 2-9 433 2-9 933 248 

ie 4-0 479 4-0 283 289 
1K W769 C, |) Be 487 || 776°C.| 58 330 334 
i | 58 500 G5 341 347 | 65 504 77 361 362 
i 7 513 11-0 406 398 
| | 11:3 537 14°5 412 499 
| | 14°5 543 | 18:3 421 437 

| 0 214 || 0 17 
Hi I 
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TABLE IT, 

Anhysteretic Intensity and Field at different Temperatures 
in Nickel (C.G.S. units), 

Temp. H I. I (eale.). || Temp. H. ere (calles): 

ie aes 26 027 | 32 20 
i e-0 87 80 1:8 94 95 
| 29 135 180) 4:1 138 158 
ise 163 175 56 166 182 

21°C. 52 199 215 225° C.| 86 206 218 
| Vial 293 941 || 12:8 243 939 

9-4 250 262 14:3 955 245 
13-6 291 | 286 | 

| 155 SG Dose | | 

0:27 45 oS | OPES ROR Soka 
1-4 100 92 | eS) 70 
26 128) ow 139." | 33 | 46 97 
4-5 165 184 OP ee Oke i GIG 

| 189° C.| 5:2 i 196 || 319° C.| 7-7 ts |) 71380 
| 71 203 220 13-2 1D 9) 1G 

9-4 298 | 289 14-7 161 | 149 
13-2 267. | 260 | 
15:2 281 268 

Curves of anhysteretic susceptibility as a function of the 
magnetic intensity are drawn on Diagrams Ii. anc V., and 
over the central range of intensities they approximate to 
rectangular hyperbolas*. 

(7) With a sufficient number of anhysteretic isothermal 
curves it would be possible to construct isodynamic curves, 
or curves of I and T for constant fields, but separate ex- 
periments were instituted for the purpose. Simultaneous 
observations of I and T in a constant field were made as the 
temperature was raised to the highest point, and then lowered 
to the original point. The curves which are exhibited in 
Diagram LV. for iron,and Diagrams VI. and VII. for nickel, 
trace the change of intensity for rismg temperatures; the 
curves for falling temperatures are not plotted, but they are 
nearly the same, except that in iron they are smoother, the 
droop which occurs between 800° and 900° A. being less 
pronounced. 

With nickel the curves are smooth and nearly coincident 
for heating and cooling. 

* The crossing of the nickel curves of susceptibility for temperatures 
21° C. and 189° C, shows that hysteresis is not completely suppressed. 
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On the other hand, the effect of hysteresis is strikingly 
shown in the initial hysteretic curve of I in a low field as 
the temperature is raised. Here I increases until a near 
approach to the critical temperature and then rapidly valle 
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On cooling its ~~ is eae acon it ve he eI 
form Tanne of the anhysteretic curves, but with a larger 
value for I, under the same field. The paths of these 
hysteretic curves for iron and nickel are given in Diagrams. 
TV. and VI. respectively. 
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The principal characteristics of these curves are the same 
for iron and nickel, but as the effects in nickel are more 
pronounced, and as this metal is not apparently affected by 
anomalous thermal disturbances as iron is, attention may be 
directed more particularly to the nickel curves. 
A prominent feature to note is the concavity of the curves 

to the axis of temperature until the critical temperature is 
reached, when an inflexion takes place, and the curve after- 
wards passes outwards asymptotically. All the curves as 
far as the critical temperature exhibit the features which are 
associated with forces strongly orientating the molecular 
magnets. The concavity of these curves, however, always 
grows less as the external field diminishes, and in the curve 
for H=0°65, in nickel, it has nearly disappeared and the 
curve is almost linear for the greater part of its course. 

There is one feature of interest and importance which is 
strongly marked in this curve and is observable in the others; 
the convexity of the curve, which is its characteristic above 
the critical point, expands under low fields, and one is led to 
think that for a still lower field with an appropriate alter- 
nating current it might pervade the whole curve. The 
entire group of curves would then exhibit a gradual change 
from ferro-magnetic to para-magnetic properties”. 

(8) To test this view another set of experiments was. 
arranged with this minor difference, that in this set the 
alternating current, instead of being led through the wire, 
was sent through the solenoid surrounding it, and the 
magnetic force acting on the nickel wire was the vertical 
component of the Harth’s magnetism. Alternating currents. 
of 1:0, 1:7, and 2:0 amperes were successively used, and 
the results which are graphed in Diagram VII. show the. 
increasing expansion of the convex part of the curve. The 
curve obtained when the alternating current was 2:0 amperes. 
is particularly interesting, as it would be difficult to fix for it 
a definite critica] temperature. Observations (omitted from 
the diagram) which were taken when the alternating current 
was 3:0 amperes yielded a curve of similar shape to the one 
at 2°0 amperes. 

In Diagram VI. the most prominent feature is the fact that 
the critical temperature can be lowered nearly 100° C. by 
the application of an alternating current, and it is now clear 
from Diagram VII. that it may be made almost indefinite. 

* A purely para-magnetic material is such that I is directly propor-- 
tional to H and inversely proportional to T, 
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These experiments, I think, throw some light on the meaning 
of the critical temperature, and make it unlikely that it is 
due to a chemical or allotropic modification of the metal. 

AnAystereri Isodynam hes. " DIAGRA 
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(9) Gerosa and Finzi* were among the earliest to make 
experiments on the reduction of hysteresis by alternating 
current methods, and they showed that the curves so ob- 
tained can be fairly well represented by Frdlich’s equation. 
This equation may be put in the form 

a(;-;)=P, 
where J, is the limit of magnetic intensity and P is a 
constant. Reducing the observations of Table I. by fthe 

* Rendiconti del Reale Istituto Lombardo, serie ii. vol. xxiv. p. 677 
(1891), 
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method of least squares, I find the following values for 
the constants I) and P for iron :— 

a er ee 
a ee _ ere a ee 

eee SS ee ee eee 
—— 

| | Temperature. ie le Ri eae 
tj 16°C. (280° A. 933 00182 4°57 x 107 é 
ii | 645° C.= 918° A. 916 ‘00883 A) 710 
1} 720-105 993 °RN. 700 00428 431x107° 
i 776° C. = 1049° A. 511 00600 572x10 ° 

{ NEN 4-69x 1078 

If, now, P is divided by the absolute temperature T, the 
quotient R’ is approximately constant until a near approach 
to the critical point. Thus the constant in Frolich’s equation 
is proportional to the absolute temperature for these curves 
over a wide range of temperature. The quantity Ip, however, 
above 645° C. begins to diminish rather rapidly, a fact which 
deserves consideration. The values of I calculated from 

hi these constants are given in the third column of Table L., 

i 

: 
and comparison with the observed values allows the accuracy 

1 of the equation to be estimated. 
| Treating the observations on nickel in the same way, the 

values for the constants I,, P, and R’ are :— 

i Temperature. i. IZ ee 

} t PAC C F-20490 N. 359 0097 33:1x1o7° 
i 139° C. = 412° A. 333 ‘0109 264x107 ° 

| 925° ©. = 498° A, 315 ‘0130 261x107 © 
319° C, = 592° A. eg ‘0154 261x107 ° 

Mean ...... 279x107 © 

R’ is again nearly constant over a considerable range of 
temperature ; at the same time J, diminishes as the tem- 
perature is raised. The values of I calculated from these 
constants are given in the third column of Table II. They 
show larger differences than those for iron, and indicate that 
the experimental curve is somewhat flatter than the calculated 
curve. 

(10) As a first approximation the equation to the anhys- 
teretic isothermals may be written 

tel ’ 

T being the absolute temperature. In this form the 
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equation assumes a new interest. When I is very small 
1 2 

the term = may be neglected and the equation then 
becomes ~° 

7 =R'T or KT= 

K being the susceptibility, and this is at once recognized 

as Curie’s para-magnetic equation in which S is the 

equivalent of his constant A. Comparing = the constant 

in the ferro-magnetic state, with A, we have :— 

Ry. 1/R’. A. 
Terr Ce eee 469x107 ° 213x108 281 * 
INdekel: kd hs ws 27-9 x10 ° 036 x 10° 048 + 
Ratio of iron to nickel ............ 5:9 5:9 

* Mean value of A from experiments by Curie, Giwures, p. 327, and 
Weiss & Foex, Arch. des Sc. 4° séx. t. xxxi. pp. 4, 89 (1911). 
+ Weiss & Bloch, Arch. des Sc. t. xxxill. p. 293 (1912). (Intensity 

magnetic moment ) 

volume j 
ealculated as 

The absolute values of the constants are connected by a 
factor about 1°33 x 10~°; their ratios, however, are almost 
exactly the same. This perfect agreement is partly accidental, 
as it cannot be assumed that the iron and nickel were pre- 
cisely the same in these experiments as in those with which 
they are compared, and that experimental errors play no 
part ; nevertheless there is no doubt that the metals behave 
correspondingly f. 

(11) If, however, the curves of [=f(T) for constant H 
are consulted, it is evident that the equation as it stands does 
not adequately represent them. 

As written above it implies that I varies inversely with 
the absolute temperature, subject to a limiting value, and 
the curves should then be convex and not concave, as they 
are below the critical point, to the temperature axis. This 
concavity of the curves for large intensities at lower tem- 
peratures suggests that there is some other field of foree in 
action, in addition to the external applied field, and it is 
highly probable that this is set up by the magnetization 
itself of the material and is some function of the intensity. 

{t See Ashworth, Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 36 (Jan. 1912). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 158. Feb. 1914. 25 
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The equation would then take the form 

(H+s( )) G = r) =R'T. 

Written thus it recalls the equation of van der Waals for 
fluids, field strength and magnetic intensity here playing 
the part of pressure and density. 

(12) In conclusion, it is of interest to compare the 
equation obtained in paragraph (5) and the curves giving 
the relation of I and H to the strength of the alternating 
current running through the material with the equation and 
curves giving the relation of I and H to temperature dis-. 
cussed in paragraphs (9) and (10). Above a critical value 
of the alternating current the intensity of magnetization 
tends to become inversely proportional to the stren oth of the. 
current, subject to a limit to the intensity. Below the 
critical value of the current the curves of intensity have a 
part less inclined to the horizontal, which suggests that there 
are other magnetic forces in action within the material 
besides that immediately due to the external field. 

More generally since the effects of temperature on 
magnetism are like those due to an alternating current 
setting up a magnetic agitation, the probability that the 
former are kinetic effects of thermal agitation is considerably 
enhanced. 

I wish to thank Mr. R. P. Shaw for much gratuitous. 
help in preliminary work and in repeating some of the 
experimental results in this paper. 

XXXVI. The Properties of Selenium Blocks. 
By G. W. Wurte, B.Sc. (University of Bristol) *. 

T is well known that the substance selenium in a certain 
crystalline form possesses the peculiar property of 

changing its electrical resistance on exposure to light. Any 
device consisting of two electrodes bridged over by the 
selenium is commonly, but not appropriately, called a 
‘Selenium Cell.” Since in this investigation the resistance 
change of selenium was observed, and not the production of 
an E.M.F. on illumination, the term “Selenium Bridge” is 
preferred and will be used throughout. 

* Communicated by Dr. A. M. Tyndall. 
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Selenium Bridges can be divided into two groups :— 

(A) Containing preparations illuminated in a direction 
perpendicular to that in which the resistance is 
measured. 

(B) Containing preparations illuminated in a direction 
parallel to that in which the resistance is measured. 

It has generally been supposed that the main phenomena 
of Selenium Bridges may be explained by the change in 
conductivity produced by the penetration of light to a small 
depth at the illuminated surface. That is, the effect of light 
on a bridge of the first type is to change the conductivity of 
one of two conductors in parallel, and on bridges of the 
second type, to change the conductivity of one of two 
conductors in series. 

Thus it was anticipated that, in order to prepare an 
appreciably sensitive “bridge of type B,” the thickness of 
the selenium in the direction of the incident light must be 
exceedingly small. For instance, the first bridge of this 
type, made by Uljanin™, consisted of a thin layer of cry- 
stalline selenium between two plates of glass covered with 
semi-transparent metal films. Righi t covered a metal plate 
with selenium, and placed it with the selenium side on a 
sheet of wire-gauze, through which the selenium could be 
illuminated. 

While experimenting with bridges of this type, it was 
found by the author that it was unnecessary to use ex- 
ceedingly thin selenium films, the bridge being appreciably 
sensitive when the thickness was several millimetres. This 
unexpected phenomenon could be utilised to make a bridge 
capable of being used as either of the two types by suitably 
choosing the direction of illumination. The use of this 
“‘ double bridge” was to be two-fold :— 

(1) To compare the two types of bridges. This has 
never been performed previously owing to the peculiarities 
exhibited by selenium, and the consequent difficulty of 
obtaining two identical preparations. 

A theoretical comparison was deduced from mathematical 
considerations by Sperling t, who assumed an exponential 
change of conductivity throughout a thin illuminated layer, 
and coneluded that “the bridge of the first type is more 
sensitive than that of the second, the conditions being 

* Wied, Ann. xxiv. p. 241 (1838). 
+ Ann. d. Phys. xii. p. 683 (1888). 
t ‘Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Selenzellen,’ Gottingen, 1908. 

2B2 
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identical in both cases, and that this difference approaches 
zero as the selenium slab becomes infinitely thin.” 

(2) It was hoped that the results of this comparison could 
be used to obtain an estimate of the “effective depth of 
penetration of the light in selenium”; that is, supposing 
there were a uniform specific conductivity throughout the 
illuminated layer, to find how deep this layer would have to 
be to account for the observed change in conductivity of a 
selenium block on illumination. Mare (1906) estimated the 
value 5X10-° mm.; from the investigation of thin selenium 
films. Grippenberg* showed this value to be much too small. 
Brown fT, assuming the identity of heat and light actions in 
selenium, calculated the depth of the light-affected layer to 
be 1:4 107? mm. 

In the present work, the method whereby it was hoped to 
arrive at the “effective depth” consisted of the examination 
of a rectangular block of selenium, one face of which was 
illuminated, the conductivity being measured both in a 
direction perpendicular to the incident light and parallel to 
it; that is, the preparation was to be used as a bridge of 
both types. The conductivity in the first direction (bridge A) 
is that of two conductors in parallel, one being the illuminated 
layer and the other the selenium in the dark. The con- 
ductivity is therefore a function of the specific conductivity 
of selenium in the dark, the “effective” or “average con- 
ductivity’? in the light, the ‘‘ depth of penetration,” and the 
dimensions of the block. The actual function can be easily 
deduced from the elementary laws of ‘‘ conductors in parallel.” 
The conductivity in the second direction (bridge B) is that 
of two conductors in series, and is another function of the 
above quantities. Now the specific conductivity of selenium 
in the dark and the dimensions of the bridge can be 
measured, and hence from the equations expressing the 
conductivities of the illuminated biock in the two directions, 
the “effective depth” and “ effective specific conductivity in 
the light” can be calculated. 

Heperimental Arrangements and Results. 

The bridge was made by crystallizing selenium in a mould 
of which one side was a copper plate and the opposite side 
a semi-transparent film of platinum deposited on glass b 
‘cathode disintegration.” A plate A of “bakelite”—an 
insulator which will withstand continued heating at a high 

* Physik. Zeit. xili., 1912. 
t Phys. Rev. vol. xxxiv. p. 201 (1912). 
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temperature—was taken, and from it was cut a rectangular 
block of dimensions 10 mm. x 10 mm. x8 mm. (as shown in 
fig. 1). To the sides of the plate thus cut, a copper 
plate B and the glass plate C carrying the thin platinum 
film were clamped (fig. 2). Selenium contracts considerably 

Fig. 1. 

nT 
LIGHT 

on changing from the liquid amorphous state to the cry- 
stalline, and on putting a mould containing amorphous 
selenium into an oven at the temperature necessary to 
erystallize, large cavities are formed in the selenium on 
solidifying. To obviate this as much as possible, in crystal- 
lizing the blocks, the following method was adopted :—Into 
the rectangular mould prepared as above, molten selenium 
was poured to a depth of about 1:5 mm.; the mould was 
then kept in a hot oven until the selenium crystallized. The 
surface of the crystallized selenium was then melted by 
means of a hot steel spatula, and then molten selenium 
poured in to about the same depth as before and crystallized. 
This was repeated until the mould was full; the whole was 
then kept at a temperature of about 200° C. for several days 
to ensure complete crystallization. 

The selenium in the bridge thus prepared could be first 
illuminated through the platinum film (as a bridge of 
type B), and then the direction of the light could be changed, 
and the surface of the selenium exposed to the air illuminated 
(bridge A), the resistance in both cases being measured from 
the copper plate B to the platinum film C. | 
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AN The resistance was always measured by means of a Post 
iy Office Box, using a fairly high voltage (4 to 20 volts) in 
1 order to make the method sensitive for such high resistances. 
tf The resistance of the illuminated bridge was observed in 
iH all cases after being illuminated for 90 seconds, and having 
HH therefore practically attained its equilibrium state. 
Ni In comparing the two types of bridges, the effect of the 

| platinum film on the light intensity in “ bridge B” was com- 
pensated for by illuminating “bridge A” by light from the 
same source, but which had passed through a platinum film 
exactly similar to that used in making the bridge. 

The results of observations on three such “double bridges” 
are given in Table I. The selenium was illuminated by an 
Osram Lamp (105 v., 17 w.) at a distance of 30 cm. in 
eases I. and II., and at 20 em. in case III, 

Bee te bean, 
Se TA RE eo 

cc de aoe 

RE, eS eT 

| 
| TaBLe I. 
i a 

{ | Resistance measured in Direction Resistance measured in Direction 
HM Perpendicular to that of Light. Parallel to that of Light. 
| | (Bridge of Type “ A.”) (Bridge of Type “ B.”) 

| Res. in Dark. Res. in Light.) Percent. || Res. in Dark. IRes. in Light.) Per cent. 
| Ohms. Ohms. Res. Change. Ohms. | Ohms. | Res. Change. 

i Sa | i ae 
i ie 34,900 33,800 Su) || 37,800, |) sean 19°7 

1,110,000 1,004,000 | 9°6 || 950,000 | 840,000 115 

280,000 | 255,000 89 || 280,000 287,000 15-4 

Thus with the above three bridges, the resistance change 
was greater when the electrode was illuminated or the bridge 
was used as one of type “ B.” 

There was the possibility that this unexpected result might 
be due to the illumination of two different varieties of 
selenium, since the selenium illuminated in bridge “A” had 
been crystallized in contact with air, and that in bridge “ B” 
in contact with platinum. It became necessary, therefore, 
not only to use the same block of selenium in both obser- 
vations, but also to illuminate the same surface. Accordingly 
a cube ot selenium was crystallized in a brass mould. In 
measuring its resistance in a direction parallel to the illumi- 
nation (as bridge “‘ B’’), it was pressed between electrodes of 
fine copper gauze. ‘To measure its resistance in a perpen- 
dicular direction (bridge ‘* A’), the electrodes were removed 
and pressed on two other opposite faces of the cube, and the 
surface used in the first measurement again illuminated. As 
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in previous observations, the decrease in intensity of the light | 
due to the gauze was compensated for. 

With the bridges made by pressing electrodes on selenium 
cubes, as with those made by crystallizing selenium between 
copper and platinum electrodes, the same result was arrived 
at:—bridge ‘“‘B’’ was invariably more sensitive than 

“depth of penetration of the light.” ‘The results of expe- 
riments with two cubes are recorded in Table II. Ilumi- 
nations of different colour were obtained by means of colour- 
filters (obtained from Wratten and Wainwright), the energy 
of the transmitted light being kept constant by using a 
thermopile. 

TABLE II. 

| Resistance in Direction 

Perpendicular to that of Illumination. 

| 

Dy 7 a Bridge ‘ A.”) 

| 

Resistance in Direction | 
Parallel to that of 

Light. (Bridge “B.”) | 

bridge “A.” and ealeulation gave an impossible value for the 
be) 9 ton) 

Res. in 

Light. 
| Res. in 

| _ Dark, Change. | Dark. Light. Change. | 

18:2 

10°5 

13°9 

109,400 | 
104,200. 

707,000; 36 | 733,000 | 
| 'Green......... | 782,000 

| ‘Blue Boe Abe | 727,000 

89,500. 

93,400, 
88,300. 

717,000 2:1 

711,000 22 102,600 

Redken... 20 | 197,400 

| Green.......... 200,300 

Bled ssc, 203,200 
| | 

| | { 
{ 

: 

| | | 
P. c. Res.| Res.in | Res. in P. c. Res.) | 

101,400, 12-7 | 
106,300' 64 | 

| 116,200 

| 113,600 | 

109,600. 99,800. 

193,300; 21 

198300} 1:0 

900,700! 1:2 
\Cuse II. 

8:9 | 

It is a characteristic of selenium bridges that the resistance | 
changes on reversing the current; but it was ascertained | 
that, whichever way the current flowed through selenium 
blocks, the relatively large sensitiveness of bridge “B” | 
showed itself. For instance, the resistance between two 
opposite faces of a cube was 173,000 ohms, the change on 
illuminating one of these faces (7. e. asa bridge of type ‘* B’’) 
being 35 per cent. On reversing the current, the resistance 
changed to 210,000 ohms, the change on illuminating the 
sane surface being 29 per cent. With another bridge of 
this type, the resistance, on reversing the current, fell from 
40,000 ohms to 23,000 ohms, and the light-sensitiveness in 
the two directions was 45 and 23 per cent. respectively ; 
using the preparation as a bridge of the first type, and | 
illuminating the same surface, the resistance change never 
exceeded 9 per cent. ) 

: 
' 
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In all these observations the selenium surfaces were care- 
fully screened from stray light, usually by an ebonite casing, 
and sometimes by covering the selenium surfaces viel 
were neither used in contact with the electrodes nor 
lluminated by soft wax. Selenium “cells” which produced 
an E.M.F. in the dark or on iliumination, were not used in 
this investigation. 

A comparison of the other properties of the two types was 
made. A selenium cube was taken, and set up as a bridge 
of the second type. The increase of conductivity during 
illumination (“ Nachwirkung”’), the recovery on darkening 
the bridge (Triigheit), and the relation between the 
conduetivity change and the intensity of the light were 
investigated. This was repeated using the same selenium 
cube as a bridge of the first type. The relations obtained 
were identical for the two types. The curves are not 
reproduced here, the “ recovery” and “light-intensity ” 
curves being of the usual form such as those obtained ‘by 
Sperling *, and the after-effect’’ curves of the same form as 
shose obtained with a “‘ Bidwell” bridge by Ries f. 

Discussion of Results, and other Experiments with 
Selenium Blocks. 

The above results show that with blocks of selenium, the 
resistance change on illumination is greater when the light 
is incident in the direction of the current, than when per- 
pendicular to this direction. This is opposed to the result, 
referred to above, obtained theoretically by Sperling. In 
other words, the unexpected phenomenon revealed in the 
present investigation is a highly sensitive bridge of the 
second type, and the quantitative effect of light on bridges 
of both types cannot be explained by the change in con- 
ductivity in a very thin layer at the illuminated surface, the 
selenium block being homogeneous. 

The high sensitiveness of these bridges could be ac- 
counted for, if light had the effect of decre easing the specific 
resistance throughont a very deep lay er. Mare ft concluded 
from his investigations of the “inertia” of selenium, that 
the action of light i is far from being confined to the surface 
and the illuminated portion of the br idge, being transmitted 
all over the bridge. Brown § suggested that the “ effective 
depth ” may be much greater “than the greatest depth 

* Loe. cit. 
+ Die elektrischen Eigenschaften des Selens. 
t Zeit. Anorg. Chem. xxxyii. 3, p. 459. 
§ Loe. ett. 
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reached by the light. To account for the sensitiveness of 
bridge “ B” often observed, the depth of selenium affected 
would have to be at least 2°5 mm., assuming the selenium 
was changed to a good ome on illumination, This did 
not seem to be at all probable, but the following experiment 
was devised to test the possibility of the effect of light being 
transmitted to the dark portions of the selenium :—A block 
of selenium was crystallized with a sheet of fine copper 
gauze imbedded in it parallel to one face of the block and 
at a distance of 1 mm. from the surface. The opposite face 
of the block was pressed against a copper electrode. No 
change could be detected in the resistance between the 
imbedded gauze electrode and the copper plate electrode 
when the selenium surface nearest the gauze was illuminated. 

Hence it appears that the resistance change on illumination 
occurs at the illuminated electrode. The change may be 
either that of a high resistance crust over the selenium 
block, or a “contact resistance ” ; other properties of selenium 
blocks, which will now be discussed, point to the existence 
of the latter. 

Hiject of Filing the Surfaces. 

A cube was taken and the resistance between two faces 
measured, using copper gauze electrodes. One of these 
faces was rubbed carefully with a fine plane file. The 
author was surprised to find an increase of resistance from 
520,000 to 840,000 ohms. After the second filing the 
resistance had increased to 1,300,000 ohms. On continuing 
the filing the resistance first increased slightly, and then 
remained fairly constant. This is a typical result of the filing 
of several surfaces ; a marked increase was always observed 
aitetie start. “Che ‘light-sensitiveness remained fairly con- 
stant during the filing g, and by continuing the filing ‘of the 
surface of a cube, the elena was found to be conducting 
and sensitive to light throughout the whole block. This 
was found to be the case for Gilt tay “cells” by Brown *. 

The fact that filing the surface produces such a sudden 
and marked effect on the resistance between the electrodes, 
suggests that a large part of the resistance exists at the 
electrodes. 

Resistance dependent on nature of electrodes, and surface in 
Ponae! with selenium duri ‘Ing erystalliz cation. 

The fact that the apparent resistance of selenium in the 
dark depends on the nature of the electrodes was first 

* Loe. eit. 
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pointed out by Graham Bell *, and for obtaining a wire 
“bridge” of low resistance he recommended the use of 
brass in preference to platinum. The author pressed 
electrodes of different metals on the opposite faces of 
selenium cubes, and marked differences in resistance were 
obtained. Table III. shows the results of observations on 
two cubes. The direction of the current in the selenium 
was kept constant in the case of each cube. 

TABLE IIT. 
; | ah 

Tin Foil. | Copper Foil. Copper Gauze. 

Hks.| 9) 214006 74,000 98,000 
| 

157,000 
| 

| 2...1 46,000 | 88,000 
| | | | 

This fact may have its explanation in the change of the 
resistance at the contact of electrode and selenium. 

The resistance seemed also to depend to a large extent on 
the nature of the mould used in crystallizing the selenium 
block. The light-sensitiveness of the surface also depended 
on this condition. for instance, the change in resistance 
was 25 per cent. on illuminating a wire-gauze electrode 
pressed on a selenium surface crystallized in contact with 
brass ; the surface crystallized in contact with glass had a 
light-sensitiveness of 15 per cent. and the “air” surface 11 
per cent. 

The selenium blocks showed the usual characteristics of 
the selenium bridge, such as variation of resistance with 
voltage, pressure, and duration of current; and it is 
significant that all these properties together with that of 
dependence of resistance on direction of current, appear in 
connexion with “crystal contacts.” Brown f has called 
attention to this similarity. It is also noteworthy that 
Streintz f has explained the “apparent resistance” of 
crystals and its dependence upon the current, pressure of 
electrodes, temperature, &., by the existence of a resistance 
at the contact of the crystal and the electrode. 
Now the ordinary Bidwell wire bridges (in which the 

selenium is crystallized firmly on the electrodes) show 
the same “crystal contact” properties. Also the effect of 

* Amer. Assoc. 1880; ‘ Nature,’ vol. xxii. p. 500. 
+ “The Similarity of Electrical Properties of Selenium to those in 

certain Crystal Contacts,” Phys. Rev. 1918, p. 245. 
1 Phys. Zeit. 1912. 
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light on these bridges is identically the same as the effect 
on the bridges of the second type. Hence, if the effect of 
illuminating the electrode of the latter bridges is chiefly to 
change a “contact resistance,” then we should expect a 
relatively big eect of light at the electrodes in the ordinary 
wire bridges. Adams and Day ™* by means of a lime light 
and lens focussed the light on a stick of sensitive selenium, 
and found that “the sensitiveness was different at different 
parts of the same stick.” Actual values of the change were 
not published, and the following experiment was devised by 
the author to obtain the variation between the electrodes. 
Two thin wires of phosphor-bronze were fixed paralle! to 
one another ata distance of 15 mm. on a strip of glass of 
width 17 mm. the surface of which had been roughened 
with sand-paper. Selenium was spread over the glass 
between the wires, and crystallized. By means of two 
narrow slits a strip of selenium of width 2 mm. at any part 
of the bridge could be illuminated. The bridge had an 
initial resistance of 144,000 ohms which changed to 140,000 
ohms on illuminating any strip of selenium between the 
electrodes, and to 134,000 ohms on illuminating either 
electrode. The change, therefore, was nearly three times 
as great at the electrode as at other points in the selenium. 
This receives some support from an experiment by Lindner 
and Replogle +, who devised a bridge consisting of selenium 
spread over a thin platinum film deposited on glass and 
scored to and fro with a fine engraving tool. To get the 
maximum effect on illumination, the light was adnate! 
through the glass (illuminating the platinum electrodes). 
(Similar bridges were constructed and tested by the author.) 
Thus it appears that the action of light on bridges of both 
types is partly to effect a change “at the contact of the 
electrodes with the selenium. 

The Crystallization of Thin Selenium Films. 

Estimates of the ‘* depth of penetration ” have been made 
by Grippenberg { from a study of thin films. Films of 
red amorphous selenium of thickness comparable with the 
wave-length of light can be obtained by “ cathode dis- 
integration.” In heating the red film to convert it into the 
metallic light-sensitive inte investigators have encountered 
the difficulty that the selenium on melting forms into 
isolated drops giving a discontinuous film. Grippenberg ¢ 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. 1876, p. 118. 
+ ‘Electrical World,’ lix. p. 251 (1912). 
t Loe. cit. 
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succeeded in obtaining continuous crystalline films by 
covering the amorphous film with a varnish before heating. 
The author aitempted to crystallize the films by depositing 
the selenium directly on a plate placed opposite the cathode 
and heated by an electric current to a temperature just 
below the melting-point of metallic selenium. Since at that 
temperature amorphous selenium cannot exist, it was hoped 
that the particles on being deposited would be changed at 
once to the metallic state, and that the resulting film would 
be continuous and light-sensitive. It was difficult to obtain 
the required temperature and keep it constant, since heat 
was supplied to the plate from the hot cathode as well as 
from the heating wire; the pressure in the tube, the 
“eathode fall,” and the strength of the heating eee. 
would therefore have an effect on the temperature of the 
plate. By suitably choosing the conditions, grey films were 
obtained which appeared crystalline and continuous ; on 
being tested they were found to be insensitive to light, but 
after heating at a temperature of 180° C. for an hour, 
the films became sensitive to light but ‘* light-negative * 
(the resistance increased on _ illumination). Since these 
results were obtained Brown™* has published work showing 
that light-negative selenium is produced by the action of 
mercury on selenium, and the property of the films obtained 
as above was evidently due to the presence of mercury 
vapour from the pump é and pressure-gauge connected to the 
‘“‘discharge-tube.” The above was repeated excluding 
mercury. ‘The films obtained had a high specific resistance, 
and either showed a slight sensitiveness ; to light in a positive 
direction, or were practically insensitive ; they became, 
however, much more sensitive on heating for a short time in 
air. The method can be applied to the construction of 
selenium bridges. 

Summary. 

(1) When a selenium block is illuminated, the resistance 
change in the direction of the light is appreciable even with 
thick dlocks. 

(2) This fact is utilised to prepare a selenium block the 
conductivity of which can be measured (a) in a direction 
parallel to the illuminated face (“ bridge”’ of the first type), 
and (6) in a direction perpendicular to this face (“ bridge ” 
of second type). 

The properties of the two types are compared. 

+ Phys. Rev. vol. 1. 19U3;.ps237 
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(3) The resistance change on illuminating a selenium 
block is always greater when used in a bridge of the second 
type. ‘The change in conductivity throughout a thin layer 
at the illuminated surface of a homogeneous block is in- 
sufficient to explain this phenomenon. 

(4) The effect of hght on selenium blocks, the effect of 
filing the surfaces, and the dependence of the resistance on 
the nature and pressure of the electrodes, on the voltage and 
on certain other conditions, all point to the existence of a 
high resistance at the contact of the selenium and the 
electrodes. 

(5) The action of hight on all selenium bridges is to a 
large extent, but not wholly, to effect a change of resistance 
at the electrode contact. 

(6) Films of selenium can be obtained by ‘“ cathode dis- 
integration.” .If the deposit is received on a plate at a 
suitable temperature, the films are continuous and light- 
sensitive. 

The above experiments were carried out in the Physical 
Laboratory of the University of Bristol under the direction 
of Dr. A. M. Tyndall, to whom I desire to express my best 
thanks for much advice and help throughout the work. 

Nov. 22nd, 1913. 

XXXIX. On Ionization and Wireless Telegraphy. 
gL EM BARTON: OUSCR MH iS. bie. 

| Ete the paper on the above subject by Prof. Howe f, 
it would appear that the relation between the theory 

of Dr. Eecles and some experiments recently carried out 
by HE. H. Barton and W. B. Kilby { was not made quite 
clear. This short note is accordingly offered in explanation. 

In the work referred to no direct attempt was made to 
detect, either (1) any increase in velocity of wave propagation 
or (2) any special kind of conductivity which might be con- 
cerned with such increase. Neither was it claimed that any 
such effects had been sought for or detected. 

The position was simply this. The theory of Eccles as to 
the propagation of electric waves in ionized air involved 
(what may be termed) an ordinary and an extraordinary 
effect—the first being the conductivity and the second 
being the increase of velocity of wave propagation. In 
order to test this theory experimentally, it was natural 
to try first if the ordinary effect (the conductivity) was 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. Jan. 1914, pp. 218-215. 
{ Phil. Mag. Oct. 1918, pp. 567-578. 
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appreciable in air at ordinary pressures and temperatures 
when under electric alternations of the right order of 
frequency. And this was what was done. If the con- 
ductivity had been inappreciable, it would have been harder 
to believe in any increase of wave-velocity, since the same 
theory involves both effects. As the conductivity proved 
appreciable, it seems (to some minds at any rate) easier to 
believe in the increased wave-velocity under the appropriate 
conditions. And this is all that was claimed. 

The desirability of using air at low pressures had not 
escaped the notice of the experimenters, and was among the 
matters discussed by them before starting the work *. The 
line of attack then made was that which seemed best for 
a start, but was undertaken with the full knowledge that 
it by no means represented the conditions supposed to obtain 
in the higher regions of the atmosphere. 

Any one experimental method in the laboratory will 
probably fall short of full correspondence with Nature 
in many respects, and can but throw a side light on the 
issue. Thus the theory of Eccles supposes long-distance 
wave propagation in air a low pressures and temperatures 
and ionized by the sw; whereas the experiments cited 
deal only with Moe ris of like frequency in air under 
ordinary pressures and temperatures and ionized by radium 
or X-rays. Hence, the conditions of the experiments (as 
clearly shown in the paper) differ in three respects at least 
from those supposed to hold in those regions of the atmo- 
sphere to which the theory applies. Accordingly, any 
statement as to the experiments yielding some support to 
the theory should be taken in the light of the context. If 
isolated trom the context such a statement might well 
appear misleading 

Probably no one piece of work can either wholly confirm 
or disprove such a theory as that of Eccles, but can only 
form one link in a chain needing other links for its com- 
pletion as a conclusive confirmation or disproof. 

In the meantime, if a moderate ionization produces a 
detectable conductivity in air at ordinary pressures and 
temperatures under electric oscillations of two million per 
second, it may well seem less difficult to suppose that the 
special effects needed by the theory of Eccles for ionic 
refraction are forthcoming under the conditions obtaining in 
the atmospheric regions in question. 

Accordingly, in this respect and to this extent, the theory 
seems favoured rather than disfavoured by the experiments. 

Nottingham, January 16, 1914. 

* See p. 568, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1913. 
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XL. The Distribution of Scattered Réntgen Radiation. By 
Dr. Harotp A. Witson, F.R.S., Rice Institute, Houston, 
Texas, U.S.A.* 

eS on the distribution of the Réntgen 
4 radiation scattered by elements of small atomic weight 

have shown that on the side of the radiator on which the 
primary rays are incident the intensity of the scattered rays 
is given approximately by the formula I= Igo(1 + cos? @) 
which follows from the electromagnetic pulse theory of 
Roéntgen rays developed by Sir J. J. Thomson. Here @ is 
the angle between the scattered radiation and the incident 
primary radiation. 

On the side of the radiator from which the primary rays 
emerge the scattered radiation is of much greater intensity 
than on the other side, especially in directions near to the 
emergent primary beam. 

Herren Friedrich, Knipping, and Laue have recently 
described experiments on the diffraction of Roéntgen rays 
by crystals t+, which Laue and W. L. Bragg t have shown 
can be explained completely by supposing that the rays are 
reflected by the planes in the crystal whica contain a regular 
periodic distribution of atoms. 

It is well known that metals in the solid state consist 
largely of small crystals arranged in an irregular manner. 
When Rontgen rays are scattered by a metal plate we may 
therefore suppose that each small crystal in the plate reflects 
the rays just as in the experiments of Friedrich, Knipping, 
and Laue. The scattered radiation from a metal plate must 
therefore be partly due to internal reflexion from an immense 
number of small crystals orientated at random and partly to. 

scattering by the amorphous portion of the metal. 
Hach plane which reflects the rays in any particular 

erystal will occur in all the crystals with different orientations. 
To calculate the distribution of the scattered radiation to be 
expected, it is therefore only necessary to consider the way 
in which the intensity of the radiation from a single plane 

varies with its orientation. 
Let the angle of incidence of the rays on a plane be 2 and 

the area of the plane be a. The cross-section of the reflected 
beam is then «cos?. The electric intensity at a point in the 
reflected ray will be proportional to the number of electrons 
in the plane which fall inside a Fresnel’s zone drawn on the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Sitzungsberichte der Kéniglich Bayerische Akademie der Wissen- 

schaften, June 1912. 
t Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. vol. xvii. Part 1 (1912). 
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plane for the point considered. The area of such a zone is 
inversely proportional to cosz. Hence the energy per sq. em. 
in the reflected rays is inversely proportional to cos??. The 
total energy in the reflected ray is therefore inversely pro- 
portional to cos 7 and also directly proportional to the intensity 
of the radiation from a single electron. The intensity of the 
radiation to be expected trom a body entirely composed of 
small crystals orientated at random is therefore, since 6= 22, 

_ I, 1+cos? 0 

2 eos 2tn 

When @ is nearly equal to w this makes Ig very large. 
However, in this case the Fresnel’s zones will be too large 
to be included in the planes in the crystals, so that the energy 
will not increase further after @ reaches a value near to 7. 

Even in the amorphous parts of the metal it will be pos- 
sible to draw small planes each containing a number of 
electrons, so that we should expect the scattered radiation 
from the amorphous part not to follow exactly the law 
Ig=1,,(1+cos’@), but in the amorphous parts the planes 
will contain very few electrons, so that in most cases they 
will not be big enough to fill up several Fresnel’s zones. 

We should therefore expect to be able to represent the 
distribution of the scattered radiation except very near to 
0=7 by the formula 

4 1 eos? @ 5 
I,=A on ee Q), 

in which the first term represents the scattered radiation due 
to crystals and the second that from electrons distributed at 
random. 

The following table gives values of Ig/Ig9 calculated by 
means of the equation just found and the values observed 
by Crowther * for a thin plate of aluminium. 

| Calculated. 

| 6. Observed. : 
| B=0. A=B. 

0 18 1-4 1e7 | 
30 | 1:7 13 15 | 
60 | 14 1-0 11 | 
90 1:0 | 1:0 1:0 | 

120 | 18 | 1:8 16 | 
| 150 3:8 | 4:8 35 | 
| 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxy. p. 40 (1911). 
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It appears that if we take A=B so that half the electrons are 
in crystals and half distributed at random, the calculated values 
of Ip/Ig) agree fairly well with those found by Crowther. 

The excess of scattered radiation in the emergence direction 
seems therefore to be easily explicable on the theory that 
Réntgen rays are very short electromagnetic waves or pulses. 
The only property of Rontgen rays which is not easily 
explicable on this theory seems to be that of causing the 
emission of high-velocity electrons. The most reasonable 
way of explaining the emission of these electrons seems to 
be that proposed by Planck”, according to which matter 
absorbs radiant energy continuously but only emits it in 
definite amounts inversely proportional to the wave-length 
of the radiation. This view enables the ordinary electro- 
magnetic wave theory of ight and Rontgen rays to be retained. 

XLI. On Deep Water Waves. By J. R. Witron, M.A., 
B.Se., Assistant Lecturer in Mathematics in the University 
of Sheffield f. 

OME time ago, when studying Stokes’s papers on Oscil- 
latory Waves (Collected Works, vol. i. and vol. v.), 

I noticed that the work of determining the coefficients in 
the expansions of the coordinates might be very considerably 
reduced, and that the order of magnitude of any coefficient 
was determinate. These expansions may, without great 
labour, be carried to a high order of approximation, and the 
form of the wave may be drawn for a value of the amplitude 
not far short of that for the highest wave. 

By a change in the notation we are enabled to treat the 
progressive wave directly, and at the same time to retain all 
the advantages of the customary method of reducing the 
problem first to one ef steady motion. The advantage of 
the change will be more apparent to anyone who attempts to 
discuss the stability of the wave. 
We shall use throughout the abbreviations : 

c=autyy, c= au—Ly, 

; w= tip, w =d—w, 

2a 2a 
==" (cé—<2), i < (ct—2'), 

io w 2Qor w' 
Seen SS S> os +7, 

* Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der TWissen- 
schaften, April 5, 1918. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 

nl. Mage. 0. Voly gts Noo lo8i eb. 1914, 20 
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where A, ¢, d, and x are the wave-length, wave velocity, 
velocity potential, and current function, respectively. 

We assume that 7 is a function of &, say, 

n=O). 2 

The conditions which have to be satisfied are w=0O when 
y= ; and, on the free surface, y=/(ct— 2), 

of ee 
57 66 i=, 

+37 =9y—3 
where uw and v are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical 
velocities, and g is the resultant velocity. The axis of y is 

vertically downwards, that of & horizontal. We shall also 
take the origin at the ‘trough of a wave when ¢=0. 

The first Be the two AE vs conditions is satisfied whatever 
the form of the function F, provided that & is real on the 
surface, 2. e. if 

p=cy 
on the surface. 

Let | mn =e) Te 6 and 

be the equation cbtained from (1) by changing the sign of 
e throughout. We then have 

{ ) dw U—Ww= =, 

iodo), 
| z ih Ae 

dn 
or e—utiw=c @ 

and C—U—W=C oe 

_ dX On _ dn(b+up ) Also (=o a; = a ss a pF 

TGC. fa —ete/F —(u-— ww) : 

Po = —(u+w) 
therefore o= —uUe, 

so that the condition of constant pressure on the free surface 
becomes 

(c—u)?4+r?=?—C' + 2oy, 
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iL gn ; 
a —-9 \-——2 BO ARAN ee 
dn dn 2are? a ao (3) 

dé dé' 

We must, further, have w=0, 1. e. n=£, when y=, or 
= 10, This ;condition is satisfied if we assume the 

expansion 

m=E+tcAje * +eAse WF 4+ ... 

as the form of »*. Making the assumption, and substituting 
in equation (3), we find, as the equation to determine the 
coefficients A,, 

7 
2 a 6 2 es) 2 xt [ C+ & Ancos né | (ut & nA, cos né) + & nA, sin ne) [: 

= r= = 

Or 

The terms of this equation must be re-arranged in cosines 
of multiples of &, and then the coefficient of each cosine is to 
be equated to zero. The general form of the equations so 

* I find it difficult to persuade myself that this is the only form of F, 
It is possible, if we do not make this assumption, to satisfy equation (3), 
together with the condition of rest at the bottom of the liquid, in an 
infinite number of ways, and in certain cases the exact expression for 
the function F' may be obtained. In fact if we put »=n-+1n2, where m and 72 are real when € is real, equation (3) 1s satisfied provided that 

i eae i 
oe ~ CH) 2 & | 

and the only remaining condition is that y=& when €=—.0. <A function | 
satisfying this condition is that given by the equation 

which presents some remarkable points of resemblance to Stokes’s wave. 
Such “waves” are, however, not in general such that the crests of all | 
the stream-lines are vertically under the crests of the free surface. 

. Stokes’s solution is the only one which satisfies this condition. ) 
The wave considered in the paper “On the Highest Wave in Deep } 

Water” (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1913, pp. 1053-8) is of the type considered in 
this note. Another example, perhaps even more curious, is that of the | 
steady motion represented by the equations ) 

in which the complete cycloid obtained by making @ a real quantity is a 
free surface, for which ~=0. The fluid is, moreover, at rest at the 
bottom, where y=—2, 6=—.0. In this case there is no need, as in 

the paper referred to, to “ fit on” various distinct arcs of the complete 
curve. 
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obtained is as follows :— 
12 eonalphs N oo : oa eo) 

0 +O(1+ 3 WA, J+ = nA2+ = Ay = m(mtn)AnAnsns e ’ r= / a 
= n=1 n= Wo=k g 

j= O| 2nA,+ 2 S m(m-+ An Amr | +A.+ S (Q2n+7r)A,An+r 
Al p= 

pail Hh Pe 

+> 7A,A,-n+ > A, > montn+7) Ape 
oN i" Di 

va) oO 

+ >A, > m(m+n—r)AnAnsn—r 
I m=1 

for all values of 7 from 1 to infinity. It is understood that 
in the last summation m-+n—7 Is positive. 

These equations must be solved by a process of successive 
approximation. ‘The equations, to any desired order, may 
be written down from the above general expression, or by 
means of a rule derived from it. The rule, which is some- 
what complicated, is as follows :— 

The equation obtained by equating the coefficient of cos p& 
to zero 1s made up of terms; 

(1) C multiplied by 
2pAp,+ 2(p + 1)A,Ap41 7 4( P + 2) A sAn e+ &e. 

(2) VAr. 
(3) All terms made up of the product of two coefficients 

the sum or difference of whose subscripts is p3 and the 
numerical multiplier of any term is the sum of the subscripts 
unless the term is a square, in which case it must be halved. 

(4) All terms made up of the product of three coefficients 
whose subscripts are such that the sum of two of them minus 
the third is +p; and the numerical multiplier of any term 
is the product of the two numbers whose difference is p and 
whose sum is the sum of the subscripts of the coeticients 
forming the term. If, however, one of the terms contains 
the square of a coefficient, and is such that twice the sub- 
script of this term minus the subscript of the remaining 
coefficient is +p, the term is to be halved, but not otherwise. 

As an example of the use of the rule, the equation for 
which p=2 is here written down to the twelfth order. It is 

0 = C(4A,+6A,A;+16A,A,4+ 30A;A;+48A,A,+ 70A;A;) 

+ A,+A?+3A,°A,+4A,A;4+ 8A,A,A34+4A/?A,+4A,? 

+ 6A ,A,+15A,A;A,+15A,A,A;-+15A,A,?+ 8A3A5 

+ 24A,A,A;,+ 24A,A,A,+4 24A,A/2+ 12A,7A,4+ 12A,7A, 

+10A,4,4+35A,A;A,+35A,A,A,+ 385A, A5? 

+ 35A,A3;A,+359A34,A;+12A;A,+ 6A,’. 
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The leading term in each coefficient A, may be written 
down. In fact, 

An = 

where A,;= —a. 
For, if we retain only the first approximation to each 

euicient, we shall have, in order to determine A, from the 
values of oe Agee ae supposed known, the equation 

(n—1)An=n(AjAn-1+ AgAn-2+ AgAn—3+ oe ys 

where the last term on the right-hand side is }Az, if 7 is 

n- 2q” 
(—)" ee + higher powers of a, 

even, and A,_,; Anyi if nisodd. We have also put C= —3, 
2 woe 

its approximate value. 
The solution of this system of equations is easily seen to 

be, assuming A,=—a, 

Ay = (— 

n near 

(n—1) 1° 

The most direct proof is obtained by expanding w and a? in 
powers of we’ by Burmann’s theorem, squaring the first 
result, and comparing with the second. 

I have not been able to find a general formula for even 
the second order approximation to the value of A,. It is, 
however, easy to derive a sequence formula by means of 
which the second order approximation to any given co- 
efiicient may be calculated. In fact, if we retain terms of 
order r+2 in the equation for A,, we obtain 

C [2p + 2(r + 1) A, A,+1 | + A, + tr(A\A,_1 + A,A,—2 

+ Dp O80 A,-1A;) + Ay[ rAyAr+ (r—1)A,A,-1+ eee A,A, | == (); 

ne. 
(r—1)A,—4r(A\A,_; + AoA,» ts eierle A,-1A}) 

+ 2ra?7Ay—(r+1) AA, 41 =0. 
If we put 

race 
iP veal 2 (—)"A,= = =i + B,a 

we obtain the following sequence equation for B,. :— 

3 8 p—2Q)r—-4 (es 1)Br—r| Bet Pues Be Bear ep ee Ba | 
3 (7S 

In the same way, if we an 
yh 

—)"Ar= — re i .. cei + Ba +U.a 
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we shall find the following sequence equation for C, :— 

Nb \ 3 X 5 1 
(r= DCP] Ca at C,-2+ 2 C,-3+ 5 Craat ee | 

=(r zi Sian ae hear! E B54 B, B,-3+ . 

1 2 11 jes 
+5 BE (or Bye Be )|-2B,- : 

The corresponding sequence equations for the higher 
approximations become exceedingly complicated in form. 

I find to the eighth order the following values of the 
coefficients :— 

A\=—a, 

2 1 2 Die 

A,=e + ge + oo a 2°, 

3 Hy ee ore mee 
Axs=— 6° eae ot TAY Fal 

i (>: ie hy a’) 
nase ae 103727 , 
eo eae 
sa (25 4 18808 
eee. LO 
ypot Bip AAS 

a 3 ee 
7? 

Se igi 
86 

As= 71a" 
| ld Alby 1 2980 
C=— (5 +a" id + De ag 

ae S ite 220) in ee 
oa Te at aoe aE Dom a ae 

and to the tenth order— 

—A,=a, 

Aj=a?+ dat + 2°417a8 + 15°597a8 + 64084", 

— A,=1'5a?4+ 1°583a° 4+ 8:215a' + 55°01", 

A,=2°667a! +.4°347a° + 24°01a§ + 16620, 

— A, =5°208a + 11°53a' + 67-402", 

Ag= 10°8a° + 30°26a°5 + 18650", 
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— A, = 23°34a' + 79°20a° + 498730", 

Ag=52°01a8 + 207-44! + 1390u”, 

— Aj=118'6a°+ 543-4a", 

Asp=275'6a'° + 14262”, 

— Aj, =649°8a", 

AG = olan. 

—O='5 +0? + 2°75at + 13°92a° + 103°8a' + 823°8a!, 

2Qarc? 
an 1+a?+3°5at+ 19°08a° + 154708 412974", 
g) 

The series for n certainly becomes divergent in the neigh- 
bourhood of the crest of the wave when a is greater than 
1/e, where e is the base of natural logarithms, and the 
differential coetiicients which occur in equation (3) become 
divergent when a=Il/e. For the series formed by the 
leading terms of the various coefficients is 

oO mm—2qm 

nan SN 

and this is divergent when a is greater than 1/e, though it 
converges when eae For when m is lar ge the mth term 
of this series is 

my 2qmem-1 [4 af 2artm ee 1)n-3 ‘ 

=a™(m—1) ton | 4 J 2re(1 ml ~) she i 

== (aey"m—4/ / 2n, 

which proves the ee result. Turther, the corresponding 

L 

term of the series for h is of order (ae)”m-—?, so that this 

series diverges when a=I1/e. Both series are, however, 
convergent when a<1/e. 

Moreover, the terms of any one coefficient are all of the 
same sign, so that the divergence of the series when a is 
greater than 1/e is increased by the presence of these terms, 
and its convergence when a is less than Le is rendered 
doubtful. It is impossible, with the numbers given above, 
to say with any certainty whether the series for any given 
coefficient is convergent or not, but the general impression 
‘is that all become divergent shen a=1/5 or thereabouts. 
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For a=1/,/10, I find :— 

— A, ='316, — A;='026, — A,=*006, 

= clue? A= Ome ~ Ay = 7004, 

—A,=*060, —A;='013, — A,,=°003, © 

e031, Ag =O) Sy 1002, 

2 Dare? 
27 A _-86, a= (31 tie lh 

where A is the amplitude of the wave. Comparison of these 
figures with those obtained by Michell * for the corresponding 
quantities in the case of the highest wave show that the 
wave for which a=1/,/10 is not far short of the highest. 
Michell’s figures are 

27? 
rA/A=7:04, 

gn 

From the above values of the coefficients I find the 
following table of values of c-—a# and y on the free surface, 
whose equation, given by putting y=cy in the expression 
for 7 asa function of € and then equating real and imaginary 
parts, is found to be that resulting from the elimination of & 

hg. ir setae ) 
(é= re th tere x) } 

== |/22)(). 

between 
Lap ‘ , 
zs (ct—a#)=E+A,sin E+ Agsin2é+ ... 

and 
27ry 

Tacs A,cosE&+A,cos2&+ ... 

or 27 ra So Gta aeees ee i fo x (et vr 5 y- g 

0° 0 “24 | 360° 
45° 64 20 BAUS 

90° es) “09 270° 

135° 201 — 13 225° 

150° 225 = 26 910° 

165° 2-60 eS) | 195° 

170° 2D = 190° 

jp? 28 a0 1852 

180° pil: — ‘62 180° 

* Phil. Mag. November 1833. 
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| The curve obtained from these numbers is shown in fi ovale 
. It will be seen that the point of inflexion is very much 

nearer to the crest of the 
wave than to the trough, 
and that the greatest slope 
of the wave is, as nearly as q 
can be measured, 30°. This | 
is Just what it should be at 
the crest of the highest 
wave. | 

nN There can be no doubt if 
, that Stokes’s series become, | 
~ 48 he supposed, divergent in 

RIS the neighbourhood of the 
crest of the highest wave, | 

= but they evidently hold 
| right up to this point. 
<t I have also attempted to 
< determine whether the wave- 
<> profile becomes unstable for 
i a ratio of amplitude to wave- 

4 length less than that for 
& K the highest wave, but as the 

work is laborious, and the 
> >d 

conclusion arrived at is 
the merely negative one 
that, so far as it is possible 
to tell from the somewhat 
imperfect analysis, it does 
not become exponentially 
unstable until a exceeds the 
value corresponding to the 
highest wave for which 
Stokes’s series converge, I 
have not included it. 

In attempting to deter- 
mine the stability of the 
wave, we are compelled to 
consider only a small dis- 
turbance of the progressive 
wave protile, depending on a 
time-factor of the form e7*, 
where & may be complex. 
We are also compelled, in 
order to prevent the analysis 
from becoming unmanage- 
able, to assume that a? is 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 158, Feb. 1914. 2 D 

Profile of Deep Water Wave when a='316, 
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negligible. The first supposition is the one which is always 
made, although it may on occasion lead to difficulty, as, for 
example, in the case of the flow of viscous fluid between two 
parallel planes which, as is well known, is mathematically 
stable for small disturbances, but is experimentally unstable 
if the velocity exceeds a certain value. If the real part of 
k had been negative, the wave would necessarily have been 
unstable ; but, although it is actually zero, it is not therefore 
absolutely certain that the wave is stable. 

The second supposition, that a* is negligible, may be 
Justified by the considerations that a? does not exceed one- 
tenth, and that in the final equation which is found for k the 
coefficient of a? (a does not occur to any odd power in this 
equation) is of the same order of magnitude as the term 
independent of a. 

XLII. On the Number of Ions produced by the Gamma Radia- 
tion from Radium. By A. 8. Eve, D.Sc., Macdonald 
Professor of Physics, McGill University, Montreal*. 

F g ions are produced, directly or indirectly, in a cubic 
centimetre of air, at standard temperature and pressure, 

at a distance of »cm.from a source of Q gm. of radium, 
then 

g=KQO/re, 

where K is a constant, and p is the coefficient of absorption 
of the y rays in air. 

Also the tetal number of ions produced in air by the 
y rays from Q gm. will be found by integration to be 

N=47KQ/p. 

The first determinationt of K was made in 1906 with an 
aluminium vessel, 0'4 mm. thick, and for radium bromide, 
assuming e=3'4x10-™, the value was 3°1x10°. This 
is equivalent to K=3°8 x 10° for a gramme of radium with 
oa HEI Mea 

The second and third determinations {t, made in 1911, with 
very thin-walled testing vessels, gave values K=3-74 x 10° 
and 3°81 x 107° respectively. Accepting Chadwick’s value 
for w as ‘(000060 the corresponding value of N is 7:8 x 10*. 

In Rutherford’s ‘ Radioactive Substances’ (1913), p. 295, 
it is stated that Moseley and Robinson have found 
N=13x10". This corresponds to K=6-2 x 10°, a value 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. September 1906. 
t Phil. Mag. October 1911. 
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which is more than 60 per cent. higher than the mean of 
the three above determinations. As no account of the ex- 
periments of Moseley and Robinson has been published, up 
to the time of writing this note, it is premature to make any 
suggestions as to the explanation of the divergence of values, 
but it seems surprising that there should be so large a 
discrepaney for a constant which should surely be known 
within a few per cent. 

The matter is of some importance inasmuch as the constant 
K enters into the calculation of the ionization energy of the 
y radiation, and the consequent heating effect due to y rays. 

Moreover, L. V. King* has used Moseley and Robinson’s 
value (N=13x10™ ions, leading to K=6x10°) in his 
estimate of the calculated diminution of the penetrating 
radiation, due to radioactive matter in the earth, with in- 
crease of altitude above the earth’s surface. The diminution 
with altitude as determined by Gockel and Hess{ during 
balloon flights is not in good agreement with the calculated 
variation, but it is not suggested that the discrepancy has any- 
thing to do with the value assigned to K. Hess has determined 
the values of this constant for the testing vessels and Wulf 
electrometers used in his balloon voyages, and the values 
found for K, for the ionization within the vessels, are 
0°67 10~*, and 4°87x10~°. The materials of his testing 
vessels do not appear to be stated in his paper, but assuming 
them to be brass or copper or zine, the corresponding values 
for K in airt would be about 4x10’ and 3°5 x 10’, which 
are in fair agreement with my values. 

The writer has just made a fresh determination of K with 
a thin cardboard testing vessel, lightly coated inside with 
lamp-black, on a Wulf electrometer, and found K=3°8 x 10’, 
in good agreement with his three previous determinations. 

It is possible that the determinations of Moseley and 
Robinson were made with radium emanation and active 
deposit contained in a thin-walled glass vessel, and that 
consequently their value of N(13 x10") included the ions 
produced by the softer radiations attributed to radium B§. 

It must be remembered that the values for K given above 
by the writer do not include the ionization due to these 
easily absorbed rays. 

For the purpose of calculation of the atmospheric ioniza- 
tion, due to radium and its equilibrium products in the earth, 

* Phil. Mae. October 1913. 
Tt Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 614 (1918). 
t Phil. Mag. September 1912. 
§ Moseley & Robinson, Phil. Mag. xxiii. p. 312 (1912). Rutherford & 

Richardson, Phil, Mae, May 1913. 
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the value of K should probably be taken as 3°8 x 10°, as the 
greater part of the soft y radiation due to radium B would 
not pass from the earth, but undergo absorption in the soil. 

On the other hand, if the heating effect of the y radiation 
from radium and its products is to be calculated from the 
resulting ionization, then obviously the effects of all the soft 
y radiation should be included, and the whole calculation 
becomes a difficult one. 

An addition of about five per cent. should be made to the 
above figures if the International radium standard be adopted, 
so that then K=4:0 x 10° and N=8-4x 10". 

Summary. 

A redetermination has been made of the total number cf 
ions which can be produced in air by the y rays trom a 
gramme of radium and its subsequent products. The number 
found is 8-4 x 10", in close agreement with previous deter- 
minations, but the value does not include the number 
produced by the easily absorbed ¥ rays. 

XLII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Annals of the Astrophysical Observatory of theSnathsonian Institution. 
Volume III. By C. G. Aszor, Director, F. E. Fowxs and 
L. B. AupRicH. Quarto. Pp. xi+241. Washington, 1913. 

felts volume gives a survey of the operations of the Smithsonian 
Institution directed towards the determination of the “Solar 

constant of radiation” since July 1907. Extensive observations 
have been made at Washington, on Mount Wilson and Mount 
Whitney, both in California, and at Bassour, Algeria. The volume 
describes in detail the instruments, pyrheliometers and bolometers 
of various types, explains the processes of reduction adopted, and 
gives tables of results. The combination of observations trom 
nearly sea-level at Washington, 5700 feet on Mount Wilson. and 
14500 feet on Mount Whitney, affords a check on the corrections 
applied tor absorption by the earth’s atmosphere; while the 
comparison of American and Algerian results enables conclusions 
to be drawn as to the general character of the phenomena. It 
is claimed that the scale of measurement of radiation and the 
value of the “ solar constant” of radiation have been established to 
within 1 per cent. For the “solar constant” the mean value 
derived from the observation of the 11 years 1902-1912 is 1-932 
calories per sq. cm. per minute. The conclusion is, however, 
drawn that the sun’s radiation is not really constant, ‘‘ but varies, 
with an irregular periodicity of from 7 to 10 days on the average, 
and with irregular amounts seldom if ever exceeding LO per cent.” 
This is a result of such far reaching importance that confirmation 
from an absolutely independent source will probably be found 
necessary to secure universal acceptance 
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XLIV. Interference Experiments in a Highly Rarefied Gas. 
By F. P. Kerscupaum, Ph.D. (Leipzig), B.A. (Caius 
College, Cambridge)”. 

[Plate VI. } 

Introduction. 

*| Gee assumption of a discontinuity of some kind in the 
processes of the elementary radiation seems to be 

inevitable. This Planck ft has shown in his successful attempt 
to explain temperature radiation. Quite generally such an 
assumption follows from the fact that very probably Hamil- 
ton’s equations, according to which physical processes can 
be represented by differential equations, 2. e. continuously, 
do not hold in certain cases. The doubt about the general 
validity of Hamilton’s equations is justitied by the fact that 
a consequence of these equations, the law of equipartition of 
energy, is not in accordance with experimental results ft. 
Moreover, Jeans§ was able to show that Hamilton’s equations, 
combined with the theory of probability, lead to Rayleigh’s 
radiation formula, which is contradicted by experiments. 
The introduction of discontinuous radiation processes is, in 
fact, accomplished botl in the radiation hypothesis of Planck 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S. 
+ M. Planck, Ann. d. Phys. iv. p. 553 (1901), and .Theorte der 

Wirmestrahlung, Leipzig, 1912. 
t Comp. the recent work of Nernst and his pupils on atomic heat, 

e.g. Z. f. Elek. Chem. xvii. p. 272 (1911). 
§ Jeans, Phil. Mag. xvii. p. 209 (1909). 
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and in that of J. J. Thomson by the conception of “ quanta” 
or “units” respectively. 

The Radiation Hypotheses. 

According to the latest form of Planck’s hypothesis, only 
the elementary energy transformation is a discontinuous 
process. Emission of light—and this emission only—is a 
quantum process, because the elementary oscillator is only 
able to radiate energy in amounts e=hy or whole multiples 
of it. The emitted energy spreads in continuous waves, as 
on Maxwell’s theory, and is absorbed continuously. Planck’s 
hypothesis, therefore, only introduces a discontinuity in time. 
His view is very successful in its applications to thermo- 
dynamical problems. For the purely optical phenomena it 
does not bring anything new. 

J.J. Thomson*, however, assumes a discontinuity in the 
energy. Radiation energy itself has structure. Not only. 
does the elementary oscillator radiate energy in certain 
amounts, but this energy is also concentrated in certain 
parts of space. Radiation energy is built up from “units.” 
J.J. Thomson arrived at his views by imagining that electro- 
magnetic disturbances can only be propagated along the 
lines of force. So the light unit represents a disturbance in 
the lines of force over a cross-section of corpuscular dimen- 
sions, but of considerable length, carrying a whole train of 
periodic oscillations. Such units can explain the phenomena 
of gas ionization by ultra-violet light, the photoelectric effect, 
and the inter-convertibility of cathode and X-ray energy. 
Hinsteint+ too arrived at the conception of independent 

light-cells from the consideration that monochromatic radia- 
tion of not too high intensity may be treated thermodyna- 
mically like a gas. From this point of view and in ac- 
cordance with Planck, his light cells are not capable of 
subdivision. They carry the energy amount e=hv, where 
his Planck’s constant. 

In spite of this evident success of energy units for 
the explanation of the different ionization phenomena, the 
assumption of a structure of the energy has not been 

* J.J. Thomson, ‘ Electricity and Matter,’ 1908. In this connexion 
it is perhaps interesting to notice that it is not possible to attribute to a 
light unit all the same properties as to an equally small volume in a 
parallel beam of light-waves. As the cross-section of a unit—in order 
that such a unit may be of any use at all—has to be very much smaller 
than any wave-length, Huyghens’ principle cannot be applied to a beam 
of this small cross-section. In fact, from Huyghens’ principle, it would 
follow that such a light unit, if coming into existence at all, must 
disappear at once, the energy being radiated uniformly in space. 

+ Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. xvii. p. 182 (1905). 
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generally accepted, as the opinion is held that the hypothesis 
of a unit emission is in contradiction with the laws of. optics 
and cannot explain diffraction and interference experiments. 

Attempt to explain from the unit point of view the 
Interference experiments hitherto known. 

J.J. Thomson has, however, shown* that all the inter- 
ference experiments known till now, can be explained by the 
supposition of corpuscular units—at least qualitatively,—if 
one assumes that the energy in the light unit remains only 
invariable as long as this unit does not pass through matter. 
In passing through matter, it sets up resonance “vibrations 
among the systems of electrons. These vibrators s, therefore, 
take up energy from the primary unit ar. become them- 
selves centres for the emission of secondary units. All these 
secondary units are, among each other and with the primary 
unit, in fixed phase relation due to resonance. This increase 
in the number of centres for unit emission together with the 
phase retation will produce in interference experiments much 
the same effect as light-waves. 

“Tf hght, however, were produced in a gas ata very low 
pressure we ‘should expect that in the gas itself the energy 
in the radiation emitted by a luminous atom or molecule 
would not be nearly so much subdivided as after it has passed 
through the glass walls of the tube enclosing the gas, and so 
that the energy in the light inside the vacuum-tube might 
be not nearly so uniformly distributed through space as when 
it got out of the tube. It would be interesting to test this 
point by seeing whether interference-fringes could be pro- 
duced as easily : and to the same extent in a good vacuum as 
under ordinary conditions, the light being produced in the cor) 

vacuum either by the electric discharge. or preferably by 
canal-rays.” 

If it is, therefore, possible to make a gas emit light at 
such a low pressure that an emitted light unit of corpuscular 
cross-section on its way through the gas has practically no 
chance of hitting a molecule of this eas, no resonance can 
come into play. And interference experiments under such 
conditions will lead to definite conclusions with regard to 
the resonance hypothesis. 

The whole resonance hypothesis rests, of course, on the 
supposition that a single light unit alone or a random suc- 
cession, of units is not able to produce something like inter- 

. e e e co) 

ference-fringes, when passing over an interference apparatus. 

* J, J. Thomson, Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc. xvi. p. 643 (1912). 

al Dap? 
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In fact, with the conception of the unit alone as sketched 
above,—2. e. as a train of oscillations moving along the tube 
of force in something like a straight line,—we cannot account 
for interference. 

So we have only to make sure for our experiments that 
the source of light which we are going to use does not emit 
the units with any regularity, so that the different units do 
not arrive at the interference apparatus with a fixed phase 
relation. We shall show later that this is the case in our 
arrangement. 

The Source of Light. 

The condition that light units of corpuscular cross-section 
can escape from a gas which has to act as source of light and at 
the same time necessarily fills the whole of the interference 
arrangement without practically being stopped by the mole- 
cules of the gas, is fulfilled, if the total cross-section of the gas 
molecules, contained in a column of the length of the apparatus, 
is small compared with the cross-section of this column. We 
shall see later that the length of a suitable interference 
apparatus is about 50 cm. From the known numbers and 
dimensions of the gas molecules we can therefore conclude 
that e.g. for H, the pressure of the gas in the apparatus 
would have to be about 0:0001 mm., if only 0-1 of a given 
cross-section is filled with H, molecules ; in other words, at 
a pressure of 0:0001 mm. only 10 per cent. of the emitted 
light units are liable to hit H,-molecules. The order of 
magnitude of this pressure is about the same for all the gases. 

Now it is known that canal-rays in a gas of or under 
0:01 mm. pressure already emit light which is too feeble for 
interference experiments of finite duration. The direct pro- 
duction of light in gases at such low pressures, as required 
above, seems therefore not to be practicable by « any sort of 
electric dischar ge. Moreover, such light is never homo- 
geneous, and therefore not anaes for interference experl- 
ments in which the result depends upon the distinctness of 
the fringes. 

In his recent work on the fluorescence of vapours Wood * 
has discovered a very interesting source of ultra-violet light. 
Hg-vapour in a vacuum at room ‘temperature, i.e. at a partial 
pressure of about 0:001 mm., can be excited to fluorescence 
radiation by illumination with light-waves of the wave-length 

coo) 

~A=2536 A.U. This fluorescence light is entirely mono- 
chromatic and of the same wave-length as the exciting light, 
it is scattered resonance light. It corresponds to the sharp 

* R. W. Wood, Phil. Mag. xxiii. p. 689 (1912). 
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absorption line of the Hg-vapour at A=2536. According 
to Wood (I. ¢.) its intensity is reduced to the half value by 
passing through a 5 mm. thick layer of Hg-vapour of 
0-001 mm. pressure. It shows no trace of polarization. 

There is hardly much doubt that the exciting light in- 
‘creases the amplitude of a prominent frequency in the Hg- 
atom till it emits light, without, however, ionizing the vapour. 
About the mechanism of this process nothing is known at 
ali. We do not even know what the ratio is of the number 
wf radiating molecules to the total number of molecules for 
‘a given intensity of the exciting source. 

Considering the limit of pressure, mentioned above, it 
‘seems at first sight that even Hg-vapour at 0°001 mm. 
pressure is still about ten times too dense in order that its 
resonance radiation may be used for the proposed experi- 
ment. Fortunately that is not the case. For Hg-vapour, 
‘being a vapour, does not necessarily fill a whole vacuum 
with uniform density. An experiment, described later, will 
‘show that saturated Hg-vapour can fill uniformly one 
chamber, while in a second chamber, in connexion with the 
first one by means of a narrow slit, the He-vapour pressure 
-ean be kept practically at zero, if in this chamber the Hg- 
vapour is condensed much more rapidly than it is supplied 
by diffusion through the slit. For our experiment the first 
chamber, filled with Hg-vapour in resonance radiation, is to 
be used as source of light; the second chamber has £6 con- 
tain the interference arrangement. The condition that this 
‘second chamber must be practically free from Hg-vapour 
in our case has to be fulfilled for another reason still: the 
resonance radiation coming from the first chamber would 
be absorbed entirely before reaching the interference 
‘arrangement. 

If it is possible to excite Hg-vapour of 0-001 mm. pressure 
in a layer of only 1 or 2 em. thickness to a sufficiently 
‘brilliant light emission, the resonance radiation of Hge-vapour 
seems to be a source of light for our experiments. 

But before we arrive at this conclusion we have to discuss | 
the point, already alluded to: As the Hg-vapour is radiating 
‘only under the influence of an exciting source of light, 
which we assume supplies the energy in waves, the question 
‘arises whether these waves perhaps enforce upon the radiating 
systems of the Hg-vapour some sort of fixed phase relation 
‘between the emitted units. 

But this could happen only 

(1) if we would have to assume that the trains of oscilla- 
tion only come from radiating Hg-molecules in optical 
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distances d+an from the interference apparatus (where d 
is the distance between the interference apparatus and one 
of the resonating systems, m an integer, and a an arbitrary 
constant). Only then could the trains arrive at the inter- 
ference apparatus with a constant difference in phase, or in 
the same phase if a=2. But any such arrangement of 
molecules is incompatible with the conception of a random 
distribution of the molecules ina gas, independent of any 
proper motion of these molecules ; 

(2) or if the Hg-molecules with their random distributiom 
in space take up the energy of the incident waves at an ~ 
individual and very special rate, so that the radiating systems. 
begin to discharge the trains of oscillation in a most com- 
plicated and peculiar succession of moments only. 

Then again we could imagine that the different units 
arrive at the interference apparatus with a constant lack in 
phase. But we have every reason to assume that this special 
process is bevond the limit of any probability. 

So we can be sure that resonating Hg-vapour will behave 
just like an independent source of light. 

The Optical Arrangement. 

The method of producing interference-fringes for our 
purposes must fulfil the condition that the light does not hit 
matter before it has passed the interference system. This 
condition is fulfilled in Young’s arrangement: Light from a 
line source passes through a double slit and afterwards falls. 
upon a screen. In the case of wave radiation we get—as is. 
known sufficiently well—on the screen a system of fringes. 
The pattern can be explained by the conception that the 
double slit acts as two independent sources of radiation. 
Hach slit produces its own diffraction pattern on the screen. 
Both diffraction patterns overlap and, in doing so, give rise 
to the production of interference-fringes, because the light 
passing through the double slit is in a fixed phase relation. 
The spectra of different order, as produced by the diffraction, 
are crossed with lines of greatest intensity separated by 
lines of smallest intensity in places where the path difference 

9) 

of the rays from the two slits is mA and oe r respec- 
tively (m being an integer). 

If, however, light units with no definite phase relation 
between them pass through the double slit, the formation of 
a diffraction or interference pattern cannot take place. On. 
the screen we would have only to expect two lines of light 
in places where the straight lines drawn from the source of 
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the light through the double slit hit the screen, just as if 
X-rays were emitted from the line source. 

But Young’s simple arrangement is not powerful enough 
for our purpose. For in order to produce with it distinct 
interference-fringes, even with monochromatic light, the 
distance between the source of the light-waves and the screen 
—or the photographic plate in the case of ultra-violet light— 
must be severai metres. It requires brilliant light or very 
considerable exposures. Now to maintain a vacuum of at 
least 0-0000L mm. pressure in such big vessels for a couple 
of days or even weeks is certainly rather difficult and 
hopeless if the vacuum apparatus has to be built to hold a 
photographic plate. 

But Frauenhofer’s modification of Young’s arrangement 
helps over this difficulty. The double slit is placed right j in 
front of the objective lens of a telescope or a telephoto 
camera. I find that by this arrangement the distance 
between the line source of light and the double slit can be 
reduced to about 60 cm. when a telephoto camera of only 
28 em. length is employed. The telephoto camera enlarges 
only the interference pattern. The camera of the construc- 
tion to be described later, produces the narrow interference- 
fringes which cross the diffraction pattern of the order 
nought in great intensity. The fringes in the spectra of 
higher order are, however, much weaker; they only appear 
at the plate when the central fringes are already much over- 
exposed. The distinctness of the interference-fringes does 
not suffer if the openings in the double slit are made rather 
wide, between 0:04 and 0:08 mm., and in doing this the gain 
in intensity is very great. But the first slit representing 
the line of light must not be wider than 0:02 mm. 

It is evident that for a wave radiation the introduction of 
a telephoto arrangement does not alter the character of the 
phenomenon under consideration. 

But for light unit radiation, according to the views given 
above, a change of theoretical importance will occur. The 
light units after passing through the double slit fall upon 
the front of the objective lens, 7. e. on matter, and can excite 
there resonance emission along two lines forming sources of 
something like a continuously spreading wave. As this sort 
of wave only comes into existence at the lens, 2. e. behind 
the double slit, and as its course is not limited by any 
obstacle, no diffraction or interference pattern can be ob- 
tained on the photographic plate of the telephoto camera. 
We have, therefore, to expect a patch of uniform illumina- 
tion on the plate with its centre at the spot where for wave 
radiation the interference-fringes are most distinct. 
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Till now we have assumed that the telephoto camera has 
to be included in the vacuum-tube. This is, however, not 
necessary atall. Just after the light has passed the double 
slit and before it hits the front of the objective lens, the 
vacuum-tube can be closed by means of a plane-parallel plate 
without changing the character of the phenomenon. For it 
is irrelevant whether the light units fall first, after their 
passage through the double slit, upon the lens or upon a 
plane-parallel plate and then upon air of atmospheric pres- 
sure and the lenses. The extreme vacuum has, therefore, 
only to be maintained in a tube of about 60 cm. length, 
containing no lens and no photographic plate. 

The Apparatus. 

I now describe the apparatus which was constructed for 
the attempt to produce interference-fringes in a highly 
rarefied gas. 

As the adopted source of light is ultra-violet the whole 
vacuum vessel has to be made of transparent quartz-glass. 
Another advantage of this material is that in such quartz- 
glass vessels an extreme vacuum can be much more easily 
obtained than in a vessel of any other material. 

The apparatus is shown in the diagrams, figs. 1, 2, 3. 

ig. 1. 
—=_/5_> 

Charcoal 

Liguid air 

tube. 

A quartz-glass tube (¢) of 600 mm. length, 15 mm. interior 
diameter, and of 1 mm. wall thickness, has a cylindrical 
ground surface of 10 mm. length on the outside at (6) (left- 
hand side in the diagram). Over this ground surface a 
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short brass cylinder fits tightly. The end of this cylinder is 
closed by a brass disk bearing the slit (s), which has to act 
as the line source of light. This slit was made in the 
following way: two plane brass plates of 15 mm. length, 

Fig. 3. 

— 

to Mc Leod 
and Gaede 

pump. 

12 mm. height, and 1 mm. thickness, were pressed together 
with a strip. of copper-foil between them, of 0-02 mm. thick- 
ness. The brass plates were soldered together by means of 
a small brass band along the top and bottom edge ; after- 
wards the copper-foil was ‘pulled out. In this way a slit was 
got of 0:02 mm. width, 12 mm. height, and 15 mm. length. 

The other end of the quartz-glass tube (¢) has a short 
ground surface on the inside. Into this surface fits « thin 
conical ring (d) of nickel-steel, 5mm. long. Across the 
ring a thin sheet of copper is soldered in which two parallel 
openings are cut with a knife, forming the double slit. 
Hach of these cuts is about 12 mm. long, 0:05 mm. wide; 
they are 1 mm. apart. Now the ring with this double slit is 
pressed tightly into the corresponding ground face at the 
end of the quartz tube. After this the brass tube carry ing 
the slit (s) is put on the front end and turned round till 
both slit systems are parallel to each other. If the slit (s) 
is in a symmetrical position to the double slit at the other 
end of the quartz tube, interference-fringes can be scen when 
looking through the system, the slit (s) being held towards 
a source of light and the double slit in front of the eye. 
Great care has to be taken to find the symmetrical position 
of the slit systems giving the greatest possible intensity and 
distinctness of the fringes. ‘The friction in the ground 
surfaces keeps front and double slit in a fixed position 
relative to each other. The whole tube (¢) with its optical 
arrangement is then pushed into a quartz-glass tube (7) of 
20 mm. interior diameter till the ground sur irface (7) on the 
inside quartz tube (¢) fits into the corresponding ground 
surface (g) of the outside tube (n). The other end of this 
tube is closed with a plane-parallel plate of transparent quartz- 
glass fused on the tube. The outside tube is just so long 
that the inside tube with the double slit reaches right up to 
the plane-parallel plate if the tube makes a tight fit in the 
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ground joint (7), the distances between the double slit and 
{ the quartz plate being 15 mm. The ground joint (g) holds 
| the long tubes in a fixed position and at the same time 

prevents a rapid diffusion of the Hg-vapour from the chamber 
(R) in front of the slit (s) into the part behind this siit, the 

| chamber (V). 
i The quartz-glass tube () has still another ground surface 
a (7) at the very front end. On this fits a sort of cap of 
Hl transparent quartz-glass with the corresponding ground 
a surface (7). The interior of this cap forms the chamber (R) 
| just mentioned above, in which the resonance radiation of 
1} the Hg-vapour has to be produced. The Hg-vapour is sup- 
1 plied from a drop of mercury which is introduced in a small 
iI side-tube (0) betore the apparatus is put together. For the 
1 incidence of the radiation of the existing Hg arc-lamp a 
1] special window (w) is provided in the cap. It is a short 

quartz-glass cylinder of 5 mm. length and of 15 mm. diameter 
tt with flat bottom, quite free from air-bubbles. This window 
t || forms a depression in the cap, as shown in figs. 1 and 2. 
| i By this arrangement we get intense illumination just in 
i| front of the slit (s). Window (wz) and slit (s) have such a 
| position relative to each other that a beam of parallel light 
] passing normally through the window does not hit the front 
| i of the slit but passes about 2 mm. away from it. At the 
; outside the cap is carefully blackened, with the exception of 
| the flat window (z) of course. 
1 By reflexion from the walls of the chamber (R) some light 
i from the exciting arc-lamp can come through the slit (s). But 

aH experiments will show that the intensity of this stray light is 
| ; only a few per cent. of the intensity of the resonance radia- 
ii} tion. The resonance (and stray) light filling the chamber (R) 
i is stopped from entering the chamber (V) by any path other 
i than the slit (s) by coating the quartz tube (¢) with liquid 
\Ry platinum burned into the surface. 
i When ready for an experiment the ground surfaces (/ ) 

of the cap and tube (7) are warmed with a blowpipe, some 
sealing-wax* put on the warm joint and the cap gently 
pressed on the tube. In this way a perfect seal can be 

tat obtained. For the critical experiment, however, this seal is. 
14} not perfectly free from objection, and in this case another 

method of sealing was used. The ground surfaces (/) are 
put together, the apparatus turned vertically and the rim 
filled with mercury. Joint and mercury are warmed up 
with the blowpipe and when hot covered with a layer of 

* The white quality with low vapour-pressure and low softening- 
point being employed. 
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sealing-wax. After cooling down, the apparatus can be- 
placed horizontally, the Hg being kept in position by the 
solid layer of sealing-wax. In this way an intrusion of 
vapours due to the sealing- wax is entirely prevented. The- 
diffusion of the Hg-vapour between the ground surfaces (/) 
does not matter, because the joint (f) leads to the chamber: 
(R) already saturated with Hg-vapour from the drop (0). 

For the exhaustion of the whole vessel, the quartz tube (7): 
has a wide side tube (m) which leads to a wide quartz tube: 
(1 in fig. 3). This tube is filled with charcoal and when 
submerged in liquid air is supposed to condense the Hg-. 
vapour, coming through the slit (s)._ In order to procure ample- 
connexion between the chamber (V) and this charcoal tube, 
a hole (h) is blown into the quartz tube (¢) (compare fig. 1), 
just opposite the side tube (m). ‘This side tube (m) is fused. 
on the tube (7) as near as possible to the ground joint (q). 

The quartz tube (q) connects the quartz charcoal vessel 
with the rest of the apparatus provided for the exhaustion, 
which is made of ordinary glass. Quartz tube and ordinary 
glass tube are cemented together with sealing-wax at (‘). 
As shown in the figure, two more charcoal tubes are pro- 
vided and a tube containing some KMnOQ,, for washing with 
O,., a Gaede pump and a Macleod gauge (300 c.cm.). 

At (s:), (52), (s3) places are provided where the glass, 
resp. quartz tubes can be sealed off. No taps are provided 
at all. 

During an interference experiment the evacuated quartz 
apparatus is held horizontally by two solid supports of a big 
optical bench, which is free from vibrations. On the same 
optical bench the telephoto camera slides, carried by two 
solid supports. This telephoto camera (comp. fig. 1) con- 
sists of a wide brass tube which holds the objective lens /; of 
10 em. focal length and 5 cm. diameter. At a distance of 
130 mm. the lens /, is placed, of 2 cm. focal length and 
2cm. diameter. The end of the brass tube carries a support 
for a photographic plate-holder. The distance between the 
lens /, and the plate (a) is 150 mm. 

The telephoto camera is brought right up to the plane-. 
parallel quartz plate (p) of the vacuum vessel. It was found 
empirically that such a camera in connexion with the double- 
slit arrangement, as described above, could produce inter-. 
ference- fringes of suitable dimensions, quite distinct and 
numerous enough. 

The light of the wave-length 7V=2536 A.E., exciting the. 
He-resonance radiation, was supplied from an He are- lamp 
of “special construction. The are of this lamp emits light 
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‘containing the frequency which is capable of exciting the 
Hg-resonance radiation in very high intensity and con- 
tinuously *. 

On the Velocity of the Diffusion of Hg-vapour at 
Foon temperature. 

The apparatus, described above, will only work satisfac- 
torily if it is possible to maintain the partial pressure of the 
Hg in the chamber (V) under 0:00001 mm., while in the 
chamber (R) this pressure is 0:001 mm., the partial pressure 
‘of air in both chambers being under 0:00001 mm. The Hg- 
vapour which diffuses through the slit (s) is to be condensed 
by liquid air. Is this diffusion slow enough compared with 
the velocity of the condensation for the dimensions of our 
apparatus ? 

This question was decided by the following experiment, in 
which we use the extraordinary facility with which resonance 
radiation is scattered, 7. e. apparently absorbed by saturated 
Hg-vapour at room temperature. 

A brass cylinder (m) (fig. 4) of 3 cm. length and 3 cm. 

Charcoal Liguid air 
i ———- 

tube 
ieee and Gaede pump. 

diameter is closed at both ends with quartz crystal plates 
cemented on with sealing-wax. Along the axis the cylinder 
is divided into two halves (A) and (B) by means of a brass 
plate (W). Into this partition wall a slit (s) is soldered of 
the same dimensions as used in the interference apparatus. 
The halves (A) and (B) are therefore only connected by a 
slit of 0°02 mm. widtb, 12 mm. height, and 15 mm. length. 
The siit (s) is shown horizontally in fig. 4. Two brass tubes 

* I intend to publish shortly a detailed account of the construction of 
this lamp and the properties of its light. 
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lead into (A), one into (B). Over these brass tubes, glass 
tubes with glass taps are cemented with sealing-wax. They 
are connected as shown in the figure. Through the tap (¢) 
a drop of Hg can be brought into (A). By means of the 
taps (é) and (¢,) the halves (A) and (B) can be separated 
from the rest of the apparatus, 7. e. a charcoal-liquid air-- 
tube and a Gaede pump. 

This absorption cell is placed in front of a resonance lamp 
(comp. Wood, J. c.), 7. é. in our experiment a bulb made 
of transparent quartz-glass of 3 cm. diameter, filled with 
pure Hg-vapour of 0:001 mm. pressure. This Hg-vapour is. 
excited to resonance radiation by means of sideways illumi- 
nation with the special Hg arc-lamp. Then the whole quartz-. 
bulb emits light, rather uniformly and of great intensity in 
the line 2536 A.H. and with very little stray light. The 
distance between resonance lamp and absorption cell is 10 em. 
The resonance light passes through the absorption cell and. 
then falls upon a uranium-glass plate held in front of the. 
cell, exciting strong fluorescence in the uranium glass. 

To carry out the experiment, we proceed in the following 
way:—The whole apparatus, as shown in fig. 4, is pumped 
out with a Gaede pump, while all taps are open till the air-- 
pressure of about 0:00002 mm. is reached. Atter this, the. 
tap (t,) is closed. Now the charcoal tube is submerged in 
liquid air and all traces of Hg-vapour from the halves (A) 
and (B) are completely absorbed. Then taps (t,) and (ts) are: 
closed. At this stage the light of the resonance lamp passing 
through the absorption cell produces two bright fluorescence. 
patches on the uranium glass of equal intensity. Now tap 
(t;) is opened and a drop of mercury is allowed to enter (A).. 
Immediately the light patch, due to the radiation through 
the half (A), disappears entirely and only a few seconds 
later the light patch due to (B) disappears too. But by 
opening now tap (¢,), and therefore connecting the half (B) 
with the charcoal-liquid air vessel, (B) immediately brightens. 
up and in a few seconds is as bright as at the beginning of 
the experiment. But (A) remains dark. 

From this experiment we can deduce the following con- 
clusions :— 

Gi.) That a drop of Hg at room temperature is able to fill 
a chamber immediately (practically) and is able to keep it 
filled with saturated vapour, even if from this chamber the 
Heg-vapour is sucked away through a slit of the given 
dimensions by liquid air. 

Gi.) That a slit of the dimensions mentioned above allows 
of remarkably rapid diffusion. 
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(iii.) That in spite of this rapid diffusion the velocity of 
this diffusion is very small compared with the velocity of the 
condensation of the vapour by liquid air through tubes of a 
cross-section large compared with the cross-section of the 
slit. 

The Hxperiments. 

With the interference apparatus as described above the 
following experiments were carried out :— 

(I.) The quartz vessel, shown in figs. 1 and 3, was 
‘evacuated by means of working the Gaede pump only, till a 
partial pressure of the remaining air was about 0-002 mm. 
After this the special Hg are-lamp which has to excite the 
Hg-vapour to resonance radiation in chamber (R) was 
‘brought up to the apparatus opposite the window (w) as 
‘close as possible. A parallel beam of light enters the vacuum 
without, however, raising the temperature of the chamber 
‘appreciably, because the light of the arc-lamp has first to 
pass a layer of water which is cooling the lamp. An 
exposure of the photographic plate * is then made of two 
hours’ duration. After developing, no trace of any light 
action can be detected on the plate. Only an exposure of 
about ten hours’ duration produces a few very faint fringes. 
But these fringes are not sharp, and they are distant from 
-each other about twice as much as they should be for light 
X=2536. In fact, these fringes are only due to the stray 
light entering through the slit (s). Indeed, fringes due to 
the resonance radiation of the Hg-vapour in the chamber (R) 
-cannot be expected in this experiment, as the whole chamber 
(V) is filled with saturated Hg-vapour. The resonance 
light, coming through the slit, is totally absorbed in passing 
‘through this chamber. 

(II.) The experiment is repeated at the same partial 
pressure of air, but before starting the exposure the quartz 
-condensation-vessel (1, fig. 3) 1s submerged in liquid air and 
‘kept there during the exposure. Ninety minutes’ exposure 
now give about twenty fringes, as shown in fig. 1 (Pl. VI.). 
‘They are sharp fringes showing the proper distance which is 
to be expected for light of 7~=2536. Owing to the short 
exposure no traces of fringes due to the stray light can be 
detected. 

From the relative times of exposures in these experiments 
~we can roughly deduce that the intensity of the resonance 

* Lumiere plates “ Violet Label” were used throughout. 
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light is about twenty times the intensity of the stray light, 
measured by their photographic activity. This despite the 
fact that the resonance light is weakened by absorption in 
passing through the slit (s) which contains Hg vapour 
necessarily. 

(III.) In order to get some idea of this amount of Hg- 
vapour in the slit and the chamber (V) during the experi- 
ment just described, I proceeded as follows :— 

The cap (R, fig. 1) was removed and the apparatus 
thoroughly washed with CO, from a cylinder. Now a 
resonance lamp as used in the diffusion experiment” is brought 
right up in front of the slit (s), which in this experiment 
is free from traces of Hy-vapour, as well as chamber (V). 
Then the resonance lamp is excited. An exposure of eighteen 
minutes gives fringes as shown in fig. 2(P1. VI.). They are 
practically as intense as the fringes shown infig.1. Bearing 
in mind that a layer of about 5 mm. thickness of saturated 
Hg-vapour reduces the intensity of the resonance light to the 
half value, the ratio 5:1 for the times of exposure in expe- 
riments (II.) and(III.) indicates that the light in experi- 
ment (I].) has to pass a vapour layer of about 12 mm. 
thickness if saturated. Now the slit (s) is itself 15 mm. long. 
We have therefore to imagine that, when the charcoal is 
condensing the Hg-vapour, very probably only the slit (s) is 
filled with this vapour, and that in the chamber (V) the partial 
pressure is under 0:00001 mm. For a column of 500 mm. 
length of Hg-vapour of this pressure would correspond to a 
layer of 5 mm. thickness of saturated Hg-vapour, and would 
therefore cause absorption, which could be detected. 

Anyhow, from experiments (II.) and (III.) we can draw 
the conclusion, that the light emitted from the resonance 
chamber (R) in experiment (II.) has, after leaving this 
chamber, only to traverse a layer of Hg-vapour equal to a 
layer of 12 mm. thickness of saturated vapour, before 
reaching the double slit. 
A light cell emitted in the resonance chamber (R), where 

the centre of the bundle of the exciting rays passes—i. e. in 
about 9 mm. distance from the slit (s)—has theretore to pass 
a Hg-vapour layer of about 21 mm. thickness and of 
0-001 mm. partial pressure. If the partial pressure of the 
air is small enough to be neglected for our purposes, this 
means that not more than 16 per cent. of such emitted light 
cells can possibly hit Hg-molecules, 2. e. matter, before they 

* Giving resonance light of the same intensity as the chamber (R) if 
excited with the same special Hg arc-lamp. 
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reach the double slit. The ether 84 per cent. pass through 
| the resonance chamber (R) and chamber (V) without being 

Wl stopped. | 
} This layer of saturated Hg-vapour of 21 mm. thickness. 

represents the limit to which I could proceed in reducing 
the density of the matter acting as source of light and filling 
the interference apparatus at the same time. One might 
imagine that these conditions eould be improved very much 
by using the resonance radiation of Hg at a lower temperature 
still, 7. e. by keeping the drop which supplies the vapour at 
a lower temperature. This, however, is hardly possible. 
While the intensity of the resonance radiation would be 
greatly reduced in this way, at the same time the intensity 
of the exciting light and therefore the amount of stray 
light would have to be unaltered. But if resonance light 
and stray light have intensities of the same order of 
magnitude, the experiments will not prove anything. 
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(1V.) The critical experiment is performed now in the 
following way :— 

The same arrangement is used as in experiment (IJ.) and 
described fully p. 410, but every care is taken to reduce the 
partial pressure of the air so much, that the traces of gas 
still left in the apparatus are absolutely to be neglected. 

The apparatus (comp. fig. 1) is evacuated with the Gaede 
pump till the McLeod shows a pressure of about 0:00002 mm. 
During the working of the pump the whole quartz apparatus 
(with exception of the cap carrying the drop of Hg and the 
mercury-sealing-wax seal) is heated up with the blowpipe 
and the glass charcoal vessel warmed as high as possible and 
kept warm. Now the KMnQ, vessel is gently heated till O, 
fills the apparatus to a fewmm. pressure. The O, is pumped 
off, and this washing with O, repeated again. After this 
washing, while all the absorption vessels are hot still, the 
McLeod is showing a pressure of U0'00001 mm. and the 
Gaede pump is working, the quartz apparatus with the two 
glass charcoal vessels is sealed off at s (fig. 3) from the rest 
of the apparatus, 7. €. the Oy-developer, the McLeod and the 
Gaede pump. Then the absorption-tube (3) is allowed to 
cool down and is submerged in liquid air. After two hours 
this absorption-tube is sealed off at s,. The absorption- 
tube (2) is now allowed to cool down and then submerged in 
liquid air. In this state the apparatus is kept for four hours. 
Then the quartz tube (q) is sealed off at s; with a coal-gas- 
oxygen blowpipe. The production of the vacuum in this 
way takes two days. As the apparatus was sealed off from 
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the Gaede pump when the gas pressure was already 0°00001 
mm., as indicated by the McLeod gauge, I feel sure that the 
partial pressure of gas finally was under 0-000001 mm. 

Now the quartz apparatus is ready for the experiment. 
It is brought on the optical bench, put in position, and the 
condensation-chamber (1) submerged in liquid air. Then an 
exposure is made. Thirty minutes give a photo as shown in 
fig. 3 (Pl. VI.), ninety minutes in fig. 4: in both cases very 
distinct fringes. In fact, fig. 4 (Pl. VI.) shows the fringes 
of practically the same intensity as fig. 1 (Pl. VI.). 

No trace can be found of any diminution in number or 
distinctness or intensity in fringes if produced in a gas of 
very low pressure, compared with the appearance of fringes, 
given by the same apparatus at atmospheric pressure. 

Conclusions. 

The experiments show that we have no reason to assume 
that a subdivision of light units is taking place when these 
units pass through matter. The resonance hypothesis is 
therefore not able to reconcile the existence of interference 
phenomena with the conception of “ units” sketched above. 

But are we forced by this experimental result to assume 
the hypothesis that the energy of the elementary radiator is 
only spreading in spherical waves? Not, if we succeed in 
developing a conception of a unit which produces effects 
similar to those of waves when falling upon an interference 
arrangement. 

Such a conception seems, in fact, possible. 
According to J. J. Thomson we should not assume that a 

line of force is more or less at rest and could not have rapid 
sideways motion. Then, of course, a succession of oscil- 
lations travelling along such a moving line is no longer 
propagated in a straight line. Therefore, we can imagine 
quite well that different parts of one and the same train of 
oscillations are passing through both slits of the interference 
arrangement used in our experiments. If all the lines of 
force move across the interference apparatus at the same 
rate, the parts of the trains which pass through the slits will 
have a constant lack in phase. So we should get a pattern 
much the same as we should expect for waves. 

With regard to the velocity of the sideways motion 
of a line of force, we are practically not limited as this 
velocity represents a change in direction and not a real 
velocity. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. 2 F 
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So we can go one step further. 
We assume an atom model with electrons rotating round 

a central body, lines of force originating from the electrons. 
and disturbances travelling along them. A line of force 
originating normally to the plane of rotation of the electron 
will not have much motion, and a train of oscillations (even 
of considerable length) travelling along this line will be in 
something like a straight line. But on a line of force in the 
plane of the rotation of the electron, a train of oscillations 
will not be emitted as a whole in a certain direction ; if the 
motion of the electron is only rapid enough the train of 
oscillations (representing a succession of up to many hundred 
thousand periods) will be emitted in a spiral with a very 
considerable number of turnings. ‘These spirals spread. 
As a finite source of light will emit them in random directions, 
these spirals will produce effects similar to those of spherical 
waves when falling upon an interference apparatus. 

From the fact that very distinct interference-fringes can 
be got experimentally, we would have to deduce that the 
energy emitted from a source of light in straight trains is 
very small compared with the energy emitted in such 
spirals. 

These views form perhaps the foundation for a combined 
explanation of the purely optical phenomena and of the 
ionization effects. 

Such a conception of the energy emission of the elementary 
oscillator would avoid a dualism to which Marx ™* alludes 
in the explanation of his photoelectric experiments. He 
thinks of waves with points of concentration, and tinds that 
the amount of energy localised in these points need not be 
more than a small fraction of the energy contained in the 
wave. 

Summary. 

(i.) Interference experiments are described where the 
source of light and the interference apparatus are in 
the same highly evacuated vessel. 

(ii.) The source of light employed is the resonance radiation 
of Hg-vapour excited to continuous luminosity by a 
special He-vapour lamp. 

(iii.) The experiments show that a “‘ resonance ” hypothesis 
developed for an explanation of the purely optical 
phenomena by units does not represent the facts. 

* BE, Marx, Ann. d. Phys, xli. p. 167 (1918). 
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Civ.) The conception of the “unit” is extended. In this 
form, units promise to become successful in the 
explanation of the purely optical effects. 

In conclusion I wish to express my best thanks to Sir J. J. 
Thomson for his kind interest in these experiments. 

‘Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 
August 1913. 

XLV. Cathode Disintegration ina Vacuum Tube. By A. M. 
TynpauL, D.Sc. (Lecturer in Physics in the University of 
Bristol), and H. G. Hueues, B.Se.* 

TPNHE disintegration or “ spluttering”’ of the cathode in a 
vacuum tube has been the subject of much investi- 

gation. A comprehensive summary and discussion of the 
results which have been obtained has been published by 
Kohlschutter f, and to his paper a complete bibliography is 
appended. 

In the following paper an account is given of some further 
experiments on the influence of certain factors on disin- 
tegration. The effects of some of these factors have already 
been a subject of investigation, as may be seen by reference 
to the literature of the subject, but it was felt that there 
were a number of points upon which further information 
was necessary. 3 

The factors dealt with below are (a) the duration of the 
discharge ; ()) the previous history of the cathode; (c¢) the 
pressure and nature of the gas; (d) the current density ; 
and (e) the cathode fall of potential. A summary of the 
conclusions which have been arrived at is given at the end 
of the paper. 

Method of Hxperiment. 

The amount of disintegration was measured in all cases 
by the loss of weight of the cathode. During discharge it 
was necessary in general to control and measure pressure, 
current, and cathode-fall of potential. A diagram of the 
experimental arrangements is shown in the figure. 

D is the discharge-tube which could be opened at the 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Kohlschutter, Jahrbuch d. Rad. u. Electrontk, ix, p. 855 (1912). 

2F2 
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ground-glass joint J. The cathode C was hung by a hook F 
from wire enclosed in a glass sheath H, and the cathode-fall 
of potential was measured by an exploring wire K consisting 
of fine platinum wire protruding 1 mm. from the end of a 
glass sheath. The potential difference between K and C 
was measured by a Braun electrometer. The distance 
between K and C could be varied by turning the ground- 
glass joint W to which was attached a suitable screw 
arrangement. 
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The anode was in most cases a brass cylinder A, and was 
connected to the high potential pole of a battery of small 
xccumulators. In some cases, however, a sinall aluminium 
plate was used as anode, in which case the brass cylinder A 
was replaced by one of glass, to collect most of the deposit 
and to prevent cathode rays from striking the grease of the 
ground joint. It was found, however, that under these 
conditions the deposit collected very readily on the glass 
sheath of the cathode, forming a film of metal which in time 
joined with the cathode in discharging; it was then necessary 
of course to stop the discharge. It is probable that this 
deposit on the sheath was due to a repulsion between the 
negatively-charged particles of disintegration and the charge 
acquired by the glass surroundings. The cylindrical form of 
anode greatly diminished this effect and had the additional 
advantage of ensuring a symmetrical form of discharge. ‘The 
cathode was earthed through a milliammeter (M.A.), and the 
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current through the tube was adjusted by a sliding liquid 
resistance (R) of amyl alcohol and cadmium iodide. 

Glass taps T, and T, connected the vessel D to a Gaede 
pump and a 10-litre bottle respectively. The taps T, and T; 
were joined by 8 ecm. of capillary tubing: by these gas 
could be admitted in small quantities into the apparatus. 
The joints were either of blown gas or made airtight with 
picein. The pressure was measured by a McLeod gauge. 
Any deposit on the tube, cathode sheath, and exploring wire 
was removed before each fresh discharge. | 

In general, the cathodes were platinum wires, but in some 
of the earlier work copper wires were used. These were 
4 mm. in diameter and 5°75 em. long. The platinum 
cathodes were for the most part 1°35 mm. in diameter and 
of exposed length 6 cm. The ends of the cathodes were 
hemispherical. The cathodes were weighed before and after 
discharge on a balance weighing to 0:1 mg., it being arranged 
that differences in weight were measured in every case in 
terms of the rider. 

RESULTS. 

The statement of results falls naturally into certain 
sections. 

Early Stages of Jischarge. 

Experiments were carried out first with copper and later 
with platinum cathodes on the following points :— 

(a) The effect of leaving the cathode in vacuo previous to 
use. 

(>) The effect of previous discharge from a cathode on its 
subsequent rate of disintegration. 

Those who have used the disintegration method of obtaining 
thin metallic films have often observed that the rate of dis- 
integration under ordinary vacuum-tube conditions seems 
to be inappreciable in the early stages. J.J. Thomson has 
suggested that discrimination must be made between dis- 
integration of the cathode and disintegration of the gaseous 
layers of the surface ; and some experiments by Hodgson * 
also suggest that this apparent delay in disintegration is 
intimately connected with the evolution of gas from the 
cathode in the early stages of discharge. An investigation 
of the effect of previous use of a cathode on its subsequent 
rate of disintegration seemed, therefore, to be of considerable 
interest. 

* Hodgson, Phys. Zevt. xiii. p. 595 (1912). 
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A number of similar virgin wires were taken and used 
as cathodes for varying times. During discharge obser- 
vations were made on current, cathode, and pressure, and the 
following facts were very clearly brought out :— 

(1) When the discharge is “abnormal ”—that is, when 
the current is greater than that required to cover the cathode 
with glow—the cathode-fall for constant curve and pressure 
rises with time; this will be seen on reference to Table L.,. 
which shows the results taken with three copper cathodes 
A, B, and C, at a pressure of 0°20 mm. and a current ot 
6°15 milliamps. 

| 

TABLE I. 

Cathode Fall. 

Duration of Discharge 
in minutes. 

A B. C 

01 680 700 770 
1:0 680 800 790 
2:0 720 | 780 880 
30 735 910 990 
4:0 880 990 | 1070 
50 920 1050 1100 
6:0 980 1100 1150 
8:0 1060 1150 1210 

10:0 1120 1190 -; 210 
15:0 1210 1220 
20:0 1280 1330 
25:0 1320 1350 
30:0 1370 | 1390 

At high currents or cathode-falls, oxidation of cathodes 
may set in and vitiate the results ; but this was not the case 
in the experiments cited above, the wire presenting a clean 
surface of pure copper throughout. Moreover, the same 
effect was observed to a smaller extent with platinum wires. 
The conclusion is that the cathode-fall, which is an important 
factor in disintegration work, can only be maintained at a 
constant value for a constant current by varying the pressure. 
The problem of the influence of factors on disintegratiom 
becomes therefore very complex unless the direct effect of 
pressure is nil, or at any rate small. Granqvist showed that 
the rate of disintegration increased rapidly with reduction. 
of pressure, but constant cathode-fall was not maintained im 
his experiments. Both Kohlschutter and Holborn and Austin 
have assumed that the direct effect of variation of pressure 
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is negligible, and this assumption seemed to be justified 
by some observations by the former on cathodes of different 
size with which constant current density and cathode-fall 
were maintained. 

The authors have confirmed this in two ways. In the 
first place observations were made on the changes of pressure 
during discharge from a given cathode at constant cathode- 
fall (V), current (C), and duration (¢). It was found that 
the rate of disintegration was independent of the limits 
between which the pressure varied during discharge. The 
results taken alone, however, are not conclusive because, 
owing to the conditions of experiment, the range of pressure 
variation was necessarily very limited. A typical set of 
results is given, however, in Table IT. 

TABLE IT. 

Platinum Cathode. 

V=800. C=3:08 milliamps. ¢=30 minutes. 

Pressure in mm. 

Disintegration in mgs. 

Initial. Final. 

‘08 a, 

‘08 27 

07 si) 

08 “40 

The strongest evidence, however, is obtained by the second 
method, in which the duration of the discharge was altered. 
These experiments are detailed below and show that the 
direct effect of pressure is negligible over a very wide 
range. 

(2) Experiments with both copper and platinum cathodes 
showed that, provided constant cathode-fall was maintained, 
the disintegration was the same within the limits of experi- 
mental error (a) whether the wire had or had not been used 
previously as a cathode, and (/) whether it was discharged 
from immediately after being placed in the tube or after a 
long interval an vacuo. 

(3) As the result of the experiments of (1) and (2) it was 
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a simple, matter to obtain disintegration-time curves for 
constant current and cathode-fall by varying resistance and 
pressure accordingly. With copper electrodes the oxidation 
trouble mentioned above prevented the work being carried 
very far, and from this point onwards only platinum cathodes 
were used. Three experiments were carried out with cathode- 
falls 500, 600, and 800 volts respectively, the current in each 
case was 3°08 milliamps. 

The results given in Curves 1 show conclusively that, 
provided constant cathode-fall and current are maintained, 
the rate of disintegration of a given cathode is constant from 
the commencement of discharge. The apparent lag in the 
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start of disintegration observed in many cases and cited 
above is thus due to the relatively low value of cathode-fall 
in the early stages of discharge under ordinary uncontrolled 
conditions: it must, therefore, be regarded as a secondary 
effect. In these experiments the pressure change during 
discharge varied enormously (from 0:05 to 1:72 mm.) for 
different readings, and the closeness with which the points 
lie on straight lines may therefore be taken as confirming 
the conclusions of (1) over a wide range. 
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Injluence of Cathode Fall of Potential. 

This was first studied in detail by Holborn and Austin, 
who found that metals could be arranged in two groups for 
which the disintegration “ y” expressed in milligrams per 
half-hour for a current of 0°6 milliampere is given by the 
expression 

y=" (V—495) x 107 

where A is the atomic weight, “nn” the valency, and “* V” 
the cathode-fall in volts. & for air is 00016 for the first 
group and 0:0018 for the second. Kohlschutter has con- 
firmed and extended this work. | 

Now this result implies that the disintegration is zero 
when the cathode-fall is 495 volts, and it has been stated 
that this is borne out by experience * 

The values at low cathode-falls obtained in previous expe- 
riments are meagre in number, but so far as they go they 
show that the linear relationship breaks down in this. region. 
In any case they have been neglected in enunciating the law. 
Since, however, considerable importance has been attached to 
this “limiting” value of cathode-fall, the authors felt that 
more systematic determinations of disintegration at low 
values were desirable. This was possible despite the small rate 
of disintegration in such cases, since for constant fall and 
current the rate of disintegration is constant, and the dis- 
charge could therefore be carried on for long periods of time. 

The results for a number of different currents are shown 
in Curves 2. It will be seen that the relationship between 
rate of disintegration (ordinates) and cathode-fall (abscisse) 
is not linear at low values of the latter : the curves, however, 
do appear to approach asymptotes which may reasonably 
cut the horizontal axis at about 500 volts. Thus the rate of 
disintegration, though small, is appreciable at this value. 

The determination of the true limiting value of “ V” isa 
matter of considerable interest. The lowest value of “ V” 
obtainable is of course the normal cathode-fail. The appa- 
ratus was not suitable for determining the true normal fall 
accurately, because, except with small. currents, the exploring 
wire had to be placed somewhat close to the cathode. But 
the conditions were arranged so that the glow covered the 
cathode but contracted suddenly when the current was 
slightly reduced; the rate of disintegration was then measured. 
The reading of the electrometer at the time was generally 

* J. J. Thomson, ‘ Rays of Positive Electricity,’ 1914. 
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about 320-330 volts. It will be seen from the curves 6°15 
and 3°08 m.a. that the rate of disintegration at this value 
of “V” is exceedingly small but not zero. However, until 
more accurate experiments have been carried out in this 
region, it may be assumed that the rate of disintegration is 
zero at or not much below the normal cathode-fall. 
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In order to prove that the form of curves obtained was 

not due to the particular shape of cathode and discharge- 
tube used, some of the experiments were repeated with 
(1) a plate cathode backed by mica as used by Holborn and 
Austin, and (2) a discharge-tube of spherical form which 
was a replica of that used by Kohlschutter. The results did 
not materially differ from those above cited. In the case 
of the plate cathode, the actual values of disintegration 
differed from corresponding experiments with wire cathodes 
by a few per cent., but this difference is easily accounted for 
by non-uniformity of discharge introduced by the edge of 
the plate. | 

Liffect of Current Density. 

The conclusion arrived at by Granqvist that the disinte- 
gration for a given cathode is proportional to the square of 
the current has been somewhat widely quoted. Granqvist, 
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however, did not work at constant cathode-fall, and more- 
over, as was first pointed out by Holborn and Austin, his 
experimental numbers do not give much support to his 
statement. 

Kohlschutter, from the relative slopes of the disintegration- 
cathode-fall curves at different currents, concluded that the 
rate of disintegration for a given cathode at constant cathode- 
fall is proportional to the current. These observations were 
however, taken with relatively small currents and at high 
cathode- fall, when the straight-line law between it and dis- 
integration holds good. The authors have shown that in the 
general case the relationship between disintegration and 
current is more complex. Curves 3 show the results for 
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a series of determinations with currents ranging from 1 to 
75 m.a. and cathode-falls from 400 to 1000 volts. The 
ordinates ““D” are values of disintegration in milligrams 
per half-hour. It is clear from chee curves that as the 
current increases the rate of 1 increase of the disintegration 
decreases. 
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/ Influence of the Nature of the Residual Gas. 

} It has been shown that the rate of disintegration depends 
on the nature of residual gas in the tube, certain gases such 
as argon apparently favouring disintegration, others such as 
hydrogen retarding it. Kohlschutter is of the opinion 
that the rate of disintegration increases with the density of 
the gas. 

Now the values of normal cathode-fall in different gases 
are not in the order of their densities ; thus in some recent 
experiments Rottgardt * obtained the following values :— 
Argon, 131 volts; Air, 277 volts; Nitrogen, 216 volts ; 
Hydrogen, 276 volts. But it has been shown above that the 
disintegration tends to vanish at the normal fall ; and if this 
be so, the statement that the rate of disintegration increases 
with the density of the gas must break down at low values 
of cathode-fall. An investigation of rates of disintegration 
in this region seemed, therefore, desirable. 

Only a few preliminary results have so far been obtained, 
and these in the two gases, air and hydrogen. The hydrogen 
was prepared by electrolysis and purified by absorption in 
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spongy palladium. The results are shown in Curves 4, in 
which rate of disintegration (ordinates) is plotted with 

* Rottgardt, Ann. d. Phys. xxxiii. p. 1161 (1910). 
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cathode-fall (abscissze) for a current of 3°08 milliamps. The 
values in hydrogen are shown by crosses, and those in air 
by circles. It will be seen that the effect observed by 
previous experimenters—namely, that the rate of disintegra- 
tion in hydrogen is less than that in air—is only true at 
higher cathode-falls. At low falls a number of measure- 
ments failed to show any difference between the rates in air 
and hydrogen. 

This result, if it should prove to hold generally at all 
currents, is one of considerable interest. It may be noted 
that the normal cathode-fall is practically the same in air 
and hydrogen: hence it would be expected that the rates 
of disintegration would vanish in both gases at the same 
point. Further, there is reason to believe that the flattening 
of the hydrogen curve at higher falls is a secondary effect 
and not necessarily a density effect, because it has been 
observed by Kohlschutter in nitrogen and oxygen at still 
higher falls. ‘he experiments are being extended to other 
gases, particularly argon, and until these have been carried 
out, anv suggestions which are made must be regarded as. 
purely tentative. But the results, so far as they go, suggest 
that the influence of the nature of the gas may not be a 
density effect, but may depend on the value of the normal, 
fall coupled with a secondary effect setting in at higher values 
of cathode-fall. On this view, the favourable influence of 
argon on disintegration would be due to the low value of 
normal fall, and the fact that the secondary effect does not 
oceur within the limits of cathode-fall employ ed. This is. 
further consistent with the fact observed by Kohlschutter, 
that small traces of impurity added to the pure gases have a 
marked effect on the rate of disintegration : it is well known 
that the normal cathode-fall in a gas is influenced in the 
same way. 

In order to test whether the above results in hydrogen 
were caused by an impurity acquired during the passage of 
the hydrogen from the palladium to the  discharge- tube, 
some sodium amalgam was placed between them and the 
hydrogen bubbled through it. No difference could be 
detected between the measured rate of disintegration in 
these and previous experiments. 

General Considerations. 

_ The experiments on the early stages of discharge and on 
the effects of pressure and duration of discharge, “show that 
when a cathode is used which does not oxidize and which is 
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of low volatility, the phenomenon of disintegration is much 
simplified and can be readily controlled from the very start 
of discharge. 

It has ‘generally been agreed that the disintegration is 
caused by positive rays. Thus Stark regards a particle of 
disintegrated cathode as a secondary “atom-ray,” and making 
certain arbitrary assumptions he has deduced an expression 
for the velocity of expulsion of such rays. One would expect 
that the rate of disintegration of a cathode would depend on 
the number, the energy, and the specific charges of the par- 
ticles striking it. Now the positive rays are complex in 
these respects. J.J. Thomson classes under positive rays 
(a) rays of atomic or molecular size with simple or multiple 
positive charges and of varying velocity acquired by falling 
through the whole or part of the Crookes dark space ; 
(6) similar rays, but possessing a constant high velocity un- 
influenced by the cathode- falllesii(e) uncharged rays also of 
high velocity. There is no means at present of determining 
what individual part these different forms play in the pro- 
duction of disintegration, and a theoretical analysis of the 
curves obtained would therefore be premature. 

There is one point, however, which may be noted. In 
previous discussions on the effect of current density, it has 
generally been tacitly assumed (1) that all or a constant 
fraction of the positive rays arriving at the cathode are 
effective in producing disintegration, and (2) that they carry 
a constant proportion of the current in the dark space. On 
the former point there is no information. Some experi- 
ments by Hodgson and Mainstone* on the heating effect of 
the “normal” discharge at the cathode lend support te the 
latter assumption; but it is doubtful whether their conclusions 
‘can be applied to the above results, because in these the 
‘cathode-falls were in general much higher and the cathodes 
used were very small. Under these conditions much higher 
temperatures would be obtained, and it might be expected 
that an increase in cathode-fall or current might cause an 
increase in the proportion of current carried by negative 
ions in the dark space. This may explain why the propor- 
tionality between current density and rate of disintegration 
previously observed at small values of current is not main- 
tained in the general case. 

It is also interesting to note in this connexion that the 
marked flattening of the disintegration-cathode-fall curves 
which sets in at “high cathode-falls occurs more readily in 
hhydrogen than in other gases; it is well known that the 

* Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 411 (1918). 
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presence of hydrogen facilitates the production of a thermionic 
current. 

The fact that the disintegration vanishes at the normal 
cathode-fall is one of considerable theoretical interest and 
importance, but discussion of this and other points is reserved 
until further data have been obtained. 

Summary. 

Some of the factors which govern the disintegration of a 
platinum cathode in a vacuum tube have been investigated, 
with the following results :— 

1. Provided that a constant cathode-fall is maintained : 
(a) Considerable changes in pressure have no influence 

on the amount of disintegration for a given current and 
duration of discharge ; 

(6) New and old cathodes of the same area disin- 
tegrate practically to the same extent under the same 
conditions of current and duration of discharge ; 

(c) The rate of disintegration for a given current 
density is constant throughout discharge. ‘Thus it is 
not affected by the removal of gases from the surface of 
the cathode by previous discharge. 

2. The influence of the cathode-fall of potential on the 
rate of disintegration has been investigated at low values of 
cathode-fall. No simple relationship (such as exists at high 
values) has been observed. The rate of disintegration 
appears to vanish at the normal cathode-fall. 

3. The linear relationship which exists between current 
density and rate of disintegration at small current densities 
and high cathode-falls does not hold in the general case. 

4. Preliminary work on the influence of the nature of the 
gas shows that at low values of cathode-fall there is no 
appreciable ditterence between the rates of disintegration in 
hydrogen and air under similar conditions. 

5. Certain theoretical considerations are advanced in 
connexion with some of the above results. 

The above experiments were carried out in the Physical 
Laboratory of the University of Bristol. Our thanks are 
due to Mr. J. R. Boon, B.Sc., who rendered valuable 
assistance in the observations throughout the latter part of 
the work. We were further aided in the work by a grant 
from the Research Fund of the University Colston Society. 

January 10th, 1914. 
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XLVI. Notes on Electricity and Magnetism.—1. The “ Rails 
and Slider” Maygneto-machine. 2. Permanent Magnets and 
Dimamical Theory. By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S.* 

[le knows the arrangement of rails and sliding 
bar in a uniform magnetic field which constitutes the 

simple mageto-machine devised in 1863, or thereabouts, by 
Lord Kelvin to illustrate the dimensions (first pointed out 
I believe by Wilhelm Weber) of electric resistance in the 
ordinary electromagnetic system of units. The first account 
of it, so far as I am aware, is in the 1863 Report of the 
B. A. Committee on Electrical Standards, where it appears 
twice, first in the general part of the Report, and again in 
§ 30 of the Appendix on ‘“‘ Elementary Relations between 
Electrical Measurements,” which was drawn up by Clerk 
Maxwell and Fleeming Jenkin. It is very curious that 
in these first statements of the action of the machine, and 
all later discussions of it (including my own) which I have 
seen, the theory given is imperfect in one important respect f- 
No mention whatever is made of the self-inductance of the 
circuit; and it does not seem possible by any special arrange- 
ment of the conductors to make the self-inductance remain 
zero or constant as the slider moves. In the references to 
the arrangement in Maxwell’s ‘ Electricity,’ §§ 594, 595, 596, 
the question of self-induciance does not arise. 

At the date mentioned self-inductance was no doubt much 
less in the minds of electricians than itisnow. For example, 
though it playsno part in the mathematical theory of current 
induction sketched by Helmholtz in 1847, in his famous 
essay “Die Erhaltung der Kraft,” its existence had been 
fully established by Faraday’s experiments (‘ Experimental 
Researches,’ § 1090, &.): and it was the great feature of 
Thomson’s paper published in this Journal in 1853, that the 
term Ly? in the electrokinetic energy of a circuit (explicitly 
pointed out in a previous paper “‘ On the Mechanical Values 
of Distributions of Electricity, Magnetism, and Galvanism,” 
communicated to the Glasgow Philosophical Society in 
January of that year) is applied to the explanation of the 
oscillatory discharge of a condenser through a coil of wire 
connecting its plates. Here the self-inductance appears 
under the name of ‘* Hlectromagnetic Inertia,” which very 
clearly indicates its dynamical significance. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ (Note added Feb. 12.) Professor Carey Foster has kindly called 

my attention to the fact that the omission is noticed in his and Prof. 
Porter’s ‘ Electricity and Magnetism,’ editions 1909, 1913, § 299. 
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In the usual presentation of the rails and slider illustration 
the sliding bar has length / between the rails, which are laid 
in a magnetic field of uniform intensity H, so that the bar, 
moving with speed v in a direction at right angles to its 
length, cuts perpendicularly across the lines of force of the 
impressed field. The rails are connected by a wire so that 
the total resistance of the circuit is R; and for simplicity 
the rails and slider are regarded as being of negligible re- 
sistance, so that R may be taken as practically all contained 
in the wire. It is explicitly assumed (B. A. Rep. loc. cit.) 
that the speed v of the slider and the current produced by 
the motion are both constant. The following investigation 
will show that this assumption is untenable. 

The applied electromotive force in the circuit is Hiv, due 
we suppose to motion of the slider caused by an external 
agent acting against the electromagnetic forces applied to 
the bar; and, if we suppose the self-inductance at a given 
instant to be L, and the current ¥ to be constant, the equa- 
tion of motion is 

Hilpesyeinae el i Peo AL) 

since clearly as the slider moves L must vary. The condition 
that y is constant gives also 

Eide == ices hen Ny) 

The rate at which work is done on the slider by an ex- 

ternal agent is Hilvy, and this is spent in the rates Shy’, 
at which the electrokinetic energy Sy’ is increased, Ry? at 
which heat is produced in the circuit, and the rate mvv at 
which the kinetic energy $mv? of the sliding bar is added to. 
Thus we obtain 

Hlvy=mvv + TD? + Ry. Sein wee peal) 

To make the equations quite general we might have in- 
cluded the effect of a motor (or its equivalent in the form of 
electrolytic cells, or the like) in the circuit. If E be the 
back-electromotive force of such an arrangement, due to 
the performance of work otherwise than in the direct pro- 
duction of heat, equation (1) becomes 

Eto FTE Rega ie ve key (4) 

and instead of (3) we have 

Hlvy=mvv + Phy? + Ey+ Ry, PERS ECON 

where R is the total resistance in circuit. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 159, March 1914. 2G 
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Multiplying (4) by y and subtracting from (5) we get 

mo =Thy?s 5s. sD 

so that the time-rate of increase of the kinetic energy of the 
slider is equal to the rate of increase of the electrokinetic 
energy. 

This is of course in accordance with the theorem given by 
Lord Kelvin in 1851 (Electr. and Mag. 2nd ed. p. 446) 
with regard to the work done in two mutually influencing 
circuits, the conductors of which are brought to rest by 
externally applied forces. 

It may be noticed that (6) may be obtained at once from 
the expression for the whole kinetic energy 

ae lee TLy? + Ime 

(where #=v) by the Lagrangian method. For we have 
then 

ACAD 

27 dx 0) 
me Sr 

or 
j mea— Ley’ =0, 

which is (6). 
Now the self-inductance of the rails regarded as direct | 

and return wires of circular section connected by the slider 
at one end can easily be found. If « be the length of rail 
from the slider to the points of attachment of the wire, p the 
radius of each wire, / the distance apart of the axes of the 
wires, and the magnetic inductivity be taken as unity every- 
where (wires made of copper, for example), the self-inductance 
is given by 

L=4e (tox + i)—# + terms depending on the rail cross- 
CONNEXIONS. 

Hence we have 

dl v/! 
Ej ag 

or 

A Cee A l 

de *= (toes +1). @ 
Now we have seen that mw= Muy? , so that from (6) and 

(7) we obtain 

mv =3(4log. +1), . 4 ae 
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and therefore, if v=vy at time f, 

<k 
1in(v? — v7) = by’ (4 oe ~ 1)s, A et We) 

where s is the distance traversed by the slider in time t—¢. 
But we have also 

<i abgey y ! ; a= JC (4 log +1); Spibean casi ooh} car nel Oy) 
-_ 

and therefore 
2 

oe ee oa 
(410g°- +1) ¢—): Denn NT a 

and every ell vi o bee Ne 2 ene Gl log +1) #2. (12) 

Hence we can write (9) in the form 
; : I 2 Vise : dnv(v? = oe) =17'(4 lee + 1)(¢—t) { Vot r(4 185 5 + 1)(t—t0) i (13) 

We have also pease (4 log +1)s. : ere uC LA) 

The rails and slider illustration though apparently very 
simple is not really so, and is inferior to the arrangement, 
sometimes substituted, of a metal disk rotating across the 
lines of force of an impressed magnetic field, and touched at 
its centre and circumference, or at the circumference and 
at some concentric circle nearer the centre, by the terminals 
of the external part of the circuit. If the field be main- 
tained constant and the disk rotate at a uniform rate, and 
there be no variation of contacts of the wire with the disk, 
a constant current will be maintained. This of course is the 
arrangement of a disk magneto-machine, and of the Lorenz 
apparatus for the determination of the ohm, except that in 
the latter case the electromotive force in the disk circuit is 
balanced. 

In this arrangement there is no change of self-induction, 
inasmuch as the configuration remains unchanged as the 
rotation proceeds. For total magnetic induction, I, through 
the area of the disk between the circles of contact, and angular 
speed w, the electromotive force is lw/27. If the field be of 
uniform intensity H, and a, a’ be the radii of the circles of 
contact, the value of I is 7(a?—qa’)H and the electromotive Pm. 3 

bo 
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force is 34(a?—a'?)How. The current is Iw/27R, and is 
constant. 

2. The conclusion (see Lord Kelvin’s ‘ Hlectrostatics and 
Magnetism,’ § 571, note) that the “mechanical value” of a 
current in a closed conductor is not affected by steel magnets. 
in the neighbourhood, has always seemed to me remarkable 
and significant. For it would appear that we must, if we 
assume the Amperean hypothesis that a permanent magnet is 
made up of a congeries of circuits of molecular dimensions, 
in which currents of electricity circulate, introduce a term 
of the form My'y, or rather a sum y>( My’) of such terms, to 
express the mutual energy of the circuit carrying the current y 
and the multitude of molecular currents typified by y’. Thus 
if we write for the total kinetic energy (electrokinetic and 
ordinary kinetic energy, taken together) 

T= ${ Ly’ + SLly? + 2y2(My’) +2 (me*)}, « () 
we should obtain from this and the molar potential energy, | 
by the Lagrangian method, the equations of motion, as we. 
may call them, both of electricity and of molar matter. 

Thus for the rails and slider we should get, bringing in 
the dissipation function, $Ry’, the equations 

ad / 2 ty +8 Qlyy}=By,| | | 
mov — Ly =. 

since we suppose y to be constant. 

Here we identify —}My' with Hl and obtain 

Hiv lig= Ry, 6. Oe (3) 

and so far there is no difficulty about the mutual term 
y=(My’). 

Let us now consider any number of battery circuits in the 
field of a system of permanent magnets. Let H,, Ry, Ly, 1, 
be the electromotive force, the resistance, the self-inductance,. 
and the current for one battery circuit, E,, R», Le, y. those 
for another, and so on. Considering the magnets as assem- 
blages of molecular circuits, and denoting by T as before 
the whole kinetic energy (that is T,+T, the sum of the 
electrokinetic energy and the molar kinetic energy of moving 
conductors), and by «,, «2, ... coordinates determining the 
configuration of the conductors, we can write the equations 
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of the circuits and of the moving parts of the systems in the 
two sets ; 

| 

ee Sane (4) 

| 
J 
: 

dol vo hae 

didv, 0% ] 

dot or _» | ee RS tie (5) 

dt Oils ae Ox? ra | 

bee Chugh hie J 

Here we suppose that only internal electromagnetic forces 
OT/d2;, OT/Ox.,..., act on the system, and that there is no 
ordinary dynamical force on the matter of the system. 
There is no difficulty about including such forces as the 
latter ; but the object at present is to obtain as simple as 
possible a statement of the theory of a number of circuits 
under their mutual action alone. Also it is assumed that 
there are in the kinetic energy no terms involving products 
of the form yz. See Maxwell, * Electricity,’ § 574. 

Multiplying equations (4) in order by %1, y2...-, Y1', Ye! .-+ 5 
and the second set in order by #,, @,..., and adding, we 
get for the interval of time dé, the equation 

aT = AT. + al =>, (Ky am Ry? )dt. Saree PT (6) 

But the second set of equations (5) taken by itself gives 
{since 

3(é de ae => (Gnaun)s 

and the work dW done by the electromagnetic forces 

OL/O2;, ..., 18 given by 

dW = > (x a) lt) =. x( Dx oC 5 

the relation 
CE De ah WR eee sh OY ee 

Hence we have 
dle dW= > (Hy—Ry) di. (8) 
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Thus the batteries furnish in time dé a quantity of energy, 
over and above that converted into heat, equal to the incre- 
ment of electrokinetic energyand the work done by the electro- 
magnetic forces, taken together. 

Let us now consider the effect of a change of configuration 
of the battery circuits, without change of the currents in 
these circuits, that is allow the steady state to have been 
resumed before the effect on the magnets is estimated. Thus 
in dT, we have no terms depending on dy, dyo,.... But 
inasmuch as the mutual inductances between each of the 
battery circuits and the various molecular circuits are, we 
suppose, altered by change of configuration, and there is 
electromotive force of induction hut no resistance in any 
molecular circuit, we have, not merely in the present case 
but always, 

£5 {Liy'+ 3 (iy) =0:", ee 

Here one summation, the inner, is taken for all the battery 
circuits (carrying current y) and the other for all the mole- 
cular circuits. 

If the currents y be of moderate amount only very small 
changes, if any, are produced by the changes of configuration 
—this is matter of observation. In considering, however, 
the influence of the presence of the magnets on the dynamical 
value of the system, we have to take the effect, not of moving: 
the conductors in the field, but of opening the circuits while 
fixed in position. When this is done the effect if any of the 
annulment of the terms >> (My) is to be traced in change 
of the magnets. For when the circuits are opened the tubes. 
of magnetic induction through the circuits produced by the 
magnets are not changed (except in so far as the magnets 
are changed by the withdrawal of the tubes thrust through 
the molecular circuits by the battery circuits), they remain 
in situ, none of them crosses the wires. On the other hand, 
the tubes which the battery circuits have linked through the 
molecular circuits shrink in and disappear, and cross these 
latter circuits in doing so. On this view the effect of the 
evanescence of the terms }> (Myy’), in these circumstances, 
ought to be looked for in the magnets. 

From (9) we obtain by integration 

> {Lit = (My)} = = (Lin), 
where yo denotes the current in a molecular circuit when 
the currents y have ceased to exist. | 

If practically no change takes place in the molecular 
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currents we must have 2>&(My) small in comparison with 
> (L'y'). This would make any change that can occur in a 
y', in consequence of opening the battery circuits, a small 
quantity of the order of My in magnitude. In this case the 
dynamical value of a current in a conductor would not be 
appreciably affected by the presence of permanent magnets 
in its neighbourhood. 

The number of molecular circuits in an ordinary magnet 
must, if the Amperean theory be true, be exceedingly great. 
Let a uniformly magnetized filament be illustrated by a 
solenoid made up of a very large number of equal distinct 
circuits in each of which a current 9’ flows. If the number 
of circuits per unit length be n, and the area of each be A, 
the value of the aggregale self-inductance, L’ say, is 
Ann*lA, where I is the length of the solenoid, and the total 
induction through it (neglecting the ends) is 4an7lAy’, for 
current y’ in each turn. Now let a circuit carrying the 
current y be wrapped close round the solenoid in n’ turns. 
The mutual induction will be at most 4ann'yA. Thus we 
have M/L’=n’/nl. This ratio will for a magnet be exceed- 
ingly small, and thus, unless y/y'be very great, the condition 
stated above will be fulfilled. 

The discrepancy set up by the dynamical theory is on these 
suppositions only apparent, and the Amperean theory does 
not seem incompatible with the unity of explanation of 
magnetic phenomena, which is a requisite of every explanation 
of permanent magnetism. This kind of onesidedness of 
result if it really exists has a bearing on the question of 
relativity, and it seems desirable to examine the different 
cases in detail. 

As was pointed out by Maxwell (‘ Elect. and Mag.’ vol. ii. 
§ 844) it is necessary in order that the Amperean currents 
may give an inductive magnetization agreeing with experi- 
ment, that the self-inductance of each molecular current be 
great, that is A/L’ must be small. This is also in accordance 
with the conclusion come to above. If the current flow in 
a ring-channel this condition, as Maxwell states, may be 
fulfilled by means of a radius R of the mean line of the 
channel great in comparison with the radius 7 of the channel, 
since L! depends on log (R/r). 

I reserve some further discussion of this subject, from the 
point of view of an electron-theory of magnetism, for another 
opportunity. : 
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XLVI. Further Calculations concerning the Momentum of 
Progressive Waves. By Lord Rayueien, O.11., F.R.S.* 

HE question of the momentum of waves in fluid is of 
interest and has given rise to some difference of opinion. | 

In a paper published several years ago ft I gave an approxi- 
mate treatment of some problems of this kind. For a fluid 
moving in one dimension for which the relation between 
pressure and density is expressed by 

p=fpyy os eee 

it appeared that the momentum of a progressive wave of 
mean density equal to that of the undisturbed fluid is given 

by 
Pof''(Po) , 1 oe Cm to. total energy, -7..7 72) 

in which po is the undisturbed density and a the velocity of 
propagation. The momentum is reckoned positive when it 
is in the direction of wave-propagation. 

For the “adiabatic” law, viz. : 

Plpo=(p/po)’, - - + ae iieaD 
, D 9 1 = 1 Pej =o, G)- = ae 

| Po Po 
so that 

po deo) fk ye) 
4a’ ¢ 2a 4a OO (5) 

In the case of Boyle’s law we have merely to make y=1 
in (95). i 

For ordinary gases y>1 and the momentum is positive ; 
but the above argument applies to all positive values of y. 
If y be negative, the pressure would increase as the density 
decreases, and the fluid would be essentially unstable. 

However, a slightly modified form of (3) allows the 
exponent to be negative. If we take 

Pipo=2—(p/ po)? - a e 
with 8 positive, we get as above 

al (Sap Lae 

pone 

Pal (Po) ol L8 Ags RO TE gs 

* Communicated by the Author. 
T Phil. Mag. vol. x. p. 364 (1905); Scientific Papers, vol. v. p. 265. 

] neem 2 Cry = 
I'(p0) = a a’, f (po) = (7) 

and accordin gly 
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If B=1, the law of pressure is that under which waves 
can be propagated without a change of type, and we see that 
the momentum is zero. In general, the momentum is 
positive or negative according as # is less or greater than 1. 

In the above formula (2) the calculation is approximate 
only, powers of the disturbance above the second being 
neglected. In the present note it is proposed to determine 
the sign of the momentum under the laws (3) and (6) more 
generally and further to extend the calculations to waves in 
a liquid moving in two dimensions under gravity. 

It should be clear ly understood that the discussion relates 
to progressive waves. If this restriction be dispensed with, 
it would always be possible to have a disturbance (limited if 
we please to a finite length) without momentum, as could be 
effected very simply by beginning with displacements un- 
accompanied by velocities. And the disturbance, considered 
as a whole, can never acquire (or lose) momentum. In order 
that a wave may be progressive in one direction only, a 
relation must subsist between the velocity and density at 
every point. In the case of Boyle’s law this relation, first 
given by De Morgan”, is 

==) VORM(BIOG)N re) *)) sz) datiece din Ao) 

and more generally { 

v=|y/ Be y, (10) 

Wherever this relation is violated, a wave emerges travelling 
in the negative direction. 

For the adiabatic law (3), (10) gives 

us a le Ne Bwnnegiays 

a being the velocity of coe small disturbances, and this 
reduces to (9) when y=1. Whether y be greater or less 
than 1, uw is positive when p exceeds pp. Similarly if the 
law of pressure be that ae in (6), 

(ey eS 

ai ih | rai 

Since £ is positive, values of p greater than py are here 
also accompanied by positive Pukabe of w. 

U= 

* Airy, Phil. Mag. vol. xxxiv. p. 402 (1849). 
+ Earnshaw, Phil. Trans. 1859, p. 146. 
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By definition the momentum of the wave, whose length 
may be supposed to be limited, is per unit of cross-section 

\ pu da, 4 ee 5) ri 

the integration extending over the whole length of the wave. 
If we introduce the value of u sah in (11), we get 

as)= 208 ({(2) 3 ol des aes 

and the question to be examined is the sign of (14). For 
brevity we may write unity in place of p,, and we suppose 
that the wave is such that its mean density is equal to that 

of the undisturbed fluid, so that i\ odvz=l, where J is the 

length of the wave. If 1 be divided into n equal parts, then 
when n is great enough the integral may be represented by 
the sum 

val y+1 yl l x 
Sp 2a 2 | ips )2 Ass Pil Pe ee Ae (15) 

in which all the p’s are positive. Now it is a proposition in 
Algebra that 

yt 741 y+ 

2 

when $(y+1) is negative, or positive and greater than 
unity ; but that the reverse holds when 3(y+1) is positive 
and less than unity. Of course the inequality becomes an 
equality when all the n quantities are equal. In the present 
application the sum of the p’s is n, and under the adiabatic 
law (3), y and $(y+1) are positive. Hence (15) is positive 
or negative according as $(y+1) is greater or less than 
unity, viz., according as y is greater or less than unity. In 
either case the momentum represented by (13) is positive, 
and the conclusion is not limited to the supposition of small 
disturbances. 

In like manner if the law of pressure be that expressed 
in (6), we get from (12) 

Baa 

— *por( te _(e e, c1y= gas ({ 4 : (6) da, -. Os agen 

from which we deduce almost exactly as before that the 
momentum (13) is positive if 8 (being positive) is less than 1 
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and negative if Bis greater than 1. If@=1, the momentum 
vanishes. The conclusions formerly obtained on the aes 
position of small disturbances are thus extended. 

We will now discuss the momentum in certain cases of 
fluid motion under gravity. The simplest is that of long 
waves in a uniform canal. If 7 be the (small) elevation at 
any point w measured in the direction of the length of the 
canal and u the corresponding fluid velocity parallel to ~«, 
which is uniform over the section, the dynamical equation is * 

(17) 
As is well known, long waves of small elevation are pro- 

pagated without change of form. If ¢ be the velocity of 
propagation, a positive = wave may be represented by 

naMiae a 2 2), 8) 
where F denotes an arbitrary function, and ¢ is related to 
the depth hy according to 

Co OM ae nes oe Meco) 

DOL us 9 VAG seta a BN ale (e210) 

is the relation obtaining between the velocity and elevation 
at any place in a positive progressive wave of small 
elevation. 

Equation (20), however, does not suffice for our present 
purpose. We may extend it by the consideration that in a 
long wave of finite disturbance the elevation and velocity 
may be taken as relative to the neighbouring parts of the 
wave. Thus, writing du for w and hi for ho, so that n=dh, 
we have 

du= vy (7) iis 

U=2/gihe+Ch. 

The arbitrary constant of integration is determined by the 
fact that outside the wave oa when h=Ay, whence and 
replacing h by iy+y, we get 

U=2/ G3 / (hot) —/hot, Se ee (21) 

* Lamb’s Hydrodynamics, § 168. 

From (17), (18) 

and on integration 
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as the generalized form of (2C). It is equivalent to a 
relation given first in another notation by De Morgan *, 
and it may be regarded as the condition which must be 
satisfied if the emergence of a negative wave is to be 
obviated. | 
We are now prepared to calculate the momentum. For 

a wave in which the mean elevation is zero, the momentum 
corresponding to unit horizontal breadth is 

p\ w(lio-+n)da=2pr/(g/ho) \ nda, ~ i. a2) 

when we omit cubes and higher powers of 9. We may 
write (22) also in the form 

Momentum = ee 1 Oey ED 

¢ being the velocity of propagation of waves of small 
elevation. | 

As in (14), with y equal to 2, we may prove that the 
momentum is positive without restriction upon the value 
of 7. 

As another example, periodic waves moving on the surface 
of deep water may also be referred to. The momentum of 
such waves has been calculated by Lamb f, on the basis of 
Stokes’ second approximation. It appears that the momen- 
tum per wave-length and per unit width perpendicular to the 
plane of motion is 

MPA 6, 7s!» 6) | 35) rrr 

where c is the velocity of propagation of the waves in 
question and the wave form is approximately 

n=acos (cla) | . os SU ee 

The forward velocity of the surface layers was remarked 
by Stokes. For a simple view of the matter reference may 
be made also to Phil. Mag. vol. i. p. 257 (1876) ; Scientitic 
Papers, vol. i. p. 263. 

* Airy, Phil. Mag. vol. xxxiv. p. 402 (1849). 
+ Hydrodynamies, § 246. 
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XLVIII. The Expression for the Electrical Conductivity of 
Metals as deduced from the Electron Theory. By W.F. 
G. Swany, D.Sc., A R.C.S., Assistant Lecturer in Physics 
at the Univer sity of Sheffield *. * 

Introduction. 

‘| ae theory of the electrical conductivity of metals has 
been worked out on many assumptions. One of the 

simplest and best known of these methods is that employed 
by Drude, in which the assumption is made that in the 
absence of the electric field all the electrons move with the 
same velocity, and that the velocity produced by the field in 
an electron is the velocity which is produced in it while it is 
travelling between two points of collision, the essential 
assumption being that at each collision the effect of all 
previous actions of the field on the electron are wiped out. 
The value of the conductivity o which has been deduced from 
these assumptions is 

__ ne*rv 
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where z is the number of electrons per c.c., % is the mean 
free path, v is the velocity, and «@ is the kinetic energy of a 
gas molecule at a temperature 0. 

The object of Part I. of the present paper is to show that 
the above assumptions do not lead to (1), but to the formula 

ne*rv eae a ie 

The difference between (1) and (2) is partly due to what is, 
in the opinion of the author, an improper use of the quantity 
known as the mean free path, and partly due to another 
cause which will be better understood at a later stage of the 
aper. 

“ The thermal conductivity & calculated with the proper use 
of the mean free pa gives, for the above case, the ordinarily 
accepted value k=indrve ; and the interesting point is, that 
while at 0° C. (1) gives k/o=6°3 x 10%, (2) results in 
kJo=4:7x10%. The experimentally found value of k/o for 
most pure metals is about 63x10 at 0° C.; so that the 
conclusion to be drawn is, that the assumptions on which (1) 
and (2) are based are nothing like as representative of the 

c= 

* Communicated by the Author (now of the Carnegie Institution of 
er 

+ J. J. Thomson, ‘ Corpuscular Theory of Matter,’ p. 56. 
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facts, even in the matter of the relation between the thermal 
and electrical conductivity, as has formerly been supposed. 
The method adopted by Lorentz, Richardson, and others, in 
calculating the conductivity are based on quite different 
principles to that adopted in calculating (1) and (2), the 
persistence of the velocities playing, at any rate implicitly, a 
primary part in the development of the theories. The value 

2 ne’rAu 

ayn veto) = 
the square root of the mean square velocity. The point of 
the present paper is not necessarily to suggest that (1) is far 
wrong in itself, but that the assumptions on which it is based 
‘do not lead to it but to (2). 

It is perhaps worth while here uttering a word of warning 
against any feeling which one may have towards assuming 
‘that since all methods of calculating the conductivity lead 
ve ne*ru 

al 
assumptions employed in these methods are all more or less 
equivalent. If we set out on any hypothesis to calculate o 
in terms of n, e, A, u, 28, we are practically bound to find 

2 

——. multiplied by a numerical factor, since this is prac- 

tically the only way in which these quantities can be combined 
-so as to result in the dimensions of a conductivity, unless we 
make some most improbable combinations. When we set out 

: rv Shae 
to calculate o in terms of n, e, A, wu, «6 the —- part is little 

obtained by Lorentz for o is A where uw is here 

multiplied by some numerical factor, therefore the 

more than the result of pure algebra, so that it would be 
‘obtained if all the physics and all the dynamical principles 
in our arguments were wrong. ‘The correctness of the 
numerical factor is in fact the only criterion for the truth of 
ithe theory. 

It will be convenient firstto give the formal proof of (2), 
and then to put the proof into such a form as to indicate the 
exact points in which the discrepancy between (1) and (2) 
has arisen. One or two mathematical details will be re- 
legated to an appendix. 

In Part IJ. of the paper expressions are deduced for the 
electrical and thermal conductivities on the same assumptions 
as those on which (2) is deduced, with the exception that the 
electrons are supposed to move in the absence of the field 
with the velocities given by Maxwell’s law. A method of 
improving the theoretical value of */o by making the free 
path a suitable function of the velocity is also discussed. 
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Let OS (fig. 1) represent the axis of x, and let the field X 
act from right to left so that the electrons are urged from 
left to right. We shall proceed to find the flow per square 
centimetre through the plane perpendicular to the paper and 
represented by the line MP. 

Pigs ds 

Part I.— Deduction of the expression o= 

a 
i 

hd 

| 

it)! 
4 

; 

mot 
(@) é 

6 

OS =x 

Direction of force on electrons of =R 

due to field y is the angle between OS and OE 

CHAT ere a OE) OD 

P (SO Ae Bets . 0S * OT 

Gis) 1 me : oT" OM 

If ¢ is measured about OS in the plane perpendicular to 
the paper, the number An of electrons starting out from an 
element dw at O having suffered collisions therein, and which 
are contained within the solid angle sin 6 dé d¢ is 

An= iin 6 d0 dd da, 

where @ is the angle between OS and the radius vector OT 
drawn from O, Xs the mean free path, and v is the velocity. 
When the field is off, those of the above electrons which 
succeed in getting far enough without collisions will strike 
the plane on the area indicated by MT, but when the field is 
on they will be bent round. They will travel along paths 
contained within the dotted lines OD and OF, and those which 
get far enough will strike the plane on the area represented 
by DE. aes 
Th the notation of fig. 1 this area amounts to oe dd dyp, 



| The flow per square centimetre through MP due to the group 
i in question is 
| (An) _ nvsin @ cos dé 

f "= dor R2Q sin yr dvr ° 
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eo da.* | en 

Now the equations of motion of the electron are 

iH Xe | 
| x=vt cosO+ ame? oa) 

i y=visin 6, 7... rr 

f | where ¢ is the time taken to go from O to E. 
ai Now 

ii | COs v= Ca ar . ee 

| Substituting from (4) and (5) in (6) and neglecting second 
Xex\? 

order terms (7. e. terms of the order ( > )), and remem- 
%G Mv 

SS bering that in terms multiplied by oe vt may be replaced by 

x/cos 6, and that in such terms 6 may be substituted for vp, 
we readily obtain (see Appendix, problem 1) the result 

Xex 
cosyr= | 1+ 5° stan’ | cos 6. ae ae —— — 

Zmv~ 

On differentiating, we readily find 

singed | 1S S0(1 +5 tan? 8) | sin a8, . (8) 

Hence, since 6 may be replaced by & in terms multiplying 
Xe/mv (3) becomes 

Nv Xex ; iP 
(An), = AR2r \ 1 ah (1+4 tan vr) } cos aG RAdw, (9) 

It will now be convenient to take Eas the origin. +f becomes 
the angle made by the radius vector to the point O with the 
normal to MP, and the total number of electrons én reaching 
EH per square centimetre per second from the ring of volume 
27 R? sinyrdwdR passing through O and parallel to the 
plane PM is 

Sn= { 14 = (14d tan® 4) } sin cos pe7PAdWdR. (10) n= 
2”r Mv 

* In the expression e~®/4, R should, strictly speaking, be replaced by 
the length of the dotted line OL, but it is easy to see that the correction 
on this account is a second order quantity. 
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To obtain the current density across the plane PM due to 
the electrons coming from the left of the plane, we must 
multiply én by e, and after replacing x by R cosy, integrate 
first with respect to R from 0 to ©, and then from ~=0 
to p=7/2. Doing this we obtain 

ha ey? 3mv? (1d) 

The corresponding quantity due to the flow of electrons 
from right to left is obtained by replacing X by —X in the 
above, and the difference of these two current densities 
represents tie resultant current density. Taking this differ- 
ence and dividing by X we obtain for the conductivity 

{3 —e 

_ 2 ne*rAv _ ne*rv x 

3 mv’ 300 

It will perhaps now be well to indicate the exact reason for 
the discrepancy between this result and the result indicated 
by equation (1) and found by Drude. In the deduction of 
(1) the argument usually given is equivalent to the following: 
“The electrons may be looked upon as all travelling the 
distance X between two collisions, the time taken to travel 
this distance being A/v. The velocity created by the field in 

this time is ee and the average velocity created by the 

field in all the electrons to be found at an instant in any 

place is a The current density is consequently ne. ae 
best aie NEY 55 AU 

WhI1C gives o= aed 

The portions in inverted commas must not be looked upon 
as the arguments of the present author. They simply re- 
present the arguments from which (1) may be considered 
to have been deduced, It will be noticed that the assumption 

r 

that the average velocity is half a is equivalent to the 

assumption that the electrons to be found at any point have 
on the average travelled a distance \/2, which appears at 

* We are not altogether justified in writing mv?=22#6, since the 
existence of a steady temperature involves that all the electrons shall not 
have the same velocity. The same assumption is, however, involved 
in (1). It is not this assumption with which I am here particularly 
concerned, though in Part I. of this paper I have worked out the problem 
taking account of the velocity distribution. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6, Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. 2H 
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first sight true on the line of argument that the electrons 
are on the average in the middle of their journey A. The 
assumption is, however, as we shall see, not true, and is one 
of the causes of discrepancy between (1) and (2). 

Now returning to (10) and omitting the factor e~®/4, we 
have, for the number (62); of electrons which have suffered 
collisions in the element specified by dR and dy, and which 
would pass through 1 square centimetre per second at EH if 
they had suffered no more collisions, 

(8n),=—~ ae + ae (1+3 tan? wt sinyycosdydR. (12) 

The number (6). of the above set to be found in 1 e.c. 
at E is obtained by dividing this by «, the velocity (parallel 
to the # axis) which the electrons of the above set attain by 
the time they get to E. In the Appendix, problem (2), it is 
shown that 

aed lt ae Ss ee 3 tan? yt cos W, 
mv 2mv" 

so that 

hs 
(6n).= sn. dR dw. 

Now the number of the above set which travel a distance 
between 7 and 7+ dr is 

sae Mdr.dRsingedp. . . . . (43) 

From the whole range 0 to 7/2 the number is 

1/2 

sae dr R an{ sin fb dyp= = e "dr. dB 5 
0 os 

and taking account of the electrons which have come from 
the right-hand side of the plane, we have to multiply by 2, 
so that we have for the total number (67); of electrons to be 
found per c.c. at E which have come from the shell of 
thickness dR, and which are in the process of travelling 
distances between 7 and 7+dr, 

(5n)3= 5, "dr dR. “yh +o 

Now keeping our attention on the electrons which travel 
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distances between r and r+ dr, the value of }R(6n), for this 
set is | 

Ton, ty A Te 
cal Rak De Ns dr del me eee (15) 

and if J is the average distance which all the electrons to be 
found at E have travelled 

= “nN Das 1—Nr® n= | x2 é 9 TN dei sks td CN) 

s0 that 
l=n2r, 

We may notice that if all the electrons had travelled one 
and only one distance A the right-hand sides of equations 
(15) and (16) would have both been modified to the same 

2 

= . so that 1 would have been equal to X/2, 

which is the assumption made in the deduction of (1). In fact, 
though » is the mean free path, we must not say that the 
average distance which the electrons at E have travelled 
isA/2. Itisreally X. If neglect of this consideration were 
the only error in the usual calculation of (1), the true result 

2 ne"rv : 
would be c= ——-; but there is another source of error to 

2a0 
which I will now refer. 

Itis legitimate to argue that since d is the average distance 
which all the electrons to be found at E have travelled, the 

22 ateok fs tite 
mv 

argument made in the deduction of (1) after allowance has 
been made for the fact that the A/2 of that argument should 
be replaced by X), but it is not legitimate to say that the 

expression, Viz. 

average velocity created by the field is 

resultant current is therefore = .ne, the point being that 
v 

the field has, as it were, sorted out the electrons differently 
from the two sides of the plane PM. In fact, if each of the 
electrons at present at H were suddenly robbed of the velocity 
which the field has given it, there would still be a resultant 
current there. We can readily see this; for on glancing at 
fig. 1 we remember that the electrons which have come from 
O to EK have been bent in their path on the way. They 
originally started out at an inclination @ to the normal, 
2. e.at a greater inclination than the angle yw. On the other 
hand, the electrons which have come from the element at Q 

2H2 
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symmetrically situated on the other side of the plane PM 
have been bent the other way, they originally started out at 
a smaller angle to the normal than the angle w; so that, 
quite apart from the momentum communicated by the field, 
there was originally more momentum in the direction from 
right to left in the set of electrons which are to be found at H 
and which have come from the right of PM than there was. 
originally momentum in the direction from left to right in 
the set of electrons which are to be found at E, and which 
have come fromthe left of PM. The two sets of electrons 
coming from elements situated symmetrically on the two. 
sides of the plane PM are not corresponding sets, in view of 
the fact that their initial velocities are in different directions. 
Thus, it becomes necessary to add to the current density 
ne7rA 

Mv 
deduced above, the current density due to this cause, 

which we will now proceed to calculate. 
Omitting for the moment the part of the current directly 

due to the velocity communicated by the field, the electrons 
specified by (13) constitute a current 62, such that 

61, =ev(dn). cos O= = e~"/ cos sin wdRadr; 

so that using (7) and replacing @ by yin the term mul- 

tiplied by a we have 

Senn eee ee, tan?» -cos¥rsinyrdRdr. (17) 
rene 2mv?* i 

We must now put e=Rcos yw, then integrate with respect 
to R from R=0 to R=7, and then from r=0 to r=, finally 

integrating with respect to y from p=0 tow= ue The 
result is 

iz od to os er 
2 2 3mv? 

The corresponding quantity due to the flow from the right- 
hand side of PM is obtained by replacing X by — X in (18), 
and the current resulting from 7 and 2, is thus 

ne-rv er 
1 —=—15 — 7 Se 2 

d 3mv? 
a“ 
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The total resultant current density is thus 

nernX Ll i, 2ne*rvX ne? rAvVX x 
—— +4, —-1, = = ——_,-— = ——_ 

mov DP SI ite 320 

Giving for the conductivity o, 

| | ie ne7rAV 
320 

which is the result found'on pages 441-445. 

Part I1.—Calculation of the electrical conductivity for the 
case where the velocities of the electrons are distributed 
according to Maxwell's law in the absence of the electric 
jield, and where the number of electrons starting out in any 
infinitesimal velocity range, from an element in which they 
have suffered collisions, is the same when the field 1s 
present as when it is absent. 

The number of electrons per e.c. having velocities between 
c and c+ de 1s, in the absence of the field, 

Ae & 6? de, 

4 
aa (in) 2/2) and) Vin = an 

A/ 17 4a 

where 

_ J£ in (11) we replace v by c, n by Ae“ c? de, the resulting 
expression will be the current density 6), due to the flow from 
left to right of that group of electrons which have velocities 
between cand c+dc. The result is 

at 
C. 

3mc? 

wiewal 
Oi seme ae 1° 

The corresponding current density 6), due to the flow from 
right to left is obtained by replacing X by —X in the above, 
and the resultant current due to all the electrons whose 

2 2 

* It is to be noted that the part a ive = _ represents the only 
aa 

part of the current accounted for by Drude. The fact that he obtained 
2 

oe is simply due to the improper use of the quantity \ already 
a 

referred to. 
It is interesting to notice that if we were to imagine that all the 

electrons for some reason or other travelled one and only one distance A, 
2 ne*hv 

hould | = : we should have c=; — | 
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velocities lie between ¢ and ¢c+de is §,—6j,. Writing 3 
for this we have 

2 | 
oj a x emcee s 

_ 2AK en jae | jae ic cd... | ae 

On replacing A and hm by the values given above and 
writing u for the square root of the mean square velocity, 
we obtain 

2 ne rAu 
o= —————— a ee 

37° ak” ee, 

which happens to be the same result as that obtained by 
Lorentz by a different method. 

The Thermal Conductivity. 

The determination of the thermal conductivity for a gas 
when the molecules obey Maxwell’s law is a well-known 
problem. We shall, however, briefly survey the steps for the 
purpose of applying it to the present problem. 

If in (10) we put X=0, and replace n by Ae~*”? de, 
v by c, and X by A; where X, is the free path for velocity ¢, and 
where the values refer to the plane PM, we shall obtain the - 
number of electrons which reach E per square centimetre 
per_ second, which have come from the ring of volume 
27 R? sin Wy dy dR, and whose velocities are contained within 
the limits ¢ and c+de. 
We have for the number 

i etme 3 dee **edR sin wv cosy dw. 

Remembering that «2 is the mean kinetic energy of an 
electron at a temperature @, we have for the transference of 
energy Q, per square centimetre per second across the plane 
PM at E, the result 

eG a ls es dé . 
Q.= al iG ede ( sin cos iy e Bike {0-25 R cosy | 

“0 

The corresponding quantity representing the flow from 

right to left is obtained by replacing a by ems and the 

resultant thermal current density is obtained by subtracting 
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these two quantities. The conductivity k is obtained by 

dividing this by es We thus have ; 

Aa 9 Ree 4na 3 mn 

inf Gg ede = ries (hm) ve en Seindc. s (2) 

For the present case, where we take A, as constant, we 
find 

HN aoe 
(he ; A Eile 

k _ 2a 
oc 32 

which is very far from the experimental value. 
If the mean free path were a function of the velocity, as 

might conceivably happen if the centres inside the atoms with 
which the collisions occur were in motion, the expressions 
fork and o would require modification. 2, would have to be 
retained inside the integral in equation (21), andif A, were a 
function only of the initial velocity with which the electron 
started out after collision, the only modification which would 
be necessary in the calculation of « would be to retain 
A, inside the integral in (19), so that we should have 

and using (20) 

=3'6 x10” at 0° C., 

feo) 

( Em CEN ae 

k amo 
Ee TREAT IO 1 @ 

(oy Dez = 2 
ee oN de « 

2/9 

If, for example, X, were proportional to c, we should have 

so that if Xe were proportional to c?, we should have 

¥ 63 x 100, 
Oo 

which is just the correct value. 
Unfortunately, when we form a physical picture of the 

phenomenon it does not seem reasonable to try in the problem 
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of electrical conduction to take full cognizance of the 
essential phenomena by expressing the mean free path as 
a function of the velocity with which the electron started its 
journey, since we should expect that the factor which would 
determine whether an electron suffered a collision in any 
given element would be its velocity while in that element, 
and this would depend upon the distance which the electron 
had travelled resolved paratlel to the field as well as upon 
its initial velocity. In fact, it is probably more reasonable to 
state the case in the following way. 

Let X, be the mean free path for a velocity c in the absence 
of the field, and let the fraction of N electrons which suffer 
collisions in passing through an element of thickness df be 

f(o)dé, so that 

——— ee 
re 

eS 

A RR Re 

TA 

et Saar e ~_ —=aN " Ae Sens 

Fe =NAD and NaN WO 
oT 
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| When ¢ is a constant over the path of an electron and equal 
| to the velocity ¢ with which the electron started out, the 

integral becomes €/(c), which shows that f(c)=1/A.. In 
1 order to obtain the number of electrons 6x’ coming out from 
AW the ring of volume 27R?sin WdydR (p. 444) and passing 

{ 
AY through E per square centimetre per second, and whose 

ee AS eS. 

| } velocities lie between c and c+dce, it is necessary to replace 

Ne nv : Ae mee? cde * 2 -R/A } 9, 2 equation (10) Dye mE” a ,v by c, and e by 

i a2 9 2Xer\ = i ; ‘ : 

inh Z i ¢ om, 48 since if ¢ is the velocity with which an 

i. electron starts out, its velocity after travelling a distance 

ih whose component parallel to the field is « amounts to 
‘iH 5 NCES 
4)! (« deft 

cay m 
2X av z “ 5 

Now if we expand f (e+) by Taylor’s theorem, 
m 

and finally replace f(c) by 1/A., we readily find 
| : then integrate with respect to R remembering that c= Reosv, 

i e 2+ Bo " R2xecosy , OAc R?Xecosw OAc) _-Ra 
| i ia. F ( nL ae -R/d 2 r2 Po) SS 1 es eee = ‘60 

} ee ==€ Cea & 2mr<¢ 0c 
l 

| * It will be noticed that the total number of electrons starting out from 

| an element after suffering collisions therein cannot he affected by the field 

to the first power of 7s: 
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Thus 
—hm c2 ., Ae Me 

sn! = DD, ede 
-_ 

Re 0A 

A (1+4 Stan? +t 5 es ac VR, sin cos vw dy dh. 

The remainder of the work is now exactly analogous to 
that carried out on pages 445 and 449, and we obtain 

ad Ae (« =/p Pid 2 OX ‘ } ries o\ de+ EG we i 4 7 acs { de + sii aE cde 

Integrating the second term by parts we finally obtain 

c= pAen| ~hme?~ 3 de, 
0 

Thus, using (21) we have 

The result is thus independent of the manner in which 
A. varies with the velocity. 

APPENDIX. 

Problem (1). 

To show that cos w= ‘ 1+ Neo i 5 tan? 0 \ cos 86, 
ANU 

Subsiituting in (6) from (4) and (5) we have, neglecting 
second-order quantities, 

(« cos 6+ xt) t 

Xev i eis 
0% cos? 6+ a "#3 cos @ + yt? sin? 0} 

ie (1 a ey) rs aa eer 
2mv cos 8 mv 

Putting vt cos 9=., we readily obtain 

cos w= 

Cos == | ae va tan? ot cos 6 
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Problem (2). 
Xex i Xex 

mv Imv? 
tan yt cos fr. To show that =v 7 

From (4) we have 

bv eos 0+ “t= {14 esa \ vcos 8. 
m mv” cos?@ 

Replacing cos @ by its value in terms of cos as found 
from Problem (1), we have 

d { Xex _ Xe 2 
AG = it 7 

me cos 6 |) Die: 
a tan? 6 fe Cos Yr 

{14 Xew je pea y pte 
= : “) sw 

2 eee Y one ; 

The University of Shettield. 
July 30th, 19138. 

Note added Dec. 26th, 1913. 

a the above paper was written, certain further matters. 
in relation to the history of expressions (1) and (2) have 
come to my notice. 

Before Drude published the expression (1), and as early as. 
1898, EH. Riecke (Wied. Ann. Bd. lxvi. pp. 353 e¢ seg., 1898), 
in a paper in which both positive and negative carriers were 
included, obtained an expression which when interpreted in. 
terms of the modern electron theory would amount to 

Eos 
c= ——— In the same year, and still before the publi- 

cation of Drude’s paper, Riecke found it necessary to 
introduce a correction into his calculation which actually 

f ne?rnv 
results in the expression ¢= 330 deduced above (see Wied. 

Ann. Bd. Ixvi. p. 1199, 1898). In spite of this fact, Drude’s 
702r78 

result o= — is still quoted in all the well known books 

dealing with the subject; and this fact is the more re- 
markable since the difference between the two formule is 
not the outcome of any difference in the fundamental 
assumptions in the two methods, but is simply due to an 
error in Drude’s work, which, as is shown in the present 
paper, is of a purely mathematical nature. 
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While this paper was in the press, I learned from 
‘Dr. Niels Bohr, during conversation, that he has referred to. 
the discrepancy between the two expressions in a footnote 
on page 54 of his ‘ Dissertation’ (which is printed in Danish), 
and has remarked that it is due to the erroneous method by 
which Drude calculated the mean velocity communicated to 
the electrons by the field. In spite of these: facts, the parts. 
of the present paper dealing with this matter will I think be 
found of interest in indicating more precisely the exact 
point, or rather points (for there are two) which are involved 
in the rather subtle explanation of the discrepancy. 

XULIX. On Nuclear Electrons. By A. VAN DEN BRogek *. 

HAT the intra-atomic charge is equal not to half the. 
atomic weight, but to the number M each element 

occupies in Mendelejeft’s series arranged in order of in-- 
creasing atomic weight, follows from the ratio of the scatter- 
ing of a-particles per atom divided by the square of that 
number being areal constant (18°7+0°3 for Cu, Ag, Sn, 
Pt, Au), as according to Rutherford must be the case for 
that ratio divided by the square of the charge, while if the 
square of half the atomic weight is taken, these numbers. 
show systematic diminution from, if as mean value 18°7 too is. 
taken, 20°6 for Cu to 17°5 for Auf. 

TABLE I. 

Cur | pevean i Sle a net: | Au. | Mean. | 
| | | | 
et ee 

“Scattering> <7 .../ 206] 189] 181] 178] 175) 186 | 

Wats eae se. 2a 45. 450\ 821 | 88 

Scattering + MP ee 185 | 18:4 | 19:0 186 | 184 | 186 | 

As these nuclear charges for U and Pb, as for Th and Bi, 
give other differences than the number of positive charges 
lost by expulsion of the «-particles (the nuclear charge 
difference being 10 for U and Pb, and 7 for Th and Bi, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Geiger & Marsden, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 604 (1918). 
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| 

| while the number of positive charges expelled are 16 and 12 
| resp.), no other explanation seems possible than that £- 
| particles—6 for the U-series and 5 for the Th-s 
ii ejected too from the nucleus*. 
i Indeed, the number of §-ray products in these two series 
: 

corresponds (complex radiation being taken into account) 
completely with these numbers. 

The same conclusion may be arrived at on quite another 
k | line. The periodic number P an element occupies in a strictly 

periodic series from Li upwards with each triad of group VIII, 
and all the elements from Ce to Ta concentrated into one place 

each, can be proved to be equal to waa A—2M (M being the 

number in Mendelejeff’s series, A the ee weight, and ¢ a 
constant). 

Thus, if the total number of electrons per atom is equal (as 
from the mass and charge of the a-particle may be supposed, 
4/5 of all known atomic weights being of the types 4n and 
4n+3) to half the atomic weight, we get 

N—M=cP?, 

and as M is equal too to the number of electrons surrounding 
the nucleus, cP? must be the number of electrons in the 

' nucleus. 
{| _ Here again we find for U and Pb, as for Th and Bi, the 
HI same differences, 6 and 5 resp., as must be expected from the 

number of B-rays expelled. 

TABLE II. 

SC IE EE OAT a 

a se 

i 

| 12 | 24 | 88 | 52 | 66 | 82 | 98 | 112) 130] 144 | 184 | 206 | 208 | 232 | 238 

A | 12) 24 | 40 | 52 | 65 | 82 | 96 | 112) 130) 144) 184 | 207 | 208 | 282 | 238 

A calc =2(M-bek2); c=0-00468. 

The number of nuclear electrons being proportional to the 
periodic number P, and this number remaining unchanged - 

* Compare Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 500 (1913). 
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from Ce to Ta, all these rare earths must contain the same 
number of nuclear electrons. 

Should the «-particle be composed of 4 (H*)+2 electrons, 
then the number of nuclear electrons should be for U 142, 
that of the positive units 238, and, 380 particles occupying 
about 2°7 x 10~* c.cm.*, the positive unit must be of equal 
size, if not identical with the electron (0°5 x 107"), but in a 
different state. 

L, Note on the Electron Atmosphere (?) of Metals. 
By Cart R. Eneiunp f. 

if: an article published last year { Professor R. W. Wood 
has advanced a theory of an electron atmosphere to 

account for some results which he obtained. Some experi- 
ments performed by me, at Professor Millikan’s suggestion, 
in the Ryerson Laboratory in the University of Chicago, in 
the spring of 1911, on sparking potentials at small distances, 
gave results which appear irreconcilable with such a theory 
and it is perhaps worth while to mention them here. 
A spark-gap was mounted on an interferometer ; one of 

the electrodes was carefully insulated with ebonite, and both 
electrodes were provided with mirrors so as to forma double- 
fringe system. This eliminated the possibility of a defor- 
mation in the supports which might render the sparking 
distance between the electrodes at the instant of discharge 
something less than the distance read upon the double inter- 
ferometer system. ‘The insulated electrode was connected 
to a Wilson electroscope, the capacity of the electroscope 
and electrode being onlv a few centimetres, and the other 
electrode was connected to one terminal of a storage-battery 
giving up to 500 volts. The other battery terminal and 
electroscope-case were of course earthed (see figure for the 
connexions). By this means the quantity of electricity dis- 
charged during a spark was reduced to the smallest possible 
amount and a minimum corrosion of the electrodes was 
obtained, 

Measurements of the sparking potentials between silver, 
nickel, and soft steel electrodes, one plane and the other 
having a radius of 1 cm., from one half to four sodium wave- 
lengths apart, gave substantial verification of Hobbs’s§ earlier 

* Rutherford, ‘ Radioactive Substances,’ 1913, p. 621. 
+ Communicated by Prof. R. A. Millikan. 

R. W. Wood, Phil, Mag. [6] xxiv. p. 316 (1912). 
§ Hobbs, Phil. Mag. [6] ix. p. 617 (1905). 
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results. The air-jilm in every case remained an insulator 
until the voltage reached the sparking potential, when a charge 
passed over to the electroscope. This operation was usually 

(7) — 

as. a Ge 

LARTH 
(1) Switch. (5) Spark-gap. 
(2) Lamp res. of 4400 ohms. (6) Wilson electroscope. 
(3) Statice voltmeter. (7) Galvanometer. 
(4) Switch. 

instantaneous, although occasionally a gradual leak through 
the insulation seemed to take place. Dust particles or a 
water-film could in such cases be instantly detected, and 
hence the electrodes were always carefully cleaned and 
gently heated before using. If consistent sparking potentials 
with accompanying insulation between the electrodes down 
to distances of one-half of a sodium wave-length can thus be 
obtained, it would seem that the hypothesis of an “* Electron 
Atmosphere” is untenable. At this distance the voltage 
necessary for discharge was between 80 and 100 volts, and 
no more delicate test than the electroscope deflexion could 
well be demanded of an insulator. Wood’s “ Electron 
Atmosphere” seemed to extend to a distance of as much as 
-30 wave-lengths. A recent paper by Brown ™ seems to 
indicate that a film of moisture constitutes the ‘‘ Electron 
-Atmosphere.” 

Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Nov. 8, 1915. 

* Brown, Phys. Rev. Oct. 1918. 
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LI. The Decline of the Hypothesis of Ionic Issociation. 
By F. P. Wortey, D.Se. (London), Professor of Chonh 
eet: New Teiicots 

URING the past quarter of a century the doctrine of 
ionic dissociation, formulated by Arrhenius in 1883-87, 

has been so persistently advocated that few chemists now 
regard it asa mere hypothesis; the majority fail to see that 
no single convincing argument necessitating the hypothesis 
has ever been brought forward and that its acceptance has 
been due to the plausibility of the arguments by which, 
apparently, it may be supported rather than to their cogency: 
nor is it recognized how far from being secure are not only 
the minor supports on which it rests but also some, if not all, 
of those upon which most reliance is placed. 
The very simple explanation the hypothesis apparently 

afforded of so many chemical phenomena left little doubt in 
the minds of its early advocates that further investigation 
would dispose of difficulties such as are presented by con- 
centrated solutions and strong electrolytes, for example ; but. 
although, of late years,a good deal of fresh evidence has 
been adduced which has appeared to support the doctrine, 
difficulties such as those referred to have not been removedt; 
indeed, it is now tacitly admitted that such phenomena as the 
colour of salt solutions and the mutual precipitation of salts 
can no longer be cited in support of the hypothesis. More- 
over, much has been done to show that the explanation of 
the cataly tic effect exercised by acids—in tke case of changes 
such as those attending the hydrolysis of cane-sugar and of 
ethereal salts and the reverse change of etherification—by 
the hypothesis presents very formidable difficulties and that 
the effect can be accounted for rationally without its aid{; 
especially difficult of explanation isthe part played by neutral 
salts in such phenomena. 

One of the strongest arguments put forward by Arrhenius 
in favour of his hypothesis was the fact that it was possible 
to correlate the chemical activity of electrolytes with the 
presumed degree of ionic dissociation as deduced from their 
molecular electrical conductivities: hence the dissociated 
ions alone of electrolytes were postulated as concerned in 

* Communicated by Dr. H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S. 
+ Arrhenius, ‘Theories of Solutions,’ p. 172. 

Roy. Soc. Proc. A. Ixxxvii. p. 604 (1912). “Studies of the Pro- 
cesses Operative in Solutions. XXIV. The Nature of the Hydrolytic 
Process.” By H. E. Armstrong and F. P. Worley. 
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conveying the current and these ions also were supposed to 
be the sole cause of chemical interactions. According to. 
this view, dissociation is the immediate antecedent of every 
chemical interchange, an interpretation which is in opposi- 
tion to the view, first definitely expressed by Kekulé and 
since advocated by a small school of chemists, notably by 
Armstrong in England and Michael in America, that asso- 
ciation of the molecules concerned is the necessary antecedent. 
The activity of acids has always been attributed by Arrhenius 
and his followers to their hydrogen ions and a great deal of 
work has been done with the object of showing the close - 
connexion between such chemical activity and the presumed 
concentration of the hydrogen ions deduced from meuasure- 
ments of electrolytic conductivity. Ostwald’s early research 
on the subject showed that the hydrolytic activity of acids 
was in the order of the degree of assumed ionic dissociation; 
and a vast amount of investigation has since been carried 
out with the object of showing that the one is exactly pro- 
portional to the other. This object has not been realized 
and very serious discrepancies have been shown to exist 
which the supporters of the Arrhenius hypothesis have failed 
to explain and have frequently been very loath to recognise. 
One is the influence above referred to which neutral salts 
exercise upon hydrolytic phenomena. The hydrolytic 
activity of any strong acid is considerably increased by the 
addition of a neutral salt of the acid: for instance, when 
cane-sugar is hydrolysed by an aqueous solution of hydrogen 
chloride, the rate of hydrolysis is very much increased by the 
addition of sodium chloride and still more by calcium 
chloride. The effect produced is entirely opposite to that 
demanded by the dissociation hypothesis, as instead of in- 
creasing the concentration of the hydrogen ions the salt 
should, in fact, diminish it. ‘This ‘ neutral salt action” has 
received considerable attention, especially from Arrhenius 
himself; but it has not been satisfactorily explained on the 
basis of his hypothesis. 

Another difficulty is the fact that the molecular hydrolytic 
activity of an acid, at least of a strong acid, decreases as 
dilution is increased, instead of increasing as it should if its 
activity were proportional to the degree of ionic dissociation. 
The acid itself appears to have a “‘ neutral salt action.”” This 
difficulty, which is perhaps the most formidable of all, has 
been constantly avoided and, as will be shown later, has 
apparently been entirely overlooked by some of the chief 
workers on this branch of the subject. 
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Animportant change of front has been made independently, 
in the same direction, by Bredig and Snethlage* in Germany 
and by Acreet andl his boon or Ree in (netic. These 
ardent supporters of the Arrhenius hypothesis have come to 
the remarkable conclusion that an electrolyte in solution 
may enter into chemical interactions both by means of its 
ions and also by means of its undissociated molecules—that 
the catalytic action of acids, for instance, is due both to the 
hydrogen ions and to the undissociated molecules. Such a 
conclusion is of vital importance but it cannot fail to breed 
confusion in the ionic camp, as it involves the sacrifice of 
the very important connexion between electrical and chemical 
phenomena which has been the mainstay of the dissociation 
hypothesis. 

Bredig and Snethlage arrived at their conclusion from an 
investigation of the change in the catalytic activity of an 
acid produced by the addition of a neutral salt of the acid. 
The interaction investigated was that between ethylic diazo- 
acetate and absolute alcohol in the presence of either Bien 
or some other weak acid as catalyst :— 

N.HC.COOC,H;+ C,H;0H=C,H;0. H.C . COOC,H;+N.. 

Snethlage found that the hydrolytic: activity could be re- 
duced to a limiting value by adding a sufficient amount of 
a salt of the acid. He supposes that under these conditions 
the ionic dissociation of the acid is almost completely sup- 
pressed and that the observed catalytic activity is due to 
the non-ionized acid molecules alone. From his results 
he deduced the ratio of the activities of the undissociated 
moiecules of the acids used to that of the hydrogen ion. 

Acree’s conclusion has been arrived at from the study of 
the effect of dilution on such changes as the interaction 
of ethyl halides and ethylates or phenolates of the alkali 
metals dissolved in absolute alcohol, by which change the 
alkaline halide and an ether are pr oduced, €. J. 

O,H,I + Na0C,H;=(C,H;),0+ Nal. 
Constants are obtained expressing the velocity with which 
the interaction would proceed if the concentration ef the 
ethy late or phenolate were reduced to unity and the degree 
of ionic dissociation at the different dilutions were anehans ged. 
In other words, these constants express the molecular activ ity 

* Chemiker Zeitung, May 25, 1912, p. 687; Zeits. Elektrochem. xviii. 
p. 889 (1912). 

+ Amer. Chem. Journ. xlviil. p. 852 (1912), 
t Robertson and Acree, eed. xlix. p. 474 (1918), 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. Of 
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of the electrolyte at different dilutions and different degrees 
of ionic dissociation. The velocity coefficients so calculated © 
increase as dilution is increased but at a lower rate than 
the assumed degree of ionization of the electrolyte. In 
the experiment cited (/. c. p. 355) the value of the velocity 
coefficient, expressing the molecular activity of sodium 
ethylate, increases from 0°075 to 0°0998, when the dilution 
is changed from one molecular proportion in two litres to 
one in forty litres, the corresponding change in ionic dis- 
sociation being from 0°148 to 0°605. It is clear that the 
velocity of interaction cannot be correlated with the concen- 
tration of the assumed ethylate ion alone. The assumption 
has therefore been made that it is dependent both on the 
ethylate ions and also on the non-ionized sodium ethylate 
molecule. By solving a series of simultaneous equations, 
values of K; and K,, are obtained expressing the activity of 
the ion and of the molecule respectively. In the experiment 
cited the values of K; and K,, have a remarkable degree of 
constancy but more important is the fact that the value 
of K; for the ethylate ion, arrived at from experiments with 
sodium ethylate and potassium ethylate, is practically the 
same for both salts, though the values of K., for the mole- 
cules are different. In the case of the phenolates of lithium, 
sodium and potassium, the values of K; for the phenolate 
ion are nearly identical, while those of K,, for the molecules 
vary considerably, It is impossible at present to discuss 
other possible explanations of this numerical agreement than 
the one advanced. Although Acree has for some time 
advanced the view that in hydrolytic change undissociated 
molecules may be partly concerned, he is guarded in his 
acceptance of the results as a proof of the truth of his hypo- 
thesis and it must always be borne in mind that there may 
be various possible explanations for such numerical agreement. 
However, it is not the object of this paper to discuss the 
methods by which Bredig and Snethlage and Acree have 
arrived at their conclusion but rather to examine some of 
the consequences of this remarkable change of attitude on 
the part of supporters of the doctrine of ionic dissociation. 

In the first place, it is not necessary to confine our atten- 
tion to non-aqueous solutions as the above investigators have 
done. Acree’s method especially is very widely applicable, 
as the molecular chemical activity of an electrolyte rarely 
changes in exactly the same way on change of concentration 
as its degree of ionic ‘‘ dissociation.” This important fact has 
been much neglected by supporters of the ionic dissociation 
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hypothesis and it is encouraging to find that it is being 
recognized. In the case of the hydrolysis of ethereal salts 
and of cane-sugar, although the two properties are altered in 
different directions by alterations of concentration, Acree 
and Stieglitz, two of the chief workers on the subject of 
hydrolysis, evidently imagine that they run parallel, as they 
repeatedly state in emphatic terms that the rate of hydrolysis 
is proportional to the concentration of the hydrogen ions. 

TABLE I. 

Molecular Proportions | Molecular hydrolytic RUSE GE ONO | 
H,O : HCl. activity of acid. fe { 

nN | 
30 385 0-725 

| 40 323 0-778 | 
50 290 0:813 
60 269 0:837 
80 243 0-859 

100 229 0-871 
200 201 0:90] 

TasueE ITI. 

Dilutions (Mols. H,O). K;. Ky». | 
| fe | 

30: 60 100 11386 | 
30: 80 | 94 1154 
30 : 100 | On 1160 
30 : 200 | 98 1143 

40: 80 | 104 1092 
40 : 100 | 99 1110 
40 : 200 103 1095 

50: 80 99 1121 
50 : 100 92 1145 
50 : 200 101 1112 

60 : 100 Ti 1254 
60 : 200 96 1159 

‘80 : 100 79 1245 
80 : 200 102 1102 

100 : 200 | 109 1042 

iF Meta cc necene 96 wm jen 38 
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Thus Stieglitz * writes— | 
‘‘In the case of the catalysis of the esters we are certain 

of three main facts which have been proved experimentally = 
the action is accelerated in proportion to the concentration of 
the hydrogen ions present ......” 

Acree and Johnsonf, in reference to their explanation of 
hydrolytic change, say— 

“The assumption explains..,... why the velocity of sapo- 
nification and esterification increases directly in proportion 
to the concentration of the hydrogen ions.” 

The fact, however, has long been patent that this is by no 
means the case. The entirely opposite effects of dilution on 
the molecular hydrolytic activity and the degree of presumed 
ionic dissociation of hydrogen chloride in aqueous solution 
is clearly shown in Table I. On applying Acree’s method 
to this case, in which cane-sugar was the hydrolyte, we 
arrive at the conclusion (see Table II.) that the undissociated 
molecule of hydrogen chloride is as much as twelve times 
as active as the hydrogen ion. The experiments were not 
carried out for this purpose and the changes of concentration 
are not great enough to give smooth results: but there cam 
be no doubt that on Acree’s assumption the molecule is 
far more active when non-dissociated than when dissociated 
into lons. 

The molecular hydrolytic activity of the stronger acids 
generally in aqueous solutions decreases with dilution; and 
if we assume that the divergence from the course followed 
by the degree of ionic dissociation is due to the fact that the 
molecules and ions are both active, we are driven to admit a 
degree of activity for the acid molecule greater than that of 
the presumed hydrogen ion. 

Now it is the close connexion that exists between chemical 
activity, especially as exhibited by precisely the above hydro- 
lytic activity and the degree of ionic dissociation measured 
electrically, that has appeared to form so strong an argument 
in favour of the ionic dissociation hypothesis; and, indeed, 
if it could be maintained, as most supporters of the hypothesis 
have believed to be the case, that the chemical activity of 
acids is proportional to the concentration measured electro 
lytically of the dissociated ions, presumed to be alone 
responsible for the acidity, there would undoubtedly be con- 
siderable support for the ionic dissociation hypothesis. The 
admission, however, that the hydrogen ions and the undis- 
sociated acid molecules are both active chemically undermines. 

* Amer. Chem. Journ, xxxix. p. 30 (1908). 
+ Jbid, xxxviii, p. 341, 
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this support completely and leaves the matter, so far as the 
iopic dissociation hypothesis is concerned, in a state of 
extreme confusion. The strength of acids should not, ac- 
cording to the new point of view, be proportional to their 
hydrogen ion concentration and it will be interesting to see 
if ionists will turn their backs on their old friend and admit 
that this is the case. 

The close connexion that undoubtedly exists between 
chemical and electrolytic activity is in all probability due to 
their both being manifestations of the same process: in other 
words, the passage of a current through a solution of an 
electrolyte is conditioned by chemical action and chemical 
action itself is an electrolytic process. Perhaps the ionists 
will now find a loophole of escape in the admission that ions 
and undissociated molecules may both be concerned in con- 
veying an electric current but this would obviously be a 
suicidal step. It is highly interesting, however, that the 
possibility of this being the case has recently been put 
forward by G. N. Lewis*. 

The granting of a franchise to the non-ionized molecules, 
so allowing them as well as the ions to partake directly in 
chemical change, places a further obstacle in the path of the 
ionists. It will necessitate serious alteration of the beauti- 
fully simple explanation they have given of chemical action 
occurring in solutions of electrolytes: as, for instance, of the 
processes involved in qualitative analysis, Tons alone were 
supposed to be directly involved in the interactions and pre- 
cipitation was explained as due to the combination of ions 
derived from different interacting molecules to form undis- 
sociated molecules of a new type, relatively insoluble in 
water. Nothing more was involved than dissociation into 
ions and recombination of the latter to form the various 
possible molecular species. In the case of molecules that 
can interact without being first dissociated, another type of 
action must be postulated. The ionists must, in fact, accept 
for the non-dissociated molecules the view of their opponents, 
that association of the interacting molecules precedes the 
chemical interchange of radicles. Thus, for interactions in 
solutions of electrolytes, we shall have to assume two diame- 
trically opposite kinds of chemical change occurring simul- 
taneously, one in which dissociation and another in which 
association of the involved molecules is the first step. The 
weakness of such an explanation is only too obvious. 

The supporters of the ionic dissociation hypothesis are thus 
apparently faced with serious difficulties if they accept the 

* Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc, xxxiy. p. 1642 (1912). 
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conclusions arrived at by <Acree and his co-workers and by 
Bredig and Snethlage. On the other hand, if they do not - 
accept them, the equally grave difficulties which these in- 
vestigators have attempted to remove still remain unexplained 
on their hypothesis. 

The Arrhenius hypothesis undoubtedly owes its great 
popularity to the remarkably simple picture it professes to 
give of the nature of solutions of electrolytes and the pro- 
cesses occurring in them. Unfortunately, the picture is a 
great deal too simple. Of its various shortcomings, mention 
may be made here of its almost complete disregard of the 
part played in chemical interactions by the solvent, a defect 
of the very greatest importance. Again, it expresses all 
changes in activity as being due to changes in the mere 
number of the active units, ignoring the possibility of altera- 
tions in the degree of activity of the active units accompanying: 
changes in dilution. This is the more remarkable now that 
ionists recognize that if not hydrated, ions are at least sur— 
rounded by spheres of attached water molecules and that the 
amount of attached water is dependent on the dilution. The 
part played in chemical change by this attached water is not 
considered nor the fact that the condition of the water not so 
attached is altered by the presence of substances in solution. 
Water, it must be remembered, is a complex equilibrated 
mixture of different polymers of the simple molecule repre- 
sented by the formula H,O (hydrone) and the presence of 
any dissolved substance is almost certain to disturb the 
equilibrium. 

On the other hand, the accumulated evidence in favour of 
chemical interaction being preceded by association of the 
interacting molecules is very great indeed. In the case of 
hydrolysis effected by the agency of enzymes, there is little 
doubt that the enzyme and the hydrolyte become intimately 
associated before hydrolysis takes place. When acids are 
the hydrolytic agents, the phenomena observed under the: 
most varied conditions are apparently quite in accord with. 
the view: that hydrolysis is etfected by the association and 
subsequent interaction of a molecule of the hydrated catalyst. 
with one of the hydrated hydrolyte: that the acid catalyst 
presents water to the hydrolyte in much the same way as. 
does the enzyme. It is apparently only the water actually 
attached to the interacting molecules that enters directly 
into the hydrolytic change. The complexes which are formed 
may break down in various ways and many of the cleavages. 
result in a return to the original components, only a fraction 
being effective as far as hydrolysis is concerned. Decrease 
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of molecular hydrolytic activity accompanying dilution of 
the acid is not only easily explained but appears to be 
demanded by this view of the mechanism of hydrolytic 
change andithe reverse change of etherification—for, as dilu- 
tion is increased the acid becomes more and more hydrated 
towards a maximum; or at least, more under control of the 
water; and the more its activity is exerted in this direction, 
the less will it have left for combination with a hydrolyte. 
The large influence which water has on the activity of acids 
in alcoholic solution, as shown by Goldschmidt, Lapworth 
and Bredig, is quite in accordance with this view and 
exceedingly. difficult to explain on the ionic hypothesis. 

In conclusion, I may urge that, in my opinion, the hydro- 
lytic activity of acids and indeed the chemical activity of 
electroly tes generally does not support the hypothesis of 
ionic dissociation, though it most emphatically shows the 
close connexion between chemical and electrolytic activity, 
irrespective of any theory of the nature of electrolytic acti- 
vation. Chemists have greatly neglected the distinction 
between these two issues and have advanced as evidence in 
favour of the Arrhenius hypothesis what really is evidence 
only of the close connexion between electrolytic activity 
and chemical activity. This is especially true of hydrolytic 
phenomena. 

LI. A Note on Prof. Edwin H. Barton’s Article “Range and 
Sharpness of Resonance under Sustained Forcing and their 
Variations with Pitch” *. By Prof. Dr. E. WaEtzmMann, 
of the Physical Institute of the University of Breslau f. 

N the above mentioned article Prof. E. H. Barton treats at 
length the damping of resonators, and discusses in par- 

ticular the difference between the damping coefficient and 
the logarithmic decrement. In the introduction to his article 
Prot. Barton says: ‘‘ It may be noted here that several writers 
have shown that the character of the resonance is a function 
of the responding system. But the decrement appears to 
have been treated as a single quantity measuring the 
damping. The possibility of changing the logarithmic 
decrement and therefore the sharpness of resonance, by a 
change in frequency, the damping coefficient, remaining con- 
stant, seems to have eszaped their attention.” 

It entirely agree with Prof. Barton in the opinion that 

* Phil. Mag. No. 151, July 1918. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
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the word damping is often used ina sense not sufficiently 
clearly defined. When, however, he implies that the varia- 
tion of the sharpness of resonance with a change in pitch, 
the coefticient of resonance remaining constant, has hitherto 
been disregarded, I beg leave to offer a slight correction. In 
several works on the resonance-theory of hearing * I have 
suggested essentially the same definitions and distinctions 

i with regard to damping that Prof. Barton now offers. Ihave 
fl in particular frequently availed myself of the fact that the 

sharpness of resonance, the coefficient of damping remaining 
( constant, increases with the proper frequency of the 
i resonator. 
i Whereas Helmholtz in his theory of hearing assumes that 
i all the resonators of the ear have the same logarithmic decre- 

ment, that they have, therefore, disregarding certain neg- 
) ligible factors, the same sharpness of resonance, I have 

suggested and critically examined the hypothesis that it is 
i not the logarithmic decrement, but rather the damping co- 

efficient of all the resonators of the ear for the ordinary 
compass of the audible scale, which remains approximately 
the same. 

i In working out this theory I have calculated quantitatively 
i the dependence of the sharpness of resonance on the proper 

frequency of the resonator, and should like to remark in 
this connexion, that all observed facts which have come to my 

i notice agree better with my theory than with that of 
Helmholtz. 

LIL. On the Intrinsic Optical Activity of Isotropic Media. 
By G. H. Livens fj. 

FPXHERE are three different possible forms of the electron 
theory of the intrinsic optical rotatury power found to 

be associated with certain substances ; the first is that given 
by Drude in his Optik (ch. vi.); the second is a mixture of 
this one and the third, which was developed by the author, 
following a suggestion from Prot. Lorentz{. The object of 
the present paper is to decide which of these three satisfies 
most satisfactorily the test of experiment. Such a decision 

* K. Waetzmann, Die Resenanztheorie des Horens als Beitrag zur 
Lehre von den Tonempfindungen, Vieweg u. Sohn, Braunschweig, 1912 ; 

a | Bemerkung iiber die Diimpfung der Ohr-resonatoren, Sitzung der Schles- 
\ ischen Gesellschaft vom 28 Mai, 1913. 
/ t+ Communicated by the Author. 

t Livens, Phil. Mag. June 1918. 
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appears to have a fundamental bearing on the explanation of 
the real cause of the phenomenon. 

There are two decisive tests which can be applied to the 
results of any theory; the formula it furnishes for the specific 
rotation of any substance must indicate clearly the depend- 
ence of this quantity on the density and aggregate constitu- 
tion of that substance, and also on the frequency of the light 
used. The second test is probably the more fundamental, as 
there are probable actions of an entirely foreign nature which 
may mask the application of the first. 

I need not here enter into the particular form in which 
the first test is to be applied, as I have examined the question 
thoroughly in previous communications *. 

The usual empirical formula found necessary to express 
the dependence of the rotation w on the frequency n ot the 
light used, is one suggested by Boltzmann, 

o—An-+- Brt*+ ...... 

According to Landoltt, however, this formula, although 
fairly satisfactory in most cases, is not applicable to all of 
them. The formula suggested by Lommel, 

My eswne 

eis (1? — 17)?” 

appears, however, to suit all cases so far known. 
Now let us examine the three theories and the formule 

deduced from them. In all the various branches of the 
theory the all important relation is that connecting the electric 
force 1} with the electric flux density D, a relation which 
depends essentially on the constitution of the medium. It 
is, as usual, obtained, after Drude, by a statistical analysis 
of the motions of the contained electrons, to which the part 
of the electric flux due to the presence of the medium is due. 
These electrons are supposed to be connected to the mole- 
cules of the medium by quasi-elastic forces, and resisted in 
their motion by frictional forces proportional to their velocity. 
In the present discussion we shall, however, neglect the 
latter forces, so that the equations of motion of the electrons 
are of a type 

me +n 22)=eF.,, 

wherein (a, y, 2) are the component displacements of the 
electron from its position of rest, m is its mass, and e the 

* Livens, Phil. Mag. June, September 1913. 
t ‘Das Optische Drehungsvermégen’ (Brunswick, 1898), p. 126. 
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charge on it: mm,” is the parameter of the quasi-elastic force, 
and F the force on the contained electron due to the electric 
field in the incident wave. 
We treat always the standard case of the propagation of 

plane waves of light of frequency n along the axis of 2, so 
that all the functions depend on ¢ and < by the factor 

le 
m\t— —z : . . 

e ( c where wu is the index of refraction of the medium 

for the light used, and ¢ the velocity of radiation in vacuo. In 
such cases each electron will vibrate more or less freely with 
a period n, so that «= —n’., and therefore also 

e/m 
c= —F ,; 

pean 

and if P is the polarization intensity in the medium we 
know that P,= Zev, and we therefore deduce that, 
vectorially, 

2 |. 
eo / ne pa(st.)p 

n~—n 

the sum being taken per unit volume over all contained 
electrons. This is the fundamental relation from which all 
the circumstances of the propagation of the plane wave 
above specified are deduced. 

What is the interpretation of F? This is where the 
theories differ, and we cannot do better than examine them 
in turn, taking each on its merits. 

1. Drude’s Theory.—In the simple dispersion theory for 
isotropic media Drude simply takes 

rH, 

so that when he desires to extend the theory and to introduce 
terms representing the effect of the asymmetric constitution 
of a naturally active medium, he can admit in F only terms 
depending simply on the differentials of the electric force 
components. He takes, in fact, in this general case, 

F=E+6 curl E, 

the second term on the right being of course merely a second 
order term whose form is determined and justified by the 
fundamental characteristics of the phenomena under review. 

As I understand such a theory, it represents the optically 
active substance as modifying by its presence the ordinary 
structure of the ether, thereby imparting to it a slight 
secondary chiral structure. 
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If we adopt this form for F then we deduce from above. 
that 

e”/m 
Np =n 

p=(s )a+s curl E) 

= a+, curl E. 

With this relation it can easily be verified that the two 
kinds of circularly polarized light are propagated with 
different velocities, which are respectively the roots of the 
two equations 

and the combination of these two circularly polarized beams 
leads, as usual, to a pencil of linearly polarized light, whose 
plane of polarization is being rotated at a rate per unit 
length 

O=%F (Wi —p-) nr, 
which is 

neh eine 4 be? im 

i 826 a Ye a nen 

This is the ordinary formula obtained by Drude. 
This formula appears very inadequate when the first 

test of constitution is applied to it, as witness the almost 
innumerable number of hypotheses introduced to ex- 
plain the departures from it in the actual behaviour of 
most substances. It does not satisfy the second test very 
well, as the Boltzmann formula alone may be regarded as an 
approximation to it in certain very special cases. 

2. First nodified theory.— We have, however, seen that even 
in the simple case of ordinary isotropic media the term E does 
not completely represent the whole effect of the force on 
the electron due to the applied field. We must, in fact, add 
a term aP, where P is,as before, the intensity of polarization 
induced in the medium, and a is a constant approximately 
equal to 1/3 in numerical value. 

Weare, however, still at liberty, when extending the theory 
to optically active substances, to assume the same origin for 
the chiral quality in the medium; and we should then have 
as a general form for F 

F=H+aP+becurl E, 
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which would give a relation of the same form as before 

P=a,K+56, curl E, 

but in which 

S e?/m > be?/m 

Nn" 7 Ne — nN 
n= : = 

: 1 ae?/m ” ; 1s ae?lm ” 

Nn —n? Nn 

and, therefore, on such a theory 

be?/m 
9 eo 
ie Np nN 

a= 2). 2 2 ae"/m 
= 

>a ee 

This formula, although slightly more general than the 
simple Drude formula, appears equally inadequate in both 
the fundamental tests. 

3. Second modified theory.—In the complete form of the 
theory due to Lorentz it is, however, shown that the force 
on a contained electron must be represented in the general 
case by 

F=H+ ial) * 

where 7#(P) denotes some undetermined vector function of 
the polarization P of the medium, the first approximation to 
which is, however, aP, as above. In second order pheno- 
mena of the kind under discussion other terms may arise, 
and it is in these second order terms that Lorentz presumes 
the asymmetric structure to present itself. 

It is therefore assumed that the next approximation in 
isotropic optically active media is 

7 (P)=aP +0) curl P, 

so that 

eee lee oO eur lee 

This assumption appears reasonable, in so far as it merely 
ascribes the observed chiral effect to the asymmetric struc- 
ture of the various parts of the substance, without presuming 
any result of the effect of such a structure on the surrounding 
eether. 

This reiation has been shown by the author to lead to a 

* ‘Versuch einer Theorie, &c. (Leipzig, 1906), pp. 78-81. 
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formula for w of the form 

> es) (3 e”/m 

nv nen ye 1 

pig aelm \? 7 oe) 5) 

Ny n 

and it appears to satisfy the two tests so well that there can 
hardly be any doubt as to its correctness. I have shown in 
my previous communications, how well it explains most of 
the variations observed in the specific rotation of a solution 
consequent on a variation of the constitution of that solution, 
and although one or two small difficulties were then met 
with, they may be overcome by the introduction of the effects. 
due to more or less absorption of the light. This formula. 
satisfies the second test equally well. In fact Lommel’s. 
formula is precisely the formula furnished by the present 
theory as a first approximation in the particular case where 
there is only one absorption band in the whole spectrum of 
the substance at an appreciable distance from the position in 
the spectrum corresponding to the frequency n. 

It would, therefore, appear that the test of reality results. 
entirely in favour of the third theory, and the formula 
deduced from it may therefore be taken as best representing 
the facts. 

It may, of course, be argued that all three theories are the 
same in theend ; itis only a matter of constants! However, 
when, as in the present case, the chief object is to investigate 
the nature of these constants, it is very essential that we 
should have a clear view of the form in which they are first 
introduced into the theory, the ultimate object being to. 
obtain an explanation of their existence at all, in the form 
finally adopted for them. 

Sheffield, Nov. 1918. 

LIV. On the Long- Wave Limits of the Normal 
Photoelectric Lijfect, 

0 the Kditors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN, 
N the December issue of the Philosophical Magazine, 

Drs. Pohl and Pringsheim discussed the present position 
of certain questions in photo-electricity, and concluded 
that there was not sufficient evidence to determine the 
relation between the maximum emission velocity of photo- 
electrons and the frequency of the light. It has long been 
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known that the velocity of the photo-electrons increases with 
the frequency of the light. Two laws have been proposed — 
for the relation between the velocity and the frequency, the 
first being that the velocity squared, or the energy, of the 
photo-electron is proportional to the frequency, that is 

V —— kn—Vo, ° S 6 5 5 = (1) 

where V is the potential difference required to stop the 
photo-electron, and therefore proportionat to its energy, and 
m the frequency. The second is that the velocity is directly 
proportional to the frequency, or, 

WV = hate) 20> oe Te (2) 

‘On account of the small ranges of wave-lengths available it 
is difficult to decide which is the correct relation, but I 
think that Richardson & Compton’s investigations and mine 
show undoubtedly that the results are well expressed by (1) 
but not by (2). Drs. Pohl and Pringsheim, in support of 
their contention that experiment has not decided between the 
two laws suggested, refer to experiments by Kunz and his 
pupil Cornelius, who conclude that their results are better 
expressed by equation (2). The experimental arrangements 
‘of Kunz and Cornelius are open to considerable objections, 
as has been pointed out very clearly by Compton (Phys. 
Rey. (2) 1. p. 382, 1913), and it is therefore doubtful 
whether their results are of any value in deciding the exact 
nature of the relation between the velocity and the frequency. 
‘The experiments of Richardson and Compton and my expe- 
riments are the only experiments on this problem in which 
the measurements were sufficiently accurate to distinguish 
between the proposed relations (1) and (2), and both inves- 

tigations lead to the conclusion that (1) is the true relation. 
Drs. Pohl and Pringsheim offer several objections to these 
researches, the first being that the intensity of the shortest 
wave-length used (especially in my experiments) was so 
feeble that the illuminated plate would never charge up 
to its proper potential on account of insulation leaks. 
‘The method used in my experiments was practically a null 
method, so that this objection has but little weight. In 
this connexion they state that errors may arise from light 
being diffused to the electrode surrounding the illuminated 
plate. The amount of light which gets through the mono- 
chromator, other than the isolated wave-length, is quite small, 
and by the time a fraction of it is reflected by the illuminated 
plate to the surrounding electrode, the effect is negligible. 
‘This could be shown by a simple control experiment. 
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Drs. Pohl and Pringsheim have found that the long wave- 
length limit of the photo-electric effect for some of the 
metallic surfaces prepared by them shifts a considerable dis- 
tance along the spectrum during the course of a few hours 
after the formation of the surface. This interesting result 
does not tell us anything about the relation between V and 
nm; all that it does is to show that V» in equation (1) pro- 
bably alters with the course of time. It is probable that if 
they measured the emission velocity of the photo-electrons 
while the surfaces of the metals were changing, they would 
find that the relation between the velocity and the frequency 
was always represented by (1) and that the line corresponding 
to (1) moved parallel to itself as the long wave-length limit 
moved towards the red end of the spectrum. This is a point 
to be decided by experiment. 

Yours truly, 
A. Lu. HuGHEs. 

The Rice Institute, 
Houston, Texas. 

Dec. 24th, 1918. 

LY. On the Distribution of Energy in the Spectra of Gases. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

N Mr. H. L. P. Jolly’s paper on the Distribution of 
Hnergy in the Spectra of Gases in the Philosophical 

Magazine tor November 1913, there is to be founda summary 
of previous work on the subject, from which several papers 
published by myself or pupils of mine on the same subject 
are missing. May I be allowed to mention those papers for 
the benefit of the readers of your Journal :— 

H. Konen and W. Jungjohann, “ Studies on the Emission 
of Gases,” Astrophys. Journ. xxxi. pp. 404-418 (1910). 
H. Konen and W. Jungjohann, “ Studies on the Emission of 
Gases, II.,” 2b. xxxii. pp. 141-152 (1910). W.Jungjohann, 
“‘Ueber Emission und Absorption leuchtender Gase bei 
hohen Stromdichten unter Verwendung von Gleichstrom,” 
Zeitschr. f. wiss. Photographie Sc. ix. pp. 84-103, 105-168 
(1910). H. Kyll, ‘“Intensitiitsmessungen im_ positiven 
Bandenspectrum des Stickstoffs,” Dissertation, Miinster, 1910. 
J. Schwedes, ‘‘ Veber Intensitiitsmessungen strémender Gase 
bei hohen Stromdichten unter Verwendung von Gleichstrom,” 
Zeitschr. f. wiss. Photographie Sc. xi. pp. 169-204 (1912). 
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H. Konen, ‘das Leuchten der Gase und Dampfe,” Braun- 
schweig, 1913, pp. 302 ff. Besides many papers by other 
authors not mentioned in Mr. Jolly’s summary. 

From the experience gained in our Miinster Laboratory 
it seems necessary : 

(1) to make use of tubes with a continuous flow of gas; 
(2) to make use of continuous electric current in all mea- 

surements of intensity or energy of spectral lines in order 
to avoid complications that make it impossible to draw any 
reliable conclusions either from radiometric or photometric 
measurements. That it is possible to fulfil both conditions, 
by means of special tubes described in the first of the papers 
mentioned above, is, in my opinion, conclusively shown by 
Mr. J. Schwedes, 

Yours very truly, 

H. Konen. 
Minster i/W, physikalisches Institut 

der Universitat, Jan. 25, 1914. 

LVI. The Theory of Photoelectric and Photochemical Action. 
By O. W. Ricwarpson, £.R.S., Wheatstone Professor of 
Physics, University of London, King’s College*. 

See many reasons and especially on account of the 
complexity which recent experimental investigations Tf 

have shown to characterize the relation between the number 
of electrons emitted by bodies and the intensity and frequency 
of the radiation used to stimulate them, it seems desirable to 
consider the theory of these effects from as many points of 
view as possible. I have therefore amplified the discussion 
of some of the points raised in my previous papers dealing 
with these questions. I shall consider first the amount of 
energy which is abstracted from the radiation when one 
electron or atom is liberated. In what follows immediately 
I shall use the term atom to include electrically charged 
particles, 2. e. ions and electrons, since the argument is exactly 
the same whether the particles are supposed electrically 
charged or not. 

* Communicated by the Author. A paper read before the American 
Physical Society at the Chicago Meeting, Nov. 28, 1913. 

+ Pohl and Pringsheim, numerous papers in recent volumes of the 
Verhandlungen der Deutschen Physik. Gesellschaft. Compton and 
Richardson Phil, Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 549 (1913). 
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The Energy abstracted per Atom liberated. 

Consider any condensed form of any substance, bounded 
by a surface, which emits any monatomic gas under the 
influence of illumination. 

Let =the mean internal kinetic energy of these atoms, 
z.e. the kinetic energy they possess when in the 
condensed form. 

W =the average work done by each atom in escaping 
from the substance. 

w==the average change of total energy which accom- 
panies the escape of a single atom. 

i) 

) 6 ° ° we 

Then 5 RT is the mean external kinetic energy; (i. e. after 

escaping) of an atom at temperature T and 

w= : epaTD ESE NAA AS ALPINE. 0) 

Let d(v) denote the mean energy which each atom, liber- 
ated under the influence of monochromatic radiation of 
frequency v, has acquired from the radiation at the moment 
of liberation. The kinetic energy of each atom immediately 
before emission is thus $(v) + &, if the contribution to € arising 
from the radiation is treated as negligible (see last paragraph), 
and the mean kinetic energy each atom carries away from 
the surface of the substance is 

T, = $0) +E-W = $0) 4+5RT—w. . 2) 
If the substance is enclosed by an isolating boundary, so 

that the space between the substance and the boundary 1s 
initially vacuous, there will ultimately be equilibrium cha- 
racterized by some constant temperature, let us say T. The 
body will be emitting atoms under the influence of the 
complete radiation characteristic of T, and these will be 

returning to the body on account of their kinetic motions. 
The two processes balance, so that the state is invariable. 
By moving a piston transparent to radiation, the quantity of 
emitted gas can be varied without changing the quantity of 
radiation, so that, as before*, if 2 is the number of liberated 
atoms per unit volume, : 

w r 
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where A, is a quantity which is characteristic for the sub- 
stance but is independent of ‘I. The number N, of liberated 

* O. W. Richardson, Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 619 (1912). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. 2K 
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atoms which are returned to each unit area of the substance 
in unit time is 

eae 
N, =nAT=AT ed FY |. es 

where @ is a constant readily calculated from the kinetic 
theory of gases and A is thus still independent of T and 
characteristic for the substance. 

Let eF (v) be the number of atoms emitted from unit area 
of the substance in unit time in the presence of unit energy 
density of frequency between v and v+dy, and assume that 
the number of atoms emitted in the presence of the whole 
spectrum characteristic of T is, using Planck’s formula, 

MT Fy) a 
4 C8 a 

ent] 

This equation contains the important assumption, which does 
not yet seem to have tested experimentally, that the number 
of atoms emitted by a given amount of light is the same 
whether the light is undecomposed or is broken up, without 
loss of energy, into its spectral constituents. In other words, 
it assumes that the photochemical substance acts as its own 
grating. This may be justified as being the simplest as- 
sumption which is consistent with the conclusions drawn 
from experiments on photoelectric action, that the number 
of emitted electrons is simply proportional to the intensity of 
light of definite spectral composition but varies greatly when 
equal energies of light of different frequencies are compared. 

In (5) we have taken the lower limit of the integral to be 
finite and equal to vy. This is to cover the possibility, which 
appears to be demanded by the results of photoelectric 
experiments, that eF(v) is a function which takes the value 
zero when v=v, and does not exist for values of v between 
Qand vw. If eF(v) is a function which extends over the 
whole spectrum the case can be provided for by simply 
putting y,=0. 
Now consider the kinetic energy which is carried away 

from the substance by the atoms liberated under the in- 
fluence of the radiation. If el*(v) has the properties we have 
attributed to it, this amount of kinetic energy is, by virtue 
of (2) and (5), 

a (en 4 3 
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We have also from (5) 
hv 

piecn2 2" 3 i fs een. \ Ss es dy, 
fol Grea: aie ro Rt_y 

since eF'(v)=0 when v=. 
Differentiating (+) by T, we have 

oN, RES =N,(5 T +r), 

3 =H,+N,(wr—5 RT), Soe Dea 

where E,=2N,RT is the kinetic energy returned to the 
substance by the motion of thermal agitation of the gas. 
In the steady state H,=E, and N;=N,. This is true, so 
far as the present use of these equations is concerned, even 
if there is scattering or reflexion of atoms at the surface of 
the substance. For by a well-known principle in atomic 
statistics there are as many deflexions of returning atoms 
outwards, of a given class, as there are deflexions inwards 
of escaping atoms of the same elass. Substituting for E, 
and N, in (9) the values given by (7) and (8) we get 

hv 

3 Rr 
po oo) ee pre PE fde=0. (20) 
vg € HM if: e RT = 

This equation is true for all values of vy and T and for all the 
admissible forms of eF(y) characteristic of different sub- 
stances. In general it appears from (10) that ¢(v) may be 
dependent not only on v but may also involve the properties 
of the substance, through eF (vy) and » and the temperature 
T. The experimental evidence all goes to show that at 
sufficiently low temperatures photoelectric action is approxi- 
mately independent of the temperature of the substance for 
light of a given intensity ; so that at low temperatures (such 
for example as are employed in ordinary laboratory experl- 
ments on these effects) equation (10) reduces to 

Ve el'(v)hv*e “Rt {¢)—lw}dy=0. . . (11) 
W) 

If photochemical and photoelectric actions are (funda- 
mentally) independent of temperature at low temperatures 
then el'(v) and $(y) will be functions of v and y, only and 
will not involve I. . In that case either eF (v)=0 or 6(v)=hy 

2K 2 

(8) 
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for every value of »y. For it is easy to show that the only 
regular function of v not involving T which satisfies the 
equation 

ee hv 

x(vje Btdv=0, . . . . 7 ey 
@ Vo 

if vy) is also independent of T, is y(v)=0. For let 

x(v) = a,+ S ay+tby~* 
SSil 

over the range y4<v<0. By repeated integration of (12) 
with respect to dI from 0 to T or repeated differentia- 
tion with respect to T, we see that for every integer p 

(oo) hv 

| y=? (pe B¥dy=0. 3) 44 sae 
Vo 

Multiplying the integrals (13) by the corresponding con- 
stants dp dj dy....6,b).... and adding we get 

ee hv 

| [xy(v) |?e BEdv=0. 

hv a 

Since e RY and y are always positive it follows that yv)=0 
for y»<v<e. Applying this result to (11) it follows that 

OGW)=hy,. ..  »- ga 

Thus the quantity of energy which an atom abstracts from 
the radiation before it is liberated, under the influence of 
light of frequency », is hv. | 

This result has only been shown to be valid at low tem- 
‘peratures. It appears to follow from the following 
assumptions :— 

(1) That the distribution of energy in the radiation is 
given by Planck’s formula. 

(2) That such a function as el*(v) exists and the effects of 
the spectral components of mixed light are additive. 

(3) That photochemical actions are fundamentally inde- 
pendent of temperature at low temperatures and that 
they do not contravene the second law of thermo- 
dynamics. 

(4) That the part of & which comes from the radiation is 
negligible. 

This demonstration shows that the considerations about 
the specific heat of electricity and electron reflexion which 
entered into proofs * I have given of this and related formule 

* Phys. Rey. vol. xxxiy. p. 146 (1912); Phil, Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 624 
(1912), vol. xxiv. p. 570 (1912). 
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were not really essential. Equation (14) has also been ob- 
tained by Hinstein *, who bases his demonstration on the 
assumption that radiation of the same frequency and equal 
amount as that absorbed during emission is given out on 
recombination. This hypothesis seems to be of a restrictive 
character and results in the existence of states of radiation 
in equilibrium with matter which are different from the 
complete radiation characteristic of that temperature. The 
justification urged for the existence of such states of equi- 
librium between matter and radiation is that they would not 
violate the second law of thermodynamics. It appears, how- 
ever, from the foregoing considerations that the particular 
limitation set up by Hinstein is not really essential. 

In a recent paper Planck } has considered the equilibrium 
between radiation and matter which liberates electrons under 
its influence. He arrives thus at a consistent system which 
includes Planck’s law of distribution for the radiant energy 
and Maxwell’s law for the energy of the electrons. The law 
which Planck finds to govern the amount of energy ab- 
stracted from the radiation by the liberated electrons agrees 
with that found above in that it approaches hv as the tem- 
perature approaches zero. This follows from equations (12) 
and (28) of Planck’s paper. 

Hinstein’s demonstration leads to (14) as a limit which is 
true for small radiation densities. This may be regarded as 
analogous to the result obtained above, according to which 
(14) is necessarily valid only at low temperatures ; since low 
temperatures correspond to small radiation densities. 

It is evident from what has been said that the functions 
xX (VY, ¥%o, T) which satisfy the equation 

3 
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are of great interest in the theory of photochemical 
action. 

It will be observed that we have not proved that (14) is 
mot true at all temperatures. All we have proved is that if 
photochemical action is fundamentally independent of 
temperature at low temperatures, then at such temperatures 
(14) is true. IL shall show in a moment that a consistent 

* Ann. der Physik, vol. xxxvii. p, 8382 (1912) ; Jowrn. de Physique, 1913, 
+ Setzungsber. der k. Preuss. Akad. der Wiss., Physik.-Math. Classe, 

xvill. p. 350 (1913), 
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scheme of relations may be framed whereby 

b(v) =hv 

universally, at all temperatures. The deduction will depend 
on assumptions (1), (2), and (4) but not on the first part of 
assumption (3). 

The Amount. of Decomposition. 

The function eF(v) is of great interest. The experiments: 
on photoelectric action show that it may be very complicated, 
and the simple solutions of the equations which I have so far 
been able to consider exhibit onty a rough correspondence: 
with the experimental results*. It is, however, important. 
to know whether they are affected by the considerations: 
about the specific heat of electricity which I have previously 
made use of. 

el'(v) is a function of v9 as well as v. Let us denote it by 
F(%, v). Then from (4) and (5), 

3 CL w 
27 (” hy 2 \ past 271 = F'(y, v)dv = AT?) BE = NL (16) 
C Joo @RT — J 

This equation may be varied by giving to w a small inere- 
ment 7 (independent of T) and a corresponding increment & 
to vo, the other quantities being unchanged. ‘This variation 
is admissible because it can be realized physically by making: 
use of a layer of attracting matter or an electrical double 
layer. Hence 

ale) hv? an 

ly B(y4+ & v)dv=e™ RT ( me Mn 0. 
Vo +é& 
eT J] : 

Neglecting squares and higher powers of the small quantities: 
£,y, and remembering that F(v,v) =0 when v = vg, this. 
gives 

hy? een ial NS OF, a . 
{= REPO v)+é& aN dv=0. «1 (LQ 

Equation (17) is solved by 
hv 

7 =i, and FO, 0)= coust(1—< -*r) x (vv, 
y? 

where p is any positive number. This solution includes the 

* Compton and Richardson (loc. cit.). 
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one previously discussed *, viz :— 

n const 
go h, and F(%, v) = aay fo) a eI GCL) 

as the particular case p=1 restricted in validity to small 
values of T. 
Now consider the equation (16), which we may write 

00 3 5 hv hvo 

i=) VE CoM) 0 Ri hdy = B(T)e" #4, (20) 
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This may be regarded as defining ®(T). LHquation (18) 
suggests putting 

F(vp,2) = (1 —2" BF @—m), 3 (22) 

where y is an undetermined function of y—vyy only and does 
not involve T. It follows from (18) that y can include 
every function of the argument which is regular between 
v=v) and v= and still be a solution of (17). By changing 

. WD) 
the variable to z= RT 3 

hvo oo 

T=RTe- af v2) made. 
0 

and: by successive integration by parts 

o RT RT\? RTY (0) 4. yO) + =) GO) =). 

+(,)¥O+ u .} = (1). . (23) 
Since, by hypothesis w(v—y) does not depend on T, 
Wr(0), Wr'(0)... W"(0) ... &e. are all independent of T. 
If the solution we are seeking exists, equation (23) must 
be true for all real positive values of T. The solution there- 
fore will only exist if @(T) can be expanded asa series of 
positive integral powers of T. By Maclaurin’s theorem, if 
such an expansion js possible, 

YO “ 

! T ieee @(T) = (0) +TH'(0) + 5&0) +--+ ~o (0)+... (24) 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxiv. p. 570 (1912). 
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Hence by comparing coefficients, ®(0)=0 and 

1(0) = 700), ¥'O) =a B"O), 
he- 1 

yr) =P), be...» BS) 
Since 

(a) =WO) +4 (0) + 5 ov) +. . (@b) 

the relations (25) are sufficient to determine W(v—v ) if it 
exists. 

Let us now consider the equation which expresses the 
balance of kinetic energy between the outgoing and 
returning streams of atoms. This may be written, using 
(2), (6), and (16), since E=2NRIT, 

Yo 3 12 hvo 

J={ BTEC Y) ndy =" NRT=2RTO(Te *, . 27) 
Baas T rey 2 

or 
ey Av hvo 

s=| y(v—v)e PT hdv=2RT@(T)e 87, . (28) 

if XY (v—M)=Trwv(v—m%) . . . . (9) 

is a function only of (v—»). This assumption is suggested 
since the form of (28) is the same as that of (20). Thus, by 
the same treatment as in dealing with (20), 

oy 4 oe +(F-) xr) t ... =20(1) 

2RT{ WO) +(F= WO) +(G= Wt. HF) WO +. 
whence x(0) =0 and 

x! (0) NO) =x" Op (O)= -. SX") =... = 9h. 
ik 

Since x(7)=x(0) +.ry!(0) + 2x"(0) + 
= 9) fe 0 au , ae " 

lO) peat ona (0) they 

=2n| an (a\da— Uab a) strom (29). 
~ 0 
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we see that 

Oa \S Ae 
See te SEL po ANA ose SOG) 

Now turn to the equation (21) which defines ®(T). 
Differentiate both sides by T’ and divide each side of the 
resulting equation by the corresponding side of (21). This 
gives 

wala RE Gi poh aH 

But, from equation (2), 

T.=o(v )+: SRT 

ee i ee sites (Od) 

and since T, is from (29) a function of y—v, only, it follows 
from (33) that 

'(T) (0) =lv—2RT + RE Soy + }(v—v%) 

where /(v—vp) is an arbitrary function of y—yv, only. But f 
must be zero because ¢ cannot involve vy which depends on 
the properties of a distant surface. Thus 

(0) =I 2RT+ RES I, Mey (ae) 

Substituting the value of F(v, v) given by (22) in (10) we 
have 

o hv 

Ci t(v—ve){h(v) —hv}e" BT dv =0, 

and, from (34), 

hy @! WW Too _ ly 

RP Sr ; -2nr | | vr(v—v)e RT dy=0. 
Yo 

Since W(v— rp) 40, 

»O'(1) 
(1) ee Tie a 9 
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From this 

O(H)=ALP.-.).. . . eae 

where A is a constant, and from (34) 

boys, OO OO 

for every substance and at all temperatures. Thus the 
restriction to low temperatures which might have been 
required for (37) to satisfy (10) is not really necessary. 
Hquation (33) now reduces to 

T=hv=%), 2. .) en 

and, putting v—1y=., (31) becomes 

; spa) =2 Wajda, . = eee 

or . 

po) t+ah(7)=2(@). . Eee 

Thus 
Wiv—vy)=Aiv—%), «. - - . GL) 

where A; isa constant. The values of ® and W given by 
(36) and (41) respectively satisfy the relations (25), since 

ap’ (0) =A,, pl (0) 27k 

and all the other coefficients vanish. Incidentally, from 
(32), 

w=hyy + 2 RT. - 6) «re 

The results of this investigation may be summarized as 
follows :—Considering the equation 

i ap Le Gorey) Se 
RT _ 

Tw - 
_ hvo 3/2 qt 

hdv=2RT@(D)e *.=2ARTy eo ae 

é 

which contains most of the quantities under discussion. 

This equation and equations (10), (16), and (17), all of 
which involve independent relationships, are all satistied 
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by the following consistent scheme of mutually related 
functions :— 

d(v)= hy, 0<v<a» | 

hv ee | 

F(»; py) = pe (l—en ee P" V<Vv<n, 

T= h(v—v9), y<v<w,. (43) 

hyy= w— 5 RI, | 

@(T)= AT?. | 

So far as I have been able to discover, this is the only set of 
functions involving only a single critical frequency which 
will satisfy all the relations as laid down (see below) without 
contradiction. No use whatever has been made of the value 
of the specific heat of electricity or any other specifically 
electrical property of the materials, so that the results will be 
just as valid for photochemical as for photoelectric actions. 

A certain amount of caution is necessary in the applica- 
tion of these formulse to compare with the results of experi- 
ments. In carrying out the calculations we have entirely 
neglected the part played by electron reflexion in the 
electrical case, and by the corresponding deflexions of the 
atoms in the types of photochemical action which are more 
generally regarded as such. From the principle of statis- 
tical equivalence referred to on p. 479, it follows that this 
neglect will not affect the equilibrium values, so that the 
equations (43) will express the relations which are inherent 
in the phenomena so far as the action of the radiation on the 
molecules is concerned. But in photoelectric experiments at 
any rate we have to deal, not with a state of equilibrium, but 
with the rate of emission under given illumination. This is 
less than the ideal emission by an amount which represents 
the number of electrons deflected back into the interior. An 
exactly similar difficulty arises in the application of the equi- 
librium theory of the thermionic emission of electrons to the 
experimental measurements of the maximum rate of ther- 
mionic emission at a given temperature * 

More serious limitations are Tairodered by the assumption 
that the contribution to the mean internal kinetic energ yé 
arising from the radiation is negligible. It is, in fact. 
possible that the whole of € may arise in this way. To 

* O. W. Richardson, Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 604 (1912). 
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include the possibility that the part of & thus arising is not 
negligible we might have defined (vy) rather differently as © 
the excess at emission of the internal kinetic energy over the 
mean value €&. In that case some of the other conclusions 
would require reconsideration. Also, the results which have 
been given are not easily hanmoneee with the values of the 
specific heats of bodies at low temperatures. For these 
reasons, the formulation outlined above is to be taken as illus- 
trative rather than final. Another direction in which it 
is practically certain that the foregoing theory is too 
much simplified is in the assumption — of only one critical 
frequency vy. I hope to be able to return to the discussion 
of these questions later. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton, N. J. 

LVI. The Structure ofthe Atom. By Sir Hryest RUTHERFORD, 
FR.S., Professor of Physics, University of Manchester. 

fl ees present paper and the accompanying paper by 
Mr. C. Darwin deal with certain points in connexion 

with the “nucleus” theory of the atom which were pur- 
posely omitted in my first communicaticn on that subject 
(Phil. Mag. May 1911). A brief account is given of the 
later investigations which have been made to test the theory 
and of the deductions which can be drawn from them. At 
the same time a brief statement is given of recent observa- 
tions on the passage of « particles through hydrogen, which 
throw important light on the dimensions of the nucleus. 

In my previous paper (loc. cit.) I pointed out the import- 
ance of the study of the passage of the high speed « and 
particles through matter as a means of throwing hght on 
the internal structure of the atom. Attention was ceo 
to the remarkable fact, first observed by Geiger and 
Marsden +, that a small ‘fraction of the swift 2 ‘particles 
from. radioactive substances were able to be a 
through an angle of more than 90° as the results of a 
encounter with a single atom. It was shown that the tne 
of atom devised by Lord Kelvin and worked out in great 
detail by Sir J.J. Thomson was unable to produce ‘such 
large deflexions unless the diameter of the positive sphere 
wes exceedingly small. In order to account for this large 
angle scattering of « particles, I supposed that the atom 
consisted of a positively charged nucleus of small dimensions 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. A. lxxxii. p. 495 (1909). 
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in which practically all the mass of the atom was concentrated. 
The nucleus was supposed to be surrounded bya distribution 
of electrons to make the atom electrically neutral, and 
extending to distances from the nucleus comparable with 
the ordinary accepted radius of the atom. Some of the 
swift « particles passed through the atoms in their path and 
entered the intense electric field in the neighbourhood of the 
nucleus and were deflected from their rectilinear path. In 
order to suffer a deflexion of more than a few degrees, the 
a particle has to pass very close to the nucleus, and it 
was assumed that the field of force in this region was not 
appreciably affected by the external electronic distribution. 
Supposing that the forces between the nucleus and the 
a particle are repulsive and follow the law of inverse squares, 
the « particle describes a hyperbolic orbit round the nucleus. 
and its deflexion can be simply calculated. 

ft was deduced from this theory that the number of 
a particles falling normally on unit area of a surface and 
making an angle @ with the direction of the incident rays 
1s proportional to 

(1) cosec* d/2 or 1/¢* if @ be small ; 
(2) the number of atoms per unit volume of the scattering 

material ; 
(3) thickness of scattering material ¢ provided this is. 

small; 
(4) square of the nucleus charge Ne ; 
(5) and is inversely proportional to (mw?)?, where m is. 

the mass of the & particle and w its velocity. 

From the data of scattering on «& particles previously 
given by Geiger *,it was deduced that the value of the 
Sree ene charge ae equal to about half the atomic weight 
multiplied by the electronic charge. Experiments were: 
begun by Geiger and Marsden { to test whether the laws of 
single scattering of « particles were in agreement with the 
theory. The general experimental method employed by 
them consisted in allowing a narrow pencil of « particles to 
fall normally on a thin film of matter, and observing by the 
scintillation method the number scattered through different 
angles. This was a very difficult and laborious piece of 
work involving the counting of many thousands of particles. 
They found that their results were in very close accord with 
the theory. When the thickness of the scattering film was 
very small, the amount of scattering was directly proportional 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 1xxxiii, p. 492 (1910). 
+ Geiger and Marsden, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 604 (1913). 
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to the thickness and varied inversely as the fourth power of 
the velocity of the incident « particles. A special study was 
made of the number of « particles scattered through angles 

. ~O oO ° 

varying between 5° and 150°. Although over this range the 
number decreased in the ratio 200,000 to 1, the relation 
between number and angle agreed with the theory within 
the limit of experimental error. They found that the scat- 
tering of different atoms of matter was approximately 
proportional to the square of the atomic weight, showing 
that the charge on the nucleus was nearly proportional to 

the atomic weight. By determining the number of « par- 
ticles scattered from thin films of gold, they concluded that 
the nucleus charge was equal to about half the atomic weight 
multiplied by the electronic charge. On account of the 
«difficulties of this experiment, the actual number could not 
be considered correct within more than 20 per cent. 

The experimental results of Geiger and Marsden were 
thus in complete accord with the predictions of the theory, 
and indicated the essential correctness of this hypothesis of 
the structure of the atom. 

In determining the magnitude of single scattering, I 
assumed in my previous paper, for simplicity of calculation, 
that the atom was at rest during an encounter with an 
a particle. In an accompanying paper, Mr. ©. Darwin has 
worked out the relations to be expected when account is 
taken of the motion of the recoiling atom. He has shown 
that no sensible error has been introduced in this way even 
for atoms of such low atomic weight as carbon. Mr. Darwin 
has also worked out the scattering to be expected if the law 
of force is not that of the inverse square, and has shown that 
it is not in accord with experiment either with regard to the 
variation of scattering with angle or with the variation of 
scattering with velocity. The general evidence certainly 
indicates that the law of force between the « particle and the 
nucleus is that of the inverse square. 

It is of interest to note that C. T. R. Wilson *, by photo- 
graphing the trails of the @ particle, later showed that the 
2 particle occasionally suffers a sudden deflexion through a 
large angle. ‘This affords convincing evidence of the 
correctness of the view that large deflexions do occasionally 
occur as a result of an encounter with a single atom. 

On the theory outlined, the large deflexions of the « particle 
are supposed to be due to its passage close to the nucleus 
where the field is very intense and to be not appreciably 
affected by its passage through the external distribution of 

* C. T. R. Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc, A. Ixxxvii. p. 277 (1912). 
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electrons. This assumption seems to be legitimate when we 
remember that the mass and energy of the « particle are 
very large compared with that of an electron even moving 
with a velocity comparable with that of light. Simple con- 
siderations show that the deflexions which an @ particle would 
experience even in passing through the complex electronic 
distribution of a heavy atom like gold, must be small com- 
pared with the large deflexions actually observed. In fact, 
the passage of swift « particles through matter affords the 
most definite and straightforward method of throwing light 
on the gross structure of the atom, for the « particle is able 
to penetrate the atom without serious disturbance from the 
electronic distribution, and thus is only affected by the 
intense field associated with the nucleus of the atom. 

This independence of the large angle scattering on the 
external distribution of electrons is only true for charged 
particles whose kinetic energy is very large. It is not to be 
expected that it will hold for particles moving at very much 
lower speeds and with much less energy—such, for example, 
as the ordinary cathode particles or the recoil atoms from 
active matter. In such cases it is probable that the external 
electronic distribution plays a far more prominent part in 
governing the scattering than in the case under consideration. 

Scattering of B particles. 

It is to be anticipated on the nucleus theory that swift 
§ particles should suffer deflexions through large angles in 
their passage close to the nucleus. There seems to be no 
doubt that such large deflexions are actually produced, and 
I showed in my previous paper that the results of scattering 
of 8 particles found by Crowther * could be generally 
explained on the nucleus theory of atomic structure. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that there are several 
important points of distinction between the effects to be 
expected for an & particle and a B particle. Since the force 
between the nucleus and 8 particle is attractive, the B par- 
ticle increases rapidly in speed in approaching the nucleus. 
On the ordinary electrodynamics, this entails a loss of energy 
by radiation, and also an increase of the apparent mass of 
the electron. Darwin+t has worked out mathematically the 
result of these effects on the orbit of the electron, and has 
shown that, under certain conditions, the @ particle does not 
escape from the atom but describes a spiral orbit ultimately 

* Crowther, Proc. Roy. Soc, A. Ixxxiv. p. 226 (1910). 
+ Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 201 (1913). 
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falling into the nucleus. This result is of great interest, for 
it may offer an explanation of the disappearance of swift. 
& particles in their passage through matter. In addition, it 
must be borne in mind that the swiftest @ particle expelled 
from radium C possesses only about one-third of the energy 
of the corresponding « particle, while the average energy of 
the @ particle is less than one-sixth of that of the a particle. 
It is thus to be anticipated that the large angle scattering of 
a 8 particle by the nucleus will take place in regions where the 
a particle will only suffer a small deflexion—regions for which 
the application of the simple theory may not have been accu- 
rately tested. For these reasons, it is of great importance to 
determine the laws of large angle scattering of 8 particles of 
different speeds in passing through matter, as it should throw 
hght on a number of important points connected with atomic 
structure. Experiments are at present in progress in the 
laboratory to examine the scattering of such swift @ particles 
in detail. 

It is obvious that a @ particle in passing close to an 
electron will occasionally suffer a large deflexion. The 
problem is mathematically similar to that fora close encounter 
of an & particle with a helium atom of the same mass, which 
is discussed by Mr. Darwin in the accompanying paper. 
Such large deflexions due to electronic encounter, however, 
should be relatively small in number compared with those 
due to the nucleus of a heavy atom. 

Scattering in Hydrogen. 

Special interest attaches to the effects to be expected when 
a particles pass through light gases like hydrogen and helium. 
In a previous paper by Mr. Nuttall and the author *, it has 
been shown that the scattering of @ particles in hydrogen and 
helium is in good agreement with the view that the hydrogen 
nucleus has one positive charge, while the « particle, or 
helium, has two. Mr. Darwin has worked out in detail the 
simple scattering to be anticipated when « particles pass 
through hydrogen and helium. It is only necessary here to 
refer to the fact that on the nucleus theory a small number 
of hydrogen atoms should acquire, as the result of close 
encounters with « particles, velocities about 1-6 times that of 
the velocity of the « particle itself. On account of the fact 
that the hydrogen atom carries one positive charge while the 
a particle carries two, it can be calculated that some of the 
hydrogen atoms should have a range in hydrogen of nearly 
four times that of the « particle which sets them in motion. 

* Rutherford and Nuttall, Phil. Mag. yxvi. p. 702 (1918). 
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Mr. Marsden has kindly made experiments for me to test 
whether the presence of such hydrogen atoms can be detected. 
A detailed account of his experimenis will appear later, but 
it suffices to mention here that undoubted evidence has been 
obtained by him that some of the hydrogen atoms are set in 
such swift motion that they are able to produce a visible 
scintillation on a zine sulphide screen and are able to travel 
through hydrogen a distance three or four times greater than 
the colliding « particle. The general method employed was 
to place a thin a-ray tube containing about 100 millicuries of 
purified emanation in a tube filled with hydrogen. The 
scintillations due to the 2 particle from the tube disappeared 
in air after traversing a distance of about 5 em. When the 
air was displaced by hydrogen, the great majority of the scin- 
tillations disappeared at about 20 em. from the source, which 
corresponds to the range of the e particle in hydrogen. A 
small number of scintillations, however, persisted in hydrogen 
up to a distance of about 90 cm. The scintillations were of 
less intensity than those due to the ordinary particle. The 
number of scintillations observed is of the order of magnitude 
to be anticipated on the theory of single scattering, supposing 
that the nucleus in hydrogen and helium has such small 
dimensions, and that they behave like point charges for 
distances up to 107 cm. 

There appears to be no doubt that the scintillations observed 
beyond 20 cm. are due to charged hydrogen atoms which 
are set in swift motion by a close encounter with an @ par- 
ticle. Experiments are at present in progress by Mr. Marsden 
to determine the number of hydrogen atoms set in motion, 
and the variation of the number with the scattering angle. 

It does not appear possible to explain the appearance of 
such swift hydrogen atoms unless it be supposed that the 
forces of repulsion between the « particle and the hydrogen 
atom are exceedingly intense. Such intense forces can only 
arise if the positive nuclei have exceedingly small dimensions, 
so that a close approach between them is possible. 

Dimensions and Constitution of the Nucleus. 

In my previous paper [ showed that the nucleus must 
have exceedingly small dimensions, and ealculated that in 
the case of gold its radius was not greater than 3 x 10-7” em. 
In order to account for the velocity given to hydrogen atoms 
by the collision with « particles, it can be simply calculated 
(see Darwin) that the centres of nuclei of helium and hydrogen 
must approach within a distance of 1°7 x 1078 em. of each 
other. Supposing for simplicity the nuclei to have dimensions 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. 2 L ~ 
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and to be spherical in shape, it is clear that the sum of the 
radii of the hydrogen and helium nuclei is not greater than 
17xX10-"% cm. This is an exceedingly small quantity, even 
smaller than the ordinarily accepted value of the diameter 
of the electron, viz. 2x10-"% em. It is obvious that the 
method we have considered gives a maximum estimate of the 
dimensions of the nuclei, and it is not improbable that the 
hydrogen nucleus itself may have still smaller dimensions, 
This raises the question whether the hydrogen nucleus is so 
small that its mass may be accounted for in the same way as 
the mass of the negative electron. 

It is well known from the experiments of Sir J. J. Thom- 
son and others, that no positively charged carrier has been 
observed of mass less than that of the hydrogen atom. The 
exceedingly small dimensions found for the hydrogen nucleus 
add weight to the suggestion that the hydrogen nucleus 
is the positive electron, and that its mass is entirely electro- 
magnetic in origin. According to the electromagnetic 

con} 

theory, the electrical mass of a charged body, supposed 
¢ J, “« ‘ OAM : . 

spherical, is — - where e is the charge and a the radius. 
Oo 
? 

The hydrogen nucleus consequently must have a radius about 
1/1830 of the electron if its mass is to be explained in this 
way. There is no experimental evidence at present contrary 
to such an assumption. 

The helium nucleus has a mass nearly four times that of 
hydrogen. If one supposes that the positive electron, 2. e. 
the hydrogen atom, is a unit of which all atoms are composed, 
it is to be anticipated that the helium atom contains four 
positive electrons and two negative. 

It is well known that a helium atom is expelled in many 
cases in the transformation of radioactive matter, but no 
evidence has so far been obtained of the expulsion of a 
hydrogen atom. In conjunction with Mr. Robinson, I have 
examined whether any other charged atoms are expelled 
from radioactive matter except helium atoms, and the recoil 
atoms which accompany the expulsion of «@ particles. The 
examination showed that if such particles are expelled, their 
number is certainly less than 1 in 10,000 of the number of 
helium atoms. It thus follows that the helium nucleus is a 
very stable configuration which survives the intense disturb- 
ances resulting in its expulsion with high velocity from the 
radioactive atom, and is one of the units, of which possibly 
the great majority of the atoms are composed. The radioactive 
evidence indicates that the atomic weight of successive pro- 
ducts decreases by four units consequent on the expulsion of 
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an # particle, and it has often been pointed out that the atomic 
weights of many of the permanent atoms differ by about four 
units. 7 

It will be seen later that the resultant positive charge on 
the nucleus determines the main physical and chemical 
properties of the atom. The mass of the atom is, however, 
dependent on the number and arrangement of the positive 
and negative electrons constituting the atom. Since the 
experimental evidence indicates that the nucleus has very 
small dimensions, the constituent positive and negative 
electrons must be very closely packed together. As Lorentz 
has pointed out, the electrical mass of a system of charged 
particles, if close together, will depend not only on the 
number of these particles, but on the way their fields interact. 
For the dimensions of the positive and negative electrons 
considered, the packing must be very close in order to 
produce an appreciable alteration in the mass due to this 
cause. ‘This may, for example, be the explanation of the 
fact that the helium atom has not quite four times the mass 
of the hydrogen atom. Until, however, the nucleus theory 
has been more definitely tested, it would appear premature 
to discuss the possible structure of the nucleus itself. The 
general theory would indicate that the nucleus of a heavy 
atom is an exceedingly complicated system, although its 
dimensions are very minute. 

An important question arises whether the atomic nuclei, 
which all carry a positive charge, contain negative electrons. 
This question has been discussed by Bohr *, who concluded 
from the radioactive evidence that the high speed @ particles 
have their origin in the nucleus. The general radioactive 
evidence certainly supports such a conclusion. It is well 
known that the radioactive transformations which are accom- 
panied by the expulsion of high speed 8 particles are, Jike 
the « ray changes, unaffected by wide ranges of temperature 
or by physical and chemical conditions. On the nucleus 
theory, there can be no doubt that the « particle has its 
origin in the nucleus and gains a great part, if not all, of its 
energy of motion in escaping from the atom. It seems 
reasonable, therefore, to suppose that a 8 ray transformation 
also originates from the expulsion of a negative electron 
from the nucleus. It is well known that the energy expelled 
in the form of 8 and y rays during the transformation of 
radium C fF is about one-quarter of the energy of the expelled 
a particle. It does not seem easy to explain this large 

* Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 476 (1918). 
+ See Rutherford and acai ha Mag. xxv. p. 801 (1918). 
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emission of energy by supposing it to have its origin in the 
electronic distribution. It seems more likely that a very 
high speed electron is liberated from the nucleus, and in its 
escape from the atom sets the electronic distribution in 
violent vibration, giving rise to intense y rays and also. 
to secondary 8 particles. The general evidence certainly 
indicates that many of the high speed electrons from radio- 
active matter are liberated from the electronic distribution 
in consequence of the disturbance due to the primary electron 
escaping from the nucleus. 

Charge on the Nucleus. 

We have seen that from an examination of the scattering 
of « particles by matter, it has been found that the positive 
charge on the nucleus is approximately equal to $Ae, when 
A is the atomic weight and e the unit charge. This is 
equivalent to the statement that the number of electrons in 
the external distribution is about half the atomic weight in 
terms of hydrogen. It is of interest to note that this is the 
value deduced by Barkla * from entirely different evidence, 
viz. the scattering of X rays in their passage through matter. 
This is founded on the theory of scattering given by 
Sir J. J. Thomson, which supposes that each electron in an 
atom scatters as an independent unit. It seems improbable 
that the electrons within the nucleus would contribute to. 
this scattering, for they are packed together with positive 
nuclei and must be held in equilibrium by forces of a dif- 
ferent order of magnitude from those which bind the external. 
electrons. 

It is obvious from the consideration of the cases of 
hydrogen and helium, where hydrogen has one electron and 
helium two, that the number of electrons cannot be exactly 
half the atomic weight in all cases. This has led to an 
interesting suggestion by van den Broekft that the number 
of units of char ge on the nucleus, and consequently the 
number of external electrons, may be equal to the number of 
the elements when arranged in order of increasing atomic 
weight. On this view, the nucleus charges of hydrogen, 
helium, and carbon are 1, 2, 6 respectiy ely, and so on for 
the other elements, provided there is no gap due to a missing 
element. This view has been taken by Bohr in his theory of 
the constitution of simple atoms and molecules. 

Recently strong evidence of two distinct kinds has beem 

* Barkla, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 648 (1911). 
tT van den Broek, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 382 (1918). 
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brought in support of such a contention. Soddy* has 
pointed out that the recent generalisation of the relation 
between the chemical properties of the elements and the 
radiations can be interpreted by supposing that the atom 
loses two positive charges by the expulsion of an « particle, 

oD 

and one negative by the expulsion of a high speed electron. 

From a consideration of the series of products of the three 
main radioactive branches of uranium, thorium, and actinium, 
it follows that some of the radioactive elements may be 
arranged so that the nucleus charge decreases by one unit as 
we pass from one element to another. It would thus appear 
that van den Broek’s suggestion probably holds for some if 
not all of the heavy 1 -~adioactive elements. Recently Moseley + 
has supplied very valuable evidence that this rule also holds 
for a number of the lighter elements. By examination of 
the wave-length of the characteristic X rays emitted by 
twelve elements varying in atomic weight between calcium 
(40) and zine (65:4), he has shown that the variation of 
wave-length can be simply explained by supposing that the 
charge on the nucleus increases from element to element by 
exactly one unit. This holds true for cobalt and nickel, 
although it has long been known that they occupy an 
anomalous relative position in the periodic classification of 
the elements according to atomic weights. 

There appears to be no reason why this new and powerful 
method of analysis, depending on an examination of the fre- 
quency of the characteristic X ray spectra of the elements, 
should not. be extended to a large number of elements, so 
that further definite data on the point may be expected in 
the near future. 

It is clear on the nucleus theory that the physical and 
chemical properties of the ordinary elements are for the most 
part dependent entirely on the charge of the nucleus, for the 
latter determines the number and distribution of the external 
electrons on which the chemical and physical properties must 
mainly depend. As Bohr has pointed out, the properties of 
gravitation and radioactivity, which are entirely uninfluenced 
by chemical or physical agencies, must be ascribed mainly if 
not entirely to the nucleus, while the ordinary physical and 
chemical properties are determined by the number and distri- 
bution of the external electrons. On this view, the nucleus 
charge is a fundamental constant of the atom, while the 
atomic mass of an atom may be a complicated function of 
the arrangement of the units which make up the nucleus. 

* Soddy, Jahr. d. Rad. x. p. 188 (1918). 
Tt Moseley, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 1024 (1918). 
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It should be borne in mind that there is no inherent 
impossibility on the nucleus theory that atoms may differ 
considerably i in atomic weight and yet have the same nucleus 
charge. This is most simply illustrated by radioactive 
evidence. In the following table the atomic we eight and 
nucleus charge are given for a few of the successive elements 
arising from the transformation of uranium. The actual 
nucleus charge of uranium is unknown, but for simplicity it 
is assumed to be LOO. 

uccessive Elements .. Ur > UrX,> UrX,> Ur,> Io> Ra 

Atomic weights ...... 238°5 234°3 234°5 234°5 230°5 226°3 

Charge on nucleus .... 100 . 98 99), TOO MSs 96 

Following the recent theories, it is supposed that the 
emission of an @ particle lowers the nucleus charge by two: 
units, while the emission of a @ particle raises it by one unit. 
It is seen that Ur, and Ur, have the same nucleus charge 
although they differ in atomic weight by four units. 

If the nucleus is supposed to be. composed of a mixture of 
hydrogen nuclei with one charge and of helium nuclei with 
two charges, it is @ prior? conceivable that a number of atoms 
may exist with the same nucleus charge but of different 
atomic masses. The radioactive evidence certainly supports 
such a view, but probably only a few of such possible atoms 
would be stable enough to survive for a measurable time. 

Bohr * has drawn attention to the difficulties of construct- 
ing atoms on the “nucleus” theory, and has shown that the 
stable positions of the external electrons cannot be deduced 
from the classical mechanics. By the introduction of a con- 
ception connected with Planck’s quantum, he has shown 
that on certain assumptions it is possible to construct simple 
atoms and molecules out of positive and negative nuclei, e. g- 
the hydrogen atom and molecule and the helium atom, which 
bebave in many respects like the actual atoms or molecules. 
While there may be much difference of opinion as to the 
validity and of the underlying physical meaning of the 
assumptions made by Bohr, there*can be no doubt that the 
fieories of Bohr are of great interest and importance to all 
physicists as the first definite attempt to construct simple 
atoms and molecules and to explain their spectra. 

University of Manchester, 
February 1914, 

* Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxvi. pp. 476, 857 (1913). 
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LVIII. Collision of « Particles with Light Atoms. By (. G. 
Darwin, ILA., Reader in Mathematical Physics, University 
of Manchester *, 

Ji | order to account for the fact that @ particles are 
sometimes deflected through large angles, Ruther- 

ford + put forward the hypothesis that the positive electricity 
in an atom carries its mass and is concentrated in an 
excessively small region. ‘The experiments of Geiger and 
Marsden { fully confirmed this theory, and they succeeded 
im calculating the nuclear charge for a few substances. 
They found it to be about half the atomic weight multiplied 
by the electronic charge. Rutherford’s calculations apply 
to the case where an « particle collides with a heavy atom, 
and, for simplicity, he assumes that the collision does not 
set the atom in motion. His work requires modification to 
include the fact that the nucleus of the atom is set in 
motion, and it is this question that is treated in the present 
paper. 

2. We first require the result of a single collision. In 
finding this we may neglect the effects of the electrons in 
the atom on account of their small mass. Let EM be the 
charge and mass of the « particle, em of the nucleus. 
Let V be the initial velocity of the « particle. The nucleus 
starts from rest. There are four unknown quantities to be 
determined by the collision, the velocity v and deflexion @ of 
the « particle, and the,velocity wand direction of motion of the 
nucleus. The latter is in the plane determined by the initial 
and final motions of the a particle. Let it be at angle 6 from 
the initial direction. For convenience @ is measured in the 
opposite direction from ¢. When one of these quantities 
is known the other three can be determined by the principles 
of momentum and energy. To find the frequency of a given 
set of values of v &e. we must calculate the orbits. 

The equations of momentum and energy are :— 

MV = Mv cos 6+ mu cos 8, 

OPS MCs —— ne SIM Gove a, Ch) 

MV? =Mv?4 mu’. 

* Communicated by Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S. 
Tt Rutherford, Phil. Mag. vol. xxi. p. 669 (1911). 
t Geiger and Marsden, Phil. Mae. 
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From these we derive :— 

i! M 3 
u=2V Vase “008 0, | 

m sin ( (2) 

nen a M—m Cos 26’ J 

and 
V 

Ba > 

D> FP yp LM cos bt /(n? — MP? sin? $)}, | 
tan 0=— cot pb+,/(m? cosec? d— M”) 

( - (3) 

M+m J 

For the present we shall leave the ambiguities undetermined ; 
but the two upper and the two lower signs go together. 

To find the frequency for a collision of this type we must 
use the or bit. Now, in the case where the nucleus is heavy, 
Rutherford * showed that when the « particle approaches 
along a line at distance p from the nucleus, the deflexion 
is 2 uw where ay 4h 

tan me Ne Ww 

The apsidal distance is 

p tan G — ). 

By a well-known process in the theory of orbits, this can be 
adapted to the more general case by replacing 1/M by 
1/M+1/m. The result then applies to the relative orbit of 
the « particle. 

oh Chusiait pete eH ic. =) 

Sree, pv? Mi v 

the relative deflexion is 24, and so 

aoe v sin d+ usin 0 
vcosp—ucosd’ 

which, by use of (1) and (2), can be reduced to — tan 20. 
Us 

Hence 9= 5 —p. 

ih us p=tan Ov (arts = : re 

and the apsidal distance is 

(at =) (L+seo8) . ae 

* Rutherford, loc. cit. 
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Let N be the number of atoms per c.c. Let Q @ particles 
pass in each second through a foil of thickness ¢. Then 
Qt N2mpdp of them pass within a distance between 
p and p+dp from some nucleus; and all these undergo a 
deflexion ¢. Suppose that v are observed per second within 
a solid angle at inclination ¢. Then 

p dp 

sin ddd 4 

If we substitute the value of p in terms of @ deduced 
from (4) and (3) we get the accurate formula for v. viz. :— 

. hee, Neal 
1 ek? feot pt / corer o-(- | 

y= QtNo 7 spr cose’ $ MWe? 5 ()) 
(cosee? p— (— 

3. We must now remove the ambiguity of sign. ‘This 
depends on the values of M and m. 

Case I.m>M._ This will refer to all substances except 
hydrogen and helium. Consideration of the special cases 
¢=0 and d=7 shows that the upper sign is to be taken. 

p=QtNo 

If the expression is expanded in powers of ae find 

iL Cle al iP ey ( Sal eat \ 
y=QtNo y, Ww 7 cosee of aaa a I— 5 sin re) (—} Se ae 

The first term of the expansion is that given by Rutherford. 
dp. 

Since cosec* 5-is always greater than 1, the result is correct 2 | 
: Mie" 

to 1 per cent. with these three terms, even when — is as 
In 

high as 4, the value it would have for carbon. From (2) we 
see that the velocity of the carbon nucleus may rise as high 
as $V. Such a particle might possibly be perceptible, but 
it is doubtful whether the shock would free the nucleus of 
all its electrons, and the experimental conditions to reveal 
it are rather hard to imagine. 

Case II. m=M. The «@ particle now travels through 
helium. We have still to take the positive sign in the 
ambiguities. Then we get : 

= (COR Myan av COsiae o= = — 0. 

The « particle and nucleus diverge from one another at 
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right angles, and no particle can be deflected through more 
than a right angle. 

y=QtNow us ea eonee 
V4 we 

But to this number we must add the helium atoms which 
have been set in motion so as to strike the screen. They 
number 

pdp eH? 
MNOS og ae Ne 7 SEs 

Since the energy of ionization is negligible they have velocity 
V cos 0. 

To find the whole number on the screen we replace 
6 by ¢ and get 

yv=QitNo 

~4 sec? @. 

= a 4 cos d cosec* (1+ tan* ¢). 

The recoiling particles should be quite indistinguishable from 
true « particles. Indeed there is a reciprocal relation. If an 
a particle goes in a direction ¢@ with velocity v while 
simultaneously the nucleus goes in direction @ with velocity u, 
then it is possible for an @ particle to go to @ with velocity wu 
while the nucleus goes to @ with velocity v. 

Case [I]. m< M. The « particles pass through hydrogen. 
We have actually m=iM, and this special case is the only 
one that need be studied. 

m?>— M’sin?@ becomes negative if @>14°29’. Thus no 
Tare sae are deflected through angles greater than this. 
For less angles there are two ty pes of a particles determined 
by the two sions of the ambiguity. or example, in the 
undeflected direction there are a particles which have not 
been in collision at all, and also those which have struck a 
nucleus perfectly straight and have then followed on. Thus, 
in general, at any angle ¢ there are « particles of two 
velocities : 

v=V1 [4 cosh +4/1—16 sin’ 
and 

v=V1[4 cos 6—4/1—16 sin’ O], 

and to each corresponds a different value of 6 which is given 
by the two signs in (3). 
Thus 

2k? (cot e+ v/coseet ‘pb — 16) + (c cot d— \/ cosec? @ Q— aig 

-cosec® 
Vt M2? / (cosec? 6— 16) 
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This formula becomes infinite in the neighbourhood of 
o=14° 29’. In fact, there will be a consider able increase in 
the number of scintillations near this angle, since a large 
change in p makes little difference in the deflexion. “A 
finite formula can be obtained by expressing the whole 
number deflected through angles oreater than any given 
angle. Near the limiting angle the field of the microscope, 
however small, will cease to he uniform 3 

To the above number v must be Added the Wreots of the 
recolling H particles. Their number is 

Pano yen F 
QNto sind d0= QNio Ta We 25 sec®@, 

The whole number of scintillations observed is thus 

le e2h)2 , , 2cosec?@—17 ‘ } 
Nit S cd aL Dy S 5) 2) Py 

re ys Vi lt ata 2 V (cosec?d — 16)" ee 

They are of three types, slow @ particles, fast « particles, 
and H particles. Since u=V8&cos 6, the last are very much 
taster than either of the first. 

4, It is of great interest to see how these H particles may 
be expected to behave. In passing through matter they will 
be retarded like « particles, and we may calculate their 
range. ‘To do this we take Bohr’s formula * 

aN ne e'?H?N S loo V2kMm’: 

om aM nse’ H(M +m’) - 

Here N is the number of atoms per c.c., em’ refer to an 
electron, kis a numerical constant, and ns the natural fre- 
quency of any of the electronsintheatom. [Tor a H particle 
B is to be halved and M quartered. The result thus does not 
affect the factor outside the sum, while inside we have to 
add a term 7 log 2, where 7 is the number of electrons in the 
atom. Thus the range of a H particle will be slightly less 
than that of an « particle of the same initial velocity. The 
most important case is where the H particles are tray elling 
through hydrogen. For this Bohr takes r=1 and so we have 

LV 

instead of 

dV A i 

ie TOES Ye 
* Bohr, Phil. Mag. vol. xxv. p. 10 (1913) 
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Bohr’s theory does not supply a definite value for the 
range, as his approximation ceases to hold for low velocities. 
We can get an estimate by adopting Geiger’s empirical 
formula 

x Wee vii(1 ee = 

: AV Seat é 
and making on have the proper initial value. Since 

Xv 

=| Deli 
ne R dar 

we have 

1Vo ANA Ud BEM bg 1Vo A aoe BV 3 By) Sh =v slog BY,*, and 3y7= V,! (log BV,’ + log 2), 

where the accent refers to the H_ particle. 
Waking Vo = 2 x 10° cm. per sec., A = 245107 sama 

R=81 em. we deduce R’=28 em. For heavier substances 
higher multiples of log 2 will occur and the range will 
be relatively less. Now consider a collision of the most 
favourable type possible, when an «@ particle at its highest 
velocity strikes a nucleus straight on. If the e particle 
is from RaC the initial velocity of the H_ particle is 

oe 2x 10° cm. per sec., and its range is therefore 
3 

28 x (5) em.or 117 cm. It should probably be more than 

this, as for these high speeds the range should be more 
nearly proportional to the fourth than to the third power of 
the velocity. ‘Thus the H particles ought to be easily 
observable provided they can be made to occur in sufficient 
numbers. 

The H particles should be more scattered than « particles 
by their atomic encounters, for the angle of most probable 

* 

scattering depends on = , and so is twice as great for H as 
for « particles. 

0. The experiments of Geiger and Marsden confirmed very 
completely the nuciear hypothesis, but it might be argued 
that some other law of force might give the same result. It 
might be difficult to give a general proof that this is not so, 
but we can show that no force proportional to some power 
ot the distance other than the inverse square can give the 
observed dependence of yon V._ If the force is as the inverse 

* Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 907 (1912). 
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cube of the distance, we can also work out the orbits and show 
that the dependence of v on angle disagrees with experiment. 
For simplicity we shall suppose the nucleus immovable. In 
polar coordinates the motion is given by :— 

PO=pV and 72+ P@=V2— 
pn-1? 

e 
Q 

1 where the force is proportional to ae 

tt & =u we have 
4/0 

GOIN be Les eae TY he | 

0) ime aNe 
The deflexion ¢ must therefore be a function of p”-!V? or 

2 

inverting p=V *»-1f(o). The number of scintillations seen 

p dp A favahaci é as far as it are Tse 

concerns the velocity, this is proportional to V_ %-1. 

on a screen is proportional to 

Thus only if n=2 can v be proportional to = 

When x=3 the orbit can be worked out completely and 
we find 

TT on™ oe oe aay 
/ (1+ he) 

from which we derive that v is proportional to 

(8) COSeC re ae 

men Ee-2 
The ratio of the numbers at 30° and 150° for this law is 51. 

For the inverse square law itis 194. For a comparison of 10° 
and 90° the inverse cube gives 525 and the inverse square 4330. 

6. We may calculate an upper limit to the size of atomic 
nuclei from the distance of closest approach between the 
a particle and nucleus. By (5) the apsidal distance is 

CD) aly le 
solie ny iz )\A+sec 0), 

and for any fairly strong deflexion of the @ particle sec @ is 
practically 1, so that we may take the distance as 

ala L 
“V2\M J m)- 
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For gold the number of deflexions was observed up to 
=150° and found to be correct. Taking eas 100 times 
the electronic charge and V=2 x 10° cm. per sec., this gives as 
the closest approach of nucleus and « particle 3°5 x 107” em. 

The closest possible approach of all-is between an a particle 
and a hydrogen nucleus in a straight-on collision. With 
V=2x109 this gives a distance 1:7x107% cm. If it can 
be verified that the distribution of H particles is as predicted 
in this paper, then we may conclude that the radii of the 
nuclei of hydrogen and helizm are certainly less than 
Dig osecouele 

LIX. On the Effect of Electric and Magnetic Fields on Spectral 
Lines. By N. Bour, Dr.phil. Copenhagen*. 

1 a previous papert the writer has shown that an 
explanation of some-of the laws of line spectra may be 

obtained by applying Planck’s theory of black radiation to 
Rutherford’s theory of the structure of atoms. In the pre- 
sent paper these considerations will be further developed, 
and it will be shown that it seems possible on the theory to 
account for some of the characteristic features of the recent 
discovery by Stark { of the effect of an electric field on 
spectral lines, as well as of the effect of a magnetic field 
first discovered by Zeeman. It will also be shown that the 
theory seems to offer an explanation of the appearance of 
ordinary double spectral lines §. 

§ 1. The Emission of a Line Spectrum, 

The theory put forward by the writer to explain the emis- 
sion of a line-spectrum may be summarized as follows :—- 

The principal assumption of Planck’s theory is that the 

* Communicated by Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. pp. 1, 476, 857 (1913). 
t Sitzungsb. d. Kgl. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin, 1913, p. 932. 
§ While this paper was in course of preparation, a theoretical paper 

dealing with the same subject was published by I. Warburg (Verh. d. 
deutsch. Phys. Ges. xv. p. 1259 (1913)). The later finds that the effect of 
electric and magnetic fields to be expected on my theory of the hydrogen 
spectrum is of the same order of magnitude as determined by experiment. 
However, contrary to the conclusions of the present paper, Warburg 
concludes that it does not seem possible on the theory to account in 
detail for the experimental results. In his opinion the theory leads to 
a broadening of the hydrogen lines in an electric field, instead of the 
appearance of the homogeneous components observed by Stark. He also 
calculates that the Zeeman effect should vary from line to line in a 
manner inconsistent with experiment. 
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energy of a system of vibrating electrified particles cannot 
be transferred into radiation, and vice versd, in the continuous 
way assumed in the ordinary electrodynamics, but only in 
finite quanta of the amount hv, where h is a universal con- 
stant and v the frequency of the radiation * Applying this 
assumption to the emission of a line- -spectrum, and assuming 
that a certain spectral line of frequency v corresponds to a 
radiation emitted during the transition of an elementary 
system from a state in which its energy is A, to one in which 
it is As, we have 

hy=A,— Ag. : e . : . ° (1) 

According to Balmer, Rydberg, and Ritz the frequency of 
the lines in the line-spectrum of an element can be expressed 
by the formula 

EEC) haa COR) Sree ne Hua er  nUannn(24) 

where n, and n, are whole numbers and #, js, ... a series of 
functions of n, which can be expressed by 

i I 
Tn) = 3 b(n), Sip rasieeh wasn't) taba ta (ed) 

where K is a universal constant and @ a function which for 
large values of n approaches the value unity. The complete 
spectrum is obtained by combining the numbers », and nj 
as well as the functions /), f,..., in every possible way. 

On the above view this can be interpreted by assuming : 
(1) That every line in the spectrum corresponds to a 

radiation emitted by a certain elementary system during its 
passage between two states in which the ae omitting an 
arbitrary constant, is given by —Aj,(m2) and —hf,(ny) 
ae ; 

(2) That the system can pass between any two such states 
during emission of a homogeneous radiation. 

The states in question will be denoted as “stationary 
states.” 

* In Planck’s original theory certain other assumptions about the 
properties of the vibrating systems were used. However, Debye (Ann. 
d. Phys. xxxiil. p. 1427 (1910)) has shown that it is possible to deduce 
Planck’s formula of radiation without using any assumption about the 
vibrators, if it be supposed that energy can be transferred between them 
and the radiation, only in finite quanta ih a may further be remarked 
that Poincaré (Journ. d. Physique, ii. p. 5 (1912)) has deduced the 
necessity of assuming that the transference of energy takes place in 
quanta hy in order to ‘explain the experimental laws of black radiation. 
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The spectrum of hydrogen observed in ordinary vacuum- 
tubes * is represented by (2) and (3) by putting 

Ho=?o=.. =). 
Accordingly we shall assume that this spectrum is emitted 

by a system possessing a series of stationary states in which, 
corresponding to the nth state, the energy, omitting the 
arbitrary constant, is given by __ 

A= —/h e ceo. Ca ° (5) 
n 

According to Rutherford’s theory, the atom of an element 
consists of a central positive nucleus surrounded by electrons 
rotating in closed orbits. Concordant evidence, obtained in 
very different ways, indicates that the number of electrons in 
the neutral atom is equal to the number of the corresponding 
element in the periodic table F. 

On this theory the structure of the neutral hydrogen atom 
is of extreme simplicity ; it consists of an electron rotating 
round a positive nucleus of opposite charge. In such a 
system we get on the ordinary mechanies the following equa- 
tions for the frequency of revolution w and the major axis 2a 
of the relative orbit of the particles 

2W*(M+m) e ag) ae Oye 
>) etm M. "ON ue 

where e and —e are the charges, M and m the masses of the 
nucleus and the electron respectively, and where W is the 
amount of energy to be transferred to the system in order to 
remove the electron to an infinite distance from the nucleus. 
It may be noticed that the expressions are independent of the 
degree of eceentricity of the orbits. 

In order to obtain a mechanical interpretation of the 
above-mentioned stationary states, let us now in (6) put 
We iene 

AK Nad ih A a 
W — @ — ¢ Za tI— 377 e . 7 

< 2? - TemMn® ’ a A 7) n? 

According to this view, a line of the hydrogen spectrum 

is emitted during the passage of the atom between two 

* A series of lines, first observed by Pickering in stellar spectra and 

recently by Fowler in vacuum-tubes containing a mixture of hydrogen 

and helium, is generally also ascribed to hydrogen. These lines, however, 

can be accounted for on the present theory, if we ascribe them to helium. 

(Phil. Mag. oc. cit. p. 10; comp. also ‘ Nature,’ xcii. p. 231 (1913).) 
+ Comp..A.-v. d. Broek, Phys. Zeitschr. xiv. p. 82 (1918), comp. also 

several recent contributions to ‘ Nature.’ 
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stationary states corresponding to different values for 7. 
We must assume that the mechanism of emission cannot be 
described in detail on the basis of the ordinary electro- 
dynamics. However, it is known that it is possible on the 
latter theory to account s satisfactorily for the phenomena of 
radiation in the region of slow vibrations. If our point of 
view is sound, we should therefore expect to find in this 
region some connexion between the present theory and the 

ordinary ideas of electrodynamies. 
From (7) we see that @, vanishes for large values of 2, 

and that at tne same time the ratio w,/@,+, tends to unity, 
On the present theory the frequency of the radiation emitted 
by the transition from the (n+1)th to the nth stationary 

slate is equal to (Ana —Aa). When vn is large, th's 

eA 
approaches t Va On the ordinary electrodynamics we 

should expect the frequency of the radiation to be equal to 
the frequency of revolution, and consequently it is to be 
anticipated that for large values of n 

Wien 
- =hw,. Eu arene veeR Geer te Col 

Introducing the values for A, and @, given by (5) and (7), 
we see that n disappears from this equation, and that the 
condition of identity is 

AE aon 

From direct observations we have K=3'290.10%. Intro- 
ducing recent values for e, m, and h*, we get for the 
expression on the right side of (9) 3:26.10". The agree- 
ment is inside the limit of experimental errors in the deter- 
mination of e, m,and h; and we may therefore conclude that 
the connexion sought between the present considerations and 
the ordinary electrodynamics actually exists. 

From (7) and (9) we get 

I or2e4m M Ages mM 5 _ Wh?(M+m) (10) 

7214 ME my oo nM my? CS a eM 

Yor n=1, corresponding to the normal state of the atom, 
we get Ya=1:1.107%; a value of the same order of mag- 
nitude as the values for the diameters of atoms caleulated on 

* Phil. Mag. doe. cit, p. 487. 

Piil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 159. March 1914. 2M 
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the kinetic theory of gases. For higher values of n, how- 
ever, 2a is great compared with the values of ordinary atomic 
dimensions. As I pointed out in my former paper, this 
result may be connected with the non-appearance in vacuum- 
tubes of hydrogen lines corresponding to high numbers in 
Balmer’s formula and observed in the spectra of stars. 
Farther, it will appear from the considerations of the next 
section that the large diameter of the orbits offers an expla- 
nation of the surprisingly great magnitude of the Stark 
effect. 

From (10) it appears that the condition (8) holds, not only 
for large values of n but for all values of n. In addition, for 
a stationary orbit W is equal to the mean value of the total 
kinetic energy T of the particles; from (10) we therefore 
get 

T,=tnhow 0) 1a eee (11) 

In using the expressions (6) we have assumed that the 
motion of the particles in the stationary states of the system 
can be determined by help of the ordinary mechanics. On 
this assumption it can be shown generally that the conditions 
(8) and (11) are equivalent. Consider a particle moving in 
a closed orbit in a stationary field. Let be the frequency 
of revolution, T the mean value of the kinetic ener oy during 
a revolution, and —W the mean value of the sum of the 
kinetic energy and the potential energy of the particle 
relative to the stationary field. Applying Hamilton’s prin- 
ciple, we get for a small variation of the orbit 

oa a : sW=—208(-). . 2 ee 

If the new orbit is also one of dynamical equilibrium, we get 
dA =—6W, where A is the total energy of the system, and 
it will be seen that the equivalence of (8) and (11) follows 
immediately from (12). 

In these deductions we have made no assumptions about 
the degree of eccentricity of the orbits. If the orbits are 
circular (11) is equivalent to the simple condition that the 
angular momentum of the system in the stationary states is 

equal to an entire multiple of sane 
7 

In Planck’s vibrators the particles are held by quasi- 
elastic forces, and the mean value of the kinetic energy is 

* Comp. J. W. Nicholson, Month. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. Ixxii, p. 679 
(1912). 
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equal to the mean value of the potential energy due to the 
displacements. Consequently (11) forms a complete analogy 
to Planck’s original relation | 

U=nhv 

between the energy U of a monochromatic vibrator and its 
frequency v. This analogy offers another way of representing 
the present theory—a way more similar to that used in my 
former paper*. Considering, however, the widely different 
assumptions underlying the relation (11) and Planck’s 
relation, it may seem more adequate not to seek the basis of 
our considerations in the formal analogy in question, but 
directly in the principal condition (1) and in the laws of the 
Jine-spectra. 

In dealing with the more complicated structure of the 
spectra of other elements, we must assume that the atoms of 
such elements possess several different series of stationary 
states. This complexity of the system of stationary states, 
compared with that of the hydrogen atom, might naturally 
be anticipated from the greater number of electrons in the 
heavier atoms, which render possible several different types of 
configurations of the particles. 

According to (1), (2), and (3) the energy of the mth state 
in the rth series is, omitting the arbitrary constant, given by 

Ay, r= — =e Gen). St eV Gert DNS) 

The present theory is not sufficiently developed to account 
in detail for the expression (13). However, a simple inter- 
pretation may be obtained of the fact that in every series 
$,(n) approaches unity for large values of n. 

Suppose that in the stationary states one of the electrons 
moves at a distance from the nucleus which is large com- 
pared with the distance of the other electrons. If the atom 
is neutral, the outer electron will be subject to very nearly 
the same forces as the electron in the hydrogen atom. Con- 
sequently, the expression (13) may be interpreted as indicating 
the presence of a number of series of stationary states of the 

* Note added during the proof.—In the Phys. Zettschr. of Feb. 1, 
K. Gehrcke has attempted to represent the theory of the hydrogen 
spectrum in a way somewhat different from that in my former paper. 
Like the procedure in my paper, Gehrcke does not attempt to give 
a mechanical explanation of Planck’s relation between the frequency of 
the radiation and the amount of energy emitted; but he does also not try 
to give a mechanical interpretation of the dynamical equilibrium of the 
atom in its possible stationary states, or to obtain a connexion io 
ordinary mechanics in the region of slow vibrations. 

2M 2 
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atom in which the configuration of the inner electrons is very 
nearly the same for all states in one series, while the con-— 
figuration of the outer electron changes from state to state 
in the series approximately in the same way as in the 
hydrogen atom. 

It will appear that these considerations offer a possible 
simple explanation of the appearance of the Rydberg con- 
stant in the formula for the spectral series of every element. 
In this connexion, however, it may be noticed that on this 

point of view the Rydberg constant is not exactly the same 
for every element, since the expression (8) for K depends 
on the mass of the central nucleus. ‘The correction due to 
the finite value of M is very small for elements of high 
atomic weight, but is comparatively large for hydrogen. 

It may therefore not be permissible to calculate the Rydberg 
constant directly from the hydrogen spectrum. Instead of 
the value 109675 generally assumed, the theoretical value 
for a heavy atom is 109735. 

§2. The Effect of an Hlectric Field. 

As mentioned above, J. Stark has recently discovered 
that the presence of an external electric field produces a 
characteristic effect on the line-spectrum of an element. 
The effect was observed for hydrogen and helium. B 
spectroscopic observation in a direction perpendicular to the 
field, each of the lines of the hydrogen spectrum was broken 
up into five homogeneous components situated very nearly 
symmetrically with regard to the original line. The three 
inner components were of feehle intensity and polarized 
with electric vector perpendicular to the field, while the two 
outer stronger components were polarized with electric vector 
parallel to the field. The distance between the components 
was found to be proportional to the electric force within the 
limits of experimental errors. With a field of 13,000 volt 
per cm. the observed difference in the wave-length of the 
two outer components was 3°6 x 107 em. and 5°2 x 10-* em, © 
for Hg and Hy, respectively. For both systems of lines 
emitted by helium, Stark observed an effect on the lines of 
the Diffuse series which was of the same order of magnitude 
as that observed for the hydrogen lines, but of a different 
type. Thus the components were situated unsymmetrically 
with regard to the original line, and were also not polarized 
relative to the field. The effect of the field on the lines of 
the Principal series and the Sharp series was very small and 
hardly distinguishable. ? 

On the theory of this paper the effect of an external field 
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on the lines of a spectrum may be due to two different 
causes :— 

(1) The field may influence the stationary states of the 
emitting system, and thereby the energy possessed by the 
system in these states. 

(2) It may influence the mechanism of transition between 
the stationary states, and thereby the relation between 
the frequency of the radiation and the amount of energy 
emitted. 

Considering an external electric field we shall not expect 
an effect of the second kind. Having assumed the atoms to 
be systems of particles governed by electrostatic forces, we 
may consider the presence of the field simply as a compli- 
cation of the original system; but on the interpretation 
given in the former section of the general principle of Ritz 
of combination of spectral lines, we may expect that the 
relation (1) will hold for every system of electrified 
particles. 

It appears that a necessary condition for the correctness 
of this view is that the frequencies of the components of 
spectral lines produced by the electric field can be expressed 
by a formula of the type (2). As we shall see, this seems to 
be consistent with Stark’s experiments. 

Let us first consider the effect of an electric field on the 
hydrogen spectrum. In order to find the effect of the field 
on the energy of the atom in the different stationary states, 
we shall seek for its influence on the relation between the 
energy and the frequency of the system. In this calculation 
we shall make use of the ordinary mechanics, from analogy 
with the considerations of the former section. 

For simplicity, let us suppose that the mass of the nucleus 
is infinitely great in comparison with that of the electron. 
Consider an “electron originally moving in a cireular orbit 
round the nucleus. Through the effect of an external 
electric field the orbit will be deformed. If the force is 
not accurately perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, this 
deformation will in course of time be considerable, even if 
the external electric force is very small compared with the 
attraction between the particles. In this case, the orbit 
may at every moment be considered as an ellipse with the 
nucleus in the focus, and the effect of the field will consist 
in a gradual variation of the direction of the major-axis as 
well as of the eccentricity. During this variation, the length 
of the major-axis will approximate! y remain constant and 
equal to the diameter of the original circular orbit. A de- 
tailed investigation of the motion of the electron may be 
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very complicated ; but it can be simply shown that the 
problem only allows of two stationary orbits of the electron. 
In these, the eccentricity is equal to 1 and the major-axis 
parallel to the axis of the external field ; the orbits simply 
consist of a straight line through the nucleus parallel to the 
axis of the field, one on each side of it. It can also be shown 
that orbits which are very near to these limiting cases will 
be very nearly stationary. 

Neglecting quantities proportional to the square of the 
magnitude of the external electric force, we get for the 
rectilinear orbits in question 

w= 7S ea UF sn ", 2 RGD) 

where @ is the frequency of vibration and 2a the amplitude 
of the orbit. E is the external electric force, and the two 
signs correspond to orbits in which the direction of the 
major-axis from the nucleus is the same or opposite to that 
of the electric force respectively. For the total energy of 
the system we have 

e2 

=> — oar | = e e e e e 5 eC 54h aeH, (15) 

where © is an arbitrary constant. The mean value of the 
kinetic energy of the electron during the vibration is 

e? 2s OE = 5 (15284). . aie 

Leaving aside for a moment the discussion of the possibility 
of such orbits, let us investigate what series of stationary 
states may be expected from the expressions (14) and (13). 
In order to determine the stationary states we shall, as in 
the former section, seek a connexion with ordinary electro- 
dynamics in the region of slow vibrations. Proceeding as 
on page 509, suppose when n is large 

dAn 

dn 
=n. 

where A, and w, denote the energy and the frequency in 
the nth state. By help of (14) and (15) we get 

dn mer/m oi ena 

da) Na ( 
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Cine 9 =F 4 2 

This gives yee ome vm a (1 ; E “). 
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Introducing this in (14), (15), and (16) we get 

Aqretm [ . — 3hint 

on Tis ( Te OS) 
and 

Dn? 27,454 
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It should be remembered that these deductions hold only 

for large values of n. For the mechanical interpretation 
of the calculations we need theretore only assuine that the 
eccentricity is very nearly unity for the large orbits. On 
the other hand, it appears from (17), (18), and (19) that 
the principal terms in the expressions for 2dn, @,, and A, are 
the same as those deduced in the former section directly from 
the Balmer formula. If we therefore suppose that these 
quantities in the presence of an electric field can be cule essed 

by a series of terms involving ascending powers of ES Ze we 

may regard the above deduction as a determination of the 
coefficient of the second term in this series, and may expect 
the validity of the expressions for every value of n. It may 
be considered, in support of this conclusion, that we obtain 
the same simple relation (11) between the frequency of 
revolution and the mean value of the kinetic energy as was 
found without the field, cf. p. 510. 

In the presence of an electric field we shall therefore 
assume the existence of two series of stationary states of the 
hydrogen atom, in which the energy is given by (19). In 
order to obtain the continuity necessary tor a connexion 
with ordinary electrodynamics, we have assumed that the 
system can pass only between the different states in each 
series. On this assumption we get for the frequency of the 
radiation emitted by a transition between two states cor- 
aa to nz and n, respectively : 

2rr2e!m ( 1 BUN fe he 3h} sols 

=, babel A (F2— GLFE semen) 
(21) 
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This formula gives for every hydrogen line two components 
situated sy Danette ically with regard to the originai line. 
Their difference in frequency 1s “proportional to the electric 
force and equal to * 

Be p 
Ay= 

Aa? em 

According to the deduction of (21) we may expect that 
for high values of » the radiation corresponds to vibrations 
parallel to the electric force. From analogy with the above 
considerations and in order to obtain agreement with Stark’s 
result we shall assume that this polarization holds also for 
sinall values of n. 

Introducing in (21) the experimental values for e, m, and 
h, and putting H =43°3 corresponding to an electric force of 
13,000 volt per em., we obtain for the distance between the 
components of His (m4=2; m=4) and H,(m=2 2) 
4-77.10-8 and 6°65. 10-8 em. respectively. We see that 
these values are of the same order of magnitude as the dis- 
tance observed by Stark between the two “components pola- 
rized parallel to the electric force, viz. 3°6.10-° and 
5'2.10-$ cm. The values calculated are somewhat higher 
than those observed ; the difference, however, might possibly 
be due to the difficulties, mentioned in Stark’s paper, of the 
determination of the magnitude of the electric force in his 
preliminary exper imental arr angement. 

For the ratio between the displacements of Hg and H, we 
get from (21) 0 7168, independent of the magnitude oF the 
electric nies It will be seen that this value agrees closely 
with that observed, viz. 3°6/5°2 or 0:69. In this connexion 
it may be noticed that the value calculated for the ratio in 
question is independent of the value of the numerical factor 
in the expression (21), and consequently of the detailed 
assumptions used in deducing this expression. The value 
for the ratio can be derived directly from the assumption of 
the existence of a series of stationary states, in which the 
energy can be expressed in terms corresponding to ascending 

2—7,"). . sere 

a 
powers of E ei 

A possible origin of the feeble components polarized per- 
Pea to the field, which were observed by Stark, may 

* Note added during the proof—-In the Phys. Zeitschr. of Feb. 1, 
A, Garbasso and I. Gehrcke (ef. note, p. 511) have deduced expressions 
for dv which differ from (22) only by a numerical factor of 2 and 4/3 
respectively. The arguments of Garbasso are stated very briefly, but 
seem of a type similar to those of the present paper. The line of 
arcuments of Gelrcke differs essentially from that used here. 
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be found when a closer examination is made of the effect 
of the electric field on the motion of the electron *. This 
problem, however, will not be considered further at this 
stage. 

The problem of the influence of an electric field on the 
spectra of other elements is naturally far more complicated 
than for hydrogen, and cannot be discussed in detaii until 
the theory for such spectra is further developed. It seems, 
however, possible on the present theory to obtain a simple 
explanation of the characteristic difference, observed by Stark, 
in the effect of the field on the lines of the different series of 
the helium spectrum. 

According to the last section, the different series of lines 
in the spectrum of an element correspond to difterent series 
of stationary states of the atom in wkich one of the electrons 
moves in an orbit outside the others. For any high value 
of n this orbit is approximately the same as that of the 
eleciron in a hydrogen atom. In the discussion we assumed 
that the effect of an electric field on the energy of the 
stationary states of the hydrogen atom, is connected with a 
considerable variation in the position and eccentricity of the 
orbit of the electron in the presence of the field. The possi- 
bility of such a variation is due to the fact that without the 
field every elliptical orbit is stationary. When, however, 
there are perturbing forces from the inner electrons the latter 
condition ig not satisfied, and thus the effect of an external 
electric field on the stationary states may be expected to be 
much smaller than for the corresponding states of the 
hydrogen atom. 
A measure of this effect of the inner electrons on the 

motion of the outer may be obtained by considering the 
function @,(7). The nearer this function approaches unity 
the smaller is the disturbance due to the inner electrons, and 
the more the motion of the outer approaches to that of the 
electron in the hydrogen atom. Now for the elements of 
low atomic weight, such as helium and lithium, ¢,(7) has a 
value very nearly unity for the Diffuse series, while for the 
Sharp series or the Principal series, the value is not at all as 
ciose. On our theory we should, therefore, expect a much 
greater influence of an electric field on the first series than 

* Note added during the proof.—In Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges. 1914, 
p. 20, IX. Schwarzschild has discussed the problem of the effect of the 
field on the motion of the electron in some detail. In contrast to the 
above considerations he attempts to apply the results on the explanation 
of the Stark effect without leaving ordinary electrodynamics. 
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on the other two series. This is in agreement with Stark’s 
experiments*. 

On the present point of view a line of the Diffuse series 
of the helium spectrum corresponds to a transition between 
two stationary states, one of which is affected by the presence 
of an electric field, and the other not: while for the hydrogen 
lines both states were assumed to be affected by the field. 
This circumstance may afford an explanation of the fact 
observed by Stark, viz. that the components of the helium 
lines were not polarized relatively to the field like the 
hydrogen lines. 

§ 3. Lhe Eject of a Magnetic Field. 

An effect of a magnetic field on the line-spectrum of an 
element was discovered by Zeeman in 1896. By spectro- 
scopic observation in a direction perpendicular to the field 
the lines are resolved, in the simplest case, into symmetrical 
triplets of which the central components have the same 
position as the original line and are polarized with electric 
vector parallel to the field, while the outer components are 
polarized with electric vector perpendicular to the magnetic 
tield. 

As is well known, Lorentz succeeded in explaining this 
result on the basis of the classical electron theory. According 
to his calculation, which was found to agree with Zeeman’s 
observation within the limit of experimental error, the differ- 
ence in frequency between the outer and the inner com- 
ponents is the same for every spectral line, and equal to 

JEG 
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where H is the magnetic force and ¢ the velocity of light. 
Later more complicated types of magnetic effect on spectral 

lines have been observed. In most cases, however, simple 
numerical relations are found to exist between the distance + 
of the components observed and that calculated by Lorentz. 
Further, the recent experiments by Paschen and Back { on 
the magnetic effect on double lines, which will be mentioned 
in the next section, indicate that the complicated types of 
Zeeman effect are intimately connected with complication 

* Since the value of ¢,(n) differs widely from unity for all series of 
lines in the spectra of the heavier elements, it is to be expected that 
the electric effect should be very small, or undetectable for such 
elements. 

+ See C. Runge, Phys. Zeitechr. viii. p. 232 (1907). 
+t Ann. d. Phys. xxxix. p. 897 (1912), xl. p. 960 (1913). 
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of structure in the undisplaced lines. Theoretical expla- 
nations of these results have been proposed by Voigt* and 
Sommerfeld fF. . 

Since in the presence of a magnetic field the spectrum of 
an element cannot be expressed by a formula of the type (2), 
it follows that the ettect of the field cannot be explained 
by considerations analogous to those employed in section 2 
in considering the effect of an electric field. If we retain the 
principal assumption of stationary states, we must assume 
that a magnetic field exerts an influence on the mechanism 
of transition between the stationary states, and thereby on 
the relation between the frequency of the radiation and the 
amount of energy emitted (cf. p.513). In order to investigate 
this problem we shall seek a connexion with ordinary 
mechanics in the region of slow vibrations, from analogy 
with the procedure of the former sections. 

Consider an electron rotating round a positive nucleus of 
infinite mass. In the stationary states of the system the 
motion of the electron without any field will be an ellipse 
with the nucleus in the focus. Similarly, suppose that in the 
presence of a magnetic field the motion of the electron in 
the stationary states can be calculated in the ordinary way; 
then, according to a general theorem of Larmor {, the orbit 
of the electron in the field will be a superposition of an 
elliptical orbit and a uniform rotation round an axis through 
the nucleus parallel to the magnetic force. This implies a 
neglect of terms proportional to the square of the magnetic 
force. The trequency of rotation is equal to 7 in (23). 
According to ordinary electrodynamics the radiation emitted 
by the rotating system will correspond to a Zeeman triplet, 
the central component of which has the same frequency as the 
frequency of revolution in the elliptical orbit. In addition, 
Langevin § has shown that the total energy of the system 
is not altered by the rotation, since a possible gain in the 
kinetic energy of the electrons may be considered as balanced 

* Ann. d. Phys. xl. p. 368, xli. p. 403, xlii. p. 210 (1918). 
JT Ann. d. Phys. xl. p. 748 (1913). 
t ‘Atther and Matter,’ Cambridge, 1900, p. 341. 
§ Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. v. p.70 (1905). In this connexion it may 

be remarked that on the present theory the rotation will give rise to 
diamagnetism only, since the kinetic energy of the electrons in the 
stationary states cannot be transferred into heat motion such as is sup- 
posed by Langevin in his theory of magnetism. This conclusion seems 
consistent with experiments which show that the monatomic gases 
helium and argon are diamagnetic (see P. Tanzler, Ann. d. Phys. xxiv. 
p- 981 (1907)), although the structure of these atoms, proposed in my 
former paper, was of a type which on Langeyin’s theory should show 
paramagnetism, 
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by a corresponding loss of potential energy of the whole 
system relative to tie field. 

In order, therefore, to obtain the connexion with the 
ordinary mechanics and at the same time to be in agreement 
with experiment *, we are led to assume that the effect of a 
magnetic field on the stationary states of the hydrogen atom 
consists simply in a superposed rotation of frequency 7 round 
the axis of the tield, and that the radiation emitted by the trans- 
ition between two stationary states is changed by the field so 
as to have the polarization and frequencies of a Zeeman triplet. 
It will be seen that this assumption is equivalent to supposing 
that the energy of the hydrogen atom in its stationary states 
is not altered by the presence of the field, but that the relation 
(1) in ease of vibrations perpendicular to the field is replaced 
by the relation 

A,—A,=hw$T). .° .. . eee 

The essential difference between these assumptions and those 
employed in explaining the effect of an electric field will be 
noticed +. 

From the analogy between the explanation of the hydrogen 
spectrum and that of spectral series of other elements given 
in the first section, we may naturally assume that similar 
assumptions will hold for the stationary states of other atoms. 
A possible explanation on this basis of the complex Zeeman 
effect of double lines will be indicated in the next section. 

§ 4. Double Spectral Lines. 

According to the considerations used in sections 1 and 2, 
each series of lines in the spectrum of an element corresponds 
to a series of stationary states of the atom, in which one of 
the electrons moves outside the others. The configuration 
of the inner electrons is assumed to be very nearly fhe same 
in each series, while that of the outer electron changes from 

* See Fr. Croze, Journ. de Phys. ui. p. 882 (1913). 
+ Note added during the proof n Phys. Zeitschr. of Feb. 15, 

KX. Herzfeld has discussed in detail the different possibilities of the effect 
of a magnetic field which might be expected on the theory of the 
hydrogen spectrum proposed by. the writer. His conclusions are equiva- 
lent with those obtained above. In addition he considers the effect of 
terms proportional to the square of the magnetic force and shows that 
in a strong magnetic field these terms may be expected to have an 
appreciable influence on the magnetic resolution of the hydrogen lines 
corresponding to high numbers in the Falmer series, This is a con- 
sequence of the large orbits of the electron in the stationary states 
corresponding to high values of x. 
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state to state approximately in the same way as that of the 
electron in the stationary states of the hydrogen atom. 

On this interpretation we may naturally assume that the 
appearance of double lines in the spectra of many elements * 
is due to small perturbing forces originating in the confi- 
guration of the inner electrons and having a different effect 
on the motion of the outer electron according to different 
positions of its orbits. From the fact that the frequency of 
the components of double lines can be expressed by a formula 
of the type (2), we may conclude, on the considerations of 
section 2 and 3, that the perturbing forces in question are 
of electrostatic and not of electromagnetic origin. As we 
shall see, this view seems to offer a simple explanation of the 
laws observed for the variation of the distances between 
the components in a series of double lines. 

At a distance from the centre of the atom, great in compa- 
rison with the distances of the inner electrons, the total force 
due to the nucleus and the inner electrons will be very nearly 
equal to that from a nucleus of a single positive charge. At 
a distance r the force may be expressed by 

Buk 
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where P, Q,.... may vary with the direction of the line 
from the nucleus to the outer electron, as well as with the 
time. The second term in (25) corresponds to a configuration 
of the inner electrons and the nucleus equivalent to an electric 
doublet. In case of such a configuration it will appear that 
the condition of dissymmetry necessary for a different effect 
on different orbits of the outer electron is sitisfied. For 
configurations more symmetrical, in which the centre of 
gravity of the inner electrons coincides with that of the 

* The lines of the ordinary hydrogen spe-trum from a vacuum-tube 
also appear as close doublets with high dispersion. Considering, however, 
the want of sharpness of the lines and the discrepancies between the 
distance of components found by different observers, it seems probable 
that the lines are not true doublets, but are due to an etlect of the electric 
fieldin the discharge. This is also indicated by the fact that the distance 
between the components observed increases with the number of the 
line, contrary to the behaviour of ordinary double lines. The distance 
between the components observed by Paschen and Back (loc. e/t.) was 
0:20 .10-Fcm. and 0:24.10~F em. for H.and Hg respectively. According 
to Stark's experiments on Hg this corresponds to a resolution produced 
by an electric force of about 900 volt per em. The ratio between an 
electric resolution of Ha and Hg should, according to the calculations of 
section 2, be 0-76; the ratio between the components observed is 
20/24 or 0:83. 
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nucleus, P will be zero and the perturbing forces will be 
given by the higher terms in (25). 

Let us now assume that for a certain series of stationary 
states P is different from zero. According to our con- 
siderations, the major-axis of the orbit of the outer electron 
is approximately equal to that in the stationary states of the 
hydrogen atom. The major-axis will therefore be approxi- 
mately proportional to n?. Accordingly the quantity corre- 
sponding to E in the equation (19) and due to the second 
term in (25) will vary approximately as n~°. The difference 
in the energy of the two stationary states corresponding to 
(19) may therefore be expected to vary approximately as 7+. 
This corresponds to the variation observed for the distances 
between the components of the double lines in the spectra of 
the alkali metals. 

The visible spectra of the alkali metals consist of three 
series of double lines. The difference in frequency of the 
components of the lines of the Sharp series and the Diffuse 
series is the sume for every line. For the Principal series the 
difference diminishes rapid)y with the number of the line in 
the series, the difference being approximately proportional 
to the inverse fourth power of this number. It will appear 
that this spectrum can be interpreted on the assumption of 
three series of stationary states of the atom, corresponding 
to different configurations of the inner electrons ; viz.: two 
single series I. and II., and a double series III. representing 
for every n two stationary states for which the difference in 
energy varies in proportion to n~*. The Principal series of 
doubiets corresponds to a transition from a pair of the 
states III. to the first state of I., while the Sharp and Diffuse 
series correspond to transitions respectively from states ]. 
and I[. to the first pair of state IIT. 

I shall not here try to develop these considerations in 
further detail, but confine myself to show that the view 
adopted seems to indicate a possible explanation of the results 
of the experiments by Paschen and Back on the effect of a 
magnetic field on spectral lines of complicated structure. 
The characteristic result of these experiments is the great 
difference between the effect of a weak anda strong mag- 
netic field. In the presence of a weak magnetic field the 
components of a double line are resolved in a complicated 
way. If the field increases, the distances between the sub- 
components at first increase regularly with the strength of 
the field. When, however, the distances are of the same 
order of magnitude as the distance between the components 
of the original double line, the aspect of the system of lines 
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gradually alters. The single lines get diffuse and grow 
together; and when the field is increased still more the whole 
system of lines tends to shrink into three homogeneous com- 
ponents, with the same relative positions as the components 
of a simple Zeeman triplet. 

An analogy to these results is obtained by considering the 
simultaneous effect of an electric and a magnetic field on a 
system consisting of an electron rotating round a nucleus of 
infinite mass. In section 2 we assumed that the effect of an 
external electric field is to increase the eccentricity of the 
orbit of the electron and to direct the major-axis parallel to 
the electric force. According to section 3, the effect of a 
magnetic field is to superpose a rotation of uniform frequency 
on the orbit of the electron. To consider the simultaneous 
effect of electric and magnetic fields the axes of which are 
perpendicular to each other, let us first suppose that the 
effect of the electric force is ‘large compared with the effect 
of the magnetic force. In this case, the directing effect of 
the electric force will oppose the rotatory effect of the 
magnetic force, and the result may be the appearance of a 
number of stationary orbits close to the orbits to be expected 
when the electric field acts alone. If, on the other hand, the 
effect of the magnetic field is large ‘compared with that of 
the electric field, the directing effect of the latter cannot 
prevent the general rotation of the system, and it is easily 
seen that the case will be very similar to that due to the 
magnetic field alone. The necessary condition for the appli- 
cation of this analogy to the case of the magnetic effect on 
double lines, is that ‘the configuration of the inner electrons 
does not rotate in the field with the same frequency as the 
orbits of the outer electrons. It may be noticed that these 
considerations bear an analogy to the theory of Sommerfeld 
(cf. p. 519), which corresponds to the analogy between the 
considerations of the former section and the theory of 
Lorentz. 

Concluding Remarks. 

In the deductions of this paper the following general 
aes are used :— 

. Thatan elementary system containing rotating electrons 
will not emit energy radiation in the continuous way assumed 
in ordinary electrodynamics, but that radiation is only emitted 
during the passing of the system between a certain number of 
stationary states. 

2. That the dynamical equilibrium of the system in the 
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stationary states is governed by the ordinary laws of me- 
chanics, while these laws do not hold for the passing of the 
system cei een the different stationary states. 

3. That the radiation emitted during the passing of the 
system between two stationary states is homogeneous; and 
that only in the region of slow vibrations does the frequency 
approach that to be expected on ordinary electrodynamies, 
while in general the frequency vis determined by the relation 
KH =h.v, where E is the total amount of energy emitted 
and h Planck’s constant. 

Tt has bzen attempted to show that, applying these assump- 
tions to Rutherford’s theory of the structure of atoms, it seems 
possible to obtain an explanation of the laws of line-spectra 
discovered by Balmer, Rydberg, and Ritz. 

It has further been attempted to show thatit seems possible 
to account for some of the general features of the effect of 
magnetic and electric fields on spectral lines discovered by 
Zeeman and Stark. In the case of an electric field it is 
assumed that no alterations in the above assumptions take 
place. In the case of a magnetic field, however, it is found 
necessary to modify the third assumption in order to retain 
the connexion with erdinary electrodynamics in the region of 
slow vibrations. 

LX. Separation of Close Spectrum Lines tor Monochromatie 
Illumination. By R.W. Woop, Professor of Haeperimental 
Physics, Johns Hopkins University, and Adams Research 
Fellow of Columbia Pa 

[P! 1208 Vil] 

N many branches of research in physical opties it often 
becomes necessary, for one reason or another, to separate 

two or more close spectrum lines, utilizing the light of one 
only. 

For example, in experiments upon the monochromatic 
excitation of resonance spectra, the line utilized for the 
illumination of the fluorescing vapour must be - isolated 
either by absorbing screens or ‘by a spectroscope, used as a 
monochromator. 

If the latter method is employed the illumination is much 
restricted by the necessity of employing a slit, or rather two 
slits; and in the case of close spectrum lines, s such as the D 
lines of sodium, the necessity of employing very fine slits 
makes it very nearly impossible to accomplish anything in 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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this way. Even in the case of the three green copper lines, 
I found the greatest difficulty in getting sufficient illumina- 
tion with a single line isolated by means of a very large 
monochromator of 1°5 metres focus. 

In the present paper I shall give a methed which enables 
us to utilize a source of light of large size, say 1x3 cm., 
and remove one or more lines from it with practically no loss 
of light. 

For example, we can form two images of a sodium flame by 
means of a condenser having an effective aperture equal to f2, 
one image containing only the light of wave-length 5890, 
the other only light ot wave-length 5896, both images being 
very nearly as intense (with respect to one sodium line) as 
if the condenser had been employed without the separating 
apparatus. 

The method is an improvement upon one which I used 
many years ago in the study of the dispersion of sodium 
vapour and described briefly at that time. It is a polarization 
method, and may be described briefly as follows. 

If plane-polarized monochromatic light is passed through 
a plate of some doubly refracting crystal with its direction 
of vibration making an angle of 45° with the axis, it will 
emerge plane-polarized parallel to the original plane for 
certain thicknesses of the plate, and plane-polarized at a 
right angle to this plane for other thicknesses. For inter- 
mediate thicknesses it will be elliptically or circularly 
polarized. 

If we employ a plate of quartz 30 mm. thick the emergent 
waves of D, and D, of sodium will be piane-polarized at 
right angles to each other, and either can be quenched by a 
nicol suitably oriented. If white light is used, and analysed 
by a spectroscope, the spectrum will be furrowed by dark 
bands, the distance between a bright and a dark band being, 
in the yellow region, 6 Angstrém units, the distance between 
the D lines. 

As it was desired to utilize this principle for the separation 
of the D lines for the purpose of exciting the resonance 
radiation of sodium vapour by the light of D, and D, 
separately, by which means we may determine whether the 
mechanisms which give rise to the radiations are coupled 
together, an investigation which is being carried to a suc- 
cessful conclusion in collaboration with L. Dunoyer at the 
present time, it became necessary to bring the method up to 
the highest possible efficiency. As it is necessary to employ 
«large condenser and work with very divergent and con- 
vergent cones of light, a block of quartz of very large size 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No.159. March 1914. 2 N 
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must be used, placed between the two halves of the con- 
denser, since the rays which traverse the block must be 
parallel. If this is not the case, different pencils will traverse 
different thicknesses, and will be differently polarized. 
Moreover, one half of the light is lost at the start by the 
polarizing nicol. This difficulty was overcome by employing 
a large double-image prism, and subsequently analysing by 
a double-image prism. In this way, with proper orientation 
of the prisms, the two images containing only D, light were 
superposed, the D, images (of one half the intensity) lying 
to the right and left. By this expedient the D, image had 
the full intensity, except for the loss by reflexion from the 
six transparent surfaces of the prisms and quartz block. 
A rotation of 90° of the plane of polarization is produced 

by a quartz plate ‘032 mm. in thickness for sodium light, 
consequently the plate must be plane-parallel to within con- 
siderably less than this distance, otherwise D, will be passed 
by some parts of the field and D, by others. If the dif- 
ference in thickness changes by ‘032 mm. in passing from 
one edge of the block to the other, one edge will transmit D, 
only, and will appear brighter than the other edge which 
transmits only D,;. while the centre of the plate will transmit 
both D, and D, in a state of circular polarization. Here 
both wave-lengths will be passed by the analysing nicol, 
and the intensity will be intermediate between the values at 
the edges. If the thickness varies at a more rapid rate, 
bright and less bright bands will cross the field, the bright 
bands containing Dy, the less bright Dy. 

The calculated value ‘032 mm. was verified with a frag- 
ment of a quartz plate 30 mm. in thickness and slightly 
wedge-shaped, placed at my disposal by Mr. Twyman, 
manager of the firm of Adam Hilger & Co., who also 
loaned me the quartz echelon used in the preliminary in- 
vestigation. With this block between crossed nicols seven © 
bands were counted (counting both dark and bright). This 
means that we pass from D, to D, transmission seven times 
in crossing the plate. Multiplying the calculated thickness 
-032 mm. by seven gives us 0°224, while the difference in 
thickness of the plate at the two edges, as measured with 
the spherometer, was found to be 0°243. 

An investigation was also made with an echelon of quartz 
placed with its elements horizontal between the nicols. It 
was illuminated with a sodium flame, and an image of the 
steps thrown upon the slit of a spectroscope. Hach element 
of the slit covered by an echelon step is thus illuminated by 
light which has traversed a different thickness of quartz. 
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At some points only D, appeared, at others only D., while 
at others both D, and D, were found. | 

The polarizing nicol is of course placed with one of its 
diagonals making an angle of 45° with the vertical. <A 
photograph of this phenomenon is reproduced on Pl. VII. 
fig. 1. The best separation of D, and D, was given by step 
no. 6, and as each plate was 4°7 mm. in thickness, the total 
thickness was 4:7 x 6 or 28°2mm. ‘The seventh step showed 
both D, and D,, as the total thickness here happened to be 
that giving circular polarization for both wave-lengths. 
A slight inclination of a plate of this thickness would 
cause it to transmit D, or D, only, by changing the length 
of the optical path in quartz. 

In practice we may use a plate anywhere between 25 and 
40 mm. in thickness. The best thickness is 32 mm., which 
gives us the maximum intensity for either sodium line when 
the other is cut off. With a plate of say 25 mm. in thick- 
ness D, can be completely extinguished, but the transmitted 
light (D,) will not be as bright as when a plate of the 
correct thickness 1s used. 

If the echelon is illuminated with white light, the con- 
tinuous spectrum transmitted by each step is furrowed by 
black bands, which represent wave-lengths of light vibrating 
parallel to the long diagonal of the analysing nicol. The 
distance between the bands decreases with the number of 
plates which operate at each step. A photograph of these 
bands with the D lines superposed is reproduced on PI. VII. 
fio. 4. 

For a thickness equal to 32 mm. the distance between adja- 
cent bright and black bands is 6 Angstrém units. If a dif- 
ferent thickness is employed, and a black band brought into 
eoincidence with D,, D, will lie a little to one side of the 
centre of the adjacent bright band and its intensity will be 
less than if the correct thickness is employed. 

The extinguishing of one of the D lines can be shown 
with a natural uncut crystal of quartz, if the surfaces are 
fairly good. The crystal is to be placed between crossed 
nicols, utilizing two opposed surfaces, which are separated 
by a distance of two or three centimetres. 

An image of the crystal is projected upon the slit of the 
spectroscope, and D, will be found absent at certain points, 
D, absent at others. It is another matter if a large amount 
of light is to be used, as in experiments upon fluorescence, 
for in this case we must use a large block of uniform thick- 
ness free from all traces of crystalline irregularities. Brazilian 
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quartz should be used, as the crystals from Madagascar show 
irregularities when examined by polarized light. 

A large and very clear crystal was selected and examined 
between crossed nicols with sodium light. There appeared 
to be no internal irregularities of a nature such as were 
exhibited by a beautiful block of quartz loaned to me by 
Mr. Twyman, which was possibly cut from a Madagascar 
crystal. In this block the D, and D, bands, instead of 
appearing uniformly parallel, were deformed at one point 
in sharp zig-zags ; no trace of anything could be seen by 
unpolarized light. It is not always possible to judge a 
crystal before it is cut, but if the faces are reasonably plane 
and clear, it is usually possible to tell whether variations in 
the intensity of the sodium light result from internal troubles, 
or from small differences in thickness. From the selected 
crystal a block measuring 85 mm. x 60 mm.x32 mm. was 
cut parallel to the axis and polished *. 

As the degree to which the plate needs to be plane-parallel 
can easily be attained by the use of the spherometer, and as 
the side faces do not have to be accurately parallel to the 
axis, the preparation of the plate presents no great difficulty. 

It was examined with sodium light between crossed nicols 
before the polishing stage was reached, and found to give 
absolutely uniform illumination, which is what is required. 
Glass plates and benzine were of course used to render the 
block transparent. M. Bertin increased the uniformity of 
thickness considerably even after this test, and then polished 
the six surfaces of the block. This block when used for 
separating the D lines (32 mm. thickness) has an area of 
50 square cms. Used in the other position, 60 mm. thick- 
ness, it will separate lines 3 Angstrom units apart. Used 
‘“‘end-on”’ its property of natural rotation can be utilized in 
certain experiments. 

The double refraction of Iceland spar is very much greater 
than that of quartz, a plate less than 3 mm. thick being re- 
quired for the D lines. It would, however, have to be plane- 
parallel to a degree 10 times as great as is the case with 
quartz. A thick block of spar, made plane-parallel by the 
methods in use in the construction of modern interferometers, 
could very likely be used for suppressing the strong central 
components of multiple lines, when photographing or ex- 

amining the fainter satellites. Hxperiments in this direction 
are now in progress. 

* The work was done by M. Bertin, 13 quai St. Michel, Paris, whom 
I have instructed as to the methods of testing by polarized sodium light. 
The price of the crystal, including cutting and polishing, was 140 frances. 
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The quartz plate has proved most satisfactory in every 
respect. Placed between the two halves of a Dunoyer con- 
denser of 10 cm. diameter and 12 cm. focus for parallel light 
(2. e. 24 em. focal length when forming an image of a source 
of light equal in size to that of the source), it is possible to 
utilize the entire 50 square cm. of the plate in forming an 
image of the aperture (1x3 em.) placed before the sodium 
flame, containing only D, or D, light. 

The: arrangement of the apparatus i is shown in the diagram. 
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The double-image prism A is so oriented as to have the vibra- 
tions of the two transmitted beams at 45° with the vertical. 
The second double-image prism is oriented 7m the absence 
of the quartz block, so as to give two images of the source 
side by side, and separated by a distance equal to the 
width of each image. Hach image contains both D, and Ds. 
I£ now the quartz block is placed between the two halves 
of the condenser, all of the D, light (for example) leaves 
the original images, and unites into a third image between 
the other two. This is the image utilized. If it is desired 
to have D, light in this image, it is necessary only to rotate 
the block a degree or to, thereby increasing the optical path 
in quartz. If we rotate the analysing double-image prism 
the central image splits up into two, and the correct position 
of the prism can be determined by bringing these two images 
into exact coincidence. As I have said previously, this 
method obviates the 50 per cent. loss of light which results 
from the use of Nicol’s prisms. As the double-image prisms 
had apertures considerably less than that of the quartz block, 
they were placed midway between the condenser lenses and 
the image and source, as shown in the figure. With prisms 
of too small aperture, however, placed close to the source 

and image, the separation of the images would be insufficient. 
To test the adjustment of the quartz block and the general 

efficiency of the apparatus, we have only to receive the three 
images upon a piece of white paper, and project an image of 
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the central one upon the slit of a spectroscope capable of 
clearly resolving the D lines. 

If the optic axis is not vertical some parts of the slit will 
be illuminated with D,, others with D,, and others with both 
D, and D,, as shown by the photograph reproduced ov 
Pl. VII. fig. 2. 

The completeness of the extinction is seen from the very 
faint trace of D, seen at the regions where D, only was 
transmitted. A very fine slit was used, and the plate over- 
exposed. 

The block must be tilted forwards or back until the same 
condition obtains all along the shit. The block is now rotated 
slightly until either D, or D, is completely quenched. We 
can now be sure that the image is made up entirely of 
monochromatic light, as shown in fig. 3, in which the upper 
portion of the slit is illuminated by D, light, and the lower 
by the light of the sodium flame. 

For work with the spectroscope alone, in which cones of 
light of large aperture are not needed, a quartz echelon - 
answers every purpose, so that this instrument, recently 
placed on the market by the Hilger Co., may be utilized im 
a new way. 

The experiments outlined in the present paper were carried! 
on at the Sorbonne, in the laboratory of Monsieur Bouty,,. 
who placed every facility at my disposal. 

LXI. Note on the Production of a very intense Sodium 
Flame. By R. W. Woop *. 

12 the course of the experiments described in the preceding 
paper, it was found desirable to have an exceedingly 

intense sodium flame available for the adjustment of the 
quartz block for the complete extinction of one of the 
D lines. 

As a flame of this description is often desirable in many 
branches of optical work, it has seemed worth while to add 
a separate note on the subject. 

The intensity of a soda flame depends chiefly upon the 
rate at which the sodium molecules are delivered into 
the flame, that is the rate at which the chloride of sodium is. 
volatilized. Ifa small fragment of the mantle of a Welsbach 
light is laid upon the grill of a Meker burner, and two or 
three small fragments of fused sodium chloride are placed on 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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this, on lighting the burner a flame of a most astonishing 
brilliancy is at once formed. So rapid is the evaporation 
of the chloride that clouds of smoke rise from the flame, 
and the intensity, while at its maximum, appears to be as 
great as that of the oxy-hydrogen sodium flame, which is 
much more difficult to manage. The simplicity of this 
method makes it immediately available in any laboratory. 
The function of the scrap of mantle is of course to spread 
the material over a large surface of very small heat capacity, 
so that it can be brought to the temperature of the hottest 
part of the flame. The bead melts and the mantle acts like 
the wick of a lamp. 

LX. A Photometric Study of the Fluorescence of Iodine 
Vapour. By R. W. Woop and W. P. Spras*. 

reduction in the intensity of the fluorescence of 
iodine vapour caused by the admixture of air or other 

foreign gas was studied by one of the present writers a 
number of vears ago (Wood, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 309, 1911) ; 
und subsequently Wood and Franck (Phil. Males ociknp: 314, 
1911) discovered that the gases which were strongly electro- 
negative were the most effective in reducing the intensity of 
the fluorescence. Of all the gases studied the least effective 
was helium, the intensity of he fluorescence of the iodine 
vapour, when mixed with helium, even at two or three centi- 
metres’ pressure, being almost as great as im vacuo. The 
colour of the fluorescent light was changed, however, from 
yellowish-green to orange-red by the presence of the helium ; : 
and the curves obtained showed that this resulted from the 
circumstance that the helium reduced the intensity of the 
radiations of shorter wave-length in the fluorescent spectrum 
to a greater degree than the less refrangible radiations. The 
extensive investigations of the remarkable resonance spectra 
emitted by the vapour when excited by monochromatic light, 
which have been carried on during the past two years by ¢ one 
of us, made a further photometric study desirable ; for it 
appeared probable that careful determinations of the variation 
ot the intensity of the radiations with the density of the 
iodine vapour would throw some light upon certain obscure 
points : for example, the circumstance that the faint band- 
spectrum which accompanies the resonance spectrum is 
more strongly developed when the iodine vapour is at very 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
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low density, the tube being cooled by ice. Moreover, it is 
of considerable interest to determine to what extent the 
luminosity of an iodine molecule is diminisked by the 
proximity of other iodine molecules; in other words, to 
determine the effect of iodine vapour at. different pressures 
upon the intensity of the iodine fluorescence, for comparison 
with the effects of the various other gases determined in the 
earlier work. 

In the present case, however, the matter is complicated by 
the circumstance that an increase of pressure increases the 
number of fiuorescing molecules. 

It has been found possible, however, to allow for this 
circumstance and construct a curve showing the destructive 
action of iodine vapour upon the fluorescence of iodine 
vapour, precisely analogous to the curves constructed for 
helium, argon, nitrogen, hydrogen, &c. in the earlier 
investigation. 

The iodine vapour was contained in an exhausted glass 
tube of the same form as those used in the study of the 
resonance spectra. The image of a quartz mercury are 
formed along the axis of the tube by a large condenser 
excited a fluorescence of very constant intensity, which was 
measured by a photometer viewing the fluorescent vapour 
column “ end-on.” . 

The photometer was of the same type as that used in the 
earlier work, the comparison source being a white screen 
illuminated by the light of a Welsbach mantle passed through 
suitable filters for the purpose of matching the yellowish- 
green colour of the fluorescence. The temperature of the 
tube was raised by a water-bath, or lowered by the immersion 
of a small lateral tube in a bath of alcohol contained in a 
small Dewar cup and cooled to any desired temperature by 
the addition of liquid air. The density of the iodine vapour 
is determined by the temperature of the coldest part of the 
system, so that when working below room-temperature it 
was necessary to vary only the temperature of the small 
lateral tube. 

It was found that a measurable fluorescence was obtained 
even with a density corresponding to —30° C. It was im- 
possible, however, to obtain an absolutely black background, 
even with the end of the tube painted black for a distance 
of 10 cm. To determine the small amount of diffused and 
reflected light sent out by the background, it was only 
necessary to immerse the nee tube in liquid air, which 
removed every trace of iodine vapour from the observation 
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tube, and measure the intensity of the very feeble illumi- 
nation of the background. ‘This constant quantity was 
subtracted in each case from the measured intensity of the 
fluorescence. 

When working above room-temperature, the entire tube 
was immersed in arectangular glass tank filled with distilled 
water at the desired temperature. 

The variation of the intensity of the fluorescence as a 
function of temperature is shown by curve A, fig. 1, 
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ordinates representing intensities and abscissee temperatures. 
It is to be understood, of course, that the alteration of the 
temperature influences the intensity of the fluorescence only 
by changing the vapour-density. 

The variation of the density of the iodine vapour with the 
temperature is shown by curve B, the pressures in millimetres 
of mercury (ordinates) being indicated to the left of the 
eurve. This curve was plotted from the values obtained by 
Baxter, Hickey, and Holmes (J. American Chemical Soe. 
xxix. p. 127, Feb. 1907) between 0° C. and 55° C. They 
give no values below 0°, though a faint fluorescence can be 
observed at —30°, to which point I have carried the curve 
by rough exterpolation. 
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| The intensity curve A is remarkably symmetrical, with its 
le maximum at 20°-25°. As we increase the temperature from > 
rf —30° to 0° the intensity increases, probably very nearly in 
ae | proportion to the increase in pressure, since at these very 

small densities the intensity of the radiation given out by a 
molecule is not diminished by the presence of its neighbours. 

4 Above 0°, however, the increase is no longer proportional to 
vl the increase in the number of molecules, since the vapour 
0 ie begins to destroy its own fluorescence in the same way as 

| would another gas, such as nitrogen or carbonic acid, only 
to a very much greater degree. For example, at a pressure 
of :05 mm. (at 5° C.) the intensity is 33, while at a pressure 
of O'1 mm. (at 11° C.) the intensity is but 46, instead of 66, 
which is the value which we should expect if there were no 
interaction between the molecules. Between 17° and 25°, 
though the number of molecules more than doubles, there is 
no increase in the intensity, the increase in the number of 
radiating molecules being almost exactly compensated by 
diminution in the intensity of the radiation from each one 

| which results from the presence of its neighbours. Above 25° 
| the reduction of intensity preponderates, and the curve falls 
hill \ rapidly. 
mi) If we plot the intensities (ordinates) against pressures 
| (abscissee) we obtain curve C (dotted), the pressures 

(abscissee) being recorded along the curve. This curve gives 
| us a better idea of the phenomenon than curve A, since in 
mh | this case the intensities are plotted directly against the 
Bt changes in the physical state which influences the radiation. 

| This curve shows us, however, only the change in the 
intensity of the total radiation emitted by all the molecules 
with increase of pressure. 

In view of the previous work, in which the diminution in 
the intensity of the radiation from a constant number of 
iodine molecules resulting from the presence of foreign 
molecules was investigated, it is of great interest to determine 
to what extent the radiation from a gwen group of iodine 
molecules is diminished by interpolating other molecules of the 
same kind, or, in other words, the effect of iodine vapour in 
reducing its own fluorescence as compared with the effect of 
other gases. 

This can be done very easily by combining the values 
shown by curves A and B in the following way. 

At a temperature of 0° the pressure is ‘03 mm. and the 
intensity of the fluorescence is 24. We wish now to deter- 
mine the intensity of the radiation of this same group of 
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molecules, when an equal number of similar molecules has 
been interpolated. We raise the temperature to 7°, the- 
pressure doubles (‘06 mm.), and the intensity increases to 36. 
We have, however, measured the radiation from all of the 
molecules, and we are concerned only with that which is. 
emitted by the original group, which contributes one half of 
the measured intensity ; consequently we must divide the 36. 
by 2, which gives us 18. The intensity of the radiation of 
the group has been reduced from 24 to 18 by an zncrement 
of pressure equal to °03 mm. 

At a temperature of 11° the pressure is ‘09 mm. and the 
intensity is 47, one third of which, or 15°7, is contributed by 
the original group ; consequently the intensity is reduced 
from 24 to 15°7 by a pressure increment of ‘06 mm. 
We can in this way construct a curve showing the decrease 

in intensity resulting from the interaction between the 
molecules. 

It is to be noted, however, that we must choose, for the 
original group, a mass of vapour at a pressure below that at 
which the action of one molecule upon the radiation from a 
neighbouring one is appreciable. 

If we take as our starting-point the intensity 12, at a 
pressure of ‘015 mm. we find that at ‘03 mm. the intensity 
is 24: one half of this is 12, our original value—in other 
words, no reduction in intensity has resulted from an incre- 
ment of pressure of ‘(015 mm. At ‘045 mm. the intensity is 
30, one third of which is 10, a slight reduction kaving 
occurred. 

In this way curve D was computed, the values calculated 
being multiplied by 84 so as to make the intensity of the 
radiation from the vapour at the lowest pressure equal to 100. 
This curve shows us the extraordinary effect of iodine vapour 
upon its own fluorescence, the vapour at 1 mm. pressure 
reducing the intensity from 100 to 5. 

It is interesting to compare the action of iodine vapour 
with that of the gases and vapours studied in the earlier 
work. In these other cases a constant temperature was 
employed, with the result that the iodine vapour density 
remained unchanged, and the intensity of the fluorescence 
was measured when various gases at ditferent pressures were 
introduced into the bulb. 

The intensity is reduced from 100 to 19 by hydrogen at 
24 mm., by air at 11 mm., by CO, at 7 mm., by ether vapour 
at 3mm., by chloride of iodine at 1°8 mm.. and by iodine 
vapour at a pressure of only 0:4 mm. 
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a) It is probable that chlorine would be still more effective 
cit than lodine, as it is more strongly electro-negative. The 

4 value given above for chloride of iodine is the value given 
| | in the earlier paper for chlorine, the fact having been over- 
Hl | looked that the vapours unite to form the compound when 
Al) mixed. There was always an excess of iodine in the bulb, 
a so that there is little doubt but that the correct interpretation 
1 | | of the experiment is to consider the active vapour iodine 
if) chloride instead of iodine. 

Bromine vapour is more electro-negative than iodine, and 
though it has an absorption spectrum similar to that of 
jodine, its action in destroying its own fluorescence is so 
powerful that it is only possible to observe fluorescence at 
pressures probably in the vicinity of ‘001 mm., the intensity 
then being so small that it is only with difficulty that the 
phenomenon can be detected. Sunlight must be focussed at 
the centre of the exhausted bulb, and the bromine vapour 
condensed by applying solid CO, to the exterior : just before 
the last trace of vapour is condensed, there is a very feeble 
green fluorescence, of about the intensity of that shown by 
iodine vapour at — 30°. 

The results obtained with iodine vapour at varying 
pressure emphasizes the following general statement made 
in the earlier paper :— 

! | “In order to obtain a visible fluorescence we must have 
3 a sufficient number of molecules present: their number 
if must not, however, be so great as to cause them to disturb 

Mt each other. The pressure at which maximum fluorescence 
it occurs depends upon the electrical character of the molecule.” 
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Absorption of the Fluorescent Light by Iodine Vapour. 

SS SS It is obvious that, for a correct interpretation of the 
results found with the photometer, determinations of the 
absorbing power of the vapour for the fluorescent light must 
be made, since in all of the experiments the fluorescent light 
is obliged to traverse a greater or less amount of absorbing 
vapour. 

! The colour of the fluorescent light is distinctly red with 
nt | dense vapour, orange-yellow at room-temper ature, and yellow 

nr rr = SS 

ee 

lt with a suggestion of green at the lowest temperatures. 
| | While this change is due in part to absorption of the green 

| i | portion of the spectrum of the emitted light, there is un- 
yi | doubtedly another factor at work. In the earlier investiga- 

tion it was found that the colour was changed very markedly 
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to red by the admixture of helium with a constant amount of 
iodine vapour, the same effect being observed in decreasing 
degrees with argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. No change of 
colour was, however, observed when the intensity was reduced 
by chlorine. The suggestion was made that a foreign gas 
reduced the intensity of the fluorescence in two ways—by its 
electro-negative quality (the reduction in this case being 
unaccompanied by change of colour), and by collisions, which 
reduced the intensity of the short waves more than that of 
the long. It is quite possible that the collisions weaken what 
have been termed the resonance radiation lines more than 
the lines of increased wave-length. 

In the case of the weakening of intensity by iodine vapour, 
the change of colour is probably largely due to absorption, 
since measurements showed that the fluorescent light was 
more strongly absorbed by iodine vapour than light of the 
same colour obtained by filtering the light of the Welsbach 
light through suitable colour-filters. This results from the 
circumstance that the fluorescent spectrum is discontinuous, 
some of its lines coinciding with absorption-lines. If the 
two fields of the photometer were matched, one being illumi- 
nated with the fluorescent light, the other with the filtered 
white light, the balance was destroyed if a bulb containing 
iodine vapour was held between the eye and the photometer. 
Measurements were also made by restricting the length of 
the illuminated column of iodine vapour by means of screens, 
illuminating first the end of the tube farthest from the 
photometer, and then the nearer end. 

The actual intensity of the fluorescence was the same in 
the two cases, but in the former, owing to the greater 
thickness of the layer of iodine vapour traversed by the 
emitted light, the measured intensity was less. 

The results indicated that the portions of the illuminated 
column nearest the photometer contributed more to the 
intensity than the portions farther away. 

It was found that the absorption was much stronger for 
the fluorescence of the vapour at 0° than at room-temperature, 
amounting to 43 per cent. in the former case and 29 per cent. 
in the latter, for a layer of iodine vapour at 23° 14 em. in 
thickness. The absorption was brought about by inserting 
an exhausted bulb, 14 cm. in diameter, containing iodine 
crystals, between the fluorescent tube and tlie photometer. 
Instead of removing the bulb, to determine the intensity 
without absorption, the iodine vapour was condensed by the 
application of cotton wet with liquid air. In this way 
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a the loss due to reflexion by the walls of the bulb was 
i eliminated. | 
ie The effect of absorption will be to cause a decrease in the 
it intensity of the fluorescence with increasing vapour-density. 

‘The effect is somewhat complicated by the circumstance that 
a the green portion of the spectrum is more strongly absorbed 
i than the red. This will cause a change in the colour of the 
i fluorescence, apart from the cause already mentioned, namely 
i] collisions with other molecules. The intensity curve con- 
1 ‘sequently falls more rapidly than it would if absorption were 
| absent. It is not very easy to correct for absorption, since 
it the light from each element of the column of vapour illumi- 
| nated is obliged to traverse a different thickness of vapour. 
| 
| 
HT The chief cause of the diminution of intensity is the mutual 
i| action between the molecules. There is no trace whatever 
i ‘of superficial fluorescence, or a glowing of a thin layer of the 

i \ vapour in contact with the wall. This would be practically 
H 1 ay uninfluenced by absorption. It is present in a very marked 
Mh degree with mercury vapour, both for the visible fluorescence, 
| ‘obtained by illuminating the dense vapour contained in a 

i heated quartz bulb with the light of the spark, and the ultra- 
violet resonance radiation, stimulated at pressures below 1 mm. 
by the 2536 line of the mercury are, as has been shown 

| ] recently by one of the writers. 
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' January 7th, 1914.—Dr. Aubrey Strahan, F.R.S., President, 
a | in the Chair. 

| Nf) aoe following communications were read :—— 

i | 1. ‘The Ordovician and Silurian Rocks of the Lough Nafooey 
mi | Area (County Galway).’ By Charles Irving Gardiner, M.A., 
i . F.G.S., and Sidney Hugh Reynolds, M.A., F.G.S., Professor of 

The Lough Nafooey area is a direct continuation of the Kilbride 
area (described in 1912), from which it is separated by the Finny 
River. It forms a ridge about 4 miles long, which reaches its 

i] highest point (1678 feet) at Curraghrevagh Mountain, and slopes 
| steeply down to Lough Nafooey on the north, and more gradually 

to Glen Trague on the south. 

‘Geology in the University of Bristol. 
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The rocks are of Arenig, Llandeilo, and Silurian age, together 
with intrusive felsites, bostonites, labradorite-porphyrites, and 
dolerites. | 

The Llandeilo rocks (Mweelrea Grits and Conglomerates) are 
mainly confined to the low-lying ground along the shore of Lough 
Nafooey, and have yielded no fossils. They dip at a high angle off 
the Arenig rocks, which extend in a band from a third to half a 
mile wide from end to end of the area. The Arenig rocks consist 
in the main, as at Kilbride, of spilite-lavas associated with coarse 
breccias, and with bands and patches of chert in which at two points 

_ vadiolaria were found. The Lough Natooey area agrees with those 
of Glensaul and Tourmakeady in the presence of limestone-breccias 
which were absent at Kilbride. Unfortunately, no graptolites were 
found in the Arenig rocks of Lough Nafooey. Pillow-lavas show a 
splendid development, especially near the top of Bencorragh. 
Silurian rocks form the whole southern half of the area, including 
the highest point, Benbeg (1788 feet). They are very highly 
inclined, being (for much of their extent) vertical or sometimes 
slightly overfolded. They include representatives of the Llan- 
dovery, Tarannon, and Wenlock formations, and exhibit the same 
general succession as at Kilbride, although the relative thicknesses 
of the several bands are not the same. The occurrence of Jono- 
graptus galaensis on the north-eastern slopes of Benbeg confirms 
the field-evidence as to the Tarannon age of certain grey flags. 
The Wenlock beds, as at Kilbride, are represented by thick grits 
(Doon Rock Grits), a thickness of over 800 feet being seen. Of 
the intrusive rocks, felsites are not so prominent as at Kilbride, and, 
while at that locality they are always associated with Arenig rocks, 
at Lough Nafooey some are clearly of later date—occurring in the 
Llandeilo formation, or along the line of junction of the Llandeilo 
and other rocks. 

The bostonite-sill seen at the base of the Silurian rocks at Kilbride 
extends almost continuously throughout the Lough Nafooey area, 
but is much reduced in thickness. Other small intrusions of 
bostonite occur in addition to this sill, which, as at Kilbride, is 
associated in places with labradorite-porphyrite. The prevalence of 
mica-dolerite intrusions in the purple shale (Tarannon) is a note- 
worthy feature. 

The paper concludes with a table comparing the rocks of the 
Lough Nafooey area, on the one hand with those of Kilbride, and 
on the other with those of the Killary district described by Mr. R. G. 
Carruthers and Mr. H. B. Maufe. 

2. ‘The Geology of the St. Tudwal’s Peninsula (Carnarvonshire).’ 
By Tressilian Charles Nicholas, B.A., F.G.S. 

The St. Tudwal’s Peninsula is situated at the south-eastern 
extremity of South-West Carnarvonshire (Lleyn), and forms the 
north-western limit of Cardigan Bay; it is underlain by Cambrian 
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and Ordovician rocks. In the southern part of the peninsula the 
structure is relatively simple, and the succession very plainly dis- 
played in numerous cliff-sections ; Cambrian rocks very similar in 
character to those of Merionethshire form most of the coast, but 
the interior is mainly occupied by Arenig beds, which rest with a 
marked unconformity on every local member of the Cambrian in turn. 
The latter have fortunately escaped cleavage, and some mudstones 
in the midst of the series have yielded a number of fossils belong- 
ing to the zone of Paradoxides hickst. The P.-davidis Zone 
appears to be absent, as the result of a slight uncontormity. 

This southern area, of relatively simple structure, is separated by 
an overthrust of considerable magnitude from a more northern 
area: in which members of the Tete loe, Arenig, and Llandeilo 
Series have been recognized, but in which the rocks are highly 
crushed, faulted, and disturbed, and the relations between the beds 
are far from clear. 

The general succession is :— 

South of the Thrust. North of the Thrust. 

LLANDEILO. Hen-dy-Capel Mudstones. 
(Zone of Nemagraptus 
gracilis.) 

LLANVIRN. 
Llanengan Mudstones. Benar Beds. 

(Zone of Didymograptus 
Tudwal Sandstones and SESE extensus ?) a 

Grits. Probable unconformity. 
(Zone of Didymograptus 
eatensus.) 

TREMADOC. Abersoch Beds. 
Great unconformity. 

DOLGELLY. 
Ffestiniog Beds. FFESTINIOG. 
(Only in East St. Tudwal’s Island.) 

Maentwrog Beds. MAENTWROG. 
Probable unconformity. 

Nant-pig Mudstones. - MENEVIAN (of Merionethshire). 
Caered Mudstones and Flags. 
Cilan Grits. HARLECH GRITS ic Merionethshire) 
Mulfran or Manganese Beds. (in part). 
Hell’s Mouth Grits. 

Base not seen. 

Pisolitic iron-ore is well developed in the district, and occurs 
chiefly in'the Llandeilo Beds along the line of the overthrust ; it is 
regarded as of sedimentary origin. The glacial geology” is only 
briefly dealt with; but evidence is presented to show that, during 
the last phase of glaciation, the ice was moving across s the peninsula 
in a westerly direction out of Cardigan Bay. - 
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LXIV. The High-frequency Spectra of the Elements, aah He 
Structure of the Atom. ByJ.W.Nicuotson, W.A., D.Se., 
Professor of Mathematics in the University of London*. 

i te the Philosophical Magazine for December last, Mr. H. 
G. J. Moseley has described some experiments which 

give a new order of simplicity to the determination of wave- 
lengths of the characteristic X-radiation emitted from metals, 
—a determination which, when performed with sufficient 
completeness, supplies perhaps the most hopeful way of 
obtaining a more intimate knowledge of the inner structure 
of the atom, and of the essential relations between the various 
elements. The results of the experiments are remarkable, 
and indicate a definite law which appears to connect succes- 
sive elements in the Periodic Table. But at the same time, 
the particular interpretation of these results which has been 
suggested appears to the writer to be very unsatisfactory, 
and in calling attention to some points of theory which have 
been overlooked, not only in this interpretation but also 
almost universally in recent work on the possible nature of 
atoms, an opportunity is afforded of scrutinising, in a general 
way, some of the fundamental assumptions involved in such 
work, restricting attention, however, only to certain special 
points on which erroneous conclusions have been founded. 

A very attractive theory as to the nature of series spectra 
has been put forward recently by Dr. Bohr f, and it has been 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. July and Sept. 1913. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 20 
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supposed * that his formula for spectra, applied to the steady 
states of an inner ring of four electrons rotating round a 
nucleus whose charge corresponds to the ‘‘atomic number” 
of the element, will account for the principal line found by 
Moseley in the X-ray spectra of the elements from calcium 
to zine in the Periodic Table. The present paper is in no 
way intended as a criticism of Bohr’s theory of the origin 
of spectra in general, and of the hydrogen and helium spectra 
in particular, but it puts forward the view that this particular 
application of the theory cannot be made in the manner 
contemplated, without a serious conflict with the recent 
results obtained by Rutherford, Barkla, and others as to the 
number of electrons in atoms, which seem to indicate that 
the number is about half the atomic weight. 

Recently there has been a striking change of opinion as 
to the inner significance of the Periodic arrangement of the 
elements. It is now largely believed that the position of an 
element is not determined by its atomic weight so much as 
by its ‘‘atomic number ’’—defined as the electron-equivalent 
of the positive nucleus of the atom. This view appears to 
be due originally to van den Broek, and will be referred to 
as van den Broek’s hypothesis. It has been developed by 
Soddy and others, and appears to throw a light upon the 
true positions of the elements of the rare-earth group and 
the radioactive products. For, according to this hypothesis, 
several elements may occupy the same position in the Periodic 
Table, provided that they possess nuclei with equal charges, 
but different arrangements of electrons circulating round 
the nuclei in possible steady motions, and slightly different 
atomic weights, so that the number which defines the atomic 
weight as found in the laboratory is actually the mean value 
of a set of numbers each corresponding to a more or less 
stable variety of the element. There is some evidence for 
the truth of this view, for it seems that the spectra of two 
elements different in their degree of activity may be iden- 
tical, as the investigation of Rossi and Russellt on the 
spectrum of ionium tends to show. 

But to admit that there is truth, in a general way, in 
van den Broek’s hypothesis, does not of necessity contain 
the further admission that the atomic number of an element 
corresponds ewactly to its position in the Table as we now 
know it. It is still possible, for example, to take the view 
that other elements may exist between hydrogen and lithium, 
in addition to helium; and if an element like potassium is 

* Moseley, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1918. 
+ Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 82 (1918). 
t Roy. Soc. Proc. A. Ixxxvii, p. 478 (1912). 
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radioactive, giving « particles with a smaller velocity of 
ejection than “usual, some place may have to be found for 
unstable elements of lower atomic weight. In any case, 
van den Broek’s hypothesis involves, in its present form, 
the supposition that the atomic numbers of lithium, beryl- 
lium, and boron are three, four, and five respectively, and in 
this paper we shall find that, on Bohr’s theory of the consti- 
tution of atoms more complex than helium at least, this 
cannot be reconciled with theoretical considerations. If we 
are to retain Bohr’s theory of such complex atoms, that 
theory must give up van den Broek’s hypothesis in its present 
form, and substitute a modified hypothesis. This portion of 
Bohr’s theory, however, is admittedly of a more tentative 
form, and is only precise for the two simplest elements, 
hydrogen and helium, which do not come within the scope 
of this paper. The need for modification of van den Broek’s 
hypothesis, pointed out in the paper, therefore does not bear 
upon Bohr’s spectral theory in any way, or even toa great 
extent on his theoretical reason for the existence of Rydberg’s 
universal constant in all spectra. 

It must be pointed out that the necessity for the abandon- 
ment of van den Broek’s hypothesis in its present form, and 
the substitution of a similar form which allows the atomic 
number to be different from the position in the Periodic 
Table, is solely determined by the portions of Bohr’s theory 
which are not related to the hypothesis, for example, the 
specification of the equal and constant angular momenta of 
all electrons in the atom, and the mode of determination of 
the probable valency of an element, based on the supposition 
that the readiness of an atom to take up an electron and 
form a new charged configuration may be determined from 
a consideration of the total energies which should be applied 
to the configurations in order to scatter their component 
parts to an infinite distance from each other. It may be 
that either of these procedures is incorrect. As regards the 
first, for example, the only definite cases worked out by 
Bohr, in so far as spectra are concerned, are those of 
hydrogen and helium with only one electron. In these cases, 
it is essential to suppose that the angular momentum of the 
electron is h/2a7, where h is Planck’s constant; but in the 
presence of other electrons, this relation to h may be modified 
and come to depend on the number of electrons. 

There are indications that this modification is necessary. 
For example, if the angular momentum of each electron 
in the neutral helium atom is h/2a, we cannot obtain the 
ordinary helium spectrum, as a future paper will show. 
Moreover, in systems with a ately nucleus, this modification 

20 2 
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is certainly necessary*, and it will probably remain so when 
the nucleus is, as is probable in terrestrial elements, of a- 
complex character. Our precise conclusion will be, there- 
fore, that we cannot retain Bohr’s theory of the more complea 
atoms, and van den Broek’s hypothesis in its present form, 
simultaneously, and one or the other must be changed or 
abandoned altogether. In the two cases of hydrogen and 
helium there is no conflict, however. 

It has been assumed universally that an atom can form a 
Saturnian system with concentric rings of electrons rotating 
round a positive nucleus, and this assumption is an important 
part, for example, of the later sections of Bohr’s theory 
which do not deal with spectra, but rather with the chemical 
properties of atoms. The phenomena of radioactivity have 
led inevitably to the conclusion that an atom with a simple 
nucleus, or pure positive charge, at its centre, and a single 
ring of rotating electrons, is insufficient for their interpre- 
tation, although the measurements of scattering of « and @ 
particles have compelled Rutherford to enunciate the view 
that the atom is Saturnian. We are obliged, therefore, to 
imagine a more complicated arrangement. For it now seems 
certain that the 8 particles in radioactive transformations 
cannot come from a ring whose radius is comparable with the 
atomic radius, and accordingly they must come either from an 
inner ring, or from the nucleus itself. The attempt to pre- 
serve the simple character of the nucleus, and the reluctance 
to endow it with a structure of its own, have led to the fairly 
general adoption of the view that the 8 particles come from 
an inner ring of electrons, which can also give rise to radia- 
tion of the appropriate wave-length for X-rays, just as an 
outer ring is believed to give rise to the visible spectrum of 
an element. 

A inathematical examination does not confirm the possibility 
of such an arrangement. We shall consider the question, in 
the main, from a point of view which is common to ordinary 
dynamical theory and to that of Bohr, which is the first non- 
mechanistic theory yet given. Bohr has supposed that in 
the determination of the steady states of rotation of an atomic 
system, the ordinary mechanics can be used, proceeding 
according to the law of inverse square for both the repulsion 
between electrons and the attraction between an electron 
and the nucleus. The formula so obtained for circular 
motion may be written, for a single ring of n electrons 
rotating round a nucleus Ne with angular velocity a, 

3(N—258,); 
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where a is the radius of the ring, m the mass of an electron 
of charge e, and eae ye 

So Ps) CUS == | 
r=1 n 

This formula is vital to his theory of the Balmer series of 
the hydrogen spectrum, and any departure from these par- 
ticular correspondences with ordinary dynamics, and from 
the ordinary ideas of force, such as a change in the law of 
force in the neighbourhood of the nucleus, would invalidate 
the theory. The ordinary dynamics is thus essential up to 
a point, and beyond that point, for the present purpose, it is 
not necessary to go. Although the additional specification 
of the constancy of angular momentum is required—only 
in the sense that some additional specification, though not 
necessarily this particular one, is required,—in order to make 
the atom definite, it cannot be used alone, without the dyna- 
mical equation which gives the angular velocity as a function 
of the radius. 

We may now consider the possibility of two rings, of radii 
a and 6, rotating round a nucleus of any strength Ne with a 
common angular velocity w in the same plane. This case 
cannot occur in Bohr’s theory, but it can in the ordinary 
theory, and it is not possible to dismiss it as non-existent 
a priori, for the effect of one ring on the other varies very 
much with the number of electrons in the rings. Thus, for 
example, if we take two electrons in each ring, symme- 
trically situated so that the line joining the inner pair, 
passing through the nucleus, is perpendicular to the corre- 
sponding line Joining the outer pair, then the electrons of 
the inner ring tend to expand the outer into a larger radius, 
and vice versa. On the other hand, in the case dealt with 
below in more detail, where there are three electrons in each 
ring, the inner ring again tends to expand the outer, but the 
outer tends to contract the inner. 

Taking first, therefore, a special case, we select that shown 
in the figure, which at first sight may 

WR be a possible system in steady motion. 
There are three electrons in each ring, 
symmetrically arranged, and all the 
acute angles shown in the figure are 
equal to 60°. The attractions of the 
nucleus on any typical electrons P and 
( in the inner and outer rings are re- 
spectively Ne?/a? and Ne?/b?. P ex- 
periences a repulsion e?/(a+)? from the 

electron opposite to it in the outer ring, and since 

PQ?=a?—ab+b’, 
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we find that the resultant force on P due to Q and R is 

e?(b—2a)/(a?+6?—ab)?, 

along PO, towards O.- The equation of steady motion of P 
is therefore 

maw? _ re 1 i 1 b—2a 

e? =i 33) gf abe + EP —aby 

where the term with ,/3 is the ordinary effect of the other 
electrons in the same ring as P. The equation for Q is 
similarly 

a a—2b 

7 ( mae De an 1 (24 babi” 

If b/a=a, we find that x is a root of the equation 

(SN in}) + ast 0 
“=1 is a root, and all others are given ae 

dia oN N 1) 2 ere vt 
ca) =) ==) ae (l—a# +27)? 

which has no real positive roots, whatever integer is put 
for N. The only solution is therefore b=a, so that all the 
electrons are in thesamering. For attractive forces between 
the electrons, on the other hand, there would be another 
solution, even for this small number of electrons,—suggesting 
that the essential difference between atomic problems and 
the phenomena of Saturn’s rings depends on the change 
of sign in the force, which is actually the reason for the 
differs ence, from one point of view. 

Ja large number of apparently possible systems of two 
rings may be shown to lead to the same conclusions, and, in 
fact, a very general proof can be given. We may, bowers 

mbw? 

at this point, give only an approximate treatment: of the 
general case in which the radii are presumed to be widely: 

different, for this is the case usually quoted. Let there be- 
n and m electrons in the inner and outer rings respectively 
of a neutral atom, so that N=n+m. When feo is very 

“small in comparison with 0, so that the influence of the 
outer ring on the inner is small we may write 

=, (Ne x Sn) 
Ma 

e? 

mb? (N = + Sn)» 
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since the outer is practically under the influence of a nucleus 
N—norm. Thus 

a?/b3=(N—i8,)/(m—-48,,), 

and a and } must be comparable in all cases, in contradiction 
to the fundamental assumption. : 

The above relates, of course, to rings moving with the 
same angular velocity, for which case a somewhat cursory 
treatment is possible. When they have different angular 
velocities, the electrons of the two rings are not in the same 
configuration relatively to each other at two successive 
instants, and their orbits cannot in such circumstances 
remain circular. Before proceeding further with such a case, 
therefore, we must make a definite choice between the older 
electrodynamics and a non-mechanistic theory such as that 
of Bohr, at variance with ordinary electrodynamics, and the 
method of argument adopted must depend on this choice. 

Let us choose, in the first place, the ordinary electro- 
dynamics. Weare then compelled to suppose that an electron 
in accelerated motion must radiate energy, and an atom 
containing a system of circulating electrons would rapidl 
lose its internal energy unless the radiations from all the 
electrons could be arranged so as to interfere. Schott has 
proved conclusively that this condition requires all the 
electrons to be arranged at every specified instant on circles 
with a common axis, though their orbits are not necessarily 
circular, the circles on “which they are arranged being 
capable of varying from one instant to another. A set of 
orbits satisfying this condition, which at the same time are 
not circular orbits, 1s mentioned later in this paper, and 
other sets exist, illustrated, for example, by the remarkable 
epitrochoidal orbits discussed by Schott*, which could, so 
far as the necessary interference of radiation is concerned, 
almost be described as the steady motion in an atom, under 
the influence of a nucleus, though the interference is in this 

case probably too imperfect. 
“ Steady motion” is a term normally applied to dynamical 

systems, all of whose component parts move with constant 
velocities. But such a term can be applied to the motions in 
an atom, if they are really periodic, and if they involve no 
radiation of energy,—if in fact, on the older electrodynamics, 
Larmor’s condition, that the vector sum of the accelerations of 
all the electronsis permanently zero, is fulfilled. As we have 
seen, the non-mechanistic theory of Bohr uses ordinary dy- 
namics to obtain the condition of steady motion or dynamical 

* ‘Electromagnetic Radiation,’ Camb. Univ. Press, 1911. 
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equilibrium, all the electrons in any ring having the same 
velocity, and a normal acceleration aw’, to which Newton’s 
Second Law is applied. When there are two rings, the par- 
ticles cease to move in a circle, and we can see at once that 
no dynamical equilibrium with a constant velocity for each 
electron can exist consistent with the principle of universal 
constancy of angular momentum per electron, unless every 
electron is describing a circle, whether the angular momenta 
and velocities of every electron are the same or not. For it 
would involve, for any electron, of polar coordinates (r, @), 
where A and B are constants, 

‘dr\2 ° ° 
(S) +0°6=A%, 0°9=B, 

LY 

or RSS YS Ry ay rar 
es =A?*, ¢4+Const.= J Re Be 

unless *=B/A, a special solution, and finally 

7 A° = B?+ A? (¢ + Const.)?, 

so that the electron must proceed to infinity. But a non- 
circular path, permanently described with constant angular 
momentum in an atom, with variable velocity, may always 
be regarded as part of a steady state, according to Bohr’s 
theory, where the consequent radiation does not have the 
value calculated by the ordinary electrodynamics as corre- 
sponding to accelerated motion. 

Returning to the ordinary electrodynamics, the only 
solutions of the general problem of orbits which can be 
obtained, subject to the condition of interference of radiation 
or the equivalent condition of a zero vector sum of accelera- 
tions, require that the electrons shall be arranged at every 
instant on circles coaxial with each other, as proved by Schott. 
Two coplanar rings could satisfy this condition, but it would 
involve further a regularly preserved phase relation among 
the electrons in each circle, and between the two circles. 
We must imagine that the electrons in any one ring are all 
equidistant from the nucleus at any instant, and if the rings 
are rotating with different angular velocities, the electrons 
cannot be distributed round their rings at equal angular 
intervals, but must be oscillating tangentially in relation to 
the general motion of the ring. 

Apart from the improbability of such phase relations being 
preserved—for it cannot be conclusively proved that they 
are impossible in all cases,—there is a decisive way of settling 
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the question of the existence of such coplanar rings. For if 
the rings, with these particular phase relations between their 
component electrons, have no existence when the numbers of 
electrons are small, they cannot exist at all for a finite 
number of electrons. The restrictions on their motion, with 
a large number of electrons, must be at least as difficult to 
satisfy as in the simpler cases, until we arrive at such a 
number of electrons in each ring that it can he regarded as 
a continuous distribution. It is easy to prove, although the 
mathematical treatment is not given here, that we cannot 
obtain motions of two coplanar rings at all, in which the 
electrons of each ring are on a circle at any instant, for the 
cases of two or three electrons. In fact, it is fairly obvious 
that the only solution is the case of an infinite number of 
electrons in each ring, so that the rings form continuous 
distributions and are perfectly symmetrical. In no other 
case can we have the electrons on circles at any instant in the 
same plane. 

Coplanar rings are therefore impossible in a permanent 
atom constructed on the basis of the ordinary electrodynamics, 
and an atomic theory can only depend on them in so far as 
it departs from this dynamics. The only atomic theory yet 
proposed, which does not proceed according to such dynamics, 
and at the same time requires coplanar rings in its present 
form, is that of Bohr. In substance, this theory involves the 
assumption that if two rings have very different radii, and 
one rotates much more rapidly than the other, an electron 
of either ring rapidly passes through all possible positions 
relatively to the other ring, so that each ring can be regarded, 
in its effect on the other, as a uniform electrical distribution, 
provided that the number of electrons concerned is moderately 
large. 

Bohr*, however, definitely states that this is an assumption 
made provisionally, for he only points out that the orbits 
may remain approximately circular in such cases. Yet it is 
significant that the radii of the orbits in his lithium atom 
work out only in the ratio of about 3 to 1, which does not 
suggest that the cumulative effect of the outer electron on the 
two inner ones is likely a prior to introduce small periodic 
variations from acircular orbit. The mathematical diticulties 
of testing such an assumption are, of course, very great in 
any case with much generality, but there is at least one case 
for which analysis may be found readily—the suggestion he 
makes as to the nature of a lithium atom. The question at 
issue is: Are the deviations from circular motion of a 

* Phil. Mag. Sept. 1918, p. 481. 
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periodic character or cumulative ? If they are cumulative, 
we can discover the fact by treating them as small, and 
finding that they actually are large, somewhat after the 
usual manner of testing the stability of a system, although 
of course in this case the problem is not one of stability, but 
of the ordinary “‘ steady motion” of the atom, not involving 
any radiation of energy. 

Tt would not be logical, on any view, to apply Newton's 
Second Law only to the circular steady state, and not to any 
other. If the component of radial force is equal to the mass- 
acceleration in the one case, as is necessary for Bohr’s 
spectral formula, it must be also in the other. Bohr’s only 
deviation from ordinary dynamics, apart from the quantum- 
character of the radiation, occurs in relation to the com- 
ponent acceleration of an electron in its plane, transverse to 
the line joining it to the nucleus,—the equation for which is 
replaced by the law of constancy of angular momentum. 
The necessity for this law seems to peint to something in 
the nature of a tube of force, constituting the mechanism of 
“ binding,’ which compels the tube to have a definite angular 
momentum in the plane of the ring, but not a definite length, 
for the electron at the end fakes up the corresponding 
position determined by the forces and Newton’s law, as 
Bohr assumes throughout his paper. Transverse to the 
plane, also, Newton’s law can be used even for vibrations. 

The Atom of Lithium. 

The configuration for the atom of lithium, suggested by 
Bohr’s theory, consists of a ring, approximately circular, of 
two electrons rotating round a nucleus 3e, with a solitary or 
valency electron outside. Bohr chooses this configuration in 
spite of the fact that the collection together of a single ring 
of three electrons would correspond toa oreater emission of 
energy, on his mode of calculation. The chemical valency 
of lithium is definitely unity, and the system at first sight is 
very attractive. We must examine the deviations of the 
orbits from the circular form, in order to ascertain whether 
the system can be permanent. Bohr’s method of treatment, 
by which his approximations are obtained, would pies 
fail if the deviations were cumulative. It they are small, 
the substitution of a wniformly electrified ring for a ring of 
electrons will give a very accurate idea of the effect of one 
ring on another, and in fact an examination of Bohr’s Table’, 
which the writer has made, shows that it gives surprisingly 

* L.c. p. 485. 
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accurate results. But the use of such a method, introducing 
a uniformity round the ring which does not actually exist, 
must necessarily cover up any cumulative character in the 
deviations from a circular orbit, so that a rigorous examina- 
tion is necessary in at least one case. For although two 
uniformly electrified rings can obviously, by virtue of sym- 
metry, rotate permanently with different angular velocities 
round a nucleus, the same thing is not obvious for rings such 
as those of Bohr, containing 8 electrons at the most. 
We accordingly take up the general problem of steady 

orbits of three electrons, moving about a nucleus Ne with 
specified angular momentum, but otherwise subject to 
Newton’s law. Let the electrons be situated at any instant 
at the angular points of a triangle A BO, of sides (a, 0, ¢), 
the nucleus being at an internal point O, distant (7, 72, 73) 
from the electrons. 

The constancy of the angular 
momentum of any electron 
implies that the electrostatic 
force on it during its steady 
orbit must be in the radius 
vector to the nucleus. Bohr 
uses these electrostatic forces 
throughout his papers, his 
deviation from ordinary dyna- 
mics being, as we have seen, 
equivalent to the supposition 

that the tube of force, or some other agency, constrains the 
electron to move so that it experiences no force transverse to the 
tube in the plane of the ring, force being interpreted, in this 
statement, as non-electrostatic force. This is the formal 
mathematical description of the nature of “ binding.” 

In addition, a balance must be obtained between the elec- 
trostatic forces and the centrifugal or other accelerations. 
For any one of the three electrons, therefore, the resultant 
electrostatic force is along the radius vector to O, and the 
forces between electrons being given by the inverse square 
law, we have 

sing sine, sin®8,; sinf, siny, sing, 

CAPM OMe O ae Tm ean? (Ey a ae 

the angles being shown in the figure. If the radii vectores 
meet the sides of the triangle in L, M, N, these conditions 
are equivalent to 

Bid c )) CME fas WANN oF 
OG BF ONVIGA ese WENT ae ass 
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The point O can satisfy these three conditions simultaneously 
for any triangle, for they are in accord with Ceva’s theorem 

BL.CM.AN=LC. MA .NB 

relating te concurrent lines through the angular points of a 
triangle. 

PS all tC a 

| Thus other than circular orbits may exist for three par- 
| ; ticles moving with specified angular momenta about a nucleus, 

| and the condition of angular momentum alone does not 
ay greatly restrict the orbits. We can express the radii to the 
| i electrons in terms of (a, 6, c) as variables at any instant, 
al for 

| BL_LC__a 
i} Tt as bP +? 

| | and therefore 

1 ; (BL, LO) = (ac, ab*)/(63 +c’) 

ii (CM, MA)=(ba®, be*)/(a3 +2) 
| i (AN, NB) = (cb®, ca*)/(a? + 0°), 
1 a 

| ! AL=(c?+ BL?—2c¢ BL cos B)? 

be SAL oh 2 =Rae ibe) (b° + )—be a}, 

and we can easily derive 

be $2) _ fae 
ae ol Ole +c)—bea*}z . (1) 

with two cyclic expressions for 2 and 73, so that the atom is 
at any instant completely expressed in terms of the distances 
between the electrons. In obtaining these formule, we have 
supposed, on the one hand, that the nucleus is at rest, on 
account of its great inertia, but on the other hand, only that 
the angular momenta of the electrons are constant,—not 
necessarily equal, as in Bohr’s theory. 

Consider now the force tending to increase OA. The 
attraction of the nucleus on the electron A is Ne?/OA?, and 
the resolved part of the electronic repulsions is 

nL COsie NCOs 25 
e(-—- + 

Cc pe /9 

which, after considerable reduction, becomes 

POA (+0 +c)/'c. . ss eee 

If r,=OA, the steady orbit of the first electron A is given, 

OA=r,= 
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after the usual manner of central or ibis, by 

a? are 72 
102 +u= calN— 5 ie bie +6 4c), . E @) 

where w,=1/r), mh,is the anguiar momentum of the electron, 
and there are similar equations for the other two orbits. 

These equations cannot be accurately solved in general 
terms unless the triangle A BC is at every instant equi- 
lateral,—this does not include only circular motion. We shall 
return to these equations later. Without solving them at 
all, we may show more simply that Bohr’s lithium atom is 
not a possible configuration. 

In that atom, the two inner electrons rotate several times 
faster than the outer one, so that positions must arise 
frequently in which the three electrons are in a straight line, 
and the mutual repulsions between the electrons then act 
along this line. The only other forces being the attractions 
of the nucleus, which are radial, we see that when the 
electrons are in a line, this line must pass through the 
nucleus. Otherwise the conservation of angular momentum 
for each electron is destroyed by electrostatic forces, which 
Bohr recognizes as causing accelerations. 
When the electrons are in this configuration, let the 

instantaneous values of the radii of their orbits be (7, 72, 73), 
shown on the figure, where (A, B, C) are the electrons, and 

Ph 
jo 

O is the nucleus. On Bohr’s theory, 7, and 73 will be nearly 
equal, and v, much larger than either (7,= 37, approximately). 
The sides of the triangle are 

A=+7,, b=n+r;,, C=r—72, 
and a=b—c, as the triangle is instantaneously a straight line. 
Since (71, 2, 3) are determined already in terms of (a, 6, c) 
by the condition of angular momentum, we can in this case 
find an identica! relation between the radii. Thus since 

a=b+e, 

Re be ee ane be(b? +c?) ) 
ead por gh WO! NP +c?) —bca?} == e+e +e 

ee ca ane , wbee—a) 4 
‘aang oe » (e+a)(e+a’*)—cab?}?= =o oye Waarys (4) 

ae ab 3 2 ab(a? +b?) | 
a Pp oO a * ++ 5°) abe? }? = eb +e ) 

and therefore Quy digs VORaY & Doin 
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The ambiguity of sign is necessary for the inclusion of all 
possible cases in which (7, 72, 7;) may be positive. Taking 
first the negative sign in the ambiguity, we can deduce at 
once 

ar, + bry=cr,, 

or M(t +73) $721 +73) =73(71—72), 

or vr) (19 a rs) = 0, 

which can only be true for positive values if 7,=0, or the 
outer electron is in the nucleus. Then, of course, we have 
only two electrons, and a salution obviously exists with 
7g=7;,. We are compelled, therefore, to take the positive 
sign in the ambiguity, and 

TLE i falls AA Ge Na 

P+er @~-a a+b?" 

Each ratio is equal to (a7,;—brz)/(a’ +07), so that 

ary —bryg=cr, 

or r(T2+ 73) —72(71 +13) =73(71— 72), 

which is an zdentity. The two equations involved in (5) are 
therefore equivalent only to one, namely, 

(a? + b?) =cr3(c—a), 

or in terms only of radu 

ret rr —7s) +73 (7, +72) + 57yrerg=0, . . (6) 

and the whole set of equations are equivalent to this and 

AO ble) 2 ee) 

+546 84+ +40 —ae 

since b=a+c. This becomes, in terms of radii, 

1 (a? — ca) = (c—1,) (b? +’) 

or ar,(a—c) = —7,(b? +c’), 
and finally 

ro +72 (1e— 1s) H737(M1+ 12) tO rr, =0, 

which is not distinct from (6). 
Thus all the equations are only equivalent to this single 

equation, which must always hold between the instantaneous 
radii of the orbits when the three electrons are in a straight 
line. If 7, and 7, are nearly equal, and not zero, we find 

67, +27,=0 

which cannot be satisfied by any positive value of 7. 
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Thus three particles under the inverse square law of 
repulsion cannot, whatever be the attraction of the nucleus, 
have steady orbits round it with constant angular momenta, 
even if these angular momenta are unequal, where two of 
them are approximately describing the same circle with a 
different angular velocity from the third, and Bohr’s lithium 
atom fails. | 

It seems probable, in fact certain, that the other atomic 
configurations with coplanar rings must fail also. If at any 
instant, the two inner lithium electrons were arranged so as 
to describe approximately the same circle with any possible 
arrangement of angular velocities, the subsequent deviations 
from that circle would accumulate and become large. This 
can be proved independently, but it is not thought necessary 
to give the proof here. 
We can, however, go further with the present investiga- 

tion, and find how nearly it is possible for the two inner 
electrons to rotate in the same ring. 

Let « be the radius of the circle to which their orbits most 
nearly approach, and write r»=a(1l—w), r3=a(i+w), where 
wu is essentially between 1 and —1. Then the identical 
relation becomes 

(1 —w) —2rruta(l+wu)(7,+a—aw) + 5ar,(1—u?)=0, 

or if 7,;/a=p, 

T(%, p) = — up? + (8—2u) (14+ w)p+U--u)(1+u7)=0. (7) 

This equation gives wu, expressing the divergence of the 
inner electrons from a circular orbit, as a function of p, the 
ratio of the mean radii of the two rings. 

w will be a minimum for a value of p satisfying : ==\() 

Of , ofdu 
But Sa a : onan 

and as Q//du must be finite, we may write 0//dp=0 instead, 
whence 

AO ie Go 200) AL wy) SO ss 

The possible minimum values of w satisfy (7) and (8), and 
therefore eliminating p, 

(3—2u)y’1+u)?= —4u(1 —u)(1+u?) 
which reduces to the quadratic 

15w?—10u—9=0 

and u=0'90784 or —0:24117, 
to which correspond by (8), 

p=0°657 or —6479. 
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Again, d?u/dp? must be positive for a minimum, and we find 

Oy .. 20°F de 1. OF (aU Oy Ge ey, 
0p” + Opouw dp a Ou? dp i Ou dp” ei 

and as du/dp=0, 

Pn OF / 2 
dp” Op”/ Ou 

By Ay? 

ee er 

after some reduction. Fora minimum of wu, this should be 
positive, and therefore the first value of uv gives no minimum. 
The second value gives 7, negative and is inadmissible. 

Finally, therefore, there is no minimum of was p ranges 
from unity, its smallest value, to infinity. Nor is there a 
maximum between these limits, for p is less than unity with 
the first value of u, in contradiction to the hypothesis that ry, 
and 7; were the two radii for the inner electrons. Thus the 
divergencies from circular orbits must increase continuously 
as the outer electron is nearer and nearer to the atom; and 
it is never possible to regard the two electrons nearer the 
nucleus as forming a ring. 

In fact, in Bohr’s atom, p is about equal to 3, the ratio of 
the two radii of the circles to which the orbits most nearly 
approach. Thus u is given by the cubic 

—9u+3(3—2u)(14+uv)+UA—u)1+u’)=0 

or 

u + du? + Tu—10=0 

whose real root is about w=0°85. Thus the radii of the orbits 
of Bohr’s inner electrons, in the permanent state of the atom, 
should be in the ratio (1°85)/(0°15) or 12 to 1 when the 
electrons are in a straight line. 

It is easy to verify this mode of reasoning in a variety of 
ways. Thus if w=1, signifying 7,=0, 7,=2a, where one 
inner electron is in the nucleus, then (7) gives p?=4 or 0, so 
that 7,=0 or 2e. Thus there is only one electron in the 
atom, or there are two, equidistant from the nucleus. 

A similar process can be applied to the model atoms of 
beryllium and boron treated by Bohr, and leave little doubt 
that coplanar rings cf electrons are as impossible on his 
theory as on the ordinary theory. In fact, in order to retain 
them at all, we must depart from the ordinary dynamies even 
more completely, and admit the possibility of an uncom- 
pensated force of electrostatic type producing no corresponding 
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acceleration, or else change the laws of force between electrons 
altogether, while preserving the law between electron and 
nucleus. 

Electronic arrangements in an Atom. 

Tt follows from the preceding considerations that if the 
more complex atoms have the number of electrons which, 
from the results of experiments on scattering, seem necessary, 
these electrons must either form a single ring, or rings in 
parallel planes. This does not imply that those of any single 
ring actually move in a circle. Accepting Bohr’s view that 
the dynamical equilibrium of an electron in the atom, while 
involving an acceleration, centrifugal or other, does not 
involve a consequent radiation, we can make the orbits 
elliptical. Returning, for example, to the equation for the 
orbits of three electrons about a nucleus, let us suppose that 
they remain at the corners of a variable equilateral triangle. 
Then any orbit is given by 

du; e” I 

ai += an(— v3) 
and its most general form is an ellipse, if the electron remains 
intheatom. Imagine, more generally, a system of n electrons 
describing a set of equal ellipses, with a common focus at 
which the nucleus is situated, and with their successive major 
axes inclined at equal angles 27/n to each other. If the 
electrons are at corresponding points at any instant, they are 
at the corners of a regular polygon inscribed in a circle. 
Thus at any single moment they form a ring, and even on the 
older electrodynamics, such a system has little radiation, for 
the vector sum of the accelerations is zero if there is more 

SS 

Pp 

than one electron. The figure shows the case of two electrons 
P and (. Im the general case, if 7 is the instantaneous 
distance of an electron from the nucleus, the radial force on 
it is 

2 é 1 
oT EO N— 77 Sh 

y? ( 4 

n—l 
PAT: 

where Sn= >, cosec —, 
vi) 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 2P 
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and its orbit is given by 

r—O= — — 
mir 

(v- : S.), °6= Const., 

which leads as usual to the ellipse. If ais the semi-axis 
major of any orbit, the mean angular velocity satisfies 

e i 
3 eC N ae Slip 

o aa Te ), 

as in a circular orbit of radius a. 
When a circular orbit ceases to be stable, as in Bohr’s 

theory when x is greater than 8, there may be stable sets of 
elliptic orbits, and if there are to be many electrons in the 
atom, this is a probable configuration; though perhapsa more 
probable one consists of parallel rings, or even parallel 
arrangements describing elliptic orbits. — 

Returning to the lithium atom, we see that, since an 
inner ving of two electrons is not possible, the attempt to 
treat the atom from a point of view which assumes that the 
outer part of the atom contains a number of electrons equal 
to the normal valency of the element, breaks down. For 
there seems to be no method of disposing of one electron in 
order to endow it with peculiar properties. For lithium, 
there are presumed to be three electrons, and no arrangement 
not in one plane can satisfy Bohr’s conditions. Yet the only 
coplanar arrangement is that of a single ring. We must 
accept one of two alternatives. Hither the number of 
electrons most remote from the nucleus does not represent 
the chemical valency, as has been generally supposed, except 
by Bohr, or the lithium atom does not contain 3 electrons. 
To accept the second alternative gives up van den Broek’s 
hypothesis in its present form. 

Bohr rejects the first alternative, as for example in his 
model of the helium atom with two electrons, and has treated 
the problem of valency from a new and convincing point of 
view, which we shall adopt in the next section. In the case 
of lithium, he adopted the configuration already discussed, 
not because his theory definitely required it, but because it 
seemed most likely to lead to the chemical properties of 
lithium. Since, however, lithium, if it has 3 electrons, must 
have only one ring, its valency, together with those of 
beryllium and boron, must be re-examined. 

The Valencies of Hlements. 

Bohr has given a partial analysis of this question, which, 
in so far as it relates to hydrogen and helium, is complete. 
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Let W, be the energy which is emitted during the formation 
of a hydrogen atom. Then W, the corresponding energy for 
an atom containing a nucleus Ne and a ring of n electrons, is 

oS Ie W=nW,(N 18.) . 

Bohr takes, as a criterion, that the formation of one system 
from another is possibie if, and only if, the value of W is 
greater for the new system than for the old. Thus, if a 
system with n electrons can lose an electron, 

Sia, Ny<f(r—-1, N), 

and if it can gain one, 

t(n, N)<f(n+1, N) 

Q 
where f(n, N)=n ( N— ; Sa). 

We may consider the various systems with one ring in turn, 
identifying them with the elements of the Periodic Table. 

(1) Lithium, N =3. 

aemoy—li007,. 74, 3)—16°694, (5,3) =13'178, 

72,3)=1513, 71,3) =9. 
(3, 3) is the largest valne, and therefore lithium should be 
an inert element like helium. 

(2) Beryllium, N=4. 

J (4, 4) =37:037, 7 (3, 4) = 35142, f(5, 4)= 34414. 

Beryllium should also be inert. 

(3) Boron, N=5. 

T\d, 5) = 65°65, F(A; 5) = 65°38, fF(6,(9) = 60°39. 

Boron might take up one electron, but could not retain it 
under ordinary circumstances. 

(4) Carbon, N=6. 

7(6, 6)=104'466,  7(5, 6) =106°885, 

ni 6) = 101724, 9 71, 6) = 95°978. 

Carbon should be monovalent and of a metallic nature. 

(5) Nitrogen, N=7. 

{C7 7) =154:315,.  f(6, 7)=160°536, — f(5, 7) =158-120. 

FiA, 7) =146'068, (8, 7) =140°784, 

and nitrogen should be divalent and metallic. 
2P2 
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Thus the valencies are not in accord with experience, and 
if the electrons in the atoms are to be in one plane, we must 
either abandon this method of calculating valency,—and on 
any other methed there would apparently be difficulty con- 
cerning the valency of helium,—or give up van den Broek’s 
hypothesis, and suppose that the order in the Periodic Table 
does not correspond in a very simple manner with the atomic 
number, or charge of the central nucleus. 

But the possibility of non-coplanar rings must be considered, 
and for this purpose we take an 
atom with nucleus 4e and four Q fa 
electrons, arranged in two parallel 

. 7 . a 1 

rings, as in the figure. The a 
rings are of equal radius, so that 
the condition of angular mo- Ne if 
mentum is secured. ‘The elec- \ 
trons are at any instant at the ey 

corners of a rectangle which can ~© 
be inscribed to a circle. Let a be the radius of the circle 
and « the angle shown in the figure. 

If the electron P experiences no force ulong QP, 
9 OF 

e at | 
(Nj )eoses 4S sec? a, 

b 

or i aes CO Oa 

if the atom is electrically neutral. 
For the steady rotation of the same electron, 

D\ Serie e ae pee (| S/S SS Sy 2 Moa sin a= (a A) a2 Sin Tg COsec* a, 

2 

or ote ©, (N— 5 — jeosee’ a) = eu (15 — cosec” a) 
ma° 4. Ama’ 

where a is the radius of the atom. 
We find cosec® e=1°30923, and therefore 

w? = (3°42269) — 
ma°* 

gives the angular velocity of the system in steady motion. 
The angular momentum of each electron round the{axis of 

the atom is 
ma?eo sin? a= h/2a 

where hi is Planck’s constant, and the kinetic energy of the 
configuration is 

W =2ma7o? 
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where W is also the energy required to remove the electrons 
to infinite distances from the nucleus and from each other. 
Eliminating a and » from these equations, we find 

87r?me* Wes ig ee sin’ # (3°4227)? oi 

=4W, sin* «(3°4227)?, 

where W, is the corresponding energy for a hydrogen atom. 
This leads on calculation to 

Wie 32° (32 Wo, 

whereas, by a previous result, when the four electrons move 
in the same orbit, 

Wi 37037 Wo: 

Although the value in the present case is smaller, we may 
suppose, as Bohr does in the case of his models for the lithium 
and beryllium atoms, that it corresponds to a possible neutral 
system. When one electron is removed, the remaining three 
must form one ring with, as already calculated, 

W=/(3, 4) =35°142 Wo, 
which is larger. Thus, such a system can lose an electron. 
Moreover, since 

¢ ith 2 

#(2, 4) =2( ies i — 2812, 

we find that it cannot, in the same way, lose two electrons. 
The present atom is accordingly metallic, with a unit valency, 
and would be capable, from this point of view, of representing 
the lithium atom. 

Although, accordingly, it is difficult to imagine what the 
chemical element with atomic number N=3 can be, unless 
we postulate the existence of an unknown element between 
helium and lithium, with similar properties to helium, we see 
that with suitable modifications, Bohr’s theory of the more 
complex atoms can apparently continue to represent the facts 
for at least some distance in its development, but in order to 
do so, it must abandon van den Broek’s hypothesis. But, of 
course, outstanding difficulties remain. Jor example, if such 
a lithium atom ever lost an electron, 1t seems more probable 
that when the electron returned, the atom would take up the 
chemically inert configuration with a single ring. Even on 
Bohr’s original lithium model, a chemically inert form must 
be regarded as the more usual one, if the method of estimating 
valency is to retain its meaning. 
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X-ray Spectra. 

The considerations already given may evidently be applied 
in a general way to rings of electrons which are not coplanar, 
and we may conclude,—a conclusion supported by a further 
analysis not given in this paper,—that any such rings, 
preserving equality of angular momentum of all electrons, 
must as a rule be of the same radius. 

Let us assume, in the preliminary consideration of Moseley’s 
results, referred to in the introductory paragraph, that the 
X-ray spectra come from a ring of electrons not greatly 
disturbed by other rings, and treat this ring from the point: 
of view of Bohr’s theory, for Moseley, in applying this theory, 
has used an erroneous formula, to w ‘hich the theory does not 
naturally lead. 

If every electron in the ring has an angular momentum 
th/27, where + is a whole number, we have, in the usual 
notation, if w and a are the angular velocity and radius of 
the ring 

ma? 

2 
v= —(N- ; Sa mao=thl2r. 

The total kinetic energy of the electrons is 

W= y mina” Ww”, 

and W is the energy which is radiated in the passage of the 
ring from a state of infinite dispersion into its present 
configuration. We find 

We (N-38 . 
h?7? 

In passing between two stationary states, the frequency 
emitted is 

ya ome’ 1(nN—19 ve ~<) 
RAS hiatoarie: ( Wey a? eye 

where 27’me*/h’ is the constant which agrees so closely with 
the universal constant of spectra. 

The formula used by Moseley in his interpretation is, on the 
other hand, 

2Qar2me* [ i Za ails 1 
| te ) (= aa 

h’ ( re cele ere 

and omits the factor ». ‘I'his has a vital effect on the con- 
clusions which he has drawn. For he takes 7,=1, T2=2 as. 
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characterizing the principal vibration of the atom, thus 
obtaining, if v) denotes 2a?me*/h’, 

Bene 
eerie iS), 

and everything in his paper which appears to support the 
origin of the X-ray spectra from Bohr’s theory depends on 
the factor 7. The doubtful character of an argument based 
on the coincidence of the experimental] constant with ? has 
been emphasized by Dr. Lindemann ™ in a recent discussion, 
for there is a large choice of values possible to 7, and 7p. 
But as we see, on Bohr’s theory, that constant should not 
be #, but 3, if the ring contains four electrons. For Bohr’s 
theory definitely stipulates that 2n passage from one stationary 
state to another, only one quantum of energy vs radiated from 
the atom}. If four quanta, or one quantum for each electron 
m the ring, were evolved, the constant ? would be obtained, 
but only with this modification of Bohr’s hypothesis. 
We shall examine the two alternatives separately. In the 

first place, let us adhere to Bohr’s view, that one quantum 
only is concerned. Then 

iL iy fall IL 
=vyn{ N—~8,) (4-= 
von( As ) (ss TT? 

or, as expressed in wave-lengths, as tenth metres, 

OEE Wb ong i 

Te ac: T°—7,;° n(N—1IS8,)? 

Markt 1, 7,2, 
ato 

n(N —1I8,) 

should be the principal X-ray from a ring of » electrons 
surrounding a nucleus Ne. The principal X-ray of calcium 
has a wave-length 

LO meron, 

NO DOO). 109 > CMe. 

so that, for the ring producing it, 

n(N—18,,)?=(1215:71) /(3°368) =360°96, 

or almost precisely 361. This is satisfied very accurately by 
N=19, n=1, but N=20, the supposed atomic number of 
calcium, gives no good approximation at all, for any value of 
n, and the same applies to any number close to it except 19. 

* ‘Nature,’ Feb. 5, 1914. 
Tt Phil. Mag. July 1913, p. 18. 
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A single inner electron cannot be regarded as likely on 
any theory. 

Let us suppose, on the other hand, that there is only one 
ring in the atom, so that 

N(N —45yn)? =3860°96. 

The nearest solution is N=1i0, which gives 

10 (10 —48 0)? =376°63. 

ait Thus the atom of calcium would only contain half the usual 
Wi number of electrons assumed. By taking other values of 7, 

and 72, we obtain very diverse results. 
Suppose again, that a modification of Bohr’s theory is 

taken, which makes the ring emit a number of quanta equal 
to the number of contained ‘electrons, when passing from one 
state to another. Then we can obtain Moseley’s solution 
N=20, n=4. But it is only one of a whole set of solutions, 
none of which gives the other X-ray of calcium, obtained by 
attaching different values to 7, and 7, and it is obtained on 
an assumption contrary to Bohr’s own theory. 

Moreover, from the considerations given earlier, it does 
not seem possible to arrange the other 16 electrons in the 
atom. The supposition of a neutral atom with one ring can 
in this case be shown to require 57 electrons, which is 
evidently an impossible number. In conclusion, we may say 
that even if the factor # were correct, Dr. Lindemann’s 
objection would have considerable force, and, so far as they 
have been discussed at present, Moseley’s observations have 
shown no relation to Bohr’s theory,—though it cannot be 
argued from this fact. that they possess none, or that the 
theory, in so far as it relates to spectra, is incorrect. 

It appears to the writer that Moseley has really shown that 
the frequencies of the principal X-rays of the elements are 
proportional to the squares of natural numbers. ‘This is a 
remarkable result which must lead to further knowledge of 
atomic structure. 

It is evident that further confirmation or otherwise of 
Bohr’s theory should be sought more directly in its application 
to the further elucidation of the spectra of the simple 
elements hydrogen and helium, for the whole ordinary 
spectrum of helium, and the secondary or vacuum tube 
spectrum of hydrogen remain to be interpreted. The writer 
hopes shortly to publish the results of a consideration of 
these questions. 
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LXV. JInduction-Coil Potentials. By E. TAYLOR J) ONES, 
D.Sc., Professor of Physies in the University College oy 

North Wales, Bangor *. 3 

[Plate VIT.] 
HE present paper contains some further applications of 

the theory of electrical oscillations in coupled circuits, 
and is a continuation of two former papers + on the subject. 

In the first of these it was shown that if a given current 
is interrupted in the primary of two coupled oscillatory 
circuits, the potential-difference, V2, at the terminals of the 
secondary at any subsequent time ¢ is theoretically given by 
an expression of the form 

Aje~** sin (Qarn,t —8,) — Ase sin (Qarngt— do), . . (1) 
where 7, 7, are the frequencies of the two oscillations of the 
system, and the other six constants can be calculated from 
the capacities, inductances, and resistances of the circuits. 
This result was illustrated by a number of examples in which 
coupled air-core coils connected to condensers were used. 
The wave of potential represented by (1) was worked out for 
each case and compared with the experimental curve obtained 
with an electrostatic oscillograph. 

In the second paper referred to, the expression (1) was 
further illustrated by experiments with an ordinary induc- 
tion-coil with iron core, a number of cases being worked out 
in some of which the secondary coil, as well as the primary, 
was connected to a condenser. In these experiments, how- 
ever, the primary (paraffin-paper) condenser was of con- 
siderably greater capacity than that generally used with an 
induction-coil. 

Recently an expression of the form (1) has been given in 
an important paper by Dibbern { for the potential-ditterence 
at the plates of the primary condenser, and the theoretical 
curves of both primary and secondary potential compared 
with the experimental curves obtained with a pendulum 
interruptor. In his experiments Dibbern used coils with 
air-cores, cores of iron-filings in parafhin-wax, of iron wire, 
and of solid iron. Good agreement was found between the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ “ Electrical Oscillations in Coupled Circuits,” E. T. Jones, Phil. Mag. 

Xvil. p. 28 (1909) ; ‘ The Induction-Coil,” E. T. Jones and,D. E. Roberts, 
Phil. Mag. xxii. p. 706 (1911). These two papers will be referred to as 
Wve. (1) and 7..e)(2). 
et Dibbern, Ann. d. Physik, xl. 4, p. 985 (1913): Inaug.-Diss., 

iel, 
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theoretical and experimental curves for the coils with air- 
core and with the core of iron-filings, fair agreement in the 
case of the iron-wire core. 

In the present paper further tests are described of the 
applicability of the theory to the case of an induction-coil. 

; In these, smaller primary capacities were used, and the 
* constants of the circuits were determined in actual working 

ay conditions. The effect of varying the primary capacity is 
specially considered, and a view is put forward which differs 
from that usually held as to the function and the most 

aw effective value of this capacity. 
i 
ale There are two things which should be borne in mind in 
nil | determining the constants of the primary and secondary 

| Uh circuits of an induction-coil. The first is that, owing to the 
variable permeability of the core, it is necessary to use mean 

af values of the induction- ap siinienes. which can only be 
rt expected to give correct values for the secondary potential 

over a limited range of values of the primary current. 
il The other is that the induction-coil as generally used has 
t the terminals of its secondary coil connected to bodies of 

very small capacity, ¢. g. spark-gap terminals, the electrodes 
of an exhausted tube, or an electrometer or electrostatic 

i oscillograph of very small eapacity. In these circumstances, 
i the capacity of the secondary circuit is mainly distributed 
hi along the secondary coil, and when the oscillations are taking 

place and no discharge is passing, the current is not uniform 
throughout the length of this coil, but is greatest at the 
central winding and very nearly zero at the terminals * 
The system is in fact similar to that of the Gccilieea 

) transformer, or Tesla coil, the theory of which was given by 
Ht Drude +. 

The expression ‘“‘ mutual inductance ” is not appropriate to 
such a system, but if (in Drude’s notation) Ly, is the co- 
efficient of induction of the secondary on the primary, and 
L,, that of the primary on the secondary, then Ly, is less 
than Ly; Ly, 1s defined as the magnetic induction through 

Vii the primary coil due to the secondary current divided by the 
value of the latter in the ceniral winding. On the other 
hand, the terminals of the primary coil are connected toa 

Ht condenser of considerable capacity, so that the current in 
i this coil is uniformly distributed. The coefficient Ly, is 

We * As the current varies (in its fundamental oscillation) as the cosine 
| of an angle proportional to the distance from the central winding, this 

distribution of current will be referred to as a cosine distribution. 
+ Drude, Ann. d. Physik, xiii. p. 512 (1904). 

ee) ee ee 

; 
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therefore equal to the “mutual inductance”? of the coils as 
usually defined, 7. e. the induction through the secondary 
due to the primary current divided by the value of the 
latter. | 

For similar reasons the self-inductance L, of the secendary 
coil is less than the value for steady or for uniformly distri- 
buted currents, while I, has the usual meaning. The 
coefficient of coupling, /, of the coils is defined by 

k= Nae ° Lig,/L,L,. 

The value of the secondary capacity, C., depends upon the 
manner in which the charge is distributed in the secondary 
coil, but it is unnecessary to determine it. For the purpose 
of calculating the secondary potential V, from the expres- 
sion (1) it is sufficient to know the values of the six 
quantities L,C,, L.C.o, Ls, &, Ry/Ly, Ro/Lo. R, and R, are 
the effective resistances of the primary and secondary 
circuits. 

These six quantities were determined as described below 
for an 18-inch-spark coil *, with three primary condensers of 
capacities about 3, 2, and 1 microfarad respectively. These 
condensers had mica insulation, and for the sake of definite- 
ness were connected directly across the terminals of the 
primary coil. If the condenser is connected across the 
interruptor in the usual manner, the primary circuit then 
includes the battery, amperemeter, and rheostat, and the 
self-inductance and resistance of the primary cireuit will, 
therefore, be different in different experiments. 

The secondary terminals were connected directly to the 
oscillograph, in parallel with which was a variable spark- 
gap consisting of two brass spheres, each 2 cm. in diameter, 
supported on ebonite pillars. The oscillograph has been 
described in a former paper t. The instrument has very 
small electrostatic capacity, and in its present form it can be 
used directly for potentials sufficient to give a 24-cm. spark 
between the ball electrodes. 

Determination of Lg). 

This coefficient, which, as explained above, is equal to the 
mutual inductance of the primary and secondary coils, was 
determined by two methods. In the first it was compared 
with a known mutual inductance by the ballistic galvanometer 

* The primary coil was in four sections. Except where otherwise 
stated these were all in series. 

+ E. T. Jones, Phil. Mag. xiv. p. 288 (1907). Cf. also 7. c. (2), p. 708. 
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deflexion method. The value so found was 20°4 henries for 
a primary current of 5 amperes. By comparison with this, 
the same method being used, values of L,, were then obtained 
for other values of the primary current 2. The results are 
given in Table I. 

Tas e I. 

© L, | eo, L,,, 
amperes. henries. amperes, henries. | 

0°195 12-9 2°49 20°0 
0°395 14-7 3°00 20:2 
0:57 | 16:0 | 302 20°3 | 
0-75 16°9 4-00 20°4 
1:00 178 5°00 20°4 
1-25 186 6°86 20°3 
1:50 19:0 8-01 19:9 
1°75 19-2 | - 10-06 19:0 
2-00 19-6 i emetels 0 18-4 | 

It will be seen from the table that L,, has its maximum 
value at 4 or 5 amperes, and that over the range 3 to 
7 amperes it does not vary by more than 1 percent. As 
most of the experiments described below were within this 
range, the value 20°4 was adopted for L,,; in working out 
the theoretical expression (1) for the secondary potential. 

The other method of determining Lz, is to take the value 
of 4? measured with a condenser of considerable capacity in 
the secondary circuit, as described in the next section, in 
which case 

he? = M?/,1, => Ue Dp lbs 

The values of L,, L,. being found from the periods of oscilla- 
tion of the primary and secondary circuits when connected 
to condensers of known capacity, Ly, can then be calculated 
from 

Ly = V?L,Le. 

The values found were 

k?=°839, Ly="194 henry, L,=2540 henries. 

Hence Lig, = 20°3 henries, 

which is almost identical with the maximum value found by 
the other method. It may be concluded that up to the 
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frequencies used in this experiment the induction coefficients 
of the coils are not very different from their values for 
steady currents. 

The Coefficient of Coupling. 

The coupling coefficient, £, was determined by finding the 
frequency of the oscillations of the secondary coil (connected 
only to the oscillograph and ball electrodes), with the primary 
coil open and with the primary terminals connected by a 
short piece of wire. The ratio of the squares of these fre- 
quencies is 1—A?. These oscillations were started by sparking 
to the ball electrodes with two pointed conductors connected 
to a second induction-coil, and the curve of potential was 
photographed in the usual way. With the primary closed 
the oscillation curve only appeared with great difficulty, and 
many exposures were taken before a photograph sufficiently 
good for measurement was obtained. The amplitude of the 
curve was small, but was sufficient to allow the period to be 
determined with fair accuracy. The frequency was found 
to be 1246. With the primary open the frequency was 
599-4. This was measured near the end of the curve where 
the amplitude, and consequently the magnetizing current, is 
small, in order to minimize as far as possible any error 
arising from the difference in the degree of magnetization 
of the core in the two experiments due to the shielding 
action of the induced current in the primary when on closed 
circuit. 

These frequencies give the value ‘768 for £7. The value 
given in the former paper* for the same two coils was 
°8142. This was determined by a similar method, in which, 
however, a condenser was connected to the terminals of the 
secondary coil. It appears, therefore, that the coefficient of 
coupling of the coils (for natural oscillations) is less when the 
terminals of the secondary coil are free or connected to 
bodies of very small capacity, than when they are connected 
to a condenser of considerable capacity, in which case the 
oscillating current in the secondary is more nearly uniformly 
distributed. ; 

The matter was further tested by determining the coupling 
coefiicient with the secondary coil connected to various 
capacities, the largest being a leyden-jar of about -001 
microfarad, and the smallest consisting of two tinfoil sheets, 
19:94 square centimetres in area, separated by a glass plate 

ee ce (2), pi. CLO: 
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0°61 cm. thick. The results are given in Table II., the 
_ capacities being in descending order of magnitude. 

TABLE II. 

| Frequency with primary 
| Condenser. ke. 
| open. closed. 

BU Sete ae 99°1 247-3 "839 
Lee | 2180 519-0 824 
(a Cla tice lr. 276°0 630 "808 

| ode aan tieeh 355°6 792 798 
LD eae: 408-0 897 ‘793 

Hod) Rs a ae 455-0 989 1. 788 
rnlosaey ee 599°4 1246 ‘768 

Specimens of the photographs used in these measurements 
are shown in Plate VIII. figs. 4&5. In fig. 4 the first three 
waves correspond to the exciting spark, the remainder to the 
free oscillation. The lower wave is the trace of a 768 tuning- 
fork photographed simultaneously. The numbers in the 
fourth column show a gradual falling off of the coefficient of 
coupling as the capacity connected to the secondary coil 
diminishes, 2. e. as the current changes from the uniform to 
the cosine distribution. The question, however, arises whether 
this diminution of k? is due to the change in the distribution 
of the current, or whether it is not due to some other cause, 
e.g. to a falling off in the intensity of magnetization of the 
core as the frequency of the oscillation increases. For a 
given potential at the terminals of the secondary condenser 
the magnetizing current diminishes as the capacity of the 
condenser diminishes, being in fact inversely proportional 
to the frequency of the oscillations. Hence it might be 
expected that the permeability of the core, for oscillations of 
given amplitude, would fall off as the capacity of the con- 
denser diminishes. ‘The question whether this appreciably 
affects the value of k? was tested by repeating the experiment 
with the largest capacity (condenser A) with a much smaller 
potential. The method was the same, but a much smaller dis- 
charge was employed for starting the oscillation, and the most 
sensitive form of electrometer * was used for obtaining the 
curve. The potential and current in this experiment were 
not more than one-fifth of those employed in the former deter- 
mination, and the value of k? obtained was °820. Hence the 

* Cf, Phil. Mag. xiv. p. 240 (1907). 
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diminution of the intensity of magnetization of the core with 
increasing frequency is not sufficient to account for the large 
falling off in the value of k? shown in Table II.; and we may 
conclude that the drop in £4? is due to the change in the dis- 
tribution of the current in the secondary coil, 7. e. that as the 
current changes from the uniform to the cosine distribution, 
the coefficient Lj, diminishes more rapidly than L.. It would 
be interesting to make similar measurements of k? for coils 
of different dimensions and forms, especially coils with non- 
magnetic cores. 

In the above method for measuring /? the oscillations 
were all started by sparking to the terminals of the secondary 
coil. There is, however, another way of setting up the 
oscillations with the primary coil closed, which may be 
referred to here. If the interruptor of an induction-coil is 
connected in a shunt across the primary coil, instead of being 
in the main circuit as usual, when contact is made the 
primary coil becomes short-circuited and its current begins 
to decay exponentially. At the same moment oscillations 
of small amplitude are set up in the secondary, and these are 
the natural oscillations of the secondary with the primary 
closed. The potential at the terminals of the secondary coil 
may be represented by the expression ae~” +/ sin nt, and the 
electrometer (being connected idiostatically) shows a de- 
flexion which is proportional to the square of this quantity. 
This includes a term proportional to sin vt, and another 
proportional to cos 2nt. The curve should therefore show 
an oscillation of frequency n/27 and another of twice this 
frequency. As a rule the slower oscillation is much the 
more prominent, though traces of the octave appeared in 
some of the photographs. 

The most prominent feature of the curves obtained was, 
therefore, an oscillation of frequency 7/27, 7. e.the frequency 
of the oscillations of the secondary with primary closed, and 
not twice this frequency as is the case in the sparking 
method. 

This ‘“ short-circuiting ?’ method was tried with various 
capacities in the secondary circuit. Owing to the smallness 
of the amplitude of the oscillations, the most sensitive form 
of electrometer had to be used. The potential at the 
secondary terminals was in fact not sufficient to produce a 
1 mm. spark between the ball electrodes. 

The frequencies obtained by both methods are given for 
comparison in Table III., and one of the curves obtained by 
the short-cireuiting method (no condenser) is shown in 
Plate VIII. fig. 6. 

Or 
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Tas.e III. 

| 
| Frequency of secondary. 

Condenser. Sparking Short-circuiting 
| method. method. 

eke | 247°3 245°9 
DB tia sisgeis tone teeta | 519°0 5178 

| Co ceeeerseeeeeeeeees 630 636 

PHD a Cg) Seatac sai eee 989 1026 

none), scot ace | 1246 1266 

Tt will be seen that there is no great difference between 
the results obtained by the two methods. Such differences 
as exist are to be accounted for by the differenee in the 
circumstances of the experiments. Jn the sparking method 
the iron core is initially unmagnetized, and the oscillations 
are accompanied by reversals of the induced magnetism. In 
the short-circuiting method the core is initially strongly 
magnetized, and as the magnetization decays the oscillations 
produce small fluctuations in its intensity. The difference 
between the two cases may be illustrated by saying that, if 
N is the total flux of induction in the core and 2 the current 
in the secondary coil, then in the sparking method the fre- 
quency depends upon the coefficient N/z, whereas in the 
short-circuiting method it depends upon dN/di, and the value 
of this latter coefficient will be modified to some extent by 
the hysteresis of the core. 

The circumstances of the sparking method are in closer 
accord with those of the actual case of an induction-coil, and 
the result obtained by that method, viz. 4? =-768, is therefore 
adopted in the calculations of potential described below. 

Determination of Ti,Cy, LeC2, Ry/ Ly, Re/Le. 

The expression (1) for the secondary potential was worked 
out for three cases in which mica condensers, of capacities 
stated to be 3, 2, and 1 microfarad respectively, were con- 
nected across the primary coil. These values were, however, 
not assumed, but rather the value of the product L,C, was 
determined for each case. This was done by coupling the 
primary (with the condenser across its terminals) loosely with 
a secondary of many windings to the terminals of which the 
electrometer was connected. The most sensitive electrometer 
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was used in order that the coupling of the two coils might 
be made as loose as possible. The oscillations were started 
by interrupting a current of 5 amperes in the primary, and 
the curves were photographed and measured in the usual 
way. The product L,C, was calculated from the frequency, 
the ratio R,/L, from the logarithmic decrement, of the 
oscillation curve. The results of these measurements are 
given in Table IV. The corresponding quantities for the 
secondary circuit, L,C, and R,/L, were determined from 
the period and logarithmic decrement of the oscillation pro- 
duced in the secondary when a current of 5 amperes in the 
primary was interrupted. In this experiment the primary 
condenser was removed, and the secondary coil was connected 
only to the electrometer and the ball electrodes, so that the 
secondary capacity was the same as in the final experiments. 
The values so determined are given under Table IV. It 
should be observed that these values of L,C, and I.,C, are 
maximum values, 27. e. they correspond to a magnetizing 
current of about 5 amperes in the primary coil. 

The effective resistances of the coils in the circumstances 
of the present experiments, as determined from the damping 
of the oscillations, are much greater than their resistances 
for steady currents. The influence of these resistances on 
the periods of oscillation is, however, neglected in all calcu- 
lations in the present paper, z.e. both in the determination of 
L,C, and L.C, described above, and in the calculation of the 
frequencies of the coupled system given in the next section. 
That no great error is thereby introduced is shown by the 
close agreement between the observed and calculated periods 
in the final experiments. 

TABLE IV. 

1/L,C,. R,/L,. 
C.G.S. C.G.8. 

B@Ase ing Atk utes 1-718. 10° 149 

Casein i: 2°654. 10° 360 

Cascvlle Se 5:593 . 10° 390 

dT Co — S074. LO] cia. 
R,/L,=215 ¢.4.s. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 2Q 
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Calculation of the Secondary Potential. 

The formule used in the calculation of the frequencies, 
amplitudes, and damping factors of the two oscillations are 
collected here :— 

Si (7, Ny ) = 5 ey 2 nace 4 LC, 

1 li | 
am ie ae ¥ Me mPOA LiC y 2 

Qo Ligit92 No” 

™™ (ng? = 12,2) cos 6,’ 

x sth Qtr Ligytpt?Ng 

=> : 
7 (127 — 7”) cos b>” 

ky = 4a?n,’ = +9, -8) ; 
2 

ky = 477? nq" (4 4 Zz +B) : 

where 

iL : ger : 
i, = 2 R,C; = Die L,C,, 

it ible . 
0, = 9 RC, = 2 ie Ibe. Oe 

e 29? n,*ne® 
b= 

and @ is the current interrupted in the primary. 
These expressions are, with a change of notation, the same 

as those used in the former papers. 
In the case of the phase-angles 6,, 6, however, new 

formule are required owing to the fact that in the former 
papers no account was taken of the difference between the 
effective resistances and the steady-current values. This 
affects the initial conditions of the problem, which now 
become at ¢=0, 

dV sae 
Sa, = 20, Vv, = Roto 9 

5 (6, —8:) (LC, — L,C,), 
Ny” — nj" 

aot ‘at 
ee 0, V,=0, 

where R, is the resistance of the primary for steady currents. 

* If the condenser is connected across the interruptor in the usual way 
the corresponding initial condition is V,=0, and the solution for this 
case may be obtained by putting 9,=0 in the final equation given below. 
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V, is the difference of potential at the terminals of the 
primary condenser which, for the reasons stated above, was 
connected directly across the primary coil. 

The expression for V, was accordingly worked out afresh 
for these new initial conditions, and the results show that 
the values of 6, and 6, are considerably modified by the 
change in the conditions. The expressions arrived at are 

tan 6, = 27n, nea aia ia , —(8,— 20)— a.) b, 
2 — 1? 

Fan O5e— - 2, tan 0). 
1 

These reduce to the expressions used in the former papers if 
8, is made equal to , 2. e. R, to Ry. 

In arriving at the above expressions the squares and 
product of 0, 6, are neglected. ‘The fuller expressions for 
tan 6,, tan 6:, including these second order terms, were also, 
however, worked out for each of the three cases, and found 
to give values not differing greatly from those calculated 
from the above formule. ‘The difference in 6, was in each 
ease quite negligible, and in 6, less than 1° except in 
Case II., where it amounted to 2°5. The values of 6, 6, 
given in Table V. are those given by the more exact formule. 
This table contains the values of the eight constants of the 
formula (1) for each of the three cases, the amplitudes being 
given in volts for 77~=10 amperes. 

TABLE V. 

| N,. Ny. Aye ae Tey. ES. On On: 

WACO. ceciss 194°3| 1063 | 258000 49420 58 (Z2oa—oao —17°°7 

Case II....... 232°8| 1102 | 814600 75270 | 120 1180 | —7°1 | —28°8 

Case III. ...| 304-4] 1224 | 416500 | 105400 | 96:5] 1210 | —3°-03| —11°:4 

Values of the secondary potential were calculated from 
these by (1) for various values of ¢, squared (for comparison 
with the photographic curves), and plotted over one pented 
of the slower osvillation. The curves are shown in figs. 1, 2 
and 3, the maximum potentials indicated being in the three 
cases 238700, 291400, and 419000 volts respectively. 

2Q 2 
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Fig. 3. 
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Case III. »,=304:4, n,=1224. 

Final Experiments and Conclusions. 
_ One of the experimental curves for each case is shown in 
Plate VIII. figs. 7, 8,9*. In obtaining them the external 
circuit (2. e. the battery branch) was made as nearly non- 
inductive as possible, the connecting wires being well twisted 
together and the current being varied by changing the 
number of battery cells, rather than by inserting resistance 
coils. This was necessary because the primary condenser 
was connected directly across the coil. If a large battery 
and rheostat is used there is much sparking at the interruptor, 
and the maximum secondary potential is small and not even 
approximately proportional to the primary current. Two 
forms of interruptor were used, one consisting of a steel rod 
making contact with an iron plate, the other of an amal- 
gamated copper rod dipping into mercury, in each case under 
paraffin oil. Even when the external circuit was nearly non- 
inductive there was generally sparking at the interruptor with 
the stronger currents, but occasionally a sparkless interruption 
occurred, accompanied by an exceptionally bigh potential in 
the secondary coil. The amplitude of the electrometer curve 

* The three photographs shown were obtained on different occasions, 
on which the electrometer had different degrees of sensitiveness. 
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was then unusually large, and these large amplitudes were 
alone selected for measurement. The iron-steel interruptor 
gave much more variable results than the other, but at its 
best was quite equal to the mercury interruptor. 

A number of curves was first taken for different values of 
the primary current, in order to see whether the amplitude 
of the curve is proportional to the square of the current. 
Table VI. contains a set of results for Case I., the current 
being given in amperes and the amplitude A of the curve in 
millimetres. 

TABLE VI. 

| ;; | 
| iy A V Alig. 
| 

1:83 3-1 ‘962 | 

| 2-81 7:8 | 994 
| 3°75 14:0 | ‘998 

| 4-9] 23:3 983 

| 4-91 10°5 | 660 
| 6-41 169 | ‘641 

The last two plates were taken after the sensitiveness of 
the electrometer had been reduced by tightening the strip. 
In cases where the deflexion on the plate is over 3 cm. the 
photograph is generally very faint, and such large angular 
deflexions of the reflected ray probably cease to be propor- 
tional to the deflecting force. 

The numbers in the third column of Table VI. show that 
over the range of this set of readings the maximum potential 
Vm at the electrometer is within 4 per cent. proportional to 
the current interrupted in the primary coil. Similar results 
were obtained, within the same limits, from the plates taken 
for Cases II]. and II]. The numbers given in the table also 
point to a maximum value of the ratio V,,/i, in the neigh- 
bourhood of 4 amperes, a result which might be expected 
from the manner in which L,, varies with 2, as shown in 
Table I. 

A set of three plates was next taken for the three cases 
with the same primary current, in order to see whether the 
maximum petentials are proportional to the calculated values. 
The results are given in Table VII. in which V, represents 
the calculated value in volis of the maximum potential. In 
each case 7) was 3:0 amperes. 
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Tasue VII. 

| A. Vo. V./ VA. 

| | 
OR A Vee ale ealGt Oman 1.84130 

(Gata 69 | 87420 | 33810 
{ 

Gusei thls 140 | 125700 | 33590 

To within about 2°5 per cent., therefore, the calculated 
values of the maximum secondar y potential are proportional 
to tae values indicated by the electrometer. 

With regard to the estimation of the absolute values of 
the potentials, no source of high potential suitable for 
standardizing the electrometer was available, and recourse 
was had to the method of spark potentials. It appears to 
be acreed that the potential difference required to produce a 
1-ceitimetre spark, in air at atmospheric pressure, between 
ball electrodes 2 cm. in diameter, is not far from 31000 
volts*. 

Th above theoretical expression for V. gives in Case I. a 
maxinum value of 31000 voits at 7% =1:298 amperes, but 
this i calculated on the assumption that the inductances are 
constint and equal to their maximum values. At this 
curreit, however, L,; is (from Table I.) about :916 of its 
maxinum value, and we may assume that L, and L, are 
alterel approximately in the same proportion. Hence from 
the expressions for 2, m2, A,, and A, we find that V, is 
approdmately proportional, as far as small variations in the 
perme bility of the core are concerned, to the square root 
of L,. Assuming this result, the calculated value of the 
curreit required to give a maximum voltage of 31000 is 
1:298 »/°916, i.e. 1:°356 amperes. 

Th: least current observed to give a 1-cm. spark in Case I. 
was 136 amperes. ‘This was repeated on many occasions 
and vith both forms of interruptor, and found to be fairly 
definite. Sometimes the spark would not pass at less than 
1°38 :mperes, but on most occasions the result was as given 
above 

In Case II. the current giving 31000 volts, calculated 

* Feydweiller (Wied. Ann. xlviii. 1893) gives 31290 volts, while ac- 
cordirz to C. Miller (Ann. d. Physik, xxviii. 1909) the voltage is 30240. 
An acount of the results of different observers is given in Fleming's 
‘Priniples of Electric Wave Telegraphy and Telephony  Qnd ed.; 
pp. 26-8. 
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with correction for permeability, was 1°132 amperes. The 
observed least current giving a l-cm. spark was 1°13 amperes, 
but generally a little more current was required. In 
Case III. the values were *815 ampere calculated, and 
"86 ampere observed. The difference is much greater in 
this case, but the correction for permeability is also greater 
and pr obably not so reliable. 

Of the three cases Case I. gives the most definite value 
for the least sparking current, and is the most suitable to 
adopt as a standard, while the numbers in Table VII. show 

TT that the potentials in the other two cases are fairly closedy 
Bil proportional to the calculated values. The above results 

show therefore that, so far as the 1-cm. spark potential may 
be taken asa ouide, the theoretical expression (1) leads to 
approximately correct values (within about 2°5 per cent.) of 
the maximum secondary potential over the range of current 

tet and primary capacity covered in the present experimenti. 
ba Further support of the theory is afforded by the similarity 
if in the forms of the calculated and experimental curves 
i (figs. 1, 2, 3, and Plate VIII. figs. 7, 8, 9), and by the agree- 
He ment between the observed and calculated values of the 
if frequency of the longer wave in each case. Thus ae 
fel calculated frequencies are (from Table V.) 194°3, 2:2 2°8, 
( 304°4 : the observed values, obtained by measurement o “the 
el photographs, 193-9, 232-3, 301°6. 

Possibly still closer agreement between the calculated and 
observed results would have been found if second-«rder 
quantities (e.g. 0,7, 0.7) had been retained throughout but 

he the additional labour involved in the calculations vould 
make the method too cumbersome to be of much wlue. 
What is more required at present is a simplified expreésion 
which will give approximately the maximum secoidary 
potential, or an upper limit to its value which is not very 
greatly in excess of the actual value. 

Such an upper limit may be arrived at by neglectin; the 
resistances of the circuits so that k,, /o, 6;, and 65 all beome 
zero. If we further assume that the maxima of the two 
potential waves in the secondary occur simultaneously, the 
expression for the maximum potential becomes 

» NyNe? +N ny 
207 Lig? LON Gamo T Oo TE Ne—n ” 

Ad yibs 
1:0. 277 Lig, to 

Nyg— Ny 

This may also be expressed in terms of the ratio LoC,L\C, 

| 

} 
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Calling this m, and writing a for 1 [87 LgC.(1—k?), we have 

n2=a(m+1—/ (m—1)?+ 4m), 

no? =a(m+1+/ (m—1)?+4k2m). 

Thus 
ny? +n” = 2a(m+1), 

Nyny? = a?{ (m+1)?—(m—1)?—4k?m}, 

= 4ma?(1—k?), 

(ny —)? = 2a(m+1)—4ar/m(1— 22), 

i iio 2ma(1—k’) 

(1t2— 4)” i m + 1—2n/ m(1—k?) 

and the upper limit to V, is, for given L,, L2C,, and %, 
proportional to the square root of this quantity. 

If we wish to consider the effect of varying the primary 
capacity only, then the upper limit to V, is proportional to 
the square root of 

nv 

m+ 1—2/ m(1— Fe)’ 

or if 

to the square root of 

L+u—Q/u(l—#) 

This expression has a maximum value of 1/h° at 1w=1—?’, 
and is equal to unity when w=0, 7.e. when C,=0. Con- 
sequently, if the resistances of the coils were negligibie, the 
secondary potential might be expected to be greatest when 
the primary capacity C, has a value of about La0,(1—2")/Ly, 
and this maximum value would be about 1// times the value 
the potential would have if the primary condenser were 
removed altogether. 

It is well known that for a given primary current there is 
a certain value of the primary capacity that gives a maximum 
secondary sparking distance with an ordinary interruptor *, 
but it has been usual to attribute the inferiority of smaller 
capacities to their failure to prevent sparking at the inter- 
raptor, and the view appears to be generally accepted that 
with a sufficiently rapid interruption of the primary current 

—* Cf. Walter, Wied. Ann. lxii. 1897; Mizuno, Phil. Mag. xlv. 1898. 
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the best effects would be obtained without any condenser. 
The above theory, however, points to a maximum spark- 
length with a certain condenser, at any rate in the case 
of negligible resistances, even with a perfectly sudden 
interruption. 

The following experiments were therefore undertaken 
with a view to testing this point by observing the lengths 
of spark optained with various capacities and different forms 
of interruptor. The condenser used was a subdivided mica 
microfarad, in which the fractions could be connected either 
in parallel or in cascade. ‘This was in each case connected 
directly across the interruptor. The electrometer, though 
not used in these experiments, was left connected to the 
secondary coil in parallel with the ball electrodes, so that 
L,C, and &? had the same values as in the experiments 
described above. 

Experimenting first with the mercury interruptor and one 
secondary cell (2) about 1:1 amperes), no amperemeter or 
rheostat being included in the circuit, it was found that the 
mica condenser was as a rule sutticient to prevent any 
visible spark at the interruptor, even when all its sections 
were in cascade. There was occasionally a spark at the 
interruptor but no account was taken of the result when this 
occurred. The capacities were taken in pairs, each two 
being tried alternately many times at the same distance. 
Thus ‘5 mfd. was found to give a longer spark than 1 mfd., 
°3 longer than 5. The longest spark was given by :05 mfd. 
Special attention was given to this capacity and ‘025 mfd., 
which were tried on many occasions. A distance -could 
always be found at which ‘05 gave a spark every time, 
while °025 always failed. The distance was not the same on 
all oceasions but was generally about 19°5 mm., and the 
difference of the sparking distances for these two capacities 
was about 15 mm. A longer spark was given by ‘05 than 
by 1 mfd., while -025 and °02 did not show any appreciable 
difference. A smaller capacity, in the form of an oil con- 
denser of about ‘002 mfd., was tried, but in this case there 
was always sparking at the interruptor. 

With the mercury break and one cell, therefore, the most. 
effective capacity was about 05 mfd.*, but there were_ 
indications of a second (smaller) maximum at about °3 mfd., 
this capacity giving consistently a rather longer spark than 
*2 mfd. 

When tried with two cells, an amperemeter and a rheostat 

* The same result was found with a motor interruptor of the centri- 
fugal type. 
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being connected in the primary circuit and the current kept 
at 2°0 : amperes, similar results were obtained. At 103 mm. 
sparks passed freely with -65 mfd., none with 025. The 
smaller capacity also failed at 98 mm. At this current also 
"05 was superior to ‘1, and there was again a smaller 
maximum at about °3 mfd. 

In the next experiments Lord Rayleigh’s method of cutting 
the primary circuit with a projectile was followed, the object 
being to compare the two cases C,="05 mfd., and Cr; 
An air-gun was first used, which fires a pellet at about 
500 feet per second. With one cell 19-mm. sparks were 
obtained every time with the condenser, none without the 
condenser at this distance or at 18 mm. 

Still following Lord Rayleigh’s plan * a service rifle was 
next used. It was said to fire a bullet at 2000 feet per 
second. Again with one cell, at 19 mm. there was sparking 
every shot with the condenser, none with the condenser 
removed. With the condenser sparks also passed at 2 cm. 
Similar results were obtained with bullets reduced to about 
one-half, sparks passing at 19°6 mm. with the condenser, 
none without. At this distance ‘025 mfd. also failed. 

With two cells (% about 2°2 amperes) the sparking distance 
was not so steady, and it was consequently more difficult to 
fix upon a distance which enabled one to decide in favour of 
the presence or absence of the condenser. The results were 
therefore not so conclusive, but whenever a difference was 
shown at consecutive shots 1t was always in favour of the 
condenser. Thus, of three successive shots with the balls at 
125 mm., the first and third being without, the second with 
the condenser (‘05 mfd.), the second alone gavea spark. The 
longest spark obtained without the condenser was 120 mm. 
When an amperemeter and rheostat were connected in the 

primary circuit, and the current was kept at 2°0 amperes, 
the same condenser gave a spark at 111 mm., while at shots 
immediately before and after no spark appeared without the 
condenser. Again, at 107 mm. (reduced charge) no spark 
passed w ithout the condenser, while at two shots with the 
condenser (before and after) a spark passed each time. In 
other instances two consecutive shots at the same distance 
showed a superiority of the condenser; 1n no such case did a 
spark pass without the condenser when it failed with the 
condenser fF. 

%* Phil. Mag. ii. p. 593 (1901). 
+ I am indebted to my colleague Mr. A. H. Ferguson, and to 

Mr. J. A. Owen, who joined me in the rifle experiments and verified 
the observations. I also wish to thank Sergt.-Major McCracken, of the 
College O.T.C., for his assistance in these experiments. 
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As far as these experiments go they do not support the 
view that the longest spark can be obtained without any 
primary condenser, but rather indicate a most effective 
capacity at about 05 mfd. 

The theory also points to this results For, returning to 
the expression for the upper limit to Vs, which may be 
written L,y)U/,/L,C,, where 

5 me 
~— 

~— m+1—2/m(l— Fk) 

and m= L,C,/L,C,, we find that in the present case U has a 
maximum at m=4°31, i.e. C;=°'144 mfd., but that it does 
not vary by more than 3 per cent. over the range 0, =°3 to 
°05 mfd. 
Now the expression for U is arrived at on the supposition 

that the maxima of the two waves occur simultaneously, and 
these coincidences will take place (the resistances being 
neglected) when n/n; =3, 7,11, ...-. The values of no/ny 
for various values of m can be calculated from the equation 

fase | ilar be JV (m—1?P+4lm 

De ype J (m— Ib) +4k2m- 

The least value of n/n, occurs at m=1 (i. e. LyC,= LC), 
and is 3°896 at C,='62 mfd. The ratio n»=3n,, therefore, 
does not occur. 

The next coincidence (ng=7n;) occurs at m=9-798, giving | 
C,='063 mfd., and this is the coincidence which comes 
nearest to the maximum value of U. It is also within the 
range over which U is practically constant and equal to its 
greatest value. The longest spark should therefore be given 
by a primary capacity of about ‘06 mfd. As described 
above the value actually found was °05 mfd. 

At m=5n,, (C,='154 mfd.) the maximum of the long 
wave occurs simultaneously with a minimum of the other, 
and a shorter spark is to be expected. At C,=°3 mfd. 
(n./n,=4'194) the maximum potential will be rather greater 
than at ‘154 mfd. in consequence of the closer proximity of 
the maxima. These two cases were worked out by the 
expression (1), the damping factors ky, ky, and the phase 
angles 6), 5, being neglected, with the result that °3 mfd. 
gives a maximum potential ‘about 5 per cent. higher than 
that given by °154 mfd. A similar calculation shows that 
the maximum potential in’ the case L,C,=L,Cg, 2. e. 
C,='62 mfd., is about 10 per cent. less than that given 
by °3 mfd. The theory thus accounts for the observed 
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principal maximum spark-length at about C,="05 mfd., and 
for the second (smaller) maximum at about C,=°3 mfd. 

Other cases may be obtained by varying the self-inductance 
of the primary circuit. If, for example, the four sections of 
the primary coil are connected in parallel L, is reduced to 
approximately one sixteenth, Ly, and Ly, to one quarter, 
ot their former values, and fs” is unaltered. Calculating as 
above, we find that the maximum value of U is given by 
m=4°31, i.e. Cy=2°304 mfd. The nearest coincidence 
(m=7n,) occurs at m=9°798, or C;=1-013 mfd., and the 
longest spark should be given by a capacity of about this 
value. By experiment the longest sparks were found to 
oceur at C,=1-025 mfd., the variation being however very 
slight over the range 1:0 to 1:05 mfd. 
A case of special interest is obtained by diminishing the 

coefficient of coupling so as to bring in the ratio n,/n,;=3. 

The least possible value of n/m, is /(1+h)(1—h), con- 
sequently in order that ng should be equal to 32, & must not 
be greater than 8. In this case it is also possible to make 
the maximum value of U, and the ratio n/ny=3, occur at 
the same value of the primary capacity. The necessary 
value of k? is found by eliminating m between 

1 
ee aN? 

Pita ee ela 
m— 1—/(m—1)? + 42m 

This leads to the equation 

91k*—1644?+ 64 = 0 

and 

for k°, giving k?='d71, the other root being greater than 
unity. 

Consequently with k?=:571 (k=:756), and L,C,=:429 
L,C,, an exceptionally high secondary potential should be 
given by an induction-coil. 

The most effective way of diminishing 4? is to introduce 
external self-inductance into the primary circuit, since this 
does not involve any diminution of L,,._ In the present case 
(primary sections in series) the value of L, required to 
give k?='d71 is *241 henry, and the primary capacity 
(C, ="429 L,C,/L;) is 198 mtd. On trying the experiment 
it was found that by introducing the necessary external 
self-inductance the maximum spark-length for a given 
primary current was considerably increased. Thus at 
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%=1:25 amp. and without the external inductance the 
maximum spark-length (C;='05 mfd.) was 2°81 em.; with 
the external inductance and the same primary current the 
longest spark was 5°36 cm., and the most effective capacity 
for this case was ‘2 mfd. 

The experimental results therefore agree with the theory 
in indicating that the most effective adjustment of the 
system (from the point of view of spark-length) is that in 
which n,=3n,, and U is at its maximum. It is probable 
that most induction-coils have coefficients of coupling which 
are greater than °8, and in such cases the method here — 
described may be used for making the coil give a longer 
spark with a given primary current, or a given spark-length 
with a smaller current. 

The actual values of the secondary potential can only be 
calculated when the effective resistances are determined for 
each case, but it is not probable that these latter results 
would be greatly modified by their introduction. On the 
whole the evidence tends to show that the theory described 
in this and the two former papers is sufficient for the 
calculation of the secondary potential of an induction-coil 
and the most effective value of the primary capacity. 

Bangor, February 1914. 

LXVI. The Diffusion and Valency of the Radio-elements. 
By G. Hevesy, Ph.D., Hon. Research Fellow in Physics, 
Manchester University*. 

N 1912 the author undertook the direct determination of 
the valency of the radio-elements by the measurement 

of the velocity with which their ions diffuse in dilute acid 
solutiont. Since the diffusion velocity of the ions depends 
only on their mobility and on their valency, and since the 
first of these quantities can only vary between narrow limits, 
the magnitude of the diffusion constant of the respective 
ions furnishes a direct measure of their valency, 7. e. the 
number of charges which they carry. 

Since that time the chemistry of the radio-elements has 
been examined in detail ina number of excellent researches f, 

* Communicated by Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ Hevesy, Phil. Mag. [6] xxv. p. 890 (1918); Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 50 

See oe Journ. Chem. Soe. ciil. pp. 894 &1052 (1913); Fajans and Beer, 
Die Naturwissenschaften, i. p. 388 (19138) ; W. Metzner, Ber. d. Deutsch. 
Chem. Ges. xlvi. p. 979 (1913); Russell, Chem. News, cvii. p. 49 (1913); 
Fajans, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 181 (1913); Ber. d. Deutsch. Chem. Ges, xlvi. 
p. 422 (1913) ; Soddy, Chem, News, evii. p. 97 (1913). 
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some of an experimental and some of a theoretical nature; 
and from a consideration of the results obtained, it appeared 
necessary that a new and careful determination should be 
made of the diffusion constants of thorium B and radium E, 
for which the above method furnished a value of the valency 
too small by one unit. The possibility of such a result has 
already been discussed in the former papers*. 

The following paper contains also an account of the deter- 
mination of the valency of actinium, and of the measurement 
of the degree of dissociation of lead chloride from diffusion 
data, and of some experiments on the diffusion of radio- 
elements in a colloidal state, together with a discussion on 
the possibility of separating chemically identical elements by 
means of diffusion. | 

The Diffusion of the Chloride of Lead and the Chloride 
of Thorium B. 

To explain the behaviour of thorium B, the diffusion 
constants of lead chloride, of thorium B, and of thorium B 
mixed with lead chloride were measured, since it is supposed 
that thorium B and lead are chemically non-separable 
elements. The apparatus was identical with that described 
in former paperst. ‘The determination of the diffusion 
velocity of lead chloride was made by finding the lead 
chloride content of thin layers which were evaporated to 
dryness after the interruption of the experiment, while that 
of thorium B was made by the comparison of the activities 
of similar layers. In the case of the simultaneous diffusion 
of thorium B and lead, such a small part of the solution was 
evaporated that the « rays suffered no measurable absorption 
in passing the layer of ‘lead chloride. ‘The results obtained 
are given below. D is the diffusion constant expressed in 
sq. cm. per day, 0°57 is the constant of the apparatus, the 
first factor in the denominator gives the time of diffusion in 
days and the second is taken from Stephan’s tables ; it is a 
number which is a function of the ratio of the concentrations 
of the final and initial layers, and has come to be suitably 
referred to as “‘Stephan’s number.” I. is the diffusion 
constant calculated from the uppermost layer, II. that eal- 
culated from the second layer, and so on. ‘The third layer, 
as is well known, is not suitable for the calculation of the 
diffusion constant ft. 

* Hevesy, loc. cit. 
+ Hevesy, oc. cit. 
t Sv. Arrhenius, Zeit. phys. Chem. x. p. 53 (1892); W. Kanalkiv, 

Wied. Ann. lii. p. 183 (1894). 
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Diffusion into water of PbCl, from a nearly saturated 
solution — 1/31 normal. 

(D622) is the diffusion coefficient measured at 16°°2 C. 
(Disc) is the diffusion coefficient calculated at 18° C., 

allowing 2°7 per cent. per degree for the temperature co- 
efficient. This correction is deduced from the mobility of 
the ions. 

Die. Dyjgo. 
0:57 

I. 2:02 x0:278 Ban 1:03 1:08 

WE epee 1:03. joules 
0:57 ae : 

IV. 2-04x%02938 tt" 0:95 1:00 

0°57 
if 1'81x0-316 Listeretere 0°99 | 1-07 

0:57 : 
ae 1°83 x 0°310 eececsce 1 03 if ial 

0°57 
LV. 1°85 x0°328 500007 0:94 1:02 

Mean value D;g=1:08 sq. cm. per day. 

00224 
7 

the lead ions (or more correctly the resultant of the mobi- 
lities of the lead and chlorine ions, since the diffusion in this 
case does not take place in excess of anion, and so the 
chlorine ion somewhat increases the mobility of the lead ion) 
the valency is calculated to be 1°64. 

This apparently strange result follows from the considera- 
tions given above, namely, that the diffusion is governed by 
the mobility and the number of charges on the ion. Ac- 
cording to the work of v. Ende*, such a result is to be 
expected, since in a saturated lead chloride solution there 
are present 6°2 per cent. lead molecules undissociated, 
A7°3 per cent. PbCl* ions and 501 per cent. Pb** ions. 
About one half of the lead present will therefore possess 
one and the other half will possess two charges, and hence 
the lead molecules will diffuse as if they had 1°5 charges. 

Calculating on the assumption that PbCl* ions have a 
velocity similar to that of Pb** ions, one obtains from the 
diffusion constant of lead chloride a value-for the degree of 

* vy. Ende, Zeit. Anorg. Chem. xxvi. p. 162 (1903) ; Harkins, J. Amer. 
Chem. Soc. xxxiil. p. 1859 (1911). ieee 

From the equation D= U, where U is the mobility of 
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dissociation similar to that obtained by v. Ende from a con- 
sideration of the influence of the addition of salt on the 
solubility of lead chloride. | 

For the diffusion constant of thorium B mixed with lead 
chloride the following values were obtained :— 

Dygo-2. D0. 

Ly) epee ae sy 1:10 

Te eee. 1:02 1:07 

ieee a eee 1-01 1-06 

dk peer 1:00 1:08 

Tl erage awh 0-98 1-05 

ee 1-01 1:09 
Mean value for Digo is 1:07 sq. cm. per day. 

In this experiment thorium B chloride (Th B Cl,) and 
lead chloride were mixed, and had therefore the same degree 
of dissociation, and they showed, within the limits of ex- 
perimental error, the same coefficient of diffusion. Further, 
the velocity with which a 1/5000 N lead chloride and 
1/100 N hydrochloric acid solution containing thorium B 
diffused into a 1/10,000 N hydrochloric acid solution was 
determined. The quantity of lead here was so small that a 
gravimetric estimation could not be carried out, and the 
diffusion constant was only ascertained by comparing ithe 
activities of single layers; the results were 

Dyg0-2. Dise. 
0°57 : : 

I. 1:93 x 0:450 e@oerce 0) 67 0 70 

0:57 

1194x0457 *°"""* 

0:57 IV. possowe 0°63 0°66 
Mean value for Djs0 is 0°68 sq. cm. per day. 

Je 0°64 0°67 

At this concentration, therefore, thorium B measured in 
lead chloride is almost completely dissociated, and pos- 
sesses a diffusion constant characteristic of doubly charged 
ions. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 2R 
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An experiment, carried out under exactly similar conditions 
as the last but with the complete absence of lead chloride, 
gave an identical value for the diffusion constant as 

2S follows :— 
| thot Dye. Digs. 

i ie 2-20 x 0-386 elelelevere 0°67 0:70 

le, 2 O57 Laie 
nit Il. 5595x0308 0°66 0°69 

Ney 0-57 
bb | Ve 294xK0-408 ct 0°63 0°66 

Ht Mean value for Dyg- is 0°68 sq. em. per day. 

Hi | The diffusion constant of completely dissociated (thorium B) 
1d chloride gives, therefore, the value 2 for its valency, in com- 
) plete agreement with Fleck’s result* from the chemical 
i evidence that thorium B is non-separable from lead. The 
if former value of 1 found by the author is not that of thorium 
cM, B ions, but that of the complex (Th B) Cl, ions which were 
r predominant in a partially dissociated solution of thorium B. 
ih Gd 
Ni). The Diffusion of Radium E. 

In order to avoid convection currents it is necessary that 
the specific gravity of the liquid in successive layers should 

ut vary somewhat. Hven in the last experiment disturbances 
HEL due to these currents were met with to some extent, but in 
ri the case of radium HE these difficulties are multiplied. In 
i order to obtain complete dissociation, diffusion must take 

place in dilute acid solution. To obtain a difference in the 
specific gravities of the two layers—the one containing 
radium E and the other free from that substance—an addi- 
tion of 5 per cent. of ethyl alcohol was made to the latter. 
This addition did not influence the degree of dissociation t 
of radium HE, but decreased its mobility slightly, and thus 
also its velocity of diffusion. In order to deduce the value 
of the diffusion velocity from the value thus obtained, 
one can either add a correction of 13 per cent. which 
follows from the determination of Arrhenius{, or one can 
determine the diffusion velocity of radium D—the value of 
which for water has been determined in the same alcoholic 
solution as the radium EH. This latter proceeding permits 
the elimination of any other effects of the addition of the 
alcohol. The diffusion constants which were obtained by 

ene loc. cit.; F. Paneth and G. Hevesy, Wiener Ber. p. 122 

i tT sy, Arrhenius, Zeit. phys. Chem. x. p. 51 (1892). 
£ Arrhenius, loc. ett. 
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the diffusion of a radium EH and radium D solution from a 
1/1000 normal hydrochloric acid solution into one of the 
same strength, which was also 1 N with respect to alcohol, 
are given below. The experiment was carried out by 
measuring the activity of the layers immediately after inter- 
rupting a diffusion. This, with a very small correction for 
the disintegration of radium E during the time of the ex- 
periment, gave the diffusion constant of radium EH. The 
ratios of the activities were then measured about a month 
later, after the radium D and radium E had attained equi- 
librium, and thus the diffusion constant of radium D was 
obtained. 

Diffusion constant of radium E. 

a Dy50-2. Dige. 

I, 1-75 x0'920 See 0°36 0°39 

0°57 
ithe L77x0045 0°34 0°37 

0°57 . t 
LV. T79x0905 0°36 0°39 

Average value for Djgo is 0°38 sq. cm. per day. 

Diffusion constant of radium D. 

Dew. De 
I ee 053 OST 

ee eat es 0°52 0°56 

I pee O51 0-55 
Mean value for D,s0 is 0°56 sq. cm. per day. 

The addition of 5 per cent. of alcohol, therefore, lowered 
the diffusion velocity of radium D about 16 per cent. If the 
decrease is the same in the case of radium J, then the result 
is the value 0°45 for the diffusion constant of radium in 
water. This value is characteristic of an ion carrying three 
charges. 

The Diffusion of Actinium. 

An almost invisible quantity of an actinium-lanthanum 
preparation was dissolved in 1/100 N hydrochloric acid and 
allowed to diffuse into 1/1000 N hydrochloric acid. After 
the experiment had been going three days it was interrupted, 
the layers evaporated, and their e-activities measured. This 
activity comes from the radio-actinium, actinium X, actinium 
emanation, actinium A, and actinium C which are present, 

2R2 
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it since it is well known that actinium itself emits no a-rays. 
ie The diffusion constant, which is obtained by a comparison of 
cH the activities of the layers immediately after the interrup- 
Hf tion of the experiment, is not that of actinium but that of 

actinium X, or, to speak more correctly, the resultant of the 
fi diffusion constants of actinium X and radioactinium. The 
oat former predominates since the short lived products are 
tf present in equilibrium with actinium X. 

a Diffusion velocities measured by comparison of the activities 
be immediately after the interruption of the experiment :— 
j | 0 57 Dire Dieoe 

. l. orcs 0-60 0-65 
Bi 0:57 or 3 af Il. guggeeg 0°65 0°70 

wa 62 if PR ry | econ ee 0°67 

4 OO 068 —- 0-73 \ JB 0-275 x 3°02 Gl Nokes levece 

Ne Mean value for Digo is 0°69 sq. cm. per day. 

This gives a valency of 2, which corresponds to that of 
actinium X. 

The above measurements were made between the 9th and 
13th November 1912, immediately after stopping the dif- 
fusion experiment, and the valency obtained is that 
corresponding to actinium X. ‘The activities of the layers 
were taken about 200 days later, on the 5th of June 1913, 
after the radioactinium, actinium X, and the short lived 
products had come into equilibrium with actinium. The 
numbers obtained at that later date are as follows :— 

Measured by comparison of the activities of the layers 
six months later. 

wer iD isos Dyjg0. 

i 0444x310 Syke res 0:41 0:44 

0-57 . 

0:57 ; : 
if. 0°452 x 3:00 eesces ®) 42 ®) 45 

0:57 ; 
aT: Odd4x802 0-44 0°47 

Mean value for Dye is 0°46 sq. cm. per day, corresponding 
to the valency 3. 
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The valency of actinium is therefore 3, and this gives 
more evidence in favour of the view that actinium is the 
absent homologue of lanthanum. ‘This determination is 
further of interest as there is no known element that 
should be non-separable from actinium, and therefore the 
methods which Fleck and others have used for the exami- 
nation of the chemical nature of the radio-elements here 
fail. 

In addition to the radio-elements the valency of which 
the author has determined from diffusion data, there are still 
mesothorium | and radiothorium, and also perhaps actinium 
B and radium (C;,, to which the diffusion method might be 
applied. The diffusion velocities of three elements non- 
separable from mesothorium 1, and of four non-separable 
from radiothorium, have, however, been determined, so that 
these investigations offer little interest. The determination 
of the diffusion constants of a member of the thallium type, 
as for example that of radium C,, thorium D, or actinium D, 
would, however, be of importance. [.ikewise of great interest 
would be the measurement of the velocity of diffusion of 
uranium X,*, which is a new type of element. It is un- 
fortunate that the half-value period of the latter element 
is only of the order of one minute, and thus is far too short 
for measurements of its diffusion constant. In the case of 
all the other elements, it can be shown by the measurement 
of the velocities of diffusion of the respective ions that the 
change of valency that an atom experiences by disintegra- 
tion is determined by the number and sign of the charges 
which that atom gives out in its tr ansformation. 
~The diffusion constants and the corresponding valencies 

are given in the Table. It is not always that a perfect 
dissociation becomes manifest, for example, not in the 
case of uranium X, but nevertheless the valency can be 
determined with certainty in every case from the diffusion 
constant. 

Since radium F and also radium A send double charged 
ions into solution, it cannot be determined from diffusion 
experiments alone whether the transition from the emanation 
takes place into the second or eighth group of the periodic 
system. Ihave previously put forward the suggestion that 
the former takes place, but this view has been shown to be 
erroneous. 

* Fajans & Gohring, Die Naturwissenschaften, i. p. 899 ae 3 
Zeit. xiv. p. 877 (1913). Hahn & Meitner, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 7 
Fleck, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 528 (1918). 

; Phys. 
58 (191 3); aL 

t 
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ih The number of charges on the radio-ions, | Diffusion constant 
ff | calculated from their diffusion constants. in sq. cm. per day. | 

Wirammuims xe TT. cee ceils eee | 0-4 

GOVE Eee peers ii Sods ae so s39 55) 0:33 

Ragu, ees eee eee | 0:67 

vaca E47 i(radium Pana) eevee arte 0°76 

acm: De 35 ( radium sie) eee enon ere | 0-65 

Radium E+++ (radium C,t++) ........0. | 0-45 

GUCCI SIT Tyee Rac oy ns GS eee eae 0:33 

Thorium X** (mesothorium I**)........ 0:66 

Actiniumttt (mesothorium II**T)...... 0-46 

Hadi; borin tarde eee ven eee ions Ae 0:33 

Pb Onin Xo 12h. See eee tee OLE LE | 0°66 

Radium) Hs (Ghoriumaagaas eae eee ee | 0:76 

[Rhormamt Bay's) sical eerie. fcc. | 0:67 

Mthrortaimn, Os) ate eee Mee ae fan's, s | 0-5 

MCRL Rue CMR ESS os 9 A a | 0:46 

Radiothoriumtt** (radioactinium* tt). ., 0°33 

DANGETU TLV. Cc pene ES oN e's chat ote Ee 0-66 

The Diffusion of Colloidal Radio-elements. 
(In collaboration with F. Panetu, Ph.D.) 

Recently the question of diffusion has been approached 
from a different standpoint, namely, that under certain con- 
ditions the radio-elements are present in solution in a 
colloidal state. Paneth* sought to separate radium D, H, 
and EF from lead by means of dialysis, and found that 
radium D, just like lead, can pass through a membrane, 
but that in the cases of radium E and especially radium F 
only the smallest quantities could pass through. Paneth’s f 
experiment points to the fact that radium E and F are 
present in a lead nitrate solution in a colloidal form. 

* F. Paneth, Wiener Ber. cxxi. p. 2193 (1912). 
t F. Paneth, Kollotd, Zeit, xii. p. 1 (1918). 
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Godlewski*, on the other hand, investigating the properties 
of solutions of the active deposit of radium in water, found 
that the charge of the particles can be changed by the 
addition of multi-charged cations and anions, a property 
which is highly characteristic of colloids. In order to 
obtain a further proof of the colloidal nature of such solu- 
tions and to obtain, by experiment, an estimation of the size 
of these small particles, the diffusion of radium D, E, and F 
and of thorium B in alkaline, neutral, and dilute acid solution 
was measured. 

Difiusion in Alkaline Solution. 

Alkaline solutions of the above-mentioned elements are 
not completely stable, since the particles discharge them- 
selves as time goes on and are precipitated on the walls of 
the vessel. It is no longer sufficient, as in the diffusion 
of stable solutions, to determine the ratios of the concen- 
trations of the initial and final layers of the diffusing 
substances, since the initial layer loses a part of its content 
through coagulation which will play no part at all in the 
diffusion t. After the termination of the experiment the 
concentrations of all the layers are determined and added 
together. The total value so obtained is taken as the 
content of the initial layer before the experiment began. 
The possible error that may be made by this assumption 
has the result that the velocity of diffusion seems somewhat 
ereater than it actually is, and the substance therefore seems 
less colloidal ; the actual value, however, is not substantially 
altered. 

Diffusion of polonium into $ N ammonia. 

Dyes. Dige. 

I eee ca 0-23 O24 

Ty ee es He Uy ale 0-14 

TU) eee 0-21 0:22 

I peer facie 0-16 0-17 

Mean value for Dg is 0°19 sq. em. per day. 

* Godlewski, Bull. de 1 Acad. d. Science de Cracovie (1913). 
+ Frl. Meitner has already noticed the precipitation of radium C from 

solution by addition of ammonia; it is of interest to mention that the 
failure of the v. Lerch method in alkaline solution is due to radium C 
being present in a colloidal state. 
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Diffusion of thorium B into 1/12 N ammonia. 

Dyses. Digo. 
I 0:57 TaSTo ee 0°37 0°39 

0-57 Ma ca ee 0°37 0°36 
0:57 ; 2 

EVs 18x13 eoccee 0 34 ) 36 

Mean value for Djgo is 0°37 sq. em. per day. 

Diffusion of thorium B into 1/14 N ammonia. 

Dys0-6. Dyjg0. 
0:57 | 

i 1:77 X0°83 eoecees U 39 0 41 

0:57 I. paso 0°32 0-34 

Mean value for Djgo is 0°37 sq. em. per day. 

Radium F, thorium B, and (as shown by a qualitative 
experiment), radium E also thus diffuse substantially more 
slowly in alkaline than in acid solution. They are there- 
fore, in a great degree, present in alkaline solution in a 
colloidal form. 

The diffusion constants found above are considerably 
smaller than those obtained for colloidal albumen and 
similar substances. However, it is not to be expected that 
in such extreme dilution as that of the material present in 
tnese solutions of radio-elements large particles would be 
formed. Moreover, similar diffusion constants were obtained 
in the case of colloidal gold solutions by Whitney and Blake * 
as well as by Svedbergt. An attempt to estimate the size 
of these colloidal particles of radium F and thorium B can 
be made by using the equation D?M=60. Substituting the 
different values of D in the various cases, one obtains in the 
first case an average value for the molecular weight of 1600 
corresponding to an aggregate of 8 atoms, and in the second 
case a value of 460 corresponding. to an aggregate of only 
two atoms. 

Diffusion in Neutral and dilutely Acid Solutions. 

Traube-Menganini and Scala have demonstrated the 
direct formation of colloidal metallic solutions by the bring- 
ing together of such metals as nickel, tin, etc., and distilled 
water, and then this colloidal metal is transformed under 

* Whitney & Blake, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. xxvi. p. 1863 (1904). 
+ Svedberg, Zett. phys. Chem. lxxiv. 
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the action of secondary forces into colloidal hydroxides, &c. 
From the variety of such secondary forces one would expect 
a corresponding variety of results from diffusion experiments 
in those kinds of solutions. Thus the diffusion constant, 
measured in neutral solution, of thorium B which is similar 
to lead shows the electrolytic nature of the former, while 
polonium is still, to a large extent, colloidal in 1/1000 N 
hydrochloric acid solution. 

Diffusion of thorium B from dilute KCl solution into water. 

Dy50-6. D0. 

0:57 fi 
Te 1:70 x 0:46 eecesce 0 1 ) 78 

0-57 IW. posed 0-76 0°81 
0-57 BPS nga lende 0-73 0-78 

Mean value for Djgo is 0°79 sq. em. per day, which corre- 
sponds to 80 per cent. completely dissociated lead chloride. 

Diffusion of thorium B from distilled water 
into 2N alcohol. 

Dj50-2. Dio. 

0°57 a ‘ 
li 1:81 x 0°65 Bi eiakeH are , 0 48 0 52 

0°57 Je appears cent 0°56 0-60 
0°57 ; we 

EV 1-81 x 0-67 Seawatbene (0) 47 0 dL 

The value found for Djg> must be multiplied by 1:13 * to 
eliminate the retarding influence of the added alcohol, and 
the value for Djge thus becomes 0°61 sq. cm. per day. This 
is the diffusion constant of completely dissociated (ThB) Cl). 

Diffusion of radium F from 1/000 N hydrochloric acid 
solution into a hydrochloric acid salution of the same 
concentration which is also 1 N with respect to alcohol. 

Dy50.2. D4sp. 

Te germ ok 0°36 0°38 

Ti) ee veass 0-23 0-24 

Te aie sh 0:22 0:23 

IV. ioech Rik 0-22 0:23 

* Arrhenius, Zeit. phys. Chem. x. p. 51 (1892). 
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This value must as usual be increased by 13 per cent. to 
eliminate the retarding influence of the alcohol. , 

Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish from diffusion data 
alone whether colloidal particles or ions with multiple charges 
are present ; in both cases diffusion takes place slowly, in the 
first case because an aggregate of molecules which acts as a 
single molecule diffuses but with greater friction, and in the 
latter case, on account of the increased hydration of the ions 
which has the result of increasing the friction. 

Colloidal particles are often considered as large ions*. If 
the same considerations that have been used above to deter- 
mine the number of charges on an ion are applied to find 
the number of charges on a colloidal particle, then the great 
uumber of charges is proved by the smallness of the diffu- 
sion velocity and by the proportionate great mobility of 
colloids in an electric field. If the colloidal particles had 
only one charge they would probably move in an electric 
field with a small velocity. This velocity can be calculated 
from the diffusion coefficient according to Nernst’s equation. 
Other considerations likewise lead to the conclusion that the 
colloidal particles have numerous charges f. 

In the case of the alkaline solutions of the members of the 
lead type, it is evident from the diffusion data without 
further discussion that a colloid is present, since Pb(OH), 
can only form ions with at most two charges. It is other- 
wise with polonium, the chemical properties of which are 
little known, and which can be present in solution in different 
electrolytic forms. Nevertheless a definite decision was 
possible when the sign of the charge on the polonium 
particles was determined. It was then found that in alkaline 
solution the great part of the polonium is charged negatively, 
in acid solution it is positively, and in neutral and very 
weakly acid solution it is predominantly negatively charged. 
If the negatively charged particles formed an electrolyte 
they must produce a complex anion, and such a solution can 
scarcely be as stable in presence of strong alkali as in weakly 
acid solution, since it has six charges—the minimum number 
which is compatible with any of the above given diffusion 
constants. 

The diffusion constants calculated from the different layers 
show considerable variation. This is caused partly by the 
precipitation of some particles on the glass walls during 

* J. Billiter, Zeit. phys. Chem. iv. p. 865 (1906); Freundlich, Kapillar- 
chemie, p. 340. 

+ Smoluchowski, Bull. de UAcad. de Science de Cracovie, p. 182 
(1903) ; Zsigmondy, Kollovdchemie (Leipzig, 1912), p. 51. 
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diffusion, and is partly due to the fact that if one portion of 
a radioactive substance is in the ionic condition and the other 
part is in a colloidal state, then the velocity of diffusion 
calculated from the diffusing layers is not the resultant of 
the to diffusing velocities, but shows deviations from that 
which vary from layer to layer. For example, if a colloid 
with a velocity of 0°2 diffuses in a mixture with an electro- 
lyte which has a velocity of 0:4 and if three colloidal particles 
are present for every ion, then after the diffusion has lasted 
three days we shall obtain the following constants :— 

P= 029%. = 0°24 EI Oo or 

In a N/10 hydrochloric acid solution colleidal polonium 
particles are no longer detectable and the polonium diffuses 
with a velocity corresponding to a double charged ion. 

Diffusion of polonium from N/10 hydrochloric acid solution 
into N/10 hydrochloric acid solution plus 5 per cent. 
ethyl alcohol. : 

Dy50-5. Dise. 
0°57 

I, 383 x 0:320 pechoteh ive O 63 0°67 

0°57 ° e 
II. 2-85 X03 18 Be ae ) 63 0°67 

0°57 
AG 2-85 x0°314 Bachar 0°63 0-67 

After introducing the correction of 13 per cent. for the 
retarding influence of the alcohol, we have a diffusion con- 
stant of 0°77 sq. cm. per day, which corresponds to a double 
charged substance PoCl,. More than 80 per cent. of this 
substance is dissociated into Po and Cl’ ions in N/10 hydro- 
chloric acid. Radium E takes up a mean position between 
polonium and radium D, and in N/J.000 hydrochloric “acid 
there are still colloidal radium E particles present although 
the ionic part of the substance predominates. 

On the Separation of Chemically identical Elements 
by means of Diffusion. 

The diffusion constants obtained for thorium B and 
radium D and for thorium X and radium, &c. show small 
differences (see table)’ which are ascribed to experimental 
errors. ‘This raises the question whether identical elements 
of different atomic weights have the same diffusion co- 
efficient, or whether it is possible to separate them from one 
another by long continued diffusion. To be able to answer 

pap 
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this question, which is of great theoretical interest, we must 
consider the factors that are operative in the diffusion of an 
ion in infinitely dilute solution. 
We will compare the velocities of diffusion of two ions 

which have the same radius but different masses, under- 
standing by “ mass” the sum of the masses of the atom and 
its hydration molecules, and by “radius of the ion” the 
radius of the atom plus surrounding water molecules. Ions 
of chemically identical elements have the property that the 
radii of the atoms are equal”, likewise their degrees of 
hydration, and onlv their masses, that is the masses of the 
nuclei, are different. 

In comparing the diffusion velocities of such cases we have 
two extremes to consider. In the first case, the radius and 
the mass of the diffusing particles are very great in com- 
parison with those of fe molecules of the solvent, and the 
equation of Hinstein and Smoluchowski f is valid, 2. e., 

RY, 1 
N 627rkr’ 

The mass of the diffusing particles does not come in this 
formula, and the gravitational force vanishes compared with 
the osmotic force, and therefore in this extreme case the 
chemically identical elements must diffuse with exactly 
the same velocity in spite of the irdifferent masses. 

The other extreme case is, that the radius and the mass of 
the diffusing particles are very small in comparison with 
those of the solvent, and here, as in the case of diffusion of 
gas molecules in gases, the diffusion velocities are inversely 
proportional ie the square root of the mass, and therefore we 
can expect a 4 per cent. difference in the diffusion constant 
for 1 per cent. difference in the atomic weight. 

The case of the two chemically identical elements such as 
radium D and lead corresponds to neither of the above cases, 
since the mass and the radius are not so large relatively as_ 
demanded by the first case nor so small as required by the 
second case. However, it is much nearer those conditions 
for which the Einstein-Smoluchowski formula holds, in which 
the mass does not influence the velocity of diffusion, and 
therefore the possibility of separating chemically identical 
elements by diffusion liquid in solution is very slight. 

In the case of the diffusion of these substances in the 
gaseous form, the second of the above considerations is 

les 

* N. Bohr, Phil. Mag. Sept. 1913. 
+ A, Einstein, Ann. der Physik, xvii. p. 555 (1905). 
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applicable without further discussion, and here 1 per cent. 
difference in the atomic weights should produce a oe 
of 4 per cent. in the diffusion constant. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) The valency of fifteen radio-elements has been deter 
mined by measuring their diffusion constants in acid solution. 
The valency thus measured directly agrees without exception 
with what would be expected from the character of the 
respective radio-elements determined by their non-separa- 
bility from an element of known properties. 

(2) Actinium sends triple charged ions into solution. 
This fact supports the view that actinium is the subsequent 
homologue of lanthanum. 

(3) In alkaline solutions the short and long lived products 
of the emanation are present in a colloidal state, In agreement 
with the views of Paneth and Godlewski. Polonium, in very 
weakly acid and in neutral solution, is also present in a 
colloidal condition. 

(4) The particles of the radio-colloids contain, in some 
cases, only two or three atoms. 

(5) The possibility of separating chemically identical 
elements has been discussed. 

My best thanks are due to Professor Sir Ernest Rutherford 
for the continued kind interest which he has taken in this 
research. 

Manchester, August 1915. 

LXVII. The Absorption of y Rays. By S. Opa, 
Hon. Research Fellow, University of Manchester * 

| ie is well known that with the usual experimental arrange- 
ments the absorption coefficient of the y rays from 

radium decreases with increased thickness of absorber. This 
result has generally been ascribed to the heterogeneity of 
the primary rays. The softer constituents are supposed to 
suffer a greater amount of absorption and scattering, so that 
the beam as a whole becomes harder. It has also been 
observed that the y rays scattered by matter are softer than 
the primary rays, and this result was explained by Florance ft 
on the supposition that the softer constituents of the original 
y rays are more easily scattered. Gray tf, however, has 

* Communicated by Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S 
t Florance, Phil. Mag. xx. p. 921 (1910). 
+ Gray, Phil, Mag. xxvi. p. 611 (1918). 
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concluded that in the scattering of y rays, the rays undergo 
a change in quality, becoming softer on scattering. The 
object of the present experiments was to try to investigate 
whether or not y rays are changed in their quality by passing 
through matter. For this purpose the absorption by alu- 
minium and iron was determined both for the primary y rays 
of radium and for the rays after passage through different 
thicknesses of hardening materials such as copper, tin, and 
lead, since it is known that these metals apparently decrease 
the absorption coefficient in aluminium of ¥ rays which have 
passed through them. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 1. The © 

Fig. 1. 

FA. EM. 

a 
1. 
AS 

HARDENER. 

y rays from the source of radium emanation in equilibrium 
with its products passed through the hardener and the 
absorber, aluminium or iron, and into the electroscope below. 
The radium emanation was enclosed in a small glass tube, 
and was suspended by strings 50 cm. above the middle of 
the electroscope. It could therefore be considered as a 
point source, and practically no correction was necessary 
for the oblique passage of the rays through the absorption- 
sheets. The absorbers and hardeners consisted of plates of 
equal size, 20 cm. square, projecting 4 cm. beyond the side 
walls of the electroscope. The hardeners were placed so as 
to rest on the absorber. The top of the electroscope was 

ABSORBER. 
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closed by a thin sheet of the same material as the absorbing 
sheets. The walls and base, however, were of lead 9°5 mm. 
thick to keep out soft scattered radiations. The windows 
consisted of glass plates 8 mm. thick, which were protected 
by lead cylinders 9 mm. thick. A very small sulphur bead 
was used for the leaf-suspension, so that constant readings 
of the leak were obtained. The experiments were carried 
out in the centre of a large room, all substances from which 
scattered radiation might possibly arise being at least 2 metres 
distant from the electroscope. 

The results are given in Tables I. and II. and shown in 

TaBLE I,—A1| Absorbers. 

Hardeners. Values of = < 100. 

ee gn7 | 4:97 | 493 | 404 | 493 
OA em. Cu....:. 3°58 3°85 4-02 4°03 4-04 

2-5 om. Sn...... 3:18 3°51 3-71 3:83 3°81 

-2om. Pb...... 3°54 3°75 3:85 3:96 3:99 

11 cm. Pb...... 2-92 3-21 3°41 3°61 3:64 

20 em. Pb...... 2-77 3:15 3:23 3:41 3-48 

29 cm. Pb...... 2-67 3:01 3-22 3:30 3:38 

3°8 cm. Pb...... 9-52 2:92 315 3:97 3°35 

Thickness of : : ; ; oe ; tee eee ee 3-4 6:6 9:8 13:0 |16-2 em. 

TABLE II].—Fe Absorbers. 

Hardeners. Values of 5X 100. | 

ING Ga eee 4°93 4:28 | 420 |) 413 | 4:02 | 3:95 

75m. Al...... 4:58 421] 408] 402 | 397 | 3-94. 
2-4 em. Gu...... 4-16 411 | 402] 4:01 | 3:93} 3:92 | 

2-5 em. Sn...... 3:56 3:84 | 3:89 | 3:90] 3:89 | 3:89 

‘2em. Pb...... 3:83 3:96 | 398] 3:97] 3-96 | 3:99 | | 
11 em. Pb...... 291 | 3:37 | 353 | 367 | 376 | 3-78 | 3:83 | 

20cm. Pb......| 279 | 315 | 339 | 357] 3-70 | 372 | 3-76 | 
29 cm. Pb...... 275 | 307 | $32 | 351 | 3:64 3-68 | 3-72 | 

3°8 cm. Pb...... 271 | 304 | 329 | 3:50 | 361 | 367 | 3-70, | 

| Thickness of 
Absorbers. 2 | I = 4 6 8 12 cm. aa 

| 
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figs. 2, 3,4,and 5. Table I. refers to aluminium as absorber 
and Table IL. toiron. The aluminium used was of density 2°70 
and was practically pure ; and for iron, sheets of mild steel 
of density 7:7 were used. In the first column of either table 

ies 2: 

aga ARDENER esl te 0a O a O 

ta Kap dl de O 7 = 

ie oe ee 
eae 

3:0 

4 

C778 OF Al. 

the material and thickness of the hardener are given. The 
thicknesses of 2°4 cm. copper, 2°5 cm. tin, 1*1 cm. lead were 
chosen, because they have about the same total absorption. 

The remaining columns give the values of = x 100, where D 

is the density of the absorber and mw is the absorption co- 
efficient calculated by the equation 

L,I, = en@2-70, 
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In this equation I,/[, is the ratio of ionizations in the electro- 
scope when thicknesses 2, and x, are used. ‘The thicknesses 
are given in the bottom row of the tables. 

slate 4, 

6 
ons. of Fe. 

—— 3. 

Vo nae 

4-0 

oe x/00 
35 

As will be seen from the curves, the results may be sum- 
marized as follows :— 

(1) The absorption coefficient in aluminium for the primary 
y rays decreases gradually with increasing thickness up to 
6°6 cm. aluminium, and is then practically constant up to 
16 cm., while that in iron continually decreases with 
increasing thickness. 

Phil. ieee S. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 28 
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(2) The material through which y rays were first passed 
acts always to harden the rays. This is seen by the fact that 
the values for y/D given in the first row are always greater 
than those in the same column in any other row. The case 
of aluminium hardener for thicknesses of iron between *2 
and 2 cm. appears an exception, but the difference in this 
case is almost within the experimental error. 

(3) The decrease of the value of u/D becomes more pro- 
nounced for larger thicknesses of the absorber, but the 
decrease appears to tend to a limiting value. This result is 
seen from the value of »«/D in the same column for different 
thicknesses of lead as hardener. This effect becomes more 
marked with increasing difference of atomic weights of the 
hardener and the absorber. 

(4) The y rays which have been hardened become gradually 
softer by passing through increased thickness of absorber. 
Moreover, particularly in the case of iron, it is possible that 
the hardened y rays may tend with large thickness of 
absorber to the same penetrating power as that to which 
primary y rays tend. 

As has already been stated, the hardening of y rays may 
be ascribed to the heterogeneity of the primary y rays and a 
greater amount of absorption and scattering of the softer 
constituents. According to the analysis of Rutherford and 
Richardson*, the y rays dealt with in these experiments will be 
the easily absorbed rays from RaB with w=:51 cm.~! alumi- 
nium, and the penetrating rays from RaC with w=:115 cm.7! 
aluminium. After either 8°5 cm. aluminium, 1°5 ecm. lead, 
3°0 cm. iron, 2°7 cm. copper, or 3°3 cm. tin, the ionization 
due to RaB y rays will be less than 1 per cent. of that due to 
the rays from RaC. We may consequently take these thick- 
nesses as a measure of the range over which we may expect 
that hardening will be evident. 

It will be seen, however, that the various effects cannot be 
completely explained as due to the soft radiations from RaB. 
For in the first place this will not explain the softening effect 
referred to in (4) above. Further, on such an hypothesis it 
follows that when the soft RaB rays are removed by absorp- 
tion, the absorption coefficient of the remaining radiation 
should be the same and independent of the, so-called, 
hardener. 

It must be remembered that the absorption coefficient w 
being calculated from the equation 

I,/1, = eb(Z2 Uy 

* Rutherford & Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 721 (1918). 
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the effects of both true absorption and scattering are super- 
posed. However, it is generally supposed * that the softer 
constituents of y rays are more easily scattered than the 
harder ones, so that scattering gives no ready explanation of 
the softening obtained in these experiments. 

It is possible that softening may be due in some way to 
the effect of excited y rays in the absorption-sheets—. ¢., a 
transformation of part of the original y rays. Such excited 
rays will be in all cases softer than the rays producing them, 
and the issuing rays will reach a state of equilibrium when 
the proportion of primary rays and of softer excited rays has 
a certain definite value. In the case of aluminium absorber, 
for example, when the rays have previously passed through 
a hardener of high atomic weight, they will have been robbed 
of the greater part of the soft constituents, so that as they 
pass through the aluminium more and more soft radiation 
will be excited until equilibrium is established. The 
absorption coefficient should therefore increase to a constant 
value. The numbers given in the tables tend to support this 
conclusion. 

The question next arises as to whether, when this supposed 
equilibrium has been established, the absorption coefticient 
has the same value independent of the hardener. Leaving 
out of consideration the rays from RaB, this obviously ought 
to be the case if the rays from Ra are strictly homogeneous, 
i. e. consist of rays of one wave-length only. If the rays, 
for example, consist of two homogeneous beams of nearly 
equal wave-length, as the experiments of Moseley T suggest, 
the hardeners might be expected to show some selective 
effect which would permanently alter the absorption 
properties of the beam. The range of thickness used in 
these experiments is not large enough to decide the question 
definitely, although the results with Al appear to be in 
favour of the latter hypothesis. 

In conclusion I desire to express- my best thanks to 
Professor Sir Ernest. Rutherford, at whose suggestion these 
experiments were carried out. 

* Florance, loc. cit. 
+ Moseley, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 1024 (1918). 
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LXVIII. On the Integration of a Class of Ordinary Linear 
Differential Equations of the Second Order. By Haroup 
G. SAVIDGE *. 

HE class of equations to be considered may be expressed 
by the generalized equation : 

dt dt dP py? —i m—2 2m —2 aL) OP aae Zoe pays 4 —rr duck Seb +(P+ Se tae” re \r=0, (1) 

where m, p, g, and 7 are constants and P a function of z. 
For the present we shall confine our attention to the 

following equation : 
nr? 

u +(G-1)e +(<-",)u=0, . || Teena 

dashes denoting differentiation with respect to x, and a and 
n being constants. 

We shall define U,(a; x) as a solution of this equation, 
and it will hereafter be shown how the equation (1) can be 
solved in terms of this function. 

Formal solutions of equation (2) in convergent series of 
ascending powers of the argument can be obtained for all 
values of the constants a and n; in particular finite solu- 
tions in terms of known functions can be obtained in the 
majority of those cases which will most frequently arise in 
practical problems; and the main object of this paper is 
to show at once the nature of these solutions and the substi- 
tutions in the variables necessary to lead to them. ‘The 
series solutions can be written as follows :— 

an n—-a & , (n—a)(n—atl) 2 
‘Sony + opera O) (2n+1)(2n+2) pte] e ° e (3) Uy = 

o— n+a a. (n+a)\(nta—1) 2? 

Se Tol a 2a. le @n—1)@n—2) pte] te ee 

and (by the substitution w= e*v) 

ae xen a @ , (ntatij(rntat2) # 
ee N( 27) 2nd (2n +1)(2n+ 2) “28 | 

i aoe Ny ene? n—a-l x  (n—a—1)(n—a—2) 2 
U,( = Ug) = II ( ve 2n) = Oana “fe (2n—1) (2n—2) - \2. + e ] 

(6) 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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These are two solutions, each written in two forms in order 
to show all cases where the series are finite. The case of 
zero factors in the denominators remains to be examined. 
A constant has been introduced whereby simple relations 

hold between the functions for different values of a and 7; 
the following are for the series wu, and us; the sign of n 
must be changed for the series w, and wy. 

Un(a-— 1: j= 

} —— [et (a;2)—aU,(a; “)| LeeLee nee ern ae meer erates, (7) 

U,/(a—1 = 2) 

peal @—-OUs'(a32)4(= —a\U 052) | - Sera) Seeks, 1 eC) 

BG 5 2) — 

| 2U.'(a—1 s+ @—2U@-13a)] 0 ee 

Ge) = 

veal Un a-1:0)+ (© -a)Ua—1 52) | MOL eM (0) 

U,-3(4-4$52)= 

2] Us(a 30) + Un(as2)| OM me try) got etl Pc ae 

UL, 3(a-3 32) = 

w[ (1+ UL (a5a)+ (59 — has 0)] ma he (CS) 

Re(e + x)= 

| (14 pas =p \Un-i(a—4 5 2) — U's 42) ]- ae) 

Pas c)= 

 [2ua-3 2) o— ae Mee LU, (a—4; x) | ga) 

Unii(a 5 @)= 

In +1)U»"(a; 2) — re eee +n—at Unla; x) | . (15) 
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Unaslatesa= 

— eale(t+ =) U, (a; 7) —U,_2(a—34; “) | 
Mee S510 x eG? ion eA 

OB (a 5 v) — 

“pal 2-1-2) Ux(a—1 3 @) + (n—a +1) Un(a—2 ; x) | 

Uae ; 1D) = 

2n+1 ; 

(2n—1)(n—a) (n+a+1) [u (ase) +4 an+1 x 

A comparison of the series (3) and (5) shows that 

Un(—a—1; 2) =(—1)-e*U,(a3 — 2). 

Solution in terms of Bessel Functions”. 

Tf a= —i, 

pe es [ EE iy hgh AN oho) (ae 
Th (2n) Qn+1°\1 © (2n+1)(2n+2) [2 

Xe Pep mn é*L(5) e (n) 

1 Cn\) oe 

[This may be verified by putting in equation (1) 

1 
7 — le) onl 

A second solution is given by substituting the Bessel 
function of the second kind, K,, for I,. Thus we have a 
complete solution in terms of these functions when a= —3 
and it may be obtained whenever 2a is an integer (for any 
value of n) by means of the relations (7) to (19). 

Solution when argument very great. 

When z is very great the series solutions given become 
laborious to calculate, and we may use the following asym- 
ptotic semi-divergent expansions in descending powers of the 
argument. (It will be noticed, from an examination of 

* Tables of In(x) are given in Gray & Matthews’s ‘ Bessel Functions.’ 
K(x) has been tabulated by Isherwood: Manchester Memoirs (1904), 
xlviii. p. 19. 

2n(2a+1)  2n(2n—1) 

Las 

B17) 

\U,tesa)} 

KASS 
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the series (3) to (6), that the asymptotic value of all finite 
solutions is either «=z x constant, or u=e*v—*—! x constant.) 

i [14 nr? ee pen —a HE fa- 1) | 

eee ee) er iet Ge tee) | ig = CF Ce at “+ e2 : aeeraes 

A comparison between these two series and the equa- 
tions (3) to (6) and (20) shows that they satisfy the 
following relations for all the finite solutions (including 
those in terms of Bessel functions) :— 

__ COs (n—a)r I 
Oe Mega Ga aca 8 Ft A? 
__ cos (n+ a)7 1 

Gist) ON aT ce is oa! 

Second solution where uo fails, —where 2n is zero or a 
2 e ? 

positive integer. 

Tf the equation w'’+ Pu’ + Qu=0 (P and Q functions of «) 
has a known solution, say 2, another solution is given by 

|e) Ge 

w f° = CE re) al Monsen nae) 

Thus when n=a we have a solution, on integrating by 
parts : 

io ean ‘H@a—s—I) eee 5 
Uz = — Uy, Hix) +e = Tn) feo MQ ) 

(the symbol of summation being subject to the convention 
that as there are 2n terms under it there are none when 
n=(). 

The corresponding solutions when n=a—1, a—2, Kc., 
may be found successively by application of the formule 

* See Forsyth’s a a Equations,’ p. 110. 

+ The function Er(*) or ies . dv has been fully tabulated by Glaisher 

(Phil. Trans. clx. (1870) p. 367). 

(21) 

(22) 

| 

= i . = es 
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(9), (17), which hold good for this solution. The result 
be expressed generally as follows : 

Uz =r 

s=0 

ice i Geeiaes) Umi 9) - ne 
myxrtt fF Moe” * Meat? 

nay LBs [2n+1 Bags oof tae 

where 

1-2 

1 p2n — yrta d 

Ny ee 
0 

mm =(n+a+1)m— 

2me=(n+a+2)m— ae 

3M3 = (n +a+3)mo— 

and 

2n+2 (a—n) 

Dips phy 

+4 (a—n)(a—n—1) 

2n+3° 

Para 

may 

] —u,Ei(2) 

(27) 

2n +6 (o—e)(o= el) Ga &e. 
3 

When (a—n) is a positive integer, there are a finite 
number of these coefficients, the rest vanishing ; they may be 
expressed as follows : 
i ik 

i= 5 

4 Sel 2n-+s 

=a-n 

m=(n+at+1) & 

ma@tatMatat2) 2 96.4) an+o+ re 

s—l1 

aes |1@2n +s)(2n+s+1)’ 

(s—1)(s—2) 

and so on. 

(As before, it is to be understood that when the upper limit sum- 
mation is less than the lower there no terms under the sign.) 

If n+a is —1 or less, the above constants are infinite ; 
in this case, and generally when a is less than —3, il the 
following solution, which may be obtained as before, or 
immediately from the above by (19), is suitable : 

the latter coefficients. 

sane II(—n—a—1+s)0(2n—1—s) GSS it ots S) ck Moe aa eerie Ne ae NG eS = | « 1) IN(s)W(n—a—1) a 
Po a px" +1 Do gr +2 

7 a ~|2Qn+1 7 Pa+2 [ 
where the constants po, p,.... are obtained from mp, m.--- 
by substituting —(a+1) for ain the expressions determining 

] —ugBi(—.) 

(28) 
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Relations between uz, ug and the other solutions. 

A comparison of ug with u; for all finite solutions shows 
that 

cos 2na7 ‘ 
be SS ae a 

° TI(—n—a—1) ” 

or, what is the same thing, 

m cosec (n+ 4a)7 

II(n+a) 

Al o, by comparing the coefficients of #” in wz, u;, and ug, 

Uz=Ug tu, 7 cot (nta)rt. eee CSU) 

From these two we obtain 

Ug= — COS INTs. « « '(29)} 

Re Re OL eal qm sin (n+ a) 
T(n-a— iar Il(n+a) 

When (a—n) is a positive integer the last reduces to 

cos2nm.u;. (31) 

U7 ugcos(n—a)m=— py. « « « (32) 

It should be noticed that in some cases the solutions w; and 
ug (21), (22) give at once two simple finite solutions equi- 
valent to the above results. 

The importance of these relations lies particularly in the 
fact that unless suitable solutions are selected, one degen- 
erates virtually into a constant multiple of the other, the 
distinct solution appearing only as a relatively small error. 

ee Fs is — : rs 

eee TS r Sie 

si 

Solutions in terms of Bessel functions. [See (20).] 

The following are the solutions in terms of Bessel 

functions when [eee Oy elyandu 1... Nheysecond 
solution is the corresponding expression having K,() for 
T,(#)- 

2?”TT (n) 
U,(—3; “)= TI(2n) “ ene "1 ,,(@/2), 

92n- NT (n—$) 

ee) = enya) . 

Ua($ 5 2) = TGReD o*!2[ aT,_(a[2) —(Qn—1 + #)1,(w/2)], 

U,(l;2) =" ey e282 (et n— Tag (e/2) + (nt L—2)Tn-a(@2)]6 

U1.) = et/2V20T,_x(a/2) + In43(a/2)]. 
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The Generalized Equation. 

Returning to the equation (1), 

7 aU 

i” +2Pt' + (P24 P/—4 4 + gam? —Pa™—2)t=0. (1) 

Putting t= «x? exp. { —((P +72” )dalu 

and substituting, 

d7u i du 2 
eae a) i —1 pes a\ pin— 2 P ss 7 G 2rex )s ae +u | (g—mr)e”-? — BY =), 

Be a sa ne : : ar 
and on putting in this equation X= — a” 

n 

d7u du n 

We +(x- ie x<- on 

where a= as 

we obtain 

This is the equation (2), and the solution of (1) may be 
written 

t 
py ey a a t=atexp. | -|P. daw — —— | Upm( 52 — 23m ) 

The following are some of the principal forms comprised 
in the equation. In the following 0, c, f, g, h, k, J are 
constants, in addition to m eo Guts 

Cee —i|Fo 
Solution : 

t=? exp. (—e— aA =: 3 Tae? . 

(2) +(= +2en)t'+t {Cusr=e es PB (G4 Obo+ 0) Fee —1?)a?} = = 

Solution : 
a r+e o\7, AS 

t= > exp.(— "5" 2°)Upa(e — ao ae ra’). 

0. (3) t'+(2be+ 2c)t' —t(ge? +2hae+h)= 

Solution : 

t=(w+/)texp | — 

24+ g)+r? “a ==) 

os (e+ f)P+l(e+f) } De ee noth) | 
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where 

lethf—k—b 1 aC (beth bh—cg 
= rae ne — 9 r= /b’+9, l= ye? i= a ; 

ee b—4)?—7? 2 
a) 4 (2 Loa) ee Bice Pr P49 4 (et) | =0. 

Solution : 

t=a2-° exp. {—(ce+r)z}U, (£5 53 rw). 

| A -e DEN (6—3)?—p? WWetq—2c  e—7r") _ (9) i+ ( + ai te | = 4 =O, 

Solution : 

c—?r g f. = 

xv yu,(¢ —5 Say 

(6) ¢°+2cw*t' +t{(2c+q)a+ (PF—r?)a*}=0. 

é=22-° exp. ( 

Solution : 
Denne 

t= 4 exp. Des (c+r) e 5 | Uael 2 1 are 
mg aie 

(7) (b+ ex)t" + (c+ Nel pede 

Solution : 

t=(b+.4)” exp. | =(f+7)(6-40)U,(£~5 ; 2r(b+ 2) io 

where n=bf— 2", aw / feat.) @—vit 20, —c)—-O- 

(8) t’+(2b4 2ce™)e! +t(f + gem + he?) =0. 

Solution : 

Cae gq ee ) t= yD AN mx } Hie ESTO ea sane | 

oe li re m \o, Re lea 2? m- 

where r=fe’—h; p=,/b?’—f; and g=g—cm—2be. 

2 
(9) logw.t' + ae a el) 

Solution : 

= (log we PU, (0 +e—$; log ig), 
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Note :—When m=0 the solution of (1) is 

¢ = exp. (—\P ( da) aetvP+r— 9 

and when 7=0 the solution is 
9) Sym * 

t=w2 exp. (—|\ P.da)\J (=! ) : uv? € P ( j ) 2p/m i) 

January, 1914. 

LXIX. On Wien’s Law. By R. Harcreaves, M.A. 

IEN’S Law has been approached in a variety of ways, 
but the arguments usually lack some element of 

generality as regards the shape of enclosure or type of 
motion. It is proposed to deal here with the mean effect for 
an enclosure of any shape, in which each element dS of 
surface has an arbitrary normal component w of small motion. 

In the element of time dt a change of wave-length affects 
the radiation in a small part of the whole volume pro- 
portional to dt, and this is exactly representative of the 
action to which radiation from every part of the interior will 

in turn be exposed. The primary effect = = ies = =", with 

2 for angle of incidence, is to be modified by taking into 
account the ratio of the volume affected in time dé to the 
total volume, and also a mean is to be taken for various 
angles of incidence. The resulting mean is 

AX f ‘e 2weosz AS Vdtcosi .... ‘| wdtdS Av ze . Shid=| === 

Here dS. Vdtcosiis the volume from which radiation 
reaches the surface in time dt at angle 7, and half of this 
volume is taken because only the half of the radiation which 
is approaching dS is affected by the change. The factor 
sin 2 di is used to average the effects for various angles of 
incidence, and as the integral of sin 2 di is 1, it is not necessary 
to write this integral in the denominator. 

* Tables of this function appear in Gray & Matthews’s ‘ Bessel 
Functions,’ and the Bessel function of the second kind Y furnishing the 
second solution in this case has been tabulated by B. A. Smith (Messenger 
of Mathematics, xxvi. p. 98). 

Two other known functions, fe—2? . dx (the probability integral), and 

fe? . do, tabulated by H. G. Dawson (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xxix. 

p. 519, 1898), occur when 4 is an odd integer. [See (25).] 
t Communicated by the Author. 
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The use of (1) with p= H/3v makes 

Edv Edn 
di + pdv=di+ raat =dH + awe 

or dHi+pdv _ d(BA) 
7 = <q =o, Aer aime ce CD) 

and if this is a true differential, then EA and 8 are functions 
of X@ or vw, and «=constant is the adiabatic relation. The 
above is applicable to monochromatic radiation, or to 
radiation within the range of an element dn. 

It is desirable to show the factor v explicitly in H, and for 
that purpose we note that v/A? is constant or that vdd/N* is 
constant ; 2. ¢., in presenting the part of energy attaching to 
a range dA, we must count dd as susceptible of change in 
the same proportion as X in connexion with change of 
volume. Thus weare led to the forms 

Pe OL) cx CGN Stu ld 
| Tera ° oe es r(x), with SY = — op vite (3) 

For example, with Planck’s law ¢=1/(e”—1), and then 

eclx Lee cee =ay a poe =), 

apart from a constant multiplier in each case. 
The above statement turns on two means expressed re- 

spectively by p=H/3v and AX/A=Av/3v, which are found 
in very similar ways. The element of work is in fact 
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an exact counterpart of (1). Thus we have pAv=HAX/A 
immediately without performing the integration; and in 
fact (2) is valid for radiation in two dimensions or in one. 
It is essential to both arguments that energy-content should 
in respect to all wave-lengths be uniform throughout the 
volume. 
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LXX. On the Action of Colloids on Radioactive Products in 
Solution. By T.Gopiewsxi, Ph.D., Professor of Physies, 
Technical High School, Lemberg (Lwow)*. 

1. The Radioactive Hydrosols. 

N a previous paper, “On Solutions of Radioactive 
Products” +, it was shown that the products of the 

active deposit of radium in neutral, alkaline, or weakly 
acidulated solutions are in the colloidal state. ‘This con- 
clusion was based upon the results derived from an investi- 
gation of the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of radium 
emanation together with its successive products. The 
experiments established the fact that in acidulated solutions 
or in presence of polyvalent cations, the said products are 
deposited at the cathode almost exclusively. On the other 
hand, in alkaline solutions or in presence of polyvalent 
anions, it was the anode which first of all was activated by 
electrolysis. Now precisely this change of sign of the 
electric charge under the influence of H, OH, or polyvalent 
ions constitutes the property characteristic {t of colloidal 
suspensions, and it strongly suggests that we are dealing 
here with a process of the nature of cataphoresis and with 
colloidal hydrosols. When it is remembered, indeed, that 
the above-mentioned products are but very sparingly soluble 
in water, we easily understand that an atom of RaA arising 
from an atom of emanation dissolved in water, and thus 
suddenly appearing in a medium which does not dissolve 
RaA, will constitute a nucleus for the centre of the distinct 
phase. In Zsigmondy’s§ opinion, the most satisfactory 
method for the production of colloids is to induce reactions 
from which there shall result the formation of substances 
which, as erystalloids, are insoluble in the medium. In the 
case of usual irreversible colloids, e. g. those of metals, 
this result can be arrived at either by producing a suitable 
reduction in the liquid medium or by pulverization of the 
metals attended by a supply of electrical energy (Bredig’s 
or Svedberg’s method). In the case of radioactive products, 
the reaction which produces centra of colloidal suspensions 
is the radioactive transformation itself, whence new atoms 
come into being. 

* Communicated by the Author. Presented before the Academy 
of Sciences in Cracow at the sitting of 5th January, 1914. 

+ T. Godlewski, Bull. Intern. de ? Acad. d. Sc. de Cracovie, 1918, 
p. 385; Le Radium, 1913, p. 250. 
t Cassuto, ‘ Der Kolloide Zustand der Materie,’ p. 245. 
§ Zsigmondy, ‘ Kolloidchemie,’ p. 2. 
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Almost at the same time, but by a different method, 
Paneth* arrived independently at closely similar con- 
clusions concerning the state of radioactive products in 
solution. Hefound that it was possible to separate polonium 
from lead by means of a process of dialysis. In the process 
the lead was shown to pass throngh parchment or animal 
membrane, while the polonium remained. These results 
were strikingly confirmed by the subsequent investigations 
of Paneth + and Hevesy{. They, too, have observed a 
change of direction in the migration of certain radioactive 
products (ThB and Po), according as the solution was 
acidulated or alkaline. They determined, moreover, the 
coefficients of diffusion of these products, and found them 
considerably smaller (especially in alkaline solutions) than 
might have been anticipated from the valency of these 
elements. Hence the order of magnitude of these colloidal 
radioactive suspensions becomes approximately calculable, 
and the writers quoted found that the suspensions consist of 
no more than 8-3 or 2 atoms. According to this, solutions 
of radioactive pro:lucts form a transition between ordinary 
colloidal and ionic solutions. 

If it is thus conceded that the centra of colloidal radio- 
active suspensions consist of aggregations of atoms, we 
can then easily explain an observation previously made 
hy the writer. In the above-mentioned paper it was shown 
that by means of electrolysis of pure water saturated with 
radium emanation together with its successive products, the 
following deposits on the electrodes were obtained :—On 
the anode, RaA and about one-third of the equivalent 
quantity of RaC ; on the cathode, RaB and about one-third 
of the equivalent quantity of RaC. In pure water RaA 
is deposited only on the anode, z. e., it forms negative 
hydresols; RaB appears only at the cathode, 7. e., it forms 
only positive hydrosols. The question arises, What does 
the fact mean, that RaC is deposited in the same solution 
equally well at the cathode as at the anode? Must it be 
supposed to form positive hydrosols or negative ones ? 

in order to elucidate this question, let us assume that 
RaC in pure water gives rise to negative hydrosols, just 
as RaA does. If the centre of the suspension of RaA 
consists of an aggregation of several atoms, we easily see 
that as soon as one of these is transformed into RaB, this 

we Fenetl Wien, Sitzber. cxxi, p. 2198, cxxii. p. 1079; Kolloid-Zettschr. 
X1ll. p. 1. 

i Panatil Kolloid-Zeitschr. xiii. p. 297. 
{ Hevesy, Phys. Zett. xiv. 1913, p. 1202. 
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newly-formed atom will readily be expelled from the 
ageregate on account of the reaction following upon the - 
emission of an « particle. In consequence of this, the 
groups of hydrosols of RaA, travelling towards the anode, 
wil] contain only atoms of RaA, and they will not carry 
with them atoms of RaB. The latter, after suitable coagu- 
lation, will produce positive hydrosols and will deposit them 
at the cathode. 

It is otherwise with RaC. When the atom of RaC arises 
from RaB the reaction is extremely feeble, RaB emitting 
only the 8 particle. For this reason, if one of the atoms in 
the aggregate RaB which forms the centre of a positive 
hydrosol, is transformed into Ra, it will not escape from its 
environment of remaining RaB atoms, which form a positive 
hydrosol, but will be carried with them to the cathode. We 
then get an aggregate similar to that which is obtained by 
mixing two colloids of opposite signs when one of the 
two is in considerable excess. In this case no precipitation 
occurs, but the colloid which is in small quantity becomes 
oppositely electrified, taking the charge of the colloid which 
is in excess*. Something of the kind takes place here. 
We may therefore expect that those RaC atoms only go 
to the anode which during their transformation managed to 
escape from the aggregate RaB; and also those which 
belong to groups in which the majority of the RaB atoms 
have already undergone transformation. The groups in 
which so many RaC€ atoms have arisen that through their 
presence the charge of the remaining RaB atoms has become 
neutralized, must be precipitated : they may become fixed to 
the walls of the vessel ; at any rate they are not carried with 
the electric current. The groups containing an excess (with 
respect to charge) of RaB over RaC will go to the cathode. 
Then follows the appearance of RaC at the cathode, though 
it forms negative hydrosols. 

The results of further investigation on the subject of the 
action of colloids on radioactive products in solution confirm 
abundantly the hypothesis which has here been brought 
forward. 

2. Interaction of Colloids. 

After establishing that radioactive products in solution are 
in the colloid state, I investigated the influence of foreign 
colloids upon these products. This subject has hitherto 
received but scant attention: we can only mention one 

* Zsigmondy, ‘ Kolloidchemie,’ p. 58. 
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elaborate paper, published by Miss Fellner, “ Ueber die 
Adsorption radioaktiver Substanzen durch Kolloide” *. 
Miss Fellner carefully investigated the adsorption of certain 
radioactive products by colloidal silicic acid. She found 
that many products undergo considerable adsorption by 
this hydrosol, so that it is possible to concentrate them 
by this means. We may also note the researches of 
Szillard t on the adsorption of UrX, and a new method 
of concentrating this substance. Here we must also remark 
that more than two years before my work and that of. 
Paneth was published, Szillard, whilst investigating the 
nature of reactions of radioactive products, pointed out that 
they may be considered as interactions of ions and electrified 
suspensions, or, generally speaking, between electrified bodies 
on each other. The mutual interaction between colloids is a 
typical instance indeed of such a phenomenon. 

Starting from the assumption that radioactive products in 
water form colloidal hydrosols, we have to expect that the 
action of foreign colloids upon them will follow the well- 
known laws { of interaction between colloids. 

Colloids, when of opposite sign, precipitate each other. 
From the researches of Biltz§ we know that this mutual 
precipitation of colloids of opposite sign is limited by certain 
conditions as to the quantities of both colloids present. For 
every pair of colloids an “ optimum” can be found corre- 
sponding to the equalization of electric charges, which is 
accompanied by complete precipitation. Thus there exists a 
certain range of concentrations within which mutual pre- 
cipitation takes place, the range which (e. g. in the case of 
pigments) is the narrower || as the diffusibility of pigment is 
less. If the degree of concentration of one colloid is far 
outside the limits alluded to, no precipitation occurs, but 
owing to ordinary and also to electrical adsorption the 
colloid which is present in considerably smaller quantity 
will gain (from the other) an opposite charge, so that both 
colloids will travel in the same direction in the electric 
field. 

The influence exerted by ordinary colloids on radioactive 
products in solution has been examined by the writer, first 
of all by means of observing the course of electrolysis. 

* Miss Fellner, Zet. f. anorg. Chemie, xxiii. p. 1. 
Laan oa Compt. Rend. 1909; Le Radium, 1909, p. 80, and 1910, 

. ob 

x { See, for example, Zsigmondvy, ‘ Kolloidchemie,’ pp. 52, 220. 
§ Biltz, Ber. d. deut. chem. Ges. Band xxxvii. 1907, p. 1095. 
|| Zsigmondy, Zoe, cet. p. 221. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 20 
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Various colloids, in different, accurately known quantities, 
were added to water which was saturated with radium 
emanation and its successive products. The solution was 
then electrolysed between platinum electrodes, a P.D. of 
220 volts being employed. The experimental arrangements 
used in this part of the work were the same as those 
described in my previous paper*. The « activity of the 
electrodes was determined after the electrolysis by means 
of a quadrant electrometer ; the measurements were sub- 
sequently repeated, in order to identify the deposited 
products. The activity is expressed below in arbitrary 
units, which, however, are invariably the same throughout 
this paper. The water used in these experiments was 
obtained by distillation from ordinary distilled water, a 
quartz condenser being employed. 

3. The Influence of Negative Colloids on Radium Products 
in solution. 

Experiments with arsentous sulphide.-—Colloidal arsenious 
sulphide was obtained in the usual way, 7. e., by passing 
a stream of gaseous hydrogen sulphide through a dilute 
solution of arsenious acid. After driving off the remainder 
of hydrogen sulphide and filtering, a solution was obtained 
which in flasks of Jena glass could be preserved for weeks. 
The solution was suitably diluted, and 1 em.’ of variable 
concentration (vy) was added to 16 cm.’ of water saturated 
with radium emanation. The results of measurements of 
the activity of both electrodes and its variation in time are 
plotted in fig. 1. The continuous curve on the figure refers 
to the cathode, the dotted one to the anode. 

It will be noticed that the influence of arsenious sulphide 
on the result of electrolysis is very marked ; the direction of 
the variation is that which was to be expected on account of 
the sign of the colloid. 
When this negative hydrosol is added, the amount of 

products deposited at the cathode decreases at first. The 
decrease of the maximum ordinates of the continuous curves 
points to a diminution of the amount of RaB with increasing 
concentration of arsenious sulphide ; the diminution of the 
initial ordinates indicates a decrease of the quantity of RaC 
deposited at the cathode. The continuous curves on fig. 1 
show that when arsenious sulphide is used in feeble concentra- 
tion, the quantity of RaC deposited at the cathode decreases, 

RaB 
RaC 

* Godlewski, loc. ct. 

but the relative amount of at first must increase. This 
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fact seems to confirm our hypothesis concerning the appearing 
of RaC at the cathode. If it is true indeed that RaC only 
travels to the cathode if carried along by the RaB atoms 
which remain in the positive colloidal agglomerate, this 
agoregate must have a smaller positive charge than one con- 
sisting solely of RaB atoms. The compound hydrosols 
(containing RaB and RaC) will thus be more easily pre- 
cipitated, and precipitation will occur ata lower concentration 
of arsenious sulphide. At the cathode, therefore, with the 
concentration, e. g. y=0°01 mg., we get almost pure RaB. 

It is only with concentrations ten times stronger, or more, | 
that, the characteristic change of sign and the traction of 
RaB towards the anode occurs. The almost horizontal trend 
of the dotted curve (fig. 1), corresponding to times from 
15 to 35 min., proves unmistakably the appearance of RaB 
at the anode. For this, as well as for all higher concentra- 
tions, we observe that all the products (RaA, RaB, RaC) are 
deposited at the anode. In accordance with what the theory 
of colloids demands, the products are adsorbed by the colloid 
of opposite sign, which is present in great excess. 

From an inspection of the figure, we conclude that at con- 
centrations at which RaB appears at the anode the activity 
of the cathode is exceedingly feeble, and falls in presence of 
greater concentrations of arsenious sulphide to below 1 per 
cent. 

EHaperiments with colloidal platinum.—Colloidal platinum 
was prepared by Bredig’s well-known method, 7. e, by 
pulverization of platinum in an electric are. The chief 
solution contained 7°6 mg. platinum in 100 cm.°. Certain 
quantities of that solution were added to 16 cm. of water 
saturated with radium emanation ; the resulting solution 
was electrolysed during 90 sec., under the same conditions 
as heretofore. The results of these experiments are shown 
Tau 10 eae) 42 

From the curves we see that the influence of platinum is 
the same as that of arsenious sulphide. Small quantities 
produce a decrease of activity of the cathode, and (as before) 
the quantity of RaC deposited at the cathode is the first to 
decrease. It is thus seen that the positive sols, containing 
RaC along with RaB, are precipitated first as if they had a 
lower charge. 

In the presence of still greater concentrations RaB also 
disappears from the cathode ; at a yet higher concentration, 
when the activity of the anode is exceedingly feeble, RaB 
appears at the anode. The positive hydrosols become now nega- 
tively charged, all the products being deposited at the anode. 
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Similar experiments with colloidal gold obtained by 
Bredig’s method have led to precisely the same results. 

Fig. 2. (Platinum.) 
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We may therefore conclude that the addition of a negative 
colloid in small quantity makes the products deposited at the 
cathode to diminish in amount and afterwards to disappear ; 
that is to say, it produces the precipitation of colloids of 
opposite signs. In the presence of still greater quantities of 
negative colloids the positive products” become negatively 
charged, and they are then deposited at the anode : we have 
thus before us a case of adsorption by a colloid being used 
in great excess. 
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4, Influence of Positive Colloids. 

The positive colloid employed was a dyalised solution of 
ferric oxide ; it was the ordinary commercial article, con- 
taining 6°62 gr. of ferric oxide per 100 cm.’ The experiments 
were conducted on the same lines as before ; their results are 
plotted in fig. 3. 

It will be seen that the influence of colloidal ferric oxide 
is quite special. As the theory of colloids might lead us to 
expect, the amount of products (RaA and RaC) deposited at 
the anode decreases at first: thus giving evidence of the 
precipitation of oppositely electrified hydrosols. In certain 
experiments a slight diminution of the quantity of Ra@ 
deposited at the cathode was noticeable in the low concen- 

RaB 
RaC 

extent. This result may perhaps be ascribed to a greater 
adsorption of RaC by ferric oxide than by the remaining 
atoms of Rab. 

In concentration y = 6°6.10-* mg. we observe a very 
great falling off in the activity of the anode; with a higher 
concentration the activity of the anode is exceedingly slight. 
On the other hand, from the concentration y = 6°6.10~? mg. 
upwards the appearance of RaA and RaC at the cathode is 
manifest, so that all the products are deposited at this elec- 
trode. In these concentrations, then, the products which 
usually form negative hydrosols become positively electrified 
and are deposited at the cathode. 

The conclusive method of proving the adsorption of nega- 
tive hydrosols is to add ferric oxide in considerable quantity 
to water freshly saturated with emanation and to proceed 
with the electrolysis as rapidly as possible. The deposit at 
the cathode in this case will be found to consist of almost 
pure Rad. 

It may be added that the results adduced in the foregoing 
pages have been found in each case by taking average values 
out of a large series of individual measurements. Though 
the sequence of the curves (corresponding to various con- 
centrations) in different experiments was always the same, 
the particular results were observed to be subject to some 
slight variations, especially at lower concentrations. Subse- 
quently it was found that slight alteration of the circum- 
stances of the experiment (as for instance a change in the 
rapidity of mixing, variation of the rate at which the colloid 
was supplied, and even the concentration at which a given 
quantity of colloid was added)—all this exercises a consi- 
derable effect on the result obtained. In order to arrive 

trations, while the relative amount increased to a smal} 
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at identical curves it was necessary, especially in the case of 
low concentrations, to keep all external conditions of indi- 
vidual experiments exactly alike. Similar facts have been — 
observed in dealing with the precipitation of ordinary 
colloids *. 

Leaving aside these details we may conclude by saying 
that ferric oxide, and generally speaking all positive colloids, 
when added in relatively small amount, conduce to precipita- 
tion of RaA and Raf, which are-among negative colloids ; in 
higher concentrations positive colloids adsorb them, thus 
inverting their signs. This action is therefore exactly oppo- 
site to that of negative hydrosols, as was of course to be 
foreseen from theory. 

5. Precipitation of Radioactive Products with Colloids. 

The experiments heretofore described show that relatively 
small quantities of colloids are able to adsorb all the products 
contained in a solution. The question now arises: In how 
far are the compounds of colloids with radioactive products 
stable? In order to elucidate this point the following 
experiments were made. 

To 16 cm.® of water saturated with radium emanation 
a few milligrams of colloidal arsenious sulphide, platinum or 
gold were added ; the latter was obtained either by Bredig’s 
method or by that of Zsigmondy +; after which the colloids 
were precipitated, using a small amount of aluminium sul- 
phate solution. 

The precipitate collected on a small filter was tested as to 
activity immediately after desiccation. It was found thatall 
the products (RaA, RaB, and RaC) were present on the 
filter ; and further, that by means of one such single pre- 
cipitation it was possible to separate the products almost 
quantitatively, so that the filtered liquid contained scarcely 
any product. 

It was likewise possible to collect by the same method the 
radioactive products on positive hydrosols e.g. on ferric 
oxide. A greater amount of this hydrosol, however, was 
required in order to effect the adsorption ; besides, this col- 
loid owing to greater voluminousness is much more slowly 
filtered ; hence such colloids as gold or platinum are more 
suitable when it is desired to concentrate radioactive 
products. 

By the use of these colloids we can thus easily concentrate 
powerful activity on minute quantities (a few milligrams) of 
precipitated hydrosols. ‘This method proves very convenient 

* See e.g. W. Biltz, loc. cit. 
Tt Zsigmondy, Joc. cit. p. 94. 
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when it is desired to concentrate radioactive products not 
only in the case of radium but equally well in the case of 
actinium, mesothorium, and uranium. ‘The results of these 
researches, showing that in these cases too we have to deal 
with colloidal radioactive hydrosols, will be published else- 
where together with results obtained by the cataphoresis of 
the products. We may in the meantime point out, however, 
that the use of the methods described is subject to such 
restrictions as will allow of the colloidal state of the products 
being maintained. 

6. Capillary Analysis of Radioactive Products. 

Investigating, as aforesaid, the dependence of the activity 
of a filter on the quantity of added colloid, I found that the 
filter manifested considerable activity, even when no foreign 
colloids were added. When water saturated with emanation 
together with its successive products was passed through a 
filter, a good part of the products (though not all) remained 
on it. I endeavoured to eliminate all possible impurities in 
the filter-paper, and for this reason I employed, after many 
trials, filters No. 590 (Schleicher & Schiill) having very little 
(0°03 mg.) ash remainder, previously extracted in hydro- 
chloric and hydrofluoric acid. A filter so prepared showed 
again very strong activity. 

One instance may be given here. 16 cm.’ of water 
saturated with emanation were passed through the filter. 
After careful washing of the filter and desiccation by means 

_ of a Bunsen burner, it was introduced at once into the testing 
vessel, where its activity was measured. The results are 
shown below :— 

TABLE I. 

Time | eee 
in minutes. Activity. 

2 254 

6 278 

10 318 

15 355 

28 387 

40 323 

103 174 
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It will be observed that the activity collected on tae filter 
indicates the presence of RaB and RaC, and the corre- 
sponding curve of activity is identical with that shown by 
the cathode after electrolysis of pure water containing 
emanation. Hence it is natural to conclude that the deposits 
on the filter are positive hydrosols. 

The well-known researches of Schénbein and Goppels- 
roder on the so-called capillary analysis were extended to 
the case of colloids by Fichter * and Sahlboomt. The writers 
showed that various colloids do not ascend to equal heights 
in sheets of filter-paper: the negative colloids rise with the 
water, whereas the positive are precipitated in the immersed 
part of the sheet of paper ; in a similar manner positive col- 
loids are precipitated when filtered. Fichter and Sahlboom 
attribute the phenomena they observed to a negative elec- 
trization of the fibres of the paper taking place as the 
water passes through ; this produces a neutralization and a 
consequent precipitation of the positive colloids. 

The precipitation on the filter of the radioactive products 
which form positive hydrosols shows that in this case we 
have to do with the same phenomenon as that observed by 
Fichter and Sahlboom in the case of ordinary colloids. This 
inference was confirmed by further investigations. A small 
quantity of aluminium sulphate in solution was added to 
water containing emanation; the activity of the filter 
through which this water was passed is found to be greater 
than in the case when pure water with emanation was filtered ; 
the curve of activity shows that in this case all the products 
(RaA, RaB, and RaC) remain on the filter. Now we know 
that under the influence of aluminium ions the negative 
hydrosols become inversely charged, and when electrolysis is 
going on are deposited at the cathode. 

In like manner we may obtain a greater quantity of RaC 
and RaA on a filter by adding hydrochloric acid to the 
solution ; this also produces a change of sign of negative 
hydrosols t. The activities of filters through which acidu- 
lated solutions of emanation were passed changed in the 
same way as did the activities of the cathodes, when the 
solutions were electrolysed. In presence of acid in greater 
concentration RaB no longer appears at the filter, only RaA 
and RaC. In the case of a very strong concentration of the 
acid used (1 normal solution or more) the filter proved to be 

* ee Zeit. f. Kollovde, viii. p.1; Verh. d. Naturfor. Ges. Basel, 
exes 

iF Saniboem: Kolloidchemische Bethefte, ii. p. 79. 
t Godlewski, loc. cit, 
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practically inactive. This last observation is of importance 
in so far as it clearly shows that the phenomenon with which 
we have to deal is due essentially to the precipitation of 
radioactive products in the colloidal state, and that it does 
not depend on a process of adsorption. At high concentra- 
tions of acid, indeed, we have no longer a colloidal, but rather 
an ionic solution, in which no precipitation occurs. 

In the latter case, the products are prevented from being 
precipitated on the filter by being dissolved in a strong acid. 
We are able, however, to maintain the products in colloidal 
state without allowing them to remain on the filter. This 

co) 

may be done by transforming all radioactive products into 
negative colloids. Iftoa solution a sufficient amount (a few 
milligrams) of a negative colloid be added, e.g. of gold, 
platinum, or arsenious ; sulphide, the radipactive products pass 
freely through the filter, which shows no activity at all. 
The addition of 1 cm.* of 715 normal potassic citrate reduces 
similarly the activity of the filter to less than 10 per cent. ; 
the effect of the citrate, as is known, is to change tne sign of 
positive hydrosols, transforming them into negative ones ; 
and the latter are not precipitated. : 

Experiments were also made to examine whether the 
precipitation of colloids which form the positive hydresols 
could be shown by observing the ascent of water saturated 
with emanation in sheets of filter-paper. In the immersed 
part of the paper, RaB and RaC are found in the same rela- 
tive amount as on the filters. When the sheets are immersed 
for a long time, we find also RaB and RaC in the parts lying 
above the surface of the liquid in its immediate proximity. 
At higher levels, however, only pure RaC€ was noticeable. 
The explanation of this is simple. Negative hydrosols only, 
2.e. RaA and RaC, can ascend in the paper. Of these, Rad 
can travel through a small distance only, because, owing to 
the short period of its transformation, it becomes soon trans- 
formed into RaB, which is precipitated. In consequence the 
RaC is the only one which ascends somewhat higher. 
We can collect the radioactive products by filtration on 

glass-wool just as well as on paper. 
The experiments so far described supply us with a new 

and strikingly simple method of concentrating radioactive 
products. For this purpose the products require only to be 
filtered. If, as frequently happens, they are to be collected 
on the smallest possible quantity of foreign substance, we have 
only to burn the filter, which reduces then to a negligible 
amount of ash. And since the process is based ona property 
belonging to all positive colloids in general, it follows that 
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the method will probably be applicable also to the concen- 
tration of products of thorium, actinium, and uranium. Some 
experiments I made with solutions of mesothorium and 
actinium have shown in fact that, by means of one filtration, 
certain products may be collected on the filter. The proce- 
dure may be further employed in the case of solutions of 
uranium products. One filtration of aqueous solution of 
uranium nitrate suffices to deprive uranium of the greater 
part of its 8 activity, which remains on the filter. 

The method is convenient, not only because it is so very 
simple, but also because it will allow the activity (the pro- 
ducts) to be concentrated on extremely small quantities of 
substance. It is applicable, however, in those cases only 
when radioactive products behave as positive colloidal hydro- 
sols in solution : to take an instance, inthe case of uranium 
nitrate the solution must be very dilute (10 gr. of uranium 
salt per litre at most). 

The results of experiments concerning the radioactive pro- 
ducts of thorium, actinium, and uranium will be described in 
full in a subsequent paper. 
Physical Laboratory of the Technical High School, 

Lemberg (Lwow). 
December, 1915. 

LXXI. Light Absorption and Fluorescence. By H. C. C. 
Bary, M.Sce., F.RS., Professor of Inorganic Chemistry in 
the University of Liverpool™. 

[* two papers in conjunction with Miss EH. G. Marsden f 
(Mrs. Solomon) and Mr. F. O. Rice f, dealing with the 

relationship between absorption spectra and chemical re- 
activity, | have shown that it is possible for one substance to 
exhibit different absorption bands when dissolved in different 
solvents. If, for example, certain aromatic amino aldehydes 
and ketones are dissolved in alcohol, their solutions exhibit 
characteristic absorption bands in the ultra-violet region. 
If now to these alcoholic solutions a small quantity of an 
alcoholic solution of hydrogen chloride is added, the quantity 
being much less than is required to convert the whole of the 
amino compound into the hydrochloride, a second absorption 
band is developed of longer wave-length. On adding a 
further quantity of hydrogen chloride the absorption changes 
to that characteristic of the hydrochloride of the base. These 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Tt Trans. Chem. Soc. xxiii. p. 2108 (1908). 
} Ibid. ci. p. 1475 (1912). 
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observations lead to the inevitable conclusion that in the 
reaction by which the amino compound is converted into its 
hydrochloride, it passes through an intermediate phase which 
is formed in presence of small traces of the acid and, on the 
addition of more acid, reacts with this acid to give the salt. 
Here, therefore, we have evidence of the same substance 
exhibiting two different absorption bands in different 
solvents. 

An exactly similar phenomenon was observed in the case 
of the sulphonation of certain benzene compounds. In the 
ease of hydroquinone, for example, the chemistry of the 
process is represented by the equation 

C,H,(O H), == H.S O, = (SO3H) C,H; (OH) 2 + HO. 

If hydroquinone is dissolved in alcohol the solution exhibits 
a very strong absorption band in the ultra-violet. A solution 
of hydroquinone in concentrated sulphuric acid, however, 
exhibits an absorption band which is much nearer to the red 
than that shown by the alcoholic solution. The acid solution 
on standing slowly changes to a solution of the sulphonic 
acid, and the change may be readily followed with the 
spectroscope. Clearly, therefore, the hydroquinone in the 
acid solution exists in an intermediate condition which 
proceeds to form the sulphonic acid. Clearly, also, the 
hydroquinone can show two absorption bands, one in 
alcoholic solution and the other in sulphuric acid solution. 

In order to explain the shift of the emission spectrum lines 
of metals when the arc is formed under pressure, Humphreys* 
postulated the existence of electromagnetic force fields sur- 
rounding each atom of the metal. This conception may be 
extended to the case of molecules. It would follow from the 
fact that the atoms of th: different elements differ so much 
in their chemical characteristics that their electromagnetic 
force fields must also differ. In a molecule composed of 
several different atoms there will exist several electromagnetic 

force fields in close juxtaposition and differing amongst 
themselves. There must ensue, therefore, a condensing 
together of these force fields with the escape of energy and 
the formation of a closed force field having a materially 
reduced chemical reactivity. In fact the force field may be 
so closed that the reactivity becomes immeasurably small. 
In other cases a balance mny be ieft over, giving rise to 
what chemists recognize as residual affinity. It follows 
from this view that in order to induce chemical reactivity it 

* Astrophys. Journ, xxiii, p. 233 (1906), 
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is necessary to open up the closed force field by some means. 
This may be done by solution in a solvent possessing free 
force lines or residual affinity, when the closed field of the 
solute is interpenetrated by the force lines of the solvent, and 
becomes unlocked and capable of reacting with another 
substance also in solution in the same solvent. In previous 
papers * it has been pointed out how this conception is 
capable of giving an explanation of the phenomenon of 
stereoisomerism and catalysis. 

The fact that more than one absorption band is given by 
oneand the same substance in different solvents gives at once 
a reasonable explanation of phosphorescence and fluorescence. 
The various absorption bands exhibited by the same substance 
represent various free periods of vibration possessed by the 
same substance. If now a substance in alcoholic solution 
exhibits an absorption band and if it is absorbing light of 
this frequency, it is reasonable to expect that some of the 
vibrations corresponding to greater stages in the opening up 
of the closed force field are brought into playf. 

If A, be the wave-length of the absorption band in alcohol 
when a substance has its force fields opened to a definite 
stage, and Ag, Az, &e. be the wave-lengths of light absorbed 
when it is opened up to greater stages by solution in other 
solvents, then if the substance in alcoholic solution is ab- 
sorbing light of wave-length 4, it is reasonable to expect 
that some of the more opened up phases will be called into 
play. In other words, the substance will fluoresce with 
emission of light of wave-length A», A3, &e. The wave- 
length of the liyht absorbed by a substance when opened up 
to a greater stage by solution in a suitable solvent should 
therefore be the same as the fluorescent light emitted in 
alcoholic solution when it is only opened up to a lower 
stage. This has actually been found to be the case, for the 
fluorescent light emitted by a number of compounds in 
alcoholic solution is the same as that absorbed by them when 
in solution in sulphuric acid. Similarly the wave-length of 
the fluorescent light emitted by the alcoholic solutions of the 
amino aldehydes and ketones is the same as that absorbed 
by them in the presence of traces of hydrogen chloride f. 

It follows from this that the fluorescent spectrum of a 
compound will give a measure of a wave-length of the 
absorption band of that substance when opened up to a 
greater stage. 

gk os Zeit. Elektrochem. xvii. p. 211 (1911); Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 893 

+ Baly and Krulla, Trans. Chem. Soc. ci. p. 1469 (1912). 
{ Baly and Krulla, loc. cit. 
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Up to the present I have found only a few substances in 
which more than two absorption and fluorescent maxima 
have been measured; but in each of these there exists a 
constant frequency difference between these maxima. This 
is shown very clearly in the case of the substances given 
below. Aj, A, refer to absorption bands and F to fluorescent 
maxima. The measurements are expressed in terms of 1/A, 
and in order to couvert them to oscillation frequencies they 
must be multiplied by 3 x 104. 

Differences. 
AISI F. pa 

o-Aminocinnamie acid... 3600 280 2000 800 800 

8-Naphthylamine ...... 3600 3000 2400 600 600 

A solution of benzaldehyde in strong sulphuric acid shows 
absorption bands at 1/N=2174 and 3400, the difference of 
frequency being 1226, which is twice 613. In alcoholic 
solution it shows two bands at 1/A 3470 and 4070, the 
difference being 600. Clearly therefore the constant dif- 
ference is shown here also. We should also expect to find 
an absorption band with a value of 1/A=2787; and it is 
interesting to note that the absorption curve of the sulphuric 
acid solution shows a “step out”’ in this region, which denotes 
that there is evidence of an absorption band about this 
position. The measurements of 1/A=3400 and 3470 evi- 
dently refer to the same band, the difference being due to 
the two solvents. 

Similar constant frequency differences seem to be present 
in several other compounds, e. g. trinitroanisole and trinitro- 
benzene; but more accurate measurements are necessary 
before the fact of their existence can definitely be stated. 

It is also interesting to note that a large number of 
compounds, for which only two maxima of absorption and 
tluorescence are known, show a frequency difference of 400 
or some multiple of 400. The following examples may be 
given :— 

“Are Ass F. Differences. 

1 Fe OY EV U0) VARA GAR Om Me eer 3660 | wise 3295 405 

Dibenzylideneacetone ......... 3200 S060. sec 3X 380 

Dianisylideneacetone ......... 2800 PANO aI ra 2X400 | 

Quinol dimethylether ........ S420.) |) POOTOW I eyes 838x404 | 
Kthyl a-Benzoylsuccinate ...| 4050 BSOUi RiGee 3x417 | 

MINA OINUNOL Purine cnsececavasiee SBGO He eck 2600 2X395 | 

Or co eee 

Pin TO ae ine “ : ne 
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These examples are sufficient to show not only that the 
constant frequency differences exist, but also that these 
differences are often 1/AX=400 or some multiple of 400. It 
is not easy to measure the centre of an absorption band from 
an absorption curve as obtained with a spectrograph ; and 
therefore great accuracy has not been possible in the above. 
Somewhat the same is true of fluorescent observations, for 
very little accurate work has been carried out on the position 
of the maximum. Investigations are now in progress in this 
laboratory both on absorption and fluorescence in order to 
determine whether this constant frequency difference is a 
general law. It is hoped that these results will shortly be 
ready for publication. 
Now in any case of the selective absorption of light by a 

substance, it may be presumed that the light energy is 
absorbed in definite quanta, defined by the well-known 
expression hy, where h is the Planck constant and p the 
oscillation frequency of the absorption band. If now the 
absorption of the light energy is not accompanied by any 
photochemizal change whereby new substances are produced, 
it is reasonable to make the simple assumption that the 
energy thus absorbed is transformed into heat and evolved 
again as such. Furthermore, if the substance possesses a 
characteristic absorption band in the infra-red, it is to be 
expected that the light energy absorbed will be evolved in 
radiation having the same wave-length as that of the infra-red 
absorption band. If this be the case, then this heat energy 
will also be evolved in quanta. The whole of the energy 
absorbed in the form of light should be evolved in the form 
of heat, and therefore for every quantum of light energy 
a certain number of complete quanta of heat energy must be 
evolved. Ifv, be the oscillation frequency of the absorption 
band in the light region, and v, be that of the band in the 
infra-red, then clearly 

fvj—rniv, and 1y=ny,, 

where 2 is some whole number. 
In words, the oscillation frequency of the ultra-violet 

absorption band should be a multiple of the oscillation 
frequency of the infra-red absorption band. 

If the above assumption be justified, namely that a quantum 
of light energy absorbed is completely evolved as a whole 
number of quanta of light energy, and that the relation holds 
good that 

es = ay 
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then it is to be expected that. there should also exist the 
various possibilities 

(n—1)pp= 4, 

(n—2)vr= Vo, 

(n—3)vy= V3, 

&e. 

That is to say, there should exist possibilities of the 
absorption by one and the same substance of light of 
frequencies 7, v2, v3, &c., and that each quantum of energy 
hv,, hve, hv3, &e. thus absorbed should be evolved as 
h(n—1)vz, h(n—2)ve, h(n-3)vz, &e. quanta of infra-red 
radiation respectively. 

Since 

Via Dy SP io a3 = ot soeis ie =Vz, 

we should expect to find evidences of absorption bands with 
constant frequency differences exhibited by one and the same 
substance. Inasmuch as such constant frequency differences 
do exist between the absorption maxima, the deduction 
made from the energy quantum theory is experimentally 
verified. 

Again, the absorption and fluorescent maxima appear to 
give a means of determining the values of »,, v2, v3, &e. 
Since the differences v;—v2, v—v3, &e. equal vy, they should 
equal the frequency of a band in theinfra-red. Presumably, 
however, this infra-red band should only be exhibited by the 
substance when in the opened up condition; and as yet no 
measurements have been made of infra-red absorption in this 
direction. This also I hope te be able to carry out in the 
near future. 

It would seem that a further experimental verification 
might be sought in the refractivities of compounds which 
Sellmeyer has shown can be connected with an absorption 
band in the ultra-violet. Sellmeyer’s formula in its simplest 
form is 

N 
p—1l= Bo ao? 

DY SV 

where N is a constant, vp is the frequency of the ultra-violet 
absorption band, and v the frequency of the light for which 
a given value of the refractivity, w—1, is found. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 52 U 
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The value of v9 is generally very large and lies in the 
extreme ultra-violet region beyond the working limit of a 
spectrograph in air. The value of vo is therefore calculated — 
from the refractivities for two different values of y. Now if 
each energy quantum hy» absorbed is evolved as a whole 
number of quanta of infra-red radiation, it is obvious that we 
can replace vp in the formula by some multiple of the frequency 
of the infra-red absorption band. In doing this it must be 
remembered that we are not dealing with substances which 
have their closed force fields opened up by solvents or in 
any other way. The infra-red absorption bands have been 
observed with considerable accuracy in the case of many 
substances, and recently Mr. and Mrs. Cuthbertson * have 
published the refractivities of several gases for which the 
wave-lengths of the infra-red absorption bands are known 
fairly accurately. Calling the frequency of the infra-red 
band v,, the value nv,, where n is a whole number, can be 
substituted in Sellmeyer’s formula, so that it reads 

cif rele 
OO (aha 

This should give a very accurate means of calculating the 
refractivities. I have done this for the following substances 
given by Mr. and Mrs. Cuthbertson: chlorine, hydrogen 
chloride, water vapour, ammonia, nitric oxide, and nitrous 
oxide; and the results of the calculation are given in the 
following tables. 

The method of calculation is very simple, for it is only 
necessary to find which multiple of v, gives the best values 
of the constant N in the formula, making use of the ob- 
served values of the refractivities. The mean value of the 
constant N is then found and inserted in the formula, and 
the refractivities calculated. The following values were 
obtained :— 

Water Vapour. 

A (infra-red bands) =2°95 wt, whence vy=1°017 x 10™. 

The following are the refractivities calculated from the 

* C. Cuthbertson and M. Cuthbertson, Phil. Trans, ccxiii. A. p. 1 
(1913). 

t Coblentz, Carnegie Institution Publications No. 35, p. 56 (1905). 
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formula 

Ly 260021" 
BP" (32 x 1-017 x 104)? =? 

ae 2°6002 x 10?! 

10590 x 1027 — p? 

Values of (u—1)10°. 

r. Calculated. Observed. Differences. 

6708 25026 25028 —2 
6438 25068 25069 —l 
5790 25192 25191 +1 
5770 25195 25195 0 
5461 25274 25270 +4 
5209 25347 25345 +2 
5086 25387 253880 +7 
4800 25494 25495 —l 

In order to show how accurately the results appear if the 
correct multiple of vy be used, I have calculated out the 
refractivities of water vapour using the factors 31 and 33 
instead of 32 as above. The values in the two following 
tables are obtained with the formule 

2°4356 x 10? 
—l1= _.. —,, where 9938°5 x 1027= (31v,)’ B= 993855 x 10°” : aos 

and 

2°7703 x 10% iy ea : 27. 2 p—-l= 11962 x 1077 =" where 11262 x 107 =(33n,)’. 

Values of (u—1)10° Values of (w—1)10° 
when n=31. when n=33. 

Xr. Cale. Obs. Diff. rv. | Cale. Obs. Diff. 

6708 | 25010 | 25028 | —18| | 6708 | 25038 | 25098 | +10 | 
6438 25054 25069 —15 6438 25077 25069 + 8. 

5790 95187 25191 a uh 5790 25194 25191 +3 
5770 25192 25195 — 3 5770 25198 25195 + 3) 
5461 25274 25270 | + 4 5461 25271 25270 | + 1 | 
5209 25352 25345 | + 7 5209 25340 25845 — 5 
5086 25396 25380 | +16 5086 253878 25380 — 2 
4800 25509 25495 | +14 4800 25480 25495 —15 | 

| 

The progressive change in the errors column is manifest. 
ha EBs) 
= =~ 
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Hydrogen Chloride. 

® (mean of the two infra-red hands) =3°474 » *, whence 

vy =8°636 x 10”. 

In this case the value of ¥0 — 38, and the following formula 
was used: Vy 

46896 x 107? 
1 =F or69 x07 ay” where 10769 x 107° =(38p,)?. 

Values of (u—1)10°. 

Xr. Calculated. Observed. Differences. 

6708 44372 44375 —3 
6433 44444 44444 0 
5790 44656 44656 0 
5770 44669 44666 +3 
5461 44803 44800 225 
5209 44930 44930 0 
5086 45001 45007 —6 
4800 45187 45187 C 

The paper by Fraulein von Bahr has only just been 
published, and the values given above are far better than 
those calculated with the measurement of the absorption 
band of hydrogen chloride 3°41 u, given by Angstrém and 
Palmaer. The value 3°474 is clearly more accurate, and it is 
extremely satisfactory to find that the refractivities calculated 
from it agree more closely with the observed values. It is 
very possible that a re-determination of the absorption band 
of chlorine would improve the agreement between the calcu- 
lated and observed refractivities shown in the ensuing table. 

Chlorine. 

® (infra-red band)=4°28u Tt, whence vy=0°70094 x 10%. 

In this case the value of -= 44, and therefore the following 
formula was used : vy 

02241024 i BE - 
oo i= 9511°8x 10% ps where 9511 8 x 10 = (44p,) Fy 

* Kva v. Bahr, Deutsch. phys. Gesell. Verh. xv. p. 1150 (1913). 

t Angstrom and Palmaer, Ofvers. K. Vet.-Ak. Handi. 1893, No. 6. 
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Values of (u—1)10°. 

N: Calculated. Observed. | Differences. ~ 

6708 77548 77563 —15 
6438 77691 77703 —12 
5709 78121 78121 0 
5770 78137 78135 +2 
5461 78406 78400 +6 
5209 78659 78651 +8 
5086 78798 78791 +7 
4800 79166 79166 0 

Ammonia. 

® (infra-red band) = 2°95 yw *, whence vy=1°01695 x 10", 

In this case the value of ° =28, and therefore the followin 2 
formula was used : Vy 

2°9555 x 1077 
—l|=— ; here 8108°1 x 1027 = (28p,)?. 

TLS cee ee ey) 

Values of (w—1)10°. 

> ne Calculated. Observed. Differences, 

6708 37373 37376 ca 9 
6438 37458 37455 +3 
5790 37700 37701 =I 
5770 37707 37707 0 
5461 37857 37860 —3 
5209 38006 38002 +--+ 
5086 38086 38083 +3 
4800 38296 388300 —4 

Nitric Oxide. 

r (mean of the two closely situated infra-red bands) 
=5°33 7, whence y,=0°56235x10". In this case the 

value of -! = 62, and the following formula was used: 
| y 

: (27 

* Coblentz, Carnegie Institution Publications No. 35, p. 53 (1905). 
+ Warburg and Leithauser, Ann. der Physik, xxviii. p. 3813 (1909). 
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Values of (w—1)10°*. 

r. Calculated. Observed. Differences. 

6708 29302 29306 —4 
6438 29346 29344 +2 
5790 29470 29468 2 
5770 29474. 29474 0 
5461 29550 | 29550 0 
5209 29626 29622 +4 
5086 29667 | 29666 ae) 
4800 29774 29776 —9 

Nitrous Oxide. 

A (infra-red band) =4°47 uw *, whence vy=0°67114 x 10”. 

In this case the value of “° =50, and the following formula 
was used : iy 

; 97 
p—l= ee where 11261 x 10°7= (50vy)?. 

Values of (u—1)10°. 

| 

Nn: Calculated. Observed. | Differences. 

6708 50534 50544 | —10 
6438 50614 | 50616 | —2 

=HI90e = = 50848 50848 0° 
5770 50857 50857 | 0 
5461 | 51002 51000 | +2 
5209 511438 51145 | —2 
5086 51216 51208 +8 
4800 51419 51415 | +4 

The agreement between the calculated values of the 
refractivities and those actually measured by Mr. and 
Mrs. Cuthbertson is exceedingly close in all the above six 
substances. ‘The agreement is indeed as good as Mr. and 
Mrs. Cuthbertson themselves obtained using Sellmeyer’s 
formula, the constants of which they calculated from their 
observed refractivities in each case by the method of least 
squares. The oscillation frequencies thus found for the 
ultra-violet absorption bands are therefore only theoretical, 
as they have not actually been observed and measuréd. The 
values given in the tables above have the materially important 
advantage that they have been calculated from an absorption 
band that has been measured. 

* Warburg and Leithauser, Zoe. c7t. 
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The existence of absorption bands and fluorescence maxima 
with constant frequency differences, and the results of the 
above calculations, seem to show fairly conclusively that 
the application of the quantum theory to absorption spectra 
observations is thoroughly justified. Many interesting de- 
ductions may be made trom this application. Thus, since it 
would seem that phosphorescence and fluorescence only differ 
in the relative velocity and absorption of the energy, and 
since the emission of infra-red radiation appears to be 
intimately connected with absorption in the ultra-violet, it is 
to be expected that the converse would be true. This may 
indeed give an explanation of the well-known fact that the 
phosphorescence of a substance after exposure to an exciting 
cause is at once destroyed on exposure to infra-red radiation. 

Finally, since refractivity and magnetic rotation are bound 
up with chemical structure, it should be found possible on 
the above grounds to connect these properties with absorption 
and constitution more intimately than has hitherto been 
found possible. 

Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, 
The University, Liverpool. 

LXXII. The Slip-Curves of an Amsler Planimeter. 
By A. O. ALLEN, 1,A.* 

1 was shown by Lang in the Allgemeime Vermessungs- 
Nachrichten for 1894, in an article on the Amsler Plani- 

meter, that when the pivot of the instrument has been fixed 
on the paper, a family of curves may be drawn round it 
having the property that while the tracing-point moves 
along any one of them the reading of the wheel is constant, 
since it slips without rolling. The importance of these 
curves is that the instrument works least accurately when 
the tracer travels nearly along any of them; consequently, 
‘in measuring an area the pole should be so chosen that at 
all points of the perimeter the tracer may as far as possible 
cut the slip-curves orthogonally. It is sometimes advisable 
to divide the area into portions and use a different pole for 
each portion so as to attain this end. Lang recommends 
that a template should be cut out in stiff paper, having the 
form of one of the slip-curves as found empirically ; by 
revolving this about the pole as centre it is then easy to see 
which portions of the perimeter are inconveniently situated 
(Henrici, B. A. Report, 1894). 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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It will, however, be found that certain portions of the 
curves are not at all easy to draw empirically, and it seems 
preferable to draw the curve from its equation, which is 
deduced below. 
A knowledge of the chief (and easily obvious) geometrical 

properties of the curve leads to a proof of the principle of 
Amsler’s Planimeter, differing from all those which are to 
be found in the usual text-books, and superior to them (in 
my opinion) in the way in which it combines simplicity 
with true insight into the geometrical notions underlying 
the use of the instrument. A knowledge of the equation 
is not at all necessary for this purpose. Let AHP repre- 
sent the essential parts of the planimeter, A being the pole, 
H the hinge, P the tracing-point, and W the point of con- 
tact of the recording wheel ; then it is required to find the 
locus of P such that the point W shall always move in the 
direction of the line PH. Or to state the same thing in 
another way, we require the locus of P revolving about the 
instantaneous centre C, CW being perpendicular to PH. 

et 

iY 

Ww 

Ul 

f 

B x 

Let AX be the initial position of AH ; put 6, @ for the 
angles XAH, AHP respectively ; also AH=a, HW=e, 
HP=b, AP=r. Let the point P reach a consecutive point 
on the slip-curve by two distinct motions; first let the whole 
instrument move as if rigid through an angle dé about A, 
so that W moves off the line PH a perpendicular distance 
(acos@—c)d#. Next bring it back on to the line PH by 
a rotation dg of the arm HP, AH remaining fixed; hence » 
cdp=(acos@—c)d@, which is the simplest equation of the 

slip-curve. Put = cos «, so that « is the value of @ when 

P is on the slip-circle referred to below; integration then 
gives 

= ———. (log sin ge zaps log sin o-*). 
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Taking AB as «z-axis, the coordinates of P are 

e=acos0—bcos (6+), y=asiné—bsin (0+), 

from which the curve may easily be drawn by assigning 
values to ¢ between the limits 0 and 7. If @ is required in 
degrees, and if tabular logarithms of sines are used, the 
equation is 

g — 180 clog. 10° 2080 (Lsin are in®=*), 

T V/a—c 

The diagram accompanying this paper shows one of the 
curves for a planimeter in which a=6°305 in., b=4:225, 
c=0°674, «=83° 52'. The points are denoted by Roman 
numerals, the successive values selected for ¢ being 0° 0’, 
feed 2a 4. 20° Vo’, 35° 547, 407 ol 57> 44’, 68° 55’, 
76° 12’, 80° 42’, 82° 14’, 85° 21’, 86° 56’, 91° 49’, 102° 14’, 
116° 3’, 130° 25’, 146° 27’, 161° 36’, 180° 0’. These have 
merely been chosen so as to give convenient points on the 
locus. When ¢=83° 52', @ is infinite, and w and y are 
indeterminate, giving any point whatever on the slip-circle 
or so-called “base-circle.” Its radius is Wa?—c?, i.e. 
7-20 in., and it obviously has the property that if the tracer 
be taken round it, the wheel will only slip, since ¢ will be 
constant and AW will be always normal to PH. ‘The slip- 
curves are a family of similar curves, each of which 
approaches the base-circle asymptotically from within and 
without ; it will be noticed that the approach is very rapid, 
being almost complete before a single convolution about the 
pole has been described. 

The diagram also shows the corresponding points on the 
locus of W (Arabic numerals, primed) and on the locus of C 
(Arabic numerals). ‘There is no practical value attaching 
to the latter, but from the geometric standpoint it is in- 
teresting. It consists of two “long flat branches ; the first 
starts from the point M (a—c, 0) at right angles to the 
w-axis, approaches the pole O and performs an infinite number 
of convolutions about it in the anti-clockwise direction ; it 
then performs convolutions in the opposite sense and goes 
to —o along the asymptote. The other branch returns 
from +c along the asymptote, on the opposite side of it, 
and finally runs into the point N(a+e, 0) at right angles to 
the z-axis. The correspondence between various por tions of 
this curve and those of the slip-curve are interesting ; the 
inflexion on the outer branch of the slip-curve of course 
corresponds to the points at infinity on the C-locus, while 

SS 
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the base-circle corresponds to the infinitesimal convolutions 
round the pole. The line joining corresponding points on 
the two curves is of course normal to the slip-curve. The 
equation to the locus of W only differs from that of P in 
having c instead of 6. The locus of C is easily found ; the 
vectorial angle of any point is the 0 given above; the radius 
vector is a—csec 9, and on eliminating ¢ we obtain 

6 Va? - 
r (atecosh —__ J} = a?—¢?. 

C ’ 

The asymptote is 7 sin (8 -9)=c, where | 

8 tan a=log, cot(T = al : 

in this diagram B=18° 15. 
With a general knowledge of the character of the slip- 

curves we can easily establish the validity of the method by 
which the instrument substitutes a line-integral for a surface- 
integral, as follows. eas | 

Consider first an area PQRS bounded by two circular 
arcs PQ and RS with the pole 
as centre, and by portions of 

et iwo slip-curves QR, PS; and let 
PQ, RS each subtend an angle e 

Q at the pole. Then while PQ is 
traced there is no change in 

P S the angle at H; the wheel 
moves over a circular are of 

| : length e. AW, but only records 
the component e. AW. cos AWP, i.e. e(AH cos ¢,;—HW) or 
e(a cos¢;—c), where d, is the angle at H during this part 
of the cycle. From Q to R nothing is recorded, but 
the angle at H alters to ¢,; from R to S the record is 
—e(a cos ¢,—¢) ; from S to P nothing is added. The whole 
record is ae(cos $;—cos@,). If the radii of the ares PQ, RS 
are 7, %, this is the same as 

2 2 re — 7; Ue date 
ae . 1e. —(7"—7,?”), 
( 2ab Hh YA 2 1 ) 

But the area is 

ro ay f . Gee ire 2 
€? ? 5 1. e. 9 (79° Leer in| ye 

r . 1 

so that the area is } times the line-integral recorded. 
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Hence the area is 27Rd for each revolution of the wheel, 
R being the radius of the wheel ; it is generally so chosen © 
that 27Rb=10 sq. ins., e.g. in this case the diameter of the 
wheel is almost exactly ? of an inch. 

It has been tacitly assumed that P and S lie on the same 
branch of the slip-curve ; if they are separated by the base- 
circle, a different expression of the facts may be adopted. 
The journey from P to Q, then out on to the base-circle by 
a slip-curve and back along another slip-curve to P, will 
record simply (a cos¢@,;—c)e. Then from P back along the 
slip-curve on to the base-circle, so along the slip-curve to R, 
then to S, and finally back by a slip-curve, the record will 
be —(acos ¢.—c)e, and this will be added to the previous 
one. The only difference from the last case is that the 
numerical value of this second term is now positive, whereas 
it was negative before. 

It is easy now to see how an area of any shape may be 
split up into elements of this kind and the proof then 
generalized. 
A possibility not yet considered is that the pole may lie 

within the area to be measured (but of course at not more 
than a+ nor less than a—b from any 
point of the perimeter). _ In this case 
let LMN be part of the base-circle, 
LRSM and MQPN being portions of the 
perimeter respectively external and in- 
ternal to this circle. Then the record 
during the journey LRSM evidently gives 
the area of the figure LRSM, positively ; 
during the journey along MPQN we are 
travelling along the perimeter in the same 
sense, but inside the base-circle instead 
of outside, so that the wheel will be rota- 
ting in the opposite sense, and we shall 
therefore have the area MQPN recorded 
negatively. Proceeding thus all round 
the perimeter, it is clear that what is recorded is merely the 
excess of the area of the curve above that of the base-circle ; 
it is therefore necessary to add the latter, viz. w(a?+0?—c’). 
This area is generally engraved on the weight which keeps 
the foot of the instrument pressed into the paper ; in the 
present instance it is 179°54 sq. ins. 
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LXXIII. The Electrical Resistance of Nickel in Magnetic 
Fields. By W. Morris Jonss, B.Sc., and J. H. Mauam™. 
| ae influence of magnetic fields on metallic resistance has 

been studied by numerous investigators. The two main 
cases observed have been those in which the magnetic field 
is respectively parallel and perpendicular to the direction of 
the current in the metal. The longitudinal effect for nickel 
and iron has been investigated for small magnetic fields by 
Williams t. Barlow t, Patterson§, Owen ||, and Heaps { 
have used an electromagnet and obtained results for large 
magnetizing forces. The transverse effect for different 
metals has been carefully studied by Grunmach**. More 
recently, Knott tf has obtained novel results for nickel by 
combining small longitudinal and transverse fields. 

Owen, using wires about 1 mm. long, investigated the 
longitudinal effect for nickel up to fields of 30,000 c.a.s. units. 
He found that the change of resistance attained a maximum 
at a field of 2800 c.a.s., decreasing to a constant minimum 
reached in a field of about 24,000 c.a.s. 

Heaps, using a fine wire mounted in zigzag fashion on a 
strip of mica, studied the same effect for fields up to 
10,000 c.G.s. units. He concluded that the increase of 
resistance approached a maximum but did not grow less after 
reaching the maximum. The slight decrease actually obtained 
(about 7; of the maximum increase at a field of 10,000 c.a.s.) 
he attributed to non-uniformity of the field and to the slight 
transverse field introduced by bending back the wire upon 
itself. The drop obtained by Owen (in one case at a field 
of 10,000 c.a.s. about 75 of the maximum increase) Heaps 
attributed to the difficulty of setting such small wires 
accurately parallel to the field. He further suggested that 
for very short wires the polarity of the metal might have 
some effect in disturbing the field. 

The investigations described below were undertaken with 
the object of throwing some light on the discrepancy between 
the results for the longitudinal effect in nickel obtained by 
Heaps and Owen. As the experiments proceeded their scope 
was somewhat widened, the transverse effect and the effects 
for intermediate orientations being included. 

An important feature of the experimental arrangements 
* Communicated by Prof. E. Taylor Jones. 
t Phil. Mag. vi. p. 693 (1903) ; 1x. p. 77 (1905). 
t Proc. Roy. Soe. Ixxi. p. 30 (1902). 
§ Phil. Mag. ii. p. 643 (1902). 
|| Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 122 (1911). 
q Phil. Mag. xxii. p. 900 (1911). 
** Annalen der Physik, xxii. p. 141 (1907). 
++ Proc. Roy. Soc, Edin. xxxiii. pt. 2, no. 20 (1918). 
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was the instrument shown in fig. 1. By means of this 

arrangement the difficulty of accurate setting is obviated. 

Fig. 1 

ScALé SOR oie Se 

FLOTATION /N 

&--- SCALE FOR 
% AOTATION IN 

VERTICAL FLANE 

COPPER LEADS ON EBONITE STEM ---- 

wt FOLE FIECES. 

O1L BATH CONTAINING 
NICKEL SPECIMEN 

The instrument is so constructed that when once the 

necessary adjustments have been accurately made the middle 

point of the specimen will remain at the common vertex 

of the conical pole-pieces during any rotation. The spe- 

cimen, in the form of a fine wire of length -361 cm. and 
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diameter ‘00206 cm., was passed through fine holes at the 
ends of copper leads attached to an ebonite stem of square 
cross-section. The solder was applied to the outer sides 
of the leads, and finally carefully filed down in order to 
remove any end portions of the specimen which might not be 
longitudinal. Great care was exercised during this operation 
and the whole finally examined under a microscope in order 
to ensure that the wire was perfectly straight. Flexible wires 
soldered to the ends of the copper leads were twisted together 
as far as possible and connected to the terminals shown. In 
the figure they are separated for the sake of clearness. 
Terminals at the back of the instrument served to connect up 
the specimen to a thick twisted cable suspended by silk cords 
trom the beams of the laboratory and leading to one of the 
gaps of a slide-wire bridge 30 feet from the electromagnet. 
The whole instrument was carried by a metal carriage sliding 
on a rigid framework above the poles of the magnet in such 
a manner that the specimen could be brought out of the field 
in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the pole-pieces. 
The whole arrangement was made as rigid as possible, to 
ensure the return of the specimen to exactly the same place 
in the field. By means of screws provided on the instrument 
the specimen could be rotated in either a horizontal or a 
vertical plane, the amount of rotation being measured on the 
scales shown in the figure. An ebonite oil-bath with mica 
sides was sprung on toacircular collar fixed to the stem, and 
could be kept in position between the pole-pieces when the 
specimen was rotated in a horizontal plane. It was thus 
possible, while investigating the effects for various orienta- 
tions, to place the pole-pieces much nearer together than 
could be done with an oil-bath fixed rigidly to the stem. 

The instrument was first adjusted by means of nuts attached 
to the sliding carriage until the specimen was as nearly as 
possible at the right height between the pole-pieces, a 
travelling microscope being employed for the purpose. Any 
small inclination of the wire to the common axis of the cones 
was corrected by slightly rotating the lower portion of the 
instrument. A final adjustment was made by altering the 
position of the brass stop used in connexion with the sliding 
carriage, in order that the specimen should be stopped as 
accurately as possible at the right position in the field, an 
inclined mirror placed under the pole-pieces being used during 
this operation. 

The changes of resistance were measured by means of a 
slide-wire bridge similar to that described by Owen (Phil. 
Mag. xxi. p. 122, 1911). The sensitiveness of the arrange- 
ment was, however, largely increased, the maximum step 
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employed varying from 40 to 75 cm., as against 18 ecm. 
used by Owen. Auxiliary coils of german-silver wire were — 
immersed in the same ebonite oil-bath and placed in two gaps 
of the bridge, the specimen and a standard ohm used as a 
comparison resistance being placed in the other two gaps 
respectively. The riders sliding on the bridge-wire were 
fastened to continuous strings passing round pulleys placed 
near the ends of the bridge-wire and also on a table about 
8 ft. from the bridge, at which the person measuring the 
changes of resistance sat. The experimenter could thus 
operate the riders while observing the galvanometer with a 
telescope and scale. It was found that quick and delicate 
adjustment could be obtained by this method, the arrange- 
ment allowing of very minute movements of the riders, to 
which the galvanometer readily responded. The mercury 
key used in changing riders could also be operated from 
a distance. All resistances were placed in pure paraffin 

insulating oil and little trouble was experienced from tempe- 
rature variation. When a series of observations for a curve 
was taken with steadily increasing fields it was found that 
the balancing point on the bridge for zero field invariably 
rose steadily through a small range (about 5, of the total 
step for the longitudinal position) during the taking of the 
curve, owing partly to progressive heating of the specimen, 
and to a small extent to hysteresis. This variation has a very 
small effect on the percentage increase of resistance, the 
maximum correction calculated for temperature variation 
being about =)5 of the maximum step. Any differences 
between curves taken with fields increasing or decreasing in 
regular sequence and those taken with high and low fields 
alternately or following each other in any irregular manner, 
were found to be within the limits of experimental error. 
The platinoid compensating coil and the water-cooling 
apparatus used by Owen in connexion with the electromagnet 
were discarded. It was found that after balancing for a 
field of 15,000 c.¢.s. the current in the magnet (about 20 
amperes) could be left running for five minutes without pre- 
ducing any appreciable change in the zero point on the bridge, 
the maximum galvanometer creep observed corresponding to 
about 7,99 Of the maximum step, whereas balancing could be 
accomplished in much under half a minute. On the other 
hand, if the magnet is water-cooled it is difficult to secure 
that the temperatures in the gap between the pole-pieces 
and at the place outside the pole-pieces where the specimen 
is put for balancing in zero field shall be exactly the same, 
and unsteadiness of the balancing point arises for this 
reason, | 
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The electromagnet produced fields up to 15,000 c.¢.s. units 
with pole-faces 8 mm. in diameter and ‘98 cm. apart. The 
semivertical angle of the conical pole-pieces was approxi- 
mately 39°. 

A sensitive Broca galvanometer the combined resistance 
of whose coils was 90 ohms was used, and worked very 
satisfactorily. 

In taking readings, the balancing point on the bridge was 
first obtained with the specimen in zero field. The specimen 
was then slid in between the pole-pieces. The magnet current 
was turned on and the new balancing point obtained with a 
second rider. The difference of readings gave the step on 
the bridge. Demagnetization was effected by means of a 
reversing key operated automatically by the movement of one 
ot the plates of a liquid-resistance box, which slowly diminished 
the current at the same time. Good demagnetization was 
obtained by this method. The specimen was then slid from 
between the pole-pieces of the magnet and balance again 
obtained with the specimen in zero field, the cycle of opera- 
tions being repeated. 

Field strengths were measured by the ballistic method, 
using an exploring coil 5 mm. in diameter. 

In determining the accurate orientation of the specimen 
with regard to the external field the method of procedure 
was as follows. The pointer in connexion with the vertical 
scale was kept at the zero (or the corrected zero). The speci- 
men could then be rotated in the horizontal plane containing 
the common axis of the pole-pieces by turning the screw 
connected with the pointer for the horizontal scale. This 
pointer was placed at say the division marked 110°, for 
which position the specimen may or may not be accurately 
at an angle of 110° with the longitudinal field. A series of 
observations was taken, the results being plotted in a curve. 
The pointer for the horizontal scale was then rotated through 
a few degrees towards the transverse position and another 
curve taken. This process was repeated until a series of 
curves for short intervals on each side of the transverse 
position had been obtained. Assuming the curves sym- 
metrical for equal intervals on each side of the transverse 
position (a result justified by the fact that reversal of the 
field has no effect on the magnitude of the change of resist- 
ance), the comparison of similar curves furnishes a guide for 
further experiments at intermediate intervals. In this 
manner we can finally arrive at a series symmetrical for 
equal intervals on each side of the transverse position, and 
thus determine the true transverse position very exactly. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol.27. No. 160. April 1914. 2X 
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Such a series is reproduced in fig. 2, 
and it will be seen that the agree- 
ment between corresponding curves 
is good. The figures at the head of 
each curve give the respective scale- 
readings. It will be seen that the 
outer curves indicate 914° on the 
scale as the true transverse position. 
The curve for this position is plotted 
on a larger scalein fig. 3. For fields 
below 1000 c.c.s. galvanometer de- 
flexions were observed and the gal- 
vanometer afterwards calibrated. It 
will be seen that the values obtained 
for the changes of resistance are + 
wholly negative. This result differs 
from that of Grunmach and Heaps, 
who obtained a few positive values tor 
fields below 1000 c.G.s. units. The 
series of curves, however, furnishes 
the interesting evidence that if an 
error of setting of 24° or even less 
is made with the transverse posi- | 
tion as determined electrically, we 
shall obtain the result of Grunmach 
and Heaps. It is probable that 
an adjustment appearing mechani- 
cally correct may easily differ by 
this small amount from the true 
magnetic position, especially when 
comparatively short lengths of wire 
are employed. If when in a small . 
transverse field of say 400 c.«.s. 
the specimen was rotated out of 
position through 1°, it was found that 
the galvanometer deflexion changed 
from negative to positive. A series 
of graphs of galvanometer de- 
flexions for small fields for posi- 
tions at intervals of 1° about the 
transverse position further supported : 
the conclusion that a very small 
error of setting would account for 
the slight rise obtained by the above 
mentioned experimenters. It may 
be noted that in recent experiments 
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with a nickel strip Knott observed no increase of resistance 
in the lower transverse fields. He attributes the discrepancy 
between his results and those of Grunmach and Heaps to the 
difference in width in the direction of the magnetizing force. 

‘H=O 5,000 10,000 15,000 

Having obtained the transverse position, a similar series 
of curves was taken for the longitudinal position. As was 
to be expected, the curve with the least fall was obtained for 
the position 14°. This curve is given in fig. 4. Curves 

-were taken for rotations of 1° about this position both in a 
vertical and in a horizontal plane. No curve with less fall 
was obtained after repeated experiment with different speci- 
mens. It will be noted that the change of resistance attains 
‘a maximum in a field of about 3000 o.a.s. The fall at 
10,000, reckoned as a fraction of the maximum increase, is 
about 4. As far as can be judged from the published 
curves, tleaps’ fall at 10,000 is about =). This result thus 
affords a confirmation of that obtained by Heaps, the fall at 
10,000 being slightly less than that obtained by him. This 

2X2 
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is to be expected in view of the fact that Heaps’ wire was 
bent back on itself several times, thus introducing a slight 
transverse component. It seems probable that, as Heaps 
suggested, the slight fall obtained is mainly due to non- 
uniformity of field. The correction for polarity is small. 
The length of the specimen was roughly 175 diameters, 
giving a self-demagnetizing factor of less than ‘02. Taking 
the saturation value of intensity of magnetization for nickel 
(hard-drawn) as 400, the true mean value of the external 
field will be less than that of the undisturbed field by roughly 
8 c.G.s. units for fields above say 2000 c.a.s. (below which 
value saturation is obtained) with the specimen in the longi- 
tudinal position. This small constant correction would not 
account for the steady fall in the curve. It is also evident 
from the above that any smal]l transverse disturbance intro- 
duced by the polarity of the metal would, with the specimen 
in the longitudinal position, be of such magnitude as to be 
negligible. 

The specimen was soldered to the leads under a tension of 
about 6 kilogrammes per square em. Owing to this initial 
stress the change of resistance for high fields would be 
slightly diminished. The magnitude of the effect of the 
changes in length and volume of the specimen when magne- 
tized is, however, so small as to be negligible. 

The curves obtained for intermediate orientations are given 
in fig. 5. The necessarily varying conditions of temperature 
under which the curves were taken will account for any 
slight irregularities in spacing. It should be noted that 

values of ae are in all cases plotted against the external 

field. The effect of polarity on the average value of the 
induction inside the specimen will of course increase as the 
specimen is rotated from the longitudinal to the transverse 
position, and this must be taken into account in making 
comparisons between the curves. It will be seen from the 
upper curves of the series that an error of setting of 10°, 
such as might arise when using wires 1 mm. long, would be 
sufficient to account for the greatest drop obtained by Owen. 

It seems evident that the phenomena observed are closely 
connected with the changes of molecular configuration in 
the metal produced by the magnetic field. If in the case of 
the ferro-magnetic metals we take the quantity intensity of 
magnetization as some measure of these changes, we may 
note that the changes of resistance attain a maximum at 
about the strength of field at which the saturation value of 
the intensity is reached. Following the analogy of the 
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magnetization curve, we should expect the RB curve to 

attain a maximum, and not to fall after reaching that maxi- 
mum, a result which would possibly be obtained under ideal 
experimental conditions, though it is not yet certain that the 
fall is not a real effect. 

o—4 : r Z 
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Adams * has investigated the matter theoretically for the 
transverse field, developing the theory of J. J. Thomson, 
but assuming the collisions between corpuscles and atoms to 
be of the nature of those between hard elastic spheres. 

He obtains the expression 

OR oof 
‘Rig 2 

where R is the resistance of the conductor with no magnetic 
field, OR the change of resistance in a field of strength H, 
T the time of free path, and OT the change which the mag- 
netic field produces in the free period through alteration of 
the molecular configuration. According to this theory, in 
order that the transverse magnetic field may produce an 
increase of resistance, it is necessary first that OT be positive, 

ao 2 1 oP, 

and secondly, that be greater than +H? — a. 

* Phys. Rev. xxiv. p. 428 (1907). 
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For the longitudinal field the expression 

may be derived. It is pointed out by Heaps ™* that “here 
OL is of somewhat broader significance than in the preceding 
formula. It includes the change of free period due to the 
altered path of the electron as well as the change due to 
modified molecular structure. A longitudinal field should 
thus produce a greater effect than a transverse field ; and 
this is contrary to observed facts. By assuming that the 
molecular rearrangement due to a transverse magnetic field 
produces a greater increase of free period than that due to a 
longitudinal field, the two equations above can be taken as 
expressing experimental results.” 

With reference to the difference between the effects for 
the longitudinal and transverse fields respectively, it may, 
however, be mentioned that for every specimen examined in 
the present case the effect for the longitudinal field was 
found to be markedly greater than that for the transverse 
field. 

If, remembering the small magnitude of the current e.m.f., 
we assume that the molecular rearrangements due to the 
transverse and longitudinal fields respectively produce the 
same maximum value of OT in each case, we may obtain 
some idea of the order of magnitude of the free period of the 
electron in nickel. 

Taking high values of the magnetic field in order to ensure 
saturation, and identifying H in the above equations with 
the magnetic induction B, we have from the above results 
for the longitudinal position 

SIO ee eee 

where QT is the maximum change in T due to the longi- 
tudinal field, OR the maximum change in R. 

For the transverse position 

oR 
B=17513; — . = Ox Ogee 

taking the demagnetizing factor as 27 and the saturation 
value of the intensity as 400. 

* Loc. cit. p. 906. 
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Hence, since 

we have 

—13°9 x 10-3= 23-47 x 10-8—1(17513)? 10". 'L”, 
whence 

T=2°2 x 107!” sec.* 

Indications seem to point to Ete and intermolecular 
effects of a highly complex nature, and until more definite 
information is available as to the structure of the molecule, 
it seems unlikely that a complete theory can be formulated. 

In conclusion, we desire to express our obligation to 
Professor Taylor Jones, who suggested the research, for the 
valuable interest he has taken in the work, especially i in the 
designing of the instrument employed in setting the speci- 
men, the use of which has considerably enlarged the scope of 
the method. 

Physics Laboratory, 
University College of N. Wales, Bangor, 

January 25rd, 1914. 

LXXIV. The Sum of an Infinite Series as the Solution of a 
Linear Differential Equation. By 1. J. Scawatt ft. 

T° find 
e 

Se ee = 

n=] (n+ ot 
n= 

(1) 

Let u, denote the (n+1)st term of the series, then 

Sore Red Oe 

Un—1 n+ 6° 

or (2+ 6)Uy = 71NUn-1, 

and 2 
: ACs 6)un==7 > RU — — tah (n+1)u, 

* J. J. Thomson, in his ‘Corpuscular Theory of Matter,’ gives 
10—‘ cm. as the order of magnitude of the free path of a corpuscle, 
and 107 em. per sec. as that of the velocity, whence T=10~"* sec. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
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Adding i: 
5 (n + Bu | Li = 5 

to both sides of the last equation, 

we have > (n+ B)in=r = (n+ 1),+ 

; n=0 

Bu s Ur=S and s Ye 
n=0 n=0 dr 

therefore 

os , aS ae 
Gas + 6S=r? as +15 + 54 

of r(1—7) 9° + (6—-)8= 55, 
Hence 

ee e a a ANS ope o] 

ie r(1 —7) 

a ome 
= [ roe dr + C]. 

Now 

7? yt y? v2 

= 2(- ae Tear 

Therefore 

+log(1—7). 

iL NZ) yo it 

ie eyes ls 
5— 

1 aad (i) Bs 

~ oe es mal Ce waco ! aes x (- 1 

ae 1 aa 1 
rune Fog (1-1 Maveraet hay) oe sat ag 

mj 57) TUES ae See 1 

l-—r (l-r)? (1—r)3 

Cae be i at ee 
yee | : = aes (eae) —— log (1—”) + 57 [( 1-5) +5(1-5) 

(3) 

a +log (1—r) 

a 

s(1-7) 

The same result might also be obtained by the following 
method. 
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The given series (1) can be written 
6 5 oc a 

$= 2 3(-)o o1) Se ye er ctnetibdt a(S) 
n=0 + K 

eG \-)ahee Seat a ae) Ou aa Pe -oNTK 

a 515 (-D (7) 2S (10) 

Then wae eel ee _ (11) 

Hence ce ee ace ab, 

From (12) follows s 

3.) ee = log (LP); 

=| = —log(1—7)-7; 

S3= — =— log (l—r)—r— ae : 

Te dr Tee ° 
mee i Teac tr ioe 

5 Lee, D eee e-1)jeleg—*)+ 5,2 (-IF(2_ JSS 

Jie tee bee = 23 (-) an, Py Pe Mine (52) 

(14) 

meet ae 137 47 9 1 

ar log site a ae TH) ap is —iatse7al 

which is the same result as (7). 

(15) 
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Again, the summation of the given series might be effected 
by a method similar to the above but without the use of 
integration. 

The given series can be written 

il 25 ena 
Panes) Cures K S= 5 3 zig) GC) Beer es 

S l 1 3 yetkK+i 

mole I Ce TM n= =o n+-«+1° 

Letting n4+«+1=2, we have 

fo) yet 

= 53 (- Dae aoe lS a 

5 pt Seep? 

=a ee = Sa 
wherein 

Se 
AHS Uinta 

Therefore 

5 zy iat fo - S= sin (m ee ae —1(2)<, == . (18) 

(19), 
5 

= -s(1-2) log (l—>) )- ge > bay 
ee pee 

(20) _. Cle ay ipa 
TCM ~ ° 

a! Da ea tyk—t 

Which is the same result as obtained in (14). 

University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, U.S.A. 

LXXV. The Influence of Volume Change on the Fluidity of 
Mixtures of Miscible Liquids. By Wi11am Howileson 
GIBSON *. 

EVERAL formule have been used for the calculation of 
the fluidities or viscosities of mixtures of pairs of 

chemically indifferent, non-associated, completely miscible 
liquids from the fluidities or viscosities of the constituents, 

* Communicated by Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S. 
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but whatever formula is used it is exceptional to obtain 
values agreeing with experimental data. 

Mixture formule based on percentages by weight of the 
constituents of the mixture have been used by Wijkander *, 
Linebarger f, Thorpe and MRodger{, and Bingham §. 
Mixture formule based on percentages by volume have been 
used by Thorpe and Rodger, Lees |], and Findlay 4. 
Viscosity formule have been most used, but Bingham 
advocates fluidity formule on account of the parallelism 
between conductivity and fluidity. 

The specific volume= fluidity formula of Batschinski** for 
pure liquids, which has a rational basis and which gives 
excellent agreement with experiment, seems to give support 
to the use of a volume=fluidity formula for mixtures. 

In this communication the fluidity formula of Lees is used, 

F — ViF, + V,F,, 

where V,, V. are the volumes of the two constituents in 
le.c. of the mixture, and F, F,, and F, are the fluidities of 
the mixture and the constituents. 

As the composition of mixtures is usually expressed in 
percentages by weight, the formula is not convenient in the 
torm given by Lees: a more convenient form is 

100vF=m,v,F, + mvs, 

where m, and my, are the percentages by weight of the con- 
stituents in the mixture; 

v, and vy the specific volumes of the constituents in the 
mixture, and v the specific volume of the mixture; 

F, and I, the fluidities of the constituents in the 
mixture, and F the fluidity of the mixture. 

It is suggested that the above formula should hold for 
all mixtures of chemically indifferent, non-associated liquids, 
if v; and v, are understood to be the specific volumes assumed 
by the constituents of the mixture in the mixture, and not 
their specific volumes as pure liquids at the same temperature, 
while F, and F, are the fluidities corresponding to the 

* Lunds. Phys. Sallsk. Jubelskrift. 1878. 
+ Amer. J. Sci. (4) ii. p. 831 (i896). 
t J. C.S. 1897, Trans. p. 360. 
§ Amer. Chem. Jour. xxxv. p. 195 (1906). 
|| Phil. Mag. (6) i. pp. 128-147 (1901). 
| Zeit. Phys. Chem. \xix. p. 210 (1909). 
*%* Zeit. Phys. Chem. Ixxxiv. p. 648 (1913). 
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specific volumes v, and v, as found experimentally, or as 
caleulated from the formula of Batschinski : 

—w=cF, 

where v is the specific volume of a liquid, 
w is the specific volume at zero fluidity, 
F is the fluidity, and ¢ is a constant. 

An hypothesis by the use of which the volume change of 
each constituent in a mixture can be calculated is required 
before the above fluidity formula can be used, and the values 
obtained by it compared with experimental data. 

Lumsden * examined the change in the molecular volume 
of solutes dissolved in organic solvents with change in 
temperature and concentration, and found that the molecular 
volume was affected by the temperature, concentration, and 
nature of the solvent. 

These changes calculated on the spennpeon that the 
solvent is unaffected are too small, since any change in the 
volume of the solute will be accompanied by a change in 
the volume of the solvent. 

Walden f considers that the molecular volume is connected 
with the co-volume of the solvent, holding that the greater 
the co-volume, the smaller is the solution volume of the 
solute. 

The formula of Batschinski enables the value of w, which 
may be considered as the co-volume of a liquid, to be 
calculated for liquids from fluidity data, so that the relation 
between w, the co-volume, and v, the specific volume, for 
different liquids, may be compared. 

The molecules of a liquid of volume Mw are free to move 
in the space Mv, where M is the molecular weight. On 
mixture with another liquid of different specific volume and 
co-volume, a rearrangement of the free space at the disposal 
of the molecules will usually occur until an equilibrium is 
reached ; that is to say, the specific volume of both liquids 
will change, and the change will depend on the concentration 
of each liquid in the mixture. 

The hypothesis adopted in the calculations in this paper 
is that when two chemically indifferent, non-associated 
liquids are mixed their specific volumes change until the 
free space per unit of co-volume is the same for both kinds 
of molecule in the mixture. This would apply for any 

* J.C. S. 1907, Trans. p. 24. 
+ Zeit. Phys. Chem. lix. pe 385 (1907). 
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number of liquids, so that in a liquid mixture it is assumed 
that 

where 7... is the specific volume taken up by the constituent 
in the mixture, and 

w,...is the co-volume of the constituent. 

For this assumption to be true, all liquids, non-associated 
and chemically indifferent, which have the same ratio of 
~ to wat the same temperature, should undergo no volume 
change on mixing, and the fluidities of mixtures of the two 
liquids should be given by the formula 

100 oF = mv, EF, + mv, F 9. 

Carbon tetrachloride and benzene are two such liquids. 
Batschinski’s formula for carbon tetrachloride is 

v—0°9782=0°000475 F ;sx 

for benzene it is 

v—1:0476 =0°000581 F ; 

wy) 0 D782 
Ws — 1:0476 — OyaaZe therefore 

The following table gives the ratio of vccy, to vogy, for 
temperatures from 10° C. to 70° C.:— 

Temperature. %CC1,- UH, Oke 

10° C. 06199 1°1242 0552 
20 0°6274 11377 0°552 
30 0:6350 11514 0°552 
40 06428 11661 0°552 
50 06510 1-1812 0551 
60 06594 1-1966 0°551 
70 06683 12124 0:551 

It follows that the ratio of v to wis the same for carbon 
tetrachloride and benzene at all temperatures from 10°C. to 
70° C., and there should be no change in volume on mixing 
these two liquids. 

Thorpe and Rodger found a very slight contraction, 
decreasing with rise of temperature. 

Again, the fluidities found for mixtures between 10° C. 
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and 70°C. should agree with the fluidities calculated from 
the formula 

100 vF=m,v, F, + myv,F.. 

The following table compares Thorpe and Rodger’s results 
with the calculated values:— 

| Temp Mixture I. Mixture IT. Mixture IIT. 
oa. 77°83 CCl,. 562 CCl,. 8229 OCl,. 

found cale. found calc. found eale. 

10 100 | 103°3 110°2 113-7 120°2 122°8 

lr 20 117°6 120°6 129:0 133°0 141°5 143-6 

| 30 LSGis. || 0970 149-0 153°2 163°5 | 165°5 

| 40 1560 | 1587 | 1715 | 1750 | 1866 | 1890 
50 IOWA SL T8:9 195:0 197-2 211°5 213:0 

60 199°0 200°4 219°5 220°9 237:0 | 238°3 

70 Al er 243-5 | 2455 | 2640 | 265-2 | 
| 

It can be seen that the agreement is fairly good. 
For the same pair of liquids Ramsay and Aston * found 

that surface tension followed the mixture rule; and J. von 
Zawidski+ found only a slight deviation of the vapour- 
pressure curve from the mixture rule, this deviation being 
later ascribed to slight association of carbon tetrachloride by 
Dolezalek f. 

It may be pointed out here, that of the liquid mixtures 
which give straight-line vapour-pressure curves investigated 
by J. von Zawidski, benzene and ethylene dichloride, the only 
pair for which the Batschinski equation of each liquid is 
known, have the same ratio of v to w, and from that 
standpoint would be expected to behave normally. 

A second pair of liquids fully investigated by Thorpe and 
Rodger was methyl iodide and carbon bisulphide. 

Batschinski’s formula for methyl iodide is 

v—0°3804 =0:000284 F, 

and for carbon bisulphide 

v—0°6642=0°000471 F. 

* Zeit. Phys. Chem. xv. p. 92 (1894). 
t Zeit. Phys. Chem. xxxv. p. 129 (1900). 
t Zeit. Phys. Chem. \xiv. p. 727 (1908). 
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In this case, “} = 05727 ; 
We 

at 0° C., “1 _ 0°5535, 
V9 

at 40°(., — = OSA, 
a“ 

2.é., at the same temperatures the specific volumes and the 
co-volume are not in the same ratio for the two liquids. 
A change in volume is to be expected, and is actually found. 

On the hypothesis that in any mixture of these two liquids 
the free space per unit of co-volume becomes the same for 
both kinds of molecule, the specific volumes taken up by 
each liquid in any mixture can be calculated. 

Let v, be the volume taken up in the mixture by 1 gram of 
methyl iodide, and w, its co-volume ; 

va the volume taken up in the mixture by 1 gram of 
carbon bisulphide, and w, its co-volume. 

Let v be the specific volume of the mixture. 
Let m, be the percentage by weight of methyl iodide. 

ms be the percentage by weight of carbon bisulphide. 

Then ad ON etn ge OL) 

LOOMS myort move.) oe 2} 

The values of the unknowns v, and v, can be found by 
substitution. 

By substituting these values in the Batschinski equations, 
the fluidities of each constituent in the mixture can be 
found. 

The value of the fluidity for the mixture can then be found 
from the formula 

100 vF=myy4F, + mgveks, 

and compared with the experimental value. 
The following table gives the calculated and Thorpe and 

Rodger’s experimental values for five mixtures at different 
temperatures, and shows that the calculated values agree 
with the experimental values within the experimental error. 

Ether and chloroform, a third pair of liquids investigated 
by Thorpe and Rodger, were shown by Dolezalek * to combine 

* Zett. Phys. Chem. 1xxi. p. 191 (1910). 
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emp se | The py Gs | 105 | By | F eale. F tound, 

Mixture I. m, 78°4, m, 21°6. 

1s91 | 1989 | 1923 | 1984 0°O.| 0:504 | 0-434 | 0758 | 
10 0510 | 0-439 | 0-767 | 207 | 218 | 2111 | 2116 
20 0516 | 0:444 | O776 | 225-4 | 237°2 | 2292 | 231-0 
30 0523 | 0450 | 0-786 | 2465 | 259-7 | 250-8 | 2508 
40 0°5295| 0-456 | 0-796 | 9662 | 280:3 | 2708 | 271-0 

Mixture II. Mm, 61°19, mM, 33°81. | 

9 
10 | 05712 0-443 | 0-773 |. 2 | 
90 | 0578 | 0-448 | 0-783 | 2 | 
30 | 0:5853| 0-454 | 0-793 | 2! | 

| 40 | 05927, 0460 | 0803 | 2 

| 
| 0 | 0565 | 0-488 | 0-765 

| Mixture IIT. m, 51°89, m, 48°11. 

0 0:596 | 0-489 | 0-766 | 204-8 | 215-6 208 | 2133 
10 | 0603 | 0-444 | 0-775 | 223-2 | 235-2 | 230°6 | 230-0 
20 | 0610 | 0-449 | 0-784 | 241-1 | 2538 | 249 2482 
30 | 0618 | 0-455 | 0-794 | 261-3 | 275-4 | 2701 | 268 
40 | 0-626 | 0-460 | 0804 | 281-7 2966 | 2909 | 286 | 

) 

Mixture IV. m, 31:19, m, 68°81. | 

0 | 0667 | 0-441 | 0:770 | 2136 | 224-8 | 999-5 | 293 | 
10 | 0675 | 0446 | 0779 | 2320 | 2444 | 941-9 | 249 
20 | 0683 | 0-452 | 0-789 | 2508 | 2641 | 261°3 | 262 
30 0-692 | 0457 | 0798 | 27071 | 2845 | 2816 | 281 
40 | 0700 | 0-463 | 0-8U8 | 2900 | 3053 ) 3022 | 300 

Mixture V. m, 17°61, m, 82°39. 

0-773 218°7 230-4 229°1 228°4 
0-782 236°7 249°3 247°8 248 | 
0°7909 | 255°3 269:0 267-4 268 | 

0 0-715 0442 
10 0°723 0-448 
20 0-731 0453 
30 0°740 0°458 
40 0-749 0-464 

0-800 273°9 288°7 Zia 288 
0810 293°7 309°6 307°7 309°5 

to a considerable extent ; there are three constituents in the 
mixture, and as nothing is known about the fluidity of the 
compound no calculation can be made. 

The hypothesis advanced in this paper may therefore be 
said to harmonize well with the careful experimental work 
of Thorpe and Rodger. 
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LXXVI. On the Integration of the Differential Hquation 

applicable to a Plane Progressive Wave. By J. Rosk- 
Innes, 17.A., B.Sc.* 

ORD RAYLEIGH in his ‘ Theory of Sound’ has given 
the differential equation applicable to a plane pro- 

gressive wave as 

dy\?d?y _ dp d?y i 

Ss = ry dp Hat (vol. ii. p. 32). 

He quotes Earnshaw’s trial solution 

and also Earnshaw’s final conclusion that the integral of 
the equation is to be found by eliminating « between the 
equations 

yaart+ B ot 
O=a+F’(a)t+¢'(a) 

This form of integrat, however, does not lend itself readily 
to the introduction of the initial conditions, and I therefore 
think it of some interest to present another solution of the 
equation which enables us to impose the initial conditions 
with more facility. 

From Harnshaw’s trial solution we readily obtain 

ay _ f(s) vaey 

dt? dex daz 

In order that this may coincide with the original differential 
equation, we have to choose F so as to fulfil the condition 

fj di 2/dy\? _ d; i (52) } Eo ei 
ie da] Ce dp 

dy _ Po 
Ax p- 

and since 

we may write the condition 

{F(e) ( ave dp 
p/) \p/} dp 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. Diy 

a’ 
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— 
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Earnshaw’s trial solution may also be written 

u=F (2) 
p 

if for shortness we denote the term ee by,w. 

Differentiate with regard to p, 

du _ Lega Po es 

dp p 
du Po\\ 7 por 

m=) & 
— 1 dp 

p> dp 

Hence du fis i dp 

dp pV dp 
Then since 

du ue dp 

ae dp dt’ 

we have dp fh du pi du 

dte “at dp 

L dp du 
podx dp 

kg ay JEP de 
Oo dp ‘di 

Now Gps. dp 
dp= Wtit ay dt 

= PS dey [Path 
Ax Po dp 

Thus dg =0 if dv and dt are so related that dr= s Z dt. 
a 

The velocity a aA s occurring in the last equation will 

be that of a ane moving as the wave moves so as to occupy 
successively the undisplaced position of those particles which 
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at any moment constitute the part of the wave characterized. 
by the density p. 

Suppose y =e) initially, 

then QU ih pk eee ae 
a =r'(@) initially ; 

and from what has been proved above we shall have at any” 
subsequent time 

CUS aa GM Se t) 
y'(e by Vip. J) 

This equation gives us p when zw, ¢, and the function > are 
all known; but we note that it will not be possible in general 
to exhibit p as an explicit function of w and ¢. 

Again, since 

dp p\/ dp’ 
we shall have du dp, 

aele dp = War dp 3 

so that I : a dip 

dp ei ttt dp 

Imagine a plane at which the density is always p travelling 
along with the disturbance; then by taking account of the 
constancy of the mass within a specified small distance on 

each side of the plane, its velocity is readily seen to be Fite 

Thus the value of p at time ¢ for particles whose disturbed 
position is given by y will be the sameas the value of p at the’ 
beginning of the disturbance for particles whose disturbed 

position differs by (v4 /i) )e We have already seen 

above that the undisturbed position of the particles corre. 

sponding to p at time ¢ will differ by - ee .¢ from the 

initial position. Hence 

Lay Wem Es), . 
= t 

ty p dp ) ( / 2) =| ep— © Baldy , ap ui AG eft +l(ut ae i. 

a ip 

or 
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The result of eliminating p between this last equation and 

La¥ (8 es 4 Pt) 
da 

may be regarded as the integral of the original differential 
equation, satisfying the conditions imposed. 

The two moving planes which we have considered above 
in connexion with a part of the disturbance at density p have 
been shown to travel in general with unequal velocities. It 
is worth noting, however, that the difference in the velocities 
‘involves only small quantities of the second order. Thus 

dp _ J it aja dp 

‘ tJ ih Nau dp ie 

a / Po dp p> 

dp  \py p 

-where M is some mean value of p uP between the limits 
dp 

-of the integral. Again, 

p Pay [P+ aed yy (0 
poV dp dp po dp 

p i *) dp 
= — +f ——— 

Ja e p/P dp’ 

‘The quantities M and pa / oP differ by a small quantity, and 

‘they are each multiplied by the factor i = >) which is 
itself small. : 

If we put the two velocities equal, we are led to the same 
relation between pressure and density as Rankine found 
necessary to secure the propagation of a wave of permanent 
type. The mere fact that the two planes will in general 
travel with different speeds can be proved by quite elementary 
considerations. 
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LXXVII. On the Formation of Images by means of an 
Opaque Disk. By AtrreD W. Porter, f£.2.S., Uni- 
versity College, London ™. 

[Plate IX. ] 

N spite of the prominence given in treatises on Physical 
Optics to the existence of the bright spot at the centre 

of the shadow formed by a point-source and a circular disk, 
it does not seem to have been recognized that, as ordinarily 
exhibited, the bright spot is in reality an image of the source: 
of light. The source is never a point-source in practice, and 
the contour of the bright patch is simply the locus of the 
diffraction spots formed by the various points on the contour 
of the source of light. I have for some years been impressed 
by the very sharp boundary of the bright spot when obtained 
by means of a pinhole source ; a sharpness quite inconsistent 
with one’s expectations from the account usually given. 
It was only a few weeks ago that it occurred to me that the 
explanation is that the theoretical bright spot is much smaller 
than the patch of light obtained. To test this I took in the first 
place a circular source about 9 mm. in diameter, with a thin 
wire stretched across its centre, illuminated from behind by 
an electric arc, and found as I suspected that the spot was. 
transformed into a sharp image of the bright opening with 
its dark bar. We have thus the possibility of obtaining 
sharp images of small objects, using an opaque disk instead of 
a lens. In conjunction with Mr. E. Talbot Paris, I have 
taken photographs of a triangular opening ; one of these is 
reproduced (PI. IX.). 

The size of the true bright spot is easily obtained 
theoretically for a source on the axis of the disk. 

The intensity at any point Q distant 7 from the axis is 
given by By r24-V,2) 

(a+6)? ” 

where = ? ay a2) + etc., 

Vo=Jdo(¢) at Z Jo(<) + etc., 

ca 2a(atbh)c? 

a rcs) a 
| eb Mee arr 

an¢ 2= Sony ° 

The maxima and minima are given by VoJ,;=0. The 
* Communicated by the Author. 

[SS ee SC; 

See 2 Se > = 
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first minimum following the central maximum is given 
by Vo=0. 

Taking, in illustration, the data for the case of the 
photograph which is reproduced, we have o=63 em., 
.6=170 cm., c="44 cm. X=*00005 cm. ; whence the value 
of y (which is independent of the point Q) is 83 7m. 
Lommel has calculated the values of V, as far as y=8ar 
only ; but in our case it is unnecessary to calculate them 

further because the vanishing of Vo practically coincides 
with the vanishing of Jo, as z/y is then exceedingly small 
and Jo is changing fast. This occurs when z=2°40; the 
corresponding value of 7 is ‘0074 cm. Hence the whole of 
the bright spot must be within this radius and the visible 
part of it may be considerably within. 

For points of an extended source which lie off the axis, 
the above formula no longer, in strictness, applies ; but it 
may still be used approximately for points sufficiently near 
to the axis. The corresponding bright spot is then on the 
secondary axis through the centre of the disk, and the 
distance of the spot from the principal axis is given by the 
ordinary law of transverse magnification in geometrical 
optics, 27.e. width of image/width of object = b/a. In the 
above numerical case, the length of each side of the 
triangular source was °21 cm., and of the image was *58 em. 
This latter is nearly 40 times as long as the diameter of the 
bright spot. It may be pointed out that this ratio is indepen- 
dent of 6, and is inversely proportional to a; there is therefore 
an advantage in placing the disk fairly near to the source. 

Contrast should be drawn between the optical definition in 
this case and in the complementary case of pinhole photo- 
graphy. It would be impossible to have obtained a 
photograph of the triangle with an aperture of the same size 
instead of a disk. 



LXXVIII. The Theory of X-Ray Reflexion. Part II. By 
C. G. Darwin, M.A., Lecturer in Mathematical Physics in 
the University of Manchester*. 

1. TN the First Part of this paper t formule were obtained 
giving the intensity of reflexion of X-rays by a. 

crystal, and by a discussion of the results of experiment tf it 
was concluded that a factor had been neglected which in 
fact must be of some importance, and that to represent the 
case at all accurately an improved theory was necessary. 
It was indicated that the factor to be included is the influence 
of the vibration of each atom on that of the others. If this 

servation of energy is apparently violated. The experiment 
which was discussed is one of these cases. In the present 
paper this mutual influence is allowed for and a revised 
formula is found for the reflexion from a crystal. Com- 
parison with experiment shows that the new formula is no 
better able than the old to account for the observed strength 
of reflexion. It appears, however, that this may be attri- 
buted to the fact that in all crystals there is a considerable 
amount of distortion, so that there are a great many_separate 
small regions in which reflexion_takes place. As a conse- 
quence of this fact it will be deduced that, constant factors 
apart, the old reflexion formule may be allowed to stand. 
We shall first of all deal with the reflexion from a perfect 
crystal. 

2. Reflexion from one Plane. 

In the earlier work the procedure was first to calculate 
the reflexion from a single plane of atoms and then to com- 
bine the effects of the different planes. The amplitude of 
the reflexion from one plane was represented by a coefficient 
—iqg, where g is made up in the following way. A wave 
of unit amplitude and length 27/k falls onan atom. Let 
Tb, k) e-“"/r be the amplitude of the wave it scatters, 
measured at a distance 7 in a direction inclined at angle 
to the direction of the incident wave. In addition to p and &, 
f will depend on the direction of polarization of the incident 
wave. Let N be the number of atoms per c.c. (for the 
present we shall suppose them all identical) and a the dis- 
tance between successive planes; then Na is the areal density 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 315 (1914). 
$ Loe. cit. p. 331. 
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of atoms in a plane. Let 6 be the glancing angle between 
the direction of incidence and the plane. Then* : 

_ INaf (20, k) ge ee  @ 

As long as the atoms are supposed not to influence one 
another’s motion, every plane however deep in the crystal 
scatters the same amount of radiation, and if no allowance 
were made for the absorption of the transmitted wave the 
reflexion would become indetinitely large. Now an atom in 
rocksalt may be supposed to have about 10 electrons, and so 

: e? ‘ is 7 
f is probably about 10 saya Taking N=4:50 x 10”, 

a=2°81x10-% and reflexion in the first order so that 
ksin 0@=7/a, we find that g is about 2x 10~*. According to 
the assumptions of the earlier paper, the amplitude of the 
wave is reduced by absorption in passing through one plane 
by an amount ya cosec 0, and for soft X-rays thisis 4 x 107°. 
Thus we should expect reflexion to be much more efficient 
than absorption in extinguishing the transmitted wave. 
Indeed, we shall find that over a certain small range of 
angles of incidence the reflexion is practically complete and 
does not depend on the absorption coefficient. 

In the earlier paper the coefficient of reflexion g was cal- 
culated by considering a spherical wave coming from a point 
source. In view of the greater complexity of the present 
problem it is more convenient to deal with plane waves, and 
we must therefore first observe that the evaluation of g could 
have been done equally well with these. It is only necessary 
to find the amplitude of reflexion at a point so distant from 
the crystal, that in the principal part of the field the phases 
of waves from adjacent atoms are sensibly the same— 
this permits the summation to be replaced by an integration 
—while yet the point is not so distant that the crystal has to 
be regarded as finite—this introduces the Fresnel factors in 
the integral and makes it converge. ‘There can be little 
doubt that the procedure gives the right value, though it is 
not of course mathematically rigorous. It has the great 
‘advantage that the formule do not involve the exact number 
of atoms in the whole plane, which is obviously quite 
irrelevant to the final results. | 

The formula for g cannot be quite general, if fis supposed 
to depend only on the atom itself. For we might then make 

* Loe. eit. pp. 819-3820. 
t Loc. cit. pp. 326-329. 
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Na, the areal density of atoms, so large that the conservation 
of energy would be violated. In nature this is of course 
obviated by the fact that if the atoms are too closely crowded 
together, the wave from each will influence the others. Me 
have seen that for rocksalt q is only of the order 10™, 
that the conservation of energy is in no danger, and we 
shall continue to use ¢ as it stands. The direct calculation 
of the influence of all the atoms on one of their number 
leads to a double series of some complexity. I am informed 
by a friend* to whom I referred the matter, that the series 
does in general converge (which was not at all obvious at 
first sight), but that the question is quite a difficult problem 
in pure mathematics. Ido not give the form of the series 
as no use is to be made of it. It will be found that the 
forces from the other atoms exert an effect like an addition 
to the radiation term in the vibration of an electron. ‘The 
radiation term hardly influences the amplitude of vibration 
of an electron under the influence of X rays (except in the 
case of resonance), and so we may conclude that the mutual 
influence of the atoms in a plane may be neglected. 

When a wave falls on a single plane of atoms, besides the 
directly reflected wave there are others scattered. Thus 
there will be a wave given off in any direction for which a 
line of atoms are in phase together, while the next parallel 
line is a phase 27 behind. These diffracted waves are 
destroyed by the operation of the other planes of the crystal; 
but there remains a wave scattered in the same direction as 
the transmitted beam. The amplitude of this wave is given 
by —7qo, where qo is obtained trom q by replacing f (20, £) 
by f(0, &). As was shown in the earlier work, it is the 
wave —2q) which gives rise to the refractive index tf. 

3. Combination of Planes. 

The difficulty of the problem of allowing for the mutual 
influence of the atoms in one plane is the complete absence 
of phase relations between the waves arriving at one atom 
from the rest, but this is also the reason why ‘it is justifiable 
to neglect it. For the combination of all the planes 
the matter is quite otherwise. Here, when the radia- 
tion is at the angle of reflexion, all the waves reflected 
from the successive planes are in phase together, and they 
must be supposed to give rise to a secondary reflexion, which 

* Mr. G. H. Hardy, F.R.S., of Trinity College, Cambridge, to whom 
I must express my thanks for his kind interest in the question. 

+ Loc, citup. 320. 

ee 
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contributes a component in the direction of the transmitted 
wave. It was this secondary reflexion that was neglected in 
the earlier work, on the assumption that the radiation 
scattered by one atom had no effect on the others. The 
recombination into a single wave of the wavelets from the 
atoms in one plane will not be very complete in the short 
distance between adjacent planes, but the error in assuming 
it complete will not be systematic. Moreover, the mutual 
influence of two planes alone is very small; it is only the 
cumulative effect that is important. Wethus havea problem 
very similar to that of the Fabry-Perrot étalon, only with an 
infinite number of parallel equidistant plates. 
We shall suppose that independently of the scattering of the 

atoms there is also a small absorption. Thus if a plane wave 
eth(Ct—reos@+zsiné) falls on a single plane of atoms, the reflected 
wave is —ig e*(Ct-zeosé—zsiné) and the transmitted wave is 
(L—h—ig) &hOt-zeose+zsn®, The term h represents the 
absorption and may be taken as 3 ya cosec @. 
We consider a crystal composed of atoms of a single 

substance arranged in planes at distance a. Let T; represent 
in amplitude and phase the total transmitted wave just above 
the (7 +1)th plane, 8, the total reflected wave in the same 
position. Then T) is the incident wave, and S, the reflected 
wave. §, is derived from two components, the part of T, 
reflected by the r+1th plane and the part of S,,, trans- 
mitted through it. The latter must be multiplied by a phase 
factor e—**s7® to give its value just below the 7+ 1th plane 
instead of just above the r+ 2th. Thus 

S-=- 7gT,>+ (1—h—2q) egeete S-41- 

Again T;+1 is made up of the part of T, transmitted through 
the r+ 1th plane and the part of 8,4; reflected by it. Putting 
in the proper phase factors we have 

sae eka sin 6 — (1—A —iq,) T,—7g e—?ha sin 8 Spare 

If we climinate the 8’s from these difference equations we 
obtain 

(1—h—igo) e~ 798 (T,_ + T,41) =[14 9? e~ 2a sin 

+ Gi =, —igu)” e~2tka sin oT tT 

and the solution is given by T,=T,x’, where z is the root of 

(1—h—2q) e— tka sin @ (#+ _ 

=1+¢? e=*kasind + (1 —h—igg)? e~2ikasin@, | (2) 
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The product of the roots of this equation is unity and that 
one is to be taken which makes|«|<1. Otherwise the 
intensity would increase with r. If we substitute back with 
this solution we find | 

Ae me a” 
Sr= Los — 7 en ha sin 6 (1—h—19q,) ’ 

and in particular 

So bai —1q D. 
a Searels geen) ak hs (3) 

This expression holds for any angle of incidence. 
We shall now approximate by allowing for the fact that 

Js 9, 4 are small and by supposing that the incident wave 
is very nearly at the angle of best reflexion. Then @ is very 
near $, where kasin¢g=n7—q). The presence here of qo 
represents the shift in the angle of best reflexion due to the 
retractive index, as explained in the former paper*. We 
have then 

ka sin @=nt—qy+, 

where YUKA COSP(O Oye. si al. ou (4) 

To the degree of approximation needful we have 

e~ttesin-(—)*(1 + igg—it), 
so that So __ —ig 

To l—(—)*a(1—h—iwv) 

and « is that root of 

(=)"(1=h-iv)( e+ ()=1+ G+ (1h ie) 

for which | « | < 1. 
The roots of this equation are very nearly (—1)”, so to 

solve it we put e=(—)"(1—e). 
Substituting in the equation we have 

(1—h—iv)(2+ e?) =1+¢9?4+ (1—h—i)?, 

so that e=,/{9?t+(htiv)?}. 

The ambiguity is to be determined so that the real part is 
positive. Thus 

So pa — 19 5 
To” h+tvta/{Pt(htiv)?}" Air Sur h ie ( ) 

* Loc. cit. p. 318. 
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The earlier paper was written under an assumption which 
may be seen to be equivalent to taking g much smaller than 

h, so that ie —_ ces *, It is quite possible to evaluate 

the expressions required with any values of h and q, but the 
formule involve elliptic functions. so that their numerical 
values are not easy to see. Now as we saw q is probably 
about 2x10-* while 2 is only £x10~°, so that not much 
error is introduced by supposing h/q negligible. It would 
not, however, have been permissible to have supposed that 
h vanished at the beginning of the work, because if this were 
done it would be found that for some angles the reflexion 
tends to no definite value as the number of planes tends to 
infinity. 

In discussing the ambiguity of ,/{q?+ (h+iv)?} when h 
vanishes it will be convenient to suppose g positive. We do 
not know whether this is true, but if q is really negative the 
modification is very simple. When —g <v<gq we have 
simply ,/(g?—v’), the positive square root being taken. 
When v>q we must write the expression in the form 
+i,/(v?—¢g?—2ivh), and if the radicle is expanded it will be 
seen that the proper value is +i¥(v?—g’?). Without the 
presence of fh this could not have been determined. Similarly 
when v <—gq we have to take —i,/(v?—q?). Thus the 
amplitude of reflexion is 

Be d for v= — v—/(—@) lor v< q 

| 

for g<v 

es if et aie aa Bye) for -qav<g .. ) 

3 
Eanee q 

Cai\/ Diem) 
To express the intensity of reflexion we take the moduli 
of the squares of these quantities. In the middle region 
this is unity and reflexion is perfect. Now v=kacos ¢(0—@), 
so this is the region 

0=d+s, where s=q/kacos ¢. 

If we take the reflexion in the first order of rocksalt for the 
platinum radiation 8 (X=1:11x10-* cm.) we find s=3"; 
For the second order it is about half this. 

On- account of the perfect reflexion the transmitted wave 

* This is equivalent to one of the equations on p. 322 of thie earlier 
paper. 
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is rapidly extinguished. Since p= (2 \emeniN Geo) if 
0 

follows that at a depth < in the crystal the intensity is 

only exp—2™ /q?—v’ of its value at the surface, and so we 
a 

may speak of an extinction coefficient 
y 

ee CPR Mh we es ET) 

Averaged across the whole region of perfect reflexion this 
gives a coefficient 

NU ah SAU oy vd ah yh Se)! AGO) 

For the value of g which we have been using, this gives 
about 8000, whereas the absorption coefficient, taken as 
p cosec >, is for the platinum rays only 300. Thus the ex- 
tinction is complete long before the rays going in a slightly 
different direction are appreciably absorbed. This fact is 
important in explaining the reflexion from an_ ordinary 
imperfect crystal. 

4, Spherical Wave and Effect of a Slit. 

We have so far only dealt with plane waves. A spherical 
wave can be made by compounding together in an integral 
a set of equal plane waves going in all different directions. 
If we put in the reflexion factor for each of these plane 
waves, we obtain an integral representing the diffraction 
pattern of the reflected beam. At the distances at which 
experiments are usually made this pattern would be of some 
complexity. Since it would never be observed in practice 
on account of the finite area of any actual source and the 
imperfection of the crystal, it is unnecessary to discuss it. 
To find the whole intensity of reflexion we may examine the 
effect at infinity. Here the waves are all plane, so that we 
can apply the formule (6) direct. If we take the intensity 
at a point at glancing angle @+e, we have v=kacos¢.e. 
So, making use of the abbreviation s=q/ka cos ¢, we find as 
the intensity at a great distance p 

ae ae ——— when e< — \ 
p (e— Ve?—s")? | 

Pu 1 when —s<excs}+* « « (9) 

i | 
1 ? | 
Sh ee IMO eS 
Po (e+ Ve —s?) ) 
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Suppose that the intensity of the monochromatic incident 
beam at a distance R is I/R*, and that the whole effect is 
observed in an instrument having a slit of length / and 
sufficient breadth to include the whole beam. Then the 
instrument will measure 

l Te s? de a s? de Hf Sa Pp NED (e— /e? — 87)? 5 ; (e+ “/ €* — 8”)” 

which reduces to 

ise 
ae 

If we put in the value of s this reduces to 

I 

1 3g NIU Cd #) | cosee 24. «Aycan HOD, 

Of the two polarized components that for which the electric 
vibration is in the plane of incidence has in its f a factor 
cos#*. Introducing this and also the temperature factor f 
we have 

KT 
ees 1 + |cos2$/ x fie *o#"™™ d? cosec 2g. (11) 
p 3T 2 | 

As in the earlier paper, we next find the result of limiting 
the incident beam by a slit. To describe the diffractive 
effect of a slit it is usual to imagine that every point of the 
slit gives out a spherical wave, and that the separate waves 
are coherent. For our purpose it is better to resolve the 
waves from the slit into a set of plane waves. The amplitude 
of any of these waves is given by a Fresnel integral taken 
between the proper limits. The amplitude of reflexion in 
any direction will be determined by the product of this 
Fresnel integral and the reflexion factor for the correspond- 
ing direction. Let the slit be at a distance r from the source 
and of angular breadth o. ‘Then we saw in the earlier paper 
that the intensity opposite the centre of the slit has practi- 

cally its full value when git = 6, and so if the slit is placed 

symmetrically with regard to the reflexion, the intensity of 
reflexion has its full value at the central point. If we take 
k=10° and r=30 cm. this gives 7=5". Now we know that. 

* Loc. cit. p. 320. 
~ Loc. cit. p. 325. The expression used is not applicable to low 

temperatures. 

{ Loe. cit. p. 328. 
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the breadth of the good reflexion is 6’’ and if we calcu- 
late the intensity corresponding to a slit of the supposed 
breadth at 3’ from the centre, we find it to be a little less 
than that at the centre. So we conclude that a slit of 5” 
will hardly give full reflexion. As the breadth is only re- 
quired for the purpose of a rough estimate, we shall take it 
at 8’. This is the narrowest slit which can be used if the 
intensity of reflexion of monochromatic rays is not to suffer. 

5. White Radiation. 

We next find the intensity of reflexion of white radiation. 
Let the intensity of the incident radiation at distance R from 

the source be = udk. Reflexion only occurs for values 
0 

of & near those which satisfy the equation ka sin 9=na — q). 
These values will be denoted by f,. A value of & near kn 

can be expressed in the form k=h,, (1+ =). The centre 

of best reflexion for £ is at an angle 6—7 where 

ka sin (6 —») =n7— dp, 

and it follows from this that e=kacos 6.7, so that w is the 
same as vin (6). The intensity of reflexion thus is 

1 ra Cy (alere gy a q” 
= a, = dy + 2 +f (qv Pr mt) .@=Vve——eP | J, + Vea 

or 1 
Sih ee “SQ = (it rome Ley ° 

p” nw Bel 

If we introduce the value of ¢ and the factors for polari- 
zation and temperature, and if we express the result in terms 
of the quantity H, where E, dN=udk, we have 

1 16 iG eeant, aul fT Eee 2s Lee 
P oT 7a, n em 7 

1 Es 2) 2 5 sy (2NT7)2 eee) ([f|Bar)n. (12) 

6. Composite Crystal. 

When the crystal is composite the complete discussion of 
any special case is rather more complicated. If, for example, 
the alternate planes areidifferent in character, we obtain a 
set of four difference equations involving two different types 
of T’s and 8’s. If three of these are eliminated we obtain a 
single difference equation for the fourth, the solution of 
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which depends on a quadratic equation rather more compli- 
cated than (2). The subsequent procedure follows the same 
course as in § 3. The general problem, though straight- 
forward, might be rather complicated, but by the following 
argument is made unnecessary. The influence of a single 
atom on another is always very minute, and the effect only 
becomes important by its repeated recurrence. Consequently 
no error will be introduced by regarding as the unit of 
scattering, not the atom, but the gronp of atoms in a single 
unit of the crystal lattice. Let f, be the scattering of an 
atom of type 7, of which there are N, per c.c., and let this 
atom occur at distance a, a from the first plane, a being the 
distance in which the structure of the crystal repeats itself. 
Then in the reflexion formulse the expression 

kr N fl ota nm 

must be replaced by 
kr 

Pigcp (ak a | 
DeNi wate Que 
: 

7. Comparison with Kaperiment. 

We now compare our result with experiment, and to do 
so shall take the same experiment as was discussed in the 
former paper}. The elimination of the higher orders of 
reflexion follows the same course as before, but the numbers 

; , 
resulting measure now not a but E,\. We thus obtain 

revised values of E,. I do not give the details, because we 
shall see that a further modification is necessary in the re- 
flexion formula. The quadrature of H, now gives that 

Kyo =1°3 | Ey da, 

where Epo, Xp refer to the wave-length 3°92 x 10-° em. which 
is reflected by rocksalt at 4°. We have seen that all the re- 
flexion occurs in a region of about 8" and is practically 
perfect in this region, so we estimate the efficiency for the 

reflexion in rocksalt at 4° as BS 86) J Eydx where 606=8". 

Using the quadrature this becomes 1°3 cot 4°. 60 or 0-0004. 
The observed efficiency is 0°0035, and this calculated value 
is no better than the old one. 

* See the earlier payer, p. 320. 
+ Loe. cit. p. 880. 
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In spite of their failure to account for the amount of re- 
flexion, the formulee developed here are to be preferred to 
the earlier ones, since they include an effect which has been 
shown to have been unjustifiably disregarded in the former 
paper. The new formule make the reflexion independent of 
the absorption coefficient of the crystal. Now the work of 
W. H. Brage* has proved that absorption does play an 
important part in the reflexion, and this suggests a way out 
from the discrepancy. If a crystal is not perfect, so that 
the planes are not everywhere absolutely parallel, it may 
happen that some part of the beam which has not been ex- 
tinguished by reflexion at the surface will find a piece of the 
inside of the crystal at the proper angle, and so will give 
rise to a second reflexion. Such an effect will obviously 
involve the absorption coefficient of the rays in the crystal. 

8. Imperfect Crystal. 

The irregularity of a crystal is of necessity a rather in- 
definite matter, which it would be perhaps difficult to discuss 
with rigour. We shall only attempt to see the general type 
of change to be expected. We will first study the effect of 
supposing that the surface is irregular, without taking into 
account the possibility of interior reflexions. Suppose that 
the surface is divided up into a number of plates whose 
normals all point in slightly different directions. It is clear 
that in some cases there might be no reflexion or there might 
be several. Now the rays reflected from two different plates 
of the crystal will travel in slightly different directions, and 
if a photographic plate is put in their path they will strike 
it at different points. Butif the distance of the photographic 
plate from the crystal is the same as that of the source, they 
will strike it at the same point; for on account of the con- 
stancy of the angle of reflexion, the locus of points which 
can reflect rays from a given source to a given point is a 
circle, and only when source and point are equidistant from 
it does this circle touch the crystal. In this case only is 
there any considerable area on the crystal which can all 
reflect to the same point. Moreover, as’ we shall see later, a 
very important fraction of the reflected radiation comes from 
reflexions inside the crystal, and these will be focussed to 
points only very slightly different from those coming from 
the surface. The accuracy with which Moseley? could 
determine his X-ray spectra is probably partly due to this 

* W. H, Brage, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxix. p. 430 (1914). 
+ Moseley, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 1024 (1913). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 2Z 
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focussing, since (though for a different reason) his photo- 
graphic plate and source were at the same distance from the 
crystal. 

It is quite possible that a given crystal surface should 
systematically reflect more than its due share of radiation. 
For example, if it were of a wavy form, each separate wave 
would reflect a ray. But we can show that on the average 
there is no improvement in the reflexion when the surface is 
supposed divided into small plates, the normals of which 
deviate from their mean direction in a random manner. In 
such an indefinite question as the present it is useless to 
proceed with any great rigour, and we shall be content with 
a rather general argument. In the first place, there is no 
need to allow for the fact that the normals of the plates 
deviate from the plane of incidence of the rays. The only 
effect of this is to shift the ray to a different part of the line 
of reflected rays. In considering the reflexion from a set of 
plates, the normals of which all lie in the plane of incidence, 
it will be sufficient to take it that a ray is reflected to the full 
extent given in (11), whena line can be drawn from the source 
to the plate, making exactly an angle ¢, the reflexion angle, 
with its plane. For a plate in any fixed position on the 
crystal there will be a certain small range of directions of 
the normal such that a line can be drawn from a given 
source to make angle ¢ with the plate. This range is limited 
by the two positions when the line cuts the plate at either of 
its two edges, and therefore the range of inclinations of the 
plate which can give a reflexion is proportional to,its breadth. 
The chance of a reflexion is thus not altered by cutting the 
plate in half, for if this is done either of the halves must be 
aimed in the proper direction with just twice the accuracy, 
that is to say each half is just half as likely to give a re- 
flexion. Thus there is on the average the same probable 
number of reflexions when the crystal is broken into many 
plates as when it is broken into few, or finally as when it 
is perfect. We conclude that there is no average improve- 
ment or deterioration of reflexion when the surface of the 
crystal is broken up. 

When we come to consider the inside of the crystal the 
matter is quite different. We saw in § 3 that if the crystal 
is perfect all the radiation that can be reflected, is so, long 
before the depth at which rays at a different angle are ap- 
preciably absorbed. Now if the crystal is twisted internally 
these unabsorbed rays may come on a part of it at the right 
angle, and so give rise to a second reflexion.. We must 
estimate how this will affect the matter. Suppose d to be a 
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depth such that the crystal is twisted through an amount 
sufficient to allow of a new reflexion. Roughly speaking, 
then, at every successive d we shall get a reflexion, and the 
intensities of these reflexions will be 1, e~#¢eosee%, ¢— 4nd cosec 
&e. The whole reflexion formula should then be multiplied 

1 1 
Dy. 1 — e7 #4 cosech Hor 2d cosece ) 

twisted that there are a number of reflexions. It appears 
that as it describes a property of the crystal, d ought to 
be taken constant. For a not very great distortion this 
might be justifiable, but we have strong experimental reason 
to believe that the crystals are even more imperfect than 
this. For when the reflexion is evaluated with this factor it 
will be found that the second order of reflexion is as strong 
as the first, a result known to be untrue. This must be 
taken to indicate that crystals are so badly twisted that their 
planes do not remain parallel even long enough to produce 
a single perfect reflexion. 

Suppose, therefore, that the crystal is composed of pieces 
each of depth d small compared with the amount necessary 
to produce a perfect reflexion. At the depth d the trans- 
anitted wave has on the average an intensity e7 44/72 (see (8) ), 

if the crystal is so badly 

and the wave reflected by the thickness d has intensity 

1 —e7 “474 or —— Suppose one of the reflecting pieces is 

at depth z. Then the amount reflected from it is propor- 

tional to aid e~2zcosee®, The number of such pieces in a_ 

Jength dz is dz/d, so that the reflexion formula is to be 
anultiplied by a factor 

ive) 2 s] 

ak Cm ce) dzid) OL tO) gens : 
s Ta Ta i 

If we multiply (11) and (12) by this we see that apart from 
a numerical factor they lead to the old expressions for the 
reflexion*. That this should be so is not remarkable, since 
each reflecting piece of the crystal consists only of a few 
planes, so that the mutual influence of the atoms becomes 
unimportant. The chief difference is that the whole reflexion 
now no longer takes place in a band 5” broad, so that the 
argument ¢ which pointed to the insufficiency of the earlier 
formule loses its validity. The displacement of the reflexion 

* Loe. eit. pp. 332, 334. } Loe, et. p. 331. 
97,9 
ad od 
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due to refraction remains, since the distortion of the crystal 
does not influence the phase relations of the waves scattered 
in the direction of the transmitted beam. The pattern 
observed on a photographic plate will in general be very 
irrecular, but when the plate and source are equidistant 
from the crystal it should have the general character of a 
band one side of which shades off exponentially. It is 
readily calculated that the intensity in the band falls toa 
fraction 1/e in a breadth sin ¢ cos d/p. 

Fer convenience I repeat the reflexion formule. 
The effect of monochromatic radiation measured in an 

instrument at distance p from the image of the source with 
a slit of length / and sufficient breadth is 

20) Boga 
Te Tee? 1? nel 
p 2 fe 

The intensity of reflexion of white radiation is 

Al+ cos” "20x 5, Ss, ew enters (LON) 

pe 

ral 
a2 "7 12 eosec 2 Da. aga 

pane 
The factor A will ae vary} from crystal to crystal 
according to the amount of contortion, but we should not 
expect it to depart widely from unity, its value in the earlier 
paper. As we are now free from the argument about the 
limitation of reflexion to a breadth of 5”, we may use the 
experimental value of the efficiency to determine /*. When 
A was unity it was found to be 26(e?/mC’)’, and this is of the 
order to be expected from atoms with about 10 electrons, of 

’ which some, but not all, are concentrated close together, 

. (14) 
In 

9. Scattering from a Single Atom. 

Since the first part of this paper was written two experi- 
mental results have been published by W. L. Bragg +, which 
have an important bearing on our subject. In the first place 
he has shown that we must suppose that each atom scatters 
a wave whose amplitude is proportional to its atomic weight. 
Thus in fluorspar the two fluorine atoms give waves which 
can destroy by interference the wave coming from one 
calcium atom. Since all experiments have shown that the 
atomic weight is proportional to the number of electrons v 
in the atom, we conclude that 7 is closely proportional to v. 
This result would hold if we could suppose that the majority 

‘i Loe. cit. p. 331. 
+ W. L, Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol, Ixxxix. p. 468 (1914). 
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of the electrons were crowded together in a region of the 
order of 107° cm., and this they certainly will be for the 
heavier elements. But if this is so there is a certain amount 
of difficulty with regard to Bragg’s second experimental 
result. From measurements of crystals of a good many 
substances, he concludes that on the average the relative 
strengths of reflexion of the several orders for monochro- 
matic radiation are as the numbers 100, 20, 7, 3,1. After 
allowing for the temperature corrections these numbers are 

fairly well expressed by the formula = but since the 

radiation is not appreciably dispersed they are to be com- 
pared not with (14) but with (13), and in this formula the 

e e e 1 e 

reflexion is proportional to —. Thus, we must attribute a 
7 

factor 5 to f?, the coefficient for the scattering of a single 

atom. Now we saw in the earlier paper* that /? will 
certainly decrease with the order of reflexion, and the expres- 
sion there found seems capable of accounting for the excess 
scattering from amorphous substances, as in this case experi- 
ments have only been concerned with light atoms where 
there is no great concentration of electrons; but when we 
are dealing with heavier atoms we have seen that Brage’s 
first result points to a considerable crowding of electrons 
in a small space, and in this case it would hardly be expected 
that the excess effect should be so great as to give a factor 
1 : 
—, Involving as it does a knowledge of the arrangement of 
nN 

the electrons in the atom, it does not seem possible at present 
to make any better progress in discussing this question. 

Summary. 

The paper attempts a more accurate solution than was 
given in the first part of the problem of X-ray reflexion, on 
the basis of allowing for the mutual influences of the scattering 
atoms. 
. (.) It is shown that the mutual influences of the atoms in 
a plane together are unimportant. 

Gi.) The interactions of the separate planes are allowed 
for, and revised reflexion formule are deduced. The re- 
flexion is found to be practically perfect for a certain range 
of angles. The transmitted beam is extinguished much 

* Loe. cvé. p. 829. 
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more rapidly than corresponds to the true absorption of the 
crystal. 

(iii.) Comparison with experiment suggests that the new 
formule can account for the observed intensity as little as 
the old. 

(iv.) This observed strength of reflexion is to be attributed 
to crystalline imperfection, and allowing for this the old 
formulse of the first part are retained with a new numerical 
‘factor. 

My thanks are due to Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford for the 
kind interest he has taken in this research. 

March 4, 1914. 

LXXIX. The Transformations in the Active Deposit of 
Actinum. By E. Marspen, W.Se., Lecturer in Physics, 
and P. B. Perkins, Ph.)., University of Manchester*. 

T is well known that the ‘‘C” products of the active 
deposits of radium and thorium are anomalous in that 

in both cases the atom has two distinct modes of trans- 
formation, 2. e. it breaks up with emission of either an e or 
a @ particle. In the case of thorium C, owing to the fact that 
the chance of disintegration in either of the two ways is of 
the same order, it has been found possible to examine the 
process in considerable detail, and the following scheme of 
transformation has been arrived att:— 

« (5.0) a (5.7) By a 

Lh Km — the — > Th —> Th é rae 
\ 
8 Dtsecs. 0.14 sec. 10.6 hrs. 

60.5 mins. 10” secs. 

By analogy the method of production of the branch product, 
(,, has been deduced t. 

* Communicated by Sir E. Rutherford, ERS. 
t Marsden & Barratt, Proc. Phys. Soc. xxiv. 1, p. 50 (1911); Marsden 

& Darwin, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. lxxxvii. p. 17 (1912); Marsden & Wilson, 
P hil. Mag. xxvi. p. 354 (1913). 

{ K. Fajans, Phys, Zeit. xii. p. 369 (1911) ; xiii. p. 699 (1912). 
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ye 

a (4.16) .« (4.75) By a (?) Ra-C, —? 
yal a) JUZE sonigaley 

Ra.Em —. Ra‘A —9 RL — Ra.C, Ces 
LN0997 ¢ (6.9.0 

3-85 days,, 3.Q-mins.. 26.8 mins. . B Ra‘ C' —RaD. &e. 
| - 19.5 mins. 10” secs. 

From the close analogy of the thorium and actinium series 
it is to be anticipated that actinium C should also show two 
modes of disintegration, and the present experiments were 
made to test this point *. 

It will be noticed, in the cases of both thorium C and 
radium C, that the branch disintegration involves the emission 
of a long-range « particle, 8°6 cm. in the former case and 
6°94 cm. in the latter. Further, with the whole series of 
products in equilibrium, the total number of « particles of the 
two ranges emitted by the “C” products is equal to the 
number from the emanation and A products on the main 
series. From the experiments of Geiger + such a result 
must also hold for actinium C if a branch occurs in this 
product. 

Experiments were consequently made to test whether any 
long-range « particles were emitted from actinium ©, the 
general evidence indicating that the number of such particles 
must be small compared with the number of range 5:4 cm., 
which constitute the main radiation {. The simplest method 
of making such an experiment would be to take a source 
of actinium active deposit, and to ccunt the scintillations 
on a zinc sulphide screen placed in air at different distances 
from it. Such an experiment had already been tried by 
Geiger §, and we have repeated it without finding any @ par- 
ticles beyond 5-4 cm. However, with the sources of actinium 
available the number of a particles falling on an area of 
1 sq. mm. (the area of the field of the microscope) at distances 
greater than 5 cm. is very small. Consequently, a sheet of 
mica of air equivalent over 5 cm. was interposed between 

* The first part of these experiments was carried out by R. H. Wilson 
and one of us, and the results were given briefly in ‘Nature,’ xcii. p. 29 
(Sept. 11, 1913). 

+ Geiger, Phil. Mag. xxii. p. 201 (1912). 
t Cf R. Swinne, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 142 (1918). 
§ Geiger, loc. cit. 
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the source and screen so that a smaller distance between the 
two could be used. The arrangement is shown in fig. 1. 

Fic. 1. 

70 PUMP } 
== AND MANOMETER | 

ALA LRA AAL ILA ISS 
AT ob TORR | x 

The « particles from the source A passed through a sheet 
of mica B and impinged on the zinc-sulphide screen Z, where 
the scintillations were observed by a microscope M. The 
distance of A to Z could be varied in different experiments, 
and was generally between 0°9 and 1*5 cm. The thickness 
of mica was also varied in different experiments between 
Sand 7 cm. air equivalent The pressure of air in the apparatus 
was measured by a manometer, and thus the equivalence of the 
distance AZ could be expressed in terms of air at 15° C. and 
76cm. By adding the equivalent of the mica the “ range ” at 
which the a particles were counted could thus be determined. 

The procedure in an experiment was generally as follows:— 
A was exposed for several hours to a source of actinium 
emanation and then placed in aconvyenient position inside the 
apparatus with a sheet of mica of known thickness placed 
over it. Countings of the scintillations were then made at 
different air-pressures for about 40 minutes, in which time 
the source had decayed to less than half value. A was then 
removed and the total number of « particles emitted measured 
by counting the scintillations on a zinc-sulphide screen placed 
at a known distance in a completely exhausted apparatus. 
From the known decay of the actinium active deposit all the 
measurements could be corrected to the initial time, and thus 
the percentage of particles reaching any “range” could be 
determined. The curve marked ‘Actinium C” in fig. 2 gives 
the results of a particular experiment. The other curves give 
the results of exactly similar experiments with radium C and 
thorium C, respectively; in the latter case account has been 
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taken of the fact that only 65 per cent. of the « particles of 
thorium C have a range 8°6 cm. 

2S on nn 

=) WN (=) 

%ACE NUMBER OF PARTICLES. 
FADIUM C. 

0:10 al 

0-05) 

55. 60 6:5 7-0 75 5-0 85 9-0 
CENTIMETRES OF AANCE. 

It will be seen that the curve for actinium C differs from 
the others, and indicates that about 0°15 per cent. of the 
particles can penetrate much further than the ordinary 

- « particles of range 5°4 cm. 
The effect is very small and exact measurement is difficult. 

With the source used the maximum number of scintillations 
per minute due to the long-range @ particles was seldom 
more than 20 per minute even when corrected to the initial 
time, 7. e. for the maximum activity of the source. Conse- 
quently not more than about 40 scintillations could in general 
be counted for any one point on the curve, and this “brings 
in very considerable probability variations. However, the 
number of @ particles corresponding to the flat part of the 
curve between 5°5 and 5°9 cm. range only varied in ten 
experiments betweeu 0°10 and 0°20 per cent., which is well 
within the experimental error and the error due to probability. 
The mean ratio found was 0°15 per cent., and the range of the 
new « particles or the range at which scintillations cease to 
be produced was about 6°4 cm. 

Various experiments were tried to make sure that the long- 
range a particles were nct due to radium C or thorium C 
which might come from a small quantity of radium or radio- 
thorium in the source. In the case of radium C it is known 
that its decay for along exposure is not much different from 
that of actinium. The absence of radium C in the source 
was, however, proved by the fact that the ratio of long-range 
a particles was not altered when the plate A was exposed to 
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the actinium preparation for two hours, or for several days, 
in a completely closed vessel. In the latter case the radium 
emanation would accumulate and give a far greater quantity 
of radium © than for a two-hours exposure. Further, the 
agreement between the various experiments in giving the 
ange as 6°4 cm. in itself shows that no radium © @ particles 

of range 6°9 cm. were present. Difficulty was, however, 
experienced in the earlier experiments from thorium © as an 
impurity. This was shown by the presence of a particles of 
range 8°6 cm., the number of which did not decay at the 
same rate as the actinium active deposit, but with the well- 
known period of thorium B, 10°6 hours. The number of these 
particles was with long exposures about 0:03 per cent. of the 
initial number of « particles from actinium C, but by exposing 
for only two hours the number could be considerably reduced 
and the small necessary correction could be made by counting 
the number cf scintillations at a range greater than 6°4 cm. 
In the curve given in fig. 1 the thorium C a@ particles only 
amounted initially to 0:005 per cent., and have been 
corrected for. 

Since the range of the observed « particles differs little 
from that of actinium A, 7. ¢. 6°5 em., it might be thought 
possible that they may be due to this product derived from 
actinium X obtained by recoil from the actinium in the 
source. The nearly constant ratio obtained in the expe- 
riments and the rate of decay of the number of long-range 
a particles, however, negative this idea. 

The above experiments therefore indicate that the e particles 
of actinium C are complex, and that 0°15 per cent. have a 
range of 6°4 cm., while the main number have a range of 
o'4 cm. 

Tonization Curves of a Particles from Polonium, Actinium C, 
Radium C, and Thorium C. 

In connexion with these experiments it must be recalled 
that Mlle. Blanquies* in 1909 came to the conclusion that 
two a ray products are present in the active deposit of 
actinium. This conclusion was based mainly on a comparisou 
of the ionization curves for polonium, actinium OC, and 
radium C. The ionization curves obtained are reproduced 
in fig. 3. 

It will be noticed that although the curves for polonium 
and radium C are superposable, the curve for actinium C 
shows a much less pronounced “knee,” as though complex 

* Mile. Blanquies, Le Radium, vi. p. 230 (1909); vii. p. 159 (1910). 
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a particles were present. It is obvious, moreover, that the 
difference between the curves is much more than could be 
accounted for by such a small fraction of long-range 
a particles as found above; indeed these particles would 

JON/IZATION. 

LYSTAVVCES. 

have no detectable influence on the ionization curve as 
ordinarily determined. Consequently we have repeated the 
experiments and determined the ionization curves for polo- 
nium, actinium C, radium ©, and thorium C. Our expe- 
riments do not confirm her results, yet they have brought to 
light some interesting points in connexion with ionization 
curves, and they will therefore be described at length. 

The apparatus used is shown in fig. 4, and is essentially the 
same as the well-known Bragg apparatus, except that the 
source was moved by a ground-glass joint J instead of through 
a stuffing-box. The source S was placed in a narrow brass 
tube T which could be moved vertically inside the wide glass 
tube. Consequently a narrow pencil of « particles was 
directed normally through two wire gauzes G, and G, on to 
the electrode. G, was connected to the brass cylinder C 
which was also connected to earth. G,. was insulated from 
C by a ring of mica, and was connected to a battery of 
320 volts, the other terminal of which was earthed. The 
electrode D was connected to a sensitive Wilson-Kaye 
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electroscope W. ‘The current observed in the latter was 
thus due to the ionization produced by the « particles in the 
shallow space between G, and D, which was 3 mm. in depth, 
and by altering the distance of the source an ionization curve 

Fig. 4. 
Pp 

70 UMP. 
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MANOMETER. 

LARTH 

= = 
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could be obtained. The electrode D had a diameter of 6 em. 
and the brass tube Tan internal diameter of 10mm. The glass 
tube B was waxed air-tight to the brass cylinder so that the 
whole apparatus could be exhausted and any desired pressure 
used, the source being introduced through a ground-glass 
plate P. For radium C, actinium C, and thorium C, small 
well-polished metal disks of diameter about 4 mm. were 
exposed to the respective emanations; as source of polonium 
an equal-sized sheet of platinum was used, which had been 
activated with radium (D+H+F) by repeated exposure to 
large quantities of radium emanation about two years ago. 
The surface of the platinum was bright and not contaminated 
in any way. 

In the experiments with the various substances the pressure 
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was adjusted in each case so that the range of the « particles 
was practically the same, viz. 9cm. Thus for the expe- 
riment with polonium, the range of whose 2 particles is known 
to be 3°77 em. at 15° C, and 76 em. Hg :—The temperature 
in a particular experiment was 17° C., and thus the pressure 

oO 2 hail ¢ 

ay) © Osanna 
Subtracting this from the barometric height 75:3 cm. gives 
43-3 em. asthe required difference of level of the two limbs 
of the manometer. 

In this way curves were obtained under exactly similar 
circumstances as regards configurations of the apparatus. To 
compare the shapes of the curves they were reduced to the 
same scale of pressure, viz. 76cm. and 15°C. Thus in the case 
of actinium the curve marked (a) in fig. 5 was calculated as 

required inside the apparatus was 76 x 

Fig. 
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5. 
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the mean of several curves, and similarly for the other 
substances. For astrict comparison of the curves another 
correction is necessary, namely, that for the finite depth of 
the ionization chamber. This depth was 0°3 cm., and thus 
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the ionization measured for any given distance, say « em., of 
the source to the first gauze G, really represents the integral 
of the curve between w and 2+0°3 cm. In the curve reduced 
to 15° C. and 76 cm. Hg. (fig. 5a) this would correspond to 
the integral between y .# and ¥(%+0°3), where y is the caleu- 
lated reduction factor. To get the true shape of the curve, 
therefore, rectangles of width 0:3y were constructed at 
various points of the curve, and the curve 6 drawn graphi- 
cally so as to have the same integral as the rectangles over 
their width. 

It was found that the steep part of the curve between the 
maximum and the end was practically a straight line, and 
the point where this straight line cuts the range axis was 
taken as the end of the range. The ranges measured in this 
way were found to be at 15° C. and 76 cm. Hg.:—polonium 
3°77 cm., actinium C 5°40 em., radium C 6:92 cm., and 
thorium C, 8°60 cm., in good agreement with the values 
generally accepted*. To make a comparison of the curves 
for the different products the distances were measured from 
the ends of the ranges and the ionization expressed as 
percentages of the maxima. In this way the curves given 
in fig. 6 were deduced. 

100 

79 

50 

JONIZATION. 

CENTIMETRES FROM END OF RANGE. 

It will be at once observed from an inspection of the figure 
that the different curves are not superposable; for instance, 

* Rutherford, ‘Radioactive Substances,’ p. 668. 
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the distance between the maximum and the end of the range 
is least for polonium and greatest for thorium ©,. This has 
apparently not been observed previously, though it is to be 
anticipated theoretically. It is known from experiments on 
the magnetic deflexion of « particles that an initially homo- 
geneous beam becomes slightly less homogeneous as ab- 
sorption proceeds*. This phenomenon was first predicted 
by Darwin f and termed by him “ straggling.” It is due to 
the fact that some & particles suffer more severe encounters 
with the atoms of matter traversed than others. Consider 
a pencil of « particles from thorium C, which have traversed a 
distance from the source inair of 8°6—3:°77=4°83cem. These 
a particles will have the same residual range, 3°77 cm., 
and consequently the same average velocity as a pencil of 
a particles at the moment of their projection from atoms 
of polonium. Yet whereas in the latter case the velocities of 
every « particle in the beam will be exactly the same, in the 
former case the velocities will have values grouped round 
the average, and in general differing from it by small 
amounts. It is easy to see that the ionization curve will be 
different in the two cases, and that the ‘“‘ knee ” will be more 
pronounced in the case of polonium @ particles in agreement 
with the results shown in fig. 6. 

As the @ particles of actinium Cand radium C have ranges 
intermediate between those of thorium ©, and polonium, it is 
to be expected that the curves should show intermediate 
characteristics. Our results are in general agreement with 
this expectation. The experimental curves are, however, 
almost identical; whereas theoretically the actinium curve 
should be nearer to that for polonium, since the range of the 
a particles ofactinium C is smaller than the range of the 
a particles of radium C. It must be remembered, however, 
that owing to the rapid decay of the active deposits of actinium 
and radium, the experimental error is somewhat increased 
and is probably greater than any deviation from what is to be 
anticipated theoretically. 

A comparison of figs. 3 and 6 will show that our measure- 
ments do not agree with those of Mlle. Blanquies, and that 
no definite evidence of further anomaly in the a particles of 
actinium C, than those indicated in the first section of this 
paper, has been established. 

* Marsden & Taylor, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxviii. p. 448 (1918). 
+ Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxiii. p. 901 (1912). Cf. Marsden & Richardson, 

Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 184 (1918); also Bianu, Ze Radium, x. p. 122 
(1913). 
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Scheme of Transformation. 

By analogy with the transformations in the active deposits © 
of thorium and radium, the actinium active deposit may be 
written as follows:— 

| By 
{ a 

4 

j Da 

26) 965) By 464 
z 

ra 
, 4 

hohe one SS ACE es Neue ee mins. 

y~O0L a A 
3.9 secs. 002 sec. 36.1 mins. Bl) Act’, —? 

2.15 mins. '.005 sec.(?) 

1. €. we may suppose that °9985 of the atoms of actinium C 
emit « particles of range 5°4cm. and become transformed into 
atoms of actinium D, while the other 0015 may be supposed 
to emit rays and produce the new product C,, whose period, 
assuming Geiger’s formula to be applicable, ought to be 

| about 1/200 second. 
On such an hypothesis, actinium C(=(C,+C,) may be 

presumed to emit practically no 6 radiation compared with 
actinium D. Hxperiments were made to test this point. 
Pure actinium ©, without B or D, was deposited on nickel 
from hot acid solution, and the subsequent variation of activity 
measured by B rays. The curve rose from zero, showing 
initially that no detectable 6 radiation was present compared 
with that due to actinium D. 

It is of interest to compare the characteristics of the 
products of the three active deposits, for they appear so 
analogous that such a comparison might throw light on the 
process occurring during disintegration. From the theory 

| of the structure of the atom originally put forward by 
| Prof. Sir EH. Rutherford*, it is probable that both « and 8 
| rays originate in the central positive nucleus, while y rays are 

a secondary effect due to the arrangement of the electrons. 
Itthus appears probable that the ultimate cause of disinte- 
gration is connected with the structure of the nucleus rather 
than that of the atom as a whole, so thata study of radio- 
active transformation is one possible method of obtaining 
information on the properties of the nucleus. From the fact 
that the radiations emitted follow practically the same order 
in the three radioactive families, it would appear that the 

* Of. Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 501 (1913). Rutherford & Robinson, 

Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 728(1913). Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxvii. p. 486 

(1914). 
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nuclei of corresponding produets must have some fundamental 
ebaracteristic In common. 

In the following table the disintegration constants and 
properties of the products following the emanations are 
given, the numbers in the same row belonging to the family 
given in the first column. The e rays are characterized by 

- their ranges in air at 15° ©. and 76 cm. Hg, and the 6 and 
y rays by their respective absorption coefficients in alu- 
minium, the numbers for y rays being taken from the tables 
of Rutherford and Richardson *. For theoretical purposes 
and for the establishment of empirical formule it would, 
no doubt, be better to give the velocities of the « and 8 par- 
ticles and the actual wave-lengths of the various y rays, but 
such data are not yet complete and the numbers given are 
sufficient for qualitative comparisons. In the columns for 
CG, and Cfsare given the data for those atoms of the © 
products which “emit a and B rays respectively, and the 
chances of disintegration in any second in these two directions 
are denoted by D and A,gf, where A,+Ag=A, (A,= the 
ordinary disintegration constant of C) and 2,/Xg¢ is the ratio 
of the numbers of atoms which are transformed in the two 
ways. Itis obvious that the D products of actinium and 
thorium correspond to radium C,, and the data for these 
products has therefore been placed in the same column, and 
similarly for the other corresponding products. When the 
schemes of transformation are fully investigated, a change ot 
nomenclature will be advisable. 

It will be noticed that in almost every column the thorium 
product lies intermediate in its characteristics between the 
corresponding products of radium and actinium. No direct 
information is at present available as to whether this is also 
the order of the atomic weights{. An exception occurs 
in the B products, the transformation constants and the 
absorption coefficients of the hardest y rays both following 
the order Ra>Act>Th. On the supposition mentioned 
above, this would apparently show that whatever irregularity 
there is in the nucleus of one of the products, it must also 
extend to one of the innermost rings of electrons. This 
question cannot be settled definitely, however, until the 
wave-lengths of the y rays are known. Another exception 
is that the ranges of the particles of the C, products, (= RaC’) 
follow the order Th> Ra> Act. In fact Swinne$, using 

* Rutherford & Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 938 (1915). 
+ Marsden & Darwin Joc. cit. 
t Cf. Fajans, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 5 (1918). 
§ Swinne, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 142 (1913). 

Phil. Mag. S. 0, Vol. 27. Ne. 100s Aya 1914. 3 A e 
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TABLE I. 

| Product : — Emanation. (Al B. 

ates T —————— a 

A(sec.—}), Range,.| r. Range, . r. Hp. By 
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empirical relations, predicted that, if actinium C, exists, it 
ought to have a range of 9°3 cm. and not 6°4 cm. as found 
in these experiments. 

With regard to the supposed a¢ radiation of radium C,; 
these @ particles have not yet been observed owing to the 
very small number to be expected. In some experiments cn 
the magnetic deflexion of « particles by one of us, a search 
was made by assuming them to possess the velocity predicted 
by Geiger’s formula for a period of 19°5 mins. The results 
were negative; but a fraction of less than about 0:005 of the 
main beam of a particles would have escaped detection. 

bes 

| 
| 
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In view of the fact that the @ radiations of thorium D and 
actinium D are much less penetrating than those of the 
4, products, it is somewhat anomalous that the 8 rays of 
radium (©, (equivalent to Th D and Act D) have exactly the 
same penetrating power as those of radium Cyg. Again, 
although thorium C and actinium C emit no y rays, yet 
radium © undoubtedly appears to; for it is improbable that 
the relatively few atoms of radium C, can give rise to the 
whole of the intense y radiation of radium C. A closer 
examination of these latter points would be of interest. 

In conclusion we wish to express our indebtedness to 
Prot. Sir KE. Rutherford for his kind interest in this 
research. 

LXXX. The High-Frequency Spectra of the Elements. 
Part ll. By H.G. J. Moseiny, J/.A.* 

i Nees first part f of this paper dealt with a method of 
photographing X-ray spectra, and included the spectra 

of a dozen elements. More than thirty other elements have 
now been investigated, and simple laws have been found 
which govern the results, and make it possible to predict 
with confidence the position of the principal lines in the 
‘spectrum of any element from aluminium to gold. The 
present contribution is a general preliminary survey, which 
-claims neither to be complete nor very accurate. 

A somewhat different method of photographing these 
spectra has been developed independently by de Broglie t 
and by Herveg§. The latter closely confirms the angles 
given by Moseley and Darwin || for reflexion of Pt rays from 
‘selenite. De Broglie finds less satisfactory agreement for 
the reflexion from rocksalt. De Broglie has also examined 
the spectra of W and Au, and has obtained for Cu and Fe 
results similar te those given in Part I. 

The general experimental method has remained unaltered, 
sand need not be again described. The same crystal of 
potassium ferrocyanide has been used as analyser throughout. 
The sharpness of the lines of short wave-length has 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Moseley, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 1024 (1918). 
{ De Broglie, C. #. 17 Nov., 22 Dec., 1913, 19 Jan., 2 Feb., 2 March, 

11914. 
§ Herveg, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. xvi. p. 73, Jan. 1914, 
|| Moseley & Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 210 (1913). 

3A 2 
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been much eee by reducing the breadth of the de- 
fining slit to about 0:2 mm. The most convenient type of 
X-ray tube is drawn to scale in fig. 1. The aluminium 
trolley which carries the targets can be drawn to and 
fro by means of silk fishing-line wound on brass bobbins. 
An iron screen S fastened to the rails is furnished with a fine 
vertical slit which defines the X-ray beam. The slit should 
be fixed exactly opposite the focus-spot of the cathode-stream, 
though a slight error can be remedied by deflecting the cathode 
rays with a magnet. The X rays escape by a side-tube 
24 cm. diameter ‘closed by an aluminium window 0-022 mm. 
thick. The X-r ay tube, which has a capacity of over 
3 litres, was exhausted with a Gaede mereury-pump, for the 
loan of which I am indebted to Balliol College. 

ll 
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The radiations of long wave-length cannot penetrate an 
aluminium window or more than a centimetre or two of air. 
The photographs had therefore in this case to be taken 
inside an exhausted spectrometer. Fig. 2 gives a vertical 
section to scale of the X-ray tube and spectrometer. The 
former consists of a bulb containing the cathode, joined by a 
very large glass T-piece to a long tube of 4 cm. diameter, 
in which are the rails R and the carriage C. S is the 
defining-slit and W a window of goldbeaters’ skin which 
separates the tube from the spectrometer. This material, 
which is usually air-tight, though sometimes it may 
require varnishing, is extremely transparent to X rays. 
A circular window of 2 cm. diameter will easily with- 
stand the pressure of the atmosphere if left undisturbed. 
In these experiments, however, the pressure was relieved 
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every time the spectrometer was exhausted, and under such 
conditions the goldbeaters’ skin had frequently to be 
renewed. The spectrometer, which was specially designed 
for this work, consists of a strong circular iron box of 30 cm. 
inside diameter and 8 em. high, closed by a lid which, 
when the flange is greased, makes an air-tight joint. Two 
concentric grooves are cut in the floor of the box. The 
table A, which carries the plate-holder, rests on three steel 
balls, of which two run in the outer groove, while the third 
rests on the floor of the box. The position of the crystal- 
table B is controlled in like manner by the inner groove. 
This geometrical construction for a spectrometer is well 

figiys 

m0 

Vy Ulu 

Y : = 

known. The scales are fixed to the box and the verniers to 
the tables. or these very soft rays the absorption by the 
black paper front of the plate-holder became serious, and 
two sheets of black tissue-paper were used instead. Lumps 
of the pure elements, usually several millimetres thick, were 
used as targets in the case of Mg, Al, Si, Mo, Ru, Pd, 
Ag, Sb, Ta. Foils such as Rh, W, Au were either silver- 
soldered or brazed onto copper. Os was used in the form of 
a thin chemical deposit on copper. The alloys used were 
ZrNi (70 per cent.), We (50 per cent.), NbTa (50 per 
cent.), and SnMn (50 per cent.). KCl and the oxides of 
the rare-earth elements were rubbed onto the surface of 
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nickel plates roughened with coarse emery-powder. The 
only serious difficulty in the experiments is caused by the © 
heat produced by the cathode ray bombardment, and the 
sonsequent liberation of gas and destruction of the surface of 
zhe target. This makes it necessary to use the element in a 
form which is not too volatile and prevents the employment 
of a very powerful discharge. The total time of an exposure, 
including rests, varied from three minutes for a substance 
such as ruthenium, which could safely be heated, to thirty 
‘minutes for the rare earth oxides. The importance of using 
an efficient high-tension valve may again be mentioned. 

The oxides of Sa, Eu, Gd, Er were given me by Sir Wil- 
liam Crookes, O.M., to whom I wish to express my sincere 
gratitude. For the loan of the Os and a button of Ru I am 
indebted to Messrs. Johnson Matthey. The alloys were 
obtained from the Metallic Compositions Co., and the oxides 
of La, Ce, Pr, Nd, and Hr from Dr. Schuchardt, of Gorlitz. 

Almost every line was photographed in two different 
orders, and the double angles of reflexion measured as before 
to within 0°:1 and sometimes 0°05. In some sets of experi- 
ments a small error caused by the crystal surface not being 
exactly on the spectrometer-axis gave rise to a systematic 
discrepancy in the results obtained from reflexion in different 
orders. It was found that this error, which never changed 
the reflexion-angle by more than 0°-05, could be measured 
more accurately from the amount of the discrepancy than 
from direct observation of the crystal. A more serious cor- 
rection was necessary when using the long wave-length 
apparatus. In this case the slit and photograph are not 
equidistant from the crystal, and the position of the spectrum- 
lines on the plate is no longer independent of the angle at 
which the crystal is set. The necessary corrections were 
calculated geometrically, and verified by photographing the 
same line for both right-handed and left-handed reflexions 
and with the crystal set at various angles. 

In the work on the very short wave-lengths, the reflexion 
- of the general heterogeneous radiation gave some trouble. 
This is always an important part of the radiation from an 

~ X-ray tube, but with a hard tube it is analysed by reflexion 
mainly into constituents of very short wave-length, and so 

_ usually does not interfere with the line-spectra. It is only 
with an extremely soft tube, combined with precautions 

“against absorption by the air, that constituents reflected at 
large angles become prominent. When examining such a 
spectrum as that of Ag in the K series, the general reflexion 

° 
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cannot be avoided. Unfortunately, when photographed it 
takes the form of irregular fringes, which effectually hide 
faint spectrum-lines. A change of target, with the position 
of slit and crystal unaltered, does not affect the appearance 
of the fringes, a fact which proves that they are due to the 
general heterogeneous radiation. It is easy to show that the 
fringes are merely a very foreshortened pattern of patches 
on the crystal surface which reflect exceptionally well. The 
way in which they move and spread out laterally as the 
crystal is turned provides a proof of this, and so does 
Barkla’s * observation that when the crystal is moved side- 
ways the fringes move with it. It is easy to devise methods 
for getting rid of the fringes. In the first place, narrowing 
the slit or increasing the distance from the crystal will diminish 
their intensity compared with that of the line-spectrum. 
In the second place, turning the crystal will move and blur 
the fringes, but leave the sharpness of the lines unaffected 
provided the slit and photograph are equidistant from the 
reflecting surface t. The’ quantitative measurements of 
Moseley and Darwin? on the reflexion of the general 
radiation must have been little affected by these fringes, as 
the incident beam was restricted to a very narrow pencil 
which always impinged on the same part of the erystal. 

The results obtained for radiations belonging to Barkla’s 
K series are given in Table J., and for convenience the 
figures already given in Part I. are included. The wave- 
length > has been calculated from the glancing angle of 
reflexion @ by means of the relation nXN=2d sin 6, where 
d has been taken to be 8°454x10-8 cm. As before, the 
strongest line is called « and the next line 8. The square 
root of the frequency of each line is plotted in fig. 3, and 
the wave-lengths can be read off with the help of the scale 
at the top of the diagram. 

The spectrum of Al was photographed in the first order 
only. The very light elements give several other fainter 
lines, which have not yet been fully investigated, while the 
results for Mg and Na are quite complicated, and apparently 
depart from the simple relations which connect the spectra 
of the other elements. In the spectra from yttrium onwards 
only the @ line has so far been measured, and further results 
in these directions will be given in a later paper. The 

* Barkla and Martyn, Proc. Phys. Soc. London (1913). 
+ Moseley, Joc. cit. p. 1025. See also W. H. and W. L. Bragg, Proc. 

Roy. Soc. A, Ixxxviil. p. 428 (1918). 
{ Moseley and Darwin, Joc. cit. 
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TABLE Ik 

a ae Qk. resi B ve 
A X10? cm. Nae Ax 10 

AMOI, Sse ssee. 8°364 12:05 13 7-912 
Silke Onareret cee tees cc 7°142 13°04 14 6°729 

Chlorine “22550500.4.% 4-750 16:00 TG: .-0) ee 
Rotassium: | i.20....: 3°759 17:98 19 3°463 
@aleiumy, 2.-..0..0-: 3368 19:00 20 3094 
MitGamilinn ke. ceceese. 2°758 20-99 22 2-524 
Vanadium (23.......-- 2°519 21-96 23 2:297 
Chromium) ..3.5225. 2-301. 22-98 24 2:093 
Manganese ......... 2-111 23°99 25 1318 
ION Reiss reese 1:946 24:99 26 1°765 
CWonaltne ee eee 1°798 26°00 Pall 1:629 
INGOKe]T + isc 0se eek ece 1:662 27°04 28 1°506 
Woppeth eames ecte 1:549 28°01 29 1-402 
DANG Ree Ae eee ee 1°445 29:01 30 1°306 
Netti» ee. aes ee 0°838 38'1 39) Ne eee 
ARCOM: 22525802: 0-794 39°1 40 
Niobium ............ 0:750 40°2 AMG th ll ite ees 
Molybdenum......... 0:721 41:2 BD I SA Meenas 
Ruthenium ......... 0638 43°6 AA PON! the eee 
Palladium’ 155.02... 0°584 45°6 46.5 Tilt eee 
SUVel Aves 0°560 46°6 bss oe lode peers 

spectra both of K and of Cl were obtained by means of 
a target of KCI, but it is very improbable that the observed 
lines have been attributed to the wrong elements. The 
a line for elements from Y onwards appeared to consist of a 
very close doublet, an effect previously observed by Bragg * 
in the case of rhodium. 

The results obtained for the spectra of the L series are 
given in Table IT. and plotted in fig. 3. ‘These spectra con- 
tain five lines, a, B, y, 6, e, reckoned in order of decreasing 
wave-length and decreasing intensity. There is also always 
a faint companion 2’ on the long wave-length side of a, 
a rather faint line @ between 8 and y for the rare earth 
elements at least, and a number of very faint lines of wave- 
length greater than «. Of these, a, 8, ¢, and y have been 

_ systematically measured with the object of finding out how 
the spectrum alters from one element to another. The fact 
that often values are not given for all these lines merely 
indicates the incompleteness of the work. The spectra, so 
far as they have been examined, are so entirely similar that 
without doubt «, 8, and y at least always exist. Often y was 

* Brageo, ‘Nature,’ March 12, 1914. 
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Fig, 3. 
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TABLE II. 

| | | | | 
F | N. | A | 5 3 

a line. Q,: 5 B line. | @ line. | y line. | 
\Ax108em.) | oe XX 108, | AX 108 | AX 108, | 

Zirconium ......... I 6091 32°8 AQ). | -. Scidam, lee eee 
INIGDINM, | 2.0.2.6: 5749 33°8 41 5507 +] <csc.2 PS 
Molybdenum...... | 5423 | 348 42 567 | Se eee 
Ruthenium ...... 4°861 36-7 | 44 | 4660")... eee 
Rhoaium ........- 4622 | 37-7 4D Ul  ocaceem crneebeesenh aren 
Palladiimy.eseecs 22 4385 | 387 46 4168. eet 3°928 
Silverienenssoere se: 4170 | 396 All Wea See 
| LPT aR a 3619 | 42:6 |) [50 I 2225) See 
Antimony ......... 3°458 43°6 DL. | 37245. |) 2. 
Lanthanum ...... 2610" 5|0249°5 he i eal 2:424 2°313 

i@erinny 2.29. tc222 256i Orb 58 | 2°360 2°315 2°209 
Praseodymium ...| (2-471) | 51% 59°), “27265 | 
Neodymium ...... |. 2382 52:5 | GO 9) 2475. 22... 

| Samarium ......... | 2:208 54°5 62 | 2:008 1°972 1°893 
| Europium ......... 2-130 55°5 63 | 1:925 1888 1°814 
| Gadolinium ...... 2:057 56°5 64 | 1°853 L818. 15 gees 
oma, <2 see 2 1914 58'6 66 | TEL «| cence ee eee 
ie biiing.c-seohcce =: |  1°790 60°6 68 | 1-59l 1563: |e 
iPancalum 22¢.2.2-¢ 15 65'6 73 PeSSOi Ne ccewee 1:287 

(Bungsten ....25..- 1-486 66°5 1¢: ae ee 1 ae : 
Osmium. 2.25.22 1-397 68°5 76 ASOT iS eee 1172 
ridiMintysseo esc 1354 | 69°6 fe) ASD) eee 1138 
IETS) eee ae 1316 | 706 Oe sl ak eee 1:104 
Oldissanien succes. TOT alg aha: 79 1097.) pa 1078 

| | 

uot included in the limited range of wave-lengths which can 
be photographed on one plate. Sometimes lines have not 
been measured, either on account of faintness or of the 
confusing proximity of lines due to impurities. 

Lines due to impurities were frequently present, but 
caused little trouble except in the rare earth group. Here 
two extreme cases occurred. The X-ray spectrum of the 
praseodymia showed that it consisted roughly of 50 per cent. 
La, 35 per cent. Ce, and 15 per cent. Pr. Unfortunately 
the position expected for the & line of Pr coincides with the 
known position of the 8 line of La, but the @ line of Pr 
was quite conspicuous, and had precisely the wave-length 
anticipated. Two specimens of erbia were used. ‘The speci- 
men purchased contained 50 per cent. Hr and 50 per cent. of 
another element, of which the X-ray spectrum coincides 
with the spectrum calculated for Ho. The erbia given by 
Sir William Crookes was evidently nearly pure, but showed 
the a and @ lines of Ho quite faintly, and also faint lines 
agreeing with «and 8 of Ds and « of TmI and of TmII. 
The Nd was free from La, Ce, and Pr, but contained a fair 
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proportion of Sm. The Sm, Bu, and Gd appeared to be 
pure. I hope soon to complete the examination of the 
spectra of this group. 

Conclusions. 

In fig. 3 the spectra of the elements are arranged on 
horizontal lines spaced at equal distances. The order chosen 
for the elements is the order of the atomic weights, except in 
the cases of A, Co, and Te, where this clashes with the order 
of the chemical properties. Vacant lines have been left for 
an element between Mo and Ru, an element between Nd 
and Sa, and an element between W and Os, none of which 
are yet known, while Tm, which Welsbach has separated 
into two constituents, 1s given two lines. This is equivalent 
to assigning to successive elements a series of successive 
characteristic integers. On this principle the integer N for 
Al, the thirteenth element, has been taken to be 13, and the 
values of N then assumed by the other elements are given 
on the left-hand side of fig. 3. This proceeding is justified 
by the fact that it introduces perfect regularity into the 
X-ray spectra. Hxamination of fig.3 shows that the values 
of v2 for all the lines examined bothin the K and the L series 
now fall on regular curves which approximate to straight 
lines. The same thing is shown more clearly by comparing 
the values of N in Table I. with those of 

Qe=4/ ., 

v being the frequency of the « line and vp the fundamental 
Rydberg frequency. It is here plain that Qe =N—1 very 
approximately, except for the radiations of very short wave- 
length which gradually diverge from this relation. Again, 
in Table II. a comparison of N with 

where v is the frequency of the L « line, shows that 
Qt =N—7-4 approximately, although a systematic deviation 
clearly shows that the relation is not accurately linear in this 
case. 

Now if either the elements were not characterized by these 
integers, or any mistake had been made in the order chosen 
or in the number of places left for unknown elements, these 

* Welsbach, Monatsh, xxxii. p. 373 (1911). 
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regularities would at once disappear. We can therefore 
conclude from the evidence of the X-ray spectra alone, with- 
out using any theory of atomic structure, that these integers 
are really characteristic of the elements. _ Further, as it is 
improbable that two different stable elements should have 
the same integer, three, and only three, inore elements are 
likely to exist between Aland Au. As the X-ray spectra 
of these elements can be confidently predicted, they should 
not be difficult to find. The examination of keltium * would 
be of exceptional interest, as no place has been assigned to 
this element. 

Now Rutherford? has proved that the most important con- 
stituent of an atom is its central positively charged nucleus, 
and van den Broek ft has put forward the view that the 
charge carried by this nucleus is in all cases an integral 
multiple of the charge on the hydrogen nucleus. There is 
every reason to suppose that the integer which controls the 
X-ray spectrum is the same as the number of electrical units 
in the nucleus, and these experiments therefore give the 
strongest possible support to the hypothesis of van den Broek. 
Soddy § has pointed out that the chemical properties of the 
radio-elements are strong evidence that this hypothesis is 
true for the elements from thallium to uranium, so that its 
general validity would now seem to be established. 

From the approximate linear relation between v? and N 
for each line we obtain the general equation 

y=A (N—D)?, 

where A and j are constants characteristic of each line. For 
the K «e line 

A=(z; — 5.) por and b= 1%. 

For the L a line approximately 

i: 
=. sit z2) yy and © b=7-4. 

The fact that the numbers and arrangement of the lines in 
the K and the L spectra are quite different, strongly suggests 
that they come from distinct vibrating systems, while the 
fact that ) is much larger for the L lines than for the K lines 

* Urbain, C.R. clii. p. 141 (1911). 
+ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 669 (1911), and xxvii. p. 488 (1914). 
t Van den Broek, Phys. Zeit. xiv. p. 32 (1913), and ‘ Nature,’ Nov. 27, 

Dec. 25, 1913, March 5, 1914. 
§ Soddy, Jahrbuch Rad. und. Elect. x. p.193 (1913) ; ‘ Nature,’ Dec. 4, 

Dec. 18 (1913). 
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suggests that the L system is: situated the further from the 
nucleus. 

Tt was shown in Part I. * that the linear relation between 
ve and N—0 was most naturally explained if the vibrating 
system was a ring of electrons rotating round the central 
nucleus with an angular momentum which was the same for 
the different elements. This view has been analysed and put 
in a more generalised form in a letter to ‘ Nature +, written 
in answer to criticisms made by Lindemann f. 

Summary. 

1. Every element from aluminium to gold is characterized 
by an integer N which determines its X-ray spectrum. 
Every detail in the spectrum of an element can there- 
fore be predicted from the spectra of its neighbours. 

2, This integer N, the atomic number of the element, is 
identified with the number of positive units of 
electricity contained in the atomic nucleus. 

3. The atomic numbers for all elements from Al to Au- 
have been tabulated on the assumption that N for Al 
IS lide 

4. The order of the atomic numbers is the same as that of 
the atomic weights, except where the latter disagrees 
with the order of the chemical properties. 

5. Known elements correspond with all the numbers be- 
between 13 and 79 except three. There are here 
three possible elements still undiscovered. 

6. The frequency of any line in the X-ray spectrum is 
approximately proportional to A(N—d)?, where A 
and 6 are constants. 

I wish to thank Prot. J. S. Townsend, F.R.S., for providing 
me with every facility for carrying on this work, which has 
been greatly assisted by a grant from the Institut Inter- 
national de Physique Solvay. 

Electrical Laboratory, 
Oxford. 

* 
ali 

f 

Loe. cit. p. 1032. 
Moseley, ‘ Nature,’ Jan. 15 (1914). 
¥, A, Lindemann, ‘ Nature,’ Jan. 1, Feb. 5, 1914. 
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LXXXI. On the Activity of freshly-formed Radium Emanation. 
By Horace H. Pooiz*. 

S there is no very satisfactory theoretical explanation of 
the exponential law of radioactive decay, it is not 

unreasonable to suppose that variations from it might occur 
under certain conditions. For instance, as has been suggested 
by Dr. Joly, it is possible that the rate of decay and hence 
the activity of a body might be anomalous when the body 
is freshly formed so that its age is only a very small fraction 
of its average life. Accordingly an attempt has been made 
to compare the activity of radium emanation a few seconds 
old with that of the same body at the age of a few minutes. 
If the exponential law holds the activities should be the same, 
as the decrease in the total quantity of emanation during 
the interval would be negligible. 

The continuous flow method was employed. An air blast 
from a Roots blower was passed successively through a gas 
meter, a pressure regulator, and a drying-tube; it then 
passed over a thin film of impure radium chloride formed by 
evaporation on the upper surface of a small platinum ribbon, 
similar to that used in the Apophorometer, which was 
maintained at a white heat by means of an electric current. 
Thence the air current passed through a long plug of cotton 
wool, and after traversing a cooling tube entered the first 
testing vessel, from which it passed through a long wide lead 
pipe before entering the second testing vessel, which was 
exactly similar to the first in all respects. After leaving this 
the current was discharged in the open air by means of a 
tube leading out the window. Knowing the volume of air 
passing per second and the volumes of the various parts of 
the apparatus, it was easy to calculate the average age of the 
emanation entering the two testing vessels on the assumption 
that the emanation was liberated from the white hot strip 
as soon as formed. This seems to be the most doubtful 
point connected with the experiment, but it would seem 
probable that, as the strip was only slightly below the 
melting point of platinum, and the film of radioactive matter 
very thin, a very large percentage of the emanation must 
have been liberated within a few seconds of its formation. 

In order to avoid trouble with.the growth of active deposit 
in the testing vessels the air current was allowed to flow 
steadily over the heated strip for at least three hours before 
readings were taken, so that the active deposit might attain 
equilibrium with the emanation passing through. During 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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this period the testing vessels were kept charged, the central 
wires being earthed so as not to cause variations in the 
distribution of the deposit. Before the commencement of 
an experiment the strip was thoroughly deemanated by 
heating, the emanation which had accumulated on it being 
swept away down a pipe leading out the window. 

The testing vessels were copper cylinders about 3°2 cm. 
in diameter and 180 c.c. volume mounted vertically side by 
side. They were connected together and charged to a 
negative potential of 143 volts by means of a battery of small 
dry cells. ‘The central wires of the testing vessels passed 
through earthed guard tubes in the rubber stoppers which 
closed the upper ends of the vessels, being insulated from 
the guard tubes by means of sulphur. Hither of these wires 
could be connected to the electrometer or earthed by means 
of two small mercury cups inside an earthed metal vessel 
fixed just above the testing vessels. Except when connected 
to the isolated quadrant of the electrometer during a test, 
the wires were always earthed. The air current entered the 
vessels by side tubes near the top, and left them by vertical 
tubes in the centre of the conical bottoms. The inlet tubes 
were tangential so that the air current would flow down the 

_ wessels in a helical path instead of forming irregular eddies. 
_ A Dolezalek electrometer was used with a fairly coarse 
quartz suspension such that the deflexion per volt was about 
160 scale-divisions, the needle being charged to a potential 
of 143 volts. The earthing key consisted of an iron wire 
dipping into the mercury cup used for connecting the testing 
vessels. 

As it was necessary to prevent active deposit and also ions 
formed during the passage of the emanation through the 
long tube from entering the second testing vessel, this was 
guarded by a second cotten-wool plug. It was also necessary 
that the air in the two testing vessels should be at approxi- 
mately the same temperature as otherwise the emanation 
would traverse the two at unequal rates. Accordingly, 
between the cotton-wool plugs and the testing vessels, the air 
flowed through two straight brass tubes 38 em. long placed 
side by side in the same water-jacket. Inside these tubes, 
which were 9:2 mim. internal diameter, were mounted two 
smaller tubes 6°45 mm. external diameter blocked at each 
end, so that the air current traversed the narrow annular 
space between the tubes, thus encountering a large cooling 
surface ina small volume. The inner tubes were insulated 
from the outer ones and charged to the same potential as 
the vessels, thus providing an electric field of about 1040 volts 
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per centimetre to remove any ions which might possibly 
have got through the plugs. 

The testing vessels were interchanged to eliminate any 
difference in the vessels themselves. Their natural leak was 
found while passing a current of pure air at the same rate 
as the emanation carrying current. In most of the 
experiments this was about 20 c.c. per second. 

Preliminary observations with a pair of testing vessels 
differing slightly from those described, indicated that the 
difference between the activities of radium emanation at 
ages of 10 seconds and 5 minutes was certainly small, and 
apparently zero. It was found necessary to keep the platinum 
strip at a bright white heat as otherwise, if its temperature 
were raised, there was a large temporary increase in the 
ionization currents through the vessels, indicating that 
accumulated emanation was being evolved. At this high 
temperature radioactive particles were apparently given off 
by the strip, and were deposited on the walls of the containing 
giass vessel and on the cotton-wool filter plug. Owing to 
the use of insufficient filters in the first experiments the 
testing vessels used became slightly radioactive and were 
accordingly discarded in favour of those described above. 
By the use of a sufficiently thick plug the radioactive dust 
was prevented from reaching the testing vessels, but it of 
course accumulated on the plug and on the walls of the vesse 
surrounding the incandescent strip, where it apparently gave 
off its emanation irregularly, thus causing variations in the 
ionization currents through the testing vessels and so limiting 
the accuracy attainable. 

When determining the natural leak of the testing vessels fo) 

the air current passed through the cotton-wool plug, but not, 
of course, through the vessel containing the strip, so that the 
natural activity included that due to emanation from any 
radium on the plug, but was not affected by radium on the 
walls of the vessel. 

The ionization currents through the two vessels were 
measured alternately, the average rate of motion of the 
electrometer needle during a period of about ten minutes 
being determined for each vessel in turn. When this had 
been done two or three times for each vessel, the connexions 
of the vessels were changed so that the air current traversed 
the vessels in the reverse order. This was done without 
stopping the air current flowing over the incandescent strip. 
Its constancy was tested by timing the revolutions of the 
gas meter. More readings of the ionization currents were 
then taken. | 
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The following is a typical set of results arranged in order. 
A is the average ionization current for about ten minutes 
through one testing vessel in scale divisions per minute, 
B that for the other vessel: the third column shows the 
order of sequence of the vessels as regards the air current. 

A B 

3-63 AB 
3:59 . 

3:76 y 
3°60 ‘ 
(3:47) BA 

(3-24) : 
3°40 ptt 

3-41 b 
3-77 

3:98 
The figures in brackets should, perhaps, be disregarded, as 

they were obtained very shortly after the reversal and so 
might be affected by irregularities due to the temporary 
stoppage of the emanation current through the vessels during 
the changing of the connexions. Taking means of the 
remaining figures, and subtracting the natural activities of 
the vessels, which were 0°51 for A and 0°44 for B, we obtain: — 

A B 

3°18 ae) AB 
3°18 o'14 BA 

As these figures are only the means of the above results, 
which involve such large variations, little stress can be laid 
on their remarkable agreement beyond the fact that they 
show that it is improbable that the variation between the 
activities of the emanation in the first and second vessels 
exceeds 5 per cent., as such a difference would probably have 
been noticeable. Other determinations gave similar results ; 
irregular fluctuations always occurred, the lonization currents 
sometimes increasing and sometimes Heer easing, but the mean 
for the first and second vessels was always nearly the same. 

In the determination to which the above figures apply the 
age of the emanation entering the first vessel was estimated 
at about 5 seconds on the hypothesis that no time was wasted 
in deemanation ; the time required to traverse the vessel 
was about 9 seconds, making the average age of the emanation 
in the first vessel about 10 seconds. ‘The age of the emanation 
in the second vessel was 5 minutes. 

Other determinations were made with less rapid air 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol.‘27. No. 160. April 1914. 3B 
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currents and the ionization currents found to be approximately 
inversely proportional to the rate of the air current, as they 
ought to be. 

This point was being tested more accurately when the 
experiments were brought to an end by the melting of the 
platinum strip, and as it seemed unlikely that very much 
more information would be obtained the work was dis- 
continued. 

The chief uncertainty about the results is probably the 
question as to the time taken in deemanation of the radium 
film. This being so there seemed to be little object in testing 
the activity of emanation whose average age was nominally 
less than 10 seconds, as might have been done by modifying 
the arrangement, since it is quite likely that several seconds 
are occupied in setting free the emanation. 

The general result obtained is that the activity of radium 
emanation is the same within a few seconds of its formation 
as at some minutes later. A variation of 5 per cent. would 
probably have been detected. Thus no variation from the 
Exponential Law has been detected. 

In conclusion I wish to thank Dr. Joly for his kind interest 
and valuable suggestions during the progress of this work. 

Physical Laboratory, 
Trinity College, Dublin. 

LXXXII. On a Classification of Foaming Solutions. By 
S. A. SHorterR, 27.Sc., Assistant Lecturer in Physics in 
the University of Leeds*. 

iE order for solutions to be capable of forming durable 
foam, the surface tension must be capable of local 

variations. It has been recognized for a long time that this 
power of local variation of the surface tension is due to the 
existence of a surface pellicle differing in composition from 
the interior portions of the liquidT. 

Investigation of the properties of the surface layers of 
solutions has led me to the conclusion that though the above 
general explanation is true, there are important differences in 
the nature of the processes involved in the foaming of 
different solutions. 

There are two distinct points to be considered with respect 
to the phenomenon of foaming. One is the nature of the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, vol. iii. p. 351. 
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process of formation of the surface layer. The other is the 
manner in which the surface layer contributes to the 
durability of the liquid film. It is upon differences with 
respect to these two points, that a classification of foaming 
solutions may be based. 

The durability of thin films may be due to two causes :— 
(1) the power of local variation of the surface tension, 
unaccompanied by any special superficial viscosity or rigidity, 
(2) extreme viscosity or rigidity of the surface layers. 
Mixtures of acetic acid and water and soap solutions owe 
their foaming power to the first cause; aqueous solutions of 
albumin, saponin and peptone, to the second cause. Schiitt* 
has shown that the surface layers of a soap solution are 
devoid of any special viscous resistance to shear. I have 
shown f that even in the case of a fresh surface of a solution 
of saponin, there is a definite elastic resistance to shear, 
though the process of elastic relaxation makes the surface 
appear merely viscous when a steady shearing process is 
applied. Towards a transient stress such as would be caused 
by a slight disturbance, the sarface layer would behave like 
an elastic substance. 

We will next consider how the actual process of formation 
of the surface layer differs in different solutions. In a case 
such as that of a mixture of acetic acid and water, equilibrium 
between the surface layers and the body of the solution is 
attained rapidly (except in the case of very dilute solutions), so 
that the process of extension of the surface may be conducted 
in a thermodynamically reversible manner{. In the case 
of solutions of soap and saponin, the process seems to 
be of a different nature. Milner §, from observations on 
solutions of sodium oleate, concludes that the process is 
an irreversible one. In the case of solutions of saponin, 
peptone and albumin, I have shown || that the process of | 
formation of the surface layer proceeds for several weeks 
without any sign of equilibrium. The substance forming 
the surface laye er separates from the bedy of the solution at 
arate practically independent of the thickness of the surface 
layer already formed. The process is thus thermodyna- 
mically irreversible. In the case of solutions of albumin the 
process seems to be also chemically irreversible, the film 
substance being insoluble in water ]. 

* Ann. der Phys, xiii. p. 712 (1904). 
+ Phil. Mag. x1. p. 317 (1906). 
t See Donnan and Barker, Roy. Soc. Proe, A. Ixxxv. p. 557 (1911). 
§ Phil. Mag. xiii. p. 96 (1907). || Phil. Mag. xvii. p. 560 (1909), 
q] See Ramsden, Ror Soc. Tatpeor Pp. 156) (1903). 
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We have, therefore, three distinct classes of foaming 
solutions, having the following characteristics :— 

(1) Surface concentration thermodynamically reversible : 
special superficial viscosity or rigidity absent. 

(2) Surface concentration thermodynamically irreversible: 
special superficial viscosity or rigidity absent. 

(3) Surface concentration thermodynamically irreversible: 
the surface layers specially viscous or rigid. 

Classes (2) and (3) might each be subdivided on the basis 
of the chemical reve ersibility of the process of surface 
concentration. At present, however, little seems to be 
known on this point *. 
This classification is evidently of fundamental importance, 

not merely in the study of foaming solutions, but also in relation 
to the phenomenon of surface concentration in general. Thus 
Lewis f has measured the “ surface excess” at the interface 
between various solutions and a hydrocarbon oil, and found 
in many cases that the values obtained were of a different 
order of magnitude from those calculated from Gibbs’s 
thermodynamical theory t. This discrepancy is explained 
by the fact that the solutions used did not belong to class (1), 
to which alone Gibbs’s theory applies. 

The University, Leeds, 
Sept. 18, 1913. 

LXXXIT. A Determination of the Periods of Transformation 
of Thorium and Actinium Emanation. By P.B. PERKIns, 

Ph.D., Flonorary Research Fellow, Daten of Manchester §.. 

ro) 

of the thorium and actinium emanations presuppose 

an accurate knowledge of the half-value periods of these 
substances. 

Owing to their rapid decay, especially that of the latter, 
ordinary electroscope methods of determining the decay 
constants cannot be used. 

Debierne || first measured the period of decay of actinium 

ECENT investigations to determine the molecular weight. 

* See Robertson, “The Proteins,” University of California Publi- 
cations In Physiology, vol. 11. No. 16 (1909). 

+ Phil. Mag. xvi. p. 466 (1909). 
fi Scientific Papers, vol. i. p. 235. 
§ Communicated by Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S. 
|| Debierne, C. R. exxxvi. p. 446 (1903). 
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emanation using the constant-flow method, and obtained a 
value 3°9 seconds. Two years later Hahn and Sackur * found 
the value to be the same. In 1912 Miss Leslie f, using the 
direct method, found a mean value of 3°92 seconds, as a 
result of a lee ge number of experiments, which, however, 
showed wide aes from the mean. 

The earlier experiments of Rutherford f on thorium ema- 
nation gave a half-value period of about 60 seconds. 
Rossignol and Gimingham §, bya similar method, lowered 
the value to 51 seconds. Hahn |, using the constant ow 
method, obtained 53°3 seconds. Bronson’ s{ direct constant 
deflexion method gave a value of 54 seconds, and largely 

e s co) c e e e e . 

eliminated sources of error in the previous investigations. 
oa 

Miss Leslie’s** experiments gave values varying from 53°5 to 
D9°1, with a mean of 54°3 seconds. 

Before altempting some work involving the square roots of 
these transformation periods, it seemed necessary if possible 
to determine them to one-half per cent. 

Sinee the transformation constant of any radioactive sub- 

log Oe I,/1 

t 

is the initial activity, and I the activity after a time f, it is 
obvious that the relative error in » is decreased ag ¢ is 
increased, provided I,/I can be determined with the same 
degree of accuracy in each case. Jn practice the difficulty 
arises in obtaining I,/I exactly when I is a very small fraction 
only) lnesthe “present method this difficulty has been 
eliminated. 

The rate of movement of the leaf of an electroscope varies 
inversely with the total capacity of the leaf system. Ifa 
large amount of a rapidly decaying gas be introduced into an 
electroscope, it is therefore possible to follow its decay by 
noting the rates of leak, when capacities diminishing in 
amount are successively connected in parallel with the leat 
as decay proceeds. This device was used in the present 
investigation. The rates of deflexion were corrected for the 
growth of the active deposit and the ratios between the 
capacities were determined under experimental conditions. 

* Hahn and Sackur, Chem. Ber. xxxviii. p. 1948 (1905). 
+ Miss Leslie, Phil. Mag. xxiv. p. 687 (1912). 
{ Rutherford, Phil. Mae. xlix. p. 1 (1900). 
§ Rossignol and Gimingham, Phil. Mag. vili. p. 107 (1904). 
| Hahn, Jahrbuch d. Radioakt. ii. p. 238 (1908). 
{] Bronson, Amer. Journ. Sci. xix. p. 185 (1905). 
¥* Loc, cit. 

stance is determined from the equation X= —*“—°, where I, 
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Experimental Arrangement. 

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown infig. 1. B is. 
acylinder into which the emanation was introduced. The 

Fig. 1. 

490 VOLTS 

S ‘ 

= : 
R 70 POTENTIOMETER 

AND 

BATTERY 

/ 

central electrode was connected to the electroscope H, and to 
a series of capacities C, and C,. The chamber B, 8 cm. in 
diameter and 14 em. high, was air-tight and provided with 
two stopeocks, one leading to the pump and manometer, the 
other to the source of emanation. 

By slightly exhausting the chamber the emanation from 
radio-thorium or actinium, wrapped in filter-paper and en- 
closed in glass tubes placed at A, could be quickly swept into 
the chamber, by air entering through the drying-tube D. 
Plugs of cotton- and glass-wool W and W,, respectively, were 
inserted to prevent “old” active deposit from entering the 
chamber along with the emanation. The electrode was about 
2 mm. in diameter, and passing through an earthed guard- 
ring, reached to within 2 em. of the top of the chamber, and 
was joined through an insulated brass cup C to the gold-leaf 
of a Wilson-Kaye electroscope E. A thin copper window K 
permitted 8 rays to enter the chamber from a source above 
for standardization purposes. The chamber was insulated and 
joined through a water resistance toa battery of 490 volts. 
The capacity C, was a standard mica condenser, divided into 
parts marked *1, ‘02, *005, and ‘001 microfarad respectively, 
and C, was a small cylindrical capacity of approximately 
470 cm. Keys K, earth connected and K, to which the 
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electrode leading into the ionization-chamber was joined, were 
controlled by small electromagnets M, and My. The latter 
were energized at will by several storage-cells in series with 
a resistance R, a three-pole double-throw switch 8S, and a 
massive half-seconds pendulum P provided with a needle- 
point dipping into a mercury cup. When both keys K, and 
KK, were down. the condensers, gold leaf, cup C, and electrode 
were earthed. With tke switch S thrown into one position, 
the earthing key K, was raised by the next contact of the 
pendulum and the gold leaf allowed to charge: in the other 
position of the switch the key K, was raised, disconnecting 
the ionization-chamber from the gold leaf, thus permitting 
the deflexion of the gold leaf to be accurately determined. 
Small catches carried on upright brass strips supported the 
keys after being raised, and could be released at will by cords 
attached to them. The plate of the electroscope was joined 
through a water resistance and a potentiometer to a battery 
of 200 volts. By moving the arm of the potentiometer the 
sensibility of the electroscope could be adjusted. It varied 
in different experiments from 20 to 40 divisions per volt. 
Thick lead plates protected the chamber B, cup C, capacities 
an electroscope from the direct radiation of the active 
material used as source. A small sounder, placed in series 
with the pendulum circuit, rendered it easy to note the time 
at which the keys K, and Ky were raised. 

Order of Experiment. 

The natural leaks with the various capacities in parallel 
with the electroscope were determined at the beginning of an 
experiment. In the case of actinium emanation the order of 
the experiment was as follows :—The capacity marked *1 m.f. 
was connected in parallel with the leaf, both keys K, and K, 
being earthed. The pressure in the chamber B' was lowered 
usually about 2 or 3 em., as recorded on the manometer, and 
the stopcock rine to the pump closed. The pendulum 
was set vibrating through a small are and the counting of 
these vibrations begun, when the stopcock leading to the 
tube A, containing the emanation, was opened. This was 
closed after 3 or 4 seconds. Since the sounder and keys K, 
and K, were controlled by the beats of the pendulum, it was 
possible to record the exact time at which these keys were 
raised. When K, was raised the deflexion of the gold leaf 
began, and after 2 seconds, i.e., 4 beats, the key K, was 
raised, thus disconnecting the chamber from the electroscope. 
The keys were then allowed to fall, and the total deflexion 
recorded. As decay proceeded, smaller and smaller capacities 
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were inserted and the times and deflexions for 4 beats were 
recorded. As practically all of the emanation had dis- 
uppeared in 55 seconds, it required a certain amount of 
practice to take and record correctly from 5 to 7 readings in 
the time available. As the rate of production of the active 
deposit in the chamber during the decay of the emanation 
was so rapid, it was deemed advisable to obtain as many 
points on the decay curve as possible since, in taking the final 
readings with no auxiliary capacity in parallel with the leaf, 
a large percentage of the leak was due to the active deposit 
formed. After the last reading was taken, the vibrations of 
the pendulum were still counted until a given second on a 
chronometer was noted. The time of the beginning of the 
experiment was therefore known for making the necessary 
active deposit corrections. The growth of the active deposit 
was then observed until it reached a maximum, about 9 min. 
after the beginning of the experiment. 

The same general order of experiment was used for thorium 
emanation. The rate of decay is so much slower for thorium 
emanation that the time at which the deflexions were read 
was taken from a chronometer. As before, deflexions were 
observed during a given number of vibrations of the 
pendulum, between the raising of the keys K, and K,. Ten 
or twelve beats, 7. e.5 or 6 seconds, was used in general. 
Readings extended over 12 or 13 minutes and the growth of 
the active deposit was observed for 30 minutes after the 
beginning of the experiment. 

A study was made of the possibility of a residual charge 
existing in the mica condenser and thus influencing the 
succeeding readings, especially in the case of thorium 
emanation where charging occurred during 5 or 6 seconds. 
No residual effect could be observed under the experimental 
conditions used. If such an effect exists it must be very 
small as the capacity is charged from zero to a very small 
potential. 

Determination of the Capacity Ratios. 

The accuracy of this method depends largely on the degree 
of exactness with which the ratios, between the different 
capacities used, can be determined. These ratios were 
obtained a number of times during the investigation by 
observing the rates of leak due to a constant source of ionization 
when the various capacities were connected in the leaf system. 
‘'wo methods were used :—(a) the 8 rays from a source of 
radium emanation were fired through the window K into the 
chamber, (0) the « ray activity of radium emanation and its 
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products introduced into the chamber, was observed. Both 
methods gave the same values for these ratios. These 
relations were determined under the same experimental con- 
ditions as the decay of actinium emanation was observed. 
For a given capacity in parallel with the leaf its deflexion 
was noted for a certain number of vibrations of the pendulum, 
taking place between the raising of the keys MK, and Ky. 
For a larger or smaller capacity the number of vibrations 
was counted which gave about the same deflexion as before. 
The natural leaks were subtracted and the ratio calculated. 
This eliminated any variation in rates of deflexion at different 
parts of the scale. The scale was calibrated, however, for 
the sensitivities used and the necessary corrections made for 
readings over different parts when obtaining the periods of 
decay. 

TABLE I. 

Variation of Ratios of capacities with 
Batic. Exp. individual ‘1, 02, &c., in parallel 

Value, | determinations =f leat to leaf, and) 

from mean. connexions alone. 

"1+ electroscope, &c. 
Ei camo, | “6 per cent. 1361-0 | 

|-Uos-retearancpe, fe SHON | GS 270°6 | 

footacocnepee: [48/3 + > os 
ee eee ey 
C,+electroscope, &e. Ss 7Orl on ee 

Electroscope, &e. 

The first column of Table I. gives the various ratios 
employed. ‘The total capacity used at any time is the sam 
of the auxiliary capacity and that of the electroscope, cup ©, 
chamber, leads, &. Column II. shows the experimental 
ratios obtained. The degree of accuracy with which these 
values could be determined is stated in column III. The last 
column records the ratios of the various auxiliary capacities 
plus electroscope, leads, &c., to that of the electroscope, 
leads, &e., alone. 

Euperimental Errors. 

Over the interval used in these experiments, 2. e., from 10 
to 12 times the half-value periods, it can be easily calculated 
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that an error of 10 per cent. in reading a deflexion during 
decay or in finding the capacity ratios would change the 
value of the decay period less than 1°5 percent. The amount 
of emanation drawn into the chamber was so regulated that 
deflexions varying from 5 to 10 divisions were observed. 
Since the leaf was at rest when readings were made, it was 
possible to read to tenths with an error of not more than 1 or 
2 per cent. The small percentage variations of the individual 
determinations of the capacity ratios given in Table I., show 
that the error made in obtaining ‘these ratios could not 
appreciably affect the half-value per sriods. 

Corrections. 

In order to correct the observed readings for the activity 
produced in the chamber by the formation of the active 
deposit, the theoretical curves for the rise of activity of the 
C products were plotted *. The larger part of the ionization 
obtained by the production of the active deposit is due to the 
a particles from the C products, as the A products practically 
decay with the emanation. The # ray effect of the B 
products was also neglected. 

100 

(op) [oe] oO oa 

PERCENTAGE /ON/ZATION. 

Pp oO 

e0 

ia 3 l2 16 20 
7T/ME IN MINUTES. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show these curves for actinium and thorium 
respectively. In the case of actinium emanation the maxi- 
mum activity was observed about 9 minutes from the 
beginning of the exper iment, a result in agreement with the 
theoretical curves shown in figs. 2 and 3. The activity at 

* See Rutherford’s ‘ Radioactive Substances,’ p. 421 (1913). 
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that time was taken as 100 per cent. and corrections made 
corresponding to the time at which each deflexion was noted. 

100 

(oe) So 

DD > 

SLRCENTACE JONIZATION. 
No le) 

16 
TIME IN MINUTES 

Since the growth of the active deposit of thorium was very 
much slower, the theoretical curve was plotted for a period 
of 30 minutes and the corrections made using the activity 
observed after 30 minutes as 100 per cent. 

When studying the decay of actinium emanation, deflexions 
during 2 seconds were recorded. ‘This time is rather long as 
compared with the half-value period. It would therefore 
appear that the average activity would not represent the true 
activity at the mean time, 7.¢., 1 second from the beginning 
of deflexion. Calculation shows, however, that this correction 
factor only amounts to °9936, and is absolutely negligible 
for thorium emanation when deflexions extended over the 
time used. 

The exact period of the pendulum, determined over a con- 
siderable time by a stop watch, was 1005 seconds. 

Data and Results. 

The complete data for an experiment with actinium 
emanation are given in Table IT. 

The natural leak without auxiliary capacity in parallel with 
the electroscope was 5:1 divisions per minute. 

In order to obtain an idea of the value of each experiment 
the log curves were plotted on a large scale. Points falling 
on or near the log curve, separated as far as possible in time, 
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were then selected for initial and final values and substituted 

in the equation P= ant t being the time in seconds, Ip 
me 0 

and I the initial and final activities, and P the half-value 
period. 

Fig. 4 shows the log. curve from data given in Table IT., 
as well as one for an experiment with thorium emanation, 

7ime rv Seéconos (Actinium Em.) 

ZOGARITHMS 

6 8 

Time iN Minutes (7Hor1um Em ) 

giving a calculated half-value period of 54°6 seconds as the 
mean of three separate determinations. 

Table LIL. contains the results from a number of experi- 
ments with actinium and thorium emanation. These give 
mean values for the half-value periods of 3°92 and 54°53 
seconds respectively, corresponding to X="1768 and -01271 
respectively. | 

Resume. 

By successively inserting suitable capacities in parallel 
with the leaf of a Wilson-Kaye electroscope as decay pro- 
eressed, the half-value periods of thorium and actinium 
emanation were found to be 54°53+:‘041 and 3°92+°C04 
respectively. 

Ce is TE 
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Conclusion. 

In conclusion I wish to acknowledge the assistance of 
Mrs. Perkins in making the capacity adjustments and re- 
cording the beat of the pendulum at which deflexions began 
for actinium emanation, also to express my indebtedness to 
Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford for his continued interest in the 
progress of the investigation, and to Mr. Marsden for many 
helpful suggestions. 

LXXXIV. On the Hgect of a Magnetic Field on Metallic 
Resistance. By Water A. JENKINS, JZSc., 1851 Mehi- 
bitioner, Research Student of Emmanuel College, Cambridge*. 

[Plate X.j 

HE following experiments were carried out in order to 
obtain further evidence on the above effect. Nickel was 

the metal used, as the author had previously carried out 
experiments on the elongation of nickel under a longitudinal 
magnetic field and, as will appear later, in all probability 
there is some relation between the two effects. 

Apparatus. 

The nickel resistance consisted of a short piece of very fine 
wire soldered at right angles to the ends of two thick 
copper wires. The copper wires fitted tightly into rather 
wide capillary tubing, attached rigidly to a block of wood. 
This arrangement allowed of the placing of the resistance in 
any desired position between the poles of the electromagnet. 

The nickel wire—supplied by Hartmann and Braun, 
Frankfort—was about *5 cm. long and -0015 cm. diameter. 
Its resistance at 18° C. was 3°5173 ohms. 

An electromagnet was used for supplying the magnetic 
field and, as the resistance was of very small dimensions, 
fairly large fields could be employed. The cross-section of 
the pole- pieces was large enough to ensure fairly uniform 
fields round the resistance. The resistance was measured 
by a Wheatstone bridge method—a compensating nickel 
resistance and two manganin resistances in oil formed the 
other three arms of the bridge. Deflexions of the galvano- 
meter were noted instead of obtaining a balance every time 
and, as the galvanometer was calibrated before and after 
the experiments, this method proved quite satisfactory. 
There was a slight creep of the spot of light owing to 

* Communicated by Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S. 
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temperature change of the nickel, as the compensating 
nickel resistance was of slightly larger resistance than the 
one under observation. This creep was corrected for in the 
results obtained. 

Hxperiments were carried out at the temperature of the 
room 18° C. and at a temperature of 93°°5 C. This latter 
temperature was obtained by enclosing the nickel in a glass 
tube round which steam was passed. Liquid air was also 
used, but the low temperature affected the nickel wire in 
such a way, that the strain caused by switching on the mag- 
netic field was sufficient to snap the wire. In all the 
experiments the wire was demagnetized by reversals before 
any readings were taken. 

Longitudinal Field. 

Fig. 1, Pl. X. shows the curve obtained when the nickel was 
placed i in the field longitudinally. The resistance increases 
fairly rapidly with the 3 magnetic field until H=350, then the 
increase becomes much les. rapid unital |e 1000, when a 

maxinium increase in resistance is observed. After 

ie — 1000; . decreases slightly, but this is probably due 

to the resistance being incorrectly placed in the longitudinal 
field. An error in setting of 1°°5 would account for the 
decrease, and in one experiment it was absent altogether. It 
was thought posssible that with a constant magnetic field 
the resistance might vary with the electric force, 7.e. with 
the current. Currents varying from ‘1 to ‘C01 ampere 

were used, but == was found to be constant within these 
limits. 

Fig. 2, Pl. X. shows a complete hysteresis cycle. The loops 
are to be expected on account of the slight decrease of 
resistance after reaching the maximum. The resistance 
alteration shows a distinct lag, and does not reach zero until 

a reverse field of H = 50 is reached, after which ce becomes 
R 

negative before commencing to increase again at H = 72. 
Fig. 3, Pl. X. shows the hysteresis curve at a temperature 

of 93°5 C. The maximum resistance increase occurs at 
H = 320, a much iower value than is necessary at the 
ordinary temperature. The decrease, after reaching a maxi- 
mum, is much greater than before and cannot be explained 
away so easily. 

Fig. 4, Pl. X. shows the effect of a transverse magnetic field 
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on a nickel resistance. There is a slight preliminary increase, 
after which the resistance decreases uniformly until 
H = 1800, when the rate of decrease diminishes but does 
not reach a maximum. The form of the curve suggests that 
the increase is due to at least two distinct factors. One of 
these gives a decrease of resistance directly proportional to 
H until H = 1800, while the other gives an increase of 
resistance and soon reaches amaximum. On the assumption 
that such is the case the data for figure 5 have been calcu- 
lated. 

Vig. 5, Pl. X. shows the increase of resistance in a trans- 
verse magnetic field, which would resultif the second factor, 
which gives a decrease of resistance, were absent. The shape of 
the curve is similar to that of figure 1 and the increase 
reaches a maximum in both curves at the same field strength. 
As the increase in resistance in figure 4 is approximately 
one-half of that of figure 1, jt is probable that the cause 
of the increase of resistance in a longitudinal field is the same. 
as is operative in the case of the preliminary resistance 
increase in a transverse field. This view is strengthened by” 
consideration of figures 6 and 7. 

Bree os PX. shows the transverse effect at 93°°5 C. 
Fig. 7, Pl. X. shows the increase in resistance due to a trans- 

verse field at temperature 93°°5 C. Comparing figures 4 and 
7 we notice that the maximum increase in a transverse field at 
93°°5 C, is about one-half of what it is in a longitudinal field: 
at 93°5 C., and that the maximum increase occurs at the 
same field strength j in both cases. 

Figs. 8 and 9, Pl. X. show the hysteresis curves for the 
resistance effects in a transverse field at temperatures 18° C. 
and 93°°5 C. respectively. The difference in the curves is 
interesting. 

It will be advantageous at this point to describe some 
experiments carried out by the author a short time ago on 
the elongation effect of a longitudinal magnetic field on a 
nickel rod. The method used—sugeested by Dr. Swann— 
was that of placing a pure nickel rod inside a solenoid and 
observing the length alteration by means of interference 
fringes. The solenoid was so constructed as to allow of a 
flow of water between the wire and the rod, while the rod 
was firmly fastened at one end. 

Fig. 10, Pl. X. shows the hysteresis curve so obtained. Un- 
fortunately the magnitude of the field used was not large, 
but Bidwell * has obtained results for lar ge field values, and 

* Phil, Trans. 1888... 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 160. April 1914. 3C 
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his results are in fair agreement for small field values with 
those now obtained. The loop in the curve is peculiar, but 
its presence seems certain as Dr. Swann has previously — 
noticed it, and it was observed in every experiment which 
the author carried out. 

Fig. 11, Pl. X. shows the elongation effect under a gradually 
increasing magnetic field. The large field values are taken 
from Bidwell’s results. It will be observed that the maxi- 
mum elongation effect occurs at a field strength of about 850, 
which is not far removed from the field strength which gives 
the maximum resistance increase effect. 

Fig. 12, Pl. X. shows a remarkable relation between the two 
effects, which holds for all small field values. The points on 
the curve are obtained by noting the corresponding values 

of a and — : for gradually increasing field values, and 

then plotting = against —/ a . The graph isa straight 

line at 45° to the axes for all small values of H. After 

750) alt increases more quickly than does dl 
R 

Discussion of Results. 

In his ‘Corpuscular Theory of Matter’ Thomson puts 
forward two theories of the method of conduction in solids. 
On the first of these the current is carried by free electrons 
while on the second it is carried by a transmission of 
electrons from atom to atom which are supposed to be 
orientated by the electric field. On the first theory the 
following is deduced : 

: 4a@ 
Resistance = Breve 

or R =——, where K is a constant. 
ndNV 

Thus any alteration of resistance on switching on the 
magnetic field must be due to an alteration of n,X or v. Of 
these three an alteration of X seems the most probable. 
Adams * has shown that in a transverse field, 

dR dT _ 1 wT 
Teas hee ey We 

# Physical Review, 1907. 
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where T is the mean free period of the corpuscle and conse- 

quently = * In a longitudinal field the second term 

disappears and we get 
dR dr _ dv 

Ry oy v 

As is shown in figure 11 the switching on of a magnetic 
field causes a dimensional change and it seems probable that 
this change is accompanied by a change of mean free path. 
From Nagaoka and Honda’s experiments we know that the 
volume alteration is negligibly small compared with the 
length and cross-section changes. Calculating the cross- 
section changes on the assumption that the volume change !s 
zero, it is possible to obtain a rough estimate of the mean 
free path changes in different directions, corresponding to 
certain dimensional changes. Such calculations show that a 
dimensional change give a variation of mean free path of the 
same order. The resistance change and dimensional change 
are not, however, of the same order. Even should R var. 

as = or = the resistance change would only be —2 or —3 

times that of the mean free path change. It does not seem 
probable therefore that the alteration in length is the cause 
of the conductivity change. There is, however, probably 
some relation between the two, as figure 12 indicates. 
The following also point to some connexion. 

As saturation point is approached both effects diminish 
rapidly. 

There is little difference between the field strengths which 
give maximum effects in both cases. 

An increase in temperature gives a diminished resistance 
effect for a given magnetic field while Bidwell observed a 
similar effect with respect to the elongation effect. Some 
such connexion as both being dependent on a third factor 
would explain the similarities of the two effects. This view 
is strengthened by the following considerations. In a longi- 
tudinal magnetic field nickel shows a continuous decrease in 
length and a continuous increase in resistance. Iron shows 
an increase in length at first, after which it commences to 
decrease until a saturation value is reached. Its resistance 
change, however, shows a decrease at first and afterwards 
an increase. 

Such a thing as an alteration in configuration of the 
atom might both alter the mean free path of the corpuscles 
and diminish the number of corpuscles which carry the 

3 C2 
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current. The resistance would be altered if the velocity 
of the corpuscles carrying the current were to change. 
Such an alteration of velocity might result upon a re- 
arrangement of the atoms. From such a re-arrange- 
ment one might expect slight velocity changes but not 
changes of the order 10~?.. As the velocity of the corpuscle 
is that due to its intrinsic energy and is not caused 
solely by its being pulled out of the atom by an adjacent 
atom ; such changes of velocity could not be expected as the 
dimensional change is only of the order 107° or 107°. 

From the equation 

K 
NAV’ 

— 

we see that a decrease in n, i. e. the number of free corpuscles, 
would give an increase in R. The specific resistance is 
given by’ | ; 

Sethe cheatehy 
, | ee Bne*rAv 

By calculation 7 is found to be 7x 107° approximately, 
cand substituting the known values for the other quantities 
we find that nis of the order 10”. Thus to produce an 
alteration’ of the magnitude observed would require an 
absorption of 10% corpuscles, when a fairly strong magnetic 
field was applied. This means that each atom must absorb 
10’ corpuscles, which is unthinkable. The high value of x 
is of course improbable from considerations of specific heat. 
None of the factors therefore give a satisfactory explanation 
of the resistance change. 

On the second theory of conduction the specific resistance 
as given by 

ca phe Sc 
~ 2 edpNb- 

‘which reduces on substitution of known values to 

1 

R= 55% 10-™pb 
where p is the number of corpuscles discharged per second 
per atom and 6 the distance between the centres of the 
doublets. The change in “6” will be of the same order as 
the dimensional change and can be neglected in discussing 
the resistance alteration. Variation of “p” is the most 
likely cause of the resistance change. Substituting for “5” 
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its approximate value -—3— we find that “p”’ is of the order 
v } 

10”. This is exceedingly large and indicates an internal 
radioactivity far greater than any external radioactivity of 
which we have experience. It is quite possible, however, 
that the ease with which corpuscles pass from one atom to 
another in close proximity to it, isincomparably greater than 
the ease with which a corpuscle leaves an atom and flies into 
space. If such a transference of corpuscles actually does. 
take place it is conceivable tnat the re-arrangement of atoms, 
which undoubtedly results upon the creation of a magnetic 
field, may cause a great diminution in the number of cor- 
puscles which are so transferred. Moreover, after a certain 
field value the internal re-arrangement ceases and one would 
therefore expect to find a maximum value for the resistance 
effect. 

All metals show a slight resistance change in a magnetic 
field but those which are very susceptible to magnetic influ- 
ence show far greater effects than others, 2. e. those metals 
whose internal structures are easily altered show the greatest: 
resistance change. Such a diminution in transference of 
corpuscles as has been suggested would result in increased 
resistance whether the nickel were placed in the field trans- 
versely or longitudinally. This actually is the case as the 
diminution observed in large transverse fields is due to 
another factor. If the change were due to an alteration of 
mean free path, then the two effects would be of opposite 
signs, as the length of the wire is diminished in longitudinal 
fields and increased in transverse ones. We may therefore 
conclude that a magnetic field causes a re-arrangement of 
the atoms which results in a dimensional change and a 
diminution of “internal” radioactivity. To this latter factor 
the resistance change is due. As the dimensional change 
and the resistance change are both due to the atomic re- 
arrangement we should naturally expect to find a similarity 
between the two effects; figure 12 shows that such similarity 
exists. | 

The Transverse Hfect. 

The second part of the transverse effect has a different 
origin from the first and has no analogue in the longitudinal 
effect. Thomson * deduced theoretically that an effect pro- 
proportional to H? was to be expected in a transverse field, 

* Internationale Congrés de Paris, 1900. 
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and Adams gives the following equation as expressing the 
result 

aoe cane 
R Bee ya 

saa 

Tid mee 

=— H?x 10-18 approximately. 
& 

For a field of H=1000 we get 

dR _ 
Rem 

The effect observed is of the order 10~?, and although the 
value of X used is not certain, the difference between the 
observed and calculated values is far too great to be accounted 
tor by an error ind. To reconcile theory and experiment A 
would have to be 5 x 10~* em., 2. e. more than five times greater 
than the mean free path of a molecule in air. Such a result 
is extremely improbable and we must conclude that the effect 
observed is not that given by Adams’ equation. Moreover 
the resistance increase is not proportional to the square of the 
field strength. The effect in iron is so much greater than in 
other metals as to call for some special explanation. Heaps* 
las measured the effect in other metals and finds it to be 
represented by AH? where A is of the order 10-%. This 
gives X=10~° approximately which is still very large. A 
longitudinal effect of the same order is observed in these 
other metals, and its existance leads one to surmise that the 
small effect observed in the non-magnetic elements is not the 
one which has been theoretically deduced. The first term of 
Adams’ equation would give an effect in a longitudinal field, 
but the fact that the effects in both fields are of the same order 
of magnitude, and the large value of X which has to be as- 
sumed to reconcile theory and experiment, points to a common 
origin for the two phenomena in the case of non-magnetic 
elements. On the other hand, in the case of nickel the two 
effects possess different characteristics. The longitudinal 
effect reaches a maximum with a comparatively small field 
value while the second part of the transverse effect does not _ 
reach a limiting value. Abnormally large values of the effect 
are observed in the cases of iron, nickel, and bismuth. The 

* Phil, Mag. 1912. 
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obvious explanation of this for the first two is their magnetic 
properties, but several reasons militate against this. 

If the magnetic properties were the origin of the effect 
one would expect a far greater effect in the case of iron 
than in the case of nickel, but such is not the case. More- 
over the magnetic properties reach saturation values at field 
strengths which give no saturation value to the resistance 
effect. Both the magnetic properties and the resistance 
effect may be due to the ease with which structural alterations 
take place in metals which give large effects, but the one is 
probably not the cause of the other. The dimensional change, 
the resistance effect and the magnetic properties may be due 
to a structural alteration such as is given in a longitudinal 
field. In addition to this it is possible that when the electric 
field is on and the doublets are orientated transversely to the 
magnetic field, then a further steady and continuous structural 
alteration takes place, which gives rise to an increase of 
internal radioactivity and a consequent diminution of 
resistance. 

Summary. 

i. Hysteresis curves for both longitudinal and transverse 
fields at different temperatures have been obtained. 

ul. The effect in a transverse field is shown to consist of 
two parts, one of which gives an increase and reaches 
a maximum, and a second which gives a decrease and 
does not reach a maximum. 

iii. The longitudinal effect and the first part of the trans- 
verse effect possess similar characteristics. 

iv. There is some relation between the dimensional change 
in a magnetic field and the resistance effect but one is 
not the cause of the other. 

v. Both are probably resultant on a structural alteration. 
vi. The ordinary theory for the effect in a transverse field 

does not explain the results obtained. The effect is 
possibly due to a further structural change. 

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Hicks 
for his interest in the work and for kind permission to use 
his laboratories. 
My thanks are also due to Professor Sir J. J. Thomson 

and Dr. Swann for their interest in the work. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. 
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LXXXV. The Theory of Molecular Volumes. 
' By Gervalise Le Bas, B.Sc.* 

Part II. 

CONSTITUTIVE EFFECTS IN MOLECULAR VOLUMES. 

(a) The Influence of Homology and the Symmetry of 
Radicles. 

|| a isa large subject and it permits of only a general 
- treatment in this paper. Itis remarkable that whilst 

laborious attempts have been made to show that molecular 
volumes are not a distinctively additive property, no one has 
hitherto attempted to discuss the nature of the constitutive 
influences operating on the volumes from the point of view 
of Kopp. . 

One of the first which calls for treatment is the effect of 
the addition of the homologous increment CH,. We owe 
the first recognition of the gradual increase in the differences 
between two successive terms in a series to Schiff, Lossen & 
Zander, Gartenmeister, from a study of the aliphatic esters 
(Annalen, 233. p. 249, 1886), and Dobriner from a study of 
the ethers (Annalen, 243. p. 1, 1886). 

Lossen has subsequently (Annalen, 254. p. 42, 1889) taken 
up the subject and devised a number of formule to better 
account for the volumes of the members of an homologous 
series. 

Thus for the Formic Esters the formula is 
aan D2 V,,=10-45 (C)q, +5°225 (H),-+10-45 (0), + 0:25 252), 

assuming that C=O=2H, and also that the increase is 
rectilinear from Methyl Formate onwards. 

The following formula is based upon a better knowledge 
of the mode of variation of the atomic volumes, and the 
assumption is also made that C=4H, O'=2H, O'=3H. 

V_, = (62 +5) {3°645 + (6n—30) x 0:00371. 

3°645 is the minimum volume of H, viz. at Wt=35 
(HCO.C,H,). 0:0037 is the increment per H equivalent 
0:0037 x 6=0°0222 for CH,. The formula does not apply 
to the first three compounds as may be seen from the curve. 

The variation of the atomic volumes is very different from 
what Lossen supposed, albeit rectilinear, starting from the 
4th term. 

* Communicated by Prof. W. J. Pope, F.R.S. 
+ W represents the number of H equivalents. 
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Volumes of the Formic Esters. 

Compound. Ww. Gen V/W. mote ae 

Meera leborieies FICO. CHE. 17| 627 | 3088; ... | 627 
Eingll) (y) )) HCO,CH:......| 28) 826 JRsersiien., |) 63:85 
Propyl .,  HCO,C,Hy......| 29 | 1062 || 3666) “2. | 1055 
Butyl ,,  HCO,C,H,......| 85 | 127-6 | 3645] 127:57 | 127-65 
Amyl ,  HCO,C,H,, ...| 41] 1505 | 3-671] 150:35 | 150°3 
Hexyl HCO,C.H,, .... 47| 1733 | 3:688| 173:38 | 173-45 
Heptyl HCO,0,H,, ..., 53} 1967 | 3711) 19668 | 196-9 
Octyl HCO,C,H,, .../ 59 | 2203 | 3734] 220-25 | 221-25 

7 oe — ine ma | 

aa 

Te Va.ves of Vw rue H Equivaenr 

THe NumBeR oF H EolivALENTS 

The value of V/W, which is the volume of H, first 
diminishes to H. COOC,H, W =35, and then increases in a 
straight line from that point quite abruptly. 

Most of the curves possess features similar to the foregoing, 
but are somewhat different in form. 

An interesting curve is that of the normal Parafiins, 
which unfortunately extends only to CgHqo. 
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Molecular Volumes of the normal? Paraffins. 

pee 

‘a Compound. We M.V. |- V/W. 

} Methane. GH, eee 8 | 384 | 4800 

: | Hithane, (vG, Hewes. 14 56:5 | 4040 

‘} sPropame, | (Cy, El, sa: 25245. 20 748 3740 
ie 

y ipantanes) © EIU eae 26 96:0 | 3693 

| | Pentane, C;Hy, ...... 22 | 1178 | 3681 

t | Hexane, C,H,, ....... 38 | 18998 | 3°682 l 
if : | 5 cS I \iieatane 60 Ee aces 44 | 16256) 3695 

Octane, Cary saeaeees | 30 » 136-26 Som 

cant 

| : 
j ee 

i 
} 3-80} 

j pe 
Sele 

I} 
FY h \ 3-70 

i 
Hf 3-60 ee ES Ld 

1 10 20 30 40 50 60 
NumeerR oF H EQUIVALENTS 

| This curve is a much wider one and very regular. The 
variation of V/W is at first very rapid, and then gradually 
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diminishes to a minimum at C;. Afterwards the curve 
increases, but how, it is impessible to say exactly. 

Similar to the above are the curves for the Halogen deri- 
vatives of the Paraftins &c. 

Related Series and the Effect of Symmetry. 
(a) The Aliphatic Esters. 

Some preliminary work has been done on related series, 
é.g., the esters of the Fatty Acids R—CO. OR’ studied by 
Gartenmeister and the Aliphatic Ethers by Débriner, and 
some very significant relations have been obtained. 

One of the curves, viz. that for the Esters of Formic Acid, 
has been shown. 

The Methyl and Ethyl Salis of the Fatty Acids. 

Merayt. Eruyt. 

Compound, | W. | MV.) V/AW. | Compound. | W. | ME VU WW. 

4 | (rs | ue ee eae 

HCOOH Yt) Pin 627 | sG8e") Me eOO Cane. 93 816 13678 
ROH. COO Oth... P23, S32 ool | CH COO... 29 | 106-1 3-659. 
Cue COOH... 29 | 104-6 |3-607 || C,H, .COO.0,H........| 35, | 127-7 | 3-649 | 
|0,H,.COO CH, ......| 35 | 126-7 | 3-620 | ©,H, .COO C,H,......| 41 |1505 | 3-670 | 
Oe COO: CH, a) Al 149-1 | 3637 || C,,.COO C,H, ......| 47 |174-5 (3-718 | 
C,H, .COOCH, ......| 47 |172:2 15-662 | CH.,.CO0 6,H, ...| 53 |197-7 | 3-720 | 
C,H,, .COO CH,....../ 63 |1962 |3-702 | C,H,,.CO0 C, JH, ...| 59 | 221-9 | 3-761 | 
| C,H,;. C00 CH, ......) 59 | 2201/3732 | C,H,,.COO C,H, ...| 65 | 245-9 |3-782 

oc 
ane a a (a) Methyl 

ee (c) Propy! - 

Gi fal siane gen 

Paeca 

AND ACETIE =e 

a) Formic Esters 

3:80 

3-70 

: : 1 360! = : 
(Or 820 SOr POT SO} eG 70° LOR) AQuh) SOW 40. SO”) (GO) 4F0 
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It will be useful to reproduce some of the curves in order 
to show how these various series develop. We consider 
first the methyl and ethyl salts of the fatty acids. It can 
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easily be shown that considerable irregularities occur in the 
data, so that we are under the necessity of smoothing the 
curves. | 

The accompanying diagrams show how the values of V/W 
vary in 

OO 

II 
O 

(a) according as R is increased in complexity, 
(6) according as R’ is increased in complexity. 

Diagram A gives the methyl, ethyl, and propyl salts of 
the different fatty acids. 

Diagram B gives the different salts of the various acids, 
formic and acetic. 

There is a striking difference between them. 
Diagram A shows regular open curves which are similar 

to that for the paraffins. This isthe effect one would expect, 
seeing that the radicle of increasing complexity R is attached 
to a carbon atom (the C radicle). The similarity of the 
two series is increased by the fact that in the methyl curve 
we have successively 

H— C—,CH,— C—, ©, H,- C- ée. 
li l I 
O O O 

combinations similar to H—CH;, CH,;—CH;, C,H;—CHs. 
In consequence of this we find that the initial part of the 
methyl curve shows a rapid decrease before the minimum. 
The actual values are of course depressed owing to the 
influence of —OCH3. 

All the methyl salts are smaller in volume than the corre- 
sponding (metameric) ethyl salts, and the latter slightly 
smaller than the propyl. This question will be considered 
later. 

Turning to Diagram B we find quite a different result. The 
increase in complexity is connected with the O radicle—that 
is, the curves show the variation of V/W when —O—R 
increases in complexity. The C radicle remains constant. 

We note first the unique character of the curve for the 
esters of formic acid. 

If we compare this in its earlier stages with the acetic 
ester curve we note how the influence of H—C is exerted in 

O 
raising the value of V/W just as the value for H—CH; is 
exceptionally high. This is in spite of the presence of the 
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simple O radicles —OCH;, —-OC,Hs, —OC;H,; that is, the 

elevating influence of this more than counterbalances the 

depressing influences of the latter, | 

The Acetic Hsters on the other hand show the depressing 

influence of —OCH,, as do the esters of the other fatty acids 

which include —O.CH;. The remaining part of the curve 
resembles corresponding curves for the Hthers, which are also 
distinguished by the presence of an O radicle. 

Thus the development of the 
C radicle is similar in result to the Paraffin curves, 

and the development of the 
O radicle resembles in effect the Ether curves (vide prox.). 

This indicates the importance of the effect of the typical 
atoms C and O. 

The Influence of Symmetry. 

It has been shown that the methyl, ethyl, and probably 
the propyl salts of the fatty acids have more or less depressed 
values of V/W; and this at once introduces the effect of 
symmetry on molecular volumes. By symmetry we mean 
the disposition of the C atoms on one side and the other 
of the typical atom or group—in this case —C—O—. 

I 
| O 

Owing to some irregularities in the data, it will be of 
advantage to read off the values of V/W from the curves. 
The following numbers indicate the typical effect in the 
variation in volume with variation in symmetry. 

Isomeric Esters. 

0,H,,0.. 

M.V. B.P. 

Methyl Heptylate, C,H,,.CO.OCH, ...... 196-2 173 

Ethyl Caproate, C,H,, .CO.OC,H,...... 197-7 167 

Propyl Valerate, C,H,.CO.OC,H, ...... 197°8 167 

Butyl Butyrate, Ofslale SCCKO)COXOnIELS sonade 197°8 165°7 

Hexyl Acetate, CHES CORO RE mecca 197-7 169 

Heptyl Formate, H.CO.OC,Hy, ......... 196°7 176 

It is seen that the most symmetrical compounds possess 
the largest volumes and) the smallest B.P.’s.. The volumes 
fall off towards either end, but more so in the direction of 
the simplest O radicle than in the direction of the simplest 

] - . ny eye F . me e . 

C radicle. The boiling-points correspondingly increase. 
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The following is a diagrammatic representation of the 

above constitutive effects, the upper curves being for the — 

isomers (,H,,0., and the succeeding ones those for the 

isomers C,H,,0, and CgH12.02 respectively. 

Vo.umes (VaLues oF Yu) 

es 
across 

-0 CH. -0 C3 Hy -0 Cs Ai -0 CaHis 
3°62 

Boiling Poinrs 

The two families of curves are evidently related. That 
constitutive peculiarity which occasions an augmentation in 
the volumes depresses the boiling-point and viceversa. 

These effects are usually attributed to Symmetry—that is,. 
to similarity or dissimilarity in the O and Cradicles. In any 

case the simple radicles CH;, C.H;, &e. in association with 

more complex radicles produce remarkable diminutions in 

volume according to the preceding diagrams, and corre-- 
sponding elevations of the boiling-point. 
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The curves are very similar to each other, showing that 
whatever may be the total length of the chains the effect of 
symmetry is the same. 

The following is a list of the symmetrical esters :—. 

Volumes of the Symmetrical Esters. 

| | 
Compound. W. | M.V. MWe A. 

| 

PetCo O= CH, |. 101 | 4043 4-001 | 
| | 0:0: 

Poa -00,,0—-CH,. f.... 95 | 377-0 3-968 
0-0: 

OLEH EOC 4,0 Os SE 89 350°2 3-935 
ROE ee eons: fll Wn toeta oe). Ji Seibert e IM aaa tes 6x6-0 

(et —CO..0—C,H, ......... S3e 0 | ORS 3°732 
| 2x0°030 | 
EE = CO. O-0,H) 12.6556 47 | 1506 3-673 

Ponte =C0.,.0-“CH,......... 29 | 1061 3-659 

| ET OMOCH A) o.oo. dd sacens 17 | 627 3-688 | 

The Values of vw among the Sin erenieal Esters. 

ee a A a a 
2 ‘cen elo VR nM ee ea ed 
ep pa 

10 30 50 70 90 110 

Numer OF H EQuivALENTS 

The most important feature of this curve is the rectilinear 
character of the portion succeeding the minimum. 
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Related Series. 

(6) The Aliphatic Ethers. 

A second group of these series is found in the Ethers 
R—O—R’, which only contain O radicles. 

The most advantageous way of studying them is to begin 
with the symmetrical compound and then proceed to increase 
the complexity of one side. Wethus keep the complexity of 
one side constant, and thus have the Methyl, Ethyl, Propyl, 

4 &c. Ethers. 
The Methyl Ethers. The Ethyl Ethers. 

‘ Compound. Wire. OME VW. | Compound. | w.| M.V. vyw. 

| CHO .OH, 22. 17 | 62:56 |3-680 | C,H,.0.C,H,......| 29 | 106-2 | 3664 | 
b | CH,.0.C,H, ......| 23} 840 [8652 | C,H,.0.0,H,......| 85 | 12808 /3-6a9 | 
| | CH,.0.C,H, ......| 29 | 105-1 (3624 | C,H,.0.C,H,......| 4l | 15038 |2-666 | 
i EO! ACE eee. 85| 1275 | 8643 | C,H,.0.C,H,, ...| 47 | 17322 18686 | 

| |CH,.O.C)H,,......| 41 | 1502 |3664 | ©,H,.0.C,H,, ...| 53 | 19625 /eaqmy 
: CHO. O,H,,:.....147 ) 178 Vote.oss Ost. O. CHa, | 69) 22182 | 8-751 | 
| CH,.0.0,H,,....... 58 | 19647 |3°708 | C,H,.0.C,H,, ..| 65 | 2472 | 330s | 

KOE (0. CHa 59-| 2202 | 3738 | ‘= | | 
5 

The other series can be tabulated in the same way. 
Dobriner, to whom we are indebted for the data, omitted 

" all those with radicles C;H,,;— and C,H,;—, but the 
essential ones can be supplied by interpolation. 

The data give the following curves, which are in striking 
contrast with those shown by the esters :— f 

f\ 

| PS) al abba | 3-90 

) [re urape tre | | | | 
Metny! 

i Ethyl 
¢) Prop) 

| But 

fee 

i 
| 3:80 

i 

| 
) 

fe) Kaeo, ev 40 So maaan =| 
Oy NuMBER OF H EQUIVALENTS 
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The curves form a system, which is strikingly regular. 
They should be similar to the curves derived from a gradual 
increase in the complexity of the O radicles in the salts of 
formic, acetic, K&e., acids. 

The methyl curve is exceedingly like the curve for the 
silts of formic acid, but the others are different. 

The Lifect of Symmetry. 

It is noted that there is a remarkable distinction to be 

drawn between the first member in each series (the sym- 

metrical compound) for which 

R—R’'=0, 

and the ones distinguished by the relation 

R—R!=CH, (unsymmetrical). 

Thus in the triplet 

C,H,—O—C,H, C©;H,—O—C,H, C,;H,—O—C,H 

Nee 3665 3°689 3°686 

the first and second are different, although isomeric ; the 
second and third similar in value, although of different 
complexity. 

Volumes of the Ethers. 

Symmetrical, Unsymmetrical. 

, | dle Diy ( (CERT Te . 
W. | Compound | MVS... AVN, | Wi | Compound, | M.Y. ek 

| | | | 

an RG eb. OCH 23M. | 62°56 3-680 | —— | sista | 28 CH ON CLE Lh liaato ; 3-652 
| Pcl, CAS § ae @ he OF a Dee au 106-2 | 3664 | | —— | | 

| —s | | 39). CoH. JO .C\H. 2..| 12808 |3:659 
Poteet Cotte OOo crass: 151:27 | 3°689 || | ees | | 

et: | | 47 | C,H,.0.C,B, ...| 173-25 | 3-686 
Bap AC uel) ORC chee Lap T2H | S70) | bay piss | | 

| —— el | 59), Cpl, OC abe ae 220 Soils 743 | | ¢ 5 aio t | 3 

phic (Orc mee naonisrea |.) ee a i oH | | | 71 O,H,, 0. C1, ... [260-44] 2-795 
Mie) Cette On@y Ele sced eee Ol hero sl | —— 

| as | agro | 82 CoH: -O-CrHhs -.. [821-21] 3870 
69) CH, .O. CH. odat2' 3-970 1 

na 95 o HOuCeER 2). [377-60]| 3-975 | 

JE Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 2 hye) 160, eh TE oD | v 
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Peele oul 4 Wal etal | 
| Reaeerte ee THE | 

ALIPHATIC ETHER | 
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| 

4:00 

It is found that there are at least two influences at 

work :— 

(a) The Effect of the Lengthening of the 
Hydrocarbon Chain. 

By studying the curve for the symmetrical compounds we 
find that the constitutive effect depends upon the cube of the 
length of chain and the volume of the atoms as measured by 
V/W upon the square. 

Thus the total correction is 

n—A 

2 

ea, 
A, =(6n+5)/( ie = =| OGL ORE = 

n represents the number of carbon atoms in the com- 
pound ; . 

n—4 the increase in the number above 4 which are 
found in C,H;.O.C.H;, the compound first marked 
on the curve; 

0:0101 is a constant. 

The unsymmetrical compounds follow a similar curve, and 
by finding the points on the upper curve corresponding to 
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these, we obtain the value ef the correction for want of 

symmetry by difference. 
This apparently depends on the square of the number of 

atoms at least for compounds of the type R—R'=CH,. 
The correction 1s 

A,= —(6n+9) Xn aq X 0003, 

and the whole formula is 

V=(6n-+5) | 3-664 40-0101 (5 —2)( 5-1) —0°008 naa. 

By means of this formula, compounds of the type R—R’/=O 
(symmetrical) and those of the type R—R’=CH, (unsym- 
metrical) may have their volumes at the normal B.P. 
calculated. 

Calculation of the Volumes of the Symmetrical and 
Unsymmetrical Compounds. 

Class. 

SH cles ete cian cian cinema 

We have supposed, as is usual, that these variations are due 
to symmetry or want of it, but this explanation does not seem 
to be complete or even quite satisfactory. A more precise 
knowledge of the inner meaning of this constitutive variation 
may be eventually arrived at. This also applies to the 
meaning of the effect of variation with complexity. 

aga ee | | Corr. for - r | | 
Compounds. | W..| a. | V/W. want of Ns X iv, V cale. | V obs 

| | R a cale. | obs. 
ymmetry. | | 

Ci. ONC: a2. VoiOot Nhs OA) 1622011 a 62156 
CEE, O42 Core Wee 3 |} 3661 |) —0:009 3652 | 3°652 840 | 840 
CaO} ClE- 29 | 4 |3:664 | 3°664 3664 | 10625 1062 
Chie O .C2E do) 013672 |) --0015 | 3657 | 3659 | 128:00 | 128:08 
Cat OF CoH 4s 6. 3°684 | | 3'684 | 3°689 | 151:04 | 151-27 
CAE Or, Chri eA TT O0o —0:021 | 3°684 | 3686 | 17315 | 173-25 
CA HOW CTA O30 1S S725 || | 3°725 |3°7380 | 197:42 | 197°72 
CH, - OC My...) 59 | 9 |3'752.| —0°027. | 3:725 | 3:7383 | 219% | 220°35 
BOLE FOMCsE ial Gon | lO! | are» 3785 |3°789 | 246-02 | 246-28 
C5H,,.0.C,H,,.... 71 | 11 (3828); -—0:033 | 3:°790 |3-795 | 269-09 | 269-44 
CST OnC, Fi 77 | 12 |3°866 3°866 |3°867 | 297°68 | 297-76 
OH) 0. CFE. ).2.))8o7)) 13 (3914 | —0089\ | /3'875 |3:870 | 321-62) 321-21 
COE OC 80 la 3967 | |3°967 | 3-970 | 353:06 | 353-42 

| GatiesOL. Cubes | 95 | ls |} 4025 |) —0:040 3°980 3970 | 38781 317 6 
| 
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LKAXXAVI. Notices respecting New Books. 

Collected Papers in Physics and Engineering. By JAMES 
Tomson, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S. Pp. civ+484. Cambridge 
University Press, 1912. 

— papers have been collected and deeds with unpublished 
material and brief annotations by Sir Joseph Larmor and 

James Thomson (the son). They are preceded by an introductory 
and biogra aphical essay containing many details of great interest and 
by a reprint of an obituary notice written by Dr. J. T. Bottomley ; 
also by a list of 28 scientific terms introduced by James Thomson. 
Though many of these have not been adopted (e.g. Crinal, funal, 
hesion, disply, expansity) yet amongst the rest there are many 
which are in everyday use, e.g. radian, interface, poundal, numeric, 
forcive, torque. Though he was overshadowed by his greater 
brother, yet he received due recognition of his work, which was 
that of a pioneer. He is no doubt best known for his theoretical 
work on congelation and liquefaction and by his contributions to 
the development of ideas in connexion with Dr Andrews’ ex- 
periments on the continuity of the gas and liquid states. But the 
papers dealing with these important questions represent only a 
small fraction of his work ; yet, because this work is mainly of 
an engineering type, it has inevitably been in part superseded by 
the tremendous developments w hich have since taken place in 
engineering theory and practice. No one opening these pages will 
fail to be struck by the great originality displayed in them. No 
one recognized this more than his brother Lord Kelvin, and it is 
very pleasing to see from the biographical notice how much the 
two brothers contributed to each other’s work. 
May of the papers appeared in somewhat inaccessible journals 

and will be new to the majority of physicists. This fact makes 
their publication in collected form of more than usual interest. 

Department of Commerce. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
O. H. Tirraany, Superintendent. 

(A) Guoprsy. The California-Washington Are of Primary 
Triangulation. By A. L. Batpwiy. Special Publication 
Nol3 (quarto pp. 78). Washington, 1913. 

(A) This volume deals with the measurement of an arc extending 
over about 577 miles from 39° 5’ N. to 47° 23’ N., near the 
meridian of 122° 30' W. The field observations were taken 
between 1903 and 1906. The volume is mainly occupied with 
observational details and descriptions of the stations. There are, 
however, some results of general interest relating to the degree 
of accuracy obtained. It is concluded that if the ascertained 
facts of atmospheric refraction are borne in mind, vertical angles 
can be measured with greater accuracy than is generally believed. 
Determinations, for instance, were made of the height of Mount 
Shasta involving the measurement of vertical angles from six 
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different bases. our of the results lay between 4315°5 and 4316°6 
metres, the other two being respectively 4309°0 and 4318°7. It 
is suggested that theodolite observations taken—usually in the 
afternoon—along a meridian may suffer from irregularity of 
heating as between the east and west sides of the instrument, 
and that this may account for a ‘‘twist” believed to exist in 
the present case. 

(B) Astronomy. Determination of Time, Longitude, Latitude 
aund Azimuth, 5th Hdition. By Wiiiam Bowis. Special 
Publication No. 14 (quarto pp. 177). Washington, 1913. | 

This is a revised and enlarged edition of a manual issued by 
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey to “serve as a guide to the 
observer in the field and the computer in the office in carrying on 
the astronomie work of the Survey.” Except that it supposes the 
reader to refer to textbooks like Chauvenet’s for the proofs of 
the formule, it is practically a complete treatise on the astronomical 
side of survey work. There are 29 illustrations, showing various 
patterns of theodolites and their mountings, chronographs, signals 
and signal lamps, observing tents and marks of various kinds. 
The methods of observation and reduction are explained in detail 
with illustrations, and there are a number otf useful tables. 

LAXAVIT. Lntelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 

COMMITTEE FOR RADIOTELEGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION. 

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION. 

Lffect on the Propagation of Electric Waves of the Total Eclipse 

of the Sun, 21st August, 1914. 

TPXHE forthcoming total eclipse of the sun affords an exceptional 
and important opportunity of adding to existing knowledge of 

the propagation of electric waves though air in sunlight and 
in darkness, and across the boundaries of illuminated and unillu- 
minated regions. The eclipse will be total along a strip extending 
from Greenland across Norway, Sweden, Russia and Persia to the 
mouths of the Indus. In Russia the duration of totality will be 
a little more than two minutes. 

There are two main points calling for investigation during the 
eclipse. In the first place, the propagation of signal-bearing waves 
through air in the umbra and penumbra will probably obey laws 
different as regards absorption and refraction from those obeyed 
in illuminated air. In the second place, the strength. frequency 
and character of natural electric waves, and of atmospheric dis- 
charges, may vary. The variations may occur either because the 
propagation cf natural waves from distant sources is facilitated or 
impeded by the eclipse, or, possibly, because the production of 
natural. electric waves or atmospheric discharges is for some un- 
known reason affected by the eclipse. 
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These points have previously been investigated to only a shght 
extent. The observers of signals during the solar eclipse of 17th 
April, 1912, nearly all agreed that the strength of the signals was 
greater during the eclipse than an hour before or after. There 
was only one special observation of strays during the same eclipse, 
when very pronounced and remarkable variations were recorded 
during the passage of the shadow-cone across Europe. 

To investigate the propagation of signals across the umbra it 
will be necessary to arrange for wireless telegraph stations on 
either side of the central line of the eclipse to transmit signals at 
intervals while the umbra passes between them. This transit of 
the umbra occupies about two minutes. It is thus very desirable 
that. the Scandinavian and Russian stations should transmit 
frequently throughout several minutes before, during, and after 
totality. But stations other than those favoured by their prox- 

- imity to the central line should endeavour to keep a complete record 
of the variations of signals during the eclipse. Stations in Europe 
west of the central line and stations in the Mediterranean and in 
Asia Minor may find noticeable changes in the strength of signals, 
particularly long distance signals, between the hours of 10 a.m, 
and 3 p.m., Greenwich time; and it is probable that the stations 
of India and East Africa, and ships in the Indian Ocean, may feel 
the effect of the penumbra in the afternoon. On the otter hand, 
ships in the Atlantic, and fixed stations in Eastern Canada and the 
United States, will probably be affected by the penumbra in the 
early morning. At Montreal the eclipse (partial) is at its greatest 
phase at 5.52 a.m. Standard Time. It is possible that the eclipse 
may have some influence even when it is invisible. 

The investigation of strays is of as great interest as that of 
signals. Sofaras is yet known, the natural electric waves reaching 
wireless telegraph stations in latitudes higher than 50° appear to 
travel mostly from the south. Thus the greatest changes produced 
in strays by the eclipse will probably be experienced at stations in 
Scandinavia and Russia, to reach which the waves must cross the 
path of the umbra. At the same time changes of some kind are to 
be expected in other districts than these and it is therefore desirable 
that statistical observations of natural electric waves be made all over 
the world, and especially at places within an earth quadrant of 
Southern Russia. It is also desirable that meteorological obser- 
vations, including those of atmospheric ionization and potential 
eradient, should be at the disposal of the Committee when 
considering the records of strays and signals. 

The Committee propose to prepare and circulate special Forms 
for the collection of statistics of signals and strays, especially within 
the hemisphere likely to be affected by the eclipse; they will en- 
deavour to make provision for the transmission of special signals at 
times to be indicated on the Forms ; and they will offer for the con- 
sideration of the authorities controlling.stations near the central 
line a simple programme of work. Thediscussion of the observations, 
and the comparision with meteorological data, will be carried out by 
the Committee; and digests of the statistics, together with the 
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conclusions drawn from the analysis, will be published in due 
course. 

The Committee would be greatly aided in the organization of 
this. investigation if those possessing the necessary facilities and 
willing to make observations during the eclipse would communicate 
with the Hon. Secretary, Dr. W. Eccrus, University College, 
London, W.C., at the earliest possible date. 

ON THE RECOMBINATION OF IONS MADE BY @ RAYS. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN, 

In a paper in the December number of the Philosophical 
Magazine Mr. Ogden describes some experiments on initial reeom- 
bination of ions. As the exact nature of the eftect appears to 
have not yet been made quite clear by the various experiments on 
the subject (Moulin’s explanation is not sufficient), I would like 
to point out one of the causes operating (of which there are 
probably several) which would make a dense pencil of ions in a 
gas behave different from a uniform distribution. This may be 
helpful in carrying out further investigations on the subject. If 
each of the electrons ejected by the @ particle on the average does 
not form a cluster as the result of a single collision with a neutral 
molecule, there would exist initially principally general recompi- 
nation between free negative ions or electrons and positive ions. 
The disappearance of ions would thus to a certain extent depend 
on the average period of life of an electron before forming a cluster, 
and on the coefficient of recombination of free electrons and posi- 
tive ions. I have obtained experimental evidence that an electron 
undergoes a large number of collisions before it successfully forms 
al listo which will be dealt with fully in a paper which will 
appear shortly. The period of life of an electron and the co- 
efficient of recombination of electrons and positive ions probably 
depend considerably on the nature of the gas. We do not know 
anything yet about the latter quantity, but it is probably greater 
than the coefficient of recombination measured in the usual way, 
in which case recombination occurs between negative clusters and 
electrons and the positive ions. This would explain the intense 
effects obtained. 

Yours faithfully, 
R. D. Kizeman, 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN, 

Ina paper published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, 
A. vol. 88, p. 376 (1909), I showed that the collision current 
between an aluminium plate and leaf ina gas ata pressure of 
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several mm. of mercury depends on the direction of the electric 
field applied, the initial ions being produced by a beam of a particles 
shot through the aluminium leaf and ending its course in the 
aluminium plate. Ina letter to the Philosophical Magazine of 
July, 1912, I pointed out that this effect would be produced if the 
electrons liberated from the gas molecules are projected more or 
less in the direction of propagation of the a particles, and an ion 
undergoes a cycle of clustering in the gas during which for a time 
it is an elementaryion. Dr. Campbell, in a footnote to a paper 
published in the January number of the Phil. Mag., says that since 
he finds no asymmetry in the number of electrons given off from 
the opposite surfaces of the metal plate and leaf, the electrons are 
not projected in the direction of motion of the ionizing « particle. 
To obtain an insight into the reliability of such experiments, let us 
consider the experiments that have been carried out with ultra- 
violet light. The velocity of the ejected electrons is practically the 
same in the two cases. It was found that the quantity and quality 
of the electrons given off from a metal plate under the influence 
of ultra-violet hght depended greatly on the smoothness of the 
surface of the plate, and even when polished depended greatly 
on the nature of the process of polishing employed ; further, 
the sensitiveness of the surface changed with time. The expe- 
riments of various observers showed extraordinary discrepancies. 
It was in time found that only tolerably consistent results were 
obtained when at a low pressure the surface of a plate was 
removed by making it the anode in a discharge-tube, or depo- 
siting a new surface, or removing the surface by evaporation 
in the case of a liquid (such as mercury), and then taking the 
measurements without allowing the surface to come into contact 
with a gas ata high pressure. ‘Ihese processes remove the film of 
eas and oxide from the surface, and the matter deposited through 
polishing in the case ofa plate. I therefore fail to see how much 
reliance can be placed on experiments of the nature carried out 
by Dr. Campbell unless the same precautions are taken. The 
difference between the number of electrons emitted from the two 
surfaces in the experiment is bound to be a small fraction of the 
total number emitted, and could therefore be easily rendered 
uncertain in sign by errors of the magnitude observed with ultra- 
violet light. It is not surprising therefore that Dr. Campbell did 
not obtain very consistent results. Moreover,in the interpre- 
tation of such experiments we must also not ignore the possibility 
that the process of ionization of a molecule in the solid state 
by an a particle may be somewhat different from that when the 
molecule is in the gaseous state. The fact that a molecule is 
more easily ionized by ultra-violet light in the solid than in the 
gaseous state renders such a thing highly probable. 

Yours faithfully, 
R. D. KLEEMAN. 
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TAYLOR JONES. 

Fre. 4.—Condenser A, primary open. Sparking method. 

Fite. 5.—Condenser E, primary closed. 

Sparking method. 

Fie. 6.—Short circuiting method. No condenser. 



Phil. Mag. Ser. 6, Vol. 27, Pl. VIII. 

Fie. 7.—Case I. 1, = 4 amperes. 

Fie. $8.—Case II. 2, = 3 amperes. 
) 

Hire. 92—Case Tile 262 
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[* the atom is a mixture of negatively electrifie cles 
and positive electricity, it will produce in its neigh- 

bourhood a field of electric force. For even when the atom 
contains equal amounts of positive and negative electricity, 
the effects of the opposite charges will not wholly counter- 
balance each other since these charges are in different parts 
of the atom: there will still be a field of force though the 
forces will diminish more rapidly than the inverse square 
of the distance and will also not be uniformly distributed 
round the atom. These forces will be exerted by the atom 
not merely on the atoms which are associated with it in the 
molecule of a chemical compound, but also on the atoms in 
other molecules, giving rise to forces between the molecules. 

and producing thereby the intrinsic pressure and surface. 
tension of liquids, latent heat of evaporation, cohesion of 
solids and liquids, the rigidity of solids, and so on. These 
physical phenomena are the effects of forces between different 
molecules, whereas chemical affinity and chemical pheno- 
mena in general are the eftects of forces having the same 
origin but acting between the atoms in the same molecule. 

The consideration of the mutual action between atoms is 
perhaps the most important part of any atomic theory, for 
on it depends the explanation of the majority of chemical 
as well as of physical phenomena. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3 EB 
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Some theories, as for example Laplace’s Theory of Capil- 
larity and Boscovich’s Theory of the Atom, have attempted 
to explain many physical phenomena by supposing that the | 
molecules attract each other with forces which are exceeding 
intense at molecular distance but diminish so rapidly as 
the distance increases that they very soon become inap- 
preciable. The results obtained by the older and more 
general theories have been perhaps rather disappointing, and 
deductions which can be put to the test of experiment would 
seem more likely to be given by more recent theories, in 
which the atomic structure of the molecule is brought into 
prominence, and two atoms of the chemical elements A and 
B are supposed to exert a force C,C,¢(7) on each other, 
where C, is a parameter characteristic of the element A. 
C, one characteristic of B, and (7) is a function of r tne 
distance between the atoms. 

If the forces between the atoms arise from the corpuscles 
and the positive electricity, they will depend on the orienta- 
tion of the atoms and will not always be radial; it is only 
when we take the mean value of these forces that they can 
be treated as radial and as determined solely by the distance 
between the atoms. 

Sutherland was, I believe, the first to develop a theory of 
this kind. Ina long series of papers in the ‘ Philosophical 
Magazine’ he worked out the consequences of supposing 
that the force exerted by an atom was the same as if each 
atom contained an electrical doublet whose moment was 
characteristic of the atom ; this doublet was carried by the 
atom unaltered into all the compound molecules of which it 
formed a part, provided the type of compound remained the 
same,—it might, however, alter when the type of compound 
changed. The force exerted between a molecule AB and 
another CD is equal to 

(Cy + Cg) (Cot Cp) $(7), 
where C,, Cz, Cg, Cp are the moments of the doublets in 
the atoms A, B, C, D respectively, and $(7) is proportional 
to 1/x4 where 7 is the distance between the molecules Hee it 
CD. The values of the moments, expressed in electrostatic 
measures, found by Sutherland for some of the elements are 
given in the following table * :— 

Element ... if @): N, Cl, Br. 1 

Paneer 75X10—- 1°7x10- 8 “1-8X10-% 4410-8 5x10-” Sap 

* “Further Studies on Molecular Forces,” Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. p. 1. 
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Sutherland found that for the non-metallic elements the 
electrostatic moment is proportional to the volume of the 
atom, while for metals the moment is proportional to the 
linear dimensions of the atom. 

The theory is tested by taking some physical quantity, 
say the magnitude of the surface tension, which can be 
expressed in terms of the C’s—the electrostatic moment of 
the atom—the values of the C’s for say hydrogen, oxygen, and 
carbon are found by equating the theoretical value of the 
surface tension in terms of the C’s to the observed values 
in three liquid compounds of these liquids. Having got 
the C’s we can calculate the surface tension for as many 
liquid compounds of these elements as can be obtained, and 
compare them with the observed values. The agreement, 
though very far from perfect, is yet good enough to suggest 
that in many cases the forces around the atom may be repre- 
sented in this way. 

Methods for representing the forces between the atoms 
have also been developed on somewhat similar lines to this 
by Einstein * and also by Kleeman f. 

The forces exerted by a molecule AB can, however, only 
be represented as the resultant of forces due to doublets of 
constant moment in A and B when both A and B are 
electrically neutral, 7.¢. when neither of them contains an 
excess of one kind of electricity over that of the opposite. 
For if one atom A has an excess of positive electricity, the 
other B an excess of negative, the two atoms will give rise 
to a doublet one of whose poles is on A while the other is 
on B; the distance between the poles of this doublet, and 
therefore the force exerted by it, will depend on the distance 
between the atoms in the molecule. The force will thus 
depend not merely on the kind of atoms there are in the 
molecule but also on the way they are arranged, and can 
not be calculated in the same way as forces due to invariable 
doublets contained within the atoms themselves. I shall 
endeavour to show that chemical compounds may be divided 
into two great classes—in one class the atoms are electrically 
neutral, in the other they are charged, some positively 
others negatively,—and that the properties of compounds are 
strikingly different according as they belong to one class or 
the other. We might expect that this would be the case, 
for the poles of the doublet in the compounds of class II. 
(when the atoms are charged) will be more widely separated 
than those in compounds of class I., where the two poles of 

* Einstein, dnn. der Phys, iv. p. 513 (1901). 
t+ Kleeman, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xviii. p. 491. 

3H 2 
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any doublet are in the same atom. Thus the moments of the 
molecular doublets will be greater than those of the atomic 
ones. We should therefore expect molecules in which the 
atoms are charged to exert much larger forces on other 
molecules than molecules in which the atoms are neutral. 
As large forces between molecules correspond to high in- 
trinsic pressure, surface tension, and dissociating power, we 
should expect these qualities to be abnormally developed 
when the atoms are charged. 

Let us consider the evidence bearing on the question of 
ele-trical charges on the atom. 

In my book on ‘Rays of Positive Electricity’ I have 
given reasons for thinking that in the molecules of many 
gases the atoms are not electrified. I will add to these 
reasons another derived from recent experiments with these 
rays. On page 94 of ‘ Positive Rays’ attention is called to 
the fact that a molecule of hydrogen may, after passing 
through the cathode, split up into two atoms, the energy of 
the molecule being equally divided between the atoms, so 
that each has one half the normal amount of energy. They 
will, therefore, experience twice the electrostatic deflexion 
of the normal atom and show themselves as a beading at 
twice the normal distance from the vertical on the parabola 
representing the hydrogen atom. I have observed similar 
effects when the gas in the tube was CO: when a molecule 
of CO splits up after passing through the cathode, the 
energy of the carbon atom will be 12/28, that of the oxygen 
atom 16/28 of the normal energy; hence the electrostatic 
deflexion of these atoms will for carbon be 28/12=2-3, and 
for oxygen 28/16 =1-'7 times the normal. The beading 
corresponding to these atoms can be seen in the photographs 
of the rays through GO, and the deflexions of the beading 
are as 2°3 to 1:7. Now if the molecule of CO contained a 
negatively charged oxygen and a positively charged carbon. 
atom, then the oxygen beading would be mainly on the 
negative parabolas, the carbon beading on the positive one. 
The photograph shows that the beading occurs on both the 
positive and negative parabolas of carbon and oxygen, and 
seems quite as intense on the positive oxygen as on the 
negative. This result points to the conclusion that in the 
molecule of CO the atoms are not electrified. 

There are thus compounds in which the tendency of the 
electronegative atom to acquire a corpuscle is not sufficiently 
powerful to drag a corpuscle from the atom of the electro- 
positive element. . 

There is, however, evidence from the phenomena of 
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Positive Rays that in some cases the transference of elec- 
tricity from one atom in the molecule to the other can take 
place. For in the Positive Rays we find along with the 
positively electrified atoms and molecules negatively electri- 
fied atoms of such gases as hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and 
chlorine, when these gases are in the discharge-tube. These 
negatively electrified atoms must have been positively 
electrified at one time or they would not have been driven 
through the cathode with a high velocity, they must at a 
later stage have attracted a corpuscle and become electrically 
neutral, and when in this state, though moving with a high 
velocity, attracted and retained a corpuscle from the molecules 
through which they were moving. If they can do this under 
these unfavourable conditions, it is very improbable that 
they should not be able when they are in combination with 
suitable atoms to get a negative charge out of these atoms. 
Thus we should expect that in the compounds of violently 
contrasted elements the atoms in the molecule would be 
charged some with positive, others with negative electricity. 
We shall see later on direct evidence for the existence of 
molecules of this type, which I shall call ionic molecules, to 
distinguish them from molecules in which the atoms are not 
charged. The process by which the atoms get charged I 
shall call intra-molecular ionization. 

One very direct piece of evidence is given by the value of 
the specific inductive capacity of compounds, evidence which 
is particularly strong and easily interpreted when these 
compounds are gaseous. The setting of the electric doublets 
under the electric field will contribute to the specific in- 
ductive capacity of the gas; hence molecules in which the 
atoms are charged, since they tend to have abnormally large 
moments, will also tend to have large specific inductive 
capacities. Again, since the setting of these doublets involves 
the rotation ot the molecules as a whole, they will move so 
sluggishly that they are not likely to be affected by vibrations 
as rapid as those of light-waves in the visible spectrum: hence 
these doublets will not affect the refractive index in the 
visible spectrum, while they will affect the specific inductive 
capacity: we should expect therefore such compounds to 
depart widely from Maxwell’s law that the square of the 
refractive index is equal to the specific inductive capacity. 
Again, since the setting of the axes of the doublets under 
the electric field will be hampered by the collision with other 
molecules, and as these collisions are more numerous and 
energetic at high temperatures than at low, the specific 
inductive capacity of compounds of class II. ought to be 
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affected by temperature, and to diminish as the temperature 
increases. 

Badeker (Zeitschrift fiir physik. Chemie, xxxvi. p. 305) 
has determined the specific inductive capacity of many 
gases at varying temperatures, and it appears from his 
results that some of these, such for example as H,O, NH,, 
SO,, HCl, CH;OH, &c., exhibit all these characteristics ; 
they have high specific inductive capacities, K is very much 
greater than n?, and K diminishes as the temperature in- 
creases. | 

As the specific inductive capacities afford perhaps the 
most direct way of determining the moments of the electrical 
doublets in a molecule, we shall proceed to find an expression 
for the part of the specific inductive capacity due to these 
moments, using the method employed by Langevin to 
determine the variation with temperature of the magnetic 
susceptibility of ferro-magnetic substances. 

Suppose that each molecule of a gas contains an electric 
doublet whose moment is M, and that the gas is in a uniform 
electric field, the electric force being X : when the axis of 
the doublet makes an angle @ with the direction of X, 
the potential energy of the doublet in the field will be 
—XMcos@: hence the number of molecules in unit volume 
which have their axes inclined at an angle between @ and 
9+ 60 with the direction of the electric force, will be 
equal to 

hXMecos@ . 
€ S C in@.dé, 

where h is the constant occurring in Maxwell’s law for the 
distribution of velocities among the molecules of a gas, and 
C a quantity which does not depend on 6. The moment 
parallel to the electric force which these molecules con- 
tribute is 

hXM cos 6 
CM cos Ge sin@.dé@: 

hence the total moment in the molecules parallel to the 
electric force is equal to 

om” cose sin 6d@ 
0 

hXM —AXM 
€ +e 1 AM 10 xn 

=m { —35— + Caxaig? a0 nae he 
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But if N is the number of molecules per unit volume, 

N= of” Enns eoinlGdG 
. x 0 : 5 

a: hXM st =7xi11¢ € ; 

Substituting this value for UC we find that P, the electrical 
moment parallel to the electric force per unit volume, is 
given by the equation 

r bXM 4 ¢—AXM il 

P=NM gPXM __ ¢—AXM ixm } ° 

The contribution of this to the specific inductive capacity K 

is a hence K will contain the term 
T 
xe 

4doNM f XM 4 e-AIM I ’ 

xX Ce ON for 

Now, except at very low temperatures, AXM will be an 
exceedingly small quantity, for h is inversely proportional 
to the average kinetic energy possessed by a molecule 
at the temperature of the gas. At 0° C. this energy 
is represented by the work done by the atomic charge 
falling through a potential difference of 1/30 of a volt; 
XM is this atomic charge multiplied by the potential 
difference between the poles of a doublet: this, in any 
feasible electric field, will be exceedingly small compared 
with 1/30. Hence, unless the absolute temperature of the gas 
is almost vanishingly small, AXM is a very small quantity, 
in this case equation gives 

K = NAM. 

Now h= = where T is the absolute temperature of the 

gas and R is the gas constant 13°2x10-", Hence these 
doublets contribute a term 

4oNM? MM? 
Be 1 nm ohenu Win 

provided the density of the gas is constant and equal to the 
density when the temperature is 0° ©. and the pressure 
760 mm., as in this case N=2°8x 10". 
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Thus K, the specific inductive capacity of the gas at 
constant density, may be written 

- {2 36 

K=04 2 rr 
We shall assume that a is independent of the temperature, 
it is probably equal to n? where n is the refractive index. 
If « does not depend upon T, we can find the value of M? if 
we know K,, K,, the values of the specific inductive capacity 
at the temperatures T, and T,, for from the preceding 
equation we have © 

55, Cet. 2 oy ee ) K,—K,="88 M?x 10 (« i) — 

Badeker (loc. cit.) gives the specific inductive capacity of 
ammonia gas over a range of temperatures from 18°°4 C. to 
108°°4 C.: from his values I find M=1°5 x 10-® and 
a=1:00051. The experiments on water have a temperature 
range of oniy 8°6 C., we cannot therefore expect to get an 
accurate value of M for this substance. Substituting the 
values given by Badeker, I find for water M = 5 x 10-*, 
a='939. The fact that a comes out less than unity shows 
that this value of M is too large. We shall probably get a 
more accurate value if we assume that K—1 for water is due 
entirely to the doublets in the molecule, and find the value 
of M from formula (1) instead of (2): doing this I find 
M=2'1x10-. Badeker finds that hydrochloric acid gas, 
the vapours of methyl and ethy! alcohol and sulphur dioxide 
all show abnormally high specific inductive capacities: the 
value of M for hydrochloric acid is less than that for ammonia, 
while that of the alcohols is somewhat greater. The molecules 
of the elements such as Hy, Oo, No, Cl, give quite normal 
specific inductive capacities. 

Taking as the criterion for the absence of intra-molecular 
ionization the existence of the relation K=n’, where K is the 
specific inductive capacity and n the refractive index, the 
experiments on the specific inductive capacity of gases show 
that intra-molecular ionization is absent in the gaseous 
molecules of the gases in column I., while it is present in 
those under column II. 

iE “ee A: 
He, oo. HO. CHLGL 
O;. CS,. N&L.: CHCl; (slight). 
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The values of M found in this way show that, to separate 
two molecules in class II., placed su that the axes of their 
doublets are in the same straight line, will require an amount 
of work larger than that required to separate the atoms in 
many chemical compounds. The work required to separate 
two doublets of the strength of those in the molecule of 
ammonia, when the distance between their centres is 10-* cm., 
calculated from the formula 2M?/r®, is equal to 4°5x 107” 
erg. The work required to dissociate a molecule of iodine, 
as taal from experiments on the dissociation of iodine 
vapour, is 2°3x10-" erg. The work required to separate a 
corpuscle at a distance ‘of 10-8 em. from the centre of the 
doublet is 6°7 x 10~" erg, equal to that gained by a fall of the 
atomic charge through 4°5 volts. This large value explains 
why gases which show abnormally large values for the specific 
inductive capacity may be expected to attract to themselves 
and keep bound any corpuscles in their neighbourhood, and 
thus, by diminishing the chance of a corpuscle existing in 
the free state, to diminish the mobility of the negative ions 
in gases. This effect has long been known to be produced 
by the vapours of water and alcohol, two gases which 
Badeker has shown to possess abnormal specific inductive 
capacities; it would be an interesting subject for investi- 
gation to see whether this property is possessed by all 
vapours with exceptional specific inductive capacities. 

It may be asked why, if the work required to separate 
two molecules of ammonia is greater than that required 
to separate two atums of iodine, is the proportion of free 
iodine atoms so much smaller than that of free ammonia 
molecules? The answer to this is found in the con- 
sideration of the relative mobility of the systems which 
exert the attractions in the two cases. If we take two 
ammonia molecules A and B at random, the force between 
their doublets is just as likely to be a repulsion as an 
attraction. In order to develop the maximum attraction 
the two molecules A and B must wheel round until the 
axes of their doublets are in the same straight line and 
point in the same direction: this involves the rotation of 
two massive molecules. Whereas if we take two iodine 
atoms C and D and place them at random, all that is 
necessary to develop their maximum aitraction is for the 
corpuscles inside the atoms to move into new positions ; 
as the inertia of these corpuscles is much less than that 
of the molecules, the maximum attraction is much more 
likely to be developed in the case of the iodine atoms than 
in that of the ammonia molecules, and thus the number 
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of free iodine atoms may be expected to be much smaller 
than that of the free ammonia molecules. 

Water and the alcohols contain the hydroxy] radicle OH, 
and the question arises, is the electrostatic doublet whose 
moment we have been discussing carried by this radicle 
into the various compounds, and is the intra-molecular dis- 
sociation in these practically confined to the charging-up of 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms in the hydroxyl radicle? If 
this were the case, then in such compounds, if they were in 
the gaseous state, the abnormal part of the specific inductive 
capacity would depend on the number of hydroxy] ions only.. 
Thus, since there are the same number of hydroxyl ions im 
water, methy] alcohol, and ethyl! alcohol, the specific inductive 
capacities of these in ‘the gaseous state and at the same tem- 
perature should be equal. Bideker’s experiments on the 
vapours of methyl and ethyl alcohols show that these have 
much the same specific inductive capacities when in the 
gaseous state, and though water seems to have a somewhat 
higher value, the difference between them is small compared 
with that between these substances in the liquid condition. 
The experiments on vapours are at present not sufficiently 
numerous to enable us to settle this point, and so we have 
to turn to the capacities when in the liquid state, though the 
interpretation of these is much more open to objection. The 
specific inductive capacity of ethyl alcohol is only 26°8, while 
that of water is $1. It must be remembered, however, that. 
since the molecule of ethyl alcohol is heavier than that of 
water, and also because the density of alcohol is less than 
that. of water, there are fewer alcohol molecules per unit 
volume than there are water molecules. 

In the following table I give the values of the quotient of 
the specific inductive capacities K of a number of liquids, 
by the number of the radicles per unit volume ; the unit is 
an arbitrary one :— 

Radicle OH. 

K/number of radicles 
Substance. K. per unit volume. 

NVherssiQOnne . Jsectanwaccbacteactebee 81:7 81 

Methyl] alcohol, CH3.0H ............ 32°5 79 

Ethyl aleohol, C,H;OH. ............ 21°7 84 

Propyl alcohol, CH,CH,.CH,.OH. 20°5 85 (Thwing) 

Glycerine; CAMs (OH) ee. c:.. maces 56°2 76 
29 
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Radicle CN. 
Weeto-mitrily CHOCN So oicc.s.ec. esses — 8588 100 

Proprio-nitril, C,H;CN ............ 27°2 102 

Benzyl cyanide, CsH;CH,.CN...... 16-7 109/06, where 6 is the density 

Ethylene cyanide, (CH,),(CN), ... 57°3 127/60 [of the liquid. 

Radicle NO,. 

Nitromethane, CH,NO, ............ 38°2 116 

iNitroethane, C,H NO, 2.2.2 s.ece.c. 6 29°5 117 

Radicle C. NS. 
Methyl rhodanide, CH;CNS ...... 35°9 144/60 

Ethyl rhodanide, C,H,CNS......... 26°5 126/6 

Radicle CO-OH, 

Formic acid, HCOOH ............... OT 120 

Acetic acid, CH,COOH. ............ 6:46 uy 

Monochloracetic acid, CH,CICOOH 20 75 

Dichloracetic acid, CHC],COOH . 8:22 38 

Trichloracetic acid, CC],CCOOH ... 455 25 

In addition to the electrostatic moment due to the sepa- 
ration of the electrical charges in the doublet itseif, there 
will, since the doublet produces an intense electric field in 
its immediate neighbourhood, be the electrostatic moment 
induced by this field in the other atoms of the molecule. 
This moment will depend on the number and size of these 
atoms, and will, unless the molecule is unsymmetrical, be in 
the direction of the moment of the exciting doublet, and 
will be an invariable companion of this moment. Thus the 
effective moment of the doublet may be written as P+ M, 
where M is the moment of the doublet itself, and P a 
quantity which depends on the number and nature of the 
other atoms in the molecules. The values of the specific 
inductive capacity for complicated molecules show indi- 
cations of this effect ; for example, the contribution of each 
doublet of OH in benzol alcohol to the specific inductive 
capacity is considerably higher than the contribution of the 
same doublet in the simpler molecules of water and methy| 
alcohol. 

Another point that has to be taken into consideration is, 
that when there are several moment-bearing radicles in the 
molecule, the axes of these may point so that their resultant 
is greater than that of any of the constituents, as, for 
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example, in formic acid H—c€~ where each molecule 5) ’ NOG 

contributes 120 to the specific inductive capacity; glycollie 
H OH 

acid nitrate, _— —© , where each molecule contributes 

oe 
O 

215; and formamide, HC , where each molecule 
2 

contributes 210. In other cases the axes of the various 
doublets might point so that the different doublets opposed 
each other, and the resultant was less than any constituent. 

| H O 
Acetic acid, Cag , where each molecule only 

Vf NO 

contributes 20°2 to the specific inductive capacity, is a 
conspicuous instance of this effect. 

Though there is no intra-molecular ionization in CQ, yet 
when CO enters as a radicle into.organic compounds, as in 
acetone, aldehyde, acetic acid, and similar cases, it acts as a 
doublet ; this would seem to be an example of the effect, 
alluded to on p. 770, of the presence of other molecules in 
promoting intra-molecular ionization. 

In some molecules only a few of the molecules may be 
charged, all the others being uncharged. Thus in hydroxyl 
compounds the atoms in the radicle OH might be the only 
ones with a charge; in a case like water, however, there 
are no grounds for supposing that one of the hydrogen atoms 
is charged and the other uncharged: if both of the atoms 
have a positive charge, the oxygen atom must have two 
negative charges and there are in reality two doublets in 
the molecule. 

The hydroxyl radicle OH may exist in the molecule in 
two states, according as the oxygen atom in it has one or 
two negative charges. If the oxygen atom has only one 

- + 
charge, then O—H will form a single doublet, and there 
need be no other doublet in the molecule. If, however, the 
oxygen atom has two charges, as presumably it has in a 
molecule of water, then there must be a positive charge 
on some atom not in the hydroxyl radicle, and thus there 
must be at Jeast two doublets in the molecule. 

I should like to put forward the suggestion that the 
difference between these cases from the point of view of 
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the chemical properties of molecules corresponds to the 
difference between OH acting as an acid or as a base, Bin 

that the acid OH in the molecule is pepresented BY Ce H, 

while the basic is represented by Ou i. 

Consider a molecule R 04 in a solution and surrounded 

by H and Oi ions arising from the dissociation of the 
+ 

og the H of the molecule would combine with the 

0-H ion from the water, and leave therefore an exces; 

of H ions in the water, and the molecule would therefore 
have acid properties. 

Poy Museo Ae 
Next consider a molecule R—O—H in which the hydroxyl 

=e 
radicle was of the second type: the O—H in the molecule 
would combine with the H, ion from the dissociation of the 

= 2 
water, would leave therefore an excess of O—H ions in the 
water, and therefore the molecule would havea basic character. 

The more electropositive the element R in the molecule 
ROH, the more likely would there be a transference of 
a corpuscle from R to O and therefore of O acquiring a 
second charge, and OH on this view showing basic pro- 
perties : this is quite in accordance with ordinary chemical 
experience. 

Let us now consider what conditions would have an 
influence on the process of molecular ionization. We may 
regard the atoms in the molecules as analogous to an 
electrical condenser such as a Leyden jar: the work re- 
quired to charge up such a condenser is, for a given charge, 
inversely proportional to the capacity of the condenser : 
hence anything which increases the “ capacity ” of the 
molecule will make it easier for the atoms in it to acquire 
opposite electrical charges. It is by an effect analogous to 
this that I think the electric field round the molecule can 
come into play and set at work a mechanism by which the 
transference of corpuscles from one atom to another in the 
molecule may be facilitated. Suppose, for example, that 
A, B represent the atoms in a molecule which when by 
themselves have so small an electrical capacity that the work 
required to charge up the one positively, the other negatively, 
is more than than the energy available from their difference 
in the electro-chemical series. Suppose that there are other 
molecules in the neighbourhood, and that the electric force 
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around AB was sufficient to drag some of these molecules up 
to either A or B or to both of them, producing a more 
complex system. The proximity of these molecules to A and B 
would increase the capacity of the system, and would therefore 
facilitate the passage of a corpuscle trom one atom to another, 
so that these atoms might get charged in presence of these 
molecules, whereas if they were alone they might remain 
uncharged. 

Another way of considering the effect produced by the 
other molecules is illustrated by fig, 1. A and B are atoms 

Fig. 1. 
M, Ree ee M, 

CX). oa 
each containing one corpuscle. The force tending to make 
the corpuscle in A leave it and pass over to B is the attraction 
of the doublet in B ; the force preventing it is the attraction 
of the positive charge, which may for simplicity be supposed 
to act at the centre of A. We see from the figure that when 
the molecules M,, M, containing doublets join on to A and B, 
their effect is to diminish the attraction holding the corpuscle 
in A to that atom, and to increase the force tending to pull 
it out ; each of these effects will promote the escape of the 
corpuscle from A. 

A very striking example of the effect of attached molecules 
in promoting intra-molecular ionization is afforded by the 
platino-ammiuno chlorides studied by Werner (Werner’s ‘ New 
Ideas on Inorganic Chemistry,’ English translation, p. 41). 
The compound PtCl,(NHs). is not an electrolyte: when, 
however, another molecule of ammonia is attached, giving 
the compound PtCl,(NH3)3, it becomes an electrolyte with a 
molecular conductivity of 96°75 ; when it takes up another 
molecule of ammonia and becomes PtCl,(NH3;),, the mole- 
cular conductivity rises to 228; while two more molecules 
of ammonia produce PtCl,(NH3),, ane lectrolyte with a 
molecular conductivity of 522°9. We may regard the 
acquisition of electrolytic conductivity as evidence that by 
the addition of ammonia one or more of the chlorine atoms 
in the salt have been able to attract corpuscles probably 
from the platinum atom. 

Let us first consider the conditions necessary for the 
occurrence of intra-molecular ionization. 

(1) There must be a considerable difference in the electro- 
chemical properties of the atoms A and B, to furnish the 
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energy necessary for the transference of a corpuscle from 
one atom to the other : in other words, A and B must be 
well separated in the electrochemical series. If the sepa- 
ration is great, the transference of the electricity may take 
place without the help of other molecules ; but if the intra- 
molecular ionization has to be brought about by the help of 
such molecules, then 

(2) There must be a strong field of electric force round 
AB, so as to attract the molecules M,, M,. It is not 
necessary that molecules should attach themselves to both 
the atoms in AB, although the ionization will occur all the 
more readily if they do. 

(3) The molecules M,, M, must be strongly attracted by 
the field exerted by AB ; thus, if they produce electrical 
effects analogous to those produced by electric doublets, the 
moments of these doublets must be lat ge. 
We see from this that intra-molecular ionization will only 

occur in a certain type of molecule, and only molecules 
with certain properties will be able to produce it. 

Chemical Effects produced by the Electric Fields arising 
from Intra-molecular Ionization. 

We have seen that the moment of the electrical doublets 
in the molecules of some gases in which intra-molecular 
ionization takes place, are so ) large that the work required to 
separate two such doublets is quite comparable with that 
required in some cases to separate the atoms in a molecule. 
It would seem from this that we might expect that two 
molecules might, under suitable conditions, be held together 
by the attraction between two such doublets. 

Let us consider the case of a diatomic molecule AB held 
together, either by the forces exerted by the intra-atomic 
doublets in A and B respectively, or by these in addition to 
the forces between the charges on A and B when intra- 
molecular ionization has taken place ; we need not for the 
moment distinguish between these cases. Outside the 
molecule there will be a stray electric field, whose magnitude 
will depend largely upon the nature of the atoms A; and B. 
The stray field will not be so intense as that between the 
atoms, and so might be unable to bind another atom in 
which there are only intra-atomic doublets which are 
necessarily of small moment, as there is no room inside 
the atom for a wide separation of the poles of the doublet. 
Again, any compound with an atom would be “ unsaturated”; 
thus the kind of combination we are considering will be 
between molecules, and not between atoms. 
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If, however, instead of an atom !we had a molecule in 
which there was intra-molecular ionization, its moment 
would be far larger than that of the atom, and it would be — 
attracted by the field of force round AB with much greater 
intensity. The force might be large enough to bind the 
molecule to AB, and we should have a system represented 
by AB—M. Thus molecules like those of water, ammonia, 
alcohol, sulphur trioxide, which have large electrical moments, 
might be expected to enter into combinations of this kind, 
forming complexes of two or more molecules. This is the 
type of compound called by chemists molecular compounds, 
and which at one time were often called into requisition to 
explain the existence of compounds which did not follow the 
law of constant valency. Of late, however, the idea of 
molecular compounds seems to have gone out of favour. 

It seems to me that when we take into consideration the 
strength of the electric field exerted by some molecules, it is 
very difficult to believe that molecular compounds are not 
formed, and that they do not play a large part in many 
chemical reactions. We have seen (p. 770) that union with 
another molecule promotes intra-molecular ionization ; thus 
it might happen that the atoms in AB were uncharged when 
AB was isolated, but when it had attracted another molecule 
a corpuscle would pass between A and B so that these atoms 
would get charged. In this way the properties of AB might 
be entirely changed by union with another molecule. We 
ean, I think, go further than this. May there not be cases 
in which the attached molecule or molecules act on AB in 
much the same way as the molecules of a solvent would act 
upon it in solution, so that the atoms of A and B, in addition 
to getting charged through the proximity of the molecules 
attached to AB, might get separated by a kind of intra- 
molecular dissociation, and then rearrange themselves so as 
to be in equilibrium with the atom of M, the molecule 
attached to AB. 

To take the most famous case in connexion with the 
formation of molecular compounds, that of sal-ammoniac. 
We may regard this as produced by a molecule of ammonia, 
which as we have seen has an exceedingly large electrostatic 
moment, being attracted by the electric field round the 
molecule of hydrochloric acid. This is only the first stage : 
may not the HCl, under the action of the molecule of 
ammonia, not merely have the H atom positively, the Cl atom 
negatively electrified, but the two torn apart from each other ? 
The four H atoms, and the N and Cl atoms might then 
regroup themselves so as to be in equilibrium. If this took 
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place, the result of the union of the ammonia and hydro- 
chloric acid could not be correctly represented by the formula 
NH,—HCl. 

As Professor Baker has shown, the union of ammonia and 
hydrochloric acid does not take place if the gases are dried 
with extreme care. Wecan, I think, see a reason for this, if 
we regard the forces which primarily bring the molecules of 
ihe ammonia and hydrochloric acid together as due to electro- 
static doublets in the molecule. These forces are essentially 
polar in their nature and depend to a very large extent on 
the angle between the axes of the two doublets when the 
molecules come close together ; the attraction is large only 
when the angle between these axes is small. Thus, when the 
molecules of the two gases come into collision, it will be only 
in a very small fraction of the collisions that the circum- 
stances are favourable to the union of the molecules. If, 
however, there are nuclei present, such as minute drops of 
water, then some of the molecules of the gases will, as it 
were, be anchored round the nuclei: thus a molecule of NH; 
and oneof HCl will be kept close together for a considerable 
time ; this will enable the molecules to arrange themselves 
under the forces they exert on each other, and they will 
tend to set so that the axes of the doublets come nearly into 
line ; the molecules in this position will exert the maximum 
attraction on each other, and thus be in the condition most 
favourable for combination. 
A molecule of gas with a large electrostatic moment may 

itself promote combination between two gases in whose mole- 
cules there is no intra-molecular ionization. Let us consider 
the effect of a molecule of this kind on the molecules of the 
gas round it. The intense electric field round this molecule 
will drag towards it the molecules around it, so that it will 
act as a nucleus round which the molecules of the other 
gases condense. This nucleus will thus bring these molecules 
closer together than they otherwise would be, and if, like 
chlorine and hydrogen, they can combine, the presence of the 
nucleus will assist combination. It seems possible that part 
of the effect of water-vapour may arise from an action of 
this kind, the interacting molecules crowding together so as 
to get into the strongest part of the electric field round the 
water molecule, and thus getting into positions which are 
‘favourable for chemical combination. 

In some cases the product of the chemical action will he 
active molecules with large moments; this will happen in 
the case of hydrogen and oxygen, and again with hydrogen 
and chlorine, as the molecules of water and hydrochloric 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3F 
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acid are of the type in which there is intra-molecu.ar 
ionization. In cases like these the further chemical com- 
bination goes on the greater will be the number of the 
nuclei which promote the combination ; there will evidently 
be a tendency for reactions of this type to become explosive. 

The condensation of the gas round a molecular doublet 
such as occurs in water is, on this view, due to the strong 
electric force round the doublet. If instead of a molecule 
with its doublet we had a charged ion, we should have a 
still stronger field and still more condensation. The Con- 
ducfion of Electricity through Gases gives us evidence of 
such condensation, as the ions behave rather as if they were 
clusters of molecules than simple molecules or atoms. It 
may, however, be asked why is it, if the molecular doublets 
are able to accelerate chemical actions, that the speed of 
such reactions is not notably greater in an ionized gas than 
in one which is not ionized? The answer is that in any 
ordinary type of ionization the number of charged ions is 
exceedingly small in comparison with the number of mole- 
cules of a substance, even when this is present as the merest 
trace. Take, for example, the case of water-vapour: if the 
partial pressure of the vapour were only the millionth of an 
atmosphere, there would still be about 2°8 x 10 molecules 
of water-vapour per cubic centimetre. It would be ex- 
ceptionally strong ionization by such an agent as Rontgen 
rays to produce 10!’ ions per cubic centimetre, so that the 
molecules of water-vapour when this trace of water was 
present would be about three thousand times the number of 
ions. In cases where there are exceptionally large numbers. 
of ions present, as for example in the negative glow in a 
discharge-tube, all kinds of chemical action seem to go on 
with great facility. 

On the Number of Active Molecules which a Molecule of a 
different kind can hold in Combination. 

We shall denote one of the active molecules by B, the 
molecules to which these are attached by A. We have to 
consider in the first place whether A can hold even one of 
the type B bound. From general Thermodynamical con- 
siderations it is clear that the system AB will not be formed 
in appreciable quantities unless the work required to separate 
A and B when they are in combination is considerably larger 
than R@, the energy corresponding to one degree of freedom 
at the absolute temperature @. If we regard the electric 
field round the atoms as equivalent to those produced by 
electrical doublets whose moments are respectively M, M’,. 
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the work required to separate the constituents will be equal 

to 2MM'/d?, where d is the distance between the centres of 

the doublets. Now we may take d as comparable with 

10-8 em. and put d=«x107° cm., and from the values 

given on page 764 M and M’ are comparable with 10™™, and 

are say y X 1078, 2x 107" respectively. The values found 

for M and M’ show that y and ¢ will be small compared 

with unity except for molecules in which there is intra- 

molecular ionization, and even then they will not be large, 

as the largest value we found was that for water, where 

M=2:1x107}8. Expressed in terms of x, y, z, the work 

2MM'/a? required to separate A and B is equal to == LOG? 

erg. The work required to separate the atoms ina molecule 
of iodine is about 2x10~-¥ erg, and this molecule is dissoci- 

ated to a very considerable extent at temperatures of 300° 

or 400° C. It follows from this that if yz/z? were as small, 
say, as 1/10, the compound AB would be almost wholly 

dissociated at ordinary temperatures ; for this compound to 

exist then yz/x? must not be a small fraction. With moments 

each as large as that in the ammonia molecule, this condition 

is fulfilled, but it is evident from the numbers that there is 

not any very great margin ; and if one of the moments fell 

to as small a value as we might expect when there is no 

molecular ionization, it would only be in cases where w is 
exceptionally small that we could expect the compound to 

exist at ordinary temperatures. ‘The study of the magnitudes 
involved thus leads us to the conclusion that though this 

molecular combination may occur not infrequently, it will be 

by no means universal and will probably be limited to special 

types of molecules. Let us suppose, however, that this con- 

dition is fulfilled, and that a compound AB can exist : what 

are the prospects of A being able to hold a second molecule 

of Bin combination? It is clear that the first molecule will 

have taken up the strongest part of the electric field round A ; 

if a second molecule B moves up to A, it has to take up 

a position where the attraction which binds it to A is less 

sntense than that which bound the first molecule ; and, more- 

over, since the doublets in the two molecules of B will repel 

each other, the one first in the field will be driven from its 

specially favourable position, so that when the two molecules 
of B are present in the compound AB,, neither is attracted 

io A quite so strongly as the single molecule B in the 

compound AB. Similar remarks will apply when a third 

molecule B is added to form the compound AB; ; in this case 

none of the B molecules will be held quite as firmly as in 
3h 2 
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either of the compounds AB or AB,. The attachment of the 
B molecules will get looser and looser as successive molecules 
of B are added, until finally we reach AB,, in which the - 

work required to detach a B molecule becomes comparable 

with the energy corresponding to one degree of freedom at 

the temperature of the compound. This compound AB, will 
be unstable, or rather will not exist in appreciable quantities, 

so that the compound AB,_; will be the one richest in B 

that can be detected. There will thus be a definite limit to 
the number of B’s that can be bound to the A molecule, 
and we should expect from the values found for the moments 
of the electrostatic doublets in the cases where we have the 
data for calculating them, that this number would not be large. 
Waiter of crystallization is a case of this kind, B representing 
the water molecule ; in general the number of molecules of 
water of crystallization is not large. Ifthe molecule A con- 

tained several atoms, there might be several regions where the 

molecules B might finda place. If A, for example, contained 
two atoms, « and £, and the electric fields round a and 8 
were equal in intensity, then if the field round M were 
symmetrical we might have molecules of B attached to 
a and @ as in the scheme 

B-2e@—B: 

More molecules of B might be added if the fields due to 
a and 8 were strong enough, some to the left, an equal 
number to the right, so that the B molecules in a compound 
of this type would be done up into two bunches. If the 
molecule A had a more complex structure, there might be 
more than two different regions in which the B molecules 
could group themselves, so that the B molecules attached to 
an A molecule might be divided into more than two groups. 
We see in this way that the number of water molecules 
which are able to exist in any one group may be con- 
siderably less than the number of molecules of the water of 
erystallization. 

The electrostatic effect of a doublet at a considerable 
distance from its centre depends only on the moment,—the 
product of either charge and the distance between the two 
charges. At close quarters, however, other things may come 
into consideration ; for example, if we compare the charged 
atoms in the doublet to two charged spheres, the moment at 
a considerable distance 1s independent of the radii of these 
spheres if the distance between their centres remains constant. 
Close up to these spheres, however, the electric force will 
depend upon their radii, and will be greater at the surface 

| - 
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of the smaller sphere than at that of the larger one. Ina 
ease like this the field due to’the molecule may be unsym- 
metrical and the molecules M may attach themselves to one 
side of A rather than to the other ; we may express this by 
saying that one atom in the molecule A can form these 
molecular complexes while the other can not. In the 
illustration given above we have supposed that the lack of 
symmetry is due to the difference in size of the atoms in the 
molecule A. Although the meaning we attach to the idea of 
atomic volume depends to a large extent on the view we 
take of the constitution of the atom, yet on almost any view 
the electric force at the surface of a charged atom would be 
larger for an atom with a small “ volume ” than for one with 
a larger one. We may see an illustration of this in the case 
of the alkali metals. These can lose a negative corpuscle 
with exceptional ease, which may be taken as an indication 
that the force exerted by a positively charged atom on a 
corpuscle at the surface of the atom is exceptionally small. 
Now the atoms of the alkali metals are distinguished for 
their large atomic volumes, and their electropositive character 
increases from lithium to cesium along with their atomic 
volumes. We should thus expect that, at any rate with 
elements of the same type, those with a small atomic vclume 
would be more likely to form molecular complexes than 
those with larger ; that, for example, lithium would be more 
likely to form molecular compounds than ceesium. The fact 
that of the chlorides of the alkali metals lithium chloride is 
the most deliquescent, may be an example of this effect. 
Any want of symmetry in the B molecules may result in 

their attaching themselves to one of the atoms in the A mole- 
cule in preference to the other: thus, if in the electrostatic 
doublet in the B molecule the electric force close to the 
negative end of the doublet is greater than that close to the 
positive end, B will tend to attach itself to the atom in A 
which has the positive charge, when there is intra-molecular 
ionization in A; while if the force close to the positive end 
of B was greater than that close to the negative, B would 
attach itself to the other atom in A. We thus see that the 
atoms in a molecule A to which other molecules are linked 
will depend on the nature of B as well as on that of A. 
And it does not follow because water of hydration is linked 
to one atom in a molecule of A, that the molecules of 
all the other substances which show intra-molecular ionization 
—ammonia, alcohol, hydrochloric acid and the like—will 
necessarily be linked to the same atom. 

The formation of these molecular compounds would 
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naturally be more likely to take place if both A and B were 
active molecules, z. e. if both had exceptionally large electro- 
static moments. There may, however, be cases in which 
there is combination, though only one of the molecules, B is 
of this type. From what we have pointed out on page 770, 
the approach of B to A will promote the charging up of the 
atoms in the molecule A, even if they were not charged 
originally, and thus tend to bring A into the active state even 
if it were not in that state before its union with B. 

We can readily understand why liquids whose molecules 
have large electric moments should be able to produce great 
ionization when electrolytes are dissolved in them. Tor in 
the first place the molecules of the solvent attach themselves 
to the molecules of the electrolyte, attract them and thus 
tend to pull the atoms apart. Secondly, the large electric 
moment of the molecules will cause the solvent to have a very 
high specific inductive capacity, so that when the oppositely 
charged atoms of the electrolyte are once separated, the 
attraction between them will be diminished ; this diminution 
in the attraction will diminish their rate of recombination. 
Since n the number of free ions per cubic centimetre is 

proportional to e« 286, where w is the work gained by the 
recombination of the ions, 0 the absolute temperature and R 
the gas constant, we see by putting w=w,/K, where ws is the 
work gained when the ions recombine in a medium whose 
specific inductive capacity is unity, and K is the specific 
inductive capacity of the solvent, that n will be proportional 

to e 2?kKé: thus when wy is large compared with RO, n will 
increase with great rapidity with any increase in K. Examples 
of this effect are to be found in the extremely interesting 
and important series of investigations on the influence of 
specific inductive capacity on ionization by Walden in a 
long series of investigations published in the Zeitschrift fur 
Phys. Chem. 

The following table is taken from his paper “‘ Organische 
Lésung- und Tonisierungsmittel,” Zeits. fiir Phys. Chem. liv. 
p- 129. K is the dielectric constant of the solvent, v the 
dilution required to produce a dissociation of 83 per cent. in 
a solution of N(O,H;),I. 

Another physical property which differentiates the com- 
pounds with uncharged atoms from those with charged, is 
that known as electrification by bubbling. When air and 
other gas bubble through a liquid, such as water, alcohol, 
acetone, in which there is intra-moleecular ionization, the gas 

GO — 
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when it emerges is mixed with positive and negative ions ; 
little if any electrification, however, is found when the gas 
bubbles through a liquid like paraffin oil or benzene where 
the atoms in the molecule are not charged. This is shown 
very clearly by the recent experiments of M. Bloch, Annalen 
de Chim. et de Physique, xxiii. p. 28 (1911). 
We could account for this difference in the following way. 

When the gas bubbles through the liquid fresh liquid surfaces 
are continually being produced; these surfaces have an amount 
of energy equal per unit area to the surface tension, Since 
this energy tends toa minimum, the effect of the action 
between the molecules which produces surface tension will 
be to promote any change which diminishes the surface 
tension at the fresh surface. For example, if any chemical 
action will diminish the surface tension, that action will take 
place more readily at the fresh surface than in the body of 
the liquid. If the liquid is a salt solution, the salts will flock 
to the surface if the surface tension of a strong solution is 
less than that of a weak one and recede from it if it is greater. 
If two isomeric compounds have different surface tensions, 
then spraying or bubbling air through a mixture will in- 
crease the proportion of the one with the smaller surface 
tension. The molecules of a compound AB might split up 
at the surface layer into atoms, if a layer of dissociated atoms 
eitaer mixed together or in separate layers would give a 
smaller surface tension than the undissociated liquid. 
_We see from this that the causes which produce surface 

tension might dissociate the molecules of the liquid at the 
surface of the cavities formed by the bubbling of the gas 
through the liquid. If the liquid were of the type in which 
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there is no charge on the atoms, the dissociation would not 
give rise to charged ions which could be carried along by the 
gas, but if the atoms in the molecule were charged the dis- 
sociation would produce ions, and these being carried along 
by the gas would produce electrification like that observed 
when gas bubbles through these liquids. 

The magnitude of the electrification is of the same order 
whether the liquid through which the gas is bubbled is 
distilled water or a salt or acid solution, though there are in 
other respects very marked differences between the two 
eases. As the number of ions in the solution is of quite a 
different order from that in the water, we conclude that the 
electrification cannot be due to the unaided diffusion of these 
ions into the cavities produced by the air-bubbles. 

On the conditions for the existence of a Chemical 
Compound and on Valency. 

In order that a chemical compound may exist in @ 
stable form it must satisfy certain conditions: one of 
these is that its molecules must not exert on other molecules 
in their neighbourhood attractions large enough to cause 
the molecules to unite and thus form other systems; another 
condition is that the attractions between the atoms in the 
molecule must be great enough to hold them together in 
spite of the blows they receive when the molecule collides 
with other molecules. It depends to a very large extent on 
the temperature whether these conditions are fulfilled or not. 
The first condition will be satisfied if the work required to 
separate the two molecules whose combination is under con- 
sideration is small compared with @ 0, the energy corre- 
sponding to one degree of freedom at 0, the absolute 
temperature of the molecules. The second, if the work 
required to separate the atoms in the molecule is large 
compared with the same quantity. Thus at high temperatures 
we may have systems existing in a stable form which would 
pass into more complex ones if the temperature were lower, 
while on the other hand some molecules would break up at 
high temperatures though they would be stable at lower 
ones. Both these conditions are illustrated by a case like 
that of iodine vapour, whose molecules at a high temperature 
are monatomic while at a lower one they are diatomic. 
Thus the question as to whether a substance is, or is not, 
‘saturated,’ involves essentially the question of temperature, 
and even unsaturated substances can exist if the temperature 
is not too low. 
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If we take the view that the forces exerted by the atoms 
are due to charges of positive and negative electricity, the 
negative electricity being on the corpuscles, then the force 
exerted by an atom in “the region around it will depend 
mainly upon the mobility of its corpuscles. 

For if an atom A has some corpuscles which can move 
freely about in the atom, then, if an electrical system of any 
kind is brought into the neighbourhood of A, these corpuscles 
will move into such a position that there will be attraction 
between A and the system. For example, if A contained a 
single free corpuscle and the system B were an electrical 
doublet, the corpuscle would move into such a position as to 
attract the doublet in whatever position that might be 
placed, and as the corpuscle is extremely mobile this shift 
ean take place with great facility. 

If, however, the corpuscles were fixed in the atom, then if 
it were not in such a position as to attract B originally (and 
it is just as likely to be in a position to repel as to attract), 
in order to attract it, the whole atom A, whose mass is 
very much greater than that of a corpuscle, would have 
to wheel round, and this on account of the much greater 
inertia of the atom would be a matter of much greater 
difficulty than the motion of the corpuscle in the former 
case. 

Thus we may regard an atom all of whose corpuscles are 
fixed as incapable of exerting any great attraction on other 
atoms around it unless these are in particular positions, we 
shall suppose that an atom in this state is what the chemists 
eall saturated. So that our criterion of saturation will be 
that all the corpuscles in the atom are held fast by the forces 
acting upon them. 
We regard the negatively electrified corpuscles in an atom 

as arranged in a series of consecutive layers; those in the 
inner layers we suppose are so firmly fixed that they do not 
adjust themselves so as to cause the atom to attract other 
atoms in its neighbourhood. There may, however, be a ring 
of corpuscles near the surface of the atom which are mobile 
and which have to be fixed if the atom is to be saturated. 
We suppose, moreover, that the number of corpuscles of this 
kind may be anything from 0 to 8, but that when the number 
reaches 8 the ring is so stable that the corpuscles are no 
longer mobile and the atom is so to speak self-saturated. 

The number of these mobile corpuscles in au atom of an 
element is equal to the number of the group in which the 
element is placed on Mendeleef’s arrangement. 

Thus helium and neon have no free corpuscles ; hydrogen, 
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lithium, sodium, potassium, each 1; beryllium, magnesium, 
calcium, and strontium, 2; boron, aluminium, 3; carbon 
and silicon, 4; nitrogen, phosphorus, and arsenic, 5; oxygen, 
sulphur, and selenium, 6; fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and 
iodine, 7. 

Now let us consider how the corpuscles in these atoms 
can be fixed. They are not fixed when the atom is by itself. 
In this case the tube of force starting from a corpuscle in 
the atom, returns to a positive charge in the same atom and 
possesses considerable mobility, as the corpuscle at one end of 
it can move freely about in the atom. The corpuscle will 
not be fixed uniess the tube of force at its end is anchored to 
something not in the atom, 2. e. it must end on another atom. 
Thus if there are n free corpuscles in the atom, to fix these 
and thus saturate the atom, the n tubes of force which start 
from the n corpuscles must all end on other atoms and not 
return to the original atom. ‘Thus to ensure saturation from 
every free corpuscle in an atom, a tube of force must pass 
out of that atom and end on some other, and this must hold 
for every atom in the molecule. When the atoms are 
electrically neutral, 7. e. have no excess of positive over 
negative charge or vice-versa, for each tube of force which 
passes out of an atom, another must come in; and thus each 
atom containing 7 corpuscles must be the origin of x tubes 
going to other atoms and also the termination of n tubes 
coming from other atoms. 

Thus consider two atoms A and B each of which contains 
one free corpuscle, denote these corpuscles by « and B re- 
spectively. Then « and 8 will be fixed if a tube of force 
goes froma in A tothe positive core of B and another from 8 
to the positive core of A: in this case the molecule AB will 
be saturated. If, however, B had contained two mobile 
corpuscles 8 and y, then, though « might be fixed by a tube 
going from it to the core of B, yet since only one tube goes 
out of A only one can come in; thus only the tube from one 
of the corpuscles in B can go to A; the tube from the other 
must return to B, and thus this corpuscle will not be fixed and 
B will not be saturated. If, however, there is a second atom 
of A in the neighbourhood or any other atom C which contains 
only one free corpuscle, then this tube of force from y can go 
to the positive core of C while the tube from the corpuscle 
in C comes to the core of B. With this arrangement every 
mobile corpuscle in the system is anchored by a tube of force 
to some other atom, and thus deprived of mobility : hence 
the system will be saturated. 
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We may ina diagram represent the tubes of force pro- 
ceeding from a corpuscle in an atom by a straight line 
drawn from the symbol representing the atom, and we see 
that the condition that all the atoms in the molecule should 
be saturated is that we should be able to draw a diagram so 
that the symbol which represents any atom which contains 2 
free corpuscles should be the origin of 7 of these lines going 
to the symbols representing other atoms, and the termination 
of an equal number coming from other atoms. 

If we take the structural formula of any valency com- 
pound as represented in the usual way by bonds between 
the atoms, and double each of the lines representing a bond, 
then we may regard one of these lines as representing a tube 
of force going trom the atom and the other a tube entering 
the atom; and inasmuch as in the diagram of a valency 
compound the symbol representing an atom of valency 7 is 
connected with n of these bonds, we see that the condition 
given above for saturation will be fulfilled. Thus every 
compound which satisfies the usual conditions for valency 
will also satisfy the conditions of our theory. It must be 
noticed, however, that the conditions of the ordinary theory 
are more stringent than the new one, and that many com- 
pounds satisfy the new conditions of valency which do not 
satisfy the old. When we doubled the lines representing 
the bonds in the usual structural formula and took one of 
these lines to represent a tube going from the atom and the 
other one coming to it, we practically only included the case 
when if an atom A sends a tube to another B, it receives in 
return one from the same atom; this on our view is not 
necessary : all that is necessary is that the number of tubes 
which leave A should equal the number which enter it. 
It is not necessary that the atoms from which A receives 
the tubes should be the same as those to which it sends them. 

An example or two may make this clearer. On the new 
view H; is a possible valency compound, even when hydrogen 
is monovalent, as the following diagram shows. Hach atom 

H 

So 
H H 

in H; is the origin and also the termination of a tube of 
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force which, since the hydrogen atom only contains one 
free corpuscle, is the only condition that has-to be fulfilled. 
On the usual theory of valency, H; is not possible as a 
valency compound. Again, taking silver as monatomic, 
Ag Cl, Ag Ci, or indeed Ag Cl, would -all be possible 
valency compounds, though they would not on the older 
theory. The difference between the two theories is specially 
noticeable in the case of ring or chain compounds, and it is 
interesting to write down the simplest formula for benzene 
from this point of view ; it is 

It will be seen that this benzene ring is entirely symme- 
trical, and that the linkage between the carbon atoms is not 
the same as that in 

ethane 
RAS Rulealic (\ 

ethylene 

(= 0 
se 

or acetylene 
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while naphthalene can be represented as 

This formula, like that for benzene, is quite symmetrical, 
and all the affinities are provided for. 

The difference between the theory we are considering and 
the accepted theory of valency may be expressed by saying 
that not only is every possible valency compound on the old 
theory a valency compound on this theory, but every com- 
pound which would be a valency one on the old theory if 
tke valency of every element was doubled, i.e. if hydrogen 
were regarded as a dyad, oxygen as a tetrad, nitrogen as 
hexad, and so on, would be a valency compound on the new, 
with the atoms retaining their original valency. This only 
applies to the compounds when the atoms are uncharged ; 
when the atoms are charged the valency conditions are, as 
we shall see, the same as on the old theory. 

The distribution of electricity on the atoms in the cases 
we have been considering, corresponds to tubes of force going 
from a corpuscle near the surface of one atom to the core of 
another. It corresponds, for the case of two atoms each 
containing a single corpuscle, say two atoms of hydrogen, 
to that represented diagrammatically in fig. 2. We see that 
in this case the shortest distance between oppositely charged 
particles is considerably greater than the minimum distance 
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between the surfaces of the atoms. We call this type of 
distribution that corresponding to the exertion of positive 
valency. 
We have supposed, however, that a ring of eight corpuscles 

is a rigid system, and one therefore that does not require 
any anchoring of its corpuscles to become saturated. Now 
we can regard a ring of seven as a ring of eight, minus one 
corpuscle ; and as the absence of a negative charge is 
equivalent, as far as the electric force is concerned, to the 
presence of a positive one, the ring of seven corpuscles may 
be regarded as a ring of eight plus a positive charge. The 
ring of eight will saturate itself, while to fix the positive 
charge we only require one tube of force. Thus, when 
looked at from this point of view, the valency of the atom 
is only one, while from the other way of looking at it the 
valency was seven. In the one case, however, the electrical 
doublet which represents the electrical field due to the atom 
has the positive pole near the surface, the negative near the 
core ; while, as we have seen, in the original way of con- 
sidering the question the equivalent doublet had its negative 
pole near the surface and its positive one close to the centre. 
In the case where the corpuscles are arranged so that the 
positive pole of the doublet is nearer the surface than the 
negative, we shall regard the atom as exerting an electro- 
negative valency. Again, a ring of six corpuscles may be 
regarded as a ring of eight corpuscles and two positive 
charges, and thus as having an electronegative valency 
equal to two. 

Thus we see that an atom may exert an electropositive 
valency equal to the number of mobile corpuscles in the 
atom, or an electronegative valency equal to the difference 

oO 

between eight and this number. Each atom can, in 
fact, exert ‘either an electropositive or an electronegative 
valency, and the sum of these two valencies is equal to 
eight. In this respect the theory agrees with Abege’s theory 
of positive and negative valency. There is, however, this 
difference between them, that on Abegg’s theory the atom 
can bring both sets of valencies into play at the same time, 
while on the view we are discussing the atom can exert one 
or other of these valencies, but not both simultaneously. 
It is possible that the number of corpuscles which form a 
rigid ring may depend to some extent on the number of 
corpuscles in the inner rings, 7. e. on the atomic weight of the 
elements, and that for elements with atomic weights greater 
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than forty this number may not be eight; if this should prove 
to be the case, the sum of the positive and negative valencies 
for such elements would not be equal to eight. 

The union between two atoms exerting opposite valencies 
might be expected to be firmer in general than that between 
atoms exerting valencies of the same kind. For when they 
are exerting valencies of the same sign, the electric doublets. 
which represent the forces between the atoms are arranged 

ion 2 

aes 
as in fig. 2; whereas when they are exerting valencies of 
opposite signs they will be arranged as in fig. 3. It will be 

Fig. 3. 
fo} 

> 
seen that if the distances between the centres of the atoms. 
are the same in the two cases, the forces between the 
doublets will be greater in the case represented by fig. 2 
than in that represented by fig. 3, as the opposite poles of 
the two.doublets are much nearer together in the first than 
in the second case. 

If the forces between the atoms were sufficiently large to. 
drag the corpuscles out of the electropositive atom and heap. 
them on to the electronegative one, we see that after the 
transference had taken place there would be no mobile 
corpuscles left on the electropositive atom; and as the 
number of corpuscles in the outer ring of the electro- 
negative element would be increased to eight, and eight 
forms a rigid ring, there would be no mobile corpuscles on 
the electronegative atom either. 
When the corpuscles are transferred from one atom to 

another there is a diminution in the number of tubes of 
force, and if all the mobile corpuscles are removed from the 
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electropositive elements the number of tubes of force will 
be halved. We can easily see this, because when the cor- 
puscles leave the atoms they carry with them all the tubes 
of force which left the atom ; thus, while before the trans- 
ference of the corpuscles took place there were as many 
tubes entering each atom as leaving it, alter the transference 
no tubes will leave the electropositive atom and none enter 
the electronegative ones. The number of tubes wili thus be 
halved. And in this case we can easily see that they are 
represented by the symbols representing the bonds on the 
usual valency theory. Thus, when there is intra-molecular 
ionization, we see that our theory leads to the same condition 
for saturation as the usual one. We have seen, however, 
that when there is no transference of corpuscles there is a 
difference between the theories, and many compounds are 
valency ones on the new theory, though they are not so on 
the old. 

From this point of view compounds are to be divided into 
two types according as their molecules do or do not contain 
charged atoms. The valency considerations for compounds of 
the second type are more elastic than for those of the first, 
inasmuch as an atom when it occurs in a compound of the 
second type may be regarded as having twice as many bonds 
as when it occurs in a compound of the first type, the number 
of bonds in this type of compound being the same as that on 
the usual theory of valency. 

The compounds which are compatible with this theory of 
valency, but incompatible with the old, will be mainly ring 
or long chain compounds, and so are unlikely, unless they 
contain carbon atoms, to have any great stability. It must 
be remembered that fulfilment of valency conditions does 
not ensure stability or the possibility of existence under 
ordinary circumstances; other conditions have to be satisfied 
for this to be possible. 

The view we have taken of saturation is that when each 
of the mobile compounds in an atom is anchored by a tube 
of force passing to a neighbouring atom, the average attrac- 
tion of the atom on other atoms is reduced to a minimum. 
It must, however, be remembered that in consequence of the 
dissociating effects due to heat, molecules can exist in a free 
state at a temperature 0 when the work required to separate 
an atom from the molecule is not considerable in comparison 
with the average kinetic energy of the molecule at the tem- 
perature 0. The existence of unsaturated compounds is thus 
what we shouid expect from thermodynamical considerations. 
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The real difficulty is not to explain why some unsaturated 
compounds exist, but why others of analogous chemical 
constitution are not found in the free state. Thus, for 
example, it is not so much the existence of CO that requires 
explanation as the fact that while in this compound the 
carbon atom exerts so little attraction on another carbon 
atom that the compound O=C=C=O is not found, in CH, 
the carbon atoms have so much affinity for other carbon 
atoms that CH, does not under ordinary circumstances exist 
ii a free state (though itis found in vacuum tubes) but at once 
unites to form the compound C,H,. Or, to take a case still more 
analogous, since in CO the carbon is combined with a more 
electronegative element, why is not CCl, found ina free state ? 

I think we can see a reason for this difference, if we 
remember that each atom even when saturated produces a 
strong electric field in its neighbourhood, and that this field 
will tend to restrict the freedom of motion of the corpuscles 
in a neighbouring atom. Thus, if the electric field due to 
the oxygen atom in CO were very strong, then though only 
two out of the four mobile cerpuscles in the carbon atom 
are bound by tubes of force to the oxygen atom, the other 
two would be exposed to a strong electric field and would 
have their mobility thereby reduced, and in consequence 
the attraction of the carbon atom on other atoms would be 
diminished. ‘The diminution in the attraction would depend 
upon the strength of the electric field in the carbon atom 
due to the oxygen atom. If the field exerted by the two 
hydrogen atoms in CHg, or the two chlorine atoms in CCl, 
were smaller than that exerted by the oxygen atom in CO, 
then the carbon atom in CO would be much more nearly satu- 
rated than the ones in CH, or CCl,, and so the former molecule 
might exist in a free state while the others could not. 

LXXXIX. The Discharge of Electricity from Cylinders 
and Points. By Professor J. S. Townsenp, J.A., New 
College, Oxford, and P. J. Epmunps, B.A., Queen’s College, 
Oxford”. 

ip Ve discharge of electricity through gases in those 
eases where the electric field is not uniform is 

attended by phenomena which are absent in the case of the 
uniform fields produced between plane electrodes. The case 
in which the electrodes are concentric cylinders has been 
chosen by various investigators as showing these phenomena 

* Communicated by the Authors. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3 @ 
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in a marked degree and also lending itself to mathematical 
treatment. Some preliminany investigations were made by 
Baille and Gaugain, but the latest and most complete sets 
of measurements are those of Watson*, who investigated dis- 
charges through air at pressures var ying from one atmosphere 
to half an atmosphere and with wires between 12°8 and °7 
millimetres diameter. 

It was found+ that an explanation of Watson’s results 
could be obtained on the hypothesis that the ionization was 
due to collision, as had previously been found for discharges 
between parallel plates at low pressures. The present inves- 
tigation was undertaken to test the theory over a range of 
pressures of air from one millimetre to 760 mm. with wires 
of various diameters. 

2. For this purpose two cylinders of brass were used ; 
ser ge one, internal diameter 14:9 cm. and effective length 
66 cm. ,and a smaller one, internal diameter 3°96 cm. and 
length 44 om. These cylinders were fitted with outlet and 
inlet tubes in the sides for exhausting and admitting air, 
and the ends were closed by thick glass disks through the 
centres of which wires of various diameters could be inserted 
and fixed. The free ends of the wires were enclosed in 
sealed glass tubes, and the ends connected to the instruments 
were shielded for some six inches by glass tubes and the 

Innes, Ile 
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rest by rubber tubing. The arrangement of the apparatus 
is shown in the « accompanying diagram, figure 1. 

* HK. A. Watson, ‘ The Electrician,’ Feb. 1th, 1910. 
i See ‘ Electrician, June 6th, 1913. 
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The source of supply was a Wimshurst machine W, driven 
by asmall motor, and the insulated system was charged by 
the discharge from a point, P, to a plane. The rate of 
supply could be regulated by altering the distance between 
the point and the plane. 

The potential was determined by an electrostatic voltmeter, 
V, connected to the insulated system, and the cylinder, 
which was permanently connected to earth. 
A table galvanometer, G, of the moving-coil type, was 

used to measure the current from the wire to the cylinder. 
It was sufficiently sensitive to detect a current of about 
2x10-° ampere per centimetre length of the wire. The 
galvanometer was insulated from the table by blocks of 
paraffin wax; one terminal of the coil was connected to the 
case and to the voltmeter, the other directly to the wire 
inside the cylinder. Under these conditions the insulation 
was quite good and the system would remain charged for a 
considerable period. In many of the experiments leyden- 
jars, C, were connected to the insulated system to nullify 
irregularities in the supply. 

It was, however, found that, in certain cases, more steady 
currents could be obtained without the extra capacity. This 
was particularly the case when working with low pressures 
and the wire negatively charged. In these cases there was 
a tendency to a “spark discharge” as distinct from the 
‘‘olow discharge.’ ‘The effect of the spark discharge was 
to discharge the system to a potential considerably lower 
than that at which a discharge commenced, thus rendering 
the discharge discontinuous. By cutting out the leyden- 
jars the capacity of the system was reduced to a very small 
quantity, and there was not enough electricity immediately 
available to supply a current sufficiently large to make a 
large change in the distribution of electric force. The 
discharge then became sensibly continuous. 

3. The potential necessary to produce the spark was found 
to be the same as that sufficient to maintain the smallest 
current detectable with the instruments, and so either was 
taken as the sparking potential. In all cases except where 
special mention is made the air used was dried by drawing 
it slowly through three drying-tubes of about two feet each 
in length, the first filled with calcium chloride and the other 
two tightly packed with phosphorus pentoxide. Just before 
entering the cylinders the air was drawn through a plate 
of unglazed porcelain to free it from dust. 

Irregularities frequently occurred in the negative dis- 
charges which haye been attributed to dust settling on the 
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wire. In these cases the discharge could be seen to take 
place from one point of the wire and the sparking potential 
may then be considerably reduced. In order to get consistent — 
results with the glow discharges it is necessary that the glow 
should cover the wire uniformly. 

The general appearance of the discharges was closely 
similar to that described by Watson. All the inner cylinders, 
except the largest which was of brass rod, were of copper 
wire and they were cleaned and polished with metal polish 
and rouge before use. Wires of five different sizes were 
used, the largest being ‘476 cm. in diameter and the smallest 
"006 cm. in diameter. 

4. On the hypothesis that the sparking potential is deter- 
mined by ionization by collision a relation can be found 
between the force X, at the surface of the wire, a, the radius 
of the wire and p, the pressure of the gas”. 

In general, let V be the potential that produces sparking 
through a gas at pressure p between any two conductors 
A and B. It may be shown that V is also the sparking 
potential for two conductors A’ and B’, obtained from A and 
B by reducing the linear dimensions in the proportion 1/4, 
when the pressure 7’ is kp. 

Let P and Q be two points on a line of force between 
A and B, P’ and Q! the corresponding points between A’ and 
B’. The number of ions generated by a negative ion in 
going from P to Q is ads and from P' and Q' is e'ds’. 

7X! xX a =r) =m) u a= ee pt @ 

and ag = ds . 

therefore a'ds' =ads, 

similarly for positive ions 

Bds=Bidse 

Hence the same effects are produced in corresponding 
paths in the two cases, so that if the potential V produces a 
spark in the first case, it will also produce a spark in the 
second case. Hence the sparking potential V for a pair of 
cylinders of radii a and A when the pressure is p is the same 
as that for a pair of cylinders of radii ka and kA when the 
pressure is p/k. With the first pair the force X, at the 

* Townsend, ‘ Electrician,’ June 6th, 1913. 
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surface of the inner cylinder is V/alog A/a; and with the 
second pair the force is V/kalog A/a. 

Hence aX, is constant when ap is constant for pairs of 
eylinders which are geometrically similar. Now Gaugain™ 
found that the force at the surface of a given wire, necessary 
to produce a discharge, was independent of the radius of the 
outer cylinder. In all his experiments, however, the radius 
of the outer cylinder was large compared with that of the 
inner, the pressure being atmospheric, and Baillef found 
later that if the difference between the radii was small enough 
the force at the inner surface was affected by the radius of 
the outer cylinder, the force increasing when this radius 
was decreased beyond a certain point. 

The ionization due to collision outside the cylindrical 
surface at which X/p=40 is too small to affect materially 
the sparking potential, and the condition that the force X, 
should be independent of the radius of the outer cylinder is 
that X,/p should be less than 40, X, being the force at the 
outer cylinder. 

d. In the results used in the following discussion X,/p 
was always less than 40. Hence the theory gives the simple 
result that aX, should be the same for all wires for the same 
value of ap. To test this a curve, giving the relation between 
the sparking potential and the pressure, was drawn for each 
wire; these curves were found to be quite regular and that 
obtained with a wire 2°38 millimetres radius in a cylinder 
7-45 cm. radius is shown as an example (fig. 2, p. 799). It - 
will be noticed that the curves for negative and positive wires 
cross at about four millimetres pressure. 

Between the pressures p=3 and p=7 the negative 
sparking potential changes from 800 volts to 1700 volts. 
Between these pressures the sparking potential was very 
irregular. 

Similar remarks apply to some of the values obtained 
from the cylinders II., where the radii were ‘063 and 1:98 cm. 
respectively. For this reason some of the figures in the 
following tables are enclosed in square brackets and are not 
considered in finding the mean values. This irregularity 
did not occur with the smaller wires. 

The following tables give the values of aX, corresponding 
to a series of values of ap. The numbers in the different 
columns are obtained from the sparking potential curves for 
cylinders of different radii. 

* J. M. Gaugain, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. (4) viii. (1866). 
+ Baille, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys, (5) xxv. (1882). 
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aX, in Volts. Wire positively charged. 

Tas |e ae Re 1 | Vv. Wile | Vil. | yaaa 

ap. | 4—7-45|A—1-98 | A—7-45| A—1:98 |A—1:98 |A—7-45 | A=—1-98| A=7-45 Mean. 
a='238| a=-063) a=-046| a= 046 | a=-0115) a=:0115) a=-003 | a=-008 

05 Pe | 145 147 146 
fet * Rhee mare Buln 159 a 163 161 
25 | 206 196" 3]. Coa es 200 216 201 201 
ee | 259 244 266 | 244 253 270 256 256 
“7 922 | 288 Diy 205.9) | 2280 293 309 301 291 

1-0 339 895 | 316 |. 316) | 329 347 | 370 365 342 
15 407 | 402 | 395 403 | 405 432 | 463 461 49] 
2* tO \420 494 72 474 AAT 495 540 544 466 
3 Boo | 583 | , 590. | ppeto uli soll 647 a sh 600 
4 675 Pil@ieg |) = eyAlen 731 | 2 ie sig 723 
6 880 930 914 | 930 | 946 Oe aa 4: 920 
8 1080 | 1120 | 1110 | 1130 | 1140 re M4, = 1120 

10 1250 1320) |) 1310 ees Ogae T.. ais ice ne 1290 
12 1420 | 1500 a se ee ig a i 1460 
14 1580 1680 1) ES $e} Boe hteors Be. ey Ms 1630 
16 1750 Se Vs600 I DE: veh Ghee. hee Mh + 1790 
18 1920 ZOO || eras ye hp ree ame yes. aa 1960 
20 2080 oe Me <ejcnlh if Meme oe oun Daneel “2 i 2080 

A radius of outer cylinder. 
a radius of inner cylinder. 

aX,iu volts. Wire negatively charged. 

it 1: 0) gat aaa v. VI |. Vil | am 
QP. | A—7-45| A=1-98| A=7-45 | A=1-98|A=1-98 |A=7-45 | A—1-98| A= 7-45 | Mean 
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It will be seen that nearly all the results are within five 
per cent. of the mean in each case. It is remarkable that the 
results are in such good agreement considering the variation 
which must have been produced by the chemical action of 
the discharge on the gas. From the mean results curves 
have been drawn showing the relation between aX, and ap 
over the range ap="05 to ag=20 (figs. 3 & 4). 

Watson’s results may be represented in a similar manner. 
In his experiments eight different sized wires were used. and 
it is seen from figure 5 that the points lie very well ona 
curve, which covers the range from ap= 20 to ap=350. 

6. In the present investigation there was observed in 
general a marked difference between the sparking potentials 
when the wire was charged positively and when tne wire was 
charged negatively. For this reason separate curves are 
given for the values of ap less than 20. At the smaller 
values of ap the sparking potential was found to be lower 
when the wire was negative than when it was positive ; this 
is in accordance with Meservey’ s* results on the discharges 
from wires in gases at low pressures. But for the larger 
values of ap investigated, that is to say with ap about 5 to 20, 
a lower potential was required to produce a positive dis- 
charge. This is contrary to the generally accepted view ; 
also, Watson observed no material difference between the two 
cases ; however, most of his measurements were made with 
much larger values of ap 

The theory indicates that there should be some similar 
phenomenon in the case of the discharge of electricity from 
blunt points. A large number of measurements have been 
made by Zeleny ft of the sparking potentials of points to 
planes, the exact shape of the points being defined, as, for 
example, cylindrical wires with ends rounded approximately 
to hemispheres. His measurements were nearly all made at 
atmospheric pressure. With the discharges from the rounded 
ends of fine wires the sparking potential with the wire 
negatively charged was lower than with the point positively 
charged. However, as the size of the wire was increased, 
this difference decreased regularly, and with a wire ‘05 em. 
in diameter the sparking potentials were the same for the 
two cases. But Zeleny gives no results for negative dis- 
charges from points larger than ‘05 em. diameter. 

7. As this required further investigation the discharges 
from the ends of wires of diameters *05, +1, and °15 centi- 
metre were investigated. 

* A.B. Meservey, Phil. Mag. [6] xxi. p. 479. 
+ Zeleny, Phys. Rev. xxv. p. 805 (1907). 
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The points were made of platinum or silver wire with ends 
approximately hemispherical, and the planes to which the 
discharges took place were platinized brass and were fixed at 
right angles to the axis of the wire. The points and planes 
were contained under bell-jars fitted with tubes for adjusting 
the pressure of the air, and measurements of the sparking 
potentials were made as with the cylinders. ; 

The results showed the same characteristics as those 
obtained with the cylinders, as may be seen from the 
following figures :-— 

Positive Negative 
Pressure | sparking sparking 
in 10m. potential potential 

in volts. in volts. 

Diameter of wire'15 cm. ...... 555 6200 7000 
Distance from plane 1‘5 cm. ...|. 397 5080 5500 

220 3450 3800 
103 2200 2450 
30 1320 1289 
13 975 825 

Diameter of wire ‘10 cm. ...... 763 6400 6800 
Distance from plane 10cm. ...| 213 2950 3130 

81 1700 1700 

Diameter of wire 0'5 cm. ...... 760 5300 5300 
Distance from plane 15 cm. ...| 265 2900 2700 

8. It is interesting to see whether this result can be ex- 
plained on the hypothesis that the effect is due to ionization 
by collision. 

The relation * which must hold between the values of « 
and 8 along a radius 7 between two cylinders, radii a and 
A, before a continuous discharge can take place is 

A r t= (ae Sie—eeray 
a 

when the inner cylinder is negatively charged. 
The corresponding condition for the case in which the 

inner cylinder is positively charged is obtained by inter- 
changing « and @ in the above integral, and it does not 
follow that a system of values of « and 8 which satisfies the 
first also satisfies the second. Hence the system of forces 
required for a positive discharge is in general different from 
the system required to maintain a negative discharge. 

* ‘Jonization of Gases by Collision,’ p. 66. 
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The effect of concentrating the force near an electrode 
may be seen by considering the case in which the system of 
forces between two conductors is slightly less than that 
which is required to produce a discharge. If the integral 

1 s 

{ ae —\ (@a—B) oe 
0 

along the path of the discharge is slightly less than unity, it 
may be brought up to the required value by increasing the 
force for a short distance ds either at the positive or at 
the negative electrode. 

If «and 8 be increased to 2+ 6a, and 8+6£8, from s=0 
to s=6s then the increase in the integral is 68,6s. If # and 
6 be increased to a+ da, and 8+ 6, from s=l—é6s to s=l 
the increase in the integral is 

l 

Os bay e ah ide = 0 

Hence, it is more advantageous to increase the force at the 
negative electrode than at the aie if 

ae exceeds ea rah Cae, 

For the case of a uniform field the condition for sparking is 

B=ae ame) 

Hence, if the uniform force is not great enough to produce 
a discharge, it is more advantageous to increase the furce at 
the negative electrode than at the positive electrode if 

1d8 y 1 da 
Brae te aide 

The determinations of «/p and 8/p that have been made for 
the larger values of X/p, from X/p=150 to 5V0, show that 

over this range the quantity 4 = is greater than — : — and 

the discharges are generally obtained more easily aie the 
force is concentrated at the negative electrode. The spark- 
ing potentials are comparatively small in these cases, but as 
X/p diminishes the sparking potentials increase and the effect 
of concentrating the force at the negative electrode may be 
quite different. 

It would, however, be impossible to find from theoretical 
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considerations the difference between the sparking potentials 
for positive and negative discharges when the potentials are 
large, as the values of 8/p corresponding to the smaller 
values of X/p, from X/p=40 to 150, have not yet been 
determined accurately. 

The fact that the positive discharges are produced by 
smaller potentials than the negative dischar ges in these cases 
is not contrary to the theory, since it is quite possible that 

is es may become small in comparison with — “= when 
BdaX i a dX 

X/p is between the limits 40 to 150. 
The above investigations apply to cases in which the ions 

are generated in a space near the inner cylinder, and the 

force X, at the surface of the outer cylinder is less than 
40 Xx p. 

9. The effect on the sparking potential when the outer 

L 
. . ; =0 ¢ : 

cylinder is so small that — is greater than 40 is shown by a 
} 

measurement of the sparking potential ebtained with a pres- 
sure of 1:35 millimetre between cylinders of radii ‘063 cm. 
and 1:98 cm. When the wire was positively charged the 
sparking potential was found to be 640 volts. This gives 

ag: Hence it is to be expected that the value of aX, 
y 

should be higher than that obiained in other cases where 

is less than 40; for the outer cylinder cuts off part of 

the region where the force is iarge enough to produce a con- 
siderable amount of ionization. The value of aX, obtained 
from the above result is 186, which is, in fact, considerably 
higher than the value 150 taken from the curve for the same 
value, 0°85, of a/p. On the other hand, the negative spark- 
ing potential for the same cylinders and air-pressure Was 
found to be 420 volts, giving aX,=122, which agrees with 
the value 118 taken from the curve. This is quite consistent 
since the value of X,/p is only 45. 

10. Some observations were also made of the relation of 
the rise in potential to the current and also of the effect 
of moisture. It was found impossible to work with very 
damp air without completely reconstructing the apparatus as 
the moisture settled on the surfaces of the insulators. How- 
ever, Some experiments were made with air taken from the 
room and freed from dust without being dried. This 
amount of moisture had no appreciable effect on the sparking 
potentials, but the increase of potential required to maintain 
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Fig, 2. 

Sparking Potentials. 

Radius of inner cylinder 288 cm. 
outer cylinder 7:45 cm. 
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Fig. 5. 

Results taken from paper by E. A. Watson, ‘ Electrician,’ 
Feb. 11th, 1910. 
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a given negative discharge depended on the dryness of the 
air. The theory shows that the potential v required to main- 
tain a small current I is given by the formula 

TA? log A/a 
vjv—-V)= Saal 

_ k being the velocity of the ions under unit electric force and 
V the sparking potential. The potentials v required to main- 
tain small currents were quite consistent with this expression, 
but no very accurate determinations of & have yet been 
deduced from the observations. 

It was found that dI/dv was smaller for positive discharges 
than for negative discharges. Also when the air was damp, 
di/dv for negative discharges diminished, showing that the 
negative ions, in the space in which @/p is small, are affected 
by the moisture. But in the space near the inner cylinder 
where X/p is large the negative ions are not affected by the 
moisture since the sparking potentials are the same for moist 
and dry gases. 

XC. The Spectroscopy of the Electric Brush Discharge in 
Weak Acids and Solutions. By Harotp Smiru, M.Sc. 
(1851 Hahibitioner) *. 

[Plate XI.] 
Introduction. 

HE changes which occur in the spectra of the electric 
brush discharge in solutions under varying electrical 

conditions have already been investigated in a previous 
paper J. In the experiments there considered the brush was 
produced by means of a large induction-coil, the primary of 
which was fed with alternating current. The secondary 
terminals were connected to two electrodes immersed in a 
small cell containing water or some dilute solution. One of 
these electrodes was an inch square of platinum foil ; the 
other was a platinum wire fused into a glass tube, with the 
protruding end of the wire filed till it was flush with the 
glass. A luminous brush occurred at the end thus exposed. 
A condenser was arranged in parallel with the cell and an 
adjustable spark-gap in series with it when a condensed brush 
was required. Striking variations in the spectra were found 
according to the nature of the solution, its concentration, and 
the type of discharge used. Other variations occur when 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S. 
+t Phil, Mag. [6] vol. xxv. p. 461 (1918). 
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the eecharee is made to pass through a very fine capillary 
in the solution, the spectra of the capillary discharge having 
quite distinct features from those of the brush spectra. 

These variations are discussed in the paper referred to, 
but the observations were confined to the visible region 
(= 6700 A. to X=4200 A.), and the brush in all cases was 
alternating. The present research was undertaken to extend | 
the observations into the ultra-violet region and to investigate 
the differences which may occur between the positive and 
the negative brush. A large number of solutions was 
examined, but observations were confined to the uncondensed 
brush only. 

Apparatus. 

In fig. 1 is given a diagram of the apparatus used in these 
experiments. The brush was produced in the cell, C, which 
contained a litre of the solution under genie, Hav was 
provided with a quartz window affixed with sealing-wax, 
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An image of the brush was focussed by means of a simple 
quartz condensing lens (3 in. focus) onto the slit of a small 
quartz spectrograph. The potential difference between the 
electrodes was measured by means of an electrostatic volt- 
meter, V, and the current through the brush by means of a 
galvanometer, G. The coil and outside case of the galva- 
nometer were connected together and earthed in order to 
avoid electrostatic effects. A Lodge valve, R, was used to 
rectify the current, a positive or negative brush being pro- 
duced simply by reversing the valve. The anode of the 
valve was kept immersed in water, as it otherwise became 
very hot during a series of exposures and was very liable to 
crack. Instead of an induction-coil, a lar ge transformer 
immersed in oil was used. The spectrograph ‘employ ed gave 
a very small dispersion in the visible part of the spectrum ; 
the total length of spectrum from 26563 to 12400 was a 
little less than 4°5 cms. 
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Platinum wire about °5 mm. in diameter was used in the 
construction of ihe points, one -point lasting usually for two 
exposures. Copper wire of about the same diameter was 
used in a few trial experiments, but was not satisfactory. 
Yor the negative brush it acted as well as platinum, but the 
positive brush caused the glass to crumble rapidly away. 

Features of the Brush. 

The general features of the brush when it is not unipolar 
have already been described *. Differences occur according 
to the sign of the brush which call for further description. 
In distilled water each brush consists of a bundle of ver 
fine filaments (fig. 2). Unless the point has been filed 

Brush (+ or —) in distilled water. 

[Figs. 2 to 5 represent brush enlarged about twice. | 

very carefully the brush in either case may split in two, 
each brush springing from a point on the edge of the 
platinum wire where it touches the glass. The positive 
brush is shorter than the negative and emits a brilliant rose- 
red light. The greatest length attained by the negative 
brush is about 5 mm. It emits a pale blue light, almost 
white in its intensity. A slight rise in conductivity of the 
water causes the colour to change to red, though it never 
attains to the bright rose-red of the positive brush. As the 
conductivity rises (the increase due to the rise in temperature 
produced by the action of the brush is sufficient), the fila- 
ments of the positive brush thicken, diminish considerably 
in number, and emit a somewhat feebler light. Under the 
same circumstance the negative brush shrinks, grows fainter, 
and at length emits a feeble blue light with yellow close to 
the point. if the current in the transformer primary is kept 
constant, these changes are accompanied by an increase of 

* Smith, J.c. 
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current through the brush and a large decrease of potential 
difference between the electrodes, the decrease being greatest 
for the negative brush. When once the water has become 
warm no amount of variation of the current in the trans- 
former primary will restore the brush characteristic of cold 
distilled water. 3 

The positive brush in cold distilled water is more silent 
than the negative brush, though both make a hissing noise. 
A steady stream of fine bubbles is ejected from the positive 
point. The bubbles from the negative point are shot out in 
a cloud from the brush and the water is kept in considerable 
agitation. 

When the conductivity of the water is increased by the 
addition of a little acid or some salt, the negative brush 
changes into a short luminous tongue about 1 to 2 mm. long. 

Fig. 3. 

Negative Brush in Solutions. 

It is unsteady, and does not appear to be separated into 
filaments (fig. 3). In acids it emits a yellow light due to 
some sodium salt present in solution as an impurity. In salt 
solutions it emits a light according to the salt dissolved—red 
for lithium salts, green for copper, blue for zinc, ete. The 
positive brush is a little longer than the negative and much 

Positive Brush in Solutions, Discharge (A) in constant agitation. 
Bubbles are emitted trom apex B. 

broader, about from 2 to 3 mm.across. It consists of a pale 
blue discharge spread over what appears to be the top of 
a bubble, so that it has an umbrella-like shape (fig. 4). 
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Viewed through a low-power microscope it appears in 
constant agitation. There is a bright luminous spot close to 
the point. ‘The positive brush in the strongest solutions is 
coloured slightly according to the salt in solution. 

The change from the type of brush characteristic of 
distilled water to that characteristic of a solution occurs 
suddenly at a certain concentration. The same concentration 
is not required for each brush; a slightly stronger solution 
generally being required for the positive brush than for 
the negative. In sodium, magnesium, and zinc sulphate 
solutions the reverse was the case. With zine sulphate, 
especially, the negative brush did not change to the solution 
type till a concentration of *1 per cent. was reached, while 
the positive brush acquired the solution characteristic at a 
concentration of ‘005 per cent., the usual concentration at 
which the change occurs. 

In solutions, the bubbles are emitted from each point much 
less vigorously than in distilled water. The bubbles are also 
much fewer in number and a good deal larger. In the case 
of the negative brush, the bubbles seem to be emitted from 
all parts of the brush. In the case of the positive brush, the 
bubbles are emitted only from the bottom of the stationary 
bubble (fig. 4). The sound given out by the positive brush 
is harsh, much harsher than that given out by the negative. 

In either brush, if the current is strong, the emission of 
bubbles from the point may cease, while a large bubble forms 
under the point and grows slowly, portions detaching from 
it at intervals of several seconds. ‘This bubble may last for 
some time ; generally, however, it breaks away after a few 
seconds, and is succeeded by an emission of small bubbles 
which lasts for a similar time, after which the large bubble 
forms once more. In dilute acids, especially of sulphuric 
acid, this “ bubble formation” occurs much more readily 
at the positive point than at the negative, and attains its 
greatest size (4 or 5 mm. across) at the former. ‘This state- 
ment holds more or less for salt solutions also. In alkaline 
solutions (LiOH, NaOH, KOH) the bubble occurred only 
at the negative point. There seems to be a concentration at 
which the bubble forms most readily. Inversion of the 
point prevents a large bubble from torming, but a smaller 
bubble continues to form at the negative point. ‘This type of 
“bubble formation” is quite distinct from that described 
above and represented in fig. 4; a drawing of it is shown in 

= 

fig. 5. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3H 
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This bubble seems to have little effect upon the spectrum 
in general. In salt solutions when the brush is negative, 
there is a brightening of the spectrum as a whole, especially 
of the metal lines of the salt in solution and of the con-- 
tinuous background. Its formation is accompanied by a rise 
in potential. i . 

In sulphuric acid, the bubble soon after its formation 
becomes suffused with a beautiful violet colour, which com- 
mences near the top and then spreads downwards till the 
whole bubble is filled with the glow. This condition lasts 
for a few seconds, when the bubble breaks up and the whole 
process is gone through once more. Bubbles, similarly 
coloured, occur in solutions of sulphates, hydrogen sulphide, 
and sulphur dioxide. The intensity of the light emitted 
depends upon the concentration of solution. In phosphoric 
acid a luminous green bubble forms in the same manner. 
In neither hydrochloric, nitric, molybdic, nor chromic acid 
solution is the bubble coloured. 

Bubble formation. In addition to discharge over top of 
bubble, in Sulphuric Acid the whole bubble glows 
with luminous violet colour. 

The diagrams fig. 2 to fig. 5 represent different types of 
brush discharge. The separation of the bubble from-the 
point (fig. 5) is commented on in the previous paper. This 
separation is best shown in the negative brush in sulphuric 

acid. 

Electrical Conditions, &¢. 

The potential difference measured by the voltmeter gives 
a mean value for what is actually a very variable quantity. 
If the brush be examined in a mirror rotated quickly by 
hand, it will be seen drawn out into luminous bands separated 
by dark intervals during which no current is passing. Both 
the negative and positive brush in distilled water appear as 
continuous bands which are patchy and crossed with fine 
lines. The negative brush in solutions appears as narrow 
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bands of light, more or less patchy, the end and beginning 
of each band being generally broken up into two or three 
dots separated by short dark spaces. The positive brush in 
solutions shows bands broken up throughout their whole 
length into dots separated by short dark spaces. In 
magnesium sulphate and zine sulphate solutions, the negative 
brush was harsher in sound than in other solutions, and when 
examined in the rotating mirror, it appeared as bands broken 
up into a series of dots in the same manner as the positive 
brush. 

As the plate electrode may be moved close up to the brush 
without any perceptible alteration in the readings of either 
the voltmeter or galvanometer, the potential difference 
measured must be very nearly equal to the potential drop 
through the brush, and may thus he considered as the 
potential necessary to produce the brush. The minimum 
potential required, as thus measured, is found to vary 
according to the sign of the brush and concentration of 
solution. Some measurements are given in Table I. 

TABLE I. 

Minimum Potential Conductivity in 
in volts. EOS 

ate = ah = 
Distilled water ......... 2700 2200 0013 0006 

NZ OES OOM ps Ch-cetea: 1825 1250 "0023 0024 

Pee OOO is Mae dee 560 300 041 052 

PRS iL rd eta he 300 200 052 106 

It will be seen that to produce a positive brush a larger 
potential is always required than to produce a negative brush, 
and that the necessary potential decreases with strength of 
solution. The minimum current, however, varies from 1 or 
2 milliamps. for distilled water to about 30 milliamps. for 
the stronger solations, e. g. 1 per cent. NaOH. The con- 
ductivity of distilled water is greater with a positive brush 
than with a negative. This becomes reversed in solutions. 

Evolution of Gas. 

Beyond what has already been said concerning the evolu- 
tion of gas in the brush, there remains a further point which 
requires mentioning as it may cast a little lght on the 
mechanism of the brush. In an experiment on the decom- 
position of water, Wollaston used as electrodes two platinum 

3H 2 
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wires fused into glass tubes with the protruding ends filed 
flush with the glass. When these electrodes were connected 
to the terminals of an electric machine, an electrolytic 
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen was evolved at each pole 
in equal quantities. Faraday repeated the experiment *, and 

| found that if a nail was substituted for one electrode no gas 
(' was evolved at the nail, while the evolution of gas at the 

unaltered electrode was the same as befere. A spark-gap 
placed in series with the cell caused a larger evolution of gas 
for the same number of turns of the machine, the longer the 
spark-gap the greater being the evolution of gas. In a 
solution of sodium sulphate, however, even with powerful 
sparks, he obtained very little gas. In Table II. I give some 

| results obtained in the case of the brush. The gas evolved 
in all cases was explosive. 

{ 

: TaBue II. 

Vol. of gas 
Tad ees Current in Potential liberated Vol. of gas = Ratio 
ae Brush. milliamps. in volts. per min. (A). calculated (B). A/B. 

1 GNSS) (Nes B3) 
EL Ol ees =F 11°9 2500 163) OC. ‘041 c.c. 15°3 

phason _ 57 4250 DOL, UBM) 141 

K,CO, } oF 32°3 700 55a. BIA. 13°8 

pope 33:9 300 28), wa 1-23 

In distilled water fifteen times as much gas is evolved as 
can be accounted tor by electrochemical decomposition. 
When the cell forms part of a condenser and spark-gap 
circuit, the evolution of gas is considerable and out of all 
proportion to the quantity which should be evolved by the 
action of the current. 

In solutions, with the uncondensed brush, the evolution of 
gas is much more considcrable at the positive point than at 
the negative, the evolution at the negative being little more 
than the calculated amount. Taking this into account with 
the harsher noise of the positive brush and its intermittent 
character as shown in the rotating mirror, it would seem 
that the positive brush consists of a series of small sparks, 
while the negative brush bears a closer resemblance to an 
are. Some of the spectra occurring at the negative brush 

i are either characteristic of an arc or of a type intermediate 
between the are and spark. 

ei iii 

* Faraday’s Exp. Res. vol. i. §§ 327-3381. 
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Method of Work. 

Spectrograms of the positive and the negative brush were 
taken alternately, exposures of a quarter of an hour being 
given to each. By varying the current in the transformer 
primary, the current through the brush was kept as nearly 
constant as possible during the exposure, and for each couple 
of spectrograms the same current was used. Three readings 
of current and potential difference were taken during each 
exposure. Very careful use must be made of these readings 
to interpret the spectrograms, as they do not take into 
account the rapid fluctuations which occur both in the 
positive and negative brush, and which are probably different 
ineach. It will be shown later that changes occur in the 
spectra which can only be accounted for by supposing changes 
in the electrical conditions which are not taken into account 
by the method of measurement adopted. To keep even the 
mean potential and current constant was quite impossible, 
though occasionally readings would remain quite steady 
during the whole exposure, 

The liquids examined were distilled water, tap-water, 
solutions of H,SO,, HCl, HNO;, H,CrO,, H,MoOQ,, H;PO,, 
SO,, H.S, H,0., NaOH, Na.SO,, Na,CO;, NaCl, KOH, 
K,SO,, K,CO;, KBr, LiOH, Li,SO, Li,CO;, MgSQ,, 
ZnS O,. 

Various concentrations were used (‘001 per cent. to °5 per 
cent. by weight in the case of salts, and from °03 per cent. 
to 2 per cent. by vol. of concentrated acid in the case of 
acids), and ina large number the current also was varied. 
Altogether some 370 photographs were taken. 

Spectrum of the Bubble. 

In discussing the spectra produced I shall first give the 
results obtained in the case of the “bubble discharge.” 
As was stated above, in the case of dilute sulphuric acid, 
when a bubble forms underneath the point it becomes 
suffused with a beautiful violet colour. Though the image 
thrown on the slit by the quartz lens is not achromatic, it is 
possible to notice differences in the spectrum near to and 
remote from the point for a region a little longer than the 
visible part. The spectrum of the bubble discharge shows 
not only the usual spectrum produced when there is no 
bubble, but also a series of bands degraded towards the red 
and stretching from about Hg to A=3100. They are most 
intense in the region of the H and K lines. While the 
ordinary brush spectrum is confined quite close to the point, 
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being in general strongest near the point, these bands are 
weak close to the point while they are strongest some little 
distance from the point; they are also very long. ‘These 

i bands are the spectrum of the bubble (figs. 9, 6a, 76, - 
| Je OSE 

This spectrum, I find, is identical with the spectrum of 
i the “afterglow ” of hydrogen discovered by Prof. Strutt ™*. 

/ Strutt observed that these bands only appeared when sulphur 
t| was present as an impurity, and that their appearance was 
| the most sensitive test for the presence of sulphur in hydrogen. 
| He also observed the spectrum in hydrogen sulphide (after- 
| glow) in the carbon bisulphide flame, and also when sulphur 
| or its compounds was acted on by chemically active nitrogen. 
ii When experimenting on the afterglow in hydrogen, he tried 
| unsuccessfully to produce the spectrum in pure sulphur 
| vapour. ‘The same spectrum, I find, had already been 
| observed by Himstedt and von Dechendt. They found that 
i in the glow-discharge in hydrogen, in the region remote from 
| the point there appeared a series of bands degraded towards 

the red. I have given their values for the wave-lengths of 
the brightest edges, together with Strutt’s for the carbon 
bisulphide flame and my own for the bubble-discharge 
spectrum. ‘There can be little doubt that the three spectra 
are the same. 

| TABLE III. 

| Himstedt & von re 404 304 383. 874...) Seas 
H (glow-discharge). 

| Strutt (carbon bisulphide 
| flame). 

Bubble spectrum ......... 4046 3939 3828 38741 3680 3645 3589 3556 

The bands at 3680 and 3590 are much fainter than the 
others. Strutt also gives wave-lengths of the fainter bands 

| extending towards the red and violet. I have not been able 
| to obtain very great accuracy in my own measurements, as 

the dispersion of the apparatus was so small. The presence 

of a fainter band a few Angstrom units shorter in wave- 

| 4050 2940 3835 3740 3680 38645 3590 3557 

| length than each bright band also made measurements 
| rather confusing. Strutt suggests that the spectrum may 

be due to sulphur, as it appears when sulphur compounds 
| are acted on by chemically active nitrogen. The spectrum, 

| however, may be as sensitive toa trace of hydrogen in an 
excess of sulphur, as Strutt as shown the converse to be true. 
It seems more probable that the spectrum is due to hydrogen 

) 

| * Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. Ixxxvi. pp. 529-83 (1912). 
+ Phys. Zeit. vol. ix. pp. 852-3 (1908). 

/ 
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sulphide. In all the cases in which it makes its appearance 
the conditions of excitation are feeble and therefore the 
temperature probably low. Measurements on the breadths 
of spectrum lines in Geissler tubes show that the temperature 
must be approximately room temperature, and that of the 
glow discharge in the experiment of Himstedt and von 
Dechend is not likely to be higher. It seems unlikely then 
that the sulphur should produce a spectrum at room tem- 
perature in the part of the discharge only where the conditions 
of excitation are feeblest, 7. e. farthest from the point. 
Sulphur produces its spectra in the vacuum-tube, when it is 
heated sufficiently to produce a hi gh enough vapour-pressure 
for the discharge to pass. 

The spectrum appears in dilute sulphuric acid, solutions of 
sulphates, hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, and in no 
other solutions where sulphur was not present. It only 
occurred in those cases where a bubble formed at the point 
and was the spectrum of the light emitted by the bubble. 
Phosphoric acid gave a green bubble showing bands in the 
green which, however, were too faint for spectrographic 
work. These are the only two acids which were tried which 
gave coloured bubbles. 

Spectra of the Brush Discharge. 

The spectra whicli occur in the brush-discharge are those 
of :— 

Hydrogen: Series spectrum and secondary spectrum. 
Solute: Spectrum of the metal of dissolved salt. 
Oxygen: Series spectrum and elementary line spectrum. 
Water vapour: Ultra-violet band spectrum. 
Electrode : Arc spectrum (platinum). 
Impurities: Nitrogen (positive and negative band 

spectra), Calcium, Sodium, Silicon (line 
and ultra-violet band spectrum), and Lead 
(arc) spectra. 

The spectrum characteristic of distilled water differs some- 
what in the two discharges. The negative brush, which is 
blue in the most highly resistant water, shows a continuous 
background stretching from the red to about 13300. It 
is strongest photographically between 74861 and 23800 
(fig. 46, Pl. XI.), and it is to this that the blue colour is due, 
As the conductivity rises, the brush becomes pinker and the 
continuous spectrum fades (fig. 4c). The spectrum of the 
positive brush contains very little continuous background 
(fig. 4a). 
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In solutions the spectrum is often free from any con- 
tinuous background ; on the other hand, the background is 
occasionally for a few seconds very bright, especially in the 
case of the negative brush. During the “ bubble formation ” 
at the negative point a continuous background is always 
developed. 

Hydrogen. 

The hydrogen spectra appear best in distilled water. H, 
Hg, H, are very bright, while Hs and H., though readily 
discernible, are much fainter. Relative to the series lines the 
secondary is much fainter than is the case for the spectrum 
of dry hydrogen in a Geissler tube. For the same current 
through the brush, the hydrogen lines are a little weaker 
at the positive than at the negative point (fig. 4 a,b). In 
this case, the potential is much greater for the negative brush 
than for the positive. Jf the potential is the same in each 
ease, the current through the positive brush is much the 
larger and the hydrogen lines brighter than in the negative 
brush (fig. 3). The intensity of the series lines falls off 
more rapidly towards the violet in the case of the negative 
brush than in the case of the positive. 

As the water increases in conductivity the potential falls 
rapidly, even with a large increase in current, and the 
hydrogen lines decrease rapidly in intensity. In solutions, 
the spectrum is generally too weak to show any trace of the 
secondary spectrum. When each brush has changed over to 
the solution type, it is found that for the same current 
through the brush the hydrogen lines are of about equal 
intensity in each spectrum. although the potential is greater 
for the positive brush. This is the case no matter whether 
the solution is acid, alkaline, or contains some neutral salt. 
Jn very weak solutions, where one brush retains the form 
characteristic of the brush in distilled water, then, no matter 
what the sign of the brush, the hydrogen lines are stronger 
in it than in the brush which has changed over to the 
solution type. 

In Pl. XI. fig. 7 are given reproductions of three spectra of 
the negative brush, taken on the same plate and given the 
same exposure. The brush was produced in distilled water, 
dilute sulphuric acid, and a solution of caustic potash. The 
hydrogen lines are of about equal intensity in each. In the 
two solutions, it will be seen that about the same current and 
a low potential are required for each ; while in distilled water 
a much smaller current with a larger potential gave the same 
intensity of spectrum. 
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It will be seen from this that the intensity of the spectra 
is a function both of the current and the potential. Indeed, 
the hydrogen spectra depend upon the potential to a very 
much greater extent than do any of the other spectra. As 
neither the nature of the ions present nor the sign of the 
brush has much effect upon the spectra, electrolytic action 
can have little bearing upon their appearance. 

Solute. 

In all salt solutions the spectrum of the metal appears at 
the negative pole only, when the solution is weak; in the 
strongest solutions they begin to appear at the positive pole 
faintly (Pl. XI. fig. 2,d, e, f). For constant current, the 
spectrum of the metal increases in intensity with increasing 
concentration, but reaches a maximum for the salts of the 
alkali metals at a strength of solution between ‘005 per cent. 
and -01 percent. For magnesium sulphate the concentration 
was ‘02 per cent.; for zinc sulphate *l per cent. Thereafter, 
with slight fluctuations, it retains the same intensity for 
further concentration, diminishing in intensity at length with 
the rest of the spectrum as the potential begins to fall toward 
the minimum value (figs. 1 & 2). 

An experiment was described in the previous paper which 
showed that the solution spectrum is produced in strength 
only in the neighbourhood of an electrode. Two vessels, 
placed one inside the other, were filled with solution and 
platinum wires immersed in each as electrodes. The current 
flowed from one electrode to the other through a very fine 
capillary in the inner vessel and rendered the capillary 
luminous. The hydrogen lines were produced brightly, but 
even in the strongest solutions the metallic solution lines 
were very weak. When the wire electrode of the inner vessel 
was made to touch the top of the capillary, its tip became 
surrounded with a luminous glow which besides giving the 
hydrogen lines yielded the spectrum of the metal of the salt 
in solution very brightly. 

These phenomena receive a simple explanation from the 
point of view of electrolysis. In the case of a capillary, the 
metallic ions merely pass up through the capillary with 
the current ; there is no increase in their concentration, and 
their spectrum is consequently very weak. In the case of the 
platinum point electrode, the metallic ions move up to the 
negative electrode and accumulate there. Consequently a 
greater quantity of metal is concentrated in the neighbour- 
bourhood of the brush, and a very bright spectrum is the 
result. As the concentration of solution increases, the 
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quantity which arrives at the point increases till the current 
(so far as it is due to the motion of the cations) is carried 
entirely by the metallic ions, and none of it by the hydrogen 
ions. After this, with constant current, no further increase 
in the quantity of metal can take place at the negative 
electrode, and the spectrum in consequence is at its maximum 
brightness. The appearance of the spectrum at the positive 
point in the strongest solutions is due to the current being 
insufficient to remove the metallic cations from the neigh- 
bourhood of the point. 

If an alternating brush (provided the solution is not too 
weak) be examined in the rotating mirror, several bands, 
occurring one after the other, will appear coloured, like the 
negative brush, according to the salt in solution ; several 
bands will then follow, coloured blue like the positive brush. 
In the stronger solutions all the bands are coloured like the 
negative brush. If a positive brush be produced at an 
electrode which has just before been used in producing a 
negative, it will appear for the first second or two coloured 
according to the salt in solution. These experiments show 
that the ions take some little time to accumulate at or be 
expelled from the point. 

The solution spectrum is the only case where electrolysis 
plays a definite and important part. 

Lithium Salts. 

The lines which appear and are due to lithium are :— 

Principal Series. Ist Sub-series. 2nd Sub-series. 

6708 6104 A972 
4602 4273 
4132 
391d 
a799 

The brightest line of the spectrum in the weaker solutions 
was the red line X=6708. ‘The lines of the Ist Sub-series, 
X=6104 and A=4602, approached it in brightness as the 
streneth of solution increased. Finally, the blue line 
X=4602 became brighter than the red line nearest the 
point. The red line was always the longest line in the 
spectrum. An increase in current produced a similar effect 
to an increase in concentration, but was not very marked. 
This variation is most probably connected with the amount 
of lithium liberated at the point. The line X=6708 is the 
ultimate ray of lithium persisting longest as the quantity of 
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metal is gradually diminished. An increase in the quantity 
of metal diminishes its relative intensity to the rest of the 
Spectrum. 

Sodium Salts. 

The lines which appear and are due to sodium are :— 

Principal Series. 1st Sub-series. 2nd Sub-series. 

2893 9689 6163 
3303 4981 9152 
2853 4667 47595 

44.92 4544 
4392 ? 

The most brilliant ine in the spectrum is the D doublet 
(unresolved). No variation in relative intensity of the lines 
has been detected save in one or two instances, where lines 
of the 1st Sub-series have appeared close to the point, while 
the D line has been weakest close to the point. 

Potassium Salis. 

The lines which occur and are due to potassium are :— 

Principal Series. 

4045 
3447 

The line A=4045 is very strong, while the line X\=3447 
is very faint. These are the only lines in the spectrum 
which appear. The following lines, with intensity in 
brackets, appear at the negative point in all solutions of 
potassium salts, and in no other solutions. I have been 
unable to identify them :— 

3814 (10) 
3798 (5) 
3780 (1) 

Copper Nitrate. 

The lines due to copper are :— 

2449 (2), 2619 (5), 3247 (10), 3274 (10), 
4023 (1), 4063 (3), 4275 (1), 4651 (1), 
5106 (2), 5153(1), 5218 (3). 

The same spectrum appears in each brush when a copper 
point is used instead of platinum. 
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Zine Sulphate. 

The lines due to zine are :— 

ist Sub-series. 2nd Sub-series. 

a202 2802 2011 4680 3072 

J 03 ATi ' 3034 

3346 A811 | 3019] 

The arc line 6364 is very weak, while spark lines appear 
faintly at 2502, 2558, 4912, 4925. 

Lines alsv appear at 424, 465, 450. These occur in the 
vacuum-tube discharge, in the are in hydrogen, and in the 
are in vacuo. 

From the intensities of the spectral lines which appear, 
it will be seen that the spectrum is intermediate between the 
spark and the are spectrum. 

Magnesium Sulphate. 

The lines due to magnesium are :— 

1st Sub-series. 2nd Sub-series. 

3838 2892 5184 3332 
jie yan 

3830 5168 

The spark-line at 4481 appears but is rather faint. The 
lines of the isolated series 5529, 4703, 4352, 4058 are 
absent. ‘This series is bright in the arc. The spectrum of 
magnesium, like that of zinc, is intermediate between the 
spectra of the arc and spark. 

A series of bands appears in the ultra-violet between the 
limits 380 and 368. A band spectrum between these limits 
occurs which is ascribed by some to magnesium oxide and by 
others to magnesium. The bands were so crowded on the 
negative that any closer identification was impossible. The 
green bands of magnesium oxide were absent. 

Oxygen. 

The elementary line spectrum appears in the brush under 
certain conditions. In distilled water it appears in the 
spectrum of each brush, but very faintly in comparison with 
the hydrogen lines. A slight increase in conductivity causes 
the spectrum to disappear from the negative brush, while it 
is strengthened in the positive. As the brush passes over 
to the solution type, the oxygen lines are further strengthened 
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in the positive brush, while the hydrogen lines are con- 
siderably weakened. As the concentration increases, the 
lines remain of the same intensity, with slight fluctuations, 
provided the current is kept constant. The behaviour of 
the oxygen lines in the positive brush is the same for all 
solutions. 

Tn acid solutions only the faintest traces of the lines could 
be detected in the negative brush, and were generally very 
short and close to the point. Generally the spectrum was 
entirely absent. In solutions of magnesium sulphate and 
zine sulphate, very faint traces were discovered at concen- 
trations less than ‘005 per cent, but above this none of the 
lines were discernible. Faint traces of the spectrum occur 
in tap-water. 

In solutions of hydrogen peroxide and of the salts of the 
alkali metals, the behaviour is quite different. Hydrogen 
peroxide, however, is not an independent example, as it was 
very considerably contaminated with sodium. In weak solu- 
tions of these salts the spectrum disappeared from the nega- 
tive brush but reappeared with further concentration. The 
lines at first were short and faint, being confined close to 
the point. With further concentration, the current remaining 
constant, they grew in intensity and length till they were 
brighter than the hydrogen lines and much brighter than 
the corresponding spectrum in the positive brush. With 
further concentration, the spectrum remained approximately 
of the same intensity for the same current. The concentra- 
tion at which the oxygen lines reach their maximum intensity 
lies between ‘005 per cent. and ‘01 per cent. It will be seen 
that the behaviour of the oxygen spectrum in this respect is 
exactly similar to the behaviour of the metallic lines of the 
solute (see above). Indeed, the connexion between the 
spectra 1s very evident on all the negatives. The connexion, 
however, is not absolutely rigid, though it is quite definite. 
After the maximum has been reached for both spectra, one 
may show a slight increase in intensity in a subsequent 
spectrogram, while the other shows a slight decrease, and 
VICE VETSA. 

In all cases the oxygen lines are brightest close to the 
point in the negative brush. In this respect they are 
different from the positive spectrum. Here the lines are 
long and of unvarying intensity throughout their length, 
being longer than the hydrogen lines, which in some eases 
are brighter than they are and in all cases are brightest close 
to the point. In a few spectra of the positive brush, the 
oxygen lines stop short a small distance from the point. 
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In very dilute solutions the line X=4368 of the series 
spectrum appears distinctly in the negative brush. Wherever 
the elementary line spectrum appears this line cannot be 
detected on account of the presence of the lines A=4367 and 
=4369 from which it is not separated on account of the 
low dispersion. Its appearance in the negative brush in very 
weak solutions where the potential is still high, shows that 
the absence of the elementary line spectrum is due not to a 
lack of oxygen but to a change in the electrical conditions. 
The series spectrum does not appear in the stronger solu- 
tions. Its behaviour was shown in the previous paper to be 
similar to that of the series spectrum of hydrogen. 

With the data available it is not possible to settle definitely 
how the elementary line spectrum arises in the different cases. 
In air it appears in the spark without self-induction. It is 
developed in the capillary of a Geissler tube with a condensed 
discharge when the pressure is sufficiently low. It does not 
appear in the capillary with the ordinary discharge, but 
appears together with the negative bands in the neighbour- 
hood of the cathode. That the spectrum should appear in 
the positive brush is not surprising considering its spark-like 
character. To see whether the fluctuations in the current 
were responsible for the spectrum, a positive brush was 
placed in series with a negative in a solution of sulphuric 
acid, so that the same current flowed through each brush. 
The spectrum appeared readily in the positive brush but it 
was very weak in the negative. A negative brush in caustic 
potash was then placed in series with the negative brush in 
dilute sulphuric acid, the two cells being connected with un- 
guarded platinum wire. While the negative brush in caustic 
potash yielded the oxygen spectrum very brightly, the brush 
in sulphuric acid showed only traces of the spectrum. Con- 
sequently fluctuations in the current seem to have little 
connexion with the spectrum. A condensed discharge was 
now sent through the brush in sulphuric acid, the condenser 
being in parallel with the cell and a spark-gap in series with 
it. It was found that when the spark-gap was arcing across, 
the oxygen spectrum was developed quite strongly; when 
the spark-gap was kept working correctly with an air draft 
blown across it, the oxygen spectrum could not be detected. 
On account of the brightness of the continuous spectrum in 
the latter case, the exposure had to be kept short so that the 
decrease in intensity in the oxygen spectrum may only be 
relative. The experiment shows, however, that a change in 
the electrical conditions will develop the oxygen spectrum 
in the negative brush in acids. 
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The negative brush in the salt-solutions of lithium, sodium, 
and potassium is the same in character as that in dilute acids. 
The potential reguired to produce it is smaller than that re- 
quired to produce the positive brush, the evolution of gas is 
only slightly more than the calculated amount (see Table IJ. 
for ‘05 per cent. solution K,CO3;), and its appearance in the 
rotating mirror is a series of unbroken bands. That there is 
a change in the electrical conditions of the brush is suggested, 
however, by the behaviour of the nitrogen spectrum (referred 
to below). There it will be shown that the negative bands of 
nitrogen behave in a manner almost identical with that of 
the elementary line spectrum of oxygen. It was shown by 
Fulcher * that these bands are produced by more rapidly 
moving cathode rays than those which produce the positive 
bands. The connexion between the oxygen spectrum and 
that of the metal of the dissolved salt (lithium, sodium, or 
potassium) was pointed out above. This connexion indicates 
that the spectrum depends in some way on the concentration of 
the metallic ion at the negative point. In the interval during 
which no current fiows, the metal liberated will form a certain 
amount of hydrate in solution with the production of hydroxyl 
ions. Astheseionsare not swept away from the point imme- 
diately the brush occurs, and as they are constantly being 
renewed, the negative brush will take place in a region con- 
taining a large number of hydroxyl ions. These ions, as the 
source of oxygen, may possibly play an important part in 
the production of the spectrum. 

Water Vapour Bands. 

The ultra-violet bands of water vapour (discovered simul- 
taneously by Huggins f and by Liveing & Dewar f) appear 
strongly in all the spectra and occur equally well in each 
brush. There is no correspondence’ between the strength of 
the bands and the spectra of hydrogen and oxygen. ‘They 
appear equally well in acids and in alkalies, and so are un- 
influenced by an excess of hydrogen or hydroxyl ions. They 
do not depend, as the hydrogen spectra do, upon a high 
potential to produce them strongly. If the current in the 
transformer primary is kept constant, then as the water 
increases in conductivity the bands increase in intensity as 
the current through the brush increases and the potential 
difference between the electrodes falls. The intensity of the 
bands is not proportional to the current only; a larger 

* Astrophysical Journ. vol. xxxvii. p. 60 (1918). 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxx. p. 516 (1880). 
{ Proc, Roy. Soe. vol. xxx. p. 580 (1880) ; vol. xxxiii. p. 274 (1882); 

vol. clxxix. p. 27 (1838). 
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current is needed in solutions where the potential is low, to 
produce them in a definite intensity, than is required in 
distilled water where the potential is high (Pl. XI. fig. la, c). 

I have compared these bands with the ultra-violet bands 
occurring in the cone of a Bunsen flame and with the bands 
occurring in damp air in a Geissler tube with a quartz 
window. 

Electrode. 
When a platinum wire is used as the electrode in the pro- 

duction of the brush, the arc spectrum appears when the 
brush is negative. Hven with very long exposures, there is 
no trace of the spectrum in the positive brush (fig. 9, c) 
The lines of platinum are most numerous and strongest in 
the ultra-violet. Traces of the visible lines, however, some- 
times appear, and these are concentrated close to the point. 
The lines in the ultra-violet, being out of focus on the slit, 
do not show this. The relative intensity of these lines to 
the lines in the water-vapour bands is practically constant. 
There is, however, a certain amount of fluctuation, and in a 
few cases the platinum spectrum is very weak. In the 
condensed brush the spark spectrum of platinum appears 
(Ex iio.3)). 
When copper wire is used for the electrode in the produc- 

tion of the brush in distilled water, the lines X=3247 and 
X=3274 appear faintly in the positive brush and a little 
more strongly in the negative. In acid solutions the lines 
are very bright and other lines also appear. ‘This, no doubt, 
is due to the copper passing into solution. 

Nitrogen. 
The bands of the nitrogen spectrum appear in both the 

negative and positive brush in distilled water. In both cases 
the positive and negative bands occur. The negative bands 
are stronger relatively to the positive in the positive brush 
than in the negative. In the positive brush the edge of the 
negative band at X=3914 is about equal in intensity with 
the edge of the positive band X-=3801, and this relation 
is maintained throughout all svlutions, as weil as in distilled 
water. 

The presence of the nitrogen spectrum in solutions depends 
upon the point being more or less cracked. Small cracks do 
not affect the spectrum in any way except to cause the 
nitrogen band spectrum to appear. Its presence, however, 
unless it is very weak, is a serious trouble, as it complicates 
a spectrum already very crowded with lines. Every care 
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therefore was taken to keep it out of the spectrum. Conse- 
quently there are not a very great number of examples of 
the bands appearing under varying conditions, and most 
of these are rather faint. They are, however, sufficiently 
numerous for one to draw some conclusions with some 
security. The variation which occurs is a change in rela- 
tive intensity of the negative bands to the positive in the 
negative brush. In acid solutions (HCl, H,80,, HNO;, HS ; 
other acids do not show the bands in the negative brush) the 
negative bands disappear from the negative brush. In two 
cases in nitric acid with a copper point the negative bands 
appear ; in other two cases they are entirely absent even 
with the positive bands very strong (see fig. 56). In 
LiOH, and K,SO, solutions, although the positive bands 
were weak, the negative band X=3914 appeared distinctly. 
Better examples occurred in Li,SO,, NaOH, and NaS.SO, 
solutions. These photographs revealed the interesting fact 
that the negative bands increased relatively to the positive 
with an increase in concentration of solution and constant 
current. In sodium sulphate, the spectrum goes through 
nearly the whole series of spectrograms, and it is found that 
the maximum relative intensity of the negative to the posi- 
tive bands occurs at a concentration when the sodium and 
oxygen spectra have reached their maximum intensity. 
Consequently, the behaviour of the negative bands is 
strikingly similar to that of the oxygen elementary line- 
spectrum. The same conditions are not required for each. 
In sodium sulphate it was found that the nitrogen spectrum 
was produced only in a region remote from the point, while 
the oxygen spectrum is produced only in a region close to 
the point. In general, the nitrogen band spectra are produced 
remote from the point in the negative brush and close to the 
point in the positive brush. There are one or two exceptions 
in both cases. In distilled water, the bands stretch out from 
the point with diminishing intensity. 

No bands occur in zine sulphate. In magnesium sulphate, 
the positive bands occur in the negative brush faintly in one 
case ; the negative bands are absent. 

No trace of the nitrogen line-spectrum appears in any of 
the photographs. 

Impurities. 

Besides nitrogen, the impurities which yield spectra are 
calcium, sodium, silicon, and lead. They appear in the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 31 
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negative brush only. Calcium and sodium are strongest 
quite close to the point. In the case of a decayed point the 
calcium lines (notably H, K, and gy) and the sodium D line 
are the only lines that occur right up to the point (see fig. 6 5). _ 
They are probably due, to some extent at least, to the calcium 
and sodium in the glass which is used in the construction of 
the point. The silicon lines, which occur chiefly in the far 
ultra-violet, are often much stronger than the neighbouring 
platinum lines and occasionally much weaker. It is im- 
possible to predict when and in what strength they will 
appear, beyond the facts that they are weakest in distilled 
water and that they never occur at the positive point. In 
one case, where a quartz platinum instead of a glass platinum 
point was used, the ultra-violet band spectrum of silicon, dis- 
covered by de Gramont & Wattville *, was observed. Only 
a few of the fainter bands were missing. The lead spectrum, 
nearly all the lines being in the ultra-violet, was observed in 
the case of acids. The lines present were those shown by 
Exner & Haschek to be very powerful in the aref. They 
also occur in the flame spectrum, but the bands characteristic 
of the flame spectrum were absent in that of the brush 
(Pl. XI. fig. 6). 

Acids. 

Of the acids I have tried, hydrochloric and nitric acids 
have no effect on the spectrum as far as their constituents are 
concerned. In sulphuric and phosphoric acids there occurs 
in the discharge a luminous bubble which yields a spectrum 
connected in all probability with sulphur and phosphorus 
respectively. In chromic and molybdie acids the spectra of 
chromium and molybdenum occur at both points. The same 
remarks apply to the salts of these acids as far as the acid 
radicle is concerned. 

Summary. 

The series and secondary spectrum of hydrogen are a great 
deal brighter in distilled water than in solutions, for the same 
current value. In distilled water they are stronger in the 
negative brush than in the positive for the same current. When 
the potential drop through the brush is the same in each case, 

* Comptes Rendus, vol. cxlvii. p. 239 (1908). 
} Kayser’s H. der Spectroscopie, vol. vi. p. 268. 
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the spectra are strongest in the positive brush. In solutions, 
the intensity of the spectra relative to the rest of the brush 
spectrum (water-vapour bands, platinum and oxygen lines, 
&c.) is considerably diminished. Neither the nature of the 
solution nor the sign of the brush has any perceptible effect. 
There is no certain indication that electrolysis plays any 
part in the appearance of the spectra. 

The spectrum of the metallic lines of the solute appear in 
the negative brush in solutions. For constant current, the 
spectrum grows in intensity with the concentration till a 
certain value of the concentration is reached when no further 
increase occurs. The spectrum appears in the case of the 
positive brush in the strongest solutions, and then only very 
faintly. The behaviour of the spectrum in all cases can 
readily be explained from the point of view of electrolysis. 

The elementary line-spectrum of oxygen appears in dis- 
tilled water in both the positive and negative brush. In 
dilute acids, solutions of magnesium and zine sulphates, and 
in tap-water, it appears in strength in the positive brush, but 
is generally absent or very weak in the negative. In solu- 
tions of the salts of lithium, sodium, and potassium, its 
appearance in the positive brush is the same as for other 
solutions ; in the negative brush the spectrum appears with 
the metallic lines of the salt, increases in intensity with them 
and reaches its maximum with the same concentration of 
solution. The negative bands of nitrogen behave in the 
same manner. In the negative brush, both the positive and 
negative bands appear in general remote from the point, 
while the oxygen lines are always produced close to the 
oint. 

: The are spectrum of platinum appears in the negative 
uncondensed brush. In the condensed brush, the spark lines 
appear. When copper wire is used in the point electrode, 
the copper lines appear in each brush but are strongest in 
the negative. 

The water-vapour bands appear in each brush equally 
well. 

In conelusion, I wish to thank Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson 
for the kind interest shown during the prosecution of this 
research. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge, 1914. 
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XCI. The Passage of a Particles through H ‘ydrogen. By 
K. Marspen, Lecturer in Physics, University of Manchester*. 

¢ \,N the nucleus theory of an atom f, Sir Ernest Rutherford — 
and C. G. Darwin have recently discussed the relative 

motions of an @ particle and the nucleus of an atom in an 
intimate collision. In the case of the encounter of an 
a particle of velocity V with the nucleus of a hydrogen atom, 
if the latter is projected in a direction making an angle 0 
with the original direction of the « particle, then the velocity 
of the “H” particle is given by u=1-6 V cos @. From 
Bohr’s f formula for the “velocity curve” of a charged 
particle, it can be deduced that in an end-on collision, i.e. 0=0, 
the “ H” particle will have about four times the range of the 
a particle producing it. Consequently, in the passage of 
particles through hydrogen the “‘ H”’ particles may be looked 
for well beyond the range of the ordinary a particles, and in 
the experiments to be described evidence of their existence 
has been found. More detailed experiments are in progress 
to investigate whether the distribution of their velocities 
and relative motions with regard to the a particles producing 
them is in agreement with the calculations from the simple 
assumptions; but, owing to the probable lengthy series of 
observations necessary, it appears advisable to publish a 
preliminary account of the experiments so far made. 

Fig. 1. 

w 72) 

The apparatus used in the first experiments is shown in fig. 1, 
and consists of a wide tube about one metre in length and 
9 om. in diameter, closed at one end by a zinc-sulphide screen 
Zand at the other by a glass plate P on a ground flange. A 

* Communicated by Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ E. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 699 (1911); Phil. Mag. xxvii. 

p. 488 (1914). C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxvii. p. 499 (1914). 
< N.. Bohr, Phil) Macvxxy. p10) (1913); 
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source of about 25 millicuries of radium emanation contained 
in an 2-ray tube was mounted inside a sheet-iron cylinder so 
that it could be moved along the tube by a hand electro- 
magnet. 

The tube was filled with hydrogen at atmospheric pressure, 
and scintillations counted on the zinc-sulphide screen for 
different distances between S and Z. 

The following numbers were obtained :— 

Distance of «-ray tube Scintillations 
to screen Z. per minute. 

| 

AO exon soc SoM ee, End of range of & particles. 

OME hose bat 22k RO 10:0 per minute. 

BO) 5), CAREER RRO ae «Sena SDs 99 

S25 ‘ict Wk ee Sees ea Ge Oy ss 

With air at a pressure adjusted to give the same range of the 
a particles, 2. e. about 17 cm. Hg, the number of scintillations 
decreased very rapidly after the end of the range, falling 
to 0°5 per minute at 26cm. The results show that in 
hydrogen, particles capable of producing scintillations are 
produced which can travel at least 34 times as far as the 
« particles. That these particles are actually generated in 
the hydrogen is shown by the following experiment :—A 
similar iron cylinder to the one carrying the source was 
placed inside the tube between S and Z. Over the end of 
this cylinder sheets of aluminium equal in stopping power to 
8 cm. of air were fastened. ‘The distance S Z was 17 cm., 
and by manipulation of a hand electromagnet the foils could 
be placed either near to the source S or the screen Z. In 
the former case the z particles were altogether absorbed by 
the aluminium and did not emerge into the gas beyond. The 
following results were obtained :— 

Tube. IAT foulst No. of Scintillations 
per minute. 

Exhausted tol‘icem. Hg ...| Near Z 07 

Hydrogen at 76cm. Hg... Res an 775 

” ” Near S 0:13 
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A comparison of the numbers shows that practically all 
the scintillating particles originate in the passage of the « 
particles through the hydrogen. The small number obtained 
with the aluminium foils near 8 only corresponds to one 
scintillation in 8 minutes, and may be due to natural 
activity. 

The following experiment was made to throw some light 
on the direction of projection of the H particles. The source 
was placed about 38 cm. from the screen, and between them 
at a distance 16 cm. from the source was placed a card- 
board stop with a hole 3:2 cm. diameter at the centre 
(fig. la). With this arrangement 6:5 scintillations per 
minute were observed on the screen. Replacing this stop by 
its complement a disk 3:2 cm. diameter suspended centrally 
by threads (fig. Lb), the number was only 2°5 per minute. 
When an aluminium foil, equal in stopping power of « 
particles to 4 cm. of air, was placed near the zinc-sulphide 
screen, these numbers were reduced to 4:3 and 0°42 scintil- 
lations per minute, 7.e. to 65 and 17 per cent. respectively. 
In the second case, the relative angles between the of 
particles and the particles will be much greater than in 
the first case ; and the experiment shows, in agreement with 
theory, that they have a considerably smaller average 
velocity and are consequently more easily absorbed. 

Experiments at High Pressure. 

The scintillations produced by the H particles differ little 
from those produced by e@ particles except that they are 
not so intense. In the above experiments, however, the 
luminosity of the screen due to the @ and y rays from the 
source was considerable. Further, the counting was made 
more difficult owing to the small rate at which the H particles 
could be made to strike the screen, due to the large dis- 
tance of the source necessitated by the long range of the 
a particles. Experiments were therefore made in hydrogen 
at high pressure so that the a particles had a smaller range, 
and by placing the apparatus in a strong magnetic field the 
8 rays were prevented from striking the screen. The appar- 
atus * used is shown in fig. 2. 

a particles from the source S were absorbed in the 
hydrogen filling the apparatus, and the H particles produced 
passed through a hole in the disk D and impinged on a zinc- 
sulphide screen Z, where the scintillations were observed by 

* The high pressure apparatus was purchased out of part of a grant 
from the Royal Society. 
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a microscope M. The source consisted of radium emanation 
in a conical tube with a thin mica window. The tube was 
not sealed off, but its end dipped into a small vessel of 
mereury which also extended into the tube, so as to confine 

Fig. 2. 

70 GAUGE 
AND pa BOTTLE 

the emanation in a volume at atmospheric pressure about 
four times the volume of the conical portion of the tube. In 
this way, when the pressure was raised to about four atmo- 
spheres, the emanation just filled the cone and the a particles 
were fired through the mica window. The disk D had four 
openings, three of which were covered with foils of the 
metal whose absorption was under investigation. A piece 
of soft iron I was soldered to the disk and nearly counter- 
poised by a piece of lead L. Thus by the attraction of I, 
any of the four openings could be brought at will over the 
zinc-sulphide screen by a cycle of operations of short-cir- 
cuiting in turn the coils A and B of the electromagnet, the 
successive positions of I being denoted by 1, 2, 3, 4 in the 
figure. 

In an experiment the source and disk were first placed in 
position and the end plates screwed on to the lead joints. 
The vessel was then swept clear of air by hydrogen from the 
high-pressure bottle. The valve was then closed and the 
hydrogen let in gradually until the pressure was about 4°5 
atmospheres, this pressure being nearly 0°75 of an atmosphere 
greater than was necessary to just prevent the @ particles 
reaching the zinc-sulphide screen. 

After four hours the emanation had attained equilibrium 
with its products on the walls of the conical tube, and obser- 
vations of the scintillations were commenced. Several 
hundred scintillations were counted in each of the four 
positions of the disk, 2. e. with no foil over the screen and 
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with foils of different thicknesses over the remaining three 
openings. The rates at which the scintillations appeared 
with the different foils were expressed as percentages of the 
number with no foil, and a curve plotted with these per- — 
centages as ordinates and thicknesses of foils as abscisse. 
Curves obtained for aluminium, copper, tin, and platinum 
under the same circumstances are shown in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. 
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The H particles striking the screen will under the experi- 
mental conditions have widely differing velocities, and the 
foils will act by cutting out the ones with the smallest 
velocities. It will be noticed, however, that for the same 
mass per unit area, aluminium shows the greatest percentage 
absorption of the H particles. This is similar to the law of 
absorption of a particles, and further, as with a particles, the 
amounts of the various materials required to produce the 
same absorption are roughly proportional to the square roots 
of the atomic weights. This is shown by the figures in the 
following table. The numbers in Col. lV. are obtained from 
the curves in fig. 3. 

The determination of the exact ranges of the swiftest H 
particles will need more observations than are shown in the 
figure, but the points where the curves cut the axis of abscissse 
give approximate estimates. The most penetrating H 
particles will be those which are produced by an end-on 
collision of an @ particle of radium C just after emergence 
from the mica window, for such an a@ particle will be the 
swiftest entering the hydrogen. The mica had an equivalent 
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of 1:9 cm., so that the range in air of the a particle after passing 
through the window was 6°9—1:9=5:0 cm.; and according to 
theory*, if « particles and H particles of the same velocity are 

| : , Wt. per cm? required 
| Foil. sma ie Na. | toreduce beam to | W+WVA, 

; 40 p. c.=W. 

|Aluminium ... ull 5:2 70108 21x 10-3 

M@opper .2..:.... 63°6 8:0 0132 UGS) 

Tho. Ss Re 119 10°9 ‘0180 1:65. ,, 

| Platinum ...... 195:2 14:0 0266 19 ,, 

ae 1838x1078 

absorbed similarly, the swiftest H particle produced as above 
ought to have a range equivalent to about 4x5:0=20 cm. 
of air. The hydrogen between the screen and source was 
calculated from Taylor’s + results to have an air equivalent of 
70 cm., leaving 13 cm. an equivalent for the swiftest H 
particle. Although the air equivalent of metal foils varies 
somewhat with the velocity of « particles and therefore pre- 
sumably for H particles, we may take for the sake of 
comparison the weights per unit area per cm. air equivalent 
given by Richardson{ and the author for a@ particles 6 cm. 
from the end of their range. Multiplying these numbers 
by 13 we obtain 0°021 gm, Al, 0°029 gm. Cu, 0°041 gm. 
Sn, 0°055 gm. Pt. As will be seen from fig. 3 these 
numbers are not very different from the amounts of the 
various substances required to completely absorb the H 
particles, and the agreeinent verifies the fundamental 
assumptions made. 

The foregoing method is somewhat unsuitable for a deter- 
mination of the number of H particles produced by a given 
number of « particles of known velocity, since « particles of 
all velocities are present, and further, the minimum velocity 
at which a H particle will produce a visible scintillation is a 
matter of conjecture. However, the number actually ob- 
served was about that to be expected from calculations on 
Darwin’s formula, making reasonable assumptions for the 
difference between the theoretical and _ experimental 
conditions. 

* Darwin, loc. cit. 
+ T. 8S. Taylor, Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 402 (1918). 
} Marsden & Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 184 (1918). 
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A more convenient method of making a comparison 
between theory and experiment is furnished by the use of a 
thin film of some substance rich in hydrogen, such as paraffin 
wax or indiarubber. When « particles fall on such films, H © 
particles may be expected to be ejected, and experiments have 
shown that this is actually the case. The observations are at 
present being continued so as to study the distribution and 
number of “ejected H particles when a parallel beam of 
« particles of known velocity passes through these films. 

In conclusion I beg to express my indebtedness to Mr. W. 
C. Lantsberry for his very efficient help in many of the 
observations, and to Sir Hrnest Rutherford for his many 
kind suggestions. 

Physical Laboratories, 
University Manchester. 

XCII. The Magnetic Properties of a Graded Series of Chrome 
Steels at Ordinary and Low Temperatures. By MARGARET 
B. Morr, I.A4., B.Sc., Carnegie Research Fellow in the 
University of Glasgow * 

A influence of temperature upon the magnetic pro- 
perties of iron, steel, nickel, and cobalt has been 

investigated by numerous experimenters, perhaps the most 
notable work being that carried out by Rowland f, Baur f, 
and Hopkinson §. 

It is now well known that the effect of raising the tem- 
perature of a specimen of iron or steel is to increase its 
susceptibility to magnetism for low values of the magnetizing 
force and to diminish it for high values. It is to be expected 
then that, if the temperature of a test-piece be lowered, the 
effect should be exactly reversed, and the susceptibility 
should be diminished for low and augmented for high fields. 
That such is actually the case has been shown for various 
magnetic materials by Honda and Shimizu ||, and more 
recently by Gray and Ross 4], who have all used the tem- 
perature of liquid air, —190° C., as the low temperature at 
which they have made their investigations. They have 
shown also that, while alike in this one respect, different 
materials differ very considerably both in the amount of 

* Communicated by Professor A. Gray, F.R.S. 
+ Phil. Mag. xlvi. p. 321 (1874). 
t Wied. Anz. xi. p. 394 (1880). 
§ Proc. Roy. Soe. xlv. p. 318 (1889). 
|| Phil. Mag. x. p. 548 (1905). 
§] Trans. Faraday Soe. vol. viii. part i. (1912). 
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change in susceptibility brought about by the change of 
temperature, and in the value of the field-strength for which 
the effect reverses its sign. 

Now, in any such examination, particular interest always 
attaches to the observation of the effect of similar treatment 
on the different members of a graded series, either of steels 
or alloys, the changes in effect being directly due to the 
changes in the content of the specimens under examination. 

I accordingly decided to examine magnetically a specially 
prepared series of cobalt-manganese alloys, containing re- 
spectively 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 per cent. manganese, the 
rest of the content of the specimen being pure cobalt. The 
proper proportions of the two elements forming the various 
specimens were therefore weighed out, and sent to be fused 
and cast, and a specimen of pure cobalt was obtained for 
comparison. At this point, however, an unexpected difficulty 
was met with, which ultimately led to the abandonment, for 
the time being at any rate, of the investigation of this series. 
It was found that all the ordinary methods which are 
usually successful in fusing metals were, in the case of the 
first specimen of the series, ineffectual. It was probable 
that those specimens with higher percentages of manganese 
would fuse more easily, but as it was desired to have the 
complete series prepared by the same method, they were not 
attempted, and as any other methods which might have been 
tried were unlikely to give homogeneous alloys, the exam- 
ination of this particular series had to be abandoned. I 
therefore decided to investigate instead the magnetic proper- 
ties at ordinary and low temperatures of a graded series of 
chrome steels. Such a series was accordingly obtained from 
Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd.,—a series con- 
sisting of six specimens containing respectively 1, 4:05, 8, 
12, 16, and 20 per cent. chromium. 

The specimens were supplied in the form of cylindrical 
rods 20 cm. long and 0:9 cm. in diameter, and the conditions 
in which they were tested were as follows :— 

1. As supplied (viz., forged and rolled). 
2. Annealed from 900° C. 
3. Quenched from 900° C. 

In the first condition the specimen is in a state of internal 
strain brought about by the treatment to which it has been 
subjected in the course of preparation, and is in general far 
from homogeneous. Hach specimen in this condition was 
tested magnetically in a Gray-Ross magnetometer, and then 
changed end for end, and tested again. The two sets of 
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readings in each case were found to differ appreciably, thus 
showing the want of homogeneity of the specimen. The 
results of the tests carried out with the specimen in this 
condition are therefore of comparatively little importance, 
and are not included in the tables of results. 

The effect of annealing the specimen from 900° C. is to 
remove the internal strains, and bring it into a standard ~ 
homogeneous condition. In annealing the specimens, a 
Fletcher gas-furnace, capable of giving temperatures up to 
900° C., was used, and each specimen, before being placed in 
the furnace, was carefully wrapped in copper foil to exclude 
air and prevent oxidation. 

Hach specimen after being annealed was tested mag- 
netically in the usual way, and was then, as before, changed 
end for end and the test repeated. In the case of each 
specimen the two tests gave identical results, showing that 
the material was now homogeneous. The specimen was 
next immersed in liquid air and tested at the temperature 
—190° ©. To bring the specimen to that temperature the 
arrangement shown in fig. 1 below was employed. The 

Fig. 1. 

specimen A was enclosed in a glass tube BCD, of which the 
end B was closed with a cork and the end D was open and 
bent up. Cork bungs F, F were fitted on the tube so as to 
bring the axis of the specimen into coincidence with that of 
the solenoid EE, inside which the tube was slipped. A third 
bung F, or a pad of cotton-wool, was used to prevent access 
of warm air into the interior of the solenoid, and a covering 
of cotton-wool wound closely round the tube prevented 
conduction of heat to the specimen. The liquid air was 
poured in at the bent end of the tube D, and the specimen 
kept completely immersed in it for long enough to ensure 
its temperature being reduced to —190° C. before a magnetic 
test was made. 

In order to make quite certain that the specimen was in 
exactly the same position when tested at room-temperature 
and at the temperature of liquid air, it was inserted in the 
tube before the test at room-temperature, and not moved 
between that test and the test at —190° C. The specimen 
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was then allowed to heat up to 15° C. again, and tested once 
more to find whether the lowering of the temperature had 
had any permanent effect upon its susceptibility or not. 
In addition to the tests already mentioned, each specimen 
was also tested both at 15° C. and at —190° C. for magnetic 
hysteresis, and the effect of the lowered temperature upon 
the residual magnetism and the coercive force noted. 

The next condition, condition 3, was attained by heating 
the specimen to 900° C. and plunging it into water at 
15° C.; and with the specimen in that condition, exactly the 
same series of tests was gone through as in the case of the 
specimen in the annealed condition. Hach complete test 
was in every case carried out twice, and excellent agreement 
was obtained between the two sets of results. 

One precaution that was carefully observed in the carrying 
out of this work is to be specially noted. After every change 
of temperature, and before a magnetic test was made at the 
new temperature, the specimen was subjected to a process of 
demagnetization by reversals which, the initial value of the 
field being great and the final value zero, left it devoid of 
magnetism and magnetic history. It is well known that 
some such process must be applied to a specimen previous to 
carrying out a magnetic test in order that it may be rendered 
neutral ; but it is far from generally known that any thermal 
treatment applied to a specimen between its neutralization 
by the process of reversals and the following magnetic test, 
renders it peculiarly susceptible to magnetism *, and that 
therefore a specimen rendered neutral at one temperature 
ceases to be neutral if the temperature is changed. Before 
carrying out a magnetic test after a change of temperature 
then, it is essential that the specimen should be submitted to 
a process of reversals at the new temperature. 

Discussion OF RESULTS. 

Specimen I. (1 per cent. Cr.).—The first specimen tested 
was a steel containing 1 per cent. chromium. The chief 
results obtained are shown in Table I., and the corresponding 
curves in fig.2. The first set of results, corresponding to the 
curve marked I, gives the readings for the I-H curve taken 
with the specimen at room-temperature in the annealed 
condition. The corresponding curve marked I’ belongs to 
the second set of results, and is the curve characteristic of 
the annealed specimen at the temperature of liquid air. 

* “On Magnetic Testing,” by J. G. Gray & A. D. Ross, Phil. Mag. 
Jan, 1911. ; 
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Taste l, (Fig. 2.) 
1 per cent. Cr. 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C. 

Temperature of test......... 15° C..-}, =190° C. | 715° Cas | SEsnere: 

a re i L. if L 

peal 190 130 16 10 
10 460 480 60 40 
20 680 708 210 1438 
40 844 878 588 504 
60 940 978 796 762 

100 1040 1082 960 944 
150 1117 1159 1076 1060 

It is to be noticed that this latter curve starts below the 
former, as was to be expected, but crosses it very early in 
the range, the value of the magnetizing force at the crossing- 
point being only about 8 c.a.s. units. Thereafter the curve 
at —190° C. lies entirely above the curve taken at room- 
temperature, and the improvement in magnetic quality 
becomes more marked as the field is increased in value. 
The results of the next test, made after the specimen had 
again reached room-temperature, are not included in the 
table nor in the diagram. The curve belonging to this test, 
however, almost coincides with the previous curve taken at 
room-temperature, lying only very slightly below it at the 
beginning of the range and slightly above it later on, the 
crossing of the curves in this case also being in the neigh- 
bourhood of H=8. That is to say, the effect on the specimen 
of immersion in liquid air is to give it a permanent set 
magnetically in the direction of its condition at — 190° C. 
The change in susceptibility is, however, very small. 

The other two curves, the dotted curves marked I] and II’, 
belong to tests 3 and 4 in Table I., and show the results 
obtained on testing the specimen in the quenched condition. 
II is the curve taken at ordinary temperature, II’ is the 
curve belonging to —190° ©. In this case the liquid-air 
curve lies everywhere below the curve taken at room-tem- 
perature, and the form of the curves shows that crossing will 
only occur for a very high value of the magnetizing force. 
The third test, made when the specimen had again reached 
room-temperature, gives a curve which exactly coincides 
with curve II, showing that in the quenched condition the 
lowering of the temperature of the specimen to —190° C. 
does not permanently affect its magnetic quality. 
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The general effect of quenching on the specimen is to 
diminish its susceptibility, particularly for low and moderate 
fields. 

4O Bo 120 160 40 Eo 120 160, 
Seecimen tn ANNEALED ConoITION ; 

es ie =e ee S « QuencHeo 

Ie QW Testseo av Room TEmPeRratTurRe 
['& Z' : ~ 190°C, 

Some of the hysteresis curves obtained for this specimen 
are shown in fig. 8. The curves marked I and I’ are, as 
betore, the curves obtained on testing the specimen in the 
annealed condition at 15° C. and —190° C. respectively. 
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It will be noted that for low fields the curves are coincident, 
though for higher fields I’ lies above I. The residual 
magnetism at both temperatures is about 400 c.e.s. units, 
and the coercive force about 5 c.a.s. units. The dotted — 

curve marked II is the hysteresis curve of the quenched 
specimen at 15° C. To prevent confusion of the diagram, 
the curve taken at —190° C. is not shown, but it very nearly 
coincides with II. The values of the residual magnetism at 
15° C. and —190° C. are respectively 600 and 605 c.«.s. 
units, and the values of the coercive force 28 and 33 C.G.s. 
units. 

Specimen IT. (4:05 per cent. Cr.).—The results obtained on 
testing this specimen are contained in Table II. These 
readings and the corresponding curves of fig. 3 show that 
this specimen is magnetically very similar to the previous 
one except in one or two points. As before, the curve taken 
at —190° C., when the specimen is in the annealed condition, 
starts below and finishes above the curve taken at 15° C., but 
in this case the crossing occurs for a much higher field value, 
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TasBuE II. (Pig: 3.) 

4°08 per cent. Cr. 
[ 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C. 

Temperature of test......... THOME: = 190°C. 52; —190° ©. 

H. L L i. rautgike 

10 160 125 38 24 
20 680 608 95 68 
40 892 878 | 317 270 
60 980 970 630 590 

100 1078 1088 840 820 
150 1142 1158 945 935 | 

= 

namely 70 c.e.s. units. The curve taken at room-tempera-. 
ture after the test at —190° C. is again slightly below I at 
the beginning of the range and slightly above it at the end,, 
but the improvement only sets in when the field is greater 
than 110 c.a@.s. units. The effect of quenching in reducing: 
the susceptibility of this specimen is more marked than in 
the case of the previous specimen, but the effects of 
lowering the temperature after quenching are exactly 
similar in the two cases,—the curve taken at —190° C.. 
lying everywhere below that taken at room-temperature, 
and the two curves taken at room-temperature, the one 
before and the other after immersion in liquid air, exactly 
coinciding. 

Specimen ILI, (8 per cent. Cr.).—The results obtained on 
submitting this specimen to the various tests (see Table III. 
and fig. 4) were again somewhat similar, but the saturation. 

TasBLe III. (Fig. 4.) 

8 per cent. Cr. 
| } 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C. | 

Temperature of tesb......... sec. | —190°¢.| 15°. | —190°¢. | 

H. 1. I. ii if | 

10 88 78 18 Li wath 
20 400 | 340 48 42 
40 790 778 130 120 
60 888 878 304 286 

100 984 980 600 580 
150 1060 1070 744 724 
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value of the intensity was found to be lower than previously, 
and the effect of quenching even more marked than before. 
The crossing of the curves at the two temperatures in the 
annealed state occurs at a field value of 102 c.a.s. units, and 
the magnetic quality at 15° C., after immersion in liquid air, 
is lower than before immersion for fields less than 170 c.«@.s. 
units. An examination of this specimen when quenched pro- 
duced exactly the same results as in the previous cases—that 
is to say, the magnetic quality when the temperature is 
lowered to —190° C. is less than at room-temperature for the 
whole range examined, and returns to its original value when 
the temperature is allowed to rise again. 

Specimens IV., V., and VI. (12 per cent. Cr., 16 per cent. 
Cr., and 20 per cent. Cr.).—The next three specimens showed 
on examination no marked peculiarities, so I shall not discuss 
them separately. The results obtained on testing them are 
exhibited in Tables IV., V., and VI., and the corresponding 

AB Tn VE hiotss:) 

12 per cent. Cr. 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C. 

Temperature of test......... 15° C. | —190° C.| 15°C. | —190° C. 

H. I. If I. I, 

10 80 70 20 13 
20 440 380 45 36 
40 765 750 112 100 
60 850 840 235 210 

100 936 932 485 470 
150 1008 1018 653 638 

TaBLe V. (Fig. 6.) 

16 per cent. Cr. 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C. 

Temperature of test......... 15°C. | —190°C.|} 15°C. | —190° C. 

H IP, I IE I 

10 70 5d 17 12 
20 320 235 41 85 
40 635 608 84 76 
60 710 695 162 145 

100 780 784 360 340 
150 850 865 508 492 
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Taste VI. (Fig. 7.) 

20 per-cent. Cr. 

Thermal treatment ......... Annealed at 900° C. | Quenched at 900° C, 

Temperature of test ......... 15°C. | —190°C.| 15°C. | —190° C. 

lek ages I. I. I 

10 22 | 106 12 12 
20 413 380 25 20 
40 636 625 50 42 
60 700 698 110 98 

100 774 782 276 258 
150 820 832 404 390 

curves are shown in figs. 5, 6, and 7. In the annealed con- 
dition the saturation value of the intensity is lower in each 
specimen than it was in the previous one, and the suscepti- 
bility at —190° C. is less at the beginning and greater at the 
end of the range than at 15° C., the crossing occurring for 
specimens IV., V., and VI. at points corresponding to field 
values of 125, 95, and 65 ¢.G.8. units respectively. : 

The permanent lowering of the magnetic quality due to 
immersion in liquid air is seen in these specimens too, the 
new room-temperature curve lying slightly below the former 
one for the whole range examined in the case of the speci- 
mens containing 12 and 16 per cent. chromium, and till the 
magnetizing force reaches a value of 90 c.G.s. units in the 
case of the specimen containing 20 per cent. 

In the quenched condition the diminution of magnetic 
quality with the increase in chrome content is very marked, 
but otherwise the behaviour of these specimens is exactly 
the same as that of the three specimens first examined, the 
curve II’ lying invariably below the curve II, and the curve 
taken when the temperature of the specimen had risen again 
to 15° C. exactly coinciding with II. For all the specimens, 
the form of the curves shows that crossing will only take 
place for very high values of the magnetizing force. 

Two of the hysteresis curves for the specimen containing 
16 per cent. chromium are shown in fig. 9. These are the 
curves taken at room-temperature in the annealed and in 
the quenched conditions. The curves taken at —190° C. 
are not shown as they follow almost exactly the lines of 
those taken at 15°C., and lie for the greater part of the 
range just outside them, the residual magnetism and 
the coercive force both being slightly greater at —190° C. 

dK 2 hal 
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than at 15°C. The distinctive features of these curves are 
characteristic in a more or less marked degree of all the 

specimens of the series, the most notable being probably 
the extraordinary widening of the hysteresis loop, and the 

S—— 

a. 
consequent increase in the coercive force brought about by 
quenching. The slight improvement in both the residual 
magnetism and the coercive force, when the temperature is 
lowered to — 190° C., is also a characteristic common to all 
the specimens. 

A comparison of these curves with the hysteresis loops for 
the specimen containing 1 per cent. chromium (see fig. 8) 
shows that while in tke case of the 1 per cent. chromium 
specimen the residual magnetism is greater in the quenched 
than in the annealed condition, in the 16 per cent. chromium 
specimen the reverse is the case. These results are not, 
however, so irregular as they appear, for as an examination 
of Table VII. shows, the residual magnetism in the annealed 
condition increases with increasing percentage of chromium 
to a maximum value for the specimen containing 8 per cent. 
and thereafter steadily diminishes, while, in the quenched 
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condition, the maximum residual magnetism is attained with 
the lowest percentage of chromium, and every additional 
amount of chromium produces a diminution in its value. 
A similar regular change takes place also in the values of 
the coercive force, but the value in the quenched condition 
is invariably much greater than the value in the annealed 
state. 

Tasie VII. 

Residual Magnetism. Coercive Force. 

Annealed, | Quenched. | Annealed. | Quenched. 

Hepercont.,Cr, © ).....:..04: 400 660 5 28 
4-05 per cent. Cr. ......... 500 600 21 39 
Mpercent. Cr. o.i....6.se. 660 580 20 46 

Pa percent. Cr. 6: ......0..: 510 435 19 54 
IGrpericonty Or, . ..iseess.s0e 490 340 17 56 
20 per’cent. Cr, .,....)...0. 440 320) 15 44 

Coming now to a comparison of the effects produced by 
lowering the temperature of the different specimens, we find 
that these effects are on the whole very similar. Considering 
the quenched specimens first, we see indeed that they behave, 
so far as the range examined goes, in exactly the same 
manner, the curve taken at the temperature of liquid air 
lying in each case below that taken at room-temperature, 
and the curves taken at room-temperature before and after 
immersion in liquid air exactly coinciding. 

‘lhe specimens in the annealed state, however, show some 
slight differences in behaviour, for while the effect of 
lowering the temperature to —190° C. is in each case to 
diminish the susceptibility for low fields and to increase 
it for high fields, there are considerable variations in the 
value of the magnetizing force for which crossing of 
the curves taken at the two temperatures occurs, the 
actual values of the field-strength corresponding to the 
crossing point being 8, 70, 102, 125, 95, and 65 ¢.@.s. units 
for the specimens containing respectively 1 per cent., 4°05 
per cent., 8 per cent., 12 per cent., 16 per cent., and 20 per 
cent. chromium. As the chrome content increases from 
1 per cent. to 12 per cent., that is to say, higher and higher 
values of the magnetizing force are required to produce 
crossing of the curves. Further additions of chromium 
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beyond that point however, tend to lower the position of 
the crossing point in the range. 7 

In the case of the annealed specimens, again, the effect 
of lowering the temperature to —190° C. is not merely a 
temporary effect which passes away when the temperature 
is allowed to rise again, but immersion in liquid air produces 
in the specimen a permanent effect, lowering its susceptibility 
for low fields and raising it for high, and the crossing points 
of the two curves taken at room-temperature, one before and 
one after immersion in liquid air, vary in position exactly as 
do those of the curves I and I’, the crossing for the speci- 
men containing 12 per cent. chromium occurring at a higher 
point in the range than any of the others. 

Briefly, then, the results of this investigation may be 
summarized as follows :— 

(1) The effect of lowering the temperature of a chrome 
steel is to diminish its susceptibility for low fields and to 
increase it for high fields. 

(2) The crossing of the curves at 15° C.and at —190° C. 
in the annealed condition takes place for higher values of 
the magnetizing force as the chrome content is increased up 
to 12 per cent., but further additions after that point lower 
the value of the field for which crossing occurs. 

(3) Immersion in liquid air produces a permanent effect 
on the annealed specimen, which is not wiped out when the 
temperature is allowed to rise to room-temperature again. 

(4) For specimens in the quenched condition the crossing 
of the curves at 15° C. and —190° C. occurs for very high 
values of the magnetizing force, probably much greater than 
160 ¢.G@.s. units. 

(5) Immersion in liquid air has no permanent effect on 
quenched specimens ; and 

(6) In both the annealed and quenched conditions the 
residual magnetism and the coercive force are greater at 
~~ 190° C. than at 15° C. 43 

In conclusion, I desire to express my thanks to Pro- 
fessor Gray and to Dr. J. G. Gray for the interest they 
have taken in the progress of the work. 
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XCIU. An Experiment indicating that Matter takes up no 

Room in the Atther. By C. V. Burton, D.Sc.* 

iI i a former papert it was suggested as a possibility 
that electrically neutral bodies moving through the 

ether might exert forces on one another in virtue of their 
motion; and it was shown that such effects were to be 
expected unless a certain simple condition were fulfilled.. 
Briefly expressed, the condition is that matter should take 
up no room in the ether, a form of statement which 
perhaps needs further explanation. When surrounded by 
the atmosphere, a body impermeable to air is commonly said 
to displace its own volume of air: the room which the 
body occupies in the air is positive, and its measure is the 
volume of the body. Similarly, in complete accordance with 
the common use of terms, we may say that, in an atmosphere 
traversed by sound-waves, the rarefactions take up positive 
and the condensations negative room, the disturbance as a 
whole taking upno room. Regarding matter and ether, the 
question may be proposed whether the mean eetherial density 
‘is less (greater) in a region where matter is present than ina 
vacuum, the room which matter takes up in the ether being 
in that case positive (negative); or whether the presence of 
matter produces on the whole no modification of zetherial 
density, so that matter takes up no room whatever in the 
zether. When itis stated that, within the limits of accidental 
error, the latter conclusion is supported by the experiment to 
be described, this is not to be taken as implying that electrons 
and atomic nuclei are of vanishingly small dimensions, but 
rather that the modifications of ztherial conditions which 
constitute these entities are not such as involve, on the whole, 
any appreciable change of density. 

2. The nature of the experiment will be most readily 
understood in relation to the effects which should have been 
observed if these had been appreciable. In ordinary hydro- 
dynamics (discontinuities apart) a solid body moving through 
an unbounded liquid produces at remote points the effect of a 
doublet; the direction and strength of the equivalent doublet 
depending not merely on the volume and motion of the body, 
but on its shape and orientation. The case which we have 
to consider is somewhat analogous but essentially simpler. 
Thus “let F be a physical magnitude characteristic of all 
electrically neutral matter and defined as follows: If into a 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Tt Phil. Mag. Jan. 1909. 
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region bounded by a fixed ideal surface and originally free 
from atomic matter, a mass m of matter is introduced, Fm is 
the volume of ether which flows outward across the bounding 
surface ”*. If p is the density of the ether, itis the quantity 
F’p which should be effective in producing forces between 
‘bodies which are in motion through the ether, and from the 
null result given by the observations an upper limit is assigned 
to the value of F?p. 

3. This work was undertaken because it seemed by no 
means self-evident that the property sought for must be 
absent. If positive results had been obtained, the means of 
determining our motion with respect to the ether would have 
been to hand ; nor would such a result have been necessarily in 
contradiction to the electromagnetic principle of relativity, the 
effects in question being outside the electromagnetic scheme. 
But since no such effects were observed, those who uphold 
the principle of relativity in its most absolute sense will find 
nothing here to impugn their beliefs. 

4, It isshown in the sequel that if F’p were finite, a flat 
plate moving uniformly in a given direction through the 
ether would tend to set itself with its plane perpendicular to 
that direction, being acted on by a couple whenever its normal 
was oblique to the line of motion f. Accordingly the most 
convenient way to test for the existence of the effects now in 
question is to suspend such a plate by a fine fibre so that its 
plane is vertical, and to watch for any changes of azimuth 
which may occur as the earth’s rotation causes the suspended 
system to be presented in varying aspects to the earth’s line 
of motion. 

Hxpermental Arrangements. 

D. Observations were made with two different suspended 
plates, each of 5 per cent. iridio-platinum. The first plate 
had the form and dimensions indicated in fig. 1. The tail 
served as a point of attachment for the suspending fibre ; it 
was integral with the plate, and was much thinner than 
the main portion, one side of which was optically polished. 
The second plate (fig. 2) was of simple rectangular form, and 
had near its top end a minute hole through which could be 

% Loe. ett. 
+ There is thus a certain analogy to the case of a laminar solid moving 

bodily through a frictionless liquid; but the analogy is by no means close. 
We are here concerned with the actions exerted between the ether and 
the nuclei and electrons of which a material plate is made up; we 
suppose that the motion of these through the ether is simply a question 
of strain-transference, and involves nothing of the nature of a gross bodily 
displacement. 
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passed a little platinum hook serving for the attachment of a 
quartz fibre. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

We 

| | thickness 

A | ="044-4.cm 
| thickness 

| =O23cm. | 

2° 3974- 
cm. 

Geo -"794-cm.- - - — 
6. The attachment of the fibres called for special care, 

because a gradual drift of ‘‘ zero,” which would be of little 
consequence in many instruments, might here be a serious 
trouble. Various forms of soldering were tried, but on the 
whole the best results were got with comparatively soft 
cements, such as flexible shellac and a hardish form of 
adhesive wax. (The quartz fibres were of course allowed 
to untwist before their ends were cemented.) Though the 
rate of creep immediately after suspension might then be 
fairly rapid, in a few days the soaking out of the torsional 
strains was so far complete that observations could be made 
and the still continuing creep allowed for. A persistent drift 
in azimuth taking place in a smooth manner was naturally 
less objectionable than far smaller changes occurring irre- 
ularly ; but it was essential that the progressive displacement 

should not be so rapid as to pass beyond the range of the 
adjustments in the course of a few days. 

7. It was evident from the first that convection currents 
within the suspension-chamber were likely to be a source of 
trouble; but it was not practicable to surround the suspended 
plate by massive metal walls, leaving only a minimum of 
clearance for free libration; for the gravitational forces 
exerted on the plate by the walls would then have been - 
relatively large, and minute tilts of the apparatus as a whole, 
by shifting the position of the plate within the enclosure, 
would have caused these forces to vary. 

8. At the outset it had been intended to exhaust the 
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suspension-chamber to the highest vacuum obtainable by 
means of a Topler pump; butit was verv difficult to ensure 
that the whole was really air-tight; and an air-jet entering ~ 
at a microscopical leak in some unknown position might well 
become a source of serious uncertainty, so in the actual 
observations the plate was surrounded by air at atmospheric 
pressure. The suspension-chamber was formed of a mild 
steel tube having an internal diameter of 3°2 em., with walls 
about 0°6 em. thick, and of sufficient height to allow of the 
use of a suspending fibre 30 em. long. This tube was 
hermetically sealed below, and was closed above by an 
air-tight conical cap. It was provided with a thick window 
of worked glass, and was fixed by screwing into a large 
circular cast-iron plate, which in turn was adjustably bolted 
to the cast-iron bed-plate of the apparatus; the plate also 
carried a cast-iron cell in which an achromatic object-glass 
was geometrically seated. As an indication of the pre- 
cautions taken against convection currents, it will suffice to 
mention the several protecting shells which would be revealed 
by a section in a horizontal plane through the suspended plate. 
Proceeding outwards from the plate, we should encounter 
first the sides of a box * measuring about 1:2 x 1:2 x 1:2 em., 
and made of aluminium-foil, with a front of selected micro- 
scope cover-slip; then the walls of the steel tube with worked 
glass in front; then a cylinder of sheet zinc (which had a 
wooden cover); and finally the sides of a box made of 
half-inch match-boarding. This last was supported from the 
cement floor independently of the apparatus, and was closed 
as completely as possible, only such small apertures being 
left as were determined by the optical requirements, and by 
the necessity for keeping the woodwork out of actual contact 
with the bedplate. 

9. The entire apparatus, including the vital parts of the 
optical system, was firmly clamped upon the bedplate, and 
this in turn was supported on three steel balls of 1-6 cm. 
diameter, which were interposed between it and the seating. 
Of these balls the first had three points of contact with the 
seating and three with the underside of the bedplate; the 
second lay between a V-groove in the seating and a similar 
groove in the underside of the bedplate, these grooves 
pointing in the direction of the first ball; while the third 
ball lay between two horizontal plane surfaces, one belonging 
to the seating and the other to the bedplate. Those parts of 
the seating which contributed to this double “ hole slot and 

* This box contained a trace of uranium oxide, to eliminate variable 
electrostatic effects. 
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plane” arrangement were formed of cast iron, and (like the 
corresponding parts of the bedplate) were machined. ‘They 
were cemented to stone slabs, carried in turn upon 12-inch 
socket-drain-pipes which stood vertically upon the cement 
floor; all contacts being of course ‘‘ geometric.” By the 
mode of support just described, the position of the bedplate 
was positively determined, and on the other hand, it was 
impossible for small movements of the seating (due e. g. to 
temperature changes) to impose any appreciable stresses on 
the bedplate. Such movements, taking place slowly, might 
conceivably produce minute tilts or azimuthal displacements 
of the apparatus as a whole, but the effect of these on the 
micrometer-readings was not detectable. 

10. The optical system used for reading the excursions of 
the mirror-polished plate has already been described under 
the name of ‘‘ micro-azimometer ”’*, and need only be briefly 
referred to here. The arrangement was an auto-collimated 
one, with an achromatic lens fixed before the window of the 
suspension-chamber, and a fine vertical illuminated slit in 
the principal focal plane of the lens. The image of the slit 
formed by light which had passed twice through the lens, 
and had been intermediately reflected by the suspended mirror, 
was viewed through an eyepiece which latterly consisted of a 
single cylindrical lens (not achromatized) with generating 
lines vertical. This had a focal length of about 1°5 cm., and 
the image of the slit thus observed was sufficiently super- 
magnified to show the diffraction pattern on a fairly open 
scale. The position of the slit was micrometrically adjustable, 
and the image could thus be brought into agreement with a 
fixed vertical wire, upon which the eyepiece was focussed. 
The thickness of the wire was such that, when the setting 
was correct, the central band of the diffraction pattern was 
almost wholly eclipsed, leaving only a narrow residual strip 
of light visible on either side of the wire. A very slight 
deviation from central setting caused these residual strips to 
appear of unequal brightness, so that in favourable circum- 
stances very close settings could be made. 

11. Tests were made of the delicacy of the optical system 
by fixing the little polished plate, and observing how con- 
sistently the micrometer controlling the position of the slit 
could be set and reset. It was thus found that, with the first 
mirror (fig. 1) and using an ordinary eyepiece, the probable 
error of a single setting (expressed in terms of the azimuth of 
the mirror) was rather less than 0°5 second of are; while 
with the second mirror (fig. 2) and using a cylindrical lens 

* Phil. Mag. March 1912. 
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as eyepiece, the probable error of a single setting was reduced 
to 0°05 second. 

12. The first plate, when suspended, had a complete — 
torsional period of 8°5 seconds, and the readings obtained 
were sufficiently consistent to make the full optical sensi- 
tiveness significant. The second plate was so suspended as 
to have a complete torsional period of 58 seconds, and in this 
case the accidental error was seen to be considerably greater 
than the error of setting. Everything was done which 
suggested itself as likely to reduce thermal disturbances 
within the suspension-chamber ; in addition to the successive 
protecting envelopes already referred to, a stout wooden 
screen was used to intercept radiated heat from the observer 
or from the lamp, the source of light being a very small 
acetylene flame enclosed as completely as was possible, and 
the slit being of necessity exceedingly narrow. Several stops 
were also used to ensure that no light outside the limits of 
the useful beam should reach the suspension-chamber ; and 
finally a shutter was arranged to cut off all light from the 
apparatus except when the field was being actually observed. 

13. It may be remarked that, with such high magnification, 
and especially when the cylindrical form of eye-lens is used, 
the demands on the optical quality of the suspended mirror 
are severe, and the polishing was found very troublesome. 
The thinness and consequent flexibility of the plate made it 
necessary to do all the grinding and polishing on dry tools, 
and considerable practice was needed before the correct 
manipulation was obtained. The chief difficulty, however, 
was in testing the figure of the polished or partly polished 
surface by applying it to a quartz plane; for the plate very 
readily attached itself limpet-wise to the quartz, its flexibility 
enabling it to come into close contact, even when the form 
of the unstrained surface was far from flat. But these 
difficulties were at length overcome, and satisfactory flatness 
obtained. The second plate (fig. 2) was the one used in 
conjunction with a cylindrical eye-lens, and the only defect of 
figure which it finally showed was such as would have been 
produced in a naturally flat plate by holding it at top and 
bottom and minutely wringing it about a vertical axis. This 
caused the image of a vertical slit (viewed through a 
cylindrical eye-lens) to be slightly inclined to the vertical ; 
a trouble which is not to be abated by any tilting of the slit, 
the fiducial wire, or the eye-lens. The difficulty, however, 
was readily removed by placing close to the object-glass a 
very weak plano-cylindrical lens which could be turned round 
in its own plane until the desired compensation was effected. 
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14. It had been my intention, in case there had been any 
indication of positive results, to determine the corrections 
which must be made for possible disturbing influences, 
especially such as might be suspected of contributing diurnal 
or semi-diurnal terms to the azimuth of the suspended plate: 
for example, changes in the temperature of the apparatus, 
and in the elements of the surrounding magnetic field. 
Against such disturbances every precaution had been taken 
at the outset; and when the observations failed to show 
anything periodic emerging above the accidental errors, it 
did not seem necessary to consider them further. The 
experiment indeed was brought to an end by the failure of a 
suspension, the renewal of which would have involved 
a considerable expenditure of time; the result to be achieved 
being in all likelihood only a moderate lowering of the limit 
given in § 21. 

Theory and Conclusions. 

15. Before the (null) results of the observations can be 
discussed, it will be necessary to give an outline of the theory 
of the experiment, in order to show what should have been 
observed if F?p (§ 2) had been great enough to give rise 
to measurable effects. The starting-point is an equation, 
numbered (29) in the 1909 paper already cited, and giving 
the force m(X, Y, Z) experienced by a material particle of 
mass m at (a, y, 2) owing to the motion of another particle 
of mass m! at (2’, y', 2’). This equation may be written 
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where &, 7, €=a'—a, y'—y, 2'—2; and pis the density of the 
xether. 

16. Suppose, now, that the particles m, m' are constituents 
of a body moving through the ether witha velocity (U, V, W) 
which may be considered uniform throughout the body; and 
let the variations of U, V, W be so slow that terms involving 
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accelerations may be omitted from the right-hand side of (1). 
The forces experienced by m and m’ are then seen to be equal 
and opposite; taken together they form a couple, whose 
moment about the z-axis in the sense x-axis to y-axis is 

mX&n—mYé 7 

ae ea aye yy + (7 — 2) UV 4 COWEN aa ee Qarr° 

in virtue of (1). 
17. If we are dealing with a body of uniform density a, 

mm' must be replaced by o*? dx dydzdz' dy’ dz’, and the 
component turning moment about the z-axis due to the 
velocity (U, V, W) of the body through the ether has to be 
found by integration. If the body has the form of a 
rectangular plate whose edges are parallel to the axes of 
reference, only those terms of (2) will survive the integration 
which do not change sign with &, or with 7, or with €; so 
that the expression for the turning-moment reduces to 

9 D) 4 (82? $4 [NO nd lyg 

UV AIM gai name ae) = oe) da dy dz dzx' dy' dz'. (3) 

Let the edges of the plate be a, 6, c, and let b: ¢ be small, 
but a: ¢ not necessarily small: then the approximate value of 
(3) is found to be 

Mo 

where M=abco (the mass of the body) and k=b/a. When 
b/c is vanishingly small, this expression becomes exact. 

18. The turning-moment about the z-axis exerted upon a 
rectangular plate such as that now considered takes the 
form 

UV.nFe. Mo. Hy 008 4 
where H is a numerical coefficient depending on the ratios 
a:b:c. When b:c is very small, we find from (4) 

b/a 0 O-1 0-2 et 
H it "T7575 6126 0 

The values assumed by H when 6: ¢ and a: are both finite 
could of course be found, though not necessarily in finite terms. 
In the actual apparatus 6 :c was successively about 1:13 
and 1: 17, and the table just given provides values abundantly 
accurate for the purpose in view. It will be noticed that, 
when the proportions are fixed, the turning-moment due to 

; —7+4tan-'k+k log (k-*+1)—k“1log (k?—1)}, (4) 
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given velocity-components U, V is proportional to the mass 
and density of the plate conjointly, and the advantage of using 
a material of high density is thus evident. 

19. In the application of the formula (5) to the apparatus 
used, the axis of z is vertically upward, 2 parallel to the 
breadth of the plate, and y parallel to its thickness. Let a 
be the angle, reckoned in the sense NESW, which the 
normal to the face ab makes with the meridian. While the 
other factors of (5) remain constant, UV will vary with 
the time, and will necessarily involve the unknown velocity 
of the sun with respect to the ether. As axes fixed in space 
take 

z' in the direction (S to N) of the earth’s axis, 
/ Oe us of the first point of Aries, 

x’ forming a right-handed system with y’, 2’; 

(thus ‘at the vernal equinox the axis of x makes an acute 
angle with the earth’s way). The velocity-terms due to the 
earth’s rotation will here be neglected. Let (A, B, C) be 
the velocity of the earth’s centre through the ether, referred 
to the axes of wz’, y’, 2’. Let @ be the angle through which 
the earth has turned since a certain transit of the first point 
of Aries, and @ the co-latitude of the place of observation. 
We then find 

UV={4(A?—B?’) sin 2a(1 + cos? @) + AB cos 2ac08 0} cos 26 

+ {J ABsin 2a(1 + cos’@) + 3(B?— A’) cos 2a cos} sin2h 

+ {—AC cos 2 sin 0+ 43.BC sin 2a sin 20} cos & 

+ {—BC cos 2m sin @—14 AC sin 2a sin 20)} sin d 

+4(A?+ B?) sin 2@ sin?6—4(? sin 2a sin 20. . . (6) 

20. In the actual case, @=7/4 approximately, and (6) 
becomes 

UV =1(A?—B?)(1+cos? 0) cos 26 + L AB(1 + cos? @) sin 26 
+4BC sin 26 cos$6—J AC sin 26 sin d 

+4(A?+ B?) sin? 0-1 C sin 20. Sei) (Oo) 

Here each of the components A, B, ( of the earth’s velocity 
through the zther may be regarded as made up of two terms, 
one due to the sun’s unknown velocity through the ether, 
the other to the earth’s orbital motion. Now the sun’s 
velocity, 1t may be supposed, does not vary perceptibly in 
direction or magnitude during the period covered by any 
practicable observations, and over an interval not exceeding 

; 
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a few days the earth’s orbital velocity may also, with suf- 

ficient approximation, be tréated as constant in direction and 
magnitude. Thus at any well-defined time of year the terms 

in cos 26, sin 2 which occur in (6a) represent a semi-diurnal 

constituent of UV, and the terms in cos ¢, sing a diurnal 

constituent; the amplitude of the semi-diurnal term is 

1(A?+ B’)(1 + cos? @), 

and that of the diurnal term is 

1/(A? + B?)C sin? 20. 

21. The corresponding amplitudes of the semi-diurnal and 

diurnal turning-moments about a vertical axis are 

4(A?+B*)(1+cos’6)F"pMoH, . . . (7) 

and 1,/(A?+B*)C sin? 20F*pMoH, . . . (8) 

respectively; and limits can be named which these certainly 

did not exceed with the apparatus used. In seeking to assign 

an extreme upper limit to the value of F’p, we must assume 

for A,B, C the values least favourable to the production of 

measurable amplitudes. If a large number of observations 

were available, well distributed over a year, the most un- 

favourable assumption would be that the sun was at rest 

(or nearly so) with respect to the ether. For a single set 

of observations taken at one time of the year, this assumption 

would no longer be the most unfavourable; for it might be 

thought possible that the sun’s velocity was equal and opposite 

to the earth’s orbital velocity at the time in question, the 

earth’s centre being then at rest with respect to the ether. 

All the same, we should be justified in saying that Fp was 

probably below a certain value, calculated on the supposition 

that the sun was without motion through the ether. 

22. Of the observations taken there are two sets suitable 

for reduction ; one made in 1910 October 29-31, the other 

(with considerably greater refinement) in 1913 Feb. 4-10. 

Tn the earlier set, the plate shown in fig. 1 was used, and it 

appeared from a plot of the micrometer readings that the 

azimuth of the mirror showed no semi-diurnal variation with 

an amplitude as greatas 1:5 seconds. The moment of inertia of 

the plate being ‘00076 (c.G.s.) and the period 8:50 seconds, 

this implies that there is no semi-diurnal couple acting on 

the plate with anamplitude as great as 3°15 x 10-° dyne-cm. ; 

that is, in virtue of (7), 

1(A2+B?)(1 +c0s? 0) F’p. MoH <8'15 x 107%. 
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In the left-hand member of this inequality we are certainly 
justified in taking (A, B, C) to be as great as the earth’s 
orbital velocity, for the adverse chance referred to in § 20 
cannot here cast doubt on our conclusions, inasmuchas a null 
result was also given by the readings of 1913 Feb., in which 
the fineness of observation was increased tenfold. The 
value which may be assigned to A?+B? is thus roughly 
(3 x 10° cm./sec.)?; 9 the co-latitude is about 38° 15’ or 
1+ cos? 0=1°62; M=:0616 gram; o=21°'6; H (§ 18) is not 
less than ‘75. Hence 

Ro N0s7) coxntamlly: 

23. The second set of observations used was made with 
the plate shown in fig. 2; and if there were any semi-diurnal 
term in the azimuth of the mirror, the amplitude was cer- 
tainly less than 8 seconds. The moment of inertia of the 
plate was 00258 o.a.s., and its period 58 seconds, so that 
there was no semi-diurnal couple acting on the plate with an 
amplitude as great as 136x107? dyne-cm. Proceeding as 
in § 22, with the probable assumption that the quadratic 
velocity-factor A? + B? is at least that due to the earth’s orbital 
motion, we find that 

F’9<10-” probably. 

24. Let us now provisionally assume for the density of the 
zether the value 10” grams per c.c.* From the result of 
§ 22 it would then follow that F’<10° *, and that F (whether 
positive or negative) is numerically less than 3°:1x107", a 
limit which is depressed to 107!" if we assume the result 
given as probable in § 22. Thus, if p=10”, the room which 
one gram of matter T takes up in the ether is certainly less 
numerically than +3:°1 x 13°" c.c., probably less than 
+1071" ¢.c., and possibly nothing whatever. 

25. Though the estimates just given rest on a conjectural 
value for the density of the ether, it may yet be of interest to 
express them in a different form. For matter other than 
hydrogen, the number of electrons in any atom is about half 
the atomic weight; and if we take 10718 cm. as the radius of 
an electron, the total bulk of electrons in a gram of matter 
is roughly 1:4x10-¥e.c. If p=10" grams per c.c. (or any 

* Cf. Lodge, Phil. Mag. xiii. 1907; ‘ Nature,’ Ixxv. p. 519 (1907). The 
estimate is necessarily speculative; a revision of the argument in the light 
of more recent experimental data would, I think, tend to raise rather than 
to lower it. 

+ Strictly speaking, we are only entitled to state this of the iridio- 
platinum alloy used in the experiments. 

Pint Mag. S. 6. Voly 2. No, Le. Moy 1914." 3G 
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higher value) the room (positive or negative) which 1 gramr 
of maiter takes up in the eether is certainly not more than 
1/45 that of the total bulk of electrons, and is probably very 
much less. 

The cost of the experimental work above referred to was. 
partly defrayed by a Government grant received from the 
Royal Society. 

Boars Hill, Oxford, 
Feb. 1914. 

ACLV. The Wave-Length of the Softy Rays from Radium B. 
By Sir ERnest RUTHERFORD, FA.S., and E. N. pa C. 
AnpradE, B.Sc. PhD., John Harling Fellow, University 
of Manchester * 

[Plate XII.] 

URING the last few years, a large amount of attention 
Dr, has been directed to the absorption of the y rays 
emitted by radioactive bodies. At first, the nature of the 
absorption by matter of the very penetrating y rays emitted 
by the products radium C, mesothorium 2, thorium D, and 
uranium X, was carefully examined, and it was found that 
all these types of radiation were absorbed by light elements 
very nearly according to an exponential law over a large 
range of thickness, but with different constants of absorption 
for each radiation. In order to explain the emission of 
homogeneous groups of @ rays from a number of products, 
Rutherford suggested that the y rays emitted by the radio- 
active products. must be regarded as the “characteristic ” 
radiations excited in the radioelements by the escape of 
& particles from them. These ‘“ characteristic” radiations 
were supposed to be analogous to one or more of the groups 
of characteristic radiations observed by Barkla to be excited 
in different elements by X rays. It was suggested that the 
emission of homogeneous groups of 8 rays was directly con- 
nected with the emission of different types of characteristic 
y rays from each element, and that the energy of the 
escaping £ particle was diminished by multiples of definite 
units depending on the energy required to set tke electronic 
system of the atom in a definite form of vibration. 

In order to test this point of view, Rutherford and 
Richardson T analysed in detail the y rays emitted by a 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Rutherford and Richardson, Phil. Mag. May 1913, p. 722; August. 

1918 3, p. 320; Feb. 1914, p. 252. 
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number of radioactive substances, using the absorption 
method to distinguish broadly between the different types 
of y rays emitted. It was found that the y radiation from 
the B products, viz., radium B, thorium B, and actinium B, 
could all be conveniently divided into three types of widely 
different penetrating power. For example, the absorption 
coetiicients in aluminium for the groups of y rays from 
radium B were found to be 230, 40, and 0:5. In the 
ease of the C products, viz., radium C, thorium ©, and 
actinium C, the y radiation was found to be mainly of one 
very penetrating type exponentially absorbed in aluminium. 
The radiations from the various radioactive substances can 
be conveniently divided into three distinct classes, viz. :— 
(1) a soft radiation, varying in different elements from 
p=24 to w=45, probably corresponding to characteristic 
radiations of the ‘‘ L” type excited in the radioatoms ; (2) a 
very penetrating radiation with a value of » in aluminium 
of about 0°1, probably corresponding to the “ K” charac- 
teristic radiation of these heavy atoms; (3) radiations of 
penetrating power intermediate between (1) and (2) corre- 
sponding to one or more types of characteristic radiations 
not so far observed with X rays. 

In the meantime, the experiments of W. H. and W. L. 
Bragg * and Moseley and Darwin { had shown that the 
reflexion of X rays from crystals afforded a definite and 
reliable method of studying the wave-length of X rays. 
Tt was found that the radiations from a platinum anticathode 
consisted in part of a series of strong lines, no doubt corre- 
sponding to the ‘L” characteristic radiation of this element. 
By using a number of anticathodes of different metals, the 
X-ray spectra of a number of elements were determined by 
W.H. and W. L. Bragg t and by Moseley §. The latter has 
made a comparative study of the strong lines of the spectra 
emitted by the great majority of the elements. For most of 
the lighter elements from aluminium to silver, the spectra 
obtained corresponded to the ‘‘ K” characteristic radiations, 
while for the heavier elements the “LL” series has been 
determined. The simple relations which Moseley finds to 
hold between the spectra of successive elements has been 
discussed by him in his recent paper. 

* W. H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxviii. 19138, 
, 428, : 

: + H. G. J. Moseley and C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. July 1913, p. 210. 
t W. H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc, A. Ixxxix. 1918, 

p. 277, and Joc. cut. 
§ H. G. J. Moseley, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1918, p. 1024; April 1$14, 

p. 700. 

yn Dye. 
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From the analysis of the types of y rays, it appeared 
probable that each corresponded to one of the characteristic 
types of radiation of the element in question. It was conse- 
quently to be anticipated that each of these radiations would 
give definite line spectra when reflected from the surface of 
crystals. | 

In order to examine this question, experiments were begun 
to determine the wave-lengths of the y radiations from the 
products radium B and radium C. For this purpose, a thin 
walled a-ray tube, filled with a large quantity of emanation, 
served as a source of y rays. The rays were allowed to fall 
at a definite angle on a crystal, generally rocksalt, and the 
intensities of the “reflected,” or rather diffracted, rays were 
examined by a photographic method. 

The determination of the y-ray spectra is in some respects 
far nore difficult than similar measurements for X rays. In 
the first place, the photographic effect of the y rays, even 
from the strongest source of emanation available, is very 
feeble compared with that due to the X rays from an 
ordinary focus tube. For example, using a source of 100 
millicuries of radium emanation, an exposure of 24 hours 
is necessary to obtain a marked photographic effect due to 
the reflected y rays. Under similar conditions, 10 minutes 
exposure suffices to obtain a well-marked X-ray spectrum. 
In the second place, special precautions have to be taken to 
screen the photographic plate from the effects of the very 
penetrating y radiation from radium C. The createst 
difficulty of all, however, is to get rid of the disturbing 
effect of the very swift primary @ particles emitted from 
the source and the swift 8 particles emitted from all material 
through which the y rays pass. This can only be accom- 
plished by placing the source of radiation, absorbing screens, 

and crystal in a strong magnetic field, so that practically all 
the 8 rays, both the primary ones and those excited by the 
y rays in matter, are bent away from the photographic 
plate. 

Method of Experiment. 

The straight emanation tube, A, about 0°5 mm. in diameter 
and 1 cm. in length (fig. 1), was fixed behind a massive 
block of lead BB, so that the rays from it passed through a 
horizontal slit in the block ; a square vertical hole in the ° 
lead allowed screens SS to be interposed in the path of 
the rays when desired. The length of the block from back 
to front was 6 cm., the width of the slit 3 mm. The 
emergent pencil of rays fell on the crystal OC, which was 
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mounted on a small turn-table so that the axis of revolution 
of the table passed accurately through the reflecting face ; 
the angle of the crystal was measured on a metal scale by 
means of a glass pointer attached to the table. The emana- 
tion tube, lead block, and crystal were all placed between 

Fig. 1. 

the rectangular pole-pieces of a powerful electromagnet MM, 
as indicated in the diagram ; the magnetic field usually 
employed was 2500 gauss. 

The photographic plate was held with its film towards the 
source of the rays in a special carrier mounted on a rotating 
arm, the axis of rotation of which coincided with the axis of 
the crystal turn-table ; in front of the film there was a single 
thickness of black paper to protect the plate from stray light. 
As it was possible that the position of the plate in the holder 
might vary in successive experiments, it was necessary for 
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purposes of measurement to mark its position relative to the 
holder. To enable this to be done, a narrow strip was 
removed from this black paper, and the hole thus formed 
covered with a slip of metal in which was a fine slit F ; by 
means of a fixed lamp a fiducial line could then be marked 
on the plate, the plate-holder being always put in tke same 
position for this purpose. 

The distance of the source from the centre of the crystal 
was arranged so as to be exactly equal to the distance of this 
centre from the photographic plate (about 9 cm.). It is 
well known that under these conditions no correction for 
the length of the crystal is necessary in determining the 
angle of reflexion of the spectral lines, for reflexion of the 
same wave-length from any point of the crystal always falls 
at the same point on the plate. The crystal was arranged 
with the centre of its reflecting face as near as possible 
opposite the centre of the slit; the plate-holder was adjusted 
perpendicular to the slit for the zero reading. In making 
an experiment the crystal was set at a given angle with 
the central incident ray and the plate-holder rotated through 
double the angle from the zero position; the plate was 
inserted, the fiducial line marked on it, and an exposure 
of some hours (usually 24) was made, the magnetic field 
remaining on throughout. The crystals used were rocksalt 
and heavy spar. The whole apparatus was in a dark room. 

Owing to the finite angle of the beam of y rays, and to the 
length of the crystal, for any given setting of the crystal there 
are rays striking it at all angles within a certain small range. 
To enlarge the range and thus obtain more lines on the plate 
for a single exposure, the crystal was in some cases slowly 
rotated during the experiment, as in the experiments of 
M. de Broglie*. The rotation was effected by the following 
device. Supported by the water in a tall cylindrical vessel 
was a float, which subsided slowly, owing to the escape of 
the water, drop by drop, through a capillary tube of suitable 
size attached to an opening in the bottom of the vessel. The 
float as it sank rotated the crystal by means of a light 
horizontal arm, to one end of which it was fastened by 
means of a thread passing over a pulley ; the other end was 
attached to the turn-table carrying the crystal. The moving 
end of the arm was carried without friction by means of 
wheels on a glass plate, and the motion attained was very 
uniform and could be adjusted by changing the length of 
the capillary tube. A rotation of one degree occupied from 
four to eight hours. 

* M. de Broglie, Journal de Physique, Feb. 1914, p. 101. 
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Measurement of the Plates. 

The positions of the lines were measured as distances from 
the fiducial line, which fixes the position of the plate relative 
to the plate- holder. From this was calculated the angle 
which the ray corresponding to any line made with the 
normal to the plate; the angle which the plate-holder made 
with the zero position being known, the angle of reflexion 
of the given ray followed at once. To correct for possible 
errors in the fixing of the zero, the same line was photo- 
graphed twice, the crystal being rotated between the two 
photographs to a symmetrical position on the other side of 
the zero, so as to throw the line in the one case to the right, 
in the other case to the left, of the undeflected beam. ‘This 
enables the angle of reflexion to be fixed with considerable 
accuracy if the zero positions are only roughly determined. 

Heperimental Results. 

Jn this paper an analysis will be given of the soft type of 
radiation from radium B. Evidence of lines corresponding to 
the more penetrating rays from radium B and the penetrating 
rays from radium © has been obtained on the photographs, 
and the spectra have been separated by the interposition of 
absorbing screens ; lines have been found, due to radium G, 
with 6 mm. of lead between the radium tube and the crystal. 
The spectra due to the penetrating rays from radium B and 
radium C are faint compared with that of the soft radiation 
from radium B, and have not yet been fully investigated ; 
an account of them is withheld for a future paper. 

The stronger lines due to radium B appeared with great 
distinctness on the photographic plate, as will be seen from 
fig. 2 (Pl. XII.), which is reproduced from an actual photo- 
abhi they permit of accurate measurement. In the photo- 
graph B is the band made by the direct rays coming through 
the slit, 8 and «are the two strong lines formed by the 
reflected rays, and F is the fiducial line. The fainter 
lines do not appear on all the plates ; however, no line is 
given in the table which has not been measured on at least 
two plates. The main feature of the spectra of the radiation 
reflected from rocksalt is two strong lines at almost exactly 
10° and 12° respectively; they are accompanied by a number 
of fainter lines at angles of from 8° to 14°. There is also a 
large group of faint lines between 18° and 22°, which do not 
permit of accurate measurement, and so are omitted in the 
table ; some of these, at least, are probably repetitions of the 
measured lines in the second order. 

Most of the photographs were taken with crystals of 
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rocksalt, the crystal in some cases being a slip less than a milli- 
metre thick, in others a specimen about a centimetre thick ; 
the results did not differ noticeably for the soft rays. To 
check the measurements of the angles of reflexion made 
with the rocksalt, photographs were also taken by reflexion 
from the cleavage (O01) face of a crystal of heavy spar 
(barium sulphate). Since the scattering by an atom is 
proportional to its atomic weight, it was thought that the 
heavy spar might give spectral lines of more intensity than 
the rocksalt for the more penetrating rays. In order to 
compare the constants, or “grating space,” of the two 
crystals, special experiments were made with them both 
with X rays by the photographic method developed by 
Moseley, who kindly designed for us an X-ray tube witha 
nickel anticathode. ‘This was provided with a side tube and 
slit, and the rays escaped through a thin aluminium window ; 
the tube emitted an intense beam of soft X rays consisting 
mainly of the characteristic radiation of nickel. The angle 
of reflexion for the two strong lines in the nickel rays was 
directly determined for both rocksalt and heavy spar ; for 
the (100) plane of rocksalt the angles obtained agreed closely 
with those determined by Moseley. The angles of reflexion 
from the (001) plane of heavy spar were found to be 12° 5° 
and 13° 23'in the first order. The ratio for the corresponding 
angles for the two crystals was 1:278. This enables us to 
compare numerically the photographs taken with the two 
crystals by the y rays. 

The spectra obtained with heavy spar appeared to be less 
intense than with rocksalt for the soft rays, and did not 
show the harder rays with much greater clearness. The 
angle of reflexion for the two strong lines of the radium B 
radiation were found to be 7° 52’ and 9° 28’. Multiplying 
by the factor 1:278 to express them in terms of rocksalt, 
these become 10° 3' and 12° 6’, agreeing closely with the 
values obtained directly with this crystal. This puts it 
beyond doubt that the lines given by rocksalt are. trae 
diffraction lines, and do not arise from irregularities in the 
crystal. 

In the following table the angle of reflexion of the different 
homogeneous rays which make up the softer y radiation 
from radium B are given for rocksalt. Their relative inten- 
sities are denoted by the letters “s.” (strong), “‘m.” (medium), 
and “f.”? (faint), but this indication is only very rough, 
as the circumstances conditioning the intensity vary from 
photograph to photograph. The wave-lengths (in centi- 
metres) corresponding to the different angles of reflexion 
are calculated from the formula X\=2dsin 6, the value 
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d=2°814x10-§ cm. being taken from Moseley’s paper. 

The spectrum of the characteristic radiation from platinum, 

suitably reduced by division by a constant factor, is added 
for comparison : this will be referred to again later (p. 864). 

Wapinne le 
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Platinum 

In fig. 3 the spectrum is shown diagrammatically, and 
below it that of platinum, the scale being adjusted so as to 
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make the strong 10° line coincide with ihe corresponding 
platinum line. The dotted lines in the platinum spectrum 
are taken from a paper of de Broglie *; as his determination 
of the strong line differs somew hat from that of Moseley and 
Darwin, the whole spectrum given by him has been reduced 
by multiplying by a constant factor chosen so as to make 
the strong lines agree. 

Structure of the Spectral Lines. 

In the case of the stronger lines from rocksait, viz. the 
10° or 12° lines, the structure of the lines could be studied 
in some detail. They consisted of slightly curved bands 
about U'5 mm. wide, the photographic intensity being greatest 
at the edge of the bands. A reproduction of part “of one of 
these bands, magnified about five times, is shown in Pl. XII. 
fio. 4. With weak intensities only the outer edges of the 
band could be seev, and the band appeared as a close double. 
The spectral band appeared to be the exact mirror-image of 
the source, both as regards magnitude and distribution of 
intensity in radiation ; the width of the image was the same 
as the diameter of the a-ray tube, viz. 0°50 mm. The sharp 
and well-marked edges of the band are due to the fact that 
the intensity of the radiation is least from the centre of the 
cylindrical a-ray tube, and increases to a maximum from 
the edges, owing to the active matter deposited on its inner 
surface. It is well known that a photograph taken of an 
a-ray tube by its own rays through a narrow slit parallel to 
the source always shows these variations of intensity. The 
fact that the spectral band on the photographic plate is 
the mirror-image of the source, indicates clearly that the 
scattered rays forming the band come from very near the 
surface of the crystal. Attention has been drawn to 
the completeness of the reflexion of X rays from a crystal 
at the proper angle by Darwin J, and shown by him to be 
a necessary consequence cf the mathematical theory. The 
efficiency of the reflexion is also well shown by recent 
experiments of W. L. Bragg f. 

Imperfection of Crystals. 

In most of our experiments we have employed a crystal of 
rocksalt, since its structure has been worked out in detail by 
W.4H. and W. L. Bragg, and since it gives fairly strong 

* Journal de Physique, loc. cit. 
t+ C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. Feb. 1914, p. 315. 

1 PNW le: Bragg, ‘Nature,’ March 1914, pol. 
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reflexions for soft radiations. The crystals employed, how- 
ever, showed many imperfections, and their behaviour was 
very different from that to be expected for an ideal crystal ; 
for example, when the crystal was set at an angle of OR tis 
the incident beam, and with the width of the. pencil such 
that only radiations between 11° and 13° should be strongly 
reflected, in addition to the lines in this region other 
outside lines are observed in varying positions on the photo- 
graphic plate: for example, in a particular case at 2° 40’ 
amd 13° 50’. 

Special experiments showed that the position of these lines 
on the plate corresponded to a definite frequency of vibration 
in the incident beam. All our photographs showed similar 
peculiarities, but the outside lines which appear are very 
variable for different angles of the crystal. This behaviour 
of rocksalt led us to make many fruitless experiments to 
obtain a more pertect crystal, but all the crystals of rocksalt 
we have examined show similar imperfections, though in 
varying degrees. The crystal of heavy spar employed, for 
which the face appeared very plane and perfect, also behaved 
similarly. There appears to be no doubt that many crystals, 
aad especially those of rocksalt, have a contorted or undu- 
lating surface, and that the orientation of the planes varies 
within certain limits from point to point of the crystal. 
At the same time, these irregularities may lead to the 
absence of a line in the photograph, although the crystal is 
set at the correct theoretical angle. To avoid this difficulty, 
it is desirable to keep the crystal in rotation during the 
experiment. Darwin has examined the consequences of such 
imperfections in a crystalline structure *, and considers that 
they offer an explanation of the fact that the intensity of the 
reflected beam is in general greater than the theoretical 
yalue to be expected for an ideal crystal. 

Connexion of Radium B with Lead. 

In recent paperst, Moseley has examined the X-ray 
spectra of a number of the ordinary elements. For this pur- 
pose, each element either in the state of metal or compound 
18 exposed as anticathode in a focus tube, and the resulting 
X-ray spectra are obtained photographically by the crystal 
method. He has shown that the “ K ” characteristic radia- 
tion of all the elements between aluminium and silver shows 
a similar type of spectrum, and the frequency of the corre- 
sponding lines changes by definite steps in passing from one 

* C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. April 1914, p. 975. 
+ Phil. Mag. loc. cit. 
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element to the next. The frequency of the strongest spec- 
trum line has been shown to vary as (N—a)? where N is a 
whole number and aa constant (about unity) for all this 
group of elements. N changes by unity in passing from 
one element to the next, and is supposed to represent the 
number of fundamental units of positive charge carried by 
the atomic nucleus and may for convenience be called the 
“atomic number,’ since it represents the number of the 
element when arranged in order of increasing atomic weight 
supposing that no elements are missing. 

It is well known from the work of Barkla that the heavier 
atoms emit a second type of characteristic radiation known 
as the ‘‘L”’ radiation. Moseley has examined the X-ray 
spectra of this type for elements of atomic weight from 
silver to gold, and finds that the spectra of all these ele- 
ments are similar, but as in the case of the “ K”’ type, the 
frequency increases by definite steps as we pass from one 
element to the next. He has shown that the frequency of 
the chief line of the spectra is nearly proportional to (N —0)’, 
where N as before is the atomic number (or nucleus charge) 
and 6a constant (about 7:4) for the whole groups of elements. 

On the general theory of the nucleus atom, the nucleus 
charge determines the chemical and physical properties of 
the atom, and it is consequently of great importance to 
determine the value of this constant for the radioactive 
atoms. Before the publication of this paper, Mr. Moseley 
kindly informed us of his experimental results, and it 
became of great interest to determine the nucleus charge 
of radium B. As we have already seen, the soft radiation 
from radium B, whose absorption coefficient is w=40 in 
aluminium, was believed to be the “‘L” type of charac- 
teristic radiation of radium B, and this is completely borne 
out by the comparison of the y-ray spectrum of the soft radia- 
tions of radium B with that of platinum (see page 861) 
Using Moseley’s formula, and assuming for the atomic 
numbers the values to be given in a following paragraph, 
the factor by which the angle of the strong platinum line 
must be divided to give the angle of the corresponding line 
of radium B is 1:118: the value 1:122 used in Table I. was 
chosen so as to make the experimental lines agree exactly. 

A determination of the nucleus charge of radium B is for 
another reason of the highest importance, for this radioactive 
element has been shown by Fleck to have the chemical 
properties of lead and to be chemically inseparable from it. 
As is well known, a very comprehensive and far reaching 
theory of the relation between the chemical and physical 
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properties of the radioelements has been advanced by Fajans 
and Soddy. From the point of view of the nucleus theory 
of the atom, their conclusions may be expressed by the 
simple relation that the expulsion of an @ particle (carrying 
two positive charges) from an atom lowers its nucleus charge 
by two units, and the expulsion of a 8 particle (carrying one 
negative charge) raises its nucleus charge by one unit. 
Soddy has pointed out that the products radium B, actinium 
B, thorium B, and radium D are the “isotopes ”’ of lead, 7. e. 
they show identical chemical properties with those of lead, 
from which they are inseparable by chemical methods. IE 
this view is correct, the atoms of these elements should have 
the same nucleus charge, although they may differ slightly 
in atomic weight. 

If radium B has the same nucleus charge as lead, it must 
give an X-ray spectra almost identical with that of lead. It 
should, however, be pointed out that a very small variation 
in the frequency of the vibrations may be possible if the 
nuclear masses are different. In his recent paper (loc. cit.) 
Moseley has not determined the X-ray spectra of lead, but he 
kindly pointed out to us that on his results its atomic number 
or nucleus charge should be 82. He found gold had the 
nucleus charge 79; the two intervening elements, mercury 
and thallium, should have a nucleus charge of 80 and 81 
respectively. rom the relations found by him, it followed 
by calculation that the strongest line of lead should be 
reflected at 12°07° from rocksalt. The strongest line from 
radium B found by us was 12:05°—a very close agreement. 

As it was possible, however, that there might be a small 
error in comparing the reflexion angles of rocksalt with 
different crystals and with such different experimental 
arrangements, it was decided to test by a straightforward 
method whether the X-ray spectra of radium B and lead were 
identical within the limits of experimental error. For this 

purpose it was arranged that the y-ray spectra of radium B 
and of lead should be compared, using the same apparatus 
and under as nearly as possible identical conditions. H. 
Richardson, working in this laboratory, has found that the 
8 rays expelled from radium B and radium C excite strongly 
the characteristic “I.” type of radiation when they fall on 
heavy elements. In order to take advantage of this result, 
the 8 rays from an emanation tube of the kind already de- 
scribed were used to excite the characteristic radiation in a 
strip of lead, 1 mm. thick and 5 mm. broad, which was then 
used as the source in place of the tube itself, the rest of the 
apparatus being disposed much as before. The arrangement 
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was as shown in fig. 5; the slit was narrowed down to about 
0-8 mm. by means of aluminium strips N, N, and the 
radiator R placed opposite it in the position indicated. The 
emanation tube A was fixed to one side, so that no direct rays 

Fig. 5. 

Ao \r 

>— 

from it could strike the photographic plate. A second block 
of lead P was placed behind it, to increase the intensity by 
means of successive “reflexions” of the 8 rays between 
this block and R. 

‘The spectrum of the radiation excited in the lead plate L 
was then determined under as nearly as possible the same 
conditions as for the y rays from the emanation tube. For 
a given source, the photographic effect of the spectrum lines 
from lead only showed up faintly against the general 
blackening of the plate, but was sufficiently clear to admit 
of measurements of some of the angles of reflexion. Only a 
few lines of lead could be measured ; two of these gave 
reflexion angles of 10° 2’ and 12° 0’ in good agreement with 
the strong lines of the radium B spectrum. Other faint lines 
were also observed but were difficult to measure. There was, 
however, a possibility of error in such an experiment. It 
was conceivable that the spectrum lines observed were not 
due 1o the characteristic radiations from the lead but were to 
be ascribed to some of the soft y radiations from radium B 
scattered by the lead plate. To test this point, the lead plate 
was replaced by one of platinum of the same dimensions and 
the spectrum again measured. The positions of the lines 
were quite distinct from those observed with the lead 
radiator, and the measurements of the reflexion angles of two 
of the strongest lines were in fair agreement with those 
given by Moseley and Darwin for platinum. 

According to Moseley’s results, the frequency of a 
reference line for the X-ray spectra of successive elements. 
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changes by well-marked steps. For example, on the formula 
given by him, the reflexion angles from rocksalt of the 

strongest line ae the spectrum Fron an element of nucleus 

charge 81 is 12°41°, for 82, 12-07°, for 83, 11°77". In order 
to nanclke a mists: of one unit in the nieelere charge, an 
error of 2 per cent. is necessary in measuring the angle of 
reflexion of the reference line, while the experimental deter- 
mination of the reflexion angles of the y rays from radium B 
is believed to be correct within 0°3 per cent. 

It thus appears that the nucleus charge of radium B is 
the same as that of lead, for the atomic number of radium B, 
deduced by Moseley’s formula from the y-ray spectrum, is 
that to be expected for lead, and the strong lines of the y-ray 
spectrum of radium Bseem to be coincident with those of lead. 
According to radioactive calculation, the atomic weight of 
radium B is 214, while that of lead is 207. Provided the 
difference in atomic mass has nota large influence on the 
vibration frequencies of the outer distribution of electrons, 
it is to be anticipated that the ordinary light spectra of 
radium B and lead should be nearly identical, while we 
already know that these two elements have apparently 
identical chemical properties. 

These results confirm in an unexpected way the correctness 
of this deduction of Soddy and Fajans, and also give a definite 
verification of the hypothesis that two elements of different 
atomic weights may have identical spectra and identical 
chemical properties. A similar result has been recorded by 
Sir J. J. Thomson and Aston in their work indicating that 
neon consists of a mixture of two gases of atomic weights 
about 20 and 22. ‘The theory of the nucleus atom affords a 
simple explanation of such a result; for the chemical and 
physical properties are for the most part determined by the 
charge onthe nucleus, and are practically independent of the 
mass of the nucleus. The properties of radioactivity and 
gravitation belong mainly to the nucleus. ‘The fact that 
radium B is radioactive while lead is not, shows that the 
constitution of the nucleus is different in the two cases, and 
this is borne out by the known difference in atomic weights. 

Taking the nucleus charge of radium B as 82, the nucleus 
charge of all the elements in the uranium- -radium family can 
be deduced at once from the generalization already referred 
to. The numbers are given in the following table: an « 
radiation gives a decrease of 2 in the nucleus charge, a @ 
radiation an increase of 1. 
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TABLE II. 

| 

Element. Radiation. Atomic Number. 

| | 

Urania Hil... 52.2003 a 92 
(, WaramimpeXG j225- ac B 90 
|) (ram num Ns os. oes | B 91 
| Warammum ale 7 eee | a 92 
| Sonne. aos ane eee a 90 
MR AaUIM. < %.2.see eee | a 88 
sEmamaAtlOM . G.cs4.ch ce a 86 
(Siena AY 9s.) Cee a 84 
lgekvechiuama, -Bsiy ican. eee B 82 
j,akterchimmy ©) 5 ce comer | a+ 83 
(jpadinm= Dy ees B 82 
vacances eceeee | B 83 

Poo esse bit cay] Ee ee ene a 84 
| End product (Lead)... = 82 

If the general formula of Moseley holds throughout, the 
frequencies of vibration of the “L” type of radiation for 
each of these elements can be simply calculated. 

Summary. 

(1) The y-ray spectrum of the soft radiations from radium 
B has been examined by reflexion from the cleavage faces 
of crystals, and found to consist of a number of well-marked 
lines. 

(2) The y-ray spectrum of radium B is found to be of 
the same general type as that found for platinum and other 
heavy elements when bombarded by cathode rays. 

(3) Attention is directed to the structure of the spectral 
lines using an emanation tube as source of radiation, and 
also to the imperfections of the crystals employed. 

(4) Evidence is given indicating that the spectrum of the 
soft y-rays spontaneously emitted from radium B, is identical 
within the limits of experimental error with the spectrum 
given by lead when the “L” characteristic radiation is 
excited by the bombardments of 8 rays. 

(5) The bearing of these results on the structure of the 
atom is discussed. 
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XCV. Regular Surface Markings in Stretched Wires of Soft 
Metals. By KH. N. paC. Axprave, B.Se., Ph.D., late 
1851 Exhibition Scholar of University College, London *. 

[Plate XIII. ] 

N astudy of the flow in metals, an account of which is 
now in course of publication, experiments were made 

with wires of solid mercury. ‘These were prepared by 
filling with mercury a mould composed of two hollow glass 
hooks connected to each end of a thin glass tube by rubber 
junctions, and then immersing the whole in a bath of solid 
carbon dioxide and alcohol ; when the mercury was frozen 
solid the glass tube, previously scored with a diamond, was 
quickly broken off, leaving a wire of solid mercury fastened 
into a glass hook at each end. For the experiments in ques- 
tion such wires, maintained at a temperature of —78° ©., were 
extended until they broke; it was then observed that the 
fracture, instead of showing a contraction to a symmetrical 
point, as is usual with other metals, had a flattened form, 
contraction having taken place in one azimuth only. This 
may be referred to as a chisel-edge fracture. Soon after I 
bad made this observation Mr. B. B. Baker, working in the 
same laboratory, informed me that he had noticed a similar 
phenomenon in some sodium wires on which he was experi- 
menting, accompanied by semicircular markings of ‘great 
regularity +. I therefore examined the mercury wires for 
these markings, and was able to observe them easily with a 
lens magnifying a few times. A photograph of a portion of 
a mercury wire showing the markings, magnified about five 
times, is givenin Pl]. XIII. fig. 1. I had previously observed 
that both tin and lead wires (a very pure specimen) showed 
marked roughenings of the previously smooth surface of the 
wire on extension ; the markings seemed to have some regu- 
larity. After carefully annealing the lead and tin wires at 
temperatures near their respective melting-points for some 
hours I obtained, on stretching the wires, the semicircular 
markings with great distinctness for tin (fig. 2), and fairly 
well marked for lead (fig. 3). The photographs for the 
lead and tin were taken with a magnification of ten times: 

that of the lead shows the broken end of the wire. Fig. 4 
shows the markings for tin magnified about 130 times. 

The wires exhibiting the markings show the one-sided 
contraction not only at the fracture, but throughout the 

* Communicated by Prof. A. W. Porter, F.R.S. 

+ See B. B. Baker, Proceedings of the London Physical Society, 1913. 

Pini. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3M 
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length. That is, they contract in a particular azimuth only, 
retaining in the azimuth normal to this the diameter of the 
unstretched wire. ‘The cross section of a wire behaving in 
this way appears to be roughly elliptical, so the contraction 
is approximately uniform across the wire. The minor axis 
of such a cross section is, in the case of tin, often only 0-4 of 
the major. The ring-shaped markings appear on the flatter 
surfaces of the wires, which are shown in the photographs ; 
they are similar on each flattened side and run together at a 
sharp angle at the edges of the flattened wire. The plane in 
which the flattening takes place must be determined by 
chance asymmetrical irregularities, for with tin two or more 
such different planes sometimes occur on the same wire, 
separated by small lengths in which the wire retains its 
original circular form, and shows no regular markings. 

Thus on extending wires of the soft pure metals mercury, 
tin, and lead (and also sodium and potassium, as shown by 
Baker), we are able to get surface markings of great regu- 
larity, accompanied by a contraction of the wire in one 
particular direction only. The markings present the appear- 
‘ance of a series of equal layers which have been sheared over 
one another, as would be the case with a half cylinder com- 
posed of semicircular plates if the plates were all tilted over 
to make an acute angle with the axis of the cylinder. They 
are probably due to large uniform crystals, of a size com- 
parable with the diameter of the wire, arranged in layers, 
which behave somewhat in the way suggested. It is notice- 
able that the metals which give the phenomenon are all very 
soft, a condition to which large crystals are known to be 
favourable. The purer lead which shows the markings is 
softer than ordinary commercial lead. The phenomenon has 
evidently nothing to do with the processes to which the wire 
is subjected during manufacture, as the specimens of lead 
and tin have to be thoroughly annealed if they are to show 
it well. 

ACVI. Thermodynamics of Radiation. By H. L. CALLENDAR, 
M.A., LLD., F.RS., Professor of Physics at the Imperial 
College, S.W.* 

‘§ N the number of this Journal for October 1913, p. 787, I 
gave a brief sketch of a theory of radiation and specific 

heat, which appeared to be worth recording on account of its 
simplicity and its good agreement with experiment. The 
formula given for the distribution of energy in full radiation 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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was deduced, in the first instance, from a quasi-molecular 
theory of radiation, and free-use was made of the close 
analogy between full radiation and an ideal vapour, as being 
the method most likely to appeal to experimentalists familiar 
with the application of the gas analogy to other branches of 
physics. The same result might have been deduced in a 
variety of other ways, since it is to a great extent independent 
of the particular analogy employed. It now seems desirable 
to give an alternative method, which has the advantage of 
being more direct and of throwing more light on the 
essential points of difference between the proposed theory 
and that commonly accepted. 

In order to explain the notation and to indicate the 
assumptions which are taken as the basis of the present 
method, it will be well to give a brief summary of the 
fundamental facts, which are generally accepted, and are to 
be found in many textbooks, such as Poynting’s ‘ Heat,’ 
cap. Xx. p. 333. 

The Energy Stream Q.—A study of the laws of emission 
and absorption of radiation in relation to the equilibrium of 
temperature, has led to the conclusion that the condition 
existing inside a vacuous enclosure at a uniform temperature 
T may be represented by an isotropic energy-stream Q per 
second per sq. cm., which is the same in every direction and 
in all parts of the enclosure, and is a function solely of the 
temperature. A similar proposition must be true for each 
separate frequency into which the radiation may be analysed. 
We may define g as the energy-stream of a particular 
frequency v per unit range of frequency, such that qdv 
represents the energy-stream included between the limits of 
frequency v and y+dyp in full radiation. The partial stream 
q is a function only of the temperature T in addition to the 
frequency considered. Its rate of variation with temperature 
(dg/dT), at constant frequency is equally definite. 

The Energy Density U.—If we suppose the radiation to be 
continually travelling in all directions with the velocity of 
light c, the energy-density of the stream Q, or the quantity 
existing in the medium at any moment per c.c., will be 
4Q/c, for the full stream Q. Similarly the energy-density 
u per unit range of frequency will be 4q/c, for the partial 
stream q. 

The Doppler Effect.—The simplest case to consider is that 
of a perfectly reflecting sphere expanding symmetrically with 
uniform velocity, small compared with that of light, and 
filled with a homogeneous and isotropic mixture of different 
frequencies. As the sphere SEPanU, the wave-length of 
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every component in the mixture will increase in direct pro- 
portion to the radius of the sphere, whatever the angle of 
incidence. Each componsnt may be regarded as retaining 
its identity while its frequency varies, and any arbitrary 
distribution of components will be permanent as regards the 
ratio of the energies of the different components*. 

Law of Adiabatic Expansion.—The simplest assumption to 
make with regard to the variation of energy is that, when a 
given quantity of radiation is adiabaticaily compressed or 
expanded in a perfect reflector, the whole energy of each 
component which retains its identity varies directly as its 
frequency. This assumption is in agreement with electromag- 
netic theory, and is equivalent to various other assumptions 
which have been made for the deduction of the pressure. 
The energy stream gdv of the component included between 
limits vy and »v+dy of frequency in an expanding sphere of 
radius 7, is transformed into a stream g'dv' when the radius 
has increased to r’, and is included in an interval dv’/v' which 
is equal to dy/v, where v'/v=r/r’ in virtue of the Doppler 
effect. The whole energy of the component qdy at any stage 
is the product of the volume 47rr?/3 and the energy-density 
4qdv/c. By the above assumption the whole energy varies 
as 1/r, so that 74gdy is constant. The energy-stream gdv 
of each component varies directly as the fourth power of its 
frequency v, or inversely as the fourth power of the radius +, 

The Radiation Pressure.—TYhe pressure pdy due to the 
stream gdv is directly deducible by equating the work done 
pdv x 4arr’dr in a small expansion dr to the loss of energy 
of the stream. The expression for the whole energy of 
the stream may be written (r*qdv)l6m/3rc. Since 7*qdy is 
constant, the loss of energy in a small expansion dr is 
(r*qdv)16dr/3r’c. Equating this to the work we obtain 
p=4q/3e, which is true for each component separately ; and 
similarly P=4Q/3e for the whole radiation. It will be 
observed that the pressure and the work result essentially 
from change of frequency caused by the Doppler effect. 

The Temperature of Full Radiation—It is shown in 
many textbooks (¢. g. Poynting, p. 337) that ‘ full radiation 
remains full radiation in any adiabatic change.” It follows 
by a direct application of Carnot’s cycle to full radiation, 
that the temperature T, as defined by Carnot’s principle, 
varies directly as the frequency of each component, or 
inversely as the radius of the expanding sphere. The energy- 
density and the pressure vary as the fourth power of the tem- 
perature for the radiation as a whole (the Stefan-Boltzmann 

* Larmor, Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1900, p. 657. 
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law), and also for each component considered separately. 
The product AT, or the ratio v/T, remains constant for 
each component, which is Wien’s displacement law. Both 
laws are summed up in Wien’s general expression for the 
distribution in full radiation, which gives for g as already 
defined, 

g=CPF(/T)=CTf(v/T), . . . ~ Cd) 

where F and / are undetermined functions expressing the 
distribution in full radiation. 

Extensions of the Theory. 

So far we have been considering only those theoretical 
relations which result from the Doppler effect on components 
of variable frequency which retain their identity in adiabatic 
expansion. These relations have been verified indirectly, and 
are universally admitted. The extensions which I have pro 
posed result. from a consideration of isothermal emission at 
constant frequency. In experimental work it is impossible 
to isolate and trace the components of variable frequency 
(v/T constant), or to perform an adiabatic expansion. We 
have to deal with rays of constant frequency, separated and 
measured under the condition of steady flow at constant 
temperature. 

The main points which I have endeavoured to establish are 
the following :— 

(1) Since, so far as we know, each frequency is propagated 
without change in free space, the heat taken from the source 
by the emission of a steady stream of a particular frequency 
should, by the first law of thermodynamics, be equal to the 
heat evolved on condensation of the same stream in the 
receiver. Although it is not possible to trace all the steps of 
an irreversible process, such as radiation from a higher to a 
lower temperature, the change of total heat must be the same 
as that calculated by a reversible path. The first requisite, 
therefore, is to find the latent heat of isothermal emission of 
a particular frequency. 

(2) It has always been tacitly assumed that the energy- 
density of each frequency in an isothermal enclosure is 
directly proportional to the heat measured on absorption, 
which is equivalent to assuming the latent heat of emission 
per unit volume proportional to the energy-stream gq. I have 
maintained on the contrary, in the paper already quoted, that 
the latent heat of emission per unit volume for each frequency 
should be that given by Carnot’s principle, namely T(dp/dT),, 
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which is proportional to T(dq/dT),, but is not proportional 
to g. It may be objected, with apparent reason, that Carnot’s 
principle cannot be applied to each particular frequency in 
isothermal emission under equilibrium conditions on account — 
of the change of frequency caused by the Doppler effect at 
the moving piston or expanding wall of the enclosure. It is 
therefore necessary to show that the expression T(dp/dT), for 
the latent heat given by Carnot’s principle, is not in conflict 
with the Doppler effect in adiabatic expansion, but follows 
directly from it. 

Latent Heat ! of Isothermal Emission 07 a Particular 
Frequency.—Yaking the perfectiy reflecting sphere already 
considered, and supposed full of radiation in equilibrium at 
a temperature T, let the radius of the sphere expand by a 
small increment dr, so that the enclosed radiation falls to 
a lower temperature T—dT, where —dT=Tdr/r as already 
explained. ‘The stream of energy g per unit range of a par- 
ticular frequency v at the original temperature T will be 
reduced at the lower temperature T—dT to the value 
g —(dq/aT),dT, where (dgq/dT), is the rate of change of g with 
temperature for a constant frequency, which has a perfectly 
definite value for each frequency in full radiation. If now 
the perfectly reflecting surface is replaced by an emitting 
surface at the original temperature T, equilibrium will be re- 
stored by the absorption of the existing stream g—(dq/dT),dT 
and the emission of a stream g at constant volume. The 
volume, which remains constant during this process, may be 
taken as 477°/3. The final energy-density is 4g/c. The net 
energy emitted will therefore be 1621?(dq/dT)dT/3c, which 
reduces to 1l6x7°T(dq/dT),dr/3c, by substituting for dT its 
value given above. The latent heat of emission 1 per unit 
increase of volume is obtained by dividing this by the increase 
of volume, namely, 47r’dr, which gives 1=4T(dq/dT),/3¢, or 
T(dp dT),, since p= 4q/3¢. 

The above method may appear at first sight to be 
unnecessarily circuitous, but it is really the most direct for 
deducing the required result from the admitted properties of 
the energy-stream and the Doppler effect in adiabatic expan- 
sion. The same procedure is applied in the reverse direction 
in elementary thermedynamics in deducing the fall of tem- 
perature dT for a small adiabatic expansion dv in the case of 
a perfect gas, by equating the heat, sdT, required to raise 
the temperature at constant volume, to the work done pdv, or 
the heat absorbed RTdv/v, in the same expansion performed 
under isothermal conditions. 

Admitting the existence of the Doppler effect in isothermal 
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emission under equilibrium conditions at the slowly expand- 
ing wall of the enclosure, it is easy to see why the latent heat 
of a particular frequency per unit volume should be different 
from the density of the energy-stream of the same frequency 
together with the external work. The higher frequencies 
are being continually degraded into lower during the motion, 
so that the actual net amount of a high frequency emitted 
may be greatly in excess of the quantity 4p per unit volume 
which would be required if there were no degradation of 
frequency. On the other hand, for a low frequency, the 
amount required to maintain the energy-stream at its equi- 
librium value is greatly reduced by “the return of ener oy 
degraded from the higher frequencies. The two effects 
balance in the case of full radiation at the mean point where 
Wadpldl),=4p. 

The nature of the effect considered may also be illus- 
trated by a consideration of the relation between the partial 
differential coefficients. If (dp/dT), represents the rate of 
change of p with T in adiabatic expansion when XT or v/T is 
constant, we have the general relations, representing Wien’s 
displacement law (1), 

T(dp/dT),=3p=v(dp/dv),=T(dp/dT), +v(dp/dv)p. . (2) 

Similar relations hold for g and u, which are simply propor- 
tional to p. The latent heat T(dp/dT), is not equal to 4p, 
but to 3p—v(dp/dv)y. The coefficient (dp/dv)r is obviously 
positive on the low frequency side of the curve representing 
p plotted against v at constant temperature, where the latent 
heat is less than dp. It vanishes at the maximum of the 
pressure curve, where T(dp/dT),=3p, but it may attain large 
negative values for high frequencies. 
The Hain opy, and Intrinsic Energy.—lf the latent heat is 

represented by T(dp/dT), per unit range and volume, the 
entropy should be simply (dp/dT),. The anternal latent heat 
per unit volume, T(dp/dT), — p, or the intrinsic energy denoted 
by E/v in the previous paper, is the energy carried by the 
stream of a particular frequency, and given up on conden- 
sation in addition to the work p. It follows from Wien’s 
displacement law (1) that the ratio, H/pv, of the intrinsic 
energy to the pressure, must be some function of (v/T), 
depending on the distribution. It was assumed in the pre- 
vious paper that H/pv for full radiation was of the form 
by;T (where 6 is a constant required by the arbitrary nature 
of the units) on the ground that the intrinsic energy of a 
given quantity varies as the frequency. ‘This assumption 
fixes the distribution in full radiation, and leads to ths 
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simplest relations between the various quantities, in addition 
to giving very good agreement with experiment. The in- 
trinsic energy of a volume v such that pu=RT, is simply 
Rbv, and the corresponding expression for the entropy is 
R(1 + by/T). 

If the latent heat equation, T(dp/dT), = E/v +p, is integrated 
at constant frequency on the assumption E/pv=bv/T, we 
obtain immediately the expressions previously given (loc. 
cit.) for the partial pressure, intrinsic energy, and latent 
heat, per unit range of v, namely, 

Partial Pressure, pdy—CUv'Te "dy, vee 

Intrinsic Energy, (H/v)dv=Cbv?e—/Tdy, . . (9d) 

Latent Heat, ldv=Cv?T(1 + bv/T)e—'"*dv, (6) 

The partial pressure p is proportional to the energy- 
stream q in an isothermal enclosure, and is identical in form 
with the expression originally proposed by Lord Rayleigh 
(Phil. Mag. xlix. p. 539, 1900) to represent the energy- 
stream. His method was founded on the doctrine of the 
equipartition of energy, and gave no explanation of the 
exponential term. ‘This factor arises in the present inves- 
tigation directly from Carnot’s principle, and is explained by 
the continual degradation of the higher frequencies owing to 
the Doppler effect in isothermal emission, which appears 
to afford a possible way out of the difficulty raised by Jeans 
in discussing the problem from the point of view of equi- 
partition. 

Comparison with Hxperiment. 

The quantity measured in experimental work is either the 
rate of loss of heat of a more or less perfect -adiator, or else 
the rate of reception of heat by a receiver absorbing a known 
fraction of the radiation from a source of the “ black body ” 
type. In either case the quantity measured is proportional 
to the latent heat of emission as already defined, and not to 
the energy-stream existing in the state of equilibrium, except 
in the case of full radiation for which T(dQ/dT)=4Q. The 
full stream, Q=oT*, emitted per second per sq. cm. froma 
small aperture in a black body at a uniform temperature T, 
is equal to c/4 of the full energy density U, or to 3c/4 of the 
full pressure P, and is the same as I'(dQ/dT)/4. But the 
quantity measured for each separate frequency per unit range 
is not q=cu/4=3cp/4, as generally assumed, but T(dq/dT),/4, 
which is proportional to the latent heat of emission T(dp/aT), 
per unit volume. The value of the full pressure P, obtained 
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by integrating the partial pressure pdv from 0 to infinity at 
constant T, is 

ee 2 OO? — AQ Sem Noe aca ei ien pis) “ens C0) 

Whence the value of the constant C is 2ob?/3c. Substituting 
this value of the constant C in the equation for the latent heat 
ldv per unit volume, we obtain the equation for the latent 
heat of emission per second, per sq. em., in terms of the 
radiation constant o, 

ZN (dgjdl) dy—ob'y Tl tiby lem tdy,) ..)\. ) (8) 

which represents the curve of distribution of energy, as 
experimentally observed, plotted against the frequency as 
abscissa. The corresponding curve with the wave-length A as 
abscissa is obtained by substituting v=c/A, and dy=—cdd/d. 
The curve plotted in terms of wave-length has a maximum at 
the point where AT=(“”2—1)be/2 = -2071be. The mean of 
various experimental eae ho: puts the maximum of 
the wave-length curve at XT=:290, when the wave-length 
is measured in cms. Whence the value of the constant 
be=1:400. The curve obtained with this value of the 
constant be gives very good agreement with experiment, both 
for the distribution curve at constant temperature, and for 
the variation with temperature of the energy of a particular 
frequency, both of which are included in the same formula 
(8) by putting either T or y constant, 

It is at once evident that a formula of the type shown 
in (8) must be capable of representing the distribution curve 
with considerable accuracy, since it reduces to the same type 
as Wien’s when AT is small or by/T large, and to the same type 
as Rayleigh’s when AT is large or by/T small. It would be 
tedious and unnecessary to “analyse all the observations 
(though this has been done) since it is generally admitted 
that Planck’s formula fairly represents the experimental 
data. It may be of interest, however, to give curves showing 
the differences between the formule, if only to illustrate the 
limitations of experimental verification. The formule com- 
pared are those of Wien, Planck, Rayleigh, Walker and 
Callendar. The value of the distribution constant 6 is 
calculated for each formula from the position of the maximum 
by taking the same value of X,,T, namely, 290, for all. If 
the same absolute value of the Stefan constant o were also 
taken for all, the absolute value of the maximum would be 
different for each formula. But since only relative values 
are obtainable experimentally in the distribution curve, the 
maximum for each formula has been reduced to 100, and the 
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differences from Planck’s formula (represented by the base 
line), expressed as a percentage of the maximum, are plotted 
in the curves. The differences are plotted on a wave-length 
base for a temperature T=1000° Abs., for which the 
maximum occurs at the point A=2°9 pw where all the formule 
are made to agree. It is well known that the formule of 
Wien and Rayleigh (Rk) differ appreciably from experiment, 
but it is remarkable how closely the sum of the two, 
represented by curve (C), agrees with Planck’s expression 
g,drn= kr ?(e4T—1)-1, The maximum difference of 1 per 
cent, which occurs on the short wave-length side of the 
maximum, would be difficult to verify in the distribution 
curve owing to its steepness on this side, and might be 
compensated by a very slight shift of the maximum. ‘There 
are, however, several observations which indicate that 
Planck’s formula gives results a little too low for short. 
wave-lengths. 

+10 

6) ty Ou \5a 
Wavevencrus i Microns > 4 Es 

Differences of Distribution’ Formule from Planck’s Formula at 1000° Abs. 
on wave-length base, expressed in per cent. of maximum. 
R, Rayleigh; C, Callendar; W, Wien; dotted, Walker. 

On the short wave-length side, an interesting contrast is 
presented by the ingenious empirical formula recently 
proposed by G. W. Walker (Proc. R. 8. A Ixxxix. p. 393, 
1914) on dynamical grounds, as representing the harmonic 
analysis of an arbitrary series of disturbances with strictly 
aperiodic damping. Walker’s formula is a modification of 
that of Kovesligethy, 1890, and is of the type, 

K=kP ONTO a) ee 

which evidently satisfies the conditions laid down by Wien, but 
does not otherwise conform to the present theory. The curve 
as shown by Walker is very similar in general appearance to 
the distribution curves of Lummer and Pringsheim, especially 
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on the side of long wave-lengths, where the comparison is 
fairly easy. But if the differences are plotted asin figure (1) 
(dotted curve), they amount, on the short wave-length side, 
to something of the order of 20 per cent. of the maximum 
ordinate, which considerably exceeds the possible limits of 
error of the verification of Wien’s or Planck’s formule in 
this region. According to Walker’s formula the thermal 
intensity of the ultra-violet light of wave-length *29y in the 
radiation from a black body at 727° C. (a dull red heat) should 
be °154 per cent. of the maximum ordinate, and might be 
detected with a sensitive thermopile. As a matter of experi- 
ment no radiation of this wave-length from such a source 
can be detected by the most delicate photographic methods, 
and it is much more likely to be of the order of 107” of the 
maximum, as given by Wien’s formula. The exponential rate 
of diminution of the curve on the short wave-length side is 
one of the most certain results of experiment, and it is one of 
the strongest points of the present theory that the exponential 
term in the formula follows so directly from the application 
of Carnot’s principle. 

Another method of comparing the formule with experi- 
ment is to observe the variation with temperature of the 
intensity of a particular wave-length. Among the best 
known applications of this method are the experiments of 
Rubens on the Reststrahlen of quartz, fluorite, and rocksalt. 
His experiments showed clearly that the distribution formula 
must reduce to the Rayleigh type sA~*T for large values of 
XT, but indicated appreciable deviations from Planck’s 
formula in the case of the quartz Reststrahlen. The difference 
between his results and Planck’s formula is shown by the 
crosses representing the observations in fig. 2. Planck’s 
formula itself is represented by the base-line as in the 
previous figure. 

Here again, as Rubens points out, comparison of the 
relative values alone is experimentally possible. The values 
given by the various formule for radiation of wave-length 
8°85 w, corresponding to the quartz Reststrahlen, with the 
source at 1000° C. and the receiver at 0° C., are accordingly 
reduced to a common value, so that all the curves agree 
at O°C. and 1000°C., and the differences from Planck’s 
formula at intermediate points are plotted in terms of the 
radiation at 1000°C. The observations are seen to agree 
distinctly better with the thermodynamical formula (8) than 
with Planck’s. The observations on the Reststrahlen of 
fluorite and rocksalt show a similar result, but are not so 
decisive, because the formulz approximate so closely to the 
Rayleigh type for long wave-lengths, and the observations are 
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less concordant on account of the feebleness of the radiation 
to be measured, which is about 200 times less for rocksalt 
than for quartz at 1000° C. 

Fig. 2. 
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Difference of Rubens’ Observations on Quartz Reststrahlen 
from Planck’s formula, compared with other formule. 

The agreement of the proposed formula (8) with direct 
experiments on radiation is seen to be satisfactory. As 
indicated in the previous paper, the agreement with atomic 
theory as regards (1) the number of atoms N=6-12 x 10” in 
1 gramme atom, and (2) the atomic unit of energy per unit 
frequency Rb/N =6°34 x 107%, is equally satisfactory, accord- 
ing to the estimates of these quantities obtained from other 
sources. The variation of specific heat at low temperatures 
can also be represented by the thermodynamical formula 
with fewer arbitrary hypotheses than by Planck’s. These, 
however, are questions involving many speculative elements, 
and are of little weight compared with the thermodynamical 
argument on which the formula is founded. The Doppler 
effect must occur in the isothermal emission of an energy- 
stream, and has not been considered in this connexion. That 
it should lead directly to Carnot’s expression T(dp/dT), for 
the latent heat per unit volume, is too striking a confirmation 
cf the principles of the classical thermodynamics to be 
disregarded. According to my view, it affords an additional 
relation, which suffices, in conjunction with Wien’s law, to 
fix the distribution in full radiation. 
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XOVII. The Intensity of Reflexion of X Rays by Crystals. 
By W. H. Brace, WA. F.R.S., Cavendish Professor 
of Physics in the Univer sity ‘of Leeds * 

HEN a pencil of donee X rays is incident 
upon a crystal face it is reflected when, and only 

when, the angle @ between the pencil and the face satisfies 
the equation 

nN=2d sin OF, 

where A is the wave-length of the rays, n is an integer, and 
dis the distance between any plane and the nearest which 
is similar and similarly placed. In the simplest kind of 
arrangement, all the planes are similar and equally spaced, 
and d is then the distance between two neighbouring planes. 

Tf A and d are given, if, that is to say, a certain X-ray 
pencil falls on a cer tain erystal face, several values of 6 may 
be found to satisfy the equation, cor responding to consecutive 
values of the integer. The reflexions occurring at the angles 

pene Ni apse eres 
2d” PAL Te tail 

may be called the reflexions or spectra of the first, second, 
third order, and so on. 

When the planes are equal and equally spaced the inten- 
sities of the reflexions decrease rapidly and continuously as 
n increases ; reflexions of an order higher than the fifth or 
perhaps the sixth have not been observed. 

When the arrangement of planes is more complicated this 
regular diminution in intensity may be greatly modified. 
Complication may arise in either or both of two ways. The 
planes may be unequally spaced, or they may be dissimilar. 
An example of the former effect is to be found in the 
reflexion from the cleavage face (1/1) of the diamond. In 
this case the planes are arranged at distances apart which 
are alternately as 1 to 3. In consequence the second order 
reflexion disappears entirely (doc. cit.). The intensity of the 
third and fifth are normal in comparison with the first, but 
the fourth is twice as strong as it should be. 

An example of the effect of want of similarity in the planes 
may be illustrated by reference to the (111) planes of rock- 
salt §. In this case the spacing is uniform but the planes 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ W. L. Brage, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xvii. p. 43. 
t W. H. Bragg and W. L. Brage, Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixxxix. p. 277. 
§ W. L. Bragg, Proc, Roy. Soe. Ixxxix. p. 274. SO? 
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contain alternately sodium atoms only and chlorine atoms 
only. The result of this unequal loading is that the re- 
flexions of even order are strongly enhanced in comparison 
with those of odd order: we are taking d to be the distance 
from one chlorine plane to the next, in accordance with the 
definition given above, and the glancing angle of the first 
order to be sin7!)/2d. 
When both spacings and loadings are irregular the rela- 

tive intensities are more complicated still ; as for example 
in the case of reflexion by the (100) or (111) planes of iron 
pyrites *. 

Since the relative intensities depend so directly upon the 
spacings and loadings of the planes, and since the manner of 
dependence can be “easily explained, it follows that experi- 
mental determinations of the intensities may be used to draw 
conclusions as to the structure of the crystal in question. 
This method has been largely used by W. Lawrence 
Br age Te 

It is of importance, therefore, that the intensities should 
be measured with as much accuracy as is possible. It happens 
that this method of analysis is extraordinarily powerful, and 
that very rough measurements coupled with general assump- 
tions have been sufficient to lead, in the paper quoted, to 
definite conclusions. The measurements which were used, 
and for which I was myself mainly responsible, could only be 
considered as provisional, under the circumstances. They 
were sufficient, however, for the determination of several 
complicated crystals, such as iron pyrites, the calcite series, 
and so on. 

For example, in the case of iron pyrites it appeared that the 
iron atoms were arranged on a face-centred cube, that is to 
say, at the corners of a cube and at the centres of each face. 
A sulphur atom lay in each of the eight small cubes into 
which the large cube could be divided; it was situated on a 
diagonal of the small cube which diagonal was to be chosen 
in a special way, and calculation determined the position 
as dividing the diagonal in the ratio 1:4. Hwald has 
now shown (Phys. Zeit. April 15, 1914) that by the 
aid of this determination of the structure of iron pyrites, 
the Laue photographs of the crystal can be completely 
unravelled, and the structure is therefore confirmed by an 
independent method. One small change is all that is 
required. In order to explain the relative intensities of 
certain of the less prominent spots in the photograph, it is 

* W.L. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxxix. p, 476. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxxix. p. 468. 
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necessary to suppose that the sulphur atom divides the 
diagonal, not in the ratio 0:2 to 0°8,as W. L Bragg had 
found, but more nearly as 0°224 to 0°776. 

If, therefore, it has been possible to find so much from the 
early and rough measurements of intensity, it ought to be 
possible to do far more if the measurements are made more 
accurate. 

There are other reasons for attempting to increase the 
accuracy of the intensity determinations. In the first place, 
it will be possible in this way to test theories which profess 
to explain the general process of reflexion of X rays by 
crystals. And again, it is important to be able to determine 
to what extent the intensities are dependent on the tempera- 
ture of the crystal. The thermal movements of the atoms 
should affect the reflexion; indeed, Debije has calculated 
the extent to which they should do so*. Experiment should 
therefore be of great use in this direction also. 

For these various reasons I have endeavoured to increase 
the degree of accuracy with which intensities can be com- 
pared by means of the spectrometer. This paper contains a 
brief account of the method which appears to be the most 
suitable, and gives some results of its application to rock- 
salt and to the diamond. Although much greater accuracy 
is no doubt still obtainable, the determinations already made 
seem capable of being applied usefully. 

Let us first attempt to give a definite meaning to the term 
intensity of reflexion. 

Imagine a fine pencil of homogeneous + X rays to proceed 
from a source at A, to be limited by a slit at B, and to be 
incident upon a crystal C, so placed that a reflected ray is 
formed which passes into the lonization chamber D. Let 
the crystal be so adjusted as to give the maximum value 
of the reflected ray ; and let the ionization current in D 
be measured in the usual way, the current being allowed to 
run for a stated time, say ¢ seconds. 

We may now remove the crystal and turn the ionization 
chamber round until the primary beam enters it directly : 
and we may again measure the ionization current for a 
given time. 

The comparison of these two quantities so obtained does 

* Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges. xv. pp. 678, 7388, 857 (1918); also 
Ann. d. Phys. 1914, p. 49. 

+ Homogeneous pencils have been used in these experiments because 
they are definite, and can be readily obtained intense and pure. 
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not, however, give us a proper measure of -the intensity of 
reflexion. For, whereas the current in the latter position is 
proportional to the width of the slit at B, the reflexion in the 
former case is not proportional to the width of the same slit. 

Fie, 1 
(o) 

A 

Reflexion takes place only when the angle between ray and 
crystal is very exactly adjusted. If we consider the rays 
which come from a single point in the source at A and 
fall upon a perfect piece of crystal, a very narrow slit at B 
will let. through all the rays which can be reflected at one 
time, and the reflexion is not increased by opening the slit 
any wider. The comparison of quantities will therefore 
bring in the width of the slit, and it cannot be eliminated 
without a better knowledge of theory than we possess. 

Butif we turn the crystal by a succession of small steps 
through the angle at which reflexion takes place, measuring 
the ionization current at each step, and if we plot the results 
in a curve, the area of that curve is a measure of the reflexion 
effect which does contain the width of the slit as a factor. 
If we open the slit at B we prolong in proportion the range 
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over which the crystal is able to reflect. When we com- 
pare the quantity obtained in. this way with the ionization 
by the direct primary current the width of the slit dis- 
appears. Obviously the height of the slit is of no conse- 
quence to a first order of approximation. In fact, the ratio 
is only affected now by the times during which the current is 
allowed to run in each part of the experiment, and the sos 
nitude of the steps through which the crystal is turned. As 
these quantities may be kept constant in different experiments, 
or altered in known proportions, the ratio is now a true com- 
parative measure of the intensity of the reflexion of an X ray 
of given quality by a given crystal face in a given order *. 

In some measurements I have found it convenient to 
observe the ionization current for a given time at each step 
in the movement of the crystal, and subsequently to add 
together all the currents observed. This is of course equiva- 
lent to plotting the curve and integrating it. At other 
times I have left the rays in action and advanced the crystal 
one step at each beat of the clock: the movement of the 
erystal is begun at an angle at which there is no reflexion, 
it is taken through the reflexion angle, during which time 
the leaf of the electroscope moves rapidly, and the rays are 
turned off when the crystal has ceased to reflect. By this 
method the integration above mentioned is effected auto- 
matically. If it were necessary it would be easy to move 
the crystal at a uniform rate by clockwork, but in practice 
the simpler methods are quite sufficient for the purpose. 
The method of steady revolution has been used by de Broglie + 
in obtaining photographs of the spectra. it 

* W. Lawrence Bragg suggests that this principle is capable of still 
further development. To turn the crystal round at a definite rate is equi- 
valent to submitting it to radiation from all directions for a given time. 
Let the intensity of primary radiation within a range dp be Rdd, and let 
60 be the angle which the slit subtends at the point source. (It makes 
no difference to the argument that the source is not a point, but must 
be treated as an assemblage of points.) When the crystal turns round 
at the rate w, there will be for a time 60/w a ray making any desired 
angle with the crystal. ' If the crystal stood still and were irradiated 
from all directions in the one plane (to consider one plane only does not 
affect the generality) for a given time, then there would be for that time 
a ray making any desired angle with the crystal. The experiment there- 
fore is equivalent to submitting the crystal for a time 66/w to radiation R 
‘coming from all directions. If is the coefficient of reflexion, the in- 
tensity of the reflected beam may be put equal to/.R.60/w. On the 
other hand, the measure of the intensity of the primary beam is R89, if 
it be allowed to enter the ionization chamber for one second. Hence the 
ratio of the two observed quantities is k/w ; and we find a value for x in 
absolute measure. 

+ C. RB. Nov. 17, 1918. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 161. May 1914. 3N 
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We may now compare the method of the revolving crystal 
with the methods by which the earlier measurements of 
intensity were made. The method then used was to move 
crystal and ionization chamber together, the latter at twice 
the rate of the former. In this way a “spectrum” was. 
mapped out, in which the occurrence of “ peaks” marked 
the existence of homogeneous pencils of greater or less 
strength ; and the height of the peak was taken to repre- 
sent the strength of the reflexion, and used as a means of 
comparing the relative strengths of various orders of re- 
flexion. This method would be as good as the other if 
crystals were perfect. But they are not. Rocksalt, for 
example, is very far from being uniform: it consists rather. 
of an agglomeration of smaller and more perfect erystals put. 
together in imperfect alignment. In consequence, a pencil 
of X rays passing through a fine vertical slit and falling on. 
a vertical crystal face, is not reflected simultaneously at all. 
points of the narrow verticai band along which it meets the: 
crystal. It is reflected first in one part, then in another as. 
the crystal turns round, and one piece of it after another 
presents itself to the rays at the proper angle for reflexion. 
Since reflexion does not occur within close limits but is 
spread over a wide range, the highest point of the peak 
is much lower than it would be if the crystal were perfect, 
and is no true measure of the intensity of the reflexion. 

For example, the curves of fig. 2 show the result of 
measuring the intensity of the reflexion of the first order 
spectrum in the (100) face of rock- 
salt, the incident rays being limited to 
a fine pencil. The abscisse represent 
the angular positions of the crystal, the 
ordinates the measured ionization cur- 
rents. It will be observed how very 
irregular the curves are ; and still more 
remarkable is the difference between 
them, for they were obtained from 
neighbouring portions of the same face. 
Clearly no measure of intensity is to be 
obtained from the maximum ordinate 
of either of these curves. The areas of 
the curves are nearly the same, how- 
ever. The specimen of rocksalt which was used was very 
irregular. It is easy to find much better. 

It a wide pencil of rays is used the results of irregularities. 
are far less obvious. Portions of the crystal lying on the 
narrow vertical band above mentioned may not be reflecting 
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when they should, but other portions which lie off the band 
are reflecting when they should not. The errors average 
out. But there is an especial risk in using a wide pencil. 
When the crystal is set at the fine glancing angles of first 
order reflexion, five or six degrees it may be, there is danger 
that some part of the pencil may not fall on the crystal face,, 
unless the latter is very wide. It appears probable that in 
earlier measurements the magnitudes of several first order 
reflexions were underestimated on this account. 

When, however, the newer method is employed, the effects: 
of crystal irregularity largely disappear even when fine 
pencils are used. Hach piece of the face on which the 
pencil of X rays falls gets its chance in turn, and when all 
is added up, it is as though the differently set pieces had 
all acted together. This is a very important consideration. 

Although the crystal irregularities prevent all parts of it 
from acting together, the reflected rays from all parts pass: 
through the slit of the ionization chamber even when it is 
quite narrow. This curious focussing effect has already been: 
explained in the case of a perfect crystal *. It is dependent 
on the equality of the distances from the crystal to the source: 
and to the slit of the ionization chamber respectively. It 
may be shown that it holds good to a sufficient extent even 
when the crystal is not perfect. This is a very convenient 
circumstance, because the slit of the ionization chamber may 
therefore be set in position to take in the reflected rays of a 
given wave-length for all positions of the crystal, and at the 
same time its width may be limited so that there is no chance 
of other wave-lengths entering the chamber. For instance,,. 
there are two strong rhodium lines, and it is easy to use the- 
one and not the other. The stronger line is really a doublet 
(see below), and in the higher orders it is possible to use one: 
constituent of the doublet and not the other. 

One difficulty, apparently of minor importance, should be- 
mentioned : it is easiest to explain it by a numerical illustra-- 
tion. Suppose the glancing angle is 6°, and the crystal has. 
to be turned through the range from 5° to 7° in order to give 
all parts of the crystal on which the rays impinge the chance 
of reflecting. Then it is clear that this area is larger when 
the angle is small (5°) than when it has the large value (7°). 
Parts of the crystal are acting in the one case which are not 
acting in the other. If the crystal were perfect, it must be 
noticed, this would be quite proper ; but an irregular crystal 
would only give an approximately true value through aver- 
aging. It appears probable, however, that this effect is not 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixxxviii. p. 483. 
3 N 2 | 
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important. Of course it is well to choose for experiment as 
good a piece of crystal as is possible. 

Some of the crystal faces must be prepared, since natural 
faces are limited in number. A prepared face should be cut 
so as to be nearly true, say within half or a quarter of a 
degree. Want of truth makes very little difference in the 
determination of the angle of reflexion, but may affect an 
intensity measurement seriously. This may be seen at once 
from the figure. 

Fig. 3. 

(a) (db) 

If the prepared face A A'is not parallel to the crystal 
planes, whose direction is shown by the dotted line, it will 
make a considerable difference whether it is set as repre- 
sented in (a) or as in (b). The primary pencil IA enters 
the crystal at A and is reduced to a certain value when it 
reaches B, B being any point on the path and A B the same 
length in the two figures. In the one case, however, the 
reflected pencil has to traverse a much smaller mass of 
crystal before emerging than it has to do in the other, and 
the reflexion appears correspondingly greater. This effect 
is very marked in practice. For example, a (111) face of 
rocksalt, which reflects the principal rhodium ray at a 
glancing angle of 11°, was cut 5° out of truth. The in- 
tensity of reflexion was then twice as great in the one 
position as in the other. In the case of a prepared face 
it is therefore well to measure the intensity effects for both 
positions and to take the mean, in case the face has not been 
cut quite truly. 
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We may now consider some experimental results in the 
case of rocksalt. 

The anticathode A (see fig. 1) was so placed that the rays 
left it at a grazing angle in order to pass through the slit 
at B. The slit was half a millimetre wide, and was placed 
as close to the crystal as possible. The distance from A to B 
mare. irom b toy © 3 cum cron ©) to) 1) t2) em, 
Although the distances AC and CD were not equal, the 
focussing was sufficiently good. The crystal was turned by 
hand, five minutes at a time, one movement for each beat of 
the clock. About three degrees of total movement was 
sufficient to take in all the reflexion the crystal could give. 
The rays used were those constituting the principal line of 
rhodium. To increase the ionization current the chamber 
was filled with methyl bromide. 

The measurements were very consistent, consecutive 
observations differing by not more than one or two per 
cent. The results are given in the following table, in which 
the intensity of the first order reflexion is put equal to 100 
and the rest are given as percentages. 

Ist order. 2nd order. 3rd order. 4th order. 

Face (100)...... 100 18°7 (6°25 

Face (110)...... 41 7°05 

feA11)s.... Ngee Adin, Be Ar? 

The results for the first two faces show the rapid decline of 
intensity with increasing order of reflexion which has already 
been referred to. The planes parallel to the 111 face contain, 
alternately, sodium atoms only, and chlorine atoms only: as 
has already been mentioned, the spectra of even orders are 
therefore much stronger than those of odd orders. 

A new experimental fact appears in this, that the intensities 
of the different faces are comparable with each other. We 
plot the intensity of each order against the ratio of the sine 
of its glancing angle to the sine of the glancing angle of the 
first order of the 100 face. We then find that they all he 
nearly on one curve (tig. 4, lower curve), no matter what 
face they belong to, excepting, however, the first and third 
spectra of the 111 face. These last, however, are peculiar, 
and differ from all the others in that they arise from a 
difference in atomic weights. In the case of sylvine, where 
potassium has replaced sodium and the weights of potassium 
and chlorine are nearly equal, these two spectra do not 
appear. 
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Considering, therefore, all the reflexions in which the 
effects of the various atoms add together directly, there is 
not a different law for each face, but one law for all the 

Fig. 4. 

eA sce ej2-3-- el3 

faces ; and it is of especial interest that those reflexions from 
the (111) planes, in which the effects of the two kinds of 
plane add together, fell in with the rest. 

It will be observed that the intensities fall away somewhat 
more rapidly than the inverse square of the sine of the 
glancing angle. For convenience of comparison, the upper 
curve in the figure shows how the observed points would 
have been placed if the law had been that of the inverse 
square. 

It will be possible eventually to express each of the 
intensities in the above table in absolute terms, which are 
independent of all circumstances of the experiment and 
depend only on the nature of the crystal, the order of the 
spectrum, or more generally the glancing angle, the tem- 
perature, and the wave-length of the rays reflected. This is 
to be done in the manner explained above (p. 885). I have 
not attempted to do this so far. It will be necessary to use 
as primary rays a pencil which has been sorted by reflexion. 
In these experiments the full stream of rays from a rhodium 
bulb has been used. Some idea of the efficiency of reflexion 
may be given by the following experimental results. 
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A sheet of palladium foil was placed over the slit. The 
foil cut down the intensity of the principal rhodium line to 
half value and almost destroyed all the radiations of shorter 
wave-length than the two rhodium lines. A block of 
aluminium was added, which still further reduced the 
principal rhodium line to one seventh. When the primary 
rays had passed through these screens, the principal rhodium 
line had fallen to one fourteenth of its first value, the lesser | 
rhodium line would be reduced about half as much, and the rest 
of the radiation would be very largely absorbed. The primary 
rays entering the ionization chamber directly then caused 
a leak of 178 in one beat of the clock. The reflexion current 
of the first order in the 100 face amounted to 676, when the 
crystal was turned through five minutes of arc for each beat 
of the clock. If the primary beam had consisted of the 
principal line of rhodium only, these figures would have 
been sufficient to give an absolute value. I hope to give’ 
such absolute values in a little time. 

The effects of temperature upon the intensity of reflexion 
have been investigated by surrounding the crystal by a small 
electric oven. Mica windows permitted the passage of the 
X rays and stopped convection currents. The results are 
most conveniently expressed in terms of the ratio of the 
intensity I at the temperature of the room to the intensity I’ 
at the temperature of the furnace. The temperature was 
measured with sufficient accuracy by inserting into the oven 
a thermometer the bulb of which was nearly in contact 
with the crystal. abe 

The ionization currents were observed for each separate 
position of the crystal. The figure shows the second and 

Fig. 5. 
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third spectra of the rhodium line at each of the two tem- 
peratures. The diminution of intensity with temperature is 
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very obvious ; and the spectrum of higher order is more 
affected than that of lower order. As the crystal expands, 
the spacing of the planes increases and the glancing angle 
diminishes. This effect is also clearly seen. 

The table shows the variation of the effect with the mag- 
nitude of the sine of the glancing angle. The latter is 
expressed in terms of 6, the glancing angle of the first order 
reflexion by the 100 plane: the value of sin @ is 0°1097. 

Face. Glancing angle. LAL 

(200) oes ix snd 1:07 

(110) betes a eax ts, 1:20 
C100) Aba pl eae 1°26 

Cag) sae ee x. 2:07 
(LOO eaelaee gee 1:94 

The effects of temperature have been foreseen and caleu- 
lated by Debije *, and the figures of the table may be looked 
on as measurements of the Debije effect. 

It is interesting to compare the results given above with 
the corresponding figures calculated from Debije’s formula. 
The latter may be written in the form 

A 
o~ sin? 9” 

where A and B are constants, given the crystal, the wave- 
length, and the temperature, and @ is the glancing angle 
at which the pencil is reflected. I, is the intensity of the 
reflected pencil. 

_ The constant B contains a quantity which Debije calls the 
characteristic temperature of the crystal. Its value for 
rocksalt is not known with certainty, but is believed to be 
about 240°, In the following table the observed values are 
set against calculated values. The principal reflexion from 
the (100) face is always put equal to 100. 

The calculated values are slightly modified (become smaller) 
if we take account of the possible existence of “ nullpunkt 
energie” and of an obliquity factor (1+cos? 20), where @ is 
the glancing angle. The two possibilities are considered by 
Debije (loc. ctt.). But the figures are hardly accurate enough 
as yet to bear discussion in respect to these questions. - 

eB sin? gs 

* Ann, der Phys. 1914, p. 49. 
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: x Proportional 
Sine of eee oe Cae change on | Calculated 

elancing angle. | ‘* Nes? sane digas raising to | change. 5 Bang 15°C. | @=200. | @=280 ae 
; ; Higbee’ Maen orOr. 

1S SCS (eae 100 100 100 1:07 1°075 

Rye... 5 41 46:3 47°6 1°20 116 

US) Ge ane 24-4 28°5 30°2 — _— 

250 1kShy/ 198 21:6 1:26 35 

2 7°05 Toe: "| 8:9 ‘07 1:9U 

20 (5 6:25 6:0 Td 1:94 1:92 

=) ae 4:2 3°6 4-9 _ — 

n the whole there is certainly a surprising agreement. On the whole th tainly p g ag t 
I find also that fluorspar shows a small temperature effect : 
this is also in agreement with Debije’s theory, for the cha- 
racteristic temperature is large and the constant B is small. 

The diamond is a very perfect crystal, and the intensity 
eurves which are obtained when the crystal is turned round 
step bystep have none of the irregular forms given by rocksalt. 

In fig. 6 the points represent the results (uncorrected for 
inequality of the electroscope scale) of such a series of 
measurements. The steps are small, there being twelve for 
every five minutes of are, and the regularity of the curve 
which may be drawn through the points is evidence of the 
regularity of the crystal. The discontinuity on the right-hand 
side of the curve is due to the double nature of the rhodium 
line. Fig. 7 shows the first and third spectra side by side, 
each being the mean of several experiments. The readings 
of current have been corrected for want of uniformity of the 
readings of the electroscope. The readings of the third 
order are magnified five times. The separation of the con- 
stituents of the doublet is complete in the higher order 
spectrum. The two constituents are then separated by 
twelve minutes of arc. In the figure is shown the result of 
compounding the two when separated by only four minutes 
of arc as they are in the first spectrum, and it is seen that 
the result gives a curve of the experimental form. | 

The areas of the two curves are to one another as 8°95 
to 1. But it must be mentioned that the diamond employed 
was a thin slip which did not completely absorb the primary 
rays even when it made an angle with them of only eight 
and a half degrees. It is not certain therefore that the 
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Fig. 7. 
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reflexion obtained was complete; if the crystal had been 
thicker the reflexion might have been stronger. The point 
therefore arises as to how the defect is to be calculated. 
re Let us denote the space absorption co- 

efficient of the rays in the diamond by 2. 
Let the primary rays enter along AB 
(fig. 8), and the intensity at B be e7’, 
where 2=AB and the primary rays are 
supposed to have been of unit intensity 
when they entered. Let kéx.e~*” be the 
amount reflected while «# is increasing to 
x+6x. The reflected rays are diminished 
in the ratio 1 to e~** while traversing the 
distance BC. Thus the intensity of the 
reflected pencil is 

Ty k 

.& a —2\zx ——e : — —2Az, 

0 
where 2, is the distance which the primary 
rays move through the crystal. If the 
crystal is so thick that Ax, is large, the 

intensity of reflexion is 4/24. If we compare the intensities 
of reflexion for two different orders, the X divides out, and 
the absorption coefficient need not be determined or taken 
account of. This idea was originally employed by investi- 
gators of the scattering which X rays undergo when passing 
through ordinary materials *. But if the crystal hasa thick- 
ness ¢, and the glancing angle is 0, and if At cosec O(=Aa) 
is not large, then the reflected pencil has an intensity 

k(1—e72# cosec 9) 

2r 

If we compare the intensities of reflexion in two different 
orders for which @ has different values, the absorption 
coefficient does not disappear. We must find the value of 
the factor containing the experimental term before we can 
obtain a true value for the intensity. 

The diamond which I have used was very kindly lent to 
me by Prof. 8. P. Thompson. It is a slip about 6 mm. 
square and 0:4 mm. thick, its two main faces being cleavage 
planes. Hxperiment shows that dé is equal to ‘081. This 
makes (1—e—?‘cosec®) —()66 nearly for the first order and 
0°33 for the third. 

Consequently the true ratio of the intensities of the first 
and third order reflexions should not be 8°95 to 1, but only 
half this quantity. 

This seems most unlikely, since in the case of all the other 
* For example, by Barkla, Phil. Mag. Feb. 1911. 

Fig. 8. 
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crystals experimented upon the ratio is more than 9 to 1. 
The intensity in general falls off more rapidly than the 
square of the sine of the glancing angle. 

For this reason I sought for some error in the assumptions. 
It seemed possible that it might be a mistake to assume the 
absorption coefficient to be the same when the rays met the 
crystal at the proper angle for reflexion as when they did 
not. The strong reflexion which is found experimentally 
might take place at the expense of the transmitted ray. 
If this were the case the crystal when reflecting should 
absorb abnormally: it should be possible to find an absorption 
band. R.W. Wood found sucha band in the analogous case 
of the reflexion of light by chlorate of potash crystals. 

Accordingly the pencil of rays AB was made to pass 
through the diamond CU, which was 
mounted on the revolving table of Fig. 9. 
the spectroscope, and atterwards 
to meet a crystal of rocksalt at ©’. A 
This was adjusted until it re- 
flected into the ionization chamber 
through the slit at D. The dia- 
mond was then turned very 
gradually through the angles 
(8° 35’ and 8° 39’) at which it is 
itself able to reflect. At the same 
time the strengh of the pencil 
reflected by the rocksalt was 
continuously observed. It was 
found that there was a con- 
siderable decrease in the intensity 
ot the pencil transmitted by the 
diamond and reflected by the 
rocksalt at exactly the angles 
mentioned. Thus a special ab- 
sorption does exist, and we under- 
stand why the attempt to apply 
a formula in which the ordinary 
absorption coefficient is used leads 
to unlikely results. Fig. 10 
shows two curves: the upper 
records the changes in the in- 
tensity of the pencil reflected by 
the rocksalt as the diamond is 
turned, the lower the changes 
in the case of the pencil reflected 
by the diamond. The two sets 
of measurements are made by 
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means of the same ionization chamber, placed in different 
positions, as shown in the figure. 

Fig. 10. 
100 

0) / 57 / 
B°I5 35 55 

Absorplion band of Rh line 
um diamond (III). 

Llppey curve shows band 

Lower 1 ” line 

Thei existence of this special reflexion makes it very 
difficult to interpret the experimental results. The ratio of 
8°95 to 1 given. above may be explained on the supposition 
that there is no appreciable temperature effect in the diamond, 
which would be in agreement with Debije’s theory, that the 
intensity in such case varies as the inverse square of the sine 
of the glancing angle, and that for the first and third orders 
the crystal may be treated as infinitely thick. But there 
may be other explanations. In any case further experiment 
is needed. e 

A useful résult of a different nature may be derived from 
the measurements with the diamond. By averaging the 
large number of observations an accurate value can be found 
for the difference between the glancing angles of reflexion 
of the first and third order. The means of two different sets 
of observations gave 17° 59°8' and 18° 00-9’ respectively : 
the figures refer to the larger constituent of the doublet. 
From this we may. determine the value of the glancing angle 
for either order. 

When a crystal is mounted on the spectroscope table, it 
has generally some error of adjustment. This may be cor- 
rected by swinging the ionization chamber over to the other 
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side and turning the crystal through 180°. The glancing 
angle is the mean of the two values observed. It is probably 
easier to measure with accuracy the difference between the 
glancing angles of the first and third 
orders, as the angular movements are Fig. 11. 
simpler and smalier. But there is an 
entirely different reason for preferring 
the latter measure to the former. Where 
the rays fall on the diamond they penetrate 
some distance into it, as shown in the 
figure, and the actual point of reflexion is 
indeterminate. The reflected pencil is 
broader than the incident. The angle at 
which the ionization chamber is set to catch 
the reflected pencil is a little smaller than 
if the reflexion took place at the surface, 
the defect being greater at the smaller 
angles*. In the original paper the series of the glancing 
angles of the first, third, fourth, spectra were found to be 
071456, 3x 0°1475, 4x 0°1485, and 5x 071490. The true 
value of the glancing angle was assumed to be 0°1495. 

When, however, we turn the crystal round to look for the 
angle of reflexion, the observed values require no such 
qualification. The angle at which reflexion takes place is 
determined by the setting of the crystal table, and the place 
at which the reflexion occurs is of no consequence. By 
taking the difference of the settings of the crystal table at 
the reflexions of the first and third order, we eliminate any 
error in the placing of the crystal. 

Let @ be the glancing angle of the first order. We take 
18° 00°5' as the mean of the two angles given above. 
We then have | 

sin (0+18° 00°5')=3.sin 8; 

whence 9=8° 35°2',. and sin fd=0°1494. 

The density of diamond is 3°520. Let m denote the mass 
of the hydrogen atom. It has been shown { that there are 
eight carbon atoms in the elementary cube of side 2a 
(loc. cit.). 

Hence (2a)? x 3°520=8 X12 xm. 

“. 2a=3°01 xm. 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixxxix. p. 279. 
tT Proc. Roy. Soc, lxxxix. p. 282. 
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The spacing of the (111) planes 

2a 

fd 

=1°738 x ms. 

Therefore ), the wave-length cf the larger constituent of 
the rhodium doublet 

= 20 4 Sill ©. 

=3°476 x 0°1494 x m3. 

| =0°5194 x ms. 

If we take m=1:64x10-8, we find that 

| h=0°614 x 10-8. 

Summary. . 

An account is given of experiments in which the intensities 
of reflected X-ray pencils of various orders are compared 
with each other, and the results are considered in reference 
to the recent theoretical discussion by Debije. 

It appears that there is a striking agreement between 
theory and experiment in the case of rocksalt. 

The difficulties of experiment with the diamond are also 
discussed. The existence of an X-ray absorption band in 
the diamond is demonstrated. ‘The experiments give oppor- 
tunity for an accurate determination of the wave-length of 
the rhodium X rays. 

XOVIII. The Fluorescence vf Gases excited by Ultra-Schumann 
Waves. By R. W. Woon and G. A. Hemsaxecn *. 

[Plates XIV. & XV.j 

AC investigation was made a number of years ago by one 
of the writers, with a view of detecting a possible 

ultra-violet fluorescence of air excited by waves in the 
Schumann region f. 
A small hole was drilled through a plate of aluminium 

and condenser-sparks discharged against the under side at 
the perforated spot. If the region above the plate was 
photographed with a quartz lens in a dark room, it was found 
that the air above the hole was emitting ultra-violet light, 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Wood: “A new Radiant Emission from the Spark,” Phil. Mag. 

[6] vol. xx. p. 707 (October 1910). 
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being excited by radiations of some kind which came from 
the spark. The luminosity had the form of a narrow vertical 
jet, and its spectrum, photographed with a small quartz 
spectrograph, showed the so-called “water-band” of the © 
oxy-hydrogen flame and the ultra-violet bands of nitrogen. 
The intensity of the radiation was found to be much greater 
in an atmosphere of nitrogen and much less in one of 
oxygen. A thin plate of fluorite (1 mm. thick) placed over 
the hole abolished the phenomenon of the luminous jet 
completely, from which it was inferred that the excitation 
was not due to the Schumann waves. It was thought that 
either luminous molecules were shot out from the spark, or 
that some sort of corpuscular radiation was responsible for 
the excitation. The spectrum of the jet was independent of 
the nature of the metal plate or the lower electrode, and no 
trace of any of the spark-lines appeared in it, if the gas was 
free from dust. It was -found necessary to exercise great 
precautions to prevent the formation of dust particles, or 
nuclei, which scatter the light of the spark, and modify the 
spectrum of the jet. Metallic dust is given out by the spark, 
and ultra-violet light causes a cloud to appear in some gases, 
so that when working in closed chambers, there must be a 
continuous supply of fresh clean gas. 7 

In the winter of 1910 the writers of the present paper 
commenced an investigation of the subject but came to no 
very definite conclusions, though some new and interesting 
phenomena were discovered. It was found, for example, 
that if a narrow current of air or dry steam was blown across 
the luminous jet, the luminosity vanished at the spot tra- 
versed by the moving air (or steam) current, but retained its 
full luminosity both above and below the moving gas stream. 
It was also ascertained beyond any doubt that the luminous 
material did not come from the spark, for if a stream of 
CO,, hydrogen, or coal-gas was directed across the jet, the 
moving gas current emitted ultra-violet at the point at which 
it crossed the jet, the spectrum of the emitted light differing 
in each case. It was also proved that no deviation was 
produced by a magnetic field. 

These results were not published at the time, though they 
were alluded to in a reply (Phys. Zeit. xiii. p. 32, 1912) made 
by one of us to a criticism by Steubing (Phys. Zeit. xii. 
p. 626, 1911), who claimed to have shown that the jet was 
nothing but light scattered by dust. His experiments were 
badly carried out in an apparently hasty manner, and he 
inferred that, since the “‘ water-band ” can be found in the 
spectrum of some sparks, the jet must come from the spark, 
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i. e. that it is merely the spark aureole projected through 
the hole. , 

Steubing’s adverse criticism was quite adequately answered 
at the time. Must of the results which he obtained. were 
undoubtedly due to dust particles, which should have been 
eliminated. 

The photographs illustrating this paper, of the Jet in 
different gases, made with a quartz lens through a quartz 
prism, show that the spectrum differs according to the gas 
employed. The spark passed always in air in a closed 

chamber, and the entrance of the other gas was prevented 
by keeping an excess pressure in the spark-chamber. 
We took up the subject anew during the past autumn, and 

though we have taken over two hundred photographs, we do 
not feel that we have accomplished much more than to 
determine the conditions under which future work must be 
done. We have, however, discovered many extremely 
curious phenomena, some of which are still quite inexpli- 
cable, but which can be reproduced over and over again with 
absolute certainty. Most remarkable are the effects obtained 
with moving and stationary gases: some gases showing a 
much more brilliant fluorescence when moving across the 
jet of rays from the spark, others responding vigorously to 
the excitation when quite stagnant, but showing no luminosity 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol.27. No. 161. May 1914. 3 O 
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when in motion. The apparatus used in the present investi- 
gation is shown in fig. 1. 

It was a box constructed of hard wood in the form of a 
cross, painted black on the inside, and made very nearly 
gas-tight with putty. The lower compartment 8, which will 
be spoken of as the spark-chamber, communicated with the 
rest of the box only through the narrow slit at A. This was 
formed by two jaws of copper about 3 mm. thick, which 
could be moved to and fro in a brass frame, like the Jaws of 
a spectroscope. The Jaws were made of the form shown (in 
section) by the small diagram of fig. 1, this form being 
adopted to insure the sparks striking immediately below 
the slit. If flat plates are used the spark wanders about, 
and much longer exposures are necessary. The brass frame 
and copper jaws formed one electrode, the other (B) con- 
sisted of a wedge-shaped piece of copper mounted as shown. 
The rays of the spark come up through the narrow crevice 
between the jaws, and are absorbed by the black walls of 
the upper portion of the box. The other compartments of 
the box were in free communication, the one to the left con- 
taining the quartz-fluorite achromatic lens L, and the 30° 
quartz prism P, which was cemented over a circular hole in 
the side of the box. This optical system formed a spectrally 
dispersed image R on the photographic plate of any lumi- 
nosity produced in the air or other gas above the slit through 
which the spark rays passed ; the compartment K furnished 
an absolutely black background against which the luminous 
jet was photographed. When studying the action of moving 
gas currents on the jet, the current was delivered against 
the jet by the tube IT. The jet-chamber J was filled with 
the desired gas through the tube E, a shield D insuring 
thorough washing out of the upper compartment. The 
spark-chamber was filled through the tube F. Both cham- 
bers were connected with a water manometer, so that the 
pressure in either could be measured. A small window at 
H enabled observations to be made of the interior, to deter- 
mine the presence or absence of a visible cloud. 

It will be understood that the arrangement of the photo- 
graphic plate in fig. 1 is diagrammatic only, a small extension 
camera being arranged for photographing the jets, with its 
front board removed and the bellows attached to the end of 
the wooden box. The spark discharge was very powerful, 
and was furnished by a Hemsalech-Tissot resonance trans- 
former with a condenser of 0°05 mfd. capacity. We usually 
kept the spark-chamber open on one side, ventilating it with 
an air blast, which prevented overheating of the electrodes ; 
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the partition between the two chambers was made of brass, 
which carried off the heat from the jaws of the slit. 

For future work we recommend a metal box, of the same 
general form as the one which we have used ; the chambers 
K and D are essential, as it is necessary to keep the light of 
the spark away from the background against which the jet 
is photographed. The position of the lens L should be 
arranged so that the spectruia of the light from the jaws 
of the slit is just barely visible in a dark room with an 
eyepiece. 

Small tubes were inserted at the ends of the box to 
facilitate the washing out of the gases. 

The spark-chamber was provided as well with a large 
hole for the exit of the air, when making experiments with 
the spark in air. In this way the formation of a cloud of 
metallic dust was obviated. 

It is very important to make sure in each experiment 
that the ‘“‘jet-chamber” is free from dust or smoke which 
seatters all of the light of the spark. In some gases, initially 
clean, a cloud speedily forms under the influence of the 
ultra-violet light, and this must be continuously swept away 
by a fresh supply of the gas. It was found that the faintest 
cloud visible to the eye, required an exposure of at least 
three-quarters of an hour to register itself on the photo- 
graphic plate ; and since most of our exposures were of only 
twenty minutes duration, we could make sure in every 
instance, that scattered light plaved no part in our results. 

A quartz prism of 30° was placed in tront of the quartz- 
fluorite achromatic lens used for making the photographs. 
This spreads out the image of the small point of light formed 
by the illumination of the walls of the narrow aperture 
through which the spark rays pass, into the short horizontal 
spectrum, which appears at the bottom of each one of the 
figures on P]. XIV. The rays from the spark pass up in the 
form of a thin sheet, rendering the gas fluorescent, and 
the monochromatic images of the luminous sheet of gas are 
separated by the prism, appearing on the plate as vertical 
streamers of light. 

Similar streamers of course appear if the air or gas in the 
jet-chamber is charged with dust or smoke, but in this case 
they are located at the regions of the spectrum where the 
strongest groups of spark-lines fall. 

In the photographs which are reproduced on Pl. XTV. the 
violet region of the spectrum is to the right, the ultra-violet 
to the left; a small black dot marks the position of the 
so-called water-band at wave-length 3064. Fig. 1 was made 

302 
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with oxygen in the jet-box, the streamers being due solely 
to light from the spark scattered by the cloud of small par- 
ticles which forms almost immediately in this gas. The 
presence of scattered light (2. e. diffused by dust) can always. 
be recognized by a very intense streamer above the violet 
region of the spectrum (marked V.in Pl. XIV. fig. 1). It will 
be observed that this streamer is absent in all the other photo- 
graphs. Fig. 3, Pl. XIV. was made with CQ, in the jet- 
chamber. Here we have a single streamer practically in 
coincidence with the left-hand streamer in fig. 1, which 
is due to the scattering of the strong copper lines 3292 
and 3247. Higher dispersion would show this streamer 
double, the copper lines falling midway between the two 
bands. Later on we shall refer to the spectrum of the jet 
in CO, made with a quartz spectrograph. 

Fig. 3 shows the jet in nitrogen, the spark-cbamber being 
flooded with oxygen during the exposure. The nitrogen 
was obtained from a bomb of compressed gas, and contained 
some oxygen. The strongest streamer, immediately above 
the black dot, is the so-called water-band, while the three 
bands to the right (position indicated by vertical lines) are 
the nitrogen bands. This photograph shows us that the gas 
in which the spark passes is practically without influence 
upon the intensity or the spectrum of fluorescence of the gas 
in the jet-chamber. Very remarkable is the jet shown in 
fig. 4, also made with nitrogen. In this case the strong 
streamer to the right appears to coincide with the third 
nitrogen band (longest wave-length) of fig. 3, which is very 
faint in fig. 3. In fact, it is doubtful if the nitrogen bands 
of fig. 3 will appear in the reproduction. Why this streamer 
is of such great intensity we are unable to say. The previous 
experiment was, however, made with coal-gas, and we feel 
inclined to attribute this streamer to some impurity left in 
the jet-chamber or rubber tube. No trace of the streamer 
appeared, however, in cases in which the jet-chamber was 
filled with coal-gas, as appears from fig. 14, Pl. XV., in which 
we have two streamers, one to the right and one to the left 
of the position occupied by the water-band. | 

With a current of hydrogen flowing through the jet- 
chamber (fig. 16, Pl. XV.), we have a streamer in the same 
position as the CO, streamer. The hydrogen and CO, were 
both obtained from bombs, and it is quite possible that some 
impurity, such as a volatile constituent of the oil used for 
lubricating the compression-pumps, may be present in each. 

It will be impossible to make any very positive statements 
until the experiments have been repeated with pure gases. 
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Fig. 11 (Pl. XIV.) shows the water-band streamer obtained 
witha five minutes ejpeenre when the jet-chamber was filled 
with nitrogen. With the chamber filled with air and an 
exposure of twenty-five minutes (fig. 12), we find that the 
streamer is less intense. The presence of oxygen in the 
nitrogen may be the cause of the water-band, but if much 
oxygen is present (as in air) the band1 is enormously weakened. 
Strutt has found that the “‘after-giow ” of nitrogen disappears 
if oxygen is present, and the fluorescence of iodine excited by 
ultra-violet light is destroy ed also by oxygen. 

Fluorescence of Moving and Stationary Gases. 

In our experiments of three years ago an attempt was 
made to blow the jet to one side by a blast of air, for we 
were of the opinion at that time that the luminosity might 
be due to Inminous corpuscles projected from the spark, or 
carried up in the gas blasts projected through the slit by 
the explosive discharges. 

It was found, however, that the air current merely inter- 
rupted the jet, the luminosity remaining visible above the 
moving stream of air. This effect is shown by the photo- 
graph reproduced on Pl. XV. fig. 18, made with higher 
dispersion than the figures previously mentioned. The 
streamer, which is seen distinctly cut in two by the air- 
current, is that of the so-called ‘“‘ water-band,”’ the fainter 
nitrogen bands not showing. The position of the tube 
delivering the air current is indicated. As we are now quite 
sure that we are dealing with fluorescence produced by ultra- 
Schumann waves, it will be unnecessary to speculate about 
this phenomena from a corpuscular view-point. The air in 
the moving current was the same as the air in the jet- 
chamber, and the experiment establishes the fact that air is 
fluorescent only when it is stagnant. In other words, it 
seems as though a given mass of air must be acted upon by 
the radiations from a number of successive sparks to attain 
its full luminosity. This appears to be true, however, for 
the water-bands only. I or the nitrogen bands the reverse 
is true: they are brighter if the gas is in motion. 
If a current of nitrogen is directed across the spark jet, 

the water-band streamer is interrupted and a strong patch 
of luminosity appears displaced towards one side (fig. 9, 
Pl. XIV.). The direction of the displacement is inde- 
pendent of the direction of the moving current of gas, 2 Vis 
it is produced by the prism, as is shown by a comparison of 
figs. Sand 6. The jet-chamber was filled with the same 
nitrogen as that which was flowing in a stream across the 
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jet, yet only the ‘“ water-band” streamer shows below and 
above the moving gas stream. In fig. 7 the nitrogen was 
flowing out of the tube at a much higher velocity, and the. 
luminosity i is very much less, 7. e. we are beginning to get the 
effect shown by the water -band streamer with lower velocities: 
The nitrogen in the jet-chamber was evidently set in violent 
motion by the high velocity current, and the displaced nitro- 
en bands are visible as complete streamers, instead of being 
localized in the moving current as in figs. 5 and 6. We 
next tried blowing a strong current of nitrogen down against 
the jet, from a tube inser en in the top of the jet-chamber. 
Its effect is shown by fig. 8. The water-band streamer is 
greatly weakened and the nitrogen streamers run up still 
higher, being almost as intense at the top of the picture 
where the nitrog en is in rapid motion, as at the bottom where 
the movement is less violent. 

In all cases we found that the time of exposure necessary 
to record the fluorescent bands of nitrogen could be enor- 
mously reduced by keeping the gas in motion. It seems 
much as if there was a fatigue effect, a flash of fluorescence 
resulting from the spark radiations, followed by an inability 
to respond to the radiations from subsequent sparks. It will 
be remembered that precisely the opposite effect was found 
for the ‘‘ water-bands”’ which disappear entirely if the gas is 
in rapid motion. 

Many experiments have been made to determine the origin 
of the water-bands. They appeared much stronger in our 
nitrogen gas than in air, but it must be remember ed that our 
nitrog en contained oxygen. We found, however, that if we 
added more oxygen to “the nitr ogen che water-bands were 
reduced in intensity. If the jet-chamber was filled with 
oxygen ute water-band streamer was exceedingly faint, 
perhaps ! sy of the intensity which it had in the case of the 
nitrogen, and no other streamers were visible. A current 
of coal-gas gave the double band shown in fig, 9. 

Ifa moving stream of oxygen is directed across the jet, 
the jet-chamber being open on both sides and filled with air, 
that portion of the w ater-band streamer which is crossed by 
he oxygen stream disappears, while a displaced band appears 
in the same position as the nitrogen band, only much fainter 
(fig. 10, Pl. XIV). We might attribute Ghis tolan impurity 
of nitrogen in the oxygen, brought out by having the gas in 
motion, “put we must remember that a moving current of air 
gives no trace of any displaced band. It is “quite probable 
that impurities present in the gases or derived from the 
rubber tubes through which they passed are responsible for 
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many of the apparently inexplicable phenomena found in 
this preliminary investigation. 

It appears to be pretty definitely established that oxygen 
has a tendency to destroy the fluorescence of gases with 
which it is mixed. This accounts for the extreme faintness of 
the water-band streamer in oxygen. The oxygen molecules 
destroy their own fluorescence, so as to speak, the phenomenon 
being analogous to the one observed by one of us in the case 
of iodine *. 

A study of the fluorescence of iodine vapour under the 
influence of the spark rays has been commenccd by one of 
the writers and will be reported in a subsequent paper. 

Delivered in a stream of warm nitrogen across the spark- 
jet it fluoresced with a bluish green light, while if a 
current of warm air was used there was no trace of any 
fluorescence. Ifa thin plate of quartz was placed over the 
slit, the fluorescence was visible for a few seconds and then 
rapidly faded away. If, however, the quartz plate was 
moved a little, the fluorescence appeared again. It was 
found that the opacity of the quartz was produced by an 
almost imperceptible film deposited upon it by the spark. 

We had made many experiments with thin plates of quartz 
and fluorite, but had failed to find any trace of the water- 
band streamer, though we obtained faint indications of the 
coal-gas streamer and possibly those of CQ,. 

The observations made with iodine threw a new light on 
the subject and made it necessary to repeat the experiments 
under conditions which would preclnde the formation of the 
opaque deposit. This was accomplished by moving the 
quartz plate about during the exposure. Using this pre- 
caution the nitrogen streamer was obtained by giving an 
exposure of only five minutes. Its intensity was equal to 
that obtained without the quartz plate with an exposure of 
one minute. No trace of the water-band streamer was 
found, however. 

A fluorite plate 1 mm. thick was next tried, and a faint but 
unmistakable image of the water-band streamer was obtained 
with a fifteen minutes exposure. Without the fluorite plate 
a stronger image of the streamer appeared with a one minute 
exposure. A rough estimate indicates that the fluorite plate 
reduces the intensity of the radiations which are responsible 
for the excitation ol the water-band to about 5 per cent. of 
their original value. This circumstance makes it seem 
extremely probable that we are dealing with ultra-violet waves 
nuch shorter than the Schumann waves, which pass readily 

* Wood & Speas: “A Photometric Study of the Fluorescence of 
Todine Vapour,” Phil. Mag. Mar. 1914, p. 581. 
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through fluorite lenses and prisms. The radiations which 
excite the nitrogen bands appear to be reduced to about 20 
per cent. of their original intensity after passing through a ~ 
quartz plate 1 mm. in thickness. Very few experiments 
have been made with the plates, and the apparatus was not 
very well adapted to the work, as it is necessary to keep the 
plates in motion or clean them every ten or fifteen seconds. 
With a properly designed apparatus it is probable that much 
more reliable data can be secured. It will also be possible 
to work with gases at a low pressure, in which case the 
fluorescence is likely to be very much brighter, judging 
from the behaviour of iodine, which ceases to fluoresce under 
the stimulation of visible light when at a pressure of a few 
millimetres only, its greatest luminosity appearing when it 
is at a pressure of about 0-2 mm. 

A number of photographs of the jet were made with a 
quartz spectograph of medium size, an exposure of several 
hours being necessary. Fig. 15, Pl. XV. shows the spectrum 
of the jet in nitrogen with a current of nitrogen delivered 
across the slit. The reduction of the intensity of the water- 
band, where it 1s crossed by the nitrogen stream, is very 
marked. The line to the left of the water-band is the head 
of the nitrogen band at wave-length 3159. It falls within 
the less refrangible and fainter portion of the water-band ; 
(see fig. 17 for complete water-band) then come the two 
strong copper lines 3292 and 3247 (in the continuous 
spectrum of the light reflected from the slit jaws), then the 
nitrogen band 3369 (A), and the bands 3527-3576 (B)— 
3755-3802 (C)—3914 (D). 

Fig. 17 was made witha hydrogen current crossing the 
jet. A faint continuous band appears above the strong 
copper lines (which show also probably as the result of the 
formation of a slight trace of fog or cloud, which sometimes 
happensif a very slow gas-curr ent is used). ‘The water-band 
is very well shown in this photograph, and can be detected 
above the region where it is interrupted by the hydrogen 
stream. In making this experiment the side of the box was 
opened and the hydrogen allowed to escape without filling 
the jet-chamber. 

Fig. 19 shows the spectrum obtained with a current of 
CO, blowi ing across the jet. It appears to be identical with 
the band found with hydrogen, so far as its position is con- 
cerned, but on plates made three years ago the distribution 
of intensity in the two bands was quite different. 

Laboratory of Physical Research, 
Sorbonne, 

Paris. 
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XCIX. The Use of the Telephone as an Oscillograph. 
By Dr. MANNE SIEGBAHN *. 

[Plate XVI] 

1. Introduction. 

OR the study of variable currents, instruments are often 
required to continually register the intensity of the 

current. It has frequently been proposed to use the telephone 
for such purposes, as it seems probable that the telephone 
membrane will reproduce the variations of the current most 
accurately. Experience shows that even small peculiarities 
in a person’s voice or speech can be recognized through a 
telephonic transference. There are also a multitude of 
methods suggested for the registration of the membrane- 
vibrations, but most of them ure not sufficiently sensitive 
for reproducing the normal amplitude of the telephone~ 
membrane. In a telephone, under ordinary conditions, the 
amplitude is of the dimension of 0°0001 mm.; and our ex- 
perience shows that the transference of speech is good only 
under these circumstances. By increasing the amplitude to 
such a value that the normal registrating apparatus can give 
measurable deviations, the accuracy of the reproduction will 
not be the same. 

Finally, it is to be remarked that a good acoustical trans- 
ference does not guarantee that the mechanical vibrations of 
the membrane are identical with the electrical variations, nor 
do they even give a sufficiently good copy of them. My own 
experiments on this subject prove that a very good telephone 
in the reproduction of sounds, in many respects, causes 
distortion of the microphone-vibrations. 

The following paper deals with the question as to whether 
a telephone with a normally working current-intensity can 
be used to register variable currents. 

2. Method for the Registration of the Membrane-vibrations. 

For the above purpose, it is necessary to have a method 
which can register the vibrations of, say, 0°001 mm. at a 
maximum with sufficient accuracy. In a paper in Arinalen 
der Physik, 1913, pp. 689-728, I have described a method by 
which it is possible to reproduce the membrane-vibrations 
with the required accuracy. Since the publication of the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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above-mentioned paper, the apparatus have been so much 
improved that essentially better registrations can be obtained, 
and the measurements can also be made more accurately. 
Concerning another method, which may possibly give the 
same result, see Guyau, C. &. 1913, p. 777. 

The instrument employed can be seen in fig. 1 (Pl. XVI.). 
Tt consists of two coaxial microscopes, the first of which 
gives a greatly diminished (;4,) image of an illuminated slit 
(1 mm. br oad). To the telephone-mem br ane is attached a sharp 
edge, which is placed in the image so as to screen off a great 
portion of the light (9/10). The rest of it will pass through 
the other microscope and form a magnified image on a 
photographic plate. While the membrane swings, the edge 
will screen off more or less of the first image, which will 
cause a corresponding variation in the light-intensity of the 
image on the plate. On moving the plate perpendicular to 
the ray of light, there will be sections with different bright- 
ness, which will give dark or bright lines on developing the 
plate. 

The darkness of the plate is a measure of the corresponding 
deviation of the membrane. In order to give a complete 
representation of the membrane-vibrations, the darkness of 
the plate must be continuaily registered. In the above- 
mentioned paper I have used two methods for that purpose. 
In the following investigation a variation of these two 
methods has been employed. The image of a Nernst-lamp- 
pin was thrown on the plate by means of a cylindrical lens ; 
part of the light will then pass through the plates and fall 
on a thermopile. The produced thermoelectric force was 
measured by a self-registering galvanometer (from Hartmann 
& Braun). On moving the photographic plate slowly in its 
own direction the galvanometer registers a curve, where the 
deviations are approximately proportional to the degree of 
the darkness of the different sections, that is, proportional to 
the deviations of the telephone-membrane. 

There will be faults in the registered curve arising out of 
the following three factors :— 

1. The breadth of the light-line thrown on the plate. 
2. The slowness of the thermopile. 
3. The free vibrations of the galvanometer-coil. 

We can understand the effect of these causes, by thinking 
of a plate with a sudden transition to dark. In letting this 
section pass over the light-line we shall obtain a slow transition, 
instead of a sudden one; otherwise, we may receive a 
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registration with over-lapped vibrations, when the damping 
of the galvanometer-coil is too small. 

I have studied the effect of these three causes separately. 
The galvanometer was in each case so damped (by introducing 
a fitting resistance in the second coil-winding) that the 
aperiodic case was obtained. With very slow speed of the 
registering drum a sudden current variation was then 
correctly reproduced. A sudden change of the light-intensity 
on the thermopile then gives, owing to its slowness, a slow 
change in the registered curve. The vastness of this effect 
is seen in fig. 2a, where the light-intensity was suddenly 
changed with a time-interval of 4 minute. 

a 

Finally, the effect of the breadth of the light-line is seen 
in fig. 26. On the plate there were three black sections with 
sharp edges. The correct curve would then have the form 
of straight lines with right angles. The actual breadth of 
the light-line can be calculated from this curve. 

In reality, this distortion is not so great since such sudden 
changes areimpossible. It may also be helped by diminishing 
the image, or by drawing the photographic plate with — 
greater speed. 

3. The Damping of the Membrane. 

The damping factor of the system is of the greatest im- 
portance in the application of a movable system as oscillo- 
graphic recorder. As shown by the theories of the ordinary 
string oscillograph (see the excellent paper on this subject 
by H. Busch, Phys. Zs. 1912), the best results are obtained 
with a damping tactor of 23:14 (the rate of two consecutive 
amplitudes). This value, however, is deduced under the 
supposition, that the system vibrates as a simple swinging 
point, 7. e., that it has only one single free vibration. As for 
the telephone-membrane, we know that there are a series of 
possible, free vibrations, so that the above theory is not 
precisely applicable in this case. In my paper in Annalen I 
have indicated a value of 1°14 as the damping factor of the 
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employed telephone-membrane ; this value has later on been 
verified by new measures. The difference between it and 
the theoretical value of 23, for the ordinary oscillograph, is 
remarkable, and gives rise to doubts as to the possibility of 
using the telephone for oscillographic purposes. 

As a theoretical investigation is out of the question, owing 
to the complicated nature of the phenomenon, we will give 
some experimental facts, which may serve to throw light on 
the problem. 

4, The Reproduction of the Currents through the Telephone 
im more simple cases. 

In figs. 3-11 some oscillograms are shown, taken by the 
method described above. 

Figs. 3 (Pl. XVI.) and 4 give the swinging-curve of the 
membrane when the curve suddenly changes from one constant 
value to another; the correct reproduction would then consist 

Fig. 4. 

NA a 
of three straight lines, but, as shown in the figure, only the 
free vibrations of the membrane oceur. [or such rapid 
variations the telephone as registering instrument is out of 
the question. 

As the next example, the reproduction of the primary 
current in an induction-coil with a rotating interrupter is 
shown in figs. 6-9. The real current-curve (fig. 5) was in 

Fig. De 

ee 

this case of the ordinary type of mechanical interrupters, as 
was controlled by a Braun’s tube. The telephone-membrane 
registers such a curve with a series of overlapped, free 
vibrations. Thus in this case the obtained curve gives no 
true copy of the real curve. 
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Fig. 6 is registered by means of an ordinary telephone 

Fig. 6. 

Sos 

from L. M. Eriksson Telephone Comp.. Stockholm. Fig. 7 is 
taken by means of the same telephone but with a thinner 
membrane. Both these figures show that the free vibrations 

must be suppressed, in order to render a true reproduction 
possible. To enable us to see whether an electromagnet in 
damping might diminish the free vibrations, a copper-plate 
(2 mm. thick) was laid upon the membrane with a thin leat 
of mica between them. But, as shown in fig. 8, the damping 

Fig. 8. 

S| 

obtained was, however, insufficient. Then a mechanical 
damping was tried. The entire telephone was filled with 
oil. The corresponding registration is reproduced in fig. 9. 

Fig. 9. 

DEN. 
The result of all this is, that the telephone is not practicable 
for oscillographic purposes if the registering curves show such 
rapid variations. 
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Finally, in the last figures a variable current of lower 
frequence (about 50 periods per second) is reproduced. 

There is no doubt that the general form is fairly correct. 
But even in this case a detailed accuracy has not been 
ascertained. In fig. 10 (Pl. XVI.) the vibrations of higher 
frequency, which arise from the free vibrations of the 

Fig. 11. 

membrane, can be observed. A measurement of their periods 
showed that they were engendered by the commutator of the 
generator. As regards the foregoing examples, it is probable 
that their amplitudes are greater in the reproduction than 
they actually are. 

As a general result of this investigation, we may state that 
the telephone can not be utilized for oscillographie purposes. 

Ortofta, Dec. 10, 1913. 

C. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

JOHN Henry Poynrine. 

oe Prof. Poynting, whose loss will be universally 
deplored, graduated with high distinction in mathematics 

at Cambridge, coming out as third wrangler in the tripos of 
1876, his interest seems always to have lain in the direct eluci- 
daticn of physical laws and principles rather than in the evolution 
and exposition of their consequences by analysis. When he 
came to Cambridge, in 1872, he was already largely trained in 
the niceties of refined experimentation; and after graduation he 
embraced an early chance to resume experimental work at Man- 
chester. The founding of the Mason University College gave 
him the opportunity of organising a laboratory of his own. Much 
of his work about this time was concerned with instrumental im- 
provements, such as the design of polarimeters and other appa- 
ratus ; and to the same period belong studies in chemical physics, 
such as the elucidation of osmotic pressure, theories to which in 
later years he returned with conviction, and which, though per- 
haps not yet fully appreciated, should not be Jost sight of, in 
view of his proved insight into fundamental problems in other 
domains. An example of the latter is the memoir on the transfer 
of energy in the electromagnetic field, Phil. Trans. 1884, which 
culminates in the famous result that will go down to posterity 
as Poynting’s Theorem, which not only specifies the path of transfer 
of electric energy from one material system to another through 
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the ether, but also as a very special case gives for the first time 
(strange to say) the dynamical specification of a ray of light. 

At about the same time, O. Heaviside, and a little later Hertz, 
were engaged upon this aspect of electric transmission as an 
elastic effect propagated from body to body across the ether, in 
place of the older aspect of electric charges in movement, each 
carrying its field of disturbance along with it, which, rejuvenated 
ten years later by exact conceptions of the agency of electrons, 
duly modified for change of acceleration, now includes the whole 
field of view. But times not being yet ripe for that, he pursued 
his subject in 1885 in another Phil. Trans. memoir ‘On the 
connexion between electric current and the electric and mag- 
netic inductions in the surrounding field,’ which tracks out the 
relations of a current circuit by the graphical device of the 
motion of what are now known as Faraday tubes of force, a type 
of explanation which is at the present time once more widely in 
favour. 

Afterwards he broke new ground in the experimental deter- 
mination of the constant of gravitation—the problem of weighing 
the earth—which had been solved by Cavendish with his accus- 
tomed genius by aid of Michell’s principle of balancing by torsion. 
To Poynting’s mind an ordinary balance with lever and scale-pans 
gave at least equal promise of practical accuracy ; and his long con- 
tinued experimental investigations, which were summed up in 
a Phil. Trans. Memoir of 1892 and a Cambridge Adams Prize 
Essay of 1893, were the starting-point of a new interest in this 
subject which opened up into many methods more or less cognate 
to his own. By this time, however, the torsion method had 
renewed its power through the discovery of the production and 
properties of quartz fibres by C. V. Boys, whose remarkable sub- 
sequent investigation with small-scale apparatus was generously 
acknowledged by Poynting as the last word on the subject. 

The resource thus acquired in refined dynamical experimenting 
was to reap further successes ina more untilled field. The ancient 
idea of a pressure exerted by light, so obvious on the corpuscular 
view of optics, had been revived by Maxwell on a foundation of 
an accompanying electric stress in the transmitting medium. Its 
mere existence, as distinct from an analysis of its propagation to 
the place where it is in evidence, was already indubitably involved 
in the Amperean forces on the electric currents induced in the 
surface of a reflector. It had assumed some importance in its 
application, notably by FitzGerald, to the elucidation of the 
mysterious phenomena of comets’ tails. To Poynting, this pres- 
sure exerted by a ray coming say from a distant star, far out of 
reach of dynamical effect, involved that the ray carried momentum 
along with it, and that the pressure effect was of the nature of a 
thrust exerted along the ray arising from the transfer of this 
momentum. After long efforts, the disturbances arising from 
gaseous convection as a whole, and from the radiometric molecular 
effect were eliminated by Lebedew, and compensated by balancing 
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against each other by Nicholls and Hull, and the Maxwell value 
of the direct pressure was fully verified. But Poynting’s line of 
thought led him straight to a tangential component of the thrust 
as well as a direct component, and he noted that the former could - 
be investigated without much trouble from the gas-effect. This 
idea led to many beautiful determinations in conjunction with his 
assistants and students. His idea of convected momentum also 
led him in another direction to the conclusion that the pressure 
on a receding surface must be less than on one at rest, so that by 
reaction a moving radiating body would be accelerated—an im- 
possible result which is corrected by recognizing that its radiation is 
greater towards the direction of its motion, which leads to retar- 
dation on the whole. As the effect depends on extent of surface, 
it is greater in proportion for small bodies. Thus he was led to 
consider clouds of cosmic dust revolving round the sun, heated 
by his rays to an equilibrium temperature ot the space where 
it is, retarded in its motion by the reaction of its own radiation, 
and thus gradually sucked into the sun. This clearance of solar 
spaces from dust must be a prominent feature in views of cosmo- 
gony. Its calculation aptly illustrates his latent mathematical 
power, which was never unduly obtruded; and the whole memoir 
is an example of the simplification of reasoning and reduction to 
its lowest terms which is a mark of the depth of vision that 
belongs to genius. When the theory of electrons came to be 
developed into Maxwell’s channels by Lorentz and others, it 
appeared at once that his stress argument was in default, and 
the natural first conclusion was against the objective existence of 
Maxwell’s stress as thus specified in favour of one too complex for 
simple expression. But later Poincaré and Abraham introduced 
the idea of grouping the outstanding terms as a distribution of 
electric momentum, specified very simply as the vector product of 
the ethereal and magnetic inductions. This includes precisely the 
momentum of radiation elucidated by Poynting. Interest in the 
subject is thus stimulated, and the problem now under discussion 
as to whether the residue is in all cases simply momentum, and 
whence comes the subsidiary travelling inertia which is implied in 
such momentum, becomes of pressing dynamical interest. An 
experimental and theoretical incursion into the different field of 
the elongation of a wire due to its torsion was primarily suggested 
to Poynting by these problems. 

The formulation of an exact notion of the temperature of space, 
above indicated, is but one phase of his interest in the theory of 
natural radiation; and it seems but yesterday that he was dis- 
cussing, in private correspendence, with his usual acuteness and 
judgment and no sign of failure of powers, the theory of Stefan’s 
law and its other fundamental relations. Jee 
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ae E should expect that the ion clusters in a gas would 
gradually break up into free ions through being 

bombarded by neutral molecules, and the free ions gradually 
become clusters, reasoning from the parallel case of chemical 
association and dissociation in a gas. The equilibrium 
between the free ions and clusters would be regulated by the 
law of mass action and the laws of thermodynamics. It was 
theoretically investigated, and its bearing on the velocity of 
ions, &c., ina previous paper by the writer tf. It becomes of 
interest next to investigate experimentally whether the time 
of process of disintegration of an ion cluster is affected when 
it is brought under the influence of an electric field. The 
process of disintegration may be affected by the field in two 
ways, viz., (4) through increasing the violence of collision of 
the ion cluster with the neutral molecules, (6) in completing 
the separation of the elemwntary ion from its cluster of 
neutral molecules, which have become separated on collision 
but which would combine again in the absence of an electric 
field. In order to fix our ideas let us consider what may 
happen to an ion cluster in electric fields of different in- 
tensities. Suppose, firstly, that the field applied is so weak 
that the process of d sintegration of the cluster remains 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. xvi. pt. iv. p. 285. 
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918 Dr. R. D. Kleeman on Disintegration of an Ion 

unaltered by the field. The cluster will then pass over a 
distance 1 at the end of which it will have become dis- 
integrated owing to bombardment by the neutral molecules. — 
If the intensity of the electric field is doubled and it still 
does not affect the process of disintegration of the ion cluster, 
the distance it traverses before disintegration is 2J, or, 
generally, under these circumstances the distance traversed 
is proportional to the intensity of the electric field. But on 
increasing the electric field sufficiently, a point will be 
reached when it affects the disintegration of the icn cluster, 
the distance it traverses being then less than proportional to 
the electric field. It will be observed that an increase in the 
electric field at this point still produces an increase in the 
distance traversed by the ion cluster. On further increasing 
the electric field, however, a point will be reached when an 
increase in electric field produces a decrease in the distance 
traversed by the cluster. ‘The distance then continually 
decreases with further increase of the electric field. The 
distance the ion cluster traverses from the instant of its 
formation to that of its disintegration may be called its free 
path of disintegration corresponding to the electric field 
applied. The free path thus passes through a maximum as 
the electric field is gradually increased. This path is probably 
not always the same under constant conditions, since the 
history of the collisions of the cluster with neutral molecules 
is not always the same, being subject to probability. But 
there should exist a mean free path about which the different 
paths are grouped in a similar way as the different paths of a 
molecule in a gas about its mean free path. 

Similar considerations should apply to the free or elementary 
ions ina gas. Thus there should exist a mean free path of 
formation of a cluster corresponding to the field applied 
which depends on the nature of the cluster. This mean free 
path would be proportional to the field applied over a certain 
range beginning from zero upwards, while for more intense 
fields it would be greater. A limiting value of the field 
would thus exist for which the free ion never forms a cluster, 
or the mean path isinfinite. Ionization by collision probably 
begins to come in for a field smaller than this limiting 
value. 

The behaviour of ion clusters under the action of an 
electric field was studied by drawing ions produced in a 
comparatively weak field through a gauze into a much 
stronger field, and measuring the current for electric fields of 
different strengths, including fields sufficiently strong to 
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produce further ions by collision. This method was previously 
employed to study the properties of negative and positive 
elementary ions and clusters*. The same apparatus was 
used in these experiments, a full description of which will be 
found in the last paper quoted. A brief description only 
will be given here. The ionization chamber consisted of a 
cylindrical chamber, of which a vertical section passing 
through its axis is shown in fig. 1. A wire gauze B was in 
electrical connexion with the chamber and situated at a 

Fie] distance of *5 or 1 em. from the 
ait circular plate A. The rod to which 

the plate is attached was insulated 
from the chamber in the usual 
way, and in electrical connexion 
with an electrometer. The por- 
tion a of the gas in the chamber 
on the lower side of the gauze was 
ionized by the « particles from a 
suitably arranged layer of ura- 
nium oxide. On connecting the 
chamber with a negative or posi- 
tive potential, negative or positive 
ions were respectively drawn by 
the comparatively weak field exist- 
ing between gauze and chamber- 

wall into the much stronger field existing between gauze 
and plate. The field between gauze and plate was usually 
gradually increased till of such strength that further ions 
were produced in considerable quantities by the collision 
of the free ions with neutral molecules. Some of the ion 
clusters become elementary ions in the way just described on 
their passage from gauze to plate. ‘These would at once be 
seized upon by the electric field and assist in the production 
of further ions by collision. Therefore on measuring the 
current between gauze and plate for electric fields of different 
strengths, information on the behaviour of ion clusters under 
the action of an electric field may be obtained. 

In this paper the results will be described obtained by 
drawing negative ions through the gauze and measuring the 
leaks for different fields up to fields of intensity when 
ionization by collision with positive ions should come in. 
The investigation is thus a continuation of that deseribed in 

* Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. xvil. pt. il. p. 263 ; 2ded. vol. xvi. pt. vii. 
p. 621. 
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a previous paper. In the present case the magnitude of the 
currents measured varied over a great range, and in order to 
deal with them conveniently an air condenser was placed in 
the circuit connecting the electrometer with the chamber so 
that the capacity of the system could be varied in the ratios 
of about from 1 to 9. When it was found necessary to 
increase the capacity, the current was measured with and 
without the condenser in the circuit for the same electric 
field in order to obtain the factor necessary to reduce the 
readings to the same scale. 

| The Disintegration of Clusters through being bombarded 
by Neutral Molecules. 

When the strength of the electric field is not sufficiently 
great to assist in the disintegration of the clusters, the number 
of clusters becoming free ions on their passage from gauze 
to plate decreases as the field is increased. For the time the 
clusters take in making this passage, during which they are 
bombarded by neutral molecules, obviously decreases with 
increase of field. The increase of current with increase of 
electric field, supposing new ions are formed by collision of 
free ions, would then be less than that obtained if no clusters 
ever became freeions. That such an effect exists, is shown by 

Fie, 2. 

BeReRe A SParcnoss0 0 Pee et 
PECCE Teta 

CURRENT AND ITS LOG 

VOLTS PER CM. 

the curves in fig.2. The curve A on the left-hand side of the 
figure shows the relation between currents and electric field 
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obtained with carbon dioxide at a pressure of 4 mm. of mercury 
with the negative ions, and the curve B that obtained with the 
positive ions. The distance / between gauze and plate was 
lem. The curve C was obtained on plotting the logarithms 
(multiplied by 10 for convenience) to the base 10 of the 
currents obtained with the negative ions against the electric 
field. On plotting the logarithms (multiplied by 10) of the 
currents that would be obtained if the total number of ions 
drawn through the gauze were independent of the field when 
it is large and no clusters became free ions, we obtain the 
eurve D. This amounts to plotting the values of 10 logygnge™ 

or (log nota) 55 for different values of a, where mo, the 

number of free ions drawn through the gauze, is obtained 
from the equation log ny)+la==2°3log,,C,, Cy being the 
current corresponding to the first point in the curve C, and 
1 the distance between gauze and plate. The values of a, the 
collision coefficient for the negative ions, were obtained from 

Ld dh se Ce 
the curves connecting — and — given by Townsend, where 

X denotes the electric field in volts per cm. and p the pressure 
of the gas in mm. of mercury. The figure also shows curves. 
obtained with air at a pressure of 3 mm. of mercury. It 
will be seen that the slope of the curve D is greater than 
that of-the curve C in both cases. This indicates, we have 
seen, that the electric field over the region examined does not 
help to disintegrate an ion cluster; further, that a cluster is 
gradually disintegrated by being bombarded by neutral 
molecules. It will also be readily understood from what has 
gone before that if the disintegration of the clusters is 
principally due to the effect of the electric field, the curve D 
would lie below the curve ©. A point should therefore exist 
at which the curve D cuts the curve C. This point is 
indicated by the trend of the curves in the figure. The 
number of clusters becoming free ions between gauze and 
plate at this point is equal to the number becoming free at 
the starting point of plotting the curves. Since the number 
of clusters disintegrated between gauze and plate through 
bombardment by neutral molecules decreases with increase of 
electric field, the field at the point in question assists to a 
certain extent in the disintegration of the clusters. The 
observations from which the curves A, B, and C in fig. 2 
have been plotted are given in Table I. The letter L indicates 
when the current was so large that it could not be measured 
by the present form of the apparatus. 
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Carbon dioxide. | Air. 
| Press. 4 mm. | Press. 3 mm. 

Field | Neg. Pos. ! Field | Neg. Pos. 
per cm. | current. | current. | per cm. current. | current. 

520 8 3 || 520 7 
560 11 4 || 560 8 
600 ont) Rare Geos 12 
640 48 | 6 | 649 25 8 
680 | 120 20 | 660 40 10 
720 | 324 ... || 680 | 1200 18 

ie cme ee 690 10 25 
| | 696 ee iy 

We have assumed that the number of ions drawn through 
the gauze is practically independent of the electric field when 
itis large. This can be easily proved to be the case. Thus 
it can be calculated that the electric field in the region where 
the ions are made is roughly about yo/55 of the field between 
gauze and plate. Since the pressure of the gas in the 
chamber is of the order 1 cm., the order of the velocity of the 
ions in this region is 50. The ions after they are made are 
therefore subject to recombination only for a period of ‘1 of 
a second, since on the average they have to pass over a 
distance of about 5 cm. The coefficient of general re- 
combination is approximately proportional to the pressure, 
and at a pressure of 1 cm. therefore about ‘O01 that at 
atmospheric pressure. The chance of an ion combining with 
an ion of opposite sign is therefore ‘001 of its chance at 
atmospheric pressure. Now when air at atmospheric pressure 
is lonized by X-rays till a stationary condition is reached and 
the ionizing agent cut off, 1t has been found in one particular 
case that the ionization decreased from 186 to 106 in ‘45 of 
a second or about to one half in*5 of asecond. The ionization 
per c.c. in the experiments described in this paper was much 
smaller than the foregoing. It follows, therefore, that the 
loss of ions by general recombination below the gauze in 
these experiments was less than ‘1 per cent. and therefore of 
negligible magnitude for fields of the strength used. 

But since the ions were produced by « particles, the 
effect of initial recombination has to be considered. This 
species of recombination is largely due to the fact that the 
lons are produced only along the path of each « particle, and 
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consequently they are of great local density. Its magnitude, 
measured by the lack of saturation between two given fields, 
would therefore be roughly proportional to the square of the 
number of ions produced, or proportional to the square of the 
pressure of the gas. But the coefficient of general re- 
combination varies roughly proportionally to the pressure 
when it is less than one atmosphere. Thus the lack of 
saturation due to initial recombination varies as the cube of 
the pressure. In the experiments described in this paper it 
would therefore be about 4,/55 of what it is at atmospheric 
pressure and thus small. 

In a previous paper we have taken the number of negative 
ions drawn through the gauze for different fields equal to the 
corresponding positive leaks. This must lead to erroneous 
results, since the positive leak increases considerably with 
increase of electric field. This is due to the fact that 
lonization by collision occurs even for comparatively weak 
fields, for the mean free path of an ion must occasionally be 
so large that the ion acquires sufficient energy under the 
electric field, even when it is comparatively weak, to produce 
further ions by collision. 

The Variation of the Velocity of an Ion Cluster with the 
Electric Field applied when it ts large. 

The writer * has given an equation connecting the velocity 
of an ion cluster with its period of life during its passage 
from gauze to plate and other quantities. If 7 is small in 
comparison with V,«, where 7 denotes the fraction of the 
number of clusters per c.c. becoming free ions per second 
and V, the velocity of a cluster, the equation in question 
becomes 

le th bem, 0) aia eeaneln) 

or Ce~"Vie= kon + ki Va, ° ° ° e ° (2) 

where C is the current measured, and f, and k, the number 
of clusters and free ions respectively drawn through the 
gauze. When only a fraction of the clusters become free 
ions on their passage over the distance / between gauze and 

eats 
1 is then plate, the condition »< V,a is satisfied. For 

1 

small in comparison with k., or »<V, while « is usually 
greater than unity except for small values of X. If the 

* Proc, Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. xvii. pt. iii. p. 269 (1918). 
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electric field does not assist in the breaking up of the clusters, 
as is the case in the experiments just described, 7 is inde- 
pendent of the electric field. Its value is then the same as 
that it has when negative ion clusters and free ions not 
under the action of an electric field are in equilibrium with 
one another. Let us apply the equation to the first and 
third readings obtained with CO, for the negative ions on the 
supposition that the velocity of a stable cluster is approxi- 
mately the same as that of an ion as found in practice, when 
it goes through a cyclic process during which it is a free ion 
for a certain time. We then obtain the two equations 

1°640 x 10*= kon + ky 4°535 x 10°, 

and 1:485 xX 10*=kyn + ky 6°782 x 10°. 

The velocity of an ion in CO, ata standard pressure for 

one volt per cm. is taken as 85 ——. An inspection of the 

equations shows that they give k, negative, which of course 
cannot be the case in practice. If we take into account that 
the number of ions drawn through the gauze might slightly 
increase with increase of field, the left-hand side of the last 
equation has to be multiplied by an appropriate fraction, as 
will be seen on inspecting equation (2). But this will not 
make fk, positive. Neither will putting a smaller value for 
the velocity of a cluster under unit electric field, which 
amounts to multiplying the numerical quantities in the 
equations by the same fraction; in fact the value of k, is 
independent of the velocity of a cluster under unit field if it 
is proportional to the field. The explanation thus appears to 
be that the velocity of a cluster is not proportional to the 

electric field for the values of S applying to this case. For, 

by giving V, in the second equation an appropriate value 
which is larger than the one calculated, k, can be rendered 
positive. 

The equations obtained from the first and third readings 
obtained for air with the negative ion are 

1°995 x 10!=mky+ hy 1°552 x 10°, 

and 1°413 x 104= nko + hy 2°132 x 10°, 

the velocity of a cluster at standard pressure under an electric 

field of one volt being taken equal to 1°87 —; the velocity 

obtained for the negative ion in practice. They show that 

a 
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the same effect exists for air. Thus the velocity of a cluster 

in CO, is not proportional to the electric field when - has 

the value 130 and higher values, and the same holds for air 

when zs has the value 173 and higher values, X being ex- 

pressed in terms of volts per cm. and p in terms of mm. of 
mercury. 

Approximate Evaluation of the Quantities contained 
in Equation (2). 

Although we cannot in some cases use equation (2) to 
determine the quantities /,, k,, and 7 in the way described, 
owing to a want of knowledge of the velocity of an ion cluster 
for large fields, yet by the help of the equations the order of 
magnitude of these quantities can be determined. If ¢ 
denote the period of life of an ion cluster, the number of 
clusters becoming free ions during their passage from gauze 

to plate is a , where ty is the time the clusters are under 
V1 V, 

way. For two different electrical fields X, and X,, to which 
correspond the ionic velocities V,' and V,'', we then have 
approximately 

apne 2 breWal gis@3) at = Ny —= N95 e 

EWE Nin 

where n, and n, denote the number of free ions drawn through 
the gauze corresponding to the fields X, and X, calculated 
on the supposition that no clusters become free ions during 

their passage from gauze to plate. Since t,= ty the equation 
may be written Q 

it 1 
kel a np ra jamnnn SEA CN Malta ic (4) 

and thus gives the order of magnitude of the quantity nh». 
The order of magnitude k, may then be determined by means 
of equation (2). Since K=’,+4,, where K denotes the 
total number of ions drawn through the gauze and is approxi- 
mately equal to the positive leak obtained, the order of 
magnitude of k, and 7 can now readily be found. It can be 
shown by this method that in the case of air, using the first 
and third readings in Table I., the orders of magnitude of the 

re HOC weve, pee Os 
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quantities : and 7 for standard pressure are 107? and 10° 

respectively. Similarly it can be shown that in the case of 
CO, the orders of magnitude of these (eeauiies are 10~? and 
10° respectively. 

Cases in which Equation (2) may be used to Evaluate 
the Quantities it contains. 

In a previous paper Corewlon (2) was applied to calculate 
the values of 7 and ¢, for the clusters in air. It was not 
examined ine the electric field assisted in the breaking 
up of the clusters. If this is done in a similar way as — 
described in this paper, it is found that the curves obtained 
almost overlap, showing that the electric field assists to a 
certain extent in the breaking up of the clusters. It was 
therefore thought desirable to obtain data corresponding to 

7 xX . 

lower values of ee and further experiments were therefore 

carried out with the present form of apparatus. When air 
dried by being bubbled through strong sulphuric acid at a 
pressure of 13 mm. of mercury was in the chamber, the leaks 
13 and 30 were obtained corresponding to the electric fields 
of 800 and 9L0 volts per cm. The corresponding values of 
a are 1:3 and 3:0. An examination in the way described 
shows that the disintegration of the clusters is principally 
due to bombardment by neutral molecules. We obtain in 
the same way as before the equations 

3°834 x 10°= kon + k, 1082 x 10°, 

4-241 x 10°=kon + ky 2°841 x 10°. 

They show that the velocity of a cluster is proportional to 
the field applied for the fields used in this case. The fore- 
going equations may therefore be used to calculate 4, and 
give k;='233. On putting the chamber toa positive potential 
of 800 volts, a leak equal to 9 is obtained, which is approxi- 
mately proportional to the total number of ions drawn 
through the gauze. Therefore 9=k,+4,=k,+°233, and 
thus k,=877. About 2 per cent. of the total ions drawn 
through the gauze are thus in the free state. From one of 
the above equations we then deduce 7=4°08x10°. Since 4 
is proportional to the pressure of the air, at standard pressure 
we have 7=2°385x 108. If the electric field does not assist 
in the disintegration of the clusters, as we have seen is the 
case, the period of life ¢, of a cluster under ordinary conditions 
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at atmospheric pressure is given by t;= i and is thus equal 

to 4119x107‘ sec. If y denote the fraction of free ions 
becoming clusters per second in a number of ions in 
equilibrium yk,;=nk,, and thus y=8:98x10" at standard 

pressure, the ratio - * being independent of the pressure. 
1 

The period of life ¢, of a free ion is given by t= t and thus 
equal to 1:11 x 10-8 sec. ¥ 

From the kinetic theory of gases it follows that an air 
molecule undergoes 1°6 x 10” collisions per second with other 
molecules at standard pressure and temperature of 30°. A 
negative ion cluster therefore undergoes on the. average 
6°7 x 10° collisions before becoming an elementary ion, and 
an elementary ion undergoes 1*8 x 10? collisions before it 
successfully forms a cluster. 

In the application of equation (1) in a previous paper 
mentioned, the total numbers of ions drawn through the 
gauze for different fields were taken equal to the corresponding 
positive leaks obtained, which gives a considerable increase 
of the numbers in question with increase of electric field. 
But we have just seen that this is not permissible; the 
quantity in question is practically independent of the electric 
field when it is large. A recalculation from the data given 
in the paper t gives us the equations 

5°040 x 10°= ken + 1°341 x 108, 

5°092 x 10° = hyn + 1°740 x 108, 

from which it appears that the deviations of the velocity of 
a cluster from being proportional to the electric field are not 
yet so large as to interfere with the calculations. Thus the 
velocity of a cluster is proportional to the electric field for 

77 and lower values of —. From these equations we obtain 

k,='17, and hence lg 18°33 since ky +ke=18°5. One of 
the equations then gives us 7=1°506 x 10‘ corresponding to 
a pressure of 15 mm. of mercury, and at atmospheric pressure 
therefore 7='763x 10°. The distance between gauze and 
plate in these experiments, it should be mentioned, was 
*5 cm. The value of V,« for one of the fields is 

1320 x 1°87 x 760 x 10°73 
15 

and thus large in comparison with 1:506 x 10‘ the value of 
y, which is the criterion for the applicability of equation (2). 

* Loe. cit. + Loe. cit. p. 272. 

=1:3x 10°, 
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It will be seen that the value of the quantity 7, and the 
relative values of k, and k, are of the same order of 
magnitude as those obtained in a previous part of this paper-.. 
It was found impossible to use equation (2) in the case of 
CO,, because the velocity of the negative ion cluster was 
found to be greater than proportional to the electric field 
for the smallest values of @ obtainable from Townsend's 
experiments. 

The Disintegration of Ion Clusters through the Action of 
the Electric Field. 

Results were obtained which show that an electric field 
applied to an ionized gus helps to disintegrate the clusters if 
of appropriate streneth. It is essential in these experiments 
to be able to prove that the effect is not due to the positive: 
ions producing further ions by collision. Now the bends in 
the curves connecting the ionization with the electric field 
for the negative and the positive ions, which indicate the 
fields for which a great increase in ionization by collision 
with increase of field begins to take place, are the further 
separated the smaller the distance between gauze and plate. 
The region over which the coilision ionization due to positive 
ions 1s small in comparison with that due to negative ions. 
thus decreases with this distance. This will appear at once 
from a consideration of the formule for the collision currents. 
for positive and negative ions given by Townsend. In these 
experiments the distance between gauze and plate was there-- 
fore changed to half that in the experiments just described, 
or made equal to °5cm. The curve A in fig. 3 shows the 
currents obtained with the negative ions with CO, at a 
pressure of 1 mm. of mercury plotted against the electric 
field, and the curve © shows the product of 10 and the 
logarithms of the currents to the base 10 plotted against the 
field. The curve B was obtained by plotting the current 
against the electric field when the field was reversed, the. 
production of new ions by collision being now initiated by 
the positive ions. The numbers from which the curves have. 
been plotted are givenin Table Il. The curve D was obtained 
on plotting the logarithms of the currents calculated in the 
way described on the supposition that no ion clusters become- 
free on their passage from gauze to plate. The form of the 
part ab of the curve we have seen indicates that for the- 
corresponding electric fields the ion clusters are principally 
disintegrated through bombardment by neutral molecules. 
Since the part 6c of the curve lies below the curve C, the: 
increase in current observed is greater than if a constant 
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Fig. 3. 
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initial number of free ions were available for the production 
of further ions by collision. The fields corresponding to this 
part of the curve therefore assist in the disintegration of the. 
clusters. The effect cannot be due to the positive ions pro- 
ducing further ions by collision. For it is obvious from the. 
curves A and B that over the region of fields od the number 
of ions for which a positive ion is responsible or engenders is. 
extremely small in comparison with the number for which a 
negative ion is responsible. It may of course be argued 
that the positive ions drawn through the gauze consist of 
elementary ions and clusters, of which the former only would 
be immediately available for engendering the production of 
further ions by collision, and that the bend of the curve B is 
therefore further from the origin than would be the case if 
all the positive ions drawn through the gauze were in an 
elementary state. The evidence that the effect under dis-. 
cussion is due to the breaking up of negative clusters is the 
fact that it becomes more evident when the ionization by 
collision of positive ions decreases in comparison with that by 
negative ions, which, we have seen, is brought about by 
decreasing the distance between gauze and plate. Further 
direct evidence that this is the correct explanation will be 
discussed later. 

If we calculate mp the number of free ions drawn through 
the gauze that would account for the total leak corresponding 
to the field 1120 volts per cm., we obtain 

np = 8003/e°*% °F = 3-9, 
Now the positive leak obtained for the field 880 volts per em. 
is equal to 4, and is approximately proportional to the total . 
number of negative ions drawn through the gauze. Since. 
these numbers are nearly equal to one another, it follows that. 

when the quantity = has reached the value 1120 practically 

all the clusters get broken up on their passage from gauze to. 
plate. 

The velocity of a cluster corresponding to the field 1120 
volts per em. calculated on the supposition that it is the same 
as that of an ion as measured in practice and proportional to 

the electric field, is equal to 760 x °85 x 1120=7:24x oe 3 

It is however greater, since we have seen that the velocity 
of a cluster increases at a greater rate with increase of 
electric field than proportionally to it. It is thus much 
greater than the average velocity of translation of a molecule 
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at 0°, which is equal to 3°96 x 10* = . Since the ion cluster 

gets up momentum during two consecutive collisions, which is 

reduced on collision, its “velocity on collision is very much 
greater than the average velocity of translation of a molecule. 
But some clusters are already disintegrated by the electric 

field when x has the value 640, which corresponds to the 
P 

point b. The calculated velocity of a cluster is then 

Hels i0® = . 
sec. 

The curves in fig. 4, each of which corresponds to a curve 
in fig. 3, were obtained with ( O, at a pressure of 2°3 mm. of 

Fig. 4. 
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mercury, and the curves in fig. 5 with CO, at a pressure of 
5 mm. of mercury. We see that at the pressure 2°3 mm. the 
disintegration over the region od is not so pronounced as at 

the pressure 1 mm., aa at a pressure of 5 mm. the dis- 
integration over that region has practically disappeared, 
But this is to he expected. For a cluster on the average is 
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disintegrated through the action of the electric field only 

when the value of — is greater than a certain value, or the 
P : 

Fig. 5. 
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kinetic energy of a cluster on collision greater than a certain 
minimum value, as will be explained more fully further on. 

Now the values of a corresponding to the point din these 

three cases are respectively 1140, 556, and 280, and thus 
stand in descending order of magnitude. The extent of 
disintegration of the clusters over the region in question 
should therefore decrease with these values. ‘Table II. 
contains the values from which the curves in figs. 3 and 4 
were plotted. 

The curves A, B, C, and D in fig. 6 were obtained with air 
at a pressure of 2°3 mm. of mercury. The curve HK, corre- 
sponding in type to curve C, was obtained with the pressure 
3 mm. of mercury. They show that the negative ion clusters 
in air are disintegrated by an electric field if of appropriate 
strength. Curves were obtained for different pressures which 
showed the same characteristics as the curves obtained 
for CQ, at different pressures. The curves in fig. 7 were 
obtained with hydrogen at a pressure of 15 mm. of mercury. 
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They also show that the negative ion clusters in hydrogen are 
disintegrated by an electric field if of appropriate strength. 

The value of - for the first point of the curve C in fig. 6 
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for air is 220, and 4:3 x 1 
sec. 

lated velocity of a cluster. The velocity of translation of a 

molecule of air at 0°C. is 4°92 x Lae The value of & 

for the first point of the curve C in fig. 7 for hydrogen is 53, 
the corresponding calculated velocity of a cluster being equal 

is the corresponding calcu- 

to 2°6 x 10’ —— . The thermal velocity of a molecule at 0° C. 

is 1°859x 10°. It appears, therefore, that the velocity of 
disintegration of an ion cluster is much greater than the 
average thermal velocity of a corresponding molecule. The 
distance between plate and gauze in these experiments was 
-5 em. The values from which the curves were plotted will 
be found in Table ITI. 

Phil. Mag.8. 6. Vol. 27, No. 162. June 1914, 3 Q 
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Tasze III. 

| Jae Hydrogen. 7 

Press. 3 mm. Press. 2°5 mm. Press. 6 mm. Press. 15 mm. 

Field| Neg. | Field| Neg. Pos. | Field | Neg. Field | Neg. ‘Pos. 
perem.| current. |percm.| current. | current. |percm.| current. ||percm.| current.| current. 
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The Chances of a Negative Ion Cluster disintegrating and 
of a Positive Ion producing New Ions by Collision. 

The study of the values in Table IL. brings out further 
interesting properties of the negative ion clusters and of the 
positive ions. It was found that the current, when negative 
ions were drawn through the gauze, suddenly increased 
enormously for electric fields in the neighbourhood of the 
point d, for which it will be seen the collision current for the 
positive ions drawn through the gauze suddenly and rapidly 
increases. This is evidently due to the positive ions made by 
the negative ions becoming very efficient in the production of 
further ions by collision. Since there is a sudden increase 
in the current over the same region of fields whether positive 
or negative ions are drawn through the gauze, the initial 
positive ions must be largely of the same nature in both 
cases. When negative ions are drawn through the gauze the 
initial positive ions are in the elementary state, being pro- 
duced by collision of the negative ions, but when positive 
ions are drawn through the gauze these ions represent the 
initial positive lions, and therefore probably consist of 
elementary ions and clusters of various complexities. These 
clusters are, however, probably easily disintegrated by the 
electric field. The sudden increase of the current for the 
negative ions in question cannot be due to a sudden increase 
in disintegration of the negative clusters, because it appears 
apart from the separation of the curves C and D. Compare 
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fig. 5 with Table II. for example, the separation of the curves 
Cand D isa measure of the disintegration of the clusters which 
evidently is small over the region od. But for stronger fields a 
sudden increase in the negative and positive current occurs. 
This indicates that for electric fields of certain strength the 
chance of a positive ion to produce a new ion by collision 
per cm. of its path, may be greater than that of a negative 
cluster to get broken up. ‘This is not at all unlikely. The 
electron attached to a molecule assumes such a position that 
its potential energy is a minimum. This would be realized 
to its greatest conceivable extent when the electron is sur- 
rounded by the atoms of the molecule; and an electron getting 
attached toa molecule would therefore tend to creep inside it. 
To dislodge the electron the electric field would have to 
give an amount of kinetic energy to the molecule which 
would more or less cause it to be broken up by collision with 
other molecules. This kinetic energy obviously need not 
have the same value as that which must be given to a positive 
ion to enable it to produce further ions by collision. 

The Variation of the Chance of Disintegration of an Lon. 
Cluster with the Temperature of the Gas. 

The experiments of E. Gold and H. A. Wilson on the 
velocity of ions in a flame show that the negative ions are in 
the elementary state. The temperature of a flame is in the 
neighbourhood of 1500°C., and the velocity of a molecule or 
ion cluster is thus about 2°3 that it has at room temperature. 
Now we have seen that the velocity that must be given by an 
electric field to a cluster to disintegrate it at ordinary tempe- 
ratures is much greater than 2°3 times the velocity of 
translation. It appears, therefore, that the velocity a cluster 
must possess in order to become disintegrated decreases with 
increase of temperature of the gas, whether the velocity of 
the disintegrating cluster is the result of temperature or an 
electric field. Of course, the electric field increases the 
temperature of a cluster through giving motion to it, but it 
collides with molecules at a much Jower temperature if the 
gas is at room temperature. But when the disintegration is. 
due to the gas being at a high temperature, the velocity of 
each colliding body is more or less the same. Also, in the 
former case the ion cluster constantly loses energy by heat 
radiation, while in the latter case it receives as much as it 
loses. Thus the clusters may be in different states internally 
in these two cases. A change in behaviour of a cluster 
under an electric field with rise of temperature may there- 
fore be expected. 

dQ 2 
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Indications as to the Nature of the Negative Ion Clusters in a 
Gas and the Magnitude of their Mean Free Paths of 
INisintegration. 

It will have been observed that the curves obtained on 
plotting the logs of the currents against the electric field 
show more or less marked kinks. ‘They appear to indicate 
that for the corresponding electric fields the average or mean 
free path of dissociation of a cluster is equal to the distance 
between gauze and plate. We have seen that the mean free 
path of a cluster should increase with increase of electric field 
till it reaches a maximum and then decrease. Therefore, 
when the electric field is very small the average mean free ~ 
path will lie between gauze and plate. As the field is in- 
creased the averaye path gradually becomes equal to the 
distance between gauze and plate. Therefore a discontinuity 
should occur in the current corresponding to this point. This 
discontinuity is rendered less marked than it would otherwise 
be by the fact that the clusters drawn through the gauze 
are in different stages of disintegration through molecular 
collision, and that the possible free paths of a cluster are not 
equal to one another but are grouped about a mean free path. 
The tangent to the current curve at this point would evidently 
therefore undergo a sudden decrease in value with increase 
of field. For larger fields than corresponding to this point 
the mean free path is greater than the distance between 
gauze and plate, the maximum path defined being in this 
case greater than this distance. But if the field be 
sufficiently increased, a point will be reached when the 
average path is again equal to the distance between gauze 
and plate. As before, this would be attended by a dis- 
continuity in the current. Thus each kind of cluster drawn 
through the gauze gives rise to two kinks in the logarithm 
current curve. These kinks may be called first and second 
order kinks respectively. From the discussion of the average 
path, it appears that corresponding to a kink of the first order 
the disintegration of clusters is principally due to bombard- 
ment by neutral molecules, and corresponding toa kink of the 
second order principally due to the action of the electric 
field. The effect of ionization by collision is smaller, corre- 
sponding to a kink of the first order rather than to a kink of 
the second order, since the electric field is smallerin the former 
case, and the former kink should therefore be less conspicuous 
than the latter. The kinks produced by one kind of cluster 
would very probably not coincide with those produced by 
another kind. Thus experiments of the nature carried out 
might furnish some information on the number of different 
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clusters that can exist ina gas.. It appears froma study o£ 
the curves that the clusters consist largely, if not exclusively, 
of clusters of one kind. Of course some of the clusters, 
especially complex ones, might get broken up through the 
action of the electric field before ionization by collision comes 
in. The kinks would be absent in this region. ‘The number 
of such clusters, if they exist, is, however, much smaller than 
the number corresponding to the one kind of cluster which 
is conspicuously stable. Thus consider the curve C in fig. 3: 
for CO,. It shows one kink only, evidently of the second 
order. The calculated number of free ions drawn through 
the gauze that would account for the current corresponding 
to the point bis about °02 per cent. of the total number of 
ions drawn through the gauze. The calculated number of 
free ions corresponding to the point d we have seen is 
practically equal to the number of ions drawn through the 
gauze. ‘Thus practically all the clusters become elementary 
ions over the region od, and consist of one kind only since 
the part of the curve CU for this region shows one kink only. 
The curve C for Hy, in fig. 7 also shows one kink only which 
is of the second order. The apparent percentages of the 
numbers of ions drawn through the gauze which are in the 
form of clusters corresponding to the fields 800 and 1120 
volts per cm. are roughly 95 and 38 respectively. ‘Thus 
about 60 per cent. of the clusters become free ions over the 
region 0b, and consist at least approximately of clusters of 
one kind. With air at a pressure 2°5 mm. of mercury tliere 
appears no kink in the region od of the curve C in fig. 6. 
But when the pressure is 3 mm. of mercury a kink appears, 
as shown by the curve E in the figure. At a pressure of 
6 mm., however, again no kink appears. We shall see 
presently that the position of the kink on the logarithm 
current curve for any given cluster varies in a complicated 
way with the pressure of the gas and the strength of the 
electric field. 

The kinks in the curve, we have seen, indicate when the 
mean free path of a cluster is equal to the distance between 
gauze and plate. Thus the mean free path of a cluster in 
CO, at a pressure of 4 mm. of mercury is equal to *5 em. 

when the value of ~ is equal to 930. At a pressure of 

2°3 mm. of mercury the mean free path is equal to the same 
va Vial 

é ». : xX 
distance when — has the value 348. When — has the 

value 64 in hydrogen at a pressure of 15 mm. of mercury, the 
mean free path is also equal to *5 cm. The disintegration of 
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‘the clusters in these cases, we have seen, is principally due to 
the action of the electric field. Since the mean free path at 
constant pressure passes through a maximum as the electric 
field is increased from zero upwards, these mean free paths 
lie in the region corresponding to the fields which are greater 
than that corresponding to the maximum path. 

The kink in curve C in fig. 5 for CO, at a pressure of 
5 mm. of mercury is one of the first order. For since the 
curve D hes above the curve C the disintegration of a cluster 
is principally due to bombardment by neutral molecules. 
The mean free path of a cluster under these conditions is thus 

5 em. when a has the value 180. The period of life of a 

cluster in CO, at a pressure of 5 mm. of mercury under 
ordinary conditions is thus equal to the time it takes to pass 
over its mean free path. This time is equal to 

Rye 25) 

760 x °85 x 900 

and the period of life of an ion cluster at atmospheric 
pressures thus equal to 2°83 x 107® sec. since it varies in- 
versely as the pressure. But the period of life is less than 
this value, since we have seen that the velocity of an ion 
cluster is not greater than proportional to the electric field for 
fields of the strength used. It seems thus to be considerably 
less than the period of life of anion cluster in air at a standard 
pressure which was found to be of the order 107’ sec. by a 
different method in a previous part of the paper. 

= 43x 10s? sec:. 

The Effect of Light- Waves on the Stability of a Negative 
Lon Cluster. 

An experiment was carried out to test whether the negative 
ion clusters are dissociated by light-waves of much greater 
wave-length than those waves which constitute ultra-violet 
light. The light from a Nernst lamp was allowed to pass 
through a mica window into the gas between gauze and 
plate and could be cut off at will. But no appreciable 
difference was observed in the collision current between the 
light on and off when air was in the chamber. However, 
other gases will be tried some of which may show the effect 
looked for. The method is extremely sensitive, thus a change 

, | of 1 per cent. of the clusters would about double the collision 
| current. 
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Previous Experiments on Negative Ion Clusters. 

In a previous paper the writer has studied the currents 
when negative ions were drawn through the gauze for fields 
of different strengths using a large number of different 
gases. It was found that for the larger number of gases the 
current, when the effect of ionization by collision became 
appreciable, could be accounted for by supposing a small 
fraction only of the ions drawn through the gauze in the 
free state. Theclusters in these gases would thus require, 
generally speaking, a large field to disintegrate them. The 
gases which appeared to be exceptional were CCl,, C,Hg, 
and CS., and the clusters in these gases are thus either dis- 
integrated by a comparatively weak field, or the proportion 
of free ions to clusters in a number of ions in equilibrium is 
larger than in the other gases. 

A Formula for the Mean Free Path of Disintegration 

of an Ion Cluster. 

It will be of interest to obtain a formula for the mean free 
path of disintegration of an ion cluster. Let n, denote the 
number of chances per cm. of path an ion cluster would 
have to break up when moving under the action of an electric 
field, due to being bombarded by neutral molecules. If V 
denote the velocity of a cluster under unit electric field, and 
¢, its period of life under ordinary conditions, the value of 
ny, if the electric field applied be denoted by X, is given by 

4m4= a Now foo and V= —, where p denoies 

the pressure of the gas and M, and M, are constants which 

depend only on its nature, and hence n= Next shes EE 
XM,M,- 

let n, denote the number of chances an ion cluster would 
have per cm. of its path of breaking up due to the action of 
the electric field. A cluster probably breaks up when the 
kinetic energy imparted to it by the electric field exceeds a 
certain maximum value BH. An ion will thus acquire the 
requisite velocity to disintegrate under the force X when it 
travels freely along a distance x such that eXx>H, or when 
X« exceeds a certain potential P. The quantity n, then 
denotes the number of free paths per cm. which exceed the 
distance z In going through the element dz of these paths 
the number of chances of disintegration will be proportional 
to no'.dx, hence —dng=kn,..da, where k is a constant. On 

* Toc. cit. 
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integration this equation gives ue=ce~™, where ¢ is an 
arbitrary constant. When #=0 the chance of a cluster 
getting disintegrated through a single collision with a neutral. 
molecule is unity, hence c=N, where N denotes the number 
of collisions the cluster undergoes in passing over 1 cm., or 
c=Nyp, where N, denotes the number of collisions at 
standard pressure. Since —-#.dmn, is the sum of the paths 
whose lengths are between #2 and «+dza, the sum of all the 
paths in one cm. is 

0 eo 

-{ pe in={ Nivea ole 
N 0 

which gives k=N=N,p. The value of n, is then given by 
_NopP P 

ng=Npe ~ , putting G=y; the value of the path at the 

-end of which an ion cluster is disintegrated. The number of 
chances an ion cluster would have of disintegrating in passing 
over one cm., due to the bombardment by neutral molecules 
and the action of the electric field, is approximately equal to 
the sum of the chances of each considered separately, or equal 
to m,+7 . The mean free path L of disintegration of the 
cluster is the reciprocal of this expression, or 

NoPp 
x 

tf! é 

cr ae 4 2p NoPp* ; 7 } (5) 

oP Sante Me 

We have seen that it passes through a maximum as the 
electric field is increased. Strictly, it is the average free 
path about which all the different paths are grouped according 
to some law of distribution resembling that applying to the 
ordinary mean free paths of a molecule. This arises from 
the fact that the ordinary free path of a molecule is not 
constant, and that the molecules at any instant in a gas have 
different velocities. The formula was obtained on the 
supposition that the velocity of a cluster is proportional to 
the electric field. This is, however, not likely to hold in 
most cases, as we have seen. 

- The period of life ¢; of an ion cluster under the action of 
an electric field is given by 

NoPp 
[Nas Wipe snaulB Da ace is 
3 == Wa a ofp, & eos 

ay XMN+ Pe * 
; 1 

It remains constant with increase of electric field till the 
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field assists in breaking up the clusters, after which it 
decreases. When the period of life is constant it is the same 
as that of a cluster not under the action of an electric field 
and in equilibrium with free ions. In that case ¢; is given 

by Baha, where » denotes the fraction of clusters 

becoming free ions per second of a number of clusters and 
free ions in equilibrium with one another. The mean free 
path of disintegration of a cluster under the action of an 
electric field is then also given by the equation 

— 
igo. © 
XM 

or L= >, ° ° e ° e ° C) (7) 

since 7=pM;, where M; depends only on the nature of the 
gas. 

Summary. 

1. Experimental evidence was obtained that the negative 
ion clusters in a gas are gradually disintegrated through 
bombardment by neutral molecules, and consequently a con- 
dition of equilibrium is that the free negative ions should 
gradually form clusters. ‘he average period of life of a 
negative ion cluster in air not specially dried at atmospheric 
pressure was calculated to be 4:2 x 10‘ sec. and that of an 
elementary negative ion 1:1 x10-*sec. The corresponding 
periods of life in CO, were shown to be of the same order of 
magnitude. 

2. Hvidence was also obtained that the velocity of a 
negative ion cluster is greater than proportional to the 
electric field whose order of magnitude is the same as that 
producing readily ionization by collision. This is the case 

in air not specially dried for values of ze equal to 173 and 

higher values, where X denotes the electric field per em. and 
p the pressure of the gas in mm. of mercury. 

3. The negative ion clusters in a gas are disintegrated by 
an electric field if of sufficient strength through the velocity 
given to the clusters, the field being of the same order of 
magnitude as that producing ionization by collision. The 
magnitude of the effect, like ionization by collision, gradually 
increases with increase of electric field, which is best shown 
by curves. It may be stated, however, that the clusters are 

ae X 
disintegrated in the case of air, CO, and H, when fs has 
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approximately respectively the values 320, 640, 53, and 
higher values. 

4. It may happen that for a certain pressure of the gas 
and intensity of electric field the chance of a negative cluster 
to get broken up in passing over a given distance is less than 
the chance of a positive ion to produce a new ion by collision. 

5. The number of different clusters in a gas is to a certain 
extent indicated by kinks on a curve. It appears that the 
majority of negative clusters consist of one kind only. 

6. The kinks in the curve enable us to obtain the mean 
free path of disintegration of a cluster under the conditions 
of the experiment, that is, the distance a cluster has to run 
under the electric field before getting disintegrated. Thus, 
when the disintegration was due to the effect of the electric 
field, the mean free path was ‘5 cm. in the gases CO, and Hy, 
corresponding to the pressures 4 and 15, in mm. of mercury, 
and the fields 3720 and 960, in volts per cm. 

7. A theoretical formula for the mean free path of dis- 
integration was deduced. 

In conclusion I wish to thank Sir J. J. Thomson for the 
interest shown in this research, which was carried out at the 
Cavendish Laboratory. It should also be mentioned that the 
cost of the air-condenser, and the other part of the apparatus 
(used previously), was covered by a research grant from the 
Royal Society. 

Cambridge, 
January 20, 1914. 
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1. Introduction. 

A lee present paper deals with the purely thermodynamical 
theory of certain two-phase ternary systems, which 

have ee been studied mainly from a physico-chemical 
standpoint. * Communicated by the Author. 
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Pure thermodynamics deals,.of course, with those relation- 
ships between experimental data, which are deducible from 
the two fundamental laws of thermodynamics, and which 
are independent, therefore, of any assumption as to the 
chemical structure of the svstems under consideration. The 
purely thermodynamical theory of a phenomenon is not only 
interesting in itself, but forms a very desirable preliminary 
to any chemical theorising. In the case of the systems dealt 
with in the present paper (as in many other cases) the 
formulation of chemical theories has preceded the develop- 
ment of the purely thermodynamical theory—an inversion of 
the natural order of development which has been an abundant 
source of error. 

The method of relating thermodynamically the different 
phenomena under consideration, adopted in the present 
work, will be similar to the method adopted in a previous 
work* dealing with binary mixtures. The chemical poten- 
tials of the components will be regarded as fundamental 
magnitudes, and in each system studied the experimental 
data will be related to the potentials. In this way the data 
will be related to each other in a simple and symmetrical 
manner. 

2. The General Theory of Chemical Potential in a 
Ternary Misture tf. 

Consider a homogeneous system containing masses Mo, My, 
and M, of three components ©), Cy, and C, respectively. 
Let ® (My, M,, M,, p, 0) represent the thermodynamical 
eel: of the system at a pressure p and temperature @. 

et 

-— ® (My, My, Ms, p, @) =F; (Mo, Mi, Mo, p,@) (@=0, 1, 2) 

(1) 

The quantities F'; are called the chemical potentials of the 
components. Since ® is a homogeneous function of Mo, My, 
and M, of the first degree, we may write 

t=2 

®= > F; (Mo, My, Ms, P; GM tae ae (2) 
1=0 

* Phil. Mag. xxii. p. 933 (1911); xxiii. p. 483 (1912); xxv. p. 31 
(1913). 
+ Duhem, La Mécanique Chimique, vol. iii. pp. 1-15, 306, 330. 
{ Gibbs’s ¢ function. 
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From equations (1) and (2) we can readily deduce the 
equations 

On or ate 
Mose, tou, t Mon, 

oF oF oF, 
Moxa. + Mi + Mr =i) ue e ° (4) 

fo oF oF, 
5m, t “45m, +M, 29M, — 5 ° ° e (5) 

Since 02D 0’® 

OM:oM; ~ oMjoM 70M? 

we have Ol; Wok: 
sau (6) 

OF, OF ae 

=0.. See 

Mo 

oM, oM, 

Sue aya Sit=3, 

Now the chemical potentials are homogeneous functions of 
Mo, M,, and M, of zero degree, and hence can be written in 
the form /i(s,, 52, p, 6)(t=0, 1, 2), where s;=M,/M, and 
Sso=M,/My. From the above equations we can readily deduce 
the equations 

S/o 4 5, Sh +592 = = 

Ofo ah 5 Lf =o, Po (Le 

Of . Of |) a 

Consider two homogeneous systems, the one containing 
masses M,+6M,, M,+6M,, M.+6M,, and the other masses 
M,—6M), M,—éM,, M,—6M, of the components Co, C;, and 
C, respectively. Unless the equations 

OM, 6M, 6M, 

are verified, the two systems will differ in composition, and 
if they are placed in communication with each other, dif- 
fusion will occur and finally a homogeneous system. will 
result. This irreversible process must result in a diminution 
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of the thermodynamical potential, so that provided equations 
(12) are not verified, we must have 

@ (2M, 2M, p, 0) < © (My +8M,, M,+5M,, M,+SM,, p, 8) 

+ © (M,—8M,, M,—6M,, M,—8M,, p, 6) 
(13) 

From this inequality we can readily deduce the following 
inequalities : 

ae SEN ct 
0 

STL >0, Jy tty 2b Neti Ne ail a (ILS) fy) 

or 
su, 7° el see Ahan (alts) 

and also three inequalities of the form 

H; OF; OF: 2 : C Sai, — (Su, SG E2 ip a (Gig) 

Expressing the chemical potentials in terms of the concen- 
trations s; and s,, we readily obtain the inequalities 

oh 50 eit i0 ch apa peeve mapdana (lls) 

SRT 2 1G) 

Of: Of2_ (Of) Soe ($2) >0 (20) 

In my previous work on binary systems I used, as far as 
possible, special symbols for the differential coefficients of 
the chemical potentials. I shall adopt a similar plan in the 
present work, using the following special symbols : 

Saj (81, Sa, p, 8) = Ly (Giyeeny onde) } 
y 

Ec; (s1, S95 Ps 0) = a (sy, S95 P> 0) > thay a 

is (s1, Sa 2» = of (s1, $2) P> @) | 
J 
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This notation is convenient for many reasons, the chief of 

which is that the ordinary differential notation is ambiguous 

in cases where there is a relation between the variables. 

Thus if II is the vapour pressure of a solution of concen- 

trations s, and s, at a temperature 0, the symbol 

2h sh «, IL, 8) 

may mean either the quantity 

[ea (Sy, Say Ps | ; 

which, according to the above system of notation, is denoted 
by Si: (si, 52, H, 6), or the quantity 

II 
Su (si, sq, II, 0)+P, (s1, so, II, 0) a 

The quantities P; are connected with the specific volume 
v (81) S, P, 9) of the mixture by the equations 

Py (susp, 8) =0 (61 SPs 0140+ 5) (42 +5492), 
O52 

(21) 

Py (51, S9, P, 9) =v (1, $2, p, 9) + (1+ 81 + 59) ge se a ee 

P, (si, So, P) 0) wu. (sy, So, 2, @) + (at a sto) Se ae 
(23) 

It is easily proved that P,;is the increase of volume of a 
large mass of the mixture when unit mass of (; is added 
LO tis) 

3. The Variation of the Chemical Potentials with 
the Composition of the Mixture. 

In the case of a binary mixture the further addition of 
one of the components raises the chemical potential of that 
component and lowers that of the other. From inequalities. 
(14), (15), and (16) we see that in the case of a ternary 
mixture the further addition of one of the components raises 
the chemical potential of that component. It does not follow 
from this, however, that this addition necessarily lowers the 
chemical potential of the other components. 
We will examine this point a little more closely. Suppose 
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that the further addition of (; raises the chemical potential 

of C,, 2. e. that 

From equation (6) we see that 

oF, 
aM, = (0) 

From equation (4) and inequality (15) we see that 

OF 
aI <0. 

From equation (5) and inequality (16) we see that 

From equations (7) and (8) respectively we see that 

OF, 
OM, 

and OF, 

OM, 

We may therefore draw the following conclusions with 
respect to the variation of the chemical potentials with the 
composition of the mixture. 

(1) The further addition of one component raises the 
chemical potential of that component, and may either raise 
or lower the potential of another component. 

(2) Jf the further addition of a component A raises (lowers) 
the potential of a component B, then the further addition of 
B raises (lowers) the chemical potential of A. 

(3) If two components thus cause, by their further addition 
to the mixture, a mutual raising of each other’s potentials, 
any other two components must cause a mutual lowering. 

<0), 

<0. 

A. Equilibrium between Liquid and Vapour Phases. 

Suppose that a liquid mixture of Co, C,, and Cy, is in 

equilibrium with a mixture of the vapours of these com- 
ponents. If for quantities relating to the vapour phase, we 
use the corresponding symbol relating to the liquid phase, 
with the addition of an asterisk, the equilibrium equations 
may be written in the form 

hi (si, S2) II, 0) = f* ("; Sy" IM 0) ois (7=0, is 2). . (24) 
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These equations determine the vapour pressure II and the 
concentrations s,* and s,* as functions of s,, s,, and 0. Ifwe 
differentiate these equations with respect to s, and so, we 
obtain six equations containing the following quantities :— 

the twelve quantities, 

= and © of We Si and S9*, 
1 2 

) of to hy fos So» Hike 
ti, 

which may be determined experimentally ; 
and the twelve differential coefficients, 

* 

gf and oe @=0, 1) 29 =45 2): 

The twelve differential coefficients are reducible to six by 

means of equations (9), (10), (11) and the corresponding 

equations relating to the vapour phase. The coefficients 

may therefore be evaluated in terms of the experimental 

magnitudes. Hence the experimental data relating to the 

equilibrium suffice for the complete thermodynamical stud 

of the mixture. If one of the components is involatile, both 

the number of equations and the number of differential 

coefficients are reduced to four, so that the complete study 

is still possible. If, however, only one component is volatile, 

the complete study is not possible. 

Considerable simplification is introduced if it is assumed 

that the mixture of vapours obeys the partial pressure law. 

The equilibrium equations may then be written in the form 

fo (S15 82, UH, G\== hh, (To, CO) eee (25) 

Fi (Gio Se, 1, @) =F, Gh?) - 2 ee 

Ta (81, $25 ,0)=F, a. ¢), : = ae 

where II; is the partial pressure and F’; the chemical potential 

of the vapour of C;. If in addition we neglect the specific 

volumes of the liquid components in comparison with those 

of the vapours, we may regard the chemical potentials of the 

components in the liquid phase as independent of the pressure, 

so that we obtain by differentiation | 

Ti: /. 
Si; (Si S29 P; ¢)= V;, (I., 0) 1=0,1,2:7=1, 2) 

where V: is the specific volume of the vapour of C;, and p is 

any pressure not too far removed from the vapour pressure. 
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From equations (9), (10), City: and (28) we can deduce. 
immediately the following equations 

Vi(Mo, 8) 2? + 5, Vi(H,, 6) SU +5, Voll, 6) S22 =0, (29) 
fora ols 

II oll II Vo (Mo, 6) 9+ Vil, 8) Sot +s,Va(Ty, 6) $2? =, (30) 
lai oll, a 

V(b, Le ar Vo(II,, 0) “Os, ° . (3 1) 

If we assume that the vapours behave as ideal gases, 2. e. 
that 

RO 
IIL,V; (IL, CG) = aa 5.0 g=0, ue 74) ° ° (32) 

where R is the gas constant and m, the molecular weight of 
the vapour of C,; and if we write 

$1 
C¢) = — 

my, 

SgMq 
Co = ) 

Mo 

where c, and ¢, are the molecular concentrations of C, and 
C, respectively, then equations (29), (30), and (31) become} 

0 log II, 0 log TI, Olog TI, _ 

f OC a 0C1 ae OC a 

0 log II, 0 log IT, O log II, _ ! 

oo) fore fo ne 
Clos Mion oles Ua, yy, 
Wire ia” (35) 

These three equations correspond to the single Duhem- 
Margules equation for a binary mixture. 

If the component C, is involatile equation (30) contains 
an indeterminate term, and equations (29) and (31) give 

(33)) 

oly oll, oll . 
Vo(Ho, ee + 5, V1 (Ih, @) ae + s2V,(II;, @) ae =0. (36) 

Similarly equations (83), (384), and (35) reduce to 

0 log Ty 0 log I; O log IT, _ ; 

om iidah tan rece 
We shall return to the consideration of vapour pressure in the 

next section. It may be remarked here that the three general 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. 3R 
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laws stated at the end of section 3 are true if the term 
“‘ partial pressure” is substituted for ‘ chemical potential.” 

d. Solubility Influence. 

Suppose that a solid substance C, is in equilibrium with a 
solution of C, in a liquid mixture of C, and ©,. The con- 
centration s, of C, in the mixture is determined as a function 
of the pressure, temperature, and concentration s, of C,, by 
the equation 

f(s, S25 P> ) = ho(p, 0), : C 0 : (38) 

where ¢, is the chemical potential of C, in the pure solid state. 
Differentiating equation (38) with respect to s; we obtain 

the equation 
OS» Sor(s1, Se, P> 0) ‘ Se ee Me 
fos Seo(S1, S25 2, 8) Sire 

If we regard C, as the solvent and ©, as an added substance 
whose effect on the solubility is being studied, then s. may 
be termed the solubility of C, in the binary mixture of CG, 
andC,. Of course, if C,is a liquid perfectly miscible with Cp, 
this mode of defining the solubility is quite an arbitrary one. 

From equation (39) we see that the further addition of 
C, increases or decreases the solubility of C,, according as it 
lowers or raises the chemical potential of C,. This, of course, 
is evident from general considerations. If, for example, the 
further addition of C, raises the chemical potential of C,, 
then the addition of (©, to the saturated solution will make 
the potential of C, greater than that of the solid C2, and in 
the presence of the latter will cause a certain amount of C, 
to be precipitated. 

In the following table are given the results of measure- 
ments of the solubility of cane-sugar (C,) in mixtures of 
water (Cy) and alcohol (C,)*. 

TABLE I. 

Temperature 14° ©, 

5) S2 

0 1:94 

087 1-82 

194 1:70 

328 1-62 ~ 

501 1°44 

* Quoted by.Rothmund, Ldsichkeit und Léstchkettsbeenflussung, p. 140. 
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We see from this table that the addition of alcohol toa 
solution of sugar in a mixture of alcohol and water raises 
the chemical potential of the sugar. Hence by equation (6) 
the addition of sugar must raise the chemical potential of 
the alcohol. Strictly speaking, equation (39) justifies these 
statements for solutions only in the neighbourhood of satu- 
ration. A little consideration will show, however, that the 
statements are probably true over a considerable range of 
values of the concentrations. Consider a mixture for which 
s;=0 and s,=1:44. The chemical potential of sugar in the 
mixture will be less than that of pure sugar. If alcohol be 
added till s,=°501, then the chemical potential will rise to 
that of pure sugar. Of course the first addition might cause 
the potential of sugar to fall, but it is reasonable to suppose 
that a rise occurs over a considerable range of values of s,, 
if not from zero to ‘501. 

In a binary mixture, the two components exert a lowering 
effect on each other’s potentials. Hence ina ternary mixture 
in which one of the components forms only a very small 
proportion of the whole mass, the other two components 
must exert a lowering effect on each other’s potentials. 
Thus in a system containing alcohol, sugar, and a very small 
amount of water, the further addition of alcohol must lower 
the chemical potential of the sugar. Hence as the numbers 
in the first column are increased a point must be reached 
when the numbers in the second column begin to increase. 
This of course is simple common sense. When the solvent 
medium is practically pure alcohol, the amount of sugar dis- 
solved will be proportional to the amount of alcohol present. 
In any system of this kind, if s, be plotted against s, the 
curve is asymptotic to a straight line through the origin 
whose slope measures the solubility of C, in Qj. 

If the addition of C, lowers the solubility of C, in Co, it 
raises the potential of C,, and hence from equation (11) we 
see that the addition of C, raises the potential of C,. Hence 
from equation (10) we see that the addition of C, lowers the 
potential of Co. If, however, the addition of ©, raises the 
solubility, the addition of C, lowers the potential of C,, and 
hence from equation (10) we see that the addition of OC, may 
either raise or lower the potential of Cy. We will next, 
therefore, find the condition which must be fulfilled with 
respect to the solubility in order that the addition of C, may 
raise the potential of Co. 

From equations (10) and (39) we can deduce the equation 

fo) (2) Sos Pye Sede S| TELE | pen ye athe 
Sj Os) $1 — Soo * e v e d . (40) 
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Hence, if the addition of C, raises not merely the solubility 
of Co, but also the ratio of this solubility to the concentration 
of C,, the addition of C, raises the chemical potential of Co. 
An example of this is afforded by the system water (Co), 
zinc chloride (C,), and zine oxide (C,)* (except in the case 
of very large values of s,), as will bs seen from Table II. 

TABLE II, 

Ordinary Temperature. 

100 s,. 100 g,. $,/$,- 

8:22 0137 0017 

23°24 138 0051 

51:5 604 0117 

569 “723 0127 

62°85 884 ‘0141 

96-00 1°792 ‘0186 

144'8 2°64 0182 

203-0 Ness) ‘0078 

We have thus three cases of solubility influence :— 
(1) Solubility Lowering: the addition of C, to the two- 

phase system precipitates C,, the addition of Cp. 
causes more C, to dissolve. In this case S.)<0, 
Sox 0, and Sy.>0. 

(2) Solubility Raising: the addition of C, causes more 
U, to dissolve, the addition of Co precipitates C,. 
In this case S.1 <0, Soo>0, and Sy<0. 

(3) Solubility Raising: the addition of either C, or C, 
causes more (, to dissolve. 

If Cy) and C, are perfectly miscible liquids, the distinction 
between cases (1) and (2) is merely an arbitrary one depend- 
ing on which component is called the solvent. 

The system water (Cy), hydrochloric acid (C,), and lead 
chloride (C.) affords an example of each of these three cases f. 
For small values of s;, Q82/Os, is negative, but becomes 
positive for higher values of s,, and increases still more as 
s, increases. Hence from the value s;=0 to the value at 
which s, is a minimum, we have case (1); from this latter 
value to the value at which s,/s,; is a minimum we have 
case (3); for still higher values of s; we have case (2). 

* Annual Tables, vol. 1. eee p- 899 (1912). 
+ Rothmund, Joc. ett. p. 1765. 
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If we differentiate equation (38) with respect to the 
pressure, we obtain the equation 

O82 ve va( p, 9) — Po(si, 82, ps 9) (41) 

Op ie Soo(s1, So, D> 0) aan ete 

where v, is the specific volume of C, in the solid state. When 
a mass 6M, of C, passes from the solid to the liquid mixture 
in the neighbourhood of saturation the decrease of volume 
is (v,—P,) SM,. Moreover, Se is always positive. Hence 
equation (41) is in agreement with the general principle of 
the displacement of equilibrium by variations of pressure*. 

Differentiating equation (38) with respect to the tempera- — 
ture, we obtain the equation 

OS, eis po (ps 0) —fo'(s1, So, iz 0) (42) 

OO) S22(S1, 82, P, 7) aaa 

where ¢,'=0¢,/00. If now [5(s,,82,p,@) denote the heat 
of solution of C, in the saturated liquid mixture (heat 
evolved) we have t 

0( ie — dz’) =i 5( Sis So, DP, 0). 

Hence we have 

OSs Glas P» 0) ORO ae Sa Vea gto) ve sagen sO 
ole ASo0(s1, So, Ps 0) ( 

It will readily be seen that this equation is in agreement 
with the general principle of the displacement of equilibrium 
by variations of temperature f. 

From equations (41) and (43) we obtain 

3s; 
0d at ts lo(s1, So, Ps 0) 

os Of vo( p, 0) — P2(s1, 82, p, A) } (44) 

P 

Hence if simultaneous increments dp and 66 of the pressure 
and temperature respectively, cause no change in the solu- 
bility, we have 

Op jab lo( sy, So, Ps 0) (45) 

60 ae O{v( p, 0) —P2(s,, So, P> Q) \ ; ; 

An equation similar to this, applicable to a binary solution, 

* Duhem, La Mécanique Chimique, vol. i. p. 146. 
+ Duhem, Joc. crt. vol. iii. p. 127. 
t Duhem, Joc. cit. vol. i. p. 184. 

oe 3 ; 5 RE oa. 10 [ote po sep ne er 2 ee eg = 
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has been obtained previously and tested experimentally *. 
A similar equation will evidently apply to the case of a 
single solid component in equilibrium with a solution in a_ 
solvent medium containing any number of components. 
We will now consider the relation between solubility in- 

fluence and vapour pressure. Let us first assume that C, 
and C, are volatile and , is involatile—a case often occurring 
in practice. We will assume that the binary vapour mixture 
obeys the partial pressure law. From equations (39), (10), 
and (28) we obtain the relation 

ol 
Vi(th, 0) ——* 

* — oll a oll; fo 2 OS} V,, (Lo, 4) = 2 +53,V,(Th, 9) ae : 
So 2 # So=S82 

If we assume that the vapours obey the ideal gas laws, and 
if we introduce the molecular concentrations, the above 
equation reduces to 

Ps) log th, 

1 OC _ Oe 47 
Coc O log My , , 0 log fh : (47) 

= Ole : Ole Co=C, 

where c, is the molecular saturation concentration. 
There are no experimental data available for the quanti- 

tative verification of the above theory. The theory is verified 
qualitatively, however, by the experiments of Kablukow, 
Solomonow, and Galine+, who have investigated the effect 
of the addition of various salts on the pressure and composi- 
tion of the vapour of mixtures of alcohol and water. These 
investigators find that the partial pressure of the alcohol is 
raised by the addition of potassium chloride, bromide, and 
iodide, but lowered by the addition of mercurous chloride. 
Now the addition of alcohol raises the solubility of the last 
of these salts, but lowers the solubilities of the others. These 
facts are, of course, in agreement with the above theory f. 

If only the component C, is volatile, we can deduce only — 
qualitative relationships between solubility influence and 
vapour pressure. If the addition of C, lowers the solubility 

* See Duhem, Joc. ett. vol. iii. p.129; Braun, Wied. Ann. xxx. p. 250 
(1887); von Stackelberg, Zest. fiir Phys. Chem. xx. p. 337 (1896). 

+ Zettsch. fiir Phys. Chem. xlvi. p. 399 (1908). 
t This qualitative relationship, which is perhaps not readily apparent 

from equation (47), is easily deduced from general considerations or from 
equations (28) and (39).° 
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of O,, then the addition of C, to a mixture in the neighbour- 
hood of saturation lowers the vapour pressure. If the 
addition of C, raises the solubility but not the value of the 
ratio S»/s,, the addition of C, lowers the vapour pressure. If 
the addition of C, raises the value of the ratio s./s,, the 
addition of C, raises the vapour pressure. Thus in the case 
of a moderately concentrated aqueous solution of zinc chlo- 
ride nearly saturated with zinc oxide, the addition of zinc 
oxide will raise the vapour pressure of the mixture. In the 
ease of a similar mixture containing a very large proportion 
of zinc chloride, the addition of zinc oxide will lower the 
vapour pressure *. 

6. Osmotic Hquilibrium. 

There are two distinct cases of osmotic equilibrium, one 
in which the membrane is permeable to two of the compo- 
nents, the other in which the membrane is permeable to one 
component only. We will deal with the former case only 
very briefly. 

Case I. The membrane permeable to two components. 

Suppose that we have a mixture of (Cp) and C, and a 
mixture of Cp, C,, and C, in equilibrium on opposite sides of 
a inembrane permeable to Cy and C,. For equilibrium it is 
necessary that the potentials of Cy and QC, shall have respec- 
tively the same values on both sides of the membrane. It 
is evident that a mere increase of pressure will not in general 
bring about this double equality, and that a further adjust- 
ment is necessary, viz.a difference in the relative proportions 
of Cy and ©, on the two sides of the membrane. Thus equi- 
librium is brought about by an osmotic difference of pressure 
and an osmotic difference of composition of the binary 
solvent mixture. 

This case of equilibrium differs from all the other cases 
discussed in the present paper in being conditioned by two 
equations. Any adequate treatment of it would necessarily 
be somewhat lengthy. We will, therefore, not discuss this 
case any further. 

Case II. The membrane permeable to one component only. 

To make the discussion as general as possible, we will 
assume that the membrane is permeable to the component 
C; only. Suppose that C; in the pure state under a pressure py 
is in osmotic equilibrium with the mixture under a pressure p. 

* See Table IT. 
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The equilibrium equation is 

di ( pos 0) =f &- $9, P> 0), ° ° CIMA (48) 

where ¢; is the chemical potential of C; in the pure state. 
We may regard this equation as determining the osmotic 
difference of pressure p—po as a function of s,, s2, po, and @. 
If we write 

P—Po=0(S1, $25 Po» 0), 

Pil Por 9) =filsi, S25 Po+ Qi, A). . . . (49) 

By differentiation we obtain the equations 

we have 

Sii(s1, $9, Pot 0, 0) ae —P,(s, $9, Pot 0, 0) 2 Oils, S25 Po» 0) 
7 

A G=0, 12 71,2 ee 

From these equations we see that the addition to the mixture 
of the component to which the membrane is permeable 
always lowers the osmotic pressure, but that the addition of 
one of the other components may either raise or lower the 
osmotic pressure. If the addition of one of these latter com- 
ponents lowers the osmotic pressure, the addition of the other 
must raise it. 
By the use of one kind of membrane, only two of the 

quantities Si; may be evaluated. ‘The use of the three mem- 
branes gives the value of all six of these quantities. Since 
these six are connected by the three equations (9), (10), and 
(11), we have the following relations between the different 
osmotic pressures : 

0D) 00, 00, 
Le Jee LEE =) ° * e (51) 

05 00, OD, : 
Toe +s5,P, Ds, eae =() ° ° e (92) 

00; 00, P, ——=P : 
; OS, "051 

Equation (48) may be regarded as determining p—pg as a _ 
function of 51, s., p, and 6. If we write 

(93) 

Do — least, So, Ps 0), 

pi ( = Ts, Q) =A Si 525 P> 0), 

we have 

so that 

Sy (si; Sep 0) = —( p—O,, @) & Ti(s1, 82, p, 8), (54) 
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where v; is the specific volume of C; in the pure state. From 
equations (9), (10), (11), and (54) we can readily deduce the 
following relations between the different osmotic pressures: 

iB r rT | 
Vo er ate ao ot 50 eran) mung ca) 

Sy 

om OF 6, sf Ate fi MNCSO!) Ea + 0 =e SV, See S9V9 a 

Sy O52 Ose 

Z ol, or, ; (57) 
v1 —— =Vvo——_- - 
705) 7051 

We will next consider the connexion between osmotic 
equilibrium and vapour pressure. 
We will first deduce a few qualitative relationships from 

general considerations. Consider the system water ((p), 
alcohol (C,), and potassium chloride (C,). The further addi- 
tion of potassium chloride raises the partial pressure of the 
aleohol*. Suppose now that the ternary mixture is separated 
from pure alcohol by a membrane permeable to alcohol, equi- 
librium being maintained by a suitable osmotic difference of 
pressure. The further addition of potassium chloride will 
raise the chemical potential of the alcohol, so that if the 
pressures are kept constant, alcchol will pass from the mixture 
to the pure alcohol. To prevent this the original osmotic 
difference of pressure would have to be diminished. 

Speaking generally, we may say that if the further addition 
of C, raises (lowers) the partial pressure of Cj, it lowers 
(raises) what may be termed the osmotic pressure of Cp and 
C, in the solvent medium C,. If the addition of C, lowers 
the osmotic pressure, the addition of Cy must raise it. 

Quantitative relationships between osmotic pressure and 
vapour pressure may be obtained from equations (28) and 
(54). Thus we have the equations 

Ee OU ee tac) 
an rr é Os : 

or, rte oll, 9 
cr ane == We Ds 5 e ° e . (59) 

connecting the osmotic pressure with the partial pressure of 
the component to which the membrane is permeable. 

Equations connecting the osmotic pressure with the partial 
pressures of the components to which the membrane is im- 
permeable may be obtained from the above equations by 

* Kablukow, Solomonow, and Galine, doc. evt. 
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means of equations (29) and (30). We have 

so =v +3,V, ee 6 5 F; (60). 

and i II I 
iS bavi So 24 Vi SS ae 

These equations and also equations (58) and (59) may be 
simplified if we assume that the vapour phase forms an ideal 
gaseous mixture and introduce the molecular concentrations. 

We will now consider the relation between osmotic equi- 
librium and solubility influence. It is evident from general 
considerations that if the addition of C, raises (lowers) the 
solubility of C, in Co, the addition of C, to a mixture in the 
neighbourhood of saturation raises (lowers) the osmotic - 
pressure measured by a membrane permeable to Q;. If the 
addition of C, raises (lowers) the ratios of the saturation 
concentration of C, to the concentration of C,, then the 
addition of C, lowers (raises) the osmotic pressure of C, and 
C, in the solvent medium , (2. ¢. the osmotic pressure 
measured by a membrane permeable to C,). Thus if to a 
solution of zine chloride (C,) and zine oxide (C,) in water 
(Co) of composition, say, s;=°24, ss="0014 f,a small amount 
of zinc oxide be added, the osmotic pressure of the zine oxide 
and zine chloride in the water is decreased. If, however, a 
small amount of zinc oxide be added to a solution of com- 
position, say, s;=2°0, sp=‘015 7, the osmotic pressure is 
increased. 

7. Partition Equilibrium. 

We will first consider the two-phase liquid system formed 
by two immiscible liquids Co and(,*, and two substances CO; 
and Cy, C, being soluble in Cy only, and C, being soluble in 
both liquids. 

If s,* denote the concentration and /f,* (s,*, p, @) the 
chemical potential of C, in the C>* phase, the equilibrium 
equation may be written in the form 

Fos, S92, Ps 0) =i (soe, P> 0). © 0 be 3 (62) 

We may regard this equation as determining s,* asa funetion 
of s), s,, p,and @. By differentiation we obtain the equations. 

* 

Sn(sis SP: 6)= Sr", p, 6) 2, . (68) 
a 

Soo(Si, So, Ps 0)= So*(s* Ps 0) 5 

where S.* = 0 f2*/052*. 
+ See Table II. 
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From equation (64) we see that the addition of C, to the 
Cy phase always causes an increase of the concentration of 
C, in the C)* phase. From equation (63) we see that the 
addition of C, may cause either an increase or a decrease of 
the concentration of C, in the C* phase. 

The quantity S,* may be evaluated from a knowledge of 
the thermodynamical properties of the solution of C, in 
Co* by means of formule which I have given previously f. 
Hence the quantities S,. and Ss. may be evaluated from 
partition equilibrium data and data relating to the solution 
at Gin C,*. 

If we regard equation (62) as determining sy as a function 
of 81, s)*, p, and 6, we have the equation 

OS, Sor (s1, S25 Ps @) 
SS = ° e e e 65 

OS] Soo (s1, $2, P> 0) ‘ ( ) 

which does not involve the properties of the solution of Cy 
in Co*. It will be seen that this equation is very similar 
to equation (39) in the section dealing with Solubility 
Influence. This similarity is due to the similarity of the 
corresponding experimental processes. In both cases we 
are investigating the manner in which s, and s, must vary 
simultaneously so as to keep the potential of (, constant, 
—in one case equal to the potential of solid C, and in the 
other equal to that of C, in a solution of C, in C,* of a certain 
concentration. 

We will next consider another two-phase liquid system. 
Suppose that C, and C, are two slightly miscible tiquids, and 
that C, is a substance soluble in Cy, but insoluble in C,. The 
two-phase liquid system formed by these substances will 
consist of a ternary mixture of Cy, C,, and C,, and (if we 
neylect the very small amount of C, dissolved in the C, 
phase owing to the presence of Cy) a binary mixture of QO, 
and Cy. The effect.of variations of pressure on such a system 
has been investigated by Trouton t, the components being 
water (Co), ether (C,), and sugar (C,). As the theoretical 
treatment by Trouton of his experimental results is erroneous, 
we will consider the correct theory of the experiment. 

When ether is placed in contact with water, a certain 
ainount of water is absorbed by unit mass of ether. If ether 
is placed in contact with an aqueous solution of sugar, less 
water 1s absorbed by the ether. Trouton finds that if the 
pressure on this latter system is increased more water is 
absorbed by the ether, and that at a certain pressure the 

+t Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 81 (1918). 
{ Roy. Soc. Proc. Ixxxvi. A. p. 149 (1912). 
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composition of the ether phase is the same as that of the 
ether phase in equilibrium with water at atmospheric pressure. 
According to Trouton, the increase of pressure necessary to 
bring about this equality of concentration is the osmotic 
pressure of the sugar solution. 

This statement necessarily involves the assumption that 
the effect of the ether dissolved in the water phase is negli- 
gible. If we make this assumption, the correct theory of 
the experiment is quite simple. Let X represent the increase 
of volume of a large mass of sugar solution when unit mass 
of water is added to it, and uw the corresponding quantity in 
the case of the etherial solution of water. Consider pure | 
water and the sugar solution under atmospheric pressure. 
The chemical potential of the water in the sugar solution 
will be less than that of the pure water. Now suppose that — 
if the presssure on the solution is increased by an amount ©, 
the two potentials are equalized. will, of course, be equal 
to the osmotic pressure of the sugar solution. If we neglect 
the variation of ) with the pressure, this increase of pressure 
will cause an increase QX of the potential of the water in the 
sugar solution. This quantity is therefore equal to the original 
difference in the potentials of the water. Now consider the 
sugar solution and an etherial solution of water of the same 
composition as that which was in equilibrium with water 
under atmospheric pressure. Suppose that these two solutions 
are separate and under atmospheric pressure. The potential 
of the water in the sugar solution will be less than that in 
the etherial solution by an amount 0X. Now suppose that 
the pressures on the two solutions are increased at the same 
rate till the potential of the water has the same value in 
both systems. The potential difference will evidently diminish 
at the rate A— per unit of pressure, so that if P is the 
increase of pressure necessary to bring about this equality 
we have 

PA=p=0Or |. Se 

Now 2» and pwill both be roughly equal to the specific 
volume of pure water. Hence the ratio P/Q will have a 
very high positive or negative value*. Trouton’s theoretical 
deduction that this ratio has the value unity is therefore 
quite erroneous. The verification of this deduction in one 

* In general the increase of volume of a liquid system, due to the 
further addition of a liquid component, is slightly less than the volume 
of the Jiquid added, but becomes more nearly equal to it the greater the 
amount of the component in the system. In general. therefore, we have 
A >p, so that P/Q is positive. 
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special case is, of course, a mere coincidence. The fact that 
in the experiment P is not found to be much greater than 
Q simply demonstrates the incorrectness of the initial as- 
sumption that the effect of the ether dissolved in the water 
phase is nevligible*. 

8. The Freezing of Ternary Mixtures. 

Suppose that we have a solution of two substances C, and 
C, in a liquid Cy, and that Cy in the solid state is in equili- 
brium with the solution at a temperature T, and with C, in 
the pure liquid state at a temperature Tp. 

The equation 

“(815 So, P» T) =o( Pp, AD) PPR thee Be (67) 

where fp is the chemical potential of Cy in the solid state, 
determines T as a function of s,, s,, and v. 

The equation 

do(P, To)=Wo(p, To), + . - - (68) 

where @o is the chemical potential of Cy in the liquid state, 
determines Ty as a function of p. 

If Cy is the only volatile component, the theory of the 
relation between the vapour pressure and the freezing-point 
is a particular case of a more general theory which I have 
developed in a previous work{t. The same is true of the 
theory of the relation between the freezing-point and the 
osmotic pressure, if the latter is measured by means of a 
membrane permeable to Cp only. 

In the above work I have given formule by means of 
which the difference (at any temperature) between the 
chemical potentials of Cy) in the pure liquid state and in the 
solution, can be calculated from the freezing-point. The 
exact expression for this difference is rather complicated. 
If we suppose that J5, the heat of dilution, and y, the dif- 
ference between the specific heats of Cp, in the liquid and 
solid states, are independent of the temperature, the expres- 
sion reduces to the simpler form 

Lorine 6—T 
bo(P, 8) —7o( 81 Say Ps 4) =1,6( 5 op a ee 

—96(—5— — loge’), Paes) 

where @ is any temperature, and Ly is the latent heat of 
fusion of solid Cy. 

* A further investigation, treating the water phase as a ternary 
mixture, shows that this assumption is valid only if the coefficient S,, is 
negligible in comparison with §,. 

t+ Phil. Mag. vol. xxv. p. 38, Jan. 1918. 
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By differentiation we obtain the equations 

6 o0rr s 6—T oly ~ 
Sor (Sis Sey Ps 0) = me 95 | by—-h—yTy—T) | = atta ae 

and » le Ua) ae 

dot - 4) gates 

(71) 

In the case of a dilute solution these equations reduce to 

So1 (51, S95 Ps 0) — “72 Os,’ e c e = (72) : 

and _ Oly oT : 
Soe(s1 $2, Ps 0) = 2 Os, ess ° e ° (73) 

The distinction between this equilibrium and that studied 
under the heading “Solubility Influence” is arbitrary from 
a theoretical standpoint, though practically it is very con- 
venient. If for the moment we call the component which 
freezes out Cj, we may apply equation (43). Since the heat 
of solution (2. e. heat of fusion) is negative in all cases which 
come under the head of “ freezing,” we see that the dilution 
of the mixture with the component which freezes out raises 
the freezing-point, and that therefore the simultaneous addi- 
tion of the other components in the proportion in which they 
exist in the mixture, lowers the freezing-point. 

The addition of one component may of course raise the 
freezing-point. Reverting to the original assumption that 
©, is the component which freezes out, we see that the 
further addition of OC; raises or lowers the freezing-point 
according as No; is positive or negative. 

The complete thermodynamical study of a ternary mixture 
is not possible by means of freezing-point experiments since 
only the two coefficients So; and Sop can be evaluated. Thus — 
it is impossible to connect quantitatively freezing-point and 
solubility data. We may, however, deduce a qualitative 
relationship. It is evident from general considerations, that 
if the further addition of Cy to a liquid mixture of C,, C,, 
and C, in equilibrium with solid C,, precipitates C, (causes 
more U, to dissolve), then the addition of C, to a solution 
not too far removed from saturation raises (lowers) the 
freezing-point. 
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Quantitative relationships between partial pressure and 
freezing-point data may readily be obtained from equations 
(28), (70), and (71). Thus we have 

0 
tT 95 or _ [Io bo— y(To —T hee Shearing a ab = V (Io, aol Os: 

So ie aa ee uPhanr ee (74) 
The University, leeds, 

Sept. 18, 1918. 

ae Initial Stages of Ionization by Collision. 
By 8. Suita, B.A., Exeter College, Oxford”. 

HEN negative ions are liberated from a narrow elec- 
trode such as O (fig. 1), and made to move in the elec- 

tronic state under the influence of a uniform electric field 

Fig. 1, 

30 potetial 

ap f otewlial : 

between parallel-plate electrodes to B, there is found to be a 
considerable spreading of the beam. The amount of this 
spreading depends on the ratio of the applied electric force, 
Z, to a quantity k, k being the ratio of the partial pressure 
of the ions to that of an equal number of molecules of the 
surrounding gast. When the ratio of the electric force Z 
to the pressure p of the gas becomes sufficiently large, the 
negative ions produce ions in the gas by collisions. The 
positive ions thus produced possess at least atomic masses : 
their lateral diffusion may therefore be neglected, since Z is 
large. Hence all the positive ions produced in the spaces 
Dis <o and 8; reach the portions C, O, and D, respectively, 
of the top electrode ; O being separated from © and D by 

very narrow spaces. It is assumed that re is so small that 

the positive ions do not produce any ions by collisions. The 

* Communicated by Prof. J. 8S. Townsend, F.R.S 
+ Prof. Townsend, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. lxxxi. (1908). 
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positive charges which arrive at C,O, and D are therefore- 
proportional to the number of molecules ionized by negative 
ions in the spaces §,, S., and 8; respectively. It is clear 
that with an apparatus designed on these principles one 
could detect the first indications of the production of ions 

by collisions for small values of =. 

The ratio, w, of the number of negative ions produced by 
collisions in 8S, to the total number produced by collisions. 

can be found theoretically for the different values of Z el: 

will be seen that for the larger values of « (« being the ~ 
number of negative ions produced by collision by a negative. 
ion whilst moving through a distance of one centimetre in 
the direction of the electric field) the ratio mu is a function 
of a, but for the smaller values of a, w is independent of a.. 
The latter is the more important case, for by substituting 
the theoretical value of w in expressions found from experi-- 
mental measurements values of « can be deduced. 

In the experiments the stream of negative ions was 
obtained by allowing ultra-violet light to fall on the elec- 
trode O, and as it was of great importance that the ions 
should be given off uniformly over the electrode, a prelimi- 
nary experiment was made on the silver plate used in the 
apparatus. The plate and a sheet of copper gauze were 
used as parallel electrodes, and a narrow beam of ultra- 
violet light was allowed to fall on different parts of the plate. 
The saturation currents between the electrodes were found 
to be very approximately the same in every case, showing 
that the photoelectric effect was uniform over the plate. 

The top electrodes 1, 2, and 3 (fig. 2) were cut from this. 
plate, which was 4°5 cm. in diameter. The width of elec-. 
trode 2 is 4 mm., and electrodes 1 and 3 are separated from 
electrode 2 by gaps of } mm. each. The bottom electrode, B, 
which is situated 2 cm. from electrodes 1, 2, and 3 and 
parallel to them, is a silvered quartz plate on which is 
ruled a grating of length 15 mm. and width 3 mm., the 
lines of the grating being equally spaced at distances of 
4mm. _ B fits into a brass ring, which is supported by brass 
pillars fixed to the base F. When B is in position the 
grating is parallel to electrode 2. G is a brass guard-ring. 
The pillars P, P, the block A, and the plugs C and D are all 
of ebonite. In the brass base is a rectangular gap, S, of 
length 1:5 cm. and width 3 mm. paraliel to electrode 2, and 
the apparatus was so made that the line of centres of elec-. 
trode 2, of the grating, and of the gap is normal to the 
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planes of the electrodes. B is‘a quartz plate of diameter 
4-5 cm. The bell-jar, J, was so affixed as to render the 
apparatus air-tight. J was attached to drying-tubes, a 
Toepler pump, a MacLeod gauge, a pressure adjustor, and a 
reservoir containing a drying agent. 

Fig. 2. 

SSSss 
BSS SSS SS 

| 
| 

The apparatus was made in the laboratory by Mr. Bush, 
to whom I should like to take this opportunity of expressing 
my indebtedness for the accuracy shown in the construction. 

The ultra-violet light was obtained from an aluminium 
spark-gap of length 3-5 mm. placed 6 cm. vertically below 
the centre of G, the length of the spark-gap being at right 
angles to the length of electrode 2. The Ruhmkorff coil 
and spark-gap were enclosed in an earthed lead box with a 
suitable aperture above the spark-gap. 

Let gp be the positive charge left on electrode 2 due to the 
liberation of negative ions by the ultra-violet light, and let 
91) 92, and gz be the positive charges which arrive at elec- 
trodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively, as a result of the ionization 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. 38 
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a by collisions in the spaces 8,, 8,, and 83. The total charge 
' on 2 is gy+q2. The terminals of electrodes 1 and 3 were 
ihe = 

[ i joined, and arn was measured experimentally. For this 
ve 0 2 

+ i purpose the method which is in common use in the laboratory 
ih for measuring the ratio of two charges was adopted. The 

iy arrangement is shown in fig. 3. 

i Fig. 3. 
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Le effects. K, and K, are cylindrical condensers of equal 
1 capacity, C. Q.E. is a Dolezalek electrometer, T a key 
7 enabling the electrometer to be put into connexion with the 
qa inside cylinder of either K, or Ky. R,, R,, and R are 
1 resistance-boxes, P a potentiometer, and §8.B. a storage- 

battery. 
The positive charge gained by the electrode 2 tends to 

increase the potential of the inside cylinder of condenser K,, 
and this can be neutralized by bringing the outside cylinder 
to a certain negative potential V. 

Then 
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Also, by adjusting the ratio of the resistance R, to the re- 
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In order to obtain a measurement of p the electrodes 1, 2, 
and 3 were earthed, and the lower plate was connected to 
the battery. The earth connexion was then removed and 
the electrometer was put into connexion with the inside 
cylinder of K,. The ultra-violet light was turned on for a 
period of time depending on the magnitude of a, and the 
slider S was moved until the electrometer needle was brought 
back to its zero position. This could be done with great 
accuracy by using the adjustable resistance R. The electro- 
meter was then switched on to the inside cylinder of Ky, and 
R, and R, were adjusted so that the electrometer needle was 

again brought to the zero position. The ratio pa was 
R, 4- Re 

taken as a first approximation, and several more readings 
were taken to obtain an exact value. 

The curves in fig. 4 represent the results of the experiments 

Fig. 4. 
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made with air at pressures of 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm. of mercury. 
The air was dried very thoroughly by allowing it to remain 
in the reservoir for some weeks. 

The theory requires that the rays should fall symmetrically 
on the electrode 2. In order to obtain this condition of 
symmetry the leads from electrodes 1 and 3 were connected 
with the inside cylinders of K, and Ky respectively, electrode 
2 was earthed, and the apparatus was moved (the slightest 
motion was found to be sufficient) relative to the spark-gap 
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to such a position that the charges gathered on electrodes 
1 and 3 were equal when the light had been turned on. 
In order to obtain an expression for the distribution of nega- 

tive ions between the electrodes, let the geometrical centre of 
the face of electrode 2 be taken as the origin of rectangular 
coordinates, the normal to the face as the axis of z, and the 

axis of y parallel to the length of the electrode. Let n be 
the number of negative ions per cubic centimetre in the 

neighbourhood of the point (2, y, z), Z the electric force at 
that point in electrostatic units, and e the charge on an ion 
in electrostatic units. The number of ions crossing per 
second unit area normal to Z, may be represented as nw, and 
is due to the processes of diffusion and motion under the 
electric force, so that nw is given by the equation 

On 

Oz 

where w, is the mobility of the ions or velocity under unit 

electric force*. This expression holds good as long as the 
velocity due to the electric force is small compared with V, 
the mean velocity of agitation. Reference to a paper by 

Prof. Townsend and H. T. Tizard+ will show that this 

condition has not been violated throughout the experiments. 
The velocity of the ions is therefore 

often) i on 1_,0n (u,0,20) =(—5KS, 5S, — SKS +u2), 

Taking a parallelopiped of sides dz, dy, and 6z about the 

point (a, y, 2), it is clear that the excess of the number of 

negative ions coming into the parallelopiped per second over 

those going out per second is given by 

Sf nw by 02 — | me 2 (au) Sx | dy dz t ; 

and this is easily seen to be 

Lyn) wd or So dy 8c: . ir 

Now the number of negative ions produced per second by 
collisions in the parallelopiped is nw,Zdy.6dz.aé6zx. In the 
steady state the sum of these expressions must be zero, so 
that 

nw= —K—+nw,Z, 

K.V? (n)—w,Z oe +nawZ=0. 

* Prof. Townsend, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxvi. (1912). 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc, A. vol, Ixxxvili. (1913), 
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But = = 7 *, where N is the number of molecules per 

cubic centimetre in the gas at atmospheric pressure II and 
at the temperature of the room, and & is the factor by which 
the energy of agitation of an electron exceeds that of a 

molecule of the gas, k being a function of a Hence (1) 
becomes if 

on 
WW) Ceo ae Pop wore n=O eee) 2) 

where _ NeZ 
Ay SeRWs 

The number of negative ions produced by collisions in a 
period of time 7 is given by an integral of the form 

ai iy nde. dy | a dz, 

where A involves w, and 7. 
Hence the ratio, w, of the number of ions produced by 

collision inside the limits c=*2 cm. and c= =—‘2 cm. to the 
total number produced is 

| "9 2 0 
( de( ae) n dy 

2/0 70 —o 
FED) UMN E OTE aL a ae 

{| dz\ n dy 
0 0 ae’ -@ 

Since the emission of ions is confined to the central 
portion of electrode 2, it becomes apparent that for the larger 

values of a the ions do not extend to the boundary (which 

is represented by ©). Hence at the boundary n=0 and 

=0. Equation (2) on integration with regard to y becomes 

O"y es orn C i) hs s a : -~—yo+y.a. == () 
Ow? ain OY fom 9/ Oz y q 

boundary limits 

where 7= (in dy, the limits of integration being the values of 

y at opposite points on the boundary. Hence EA =i) 

Z 
Also since the ions for the larger values of z ~ move ina 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxi. (1908). } 
¢ i 
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narrow stream chiefly in the direction of the axis of z, 
O’¢ ; ‘th OF az 3 small compared with Wot Uys 

Hence neglecting as the above equation becomes 
A 

O° ( 
Sa Ve t1 8 9=0 

on Cow 
Oe Waoce 

where g=¢ e*. 

The solution is required to satisfy the following boundary 
conditions: 

d=constant from w=*2 to r= —°‘2 cm. 
Pp(). 

o=0 when w>'2 or <—'‘2 cm. 

Hence it is clear that @ is a quantity which varies with 
«x and z in the same way as the temperature @ varies with «x 
and the time ¢,in an infinite heat-conducting solid, whose 
initial condition is that, when t=0 @ is zero everywhere 
except in an infinite slab bounded by planes e=*2 cm. and 
“== —‘2 cm., where the temperature has a uniform value. 

2 Vere 
Therefore ee { ete © dé, 

aa) 

| “2 y(e— 8)? 
and G— | PPE Ge. 

oo) 

Hence m may be found by substituting this value of g in 
the equation 

2 2 | 
lf de\ gdz 
=e). 

{ dz qdz 
0 0 

This ratio is independent of a when @ is small. The ratio 
AS t Ne Z 

pw depends on 7, since Y= 72a - 7 where Z is ex- 

pressed in volts per cm. The values of & corresponding to 
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different forces and pressures have been determined. Hence 
the values of ~ may be represented by a curve in terms of 

a when « is small. The curve is shown in fig. 4. 

The connexion between m and the quantity p, which is 
determined experimentally, may easily be found. Let 7 be 
the number of ions set free by the photo-electric effect, 7, 
Mz, and nz the numbers of negative ions generated by collisions 
in the spaces §,, S., and 83 respectively. 

Then i. ae qo 

ees Ne+N3s Gitdtgqs’ 

=. 
Jot Yo 

also 

ny + ng + 13+ Ny = Np €2°. 

Hence o, _ (2 +1)(p—1) 
CS emeyes se Bogor TO aR eis sen) 

Fig. 5. 

AWE rare alae 

Zz 
kK 

Taking the case in which e*=1 approximately, so that 
pis independent of a, and is given by the curve in fig. 5 in 

== 

= - Ee oe SS SSS SESS 
SS eS eS me SSS 

a 

ee See SSS 

eee == en zs 
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terms of Ro values of « may be deduced by substituting 

these values of « in equation (4). It is interesting to notice 
that making ¢*=1 in evaluating the ratio » involves the 
assumption that the numbers of negative ions produced by 
collisions in spaces §;, 8, and 83 are proportional to the 
numbers of the original ioas, liberated from electrode 2, 
present in these spaces at any moment of time after the 
steady state has been reached. Let N,, N., and N; be these 
numbers. 

Then N, 
Sat Jo 2 es a U m+n +n,  N,+N,+N,° e ° e ° (5) 

The values of  correspending to a given value of Z may - 
be found as follows: k ; 
By giving & the values —°2, ---1, 0,1, and -2 successively 

the integrals are found to involve only 

and i Pace Wet one ne 
AD «252 € k 2 de 

9) 

0 

where a has the values °4, °3, °2, and ‘1. 
If now < is given definite values, e. g. ‘1, °5, 1, 1°5, and 2, 

the integrals involved are 

b cs ; 
i e-" dy and { e~ 1? dn, 

0 0) 

where 0 has certain numerical values. 
These integrals can therefore be evaluated by the use of 

tables. The values of the original integrals after the € and 
z substitutions were plotted against <, and the values of the 
integrals, found by a calculation of areas, were plotted 
against the corresponding values of § ‘The ratio of the 
new areas gave the value of wp. 
When the values of « found from the curve in fig. 5, and 

the values of p taken from the curves in fig. 4, were 
substituted in equation (4), the following results were 
obtained. 
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| | 
| | p=2 mm 

Perio |S 
| P ive 

40 
Shall hc cee gh ae 
50 | 98 | -065 
55 || 1-01 | -101 
60 | 1-04 | -142 
70 || 1:09 | -25 

! 
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TABLE I. 

| p=3 mm, p=4mm. = p=d mm. 

Z a Z a | Z | a 

| & p k yo alleys p 

ie s 177 | -021 

11-42 | -041 | 1-89 | -044 |) 2:36 | -047 
| 147 | 069 | 1:96 | -07 || 2:45 | -076 
| 1515) -105 | 2:02 | 105 | 2525) -11 

|| 1:56 | 145 | 2:08 | 149 || 26 | -17 

| 1:64 | -28 | 2188] -39 || 

r 

It is observed that for a given value of — the values of = 

increase with the pressure, especially ;for the larger values 
of a. This is not unexpected, since the relation expressed in 
(5) must cease to hold when « is large. It is interesting to 
see how large « may become before this relation ceases to be 

(2a)? (2a)? 
eal (3 aed 

may be neglected in comparison with 1 + 2e in the expansion 
of e”). Nowif « is known and substituted in (3) the value 

true (theoretically it is true as long as 

of p ( = ee) can be evaluated by a method similar 
Ng + Nz 

to that explained above. In the case of the pressure of 

2mm. the values of — were taken from Table I, for three 

values of 2 a for each case was substituted in (3) as a 
ve 

Values of z were thus first approximation. 
Ny +Ng+n3 N 

obtained and were compared with the values of 2 
5 N,+N,+N, 

for the corresponding values of TaN 

TABLE II. 

Z Z Ne ae: | a Be | 
p & | NNFN, | a tn,te, | p | 5 @) | 

| | 

50 ‘98 605 602 ‘065 “O65 

Boe | poe 615 598 | 14 134 
70 1:09 62 593 "25 °226 
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Hence it appears that if « does not exceed the value ‘13 
the relation (5) is very approximately true. The larger 
values of « given in Table I. are too large, but if these values 

No 

Ny +N2g+ 3 

(w), and these values substituted in (4), more accurate values 

of « are taken as first approximations to evaluate 

of « can be found. The values of — thus obtained are given 

in the last column of Table II., and for the sake of com- 

parison the corresponding values of “in Table I. are re- 
written in the fifth column. 1 a 

The following table gives a comparison of the values of — 

obtained by this method with those found by F. W. Wheatley*, 
who made use of a more direct method. 

TABLE III. 

| | | | | | | 
Z 40 | 50 8«| ~~ (60 70. om 
P 

| 
— ————— + a 

Wheatley 019 Oi) abs 294 
a | 

py leSmith sees ‘021 065 | :134 226 

If the values of a, for larger values of > found by Prof. 

Townsend} are used to evaluate w from (3), and p is also 
found by substituting values of « and p in (4), another 
interesting comparison may be made. 

ice aye 

; 2 p from (8) p from (4) 

| 
100 1°25 573 ‘576 

p=2 mm. 
120 1:33 056 528 

| 
p=smm. 100 1:87 ‘606 *591 

* Phil. Mag. Dec. 1918. 
t+ Phil. Mag. June 1902. 
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In the case of = 120, and to a smaller degree ee =—ali)() 

for p=3 mm., the positive ions are probably producing ions 
by collisions to an appreciable extent. This would account 
for the value of w, obtained from (4), being smaller than the 
value found from (3), for expression (4) may be written 

so that Ou=—rOp, 

and §p is positive if the positive ions generate ions by 
collisions. 

When the apparatus was tested for small potential dif- 
ferences between the electrodes it was found that in some 
cases the electrodes 1 and 3 received negative ions. These 
ions must have diffused to 1 and 3 before they had time to 
acquire sufficient velocity in the direction of the electric 
force. The following table shows some of the results obtained 
for various pressures. V represents the potential difference 
between the electrodes in volts, & the deflexion of the electro- 
meter when connected to the electrodes 1 and 3, and / the 
length in cm. of the mean free path of an electron in the 
gas. The ultra-violet light remained on for one minute in 
each case, and the deflexion was about 300 when the elec- 
trodes 1, 2, and 3 were all connected to the electrometer, 

TABLE V. 
| : 

p=2 mm. /= ‘016 em. || p=:34 mm. /=1 |p= 044mm, 7="8|| p>=-017mm. /=2 

Vv 4 5 
P 

OUI IO. Ul =a. 
80 | 20 1 

120 |. 30 | 25 

It appears that as the pressure decreases a larger value of 

— Is necessary to prevent. the negative ions from diffusing id 
to the electrodes 1 and 3. This result is in accordance with 

a 
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theory, for a decrease in the pressure of the gas causes an 
increase in the coefficient of diffusion of the ions into the 
gas. It seems reasonable to deduce from the above results 

that, with : not less than 40, and for pressures of 2, 3, 4, 

and 5 mm., no appreciable number of negative ions can 
diffuse to the electrodes 1 and 3. 

In conclusion it may be said that no great accuracy is 

claimed for the values of ~ found in this investigation, but 

the experiments show directly the production of positive ions 

by collisions for small values of a and for small potential - 

differences between the electrodes, and also give some idea 
of the distribution of the current in a gas between parallel 
plate electrodes. 

I desire to express my best thanks to Prof. Townsend, at 
whose suggestion the investigation was undertaken, for 
valuable advice given during its progress. 

CLV. The Theory of Molecular Volumes. 
By GERVAISE LE Bas, B.Sc.* 

Part ITI. 

THEORY OF ParRTIAL Rives. 

The Effect of Unsaturation. Residual Affinity. 

(A) «, 8, and y straight Chain Compounds. 

eit (Ber. xv. p. 2259, 1889) showed that the 
8 Halogen compounds always possess smaller volumes 

than the a, and thus we have examples of molecules supposed 
to be structurally similar possessing different volumes. 7 

The cause of this constitutive peculiarity, for it is un- 
doubtedly such, was not further investigated. 

It is a remarkable fact that the « polysubstituted com- 
pounds all possess volumes which are comparable to those 
of monosubstituted compounds in that they follow the 
additive rule. They are thus normal. 

* Communicated by Prof. W. J. Pope, F.R.S. 
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a Compounds. 

| Compounds. W. M.V. SA.V 

POETIC By ley eile aot C122, 1 
CEC ea 23 84:5 84:8 
Coy 28 | 1037 1032 
| SELES te eee a, 1035) | pd08 4h) Br 28:35.) oe 
MOE OHICH, © vocasc.: 24 889 | 886 
EOC Oo . osee: 29 | 108-0 107-0 
BOE OHO) o0.../!. 29 | 106-4 1070 |07:4 aldehydic. 
cclo. CH, Nepaels 20 | 7405 | 739 |011-0 carboxylic. 

Considering Stiidel’s regularity we find: 

Ethidene Dichloride. Ethylene Dichloride. 
EC. 1) OH CHCl. B (1, 2) CH, Cl. CH,Cl. 
2 CH, ... 44°2 

Ol, ... 44°2 

DA.V ... 88-4 SAV est 
V ... 88°9 VE 85'3 

A...—3:1 
Bae. 58.0 84°-0 

Trimeth. Dibromide. 

y (1,3) CH,Br.CH,.CH.Br. 
Propylene Dibromide. 

6 (1, 2) CH,.CHBr.CH,Br. 
Propidene Dibromide. 

a (1, 1) CH,.CH,.CHBr,. 
66°3 cH, 

Die 56-6 

SAV ... 1229 SA.V ... 12259 SAV... 123-9 
V .. 1230 Vv. 119-2 Vine 

ae A COIS 
B.P. ... 138°-0 11-7 165°0 

Propidene Glycol. 

a (1, 1) CH, .CH, .CH(OH),. 
(unknown). 

BEG kl... 66°3 
PO 22°2 

AL V 28 8.5. 

inal eae 

Propylene Glycol. 
6 (1, 2) CH,.CH(OH). 

CH,(OH). 2 

AVC mE Soro 
i Ur Ono mg 

A... —313 
L88°°5 

Trimeth. Glycol. 

y (1, 8) CH,(OH).CH,. 
CH,(OH). 
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Kthidene Diethyl Ether. 

CH, .CH (0C,H,),. 
Urs lan @) | Dyas ea es ee 1061 

GOEL OCH or 106°1 

lessnc ar ey tie) — 96°0 

116-2 

plus: 2 °C ae a 44°2 

HAIN ype ee 160°4 

ER sa 160°2 

The following compounds are noteworthy :— 

M.V. DACVE A. 

LOR ROR Bre GlHAB rcp 97°6 100°8 —32 

1) KORETACHE OI ae sccds cree. 101°3 103°3 —2:0 

I OCI COCR oe. .coaces 125°5 1291 —36 

OH CONC nie ns ieeee. 74:0 13:9 — 

OH: ICH CHC a 3225.2- 111:0 111:0 — 

1 j2e OH. CHOI CHIC)... 107°9 111°0 —31 

io eC HOlCH-. CHCl... 106°0 171-0 — 5-0 

at ie OPA SOOM ae a ere he 108-0 107-0 — 
I ee OH CIICH Cec .seect. 103°7 107°0 aie 

He 2 WOH Cl "CHCl yy ace: nes: 119-4 125°4 —60 

PO oe OIC. OCs Seeven. a5. 138-2 143°8 —5'6 

The results furnished by the above investigation are ex- 
ceedingly clear and uniform. 

(a) Ifa paraffin compound be substituted by a halogen or 
other unsaturated substituent more than once, the volume of 
the compound is normal or subject to the additive rule, 
provided that the substituents be attached to a single C atom. 

(b) If they are distributed among several carbon atoms, 
there are always contractions of a constitutive nature. 

It matters not how many of the H atoms of the terminal 
C are substituted, the contractions are dependent upon the 
number in the 8 position which are substituted. 

For one substitution in the B position the contraction is a 
little over 3:0 units. 

For two substitutions in the B position the contraction is 
about 6:0 units, or nearly double the first. 

Substitutions in the y (1, 3) position always involve greater 
contractions than substitutions in the @ (1, 2) position; and 
it is conceivable that substitutions in the 6 (1, 4) position 
would result in still larger contractions. 
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Apparently it makes no difference what the substituent is 
so long as it is unsaturated. Thus, Cl, Br, I, OH, and 
probably NH, and COOH, would all produce similar effects. 
Exception, doubly bound Oxygen, C: O. i 

A possible and even probable feature of these constitutive 
effects is the difference in the attracting force between the 
different kinds of substituent. Consideration of this is only 
possible with more extended data. Moreover, the extent of 
the curvature is also a point for discussion. This would 
obviously be a consequence of the extent of the forces of 
attraction. 

(B) 28, ay, and «6 substitutions in Ring Compounds. 

The Jsomers of di-derivatives of Benzene are three in 

number : 

p4 me r 

o— X, Nene - 7 
| i i | 
( ape hg ¢ Prse X, I 

T- Y, Y 
y C 

Cc SORT X, 

1,2 ortho - ee Sh metay= 1,4 para - 

The compounds which illustrate the above and which 
have been suificiently investigated for our purpose are fairly 
numerous, although it would be useful to possess data for 
the di-nitro, di-amino, di-chlor &c. compounds. 

Comparison of the Volumes of Benzene Derivatives. 

Compound. Groups. 0 (1, 1)im(, 2)ip 1, 38)) A. 

ylones, CE wives jaceveses- x — CH x, — CH. 1388°2| 140°0/] 140°4| —2:2 

Methyl Propyl B, C,,H,, ...| X,=CH, X,=C,H, — | 1849; 1849; — 

Cresoli@- HO 2.4.00... X,=CH, X,=—OH LAPS 123:5i LPS er a 

Cresyl Meth. Oxide, C,H,,0| X,=CH, X,=—OCH, | 146-4] 147-7] 148-0! —16 
Cresyl Ethyl Oxide, C,H,,0 |) X,=CH, X,=—OC,H,| 171-2| 172-4 172-4) —1-2 
Cresyl Propyl Oxide, C,,H,,0| X,=CH, X,=—O0C,H_| 195-4| 196-7/ 196-7) —1< 

Toluidene, C,H,N......... X,=CH, X,=—NH,...| 126-9] 1283] 128-9] —2-0 
Nitrotoluene, C,H,NO,..... X,=CH, X,=—NO, ...| 1426] 1443] 145-2] —2-6 
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These results show :— 
(a) That there is always a contraction when the substi- 

tuents are in the ortho- or 1:2 position; that is, when they © 
are nearest to each other. 

This is apparently a regularity similar to that involved in 
substitutions in the 1:2 position in open-chain compounds, 
although the influence of residual affinity must be less, owing 
to partial saturation of the substituents. In the above table 
the contractions are <2°0. In the case of nitrotoluene the 
contraction is greater, —2°6, probably owing to the great 
influence of the NO, group. 

The explanation to follow is not affected by considerations 
connected with the spatial arrangement of the atoms and 
groups. The two groups in the above table are considered 
to be on the same side of the ring. It would be interesting 
to know how the two geometrical isomerides differ as regards 
volume. 

(6) Meta 1:3 substitutions show small contractions, and 
para 1:4, which are normal, none at all. 

p-Xylene. Dimethyl Resorcin. 

a C—© Cri 
a iN ree WEG Jal 89.6 ; y mt ; Vice 89.6 

CH CH ocH, 512 ©H CH 4 ocemmiiae 
CH CH SAV. 140.8 CHa a. Crk ~ A.V. 156.2 

ye A@.4 NS ee 
DS. CH, é NeLo CH 

(c) In Ring Compounds the contractions diminish as the 
substituents are removed the further away from each other. 

(C) Explanation of Constitutive Effects. 

Having pointed out two important constitutive effects in 
open-chain and closed-chain compounds, we attempt their 
explanation. The following differences to be observed in 
different cases will assist in the elucidation of the problem. 

In open-chain compounds they increase. This is an 
important distinction, and since the result in the case of 
ring compounds is what we should expect, the peculiarity 
in the case of open-chain compounds calls for special 
explanation. 

One or two cases occur in the latter which follow the 
same rule as for ring compounds, and this will help us at 8 
arriving at a solution of the difficulty. : 
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Diisopropyl (C,H,,). ' Diisobutyl (C,H,,). 

CH, CH; CH; CH; 

ae | e 
CH—CH CH—CH,—CH,—CH 

Por | 
CH; CH; CH; CH; 

Wenormal ©.Hy, 139°93 V normal C,H., 186:26 

V diisopropyl 136°9  V diisobuty] 185:°20 

A ...—3°03 A... —1:06=2 x 0°53 
n-Heptane O;Hy, ... 162°92 
Isoheptane ... 162:34 

A for Iso Group  —0°58 

In the case of dusobutyl, the difference ir. volume from 
the normal compound is about twice the contraction for the 
iso-group. In the case of diisopropyl, the contraction is 
considerably greater. 

It is reasonable to suppose that in this case the iso-groups 
are so close that they interfere with each other, but that 
when two methylene groups intervene the possibility of 
interaction is diminished. 

So also is this the case with ring compcunds. In the 
ortho position the substituents are so close that they attract 
each other and so cause diminutions in volume. In the 
meta- and especially in the para- positions, the substituents 
cannot so readily interact, as they are further removed and 
for the most part outside of the range of each other’s 
attractions. 

In both of the above cases by no possibility can the general 
configuration of the molecule be altered, for in ring com- 
pounds, which already possess a definite and stable configura- 
tion, this is seen to be impossible, and in the diiso-paraffins 
the substituents (CH; groups) are symmetrically disposed 
and balance each other. : 
We are left to account for the anomalous behaviour of 8 

and y di-substitution derivatives of the paraffins which show 
increased contractions, the further they are removed from 
each other. 

This peculiarity can readily be explained by means of this 
theory of Residual Affinity which we are considering, and 
which has been so fruitful in the hands of Thiele under the 
name of Partial Valency. 

We must suppose that the attractive force between the 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. eal b 
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two substituents acts in the direction of causing curvature 
of the C chains where this is necessary. 

CH, 
7, 

X—CH,—-CH.—CH.,—-X 
CH, CH, 

Nu ay C | 
Xx ate 

That attractive forces of sufficiently powerful nature are 
possible, is seen from the fact that all the unsaturated. 
groups possess latent valencies, e.g., Cl, Br, I, OH, as also 
NO,, NH,, COOH. 

It is apparently necessary for the unsaturated groups to 
be singly linked to the carbon atoms, so as to possess sufficient. © 
mobility. Doubly linked atoms lack this mobilit ty and thus 
do not contribute to the constitutive effect. We find an 
example in : O. 

Groups like CH;—, C,H;—, CH;0—, are usually supposed 
to be saturated, but probably are not so. The attractive 
force might not be sufficiently powerful to change the con- 
figuration of hydrocarbon chains, but two such groups in 
proximity would doubtless attract each other. 

This subject can only be adequately dealt with, when a more 
extended body of data is available. 

The configurations of the compounds thus are :— 

Ethylene dichloride. Propylene Glycol. Ethylene bromide, 

CH, — Cl CHG Cr = Olt CEL aa Br 

| : | f | : 
CH,— Cl CH, = OF. Cs. sabe 

Contraction 
A... —3'1 —3'13 —3'2 

Trimethylene bromide. Trimethylene Glycol. Trimethylene chloride... 

Cis ar ai CE =. OTs CH, — Cl 
LE Hy ae u UG 7 

GEL it CH, i CH, ti 
xX tt 1" NS in 

Olan — by CEG OF CH. = Gf 

TAN ee —4°8 —4°3 —5'0 

Chlorethylene dichloride. Tetrachlorethane. Pentachlorethane.. 

Cis J.C E> a Cl Ch cr Cl—C-Ci —cr 

| eee, 
CES é Cr CH — Cl Cl— CH —CL 

Ne 3 —6:0_ — 5°6 
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Trichloracetyl chloride. 

2 ay ON OI O4 | 

a OO) 

Contraction 

BD ie tie —3°6 

As regards the Ring ( ‘ompounds, we find :— 
o-Xylene. m-Xylene. p-Xylene, 

CH O15 ty Cia CH ma aN VN " CH i cause a CH Cie Ole CH CE | | Lea | | | CH CCH. a CH CED n @rk s Wea Vie 

A... —2-2 —0-4 0 
o-Nitrotoluene. m-Nitrotoluene. p-Nitrotoluene. | 
Git 

Girt 
C ra Olele | eS CAIN ZS. | sl C ae CHs-. @e GC an CH: CH CH j | | heal | | t | CH Cra NO} <7 CH CH CH CH x S 7 es . CH ee “c= wo. | A —2°6 == UP) 0 

So far all the facts available favour our hypothesis, but certain other pieces of evidence make it stronger. 
(a) It is well known that di-derivatives of the paraffins by means of suitable reagents form ring compounds. 

! 

per ! ee Na Re) po 
ee (OH, —  CH,-— CH 4+ 2HCl 

\ 
DOr HCl CH, 

YA | . 
CH, vacate Od als O-+ HO Inner Oxide 
aN Ra Baby Uh ewe, We) Ono bom 

CH.:— OF iss CH 
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pe I 7 a ce RSs CH. Ni+ NH Imide 
CH. — NIH | nd Formation 

and so on in many other cases. 
(b) It has been concluded (Ber. xv. p. 630, 1882) from the 

peculiar differences in the deportment of the a, @, and y 
oxy acids, when they split off water to form lactones, that in 
these oxy acids there is a special spatial arrangement or 
configuration of the © chains. The assumption that the 
atoms of a molecule not linked to each other in a formula 
can exert an affinity upon one another, has led to the idea 
that in a union of more than two C atoms these atoms ~ 
arrange themselves, not in a straight line, but upon a 
curve. 

(c) In the ethylene compounds it is impossible for ring- 
compounds to form unless polymerization occurs, in some 
cases at least :— 

1 Z 

! es Gna aes 
CH; =} Cl CH, 

The product is the unsaturated compound Ethylene. The 
presumption is strongly in favour of the contiguous position 
of the two Cl atoms in the original compound. 

Carbons Singly Linked. 

Tke possibility of isomerism at first sight seems clear :— 

Cl Sa H H Cl 

‘ i . bo. EE 

eae H Cl 
H H 

by Rotation. 

If we suppose that rotation on the single axis joining the 
two carbons can take place easily, we see that Form I. 
would be unstable and tend to pass into Form II. by this 
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self-same process. In practice only one (Form II.) would be 
possible. Asa matter of fact, only one ethylene di-substitution 
product is known. 

On the plane we represent the change :— 

x] CH Cra 
| i ae 

CH;— X ON 

Carbons Doubly Linked. 

When the carbons are doubly linked, rotation cannot occur 
for the reason that this would take place against a resistance 
offered by a field of force in the region between the two 
C atoms. Thus the two isomers are more or less stable and 
are indeed found. ‘This is indicated by the well-known 
21S EPRI 2S RE aaa aati si age a Meme, UNAM ao ch 

== IEE 

re 
CH~—xX CH— X 

Maleic form Fumaric form. 

The two forms according to our hypothesis would possess 
different volumes and boiling-points. The fumaric modi- 
fication would follow the Additive Rule, and the maleic 
modification would be subject to a contraction. 

This is indeed the case if we are to judge by the densities 
at ordinary temperatures. 

Maleie Ester. Fumaric Ester. 

Ethyl. 

eb C.O.O: C, Hs. CH: 'O.0)- CH 

|| | 
Hee OO C,H. CH-€ 00 G Be 

— doy (Knops)... 1:06917 doy (Knops)... 105199 
Ee nee 225. ©) 218°C. 
eae. (calie.)).. 194°9 197°6 
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Propyl. Maleate. Fumarate. 
dap unicirrvates 1°02899 iy! Watesecstaee 1:02203 

Ethyl Citraconate. Ethyl Mesaconate. 
CH,;—C—COOC,H; COOC,H;—C— CH; 

j J 
HC—COOC,H; HC—COOC,.H; 

doy (Knops) ... 1:06241 sg hs ausenenee 1:04674 

Solution Volumes. 

(Traube, Ann. 240. p. 43, 1886.) 

| Sodium. 

| Maleate. Fumarate. 
| Wee ie 54:3 A a —5:1 59-4 

Citraconate. Mesaconate. 
, Wie eee 66°5 ieee —4+1 70°6 

Crotoconate. Tsoerotoconate. 
Vag esecce 62°4 aN ecccces — 2°() 64°4 

All these results are in favour of our view. The malenoid 
compounds are marked by a contraction and a higher B.P. 
than the fumaroid, similar, indeed, to what is shown by the 
a and § di-substitution compounds. These features are 
accompanied by the possibility of forming the ring com- 
pound in the malenoid form—Maleic anhydride, Citraconic 
anhydride. 

4 The above data are for 20°. No data exist for the B.P. 
: It must be remembered that the contractions are considered 

to be the result of Residual affinity, and since the groups 
—C.OOK are nearly saturated, the contractions may not be 
large in these instances. 

r It thus seems clear that the constitutions which we give 
to the above geometrical Isomers, and which account for 
certain peculiarities, must be given to the §-derivatives of 
the Paraffins, since similar physical peculiarities are shown. 

In carbon chains of greater length than two, curvature is 
an additional fact which must be taken into consideration. 
The tendency of the Cl atoms, say, to approximate even in 
ethylene derivatives, constitutes a curvature of the chain 

from Cl—CH,— CH,—Cl to CH,—CH, 
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No doubt this regularity which we are discussing is capable 
of elucidating the constitution of unknown compounds. 

a8 Dibrom alcohol according to Weger (Ann. 221. p. 61) 
has a volume at the B.P. of 124°3. 

CH,Br.CH,. Br. CH,OH 

is the ordinary formula. 
The possible formule are, on our hypothesis, 

| i (Clele—= Br 

Oi) CH-Br (i) CH-Br (m) Br-CH ‘ 
ee ales CH,- OH 
GH- OH VOM OH, 

a 8 y 

Contraction —3:1 —3:'1 —4°5 

CHa Br 

eae 
(TV) CH— Br 

Laas 
CEs Old 

(SOP 7 

Wolumetor CHa. CH. CHEOR a Men, 81°5 
lessee DER ee eas 7:4 

(Act 
JOD) 2M Bye oie Bale 36°6 

ACV can 130°7 

Val taclesaan: 124°3 

ANGI nia — 6:4 

The formula of Weger’s Dibrom alcohol is thus Number LY. 
(probably) and is strictly analogous to the Tri-Hydroxy com- 
pound Glycerol. Tri-chlor and Tri-brom Hydrin w ould be 
similar. 
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The following compound is also interesting in this con- 
nexion :— 

Acetylene Dibromide C,H,Bry. 

IM Veit 91°3 > Mae a 93°0) 1h Bree 
Aen 

C,H,Br, gives A —3:1. 

We must thus suppose that the formula is 

CH —Br 

Pca 
I 

CH—Br 

but that the olefin linking diminishes the value of A. 

The Effect of Chlorinating Benzene. 

One aspect of the work in this section is the successive 
chlorination of the Paraftins. 

Take for instance ethane C,H,. By successive chlori- 
nation we obtain the compounds 

CH,.CH,Cl, CH,.CHCl,, CH,;.CCl, 
CH,Cl.CCl,,  CHCI,.CCl, CCl,.CCk 

The result is to show that only the « compounds are 
normal ; the 8 compounds are marked by a contraction in 
volume which is the result, it is contended, of the formation 
of Partial Rings—or, perhaps, from another point of view 
Temporary Rings. 

The question now is, what may be the effect of succes- 
sively chlorinating benzene UgH,? We are able to answer 
this question, to some extent at any rate, owing to the work 
of Jungfleisch (Jahresberichte, xx. p. 36, xxi. p. 352). 

Monochlorbenzene. C,H;Cl. 

Cl ‘Unsymmetrical or Odd). M.V. 114°6. 
() B.P. 132°-0. 

Cl—C,H,Cl—C,H,;= 114-6 —92°8=21°8. 

1:4 Dichlorbenzene. C,H,Cl). 

ou (Symmetrical or Even). .M.V. 130°9. 
() B.P. 172°0. 

Cl = C;H,Cl,— Cris bye 130°9 —$9°6 = AT=52 
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1:2:4 Trichlorbenzene. ©,H;Cls. 

(Unsymmetrical or Odd). M.V. 149°1. 
on B.P. 213°0. 

C= C,HsCl; — C,H; = 149°'1—86°4= O27. 

1:2:4:5 Tetrachlorbenzene. CyH,Cly. 

ql (Symmetrical or Even). M.V. 165-0. 
Cl BER. 2442'C: 

Ny C=C, EEC. —C,5,— 65:0 — 83:2 = $18. 
Cl 

1:2:3:4:5 Pentachlorbenzene. Cg,HCl;. 

Cl (Unsymmetrical or Odd). M.V. 183°8. 

(2 Beinn Goris 

ul ae Cl; = C,HCl,— C,H =183°8 —80-0= 103°8. 

Flexachlorbenzene. C,H¢. 
Cl 

c1/\cl1 (Symmetrical or Even). M.V. 200-0. 
BP. 32670. 

CIN 7C1L.. - 
Cl Cl,=200:0— 76°8=123:2. 

If we subtract the values of the Cl atoms we obtain the 
followin g results :— 

Compound. N. Vu Cl. A. 

(Chale (Cl eas tec eno Anennnee 1 21°8 
19:5 

CY Cl Wasco oe eictisecisiec 2 41:3 
21°4 

Op UO) Raine Ane cera 3 [6 2F7 
| | 19-1 

CE Cen icces aaects ses 4 peels 
| 22:0 

(Opals Ole Ie Amen arene D 103°8 
| 19-4 
CLO racassoseatrgcaenaes 6 } 128-2 
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Thus we have :— 
Normal. Abnormal. 

(Unsymm. (Symm. 
or Odd}. or Even). 

1st Chlorine atom Cl, ............ vA Lees — 

2nd Chlorine atom Cl®............ - 195 

8rd Chlorine atom Cl ......... 21:4 = 

4th Chlorine atom Cl ......... — 191 

5th Chlorine atom OF .........: 22:0 -— 

6th Chlorine atom Cl’ ............ — 19°4 

Meany, Ge. scasaece 21°8 19°3 
—__ — 

If we arrange the Normal and Abnormal Cl atoms on a 

diagram and enclose the latter by a circle thus (cl) 

we find :— 

The abnormal Cl atoms are situated in the para positions 
relative to each other, and the effect is to make one half of 
the molecule substituted by Cl atoms normal and the other 
half abnormal. 

CV. Note on some Modijications in an ordinary Balance 
which conduce to ease and quickness of weighing. By G. 
A. SHAKESPEAR, W/.A., D.Sc.* 

i ‘ AVING had occasion during the last two years to use 
a balance for rapid and somewhat accurate weighings, 

I have been led to make certain modifications in the ordinary 
instrument. The result has been so satisfactory in practice 
that I think it may be worthwhile describing the arrangement. 

In the use of a good physical balance the accuracy of 
weighing is mainly limited by (a) the accuracy of the 
weights, (6) constancy of temperature in the balance case, 
(c) the accuracy with which the position of the rider can be 

* Communicated by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. 

TP 4 
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read, and (d) the magnitude of the smallest measurable 
deflexion of the beam. Weighings are often made, even 
by skilled observers, in which details (a) and (0) are not suf- 
ficiently regarded, and a degree of accuracy which is quite 
illusory is apparently obtained. When a centigramme rider 
is used, it is generally possible to estimate the small changes 
of weight, due to changing the position of the rider, toa 
degree of accuracy far beyond that which is warranted in 
view of the uncertainty as to the conditions (a) and (0). 
Theoretically, the sensitiveness may be increased so that the 
smallest appreciable change of position of the rider produces 
an observable deflexion of the beam. In practice, however, 
it is found advisable to have a degree of sensitiveness for 
which a comparatively large change of position of the 
centigramme rider produces no appreciable change in 
defiexion. In other words, the rider is usually too small 
and the means of measuring deflexion not sufficiently deli- 
cate. In the balance to be described the rider is therefore 
comparatively large (either *5 gm. or ‘05 gm.), and the 
deflexion is observed optically by using a concave mirror 
attached to the beam. 

The effect is to provide a pointer of considerable length 
but with small mass and moment of inertia, so that the period 
of oscillation is appreciably reduced. There is, moreover, 
no parallax. : 

Rider Beam.—tThis runs from end to end of the beam, the 
upper edge being in the plane of the knife-edges. It is 
divided into ten equal divisions each of which is subdivided 
into ten smaller divisions. 

fiider.—This is in the form of an elongated ring which 
surrounds the rider beam (thus preventing possibility of 
falling off) and provided with a hook at its upper part. 
When the balance is unloaded and in equilibrium the rider 
is at zero mark on the left side of its beam. It may be 
either -5 gm. or ‘05 gm., giving respectively 1 cgm. or 
1 mgm. for one small division ; the smallest weights in the 
box are then 1 gm. or‘l gm. ‘Tenths of a division can, of 
course, be estimated. 

Method of moving the fider.—The rider is moved by means 
of a thin silk cord (plaited fishing-line is good) passing 
through a slit at each end of the case. The shape of the 
slit is shown at A in the figure, the upper part being vertical 
and in the same plane as the rider beam but rising above 
the level of the top of the rider. The lower part of the 
slit slopes downwards and forwards. The silk cord has a 
small stretching-weight at each end, and when at rest these 
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weights pull the cord to the lower ends of the slits, thus 
keeping it taut and clear of the beam. ‘To move the rider 
the cord is grasped by both hands, one at each end, and is — 
raised. It thereupon automatically engages the hook of the 
rider and lifts the latter from its beam. By sliding the cord 
along, the rider can then be adjusted with ease and precision, 
and the cord falls clear again when released. To facilitate 
grasping with the fingers, the cord is made to pass over a small 
projecting bar outside each slit, as shown in the figure at B. 
When the cord becomes worn, minute particles of silk 

may occasionally stick to the rider. This is unimportant 
unless the rider 1s very small, but the trouble can be obviated 
entirely by replacing a short length of the cord with a piece 
of thin wire which can always be brought into contact with 
the rider in place of the silk. 

Pointer.—For rough adjustment, a projection at one end 
of the beam moves near a fixed scale (as shown at C). For 
fine adjustment, a thin concave mirror is fixed to the back of 
the beam, a diameter of the mirror being in line with the 
axis of rotation of the beam. The plane of the mirror 
may be vertical or inclined at an angle to the vertical. A 
slightly inclined position, shown in the diagram at D, is 
found convenient. A tube passes through the wall of the 
case and reaches nearly to the mirror, the axis of the tube 
nearly coinciding with that cf the mirror. Sliding into this 
tube is a shorter length which carries a plane piece of glass 
at right angles to the axis of the tube. One half of this 
olass is sightly ground and has engraved on it a scale. On 
the other half is fixed a pointed piece of foil, the point 
coming opposite to the middle of the scale (as shown at Ef). 

The small tube is slid into the larger one until the point 
of the foil and the centre of the scale are at conjugate foci of 
the mirror, and the image of the point is thus cast on to the 
scale. To enable the image of the scale to be seen from the 
front, an aperture is made in the front side of the tube and 
a piece of plane mirror is put at an angle of 45° behind the 
scale (as shown in plan at F). 

To illuminate the mirror the balance may be placed with 
the tube directed towards a window; but a plane mirror 
capable of turning about an axis at right angles to that of the 
tube and fitted to the latter by means of a collar which can 
be turned about the outer end of the tube, enables light from 
any source to be used (this is not shown in the figure). 

The arrestment of the balance should be of the type 
(found in most good balances) which only raises the beam 
a fraction of a millimetre. 
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In weighing, the weights are placed in the right-hand pan, 
the rider being at its zero mark. Weights to the nearest. 
gramme (less than the weight of body) are put into the pan — 
if the half-gramme rider is used; the case is closed, and 
the fractions of a gramme are given by one setting of the 
rider. 

The sensitiveness of the balance should be so adjusted 
that the smallest readable change of position of the rider 
gives the smallest readable change of deflexion. 

Experiment shows that even in a very draughty room 
currents of air through the slits do not introduce errors. 
unless very delicate measurements are being made. Such 
currents can be prevented by having a second slit in another 
piece of metal pivoted so that the cord can pass through the 
intersection of the two slits. 

The diagram represents a cheap form of balance which has 
been fitted in the workshop with the modifications described. 

No new principle is involved, but a balance so fitted has 
been found to give great saving of time and labour in 
weighing. 

CVI. Ona Theory of the Rotational Optical Activity in 
Isotropic Media. By G. H. Livens*. 

i ie some recently published papers} the author, starting 
from a suggestion originally made by H. A. Lorentz, 

has given indications towards a new form of the electron 
theory of the optical rotatory power in isotropic media. The 
results obtained are in such close agreement with the experi- 
mental facts that there can hardly be any doubt as to the 
correctness of the fundamental assumptions on which they 
are based. The object of the present paper is to give now 
as complete a statement of the theory as possible, in the hope 
that it may lead to further experimental investigations of its 
appropriateness. 

In the modern electromagnetic theory of optics we have 
always to deal with the electric and magnetic force and the 
electric and magnetic flux, such that each flux is derived from 
the other force by the universally valid circuital relations. 
If we denote the electric and magnetic force vectors by 
and H respectively and the corresponding fluxes by D and 

* Communicated by the Author. 
: ne On Rotational Optical Activity of Solutions,’ Phil. Mag. June 
913. 
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B, these relations are expressed by the following vector 
equations 

—*B=Cul B, ~=Curl H, bn fe ued 

wherein the Hertz-Heaviside units are adopted and c=3.10" 
is the velocity of light im vacuo. 

_ The influence of the molecules of the medium expresses 
itself only on the form of the relations, depending on the 
constitution of the medium, connecting each flux with the 
corresponding force. Since in light phenomena we can 
always take B=H, we need only to investigate the relation 
between Dand E. This is obtained, as in Drude’s theory, 
by a statistical analysis of the motions of the contained 
electrons, to which the electric flux due to the presence of 
the medium is directly reducible. These electrons are, as 
usual, supposed to be connected to the molecules of the 
medium by quasi-elastic forces, and are resisted in their 
motion by frictional forces proportional to their velocity. 
The equations of motion of such electrons are therefore of a 
type 

m(s8,+ nr’ s>+ Nr’ sy) =eF,, 

wherein s, is the vectorial displacement of the electron from 
its position of equilibrium ; m is its mass and e the charge 
on it; mn,” is the parameter of the quasi-elastic force and 
mn,’ that of the frictional resistance. The force F, is the 
component force (parallel to direction of displacement) on 
the contained electron due to the electric field in the incident 
light wave. 

In the usual, Drude’s, form of the theory one simply takes 
F=E; but Lorentz has shown” that the force on the con- 
tained electron is not thereby completely represented ; we 
must in fact add a term f(P), where /(P) denotes some un- 
determined vector function of the polarization intensity P.in 
the medium. As a first approximation for isotropic media 
it is shown that f(P)=aP, where a is very nearly equal to 
1/3; but in second order effects of the kind under discussion 
other terms may occur. In order to explain the broad 
general facts of the phenomena at present under review it is 
in fact necessary to assume, with Lorentz, that 

f (P)=aP +6 Curl P, 

the constant 6 being some physical constant of the medium 

* ‘Versuch einer Theorie der elekt. u. opt. Erscheinungen, &c.’ 
(Leipzig, 1906) pp. 78-81. 
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determining the extent of the effect of its asymmetric 
structure on its optical behaviour. 

This simple statement, however, seems to require a little 
more precision. Does the constant } depend on the relative 
density of the chirally active molecules? Or does this second 
order force not act equally on all the electrons in the medium ¢ 
It seems difficult to realize that this force, originating in the 
chiral structure of the active molecules, can be appreciable 
equally well at any point of a medium throughout which the 
actual chiral molecules are but sparsely distributed. This 
leads to the view I have formerly adopted, that this chiral 
part of the force is appreciable only in the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of the optically active molecules. There is of 
course the alternative and practically equivalent view that 
the presence of so many active molecules imparts a slight 
chiral structure to the whole medium, and to an extent 
depending on the relative density of such molecules*. In 
the actual analysis 1 shall adopt my former view, and for 
simplicity will assume this force to be perceptible only for 
those electrons contained within the active molecules. 
We have thus in isotropic media 

F=H+aP+6 Curl P, 

and with this form the equations of motion of the typical 
electron are of the forin 

m(sp+2» Sp+n, S-) =e (Es +aP,) +6 Curl, P. 

If now the light incident on the body is a simple harmonic 
wave-train of frequency n, the electrons are compelled by 
the electric force in the incident beam, with more or less 

; : ttt ae ‘ 
success, to vibrate with a period a Thus the functions 

may all be considered to depend on the time by the expo- 
nential factor e”*, so that we have 

m (—n? +in ny +n,”) s-= e(Hs+aP,) +6 curl, P. 

By solving this equation for s, we determine the position 
of the typical electron corresponding to the values E of the 
electric force and P of the polarization. By forming the 
vectorial sum Ses, per unit volume, which we know is equal 
to P,, we obtain a relation between the electric force and 

* On due consideration I think this alternative view untenable as 
there would then be no distinction between chirally active electrons and 
non-chirally active ones; a distinction which is required by the results 
of some of Cotton’s experiments. 

a 
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polarization intensity, the coefficients being in general 
complex functions of the light disturbance considered. This 
relation is of the form ! 

P= (= e?/m (B+ aP) +(3 bem Curl P 
at N,- -inny’ Sa Np? + INN»! mr) ane e 

wherein >’ denotes a sum taken only over the electrons con- 
tained in the actual active molecules and perhaps only over 
some of them. 

Lorentz writes this relation in the form 
H=aP+ 8 curl P, 

without giving any account of the constants a, 8; our theory 
shows that 

ae?/m ‘ be?/m 
aa > Ne + inn, —n? 2 Ne + inn,! —n? 
> e*/m i Ban e7/m 

Ne + inn, —n? > ny + inn,’ —n? 
We can now obtain the required constitutional relation to 

complete the scheme of equations for our medium. We 
know in fact that 

a= 

D=P+H, 
and thus 

Kd+e)—8CurlHE=eD—8CurlD . . (2) 
is the required relation. 
Now let us examine the propagation of a plane homo- 

geneous beam of light in a medium where these relations 
are satisfied. The direction of propagation is taken to be 
the axis of ¢ in a rectangular coordinate system so that the 
components of H, D, H all involve the coordinates of space 

qz in(t— 
and time only by the exponential factor ¢ (re , wherein g 
is in general a complex constant, a function of n, the frequency of the light used. 

Since all differentials with respect to (x, y) vanish, the general equations (1) reduce to 

Mecndel va: c di a2? H=0, 
and 

LADS Ne Ciel 1 dD, oH, 
a dt —= Oz” BEN Te eas D:-=0, 

or (H,, H,) =¢ (H,, — E,) 
(D., D,)=¢ (aati H,) 

| =9°(B., B,). Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. 3U 
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Now the equation (2) gives at once 

B,(1 +a)—iP“41B, =D, = Me Di 

and B12) +¢2"d _ 2D, +i D,, 

or 
E.{1+a(1— gyi aa —9)E,=0, 

Hy{1+a(1—¢") pti” Ee. —¢)H.=0, 

which are equivalent to the two anes 

(B, +iE,) Ca URes ca =) 

(E.—iB,)| (@'—)(2+ 4-1] =0. 
These equations can be*satisfied in two ways: 

(1) Hither by 

ie e0 and (=D (a+ eri)—1=0, 
(2) or by 

E,—iB,=0 and (9?—1)(o—-22)\ ia z—iH, =0 and (¢—1) cates == (5 

Now examine what this means: let 9, and 4, be the respec- 
tive roots of the two cubics in (1) and (2), and consider the 
propagation of a beam of light which starts with the electric 
force polarized in the plane of the axis of y and with an 
amplitude H 

E,=E ei, B,=0. 

The medium splits this beam into two oppositely circularly 
polarized beams, in the one of which 

E,=4He™, E,=— . Ee 

initially, and in the other 

E,=3Be™, E,=, Bem. 

The first of these beams, in which H,,+2H,,=0, is propagated 
through the medium with a velocity equal to the real part 
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of “ ; while the second, in which H,,—7H,,=0, is propa- 
if 

gated with a velocity equal to the real part of ee The 
2 

result is that at a depth z into the medium from the place 
of entry of this beam the amplitudes in the respective 
components are 

al po Kin t= 2% 
E =e ( =) En=— 5 ¢ ( a) 

ead ral ik ( ado =) in ee 2) 

and therefore 

This shows that, if the imaginary parts of 9, and q, are the 
same, then the beam of light is still plane polarized even at 
this depth, but the plane of polarization has been turned 
through an angle 

NZ 
06 (41— 42). 

This is the case when the absorption of the two beams is the 
same, which in reality only occurs when there is no absorp- 
tion at all. In every other case the light is elliptically 
polarized, but the rule of rotation of the major axis is always 
very approximately determined by the real part of (9¢,—4,). 
We need not here enter further into the details of this 
analysis, which are fully dealt with in most text-books *. 
In any case the complete circumstances are determined when 
we know (9:—4s) and can effect its separation into real and 
imaginary parts. 

* See for example Voigt, ‘ eS u. Elektro-optik,’ pp. 82-84. 
U2 
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Although the equations for 9; and 4, could be solved abso- 
lutely this process appears unnecessary, as the restrictions 
imposed by the fundamental assumptions are probably such 
as could not stand the test of absolute accuracy. Besides the 
approximation obtained by treating @ as small is a very good 
one, and would be sufficiently justified in most cases. The 
equations are 

(q’—1) (2+ eat) = if 

and if we expand q in powers of 6 we get 
1. 

othe ve + AB?+ ...: 

so that Bn 

to a very good approximation if § is small. Substituting 
the values for a and 6 we find 

: be?/m e?/m 

¢ ee 2,7 nny NS f ) 
n 

inn; —n n,2 + inn; —n? 
— (1 — 9) = 2 (a-5 See), ? 

N= + inne —n? 

and this is the general formula from which all the cireum- 
stances of the phenomena are obtained. 

In regions of the spectrum where there is no appreciable 
absorption, the imaginary parts of these formule are negli- 

gibly small, and then the difference 55 (1) represents 

the rate of rotation of the plane of polarization in the sub- 
stance, usually called w, so that under these circumstances 

2c?w ve ae in NX; seat) 2__ 92 —7? 

Te hare ae?/m 
ix 2 2 nr—n 

a formula which can be adopted into an explanation of most 
of the apparent anomalies in the polarimetric behaviour of 
solutions when their aggregate constitution is varied. It 
leads for instance, under the usual assumptions that 

> fo = taken per unit volume for any definite set of 

bigceenee is proportional to the partial density of the sub- 
stance with whose molecules they are associated, to a formula 
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for the rotative power of a mixture containing different 
active substances at partial densities p;, ps,... and inactive 
substances at partial densities o,, o:,... which is of the form 

Be) lo uy: a+ ) 1 Pi +7oP2+ e814 + SQoQ + ANSE 

— 3 = ("1 Pits fet --. ; 
n> | L—a(7py+72p2+ » 0 'SYOy + SopFg + ero 

mMeKEN 73.5) 019 562-15 2 Ma, Toy 243) Sis, Soy es, are all “physical 
constants of the respective substances to which they refer, 
depending on the nature of these substances and the frequency 
of the light. 

A more fundamental interpretation of the formula, which 
would avoid any irregularity in the probable truth of the 
above assumption, makes it depend on the mean index of 
refraction of the medium (¢) which we know is determined 
by the relation 

er ee a > e?/m 

l+a(e?-1) 7 ni? —n?? 

and thus 

aaa (> el (Ee M1). 
N-—n* 

It would appear that the main cause of the variation of w 
is identical with that which causes the variation of e¢, a fact 
on which it is necessary to insist. | 

One or two fundamental difficulties occur, however, even 
in the applications of this formula. Some of these have 
already been mentioned in a previous connexion (l. ¢.) ; 
another one is that it would indicate no change in the sign 
of the rotation on passage across an absorbing region, a 
phenomenon observed by Cotton. Closer investigation to 
which we shall now proceed will, however, remove even 
these discrepancies. 

In the neighbourhood of the spectrum near an absorption 
band, the absorption determined by the imaginary parts of 
gq, and 9g, is no longer negligible ; but even in these cases it 
is only the absorption due to the electrons giving rise to the 
one near band that is appreciable and needs to be reckoned 
with. Two cases may, however, present themselves, the 
band may arise from a set of the rotationally active electrons 
or from a group of the others. The latter case being the 
simpler is treated first. If we write 

2¢ : 
AUR ana (w—iw'), 

then w determines the relative velocities of the two beams 
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(and approximately the rate of:rotation of the polarization 
plane), and o’ their relative absorption, the two quantities — 
alone necessary to determine the nature of the emergent 
light. We have now 

liee B(A : N,e?/m ) 
9 . 

Pan? + inn,’ 92 
= (@—iw')= 
n aN,e7/m 2 

1—aA,— > 5 5 / 

ie Nes terre 

wherein N, is the number of electrons per unit volume with 
free period ,, which are responsible for the band under 
consideration ; 

this sum being taken per unit volume over all the electrons 
in the medium other than those reckoned in N,; and finally, 

pee >. be?/m 

this sum being taken only over the rotationally active 
electrons for none of which 1s n-=7. 
We can again interpret this formula in terms of the mean 

index of refraction ¢ and mean absorption coefficient « 
determined as usual by 

(e—2«)> ees > N,e?/m 
=Ay 1+a(e—ix)? n~—n? + inn, 

The result is that 

2° (o— io’) SiGe i aeeapeeta 5 

=B[ (P?—«?—1—2iex) {a(e?—K?—-1) + 1—2iaer?, 
so that 

Dy) 2 

— =B[(e—«?—1){a(e2—«2—1) +1} —4ae’e?] 

20% —y = 2B[(at Ie — 1) + Lex. 

To discuss these formule it will be convenient to resolve 
them by a method similar to that adopted by the author in a 
recent communication™ on absorption spectra. The formulz 

* “Ueber die Veranderlichkeit von Absorptionsspektren,’ Phys. Zeitsch. 
xiv. pp. 841-844 (1913). 
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are in fact simplified by writing 

Biuaes oi)? api Nie ae te laa 

ae PAR Tacs sae 1—aA, 

og (1—a) p, aP1 n?=x,?+f tan 6, 
ae ene 

f= an. ) and) da — cp: 

and neglecting the term xn” in comparison with the term 
«n'?, which always accompanies it. We have then 

»Y 2 2 

eT vl AS poe 
€} €} 

where L?=1+4 2a?— 2a sin 20+ 2a? cos 20 

M=1—asin 28, 

2 We so that ees ee =a’ e,' cos! 0 

e—K?=e"M = ¢,?(1—a sin 26). 

We have therefore 

20e°@ 
= 

Bex { (e;°7 — 1) — ae, sin a7 { a(e?—1) +1—acae,” sin 20 } 

— 4a," cos* 0 
9 n2 

= — — {2a(e2—1) + 1}ae,? sin 26 

ee — ae;ta?(1+ 2 cos20+ cos 46), 
2 2 

Ra = (e?—1){a(e?—1) + 1}. 

alse 7 = 2ae,? cos” 6 [(a+1)e)7>—a— (a+ 1)ae,? sin 26]. 

These formule for » and o’ are suitable for the estimation 
of the disturbance in the otherwise uniform course of the 
rotatory dispersion due to the presence of absorption bands of 
varying intensity. In order to illustrate the general nature 
of the effects in a particular case, I have plotted on diagrams 

6c? 1 6c7@’ 
Be (@—@ ,) anc Be 

a(=n?—a,”) for the values 0-1 (fig. 1), 1 (fig. 2), and 10 
(fig. 3) of the constant «, which depends essentially on the 

the values of the functions against 
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density of the electrons exciting the band under considera- 
tion. The particular case chosen is that for which ¢?=2 

607a! 

Bu? * 
and the continuous ones the other function. In figures 2 

and a@=1/38; the dotted lines represent the curves for 

6070! } Nay 
and 3 the maxima of -—: which are not exhibited, are 

respectively 28 and 2800. 
Fig. 1. 

The lowest point of the continuous curve always occurs for 
a positive value of v< /3f, and the maximum point of the 
dotted curve for a negative value of w between 0 and 

vay) TO i 

These diagrams illustrate very vividly the important 
characteristics of the phenomena. The presence of the 
absorption band in general causes an increase in the rotation 
on its more refrangible side and a decrease on the other side, 
even to a reversal in sign. The decrease is in general much 
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more pronounced than the increase except when the density 
of the absorbing molecules is small, when there is approximate 
symmetry. This is in complete agreement with the experi- 
mental results obtained by Cotton. 

Fig. 2. 

The relative absorption of the two rays is also increased in 
the neighbourhood of the band, where it in fact changes very 
rapidly. or small densities it is symmetrical on both sides 
of the band, but for larger densities it may be of opposite 
sign on the two sides. This would indicate opposite elliptical 
polarization of a beam of light, according as its frequency is 
just below or just above that of the absorption band. 

— ee 
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Another important point to be noticed is that the effects | 
here described always accompany an absorption band of the 
type specified. But we have already seen™ how the position ~ 
of the absorption band of a substance varies not only as a 

consequence of a variation in the state of aggregation of the 
substance itself, but also as a result of mixing other sub- 
stances with it. Thus variations in the conditions of the 
rotating substances will result in a variation in the position 
of the spectrum in which the above characteristics present 
themselves. This may contain an explanation of the difficulty 

* Cf. Livens, ‘Ueber die Veranderlichkeit von Absorptionsspektren,’ 
i, 11,111. Phys. Zettsch. xiv. (1913). 
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inherent in the simpler formula, obtained by neglecting the 
absorption, which did not admit a minimum rotation for 
changing concentration of the substance* until a change in 
the sign of the rotation had taken place. In fact changing 
the concentration of the solution may conceivably bring into 
closer proximity an absorption band, and complications are 
at once introduced which may very well explain the results 
actually obtained. I have not sufficient details to hand to 
tell whether this explanation is a valid one in the few cases 
involved, but the matter could easily be tested. A similar 
explanation applies to the cther difficulty (/. c.) mentioned, 
viz. that the minimum rotation of a substance in solution, 
for changing concentration, is independent of the solvent. 

Several other deductions couid be made immediately from 
the above formula, but no advantage is thereby gained 
owing to the lack of experimental results on this subject, 
with which they can be compared. Several obvious tests of 
the theory, however, at once present themselves, and could 
be submitted to examination. For the present we may be 
content with the above explanations, and may therefore 
proceed to an examination of the more general formula in 
the remaining case of any importance, viz. when the absorp- 
tion which is taken into account arises from a group of 
rotationally active electrons. ‘This formula in this case can 
be written, in the same notation, 

Bee N,be?/m in N,e?/m } 

2? quae tT nyt —n? + inn’ PY ne—n? 4inn’ 

2 aN ,e?/m ji n 
l—aA— = 

Ny — nN Finny, 

The calculations and discussions for this formula can be 
made to depend on those already given in the simpler case 
above. In fact if we define , and ,' by the relation 

BLA Nye?/m 
9 2 1 it Ph ea Oe Seam al? 
Z SANE ny —n +inn, 
oy (@, Ea IW ) are = Tay az ta Rae OV MEEh Uy GAG ce 

n aN ,e7/a 2) 

1—aA,— ———_ 
(  n—n2 inn,’ 

then they are susceptible of the same treatment as @ and o 
above ; but then 

N,be?. 1 
o—io' =(14+ — : SEE ~, \ (ia), 

SS ROL ON Muon tine 

so that and o! are easily determined. We need not enter 

* See Phil. Mag. June 1918. 
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further into the results here. It is, however, worth noticing 
that in this case no change of sign of the rotation can take 
place on crossing the absorption band: this is the essential 
difference between the two cases. The conclusion is, however, 
precisely the opposite of that drawn from Drude’s theory; in 
fact on that theory the change of sign in the rotation takes 
place only when an absorption band due to chirally active 
electrons is crossed. | 

The general formule thus obtained, although rather com- 
plicated, are nevertheless sufficiently general to contain an 
effective explanation of all of the apparent anomalies in the 
behaviour of the intrinsic optical rotatory power of isotropic — 
media. This theory, which makes the rotative power depend 
essentially on the ordinary dispersion and absorption in the . 
medium, would indicate large variations of this rotative 
power consequent on any variation of condition which alters 
to any appreciable extent the usual dispersive and absorptive 
properties of the medium. 

Of course it may be that the present theory is not general 
enough to include all the details of a very complex pheno- 
mena: this can only be tested by experiment. It appears. 
however, to be of far more general applicability than any 
other theory of the phenomena yet proposed, and is therefore 
deserving of a strict experimental examination to test its 
completeness, before other assumptions are adopted to explain 
what at first sight appear to be anomalies in the phenomena, 
but which are all, or nearly all, probably involved in some 
simple physical theory of the subject such as that developed 
above. 

Sheffield, Feb. 4, 1914. 

Note added April 22nd, 1914.—Since writing the above it 
has been pointed out to me that the assumption B=H is not 
valid in the present connexion. This appears to have been 
noticed first by Voigt (Ann. der Physik, \xix. p. 307, 1899) 
who finds that, in order that the equations of the theory may 
conform to the energy principle in its usual form, it is 
necessary to put 

if terms in 8? and higher powers are neglected. 
It is therefore necessary to modify the form of the 
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fundamental equations (1) given above to 

1dH, | @@P,_QBy _1dly | 8 @Py__ OE: 
Side wae dis Olli) SOMaE Daze ae a Oc 

and tdD, oH, 1dD, _ oH. z a Wea D,=0. 
Gdisk OS Cue 

Under the conditions above specified these equations are 
equivalent to the two relations 

(EH, +4iE,) (q2—1)=(P.+iPy) (1 e 1"). 

But we still have from equation (2) as above 

, (BatiB,)=(a+ 2") (P,4iP,), 

so that the equations for g are now 

\2 

a(g?—1)(14 “en =0, 

which, to the first order in f, are the same as 

/ 2Bn (g—1) (a 2") =o, 
which are the same as in the text with 28 instead of 8. The 
final formula for the rotation of the plane of polarization is 
therefore exactly double that given in the text. Comal by 

CVII. The Magneto-optics of Iodine Vapour. 
By BR. W. Woon and G. Rrpaup*. 

HE magnetic rotatory polarization of iodine vapour was 
discovered in 1906 by one of the present writers +. 

A small glass bulb, highly exhausted and containing a 
small crystal of iodine, was placed between the perforated 
pole-pieces of a powerful electromagnet, and warmed until 
the iodine vapour showed a light purple tint. Polarized 
white light was now passed through the hollow cores of the 
magnet and the bulb, and received by a Nicol’s prism set for 
the position of extinction. On exciting the magnet the nicol 
transmitted light of a bright emerald-green colour, as a result 
of the selective rotation of vapour due to the presence of 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ R. W. Wood, Phil. Mag. xii. p. 829 (1906). 
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innumerable absorption lines in the yellow, green, and blue 
region of the spectrum. By means of a concave grating of 
14 feet radius, the spectrum of the transmitted light was 
resolved into bright lines, equalling in narrowness the 
emission lines of the iron are. Similar results were obtained 
with the vapour of sodium ™* and bromine f, and the spectra 
obtained in this way were named magnetic rotation spectra. 

In the case of the vapour of sodium it was found that in 
the red and orange region, some of the absorption lines 
rotated the plane of polarization to the right, others to the 
left. This phenomenon was observed by employing a double 
prism of Fresnel (right and left handed quartz), which, when 
employed in the well-known manner of Macaluso and Corbino, 
causes the appearance of horizontal dark bands in the ~ 
spectrum. 

Selective rotation of the medium manifests ‘itself by the 
penetration of light from the bright into the dark bands. 
In the red and orange region, bright needles of light were 
observed to shoot into the dark region as soon as the magnet 
was excited, some of them projecting themselves downward, 
others upward, indicating positive and negative rotations of 
the plane of polarization. 

In the green and blue regions of the spectrum, the rotations, 
while sutiicient to give a brilliant bright line spectrum, 
were insufficient to make observations with the double prism 
possible. It must be remembered that a rotation of 90° is 
necessary to cause the light to pass from the centre of a 
bright band to the centre of a dark one. In the case of both 
sodium and iodine comparatively few of the absorption lines, 
of which there are many thousand, appeared to rotate the 
plane of polarization to an appreciable degree, the magnetic 
rotation spectrum being made up of something over 100 lines 
altogether. In the case of bromine, observations made with 
a concave grating of 1:60 m. focal length (when used with a 
collimating lens) have shown bright lines (rotation lines) 
for all of the absorption lines which the grating was capable 
of resolving, in other words the absorption spectrum 
and the magnetic rotation spectrum were complementary.’ 
This was, however, only true when the vapour was at very 
low density. At higher densities the appearances were 
totally different. 

Recent work on the resonance spectra of iodine has 
shown that a resolving power of at least 300,000 is necessary 
for an exact study of the phenomena produced by all of 

* R. W. Wood, Phil. Mag. xii. p. 499 (1906). 
+ G. Ribaud, C. &. clv. p. 900 (1912). 
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the rays of absorption, which: are extremely fine and very 

close together, over one hundred having been counted in 

region 6 A. U. in width (distance between the D lines), on a 

photograph made with the 42-foot plane grating spectrograph 
at East Hampton, N.Y. 

The remarkable resonance spectra excited when the vapour 

is stimulated by monochromatic light of a frequency corre- 

sponding to that of one of these very fine absorption lines, 
have shown the importance of a study of the vapour in a 
magnetic field with a resolving power sufficient to clearly 
separate all of the lines. 

The aim of the present investigation has been to determine 
the exact nature of tke rotation produced by the lines ot absorp- 
tion, since the more recent investigations, just alluded to, have 
shown that the earlier results dealt with rotations produced 
by close groups of lines, no record having been obtained of 
the nature of the rotation to the right and left of a single line. 

It was of especial importance to determine whether the 
rotation to the right and left of an absorption line was of 
the same nature, 2.e. either positive or negative, as is the 
case with the D lines of sodium, or whether any case of 
anomalous rotation occurred, 2. e. positive on one side of the 

line and negative on the other. 
Small glass bulbs about 2°5 cm. in diameter, highly 

exhausted and containing a crystal of iodine, were mounted 
between the poles of a large Weiss electromagnet. The 
bulbs were supported in a brass tube of 3 cm. internal 
diameter, furnished with two lateral holes for the passage of 
the light, and heated electrically by a spiral of nickel wire 

laced below the bulb. A cover of mica 
forced the heated air rising around the bulb 
to escape through the side holes, and pre- 
vented iodine crystals from depositing on 
the walls in the path of the beam of light, 
as was invariably the case if the brass tube 
was open at the top. The source of light 
was a quartz mercury arc arranged “ end on,” 
the observations being restricted to the seven 
or more absorption lines of iodine which are 
covered by the broadened green mercury 
line. 

Our first observations were made with a six-inch plane 
grating in the fourth order spectrum (res. power 300,000) 
combined with a plano-convex lens of 4°20 m. focus. This 
lens was kindly placed at our disposal by M. Deslandres, 
director of the Meudon Observatory. 
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It was hoped that observations could be made with the 
Fresnel double prism, but preliminary experiments showed 
that the rotations were too small to cause any appreciable — 
penetration of light into the region of the dark bands. It 
was necessary, therefore, to make use of the method 
previously used in the study of the magnetic rotation of 
sodium in the green region of the spectrum. The polarizing 
nicol is rotated until sufficient light is restored to render the 
absorption lines visible (10 to 15 degrees). The magnet 
is then excited and the spectrum brightens at the points where 
the rotation is in the opposite direction to'that in which the 
nicol has been rotated, and darkens where the rotation is in 
the same direction. 

Suppose that the rotation is positive to right and left of 
one absorption line, and negative to the right and left of 
another. The former will appear narrower when the field is 
excited as a result of the brightening of the edges of the 

dark line. The latter will, however, appear broader than 

in the absence of the magnetic field. If the rotation is 
anomalous, the centre of the absorption line will appear 
slightly shifted as a result of its becoming brighter on one 
side and darker on the other. This method of observation 
gives results quite as conclusive as those obtained with the 
Fresnel prisms, and is well adapted to cases where the 
maximum rotation is less than forty or fifty degrees. 

It was found necessary to orient the analysing nicol so as 
to obtain the maximum reflexion from the grating, for the 
polarizing power of a grating is very large, especially in 
spectra of higher orders than the second. In the present 
instance the difference in the reflecting power was certainly 
five or six fold for vibrations parallel and perpendicular to the 
grooves. With this arrangement of the apparatus we had 
no difficulty in observing rotations both positive and 
negative in direction, but the intensity of light was not 
quite sufficient to enable us to be sure of what happened on 
both sides of the lines. The rotation appeared to be more 
marked on one side of the lines than on the other, and we 
felt uncertain about our results. 
We accordingly substituted for the grating a very fine 

echelon, loaned through tke kindness of Mr. F. Twyman, 
of the Hilger Company. This instrument consisted of 
20 plates in optical contact (each plate 15 mm. thick), and 
gave a resolution equal or superior to that of the grating 
and an image of much greater intensity. 

It was immediately obvious, with this instrument, that 
certain lines became broader when the magnet was excited, 
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and that a reversal of the direction of the field caused them 
to become so fine as to be almost invisible, as a result of the 
brightening of the regions bordering them. This brightening 
was In some cases much stronger on one side of the line 
than on the other. 

To obviate the necessity of reversing the field to observe 
these changes, a half-wave plate of mica was placed over 
one half of the slit of the collimator, the principal directions 
of the plate coinciding with those of the polarizing prism. 
As the echelon showed a trace of astigmatism, it was 
necessary to form an image of the edge of the half-wave 
plate at a distance of a few millimetres behind the slit, in 
order to have a sharp hair-line divide the two fields of view. 

The action of the haif-wave plate is as follows :— 
Let OP (fig. 2) represent the direction of vibration of the 

light traversing the iodine bulb. The 
principal directions of the mica plate 
oy and ow being parallel and perpen- 
dicular respectively to OP, the light 
traverses the plate without change. 
The analysing nicol is now turned 
through an angle « from the position 
of extinction, and it transmits the 
component of OP parallel to OA. 

Suppose now that a certain wave- 
length A 1s rotated by the magnetized 
iodine vapour from the position OP 

to OP’, 7. e. in the same direction as that in which the analyser 
was turned. In that part of the field of vision given by the 
light which has not traversed the mica, the wave-length A will 
appear darker than before the excitation of the magnet. The 
vibration which traverses the mica (wave-length 2) is rotated 
by the mica from the position OP’ to OP”, and is consequently 
more copiously transmitted by the analyser than the wave- 
lengths not rotated by the iodine. Consequently A appears 
brighter in this part of the field of vision. The two 
conditions seen with magnetic fields of opposite direction 
are thus visible simultaneously one above the other, and in 
exact coincidence. Any shift, due to anomalous rotation, 
would thus be doubled, but no such shift was observed. The 
arrangement of the entire apparatus is shown in fig. 3. It 
was at once evident that the observation of a larger rotation 
on one side of certain absorption lines than on the other, 
made with the grating, was a correct one ; and the explanation 
of the phenomenon was apparent as soon as a careful study of 
the rotation produced by the various lines had been made. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. 3X 

io, 2 Fig. 2. 
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The absorption lines which we have investigated are 
numbered, 2, 3, 4, 4',5 and 6. These numbers conform to 

Fig. 3. 

| Bal G4 

A. Mercury arc. 
B. Lens forming image of arc on bulb at D. 
C. Polarizing prism. 
EK. Half-wave plate. 
F. Cell of bichromate of potash and neodymium to remove 

yellow and violet lines. 
G. Lens forming image of E 38 mm. inside the slit of 

collimator I. 
H. Analysing nicol. 

those used in previous papers on the resonance spectra. The 
line 4’ is much weaker than the others, and did not record 
itself on the earlier photographs made with vapour less 
dense than that used in the present case. 

The curves of rotation for these lines are shown by fig. 4: 
they are only roughly quantitative. 

a C 

3 

The direction of the rotation by the absorption line No. 4 is the 
same as for the D lines of sodium. 

In this group of lines the direction of the rotation changes 
as we pass from line to line, which explains perfectly why 
the angular magnitude of the rotation is so small in comparison 
with that exhibited by the D lines. The + rotation due to 
a given line is nearly neutralized by the — rotations of its 
two neighbours. We also see at once why the rotation on 
one side of a line may be much greater than on the other. 
For example, we have very strong rotation to the right of 
line 4 since the opposed rotation due to the faint line 4! is 
very small, and the effect contributed by the next line 5 is 
of the same sign. The rotation to the left of 4 is, however, 
very small since line 3, with its opposite rotation, lies very 
close to 4. In the case of line 3 the strong rotation is to 
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the left, since the distance between 2 and 3 is greater that 
the distance between 3 and 4. 

It is very probable that the same condition holds for the 
vapour of sodium, at least in the green region. In the red and 
orange portion of the spectrum it is probable that the + and 
— rotations observed with the Fresnel double prism were 
due to close groups of lines with rotations of the same sign. 
It was observed that the luminous needles which penetrated 
the dark bands were almost invariably found on one side or 
the other of broad absorption lines, which were undoubtedly 
unresolved groups of fine lines. Suppose we have ajgroup of 
a dozen lines, the first four rotating the plane of polarization 
in the same direction, while for the remainder the siga 
changes in passing from line to line. I¢ is clear that if the 
spectroscope does not resolve the lines the Fresnel prism will 
show a strong rotation in the vicinity of the first lines, that 
is on one side of the group, and no rotation at all on the 
other ; in other words, we apparently have a broad line 
which shows rotatory power on one side only, which was 
exactly what was found in the earlier work with sodium. 

Eeamination for the Zeeman Hffect. 

Since the selective rotatory power of the vapour in the 
vicinity of absorption lines can be explained by a longitudinal 
Zeeman effect, it was of interest to see whether, with the 
high resolving power at our disposal, any evidence of such 
an effect could be observed. 

We used for the purpose an arrangement employed by 
one of us in a similar investigation of the vapour of bromine. 

A double circular analyser (two 2/4 plates of mica, one 
rotated through 90° with respect to the other) was mounted 
between the iodine bulb and the analysing nicol (azimuth 45° 
with respect to the neutral lines of the plates). One obtains 
in this way two fields of view separated by a fine line, one corre- 
sponding to right-handed, the other to left-handed vibrations. 

If a longitudinal Zeeman effect exists, the absorption 
line, which runs across both fields of view as a continuous 
line in the absence of the magnetic field, should be displaced 
in opposite directions in the two fields as soon as the magnet 
is excited. We were, however, unable to detect a trace of 
such a shift in the case of any of the iodine lines. 

Since the absorption, lines 3 and 4 are separated by a 
distance of about 345 A. U. we should have certainly been 
able to detect a shift of 0:01 A. U. 

From this we must suppose, that if the Zeeman effect 

exists, it is less than 0°01 A. U. fora field of 20,000 gauss. 
ao 2 , 
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Re-establishment of light perpendicular to lines of force. 

Cotton has shown that if a sodium flame is, placed in ~ 
a magnetic field, between crossed nicols, the light traversing 
it in a direction perpendicular to the lines of force is re- 
established in the vicinity of the D lines, if the planes of the 
nicols are at 45° with the lines of force. The same 
phenomenon has been observed by one of us in the case of 
the non-luminous vapour of metallic sodium. 

Voigt and Wiechert have studied the spectrum composition 
of this re-established light under high dispersion, and have 
given a theoretical treatment based upon the marked 
Zeeman effect shown by the lines. 

The same experiment has been tried by Cotton with iodine 
vapour, and by one of us with bromine vapour, with a more 
powerful field, with negative results. 
We have, however, obtained a very marked restitution 

of light, employing the iodine bulb used in the previous 
experiments, which was unfortunately too feeble to permit of 
its examination with the echelon. With the crater of the 
carbon are as a source the restored light was quite brilliant, 
and of the same emerald-green colour as in the longitudina 
experiment. 

Destruction of Fluorescence by Magnetic Field. 

Steubing * has observed a diminution of the intensity of 
iodine vapour fluorescence in a magnetic field amounting to. 
as much as 30 per cent. We have repeated the experiment 
with a much more powerful field and have succeeded in 
almost completely abolishing the fluorescence. 

The effect of the magnetic field in reducing the intensity 
of the fluorescence becomes more marked as the vapour- 
pressure of the iodine is diminished. Fie. 5 
We found that the form of tube best i 

suited to the study of the phenomenon was 
as shown in fig. 5. 
A thin-walled tube as free as possible 

from striz, and 8 mm. external diameter, 
is blown out at one end into a small bulb. 
The tube is highly exhausted and sealed, 
a crystal of iodine having been introduced 
before drawing down the tube to a capillary. 
In exhausting iodine bulbs it is important 
io cool a portion of the tube leading to the pump with 
solid CO, to prevent the vapour of iodine from entering 

* Ber. Deut. phys. Ges, 1913. 
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the pump. After the exhaustion is complete and the tube 
sealed off, the cooled portion of the tube should be cut away 
from the pump before the iodine vaporizes. 

The tube is mounted between the pole-pieces of the magnet 
as shown in fig. 5, and are or sun light concentrated at its 
axis with a large lens. Observations are made through the 
bulb, and it is advantageous to paint the lower portion with 
black varnish to secure a dark background. The maximum 
effect is obtained if the lower portion of the tube is cooled 
to 0° in ice. Under these conditions we estimated the 
reduction of intensity to amount to fully 90 per cent. with a 
field of 30,000 gauss, and it is probable that with a field of 
50,000 the fluorescence would be practically destroyed. Ata 
tension corresponding to room temperature, the reduction of 
intensity is much less, and at 35 or 40 degrees scarcely 
noticeable, though the fluorescence still remains fairly 
bright, in the absence of a magnetic field. 

No obvious explanation of the effect of the field in reducing 
the intensity of and ultimately practically destroying the 
fluorescence suggests itself. We made numerous experiments 
to determine whether the vapour at very low pressures was 
thrown out of the field, but these all gave negative results. 
They were based for the most part upon the principle of 
allowing iodine to distil from a bulb at 0°, through tubes 
of the same size into two small bulbs cooled with solid COs., 
one tube passing through an intense magnetic field, the 
other well outside of it. The phenomenon may result from 
orientation, but we obtained no evidence of this, though we 
passed the light through the bulb both parailel and perpen- 
dicular to the field and observed the fluorescence in the same 
way. 

The absorption spectrum, as we have stated, shows no 
change as a result of the field, but it must be remembered 
that our observations were made with a vapour density 
corresponding to 30 or 40 degrees, and the reduction in the 
intensity of the fluorescence is almost imperceptible at this 
pressure. To observe the absorption at 0° or even at room 
temperature, it would be necessary to observe with a larger 
bulb and the field would be less intense as a result. 

Conclusions.—Up to the present the magnetic rotations of 
the plane of polarization in the vicinity of absorption bands 
may be divided into two classes. (1) Anomalous rotations, in 
which the sign changes in crossing the band, as observed by 
Cotton for certain solutions and by one of us for a solid film 
of a neodymium salt. Rotations of this nature appear to 
obtain in cases in which there is no change in the position of 
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} the band of absorption, but merely an alteration in velocities 
of right and left handed circular vibrations. 

(2) Rotations in which the sign is the same on opposite sides © 
of the absorption band, as at the D lines of sodium and the 
iodine lines. Rotations of this type are explained by the 
division of the line into a Zeeman doublet by the magnetic field. 

| It seems probable, therefore, that there is a small Zeeman 
j effect for the iodine, but it is doubtful if it can ever be 
| detected as it is of the order of magnitude of the width of 
: the lines, probably much less in fact. 
d The study of the magnetic rotation of the vapour of 
| sodium by the improved methods outlined in the present 
, paper will undoubtedly give much more satisfactory results, 

as the rotatory power of this vapour in the red and orange is 
| certainly ten times as great as that of iodine. 

Ecole Normal Supérieur, 
: Paris. 

CVIII. Lhe Separate Excitation of the Centres of Emission 
of the D Lines of Sodium. By R.W. Woop and L. 
DUNOYER *. 

{Plate XVIT. figs. 1-7. | 

| HE experiments of one of us on the excitation of metallic 
| vapours by monochromatic light have shown that the 

centres of emission of many spectrum lines are probably in 
some sort of mechanical or electrical connexion. For example, 
the excitation of mercury vapour by the light of the cadmium 
spark showed that the vapour emitted the ultra-violet line 
of wave-length 2536 when stimulated by light of wave-length 

| shorter than any given in the tables at the time, z.e. less 
than 2000. In the case of the resonance spectra of sodium 
and iodine we have innumerable examples of associated lines 
which spring into existence when the vapour is excited by 
light of frequency synchronous with ene of them. 

In a paper on the Resonance Radiation of Sodium 
Vapour, published by one of us in 19057, it was shown 
that the vapour of metallic sodium in an exhausted glass — 
tube emitted its characteristic D-line radiation when the 
image of a sodium flame was thrown upon it by means of a 
large condensing lens, a cone of yellow light marking the 
path of the exciting rays through the vapour. If the vapour 
density was increased the luminosity was restricted to ‘‘a 
thin skin of yellow light which lined the inner wall of the 
tube,” owing to the failure of the exciting radiations to 

— 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
t Wood, Phil. Mag. Nov. 1905. 
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penetrate the vapour. Precisely similar phenomena were 
subsequently detected by photography in the case of mercury 
vapour at room temperature in a bulb of quartz excited by 
the mercury line 2536 *. 

In the paper on the resonance of sodium vapour, it was 
suggested that an experiment of great interest would be to 
excite the vapour by the light of one sodium line only, and 
examine the resonance-light with a spectroscope: in this 
way it would be possible to determine whether the two 
centres of emission could be separately excited. 

The experiment appeared, however, to be a difficult one 
to carry out, and no attempt was made at the time. 

Recent improvements by one of usf+ in the method of 
carrying out the experiment enable a much brighter reso- 
nance to be obtained, and make it possible to extend obser- 
vations over a period of ten or fifteen hours with a single 
bulb, whereas with the original apparatus the experiment 
was over in three or four minutes. These improvements 
have made it possible to carry out at last the suggested 
experiment on the separate excitation of the centres of emis- 
sion. The device employed for the removal of D, or D, 
from the exciting beam has been recently described by one 
of us t and is an improvement of a method used in an earlier 
investigation of the anomalous dispersion of sodium vapour. 

It isa polarization method, and may be briefly described 
as follows :— 

If plane-polarized monochromatic light is passed through 
a plate of some doubly refracting crystal with its direction 
of vibration making an angle of 45° with the axis, it »will 
emerge plane-polarized parallel to the original plane for 
certain thicknesses of the plate, and plane-polarized at a 
right angle to this plane for other thicknesses. For inter- 
mediate thicknesses it will be elliptically or circularly 
polarized. 

If we employ a plate of quartz 30 mm. thick the emergent 
waves of D, and D, of sodium will be plane-polarized at 
right angles to each other, and either can be quenched by a 
nicol suitably oriented. If white light is used, and analysed 
by a spectroscope, the spectrum will be furrowed by dark 
bands, the distance between a bright and a dark band being, 
in the yellow region, 6 Angstrém units, the distance between 
the D lines. As it is necessary to employ a large condenser 
and work with very divergent and convergent cones of light, 

* Wood, Phil. Mag. May 1912. 
+ Dunoyer, Journal de Physique, Jan. 1914, 
t Wood, Phil. Mag. March 1914. 
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a block of quartz of very large size must be used, placed 
between the two halves of the condenser, since the rays which 
traverse the block must be parallel. If this is not the case, | 
different pencils will traverse different thicknesses, and will 
be differently polarized. Moreover, one half of the light is 
lost at the start by the polarizing nicol. This difficulty was 
overcome by employing a large double-image prism, and 
subsequently analysing by a double-image prism. In this 
way, with proper orientation of the prisms, the two images 
containing only D, light were superposed, the D,; images (of 
one half the intensity) lying to the right and left. By this 
expedient the D, image had the full intensity, except for the 
loss by reflexion from the six transparent surfaces of the 
prisms and quartz block. 

The quartz block used in the experiment was prepared by 
M. Bertin from a selected crystal of Madagascar quartz, 
which was previously examined by sodium light between 
crossed nicols to make sure that no irregularities of crystal- 
lization were present. The block measured 85 mm. x 60 mm. 
X32 mm.and gave excellent results. | 
The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in the diagram. 

Fig. 1. 
Double Image 

Pris Le 

AIR 5 

BLAST  Ayforgizer 

The double-image prism A is so oriented as to have the 
vibrations of the two transmitted beams at 45° with the 
vertical. The second double-image prism is oriented in the 
absence of the quartz block, so as to give two images of the 
source side by side, and separated by a distance equal to the 
width of each image. Hach image contains both D, and D,. 
If now the quartz block is placed between the two halves of the 
Dunoyer condenser, all of the D, light (for example) leaves 
the original images, and unites into a third image between 
the other two. This is the image utilized. If it is desired 
to have D, light in this image, it is necessary only to rotate 
the block a degree or two, thereby increasing the optical 
path in quartz. Ifwe rotate the analysing double-image 
prism the central image splits up into two, and the correct 
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position of the prism can be‘determined by bringing these 
two images into exact coincidence. This method obviates the 
50 per cent. loss of light which results from the use of Nicol’s 
prisms. As the double-image prisms had apertures consider- 
ably less than that of the quartz block, they were placed 
midway between the condenser lenses and the image and 
source, as shown in the figure. With prisms of too small 
aperture, however, placed close to the source and image, the 
separation of the images would be insufficient. 

The source of light was a Meker burner operated by an 
air-blast charged with the spray of a very dilute solution of 
sodium chloride (a saturated solution diluted with 1000 parts 
of water) obtained by means of an atomizer. The burner 
was surrounded by an iron chimney with a vertical aperture 
measuring 25 x 5 mm., these dimensions giving the best results 
with the polarizing prisms employed. The three images of 
the aperture, the central one of twice the brilliancy of the 
two lateral ones, were thrown upon the sodium bulb, which 
was mounted in the current of hot air rising from a large 
tube of fire-clay with a Meker burner at the bottom. The 

sodium bulb was first coated with a 
2) deposit of magnesium oxide by holding 

it above a burning ribbon of the metal. 
The deposit was then carefully wiped 
off with the exception of a rectangular 
patch and a small horizontal strip as 
shown in fig. 2. This facilitated the 
adjustment of the polarizing separator 
and the spectroscope, a constant devia- 
tion instrument designed by Broca- 
Pellin, similar to the type now supplied 
by Hilger. 

The bulb was rotated in its wire 
supports until the central band of light (the two super- 
posed images) fell upon the strip of magnesia ; the collimator 
of the spectroscope was pointed at the illuminated strip, and 
a sharp image of the latter formed on the slit by means of a 
small Dunoyer condenser which is free from aberration if 
monochromatic light is employed, as is the case in the present 
work. 

The spectrum was now examined with an eyepiece. If 
both D lines were visible the quartz block was rotated until 
one or the other completely disappeared. It sometimes 
happens that only D, appears at the top of the image, while 
both D, and D, are seen at the bottom: this results from the 
circumstance that, owing to the finite size of the source 

Fig. 
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of light and the consequent slight obliquity of some of the 
pencils, the polarizing separator distributes the monochro- 
matic light j in bands, resembling interference bands. 

If the quartz plate is turned slowly the bands file across 
the strip of magnesia. The brighter bands represent D,, and 
the feebler D,. If the two sodium lines were of equal 
intensity the bands would of course be invisible. 

if, now, these bands are not parallel to the strip, but cut 
across it obliquely, it is clear that the illumination may be 
by D, at the top, by D, and D, at the middle, and by D, at 
the bottom. Ta this way it would be possible to obtain, 
with one exposure, three types of excitation. 

This method was not used, however, and the quartz block 
was adjusted by tipping it slightly in the direction of the 
source or image until the bands were vertical and the illu- 
mination constant and of the same type (D,) all along the 
slit of the spectroscope. The bulb was now rotated until the 
strip of magnesia fell into coincidence with one of the lateral 
images (D,), the narrow horizontal strip of magnesia cutting 
across the D, image. The burner which heated the bulb 
was now lighted, and as soon as the superficial resonance 
reached its full intensity the exposure was commenced. 
Panchromatic plates (Wratten & Wainwright) were cut 
into smali squares large enough to cover the eyepiece 
tube of the spectroscope, and were held in place against 
the latter by two thicknesses of black cloth and a rubber 
band. This method permits of very accurate focussing 
and is extremely convenient if the spectroscope has no 
plate-holder. 
We first used a spectroscope furnished with cinematograph 

lenses of large aperture (I 4), which was loaned to us 
by M. Debierne. With a Rutherford compound prism this 
instrument resolved the D lines on the photographic plate if 
the slit was made exceedingly fine. The first photograph, 
which was made of the resonance excited by the light of the 
D, line, showed no trace of D;. The exposure was of three 
hours’ duration. A second attempt with a five-hour exposure 
showed a trace of D,, but examination of the exciting light 
showed that D, was present. This was found to be due to 
the rise of temperature (5°) of the room during the exposure, 
the polarizing separator being fairly sensitive to temperature 
changes. The first pictures were made before the expedient 
of the narrow horizontal strip of magnesia had been adopted. 
This proved to be a great convenience, for a record was left 
of the integrated condition of the exciting line for the whole 
exposure. 
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We finally substituted a large constant deviation spectro- 
graph for the smaller instrument, as the latter barely resolved 
the lines, and it was often difficult to be sure of what we had 
on the plate. 

This instrument showed very clearly that the D, centre of 
emission could be set in vibration without disturbing the D, 
centre, in other words we can have SODIUM VAPOUR EMITTING 
one D LINE ONLY. 

Photographs made of the spectrum of the resonance 
radiation excited by both sodium lines (with the polarizing 
prisms and quartz block removed) showed that the D lines 
had the same intensity, in some cases D, even appearing 
slightly brighter than D,. It was found that if the amount 
of. sodium in the flame was reduced to the least amount 
consistent with having resonance radiation of sufficient 
intensity to photograph, the D, line came out stronger than 
D, in the spectrum of the latter, as is always the case with 
the sodium flame. Exciting the vapour by the light of a 
bright soda-flame gave a resonance radiation in which D, 
came out stronger than D,, which is never the case with 
the flame. This is due to the circumstance that with a 
bright flame, D, is more or less reversed, hence it is less 
effective in exciting the resonance, for the vapour 1n the glass 
bulb responds only to the wave-length forming the core of 
the line. Dy, is less easily reversed, and may consequently 
be more efficient in exciting resonance. 
On Pl. XVII. fig. 1, we have a photograph of the single line 

(D.) emitted by the resonating vapour, the greater intensity 
at the top being due to the light from the horizontal narrow 
strip of magnesia. Immediately below this (fig. 3) we have 
the two D lines as emitted by the flame. Fig. 2 shows the 
spectrum of the resonating vapour when excited by both 
sodium lines from a strong flame, and we find D,, which is to 
the left, slightly brighter than D,. In fig. 4, the resonance 
was excited by a feeble fame and D, is brighter than Dj. 

This change in the ratio of intensity of the two D lines of 
the resonance radiation leads to some curious results which 
were somewhat puzzling at first. 

Tt will be remembered that the central patch of light 
furnished by the polarizing separator results from the super- 
osition of two images, and, other things being equal, awl 

have double the luminosity of ‘the two lateral patches adjacent 
to it. If the light of the D, line, which is brighter than D, 
in the flame, is thrown into the central patch, we should 
expect it to be more than twice as bright as the lateral 
patches adjacent to it. It was observed, how ever, that the 
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resonance radiation from the central patch was often no 
brighter than that from the lateral patches which were 
excited by D, light. It was found, however, that if the 
amount ef sodium in the exciting flame was reduced, the 
lateral spots of resonance radiation diminished in intensity, 
while the central one changed scarcely at all, retaining a 
brilliancy of about double that of the lateral ones. This will 
be easily understood from what has just been said about the 
greater intensity of the D, line in the resonance radiation 
excited by a brilliant flame. 

Photographs showing this phenomenon are reproduced on 
Pl. XVII. figs. 5,6, and 7. Fig. 5 is a photograph of the 
three patches of exciting light thrown on a bulb covered with 
magnesia. The central one, which contains the Dy, light, is 
twice as bright as the lateral ones (Dj). 

In fig. 7 we have the photograph of the resonance radiation 
from the bulb under the same conditions of illumination. All 
three strips have approximately the same intensity. Tig. 6 
was made under the same conditions, except that the amount 
of sodium which the atomizer fed to the flame was greatly 
reduced. Here we have practically the same intensity ratio 
in the case of the resonance radiation as obtains in the case 
of the magnesia. Allof these results are easily explained by 
the circumstance that D, is more easily reversed than Dj. 
The white spots of light in figs. 6 and 7 are due to regular 
reflexion from the glass walls of the bulb. 

The light of the exciting flame was examined with a very 
powerful echelon of 20 plates in optical contact, each plate 
15 mm. in thickness. This instrument was loaned by the 
kindness of Mr. Twyman of the Adam Hilger Co. The D 
lines were examined separately by interposing the polarizing 
separator between the flame and the instrument. It was found 
that D, showed a faint trace of reversal, even with the mini- 
mum quantity of sodium in the flame. D,, however, reversed 
only when the amount of sodium was considerably increased. 

The resolving power of the echelon was about 300,000, and, 
judging from the ratio of the width of the lines to the distance 
between the spectra of ,adjacent orders, the total observable 
width was about 0°13 Ang. 

The absorption of the vapour in the glass bulbs was also 
examined with the echelon, employing the flame as a source. 
A distinct increase in the reversal of the D, line was observed, 
when the temperature of the bulb reached 120°. The 
diameter of the bulb was only 5 em., and it is probable that 
with an absorption-tube one metre in length the absorption 
could be detected at a temperature not very much above the 
melting-point of the metal. 

i a a 
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No attempt was made to photograph the spectrum of the 
resonance radiation excited by D,, as it is quite certain that, 
if the frequency of D, does not give rise to D,, the same will 
hold true for Dj, as in all cases of resonance spectra the 
waye-lengths longer than those of the exciting light are 
much more intense than the shorter ones. 

The mechanisms which produce the D, lines are not, how- 
ever, isolated completely, for it has been shown by one of us * 
that excitation of the vapour in the region of the channelled 
spectrum by means of blue-green light causes the appearance 
of the D lines in the emission spectrum, or at least of a yellow 
band which coincides with the position of the D lines. This 
band may, however, correspond to a curious band spectrum 
which is symmetrical about the D lines which appeared in 
the spectrum excited by the cathode rays. 

Laboratory of M. Bouty, 
La Sorbonne, Paris. 

CLIX. Photometric Investigation of the Superjicial Resonance 
of Sodium Vapour. By L. Dunoyver and R. W. Woop f. 

[Plate XVII. figs. 8 & 9.] 
HE vapour of sodium, relatively cold, is capable of re- 

emitting the D line radiations, when one concentrates 
on it light containing these same radiations. ‘This was 
demonstrated by one of us { in 1905, the image of an oxy- 
hydrogen sodium flame being formed by a large condenser 
along the axis of a highly exhausted tube containing a 
fragment of metallic sodium heated by a small Bunsen 
flame. At the same time it was shown that the cone of 
luminosity formed by the exciting rays retreated towards the 
wall, as the density of the vapour increased until there 
remained only a thin skin of yellow light, which lined the 
inner wall of the tube. 

The experiment, as carried out at this time, was of short 
duration, and it did not appear possible to carry on any 
extensive investigations, with the disposition of the apparatus 
then employed. 

The method of exciting the resonance has, however, 
recently been greatly improved by one of us$ by using 
small glass bulbs, the walls of which are very carefully freed 
from occluded gases by prolonged heating, pure sodium being 
introduced into them by distillation. A further improve- 
ment consists in the employment of a Meker burner fed by 

* Wood, Phil. Mag. x. p. 408 (1905). 
+ Communicated by the Authors. 
t Wood, Phil. Mag. x. p. 513 (1905). 
§ Dunoyer, Journal de Physique, iv. p. 17 (1914), 
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the spray of a very dilute solution of sodium chloride as a 
source of ight,and forming an image of it on the wall of the 
buib by an aplanatic condenser of very large aperture. The 
sharpness of this image permits of a study of the phenomenon 
of secondary resonance discovered by one of us in the case of 
the vapour of mercury and described recently *. 

The surface of the bulb, illuminated in ‘the manner de- 
scribed, becomes the source of a resonance radiation of 
remarkable brilliancy, of a thickness too small to be observed; 
as the duration of the phenomenon is ten or fifteen hours, it 
may be investigated photometrically or spectroscopically 
without difficulty. The preliminary study showed that the 
intensity of the resonance is much greater if a flame relatively 
poor in sodium is employed, than with a powerful flame 
such as is obtained if a fragment of salt is placed on the 
grill of a Meker burner. If the bulb is heated by a large 
flame coloured only by the sodium in the air of the room 
(previously charged by the operation of an intense soda- 
flame for a few ‘minutes), one observes the yellow glow of 
the superficial resonance excited by the light “emitted by the 
flame used for the heating of the bulb. The flame must be 
waved about rapidly over the surface of the bulb, in order to 
secure a fairly uniform temperature. The phenomenon is 
less marked if an intense sodium flame is employed. 

These experiments show that the greater part of the D 
light of the flame is inoperative in exciting the resonance. 
Moreover, the intensity of the source appears scarcely 
diminished if it is viewed through the bulb in which resonance 
is taking place. In other words, it is only the central cores 
of the D lines which are effective in exciting the resonance. 
The same phenomenon was observed in the study of the 
resonance of mercury vapour already alluded to, the lumi- 
nosity (ultra-violet) excited by the 2536 line being enormously 
greater when the exciting mercury are was first started, than 
after it had been in operation for a few seconds. 

In the present communication we shall discuss :— 

(1) The photometric study of the diffusing power of the 
highly attenuated vapour for monochromatic light, 
as compared with that of a white matt surface of 
magnesium oxide. 

(2) The conditions under which all of the light removed 
from the exciting beam is re-emitted, giving us a 
diffuse reflecting power equal to that of the magnesium 
oxide. 

* Wood, Phil. Mag. May 1912. 
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(3) The probable width of the spectrum lines emitted by 
the resonating vapour. 

Apparatus enployed. 

The source of light for exciting the resonance was a Meker 
burner surrounded by an iron chimney perforated with a 
rectangular aperture. The burner was fed at the base with 
a spray formed by an atomizer operated by compressed air. 
A nearly s eae solution (30 grs. to the litre) of NaCl 
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tions introduced in turn into the bulb of the atomizer, 
previously well rinsed out witha solution of the concentration 
employed. 

An image of the window in the iron chimney was formed 
on the wall of the bulb by an aplanatic condenser of the type 
described recently by one of us*, having a diameter of 
11 centimetres and ‘a focus of 12 em. for parallel light. 
For divergent light, as in the present case, the source and 
image are each 25 cm. from the lens. 

As the sodium bulbs used in these experiments are very 
easily made, and are extremely convenient for illustrating 

resonance radiation, it may be well to 
Fig. 1. devote a few words to the manner of 

7o Fume preparing them. The bulbs are 5 cm. 
in diameter, drawn down to 1 mm. 
capillaries as shown in fig. 1. The 
sodium must first be heated to fusion 
in a small test-tube and poured out on 
a cool surface. A piece about 2 x 2 x 2 
mm. is introduced into a small piece 
of very thin-walied glass tubing, closed 
at one end, and this capsule placed in 
the lower ‘Grins A, which serves as the 

, and these solu- was diluted to =5 

distillation chamber. The lower end of 

A is now closed in the flame of a blast- 
A lamp, and the tube sealed to the 

mercury pump. After exhausting toa 
pressure of ‘001 mm. the bulb is heated 
for four or five minutes with a large 
Bunsen flame, the pump working all 

the while. It should be heated as hot as possible w ithout 
collapsing. After the bulb has cooled off, the flame is care- 
fully applied to the chamber A, and the sodiurn distilled into 

* Dunoyer, Journal de Physique, iil, p. 468 (19138), 
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the bulb. The lower capillary is then sealed, and finally the 
upper. The pump should be working vigorously all the 
while, as the brilliancy of the resonance depends upon haying 
the highest possible vacuum. In our experiments we heated 
the bulb for twenty minutes, to make sure of getting rid of 
all of the gases, and the sodium was previously heatedjzn 
vacuo, but these extreme precautions are not necessary in 
the preparation of bulbs for lecture purposes. 

The bulb was supported by a wire in a column of hot air 
rising from a large tube of fireclay with a large Meker 
burner at the bottom, by means of which a fairly uniform 
temperature up to 400° could be obtained. For lecture ~ 
purposes it is sufficient to heat the bulb by waving a large 
Bunsen flame over its entire surface. The arrangement of | 
our apparatus is shown in fig. 2. Asa standard source of 

Fig. 2 

A 

@ 

comparison we used a sodium flame A behind a piece 
of ground glass mounted behind a pair of large Nicol prisms 
Band C. The sodium bulb D was first coated with magne- 
sium oxide, by holding it above a piece of burning Mg ribbon. 
Tt was then “wiped clean, a small square patch of the oxide 
being left on one_side. The image of the window in the 
iron ‘chimney surrounding the exciting sodium flame F was 
formed upon the square of magnesia and the adjacent clear 
glass of the bulb. It was our object to measure the ratio of 
the intensity of the magnesia and the vapour of sodium 
under equalillumination, This was done by means of a very 
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simple photometer which consisted of a thin scale of silvered 
glass E, with a razor edge, made by silvering a piece of 
plate glass, polishing it, and then striking the edge with a 
hammer. ‘This mirror reflected the comparison source A to 
the eye through a cell H containing a solution of bichromate 
of potash (to remove the green and blue rays of the Bunsen 
flame). Behind the sharp edge of the silver mirror the 
illuminated surfaces of magnesia and sodium vapour could be 
seen at the same time, and by adjusting the Nicol prism C 
the edge of the mirror could be made to disappear, first when 
seen against the magnesia and secondly against the back- 
ground of resonating vapour. The intensities of the two 
surfaces are then in the ratio of the squares of the angles 
through which C is turned from the position of extinction. 
The temperature to which the bulb was heated by the ascend- 
ing current of hot air was about 330°, measured with a 
nitrogen mercury thermometer. 

The results are given in the following table, the concentra- 
tions of the salt solution in the atomizer bulb in the first 
column, the angles of the Nicol prism C in the next two 
columns, and the ratio in the fourth. 

: | Angle a of Nicol / ae Pats sin?a’ be Sue | Patios ae ae ot mek ratio a 
oncentration, Radiation. or Magnesia, lV’ (Magnesia) 

| I Sodium vapour. 

ai a ‘ ; 
1 90-97 19° 45 1024 ee [ 

1 O-F 990°5 4:8 AD 102°°5 aa "o 

oh 13°5 36°°4 6:3 
45) 

fa 14.°°4 45° 9°6 

= 14° 67° 15 

4 12°°6 90° 19 

We see from this table that even with the most dilute 
solution the diffuse reflecting power of the magnesia is four 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 27. No. 162. June 1914. 3 Y 
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times as great as that of the resonating sodium vapour, for 
the total yellow light of the fame. This is of course due to: 
the circumstance that the magnesia reflects all of the D light, | 
while the vapour scatters only the light corresponding to 
the cores of lines, the light of the edges of the lines being 
transmitted. As the concentration increases the intensity of 
the resonance radiation increases but slightly after a certain 
point is reached. since the gain in the intensity of the sodium 
flame then results chiefly from a widening of the lines. 

1 

32 
19 times as intense as the vapour. On reducing the air- 
current until the yellow colour of the flame was barely visible, 
a ratio of 3 was obtained, the values of the angles being 
2° and 3°5. This result was, however, open to question on 
account of the faintness of the light. 

The above results are in accord with those previously 
obtained by one of us by a different method *. 

If now the molecular resonators absorb none of the light. 
which they abstract from the exciting beam, we ought, if the 
exciting radiations are made sufficiently homogeneous, to- 
have all of the light diffusely reflected by the vapour ; in 
other words, our ratio ought to sink to unity when the D 
lines in the source become infinitely narrow. It is impossible 
to reach this point by diminishing the amount of sodium 
in the flame, our lowest value for the ratio being four, or 
perhaps three. 

We have, however, investigated the matter by employing 
the principle of the resonance lamp previously described by 
one of us, which has been used in the investigations on the 
resonance of mercury vapour. The experiment was made 
by utilizing the spot of superficial resonance as a source of 
light for exciting the vapour at a different point on the 
surface of the bulb. The arrangement of the apparatus is 
shown in fig. 3. A small triangular spot of magnesia was. 
formed on the surface of the sodium bulb with a black dot 
of lamp-black at its centre to indicate its position. The 
image of the sodium flame was thrown upon this spot, and — 
the magnesia triangle shone brilliantly upon the less intense 
background of the resonance radiation (fig. 3,a). The bulb 
was now rotated until the triangle of magnesia was in dark- 
ness, and an image of the spot vf resonance radiation thrown 
upon it by means of a large concave mirror, formed by 

For the most concentrated solution ( ) the magnesia was 

* L. Dunoyer, Journal de Physique, iv. p. 17 (1914). 
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silvering one surface of a double convex lens. Under these 
conditions the magnesia triangle, and the resonance radiation 
(which may be termed secondary) which surrounded it had 
practically the same intensity. In fact it was only with 
difficulty that the outline of the triangle could be seen, the 
black dot being surrounded by a uniform glow of light of 
oval outline (fig. 3, b). 

Photographs taken of the phenomena are reproduced on 
Pl. XVII. figs. 8 and 9, the latter showing the disappearance 
of the magnesia triangle, when the area is illuminated by 
resonance light reflected from the mirror. The brilliantly 
illuminated area to the left is the primary resonance excited 
by the rays from the flame. A narrow dark line partially 
outlines the triangle ; this is due to the shadow thrown upon 
the resonating vapour by the edges of the layer of magnesia. 

The complete disappearance of the triangle was observed 
only when the flame for exciting the primary resonance was 
very poor in sodium. We thus have a ratio equal to unity 
when the exciting rays are sufficiently homogeneous, and 
can safely say that no true absorption exists in the case of 
sodium vapour at very low density and in a high vacuum, 
though the spectroscope would of course show an absorption 
line. All of the energy abstracted from the primary beam 
is re-emitted by the molecules, precisely as was found for 
mercury vapour. 

Probable width of the resonance lines. 

The experiments which we have just described show that 
the resonance radiation of sodium is excited by the narrow 
central regions of the D lines. 

Let ABC of fig. 4 represent the intensity curve of one of 
the exciting lines, and the dotted curve DBE the region 
effective in exciting resonance. The intensity curve of the 
emitted resonance radiation will be of similar dimensions | 
and may be represented by I’. The ratio of the area of the 
curve ABC to the area of DBE is obviously the ratio found 
by the photometric measurements, and if we know the form 
of the curves, and the actual dimensions of ABC (1. e. the 
width of the line in the flame spectrum), we can, from our 
experimentally found ratio of 4: 1, determine the width of 
DBE, the line of the resonance radiation. 

The interferential measurements of Fabry and Buisson 
have shown that the widths of the D lines emitted by a fame 
poor in sodium are 0:08 A. 
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The law of the partition of energy in spectrum lines 
furnished by the kinetic theory of gases is 

AOR eae ee ley. shy eee CIE) 

in which y is the intensity at a distance equal to « from the 
centre of the line (at which point the intensity is C), and 
k& gives us the rate at which the intensity falls off as we 
depart from the centre. 

A D E C F 

The width 2e of a spectrum line, as defined by Fabry and 
Buisson, is the distance between two ordinates at distances ¢€ 

from the centre, of value equal to 3 , 2. €. an intensity one- 

half as great as that at the centre of the line. 
This gives us 

| Om 

== and e =2 Dae Ani 

RE cate NO ae NEN Ore) | NAY 2) 

The total intensity of the line being the area comprised 
between the curve and the axis of abscissee, we have 

a ‘ we C./a ons \ —kx by EES AEN UR STU Ua AL) he ‘ 1={ Ce da va (3) 

If we assume that the portion of the exciting line effective 
in exciting the resonance is comprised between the ordinates 
situated at —a, and +a, (which is of course an approxi- 
mation since in reality the exciting portion of the line is 
as shown by the dotted curve of fig. 4), we have, for the 
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intensity removed from the line by the resonating molecules, 

a | 2C (Nin 2 

Now the value of 

metric experiments. Tor the concentration 

has been determined by the photo- 
if 

AVE 
, 2048? 

flame containing the least amount of sodium T — ees 

From this value and the tables of integrals (Calculus of 
Probabilities of M. Bachlier) we can calculate the value of 
the upper limit 

/ kay =0-0225- 2 ree 

and by division (equations 2 and 4) 

S07. - . . | 

We may obtain an approximate value of 2, if we take for 
e the value given for a feeble sodium flame by Fabry and 
Buisson, ‘ 

e=O0°04 A. 

Inserting this value in equation (5) gives us 
9 

ei — OURO. 

or, since w, is the half width of the region required, for the 
width of the region effective in exciting resonance, 

9 

ia Oz 4X 

the probable width of the resonance lines in contrast to 
9 

Ze= "0S AY 

the width of the flame lines. 
We thus see that by means of sodium vapour at low 

temperature we can manufacture, so to speak, light much 
more homogeneous than the incident light, the method being 
somewhat analogous to that of the Residual Rays of Rubens 
and Nichols. 

It is highly probable that the width of the region removed 
from the exciting line is identical with the width of the 
re-emitted resonance radiation. The lines obtained in this 
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way are thus only one quarter of the width of the lines 
emitted by the fame and narrower than the iron are lines. 

They are, however, three times as wide as the narrowest 
known line, the red line of cadmium, for which 

%—=-006 A. 

An interferometer study of the resonance radiation is much 
to be desired, for the above method of deducing the width of 
the lines is somewhat circuitous. 

Laboratory of M. Bouty, 
La Sorbonne, Paris. 

CX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 540. } 

January 21st, 1914.—Dr. Aubrey Strahan, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

9 ; ‘HE following communications were read :—— 

1. ‘Geology of the Country round Huntly (Aberdeenshire). 
By William Robert Watt, M.A., B.Sc., F.G.S. 

In this area two distinct series of rocks can be distinguished—a 
foliated, and a non-foliated series. In the former occur rocks 
originally sedimentary and others originally igneous. In the non- 
foliated series, which is wholly of igneous origin, three main 
intrusions occur :—(1) The earliest and most extensive is a norite 
with, as modifications due to differentiation, olivine-gabbros, 
troctolites and ‘ picrites.’ 

(2) Into this is intruded the leterogeneous mass known as the 
‘Central Intrusion, which consists of three main types with no 
distinct boundaries :— 

(a) At the margin occurs a fine-grained norite with pronounced mineral 
banding. Nearer the centre of the mass is met (b) a biotite-plagioclase rock ; 
and the centre itself is composed of (c) a garnet-monzonite. 

(3) The third large intrusion is the Carvichen Granitite, com- 
posed chiefly of quartz, microcline, and biotite. 

Each of these masses produces some contact-alteration in the 
surrounding foliated or non-foliated rocks. Where the Central 
Intrusion or the Carvichen Granitite is intruded into the earlier 
norite, a norite containing cordierite is produced. The original 
norite, by absorption of sediment, produces also along its margin 
a cordierite-norite. Similar types have been described by Prof. 
A. Lacroix and Mr. A. N. Winchell. 

Both types of cordierite-norite tend to pass into a rock composed 
essentially of plagioclase, biotite, and garnet; and this change, with 
the gradual destruction of the hypersthene, can be seen in various 
stages. 
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‘The Glacial Geology of East Lancashire.’ By Albert J owett, 
D. oe F.G.S. 

The area dealt with comprises the western slopes oe the Pennines, 
from Beulsworth Hull to Blackstone Edge, and their westerly 
offshoot, the Rossendale highland, which separates the basin of the 
Ribble from that of the Irwell and Mer sey. 

Three types of drift have been recognized :— 
(1) Local drift, consisting of materials which can be found in sitw in the 

neighbourhood, chiefly Coal Measures and Millstone Grit. 
(2) Ribblesdale drift with Carboniferous Limestone, chert, and Silurian 

grit, as well as local material. 
(83) North-western drift which, in addition to any or all of the above- 

mentioned constituents, contains igneous rocks from the Lake. 
District and the South-West of Scotland. 

The distribution of the drift and the evidence of striated rock- 
surfaces suggest the invasion of this area by an ice-sheet which 
reached up to the Pennine watershed, and projected ice-lobes acros 
it through the gaps at Widdop, Gorple, Cliviger, and Walsden. 
A small unglaciated region occurs a few miles south-west of 

Todmorden. 
In the north-eastern portion of the area the general direction of 

ice-movement was from north to south; in the west it was from 
north-north-west to south-south-east, but on the south of the 
Rossendale highland the direction of flow curved round towards 
the east-north-east, and ultimately, in the neighbourhood of 
Rochdale, towards the north. 

The local drift is believed to have been produced by the over- 
lapping of 200 feet or so of clean ice, which formed the upper 
portion of the ice-sheet, beyond the limits reached by the ice 
containing erratics. No evidence of local glaciation has been found. 

The limit of the north-western drift rises at the rate of about 
4 feet per mile from Blackstone Edge towards the Irish Sea : 
therefore, when at its maximum, the ice-sheet was probably over 
2000 feet above present sea-level in the middle of the Irish Sea 
in this latitude. 

Extensive systems of glacier-lakes and drainage-channels were 
produced on the retreat of the ice, and for some time the drainage 
on the west of the Pennines in the Ribble and Irwell basins escaped 
eastwards into the Yorkshire Calder. 

It is probable that the north-western ice arrived in this area 
later, and disappeared earlier, than the Ribblesdale ice. 

Some lceal fluctuations in the ice-sheet occurred, but there is no 
evidence for more than one Glacial Period. 

February 4th.—Dr. Aubrey Strahan, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

ae following communications were read :— 

‘The Lithology and Composition of Durham Magnesian 
eae By Charles Taylor Trechmann, B.Sc., F.G-S. 

The present communication is the result of a somewhat close 
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enquiry into the composition and lithology of the Magnesian Lime- 
stones of Durham in all their divisions and conditions of alteration. 
More than ninety analyses were carried out, of which seventy-eight 
are herewith presented. Several of the rocks were sliced and 
stained with Lemberg’s solution. 

Care was exercised, before a sample was taken, to ascertain the 
degree of alteration, through segregation or otherwise, which the 
rock had suffered. 

The results show that the formation maintains, generally 
speaking, a highly dolomitic character, with certain important 
exceptions. Those portions which show a calcareous composition 
may be regarded as the result of one of three main causes :— 

(1) Original conditions of sedimentation, during which dolomitic deposition 
or processes of secondary dolomitization were temporarily arrested. Cal- 
careous beds with a brachiopod fauna are extensively developed near the base 
of the Lower Limestone in the south-western portion of the area. 

(2) Escape from secondary dolomitization. Portions of the Shell-Limestone. 
reef, notably at Tunstall Hill, from causes only partly explicable, have 
escaped conversion into dolomite. 

(3) Caleareous segregation, penecontemporaneous with, or subsequent to,. 
deposition. 

The paper is intended to be purely a record of observed facts, and 
no theoretical questions are raised ; but internal evidence on several 
points is brought forward in favour of the view of direct sedimen- 
tation of dolomite from the waters of the Permian sea. The view 
that the bedded dolomites are the result of secondary dolomitization 
of calcareous organisms is a very improbable one. The question 
of the secondary dolomitization of the Shell-Limestone reef is 
discussed. ! 

The dedolomitization of the formation is due to the mechanical 
washing-away of powdery dolomitic material through the inter- 
stices of the rock. The nature of this material was investigated 
chemically and microscopically. It results from the withdrawal of 
interstitial calcite, both through former processes of segregation 
and under existing conditions through the action of percolating water. 

No evidence of any leaching-out of magnesium carbonate from 
the rock was found. Dolomite, even in a fine state of division, 
is almost insoluble relatively to calcite, but a question certainly 
arises as to whether such was also the case in earlier periods, 1 
presence of saturated or supersaturated solutions of sulphates. 

The nature and distribution of the true cellular rock is discussed, 
and modes of origin are suggested. 

Some general deductions are drawn from evidence of insoluble 
residues. 

Finally, a summary of the general conditions of deposition of 
the Durham Permian, from the Marl Slate upwards to the Salt 
Measures, is given, so far as seems legitimately deducible from the 
available facts. 

2. ‘On the Occurrence of a Giant Dragon-Fly in the Radstock 

Coal Measures.’ By Herbert Bolton, M.Sc., F.R.S SoBe Leas 
Reader in Paleontology i in the Univ ersity of Bristol. 

*> 
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nuclear, 455; on the, liberated in 
ionization, 759. 

Elements, on the high-frequency 
spectra of the, 541, 703. 

Englund (C. R.) on the electron 
atmosphere of metals, 457. 

Eve (Prof. A. 8.) on the number of 
ions produced by the gamma 
radiation from radium, 394. 

Fenninger (W. N.) on the Hall 
effect in liquid and solid mercury, 
109. 

Florance (D. C. H.) on secondary 
gamma radiation, 225. 

Fluidity, on the influence of volume 
change on, 662. 

Fluorescence, on the, of iodine 
vapour, 531; on light absorption 
and, 632; on the, of gases excited 
by ultra-Schumann waves, 899. 

Foaming solutions, on a classification 
of,.718. 
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Foord (C. W. H.) on the air-pres- 
sures used in playing reed instru- 
ments, 271. 

Gamma rays, on the, of polonium, 
radium, and radioactinium, 112; 
on secondary, 225; on the, from 
uranium products, 252; on the 
number of ions produced by the, 
from radium, 394; on the absorp- 
tion of, 601; on the wave-length 
of the soft, from radium B, 854. 

Gardiner (C. I.) on the Ordovician 
and Silurian rocks of the Lough 
Nafooey area, 538. 

Gases, on delta rays from, 83; on 
the electrification at the surfaces 
between liquids and, 297; on in- 
terference experiments in highly 
rarefied, 397; on the distribution 
of energy in the spectra of, 475; 
on the discharge of electricity 
through, 789; on the fluorescence 
of, excited by ultra-Schumann 
waves, 899; on the disintegration 
of ion clusters in, under the influ- 
ence of an electric field, 917. 

Geological Society, proceedings of 
the, 225, 538, 1035. 

Gibson (W. H.) on the influence of 
volume change on the fluidity of 
mixtures, 662. 

Glacier, on the Hintereis, 153. 
Godlewski (Prof. T.) on the action 

of colloids on radioactive products 
in solution, 618. 

Granite, on the thermal conductivity 
and specific heat of, 58. 

Gray (Prof. A.) on canonical rela- 
tions in general dynamics, 22; 
notes on electricity and magnetism, 
428. 

Hall effect, on the, in liquid and 
solid mercury, 109; on electro- 
maenetic effects related to the, 
244, 

Hargreaves (R.) on Wien’s law, 
616. 

Hassé (H. R.) on the equations of 
electrodynamics and the principle 
of relativity, 43. 

Hemsalech (G. A.) on the fluores- 
cence of gases excited by ultra- 
Schumann waves, 899. 

Hevesy {Dr. G. von) on the diffusion 
and valency of the radio-elements, 
586. 

Hintereis glacier, on the, 153. 

INDEX. 

Hodgson (Dr. B.) on heating effects 
at the anode in vacuum-tubes, 
189. 

Howe (Prof. G. W. O.) on the effect 
of ionization of air on electrical 
oscillations, 213. 

Hydrogen, on the ionization in com- 
pounds of, by X-radiation, 177 ; 
on the passage of alpha particles 
through, 824. 

Hughes (Dr. A. Ll.) on the long- 
wave limits of the normal photo- 
electric effect, 473. 

Hughes (H.G.) on cathode disinte- 
eration in a vacuum-tube, 415. . 

Images, on the formation of, by an 
opaque disk, 673. 

Induction-coil potentials, on, 565. 
Integration, on the, of a class of 

linear differential equations of the 
second order, 608; on the, of the 
differential equation applicable to 
a plane progressive wave, 669. 

Interference experiments in a highly 
rarefied gas, on, 597. 

Interferometers, on crossed spectra 
obtained by combinations of, 126. 

Iodine vapour, on the fluorescence 
of, 5381; on the magneto-optics of, 
1009. 

Ton cluster, on the disintegration of 
an, in a gas under the influence 
of an electric field, 917. 

Tonic dissociation, on the hypothesis 
of, 459. 

Tonization, on the, in compounds of 
carbon by X-radiation, 177; on 
the energy required for, by colli- 
sion, 269; on, in the unstriated 
discharge and in the are, 277 ; on, 
and wireless telegraphy, 213, 581 ; 
on the electrons liberated in, 755 ;. 
by collision, on the initial stages 
of, 963. 

Tons, on the number of, produced by 
camma radiation from radium, 
394; on the recombination of, 
made by alpha rays, 7598. 

Iron, on the anhysteretic magnetic 
properties of, 357. 

Isotropic media, on the intrinsic 
optical activity of, 468; on the 
rotational optical activity in, 
994. 

Jeans (J. H.) on the interaction 
between radiation and free elee- 
trons, 14. 
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Jenkins (W. A.) on the effect of a - 
magnetic field on metallic resist- 
ance, 731. 

Joly (Prof. J.) on the temperature 
of sublimation, 1. 

Jones (Prof. E. T.) on induction-coil 
potentials, 565. 

Jones (W. M.) on the electrical 
resistance of nickel in magnetic 
fields, 649. 

Jowett (Dr. A.) on the glacial 
geology of East Lancashire, 1036. 

Kerschbaum (Dr. F. P.) on inter- 
ference experiments in a highly 
rarefied gas, 597. 

Kleeman (Dr. R. D.) on the recom- 
bination of ions made by alpha 
rays, 755; on the electrons liber- 
ated in ionization, 755; on the 
disintegration of an ion cluster in 
a gas under the influence of an 
electric field, 917. 

Konen (Prof. H.) on the distribution 
of energy in the spectra of gases, 
475. 

Lander (C. H.) on the application 
of graphical methods to the solu- 
tion of problems on struts and 
tie-rods, 205. 

Langmuir (Dr. I.) on the heat of 
formation of hydrogen from 
hydrogen atoms, 188. 

Lead chloride, on the diffusion con- 
stants of, 587. 

Le Bas (G.) on the theory of mole- 
cular volumes, 344, 740, 976. 

Light absorption and fluorescence, 
on, 632. 

Liquid-gas surfaces, on the electri- 
fication at, 297. 

Liquids, on rotatory polarization in, 
91; on the influence of volume 
change on the fluidity of mixtures 
of, 662. 

Livens (G. H.) on the intrinsic op- 
tical activity of isotropic media, 
468; on the rotational optical 
activity in isotropic media, 994. 

McTaggart (H. A.) on the electrifi- 
cation at liquid-gas surfaces, 297. 

Magnetic field, on the effect of a, on 
spectral lines, 506; on the resist- 
ance of nickel in a, 649; on the 
effect of a, on metallic resistance, 
731. 

properties, on the anhysteretic, 
of iron and nickel, 357; on the, 

of chrome steels at ordinary and 
low temperatures, 830. 

Maenetism, notes on, 428. 
Macnets, on permanent, 428. 
Malam (J. E.) on the electrical re- 

sistance of nickel in magnetic 
fields, 649. 

Marsden (I.) on the transformations 
in the active deposit of actinium, 
690; on the passage of alpha 
particles through hydrogen, 824. 

Mercury, on the Hall effect in liquid 
and solid, 109; on regular surtace 
markings in stretched wires of, 
869. 

-—— lines, on an anomalous Zeeman 
effect in satellites of, 333. 

Metallic resistance, on the effect of 
a magnetic field on, 751. 

Metals, on the expression for the 
electrical conductivity of, 441; 
on the electron atmosphere of, 
457 ; on regular surface markings 
in stretched wires of soft, 869. 

Michelson- Morley experiment, on 
the physical interpretation of the, 
150. 

Mixtures, on the thermodynamical 
theory of ternary, 942. 

Moir (Miss M. B.) on the magnetic 
properties of chrome steels at ordi- 
nary and low temperatures, 830. 

Molecular volumes, on the theory of, 
344, 740, 976. 

Molecule, on the energy required to 
ionize a, by collision, 269, 

Monochromatic illumination, on the 
separation of close spectrum lines 
for, 524. 

Moore (fL.) on the ionization in com- 
pounds of carbon by X-radiation, 
Lage 

Moseley (H. G. J.) on the high-fre- 
quency spectra of the elements, 
703. 

Nagaoka (Prof. H.) on crossed spec- 
tra obtained by combinations of 
different interferometers, 126; on 
an anomalous Zeeman effect in 
satellites of mercury lines, 333. 

Nicholas (T. C.) on the geology of 
the St. Tudwal’s peninsula, 539. 

Nicholson (Prof. J. W.) on the high- 
frequency spectra of the elements, 
and the structure of the atom, 
541. 

Nickel, on the anhysteretic magnetic 
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properties of, 357; on the elec- 
trical resistance of, in magnetic 
fields, 649. 

Oba (S.) on the absorption of gamma 
rays, 601. 

Optical activity of isotropic media, 
on the intrinsic, 468 ; on the rota- 
tional, in isotropic media, 994. 

Paris (HK. T.) on rotatory polarization 
in liquids, 91. 

Parr (P. H.) on the Hintereis gla- 
cier, 155. 

Peddie (Prof. W.) on the structure 
of the atom, 257. 

Perkins (Dr. P. B.) on the periods 
of transformation of thorium and 
actinium emanation, 720; on the 
transformations in the active de- 
posit of actinium. 690. 

Photoelectric and photochemical ac- 
tion, on the theory of, 476. 

effect, on the long-wave limits 
of the normal, 473. 

Planimeter, on the slip-curves of an 
Amsler, 643. 

Pocock (R. J.) on the action of a 
disturbing force in the restricted 
problem of three bodies, 147. 

Polarization, on rotatory, in liquids, 

Polonium, on the gamma rays of, 
112. 

Poole (H. H.) on the thermal con- 
ductivity and specific heat of 
granite and basalt, 58; on the 
activity of freshly-formed radium 
emanation, 714. 

Porter (Prof. A. W.) on rotatory 
polarization in liquids, 91; on the 
formation of images by means of 
an opaque disk, 673. 

Poynting (John Henry), 914. 
Radiation, on the interaction be- 

tween, and free electrons, 14; on 
the thermodynamics of, 870. 

Radioactinium, on the gamma rays 
of, 112. 

Radioactive products, on the action 
of colloids on, in solution, 618. 

Radio-elements, on the diffusion and 
valency of the, 586. 

Radium, on the gamma rays of, 112; 
on the number of ions produced 
by the gamma rays from, 394. 

B, on the wave-length of the 
soft gamma rays from, 864. 

E, on the diffusion of, 590. 

Radium emanation, on the activity 
of freshly-formed, 714. 

Rails-and-slider magneto -machine, 
on the, 428. 

Rayleigh (Lord) on applications of 
Bessel’s functions to the whisper- 
ing gallery and allied problems, 
100; on the momentum of pro- 
gressive waves, 436. 

Reed instruments, on the air-pres- 
sures used in playing, 271. 

Relativity, on the equations of elec- 
podasnts and the principle of, 
43. 

Resonance, on range and sharpness. 
of, under sustained forcing, 467. 

Reynolds (Prof. S. H.) on the Ordo- 
vician and Silurian rocks of the 
Lough Nafooey area, 538. 

Ribaud (G.) on the magneto-optics 
of sodium vapour, 1009. 

Richardson (H.) on the gamma rays 
from the uranium products, 252. 

Richardson (Prof. O. W.) on the 
theory of photoelectric and photo- 
chemical action, 476. 

Rocksalt, on the intensity of reflexion 
of X rays by, 889. 

Rontgen radiation, on the distribu- 
tion of scattered, 383. 

tose-Innes (J.) on the physical in- 
terpretation of the Michelson- 
Morley experiment, 150; on the 
integration of the differential 
equation applicable to a plane 
progressive wave, 669. 

Russell (Dr. A. S.) on the gamma 
rays of polonium, radium, and 
radioactinium, 112. 

Rutherford (Sir E.) on the structure 
of the atom, 488; on the wave- 
length of the soft gamma rays 
from radium B, 854. 

Salt solutions, on the relationship 
between the viscosity, density, and 
temperature of, 288. 

Savidge (H. G.) on the integration 
of a class of linear differential 
equations of the second order, 608. 

Schwatt (Prof. I. J.) on the sum of 
an infinite series as the solution 
of a linear differential equation, 
659. 

Selenium, on the temperature of sub- 
limation of compounds of, 13. 

blocks, on the properties of, 
370. 

| 
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_ Shakespear (Dr.G.A.)on some modi- 
fications in an ordinary baiance, 
990. 

Shorter (S. A.) on a classification of 
foaming solutions, 718; on the 
thermodynamical theory of ternary 
mixtures, 942. 

Siegbahn (Dr. M.) on the use of 
the telephone as an oscillograph, 
909. 

Simeon (F.) on the viscosity of cal- 
cium chloride solutions, 95. 

Smith (H.) on the spectroscopy of 
the electric brush discharge in 
weak acids and solutions, 801. 

Smith (S.) on initial stages of ioni- 
zation by collision, 963. 

Soddy (F.) on the existence of 
uranium Y, 215. 

Sodium, on the separate excitation 
of the centres of emission of the 
D lines of, 1018. 

flame, on the production of a 
very intense, 530. 

vapour, photometric investi- 
gation of the superficial resonance 
of, 1025. 

Solutions, on the relationship be- 
tween the viscosity, density, and 
temperature of salt, 288; on a 
classification of foaming, 718; on 
the electric brush discharge in, 
801. 

Speas (W. P.) on a photometric 
study of the fluorescence of iodine 
vapour, 531. 

Spectra, on crossed, obtained by 
combinations of different inter- 
ferometers, 126; on the distri- 
bution of energy in the, of gases, 
475; on the high-frequency, of 
the elements, 541, 703. 

Spectroscopy of the electric brush 
discharge in weak acids and solu- 
tions, on the, 801. 

Spectrum lines, on the effect of 
electric and magnetic fields on, 
506; on the separation of close, 
for monochromatic illumination, 
524, 

Steels, on the magnetic properties of 
chrome, 8380. 

Struts, on the application of graphi- 
cal methods to the solution of 
problems on, 203. 

Sublimation, on the temperature of, 
ile 
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Sulphur, on the temperature of sub- 
limation of compounds of, 6. 

Swann (Dr. W. F. G.) on the ex- 
pression for the electrical conduc- 
tivity of metals as deduced from 
the electron theory, 441. 

Takamine (T.) on crossed spectra 
obtained by combinations of dif- 
ferent interferometers, 126; on an 
anomalous Zeeman effect in satel- 
lites of mercury lines, 333. 

‘Telephone, on the use of the, as an 
oscillograph, 909. 

Tellurium, on the temperature of 
sublimation of compounds of, 8. 

Thermal conductivity of granite and 
basalt, on the, 58. 

Thermodynamics of radiation, on the, 
870; of ternary mixtures, on the, 
942. 

Thomson (Sir J. J.) on the forces 
between atoms and chemical affi- 
nity, 757. 

Thorium B, on the diffusion of, 587. 
emanation, on the periods of 

transformation of, 720. 
Three bodies, on the action of a dis- 

turbing force in the restricted 
problem of, 147. 

Tie-rods, on the application of graph- 
ical methods to the solution of 
problems on, 208. 

Townsend (Prof. J.S.) on the energy 
required to ionize a molecule by 
collision, 269; on the discharge 
of electricity from cylinders and 
points, 786. 

Trechmann (C. T.) on the lithology 
and composition of Durham mag- 
nesian limestones, 1036. 

Tyndall (Dr. A. M.) on cathode 
disintegration in a yacum-tube, 
415. 

Unstriated discharge, on ionization 
in the, 277. 

Uranium products, on the gamma 
rays from the, 252. 

Y, on the existence of, 215. 
Vacuum-tubes, on heating effects at 

the anode in, 189; on cathode 
disintegration in, 415. 

Viscosity, density, and temperature 
of salt solutions, on a relationship 
between the, 288. 

Waetzmann (Prof. E.) on range and 
sharpness of resonance under sus- 
tained forcing, 467, 
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Walker (W. J.) on the relationship 
between the viscosity, density, 
and temperature of salt solutions, 
288. 

Watt (W. R.) on the geology 
of the country round Huntly, 
1035. 

Wave-lengths, on the application of 
crossed spectra to the measure- 
ment of differences in, 126. 

Waves, on deep-water, 385; on the 
momentum of progressive, 436; on 
the differential equation applicable 
to plane progressive, 669. 

White (G. W.) on the properties of 
selenium blocks, 370. 

Whispering gallery, on applications 
of Besse]’s functions to the problem 
of the, 100. 

Wien’s law, on, 616. 
Wilson (Prof. H. A.) on the distri- 

bution of scattered Rontgen radi- 
ation, 383. 

Wilton (J. R.) on deep-water waves, 
385. 

Wireless telegraphy, on ionization 
of air and long-distance, 213, 381 ; 
on the forthcoming eclipse of the 
sun and, 743. 

INDEX. 
Wires, on regular surface markings 

in stretched, of soft metals, 869. 
Wood (Prof. R. W.) on the separ- 

ation of close spectrum lines for 
monochromatic illumination, 524; 
on the production of a very intense 
sodium flame, 530; on a photo- 
metric study of the fluorescence of 
iodine vapour, 531; on the fluor- 
escence of gases excited by ultra- 
Schumann wayes, 899; on the 
magneto-optics of iodine vapour, 
1009 ; on the separate excitation 
of the centres of emission of the 
D lines of sodium, 1018; on a 
photometric investigation of the 
superficial resonance of sodium 
vapour, 1025. 

Worley (Prof. F. P.) on the decline 
of the hypothesis of ionic disso- 
ciation, 459. 

X rays, on the ionization in com- 
pounds of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen by homogeneous, 177; on 
the theory of reflexion of, 315, 
675; on the intensity of reflexion 
of, by crystals, 881. 

Zeeman effect, on an anomalous, in 
satellites of mercury lines, 533. 
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